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PK AS EVIDENCE AT NAZI TRIALS
6 way Legit Ired By H wood Raiding;

Theatre Guilds 'Protection Contracts
Recent advent of agents into the*

letjit field—such as Lcland Hayward
with ' A Bell For Adano," and Milsjc

Corp. of America (which represents

playwright' Norman Krasha) back-
ing "Dear Ruth"—again has stirred

wrath among legit producers be-

cause of inability to protect them-
selves and the theatre from Holly-

wood raids on their talent. They
."claim the agents have an unfair ad-

Vantage in an allegedly one-sided

Struggle.

A legit producer can't tie an actor

• to a general contract for his serv-

ices: the contract must call for a

definite role in. a specific show.
When the show, closes or the legit

year is up. the films can grab the

actor oil. Aii agent, on the other
hand, still retains control of his

actor's services when the play is

done, and can do with him as he
pleases.

Although most managers claim
they're helpless to combat the films

Wider the present contract system
set up by Equity, representing them-
selves as only a shop window for

Hollywood, one producing organiza-
tion, the Theatre Guild, has been
able to do something lately—al-

though not enough— in its behalf,

(Continued on page 29!

Ask Pix-Radio Co-op
On Crime Prevention

Sacramento, Oct. 2.

Motion picture industry represen-
tatives will be asked to present
views on films and juvenile delin-

quency at a hearing to be. held soon
in Los Angeles, according to chair-
man Lome Middough, of the State

Assembly Committee on Crime Pre-
vention and Correction. Middough
charges contribution to delinquency
of youth in "overdramatization by
both radio and films of crime
stories."

Committee members are recom-
mending that leaders in film and
radio circles discuss cooperation in

crime prevention program.

1 1 MacArthur Aide Tells 1st Inside

SCREENING SETUP
Story on JaP D D»y Radio Pte

BERNHARD-SPERLING'S

1ST FILM ON THE OSS
First film by the newly formed

U. S. Pictures, Inc. (Joe "Bernhard
and Milton Sperling) for release via

Winner Bros., will deal with the

OITice of Strategic Services. It will

bi based on the story of OSS opera-
tions and background written by Lt.

Corey Ford and Major Alastair

MncBain called "Cloak and Dagger."
It runs serially in Collier's mag with
initial installment this week.

First installment carries what is

described as an "editorial blessing''

by Major-General William J. ("Wild
Bill') Donovan, wartime head of OSS
who may tie in with the picture
in some as- yet undetermined man-

r** her. Gen. Donovan is now alternate
jurist to Judge Robert H. Jackson
at the Nuremberg war criminal
trial. •;"•":::•>

Any use of Gen. Donovan's name
01'

.
tying him in with the picture

would set the Bernhard-Sperling
film apart from others, about the OSS
that have been talked about.
Paramount yesterday (Tucs.l also

announced that-, with permission of
• -Major Donovan, it is preparing a

Story to be entitled "OSS." '

'

Spyros Skouras

On Biz s Future
Spyros Skouras is one who is real-

istic enough to concede that grosses

must dip eventually—just when, no-

body is quite sure—but he also fore-

sees a continued boom in America

for the simple reason that "the war
i.s not over, at least for us. Wc must
continue to manufacture for the

world. And if economic balance?
are properly struck, international

loans arranged and treaties consum-
mated, there's no reason why boom
times can't continue indefinitely."

Certainly, right now,' the film busi-

ness continues abnormal and "just

when it falls off to just normally
good grosses nobody knows. Maybe
not in eight months or a year, and
then again maybe these lush times
will continue for a long, long time."
he states.

The pegging of the British pound
will be a factor. If a new British

loan from Our Government is con-
summated, its present $4.02 stabilized

value may not go lower, although
there have been, reports of a $8.50

pound. (Its highest in former years
was $4.8fi. i.

. V

By ABEL GREEN
Hollywood—and U. S. show biz in

general'—will cap its war efforts at

Nuremberg. Germany, around Nov.
15. when the first batch of 21 top
Nazi war criminals goes on trial.

The film and general show biz in-

fluence will be dominant.
The Office of Strategic Services'

film record, made by such pix peo-
ple as Commander John Ford, direc-
tor George Stevens. Navy Lt. Ray
Kellogg, writers Budd Schulberg
and Daniel Fuehs. and others, will

ba offered as U. S. evidence against
the Nazis. The Army Signal
Corps, under Brigadier-General
Munson, in cooperation with OSS
and the Navy, made this film rec-
ord. :/->••"

The Nuremberg courtroom will

have a motion picture screen facing
the eight judges—one each from the

U. S.. Britain. Russia and France,
with their alternates—on ; which
Hints of Nazi atrocities will convey
to all in the court just why Goering,
el al„ are being tried.

Lt. Kellogg was lent by the Navy
to the OSS and filmed many of the

atrocity pix, much new cinematic

(Continued on page 24)

Buchman on Jolson Biog
Hollywood, Oct. 2.

Sid Buchman has taken charge
of the long-pending Al Jolson film

biographical at 'Columbia as author
•and producer. He will develop it

from the story angle which Sidney
Skolsky. Hollywood columnist, . in-
cepted. •

.The immediate action on Jo'son's
Pie sidetracks "Jacobowsky and the
CtSonel," which was on Buchman's
•ge-nda.

Legit Airline Deal

To Nix Sleeper Jumps
>. Chicago, Oct. 2.

Sleeper jumps will be a thing of

the past if negotiations with United

Airlines, started here last week by

Joseph. Hyman and Bcrnic Hart,

producers of "Dear Ruth," go
through.

'

Manaf.'.-rs reveal that United has

told them they can have first crack

at one of the C-54 transports new-

borns outfitted like Pullman cars

with lounges, sleepers, etc.. for civil-

ian use. when the Chi eomprny of

"Ei'i.h" is ready to hit. the roi.6 nest

June.

Transport ProMem Bogs

The Early Exchange Of

Brit., American Talent
London, Oct. 2.

Wlv.t are the chances o* American
talent being booked in England or
English acts going to the U. S., now
Chat the war is over'.' Judging from
current experience in London the
chances are slim, mainly because the

day of anything like normal travel

seems far away. :

1

Just now more than 400 American
businessmen, many, with far better

credentials than the average per-
former can get. are stranded for lack

of rclurb priorities good for the
.'"""'• (Continued on page 27) . :

Sees Negroes Solving

Chi Legit Problem
.

Chicago, Osi, 2.

In view of the success enjoyed
here by all-Negro plays and plays
starring Negroes, the colored breth-
ren ought to take. over,, according to

Bob Casey, Chi Daily News drama
critic.

Casey voiced the opinion in his

review of' "Anna, Lucasta." which
opened here last week. "Best plays
Chicago has seen in the last six

months have been Robeson's
'Othello.' 'Carmen Jones.' and this

one. Perhaps the solution to Chi-
cago's theatre problem is to turn the
whole thing over to the Negroes.
They seem to know what to do with
it."

Carroll s Unique

H wood Theatre
Before he departed for Hollywood

Ear] Carroll revealed plans for a

$5,000,000 theatre in filmdom's me-
tropolis that will be a combination of

New York's Radio City Music Hall

and the Center in R. C. and the

former Hippodrome, capacity to be
7,000. which would make it the

world's largest. Mark Woods, prez

of the. American Broadcasting Co.,

is named as Carroll's team-mate in

the venture. Carroll talked over
plans. with Gus Eyssell. president of

the Music Hall, and- then stated that

ground will be broken next March,
the building to be completed in 1947.

Site is on Sunset Blvd., opposite

the Columbia Broadcasting System
studio, measurement*' being 200 by
585 feet. Music Hair is 200 by 300

feet, not counting the lobby, which
is 100 feet. Turntable stage for the
new house will be 150 feet in diant-

(Continued on page 31

)

* By SAUL CARSON
The inside radio story and general

communications setup under Gen-
eral of the Army Douglas A. Mac-
Arthur—and incidentally the first

revelation of some of MacArthur's
"Jap D-Day" plans—were revealed
last week by Lt. Col. Jack Harris,
radio and communications officer for
MacArthur's G.H:Q. in Tokyo.

Col. Harris, formerly of WSM,
Nashville, was in New York on his
way from Tokyo to Washington on
business for MacArthur, and will re-
turn to Tokyo in about a week.
"Jap D-Day" was scheduled by"

MacArthur for Nov. 1. While press
and radio circles have known con-
fidentially for some time that the
Japanese mainland was to have been
invaded "sometime late in October,"
this was the first open, mention of
the actual day planned. The first

invasion was to have hit the island
of Kuyushu. ''.:'...

The fact that MacArthur is prob-
ably more hep to the fine points of
public relations than any of our
generals was pointed up by Col.
Harris' detailing of the plans made
to cover the invasion—and the quick
switcheroo to the radio and press
coverage of the surrender.

I In preparation for "Jap D-Day,"
'Col. Harris had equipment lor voice
broadcasting. -record big • aud, ,,,ores.s„

t ,

accommodation all ready. At
i Manila, from which place the in-

vasion fleet was to have started,

Harris had two ships, the Apache
and the FP-47, and two seagoing

(Continued on page 41) ^

TINY BRADSHAW ORCH.

ON ITS WAY TO TOKYO
. Tiny Bradshaw's orchestra was
skedded to depart for Tokyo last

Mon. (1). but bad weather delayed
sailing. Crew will probably depart
sometime this week.
Bradshaw's 17-piece unit will be

the first band to tour Japan. His
trip is under USO-Camp Shows
auspices.

TMfsofs
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Rep. Powell Taking Beef to Truman

On D.A.R. BrnshofF of Wife, Hazel Scott

had
the

Washington, Oct. 2.

Evidence that the Daughters of the •

American Revolution haven't learned
j

anything since 1939, when, .they
;

barred Negro contralto Marian An- j'

dcrson from'giving a recital in Con-
,

stilution Hall, Washington's concert

emporium which they own, was
j

given Sunday (30) with the report

that Negro pianist Hazel Scott

similarly been ' refused use of

Jiall for a concert. -

Charge was made by Charles P.

McClanc, Miss Scott's manager, in-

Philadelphia, where Miss S.co.t ap-

peared Friday (28) irt a. concert at

the Academy of Music. McClanc
• said Fred Hand, the hall's manager,

offered him an Oct. 20 date by phone,

but later, when learning Miss. Scott

was Negro, refused .permission. "Me*

seemed, most apologetic," McClanc

said, "going so far as to offer his as-

sistance in securing another hall'. lie

told me he had been, of such assist-

ance to Paul Robeson, but was in-

sistent that Constitution Hall defi-

nitely^ was out."

Hand refused to confirm or deny

the story, advising he couldn't -s ate

policy, of the D.A.R.. on use of the

hall by Negroes, and saying that no

contract, had been signed,

. Rep. Adam C. Powell, 3x1, Negro

Democrat, from New York, who is

Miss Scott's husband, has appealed

the ban to Pres. Truman, asking the

latter to ti;ke •immediate action" in

the matter.
;

This Week's Football
Bv TED MUSING

WINNER LOSER ODDS
Collese

Temple ... .1 I u 6-5

Wake Forest 3-1

Columbia . .

.

. . ; Syracuse • 9-5

Navy: .. ..... . . . Duke 8-5

Kcnii ...Dartmouth 8-"i

Yale ... . ;•;.

.

. . . Holy Cross .
8-5

Notre Dame. .y.'Ga.Tcoh. 7-5 :

LSJJ ^\ 1 l\ 0 il HI <X 5-8

Tulane .... ...Florida' 7-5

Indiana .-: .

.

7-5

8-5

Minnesota .. ...Nebraska 3-1

. Northwestern 2-1

Purdue .. . .

.

... Wisconsin fi-5

feu". . . . Arkansas 7-.y

. Te\as A .M

.

. . . Oklahoma 8-5

Tcx.s .... Texas Tech. .

2-1

Washington . . . . California 2-1
' So. Cal . . ..St. Mary's PF 2-1

Marquette -,'.
. . . . Villanova

' 9-5

St. Mary's. .
,,'.':.•. Nevada .

3-1

Fro

Boston ....Washington 1-3

' Bears .

'.

... .

.

.....Cleveland .
8-5

Phi hi." ....Cards 3-1

• New York. . . ... Pitt
'•"':' 8-5

j
Green Bay. Detroit 6-5

NIJINSKY RECUPED,

is

;i72iid WEEK !

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1915"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywoodj_Cal.

• stage enlcruuninent at. it * best,

'liliiiiivouts'' has everything a good

imisiral shouUI h;i,Ve.

'

EDGAR BERGEN.

HAYDENS HEROISM

DISCLOSED BY OSS
Washington, Oct. 2.

Office of Strategic Services took

the wraps off a little more of its

work last week to disclose that } his ailment and willing to appear

TO DANCE IN U. S.

Appearance in America of Vaslav

Nijinsky, famed ballet dancer who

retired 25 years ago following a

mental illness, is imminent, according

to impresario Sol Hurok.. Noted Rus-

sian, now living in Austria, is re-

ported practically recovered from

screen star Sterling Hayden, now
Capt. John Hamilton of the- Marines,

was one of its most daring opera-

tives in Europe.

Hayden, husband of Madeleine

Carroll and a schooner skipper be-

fore going into pictures, operated a
j
state' Dept.- on

small fishing boat along the Dal-

matian coast, helping downed
The boat

jtrts

In Yugoslavia and
]

parach uted

under Hurok 's aegis with the hitter's

Ballet Theatre in the U. S: Hurok

wired an offer, which was accepted

by the dancer's Wife, Romola Nijin-

sky. Hurok is now working with the

visa.

Nijinsky was to come to the U.S.

for medical treatment when the war

EX-FAIRBANKS TWIN

DIVORCED IN DETROIT
Detroit, Oct. 2.

Mrs. Marion F. Smith, one of Fair-

banks twins of "Ziegfcld Follies"

fame, was granted a divorce from
Gordon K. Smith,

s
wealthy Detroit

industrialist.- Mrs. Smith charged
her husband with striking her and
with excessive drinking.

Judge Joseph Moynihan, in ap-
proving the split, granted Mrs. Smith
?5,000 cash and ordered a trust fund
established from which she'll receive

951.000 a month alimony.

Mother's Suicide Has

Una Merkel Still 111

Hollywood. Oct. 2.

Una Merkel is suffering from a

nervous condition attributed to

shock of her mother's suicide in New
York seven months ago.

Under medical care in a Glendale
rest home, it's expected she will be
able to resume work in six to seven
weeks as her condition is reported
not serious by the attending

physician.

and partisans

Greece.

Hayden also

Yugoslavia on one occasion to es-

tablish contact with Allied airmen

Now 55. he is reported in

tine physical condition

Allied aviators to safety, — „ , k t

also carried supplies, to, OSS; agents
I \i ii LVdUally

i n'd- still able to assume certain bal

let roles, as for instance the title

role of "Petrouchka." which he

Gen. Marshall Pins Merit

Medal on Berlin for 'TITA'

Irving Berlin was awarded the

Medal of Merit yesterday (l) by
Gen. George C. Marshall, Army
Chief of Staff, for Berlin's assistance

to the Army Emergency Relief Fund.
Specifically it was Berlin's "This Is

the Army" which was responsible for

the award.

The medal was presented at the

direction of President Truman for

"highly meritorious service." The
all-Army musical earned more than

S9.000.000 oh the stage and screen for

the relief fund. '-..;.-.

"I shall always feel deeply grati-

fied for all your efforts," said Mar-
shall in pinning on the medal in the

Pentagon building. Citation was
read by Maj.'Gen. Edward F. Witzell.

Mrs. Berlin was present.

created at its first performance in

Paris in 1911. Unlikely Nijinsky

would arrive in
.
time for Ballet

Theatre's fall N. Y. season at (he.

Metropolitan Opera House next

month, but he might go-' on tour or

appear during the spring season.

66 POP. VILLAGE'S THEATRE
Minneapolis, Oct. 2.

Long Lake, S. D., village, in this

exchange territory, has a population

of oilly 66. Nevertheless, August
Nies, a resident there, has obtained
priorities for material for a theatre.

He'll build it as soOn as labor is

available.

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
jmmmnmH By Frank Scully

Benefit Canyon, Sept. 26.

One of the big similarities of muggs like me and lugs like you is that

\ve don't think the show is over when the curtain comes down. We don't;

think it's over until the final gross is counted.

In much the same long range way we view world wars. They're not '

over till They're over, and this one is far from over. Even in' the small

way that show business has been used as an analgesiquc,The work is not

completed: But only a handful realize this. The rest are acting as if the

horror called Hitler had never lived, and that moonlight and pretzels are

something to remember him by.
*

In Hollywood' of a Saturday night (221 Crosby, Sinatra and Miss Shore
sang, Jack Benny played his violin and .Rubinstein his piano; Hope. Burns,

Haley and Colonua did theirs, and Stokowski 'waved his hands at the

Bowl Symphony—all for free. It was to raise funds for entertaining the

wounded in the southern California fogbelt.

But the Hollywood Canteen has announced it is folding next month,

feeling that its work is over. However, the Hollywood Guild and Canteen,

as distinguished from the Hollywood Canteen, is not going to close. Mom
Lehr- Guild head, who was in this work before, the war, during the war,

and intends to stay in it after the war, realizes that Hollywood now has

a job that may be more important, than its wartime activities. She car-

ried oh all during the war magnificently, and until the final months on a

shoestring. Yet a week ago a bjock party, exhibition swimming meet and
picnic was staged to raise funds, for her post-war work (a similar party

a year ago was a terrific success), and 21 persons paid admission to see

Weissmuller, the new amateur champ and world's record breaker, Norman
Sper, Jr., and others. On the second show ing 18 paid admission, It was -

the worst flop of the year and for once Hollywood couldn't blame, it.' on
hot weather, picket lines or smog.;- :'•'•.?

. . . Single Standard Scully

Both at home and abroad the G. I.'s troubles continue to spill over into

the "outside" world. There are those wlio take the view thai a benefit

performance should never be criticized as a paid performance. • But I

have found that if I write for nothing or for dough I am judged by the

same hard standard, and I don't see why other performers shouldn't be
willing to take the same sort of shellacking it their work is .remiss. If

they don't Want to perform at their best it is an easy matter not to per-

form at all and (a ) either; send a check or .( b) forget the whole matter and
live with their conscience.

•

-.The B-Bag of "Stars and Stripes' reported R.M.K., Hq. 12 Army Gp,
as haying returned from "a scheduled U.S.O. performance, at Bad Nau-
he'im's famous kurhaus—a performance that never materialized." It

seems only 100 men turned up to see the show instead1 of a capacity house. .'

"The U.S.O. parasites turned up their, noses as did the Special Service

Staff of XIX Corps." stated R.M.K.. "and two immature first lieutenants

stammered various inadequate excuses about the turnout." It was R.M.K.'s
contention that every G.I. is worthy of a private performance.

I Major Lewis J. Bowen. Special Service Officer, XIX Corps, replied that

R.M.K. was completely justified in his criticism. But had not a total

stranger interfered, the major contended, the show would have been given

as scheduled. The major further stated that the performance was not
cancelled by XIX Corps Special Service, '"but by a lieutenant whose sis-

ter was a member of the cast and who wanted to spend the afternoon
with her."

It is quite possible that the guy who cancelled the U.S.O. show in Ger-
many may end up the same way. On the other hand, it is equally possible

that show business may begin to assert itself and insist that it should not
be held accountable for the stupidity of others. For these neglected E. M.'s

in far places are our friends and their families are our customers, ana"

anybody who goes out of his way to alienate customers is no friend of

show business. •

The Berle-ing Point

——-By Milton Berle

irmy"txSsi toast Hotels*
Santa Monica, Oct. 2.

Half a dozen local hotels and beach

clubs, currently occupied by the

Army Air Forces, will be returned

I to private ownership this month,

!
starting Oct. 5 with the Ocerni Palms

;

Hotel. '-.:
-''

' Others to follow are Shangri-La
! Hotel. Oct. 11: Miramar Hotel, Oct.

i 13: Grand Hotel, Oct. 16, and Edgfc-
1

water and Del Mar Beach . Clubs,

Oct. 2!).

Medals for Greasepainters

.

:

.

" New York.
Editor, "Variety"/

'Whde Congress is considering the

problem of returning servicemen
and displaced ex-war workers, why
can't it include some form of legis-

lation to -award medals to another
group that likewise has made heroic

contributions in peace as well as. in

war. I refer to the member of the

entertainment world who, in large

numbers, have visited foxhole Cir-

cuits at the front as well as training

camps on this continent. Many of

bur top stars have given tip vaca-

tions, lucrative stage, screen and
radio contracts,- even, the ordinary

comforts of home life to risk their

necks as they brought cheer to our
servicemen. Yet .there is no award
for these.soldiers-in-greasepaint; our
Government has not made its grati-

tude- articulate. For example, eon-
Kider. the contributions of: Bob Hope.
Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore, Amos 'n'

Andy . . . and so many more.

LANNY ROSS' PREEM
Yokohama, Sept. SO. '-.

j

Maj. Lanhy Ross, ex-film and
. radio star, and a contingent of talent

|
from the 8th Army, opened the first

GI theatre in Yokohama today with

|
a vaude revue that wowed a packed
house.

Theatre, one of the two large

houses to survive Allied bombings,

was officially dedicated by Lieut,

Gen. Robert L. Eicbelbergcr.

its outstanding entertainers. Surely

America is no less proud and ap-

preciative of its showbusiness greats.

Why not a medal to prove it?.:, ;.

Paul F. Stacy.

Vets Salute Sinatra

Hollywood, Oct. 2.

American Veterans Committee has

awarded a special commendation to

Frank Sinatra for hitter's broadcast

of Sept. 19, which had "House I Live

In" sketch.

"Unreserved commendation and
appreciation for the democratic aims
which that broadcast sought to at-

tain" was given by the vets to Sina-

England" confers knighthood upon
,
tra, sponsors and staff.

L. A. to N. Y.

Don Belding
Victor Borge
Patti Brady
Georgia Bullock
James S. Burke'.

i

Phil Cohan .

Bill Demling
Oscar A. Doob
Alfred Drake
Jimmy Durante
Joe Faber
Si Fabian
Lester Gottlieb

Jos: H. Hazen-
Harold Hefleran
Sonja Henie
Paul Hesse
George Jesscl

William Kcighley
Edwin Lester
Joseph Lilley

Bob Longeriecker
Garry Moore
Jack Oakie
B. S. Pulley
Charles Quigley
Stanley Richards
Hal Roach
Buddy Rogers
Stanley Rose
Art Rush
Herb Sanford
Dave Siegel

Edward Small
Howard Smith
Jeri Sullivan
Deeiris Taylor
Emily Vetter
Hal Wall is

Lucille Watson
Snag Werris.
Dame May Whitly

Boston, Oct. 2.

Well, here we are in the wonderful eity-of Boston for the opening of

my new show, "Spring in Brazil." Lec Shubert told me, "In Boston you're
going to be my ace in the hole. I saw my dressing room and I knew what

want. .Mom ..didn't come
.

tin, (.o. S t» and I'm.
-\U^i., AVi>!;jtjlii)fe^»

. . • . ..--v • • r. n' 1 1. . . ivi wi 1 1 n i tin l 1 in i ii- I'm -. —

9 K-y-^^^^^.-vmmm^yy^ iaiijfft' twice, to be heard orict'"..

Got a note from Ed Sullivan who asks, How did you find Boston?" It

wasn't hard. 1 got off the train and there it was. . .When we got off the
train my brother Frank had to carry the bags. The younger showgirls
walked.

. .Went down to Boston harbor and saw the exact spot where the
Boston tea party was held. I know it was the spot because While Rose
labels were still floating in the water.

N. Y. to L.
Joseph Bernhard
Ed Churchill
Jay Emanuel
Carl Leserman
Edward Scolield ."

FROM GAGS TO ^SWITCHES
Since W. C. Fields has been unable to get his ration of Scotch he's

doing- the next best thing. He's wearing kilts.. .Last year in this column
I said I developed a southern accent from drinking out of a dixie cup,
and so the company (no kidding) sent me a year's supply of drinking
cups.

. .Know a radio program that's so bad it went off the air owing
Hooper three points. .. Understand that Belle Baker is going to do »
takeoff cn Carmen Miranda. Instead of wearing: fruit on her head
she's going. to use potato salad and olives... The bar at Toots Shot's
was very crowded Saturday night and someone asked where all the
people came from. " "The elevator strike is over," suggested Pcler
Donald, "they probably just came down". . Abbott and Costello fired
one of their radio writers because his jokes were too NEW!. . .Joyce .

dropped me a line that our six-week-old baby Vicki laughed for the
first time—at Bob Hope's program. Am sending the baby a pair of
earmulTs and a stern note to Joyce.

THERE'S NO TRUTH TO THE RUMOR: r

. That radios in New York City eabs .are, working again. ..That Danvy
Kuye yives door prizes to people xrho laugh loudest at his broadcasts. ..

Thai a new stamp to be issued hi/ the Post Office will have Hirotiito s face
oh it. . .That, stacked one-by-one. Billy Rose's annuities are taller lhan :

lie is. .'.That Gun Lomburdo yets that rhythm by dunkiiio o xjo-yojn «

bowl of sour cream:. .Thai Harvey S one plans to re-enlist in the Aryiy
rather than write -new material . . .That Humphrey Bogarl sleeps in pajamas
Willi horizontal stripes. -Vv. :

-:-.'

CRACKING THE QUIP:
George Jessel looking younger than ever before. . .Doesn't look a day

over 65. (Tin only kidding Georgie ),. .Things are so artificial in Holly-
wood that when people put the bite on you they use false teeth. . .A band-
leader I know has such a bad case of insomnia he keeps sleeping tablets

awake. . NBC's George Wolf reports that Toots Shor -is" going to open
another restaurant where celebrities can. come and gape at the tourists.

SAILINGS
Oct. 1 i New York to London ) Nate

Blumberg, Joe Seidclman. Ed Mur-
row, Matty Fox (Queen Mary).

Oct. 3 ( London to
. New York i

George Wood (Laplandia).
Oct. 6 (New York to Paris) Bob

Stern (Clipper).

TED LEWISES' 30TH
The Ted Lewises ' celebrate their

30th wedding anniversary next Sun-

day (7) afternoon.

The "jazz tragedian" and his Ada

will receive at their New York

apartment.
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U.S. Distribs Eye British Pound Move

For Effect on Exports and Receipts

Speculation is rife among film in-i

'

dustry leaders in this country

whether Kngland is going to again

freeze funds of American picture

companies,, or whether that nation

will continue to remit monies weekly

as heretofore.

Situation was brought about with

the ending last Sunday (30) of the

paging of the British pound at $4.02,

with the result ,
that value of that

nation's money can either go up or

down without much warning. The

pound veals ago was worth $4.80

American and then slid to $4.02

where it has been pegged by govern-

ment decree. It is recalled that for

a number of months ill. 1942-43 U. S.

company monies in England were

iiczen and then, when lend-lease

started, Arms were permitted to take

out of Kngland only a percentage of

their gross earnings based on monies

taken out for the three years prior

to the freezing order.

Apparently several American film

companies foresee less exporting of

HoHyvvood pictures for distribution

in England in the future. Hence the

widespread move by the majors to

strengthen their holdings in Great
Britain, by making belter-quality'

British product and sending over, to

that country topflight stars to ap-

pear in British-made films. A school

of thought among several U, S. pic

company foreign chiefs is that since

England needs dollars to deal with

American companies, that country

will do less importing of foreign pix

and more exporting of English prod-

uct to America, thus building up
dollar credit.

On the other hand, the entire situ-

ation may be stabilized by the loan

that is currently being discussed for

England, reports indicating that a
loan of $5,080,000,000 will be made
by U S, The loan will probably be
lor a long period of time, and re-

newed after that date, too. at a

negligible rate of interest. Purpose,
of course, is to,givc the British dollar
balances to do business with U, S.

industry.

After all, England represents al-

moM two-thirds of the total foreign
business done by American ph'tttic

companies. If funds should be
blocked for any length of time, the

panics too much, since roicigii

actually represents the difference be-
tween a small profit on their product
and big profit. But indie producers
will definitely be affected since the
monies taken in on foreign distribu-
tion of their pictures might well rep-
resent the welfare of their entire
organization.

Pix Divvy* Still Up
Washington. Oct. 2.

Film industry dividends are

still running at a better rate

than in 1944, according to the.

latest Commerce Department
figures.

The cut for August was $500,-

000, compared with $300,000 for

the same month last year. -For

the three months ending Aug.
31°, the cut for picture industry
stockholders amounted to $5,-

800,000, which was $600,000 more
than for the same period in

1944.
.

Ferber Yarn 1st

For Todd at U
Edna Fcrber's "Great Son;" in

Technicolor, will be Mike Todd's first

film production for Universal under

a new four-year deal signed be-
tween the Broadway legit producer
and U prexy Nate Blumberg before
the latter sailed for London. It's

Todd's debut as a picture-maker but
his indie unit deal (a la Waller
Wanger and Mark Hellinger. also
now on the U lot) does not limit. his

Broadway legit activities. Todd, must
make his picture next, summer. The
Ferber property has been held in

(Continued on page 29V

IN ON HOME BIZ
,
By FRED STENGEL

: An entirely new facet of film dis-

tribution, which will evolve itself in-

to a multi-million-dollar business be-
fore many months have passed, has
opened up for the major companies!
This is the selling of 16mm. prints

o£ entertainment pictures to U. S.

exhibitors in conjunction with the
present sale of 35mm, pictures.

Basis for this overall plan, which
began recently in connection with
foreign distribution of Hollywood
pictures, is the experience of the

aimed forces during the war just

ended. Army and Navy showed dis-

tribs what could be done with lGmm
prints and projection equipment,
also bringing out the fact that there

is now a ready-made market for this

type product among the millions of

servicemen and women who were
entertained and educated by films

.shown solely in 16mm. throughout
the world.

It has been established that many
of the majors, including Metro, RKO,
Paramount 20th-FOx and Warners
plan to do away^ith the several in-

dependent distributors to whom they

(Continued on page 20)

Ruling by Treasury Dept. on Capital

Gains TaxesMay K.O. Indie Producers

Passportitis
Almost every top exec in the

film business has his passport

now, or has applied for it.

All have the urge for a look-

see, abroad. As. "essential busi-

ness," the State Dept. now okays
passports and the British grant
visas, to U. S, businessmen. No
visa necessary for France.

LOEWS WHN MAY SELL

TIME FORMERLY M-G'S
Warner Bros, may buy the radio

spots on WHN. New York-, which
Loew-Metro is relinquishing.

Odd part of the deal is that Loew's
owns the radio station but is easing

|

ent

off on its radio advertising, hence
'

the availability of the time to WB.

N. Y. VARIETY CLUB UP AGAIN
A new move is afoot looking to

the organization of a Variety club
in N. Y. City, where, it is felt in

tent circles one should have been
set up long ago.

Divorcement Gets

Glad Eye From Pic

Indies; Theatre Need
With more and more film showmen

eyeing the independent film produc-
tion futttre.. with its capital-gains

\

possibilities, all are looking to the

possible effects of the Government's
anti-trust suit, which starts in

New York next Monday (8), as giv-

ing, it further impetus. In short,

should theatres be severed from the

so-called "Big 5" producer-distribu-
tors, it is expected to open up new
channels for indie picture product.
That's what the Society of Indepcnd-

Motion Picture Producers
hopes for. also.

In line , with this theory, some
wonder if Joe Bernhard wasn't in-

fluenced b.v that when he resigned

|

his WB vice-presidency as head of

j

the large Warner Bros, chain of

i
theatres. .

'
.'.

]
Anybody with indie pix product, it

|
is expected, will have a better

' (Continued on page 29 °>

SAG Seeks Probe

Of 'Unfair Taxes
Hollywood, Oct. 2.

Screen Actors Guild is demanding
an investigation of "income and
Other tax Jaws as they discriminate
against actors." Question has already
been discussed with Treasury Sec.

Fred Vinson and Eric Johnston, new
chief of the MPPDA.
One of the complaints is that the

proposed reciprocal tax agreement
between the U. S. and Great Britain

contains a clause specifying that the
agreement applies to everybody but
actors and artistes.

Guild pointed out that a film star

might earn $150,000 annually for a

few years during his heyday but
that his average annual earnings,

when spread out over his whole ca-
reer, may average $4,000 or less.

Announcement of the Guild's cam-
I

paign tor a revision of taxation got

a rousing welcome from 1,000 thesps

I
who attended the meeting.

ODEON (RANK) VS. PAR

CUE TO CAN. PRICE WAR?
Showmen foresee a price-cutting

war in Canada, even if J. Arthur
Rank's Odeon circuit only consum-
mates 50"; of its now well-publi-

cized plans for new theatre building.

Since it will be Famous Players-

Canadian Corp 's . first real competi-

tion in the key spots, the Dominion's
indie exhibitors figure they will be
forced to price-cutting to meet the

battle of the titans, with their choice

of product housed ' in modern de-
1 luxers.

EXPECT KALMINE NAMED

BERNHARDT SUCCESSOR
It is expected that when Hai ry M.

Warner arrives from Hollywood in

New York hi a couple of weeks he
will formally name Harry Kalniine
the general manager of WB theatres.
Right now, as asst. g.m.. he is run-
ning the chain, with Joe Bernhard's
resignation.

Latter left for Hollywood yester-
day (Tues.), where he will continue
Plans for his indie film-producing
"nit, via WB release, called U. S.
Film Corp., of which Bernard'. is

President and ex-Marine Cap! . Mil-
ton Sperling is vecpec and produc-
tion head. .

:' V/

Lem Jones, Willkie's Sec,

Gen'l Aide to Skouras
The late Wendell Willkie's former

secretary; Lem Jones, is now con-
fidential secretary and general aide
to prexy Spyros Skouras, of 20th-
Fox. Willkie was board chairman
°f the same film companv at the time
°i his death.

With Jones' activity. Sam Shain.
who for a time aided Skouras. re-

turns to more directly head the
trade press division of the company's
Pub-ad staff.

arfy-JLme
Is there a British film party-line already

starting to work? Even before if. Arthur Rank
has carried England's figurative cinematic foot-

Ball over the goal-line?

The U. S. film industry may well start to

wonder about it. As witness two aspects. Firstly,

that blast at Warner Bros.' "Objective Burma,"
which literally chased the film not only off the

Warner theatre (London i screen, after only one
week's engagement, ' but chased it out of the

country. Anyway, at least 500 bookings in as

many theatres of the Associated British circuit

were cancelled.

The other aspect is that curious article in

the N. Y. Times magazine section Sunday, Sept.

23, by Dudley Carew in which the British ob-
server took Hollywood apart on a number of

points. Last Sunday (30 > Bosley Crowthcr de-
fended Hollywood, accenting that the trend,

despite lapses, is toward better pictures and
better taste. "Mrs. Miniver's" exaggerated sen-
timental make-believe: Hollywood's alleged
self-admiration in "Hollywood Canteen"; Chap-
lin's "Dictator" and "The War Against Mrs,
Hadley" were among other American films dep-
recated by critic Carew for one reason or an-
other, •

Both the captious Englishman 1 and the re-

butting American overlook completely that
Hollywood has produced the best British pic-
tures. "Cavalcade" sums it up. In fact, the
extraordinary emphasis currently in England
against Warners' "Objective Burma'' is focused
just as much against its star, Errol Flynn, for

haying "failed to contribute to Britain's aid

during the Isle's greatest moments" during the
war. One British press comment was that
"we've come to expect to see the true laces of

men going into battle. We've come not to sec

Errol Flynn, dressed up as a paratrooper, gal-

lantly leading his men .

"

From the Hollywood production front, and for

a long time from the American film-fan view-
point, the same attitude was voiced about the
strong British influence in the U. S. pix, but
being the liberal art form that it is, there is no
room for such chauvinistic thoughts at the pro-
duction source or in the consumers' market.
The glory that is Britain's has provided a
wealth of basic historical material for cinematic
glorification, whether made in Hollywood or
Elstree.

It's historically unfortunate, of course, that
Warners slighted the British 14th Army in the
cinematic saga dealing with the Burma cam-
paign of World War II. But it seems strange
that this should be sufficient to actually force
cancellation of an American movie in London
for political reasons. Our alliance with Britain
should transcend such celluloid sensitivities.

Lacking that, hence the query ' whether Eng-
land's postwar cinematic ambitions aren't some-
how tied in with these recent manifestations.

Fortune mag for October points to Rank as.
England's "movie missionary." England thrives
on its export markets. Traditionally astute in
international diplomacy—some of Britain's mis-
•cues in that direction in recent sears notwith-
standing—it's now an open secret that England
is backing Rank for a primary and basic pur-
pose—trade. It's long since axiomatic that
commerce follows the., movies, and that Holly-
wood's mirroring of the American moods, modes
and manners has been a potent force in Amer-
ica's international business relations. The
Germans and the Russians were quick to per-
ceive that, but the British are now in best
position to push that premise. Abel.

Hollywood, Oct. 2.

The anticipated ruling from the

U, S. Treasury that capital gains of

film corporations will be held as

personal holding, corporations and
subject to a tax of 85% instead of
the current 25% capital gain tax,
may be a knockout blow to such cor-
porate structures. A quick scan by
attorneys and accountants to seek
a possible loophole reveals that the
only method Of keeping such cor-
porations in the 25% bracket will
be if there are more than five bona-
flde stockholders. If corporation is

short of that number, anticipated
ruling will hike tax nick to heights.

Treasury regulation on personal
holding companies. places a 75% tax

'

on incomes up to $2,000. Over $2,000,

the tax is $1,500 plus 85% on excess
over S2.000. Such a tax nick would
completely wipe out advantages now
enjoyed by many film personalities
who have been making pictures un-
der capital gains regulation. In some
instances, if the anticipated ruling
governs the present tax year, it

might mean total bankruptcy for a
few independent producers or
stars. ;';

'..;'

Ah example of how deep the tax

(Continued on page 22)

FILM ATTACHE SETUP

DENIED BY STATE DEPT.
Washington, Oct. 2.

Reports of a new film attache for
the State Dept. were denied yester-

day (IV by Francis Colt de Wolf,
head of State's telecommunications
division, and George Canty, his mo-
tion picture specialist. . They said
they knew of no such appointment
coming up on cither a specific or
regional basis.

Such attaches are put on by em-
bassies as specialists only on specific

requests from industries, and the
film industry has made no such re-
quest. Telecommunications Division
is the blanch of the State Dept.
which handles negotiations with for-
eign countries on commercial mo-
tion picture matters. It now has two
attaches on a regional basis, one in

Europe and one in South America.
However, they handle all the' busi-

ness of the division, including radio

and other matters, and have not
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IF THEY COULD
SPEAK-
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"A new War Loan?

Betcha the boys are fed up—

Oh well, it's only human, but

- Maybe they'll remember us.

If we could only tell 'em— ^^^^^ v

Come on Gang—

One last shove to finish the job

—

It takes dough to

Do yours fellows!"

THE VICTORY LOAN
IS COMING

!

OCTOBER 29— DECEMBER 8

Sponsored by War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 150 1 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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Reported President Truman Cued DJ

Against Any Anti-Trust Compromise

Sec. Vinson Urges End Of

Excises Tax; Would Cut

Nitery Tabs, Theatres
•VV Washington, Oct. 2..

' Treasury Secretary Free) M. V in- I

son yesterday tlV urged the House

Ways & Means committee, now

working on a new tax reduction bill,

to end wartime excises effective July

1, 1946. beginning of the Govern-

ment's next fiscal year.

This would include half of the 20'

Di\

tice

.1011 of the Department of Jus-

wjlh attorneys ot distributor

Reported that U. S. Attorney-Gen-

>

efiii Turn C. Clark was not com-
pletely adamant against further dis7

cussions of proposals for a new con-

sent decree, even less than a week
.ago, w hich would have averted, (lie

scheduled anti-trust suit in." N. • Y.

next Monday, <8l,. but that President

_aaawuuL,.vJas 'not sympathetic toward

.any .
additional-—compi'omise"~blans.

B^Trwfng of the trial live days

front now seems a certainty. ' In

legal circles, over the weekend, it

was. indicated strongly there was no

more hope for a pre-trial settlement

of the issues involved, notably the

theatre divorcement phase. ..

Meantime, with that in . view, a

meeting was held Monday (IV in the

local headquarters of the Anti-Trust
;
bite on theatre admissions, and three-

fourths of the 20'.; ' levy on nitery

tabs. Vinson eslima'cd that elimina-

tion of all the wartime excises— in-

cluding taxes on fur costs, pocket-

books, etc.— would cost the Govern-
ment about $347,000,000 of revenue
during the last six months of 1946.

"Relief to individuals which would
be. particularly helpful to the lower
and middle income groups." he said,,

"can be given by setting an effective

date for the excise tax reductions
now provided, in the law. The in-

I dustries . involved in the excise taxes

j
have pointed out the 'disadvantages
arising' from the uncertainty in the

effective ' dale for these automatic
reductions."

Vinson referred to the fact that

j

the wartime excises are to expire
six months after the termination of

hostilities. While the Ways & Means.
I
committee voted last week to take

|
no action regarding them, Senator
Walter F. George (D„ Ga. f, chairman
of the Senate Finance committee, has
said he favors writing into the new
tax bill a date terminating hostilities

for tax purposes. Vinson's prod yes-
terday may cause the Way

Freer Pix Exchange Abroad as Peace

Key, Trade-Labor Setup, Johnston Goal

'Confident' Tom Clark
Tito' current Saturday Evening

Post esiWios a profile of Tom C.

Clark. U. S. attorney general,
' Whip so -for', has refused to en-

tri'tain appeals tor a compromise
• of the' anti-trust suit against the

major distributors. Written by
. Jack- Alexendev, article i.s labeled

"The . President's New Lawyer."
and among', other tilings, points

up his stance as foMows:
"Clark' has. immense reserves

of : patience • and isn't likely, to

use. .'his .atiti-trust club or any
other of the weapons in the at-

torney general's arsenal until he
i.s reasonably confident of get*

ting results."
.

;.'.' .'

Understood in fhe trade that

Clark is' thoroughly convinced
that the Dept. of Justice can win
the suit against the distributors,

forcing them to divorce theatres

and ):);tn.'.ir.-a!'e other reforms.

Thank you. Mr. Itpliorl Uarlu.ml.
for having- said. ".Molly to me', is

tfips, she ca n act. slit- <*an slug. Opt*
of the Rreat hnlii's of the American
showshop. Kv<'(j fi theatrical critic

1 of the il'ra.niii;'riin see that she has
wliai it. iitkes to lay . Itroadway in.

live aisles."

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Personal Representative

. ' JACOB KALISH '

One University Pjace New York

Washington, Oct. 2,

Washington may nudge New York
out as the nation's second most im-
portant film industry city under a
pi ofiram which Eric Johnston, newMPPDA prexy, is working on.

Huddling with' the trade press
here, Johnston.- -expanded on' a
scheme to erect in the nation's capi*
tal "Kit outstanding building" which
would provide quarters "for all
branches of picture business. The
kind of setup he talked about would

is operating only .in Holland, was the! be a virtual U. S. Chamber of Coin-
opening gun in the U. S. film busi- imeroc, but specializing in the

ness campaign against barriers

erected against it in the foreign mar-
Johnston, only recently named

Johnston Also Heads.

Export Corp.; UA With

WB in 'United Front'
Election, of Eric A. Johnston as

I

president of the newly-formed. Mo- '

lion Picture Export Assn., and. ol'li-

j

cial admission that the Export Assii. 'j

defendants on trial procedure and
j

ways and means of expediting try-

ing of the issues involved in the]
case. There were no decree discus-

sions at this meeting.
Wendell Bcrge, assistant attorney

general in charge of the criminal

division and Ernest Meyers ancj

Robert I,. Wright, special assistants]

to Clark, attended this- session to-
j

Kether with Harold Lasser, local as- I

sistant U. S. attorney. Attorneys
appearing for distributors, all from

i

committee to reverse itself and lake
some action.

In his statement to the committee,
the Treasury secretary urged overall
reductions amounting to about $5,-

000,000,000. In addition to the ex-
cises, he favored repeal of the. ex-
cess profits tax on business, and of
the so-called "normal" 3% tax on
personal incomes.

He said that at a later date, he
favored an overall revision of the
Federal tax structure which would

Bebe Daniels to Prod.

4 of Hal Roach's 12

40-60 Min. Streamliners
Hollywood. Oct. 2.

Bebe Daniels, former film star,

signed, to produce four streamlined
comedies for Hal Roach after Jan. 1.

when the Army returns the Roach
studio to civilian operation. Roach
will sign two more producers to

complete his lineup for filming 12

streamliners per year, at a cost of

around $200,000 each, plus the salary
of a star. Films will run from 40 to

60 minutes.
& Means

j
Studio will be the only one de-

ket.

Motion Picture Producers & Dis-
tributors Assn. proxy, was unani-
mously elected Export Assn. head by
the directorate last Friday i2H),

With, the formal joining up of

United Artists last Friday, although
out of the MPPDA, the Export setup
now has all eight major companies
as members. Warner Bros, is also a

member although not belonging to

the MPPDA; Glad Sears, UA v.p..

was named a director of the Export
Assn. at last Friday's meeting.

Full significance of this united

the outside, were Joseph M. Pros-
|

w-ipe out most of the excises com-
kauoi' for Warners, John W. Davis I

pletely.

for Loew s: Fred Pride, representing
| "We should eliminiaie as far as

20th-Fox: Whitney Seymour for
j

possible the sales and excise taxes,"
Paramount, and R. R. Irvine. RKO's

j

he said in that connection, "because
special counsel on case. DJ group . they not only put an unfair and hid- I

indicated to distrib attorneys that den tax burden on those with low
incomes, but they also restrict mar-
kets foi business."

Some weeks ago" "Variety dis-
closed that Vinson favored complete

|
lmn m ,t

abolition -of the admissions tax' and produced* for him by Arthur W
most other excises.

j
K,,„ y and -„.„.. pkk1ord w|1J <|o

I

iConlihucd on page 31

»
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PIX BIZ ENCOURAGED

BY NW LABOR SURVEY
Minneapolis, Oct. 2.

Film trade here is encouraged
j
Earle W. H 1111110 IIs' 1-Yl*.

again by the conclusion reached by
j
^ , . „,.,, „ ,,.

the Star Journal here, after a sur- j-
l^Ontraqt With KOSS F ed <

vey of business firms, that employ- i As newly-elected president of Fed- i Gradwcll Si
mehl total for Minneapolis in 1946 f eral Service. Earle W. 'Hammons i

!

will be 24','.' greater than in 194,0, the
|

veteran shorts producer, will re-
last prewar year. In fact, indica- organize the- checking system o( this
tions arc that the 1946 employment

j
company. His deal with ' Ross is

will equal the wartime peak, under a one-year contract. Harry
Newspaper made the survey A . Ross, founder of the organization.

becomes chairman .of the board.
Ross plans to devote m'ost of his

lime personally to the llimm. field.

! Which he is entering to supply equip-.

^ menHtu-oughout the country to com-
fit 2ai.0OO. which is 45,000 more than mc ,.cia , acboun ,m 1040 and cqu.il to the high em-

\ bc suppliet,

ploynrcnt record in July of this year,
1 |hoalre»

at the wartime peak," the Star
'

Journal said.

voted exclusively to comedies ot that
length. Roach has made no releasing
deal to date, preferring to wait until

lie has completed about half a dozen
of the pictures before arranging for

distribution.

During the war the studio, has
been operated by the Army Air
Forces Photograph Section at a
rental, of $13fi.000 per year. During

j

three years of occupation the Army
spent around $500,000 on equipment
and improvements. About half the

I equipment will be removed by the
I Government and the rest will accrue
I to Roach.

10 Short Features on U. A. Sked
Hoi.ywood, Oct. 2.

Streamlined pictures will get a
heavy play on the United Artists re-
leasing program next season, with

pect, Charles Chaplin has decided to

3 series of this type, to be

in-
dustry.

, . ';.,. - »

1 "Such a place," he said, "would
;
include a grapliic display of the his-

I

tory of the industry. There would
be ;i library of films, a smtii) thea-
tre, offices for all segments of the
industry. " including .the craft and
guild unions, service for visiting mo-
tion picture officials." He said the

;
project might be taken over by the

j

Institute of Motion Pictures which
ihe has proposed, and said he wanted
I

to bring in not only the production;
end, but also distribution and ex-
hibition. •'

Johnston appeared dissatisfied

with the job that has been done by
front was appreciated as Johnston

i
MPPDA in the past and declared he

outlined a precise program of attack !
was ready to take on a lot of extra

in the world market. It was stated, .work. Some highlights of the press
after, last week's session, that t lie i conference:. -

machinery of the Export Assn. was I i. He is moving ahead on plans

I

being used solely because U. S. dis- ! for the Institute which he hopes will
llnbutors are confronted with bar-

j
handle trade and labor practices of

rieis which can be surmounted only hh t. industry.' "We.' have to solve v

through such united ac.ion as Con- them in the industry." he said; "or
gress had in mind in the Wc'ob-

|
they will be solved by the govern-

Pomerene Act, which permits the
;
ment. Industries talk about self-,

operation of groups of ' companies.': regulation, but little has been done
not permitted in the U. S:, in the 1

i;bbut it. We need a policy gVoup ot
foreign field.

J
al j .segments of the industry."

i , 2.- Johnston is going to Hollywood
i within the next two weeks to dis-

! cuss establishment of - a full time

i
head of the MPPDA office there.

Research Program Mapped

3. He wants an extensive research
program which would develop inex-

pensive non-inflammable 'film, three
dimensional projection, educational

possibilities, etc. He foresaw the

necessity of pictures to develop pro-

grams along that line as public serv-

ice jobs which might compare with

this connection, Johnston

likewise, with her husband, Buddy
Rogers, handling the production end.
Miss Pickford is in New York now

for a UA board meeting and to dis-
cuss her production plans with

sales chief.

among. 500 firms and these represent
jibout 50';. of total employment' in

the city.

"Results from this sample indicate
employment next year is estimated

it

No equipment will

in opposition. . to

Four hading business groups and
organizations cooperated in con-
ducting the .-urvey.

J. S. Jones. Minnesota Farm Bu-
reau ' FetVirttf ion • executive secretary,
has made , the prediction that the
farmer and his family probably will
•be the largest buyer in' the postwar
era, which.: it's pointed, out, also
should help to make for good
tin t aire bus'ness. -. .

Cummiiigs Decish Upheld

j

Ross is presently checking per-
1 cmta'ge dates only for 20lh-Fnx. Sam
Goldwyn and David O. Selznick.
tast. spring it suffered a loss when
Paramount. Universal, RKO, Colum-
bia and United' Artists set up their
own. checking outfit, Ccnlidentia)
Reports,. Inc.

Hammons. pioneer in the shorts
field, for -many years had his. own
company. Educational, and also was
president of the defunct Grand Na-
tional Pictures. In 1942 Hamimnis
became a", short producer oil release
through Par.

Loop's First Pic Preem
In Five Years Is 'Dollys'

Chicago. Oct. 2.

First/world preem of an important
pie to be held in the Loop in five
years is skedded for Friday CM at
the Chicago when, according to 20th-
Fox, p.a.'ers with "The Dolly Sisters"
will be George Jessel. producer:
June Haver. Vivian Blaine. Caesar
Romero and Phil Silvers, who'll ap-
pear at all shows during the day.
Also planned are a parade, followed
by a pitch in front of the theatre:
visits to hospitals in the vicinity,'
and press party at the Sherman

I hotel. . .,..' •'.;:

I .

In, charge of the afToir are Tom
j

Connors, vet pee over sales for 20th,

I

and John Balaban, general manager
|

for Balaban /': Kalz. with Sid Blu-
menstock in charge of exploitation.

In

stated

"The purpose of the Motion Pic-
ture Export Assn.. Inc.. is to pro-
mote the sale of motion, p'.clures; in
foreign countries on a fair, co'mpe i-

tive basis. This country has no trade
barrier* against films from other
lands, and we want no tiide bar-
riers established against us." :

It will be recalled that there has
been a growing tendency on the. part
of some foreign governments'- to
establish such barriers, via film
monopolies, unfair taxation and
other restrictions.

Outlining tho further objectives of
the Export Assn., Johnston s:\id:

"The American film industry has
no de.-ire to use the mot ion •picture,
for unworthy, purposes. Other na-
tions would resent it if we tried, just"
as we resent any -atrempfon dheir
part to 'propagandize' us. The best
propaganda is 'no propaganda.
"The .notion picture is too potent

:f^M^ay'Wyg^aafe«;-'.' '-j;n»-
derstandmg anif Iritntl.-hip Tor V,s
usefulness to be circumseribed. We
hope to send abroad an increasing
number of films which will be an
honest portrayal of. American life
and which, at the same time, will
provide wholesome entertainment.
We will welcome similar films from
abroad. A free exchange of motion
pictures among the nations will help
greatly in the development of a
healthy, .prosperous, pc-.ceful -world "

Murray Silverstone had been act-
ing as temporary prexy' of the Ex-
port Assn.

Industry was conjecturing as to
what foreign country ncxl would
come under Export Corp. setup, with

!
latest interest focusing on Spain and
Yugoslavia. .

,

the non-commercial. cultural sus-

tlie networkslaming programs of

and radio stations.

4. He called freer exchange of

films among the nations oi' the world
"almost the keystone to future

peace." He will try to expand the

loleign representation of MPPDA.
• Continued on page 31

)

San Francisco. Oct, 2.

U. S. Court of Appeals upheld the
action of Federal Judge Hollzev in
terminating Robert

explained. that the Vludio had ceased
making warlike films but would keep

Par's Igloo Out'ets
-•" Seattle^ O, t. 2.

t Cummings' I Paramount closed a' deal with the
{
on iritogifn^i^u^nc^VoTfte*^

M- y 90 loii i
W

(

Universal, as of Gross Theatre circuit in Alaska for wi'h entertainment' '

01 ^'^
M»-y|»

v194f
Actor was al,so award- the showing of the .studio's product

f.dvS2,2f»0 in back pay. during the 1945-4B season, Dwight
Court ruled that Cummings was Sprachcr.. of. Paramourit's Seattle

exchange, arranged the deal
the 10-housc circuit in Juneau

WB's idea' Pix
Hollywood, Oct. 2.

Warners will continue to produce
"idea pictures-" in a peacetime world,

\

cr.ty was purchased by P., I he 1weording to Jack L. Warner, who I tries
'

RKO-PATHE'S NEW N.Y.

STUDIO AND FILM LAB
RKO-Palhe News and Palhc In-

dustries. Inc.. have acquired the 11-
story building at 'KJflJh sired and'

1

:

Park avenue for their-- New York I

studio and film laboratct.ies. Site
covers 31.Q00 scjuare ltd, I'm.-ch-'-'e

.'

price was a reputed If
'j .OOO.OtlO- with I

considerable coin still to .he spent to
refurbish Ihe huilding.,

'

Documentaries,, as' well as other i

specialized subjects including the
"This Is America" S'en'cs, « ill he
produced at the new studios I

F.P.CANADIAN SUBS1D

I

cligiar^WiiTW
Toronto. Oct. 2.

;
Over 200 managers and leading

; licurcs in Canada's film industry

were banquet guests here marking
!
the 10th anniversary of- 20ih-Cen-

i

tury Theatres, affiliate of Famous
j

flayers-Canadian Corp. (Subsidiary
: has 47 houses in Ontario. 21 of

•these in Toronto.) N. A. Taylor,
! picz of 20th, and Raoul Aurbach,
j.g.iii„ were each presented with

I

office portable radios, with Hye
I Bossin acting throughout as toast-

master. Gathering was held in the

Crystal Ballroom of the King Ed-
ward, hotel. .

-

In relating the history of FP-C"s'

"baby chain,"- Taylor -recounted
how, 10 years ago, "his organization
started out with seven office, suites

ant! had to sublet five of these to

pay the; office rent. Organization
started in 1935 with two booking »t-

("ouuts. Taylor said. He paid tribute

to the later cooperation-of J. J. KtiiE-

g'ibbon-, FP-Can. pfez, who was prcs-

I'lil as one on the lengthy rosier of

spealsefs'. Given an ovation was
Capl. John J. Fitzgibbon. Jr., U.S.

Army, who returned here last week
direct from Okinawa and who. alter

military discharge, returns Co KP-
Caii.'s head office here.

rop-

within Irs rights in refusing to play
» role in 'Fired Wife."

with

Warner
p.'etice. Jnritt.slryi shotdd keep up
wiih important events of worldwide
interests • .and not limit itself to
escapist films.

Mayer a 'Globester'
Arthur L. Mayer, owner of the

Riaitli •theatre, N. Y., and assistant

to the chairman of the American
Red Cross, i.s one of the party mak-
ing the' "globester" flight

' Irom

I

Washington in a C-54, Making off on

Inc.. with Erwin S. Woll'son
handling the deal, according to the
announcement by Frederic .Oilman.
Jr., prexy of RKO-Palhe News, and
Kenneth M. Young, chairman of the

declared that the motion
|

board of Pathe Industries. Inc.'
j

i2HV.
Both 01T;,nizat!oi'r, will continue to They're due back 'tomorrow

mainca.n exec ofiV es. h«w< ve.r. at iThurs.) but Mayer is getliug off in
their present site, 625 Madison

J Calcutta where he has Red Cross
avc,uie

-
.,

• •

1 business.

the 23.000-mile route )a.-t Friday
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Opened a month ago to biggest first-day figures in N. Y.

Paramount history .. . Followed two weeks later, by Los Angeles

and Hollywood debuts topping "Incendiary Blonde"!

L.



WtMluesday, Odober 3, 1045

mm

Sim-

JENNIFER JONES and JOSEPH COTTEN
in HAL WALLIS' production "LOVE
LETTERS" with Ann Richards and Cecil

Kellaway, Gladys Cooper, Anita Louise

Directed by William Dieterle

JEOVE LETTERS

breaks all known records in theatre's 27-year history! Fourth

week actually topped the third — and fifth week is leading the

fourth as we go to press! And second engagement at San

Francisco Fox is matching this amazing pace.

eep. ting, pie



10 PftRIETY Wednesday, October 3, 1915

"THE LOST WEEKEND"starring RAY MILLAND
and JANE WYMAN with. Phillip Terry, Howard

da Silva. Produced by Charles Brackett. Directed by

Billy Wilder. From the Novel by Charles Jackson.
1 -

P

^JHE LOST IVEEKEND
Never has any picture been praised so highly—by so many

-leading. •ciWtS'jS^s^% ad\ra«ce of its Km^;showk^!!^^v€Tk-

table avalanche of unrestrained and unanimous raves already in

print or on the presses gives advance assurance that this will

be the most talked-about picture since "Going My Way."

In Paramount^ First Block for 1945-46

Get set for VICTORY LOAN. Oct. 29-Dec. 8
'
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170,009 Deliveries of Par Pix During

3d-of-Century Fete Unusual Record

All industry "records -in- the play-*

in , of film of any company for any

similar period has been shattered

dining the

Century C«

five-week Third-of-a

debration of Paramount

which ended Friday night (29),

whe.1 final figures; supplied by

Charles M. Reagan, v.p. over distri-

bution, showed, that, deliveries

reached the amazing total of 1,0,009.

It, order to attain this figure it was

necessary to strip vaults of all

available prints and keep them con-

stantly oil the move, _ \ • .-

Kxaet number of shipments made

,vel e :»:i.2S7 for the week ended

Sent 1 38.749 on Sept. 8; 33.109,

Sent 15i 32.781, Sept. 22 and 32.133.

Sept 29. an average of 34,002 over

the live-week period. Each year the

so-called Paramount Week is the

f, v <\ in September that includes

Labor Dav. Record .high in deliv-

eries previously was struck in 1936

when 311.887 shipments were made.

However,: in contrast to the figure

then arid over the past Labor Day,

a difference of around 8,000, is the

fact, as pointed out, that in 193(1

Par had 68 features and 10-3 shorts

Ida Lupino's 20th Deal
Hollywood, Oct. 2,

Ida Lupino. who owes 20th-Fox
one piclnve, will carry out that com-
mitment as fertime lead in "The Dark
Corner," a whodunit to be produced
by Fred Kohlmar and directed by
Henry Hathaway.
Filming starts in November, with

William Bendix and Clifton Webb
sharing top spots.

N. Y. Boothmen May

Not Run fix of 5

Cos. After Oct. 19
Unless there is a settlement of

long-strained; negotiations with N. Y.

theatre circuits and leading down-

town individual operations by Oct.

19. a serious tieup of boofhs through-

out the Greater N Y. area is threat-

ened
At meeting of membership of Lo-

ws against 28 features, two reissues
! ca v 306. Moving Picture Machine Op-

and M shorts this year. The aver- e ,-ators of N.Y. Monday midnight (31),

aae in deliveries over the nine years nelman Gelber, president, was an-

from 1936 through 1944was 27.410.
tnol.j;,ett to direct projectionists for

Results of the Third-of-Century companies, where contractual nego-

2 N.Y. Dailies Back To

Limiting Amus. Ads

But Others Open Up
Two N. Y. daily newspapers which

a week ago announced they were
prepared to accept all picture adver-

tising space desired,; have back-

tracked. The papers. Herald Tri-

bune and Daily News, both morn-

ing, have gone back to rationing, un-
til at least Jan. 1. not only so far

as amusement sections are concerned

but also for other departments. A
1'j.ish for space and fear on part of

these papers that some departments
may go whole-hog, forced the
change in policy.

As result, Trib and News-, will not
permit any more lineage on pictures
than was used for the correspond-
ing months between now and Jan. 1

in 1944." : :

N. Y. Times never did ease up bul
some consolation that throughout
the country much more space will

be available shortly is had through
notification that all of the seven
Boston dailies, the News in Cleve-
land and Times in Detroit, have
lifted all restrictions for all segments
of the industry.

Picture industry during wartime
with its newsprint shortages has not

been happy in being forced to use*

radio as a substitute means of ad- I

vertising.

IATSE, Painters Await NLRB Hearing

Decish, With Fired Strikers the Issue

Keighley Preps Song Biog
* Hollyvvood, Oct. 2.

First production by William Keigh-
ley since his return to civvies will

be "I Love You Truly," built on the

life story of Carrie Jacobs-Bond,
song writer,

Keighley left for New York to

work out financing and distribution

problems with his partner, Ralph
Jester.

celebration by Par reflects the high

esteem of exhibitors for Reagan, his

sale? force and his policies. Reagan,

aside from this, however, is not un-

mindful of the fact that the colebra- mount. Also affected, if there's no

lion drive could not have been as , settlement by Oct. 19. will be screen

-

successful' as it was without the co-
\n% rooms in homeoffices. and ex

operation received from the .coup- changes as. well as newsreel labs

lions have reached an impasse, not

to run ov handle film of companies

involved, which are Metro, RKO,
Warner Bios., 20lh-Fox and Para

try's exhibitors, radio, the trade and

lay press.

Stressed as exceptionally unusual

was the fact that the N.Y. Par ex-

change, managed by Henry Handel

Rub on a new contract for opera-

tors retroactive to' Sept 1 last in-

volves all Broadway theatres and

those of the Loew. RKO. Skouras

and Randl'oree chains, who have

emerged second on deliveries de- stalled Local 306 on a new deal for

•spite the fact that this branch is riot . many months now",

selling around 185 important neigh- I Op union.' which has enjoyed in

borhood theatres of the Brandt, !
creases totaling only 1°'< since 1932.

Century and Skouras chains.
j

is demanding a 25'.:;. boost, while

Among districts. Hugh Owens. !

theatres are counter-offering only

which includes N.Y.. Atlanta, Char-
j

5;. Meantime, .the union ^>n»«M
lolte and New Orleans, came out '*»>*»* °« to change the

first. .Harry Goldstein's Cleveland I
old^contract with respect to-vai.ous

district was second and Del Good- I
conditions would have the net e lect

-ma 1rs--Wesr-Coast- " distVe^thiH;1^-ro^ ,<ll?,
'tl0^ l-educing the total

Among exchanges. Indianapolis, of j

salaries ot projectionists

which Dick Frank is manager, made Local 30b is ready and -eager to

the most shipments, while Denver, meet at any time and any place with,

managed by Chct Bell, ran , hiV( |
11"' llu-alre group W'hich may be des-

behind NY ignated m hopes of reaching a sct-

~ ..,.,'„'
.

". J tlement and avcrting.a strike, Gelber
S

, J
>r
u

w
(

or
h"'"

01,1 ot
stated yesterday .Tuesday).

Seattle, did the best job among
! .

salesmen, while Louis Aurclio of I

Chicago placed and Jvlax ' Harilield.. I

also of Seattle, canle in for show i

money,

On over-counter sales for bookers,
Jerry Weiss of the -Chicago office,

Bldg. Strike Boomed

N.Y. Theatres, Jammed

Hotels; Hardships
Elevator strike in over 2,000 New

York business buildings, which
paralyzed operations for several

picture companies and other amuse-
ment enterprises all of last week, at

same time creating difficulties in the

broadcasting field, came to a halt

Saturday afternoon (29) when'
strikers acceded to request of Gov-
ernor Dewey to submit dispute to

arbitration. -

.

'

;

"

For the film theatres the strike

proved a windfall with many thou-

sands . absent from work going to

shows. Matinees were away up. first

two days of strike, Monday-Tuesday
(24-25) being particularly big. On
Friday, payday for most people,

there was less absenteeism since

there was an incentive to climb
stairs in order to collect paychecks.

On the week through Friday night

Reissuing of features with per- I estimated that Broadway boxoffice

sonalilies who were not big b.o, was about 10';. more than normal,

draws at the time the pictures were Facing serious problem im-

originally released may result in mediately alter strike was called in

sockp grosses for the pix on the Film Center bldg., distributors ap-

basis. of current boxoffice returns, pealed to union for eawrgency man
but in the long run it will hurt the

j
to run freight elevator and keep film

expectancy of new product in the

opinion of many industry observers.

One instance, of several, is a sit-

uation in Boston where first-run

!
houses have been playing dualled

i
reissues to good returns. Three dual

[bills that played the Hub recently

Fear Reissues

May Boomerang

moving. Elevator was in Operation

only until 3 p.m., but exchanges in

Film Center were -.able to get out

necessary shipments. However,
union would not permit the carrying

of any film going lo screening rooms
in or out of building, nor could any

Washington. Oct. 2.

IATSE and the Painters were
awaiting word of the National Labor
Relations Board ruling in the studio

fight between them after last Fri-

day's. '28) hearing, Hearing devel-

oped that the issue, which had been

snarling NLRB in handing down a

ruling, was Hhe question of whether
the strikers were legally fired. This

is the key point in whether the

strikers, Local 1421; are eligible to

vole in the bargaining
,
election for

the Set Decorators.

In arguments which lasted nearly

three hours, counsel for the studios

and for IATSE insisted that the tir-

ing was legal, while attorneys for

1421 denied this and claimed that the

issue was far broader than a juris-

dictional question; Hearing was to

have started at 10:30 a:m.. but did

not get under way until nearly noon
because the Labor Board and oppos-
ing counsel met in a secret huddle
behind closed doors for more than

an hour. Meanwhile, several con-
gressmen from the Los Angeles dis-

trict, who had turned out to watch
the hearing, were left cooling their

heels in the hearing room. All had
to leave shortly after the hearing
began.
The congressmen who turned out

were Mrs.' Helen Gahagan Douglas,
Gordon L. McDonough. Ellis E Pat-
terson and Clyde Doyle;
Horner Mitchell, L. A. attorney,

opened the hearing by presenting
the- case for the producers, He
argued that the studios were in the

middle of a jurisdictional dispute

and said that the crux of the situa-

tion was whether or not the produ-
cers were ' guilty of unfair labor
practices. He interpreted the brief

tiled by 1421 as involving two issues:

J. Refusal of the studios to recog-
nize 1421 as; bargaining agenl.for the
set designers'; " ~

"

.'""'

2. Discharge of the strikers.

No "Unfair" Charges Made
He went on to point out that no

charges of "unfair labor practices"
were made originally and therefore
contended that the Board was not
bound to proceed on that issue at

all. He said the question came intoi were Universalis "East Side of I
prints come in from laboratories

!
Heaven" with Bing Crosby, ' paired Screenings w ere interfered with in

J

thb case quite late—when 1421 filed

(with -"Imitation of , Life" starring J?aramounl and Republic buildings,
j j ts brief. Mitchell said thai Supreme

but not in Radio City and other
j.Court decisions proyed the right of

buildings., including Loew's State.
| an employer to discharge an- em-
ployee for any reason except "lor

interfering with his concerted activi-

ties." .'-.

GRIFFITH TRIAL OYER

SOON, DECISION LATER

RKO MANAGERS GUILD

WINS; $85-$140 SCALE
Scoring ••••! decisive victory in its

".•v,'i»'"?j', 1 -t!c K'nr'yff'KiX-iiK- ;na?!J.gets

and assistants in 41 of. the RKO
houses in Greater N. Y. and West-

chester county, under a decision of

the Regional War Labor Board

handed down Saturday (29). obtain

salary minimums. increases and va-

rious working conditions.

Decision grants a reduction in the

work week from C3 to 48 hours, with

However, he contended, they were
not fired for union activity but for

failure "to live up to their legal

contract obligations." and that there-
(Coolinued on page 311

GRE§THMJ^,>^,
AD-POB ACCOUNTS

Oklahoma City, Oct. 2.

Indicated on Monday U> that
the long drawn-out anti-trust ca.e
against the Griffith theatre- Interests

[
time-and-a-half for overtime, and an

would end in Federal court 'here I immediate boost in pay of $7.83 a

early this week, but that it.would ! week. Kate ranges established for

be some time before Judge Edgar S. !
managers are $85 to $140 weekly ;and

Vaught-hands down his decision. Un-
derstood that the judge wants addi-
tional time for consideration and re-
view • of the case before giving a
Verdict.

from MO to $75 for assistants. Board
further- directed, that managers are

to lie placed in the same relative po-

sitions in I lie new rate ranges which
they hail heretofore occupied in th

Among Monday's witnesses was
j

old ranges. Old rate ranges were $50

Lawrence C. Bosher. former sccre- .to $125 for managers and $25 to $60

tary-treasurer of Seminole Amus.:
|

for' assistant managers. As result.

Co.. Shawnee. Okla.. who was called i
the order Will mean substantial

in rebuttal by Federal attorneys to Wage increases for the RKO union,

confirm earlier testimony by Jake j
known as Motion picture Theatre

Jones about the leasing of the Cri- Operating Managers & Assistant

terion theatre in Shawnee to the 1 Managers Guild

Claudette Colbert; Warners' dual re

issue bill. "Born for Trouble." with

Van Johnson and Faye Emerson, and
j

Loew's quickly signed a separate

"It AJl Came True" with Humphrey :
contract with the union. Para-

Bogart and Ann Sheridan, and only mount, tallest building in Times

last week the Paramount dualler. Square, houses Par. Film Board of

"Northwest Mounted Police" with {Trade, Buchanan ad agency, the

Gary' Cooper; and "This Gun for : Skouras, Prudential. Raritan and

Hire" starring Alan Ladd.
. |

other theatre circuits, plus various

All these bills did terrific business, other- amusement interests.

Last week, 20th-Fox Opened up with One of problems encountered was

a high-budget Technicolor musical, I
getting mail, .while another' was in

"State Faii," at an important M(gs>?
j
moving advertising matter and other

ih;--'B?>..te;i. •3»U-,.',U»".
,£^^

buzzing, people wanting lo know if
1 Meantime, there was no maintenance '

Will Rogers is starred in the. pic- and no cleaning. In the Paramount

lure. Latter, of course, was featured
|

building Par people were jamming! Hollywood. Oct. 2.

in the original version, and Boston |
the private elevator in the theatre,) Major Monroe Greentha I. recently

audiences. ha> been educated to re- [but when the union squawked about ; out of Army and former advertising

issues during the past several weeks, this, only a small number continued .and publicity chief for United Art-

took it for" granted that this • was to use these elevators, which are : ists, is going Into' business on his

another reissue. manned by theatre ushers and go to ' own, Greenthal has several ,j ode-

Producers.' too, look at the sit- 11th floor of Par building.
|

pendent accounts lined up here .to

nation with alarm, David p. -Selzi "he strike had elfeet of jamming
j

handle their advertising and ex-

nick recently sold several properties
(

N. Y. with transients. Many visiting i ploilation from offices he will es-

to RKO for future production, the the city on business'were stuck to - tablish in New York. Understood

deal including loan-out of Selznick's (their hotel rooms longer than plan-
j

that one of accounts he has already

star roster, directors and other I

'led. while others meantime wore
j
is Jules Levey, who ju.;l completed

talent. Among the properties slated
J

coming in to pick up reservations, ; "Abilene," starring Randolph Scott

lor production are remakes of "Bill! the whole situation causing a bad

of Divorcement" and "Little problem for hotels.

both scheduled to be top- j

-"— -
-

Women.'
budget pix.

Additionally.- all

Griffith Amus. Co
On the stand also was Pat Duffy,

indie' exhibitor of Mangunv. Okla..
who was recalled for questioning
about his correspondence with Grif-
fith.

Case, originally filed six years ago.
t

seeks to dissolve the Griffith com-

i

provisions of the RWLB are retroac-

tive to Dec. 8. 1944;

There is to be seniority in connec-

tion with layoffs and promotions,

with ell dispute's to be submitted to

arbitration, and no discharges may
be made excent for just cause. The

ii ilri is given the fight to dispute the

1 Schine's Daughter to Wed
"Gloyersvillc. N. Y, Oct. 2.

' Announcement, .made of engage-

] m'ent of Doris Schine, 'daughter or

; Mr. and Mrs. J. Myer -Scliine, .-t«i

'Morton H: Maxwell, son of Dr. and

i Mrs. William Maxw'ell; of N. Y. Ci'.y.

The wedding takes place next sum-
mer.

Pis-Radio-Press Powwow
On UN Food Conference weeks,

-
Greenthal has been talking

and Ann Dvorak. Other account re-
ported as wrapped up is handling
of Howard Hughes' "Outlaw5* which
will be released through UA. .

While here, during the past few

Washington. Oct, 2.

Approximately 50
.
film, radio,

magazine and newspaper officials

met with President Truman today

('fues. ) at the White House.' Huddle
was to discuss,. cooperation with the

United Nationil'-Food and Agriculture

j
Conference, to .be held , in Quebec,

I October 16.

with virtually all producers, who
are currently releasing through UA,
on liis plan.

Big Turnout for Dinner

j

In Honor of Jack Cohn
Some 1.500 'fHniites honored Jack

Cohn, Columbia Pictures v. p.. last

Miss -Scliine is a senior at Finch

.iiroprietv of any discharges and to
panics which operate out of Okla-

n;,vt,. nlrhome and Dallas on the grounds that,
they have acted in restraint of trade.

Wayne to Produce, Star
Hollywood, Oct. 2.

e determined by an ini-

liartial arbitrator. Grievance ma-
chinery is lo be set up for the hand-
ling -qf all grievances, and disputes.

The demands Of the guild 'for

severance pay. vacations of two and
three weeks w ith pay and sick leave

Republic lore up John Wayne s
| {mc [h,. dispute on salary, 'etc., went

. j with pay, were settled with RKO be
s

|
fore I he d ism

Player contract and handed him a j„ |he-itWL'Bfew pact to double as actor and
j

In hearings before the board guild
associate producer.

j
was represented by Hymn it N. Glick-

rirst job under the dual agree- i .stein, while Monroe Goldwatcr "(&

rjent is likely to be "Thai Man ! Flyun ) appeared for RKO. George
Malone." for which Wayne has al-

j
Dunn. manager of RKO's 81st Street,

'eady been announced as slar. v i Is thuiruiau ot the MPTOM&AMG.

College in N. Y. and Mr. Maxwell is

r studying for a medical career. 1

I Miss Schine's fiither is head of the

j
Schilie inteiests which owns more
than 100 'theatres throughout 'the

I
United States: also several hotels.

40% 'Do lys'

I Reported 2(>lh-Fox wi ft seek dedls
I of 41)';: to a siilil on "Dolly Sisters."

Group of media .biggies .-first met |

Thursday night
.
(27 1. for his years

with Secretary of Agriculture Clin-
J

of philanthropic rnd'eivic endeavor,

ton P. Anderson, who arranged the Affair, sponsored by the Anli-Def-

huddle.

It is ti'iifatlvely. stated for releaic

in, November, but whether or not

it will be sold together with "Colonel

j
Efl'iiigham Raid," also due to be
available that month.- is uncertain.

No other pictures are slated to be
furnished during November.

Youngstein's D.C. Chore
Washington. Oct. 2.

' .Max E. Youngstein. recently, re-

signed as assistant director of ad-

vertising.
.
publicity and exploitation

for 20th-Fox, is now here as special

consultant to the Motion Picture &
Special Events Section of the Treas-

ury War Finance Division, under
Ned Shugriie, head of the section.

Youngstein worked in both the

0th and 7th War Loans.

amation League of B'nai B'rith - was
held at N; Y. \s Waldorf-Asiovia
hotel.

Nate B, Spiiigold, also a Columbia
V.p.,wi;s chairman. Barney Balaban,
Paramount president, and the' honor-
ary chairman, presided at the dinner.
Highlight of the evening was a dra-
matic .tableau. "This Is Our Cause.''

which revealed how the American
Jewish Committee and the Anti-
Defamation League were combating
anti-Semitism. Lowell Thomas was
narrator. Ben 'Kagan scripiei. and
Martin Andrews, producer ot the
presentation.
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London Legit Still Booming, Set For

Big Fall; 'Big Boy; 'Sigh' Confound Crix

By HARRY REGENSBERG
London, Sept. 25.

Even the most optimistic show

people are confounded Mf the con-

tinued prosperity of West End legit

biz. consistently strong so long, and

giving no sign of diminution. It

makes little difference whether

shows are praised or knocked by

crix. the public still buys.

Latest instances of this tendency

are Noel Coward's revue,' J'Sigh No
More.'' which received a mixed
press! and Bernard Delfont's musi-

cal.
' Big Boy." which was panned

bv all. doing capacity biz.

Situation is all the more suprising

because the American contingent, a

big factor in London.show business,

is gradually diminishing. Part of

support is obviously coming from
provincials, here in big numbers
now that the danger

,
from bombs

and rockets no longer exists.

Several new shows are in the

oiling, with managements likely to

have to keep them out of town for

some lime due to the theatre short-

age here.

Henry Sherek. now establishing

himself as one of the top producers,

has two. One is "It .Happened in

New York." Julie Mars play, now
in rehearsal, and set to open Oct. 29.

Show stars Claire Luce, and features

Paul Bupuis. .Tack Allen and George
Pempbroke. English actor just re-

turned here from • Hollywood.
Sherek. also, just acquired world
rights to' Maurice '.Collis' best seller
' Motherly the Auspicious," which he
will produce as "The Lost Empress."
He's after a big Hollywood name
for the lead.

.. Jack Hylton boasts two hits run-

ning in West End, "Duet for Two
Hands." straight pla3', and "For
Crying . Out Loud." vaudeville-re-

vue, at 'Stoll theatre. He soon
will have a third in "Follow the

Girls." the American musical hit.

now touring the provinces and ex-
pected to open at His Majesty's the-
atre in October. Hylton is also get-
ting together a cast for Joan Tem-
ple's "No Room at the Inn," which
he lias acquired after its tryout at

Swiss Cottage. It will have a long
tour in provinces before coming
here.

Others Readying:
Tom Arnold, who has virtually re-

placed George Black in the musical
field, has a new one, How touring,
titled "Fine Feathers," starring Jack
Buchanan. Ethel Revnell (& Gracie
West) and Douglas Wakefield and
his stooges. Produced by Robert
Nesbit. show is reputed to cost $75.
000. Understood it needs doctoring
before it arrives at Prince of Wales
-theataM>owt».i»re»th- ,— »

tMle^TTOiTtC-lSnTWK-friic
for a return ' to the West End.
finally looks like getting stalled
shortly. He has acquired the light
opera. "Big Ben," from the Punch
humorist. Sir A. P. Herbert.
Lee Ephraim, whose big hit musi-

cal "Sweet Yesterday," is at the
Adelphi. soon will bring to town
"Under the Counter," new musical
now touring with Cicely Courtneidgc
as star. For first time in years, she
is playing without her husband. Jack
Hulbert. Also of importance is the
revival of "The Gipsy Baron."
Johann Strauss' operetta, last pro-
duced in London some 2d years ago.
Bert Montague, the agent, makes his
debut as West End producer/ with
this, offering it under title jdS
Melody of Love."
In addition, the West End is

scheduled to get Monckton Hofl'e's
new play "Green Laughter." due at
Comedy theatre, in which Walter
Rilla and Sonia Dresdel will be
starred, and a murder thriller bv
Charles K. .Freeman and Gerald
Savory titled "Now the Day Is
Over."

By no means least important is the
Old Vic Company revival of Shake-
speare's "Henry IV." at New theatre,
with star cast, headed by Laurence
Olivier. Ralph Richardson and Sy-
bil Thorndike. Set to open this week
for short season.

Canada's 'Meet the Navy'

Show Sold for Pictures
• .

*
#> '

"Meet the Navy." big Canadian
show which played London Hippo?
drome early this year for eight w eeks
to capacity business, and could have
stayed several months, has been sold
for films by Harry Foster to Louis
Jackson, head Of British National
Films. Company is now touring Ger-
many.
The, film, which will have special

Canadian Navy setting and will be
made in cooperation with Royal Can-
adian Navy, will have scenes em-
bodied of Canada's war efforts.

Deal is one of the biggest for a

filmusical. to be made partly in

Technicolor, shooting to start early
November at British National Stu-
dios, Elstree.

Segal, Picker Named To

Col. Int'l Exec Posts
Jack Segal, assistant foreign man-

ager of Columbia Pictures Interna-
tional, was elected viccpresident and
treasurer, and Arnold Picker, v.p..

at a meeting of company directors
last week. Directorate also elected
Herman Golden as controller.

Picker, with the OWI for the last

two yearn.- returned to-G-dlumbia In-
ternational this week. He's also spe-
cial assistant to Joseph A. McCon-
ville, company prexy.

Geo. Wood to Book
IT. S. Acts for Englan 1

Loudon, Oct. 2.

Georgie Wood, who ssils tomorrow'
(Wed. ) for America on the Laplan-
dia, has carte blanche to book Yank
acts for two major British circuits.
Wood is. taking a new stage-light-

ng invention along which he intends
'o sell in the U. S,

FTwood Britishers Help

English Equity Bureau

To Aid Returned Yets
London. Sept. 25.

Hollywood dough subscribed by
the British film colony there for the
benefit of London pros during the
"40-'41 blitz is behind the newly-
established Equity Demobilization
Service Bureau launched today at

the Waldorf hotel. An outgrowth of

the Equity War Relief Fund the
bureau has contacted producers and
agents, and succeeded in enlisting

their support of the idea of giving
actors and actresses who have been
in uniform for six years first pri-

ority on their, return to civil life.

The bureau opened' last Monday
124) under the direction of Geof-
frey Robinson, assistant secretary of

Equity up to the lime he rejoined
his old. regiment in 1839. As this is

his own second time to leave the

service, he knows plenty about the

troubles of show folks trying to re-

sume careers in the theatre, after

being forcibly separated for five or
six seasons.

"Even in the busuvr.is," Robinson
told "Variety." "people who have
been in London right through the

war don't realize what great changes
have taken place. Old-established

managements have disappeared. In-

dividual producers have died. The-
atres and music halls have been re-

duced to rubble. In the bewildered
eyes of the returning artist'. London
will b? almost a strange city:

,

"Shows are staged with casts in-

cluding hardly a name recognizable,

lo troupers whose last West End ap-

Vtutaf.ee- pwk- «• ^»38u-vrhis.
gocTToV'MusH: 'if;.!!' bills '4M -film

productions. So naturally the ex-

service man and woman wonder if

they've been permanently sup-

planted by these newcomers.
"Oldsters like me remember what

happened after the 1914-18 show.

Then our war service turned out to

be an obstacle rather than a recom-
mendation when they tried to break

back into postwar productions.

Equity is determined this shall not

happen again. We have reason to

believe the great majority ol man-
agers are with us. We have the as-

surance • of leading agents they'll

back us up. too.

"While there will be no charge for

the bureau's service, it will not cut

into the agents' field. On the con-

trary, the actual securing of en-

gagements and negotiation of terms

will be the responsibility of the

artists and 'or their agents. What
the bureau confidently expects is

priority of consideration in the case

of artisls introduced by it from

those concerned in casting plays,

IVlivis and BBC broadcasts.

"It ;
may interest Americans to

know the bureau is financed' by the

Equity War Relief Fund which was
started by the generosity of British

artisl'S in Hollywood who sent large

chunks' of dollars lo.London to help

height of the blitz. Of course. , this

source of revenue dried up when
America came into the war. but it

has been kept going by British

artists in work, coupled with the

assistance of managers and film pro-

ducers who have . given handsome
percentages of their receipts from
special matinees and film premieres."

The bureau's management com-
mittee consists of Leslie Banks,

chairman: Adrianne Allen. Eleanor

Hatlam, Peter Castneiv William

Fox. Rodney Millington and Llewel-

lyn Revs, general secretary of Equity.

'Pin-Up' Girls Balk At

Mex. City Night Spot;

Appeal to Am. Embassy
Mexico City) Sept. 25.

A group of American nightclub
people have protested to the U. S.

embassy that a Mexican booker was
trying to force them to play at a

disreputable night club. The girls,

headed by Thelma White, musical
comedy and picture comedienne,
contracted by Hollywood producer,
were Harry Rogers, lo play the Iris

theatre, and a "first-class nightclub"
fqr four weeks.
The girls' found they were adver-

tised to play, in addition to the Iris,

an old legit house, the Waikiki.
which they described as a "stag
place frequented by 'B' girls of the
lowest class."

"Many of the girls in our com-
pany are minors," said Miss White,
"and naturally we won't allow them
to play this club. The protest to the
embassy was made when Jdse Val-
encia, booker for the Iris, and who
contracted for our appearances at
the Waikiki. said he would put us
on half salary."

Miss White said the troupe was
forced to join unions they never
heard of. and a member of the com-
pany; was even threatened with ar-
rest.

Some members of the troupe said
they were given a big buildup about
how cheap living condtions are in

Mexico, and accepted a salary about
halt that they would receive in U.S.,
only to find Mexico in. a grip of in-

flation. Some members were paying
$160 a month for an apartment.
Besides Miss White, the troupe

consists of the following standard
acts: The Four Herzogs. Carlylc
dancers; the Kitchennetes. The Three
Darts. Maxine Gates, Yolander. the

Piccadilly Puppets and Peggy Rus-
sell's Hollywood girl band. Outfit

was tagged "Hollywood Pin-Up
Girls." Valencia went to Hollywood
to personally book the Pin-Up girls.

He said he had a clear contract with
Rogers, and that the city had granted
the-Waikiki a first-class night club
license.

West End Legiters Stay Strong; 'Bell'

Tall 120. 1st Week, 'Sigh' Ditto 5th,

Hfusic' 28G, 18th, 'Crying' 23G, 7th

'RIVALS' (EDITH EVANS)

tflFWP^ABAfiQ MPS
London, Oct. 2.

"The Rivals," Sheridan classic

starring Edith Evans, looks like a

surefire grosser. It opened at the

Criterion on Sept! 25, and was splen-

didly received.

"A Bell for Adano." now in its

second week at the Phoenix, showed
a surprising dip after a strong open-
ing session. Second week was only
$4,800. which gives the show barely
Bn even break.

Current London Shows
London. Oct. 2.

"Arsenic A Old Lace," Strand
"Bell for Adano," Phoenix. :

"Bis Boy," SaviUe.

"Millie Spirit." Duchess.
"Crying Out Loud." SlpJl,

"Cure far Love," Westminster.
"Duet For Two," Lyric.

"First Gentleman." Savoy,
"Cay Rosalinda," Palace. .

"Happvv* Glorious," Palladium
"Hasty Heart," Aldwych. •

"Honeymoon," fork's.

"Lady Edinburgh," Playhouse
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
"Madame Louise." Garrick.

VMerrie England," Princes.

"Night and Music," Coliseum.
''Night Venice," Cambridge
"No Medals," Vaudeville.'

"I'eek-A-Boo Parents," Whitehall
"PercJ»a*ice to Dream," Hipp
"Private Lives," Apollo.

"See How They Run,' Comedy
"Shop Sly Corner." St. Martins
"Sigh No More," Piccadilly.
"Sweeter Lower," Ambassadors.
"Sweet yesterday." Adelphia.
"The Rivals," Criterion.

"While Sun Shines," Globe.
"Years Between." Wyndharrrc
"Wind of Heaven," St. James
"Mrs. Rai l ing ton," Winter Gdn.

.. London, Sept. 25.

West End's legit theatres continue

doing strong business, some even
managing excellent trade despite re-
viewers' pamiings. "Big Boy" and
"Sigh No More," latest Noel Coward
production, are in this category. "A
Bell for Adano," latest to open, looks
set for a fair run at the Phoenix.
"Blithe Spirit" continues to be the
endurance champ at the Duchess,
in its fourth year,

(Estimates at $4 to Pound)
"Bell for Adano," Phoenix. Un-

doubtedly set for a fair run. with
most critics in favor. Big American
contingent at opening voted it as
good as N. Y. production. First week
looks around $12,000, •

"Arsenic and Old. Lace," Strand
(3d yr). Still doing capacity, de-
spite long run. Firth Shephard- has
made fortune out of this. At $11,000
weekly or near, looks good for sev-
eral more months.

"Blithe Spirit." Duchess (4th yrV.
The daddy of them all. and still a
moneymaker. Doing steady $3,600
per. or near-capacity for this small
house.
"Duet for Two Hands." Lyric (13th

wk >. Steady $9,200 makes, this thril-
ler a hit.' Overhead is not top big.
May play well into next year.
"Crying Out Loud," Stoll (7th

wk). Clicked from start, and an-
other hit. Averaging over $23,000.
good despite expensive overhead.
"Gay Rosalinda." Palace (23d wk)

Has been capacity since opening, and
still big at $14,500 per week.
"Happy and Glorious," Palladium

(51st wk ). No letup despite length
of run. Had expected to close, but
biz so strong it's continuing till Feb-
ruary. Steady $28,000, good going
for this big theatre.
"International Ballet," His Majes-

ty's (6th wk). Type of show that
has good following for short season.
In lot; eight weeks. Could stay
longer, but Jack Hylton wants house
for his American musical, "Follow
the Girls." Plenty good at $16,000.

"Is Honeymoon Necessary?," Duke
of York (2d yr). This inexpensive
show has brought in plenty. Never
below $6,400. which keeps it in black.
"Lady From Edinburgh," Play-

I

house (23d wk). For house rarely
staging hit. this is an exception.

I
While not a real topnotcher, it's

steady at around $5,500 and money-
maker.
"Lady Windermere's Fan," Hay-

market (5th wk). With producing
stamp of John Gielgud. this Oscar
Wilde revival has proved satisfying.
Regular intake weekly is $9,600.

close to capacity.
"Madame Louise." Garrick (29th

wk). Clicked from start, never go-
ing below $8,500. plenty of profit.

May run well into next year.
"Me and My Girl," Victoria Palace

(7th wk). Lupino Lane decided to

revive this one. It's in the money,
especially., since the King recently

WfHWSr* flXni?. Sf.ee coin, as over-
head is not great,
"Merrie England." Princes (3d

wk>. Jack Waller has" this Edward
Knoblock adaptation, which is yield-

ing him plenty of dividends at

around $14,000. Good for several
months
"No Medals," Vaudeville (51st wk ).

Small overhead helps this one to

trim $7,200. okay.
"Perchance to Dream," Hippo-

drome <21st wk). Ivor Novello is

still tops in the West End. and this

proves it. Ha.s been packing "em,
with $16,000 per nearly capacity.

"Private Lives," Apollo (44th wk).
Recently picked up despite length of

run. and doing around. $7,200. fancy.

"Sigh No More," Piccadilly (5th

wk). Not universally praised by
crix, but Noel Coward's latest is do-
ing, capacity, and looks set for

months. Looks si.re for all this ye-iV

and well into next. Near-capacity
$12,000 per week.
"See How They Run." Comedy

(35th wk). Has had quite an exten-
sive run for this house. Averaging
around $4,000, okay for • this .inex-

pensive operation.
"Sweet Yesterday." Adelphi (13th

wk ». Fast start, after several weeks
on tour, helped this. Doing near
$14,000. profitable.

"Sweeter and Lower." Ambassa-
dors' (2d yr). Definite demand for

this lytic of show, with steady take

Averaging $6,000. good.

"A Night in Venice." Cambridge
(44th wlo. Has done only moder-
ately well, despite management
claims ol being a hit. Much of orig-

inal cast is now out. Still doing
taivty well near $9,600;

IBig Boy." Saville (2d wk>. Cr:x

didn't like this one. But bi.it is ex-
ceptionally good. Now around hefty

SI 1.200. Advance said to be healthy.

"Cure for Love," Westminster tilth

wk ). With Robert Donat as the star,

show is a click at $6,400. This is

excellent Tor this out-of-wa.v spot.

Can continue for some time, but un-
derstood a new play is set to replace
shortly.
"The Hasty Heart," Aldwych (4th

wk ). Off lo terrific start. Currently
near $10,800. smash biz.

"The First Gentleman." Savoy
(14th wk). Has not suffered by be-
ing transferred" from New to this

house. Doing great $12,000 per week,
or near, which is capacity.

, "The Night and the Music," Coli-
seum (18th wk). Has been regular
coin-getter, being among top West
End musicals, averaging around $28,-

000. Mav run well into next year.
"The Shop at Sly Corner." St.

Martin's (23d wk). In the dough at
about $5,600 oer week. Good for
many more months, as cast is being
modestly budgeted. i

'

"The Wind of Heaven," St. James'
(23d wk). Still Very big at $9,600,

which means handsome profit.

"The Years Between," Wyndham's
(35th wk). Has done exceedingly
well and looks set for many more
months. At $7,000 it's in real coin.

"While the Sun Shines," Globe (2d

yr). This moneymaker for author
Terence Rattigan and producer H.
M. Tennent refuses to lay down. De-
spite long run. it's averaging $8,000

weeklv. fancv profit.

"Ifoung Mrs. Barrington." Winter
Garden <3d wk). Despite being in-

unsuitable theatre for straight shows,
$7,600 is fine profit. :

RALPH FOSTER HEADS

AUSSIE FILM BOARD
Sydney. Oct. 2.

Ralph Foster, now attached to the

Canadian Trade Commissioner's of-

fice, is the new head of the Aus-
tralian government's newly con-

stituted film board. Foster
- was or.ee

associated with John Grierson when
latter was Canadian film Commish.
Aussie government's plan to enter

film production is not viewed here

with any "satisfaction by the film

industry. Leaders on the film board

are mainly professors and economy
experts but held to be inexperi-

enced in film production.

Latest report here is that the

government later will move to ob-
tain complete control of the Aussie

film industry.

United Newsreel, Set Up

In '42, Folds on Dec. 15
Dissolution of United Newsreel

Corp, effective Dec. 15. was an-
nounced yesterday (Tues.) by Mur-
ray Silvcrstone. 20th-Fox Interna-

tional prexy. who also heads the

United Newsreel organization. The
newsreel, set up in conjunction with

the Office of War Information in

1942. is being dissolved with the end
of Uie war.

Meeting '
"

all the American distribs represent-

ed in newsreel group to discuss the

State Department's proposal for U.S.

reels to continue in the path ot the
organization that is being dissolved,

and to act on the department's re-

quest to continue the use of 16 uiilli-

,meter prints of newsreels in over-

seas non-theatrical programs.
The corporation was operated on

a non-profit basis. It made a com-
posite weekly newsreel in 16 lan-

guages.

'Ecstasy' $1,500,000

In 10 Years in America
"Ecstasy." Czech - made flicker

starring Hedy Lamarr in her naked
youth, finished its second live-year

rental period with an estimated
boxoffice take of slightly less than
$500,000. Film grossed over $1,000,000

during its first live years of exhibi-

tion in this country.
Pic is sole distribution product ot

Astra Films, which owns negative
and 15 prints. Most of these see

continuous action in grind- houses in

U. S. and Canada, with Astra re-
ceiving 2f>Cv of gross.

A goodly portion of the take is

credited to a publicity gimmick
which caught on. Story had it that

Miss Lamarr's cx-mate Fritz Mandl,
spent a fortune buying up prints.

Stor.y, is said to have been a p.a.

stunt, ;.:

-'V-'-:-

S0CAS WITH U. S. FILMS
Roberto D. Socis. who resigned

from PRC as foreign sales manager,
1 -.s joined the newly-formed United
States Films as v.p.

U. S.. outfit will distribute product
of American independent producers
abroad, in addition to handling
Spanish pix,
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C H I C A G O T H EAT R I,

The year's most glittering ai

'The best from

3*S5?iS^s.

starring

JOHN PAYN
Directed by

Original Screen Play byfa

New Songs : Lyrics by Mad Ion

Tops all the wonders of all the wonderful musicals fk
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Heat Socks L A. But 'Wonder' Wham

iS^G, 2 Spots, 'Vines Strong 62G, 3;

'JohnL'38G, 4, 'Rhapsody 41G, 3d in 3

Los AngcleS, Oct. 2.

Torrid weather and holdovers are

keeping the overall total for film

theatres, under par this week despite

sock business being enjoyed by"

••Wonder Man" at two theatres, the
picture hit a new weekend record at

Fantages, and looks headed for a

smash $65,500 playing day-date at

this house and the Hillstreet.

"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes,"
which also bowed in to good if not
smash biz, appears good for strong
$1)2,000 in three spots, "Great John
L." and "True Glory" is clocking
above average $38,000 in four loca-
tions. "Rhapsody in Blue" continues
to lead the holdovers, with big $41,-

000 in third session for three houses.
Stays a fourth. "Lady on a Train"
looks okay $29,000 in four spots, sec-

ond week. "Duffy's Tavern" will be
sturdy $25,500 in two' spots, third

week.
Estimates for This Week

. .Beverly Hills Music Hall (Blumen-
feld-G&S). (824; 55 - $1 ) — •'Guest

Wife" <UA)"(4lh wk-6 days); $2,700.!

Last week, nice $3.700.. .

Carthay Circle (FWC)
-Laciv on Train"

"Swing Out Sister*' (U) <2d wk).
Modest $3,700. Last week, fair $6,-

300. .. ..

Chinese (Grauman-WC) i2,048; 50-
$1)—"Lady on Train" (U) and
"Swing Out . Sister" <U) (2d wk).
Low $0,000. Last week, $9,900.

Downtai.n (WE) (1,800; 50-$l>—
'•Rhapsody" (WB) (3d wk). Neat
$16,000. Last week, steady $21,800.

Downtown Music Hall ( Blumen-
feM) (900; 55-$l.20>—"Guest Wife"
tUA) (4th wk-6 days). Okay $9,000.

Last week, $12,000.

Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)—
"Vines Have Tender Grapes" (M-G).
Good S16.000. Last week, "Highness
and Bellboy'' (M-G) (2d wk-10
days), $9,300.

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l>—
'Great John L." (UA) and "True
Glory" (Coli. Strong $6,500. Last
week. "Bell Adano" (20th) and "Ten
Cents Dance" (Co!) (2d wk-6 days),

okay $3,400.

Guild (FWC) (968: 50-$D—"Great
John L." (UA) and "True Glory"
(ColT. Above average $8,000. Last
week. "Bewitched" (M-G). and
'•Twice Blessed" (M-G), wcitk $4,200.

Key City Grosses

F.slim»ted 'total Gross
This Week. . .... .', .V$*,839,4«0

{Based -ton 21 Cities, 177 (lien-

ti es, chiefly first ruiis, including

N. V.) ;

Total Gross Same Week /,

Last Year.. . . . . $ »,837,2«0

(Bused on 22 cities, 179 theatres)',

"Wonder Man'

Wowl9G,Prov.
/Providence. Oct.. 2.

Three holdovers highlight this

week's .
lineup. "Wonder Man" at

RKO Albee, "Pride of the Marines"

i at Majestic, and "You. Came Along"

(1518 - 50-'

I

;it
.
Stojand, earned honors. State's

'

an(| !
"Guest Wife" is top new entry.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 44-60)—

"Wonder Man" (RKO) and "Two
O'Clock Courage" (RKO). Began
second week today (Tues.h First
week was wow $19,000.

Carlton iFav-Loew) (1.400; 40-50)—"G. I. Joe" <UA) and "Crime Doc-
tor's Courage"' (.M-G) (2d run).
Good $4,000. Last week, "Junior
Miss" (20th) and "Strange Illusion"
(20th) (2d rim), $3,500,

• Fay's (Fiiy) (1.400; 40-50)—"Easy
to Look At" <U) and vaude on stage.

Good $(1,000. Last week, "Gangs of
Waterfront" (Rep), vaude, nice $7,-

000.
'

., .

Majestic (Fay) (2.200: 43-60)—
"Pride of Marines" (WB) (2d wk).
In for good $12,000 after nifty $17,000
opening week.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,200; 44-
85)
—"Vampire's Ghost" (Mono) and

Jacques Renard orch On stage for

one-day Sunday stand. Good $2,500.

Last v?eek: "Fatal Witness" (Rep)
and Bob Chester orch. Jackie Glea-
son. others, on stage. Snappy $7,500
in three-day 'weekend stand.

State (Loow) (3,200; 43-60)—
•Guest Wife" (UA). Heading for

'Over 21' Hefty $14,000

Inlndpls.; 'Eddie 1HG
Indianapolis, Oct. 2.

Biz generally is lower here this

week, with only "Over 21" at Loew's
holding up to recent levels. Despite

fact Capt. Eddie Riekenbacker is

well known here as a Speedway exS
ccutive, "Capt. Eddie" bpened slow-
ly at the Indiana.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800: 32-55)

—••Counter-Attack'' (Col) and "Easy
to Look At" (U). Thin $9,000. Last
week, "You Came Along" (Par) and
"Hitchhike to Happiness" (Rep),
nice $12,000, ,.

""..:
:

"

Indiana tKatz-Dolle) (3,300: 32-55)
—"Captain Eddie" i20lh) and "Tell
It To Star", (Rep). Fair $11,500.
Last Week, "Cristmas in Conn."
i".'B) and "Blonde Ransom" (U),
line $14,000. ;

' •

Keith's (Indie) (1.200; 32 - 55) —
"Springtime in Rockies" (,20th) and
"Belle Star" (20th) (reissues). Tepid
$4,500. Last week, "Star Spangled
Rhythm" (Par) (reissue) and "Rock-
in' in Rockies" (Col), about same.

Loew's (Loew's) (2:450; 35-55)

—

"Over 21" (Col) and "Crime Doctor's
Warning" (Col). Hefty $14,000. Last
week, "Vines Have Tender Grapes"
IM-G ), ditto.

Lyric (Katz-Dolle) 1 1,600; 32-55)—
"Christmas in Conn." (WB) and
"Elonde Ransom" (U). Oke $5,500
on moveover. Last week. "North-
west Mounted Police" (Par) and
"Gun for Hire" (Par) (reissues),

strong $6,000; -

Hawaii (G&S) (956; 55-$l)—"Guest eisonn „,- „„. r a<!t ,„„„i.
Wife" (UA) (4th wk-6 days). Nice

| r.

lW». *!.8 .(?!0..
01 n

.
oa

i- .

L<,hi wet*
$4,000. Last week, $5,000.

Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 50-S1)—
WB) (3d wk). Good'Rhapsody

$12,000. Last week, $15,300.

Hollywood Music Hall (Biumcii-
feld) (475; 55-85 )—"Guest Wife"
(UA ) (4t.h wk-6 days). Steady $2,500.

Last week. $3,400.

Loew's State iLoow
-

s-WC> (2,404;

50-$l )—."Lady . on Train'' (U) and
"Swing Out Sister" (U) (2d Wk).
Modest $15,000. Last week, under
hopes at $22,900.

Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2.097:

5()-$l )— "Vines Have Tender Grapes"
(M-G l. Good $33,000. Last week,
"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G) (2cl

wk-10 days), slow S22.700.
^-r'—- llTliDVI) ) '2-200: 65-851—

i in. in (I. sassa
vaude. Trim $21,000. Last week, i

"Come Out Fighting" (Mono) with
|

Spike Jones orch on stage, potent
$28,000.

I'antages (Pan) (2.8J2; 50-$D—

I

"Wonder Man" (RKO). Smash S33.-
|

500. Last week, "Uncle Harry" (U)
and "On Stage" <U>, $15,200.

Paramount ( F&M ) (3.389; 50-$D—
"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) and "Tell to
Star" (Rep) (3d wk). Ends with
$16,500. Last week. $22,800.

l'aram « lint Hollywood (F&M) (1,-

451 ; 50-$l )—"DLifly 's" ( Par ) 1 3d wk ).

Nice $9,000. Last week, $13,500.

KKO Hillstreet iRKO) (2,890; 50-
80)—"Wonder Man" (RKO). Sock
$32,000. Last week.
<U> and '"On Stage"
900.

Bit? (FWC) (1.370:
Have Tender Grapes
$13,000.' -Last; week.
Bellboy" (M-G) (2d
light $7,600.

United Artists (UA-WC) (2,11)0:

G. I. Joe" (UA) and "Crime Doctor's
Courage" (M-G), $19,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-60)
—"You Came Along" (Par) and "Tel!
to Star" i Par) (2d wk opened Mon-
day, 1 ). First scsh good S12.000.

L'ville Still Slow, But

lady' Trim 15G, 'Vines'

13iG, 'Rhapsody' 9iG, 2d
Louisville. Oct. 2.

taken a slump here iBiz has taken a
the past, two or three weeks., and
grosses at all houses are still down
currently. Best newcomer t< Deanua

•""n-uiumfmmiimiiimwniaa

'State Fair' Great 18G,

Pitt; 'Anchors' Hot 32G,

'Came Along' Only 15 JG
Pittsburgh, Oct. 2.

• Two filmusicals, "Anchors Aweigh"
at Pcnn, and "State Fair" at IlanK
are blazing through to terrific totals

this session. Other new. entry is

"You Came Along," at Stanley,

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700*40-65)—'Bell

tor Adano" (20th) (3d wk). Latest
h.o. session is limited to four days.
Danny Kaye's "Wonder Man" (RKO)
opening tomorrow (Wed.). Abbre-
viated session 'won't do more than
$3,000. Last .week, "Bell" was lusty
$7,000.

Harris (Harris) (2,200: 40-05)—
"State Fair" (20(h). Got nearly X4.-

000, great, on opening day, and
should grab strong $18,000 or over.
Last week, second oi "Over 21"

( Col ). okay $9,500.

Penh (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 40-65)—
"Anchors Aweigh" (M'-G). Doing
close to capacity, with smash $32,000
likely. Last week. "Endearing Young
Charms" (RKO). nice $20,000.

Rite (WB) (800; 40-65)—"Christ-
mas in Conn." (WB) lm..o.). Third
week downtown run. Fine $4,300, at
small-seater, and may stick. Last:

week, 4th of "Pride of Marines"
(WB), $2,700.
Senator (Harris) (1.750: 40-05)—

"Over 21" (Col) fm.oj. Here after
two weeks at Harris, breezy $31700.

|
Last week, second of "True Glory"

|
(Cot) and third of "Great John L."

I
i UA ). .uood $3,300.

I Stanley (WB) (3.800: 40-65 )—••You
! Came Along" (Par). Fairish gI5.5f)t),

Last week, second of "Christmas in

I
Conn." (WB), line $19,500.
Warner (WB) (2.000: 40-65)—

j

"Young Charms" (RKO) im.o.).

$8.-

Hub Up; Anchors Rousing $48,000 In

2 Spots, love, Honor'-'Boy 20G, Ditto

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week , , . . . . . . *«*l,000

(Based on 15 theatres) •,

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year. '.. .$602,800

(Based on 16 theatres) ,

"Uncle Harry"
(U>, slow $15,-

50-$ 1)—"Vines
l" ( M-G ). Fine
"Highness and
wk-10 days),

50-SD—"Great John L." (UA) and Mfis .mi
r\

S
*°nrf ^ (Standard) (2.400; 30-75)

^ wico Blessed i M G ) slow $8 00 ~ Aryon Sc|ulld" ,PRCV ;lnd vlu,dciWtec Bltssicl i M-G). slow $8,900. on staqc FaU.4jih $a500 01 . over Last
Uptown iFWGi (1.790: 50-$l )— week, "Apology for Murder" (PRC).

Lady on. Train i U ) and "Swing Out Mills Bros., other on stage, swell
Sister' (U) i2d wk). Only :,;4,300. $15,000
Last week, slow. $6,800. - Rail,, (Fourth Avenue) (1.400- 40
Voftue (FWC) (885: 50-85)—"Jungle i

60)—"Lady on Train" (U) and "Easy
Captive' (U) and "Frozen Ghost" to. Look At" iU>.'. Looks to get first
(U)(2d\vki. Oke $2.300.. Last week, .money, this week with rousing
$5,300.

|
si 5.000. Last week. "You Came

lirst call m town l

Vines Have Tender Grapes" at
Loew's State looks second money.

Estimates gof This week
Brown ( 4th Ave. -Loew's) 1 1.100:

40-60 )--"You Came Along" (Par)
and "Jealousy" (Par). On m.o. from
Ttialto. neat $4,500. Last week. "Over
21" (Col) and "True Glory" (Col),
ditto.

Kentucky (Switow) f 1 .200: 30-40)
—"Thrill, of Romance" (M-G) and
"See My Lawyer" (U). $1,800. Last
WM.k. "Out of T-hrs World" (Par) and
"Mul'der, He Says" (Par); $1,700.

Loew's State (Loew's) (3.300: 40-
60)—"Vine Have Tender Grapesi'
(M-G) and "Hidden Eye" (M-G) off
to slow start, so satisfactory $13,500
looks all. Last week. "Twice
Blessed" '

i M-G ) and "Bewitched"
(M-G), $13,000.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1.000;
40-00)—"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB)
(2d wk). Another big woek at
$9,500. Last Week, $10,000, great < for

'Bataan' Huge 15G,

K. C, 'Over 21* 16G
:

v Kansas City, Oct. 2.

Grosses at deluxers here are

steady, despite changeable weather.

After shattering all records on first

week, "Slate Fair" is riding along
smoothly day-date at the Esquire,
Uptown and 'Fairway on second.
"Back to Bataan," at Hie Orpheum,
is' making best showing of hew en-
tries.'

'

.Estimates for This Week
Esquire, Uptown and Fairway

(Fox-Midwest) (820, 2,043 and 700;
40-60)—"State Fair" (20th) (2d wk).
Rousing $14,000 after smash $21,250
lirst round, breaking house record.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—

"Over 21" (Col) and "10c a Dance"
(Col). Lusty $16,000. Last week.
"G. I. Joe" (OA) and "Gentle An-
nie" (M-G), good $15,500.

Newman (Paramount) (1.900; 46-
65 )—"Incendiary Blonde" (Par) (3d
wk). Okay $8,000. Last week, brisk
$10,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (1.500; 46-65)—
"Back to Bataan" (RKO) and
"Mama Loves Papa" (RKO). Giant
$15,000. Last woek, "Great John L."
• UA) and "Booked on Suspicion"
(Col), $11,000.

Tower (Fox-.Ioffeo) (2,100; 39-60)
—"Caribbean Mystery" i20th) and
"Midnight

. Manhunt" (Par) with
vaude. Neat $10,000. Last week.
"Divorce" (Mono) and "Cheaters"
(Rep) with stage show, ditto.

'RHAPSODY' WOW 18G,

SEAnLE;'JR.MISS'15G
Seattle, Oct. 2.

It's a deluge of new tare this week.
Willi "Junior Miss." "Over 2*"
"Johnny Angel" and "Rhapsody i'n

blue standout.

Estimates for This Week "

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Out This World" (Par) Cid' wk) and
"Tavxan Amazons" (RKO) (2d run)
Good $5,500. Last week, "Escape in
Desert" (WB) and fourth week- of
"Incendiary Blonde" (Par), $5,100.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349: 45-80)
—"Junior Miss" i20t;i). Swell $15.-
:)()(). Last week. "Anchors Aweigh"
(M-G) (2d wk), great $21,000 in 11
days.

Liberty (J & yH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Over 21" (Col) and "Power of
Whistler" (CoJ). Great $13,000. Last
week, "John L." (UA), nice $8,300.
Music Box (H-E) (850: 45-80)—

iveigh" (M-.G) (3d wk).

Boston Oct, 2 •

Holdover
.
monopoly was broken

(his week, but bi/. continues good
Weather has been kind and postwar
spenders still are speuding. •••An-
chors Aweigh" is torrid at State and
Orphetim. Unexpected holdover is
"You Came Along," which picked
up a bit at Metropolitan,

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200 5()-$1.10>—

"Born for Trouble" (WB) and "It All
Came True" (WB) (reissues) with
Bob Chester orch, Steve Evans, oth-
ers, on stage. Excellent $30,000. Last
week, "Bell for Adano" (20th I, with
Lambcrti, Murtah Sisters, others (2d
wk), great $28,000.
Fenway (M-P) (1,375 40-74)—

"Love, Honor, Goodbye" (Rep) and
"Boj'; Girl, Dog" (Rep). So-so $7.0(10
or near. Last week, "Mounted Po-
lice" (Par) and "Gun for Hire"
(Par) (reissues), fine $12,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367 40-74)

—"You. Came Along" (Par) >.nd
"Follow That Woman" (Par). Okay
$18,000 in second week. Last week.
$25,000.
Mrm i (RKO) (2.900; 40-74)—

"Wonder Man" (RKO) and "China's
Little Devils" (Mono) (3d wk). Trim
$23,000. Last week, big $30,000.
Orpheum (Lotivv) (2.900; 39-75)—'

"Anchors Aweigh" iM-G). Wow
f29,000. LSst week, "Thrill Romance"
(M-G), $25,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-74 )—

"Love, Honor" (Rep) and "Hoy, Girl.
Dog" (Rep). Modest $13.000.. Last
week, "Mounted Police" i Par) and.
"Gun for Hire" (Par) (reissues),
fancy $18,000.

State (Loew) (3,200;. 35-75)—"An-
chors Aweigh" (M-G). Sizzling-Sl!l.-
000. Last week, "Thrill Romance"
(M-G). $14,000.
Translux (Translux) (900; 20-74)—

"Fatal Witness" (Rgft) and "Walked
with Zombie" (RKO). G iod $5,000.
Last week, "Apology1

for Murder"
(PRC) and "Quiet, Please, Murder"
(20th), $5,501).

Wikhire (FWC) 1 2.290: 50-SD—
"Great, John L." ( UA ) and "True
Glory" (Col). Fast, $8 500. Last
week. "Bewitched" IM-G) ' and
"Twice Blessed '

i M-G ). 5.400.
Wiltern ( WB) (2.300: 50-$l )—

"Rhapsody" (WB): (3d wk). Groat
$13,000. Last week. S15.4O0.

money
$15,000.
Akiii-a" (Par) and "Jealousy" iPar),
$14,000 and m.o.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) '1.400:

40-60)—-On Stage. Everybody" iU)
and "Caribbean Mystery" (20lh).
Fair $4,000. or close. Last week.
"Counter- Attack" i Col) and "Hitch-
hike Happiness" (Rep), about' same.

'Joe' Sock 25G, St. Loo;

'Rhapsody' Solid 18G
St. Louis, Oct'. 2.

Biz is on the upturn after a week
of almost continuous rain. "G.I.
Joe," at Loew's, is standout with sock
session.

.
"Rhcpsody in Blue" also is

strong at the. larger Ambassador;
Estimates for This Week

Loew's (Loew) (3,172: 30-00)—
"G.I. Joe" (UA). Sock $25/000. .Last
week, "Anchors Aweigh" (M-G) (3d
wk), fancy $14,000.

'

Orpheum (Loew) (2.000: 30-60)—
"Anchors Aweigh" i M-G ). Trim
$7,500. Last week, "Coiintcr-Atfack"
(Col) and "Adventures Rusty" (Col),
$7,000. .

Ambassador iP&M). (3,500; 50-60)
—"Rhapsody in Blue" iWB). Solid
$18,000. Last week. "Lady on Train"
(U) and "Swingin* "on a Rainbow"
(Rep), $17,500.

Fox (F&M) (5.000: 50-60)—"Why
Girls Leave Home" (PRC.) and
"Jealousy" (Rep). Cood $15,000.
Last. week. ".Vaiighty Ninclics"- <U)
and "Caribbean Mystery" (20th), fine
$17,300.

Missouri ( F&M )
"

1 3.500; 50-60 )—
"Naughty Nineties" iU) and "Capt.
Eddie" (20lh). Nice SI 4.000. Last
week. "Christmas in Conn." iWBi
and "Came Along" i Par). $14,200;

St. Louis i F&M) 1 4.030: 40-50) •

"Baby Face Morgan" (PRC) and
"Hold That Woman" (PRC). Oke
$7,000. Last. week. "Along Came
Jones" i RKO) and "Bell for Adano"
(20th), ditto.

in

.

.' 3.900 in 4 days.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-..0)—

"Johnny Augel" ( RKO) au'd "Uarlio
Stars on Parade" (RKO). Great. $12-
500. Last week, "Mounted Police"
(Par) and "Sing S'mYers" (Par) (re-
issues) (2d wk), fairish $5,200 in 6
days.- - "."•..

Orpheum (H-E) (2.600: 45-80)—
"Rhansody in Blue" (WB) Wow
SI 8.000. Last week, '-Uncle Harry"
(U) and "On Siage, Everybody" (U)
big $12,000. .

'." '

Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 25-50)
—•White PotU'o" (PRC) and "Be-
hind City Lights" (Rep). Nice $7

-

000 or. near. Last week, "Why Girls
Home" (PRC) and "Silver

Fleet" (PRC), good $6,400.
I'aramoiint (H-E) (3.039- 45-80)—

"G, I. Joe" (UA). Big $14,000 in 9
dajs. Last week. "Out This World"
(Par) (2d wk). oke $8,800.
Roosevelt (Sterling) 1 800: 45-80)—

"Uncle Harry" <U) (m.o.). From
Grphcum. Bright "80.000 and unusu-
ally big here. L-tst week. "Pride of
Marines

' (WB) (2d wk). after onener
did 11-day week at Orohcum. !'5.000
Whiter Garden (Sterling) i860: 25-

aO)—"The Clock" i M-G) and ."Pillow
to Post' (WP.) (3d run), Fair KOOO
Last week. "Where Go Fran -fit r-j?
'20,1-1) and "Forever Yours". (Mono)
S4.300 for third run. .'•".. "•.

Pam Blumenthal's Indie
A. Prtm • Blumen thai, who h .s

made
: some film shorts for Warner

Bros, release, is en route to the
Coast.

He's, going out there reportedly
on a' possible indie film production
sttup.

Heat Bops Frisco But

'Angel'-Armstrong Huge

39G, 'Bedside' Hot 1 7 ?G
San. Francisco, Oct. 2.

A six-day heat wave is putting a
crimp in most downtown biz. Ex-
ception is RKO's Golden Gale, where
"Johnny Angel" and Louis Arm-
strong band look sock.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-851—"Love

Letters" (Par) (2d wk).:, Way oil to

$17,000 or close. Last week, except
tionally fat $37,000.

I'aramoiint (FWC) (2,646: 55-85)—
"Tender Grapes" (M-G). Ot;ayS23.-
000 but below expectations. Last
week. "Mounted Police" (Par) 're-
issue), pleasing $24,000.
Warfleld (FWC) (2.656: 55-85) —

"Rhapsody in Blue" ) WB) (2d wk'.
Good $27,000. Last week, sock- $36.-

000.

St. Francis (FWC) > 1.400; 55-851—
"Mounted Police" (Par) (reissue)
(m.o.). Nice $9,500 in 6 days. - Last
week, "You .Came Along" (Pitr),

$ll,C0O.
State (FWC) (2,133; 55-85)—"Won-

der Man" (RKO) (7tb wk). Fine
$10,000. Last week. $13,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,448: 60-95)

—••Johnny Angel" (RKO) and Louis
Armstrong orch on stage. Terrific

t week. "First Yank in
. :>rl

WK), SOT ..

United Artists (Blumen fold) H.
207: 40-85)—"Bedside Manner" (UA>.
Torrid $17,500. Last week. "G. I.

Joe" (UA) (7th wk). big $7,700 in 5

days.
Orpheum (Blumenfcld) (2.448: 40-

85)—"Over 21" (Coll. Excellent $23.-

500. Last week. "Lady On a Tram"
(U) (2d wk), fancy $14,000.

VAUDE UPS 'BELLBOY'

STURDY 32G IN WASH.
Washington, Get., 2.

"Iter Highness and the.' Bellboy

will lead the down-town parade llus

week at the Capitol,
Estimates for This Week

Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 44-72)—
•Highness and Bellboy" (M-G ) with

vaude. Sturdy $32,000. Last week,
"You Came Along" '(Par). $30,000.

Columbia "(.lew) ( 1.234: 44.-72 >—
"Bell for Adano" (20th). Stout ««.-

000.- Last week, "Thrill of 'Romance
i M-G), $9,000,
Karlc (WB) (2.240; 60-90 )—"Rhap-

sody in Blue) (WB), Headed for a

nice $27,000. Last week, "Thrill, of

Romance" (Col), $15,300.
Keith's (RKO). ( 1.800: 44-721—'

"Wonder Man" (RKO) (3d wk)..
Fancy $12,500. Second week waS
•:l 5,800. - :-

5

Metropolitan (WB) ( 1,800; 44-72 ;

—"Pride of Marines" iWBl nn.o.1.

Fast S7.500 after two weeks at Eai le.

Last week, "True Glory" (Coli. S«,-

100.

Palace (Loew) (2,778: 44-721—
"Anchors Awaigh" (M-G) '3d wk ).

Strong S16.000 alter iast Weeks,
fancy $19,500.
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H.0.s Clutter Up Chi; 'Heaven'-'Life'

Fat 25G, InH wood' 15G, Angel' 25G, 2d
Chicago, Oct. 2. -

Some spots. suffered because of the

i-aitiy weather' last week which iiit

several openings this week but sud-

den cold spell will help. "Abbott and
i

Costello in Hollywood" coupled with i

"Hidden Eye" at Garriek looks -like I

snappv $15,000. "East Side of

He.'iveit" and •'Imitation of Lite." two I

riassitcsi at Palace should add up to

fine $25,000; ,.' :.';

"Love Letters" continues.strong at
|

lliu Slate-Lake, with $35,000 in sight
j

for second stanza. Of the combo
houses Oriental with second week of

"Slorv of G, I. Joe" plus Fraukie
Masters band and Bill Robinson on
stiige is headed for strong $48,000.

Holdover of "Over 21" at Chicago
with .vaudc should garner -stout

$45,000.

Estimates lor This Week
Anollo (B&K) (1.200; 55-951—"1.001

NHUs" (Col.) (2d wk). Neat $11,000.

Last week, $14,000.

Chicasn (B&K) (3,900; 55-95)—
."Over 21" (Cot) and .stage show
headed by Hcnny Youngman I2d

wk>. Stout $45,000. Last week, brisk

$51,000.
C.arrick (B&K) (900: 55-95)—"In

HutlvWoOd" (M-G) and "Hidden
Eves" iM-GK Snappy $15,000. Last

week. "Bewitched" (M-G) and "True
Glorv" (Col) (2d wk). Fair $7,001).

Grand I RKO I (1,150; 55-95 )—;
"Mounted Police" (Par), (reissue)

<2d wk ) and "Back to .Bataan"

(RKO) (3d wk in Loop). Snug $10.- I

001). Last Meek. "Mounted Police"!
(Par) and "Gun for Hire" (Par) (iv-

isssues >,' rousing $11,000. .

.Oriental (Iroquois) (3,240; 55-95)—
"G. 1. Joe" (UA) and Biil Robinson !

and Frankie Masters orcli on stage
]

(2d .Wk). Strong $48,000, Last week, I

smash $56,000.

Palace (RKO ) (2:500: 55-95 )—"East
|

Side Heaven" (U) and "Imitation of
Lite' (U> (reissues). Fine $25,000.
Last wee!;. "Back Batann" (BKO)
and "Blonde Ransom" (U) (2d wk).
5 days, and • Heaven" (U) and "Lite"
(Ul (reissues). 2 days, sharp $21,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-95)—

"Christmas in Conn." (WB) (5th
wk). Looks good $17,000. Last week.
"Christmas in Conn." (WB) (4th
wk). smart $20,000.

Slate Lake (B&K) (2,700: 55-95)—
"Love Letters" iPav) (2d wk). Great
$35,000, Last week, sock $41,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1.700: 55-

95 )—"Anchors Awcigh" (M-G) (3d
wk). Tidy $22,000. Last week, sweet
$2«.000.
Wood* (Essaness) (1.200; 55-95)—

"Johnny Anecl" (RKO) (2d wk).
Brilliant $25,000. Last week. "Won-
der Mailt' (RKO) (14th wk). 3 days,
and "Johnny Angel" (RKO). 4 days,
nigged. $22,000.

'RHAPSODY' BIG 20G IN

BALTO.; 'LADY' WOW 17G
Baltimore, Oct. 2.

Sudden switch to more seasonal
temperatures is helping biz this
week.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loow-UA) (3,000: 20-60)

"Vines Uavc Tender Grapes" (M-G).
Okay $10,000. Last week, "Guest
Wile" (UA). $10,400.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) < 2.240:

25-74)—"Over 21" (RKO) (2d wk

)

plus vaude, Holding well at $14,000
after very steady getaway to $17,200.
Keith's (Schanbcrger) (2,460; 20-

60)—"Lady on Train" fTT-» Robust

consistent $13,200.
..Mayfalr (Hicks) (980; 25-55)—
"Crime. Inc." (PRC). Drawing a
good $4,000. Last week, "Bedside
Manner" (UA), ditto.

.
New (Mechanic) (1.G80; 20-60)—

"State Fair" (20th) (2d wk). Hold-
ing mightily at 8,000 after very solid
debut 16 $11,500. -.'...'.

Stanley. (WB) (3,280: 25-65 )—
Rhapsody in Blue" (WB). Extra-m $20,000. Last week, second of
Pride of Marines" (WB), held well

at $15,900.

Valencia (Loow's-UA) (1.840: 20-1
601—"Guesl Wife" (UA) (m.O.).l
Fairish action at $4,000. Last week, t

Anchors Awcigh" (M-G ) (m.o.)
brisk $6,000. •

000 after smash $9,000 on top of huge
$20,500 Radio City initial canto. "

"

Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 40)—"That's
Spirit" (U). Fairly slow $2,500. Last
week. "Twice Blessed" (M-G), $2,700.

Lyric (P-S) (1,100; 44-6(r)—"Cap,-
tain Eddie" (20th) (m.o.). Here after
initial week at State. Modest $4,000
or close. Last week. "Naughty Nine-
ties" (U) (2d wk). $3,500.
XMphrnm (P-S) 12.800; 44-60)

—

"lODl Nights" (Col) (2d wk ). Re-
maining for (i more days until Jimmy
Dorsc.v band opens on Thursday (.4 >.

instead of customary Friday. Fairish
$6,000 alter line $11,000 first week.
Radio City (P-S) (4.000; 44-60)—

"Duffy's Tavern" (Par). Socko $23.-
000 in prospect. Last week, "Stale
Pair" (20th). great $19,000.

State (P-S.) (2.300; 44-60)—"State
Fair" (20(h) (m.o.). Still rolling at
big $10,000. Last: week, "Captain' Ed-
die" (20th I. $8,000. .

Uptown (Par) (1.100; 40-50)—"You
Came Along" (Par); First nabc
showing. Good $4,000. Last week.
"Bell tor Adano" (20th). $3,800.
World (Far-Sloftes) (350: 44-80)—

"Dorian Gray" (M-G). Big $4,000.
Last week. "Wonder Man" ( RKO I

(5th wk I. strong $2,500.

'Blood' Bangup

246, Best Det. Bet
—

' Detroit. Oct. 2.

"Blood on the Sun" at the Palms-
State is the best entry this week
willi a sock session expected.
Michigan's "Johnny Angel" looks
likely to land a strong total,

Estimates for This Week
Fox (fox-Michigan) (5,000; 60-85)— "Slate Fair" (20th > and "River

Gang" (U). with. Dr. I. O. on stage
one night (2d' wk). Trim $28,000
alter sock first week at $39,000.

United Artists (United Detroit)
(3.000: 60-85) —"Anchors Awcigh"

! <M-Gi and "Swing Shift Cinderella''
(M-G) (4th wk"); Oke $11,000. La.>t
week, nice $17,000.

Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit

)

12.800; 60-85)—"You Came Along"
(Pari and "Coine Out Fighting"
(Mono). From the Michigan for
lair $14,000. Last week. "Incendiary
Blonde" (Par) and "Midnight Man-
hunt" (Pan. good $14,500 after two
weeks at Michigan.
Madison (United Detroit) (1.800:

60-851—"It's a Pleasure" (RKO) and
"This Man's Navy" (Mono). Mild
<15,.U)0. Last week, "Between Two
Women" (M-G) and "Objective
Burma" (WB). $5,200.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000:

60-85)—"Johnny Angel" (RKO') and
• Radio Stars on Parade" (RKO). Fine
$27.00;>. Last week. "You Came
Along" (Par) and "Come Out Fight-
ing" (Mono). $22,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3.-

000: 60-85 )—"Blood On Sun" (UA)
and "Phantom 42d ,$t." (Moilo)!
r\ eat $24,000. Last week. "Christ-
inas in Conn." (WB) and "South Rio
Grande" (Mono) (2d wk), modest
$'13-000.

Downtown (Balaban) (2.800: 60-90)

—"Why Girls Leave Home" (PRC)
plus Miss America of 1945. "Miss De-
troit" and Johnny "Scat" Davis ovch
on stage. Good $24,000. Last week.

i-'i^^EcpU Martha

solid $2
Adams (Balabai.) (1,700; 60-85

1

—
"Wonder Man" (RKO) and "Sgl.

Mike" (Col) (3d wk). Neat $15,000
alter strong second week $19,500.

'Guest Wife' Lusty 12G,

Omaha; 'Bell' Loud 9'/2G
Omaha, Oct. 2.

"Guesl Wife" is standout for town
currently. Bad weather is slowing
up some bills. -;

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000: 16-60)

—"Guest Wife" (UA) and "Within
These Walls" (20th), Strong $12,000
or close. Last week, "That's the
Spirit" (U) .with John Calvert stage
show, only $13,200 at 70c top.

I Paramount (Tristates) (3.000: 16-
60)—"Bell tor Adano" (20th). Brisk

|
at $9,500. Last week.' "Anchors
Awcigh" (M-G). smash $12,200.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500: 10-60)—

"Wonder Man" (RKO) and "Shang-
hai Cobra" (Mono). Trim- $8,200.
Lsst week. "Christmas in Conn."
(WB) and "West of Pecos" (RKO)
(2d wk). tine $6,800.
Omaha (Tri.sfates) (2.000: 16-60)—

"Anchors Awcigh" (M-G) (m.o.).
Solid $8,500. Last week, "You Came
Along" (Par) (m.o.) and "Hollywood
Vine" (PRC). $8,200.

State (Goldberg) (865: 15-50)—
"Thrill of Romance" (M-G ) (3d run).
Big $3,200. Last week. "Blood Sun"
(UA) (2d run) and "Stepping in So-
ciety" (Rep). $2,000. r ' - -.

'Rhapsody' Torrid 15G

In Cincy; 'Vines' Ditto,

'Trouble'-'True' Big 12G
* Cincinnati. Oct. 2/

"Rhapsody in Blub" at the Capitol
is doing as strongly as "Vines Have
Tender Grapes" at the larger Albee.
Grand is having a sock session .with
"Born for Trouble" and "It All Came
True."

estimates for This Week
Albee. (RKO) (3,100: 44-70)—

"Vines Tender Grapes" (M-G i.

Sweet $15,000. Last week, "Slate
Fair" <20th). tcrril: $24,000.

, Capitol (RKO ) (2,000; 44-70)—
"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB). Hotsy
$15,000. Holds. Last week. "Anchors
Awcigh" (M-G) (4th wk), bofY $7,-
500.

Grand (RKO) ( 1.430: 44-70)—"Born
lor Trouble" (WB) and "It All Came
True" (WB) (reissues). Sock SI 2.000.
Last week. "Johnny Angel" (RKO)
(2d t'ltn), lusty $8,500.
Kaith's (United) (1,500: 44-70)—

"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G ). Moveover
fair tilth downtown week. Solid $5.-
500. Last week.. "Christmas in

Conn." (WB). third front line sesh.
excellent $5,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1.400: 41-70)—

"Johnny Angel" (RKO). Third
round on main stem. Pleasing S4.-
000. Last week. "Incendiary Blonde"
(20th). third week downtown, oke
$4,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,600: 44-70)—
"Shady Lady" (U). Modest $8,500.
Last week, "Uncle Harry" (U), $11,-
000. . •

'

Shubert (RKO) (2.100: 44-70)—
"State Fair" (20th) (m.o.). Big $8.-

500. Last week. "You Came Along"
(Par) (2d run). $3,000.

B'way Up; /92d St/Copa Big 114G,

'Highness'-Krupa Bouncy 88G, Tierce

Plus Morgan-Stooges Wham at 70G

Tavern' Rousing 23G

In Mpls.; H.0.'s Strong
Minneapolis, --Oct.. 2,

With holdovers still hogging the
Wilis hi; it's easy going for "Duffy's
Tavern" at Radio City, with sock ses-
sion .in sight. Holdovers are "Over
21, in third week, and "State Fair."
,A Thousand and One Nights" and
(-apt. Eddie" in their second stan-

zas.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900: 15-25.)—
Caribbean Mystery" (20th) and
Swingin' on a Rainbow" (Rep). Hit-

ting good $2,000 in 5 days. Last week.
A Guv. a Gal" (Col) and "Shanghai
Cobra" *M(mo) solit with "Pardon
Us (FC) end "Three in Saddle"
'PRC), satisfactory $2,200 in 1! riavs.

Century (P-S) (L600; 44-60 )- I

'Over 21" (Col
)

' (3d wk i. Fair S5.-

'

Buffalo in Doldrums;

'Jr. Miss' Only $14,000
Buffalo. Oct. 2.

Biii is droopy currently, with prod-
uct and holdovers,, blamed .-partly.

"Junior ' Miss" is topper but only
passable at the Buffalo.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) 13,500; 40-70).—

"Junior Mis«" (20th) and "The Wav
Ahead" (20th i. Passable $14,000.

Last week. "You Came Along" (Pari

and "Apology for Murder" (PRO.
snug $20,000, ..

Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000: 40-70)

—"Anchors Awcigh" (M-G ) (3d wk).
Fair enough $12,000 after last week's
nice $17,000.

Minn (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"You
Came Along" (Par) and "Apology
for Murder" (PRC) (m.o;). Sturdy
$10,000. Last week. "Hidden Eye"
(M-G i and "Behind 'City Lights"

(Rep), offish $8,000.

Lafavetle (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
"On Stage Everybody" Cut and
"Woman in Green" (U). Tame $!>.-

000; Last week. "Fro7.cn Ghost" (Ui

and. "Jungle Captive" (U), tepid

$3,500.

tm Century (20th , Cent.) (3.0(10:

40-791—"Scandals" (BKO). and "Fal-

con in San Francisco" (RKO). Goad
cnotieh S10.000 or over. Last week.
"Johnny Angel" (RKO) (2d wk) and
"Mama Loves Papa" (RKO), oke
$9,500.

FAIR' GIANT $28,000

IN 3 DENVER HOUSES
Denver. Oct. 2.

'State Fair." (fay-dating, sit three
spots, is easy winner this stanza.
Film is keeping the Denver filled

with smash week in prospect, and
9i ,.

f,he ,.„pt(if,r., ,..(vvn ..,.*!"o..ts

"George While's Scandals" also is

big.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 35-74)—

"Pride ol Marines" (WB) and "Tell
It 'to Stat'^-tttep^ n I t in- Wttah it

Elevator strike in N. Y. office

buildings, which extended from
Monday morning (24) to Saturday
noon (29 1. boosted .business for the
film theatres an estimated 10',. above
normal. Also' the weekend was ter-
rific. In addition, it is believed sdme
benefit has been derived from the
strike of high-school students.

. Three new shows. of major import
tance reached the street during the
past week. Among these is the
Rosy bill of "House on 92d .Street,"
with special edition of Copacabana
Revue, Rosario arid. Antonio, and
Carl Ravazza. last-mentioned held
over from two prior shows. Initial

week ended last night at. a sensa-
tional $114,000. At the' Capitol, a
sock $88.000. is Sighted for "Her High-
ness and the Bellboy." plus, on stage,

Gene Krupa band. Senor Wences and
Wesson Bros. Very strong is the
new layout at the Strand, which is

playing "Mildred. Pierce" and the
Russ Morgan band plus Three
Stooges. Near to $70,000 is in pros- I

pect. Incidentally. Morgan missed
j

the opening day due to inability to

«et inlo N. Y, in lime. A Russian
(war documentary. "Fall of Berlin,"
rounds out its first week at the Little

Victoria tonight (Wed.) with a prob--
able $23,000, big. All of above hold
oyer.

•

Gotham, which isn't doing well
|

with "Wanderer of Wasteland." in-

dications pointing to only $6,000. on
Saturday 16) opens "G. I. Joe" on a

roadshow basis. Giving three shows 1

daily, all seats reserved, scale will

range from $1.50 to $2.40. Same pic-

ture, which will day-and-date at the
Globe on a consecutive basis at 70c

to $1.50. has a special preem Friday
night (5) for the benefit of the N! Y.
National War Fund at the Globe.
The Shubert-owned Winter Gar-

den, returning to films under a lease

to United Artists, opens "Blithe

Spirit" on special preem tonight

(Wed.).

Estimates for Mils Week
Ambassador (Siritzky) (1,250: 65-

$1.2()i—"Men in Her Diary" (U) (2d

wk). Holdover is weak at-only $67^

000. while first week was. disappoint-
ing at less than $10,003. "Fighting
Guardsman" (Col) opens Friday (5>.

Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 70-$1.40)

—"Wonder Man" (RKO) (17th wk).
Still good at probable S27.000. Last
week was $28,000. Holds.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820: 60--$1.10)

—"Her Highness and Bellboy" <M-
G». Gene Krupa orch. Senor Wences
and Wesson Bros. Off, to a royal

start, initial week looking big $88.-

000. holding. Final (10th) frame tor

"Anchors Awcigh" (M-G). Paul
Whilcinan orch. Johnnie Johnston
and Lionel Kaye, was excellent

$69,300.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)

—"Lady on Train" (U) (3d wki.

Holding up satisfactorily, currently

looking $28,000. while last week went
to a .

stout $30,000. Remains on.

Globe (Brandt) (1.416: 70-$1.50i—
• G. I. Joe" (UA> h'Ji a special benc-

01 preem here Friday night (5). with

consecutive run following. Picture

will be at the Gotham day-and-date.

»\\0jt"
-e advanced prices and road-

show policy will prevail.

Gotham (Brandt) (900: 60-$1.20)

—"Wanderer of Wasteland" (RKO).
Not doing well at only $6,000. On
Saturday (6) "G. I. Joe" (UA) opens
:i roadshow run here , three shows

„ ..
. .

„
mmit^

initial seven days through last night
(Tues.) going to a sensational $114,-
000. Concluding six days on fourth
week of "State Fair" (20th »: Connee
Bos well. Gene Sheldon and Ravazza.
was stout $73,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450: 43-1.10)-^
"You Came Along" (Par) (2d run)
and Jimmie Lunceford orch, plus
Four Step Bros.: Gates, are whirling
here.'lor 'a probable nice $29,000. List
week, "Out This World"' (Par) (2d
run ). Bess Myerson (Miss America
o£ 1945) and other beauty contest
winners, plus Jerry Cooper, was big
$33,000.: :

Strand (WB) (2,756: 75-$1.20>—
"Mildred . Pierce" (WB ) and Russ
Morgan orch, plus Three Stooges.
Off to a flying start, with close to
$70,000 sighted, socko, and holds-.
Final (5th) round for "Pride of Ma-
rines": (WB) and Charlie Barnet
orch slipped a little in the stretch
but plenty okay at $44,000. . ..

Victoria (Mauler) (720: 70-$1.20)—
'Fall at Berlin" (Altkino). Riiss-
made factual war picture is doin;{
extremely well here, with opening
week looking a strong $23.000 *and
holds. Final six days on third week
of "True Glory" (Col) was fair
enough $11,000.
Winter Garden (UA) (1.500: 60-

$1.50)—"Blithe Spirit" (UA). .Brit-
ish-made version of Noel Co\vard
stage play reopens this house as
film stand on special preem tonight
(Wed.), with regular run beginning
tomorrow (Thurs.) at scales ranging
from 60c to $1.50 throughout week.

000. Last week. "Lady on Train" (U >

and "Forever Yours" (Mono) (iri.o.),

big $8,000.

nenham (Cockrill) (1.750: 35-74)—
"Incendiary Blonde"' (Par) (4th wk >

and "Unseen" (Par). Fine $11,500.
I Last week. "Blonde," solo, nice $10.-

: 501).
•'

:

! Denver (Fox ) (2.525: 35-74 )—"State
'Fail" (201 h) and "Shanghai Cobra"
j
(Mono), clay-date with Esquire. Web-

I i>?r. Smash $20,000. L:'st week.
"Pride of Marines" (WB) and "Tell

It to Star" (Rep), also Esquire. Web-
ber, big $19,000.

Ksqiiire (Fox) (742: 35-74 )—"Stale
Fair" (20th) and "Shanghai Cobra"
(Mono), also Denver. Webber. Nice
S4.000. Last week. "Pride of Ma-
rines" (WB) and. "Tell It to Star"
i Ren), also Denver, Webber. $3,500.

Oinheiim (RKO) 12.600: 35-74)—
Getfrgc White Scandals" (RKO) and
'.'West of the Pecos" (RKO). Biv
.$16,000. Last week. "Dorian Gi'.-iy"

(M-G) and "Twice Blessed" (M-G).
same.' :• ',

.

I'aramoiint (Fox) (2.200) 3o-74)—
"Men iii Di;iry" (U) and' "Jungle
Caplivc" (U.l. Trim $10.000.. Last
week, "Divorce" (Mono) and "Man
From Oklahoma" (Rep). $9,000.

ltialto (Fox) (878: 35-74)—"Lady
on Train" (U.) and "Forever Yours"
(Mono), after week at Denver, Es-
quire. Webber. Aladdin. Fast $4„>(l().

Last week. "G;l. Joe" (UA) and
•'Kasv to Look At" (U) (m.o. i. big
;;6.000. . :

'

Wrbber (Fox) (750; 35-74 >-"Stale
Fair" (20th) arid '•Shanghai Cobra"
(Mono i. also Denver. Esquire. Fine
$4,000. Last week, "Pride ol' Ma-
rines" (WB) and "Tell It to Sl'Jr"

(Ren I. also Denver. Esquire, fine

$3,300.

Hollywood (WB) (1.499: 65-$l.H>>

—"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) (lath

wk). Remttins exceptionally steady,

willi 14th week having ended
.

last

night (Tue.'i.) at $23,000, good. The
13th round was $24,800.

Valace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.20)—

"Back to Bataan" (4th wk). Hit a

pretty good $23,000 on third week
cond'uded last night (Tues.) and re-

mains' over. Second was a stout

¥30.000. Tomorrow (Thins.) Palace

observes its 10th year of operation

us a straight-lilmei'. •.

Paramount (Par) (3.664; 70-.$ 1.20)

"Dufly's Tavern" (Par), Andrews
Sisters. Tim Herbert and Vic Sehocn

,
orch (4th wk). Remains -well up in

| higher brackets, third lap having
ended last night (Tues.) at near to

SBO.OOI. Previous week was sock

$94,000. . .

l!adio Citv Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers 1 (5.945.) (60-$l. 10)—"Vines Have
Tender Grapes" (M-G) and stage-

show (4th wk). On blowofl' about

$100,000. very good. Last week- was
a tall $115,000. "Weekend at Wal-
dorf" (M-G) corires in tomorrow.

(Thurs.). "v..;'
Kialto (Mayer) (594: 35-85 )— "Isle

of Dead" (RKO > (4th wk), Will bow
out wilh around $7,000. okay. Third
week- was stout .$.9,000.

Kivoli (UA-Par) (2.092; 60-$1.25)

— "Love Letters" (Par) (6th wk).
Having had a terrific weekend and
holding up well on weekdays, cur-

rently is on way to a strong $43,000.

Filth' frame was $55,000. Holds.
Roxy (20lhl (5.886: 65-$l.10)—

"House on 92ud St." (20ilv). special

edition of Copacabana Revue. Rosa-
rio and Antonio and the hold-over
Carl Ravazza ('2d wk). A hit hole,

letters' 46G In

PMly; Tair' 35G
Philadelphia, Oct. 2.

"State Fair" and "Love Letters,"
both in the socko class, are tops this
week as biz continues on the up-
grade" liere. Weekjtjarks the finale
(or the Fox"' under Stariley^WSriiei-
operation,"house going back to the
Fox interests next Friday (5).
"Paris Undeground" is having an
auspicious -beginning at the Stanton.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (1.303; 40-85) — ."Junior

Miss" (20th) (2d wk). Okay $11,800;
Initial sesh was hefty $17,500 plus
$3,000 at Earle. Sun. showing.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700: 40-85''—

"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G) (2d
run). Gaining momentum to laud a
bright $8,000 or near. Last week,
"Pride of Marines" (WB).. strong
S5.500 for second

.
week, of second

run.
Boyd (WB) (2.760: 40-85)—"Rhao-

sody in Blue" (WB) (5th wk>.
Good $18,500. Fourth canto was line

$20,000.
Karle (WB) (2,760; 50-95)—"Gay

Senorita" (Col) with Martha Rave
heading stage show. Trim $24,500.

Last week. "On Stage Everybody"
(U) and 3 Stooges, others, on stage,

okay $22,500.
I'ox (WB) (2.250: 40-85')—"State

Fiir" (20th ). Great $30,500 plus
husky $4,500 for Sunday show'mg.aj,
Earle. Last week, "Naughty Nine-
ties" (U), only $17,500.
Karlion (Goldman) (1,000; 40-85)

Alone Came Jones" (RKO ) <2d
' ' W) J.as) week.*

days of second run.
Keith's (Goldman) (2,200; 40-85)—

"East Side of Heaven" (U> and
"Imitation of Life" (U) (reissues)

(41 h wk). Neat $6,000, Tliird week
was nice $8,000.

'. lilastbaum (WB) (4,692; 40-85 >
—

"Love Letters" (Par). Smash $46,-

000. Last week, "?ncendiary Blonde"
(Pal ) (3d wk). potent $20,000.

Stanley (WB) (2.760; 40 - 85 .

—

"Christmas in Conn." (WB) (4th

wk), Fine $16,000. Third week,
neat $18,500.
Stanton (WB) (1.475: 40 - 85) —

"Paris Underground" (UA' ; Rugged
$16,000. Last week. "Great John L."

(UA) (2d wk), stout $11,800.

Film Thesps Don't Get

Lush Coin, Says Cagney
• Hollywood, Oct. 2.

While some film stars draw fab-

ulous salaries, a majority ol Holly-

wood thesps earn less than $5,000 a
year. That was the gist of the Screen
Actors Guild's monthly newsletter,

.signed by" Ja^mes Cagney. Purpose
of the articlewas to let. the public

know that screen players are not
all rich, and that . some of them
could use a few extra bucks in the

pay envelope.

"Of more than 7,000 actors in th«
motion picture industry," Cagney
said, "not more than 600 are under
term contract. Approximately 20'V

of all screen actors earn .between
$2,000 and $4,000 yearly?'
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Mildred Pierce
Hollywood, Sept* 26.

Warner. Urns, release at Jerry Wiilii am-
tit-1 lun. Smrs Joan t'r.ltt l'or.l;' features
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"Mildred Pierce" returns Joan
Crawford to the screen in a b.o.

drama. It's potent vehicle earmarked
for important boxoffice in all situ-

ations and justifies Miss Crawford's
two-year wait for the proper story.

Picture packs terrific appeal for
adiilt audiences, particularly the
women, though it has a tendency to

be overlong and draggy.

At first reacting James M. Cain's
novel of the same title might not
suggest screenable materia), but the
cleanup job has resulted in a class

feature, showmanly produced by
Jerry Wald and tellingly directed
by Michael Cui'tiz. It skirts the cen-
surable deftly, but keeps the devel-
opment adult ill dealing with the
story of a woman's sacrifices lor a
no-good daughter. High credit goes
to Ranald MacDougall's scripting for
liis realistic dialog and method of
retaining the frank sex play that
dots the narrative While, at the same
lime, making the necessary com-
promises with the blue-pencillers.

Story is told in flashback as Mil-
dred Pierce is being questioned by
police about the murder of her sec-
ond husband. Character goes back to

the time she separated from her first

husband and how. she struggled to

fulfill her ambitions for - her chil-

dren. She turns waitress first, grad-
uates to owning her own typical
California drive-in and then a chain
of eateries. Despite her Success, she's
not able to hold her selfish and snob-
bish daughter and in one high dra-
matic moment they part. Mildred
then marries a worthless Pasadena
socialite fo -gain a social standing
that will bring her . daughter back.
The husband and the daughter carry
on a love affair started at the time
the playboy was also conducting an
affair with Mildred before he) - mar-
riage. In the driving climax Mildred
discovers the truth, the daughter
kills the husband, and the mother
tries her last sacrifice in attempting
to assume the blame. It doesn't work
and ending_indicates Mildred will
try again with her first husband.

The dramatics are_ heavy but so
skillfully handled by Curti/.'s direc-
tion and the gifted work of the cast
that they never cloy. Miss Crawford
reaches the sieak of her acting career
in this pic. Ann Blyth, as the
daughter, scores dramatically in her
first genuine acting assignment.
Zachary Scott makes the most of his
character as the Pasadena heel, a
talented performance. Lighter mo-
ments are sterling'ly handled by Jack
Carson, on the make for Mildred or
anything else in skirts, and Eve
Arden, as Mildred's friend and busi-
ness associate. Bruce Bennett makes
effective the quieter, restrained char-
acter of the first husband.
Jo Ann Marlowe, the young daugh-

ter; Moroni OJsen, a belicveable de-
tective-lieutenant; Butterfly Mc-
Queen, Mildred's maid with the sur-
prise voice: Chester Clule, Lee Pat-
rick. and others in the cast ably

lusty boxoffice in majority ot situa-
tions. Story concentrates on action
melodrama but occasionally lakes a
satirical slant on such high adven-
ture doings, thus bringing nifty

chuckles. Red-blooded action will

find male favor, as will charms of
Maureen O'Hara displayed in color.

Romantic aspects offer plenty of in-

terest lor femme audiences.
Plot concerns a group of Dutch-

men whose ship is wrecked by a
storm on the shore of Spanish-held
Cartagena. Spanish governor orders
the survivors iiito slavery and the
ship's caplain to biv hung. The cap-
tain and several 'others escape and
take up piracy against all Spanish
ships. One ship seized is; carry in"; the
governor's betrothed, daughter of
Mexico's viceroy. The . captain-
turned-buccaneer forces the girl into
marriage but reckons not of jealousy
and treachery among his fellow pi-

rates,who fear marriage will result
in Spaniards arising in force against,

Toi'tuga, the buccaneer colony. They
return the girl to the governor but
by now she's willing to remain a
pirate's bride and aids her lover to

complete a swashbuckling rescue..
Frank Borxage's ; direction has

packed a multitude of realistic fight

scenes into the sea and laud clashes,
as well as maintaining high interest
in the tale's other factors. Robert
Follows' product ion gives showmnnly:
and colorful backing to the ingre-
dients, and photography and special
effects add to the overall top-notch
job.

Familiar names of /Paul Henreicl
and Maureen O'Hara 'offer marquee
bait. Henreid docs well by the dash-
ing Dutchman who becomes the
Spaniards' sea-scourge / .and ' Will
please his following! Miss O'Hara. as
usual, hasn't much opportunity to
show off her acting ability but ful-
fills the role's other requirements
with lush beauty. Walter Slezak's
cruel Spanish governor .character is

showy. Binnie Barnes, femme pi-
rale, John Emery, J, M. Kerrigan,
Mike Mux.urki. Curt Bois, Antonio
Moreno. Fritz Lcibcr are among oth-
ers who show up well. . Brog.

Miniature Reviews
"Mildred rierce" rWB). Potent

drama bringing Joan Crawford
back to screen. Buff lure for

femme trade with important b.6,

prospects.

"The Spanish Main" (Techni-
color) - iRKO). Swashbuckling
high-adventure melodrama, B.O.
prospects sturdy.

"Colonel Effingham's Raid"
1 20th V Charles Coburn. Joan
Bennett and William Eythe in

comedy-drama good for okay re-

turns. ; , .

"Query'' (Anglo-Am. >. Murder
thriller with too much British

flavor to rate much U. S. box-
office;, no cast also- a handicap..
"Apotoey for Murder -

' tPKC).
Good murder meller in the light-

budget vein.

"Stagecoach Outlaws" I PRC).
Formula sagebushcr.

good thesping by a supporting cast
led by Charles D. Brown, as Beau-
mont's city editor, who tracks clown
the. murderers.

Original story and screenplay by
Fred Minton is* given neat direction
by Sam Ne.wfield. Settings are sub-
stantial enough, and camera work
is fair. . Swn.
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A coupte of years agn- Barry Flem-
ing's novel. "Colonel Effinghanvs
Raid." was a Book of the Month Club
selection, alia now 20th-Fox has
given a fairly literate adaptation to
thus story of patriotic fervor and
small-town politics. It should do well
at the boxoffice.

"
This is a yarn about a retired

Army officer. Col. Effingham, who

This British ' National thriller, if

and when it hits Broadway, will
awaken memories of the stage hit of
the early '20s, "It Is the Law.'' In
most respects, "Query" follows the
underlying plot of the Elmer Rice
play as closely as did the silent film

|

version made by Fox. "Query" has
i the earmarks of a fair-sized hit with
British audiences. Lack of names and
and the unfamiliar workings of Brit-
ish courts of law would seem to min-
imize its chances in the U. S.. but it

is distinctly above the level of a
Hollywood second feature.
Seamark was the nom de plume of

a well-known Fleet Street character
who committed suicide some 10 years
ago. If. in fact, he wrote the story
on which "Query" is based, lie

yanked the arm of coincidence clear
out of its socket or grabbed bodily
the plot of "It Is the Law" and em-
bellished it with different non-essen-
tials.

The film moves swiftly and
j

smoothly to an effective and grim
j

climax, direction and cutting of. a
higher-lhan-usual quality- for this
type of English pix helping. Billv
Hartnell. who shoulders the job of
making plausible the legal right of a
man to commit murder, is excellent as
a tough young' stevedore and also as
a prematurely aged ex-convict.
Of the others in a cast of un-

knowns to American patrons. John
Slater, as an especially hasty heavy,
and Kynaston Reeves, as an eminent
K.C., are outstanding. Chili Bouchier
does what she can with a sordid role
as a faithless wife and mother, and
Brefni O'Rouike contributes an au-
thoritative touch as a London news-
paper editor.
Production is adequate. Lime

House slums and pubs being more
like the real thing than the usual
run of studio sets with the murder
trial at the Old Bailey being espe-
cially realistic. "

(iaNliglil Fwlli«»K
Hartford, Sept. 28.
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A resuscitation' of movie "museum
!

pieces, this production; by Maxwell
j

Finn and Joseph Lcvine. is a wclciing]
of silent era films and clips. It. 'm a
dociimenlal ion of tin: advance of. ipo-

j

tion pictures. It's also a nostalgic
bit tor bldlimers. whose memory .

ilaics back, plus or minus 40 years.
I

Picture is strictly for laughs, ami -is.

successful iii eliciting response in
'

that department.
Diyidecl Into four, sections—so it'

can play cither as four shorts or one
complete' I'eatiirt'—this film is a good
historical review for students of the
cinema. First section has same title

as tag of show and contains series of
sequences of Hollywood names who
have been relegated to the movie
hall of fame. Here grotesquencss of
costumes and makeup is a dynalomir
spur to lad's. Commentary by Ben
Crauer is ably presented. Number of
oldtimers brought back to screen is

ntimcrous and includes Valentino.
William S. Hart. Jackie Coogan.
Chaplin. Marie Dressier, Mack Sen-
net!. Pickforri. Arbuckle. etc. \
Second section is named "Time

Marches Back." splicing of series of

newsreel clips dating back to 1899.
the Jeffries-Fitzsimmons fight, etc.

Several shots are presented. With a
bathing beauty contest of 1908 draw-
ing iaffs from femme department.
Ethel Owen dubbs in an able 'de-
scription of woman's fashions in pic-
torial review styles of 1905, Also
strong on femme hilarious reaction.
John B,vKcnnedy on tap to commen-
tate ofynows events.
The "Drunkard" fills in the third

slot of this production. " With the.

original Los Angeles company (now
in its 13th year 1 cast, this is the only
modern bit of the lengthy show.
Modern as far as new techniques of
cinema are concerned. High voltage
in the guffaw department, this car-
ries many moments of high hilarity.

Originally produced as a full-length
picture now cut to 31 minutes.
With Milton Cross and Ethel Owen

dubbing in the commentary. "East
Lynne.". tearjerkcr meller of the
.gaslight days, is also good for laughs.
Asides and crossfire patter of the
duo help activities along with the
script job for commenting done in
excellent fashion. Ecfe.
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An average outer. "Stagecoach
Outlaws" is suitable fare for audi-
ences who enjoy outdoor pictures.
This one has the usual amount of

footage involving fast riding, tree-

have been selling their pictures for
tOmm, distribution, and will take
over this program themselves. Not
many months from now, salesmen
for these majors will have stipula-
tions in their contracts with exhibi-
tors for the showing of both the
UMial ;irimm, picture, as well as'the.
Kimm. print right in this country.
Di-.tribiilor.s see the day not far off
when, instead of writing domestical-
ly the average 11.000 to 13,000 con-
tracts for. a production, the writing of
lis; many as 30,000 contracts for exhibi-
.lion of a picture, will become a
common practice. Of course, more
than 50'!; of these.pacts will be for.
showing of Itimm. prints. This prac-
tice recalls that when "talkies" first

came into being, salesmen wrote
dual ..-contracts calling for "cither .

Vitaphonc or Movietone for the
prims.. • - -.

.

'
- - . .

'

'
-

.
-

Pointed' out. that for a number of
.

years, now., the majors have been
prutccling their rights on the show-
ing of pictures both in the 16nun.
field and in television. This pro-
tcctiye practice is now going to pay
off big, not only foreign-wise, but
domestically, too. Major studios and
indie producers have a huge back-
log of product wailing to be shitted
into this vast new market, and lire

p;:rfecting their selling plans toward

,

this objective. As costs acid up now.
Itimm. prints can be made for about
40' ii less than 35mm. prints. With
the coming of mass production for
16mm. pictures, costs will, of neces-
sity, drop considerably. This, too,

is based on past experience, facts
showing that when Technicolor first

caine to the fore costs to make color
prints were high. But with the com-
paratively wiclcSpred use of -color
prints, casts on a mass production
basis were considerably lowered.
The 16mm. field is no longer an

amateurish endeavor, it is pointed
out. It costs from $200 to $250 to

re-record a 35mm. print to Kimm.
to compensate for the adjustment of
sound levels, and the large amount
of revenue to be realized from this
move is readily discernible.

Another Keynote
Henry Kaiser, with Howard

Hughes, is definitely committed to
the .manufacture of portable, pie-
fabricated theatres postwar, houses
that will cost no more than $3,000.
Thousands of small town business-
men, realizing the practicability of
opening theatres in their situations,
are understood veady to finance
houses.

,
Although population totals

will not warrant daily exhibition of
Itimm. pictures, it is feasible to
show pictures one or two nights a
week, and because of the low over-
head, have a profitable operation.
Even today, when 16mm. projectors
have not yet been manufactured on
an "assembly-line" basis, projectors
cost but $125 each, on the average.
Reported that there are some 24.000
such-type projectors in this country
at the present time. Thus for a
comparatively smqll investment,
thousands ot little communities
throughout the nation will have film
houses before long.

In relation to the 16mm. program
by the majors in foreign countries, it

Jerry Wald's prodOction is smartly
devised to display every value iii

the dramatics and is an ace job of
supervision. Ernest Ha tier's photog-
raphy Ls fine. The score by Max
Steiner, settings, art direction and
other contributions are distinct aids
in making this one something the
public will flock to buy. Brotj.
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Robust saga of swaggering pirates
•ud beautiful girls. Technicolor
dressing and colorful action in pro-
duction and direction earmark it for

The column, ostensibly, is supposed
to be about military matters but in it

he wields' his pen as he would a
bolo knife—and no one escapes, from
the mayor down. Linked with tile

major story line is the lesser one
of a young newspaper reporter who
becomes imbued with the spirit of
the. oldster and. just when it looks
like the crooked City Hall has the
colonel whipped, the youngster
comes through in the breach. Via a
patriotic gimmick, to win out.
Charles Coburn is the elderly col-

onel and William Eythe the reporter.
Joan Bennett is the film's third star-
ring link, the latter two forming the
pic's romantic team. The perform-
ances arc good, especially that of
Coburn. Others who do well are
Allyn, -Joslyn us the paper's editor:
Elizabeth Patterson, the late Frank
Craven and Thurston " Hall .as the
mayor. - -

•
.

Irving Pichel has directed for pace,
and, Lamar Trotti's production is

adequate. Ka/i'n.

Andrews' First Whodunit
Hollywood. Oct. 2.

First producer chore for James
Andrews under his new contract at

Paramount will be a whodunit. He-
was formerly a producer of radio
mysteries.

Picture, still untitled, is slated as
.. Co-starrer for Alan Ladd. now on
•he suspended list, and Veronica
Lake/temporarily in retirement to
wait motherhood.

have a murder coming to him—
which will line 'em up at the box-
office over here. Tn(b.
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TJlco noinup
come off. used by a gang of out
laws led by a gambler. Their pur-
nose is to take.over a stagecoach line
illegallv.

,

Buster Crabbe. is seen as the cow-
puncher Who breaks up the gang,
aided by comedian Al-St. John, who
has been cast in this type horse opry
loi', ]o. those nuinv years. France's

]

Gladwin, as' the "daughter of the
Istagepoach-liHo operator, provides
the pulchritude to the formula. Sets

I
seem to be wearing out. Maybe PRC

!
ought to get some new opes now that

I
the war is over. Production lacks

I finesse, as do the direction and script
Sfeii.

Considering that ."Apology for
Murder" is obviously, a small buclg-
eter, this murder meller serves its
purpose.
There is enough suspense good

scripting and acting in this (jlni to
provide an interesting hour Or so
of guessing for mystery fans as to
how the thing will wind no. Unfor-
tunately, however, the denouement
is too drawn out, proving a dis-
appointment.
Ann Savage portrays the role of a

ga) who wants to be treed: from her
husband, who is older than she is

Hugh Beaumont; is a reporter who
falls in love with her and succumbs
to her plan to kill in order to get her
husband's money. They both give
solid -performances, along with some

U.S. Army Not Vacating:

Par's Old Astoria Studi >

U. S. Army does not plan to vacate
the Paramount-built studio in Aslo-
ria. L. I., despite the curtailment of
the armed forces film production
program, according to the executive
officer of the .unit occupy ing the stu-
dio. Major Robert S. Benjamin.

Several of the major companies,
looking around for possible studio
space in. the cast in the postwar for
use in shooting of tests as well as
any possible production plans that
might arise in the future, have been
making inquiries concerning the de-
parture of the Army from We for-
mer Paramount-built studio.
Benjamin revealed that the Army

plans to continue making training
' films in Astoria indefinitely. -

available, wlUbere^niaeoWroirillTis

I

market. Prints, which naturally

j

will take up much less space in
being transported, will be tied up

|

for exhibition in any single s'ituatioit

much less than prewar. Instead of
this. Slower distribution of Holly-
wood pictures in the foreign market,
the speed-up will definitely result,

loo, in showing the American way
of life concurrent with the times,
rather than showing a 'cycle" ot
American life which long since has
passed. Foreigners will not. be see-;
jing "yesterday's headlines" aboul

i

the U. S., but today's and tomor-
row's. A case in point iS the way
the present Argentine government
has been using Hollywood pictures
depicting what Hollywood con-
sidered was. the Argentine way of
life, using these pictures as -a-

i

weapon to build up anti-American
I feeling in that country. These pic-
jtures, "Down Argentine Way." "Ar-
gentine Nights," "They Met in

1 Argentina" and others, of course,,

were produced years ago.
With the opening up of the 16mm.

market overseas, shipment ot
enough prints to service the entire

world can be made by air express
at one time, practically on one air

transport. American companies
thus will be able tp control the dis-

tribution of prints more easily, and
there will remain less chance of

such unfair tactics as are presently
being used in the Argentine.
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ing ready for bigger limio. comes
close to being the fumiiest i^egio

male combo seen on Broadway in

veais. They wowed 'em here. Be-
sides their expert handling of pat-

ter, enough new quips to go with

by-play -on current happenings,

straight man has an excellent tenor
He voice. He does instrumentation on
as

; the uke'ahd fiddle while his. partner

a tat that spies a, dog ten 'tushes in on the gags. A solid hit.

< npitol. 1.
Gere Kntua Orch, Wesson Bros.;

Senjr Waive*. Pamela Britwn.

MHa 0't)«ii. Buddy Siewaru:..mr
Uwh^s and Bel(.l;o!/ tM-G), re-

ru'ued in -Vurietu, Jul!/ U, 45.

His hair allying, (apparently

never combs it) and his digit-

nervous

figures. Spot U kept on the life-like

dolls, while Miss Sabin cleverly

handles the strings and wires. Uses

full stage and projects dancers, Latin

singer, and stripteaser, all plenty

clever; . .
•

Ned Haverly, blackface single,

comes on for a brief routine of sand

dancing and old-lime minstrel songs.

His softshoe sends him off to^loud
applause. • . .

'

Earl Kellers pit. band as usual

solid on the musical background.
Biz good at show caught Friday (28).

Hold.

New Acts

times his- size, Gene, Krupa bats the

evervthing out ot his drums in. what <

amounts to a successful, attempt to

arouse the jitteroo instincts m Utns •

ot his wlio are coming here -to

him And succeeds, as witness,

hectic revival of "Stompni at

Savoy." which lie does with a-

and "pianist for terrific results

see
that
the
SitS

In

another session, on an African tribal

number, he also sets himself solidly J
Utdt

with the fans, while on ••Drum preen

Boogie,"' which is very- effectively HL !

b

anu

Krupa is so hot with those ' drum-
sticks that you expect to see sparks

miv minute.
'Ill the finale there's an unusually

good trick in which a mythical drum-
mer heard from offstage but sup-

posedly occupying Krupa's throne,

and with cymbals sounding without

being hit visibly.
- Band opens with a muted arrange-

ment of ••Lover." followed by one of

those loudics. with his soloists. Anita

6'Day and Buddy Stewart, on tap.

Both reKist«^t,';ojwly...i)rjid. svnpris-

Luiioeford, whose organization has

been a moneymaker . for years, is

cniceeirig show besides wielding the

baton and doing; .first, rate on both.

Band has four trombones, as many
horns, live saxaphoncs and tour

rhythm. Best, numbers are ••Cale-

donia" and "Body and Soul.' latter

being given a swingy Spanish inter-.

For :'. "Body." • loo. Russell

and Joe Thomas from the

add their own vocalising..

Thomas also warbles "Caledonia."

Tina Dixon, femme'. vocalist, spe-

cializes on blues numbers to. solid

returns. She has a vivid personality.

Nick Brooks, male vocalist Willi

band, scores a big hit. his "How I

Love. You" being outstanding.

Four Step Brothers, .who have

come a. long ways since last around,

make a strong act to close the . bill.

Turn is fast gaitcd With all the in-

gredients to make a solid tapstermg

act. Each lad is a tap specialist.

Leon Collins (New Acts), tap

K»H<>. IMiillv
Philadelphia, Sept. 28.

. JVfardia Rnjfe. Peg Leg Bates.

George Prentice, Gene Sheldon,

Winter Sisters Lou Sfhrader
Onh (18); "Gay Seuonta" (Col).

Current offering at the Earle high-

lights the importance of anrfl.c. :
•• •

There's plenty of lalent on the bill

but . lack of a' capable supervisor, to

wrap things together slows its pace
badlv. An unidentified character

reads the billing from backstage
over a mike and result is n.s.lv..

Martha Ray'e in the closing spot

registers her usual clicko job. The
gal kicks off her shoes and wades : applause,
into her work sans inhibitions and

|

the customers go for it.- She gives

out with "Great Day." "Atchison.

Topcka." and her standby—but still

potent—"Mr. Pagauini." • ..

6

Gone Sheldon's guitar and panto-,

mime is also good for plenty of

giggles. Working with a femme
stooge with plenty of s;a„ Sheldon's

PAMELA BK1TTON
Sonts
7 Minn.
opitoi. n. y.
Pamela Britton, youthful and

vivacious blonde songstress, loaded

with plentv of personality, is making
a hit here" in a brief (7-minulel ap-

pearance and, if her reception Friday
evening (28) is any indication, she

can play elsewhere and do longer.

In fact. Miss Britton went over so

strongly when caught on this, her
first engagement, it's surprising she

didn't come back for another num-
ber. .-

':"/' • ' .-;' ,

: '." .;'
..•

:"'

Equipped with a highly pleasing;

swingy voice, she opens with "I've

Got Rhvthm," to which have been
added some special lyrics and then

an arrangement of "My Heart Sings,"

which was done by Kathryn Grayson
in "Anchors Aweigh." film in which
Miss Britton appeared in a support-
ing role. She winds tip with "I'm
Going to Love That Guy." which
ruhs. her to the wings w ith heavy

• Churl

r-SHKILA REYNOLDS
Songs
9 Wins.
Wivel. N. IT.

Well-built Sheila Reynolds, with
good pipes and passable delivery, as
yet hasn't the necessary savvy to
project in clicko manner. Vocally,
she's well suited for semi-classical
work she's attempting. Shows up
nicely on the Strauss waltz medley
and ''You Belong to My Heart."
"June Is Bustin' Out All Over" isn't
lor her. Needs further experience.

,.
"- Jvse.

ing in a way that they aren't brought dancer, tees off the

on again farther down on the show
Senor Wenee.s, as slick a juggle):

nnd ventriloquist, mainly latter, as

show biz knows, was spotted early

and goes over terrifically. He is fol-

lowed by Pamela Britton (New
Acts), attractive blonde songstress.

Who had a featured singing role in

"Anchors Awcigh," which was here

for 10 weeks ending last Wednesday
night (26). Miss Britton, doing three
numbers over a space of seven min-
utes, could have come back for more
but didn't.

Wesson Bros. ( Dick and Gene

)

knock 'em for a loop with their talk,

clowning and impersonations, re-

main ing. on for a healthy spell.

Krupa's band of 16 men. not count-
ing himself, have been given a nice
setting and lighting plot. Show runs
just nbout an hour and is faster than
many. Char.

Strand. N. V.
Rms* Morgan's Band, The Gray-

son*, Tommii Dix. 3 Stooges; "Mil-
ilred Pierce" ilVB), - 'reviewed in
current issue oj "Variety."

ids. Goes over well.

Biz near capacity show caught.
Wear.

l ne'„n of stint is still out of the top drawer,
show s lineup ot

peg Les Ba , es can dance better

Itoxv. IS. Y.
'•Copncdbdiin Remte," until S«mba

Sirens, Fernaiuro Alcures. Don Den-

nis; Rosario & Antonio, Tommy
Tteiit, Rolli/ Rolls. Curl Ramzzu.
House Orch: "House on 92nd Street,

reviewed in "Variety," Sept. 12, 1945.

The Strand has plenty of name
value for the marquee this session,
with Russ Morgan's band. Tommy
Dix and the Stooges on stage, and
Joan Crawford's first starrer for
Warners on screen. Tommy Rey-
nolds had to sub for Morgan open-
ing flight when the latter's plane was
.grounded in the west on the way in

from the Coast, but he opened the
following day.
There isn't anything on this bill

to rate with Dix wherein audience
response is concerned. The diminu-
tive youngster, still remembered for
bis "Buckle Down, Winsocki" tune
from the "Best Foot Forward," legit
and film musical in which he was
featured, really knocks off .the cus-
tomers like tenpins with .that boom-

The Roxy is fooling the customers

this week' with what it calls the

"Copacabana Night Club Revue.

With the exception of the Samba
Sirens, bolstered by the Roxy s own
line, Fernando Alvares and Don Den-
nis; who are gotten out of the way
in the first scene, the show is a regu-

lar vaude bill composed of people

who may have been patrons of the

Copa at various times, but never saw-

its dressing rooms.
Initial scene t* a beaut. Based on

various Latin rhythms, it is a bit

longish, but winds up with such
bounce and color that it draws pro-

longed audience response. It uses

alternate solos and duets by Dennis
and Alvares. the Samba gals, line

and chorus boys, all appropriately
costumed. Into this scene Rosario &
Antonio segue to deliver their ex-
traordinary gypsy dances. One may
not understand fully the interpreta-

tive dances they perform, but the

cleverness, fervor and colorful man-
ner in which they do them are suffi-

cient to justify to one who has never
seen them before the high marquee
rating they have achieved. •

Following the debut setting, it's all

vaude. Tommy Trent clicks solidly

with a punch and judy routine that

tickles all the way. He encores with

a luminous-paint puppet to a rhythm
number. His rhythm could be better.

Roily Rolls rolls in as the last act.

His comedy oiano tvork also hits the

with one good leg than most terpers

can with two. Guy has developed a

couple of new dance routines which
makes his. flashy act even more spec-
tacular.
George Prentice's Punch and Judy

spiel is a sure-fire laugh-getter for

adults as well as moppets of which
there were many in the audience
when reviewed (Fri. afternoon).
Winter Sisters, trio of tiny acro-

batic hoofers, provide a zingy open-
ing for the show.
House almost capacity when

caught. Sftal.

KOI.MAR
Music -

-

9 Mills.

Wivel, ft' Y.
Kolmar. dressed in flowing nmn.

darin garb, is probably an Occidental
wearing, a Chinese mask to imparl
flavor to his turn. Tricks are too

standard to carry any distinction de-
spite the Oriental trappings. Does
the rope-cutting trick, works with
rings, brings up rabbits and birds
and shows up best in getting in-

numerable objects . out of a small,
Collapsible hat.
Needs something outstanding to

work the better-paying spots. Jose.

I.EE ROSS
Ballet
7 Miiis. '.•'•'•

Wivel, N. Y.
Lee Ross works like a recent

dance-school graduate who hasn't
had time to collect professional-look-
ing routines before taking off on a
career. She's nice-looking, wears
okay costumes and has a catalog of
some good steps to carry her along.
But her straight ballet work and the
Hungarian gypsy number haven't
enough sock stuff to carry her places
at the moment.
Ne«ls lots of experience. Jose.

I.EOX COtXINS
Dancer '

5 Mins. -

State, N. Y.
Colored youth looks a comer as a

tapster single but needs more orig-
inal routining. Lad swings a, deft
cleat, as is. '

•
-'

Collins gets no break here, being
spotted as opener before baud, but
audience liked him despite this

handicap. He has enough stuff, once
he gets straightened out., Wear.

Unit Review

KKO, Boston
Boston. Sept. 28.

Bob Chester Orch (16). Steve
Evans, Bob Anthony. Marjorie Wood.
Joe, Lou fc Arliiie Coifes; "Born for
Trouble" and "It All Come True"
iWB reissues)

.

show is—they barely let him o
"Winsocki," as old as it is, is still his
payoff; he had to do two choruses
when caught. .

The Graysons are plenty smooth

Film fare provides main attraction
at RKO but Bob Chester orch, strong
on sax, does a hit panorama bringing
big hand. Put* over "Atchison,
Topcka & Santa Fe." with choo-choo
bang and goes sweet on "If I Loved
You" and "Sentimental Journey."
Contrasting arrangements of "The
Octave Jump" and "I Want to Be
Happy" help out, too. Warbling
some ot these. Bob Anthony is more
of a swooner than a crooner. Ches-
ter and Marjorie Wood team well in

'•I Was Here When You Left" and
"I'll Buy That Dream."
As a comedian, Steve Evans snares

most laughs with imitations ot audi-
ence reaction to various gags and
impersonates dead-pans, gigglers, etc.

Lou Caites sets the pace for younger
folk in his team with a nifty soft-
shoe sole and progeny. Joe and Ai'-
line, offer some neat cleat clatter.

Dame.

Kkaling Vanllie* of l» IH
(CHICAGO STADIUM)

Chicago, Sept. 25.
Kuller TVUtep. Inc.. p(-p«*nL "Skiiltnii

Vaiiitiffl of llllfi." in two acts. wrnefl.
with (jlorja Xord. Mlrfcpy Mret^uin, 1'ati)

U6rrils. -Waldorf Trio, Bobby M»y, t.*»w

Tpula, Dully Durkin, Frank KoHler, iMPlva
Moreno, harry Von, Khyretlos (:!). H**n

DoYlt, Shorty Henna, ('outil l.eroy. l.illlp

Mltxie. Shirley Hear!, Vanity Kairp i'Mt.

Wscorts 0"), Benjamin Srhvvarts ami nidi.

wll.hr Phil Marana. Paul Terry. Anitela
Bonne-; Miage Hint, itirevte.1 by llae Ko.«ler:

roslnines by .loan Personelte: nmsltial wore,
by Frank Venire; produeeil by Itarolil

Sleiimutti at Stadium. ChU'HKO, SepL
'45; $:t top.

Tim er. K. C.

iiway through "Polonaise' as if he
were taking the piano apart, but
plays a lot of piano with both hands
He also does a bit that demonstrates

Miller & Boogie. Frank Rande &
Co (2). Bii( CnsfeKo, Lee MurUs,
Tower Onh (9) with Mike Carll

the man-woman team getting over
ii

:

s higWy^a^shT*'

Me a so qoes a on mat ciemoiisiiaies r,.„,,,i„ <-;n,„„„. .«maH».«
(k . „0. l

„„i ,.r knxT nnooHeri ' ' eddy uilliens: Caribbean Mys-he V..H..U.- 1M-C- "I ki> [lou.itlt
, |j)r)il „„,) •,y ,r).,i/,l.) M,'n .

I?ig. It's something else again for
the Three -Stooges. They're still

dishing out the" dirt, and that's no
excuse for a class presentation house
Jikc the Strand. They're occasion-
ally funny btlt mostly they're not.

Morgan's band, with the affable
leader fronting and generally pacing
the layout in excellent fashion, gives
a good account of itself with its

neatly-styled arrangements. Those
six. liddlc.s are an important part of
the setup, but the main thing about
the whole group is- the maestro him-
self, who has a neat sense of humor
and generally conducts himself with
ease. The conduct of the band shows
considerable thought, and it plays
•well, too, lor the rest of the acts,

something that was sorely missing
at "the late show Friday, when Rey-
nolds subbed. The latter, of course,
was a quick booking and unable to

cope with the need for such speed
in learning the music of the other
acts. Kahn.

Carl Ravazza's solo bit comes before
Rolls. He's clicking nicely with
audiences. Gets over easily with
"One I Love." "Till the End of Time"
and the "Princess PapuJi" tunc that

Ray McKinney's Hawaiian band has
featured for years. He also Conducts
the usual Community Sing at the
finale. Wood,

Jimmie Lnnceford (18), with Tina
Dixpn, { William Brooks; Howell &
Bowser. A Step Bros.. Leon Collins;
"You Cuine Along" (Par).

.

All-colored show, with Jimmie
Luneeford's hep orchestra topping
bill, packs plenty of b.o. draught
currently. The band obviously is

bringing in the payees, but the. sur-
rounding layout goes far in giving
the show ils class. In fact, it car-
ries more all-round sock than many
recent lineups at the State.
The Howell-Bowser act. only a

couple of months ago uptown at the
Apollo where "Variety" rated it be-

\Hllon»l. l/ville
Louisui lie, Sept. 28.

Borrah MinerAteh Harmonica Ras~
cats (7). i Yacppis, Dorothy Tillman,
Sabin Personettes. Ned Haverly;
"Arson Squad" (PRC). ;•

Nicely balanced array of standard
acts, which play smoothly and go
over well w ith the patrons. The
Minevitch harmonica combo has
played this house, on previous occa-
sions, but doesn't seem to lose
sparkle, and the customers liked
them a lot, particularly the clowning
of diminutive Johnny Puleo.

Yacopis. circus tcelcr-board turn,

have an amazing routine of leaps and
somersauHs, with the propulsion fur-

nished by one of the troupe landing
on one end of the teeter-board, and
propelling a lighter member to the
shoulders of the other boys. It's a

thriller that gets a rousing hand.
Dorothy Tillman, youthful imper-

sonator, does mild takeoffs on Grade
Allen. ZaSu Pitts, Bette Davis, and
Vera Vague. Her best is an imper-
sonation of a salesgirl in the bargain
basement. Off to nice hand.

.

A marionette turn, out of (he or-

dinary, is the Sabin Pevsonef.es.
Introcs are made by male partner,
while Miss Ssbin manipulates the

mint

Well-balanced bill on tap at the
Tower. House orch" tees off with
"Stuff Like That There" and Freddy
Githens swings out with the vocal.
Bill Castcllo doubles in m.c. spot.
Miller and Boogie, sepia tapsters,

offer some torrid cleatwork which is

strictly in the woove. Frank Rande
and femme partner Contiib nifty bal-
ancing and tumbling routine.

Castello. next-to-closing, comes on
in a G.I. uniform for sesh of comedy
gab built largely around the off-dutv
experiences of a Yank in Italy. Two
bows and a begoff.
Lee Marks winds up proceedings

with his anile juvgling of. Indian
clubs and other customary props for
nice hand. , .

Biz average. Eor!.

Vaniti^' fourth ball-bearing stanza
is a socko three-hour show that sub-
stantiates Harold Steinman's claim
that he spent $250,000 on it—mostly,
from the looks of things, for eye-
filling costumes. And the tipoff on
that score is that he's getting almost
$100,000 of that back in the 6-day
engagement at Chi's huge Stadium.

It's the same tried-and-true form-
ula: lavish production numbers,
comedy, speed, and repeat (with
lotsa black light, of course)—en-
riched this time by more splendifer-
ous coutouriering than heretofore,
neglecting betimes none of the Hash
individual numbers whose omission
can spell the difference between a
dull layout and a sockeroo. And to

relieve any monotony accruing to
spinning wheels, Gae Foster.--.>.asM

ramps; "Exquisite Plumage," feath-
ered from here to there, in which
four of the Escorts toss Miss Nord
around carelessly; "Weekend at the
Country Club," spotting Shirley
Heart in some swell splits and Hips,
pliis Shorty Renna's laugh-netting
pint-size sedan; "Special Service,
tap on skates by Count Leroy. sepia
terpster, on a platform burlesque
adagio by Lillian Schroeder. Terry
Taylor and Bill Festag; Durkin &
Foster in a bolero to "Temptation."
one of the smartest turns in the lay-
out.

"Whirling Daredevils" (Hugh
Thomas. Bob Ritz. Lavada Simmons
and Jane Cowell) pull one of the
big laughs of the evening with an
and participalioner, in which they
toss a fat gal around: and a sextet
of bums, featuring Little Maxie. click
off more guffaws with a nance veil
dance and zany football game.
There are very few dull moments

in the 23 acts. Afifce.

as Bell Uova Si lll'llnk si

rettos' bikes, and Bobby May's jug-
gling, all clicks. f*

It probably doesn't make any dif-

ference in the upper reaches, but
to

Capital Gains
™ Continued from page 1

would gouge, unless a corporation
has more than live bona fide stock,

holders, is seen in a current pro*

duction. Film has anticipated <M-o(it„

Acad's New Board
Hollywood, Oct. 2.

Prexy Walter Wanger announced
new board of directors for Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
last ni.fht (1). Election of officers

for coming year will be held at first

meeting of new board this month.
New board members are—actors:

Charles Boyer, Jean Hersholt, James
Stewart; directors: Frank Capra,
Mcrvyn LeRoy, Frank Lloyd: writ-
ers: Charles Brackett, Phillip Dunne,
Mary C. McCall. Jr.; producers: Wil-
liam Dozier, Gene Markey, Waller
Wanger; sciences: Charles G. Clarke,
Farciot Edouart. Thomas T. Moon-
ton: short subjects: Jules White;
public relations: Harry Brand.

.

some stunning looking roller wrens.
Gals, apparently the cream of the
rinks countrywide, are the cutest to
play here in many months. Add the
zip and grace of such stellarollers
as Gloria Nord. Mickey Meehan.
Melva Moreno, Lew Testa, etc.; line
renditions by Ben Schwartz' gut-
bucket-to-Chopin aggregation, of
Frank Ventre's solid arrangements,
and the nifty solo and ensemble
chirping of Phil Marans. Paul Terry
and Angela Bonne: Joan Pcrs:ine.tte's

crisp costumes: Miss Foster's splashy
staging and direction—and you've
got a roller show that edges many
of the blade shows seen here in the
past off the track. .

Standout of the product ion num-
bers, closing the first half, is "De-
sign for a Honeymoon." replete with
Swiss costumes and belli infers, t el-
lises and peasant carls fillrtl with
props which emerge as a Swiss chalet
and garden built by the line. Miss
Moreno and Bobby Fox are an at-
tractive team in this, although not
too sure of themselves at the opener;
and the blacklight effects are swell.
It would be a much more solid closer
than the present (lag dri'l. in whi-h
eals sail down ramps on each side
of the orch with bminers waving.
Then there are those lerrif .-nlit

jumps—tougher tahan on htailts be-
cause of extra, woi eht of the wheels
—by Miss Nord and Meehan in a
misnamed minuet to Chopin's "Polo-'
liaise." notable for rococo cnn'lclab'a
spotted over the composition wal'-
board surface, bouffant-skirted houi'is
and two live fl"urinos. aho hfl'iD*
skirted, held rlofl by Es.;orts hiilin-i
un/'c.i' their skirts.

Other highsnots are Lew Testa's
clnvninf a la Frick & Frsck. tonncd
with a thrilling slide up one of the

setup, tax will total $375,000. leaving

?Tl25,000 profit to stockholders. If

there are not^more than five stock-
hoJders

i

the personal holding taiCy

fgoWun'c^^Tfectr^with Govcrnmrni"
grabbing a tax of $1,275,000. leaving

$225,000 lor the stockholders, or a

loss of $900,000.

Price-Waterhouse and other cer-

tified public accountants have al-

ready sent out letters to clienls

warning them of the ruling that is

expected shortly. Approximately 100

such corporations have been formed
in Hollywood and New York (luring

the past few years, and not all will

qualify to continue under capital

gains regulations. Latter type of

structure to lessen taxes and permit

the individual to retain larger por-

tion of his earnings became popular

several years ago. , .

Jock Whitney was among the lust

to start such a corporation in Holly-

wood. SAimicl Goldwyn. Eddie Can-

tor. Hunt Stromb3rg, David O. Selz-

nick. Bing Crosby, Andrew Stone,

Frank Borzage, Frank Capra. Pat

O'Brien and many others have used

capital .g;'ins as a method of keeping

a good part of their earnings.

KAYS A 33D DEGREE MASON
Will H <ys, just recently, retell as-'

Million Picture Producers & Di&

tribulors Assn. prexy, to be special

consultant, was honored la.-', wnk
by being made a 33d Degre-j Scottish

Mason. He and two other lixljiuia

men were thus honored in Bos'.n'i

for outstanding achievements.

Other two were General Murk

Clark and Herman Wells, IiKiiana.

Cniversily prexy.
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Literati
-Nazis' Dossiers on U S Newsmen
* Found in G'oob'oo's bliizccl-out

headquarters in Berlin was a com-

plete dossier on George Lait, the for-

/tier INS war correspondent, deseribr

jog his KnO-Nazi writings in Buenos

Aires papers .i ibpously the Nazis,'

listening post); The record eontr

plriely descriois hi.; -having ;
lie< n

wounded twice while at the: various

fronts.

Similar records- tin Scymou.r Bo:k-

s.:n, INS chief. :ii)d the late \C Jorge,

iiargravry. who t. s been dead three

thing*. 1 was discussing Henry James
and shewas prattling about Harry

James, v.

Inez Robb, George Lait. Lt. Col. Vin-

cent Sheean, Ira Wolt'ert, Richard

Tregaskis, Pierre J. Huss, Robert St.

John, Martin Agronsky, S Sgt.. Al-

vin M. Jnsephy, el al.) which
Cowles' Look lirsl published. It's now
in book form, under McGraw-Hill
t Whittlesey House; $2.50) reprint

Pix As Evidence At Nazi Trials
— Continued from page 1

,

y«*rs,

INS fi!

Sit re l'o-

sivcial •-"

Latter was

"I .took us 20 minutes' to get' correspondents,

straightened out, and to this day she
|

b,h>)v was pro-planned by Cowles,
is convinced I am a talent scout lor buying the 34 pieces at regular mag
Gaumont-Brltish". 'rates $150-S200 each) and then pay-

Pix-i'olks' special jargon, reporter
[ng an outright $25 for the reprint

said, results in things like this: "You rights in the anthology. It's good
may atart out bravely talking about ! radius.'

'<
' AM.

Universal: Peace, but in 10 minutes i • ;. . . V .

the subject has switched to Univcr-
|

•• The Hard Way to Write
sar-Piatures. Only if- few weeks ago

|, stavis. satil.e 011 Army red

evidence being expected to be 'intro-

duced. He was for 15 years with

Fred Scrsen, the "special photo-
with appropriate biogs of the war

| Rl
.aphic effects'- expert of 20th Cen-

tury-Fox Film. Both as a Naval of-

ficer and as an expert film tech-

nician, Lt. Kellogg will certify

for the United Nations that none of

the films are raked or anything but

stark-, realism in all its brutal

aspects. <•,:*.

rt is said that the United Nations

has cinematic evidence of a calibre

which, has been reported as even
n actor told me in all s^riausne-is

j
;

' ;

— ^ Commantl ..

>vas ; making high Arlry officers unable

E«ib Stem to Paris

Eob S'.ern, who hw betn N. Y.

correspondent for the Paris: edition

•of the N. Y. Harald-Tribuiie, flies

ever Oct. 6 far a couple of months'

slay to see how the Paris-N. Y.
liaison is working out. Stern was a

longtime French resident and for-

mer!.'!' represented "Variety" in

Bar-is,- but is now headquartered in

Nt.w Yoi'k. ••..'•
• ..

''.<

of the main courtroom, with two
cameras in each, through a slit one-
foot high. One will be moyie, the
other still. Lensers from the four

powers, by lot, will rotate the four
corners of the room so as to insure

equality on camera angles. They
will also pool everything.

The projection booth will be from
b,...k of the judges' bench, onto a

curtain in mid-courtroom so that

1ooth sides can view what's pro-

jected. Press reporters and fotogs

will be on the balcony. Of the 500-

clipacily courtroom, half will rep-

resent the world's press at the

greatest trial in history. The orig-

inal courtroom size was 200 but a

that, the atomic bomb has 'terrific'tW^'^^'^i^iii'^ .['to stomach it. An idea: Nazi- bull-

picture possibilities! What can you ]
ctei.ted m unique lastuon m an i

shoveImR heaps upon heaps
do with a guy like that'.'"

j

Army hospital when Stavis, sunermg
\

.

f bl)(ijes of their victims, as if they .

V ''. ;

|
a

'

-.spinal injury, was strapped a,1«i i wcr« si> much rubble. It's of stuff
j

wall was knocked out so as to more

NY Sun's Victory Dinner [immobilized in a traction at an Army
J
which tiwlxv fs the starkest evidence than double the capacity

The 'editorial start or the N. Y.
j

hospital. Unable to move.
.
s <-avl *

I of the current trial of Josef Kramer,

at a Victory din- composed the chapters m his heaa ., lne "beast of Belsen" and Oswieeim
Advance rcserva- and reworked and memorized them, concentration camps. •

In the evenings he dictated to a
, of Sue* Films

nurse. Book, with Intro by Sgt. Ma- •
• . ,(,„•-.. ' .'

, , .

rion Hargrove, and cartoons by Sgt. 'There are over 20 hours of such ,

Leonard Sansone. was published last:
hlms wh.ch have never

Saturday ,29 > by Bernard Acker- I

been shown before. They run over

Ilynd's Freelancing?

Alan Hyri.d, author and writer of

magazine articles and fiction has quit

«s contributing editor of Coronet
after two years on the masthead.

He. will freelance, being agented by
Barbara Brandt, who recently re-

Bigned as associate editor,of Coronet.

Hynd, who wrote under his own and
three pen names, hung up a Coronet
recerd for being prolific, often aver-

aging a story a: 'week and once ap-
pearing four times in one issue, and
three times in several issues.

Those Ceeklaileries
Chicago, Oct. 2.

Reporting on a cocktail party put
on by United Artists here for Paul-
ette Goddard and Burgess Meredith,
which he'd attended, Syd Harris of

the Chi Daily News reported last

week that he's "strictly a frost at

these affairs" because, among other
things, "since the actor (or actress)

is completely bored with any topic

outside his (or her) immediate ca-
reer, this makes for a nasty situa-

tion from the start.''

Once, Harris continued. "1 thought
1 was getting along swimmingly with
on actress when I suddenly discov-
ered we were talking about different

Sun will unbend
ner Saturday <•>>

tions indicate 'that the second floor'

contingent will report in full for

this assignment, and the Dewart

boys, publishers of the paper and

back in civvies again after Army and

Navy service, will sit down with the

help at the sirloin saturnalia.

Bill Heinz of the sports page and

first of the Sun's war analysts to re-

turn to. the Chambers street. ;< N. Y.I

fold, may feel called upon to point

up some of the more hectic angles

of his late European adventure

which never showed in his copy.

Spam, lor instance. The deadline. for

cocktails will be at (5:30 sharp.

'.-•,' .Toe Laurie, Jr.'s Eeef

Joe Laurie, Jr.. claims the Ameri-
can Mercury cds ritzed him and
ruined his summa cum laude stand-

ing as a "Variety" mugg by insert-

ing such adjectives as "lachrymose,"

"formidable" and "lethargic'' in his

article on Tom Shows in the. current

(Oct.) issue. Joe admits he doesn't

know what the words mean, Aside
from that, the article "The Thea-
tre's All-Time Hit" . is an. engrossing
(another anti-Laurie word l account
of that phenomenon. "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." and its amazing run from
1852 to 1931, including one season
when there were over 200 shows
out at one time.'

man, with first printing of 25,000

copies. .;'.•''.

•' CHATTER
'

. Zero Moslel sold book of short

stories, "Don't Tell Harry," to Arco
Publishing Co.

120,000 feet and because of the vol

time the International Military Trib-

unal will be show n but l'i hours of

it first, and then will have a second

"show" running another hour. These
have, already been edited and as-

Lt. Kellogg laid out the room?
wiring it so that all interlocking

rooms are connected by phones—-
another safety measure—and also

designed the booth layout and light-

ing.

The fluorescent lighting is im-

portant because it's all now so ar-

ranged that the. dignity of the court

will never be disturbed, no (lash-

light giins will be necessary for still

or. soundfilm recording. Likewise,'

the .
booths Will muffle all camera

.. noise, and the radio mikes on the
sembled by the Hollywood experts

b .

llc()l1 win . iikew ise be sound-
• use by former U. S. Supreme

\ t

•

Zel Roseh'shiftiniE to Hollywood
'w USe

,

by
""'T','

"' S
bu Preme proof. (All networks of alt nationsNoel Busch shilling to Jioliywooa court Justice Robert H. Jackson. r

;
.„: _ ,- th ,, , , -.

rt
-

rt th
write close-ups of film person-

| wh4 with' General. William J. f'WiW. Z&*T? ' ?to

alities for Life mag.
I Bill") Donovan <is alternate, are

Sgt. Jimmy Cannon, ex-Stars and ! the jurists representing the United

Stripes, now out and slated to join
j

States.

the N. Y. Post as sports writer. , The . -flint record includes many
John Richmond has colorful ar-. captured Nazi films of a type which

tide on Joe E. Howard.' "the ageless they used to intimidate their neigh-

mihstrcl," in current (Oct,) Ameri- boring powers into subjugation, such.j ',',•'*'

Xyar '"w\v

William P. Gaines, vet newsman
and editor, is now managing "editor

of Airways'Traveler, a. mag of Henry
Publishing Co.

Howard Dietz's nifty profile on
Edd:e Dowling as the "Cosmopolite
of the Month" in the September
Cosmo. Dietz also plans one on
George S. Kaufman;

Bennett and Phyllis Gerf aren't

s Norway, which they conquered
without firing a shot alter the Quis-
lings -were- impressed with the Nazi i

world.

)

There is no question that, for

some psychological reason, which is

principally explained as war-weari-
ness, not only the Anglo-Saxons,
but. even the more realistic French
md Russians are more, passive about

than Americans Will
possibly' be two or three years
hence, after they digest" their read-

.'
i justment to the peace. That's why.

war super only and power. This
, ,8 ib ^ of the United Nation?

captured I. m was run down bj
j pr^c |fc minimize any of

scripter Bucd Schulberg (son of vet- , ,. . , . , --. .... ., »f .

eran film producer B. P. Schulberft) ^ brutal aspects of, the Nazis m
-i iT the slightest,

in Switzerland, where a Dr. .lacoby. ...
*

n_-. =.iit 1,„ iq.o
a Berlin attorney, with a staff of 30 • i„" J , ,,

refugees, has been editing it. Ifs-j ,^» 1:t^ .H'dee-advoeates recall

from the Wchrmaehfs film library.
lhat atXcv

.

World War I some 1.500

and it is to the U. S. Government's
wa criminals were cut down only

kidding about their forthcoming
j
regret that still' more valuable pix !'^"ht be,n

«.
actually brought to ., a.

1, second) child being their last. It ! were .destroyed unwittingly by the
i

? .

eom ^"jcd time served of all

will be. called "Phinale" (finale). Russian soldiers who didn't realize
c '«ht w

,

as 1
-

yp!lrs
-

«l
nfl 111 t*<-">mc

I They have a' son, Christopher.
j

what: they had captured.
^national

_

heroes thereafter, as

Fawcett Publications' combined |

OSS. and
.
Army-Navy^ oir^als.j U who 0 „ „1C

n „
,-'

n (H|1. .;
trick effects of 20tii-Fox's llim pro-

lived their j

dllclion of Dante's "Inferno" and,

"Fave War Story"
"My Favorite War Story" is a

breezy compilation of 2+ ''true talcs
' ci^°laiions m7' reported aV'ujIOO,- i P

oi
'

nt UP thaf* what" they "call

by lormer war reporters .Ernie
000> ot whicn Tnlc< onc of ils MCW .' bcrmg boys (Gfs working

Pyle, Stelan Heym, Larry LeSueur,
est had bocn , at -jj70000 but

• military film labs) have

ifniffffirfTTUfirrTJitUfiti/Zf frrrYi fiffTf

A tenter, romantic novel that stirs

will be extended when paper eases.

Grayson Pub. Co. states the first

prihtinj

Berle's

exit from the service until the Nazi

|
.war criminals tried. All have
enough points to get out but. having

as he puts it. "wc had to make it all
pretty horrible." says lhat the Nazis'

j real-life infernos were never like

by ETHEL LE VANE

It HtifED make Sinatra. It made the composer famous.

Now a great song becomes the theme of a lyric,

romantic novel glowing with the laughter and tears of

American show business . . . The story of the lovely

leader of on all-girl band, and of the haunting melody

lho» grew oul of her tragic love.

AT All tOQKSTOMS. $2,00

GiAMiRCY PUIUSHING CO., 4W FOURTH AVENUI, N Y. U

mmmmmmum

of 30,000 copies of Milton
j
sccn jhu nims—rfiany are now as- I !

,M V lh: "g Dante or Hollywood could
"Out of My Trunk" has been

I sis(
.lnt cu^r» and the like—their i

i:on i'ul
'c - United Nations authorities

sold out before publication, and that:!
j i-e' is such that they -ire staying jn j

-agree lhat only the vivid cinematic

|

a second edition is- now on the t.A rmy-Navy seCvicc- until
'

justice j.s j

^'"''d will impress that. .

presses.
j
done. "You work only 10 hours with

I

AJ»Pd officials are aware that al-

Lconard Sitomcr has moved from (these films and you dedicate every-.;":
51"/ lhe atrocity stories are back-

William Morris. Agency publicity to : tiling to win the peace." is the w;iy ' 1 " lho "paper "ews
:

the "lefs-get-

rpry department. He'll ! one official puts it.

U. S. military »Mtt^i^»
m^re^^s'''?i^^:̂

'' • '' "*- p*"- *,"tlk.\ti&-»-'-*<

:

aware that certain public opinion
would "have the blankety-blanks
stand up against the wall and save

because

ha

that outfit.

Richard L. Weber resigned as as-
sistant director of'lpublic relations

I. advertising

!
Transatlantic Art:

public relations for

N. Y.

the-boys-home" Cry
and even General

is dominant;
Eisenhower's

s military authorities are i -lefs" show^ me'&oV.iiam?' wTat mintT^*

Moscow
International Military Tribunal was

good
fellows we are." and the conlinued
Displaced Persons camp conditions
in Germany, get the brushotl'. I Ike's
removal.

Mrs. Rudy Elie, Jr. met her Navy first formulated, it is now a crime
correspondent-husband in New
York last night (Tues). after his re-
turn from Hawaii, where the Boston
Herald newsman has been" head-

;
quartered over six months.

I Theodore Irwin, "for last four years I

i associate editor of Look, is now exec I

j

editor of the Farrell group—The
i

I

Woman, Everybody's Digest and In-
j

tevflational Digest. Latter two going
:
monthly shortly after' a sesh a.s ciiiar- ;

, terlics because ()f paper, shortage,

i
Football Form, a new

for anybody to have started a war,
and a fair trial is guaranteed.

This comprehensive cinematic and
radio record is for all time, to teach
the world the fallacy of war. Into
the archives of every nation, on
wire-recording, will go a complete
record of the major war criminals'
trial where the crimes of one nation
are fried by four other major
powers.
This will be a tedious procedure

but it will be fair 'and .honest, as it

football
|

will be thorough. The lour powers,
M, Ross

|

utilizing three languages (French.

• It is not generally known that
there are four separate categories of -

trial. One, the traitors, like Quis-
ling, who are returned <to the coun-
tries tiiey betrayed and tried in
civil courts there. (2) Specific
criminals who are returned to the
areas, where their specific crimes
were committed, for trial, such as
when the Nazis were returned for

I trial to Kharkov. (3) Straight, milir .

I
:ary trials for violations of the

:
Geneva.- The Hague and all the
other international laws .Of warfare;
(md tried where caught, as Josef
Kramer, the- "beast of Belsen." .

I

And (4) the major warweekly, preems with M.
as editor. Contributors will in-

j

Ru!4Taiv'and"English1,
U

\Wn
S

try'aTifth ffufT^r
fm" :,«« ressive war aiul

elude Ned Brown of P, Leonard ! power, .which' employs another i ,-, ,

ns °" u11 opposition
: by

Lewin of the N. Y, Daily Mirror,
| tongue (German). These four powers i

„"1 -- ' economic and religious

Louis Ell-rat of the N. Y. Times and i already are committed to educating I
P> <?fsure.

-

The ringleaders/ whose
Lew Burton of the N. y. Journal-

|

that fifth nation (Germany) how to \ .i
a

,

re so al|-ombracing that
American.

- - possibly live in peace with the world Kn7 ^".i
p
/?

per1y c, osi«niitecl into

Maurice (Duke) Moran, vet Pitts- t
of the future. The Nuremberg trials "

• ?thcr three .groups, fall

burgh newspaperman who was in the
i

wi " he 'a blueprint, of course, for
AP o'll'iee there before going into' the
service as a combat correspondent in
the marines,, has. received an honor-
able discharge from the service and
been assigned to the AP office fin
Vienna, Moran served in the South
Pacific for two years. •

Helen CoUon has five show biz
pieces due in national mags. One on
Sidney Skolsky comes out in This
Month: another on press, clip bu-
reaus due in The Woman; one on
Hollywood in She; a Kurt Kreuger
profile in Modern Screen; and a
story on the M-G-M green man in
Toronto Star Weekly. Scribe i,s also
writing chapters on motion pictures
for a series of D. C. Heath text-
books. \

the .laps eventually.
This mcticulousness may be ridic-

ulous to some, but the United Na-

into this major category.
Civilian One Day

After four years in the service. Lt.

- ep
e
'i°f,

wi)s a civilian for one day,
lions w ant no one ever to char«e I ^

P
*X

- a,ld then brought back by
they were "unfair" trials ^atfS'lH*;

'^!*^,,i,0"^"1|nto <"Httory Wtivi.'
why the Nazi war criminals not only

1,1 order to testify. He returns, to

have' German civilian lawyers but '

;;

l"'e 'r' bei'

g »extweek after having
Allied military advocates as well to pj— set up a denatured short, "That
defend them. .

•
.''

\
,

Justice Be Done," which the War
Nuremberg was chosen as a site

• Activitics Committee of the Motion
for a reason other than it .'was the'.j'Picture Industry, through Metro,
origin of tho infamous Nuremberg "''" distribute next week. It ouotes
laws. Its large courthouse has a jail

Tllomas Jefferson's pledge of "eter-
uext:door. connected by under- '

nal hostility against every form of
ground passage. This minimizes both

j

hostility over the nu'nd of man." It

chance ror escape or vengeance— )
reviews the" Nazi hierarchy a.s de-

most ly the latter,
j
liberate murderers and cites Hitler's

A blueprintof the courtroom as lone promise that he kept, which was
show n "Variefy." discloses 7 x 7-foot to "remove millions who stood in the
booths in each of the four corners [way of the Nazi will."
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M G Ms "WEEK-END AT THE WALDORF"
IS THE BIGGEST ATTRACTION OF YEARS!W WATCH RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL WORLD PREMIERE!

wi* XAVIER CUGAT and his ORCHESTRA • EDWARD ARNOLD • P.HYLUS THAXTER • KEENAN WYNN
ROBERT BENCHLEY * leon ames • una romay • samuel s. hinds • a Robert z. Leonard Production • pioy by s™ andi.iia sp«wa<*

Adaptation by Guy •ol.on • Suggested by a Play by Vicki »aun, • An M-G-M Picture • Directed by ROBERT Z. LEONARD - Produced by ARTHUR HORNBLOW, Jr.

Lct'a I'tmsh The Job! Victor* Lman . ..Oct. 2»—{fee. 9
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V-Ahigh prke^lg^see a movie? Not a bit.

For in thousands of theaters all over

the country, when Americans paid $18.75

and more to see a single show, the ad-

mittance was really "on the house."

To motion picture exhibitors—long

accustomed to doing their bit in the in-

terest of community undertakings—help-

ing put over the War Loan Drives was a

Pi :

cheerfully accepted duty. The 1 5,618 free

days which exhibitors gave "The Mighty

7th" are fust a sample of this public spirit.

The coming "Victory Loan" campaign

can expect the same type of unselfish

support. For in peace as in war, the mo-
tion picture house continues as a modern
counterpart of the. old* town meeting in

spirit and in action.

Eostman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N, Y.

], E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

FORT LEE CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD

advertis«. mor1t
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Broadway
VNeil. Hamilton I" N. Y. ana may

.

g» into it*." it

Ariz., and an engagement with
Charlie Wright's band at Santa Rita
hotel..

Playwright Lawrence Riley, and
his wile up from their home in West
Virginia for opening of "Winter's
Tale."

;
.

Allegheny County League of Wom-
en-Voters will sponsor opening per-
formance of "Ieeeapades" here on
Oct. 25.

•

Chicago
r

Congress hotel'.; Glass Hat opens
Oct. 5 with Milt Herth Trio fea-
tured.
Gus Van booked for return en-

gagement of four weeks at the Vine
Gardens starting Dec. 14;;
Jitn Booth celebrated both his 20th

wedding anni 'and his 10th year as
cliief booker of the. Essariess" circuit
last week

York to resume producing at Repub-
lic. " ;

.
'. .-.'.

Barney Briskm checked out of the
hospital to recuperate at home;

Virginia Hunter obtained release

Hal and Lea Home at Saratoga • from her player contract at Metro.

Springs on vacation. Eugene Zukor returned to Para-

Mii«te Box Canteen in Greenw ich :
mount after four years in the Navy,

vm' -e sutlers Nov. 30. Ar.dy Russell and Delia .Morel]
•V,I,J'\„ •-"' *. ... ,,.„,„ i,, ,f.„ , announced Oct. 23 as their wedding

.lack Warner due in from the Co.ts^
f
..

iv
. ,

•
-

* 6

by the end of the month, :' 'j_.'
o| . Natn

"

an.'; Levinsoh ' celebrated
Hal Hunter, new label for Jack i,j s ^tlth year as. sound director for

Powell. Jr., sighed for "Slightly He. - Warners.
feet."

'''"'-.- '.''.-' v '-.' v I

' Ray Mil.land -going.to Rio de .la-

Jack Goddard now operates Saw- ;
Metro wheifc he. winds up his current

dust Trail.having bought out Jimmy , tilm chore. '. I last week .'.-'.:„.

rjLvef • -'.:'' Francis Alstock. of the Office of
j

Mary Ann Gudsm. former assist-

r- i

-

' M.WAM • WTrii'ht i-eliiriim" to
1 Inte: -American Affairs, shoved ofV

j

ant to Ken Carpenter of the Treas-
'

ri ;t we » with Genera IJov' l

' »»•'' Washington. • ury. Dept.. has joined up with Jack

5
l

t i-H
.

General . '>p.\ .,

i
j

Lj<.„t Max Uercutl. Raw liaison Hess' publicity office.
a. Loin.

. with USO-Camp Shows, goes on the! Harry Cool orch being held over
Owen Davis,; Jr., in civvies after

. Tj.tjroa | ist 0ct. IS. . i. again at the Blackhawk for the new
more ,

than 3% vyears in
i

ArmJ'.in- William Holden. now. in eivies, I
show, which includes Lady Ethel,

tetligente., .
.. vacationing at Palm Springs with his I

Or. Jester and the Novellos.
.

Paul Benjamin, National Screen wife. Brenria Marshall. :
Newly formed Chicago chapter of

exec, has had plans drawn for a
! Dale Evans to Las Vegas to open |

the Tub Thumpers of America are

home in Miami. . [ a four-week singing engagement at |
holding first Thumpersbord dinner at

Madv Christians "I Remember f
ine Last Frontier hotel.. the Morrison hotel on Oct' 9. .

M ima'' lead writing her autobiog i
Arihur Rubinstein left oil a three- I

G.eorgeV Olsen's orch and Borrah

for Whilllesev House •
I
month tour which includes a concert I

Mmevitch's Harmonica Rascals head
1

at Carnegie Hall Oct. 28.-A
|

new "Holiday Revue" in the Empire
Waller Wanger named trustee of

j

Room of the Palmer house opening
e Georgia Warm Springs Fouilda- Nov. 15

, lion for infantile paralysis. ..'-;.

.loser Chermaysky planning to pro- .! Danvl Zanuck tossed a luncheon
dure a farce with songs, • Oh.. l-MUfr Edwin Paulev, U. S. member of
Melody, early next spring. the Reparations Committee.
Howard Smith back in "Dear Ruth"

j Jane Rvssell shoved off for Cleve-
• (Miller.! cast after two months' leave land wlie re her husband. Bob Water-
in Hollywood on a pie for Warners. tlefd, is playing pro football.

Earl Carroll, in town, last week ;

Orson Welles will do a bit
!
role, as

was accepted by an Insurance com- !
* magician, m 'The Sin of Harold

tally for an additional : $100,000 life ]
Diddlebock for Preston Sturges.

nuliev. ! Lorena Danker, widow of Danny
Danker, appointed to the Beverly
Hills Philharmonic concert commit-
tee.

Bruce Newberry. Republic's new
sales exec for India aud Australia,
in to wit for- buddies with Herbert J.

Yates.
Hedy Lamarr. Jack Chertok and

.Herb Meadows at Arrowhead Lake,
j
thrMunfeViiaTTheaA* Assn". Sponsor

Sid Goldman, who was back with working on the script of "Strange i -v ,_ K, .

"Winged Victory," out of the Army Woman."
and again house manager of. the Ceil- '. Claire Trevor suing a real estate
tor ("HatsOff to lee"). broker lor $22,614. claiming the

It's now Lt. Col. Ira Genet. He's ; house she
jus! been given the Bronze Star in

j
termites

Rome. His wife is Georgette Car- I

Personnel to Man Films Victory |?

Loan Converging on N Y. Hdqtrs.

Studio Contracts

Hollywood, Oct. 2.

Mel Dinelli, writer, Vanguard.
Bob Graham, actor, Paramount.
James Brown, actor, Paramount.
Bob Stanton,; actor, 20th-Fox.
Linda Stirling, actress, Republic.
Yakima Canutt, director. Republic.
Faye Marlowe, actress, 20tlr-Fox.

.Tack Rose, writer, Paramount.
Frank Tashlin, writer, Paramount,
Cornel Wilde, actor, 20th-Fox.
Patricia Knight, actress, 20lh-Fox.
John Wayne, 'actor-producer. Rep.
Doris Dudley, "actress, Metro.
Faye Marlowe, actress. 20th-Fox.
Wanda Hendrix, actress, Warners.

A tablet in memory of the lateS^X^-^*' •••••• •••=•

policy.

•Horace MacMahon finishing wiih
USO's "Fiin F'ollics." which has been
touring Army hospitals for three
months:

Bill Vodery. chorus master of
original "Show Boat" production, to
handle similar chores for forthcom-
ing revival.

Alfred de Liagre. Jr.. producer of
"Voice of the Turtle;" and Mrs.
de Liagre were here, for the play's
birthday party Saturday night (29

1

at the Ambassador East hotel.

Si. Louis
By Sam X. H«irst

Nick Lucas currently at Club 400,
midlown niterv.
"He Who Gets Slapped" skedded

for presentation at the Roof Top
theatre.
Entertainment Enterprises. Inc.. is

sponsoring Ballet Russe in the Henry
W. Kiel auditorium (24-25-26).

J;:cob M. Lashly reelected prez of

WB's Fox, Phdly, Back

To 20th-Fox; Warners

Also Drops 2 Nabes
In addition to two minor neigh-

borhood houses in Philadelphia which
Warner Bros, is giving up the end
of, November, circuit is vacating the
Fox. important downtown first-run

in that key. tomorrow night (Thurs-
day >. indicating possibilities that WB
is diminishing its extensive opera-

tions in Philly. WB officially .states

the two nabes are being relin-

quished due to inability to make
satisfactory lease renewals.

The Fox. waling 2,250, and y^.W'er, chairman ttoj^-ood^.Vie.

Personnel to man the forthcoming
Victory Loan drive of the motion
picture industry began moving full-

force into the War Activities Com-
mittee headquarters in N. Y. over
the weekend. Charles Thall will

represent Charles P. Skouras. re-

gional chairman for the West Coast;/
Paul Levi .will represent Sam Pinan-
ski, "regional head tor New England;
Joseph Ryan will represent John
Fried); regional chief for the nation's
central area: and Herman Schleier
represents Harry Brandt, eastern
chairman.- Two other liaison men
will be named before -the week-jis
out. '.•'.-•

Drive Runs From Oct. 29 to Dee. 8

1 our more indie exhibitors have
accepted state chairmanships, mak-
ing a total of 6(i now serving . this
bond drive. New

.
additions' are:

Maryland co-chairmen. J. Lawrence
Sehanberger and Laurilz Harman,
both of Baltimore, with co-chair-
men for Minnesota slated to be Gil-
bert Nathanson and William Elsou,
of St. Paul. • :

The Victory Loan "cabinet" was
completed last week with the ap^
pointment of Frank P. Rosenberg
as national publicity director. He
will work-out of WAC headquarters
on loan from Columbia. "Cabinet"
how comprises Si Fabian, national
chairman: Oscar A. Doob, campaiga
director; Chick Lewis, campaign co-
ordinator; Charles M. Reagan, dis-
tributor chairman; Max "A. Cohen,
asst. to national chairman: Louis' B.

of the al fresco theatre in Forest
Park.

Ali members of the St. Louis^ymph
orch who have been in the armed

bought is infested with
i service w ill be reengaged upon dis-

' I

cj"! Qyjjt*
Charles P. Skouras tossed a stag

j Eusiene R. Wood, former v.p. of the
ne.,1. author (both now reconciled), party for Ernest Turnoull. who is re- I g{ r 0l |j s Little Theatre Iris been
MBrig Gen. Edward S. Creeiibaum. turning to Australia as managing di- ! appointed associate prof, of dramaticsM. L. Ernsts law partner and w.k. in

! rector of Hoyts Theatres. . 'at Ithaca Collce Ithaca N Yshow biz. awarded Distinguished ; - Frank Perrilt was guest of honor
|

Service Medal by War Sec'y Patter- ! at a farewell party tossed bv his'j

*»"•
. . : pals in the 20th-Fox. fiackcry. which

Joe Franklin. Jr., whos father i he is leaving after 14 years.
.'

heads the Franklin ft Hersrhorn : Olive Del Ruth test a decision in
j

her alimonv suit against Roy Del
Ruth, in which she asked a raise Harrisbtirg, Pa. Oct. 2.

from $916 to 81.200 a month. I
The Sunday movie question is a I

Tudor Williams appointed to the dead issue here for at least two
"'-'years

by a subsidiary of National Theatres,

Which in turn is controlled by 20th-

Fox. is part of a 16-story office

building, which has been under
lease to WB since 19.16. George P.

Skouras. president of Skouras The-
atres Corp., will operate, with Har-
old Seidenberg remaining as local I consultant; Tom Baily is Washington

tory Committee, and co-chairmen.
Skouras, Brandt, Pinanski. Friedl,
Gi-rffith and Bob O'Donnell.

,

Henry Ginsberg is western co-
chairman on industry sales, with
Sam Schneider same post in the
east. Herman 'Robbing is special

theatre chain in Canada, in and out
of N. Y. on a holiday and business,
Willi Mrs. F. "

v

. It.. (j.g,i Gene Kelly making a
training picture for the Nnvv at As-
toria. I a

. I. Assigned here for two
weeks, then back to Washington
where he's stationed.
Runis. etc., have taken a hi-.' m.-ir-

Sunday Films Out In

Harrisburg 2 MoreTrs.

kel drop in anticipation of French I eral sales manager, was principal
wines and cognac flooding Hie. U. S. f speaker at the first Open Forum
niarkel, Ditlo*ihc Spanish and For- meeting spousoied bv the Southern
tuune^e brandies have dipped sharp- California Theatre Owners -Associa-
Jy in 'price, ; nvi„

"Axis Sally." the Italian road com-
pany of "Tokyo Ro>-

Screen. Actors Guild Bftrrd of ui-
. years following the State Supreme.K4S X °yK l

g«-f.- aff irmation of the Dauphin
! County Courts ruling that the pix
referendum may not be put on (he

work.
William F. Rodgers. Metro's gen-

Bob Taplinger, while in the Navy

Harri.-burg voting machines on Nov
6. because the petitions requesting
the referendum were not in proper
le«»l form.
The' ruling, however, came too

.VI, III. 11 I.KIvllllIM- 1J\1M inUlING, I i WIl.IV. l.i H'.. ..... • ^ . .
., , , ,, . , , ,

ise." is_Rita Louisa I hj.d leased his Bel-Air home on a; atojo halt rcferendiims in the out-

manager. Skouras operates the

United Artists Theatre Circuit, con-
trolled by Joe Schenck and others,

as well as his own circuit of houses

in the Greater N. Y. area and sur-

rounding territory.

Fox. Philly, under Warner opera-

tion, has played 20th-Fox product

mostly, with some outside pictures

to (ill, but not many bearing the
j
Wg Pjx janet Sawver; of

Warner trademark. Fox, will handle fan mags
The two lesser nabe houses, con-

| HeJen Gwvnn. of Warner.-^ as mag
trolled by iocal^interests, whicMi^WB

J

and newspaper planter. Eel Goff,
of Fabian thrent res in Richmond, is.

liaison; Bill Ornstein handles trade
pre;* contacts; Si Seadler trade
paper ads; Walton Anient nevvsreel
rep., and Richard F. Walsh is chair-
man of labor participation. ...

Ed Schrciber is heading the cam-
paign book staff, aided by Hei.ry
Spiegel, Paul Walker, Harold Dau-
ziger and George Ettinger of Colum-

JQth-

With

dropping on Nov. .'10, are the New
Park and the Jefferson. Last-men-

tioned is closed. .

U. NAMES AIDING

CAN/S VICTORY LOAN

.'fail -WkVRcTv
Jfiieiir. She got four years in the
Rnnie clink.
Technical Rep. Josenh C. Shoa

M'ho has been on duly with the Office3 Strategic Services- in India, re-
tttmed to N. Y. lasi Wednesday .2«V.'i
formerly

now has returned to Columbia Picts (ions to the petitions had been
a.s a Colin production aide. - ; raised there by church groups.

Transport Problem
Continued from page 1

Faith and Samuel Herseiihoren, with

„ -„ -frn rep for Willk'nv' ir.i ch™Cogney Pfoducticus
|

B> ul Va"tu

. Sgt. Ira Michaels' former booker Monetta Moore, local gal. singing
j

iov Columbia in the Army tln-e/S- with Zuttv Singleton's band on the
,

alxl-a'-hair year " has bee mi s eSri Corst. I

Pan-American and American Export i the American stars' appearances to

«Ut and alter a "month's vicatien will
; Dn Ferris, who was a "Yank" cor-

.

flying boats that brought them over, also include surrounding Canadian
probably re'urii to f'ol He is a .

respondent in the South Pacific, out
, These, execs are .strictly also-ran to

J

talent. Visiting celebs are patriot-
tlenhew of Lou Weinberg' circuit

1 ot "niforhi. .
, \

any and ali government ofTcials who
j
ically giving their services ciiffo

! John Perry. Belle Vernon theatre

on loan to the WAC for tile duration
of the drive. Irving Blumberg,
with Warners in Philadelphia, is

working with Doob,

Irving Lftiser, general chairman
of the N. Y. Area for WAC. will

'

be aided during the Victory Loan
.. Toronto. Oct. 2.

1 campaign by ah executive commit-
Witli negotiations completed by ; tee comprising Harry Brandt. Max

Toronto, snow oumiicss names ufip- 3, j-dijian. Malcolm Kmgsborg. liar-

ing to put over Canada's fort hcom-
j
ry Mandcl. C. C. Moskowitz, Sam

ing Victory Loan drive next month
j
Kinzlcr, Fred Schwartz, and William

include Brian Aherne. Alec Temple-
j
White. Harry Keller, of Universal,

ton. Alan Young. Ralph Bellamy,
j
will be drive coordinator in n/Y., !

Lansing Hatfield. Thomas L. Thomas. I working under Morris Kiii/.ler, earii-

Maggie Teyte, Frank Parker, Or-
j
paign director. '

cheslral conductors will be Percy — ',

sail's manager for Col.
doing over on a I.oiK'on uuicki.

ap'iears to be not too difficult, but
gPtling back is tough. Too many
Pmole marooned there, unable to
gel a boat or plane accommodation-.

«i n EXP*'' tohnny Greehhnt wife
, ,

-

on he MCA niterv agent She's Ehg-J r)'"m D?"^m
J

V a »d hasn't seen her family hi tm ' K<9V sl!1
flive years.

owner. . is the GOP nominee for

burgess there.. ' .-..'

Accordionist Rcgina Peterson home
rgain. aiier .11 months overseas toui

in ii (ISO unit.

Marv Antony, graduate in music
U. has been added to

rate priorities automatically. Nor Shows will be given here
can Americans look to. British Over-

j
Massey Hall or studios of Canadian

seas airplanes. Yanks' are supposed
j

Broadcasting Corp., latter with stu-

dio audiences. All. shows will be
carried by CBC's two national net-
works.

EVERYTHING'S OK WITH

RK0B.0/S SEZ SMITH

Joan C.niUield laid un wilh (hi.
Roitvay divorced John

"flillllS.

Tliehna- Schnee. Tech drama grad.

sii'ned by Max Gordon for role, in

"Nexl II:' 11 Hour."
J,.t- Herbert Joseph., son of local

exhib, awarded Bronze
.
.Star, for

p'ravei v in Europe.
Michael Marlowe, 18-ycar-old: an>

nouneer at WWSW, lia^i enrolled, as

a freshman al Pitt: .'

Cecil ..B. - DeMillc in' town for eou-
SCOUl I locat.io

of east of "Harvey

for

R-lward CI. Robinson vacalioni'n
1 aim Springs. -

i Wendell Corey
, in from Broadway '.The Uhconquered

A^c
?'V l0!ifK: : '"'•-

:

'
;

- Janet Tyler.- of
ivaoipiv Zukor visiting his daughter was J; net Bayly: when sire went tom i arson Ariz. Tech drama sciiool here/
nmiabella returned from France . Ben Kirk's brother. Marine Sgt.'i** motltei:/.

i Te.-rv Kirk, liberated after ' three

M.i.? T'"1 McCoy returning to film
|
years in Jap prison camp. .. .

yOi.K
iabout, Nov. 15,' -

i Ike Sweenev. of local exchange,
Jackie -Pale.v changiqL' her film voted loo RKO sale-nian in. the east

' and gets S1.000 War Bond;
Marcus Herman, head of UBO. flew

hi from New York to have a look at

rc(nThi<med Nixon theatre.
Tommy- Rodvers . has quit un-

to stick to Yank carriers and British

lo British facilities. It all spells

months and months of delay,
American business men who came '

Over just before or just alter V-J
Day "thought they were being en-
terprising in getting the jump on
their competitors but. now that they
lace indefinite stranding oil the
'S:'."»nri. most of the advantage will

vanish as the expenses mount. Show
fojks have not been slow to note
the.-e. development'.'; .for talent fol-

lows the coin.mercial
. traveler and

Jived untie!:' like conditions Grum-
bling Yanks, are complaining Just

now that a-thotiah otfcial red. tape
iia's been, cut in the U, 'S.. (ougii reg-

.ukitions control the London priority

I

issue, caving everybody argelv at . r
,, -.

,
. i...

i

Pai amount i on Nov. 8. all proce
the niercv.ol a single official. T hev

, ,, ,. .. , T , ,, ',,1
-.•, to the -lu id. - Following wil b

"anie to LesheG,^.
fnv- f

X
i"M

dcl' Kor<lil '» from London
;mi huddles at Metro. '• ''.':..'.
iLeo MorrisiW~r," '""irjson to Chicago and

WaMnngton on business. .

•ftrSSP/
Bcrae" naid SlOO.0,'10 foi

Property on Sunset, blvri. - .

Cu;,
Lesst''' and Mike Rosenberg to

ym*» on a theatre deal.

vni?,""";
1 ,S ;"inders. film a-tres*, Vtti-

\oroed William T. TaldwcU IT. •

• allies A. FitzPatrir-k tm- n nl'tev
'liming travelogues in Em:l.-uui.

'

roller Goelz. returned inmi Nov.

iioulicing job at KQV and plans ,
to'

go.w'.tii an eastern station.

Violinist Mildred Kit man. Dliqucsne

XT music senior, has iohied Youngs-
'own. ().. S.vinphao.y Orch.

Pvl. Kverelt Neilhilas been si'.tina

m at pi'iLn wilh s 'veral local lianrls

dm in-- t'loli nah I'niiii Caino I.e. Va.

lluyii 'fully pulling out I'm Ti'c:son,

aver that thi- is (he first obstacle

to normal exchange of people be-
twemi the two countries. :.'

The sitiialion is about like "this:

Big ,-hois can get through. But big
.-hols d.i not make up tnlej'tiiitionat

tr-ida. or inte.rnatloiril show busines'..

Chicago. Oct. 2.

Just back from a swing av.umd
his circuit. Frank B. Smith, Chi di-

visional manager for RKO, reported
that every house in his ., group" is

showing an increase in receipts, over '

the preceding year, and that a
further increase is in the 'air.

Announcement is
.
contrary to a

recent --misquotation attributed td>

him.. that unemployment <if eel ta in

.. groups formerly in war plants
Smith Memorial Hos-pital, Skouras would decrease business to a great

|

Theatres Corp.. will launch an ex- extent '

I

tensive campaign to raise funds 'and.' '

ILil_V
•;'

through its 68 houses in N. Y. and
surrounding territory, hopes to come
tlirough with S2.i0.000.

Campaign by prexy Gporge. P.

Skouras will be launched with a

tout-hour benefit stageshow- at tivs

Rivoli. N. Y. (operated by Skouras-
eds

be a

George P. Skouras' 250G
Goal for Al Smith Hosp
Cooperating with the Archdiocei-e

of Y. in erecting an Alfred E.

Elevator Strike Stal's
'

Con, I' Hms' Merger Meet
Delay in getliug prcxics in,

;
blamed on the elevator strike lest

• Week, prompted an adjournment of
• the special meeting .of Coo-fblitfatedl;

Film industries' stockholder.^ from
» last Friday (281 until Oct! 19 Viite

i on plan to. merge .and consolidate

Republic Pictures and consolidated

|
with Setay: Co., wilt be taken, then,

j
The ; surviving, -corporation' will he
known

. as Republic Pictures. C.har-

Meamviiile British vaudeville need:
,
production foi iVIedo this year will \M amendment als i is to be voted,

new acts de.-iperatc'y, and nearly a 1
1 ; he "You Were There." slated to start . Considerable:- delay 111. getting mat!

brunches (if British'
;
cnk-rlaiuni.oul

,
early in December. ..

';'-' cleliveri'd \ras experienced by Con-
arc ob\ iotisly in in et of Iresh re-

|

'. L;k!' picture Bewhaii produced soiidaled. bpctitiM' the ^building in
inl'ur, cmCiit.- afl. r s x yeai;. ol »;ii "The Picture iif' Dorian Gray." I \vbich il is lioused had no 'elevator
life bi'Hiud a total blacktni!. . releaseu . in Deteinbei', DHL

|
service.

'

succession of theatrical events in the

other Skouras theatre.-'. .-'.

;

; BERMAN'S M-G SOLO
'"

;

Hollywood, Oct. 2,
.

Piihdro Berman's first aud only.
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. .TUNE IN...

THE FORD SHOW. ... CBS, Tuesdays.

10-10:30 P.M , K.T.

THE FORD SUNDAY EVENING HOUR . .

JBC, Sundays. 9-10 P. M. , E. T.

meres a
Here is the most beautiful Ford car in history—with more advance-

ments than many pre-war yearly models. •; . . Under the broad

hood there's new and greater power. New gas and oil economy,

too. . . . Colorful, luxurious interiors invite you. Plenty of room all

in your future!
around. New-type springs assure a level, full-cushioned ride. Brakes

are new hydraulics—extra-large and self-centering—for quick, smooth,

quiet stops. ... Production is stepping up fast. Ask your Ford Dealer

about the smartest Ford cars ever built. FORD MOTOR COMPANY
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Todd-U
Continued from page 3

reserve by him with a view to pro-

ducing it 'independently. 7

It's B departure for a New York

showman to thus ride both the legit

and the cinematic hurdles coinei-

dentally, each independent of the

other. U has no call on Todd's legit

activities; through financing or other-

wise, but there .is a 50-50 split on

Todd's pix via U. In exchange he

brings (1) the Ferber property to

Universal; and (2) Todd will main-

tain a completely self-contained east-

ern talent and production setup

which will be ceaselessly scouting

for his film production unit.

Sidney Piermont, on talent, and

Bob Downing, on stories, plus other.'!,

will extend their quests for Todcl'.s

film, activities,, but, are primarily

focusing on his legit shows which

tills season comprise a lengthy

schedule, such as Bobby. Clark .;
in

••The Would-Bc Gentleman": Mau-
rice Evans in "Hamlet"; Al Jolson's

return to the stage in "Oh Susanna":

and the Orson Welles-Cole Porter

musical. "80 Days," based on Jules

Verne's "Around the World in 80

Days." A Bert Lahr musical and a

music-drama-dancc work by Jerome

Morross and John Latouche also are

on-Todd's legit agenda. He has "Up
in. Central Park," currently at the

Broadway theatre, and is closing for

the International (nee Cosmopolitan),

on Columbus Circle, N. Y., as a musi-

cal theatre, possibly to house the
• JoJ.-qn show.

Todd's U tilm-sharing arrangement

is on a sliding distribution scale,

Which compares to Wanger's setup

wilh the company.

the theatre as a whole. The Guild
claims it's lost several promising
kids in recent seasons, and is afraid
it will lose one or two more when
its new tryout shows reach Broad-
way and film scouts get a look. (It's

not generally known, but the
Guild recently spread the story that
a lead in one of its present shows
was blind in one eye, to scare Hol-
lywood off on grounds the eye would'
photograph badly. As it happens,
the actor does have a slight cast.)

The Guild feels that Equity should
permit managers to sign players to
contracts per se, instead of for
specific shows; or roles: If other
managers had players under such
contract, and had no shows of their
own. they'd go out and get plays
tor them, and thereby keep them on
the stage and not in films. The Guild
is especially interested now because
it wants to develop its Shakes-
pearean company, and is

-

handicap-
ped by present Equity contracts from
assuring itself of a permanent act-
ling group. The Guild is willing to

sign three-year contracts with ac-
tors.: and pay them even when
they're not working.
They feel they ought tp be al-

lowed the same privileges as the film

companies. They point out that no
siage star has been developed since
Helen Hayes- films have ' grabbed
them off. Occasionally one comes
back, a Katharine Hepburn or a
Spencer Tracy, trt.it it's only tor a
short time, as a guest.

MOT's 'Basic English' Pix

March of Time has completed four

shorts on Basic English designed to

teach foreigners, illiterates and oth-

ers the fundamentals of the English

longue. Dr. I. A. Richards, who co-
authored the book on Basic English
with C. K. Ogden, helped supervise
the series. The tXvo authors gave
M. of T. the right to make the series.

Series is supposed to familiarize
the unversed with 850 fundamental*
English Words, thus theoretically
enabling the viewer to speak English.

SPG, SOPEG Fear Home-Office Distribs

Starting to Cut Staffs Prematurely

B'way Legit ired
Continued from page 1

signing, some of its new players to

long-term contracts because of its

unique setup.. .

"•

A little tired of the Alfred Drake-
Celeste Holm-Joan Roberts situation

^-developing talent which Holly-

wood promptly snatches away—the
Guild is taking steps to sign new
players to two or three-year con-

tracts on definite roles in their two
companies of "Oklahoma!" and in

"Carousel." This they're able to do be-

cause they have three shows of long-

run promise to work with. The
shows are of the type that don't re-

quire star's to start with, affording

the Guild a chance to develop new
young talent. And by the same
token, hold on to them. Other man-
agers are not so fortunate.

Guild's Edge
New players/are interested in sign-

ing the Guild contracts because of

the ehanccs for several roles, the se-

curity of long plays, and a provision
that gives them the summer off to

make pix if they \vish. They'Ve ?!so

*«?aKe :»i-^Sf^Ult^0^Wf^^*^.
the* Guild setup affords. -Thus *iva

Withers, who joined "Carousel" in

the ensemble, and understudied Jan
Clayton's lead role on her own. has
filled in twice, then was also given
four weeks subbing as Laury in

''Oklahoma!'' and now is under con-
tract as understudy to botli leads.
Richard H. Gordon, who danced as
Judd in "Oklahoma!'s" ballet, and
also sang in the "Carousel" en-
semble, then tried out for the speak-
ing part of Judd, and now plays it

in the national touring "Oklahoma!"
company
Harold Keel, originally subbing for

John Raitt in "Carousel." now has
the lead in the N. Y. "Oklahoma"
company. Peter Birch, "Carousel's"
leading dancer, has substituted as
weli for the ballet Curly in "Okla-
homa!.'' and now has contract for
both. Diane Chadwick, a dancer in

"Carousel/' was given the Maria
Manton (Elsie) role in the Guild's
touring "Foolish Notion."
The Guild feels, however, that il

Is hamstrung in protecting itself

more completely and wants Equity
to do something about it. as much
for itself (the Guild) as for the

Indie Films
Continued from page 3 s^i

chance for distribution if any di-

vorcement of theatres eventuates,

Not to mention the theatre building
boom of two years hence, whether
pre-faljricated or other modern-
ized 1 versions of cinema construction,

the-town-centres will be a coming
thing, meaning plenty of parking
space and lower realty values, since

It's expected that theatres in off-

evclybody will be driving next year
onwards,
The dearth of seasoned manpower

is another factor. Anybody with
any sort of production background,
it is said, can get financing and
releasing, assuming they can hook
up on suitable story properties and
talent. The talent is not the prob-
lem it used to be because the stars

too are eager to hitch their wagons
to the capital-gains idea under the

aegis of a smart independent pro-
ducer. The freelance stars of an-
other era. who were considered
somewhat of lower caste than the
contracted star, today are the envy
of colleagues, as they can pick prop-
erties and set up the best deals for

His or her specialized services.

Another factor: it's now expected

that with studios like Hal Roach's

turned back by the Army that' this

will further make possible the ex-

ler- ion of indie production activi-

titi, ' . . y"i>W,-.59}r2wl>?!( restricted

Still Another Indie

Sacramento. Oct. 2.

New film producing company.
Astra Attractions, Inc.. received in:

corporation papers with permission

to capitalize at $1,200,000.

Listed as directors are C.-€^-Bur.r..

Joseph Baratti. Alfred Polocastri.

Raymond K. Johnson, and Paul Clia-

beau. •—-

—

Myers Aides
-

'Alnerson'-

HoJlywood. Oct. 2.

Edward L. Alperson has inked

Zion Myers as associate producer oh

a series of six pictures he will make
independently for 20tlv-Fox release

over a two-year period..

First of the six. "Black Beauty," is

slated to start Nov. 12. >
:

Ryan Incorporates
Sacramento. Oct. 2.

Articles of incorporation were
filed, here by Phil L. Ryan EMter-

prises "to engage in the production

of motion, pictures."' Ryan is listed

as president; Harry Sokolove as vee-

pee. and Howard Henshcy. as secre-

tary-treasurer.

"ON LOCATION" everywhere in California

Statewide service through branches in more than 300

California communities,

THE BANK OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

!&mtk *tf Atttmat
NATIONAL IW&Sl ASSOCIATION

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

23 conveniently located branches in the nation's

motion picture and radio center

When yon travel carry Bank of America Travelers Cheques

UA DIRECTORS HAVE

PLENTY TO DISCUSS
United Artists directorate is sched-

uled to; meet today (Wed.) to dis-

cuss vital company problems. Mary
Pickford" and George Bagnell are
here from the Coast for the session.

Present indications are that the
agenda is so extensive that it may
require two sessions to successfully
conclude points to be settled. There
was revival of the talk this week of
Carl Leserman. general sales man-
ager, leaving, but no announcement
has been made.

Any attempt by the major com-
panies to cut expenses by firing

publicists or white collar workers in

their N. Y. hbmeoffices arbitrarily

may lead to strife between the
Screen Publicists Guild .and the
Screen Office Professional Em-
ployees Guild, which represent these
employees, on the one hand, and the
distributors/according to present in-

dications.

Picture companies, in the opinion
of representatives of both unions,

have already signified intentions pf

blueprinting the streamlining of

honieofllce operations, despite the

fact that they haven't been hurt
with any large loss of revenue with
the ending of the war. Union leaders
claim the film outfits are trying to

anticipate a possible loss of revenue
before it even happens, an even-
tuality which might not even occur,

in the opinion of many.
Both SPG and SOPEG realize

there may be layoffs eventually
among their members by the film

companies, but
.
they have informed

the companies they will demand, the

protection of seniority rights among
employees. During the past fort-

night, 20th-Fox attempted to fire five

publicists at the homeoffice, and fol-

lowing protests by the SPG the com-
pany agreed to place four of those
let out at the top of a list of persons
who will be rehired in the future,

the other publicist being shifted

over to another department.

Several stenographers at 20lh-Fox
were laid off last Friday (28)., also

leading to further protests from
SOPEG officers. Indications point
to layoffs among the other majors
in the next couple of months, as

well, the guilds allege.

Companies claim that the persons
fired were taken on during the boom
war years when payrolls at home-
offices were expanded to cover the
work being done by inexperienced
help. They add that many em-
ployees who . were .- in the armed
forces are now coming back to their

prewar jobs. However. union
leaders report the layoffs will ex-
ceed in number the persons coming
back from the war.

°i
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tfw-ofc^ toofe* Fresh !

Sing out the good news! Here at long last is a ready-to-serve

Dry Martini that tastes every bit as freshly mixed as the kind

you make yourself. A Dry Martini that stays fresh-

no matter how long it takes you to use up the

bottle! Keep this Hiram Walker
|||§

triumph on hand, to pour out a

welcome that's always fresh! ... \ jy^-r \Q£ AND SERVE

^

dry martini \mmm

66 proof

Hirom Walker & Sons Inc., Peoria, III. Copr. 1945
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IN WONDER LAND

SCARLET FEVER PATIENT

Dear Editor: Was I glad I still had the

March copy of True Confessions with Mrs.

Gruenberg's article, Happy Hours of Conva-

lescence. We have just had a scarlet fever

quarantine removed and you can imagine how

helpful her suggestions were!

When our four-year-old Sandy began looking

longingly out of the window at the others having

fun—well! Even books, scissors, paste and toys lacked

zest. As she expressed it, after studying one of her

"get-well cards" of little girls in hoop skirts and

pantalettes, dancing on the lawn and calling her to

join, "Mother, I'll be so happy to get out that I'll

dance so hard my pants will fall, too!"

Mrs. A. H.

S. Coventry, Conn

THAT'S WHAT HURTS MOST

Dear Editor: There are no truer words than

those expressed by Betsy Barton in To Live Again

in your May issue. I have been crippled myself

since birth. I have no deformed or paralyzed

limbs, only involuntary movements of the head,

neck and hands. Thoughtless

children and unwise people

can cause people like

us deep injury.

M. B. R.

Houston, Texas

BRIDE OF THE NILE

Dear Editor: I am a war bride

(my husband is a pilot). At home

read your magazine and really

enjoyed it. I like very much the

story, Bride of the Nile, in the

May issue. I know all the places

Nefisa Fedil talked about.

Sometimes I feel so lonely

and there is nobody over

here with whom I can

talk about home. That's

why this story meant so

much to me.

Mrs. F. 0*N.
'

Windsor, Ontario, Canada

SINCE I MET YOU . .

.

EDITOR'S NOTE: "

To satisfy all of your many requests, we repeat the poem which was found
by a Private on the body of a soldier killed in action. The Private sent it to his
wife who forwarded it to James J. Walker. He read it over the air and we
subsequently published it in our June, 1944 issue.—THE EDITOR.

Since I Met You, I'm Not Afraid

Look, God, I have never spoken to You,
But now I want to say how do you do,

You see, God, they told me You didn't exist.

Last night from a shell hole, I saw Your sky

I figured right then they had told me a lie

H;:d I taken time to see things You made,
I'd have known they weren't

calling a spade a spade.

I wonder, God, if you'd shake

my hand. .

Somehow, I feel that You will

understand,

Funny I had to come to this hellish

place,

Before I had time to see Your face.

Well, I guess there isn't much more to say.

But I'm sure glad, God, I met You today.

I guess the "zero hour" will soon be here,

But I'm not afraid since I know You're near.

I like You lots, this I want You to know.
Look now, this will be a horrible fight,

Who knows, I may come to Your house tonight.

Though I wasn't friendly to You before

I wonder, God, if You'd wait at Your door.

Look I'm crying! Mc! Shedding tears!

I wish I had known You these many years.

Well, I have to go now, God, good-bye!
Strange, since I met You, I'm not afraid to die.

—Frances Ang*rm«y«r

Letters like these tell a lot about True Confessions. They flood in from alert, average

people—the kind we all know, like to know. They are our close friends—and they

will be your close friends, your customers, when you start using their "Magazine for

a Better Life''' to tell these 2,000,000 buyers how you, too, can help them live better.

TRUE CONFESSIONS Bought at tteii-sslalitis by more than 2,000,000
women a mouth for the living service it gives.

FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS, INC., 295 Madison Avenue, New York 1 7, N. Y., Worlds Largest Publishers ofMonthly Alanines
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IATSE, Painters Await NLRB
Continued from pace 11

fore the discharges were valid. He
said the question was a jurisdictional

one—an honest question of repre-

sentation between two unions. He
contended that the ballots of the

' ' strikers should not be counted iir

the bargaining election.

A J. Isserman, of New York, rep-

resenting 1421, charged the • pro-

ducers with bad faith and with dis-

tortion of the facts. Isserman as-

serted that, for the first time, em-

>- plovers were asking the Labor Board

to rule that strikers could not vote.

' This board," he snapped, "is be-

ing asked to undermine a la,w which

it is committed by the very nature of.:

it; existence to uphold.". On the

matter "of bad faith, he said that,
" since November, 1943 100' t of the

Set Decorators had belonged to 1421,

that the producers had recognized

the unit for bargaining purposes, and

yet were now trying to cry "juris-

dictional dispute."

Bad F»:tn Charred To IATSE

"The companies are in the mid-
dle," ' Isserman cracked, "because

"they had a. scarecrow which they

drew to their side in order to be

. ; in the middle." He also made charges

ot bad faith against IATSE.
Questioned on the point that the

Set Designers had waited a long
time before introducing the issue of

unfair labor practices. Isserman
,
an-

swered that his people had hoped
for quick recognition. If they had
brought the charge in prginally, he
contended, they might have faced a
labor proceeding lasting from a. year
to 18 months.

"Never has there been a case," he
said, "where the strikebreakers can
vole but the strikers cannot." He
carefully avoided the word "re-

placements" which Mitchell had
. . used. Instead he referred to "strike-

breakers" and '.'scabs." . -

Argument for IATSE was carried
|

by Michael G. Luridy. of X. A., and
Matthew M. Levy, ot New York. Be-
fore the current dispute, said Luddy.
there had never been a determina-
tion of the appropriate bargaining
unit for the Set Decorators.. He
claimed the strike by 1421 was a

move to coerce the producers into
an •unfair labor act and that the
strikers were legally discharged and
therefore not eligible to vote ih the
election. *

'

i

Levy accused Isserman of "name
calling."

"The strike is not against, the pro-
ducers." he continued. "It is again.;!

us and therefore we light back:" He
said it was undoubtedly a jurisdic-

tional dispute, in justification of the
action of IATSE in naming replace-
ments for the strikers. Levy said the
union had 15.000 members whose jobs
depended on production in the

"were not strikebreaker
said. "We're there punchiii
and we intend to stay there."

ing up the strike settlement for
months.
Roy M. Brewer, IATSE interna-

tional representative, sent a letter to

Congressmen Ned Healy, Ellis E,
Patterson and Helen Gahagan Doug-
las, declaring the strike was engi-
neered by a "pro-Communist clique."
The Screen Actors Guild asked
NLRB for an early decision and
called upon the American Federation
of Labor to organize new machinery
to settle its jurisdictional problems.

Carroll's Theatre I

—— Continued front page '] _—J]

cter, as compared with the Hall's

00-foot stage. Carroll, who is con-
ceded an authority on theatre con-
struction, explains that the enormous
stage for the new- house would be
divided into three segments, each
measuring 75 by 130 .feet.

Thrce-Slase Idea
One-third, will be a wood floor,

another section will be ah ice rink,

while the third will be for utility

purposes, and, when rolled off, will

disclose a tank for aquatics. Pol-
icy will be akin to that of the Hall,

show to run three hours and 10 min-
utes, including the film features.

Proscenium opening of 130 feet con-
veys an idea of the project's size.

Full symphony orchestra of 110

will be in action, guest conductors
to baton. There will be 36 precision

dancers, the. same number of skaters,

an equal number of swimmers,
and a choral background of 30
voices. Plans call for 60 motor car
lanes to the theatre, with parking
facilities provided for 1,000 cars
within the. structure.

ners and . affiliated companies, Kass
Realty' and Garfield I. Kass have at-

tempted to prevent the K-B organi-
zation from constructing the new
MacArthur theatre which is planned.
Complaint charges that through

agreements with the major distrib-

utors, the Warner circuit has mo-
nopolized the early neighborhood
runs and has restrained the trade
of independent exhibitors in Wash-
ington. Warners controls 21 houses
here, including two mid-town show-
cases.

Lust's Suit vs. WB in D. C.

Sidney B. Lust, indie, filed suit

last week, .for an injunction to .stop

Warner Bros, from what he claims
to be a monopoly in theatre opera-
tion in the District and nearby areas.

Lust, Mrs. Celia Lust and Bernard
Sidney Lust, individually, name as
defendants Warner Bros. Pictures,

WB Circuit Management. Stanley Co.
of America, Cheverly Theatre Co.,

Garfield Kass and John J. Payette,
zone manager for WB.
Among claims made in the lengthy

26-page suit was one that after Lust
had planned to erect a house in

Bladcnburg, Md.. Cheverly Theatres,

Inc., proceeded to construct a

theatre a short distance away.

More Field BaUyhooists By fix;

Other Briefs From Distrib Keys
Film companies have increased the payrolls. Familiar, faces showing up

Johnston Goal
; Continued from page 6 -

Anti-Trust
Continued from nase •

they would be open to any pre-trial

suggestions that might be offered

between now and Monday (81.

Meantime, both DJ and distrib at-

!
torneys are reportedly well girded

for the battle that begins next week,

but not expected that there will be

any fireworks immediately. On
opening day of the trial introduc-

tory statements will be made and
notice of appearances made in prep-

aration for getting down to the

i
brassstacks of the case. .

While company attorneys cannot

estimate bow long the trial may last

it is believed it may go six months,

or close to that, in view of all the

evidence to be introduced and the

ground to be covered. Distrib de-

fendants have furnished bales of i

data to the DJ in connection with

interrogatories and at the same time'

have collected a jjiass at. /l.'^iuisJAion
'

i .Av'.ve
**** "iwfw

He has already discussed the foreign

situation with William Benton, new
Assistant Secretary of State. He
hopes to huddle shortly with Secre-
tary of State James F. Byrnes and
Assistant Secretary Will Clayton. He
said nothing has developed yet on
getting benefits for Hollywood un-
der the reciprocal trade agreements.

Only $100,000 a Tear
5. Johnston said he wanted to

clear tip misconceptions about his

salary. He said he was offered a

larger figure originally, but that he
is getting $100,000 a year under a

five-year contract. He denied hav-
ing an unlimited expense account

and said the only expenses he would
accept would .be for traveling pur-
poses. He said Joyce O'Hara, his

assistant, is getting $40,000. "I prob-
ably will not accept my salary while
I am with the Chamber of Com-
merce," Johnston said. "I do not
expect to stay with the Chamber af-

ter my present term. I prefer not
to be reelected after May 1."

6. Francis Harmon, in charge- of

the New York office, has no contract.

7. Johnston figures he will have
to get active in the studio strike if

it does not end soon. "If is one of

the toughest problems I have ever
seen," he said, "because there is a]
jurisdictional dispute up to the high-
est ranks of labor. I don't know'
much aboul it. but I will not duck it.

|

It is not insoluble."

8. He intends to go into the whole
labor policy of the industry. "Our
entire postwar economy." he said.

field staffs of their exploitation de-

partments, several having more men
on the road now than even pre-war.
Other majors plan to augment their

staffs shortly to bring the number
of field men they employ up to now
highs.

.

With the easing of travel restric-

tions and better accommodations on
the road, companies plan to go all-

out to aid in the proper servicing of

exhibitors. Several of the majors,
whith during the war ha<l exploi-

ter's working out of the homcofflce
sending them out on specific assign-

ments in certain territories, have
done away with this practice within
the past couple of weeks, hiring men
to work out of various exchanges
throughout the country, reporting to

the branch manager, and thus giving

better service to exhibitors in their

territories.

Along with the easing of travel

and lodging accommodations, likely

easing of newsprint has resulted in

a large increase in the number of

papers in the U. S. requesting from
field men entire mat services, which
are supplied directly from home-
offices. Also the number of papers
which use color pictures in Sunday
supplements and rotogravure sec-

tions has increased with the larger

supply of inks now available.

Exhibs, used to cutting corners in

their exploitation of pictures during
the crises of the past war years,

have signified their intention of co-

operating with the expanded ex-
portation plans of the major com-
panies. Fact that the quality of field

men during the past several years
has not been up to standard, has
soured a number of theatre owners
and managers on the

m
abilities of

these exploitcers. Now. however,
experienced pre-war field men. get-
ting out of the armed forces, are
being put back on film company

In theatres all over the country,

getting results, has definitely swerved
the faith of exhibs in field men back
to their pre-war status.

. Albany Variety to Elect
.

Albany. Oct. 2.

Thirteen directors of Tent 9, Al-
bany Variety Club, will be elected at
a meeting in the Ten. Eyck hotel Oct.
15. Herman Ripps, Metro district-
branch manager, is current chief
barker, while C. A. Smakwitz. as-
sistant zone manager for Warner
Theatres, is first assistant.

Elmer Kliodeii's Fete
On occasion of his 25th anniver-

sary in the picture business. Elmer
C. Rhoden, who operates the Fox-
Midwest circuit for National Thea-
tres (20th-Fox), will be tendered a
silver jubilee banquet at the Muehle-
bach hotel Kansas City, oh Oct. 24.

Rhoden headquarters in K, C.

I.. A. Admisli Bite Closer
Los Angeles. Oct. 2.

City Council: moved a step nearer
the proposed 5% tax on theatres
when it ordered the City Attorney's
department to draw up an ordinance
to that effect. Vote was eight to six,

with one alderman absent.
Bitter fight is predicted when the

ordinance comes up for final ballot-
ing.

Texas Allied's Conclave
Dallas, Oct. 2;

Allied Theatre Owners of Texas
holds its 26th annual convention
here Oct. 22-23. Problems of recon-
version, new theatre expansion and
remodeling of old houses will be
analyzed. Another problem to be on
the blotter will be the 16-mm and
jackrabbit shows, which includes
tent theatres of all sorts, quickly -set-

up ho.ises with folding chairs and a
bedsheet for a curtain.

Plan North Carolina Theatre
Raleigh, N. C. Oct. 2.

North Carolina Theatres, Inc.. pur-
chased frontage at Salisbury for a
modern theatre.

New York Theatres

The Jubilant Story of

George Gershwin

"RHAPSODY IN BLUE"
Warner Bros. Crowning Glory

ton I innow Perfnrmjti.ee*

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
Air-Conditioned

Broadway at 5 lit Street

"MILDRED PIERCE"
WARNER BROS. SENSATION

. Stan-ins: .

JOAN CRAWFORD
JACK CARSON
ZACHARY SCOTT

In 1 "orson

RUSS MORGAN
am! Ills OrWirsmt

THREE STOOGES
'J O.H.MV It)X

S way a* 47th St. STRAND

Picketing Continues On Coast

Hollywood. Oct. 2.

While efforts to eiid the film strike

were under way in Washington and
Hollywood, picketing continued and
charges of unfair labor practices were
filed with the National Labor Rela-
tions Board against the major stu-

dios by the Screen Office Employees
Guild and the Screen Publicists

Guild. ...

Meanwhile, local union.committees
on jurisdictional problems were be-

ing appointed by the IATSE-. Car-
penters.

.
ElecWVciarrsl Machinists..!

Plumbers and Sheet Metal workers.

William Pomprance, executive sec-

J

rotary of the Screen Writers Guild. !.

planed for Washington to testify in
j

the NLRB hearing, on the Set Deep-
|

rators election, which has been hold- 1

he ! lions, clearances, poors, film prices. ,

vvil)
back etc. Near to .si* months has been

j
Johl)s,on saic, ,le w;(s 1)ot ready vcl

spent by auditors and others ,n col- '

aiscu8g ., i 011 „ ,.ange labor policv.
lecting this data. but felt there will have to be an in-

dustry labor relations department.

He was not Certain Whether this

should come under MPPDA or un-

'depends upon sounder manage

iea\c ' this to--Hw-"£rwr<rrrnT7WTfrTfW" -

no longer be a democracy

HHRSKf!

Warners Slapped With 2d

DC. Anti-Trust Bldg. Suit

Washington. Oct. 2:

For the second time within a week,

an anti-trust siiil was tiled against

the Warner Brothers theatre chair;

by an independent exhibitor here,

when the K-B, Amusement Co. yes-

terday 11 1 entered the action in the

District of Columbia federal court.

K-B Amusement Co. is a partner-

ship; .of ,Fred S. Kogod and Max
Birika. which operates four neigh-

borhood houses here and has two
others under construction. Suit fol-

lows closely along the lines of the

one filed last week by Sidney Lust.

Kogod-Burka alleged that War-

der the proposed Institute.

9. He has no ' plans or ideas" on
the subject of television, but thought
that if the industry launches a re-

search program., this should be one
of its phases.. .

10. He has "no ideas on legislation

at the moment."
Finally, Johnston said of his new

post: "This is not a routine job,

though it has been made one in the

past, Twill, be an executive and will

have others do the jobs. I expect

to devote myself to broad policies in

the domestic and' foreign fields."

He made it clear that he will stay

away from the Big Five divorce-

ment trial in New York.
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While "UNCLE HARRY'' (the old meanie) is

TRAIN" is proving to be a real box office sm.

business in its first engagements, we enthusiastical

Titles entitled to your

every consideration

MEN IN HER DIARY

all UPS and no downs
* .-*--.*

Universal is highly optimistic— so

optimistic that we have increased out

production budget approximately

$10,000,000; and have included plans

to enlarge the studio with new build-

ings, new stages, and most important

of all, have mobilized some of the best

producing, directing and writing talent

in the industry to make pictures at

Universal studio.

Every movie company has its ups

and downs but we definitely believe

that with the insurance Universal is

taking on every picture, as far as pro-

program for 1945-46 will be marked h

with all ups and no downs.

This advertisement does not go into

detail about all the details you will be

hearing about. This is just to let you

know that we start the new season

with much optimism.

We extend our greetings to our

thousands of exhibitor-friends who

have actually been a party to Universal'^

success story. Here's hoping we both

continue to entertain the public, to

grow and to prosper.



laking good every place and
tfLADY ON A

J, and "SHADY LADY" is opening to top

if announce a few of the new season's releases.

PEGGY RYAN
She goes dra-

|. molic in "Men

1 In Her Diory."

JOAN BENNETT
Stars in Hie

psychological dromo,

"Scorlel Street."
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Pofitical Ladle Drips $1,000,000

Gravy to Local Radio Stations

With
under

local election .campaigns*

vay in at least 100 cities

throughout the country—net affili-

ates, as well, as indies—are planning

to cop the biggest sackful of dough

•they'd ever enjoyed in an "off" elec-

tion year.

Most of the local: elections arc for

municipal or county offices, and in

some instances minor state or

Judicial posts are at stake. But in

every instance, the radio-

come into its own; in the biggest

manner yet. in . the Presidential

campaign of.1944—will*, be used ex-

tensively.;
' Conservative estimates are that

about $1,000,000 worth of political

time will be sold this fall, building

up toward vastly greater amounts
every year between now and the

194K Presidential campaign.
Station reps are holding sessions

with national political spenders,

hoping to influence them to spend
some of their moola on the indies.

Their salestalk points out that, what
is spent today, will reap profits for

them •'tomorrow"--i.e., the 1948

campaign. However, in the metro-
"politan areas, where the indies have
more business than they can handle,
indie timesellers are discoiiraging

the purchase of time by political

campaigners.
In some instances, the indies, re-

fuse to sell time to any campaign-
ing parties; however, they will allo-

cate time to the parties gratis. Radio,

ax a whole, is anxious to give the

performance expected of it during
this period. •

In New York. 13 Station's are sell-

ing, time. They are: WHN. WOV.
WEAF. WABC. WJZ. WOR, WMCA.
WINS, WHOM, WLIB. WEVD.
WBYN. WWRL. Two stations not
selling time, WQXR and WNEW,
The political parties represented

in N. Y. radio are: American Labor
Party. Liberal Party. Citizens' Com-
mittee for Cacchione. Independent
Citizens' Committee for Election of

Goell, N. Y. State Citizens' PAC. City-
Wide Independent Citizens' Commit-
tee. The radio expenditures of these
parties, according to . some budgets
already available, are expected to

exceed $250,000 in spot announce-
ments, five-minute. 15-minute and
•lull-hour broadcasts.

The biggest single airtime.
.
pur-

chased by any political group
was made by the City-Wide In-

dependent Citizen's Committee of

. V (Continued on page 40)
'

Elmer Davis to Gab

If Someone Will Pay

Elmer Davis is going back to gab-

bing: but so far is reported to wait

for the best, offer that may come

along—whether or not it takes him

havii s'jback to CBS. where he established

his rep before heading up OWI.
- Tipofl on the fact that chatter is

going to be his game was seen when

it became known that he had signed

with Thomas L. Stix & J O. Gude

as, agents. They handle some of the

top commentators, including Ray-

mond Swing and Edward R. Murrow.

Premieres

Philly's Radio

City, $2,000,

Philadelphia. Oct. 2.

Plans to build a Radio City by

WCAU were revealed at a hearing

before the zoning board of adjust-

ment today. WCAU prexy, Dr. Leon
Levy, petitioned the board for a per-

mit to build a $2,000,000 building

with transmitter mast C12 feet above

street level for the broadcasting of

television.

Building will be erected at old

Baldwin site at Broad and Spring

Garden streets. New structure will

have radio and television studios,

with construction to start in a year

and take two years to build. Pres-

ent WCAU home has been sold.

(Oct. 4-13)

Oct. *

Bob Burns, 7:30-8 p.m. Thurs-

days. NBC; Lever Bros.; Ruth-

rauff & Ryan agency.

Abbott * Costello, 10-10:30

p.m. Thursdays, NBC: Reynolds;

William Esty agency. -

"Detect and Collect," 9:30-9:55

p.m. Thursdays, ABC (Blue>;

Goodrich; BBD. & O agency.

Oct. 5

"Mvslery Theatre." 10-10:30

p.m. Fridays: NBC: Molle;

Young & Rubicam agency.

Oct. 6
:"

Boston Symphony.. 8:30-9:30

p.m. Saturdays. ABC . (Bluet;

Allis Chalmers: Compton
agency.

Oct.
"

New York Philharmonic, 3-4:30

p.m. Sundays. CBS; U. S. Rub-
ber; Campbell-Ewald agency.

"Harvest of Star*." 2-2:30 p.m.

Sundays: NBC: International

Harvester; McCanii - Erickson

agency.
Fred Allen, 8:30-9 p.m. Sun-

days; NBC; Standard Brands; J.

Walter Thompson agency.
"Request Performance." 9-9:30

p.m. Sundays, CBS; Campbell;
Ward Wheelock agency.'

"Hall of Fame." 6-6:30 p.m.

Sundays. ABC (Blue); Philco;

Hutchins agency. .

'•

Oct. 9

"County Fair." 7:30-8 p.m.

Tuesdays, ABC (Blue >; Borden's;

Kenyon & Eekhardt agency. _.'

Oct. IS

Tommy Harmon. 7:45-8 p.m.

Saturdays, MBS: Clipper Craft;

Emil Mogul agency.

Miller Inaugurated As NAB Prexy;

Ryan Reports, Hits Monopoly Trend

It's Anybody's Time

'Blind Date' Sponsor

Splits With Esty Agcy.;

2 Y&R Men on Staff

Esty agency and Lehn & Fink

(Hinds') have come to a parting of

ways after a long-term relationship.

Lehn & Fink, which sponsor "Blind

Date". (Fridays. ABC (Blucl. be-

lieved to have been satisfied with

the air show results but understood

they requested more newspaper and
magazine service than the agency
cared to give. Esty thereuepon told

L. & F. to seek a new agency.

Parting claimed to be' amiable by
both sides. Esty continuing noces-

duties un'H Lehn &• Fink

Washington, Oct. 2.

Justice Justin Miller assumed his

duties as president of the NAB, as

J. Harold Ryan retired from the post,

at a dinner held at the Statler to-

night (Tuesday}. Ryan had held the

office of president 18 months.

In his inaugural speech . Judge
Miller admitted there is room for
self-discipline in broadcasting as the
best way to adjust some of the com-
plaints against commercialism. He
added that, generally speaking, the
industry was not at fault to any
great extent.

In his farewell report, Ryan
pointed out that in the 23 years
since the founding of NAB. it bad
grown from a group of a few mem-
bers to 708 members, including. 667

stations, two webs and 3!) associate

members.

Touching upon the major accom-
plishments of the radio industry,

Ryan said: "If you will consider the

case of music, you will agree with

me thai, in spite of the liking of the

American people for jazz, boogie
woogie and other derivatives, there

has been a considerable increase in

the appreciation of fine music over
the years that broadcasting has been
operating.'' .

He cited the case of the Met's pre-
ment by the FCC to the effect that

i

..- „.„„.,.
:•-.-""

41_ . . . .,, , , , ,
dicament, when the opera company

Bergen With McCarthy

In White House Stand
Washington. Oct. 2.

Edgar Bergen and Charlie Mc-
Carthy staged a private While House
performance tor the President and

his family tonight (2). to wind up a

busy two days in Washington, This

morning. Bergen did his act in a

committee room of the Capitol for

the benefit of the Capitol page boys.

He came here yesterday and was
entertained at a small cocktail party

arranged by NBC. Last night he
played a one-night stand in the Em-
bassy room of the Statler hotel to

introduce Pat Patrick, a' former
member of Bergen's radio troupe

who has just got out of the service.

Patrick started a Statler engagement
last night.

Vets Want Time

To File for FM
In reply to the recent announce-

In Chicago Studios

Gabmen Low on Rating

Totem Pole Not Liked

As Commercials' Nabes

Agencies and sponsors alike, whose

non-news programs follow on the

heels of newscasts or commentaries

which recently dropped to lower

depths on the Hoopcrating.. are

greatly concerned. Their- chief

gripe, still irr the muttering stage,

is that if the. ratings of these gab-

bers persist, they (agencies and

sponsors! will seek to have altera-

tions affected in the programming

skeds. .,' .

Reason for thus reaction is that

they feci the ratings ot the pro-

grams following the sessions in

question are subject to a loss as

well. This consequently prevents

the non-news programs from build-

ing audiences) Where the news-

the commission will be unable to re
serve FM channels tor servicemen,
the National Planning Committee of

the American Veterans Committee
last week' passed the following reso-
lution:

"The American Veterans' Commit-
tee urges the Federal Communica-
tions Commission: To withhold the
majority of choice frequencies for a

period of not less than six months,
that men now in uniform, recently
discharged veterans: community
groups whose preoccupation with
War services has prevented consid-

eration, of FM. to whom FM may
prove an attractive opportunity, will

be accorded a fair and equal chance
in the competition for licenses to

render public, service..

"To severely restrict the percent-
age of licenses to be granted those
now holding standard broadcasting
licenses, and applicants owning or

controlling nowspapc s or other in-

struments of public information in

the interest of .maintaining . the wi-
dest possible choice of programs lor
the listener, and the broadest range
of discussion via radio.

"And furtner, that the American
Veterans' Committee protests the as-
signment.- without public hearing, of

53 choice channels, to those who have
held experimental licenses during
the war period

Chicago. Oct. 2.

Confusion wrought by the city's

out-of-step ordinance which keeps it

on daylight saving time until the

end of Oct. is raising havoc with the
operations of the ABC (Bluc» here.

Because of three local ABC outlet.
(WENR-WLS-WCFLI their program
scheduling problem has been tripled.

Station WCFL cancelled three
Sunday morning programs. .effective
Sept. 30. including ''Coast-to-Coast
Oil . a Bus." "News Correspondent 1

Around the World -
' and 'Message to

Israel." and three Mon-Fri. mid-
afternoon programs, "Best Sellers."
"Ladies Be Seated" and. "Time Views

SSh^ £

;

budge them lrojn their time slots.

What with: the dearth of desirable

time, it lo'dtar-as~rfr the—non-news

Meanwhile. Richard F. Shcehan
formerly with J. Walter Thomp-
son agency, and James Breslov.

formerly with Young & Rubicam.
have joined Esty's copy department. (Continued on page 44)

Everybody's in the Act

For Fred Alien Ballyhoo
The ballyhoo for Fred Allen's

I
Opening oil NBC next Sunday (7.)

has had everybody at the net. the J.

' Walter Thompson agency, and sun-
dry other outfits involved, pepped
up to the point of distraction. Rc-

the News." effective Oct.. 1 in order I
suit: a set of three one-minute plat-

to facilitate that station's program-
ming problems. .

'

Station WENR.
,
owned • and op-

erated by ABC. i.- putting its sched-
ules on centrat daylighl-saviiies
time, while WLS. the Prairie
Farmer outlet which shares the yamo
wavelength, has elected' to carry ,the
network programs oil CST.

Evidence of what Chicago day-
light savings-time

.
brought was

shown by (he mixup created when I

the U. S. Steel Corp. sent out tickets

for its . Theatre Guild broad c:, i for
last Sunday night (30 J requesting
guests to be in the studio by 8: IS

p.m.. and then had to enclose a -leaf-

let listing both the standard and
daylight saving lime.

Another mixup is expected with
the "Breakfast Club." which draws a
studio capacity audience six days a

week, from all over the country as

well as Chicago. -Chicagoans attend-
ing the broadcasts will have to be

in the studios at !l a.m. (their timet
•while out-of-town visitors will have
to be on hand v> hen their watches
say it is 8 a.m. CST.

ters, plugging Allen via trailers, had
been. sent to WABC. N. Y.. flagshipior

j

CBS. with a request that the rival
|

station go all out for Allen. Second
|

result: Paul HpUlster. CBS vecpee I

In charge of advertising and promo-
tion, sent the: following letter in

reply: .

"We hare your letter Suggest

-

in<l thai tec bang, thie hejl aid of

the drum because Fri-M-AUen is'

Coming back oner.' your station

beginning Oct: .7: . . , We ciiu't

fntd '. confirmation of .-. I li is n(lo-

petfier deii(//il/«| prospect.

"W/ioi is more, v'% can not 'it ii -

derstand why he is iiot contin0
back on WABC (New York's
foremost stdtiotl, and for so-

nitiny years Mr. Allen's favorite

New York outlet i. If. however,
lie is coming bade, as you state,

you can rely on ns -to play His

eight 12-sccoiid spots, and the

three one -minute spots he made
with Portland and Minnie—and
play them unli' the grooves in

thOti are Ivor n right down to the

nubbin.
"Tell you what you do—just

Senct oloiifl (lie order

—

or give Ms
a call irilli a verbal okay that'iie

is coming buck—mid tre'll start

the works. We will use the

platters both before, during and
oficr Oct 7. Jn rtcicf if ion. ice will

rope off Fifth aveiiue. and led by
a massed baud of 1.000 pieces

j

find' Cforer. Whalen. we will
parade Mr. Allen in a gold

|

chariot tip to Cent nil Park,
Where, from a rock just back"of

|
the^Duck Pond, he may make a

..personal appearance announcing
his proximate return to the Nei-
xcorl; of Networks, and the Sta-
tion of S.alions. After a fairty
short speech by Mr. Allen, the
parade wi I reform, and under
the escort of Generals Eisen-
hower and MaeArthnr 'ion mo-
torcycles) will proceed doivu flip

At'Ciitlc of the % Avenues (or
whatever it is they just renamed
Good Old. Sixth), and over to

CBS Playhouse 3. where he may
resume where he •left off after
the most .successful season in the
long garland of successful CBS
Allen seasons.

"That. I feel sure, is more co-
operation than you. expected.
But it is uo less than . . . the oc-

casion rieh'y deserves.

"So . . . just call up ([nivU and
con/inn. and then stand by for

f reworks."

the organization, who sent the
petition, pointed out in a letter: "Be-

\

lieving that FM radio broadi-a.-ting. a

business requiring capital invest-
|

ments of less than $50,000. will af-

ford opportunities for ambitious vet-
erans, both as owners and operators:
and. sensing the danger to the fu-
ture of American free speech in the
granting of an excessive number of
choice channels to those presently
controlling standard broadcasting
stations and newspapers, ''the AVC
urges FCC action, in behalf of the
servicemen-." . •

.

,

found itself in financial difficulties

and was on the precipice of having
to vacate the opera house; via radio
an appeal was made to listeners

throughout the country—with the
result the situation was saved.

Regarding the gripes about the
overcommercialization of radio, he
agreed that some were justified, and
warned the "prudent" station man-
ager to see to it that his station does
not offend his listeners.

"I cannot but wonder, however."
Ryan declared, "if some of the com-
plaints about commercialization may
not unintentionally be aroused by
the very patriotic action that broad-
cast stations have taken during the

war in carrying messages from the

Government, its departments and
agencies. Radio's contributions in

the furtherance of the war ellort

will have increased to the total of

$700,000,000 by the end of. 1045:'

Attacks ASt'AP
Radio must always be on the alert

lo secure advertising by which Hie

American system is supported, in

competition with other media, par-
ticularly newspapers and .magsj
Ryan Went on. It must provide pro-

tection from those sources which
want to impose, monopolistic policies

on radio.

Ryan cited the ASCAP squabble

ASCAP, a practical music monopoly,
threatened to impose a crushing
burden on radio stations five years

| ago, radio interests were active in

I the- formation of Broadens! Music.

1 Inc., as a competing force. Not only
.

I

did the formation of BMI brin.y a

|

healthy competition into the', music
I business, and furnish opporluuilies

I

lor rising young musicians; who

I

might otherwise have been denied

them, but it has enabled broadcast-

ling stations in five years to obtain

li-.'e licensed numbers ' of • bolh

I ASCAP and BMI for $lti.(>00.000 less

j
than . the broadcasting industry

j
would have paid to ASCAP alone

]
under the terms of the contract

;
which was m effect in .l».«l and

which. ASCAP refused io renew.

.This- light against the monopolistic

j
tendencies of ASCAP was 'thj^first

example of . what the combined??-

CARLTON KADELL PREZ

OF COURT AFRA LOCAL
':,;. Hollywood. Oct. 2.

New president, of Los Angeles' lo-

Aitist, ,s Carlton Kadell. aetor-an- ! ,h„ ,.„„„, ,.v rn „, ri rin
- ,»•>>•

nouncer. He follows into o/Tice Kci.
Carpenter, who declined to be can-
didate lor re-election.

Other officers elected were
Georgia Backus. Frank Martin.
James Doyle and Carl Bailey, first lo
fourth' veepees. respectively: John
Kennedy, treasurer, and -Eric Snow-
don.
New board members are Hal

Berger. Theodor Von Elt/.: Catherine
Lewis. Walk- Maher. Penny. Single-
ton. Paul McVey. Frances Langl'ord.
Sally Sweelland. Carl Bailey, Frank
Martin and Billy Gould.
Carpenter is filling mil hi:

pired term.
is unex-

McGillvra Rep of WTTM
Trenton. Oif. 2.

Joseph Hei'.shey McGillvra. Inc.
has been appointed national rept'e-
.-enlative of WTTM here.

Station is the local NBC affiliate.

the country could do.'

Brewer, BBC Exec, On

U.S. 'Liaison Junket

Charles Brewer, new North Amer-

ican head for BBC. has started a

tour of the United Stales with a view

|
lo establishing closer liasion between

British and American broadcasters.

..; Accompanied by Christopher Cross,

public relations manager for BBC .m

N. Y.. Brewer will visit Toledo. Chi-

cago. .Boston, and Cleveland this

month, and plans next month t<>

cover San Francisco. Los AngeleS,

Denver. Ft. Worth, Dallas. San An-:

tonio. Louisville and .Atlanta.

Others of the BBC organization

who Will accompany Brewer on

some of his visits, in addition to

Cross, will be progruro operations

manager Stephen Fry and Donovan

Rowse, special assistant.
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MUSICIANS MAYBLOW LABOR FUSE
Theatre Guild' Debuts

To 3.3 Rate As Lux Show Leads 15

••Theatre Guild on the Air," most*

expensive radio dramatic package

'

oil the nets, with an overall budget

of $1,500,000 (divided between $15,-

000 a week tor talent, tor 39 weeks,

and (he rest for airtime and other

expenditures) started off the season

with a Uooperaling of only 3.3, And
(hat rate. as a matter of fact, Avas

only lor the first half-hour of this

(iO-ininute show, the second 30

minutes ratine only a computed 2.3.

Framing the U, S. Steel-sponsored

"Guild'' hour (10-11 p.m.) on CBS
are;, Evcrsharp's "Take It or Leave

It,"' with Phil Ba:ker. and Gulf Oil's

••We the People," with respective

ratings of 15.0 and 12.1; and on NBC:
Phil Spitalny's "Hour of Charm" for

General Electric, with a rating of

8.9; and Old. Gold's "Meet Me at

Parley's." 5.8. Every one of these

four opposing shows on CBS and

NBC rose during the "Guild" period,

increasing their ratings over their

own last comparative scores by mar-

gins ranging from 0.5 to 1.8.

One comparable stanza among the

season's new shows—comparable in

. dramatic attention—is Helen Hayes'

Saturday night show for Textron on

CBS. which came up With' -a rating

of 6.2. Anotlier top-rankin

show, not brand new but .just re-

turning for the season, is Crcsta

Blanca's "This Is My Best," also on

CBS. which shared eighth place with

two others among the first 15, with

14.6.
.';•'

U. S. Sleel studied its radio plans

for at least 18 months before finally

deciding on the "Theatre Guild"
format. For a year and a half U. S.

Steel subscribed to a service which
furnished transcripts of every dra-

matic and other type of top-ranking

show on the air. These reports went
'to the corp.'s assistant to the board
chairman, and wore presumably
scanned carefully by top execs of

the organization before the "Guild"
format was adopted.

As a matter of fact, lending the

PETRILLQ HOLDS ]NABET Cets $250,000 Salary Boost

[j Retro to Sept., 1844, From NBC ABC

Burn on Cantor Break
.
Young & Rubicam and Bristol-

Myers, sponsor of the "Eddie
Cantor Show" over NBC (2G),

are frowning upon NBC's news
department because the latter

interrupted Cantor's preem pro-

gram 126) to flash the bulletin

that the Jap emperor had met
with Gen. MacArthur.

CBS. ABC (Blue) and MBS did

not interrupt any of their pro-

grams to flash the news, instead,

saving it for regular newscasts.

Fracas Aired

In Chi and N.Y.

first J5 in the last Hooperating com-
putations is a dramatic show—Lever
Bros.' "Lux Radio. Theatre" on CBS,
which came lip with a 21.4 score, or

6.4 more than the last report. In-

teresting to trace is the fact that

both the steel and soap efforts are

of one-hour length.

The first 15 included three shows
^Jy.j^'v j,!i»i.>jrpry— most.flX.tlie.rn.

Chicago, Oct. 2.

Cecil B. deMille again took up hi

dramat
j cu(jKels against, the American Fed-*

oration of Radio Artists in a speech

before the. Executives/ Club at the

Hotel Sherman last week and, al-

though it wasn't scheduled as a dc?

bale, the- union got . in its say any-
way..

When it was . learned that deMille

was to address the industrialists. Ray
Jones, executive secretary 61 AFRA
here, asked to be present but was
denied the privilege of replying to

dcMillc's charges. So he had a

lengthy mimeographed statement

prepared., and. handed out to the

press after the meeting, giving a

resume of the ease showing that the

people have supported AFRA's pro-

posals and defeated deMille's through

voting and the courts. It alsa repro-

duced articles of incorporation of the

Dispute between the American
Federation of Musicians and .at least

three of-the "four major networks is

rapidly .nearing a climax, with mu-
sicians having been pulled from, sev-

eral NBC airers since last Sunday
1 30). and CBS reportedly on notice

that the AFM will initiate similar

action against that network starting

next Friday (5). A general strike by
musicians against one or more of the

webs -looms- as a possibility, as well.

Basic, cause of the dispute is the
signing last Friday (28) by NBC and
ABC i Blue) of a contract with the

National Association of Broadcasting
Engineers and Technicians, an indie

|

union, isee separate story). Musi-
j

ciaiis. affiliated with the American
|

Federation of Labor, long have con-
\

tested NABET's jurisdiction over!
platter turners.

James C. Pctrillo, "burned" at the
j

action of the webs in signing with !

NABET for "platter turners," is us-

ing several disjointed situations as a

weapon against the networks in

order to pull union members from I

coast-to-coast shows. First hint that
|

|
he. planned action came Saturday I

I

night (29) at 7 p.m. when his T.-is
\

Angeles local notified Artie Shaw
that tatter's orchestra could not ".o .

on with its scheduled
.
Sunday night

r

(30) direr. lor Fitch on NBC. A vocal ;

chorus was substituted.

Monday 1 1 > .at 11 a.m. Pctrillo or-
\

dcrcd the exit of Percy Faith and his
j

orchestra from their scheduled NBC
I

coast-to-coaster that night for Con
tented Milk. A dramatic show wa
substituted for this musical show
Last, night (Tucs.) it was expected
another NBC musical stanza would
be hit, indications pointing to the

One Peace Move
The New York State Board of

Mediation has stepped into one;

.
possible labor trouble spot in

radio by summoning the Radio
Directors Guild and reps of all

lour webs to appear before it for

a meeting "to conciliate differ-

ences.' Gathering is skedded for

.Fri. ( 5 ).'
.

Move comes on top of direc-

tors' decision ten days ago to

strike unless nets "quit stalling"

in contract negotiations that have
dragged on for months.

'Tough Radio'

Payoff Policy

Now Rules ABC
•''Tough radio" was the new policy

toward which the ABC (Blue) web

j
was heading this week, now that the

.topside layers of the organization

;h'ad been thoroughly shaken by

|
board c.iairman Edward J. Noble.

j

I
Jittery rank-aiid-filers, who were

'wondering about who might be first '

I to go among them, were going I

f I through the motions, doing their best
to carry on along lines set by the
outgoing Chester J. LaRoche-Hub-
bcll Robinson. Jr.. combo. .Offices

and studios were full of rumors,

* Recent quickie strike on the NBC
J S.l)d ABC nets has paid off hand-
I somely for members of the Na-
tional Assn. of Broadcast Engineers
and Technicians who came, out of
their negotiations with a new con-
tract that brings them about $250,000

'

in back pay. and raises their yearly
earnings to approximately the same
figure. \ .

: ,
' •>...•

An agreement was signed between
the two nets and the union last Fri-
day 128). running until May 1, 1947.
Contract is retroactive to. Sept. 1,

1944.

No specific figures were given in

the official announcement of cul-
mination of contract negotiations,
signed by the union's prez, Allen T.
Powley; Mark Woods, prez of ABC;
and Frank E. Mullen, NBC veepee.
Officially, "the agreement embodied
a satisfactory compromise" between
the -two sides.

Apparently playing ball with the
webs, to keep other unions from
pressing for pay. hikes, NABET was
as reticent about detailing the terms
as were the network chiefs. It be-
came known, however, that a very
close evaluation of the contract
terms shows the minimum salary for
men with maximum experience,
raised to $109 a week, against
the old figure of $88. -Furthermore;
the. maximum experience category,
which .used to be nine years, was
reduced to six years. The contract

(Continued on page 46)

AFM continuing, this "pressure"
to do with "he's

campaign indefinitely. However." „ ,. „,.„„ „,.

neither ABC nor CBS has been af- '

Robinson guy, or this .s an
Adrian Samish baby and it's likely

. to stay."

! Those who were banking on con-
1

tinned support for ideas previously
backed or endorsed by Samish, now

Durr Hits Role

Of Plugs on Air
FCC Commissioner ' Clifford J.

Durr, whose dissenting opinions in
the commission have recently taken
on more' and more of a "Brandeis-
and-Holme.s" status , characteristic of

r-.y Wr3 i

deMille Foundation for Political

Freedom, bringing out that the or-

ganization lacks the basic principle

of democracy by allowing only the

directors, the right to vote on. the

foundation's policies.

In his speech. deMille traced his

accomplishments in the entcrtain-

mojit world, and dwelled Upon his

Dutch ancestry back- as far' as 1647

upped, into Robinson's place as vec-
,nfi u

- s
-
Supreme Court a genera-

pee in charge of programming, may
|

tlon i g0
'
has '-'shed out again against

find themselves disillusioned. For, y ?* '-"bos commercial prafjices.
Addressing a forum at Christ

gorv— mo:

ting their first ratings of'the season |

throughout the eountryybut devoted

after a summer layoff, although in
most of the 45 minutes allotcd to him
in explaining why he formed the

deMille Foundation, saying that it

(Continued on page 46)

some instances there had been form-
at changes or other alterations. The
three are Bob Hope, placing second
with 20.6: "Best" and Judy Canova's
Saturday nighter on NBC with 13.3.

The complete list of the first 15
among evening programs, and their
latest Hooperal.cs are:
"Lux Radio Theatre" 21.4
Bob Hope 20.6
"Screen Guild Players" 19.2
"Mr. D. A." 17.6

Edgar Bergcn-Charlie McCarthy 15.3

"Take It or Leave It" ;.; 15
,

Joan Davis (with Andy Russell) 14.6 demeanor for any broadcaster

fected todatc, although latter web
will reportedly be hit starting Fri-

day 1 5 ).

Tied to Local Tiffs

Pctrillo allegedly claims that dif-

ferences between two NBC affiliates.

WAPO in Chattanooga, and WSMB,
New Orleans

i.
and their local unions u .hiIe Samisn refused to discuss now i

a forum at Christ
must be settled before he Will sane- pojk,ies; jns jsUng {hat there would

' Church. N. Y.. last week (26), Durr
lion smooth airing of musical shows be -resuUs t0 yn(nv without advance ur;!ecl the ,n,blic t0 iasist - by pres-
on that aetwork. CBS Cha tanooga ba „yhoo> ihere we-

rc indlcations that "P011 broadcasters, the FCC^and
aflihatc, WOOD, is also balking at he wol|ld loI]ow lhe Noble policy of i Congress, that radio should not be
renewing a contract for use of mu-

t
,.tou„n rat(io or radio that paye |

controlled' "by those who would solve
siciaiis on its programs, and Pctrillo

: sJch shows ,. s -Best Sellers," the
:

01"' problems' merely by wooing or
reportedly is considering the same

\ croKS-the-bonrd afternoon dramat
i

intimidating us into buying, more

'$1^0^$^^ b
i

i

>ii.:.'

a

i"

c

'Li'r

0
-- -">ls -"

iscvwoiRs aiiu tneiF clients ar? ilt vi'oiV X^HJ^^H^HS?? 3ie*i4ftn*!i^''3mfr^m^HFtMmMtmm iMNMNwiijMi
the middle. They claim the disputes day night "One Foot in Heaven," I material on the air, Durr declared
between their affiliates and the AFM which has a Hooperating of only 2.7 [thct "excellent and objective news
are local problems. Petrillo claims and which Samish reportedly never
that the affiliates are stalling, and

|

the webs should use their good

Catholics Rap WJZ On

Harold Laski Talk,

Get Time to Answer
Accusing WJZ of violating a New-

Jersey statute which makes it a mis-

to

bhst out against any religious de-

nomination, John J. Cashman, mem-
ber of the Bayonne (N. J.) Knights

"This Is My Best" ..... 14.6
'•Inner' Sanctum" ... 14.6
Lowcil Thomas '.''.'. 13.8

"Music Hall" ..-,.' 13.5
•Judy Caiiova Show 133 i'"

1
' Columbus, filed papers charging

"Dr. Christian" "' 132 !.
tliat Pl'" r

-
Harold Laski attacked the

"People Ai.p- Fiitmv" " tr'2 j
Roman Catholic Church in a speech

. c t unny io.t
l

aj|
.cd , ast Monday ,24) to the Span-

ish Refugee Appeal rally at Madison
Square Garden. N: Y. The transmit-

j
ter of this station is situated in Lodi.

|.N. J. 'j./-.-,.;:

ABC tBliic'i,' whose key station is

|
WJZ. has oll'cred time for a reply to

tire NationatCcuneil of Catholic Men
in VVashington. . ..

:.'

Prosecutor Walter G. Winne. at

Haekcnsack. N. J,. disclosed that he

had received -a letter from Robert E
Kintiier. ABC veepee, recjuesting fur-

ther ihfprii'iilt-ion on a complaint filed

by a Bayonne resident against the

broadcast. Kintner offered free time
on tlic air in the complainant or a

compcicnt representative to present

his reply.'

.Edward T. McCaffrey, national

commander of the Catholic War Vet-

erans, ha's been given time on ABC
tn answer the Laski .charges. Mc-
Caffrey will broadcast Mon. (8) at

10 p.m.

CBS CENSOR HOLIER

THAN THE SPONSOR

,

CBS sandwiched itself in the mid-
dle last Sun. 1 30) when it cut por-
tions .from Gulf Oil's "We. the Peo-
ple" broadcast.. Both the agency ex-
ecutives (Young & Rubicam) and
the advertiser were willing to okay
a script by Kurt Singer. ' who at-

• tacked Argentina's regime as terror-
ists and also mentioned Fritz Mandl.
its munitions czar.
CBS deleted derogatory mentions

against Argentina oil the grounds of
broadcast "policy." Jan Schimek,

Y
eb 's head of commercial editing

0Ppt„ stiid that Singer may air any
Ptiblic issues over CBS oil web's sus-
taining time,, but policy prevents
Public issues from being broadcast
°ver commercially sponsored shows.

f

(ices to get the outlets to sign con-

tracts for musicians with the AFM
locals.

Petifllo is appealing his case

against NABET to the U. S. Supreme
Court, but.meanwhile is indirectly

showing his displeasure over the

turn of events by citing this scries

of unrelated grievances. Network
exec's concede that the AFM action

in pulling tootcrS from shows means
serious difficulties in day-to-day op-
erations. •

The Southern outlets are seeking
reiki- from a ruling where they have
to pay salaries of six-man standby
banc's despite fact they do not use
their services. Networks state they
are contractually obligated to feed

an affiliate, although previously
webs have been forced, from time to

time, to cut off from the network the

.iContinued on page 46)

Swift Drops Saturday

'Breakfast' Bankroll,

But Show Stays in Chi

Chicago, Oct. 2.

Agreement has been reached be-

tween Swift & Company and the

ABC 1 BIucl tor packing firm to drop

sponsorship of~its Saturday morn- !

broad

i'ng "Breakfast Club," segment, ef-

fective with the Oct. 27 broact'east.

Network is now malting . efforts to l a
clear the remaining 45-minutcs Sus-
t

cporting is sometimes overwhelmed
[and deprived of its significance" by
jihe commercials; and that commen-
jtators are sometimes chosen for

I "qualities of voice rather than of
mind" and are "sometimes colored

j

by birs and prejudice. . .or reflect

the vxws of the sponsor who pays
the bill."

j

Durr charged further that, good
programs i.re either shoved off the
air by commercials, or put on at bad
listening hours. He added: "More
and more, the creative talent of pro-
ducers, writers, actors and musicians
i.s bciiTj; s illcd under the urge of—stcrs for greater profits and

!of.

on Mutual. He said that such
j
intimate agency-net relations result

when certain musical shows were in

(progress.-. ...
: ;= •',,'.

.

..-

j

But everybody feels that the
..squabble?.. down South arc only ex-

1
cuses I. ir Pctrillo. By court order, he

. would be' in contempt if he pulled a

! strike openly, basing it on displeas-

| ure oyer the NABET deal. So he is

1
taking thisway Oiit.

Benkena With Assoc.
|-

^--r------
\v"ashington, Oct. 2.

I

Eeiward Dcnkcna has joined the
-announcing staff of the new Asso-
; dated Broadcasting Corp.
' Df.nkcnn has been in radio about
.15 years with WOOD and WLAV. at

Grand Urtpids, and with WKZO, Kal-
j amazoo. ">.'.

idvcrtiscrs • for more insistent

I

plugging bt their goods.".
Plugging away at the theme, Durr

Icelarcd that last year four agencies
,
handled' 38% of CBS business, 37"in ing time, aired by the entire

; „f |jle business on ABC (Blue), and
chain, in order to give Don McNeill, I 3l ,

"Club" maestro, an added day of
j

'•'.;.•'.: v. .
j'in "nclwoi'k ra.:es and practices .-.

E. -R. Boi'off. ABC vice-president
;
set to fr.vof.-thq big customer against

in eliarg.e of central operations, : the little one."
denied again hist week that the'
"Breakfast Club" would move to'
New .York; He disclosed that ex-
isting agreements between ABC and
McNeill, effective through 1050, pro-
vice thai the show may annually

|

originate in New York for an ap-
proximate period of two weciks,

•which it did last May, in conjunction
witli the Se\-cntli War Loan Drive
and again in early September when
Philco began its part of show's spon-
sqrslTi'p; "A change in origination
point, at this time would result in

no apparent advantages, cither from
a managerial or production stand-
point." Boro/f stated in scotching the
rumors that seem to crop up every
so often.

FCC TO HEAR NBC, CBS

PROTESTS ON N.Y. FM
Washington, Oct. 2.

FCC has scheduled a bearing for :

Oct. 15 on protests filed by CBS and
?.'EC against the assignments which
the commission has made to existing •

FM stations in the New York rhetro-

po ilan district. To data these are the
only protests received regarding the
new FM frequency assignments.
CBS and NBC have been directed

to file statements by Oct. 10 speci-
fying the

.
frequencies which they

would like to get in New York
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Eddie cantor show
With Thelma Carpenter, Bert Gor-

don, Billie Gray. Leonard Sues

arch, liarry Von /.ell

Producers - Directors: Dave Elton,

Bruce Kamman -

•Writers: Robert O'Brien. ta> Elinson

::o Mins.; Wed., 9 p.m.
'

BRISTOL-MYERS, IJMM-
WBAF.-NBC. New York

lYouny & Rvbivam>

Eddie Cantor is back for the sea-

son With the same bounce. He re-

sumed tor Bristol-Myers (Sal Hepat-

ic;! and Ti'ushayl to bountiful re-

turns which even that Hiroliilo-vis-

iting-MacArthur news flash couldn t

interrupt. Backed by the same
sturdy team — the Mad Russian.

Harry Von Zcll and Leonard Sues-
Cantor introduced a new singer in

Nora Martin's place. She's the dusky

Thelma Carpenter who zinged with

"Happiness Is a Thins Called Joe.

Otherwise the socko script, . for

which Robert O'Brien and Izzy (now
announced as Irving) ElUnson get

air-billing, was timely, topical and

tiptop. Accent was on postwar re-

conversion and ran the gamut from

Jap gprdeners, fugitive from Tokyo
white horses, draft boards, women
back in the home, peacetime news-

casters, polite waiters, etc.. to a seri-

ous pitch once again tor Cantor s

Xmas drive, slogancd "give a gift to.

a Yank wlio gave." Last year the

comedian was instrumental in real-

izing 1.500.000: Xmas packages, and

the goal is greater this year lor GIs

in Afriiy and Navy hospitals.

Otherwise Bert Gordon's zany

Russian comedy is as effective as

eve.: young Sues is the same el
:

feclive '-'-voting- man with the horn :

Von Zell handles lines like a legit:

and Cantor projects like an atomic

bomb. It's a fast 30 mins. Wednes-

day nights. "
.

Abel.

"STAR THEATRE"
With Ja«es Melton, Annamary

Dickev. Lvn Murray Choi us,. David
Rroekman Orch.; Guest, Ethel

Smith
Producer: Henry Souvaine
Writer: Frank Phares
30 Mins.; Sun.. 9:30 p.m.

TEXACO -CO.
WABC-CBS. N. Y.

(Biielifliifmt

Initial show of the Texaco Star

Theatre, starring James Mellon and
j

Annamary Dickey, was a highly suc-

cessful session of longhair vocals,

marred only.'it seemed, by errors

in pacing. Otherwise, it proved a

last 30 minutes of extremely attrac-

tive music bolstered by the Lyn Mur-
ray chorus and David Broekman's
excellent orchestral backgrounding.
Major error in pacing occurred in

the fiTsl few minutes. Annamary
Dickey, whose work runs a close

second to Melton's as feature of the

show, was introduced for her first

song via a duet with the tenor. It

hardly added to her "first show"
prestige to be so coupled. She was
followed immediately by guest, or-

ganist Ethel Smith's "Toca-Tu Sam-
ba." well done.
However, from a strict viewpoint

of musical pleasure, the Texaco crew
put on a star show. Melton's tremen-
dously lusty and accurate tenor and
Miss Dickey's warm and rich soprano
made a field clay of it. Her "April in

Parts" was a gem. As for Mellon,

he launched the half hour in brilliant

"Oklahoma!" and closed
with music from "Martha."

mmmm f§
losed n iikijwi.™

backed
both times by the Murray chorus.

Writing of the show was also com-
mendable, with the exception of the
introductions at the outset via which
Melton presented the various per-
sonalities to listeners. This brought
each to the mike "to say a lew
words." It was corny and as palatable

as cured cowhide.
John Reed King does introes and

handles commercials, which hammer
at the theme of keeping cars in shape
with a Texac-0 "once over." It's to be
assumed that the sponsor has • in

mind those aged jallopies stored in

Melton's garage (he's a vintage auto-
mobile collector) as the basis for

some kind of advertising campaign.
Melton, the cars and Texaco treat-

ment seem like a natural. Wood.

DANNY KAYE SHOW
With Goodman Aee. Butterfly Mc-
Queen, Everett Clark, David Terry
orch

Writer- Producer: Goodman Ate
Special Material: Abe Burroughs,

Sylvia Fine
::0 Mins.; F.rl., 10:30 p.m.

PABST BEER
WABC-CBS, New York

iWiincic').- & Lffiler)

Much inlra-trade fanfare attended
the resumption of the Danny Kaye-
Pab'sl scries, with accent on the. jS.-

000 weekly writing-directing fee to

Goodman "Aee (Easy Aces). As it

tame off Friday night, it certainly

was a significant effort towards adult

radio, but shaped up more .as a one-
shot show. It left little for Kayo's
fans to hang on for six weeks, when
he returns from, a USO tour.

Goodie Aee. with Abe Burroughs
(long Ed Gardner's "Duffy's Tavern"
Scripter) and Sylvia Fine (Mr*.
Kaye") combined their sophisticated
talents to a sophisticated sum total

which wasn't .lusty enough for the
average-type radio fan.

As Aee. who was doing an anony-
mous straight for the show's comedy
star, plaintively suited, this was to

be a "different''' radio comedy show.
There would be no issues raised
about the stellar comic being cheap,
or wearing a West more,' or lacking
s.fi.. or having things fall out of hall-

closets. No insults, no ribbing the
orchestra, no thankyous. and all the
other radio comedy cliches.

The pattern proceeded ils expect-
ed way with more or less effect. It

was somewhat disturbing to observe
that in the one. inconsistent moment
when Kaye and his authors contra-
dicted themselves, because they did
pull a Fibber & Molly things-tum-
blirig-out-from-the - closet sound-ef-
fect, it got a bigger bofi'o than when
the pseudo-medico went through a
thorough physical to attest to Kaye's
own hirsute adornment, own teeth,
no fallen arches, and the like.

The song satires, including the re-
pudiation of "Atchison. Topeka."
were good. Burroughs' nonsense ditty.

"I'm- in Love with the Girl with the
Three Blue Eyes"—and that nifty ad
lib. "Who makes her glasses'.'";::^!vns

the first. Miss Fine authored "Don't
Take No tor an Answer Blues,"

j
which was the musical production
keynote' tied in with the star's Com-
munity and National War Fund
Drive pilch.

Pabst's Beer, for its commercial,
likewise was in the same smart vein
—"No sneaking up on the listeners
with a commercial. We're gonna
warn them (business of screaming

i

sirens I. Commercial coining up.
\

OK on Commercial. Quiet, Commer-
cial coming up! Roger—over.:..-"
And then comes the simple com-
mercial, "Folks, drink Pabst." That's
all.

One wonders how that idea can be
utilized again because this, along
with the rest of the Goodman Ace-
Abe Burroughs-Danny Kaye format
shapes up as a one-time-only pro-
gram" idea.

Mr. Brown of the National' War
Fuhd and Clarence B. Randall, vee-
pee of the Community War Fund
Drive, got most of the "commercial"
spot, a noteworthy and noble con-
tribution indeed, with Kaye spot-
lighted as the radio comedian chosen
by both Funds to kick-off this year's
campaigns. This is where Kaye with

*80*'H?'hu?pli9?!or''R9' uu^Sri'^fV.'^'f 1

swer Blues." when the fund-raisers ' trades i from
come around. Harris Pcrlstein.
Pabst pre?., is also v. p. of the Chi
Community Fund, hence the gener-
ous slice of the program's time to

"FORD SUNDAY EVENING HOCR"
With Gladvs Swarthout, Fritz Reiner
and orch.: Charles Lay ton, an-
nouncer

Producer-director: William .1. Retl-

fiiek

60 Mins.: Sun., 8 P. M.
1 OR I) MOTOR CO.
H'.IZ ABC, N. Y.

(Keiij/dii & EeJ.
;
li«TtII i,

A familiar, tried format has its

advantages. The Ford Sunday
Evening Hour, beginning its ninth
Season on the air Sunday (30>—its

first on ABC after jls long stay on
CBS—was *the typical Ford light
classical program of folksong, opera
and marches."as familiar as bacon
and as welcome as rare wine. Henry
Ford Il's brief intermission talk was
of the same homey quality, offering
the program again to the radio
audience "as a token of good will."
From opening (and closiug) "Hansel
and Gretel" theme-song and to usual
parting hymn, it was the pleasant,
mellow Ford hour, good to hear. The
lack of commercials—just the Ford
Sunday Hour—was, in similar good
taste.

.

Gladys Swarthout. guest on the
opening program, was in very good
voice, as she sang five numbers, two
folksongs with piano accompani-
ment. "I Wonder as I Wander" and
"Go 'Way From My Window," and
Lara's "Granada." "Angelus" and
"Loch Lomond" with orchestra.

Orch. under baton of Fritz Reiner,
of the Pittsburgh Symphony (the
ensemble will have a series of first-
rank guest? conductors this season),
played music from United Nations in
sumptuous style. Numbers included
Morton Gould's "American Salute,"
Dvorak's "Slavonic Dance" No. 3. the
March from Tchaikovsky's Sixth
Symphony. Elgar's "Pomp and Cir-
cumstance." and Soiisa's "Stars and
Stripes Forever." Closing hymn,
impressively done by Miss Swart-
hout. chorus, and orchestra, was ap-
propriately enough "America the
Beautiful." -;'•'

Btoh.

Let Hatred Ring!

I
Fulton Lewis, Jr.. has hated the name of Roosevelt from "wav back

A "Variety" front-page story by Jack Hcllman last week (28) * telling
for the first time Elliott Roosevelt's detailed version of his affiliation
with the Texas Network, seemed to arouse Lewis.
Lewis gave 10 minutes of his 15-minute Mutual newscast last Thurs-

day (27) to innunendo against Roosevelt and "Variety." hinting that
"Variety" was attempting to pull Roosevelt chestnuts out of lues, and
inferring that both Roosevelt and "Variety" are not the types to work
themselves to the bone to repay an honest debt. Lewis called his
stanza "the top of the news." Is undying Roosevelt-hatred top radio4'

; v.v'- ;
- '

; •, v. '
r-y. : cm*. '

:

"OPERATIC REVtiE"
With Frances Greer, Hugh Thomp-

son. Robert Marshall. Sylvan
Levin and Orch: Frank Waldecker.
Announcer

Producer: Jack Irish
Writer: Stephen Storaee
30. Mins.; Sun., 10 p.m.
Sustaining:
WOR-Mulual. N. Y.
Mutual'* "Operatic Revue" is a

fresh approach to a familiar theme

—

a program of opera in English em-
phasizing (though not in so many
words > the fact that such a program
is feasible, and that opera per se can
be a part of popular entertainment.
It also lets one in on a little secret,
that opera is no embarrassing mys-
tery but quite an interesting thing
when understandable, especially
when sung by young, well-trained,
appealing voices, clearly enunciated,
as on Sunday's (30) premiere.
The program, conducted by Mu-

tual's new music director. Sylvan
Levin, had the ring ot authority as
well as sparkle, with Levin's operatic
background evident throughout in

his handling of singers as well as of
the accompanying orchestra. Latter,
goodly in size as well as quality.

! was led in skilled, sensitive support
|
of the three soloists as well as in

i several orchestral selections of its

As^ for the singers, Met bari-

Barber ot Seville."
doing it in a fine, clarion voice, with
a good deal of spirit and verve, and
with great humor, yet never bur-
lesquing it as do some of his more

"ROGUE'S GALLERY"
With Dick Powell, Gloria Blondell.
Herbert Rawlinson, 1.urine Tuttle,
Peter Lends. Gerry Moore, Jay
Novallo, Ted Von Eltz, Bob Bruce,
LeiKi Stevens Orch; Jim Doyle,
announcer

Writer: Kay Buffitm
Producer - Director: Devere Engel-
baoh

?.» Mins.; Thursdays. 8:30 p.m.
F. W. FITCH CO.
WOR-Muliial. N.-y.

(L. ft I. Rmiisey

)

"Rogue's Gallery" returned to the
airwaves last Thursday (27) after
summer hiatus, with Dick Powell
continuing in stellar role. Format
of dramat series remains unchanged,
with each stanza a complete story
projecting Powell as Richard Rogue,
private dick, who continues to beat
the regular coppers to solution of

crime. ' •..
':,'

• . .. .

In this one. Powell's aid has been
enlisted by an ex-convict, who is

anxious to locate a mobster-pal who
"owes him something." Only clue is

to find the gal who had been room-
mate of the ex-con's gal, who sang
in a nightclub when he went up the
river.; She's located by Rogue and
simultaneously bumped off, but
Rogue picks up a thread that leads
to his quarry. It 'then develops that

his client merely wanted the gent to

polish him oil for haying framed
him on a manslaughter rap. Rogue
frustrates this and turns his catch
over to the cops: his client to an-
swer a bank robbery rap: and the
would-be victim and his gal for the
murder for -which the ex-con was
framed.
Stanza is part narrative, with

Powell doubling as narrator and
crime detector. He docs ably on both.
Gloria Blondell and Gerry Moore
are okay as the women in the case,

with good performances also turned
in by the large supporting cast.

Leith Stevens handles musical back-
ground neatly, with Devere Engcl-
bach turning in good job on direc-
tion.
Jim Doyle carries the triple pitch

for th - sponsor. Edba.

these drives.
j

famous contemporaries. The (stu-

Next followed more of the same I
fli<" ovation was as deserved as was

satirizing of radio, with the exposi- I
tenor Robert Marshall's for his

tion that a guy sits at the piano and I sparkling, dramatic rendition ot the

suddenly a full orchestra sneaks in:

"luckily we- have a piano which
|

Mgnma
sounds like an orchestra." is the in-

'

I io. for the David Terry musical
fanfare. ' The former chief arranger
lor Andre Ko.stelanetz has a crack

"This Fi-ail Hand" C'Che Gelida

"JOE CUMMISKEY—SPORTS" "

lv Mins.: Mon. thru Sat.. 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WOV, N. Y,'' '

.

Joe Cummiskey, PM's three-letter
sports editor, is the latest edition to

the fold of radio sportscasters. and
the field is beginning to feel crowd-
ed. Cummiskey. a colorful writer,

w as expected to turn out a startlirigly

good radio format. The anticipation
excelled the act itself; first session
was just another ordinary sports re-

view.
If he wants to build and maintain

a sizable audience for hjs six-nights-
a-week slot, .Cummiskey will have
to develop something in the line of
gimmicks or a uniqueness in. style
and delivery. As is. show allows an
indie to join the majors in being able
to program merely another sports-
Cast! Cummiskey introduced him-
self- ami then rambled to and fro
among the sport, events past and
present, dishing out routine chatter
and pliophecy,
Cummiskey is said to be unique

among sports writers because he
doesn't get excited about anything
unless it's worth while getting ex-
cited about. In all probability, then,
lie lailecl to get excited about his
own show.

i from "La Boheme."
Met soprano Frances Greer, as

third principal, also charmed with
the "Jewel Song" from "Faust," and

, "Summertime" from "Porgy and
iggregatioh of 35. There's more tall: !

Bess." the three artists also singing

about no cracks anent "Dave Terry ! the Trio from 'Faiist ' as a finale,

and his Hungry Relatives": no I

This program series started off right

thankyous for the orchestra, the em- I

well. Brou.

cee. the audience's applause—"this —
. -v-

program is gonna be. a thankless
j "REVIEWING STAND''

job." : -
. r~. PWith . Abraham Plotkiii, Maynard

.
Butterfly McQueen was the one-

|
Krueeef, Ira Andrews

woman Danny Kaye Fan Club of ! Moderator: James H. McBurney
America. Incorporated, for a comedy .30 Mins.; Sun., 11:30 p.m.
sequence—a good character .who Sustaining

'

will be durable for more in future,
j

WOR-MBS, N. Y.
Then more pitch for the Fund, with

j

Prompted by the recent cancella-
a Gilbert & . Sullivan lyrical patter: i tions ol war contracts, the program
emphasis on "no insult gags on this

j
"Reviewing Stand" on Sun. (30) took

program": and the signofT was a play ] tip the question of labor's wants and
on Danny Kaye. Sammy Kaye. Bea-

j

sent out ' to Mutual listeners some
trice Kay. Kay Francis. Andre Kay- I plausible commentaries and analyses
stelanetz. It was a show that didn't

j
on the subject. Three questions were

quite come off 100'"; OK. It origi- : asked during this forum: Is labor
nated in Chicago from the 2.600-
capacity Orchestra Hall, long a long-
hair sanctorium.
Kaye meantime left immediately

aftei his inaugural show for a six-
week USO-Camp .Shows tour of the.

Pacific. A succession of gucstars.
comprising Frank Sinatra. Easy
Aces. Burns &. Allen. Duraiite-Moorc
will pinch-hit . until lie resumes.
That means seven weeks hence Kaye
will' have to start fresh all over
again. Abel.

Raleigh, N. t'.—The National Labor
Relations Board, has announced that
employees of WPTF Radio Company
in Raleigh..had designated AFRA as

their collective bargaining agent in

September.

I justified in its demands'.' Can indus-

I
try. . meet these demands? What
should be the role of Government?
Answers, more often lucid than

muddy, were given, by a competent
panel of authorities: Abraham Plot-
kin, regional director of the Midwest
International Ladies Garment Work-
ers Union: Maynard Krueger, pro-
fessor of economics at University of
Chicago: Ira Andrews, manager of
industrial and public relations of
Douglas Aircraft Co.: and .fames H.
McBurney. dean of the school of
speech at Northwestern University.
Among some 'of the points made

were: Wages have to be high enough
to - underwrite full employment: in-
dustry should increase wages for its

own good: workers are eager to
work regardless of the type job, as
long as it's at a livable wage. .

GINNY SIMMS SHOW
With Ginny Simms, Frank Morgan,

l.t. Lee Draper, Frank |>« Vol
orch, Don Wilson

Produoer-Director: Ned Polliii'rr
Writer: Artie Phillips
30 Mins.; Fri.. 7:3* p.m.
BORDEN CO.
WABC-CBS. N. Y.

(Young & Ritbicain

)

Ginny Simms having had a. suc-
cessful summer run on NBC under
Phillip Morris auspices with the
showcasing rvf recently discharged
GI talent, hasn't changed the format
to any great extent in transferring
affiliations to Bordens. However,
with stifl'er competition from top fall

shows, program is now going in lor
gucstars as hypo.
Judging from initial canto (28). it's

going according to plan with Miss
Simms' warbling. Frank Morgan's
comedies, along with showcasing of
a fine baritone voice by Lt. Lee
Draper whose singing of "What a
Difference a Day Makes" got him a
$100 weekly contract at a Las Vegas
.nitery.

Show entertainment throughout,
isn't slowed down by the commer-
cials which are given Don Wilson
touch. Burden's evaporated moo is

nicely kidded and spiels are well,

paced.
Frank Dp Vol's orch provides

strong showbacking. , Jose.

"MR. & MRS. REPORTER"
With Margie Si Royal Arch Gunnison
15 Mins.: Mon. -Fri., 1 p.m.
Sustaining
WABY-Motual. Albany

This is a new. and on the basis of
Friday's broadcast (28). an interest-
ing and slightly different program in

the field of current news develop-
ments. For it. Gunnison, veteran
Mutual war correspondent whose
bold broadcasts from the Philippines
in the days the Japanese started to
overrun the islands were memorable,
and his wife, also interned alter the
Nips captn'-'-ri the archipelago, em-
ploy special-assignment reportorial

STurrr-s,- *!nggingi9^irmi^^ff^
elusive angles, to give the air ver-
sion a special twist. Dependence is

not primarily on straight stuff com-
ing over the teletype, although there
is some of this. (Incidentally, pro-
gram is not broadcast over WOR,
MBS outlet in N. Y. i

Highlight perhaps of stanza heard
was the Gunnisons' report on the
general strike situation as viewed
by the AFL and CIO. William Green.
AFL president, preferred to' with-
hold his views until' he attended the
labor-management meeting called by
President Truman. Philip Murray,
CIO head, was more explicit. Ho. told
Gunnison, via phone from Pitts-
burgh, that the CIO had faith in the
new Secretary of Labor, and in let-
ter's desire to "serve the best inter-
ests of the nation." When Mrs. Gun-
nison started to list labor's reason
for current wave of strikes, Gunni-
son cut in this was only one side.
He had tried to obtain the Opinion
of management by calling the presi-
dent of the National Assn. of Manu-
facturers, but todateWithout suc-
cess: hoped to later. There is, of
course, some danger in presenting
one side of a controversy which
Gunnison, as an experienced nev/_s-
papermau would avoid.
Another matter on which the Gun-

nisons chatted—the format is in that
direction—was the proposal to build
a "moving sidewalk" in San Fran-
cisco. The Christian Science Moni-
tor was credited with this story.
Mrs. Gunnison tabbed, for later, a
report she would make alter check-
ing with the War .Department on
the status of civilian internees in
Shanghai. Gunnison was to tell of a
very light artificial hand which a
war veteran in New Jersey had in-
vented for himself.
From first item, about Far East,

it was clear that it is a live news
field in which the couple, and espe-
cially Gunnison, speak with consid-
erable authority. He possesses a
clear, pleasant voire and an engag-
ing radio personality. He is one war
correspondent who sounds.' the slim™
In a New York studio as on DX's.

J«co.

"COSMO TUNE TIME"
With Alan Kent. Henry Busse orch,
Enric Madriguera orch, Bernie
_Weissman orch;. Four Chicks
Chuck and Buddy- Moreno~ '

—~

Producer: Morgan Ryan
Director: John Wilson
Writer: Nancy Webb
30 Mins-; Sat.. 9:30 p.m.
REICHHOLD CHEMICALS
MBS-WOR, N. Y.

IGrniit)

Straight pop music programs have
not survived the rigorous competi-
tion given thein by the variety lay-
outs when there's a half-hour to be
filled. Proof of that is the fact that
Fitch Band Wagon is the sole sur-
vivor in that field, and in that case
there's some question of whether its

choice time slot is mainly responsi-
ble. Cosmopolitan records' attempt
to go along in the straight musical
idiom hasn't helped the cause of the
straight music show, since it only
provides added proof that the format
has long been outdated.

In case of this program, the choice
of talent is limited to those sponsor
has signed to recording contracts.
Cosmopolitan is a fledgling firm and
doesn't have the talent backlog of
the older established setups. Con-
sequently there's too much limita-
tion in what it's attempting to do.

Talent heard on preem (29) is in-
dividually okay, , Alan Kent emcees

rt iwsmm mm*
life into introes of bands remoted in

from Hollywood (Enric Madriguera)
aid Detroit (Henry Busse), along
with talent and house orch on hand
in the N 1

. Y. studio. Vocal interest is

supplied by Four Chicks and Chuck
and Buddy Moreno, former Harry
James vocalist. All give satisfac-
tory recitals, but the combo isn't

enough to beat the outdated format.
Commercials stress the art and

science. -keynote. Reichhold Chemi-
cals, a plastics outfit, which recently
acquired Cosmopolitan records,
soundly plugs longwearing qualities

of disk; Jose.

"ASK THE WOMEN"
With Bernice E. Hedges. Mrs. Willis

Hanson. Jr., Mrs. A. Wayne Mer-
ri»m, Charles II. Huntley, others

15 Mins.; Tues., 0:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WGY, Schenectady
Opening broadcast iii a new series

had a good idea which was imper-
fectly developed and therefore lack-

ing in radio pull and lift. "Ask
Women" is a roundtable in which
several prominent Schenectady area

women discuss topics propounded by
Huntley, one-time editorial writer

and scripter of a successful historical

series, via WGY. titled "Your Home
Town." On initial stanza, the ques-
tions had been prepared. On subse-
quent ones, listeners' queries will be

included, A statement by Huntley
seemed to indicate the program
would not depend exclusively upon
dialers for discussion topics. It had
been announced that in addition to

universal peacetime Military train-

ing, feeding of war-ravaged Euro-
pean countries and other interna-

tional and national matters, radio

and motion pictures would be on the

agenda. ' .
'

Two basic daws on opening shot

were: Use of too many questions

(five), for a quarter-hour, with con-

sequent superficial treatment of sev-

eral: failure to observe voice iden-

tification. Peacetime military dratt-

ing can not be adequately discussed

iii two minutes— to cite, ah example.

(Continued on page 48)
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CBS HOLLYWOOD STARS IN SECOND

SENSATIONAL PREVIEW BROADCAST!
THANKS ••• to the sponsors who "showcased" their CBS top Hollywood programs at the CBS Vine

Street Playhouse on September 23.

THANKS • • •to the great agencies, producers, writers, directors wlio combined their skills and talents

to present this magnificent 90-ininute preview.

and especially,

THANKS •• • to the artists themselves— the CBS hcadliiiers—who gave America's listeners this superb

foretaste of the brilliant programs "coming up" on CBS. Thanks to— /

WILLIAM N. ROBSON (producer and director) ... LIONEL BARRYMORE, AGNES MOOREHEAD . . . FRANK SINATRA ..

.

JIMMY DURANTE, GARRY MOORE, ELVIA ALLMAN . . . JOAN DAVIS, ANDY RUSSELL, HARRY VON ZELL, VERNA FELTON,

SHIRLEY MITCHELL ... OZZIE NELSON, HARRIET HILLIARD, JOEL DAVIS . . NELSON EDDY, ROBERT ARMBRUSTER . . .

GINNY SIMMS ... LUX RADIO THEATRE WITH DON AMECHE, CLAUDETTE COLBERT . . . GENE AUTRY... . . PENNY

SINGLETON, ARTHUR LAKE, HANLEY STAFFORD . . . MARLIN HURT . . . REGINALD GARDINER, EDWARD ARNOLD,

DEL SHARBUTT . . . ANN SOTHERN . . . JEAN HERSHOLT. . . WILBUR HATCH AND THE SCREEN GUILD ORCHESTRA
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CBS

MILLIONS THRILLED AGAIN !

CKAC, Montreal, Quebec

^"Overwhelming number of phone

calls demanding more."

KARM, Fresno, Calif.

"Outstanding reaction."

KDA1, Duloth, Minn. -

"Outstanding radio entertainment in

every way."

KEYS, Corpus Christi, Texas

"Swell."

KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.

"Nothing but compliments."

KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.

"A bang-up show."

KFPY, Spokane, Wash.

, "Good reaction."

KGBS, Harlingen, Texas

"What a program!"

KGDM, Stocfcton, Calif.

"Listened to and enjoyed."

KGLO, Mason City, Iowa

"Well received."

KGVO, Missoula, Mont.

"Completely enthusiastic."

KIZ, Denver, Col.

"A great show."

KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.

"A colossal party. . . a wonderful

showcase."

KNX, Los Angeles, Calif.

"Reaction . .. universally enthusiastic."

KOIN, Portland, Ore.

"Response... highly flattering."

KOMA, Oklahoma Cto^'do,.**,

^Mtti:>^^iJ!1^Stie7f^w\he super double

bill."

KOTA, Rapid City, S. D.

""Greatest promotion in industry's

history."

KOY, Phoenix, Arii.

"Was most enthusiastic and satisfac-

tory."
N

*

WW, San Francisco, Calif.

"Robson gets the nod."

KSL, Salt lake City, Utah

"Unexcelled radio. ..a brilliant pro-

duction."

KTBC, Austin, Texas
' "Well received by KTBC listeners.

Wonderful promotion,"

KTSA, San Antonio, Texas

.
"These shows were swell elegant."

KTUC, Tucson, Ariz.

"Gives the rest of the boys something

to shoot at."

KTUL, Tulsa, Okla.

"A real radio show— fast moving,

clever and perfect liming."

KTYW, Yakima, Wash.
"Really did a job."

KWFT, Wichita Falls, Texas

"Great enjoyment and interest."

KWKH, Shreveport, la.

"Swell broadcast."

WADC, Akron, Ohio

"Marvelous entertainment."

WAPI, Birmingham, Ala.

"The biggest show in town turned

out exactly that."

WBAB, Atlantic City, M. J.

"CBS has done a fine job.''

WBBM, Chicago, III.

"Show one of the finest of its kind."

WBIG, Greensboro, N. C.

"Well liked, enjoyabje."

WBRY, Waterbury, Conn.

natjjjr.o'is aatee_rtien»

;

WCAO, Baltimore, Md.

"Calls to station expressed appre-

ciation... stressed ingenuity."

WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa.

"Reaction excellent."

WCAX, Burlington, Vt.

"Received with acclaim."

WCCO, Minneapolis, Minn.

"...General reaction good."

WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.

"We've had a lot of fine comment."

WCSC, Charleston, S. C.

v "Thoroughly enjoyed by all."

WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.

"... Received as well as first."

WDBO, Orlando, Fla.

"Do not have sufficient Hollywood
adjectives to express opinion.".

'

. WDNC, Durham, N. C.

"A sensation .. .'Tops' is the word."

WOWS, Champaign, III.

"Best... heard in a long time."
,

WEOA, Evansville, Ind.

"Program was 'tops'." *
.

WFEA, Manchester, N. H.

"Congratulations on fine showman-
ship."

WGAN, Portland, Maine

"Overwhelming enthusiasm."

WGAR, Cleveland, 0.

"Ought to be an annual thing."

WGBI, Scranton, Pa.

"A.credit to the network."

WGST, Atlanta, Ga.

"Excellent!"

WHAS, Louisville, Ky.

"Best promotion program for the

season."

WHCU, Ithaca, N.Y.

"Listener and station reaction very

good."^trV£CfeAe^^%%-^ £

;

"Another top production."' "^""SfcSftl

WHUB, Cookeville, Tenn.

"Substantiated CBS as 'The Biggest

Show in Town'." <••.'.
WKIX, Columbia, S. C.

"Barrymore and Sinatra made
,

listening history."

WKRC, Cincinnati, Ohio

"Listener comment^.. more than

favorable."

WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich.

"CBS has delivered another knock-

out punch." .

WLAC, Nashville, Tenn.

"Great show. ..great contribution."

WMAS, Springfield, Mass.

"Listener reaction tops."

WMBS, Uniontown, Pa.
'

"The finest we have ever had."

WMMN, Fairmont, W.Va.
"Another first for CBS."

WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
. "Another great show."

WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y.

"Terrific show."

WQAM, Miami, Fla.

"Excellent promotion and entertain-

ment."

WRBL, Columbus, Ga.

"Received wide acclaim."

WRVA, Richmond, Va.

"Congratulations on a great show."

WSAU, Wausau, Wise. •

"Congratulations."

WSPA, Spartanburg, S.C.

"Tremendous listener loyalty."

WTAD, Quincy, III.

"Temfic." :,V
:

:

WTAG, Worcester, Mass.

"Excellently done ... supreme bit of

promotion."

WTAQ, Green Bay, Wise.

"We liked Sunday's show."

WTOP, Washington, D.C.

standing.

WWl, New Orleans, la.

"Wonderful."

WWNC,Asheville,N.C.

"Delighted with direction and per-

formance."

WWNY,Watertown,N.Y.
"Par in excellence with first broad-

'

cast."

This is CBS... the Columbia Broadcasting System
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Package Agencies Seen on Inside

Track As Video's Pix Distribs

Advertising and "radio package ',

within'. next six mouths, according^

agencies sMilV and .large, '.are, be- j;'
0

/ vV , -

'

.geiiwes sitiuii .-..;.<. . . Just, 'as ad agencies in radio have
ginning to look toward* film market,

,

m!U1aged the- sale rather. than

jug for television as one of the

added respoiisibititics. video will

throw upon their .shoulders when
tele : network operations commence;

With theatre ! exhibitors! remaining

main outlet of the pix distribs. tele

business, will require new setups

which may establish themselves

Westinghouse, Colleges

Become Members of TBA
Three new members have joined

ranks of Television Broadcasters

Assn., Inc. They are Westirighouse

Electric Corp.. Manufacturing Divi-

sion: Syracuse University: and

Western Reserve U. of Cleveland.

Westinghouse, which is working

oh the hew "slratovision" plan for

tele; has become an affiliate .'mem-

ber, Syracuse and Western U. are

the manufacture of properties, so

(hey will tend to distribute films for

major companies for television,

rather than go into production them-

selves. Being close to the market,

tlicv can effect rcadv distribution
j

new educational members, bringing

on a large, or small scale depending collegiate membership to four. Yale

upon quantity of product to be |: and Rutgers having previously

dispensed. Now film firms cannot '.joined TBA.

see -way clear .to produce tilnis for i
.

- - " '

video since 'market is too limited.
:

i iit • • 1 • if 1 -

This ..posit ion is ,seen as alarming
j flg^ WaUlWnglH VlfleO

television

hamperiiv

interests as

'future film

SELL
MANY PRODUCTS FOR
MANY ADVERTISERS

WQAM

by some
conceivably
production, unless middlemen serve

as liaison between large picture

companies who. Will not invest

precious lime and material on spec-

ulation for tele on one hand: and

011 other, tele stations arc anxious

to buy films to . round out their

programs, but alone are in no posi-

tion to Command; attention.

Ad and 'package agencies filling

needs of tele .stations, can negotiate

business.

begin to handle this sort of business

remains to be seen, for video has

not yet reached' proportions to- de-

mand extensive footage, and can

continue to use whatever is on hand

or comes in slowly until such time

as tele networks are created. '

' Then the rush is expected to start.

With those agencies stepping in

which have foreseen eventual point,

and. geared themselves in .anticipa-

tion of new marketing of films. -for

video. .
r

First Lap in Planned

NX-Washington Hookup
Exercising its authoi'izatioii to

establish
;
first setup for telecasting

from the gallery of the House of

Representatives in Washington. flu-

NBC television dept. lias; taken

liewsrcel pictures of Gen. Wain-

Just which agencies will
j
^right's visit to Congress and shown

FCC Commercial Tele

Hearings Postponed Wk.
Washington, Oct. 2.

FCC hearings on rules and stand-

ards of good engineering practice tor

commercial television, originally

slated for Oct. 4. have been moved
back to Oct. 11. in order to give the

commission staff more time to pre-

pare. •»

Time for filing wriefs has been ex-

tended to Oct. 8.

Political Ladle
Continued from pa.se 34

them to video audiences in N. Y.

As soon as entanglement:with
citizenry

of

tool

soon
District of Columbia'.-

tele antenna on roof

is cleared up. NBC

N...Y.. having purchased across-

the-board strips ever W.TZ, from
Oct. ,15 to Nov. '-5, 6:45-7 p.m..

itv' addition to other time purchases

on this and other stations. This or-

ganization alone is said to be spend-

ing at least $50,000 for air time.

The X. Y. Situa.sh

WOV, (N.Y.). will not permit the

sale of less, than 15-minute time-

slots; And if possible, Ralph Weil,

general manager of this indie, will

discourage the purchase Of time on
his station because he feels that

selling or giving' time to political

talkers is doing a grave injustice, to

listeners. "The majority of the poli-

ticians' talks are. the most boring

mer the air ;
" Weil declared, adding

that their performance on a station

only- ."tends to diminish listener
("! I response for. the regular program

local hoteli
scht,uu!c, !o follow the politician"

CBS VIDEO FRESHENS

UP WITH SOAP SKED
Lever Brothers, through its agen-

cy, Ruthraufr & Ryan, has signed
up to do four half-hour programs
over CBS tele station WCBW before
the end of 1045.

Two of the company's soap operas,
a new sports format, and special
Christmas program are on the
agenda, under the supervision of
Lee Cooley, director of tele and
daytime radio for R&R.

Date for "Big Sister" production
has been sqt for Tues. (<»>; and
sports program for Oct; HO. A tele-

version of 'Aunt Jenny" lias beeir
scheduled for Nov. -..Commercials
will favor Rinso. Lifebuoy and Spry.

forward'.

MIAMI

FOM

Participating

Sponsors

Cleve. Station, College

Coop on Tele Teaching
Cleveland. Oct. 2. i

II. K. Carpenter, executive vice-

'

president United Broadcasting Co., 1

and Barclay Leathern.- professor of
|

dramatic ai ls. Western Reserve U. i

announced that a special class of

television has started at the univer-
sity. Students were drawn from the

senior class, and the graduate school.

WHK. -will turn qver .one of its teler

vision studios' exclusively to the

class (in a 24-hour basis.

If the first semester's experiment
turns out successfully, the second
semester will be given with credits.

Western Reserve and WHK have i Sustaining
also set up a plan to exchange tal-

;

ents for the new television venture

to throwing legislators in anion via

video as. one of first N'. Y.-Washing-
ton video hookup, programs.

Involved in similar, fracas with
aiiti-antenna-mindcd capital citizens.

WOR has also, been unable ' to go
ahead with television setup there..

Seems local people object to roof-
top gadgets on same grounds i'lttti-

biilboard fiends hold to, destruction
of civic beauty.

Tele enthusiasts figure complain-
ants must be woffled about how
their city looks .from tin- air. for
no one could see anything from the
ground.

Television Review

COLUMBIA - LAF A-YK'TTK FOOT-
BALL game:

Announcer:. Red Barber
Producer: Burke Crotly. . .

120 Mitts:; Sat. (29). :>::;<) p.m.

D.C. Video Towers

P

GEORGE E. HALLCk
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL riCKWICK, KANSAS CITY, MO.

AN ARTHUR S. CHURCH HOOOCTION

Washington. Oct. 2.

The D. C. Zoning Board of Adjust-
ment last week okayed oration- of a

350-f.oot television lower by NBC in

U PUTS (Wief.

Board also approved erection of a

200-foot tower by the Bamberger
roadcasting Corp. in another part

ofTowfi" —-—-—=

WNBT-NBC, N. Y.

Some topflight camerawork by
NBC's video special events crew
captured the crowd atmosphere and
the action in practically full scope
during the first football telecast of 1

the season last Sat. afternoon <2!l>.

True enough, game was one-sided

' romping over the team re p re.- en t nig'pwVo uTi

little Lafayette college by a big
score, tiut the lenses fallowed prat-:
tically every play, including long
passes and punts, iii s.irprisimrlv
clear fashion, resulting in an enjoy-
able two hours of viewing.

Main fault (and this was probably
due to the equipment which, of
course, will be improved in time

i

was the fact that the numbers on
back of the players were not distin-
guishable. Therefore those at their
sets could only depend upon the an-
nouncer to give them an accounting
of who was -carrying the ball. But
each play as it was made was dis-
cernible, even lateral passes and in-
tricate cross bucks behind the line
of scrimmage. One wonders, though,
since lighting is an important factor
in the garnering of a good picture c,;n

coming snowy, rainy . days will' dis-
tract from the enjoymc'nt. of football
telecasts. Due to the -dismal, back-
ground, the cloudiness may well de-
ter from the garnering of distin-
guishing earmarks by the camera.

Reason for this last statement is

that during the contest vidend last

Sat. it started to rain, and the pic-
ture that came' through, oil ' the
screen, while not bad. was not as
clear as when it was not cloudy. Set
owners got a kick when the cameras
picked, up shots of the crowd leaving
their scats and scurrying for shellcr
during the rain, .while they were at

home sitting in easy chairs and view-
ing the goings on;

With the addition of football.
NBC's special events television de-
partment thus videos some sporting
event at all times during the year.
In summer it's baseball, fall football,
winter basketball, and for 52 weeks
boxing at Madison Square Garden or
St. Nicholas Arena, N. Y. The web
plans to pick up some important
Army grid games to be played at the
Yankee Stadium, which might set an
all-time, high for viewers of televi-
sion broadcasts. Audiences will not
be disappointed with what they see.

• Su-ii,

Because of his convictions, Weil has
ordered .the sales department to up
the Class A sales rate for WOV
SON to political purchasers.

WlvlCA. (N Y. i. on the other hand,
considers radio's role in any election

campaign a public service. and feels

voice should be given to campaigners
providing, of course, the time is used
legitimately.

Elliott M. Sanger, executive vcepee
of WQXR iN.Y.v. announced that

each candidate has been invited to

broadcast oxer this station for 15

minutes, without charge, in a time
slot between Oct. 22 and Nov. :'.

Sanger's invite stipulates that if a

candidate for mayor is a nominee
of more than one party, no more
than 15 minutes -will be grantee!

him. And nii replacement for the

candidate, will - be accepted: how-
ever, if the person cannot do- a .live

broadcast, a recording is acceptable.

WNEW's iN.Y.) stipulations, are

similar to the foregoing.

In 'many cases, general managers
of the stations are keeping an eye
on the time-slotting situation be-
cause of the recent FCC statement
in regard to political programming.
Offering the same- amount of time
to each candidate isn't enough, ac-
cording to the FCC; "equal oppor-
tunities*' must be granted oath
candidate.1

While the New York situation is

hut. radiowise. it is reported only

LUSCIOUS if the word for Utah

peaches being picked here by Miss

Carol Ohmart, Utah Stat* Fair Queen.

The yearly fruit and vegetable crop is

worth approximately $12,000,000 la

Utah farm families. That's just one of'

the diversified basic sources of

wealth which build dependable buying

power in the Utah market.

Local Advertisers Know

KDYL Brings Results

On-the-ground experience has amply

proved to local (and national) adver-

tisers that XDYL's showmanship, cora-

—ri bined with top-

-^Tjt r
i

raring network
— ' programs, bring re-

sults. This is the

station most Utahns

listen to most.

iTTJ™ u rieTe' (H)i7

as well' as station owners are anxi-

ous to retain the close... ties estab-
lished in 1H44 between radio ami
politics N'nttanxi Hrtir«3*nfcit've;- -jetttt- H.* 'ir * C«

ed cashman

HOLLYWOOD
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MacArthur Aide Tells
Continued from page 1

,

barges. Two-thirds completed nt

Seattle, and scheduled for Manila

delivery in time to join the invasion

convoy, Was a lifth ship, the Spin-

rile Eye, fitted with the most modern
broadcasting and press equipment of

anything that had ever gone to sea

before, including^ a powerful trans-

mitter. ;

;

Surrender Snafu

But when the Japanese suddenly

surrendered on Aug. 14, Harris

found himself in trouble, . Mae-
Ailhur had authorized him to take

every radio and press correspondent

who was around and wanted to go

to Japan to cover the landings there

and the surrender ceremonies. But

the ships Harris had at Manila cojjld

make no more than eight to 10 knots

air hour, and would never reach

Tokyo Bay in time.

When the first official Jap emis-

saries went to Manila, they brought

with them, on MacArthur's orders,

two top-ranking communications of-

ficers. These two Japs went into a

huddle, as soon as they arrived at

Manila, with Col. Samuel Auchin-
closs, assistant signal officer at Mac-
Arthur's GHQ, and Lt. Col. Harris.

The (wo Americans told the enemy
experts what they wanted prepared.

The plans worked perfectly.

Harris figured there were two
things he could do to assure radio

*nd press
.
coverage in Japan, He

could fly men and equipment to

Japan or he could take over Radio
Toyko. He decided to do both. On
the first day's landing of American
airborne troops at Atsugi airfield,

I Harris was there with a 3-kw trans-
mitter and men to put it up. But
he knew it would take two to four

|

days to get that transmitter working,
and he was doubtful as to how ell'ec-

tive it would be. So he took over
Radio Tokyo.

In accordance with the orders
given the Jap emissaries at Manila.
1)5 Japanese broadcast engineers
were waiting for Harris and the
hitter's crew at Yokohama. Also, the
Japs had assigned as their liaison

man for Harris, a man named Joe
Kagawana, chief announcer for
Radio Tokyo's foreign-language di-

vision, who speaks English perfectly.

VT.'nkers-to-Evers,'! etc.

A line had adready been hooked
up from Yokohama to Radio Tokyo's
studios in Tokyo, which, in turn was
always connected by land-line with
the station's powerful transmitters

.20 miles north of the capital, V
When Harris issued an order, a

parlay went into effect. Kagawana
would instruct a technician in Yoko-
hama, who would relay the order to

Tokyo, from which point, it went
to the transmitter crew. But so co-

operative were the Japs, and so good
their men and equipment, that the

following time-table resulted: Har-
ris landed at- Atsugi at 8:30 a.m.

(Japanese time) on Aug. 28; . six

hours later, he had established voice

contact between Yokohama and RCA
in San Francisco. The only reason

listeners in the U. S. A. didn't get

any voice broadcasts direct from
Japan until more than five hours
later was that, when the -first con-
tact was made, it was 2:30 a.m. here

IT'S

JOE PALOOKA'S

NEW RADIO SERIAL
A top-notch radio show with a knock-out

sales punch. Yes, here's an air show you don't

have tb sell! Your clients will be~eager to put

JOE on the payroll selling milk, bread, good

will—and almost every other commodity

and service you can think of.

For audition records, options and details

WIRE. PHONE OR WRITE TODAY

North Central Broadcasting System
360 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE. CHICAGO 1. ILLINOIS

Central 4894

<e.w.t.) and the networks were not
operating.

Inside of five and a half days,
800.000 words of press copy were
moved, and broadcasts averaged 35
a

.
day in those days.

. Harris also went into some detail
about the arrangements made for re-
cording the big event, the official

surrendi;'!' ceremony aboard the
U.'S.S. Missouri on Sept. 2. In order
to insure proper radio coverage, the
entire ceremony was recorded. Four
recordings were made simultaneous-
ly—two on disks and two on wire,
one set each for Harris' operation.*
and tor the 'Navy,' When the actual
broadcast was made, both the Navy
and Radio Tokyo;- transmitters., were
beaming the same show at exactly
-the same time. The purpose of this

double-play was to insure clarity
of signal at San Francisco,

.

.'The. U.. -S. Army has taken over
all ot Radio Tokyo's shortwave op-
erations and one of the country's two
domestic networks. The domestic
network is. used by the Americans

One Against 400
Lt. Col. Jack Harris, radio and

communications officer for Gen-
era! MacArthur, faced approxi-
mately 400 aimed Japanese sol-

diers single-handed. It was on
his first visit to Radio Tokyo's
eight-story building. His only
companion was Joe Kagawana,
English-speaking chief' an-
nouncer for the Japs' DX setup.

His only weapon: A .45. colt

which Harris, a radio man (for-

merly WSM), had never used.

Harris and Kagawana were on
the second floor of the building,

when they looked into a studio.

There were. about 400 Japanese
soldiers, sprawled on the floor,

having chow; one of their number
was at the door as sentry: the
soldiers' guns were stacked on
the floor.

'

The sentry shouted something
which, for all Harris knew,
might have meant: "Get th'at

." The soldiers dropped
their food, ran for their guns.

Then they all presented arms.
"I returned the weakest

salute you ever saw," said Har-
ris, "and continued my inspec-

tion.''

Inside Stuff-Radio
The NAB has selected the week of Nov. 4-10 during which to eelebrat*

the radio industry's 25th anniversary. A NAB bulletin points out: "It is

not the physical advent of radio that we are celebrating, but the origin

of the American system of broadcasTing,'' since radio was not unearthed in

1920. Schedules of webs, indies, house organs and advertising have been
urged by the NAB to project the message. "National Radio Week, Novem-
ber 4-10.'' with the sub-copy, "Twenty-five Years Of Broadcasting" or

"Radio's Twenty-fifth Anniversary."

Thirty-five comprehensive, transcripts of the broadcasts mit&e- .by Carl
.

George, -war correspondent, exclusively for WG AR, Cleveland, have been
brochurized- by the station with a dedication in commemoration of the

men of Ohio's 37th Division who fought in the' Pacific. I_n addition to the

transcripts, a section at the back of the brochure lists the names of the

men used by George when he made his broadcasts from the various fight-

ing fronts of the war against Japan. The promotion piece is titled "Pacific

Mission."- ..-.'.; ;.;;
'..-.

NBC was cited with a plaque lor making a vital' "contribution to re-
ligious radio and the spiriluai lite' of America" at a luncheon thrown
Monday ti.) by the Jewish Theological Summary of America at the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria in N. Y. Immediate occasion was the completion of the
first year of "The Eternal Light." Sunday nooner which "has received
many kudos. Niles Trammell, NBC piez, accepted the plaque on behalf
of the net. , . - -

.

CBS composer-conductor Morton Gould, author Eslaiirta Goode Robeson
(wife of singer-actor Paul Robeson), and tenor j;.mes Melton are profiled
in the Sept. issue of Current Biography. Gould £ reported- having
marie his radiodebut over WOR. N. Y.. when he was seven years old."
Mrs. Robeson, in addition to her literary effort-', champions the cause of
the Negro and lectures on race relations and other aspects of democracy.
Radio was the first field in which James Melton became an established star.

Millard Lampell, writer of Mutual network's "Return to Duty" series,
a half-hour dramatic program depicting the lives of servicemen returning
to civilian status, has negotiated with E. A, Messner Publishing Co. for
publication of a book under the same title. The book will contain the
dramatic case histories used on the radio programs, but in narrative style.
The book is skedded for release early in 1940.

for educational, news
.
and psycho-

logical warfare, and entertainment
purposes for the GIs. The other
domestic net is used by the Japa-
nese, under strict U. S. supervision,

for their regular programming.

V Radio-Conscious

Harris believes that Japan is more
radio-conscious than any otucr
country in the world. He said his

reports show; that 95' of the Japa-
nese people have radios, for which
they pay a low annual license fee-

to their government. The radio .set-

up resembles somewhat that of BBC.

country's radio facilities is a quasi-

private outfit: but board members
are appointed by - the government.
However, not at all are the board
members old-time politicians "put out

to pasture" on a cinch job, and the

real work is done by civil servants

directed by active politicians.

There was never any commercial
broadcasting in Japan. In fact,

there wasn't any kind of radio, with

the exception of some local news-
cast-hitch-hikes, that didn't Originate

in Tokyo. But radio Tokyo, an eight-

story building, thoroughly modern,
and one of the very few buildings in

Tokyo
,
that wasn't damaged, is

"something out of this world.
1 '

' Anyone in the U. S. A. who wants
i

to know' where all the good RCA, i

WisfinghiRise and other top equip-
|

iiieiit was during the war shortage 1

should visit Radio Tokyo. The Japa-
nese had studied the best there was
in radia equipment all over the
world, . and had managed, prewar.-

to. lay in stocks of tubes, technical

equipment, playback "machines, and.

whatnot. Studios at Radio Tokyo
are spotless, equipment .was in top.

working older when Harris arrived.

Ihirris would not reveal the pur-
pose of his yisil to N. Y. and Wash-
ington, .declaring his mission was
eorifir.k nt ial.

.

".
,

WLEE Mutual's Latest
Richmond. Va., Oct-. 2.

Miitual's newest full-time affiliate

is WLEE. wjifch went on the air

with its first broadcast yesterday
Ui at ti a.m.

The- station's transmitter.' i,s situ-

; led ivjar-t he .James River, operates
, n 250 watts, seven .days a week
; I'om 0 .-urn. to 1 a.m.
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to a man who asked

us a question ..

.

from WOR, the station

that has been using,
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DEAR SIR:

You ask, "Why should I use radio, particularly WOR?" You add, "Never mind statistics and station

comparisons and things like that. I'll get around to them when it conies to the questions of specific time

and program selection. Just sort of . . .Well, you must have some general reasons as to why you

believe in WOR so much."

Here at WOR we, more than 300 of us, have, above all things, a deep faith in WOR's ability to

generate action. It never really occurred to us how complacently this feeling is taken for granted

here at WOR, until your question prompted us ijnto putting it down on paper, the reason? Well, it

seems to be a belief developed through years of consistent exposure to the speed and economy

with which WOR makes people do things.

. When WOR airs the speech of a politician, the song of a poet, the explanation of an economist^

or a grocer's spot announcement, WOR knows that it's to provoke action, emotional or material,

Or both. Maybe this kind of thinking goes on in all media. We don't know. But we </o know that it

colors everything we do here at WOR, from program building to poising a mike for the most

effective pickup.

But this desire to create resu'ltful action would be a futile tiling if it were not backed by

"know-how". WOR has the know-how— an accumulative, and constantly maturing, trio of skills

which are the products of almost a quarter of a century of specializing in the more effective and

economical use of sound.

They are . .

.

, INGENUITY— the experience, equipment and brainpower to plan a program schedule that

attracts more listeners for less, thus reducing your cost and creating more action.

THOROUGHNESS-WOR's carefully tailored distribution of its 50,000 watts which deliver*

what you have to say to the most densely-populated area of homes with radios on the Eastern

Seaboard.
'

IMAGINATION-WOR's constant desire to consider and effectively apply the new in both

program thought and technique. This keeps the schedule elastic and exciting and makes it a more

effective carrier for your message.

.
..

• Most sincerely,

WOR
— thai power-full station,

at J440 Broadway, in Mew York

member oj the mutual broadcasting system
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From the Production Centres

Jr. I, ic New flaclj for Hitdcgarde and Anna Sosenko
\clam J. Votin

s Alan Edolson. '..'.-

4 |
.1 0 li ti Sl;mli\\" and Dorothy Francis join "Younf! Wicldd

WatU'i' Vauahn and Louis Hector arc- added to "Stella Dallas'
I

tiS WW YORK CITY . . .

In his second appcat ancc on Hie program within live weeks. Johnny

Tnomosoi", guests on the Mary Small show Simday. (7. over Ame.n.can :

Broadcasting (Blue). Thompson Has his own proyram Saturday mornings,
j

lO'SO-H, over- the same network. .... ;; ,"".--' ;
]

: Wauhillau Lahcy. publicity chief of N.'W, Ayer ad agency, has returned ,

to her Gotham office alter a four-month tour of the country
.

. .
.Jack

Forbes. ABC (Blliei flackei'y, in the hospital lor an operation for appen- !

dicitis. . .

•"
.

Basil W Matthew."; has bowed out of Benton "& Bowles and joined
j

'Sherman.* Marquette. With latter, he ll be in an exec capacity on the

Col'-ate-PalmoIive-Pcet Co. account ... .New announcer on. the Hose-

niarv" show on CBS is Eddie Dunn, who's retaining same job on "Jack

Bereh Show". .. .Guesting for Hildcgarde next week (91 will be Burgess

Meredith Walter Abel and Patsy Kelly. Incidentally. Hildegarde will be

commuting for two weeks to her N. Y. "Raleigh RooW' from the Statler

in Boston. •
.7. ;,'.-'"•

. -,. •'.'..
, .

According to Dulce Fox. it's not radio scripter Stanley Seymour who s

done a legit comedy called "Detour." but she; and Lee Sanlord has taken

an option on it for winter production ... .When "Dick Tracy" bows in for

a weeklv half-hour over AEC. Mitchell Crayson will direct for ABC. ..

Jav Josivn will do Wendell" Willkie. when "One World" opens the "New

World A'Coming" Show over WMCA next Monday i8> ... .Frances Cation

and Martlett Robinson go into. the *A Woman of America" cast. .. .Carole

Somevs joins "Mr* District Attorney". .. .Art Ford made up a troupe

teen-age entertainers, whom he picked from "Bobby Sox Canteen" on
|

WN-EW. and will tour them. ..Tom Malone on the

Of

Canteen'
.sales staff of

Brown" while

incl Louis Hector are added to "Stella JJallas". . . .Jean

Lewi.-. Florence Robinson and Barbara Weeks new to respective casts of

"David Harum." "Barry Cameron" and "Second Husband" Abby Lewis

and Rene Gekiere with "Amanda" Edgar Stehli, Kay Renwick, Craig

McDonnell and Cameron Prud'homme new quartet on "Backstage Wile"

. .. .Paul Gardner exits from ABC's (Blue) llackeiy dept. to join Tune In as

associate editor Oct. 15. . . .Burgess Meredith will be first guest on the fall

semester of Paul Whiteman's "Hall of Fame," Oct. 7. .. .Jerry Lawrence,

WMCA disk jockey, at Lenox Hill hospital for minor operation ... .Gordon

Heath. WMCA staff spieler, got rave notices for his characterization in the

Broadway hit. "Deep Are the Roots". .. Mildred Fenton. the packager, back

from Boston, a hotbed of clients. , . .Vera Eikei resigned as administrative

assistant to Walter Craig, radio director of Benton & Bowles. •

Tex Werner, head of the Office of Price Administration radio division

in N. Y.. has re.'igned. effective Nov. 1. to become radio department head

of the Chernow ad agency ... Jo Sanson, publicity and special events di-

rector, and Ted Colt, program director, both of WNEW, resume giving

courses in radio survey and dramatics, respectively, at City College of

New York this tall.

Oliver Daniel, supervisor of classical music at ABC, will watchdog the

Boston Symphony program when it preems Sal. (6).... That click radio

presentation, done before an audience but not on the air last Thur. (27)

before the American Jewish Committee-Anti-Defamation League dinner

at the Waldorf-Astoria, was written by Ben Kagan, directed by Martin

Andrew and Ira Marion, and produced by Milton E. Krents . . . WOR's
video show. "Bells." tonight (3) features Bill Keene Scott. Farnsworth

will'-.Continue to write "Jones and T,'' but, his acting role, when he goes to

the Coast, will be taken over by .Mason Adams. Show switches from

Wed. to Stin.'nite, . . .Elaine 'Ron into "Gangbusters" Sat. (IS) Dai- Rus-

sell takes over direction of "Man From G -2". .. .NBC's "Archie Andrews"

moves to the 10:30 a.m; slot Sat. (ti )... .Alva Johnson profiling radio

actress Mary Pat ton in Salevepost.
.

'

'

i Peter Donald has been set for the County Fair show for Borden. He

|
was recently on the air for thd competitive Sheffield. . ;

;
Ted Green has

resigned from MCA radio department to go on his own". . .Pearson and

White pacted as new writers for the Seven-Up airer.

Gabmen Low
Continued from page 34

when you
advertising

have your
'pulling' on

UJCPO

li\ HOLLYWOOD . . .

Bob Hall is the new press head at American, succeeding Mill Samuel,
j

who moved over to Young & Rubicam as manager of the publicity depart-
|

ment ... .Frank Healy out of the Lyons agency after a year as radio rep

:.. .Warner Toub put away his Army wings and landed in the radiode- i

partment of the Ken Dolan agency ... .Radio trade, numbering around 85,
j

welcomed "Variety's" radio ed. George Rosen, at a shindig given by Daily
j

"Variety" at Beverly Hills club. I

Hairy Ommcrle of the Lyons agency was asked by an agent in the 1

Brown Derby if he would be interested in a picture career. But as a i

romantic heart- throbbep. . , . Al Scalpone drew the new title of supervisor

of program development at Young & Rubicam. .. .Grace Wilcox leaving

J. Walter Thompson publicity staff to write a novel covering 105 years of

American life ... Ed Cashman is taking a lot of ribbing on that 1-2-3

teaser ad campaign ... Jim Fonda out of khaki and back to Foote, Cone
I

& Belding. . .-.First appointment by "Corney" Jackson "since assuming vice-

presidency and management of J. Walter Thompson Hollywood radio
operation brings Johnny Christ back into the fold. Onetime office man-
ager and production contact on many of the company^ programs, he passed
the last four and a half years in the Navy.... Jack Louis finally confirmed
that there'll be no mo' bawlin' for Beulah at "The McGees". . . .Mary Me-
Call. Jr., hollered quits after presiding as editorial supervisor on three
"Maisie" programs. She has written the screenplay of all the "Maisie"
pictures at Metro, but too many elements on the radio show rubbed her
the wrong way... .Joe Rines is auditioning new characters for the Judy
Canova exhibit, over which he presides. .. .Jack Holmes, radio logger for
the downtown sheets, turned over those duties to his wife after eight
years and joined the Campbell-Ewald agency. .. .Les Gottlieb back to his

home base in New York after looking in on the seasonal debut of Young &
Rubicam entries and setting up publicity campaigns. .-.•'

Ad boys are none too happy about that sequence in Paramount's "Lost
Weekend" in which a lush in Bellevue is pointed out as a "big advertising
executive". .. .Don Belding to New York for a bit of trade palaver with
the General Foods crowd Don Searle got back from Big Town and Sid
Slrotz followed a few days later. <

programs will just have to sit tight.

The- most they can do is squirm.
Where the newscasts are not spon-
sored, the webs will be urged to re-

place the programs with other fur-

mats and put the newscasts in the
very early, mid-day or late-evening
spots.

;

.

When Shaefl'er's "World Parade"
on NBC recently dropped a point.

Standard Brands' "One Man's -P-jm,

ily" dropped 1,7 in the Sunday .

afternoon slot. However, when J.

B. Williams' Win, L. Shirer pro-
gram added l.fi. International Sil-

ver's program, "Oz/.ie and Harriet,'*

which follows Shirer, added. 8.

Likewise, with the recent Hoop-
erating on Raymond Swing which
added -0.5. Kix' "Lone Ranger,"
which follows, lipped itself 1. When
General '.Electrics "World Today,"

on. CBS increased 1.1, Procter '•&

Gamble's programs that follow it (on

I
a divided web) increased 1:1 and 1.8.

i The PitG programs are Jack Kirk-.

I

wood and "Mommie and the Men,''
' respectively. Frank Singiser's Sat--

I

urclay segment lost .5. and so suf-

I
I'ered Reichold's Detroit Symphony
.program which comes in 15 minutes

later.; .-;
:.-'

The two newscasters who con-:

tinue to retain the largest, listening

audiences are Walter Winchell and
Lowell Thomas. The last Hoop-,

crating report shows ail increase of

0.2 lor Winchell and 1.9 for Thomas.

NANCY MARTIN
("Braakfojt Club")

Umley .exclusive contrnel Willi

The - \V. li. Long Co.. Chicago, for

Iransi'rllii-d spots for Long I'om-
pany l!:il;eiy Clienls.

Agent: Harold L»», Chicago

mm

HOOPER

INDEX WCPO 19.4
-•

JULY-AUGUST STATION "A 10.6

6:00
to

10:00

STATION |i| 20.7
'

STATION X" 39.0
\ ' . ......

Pi in.
STATION D" 10.2

j

S e e t he J u I y - A u g u s t

Hooperatings for Cincinnati

and your Bran ham Man
f o r

v Ay a liabilities . . .

Affiliated with

I

Tfi» Cincinnati!
Pa>»

UJCP0
CINCINNATI'S NEWS STATION

I REPRESENTED

M
THE

BRANHAM

CO.

It is both a privilege and pleasure to

announce my 14th consecutive year

with Kate Smith and Ted Collins.

JACK MILLER
(and orchestra)

"Kate Smith Sings"

CBS Fridays al 8:30 P. M., E. S. T.
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The Inquiring
Fotographer

(With Apologies to Jimmy Jemail and the Daily News

)

Variety Charges Space Rates lor Every Answer Used
in This Column

THE QUESTION
What Is Your Reaction to Fred Allen's Return to the

Air on October 7th?

THE-ANSWERS
P. Leffington Snide, Hailstone,

Florida, retired auction shill: "If

Uncle Tom's Cabin can't appear in

Bridgeport, I don't see why Allen

should be allowed to appear in radio.

I am a dog-lover. If bloodhounds

can't get jobs—why should Allen?"

Mrs. Caress Gander, Route 201,

Trailer housewife: "I only listen to

the morning programs. When Joyce

Jordan, David Harum and Breakfast

With Breneman finish, I turn off my

radio for the day. Who is Fred

Allen?"

Cranston Crudd, Bowery-Plaza Ho-

~tel, apprentice panhandler: "If the

ban on sleeping pills becomes a law

people with amnesia will have to rely

on radio comedians. The average

radio comedian can induce sleep

quicker than two quarts of Sanka.

This goes for Fred Allen, too."

, Baxter Clot, High Falls. N. Y.,

part-time steeplejack: "As a steeple-

jack I know a point when I see one.

I see no point in having comedians

on the radio. I like jingles. Give us

music-lovers more jingles. How

about it, Mr. Sponsor?"

Miss Hedy Schlump, Bronx, hostess

in an iron lung: "When I seen this

picture of me in the paper, I lost all

interest in the question. / The In-

quirin' Reporter should be takin'

Passport pictures. As far as I'm

concerned he knows what he can do

with his tripod—points and all. He

can do the same With Fred Allen."

Zero Blinker, homeless, guest bar-

fly: "Personally, I can't stand radio.

I lived in Radio City with a studio

audience, for two years, trying to find

out what made studio audiences

laugh. I finally gave up. There is

only one solution for comedians like

Jack Benny and Fred Allen—the

Atomic Bomb."

*
TENDERLEAF TEA

And

BLUE BONNET MARGARINE
tros*mi

&r^ THE
FRED ALLEN

SHOW
Starring

FREO ALLEN
And Featuring

PORTLAND HOFFA

MINERVA PIOUS

KENNY DELMAR

PARKER FENNELLY

IRVING KAUFMAN

COMMERCIALS

y,

KENNY DELMAR

VOCALS

THE DeMARCO SISTERS

MUSIC

AL GOODMAN

MUSICAL RELATIVES

llin_ - ' - - ' - v^* ' Z£ * _ t

MANAGEMENT

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

FOR

STANDARD BRANDS, Inc.
And

J. WALTER THOMPSON CO.

STARTING

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 7

WEAF 8:30-9 p.m. EST
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PAC Asks FCC to Limit AM Radio

To One-Quarter of All FM Channels
With the closing date for filing of

frequency modulation license ap-

plications set for Sunday (7), a tre-

mendous campaign to bring pressure'

upon the FCC to alter its FM regu-

lations begins today (Wed.).

The campaign, started by the Na-
tional Citizens Political Action Com-
mittee, headed by former Gov. Elmer

A. Benson, of Minnesota, teed off

with national circulation oe 100.000

petitions to "action" groups lined up
with PAC. Leaders of PAC were
reported hoping that 500,000 signa-

tures to their petitions would pour
into the FCC offices in Washington
before the end of this week.
The petitions enumerate the fol-

lowing six points, requesting the

FCC:

1. To grant no more than one-

quarter of available FM channels to

licensees 'of existing AM' broadcast-

ing stations and to newspapers. Even
those few present license-holders, the

petitions declare, should be given FM
permits "only upon proof of excep-
tional public service in their present
operations, and guarantees that they

'. will perform a wholly new and dif-

ferent program service on their FM
stations."

2. To prescribe standards of pub-
lic service on FM "iii terms of hours
and expenditures."

3. To grant three-quarters' of all

CNITI.n RFAAI.I. ORIT. CO
Friday—CHS—10 i>.m.. ISWT

Mil.: LOU CLAYTON

FM broadcast channels to newcomers.
4. To prohibit the grantingof an

FM license to any AM broadcaster
without a public hearing.

5. To prohibit the renewal of any
broadcast license (AM or FM i until

the application for renewal had been
advertised in a newspaper of general

circulation in the community in-

volved, and opportunity ha* been
afforded. to others for an application

tor the same license or to show Why
the old license should not be re-

newed. '

6. To arrange, whenever and
wherever possible, for local hearings

to be held in communities which ap-

plicants intend to serve.

Aim of the campaign is understood
to be an effort to get more FM broad-
cast channels allotted to labor unions

and other liberal groups. A number
of unions already have FM applica-

tions on file, among these being the
United Automobile Workers of Amer-
ica (CIO)-, and- the International'

Ladies Garment Workers Union
(AFL). It was understood also Unit

the Amalgamated Clothing Workers
of America (CIO) would apply for

at least four FM licenses before the
end of this week.
While the "pressure" being lined

up by PAC is aimed at the FCC. the
organization at the same time ex-
tended a certain amount of support
to the commission. In a separate
"action" sheet, it suggested that com-
munity groups urge their Represen-
tatives in Congress "to assure ade-
quate appropriations for the FCC."

Krents to Emphasize
Public Service Radio

A production office which will

specialize in public sai'viee. instead
of commercial radio, is being opened*
in N. Y. by Milton E. Krents.
Among programs he has produced

have been such stanzas as the "Dear
Adolf" shows in 1942; "Day of Reck-
oning," "The Eternal Light." "Listen

to the People." and "The Battle of

the Warsaw Ghetto."

!

'Tough Radio'
i Continued from page SS5

liked. "Washington Story" and "Man
from G-2" were in a precarious po-

sition. There wasn't even a certainty

that ABC would continue to carry

its old standby "America's Town
Meeting," now that Reader's Digest

has pulled the pursestrings tight on

that forum.
.

Some of the shows mentioned
above are $4,000 packages which are

not easily marketable among' pos-

sible bankrollers who'd be willing to

spend twice that amount lor somer
thing that could really pitch in the

big league. And the network is def-

initely going into, shows that are

marketable, primarily, with public

service being stripped down to a

bare minimum and prestige-builders

being continued only it they are
likely to garner a sponsor very soon.

The tight policy on money spend-
ing, it was said by those who knew,
would not be put into effect me-
chanically. The net will be willing

to spend dough for names and
shows; But these will have to come
through with a quick payoff, or else.

One instance of willingness to

spend was indicated in plans for a

new package that may materialize

very soon and will cost $10,000 a

shot. Another was based on the idea

of reviving a one-time famous air

and motion picture show, using a top

Hollywood star as the draw. But
both of these were definitely inside

the "tough radio" boundaries, the

idea being that they would practi-

cally be sold before they go on.
Meanwhile, there was a lot of

speculation as to who mi",iit be
going out as foflowups to the
LaRoche-Robinson exits. A report
that he was going to the .Compton
agency was firmly denied by La-
Roche who pointed out thi't, while
no longer engaged in operational
work on the net, he is still vice-

chairman of the web's board. Rob-
inson, likewise, professed to have no
definite plans as yet. although his

name was also tied hi with the re-

ported LaRoche move to Compton.

WFIL Deal Confirmed

At $1,900,000 Price;

FM Station Included

Philadelphia, Oct. 2.

Walter Annenberg, publisher of

the Philadelphia Inquirer, has con-
firmed the storv of his purchase of

WFIL, Philly, ABC (Blue) network
outlet.

In a joint statement with George
H.' Johnson, president of Lit Bros.
Department store, which owns the
station, they revealed that Anuen-
berg bought WFIL for $1,900,000.

("Variety's" story last week set the
price at "about $2,000,000"). •

The deal was negotiated by Albert
M. Greenfield & Co., Philly real es-
tate brokers.

The statement declared that Roger
W. Clipp, WFIL prexy, would remain
as general manager of the station,

and no change of personnel was con-
templated.

Included in the dear was all the
equipment of WFIL, i'.s FM station,
transmitters, leases on studios, etc.
Not included is the Widener Build-
ing, atop which the studios are lo-

cated. The WFIL Broadcasting Co.
bought the Widener building a cou-
ple of years ago.

DeMille-AFRA
Continued from puge 35

;

was an outgrowth of his expulsion
from AFRA last December when he
refused to pay a $1 union assess-
ment to' fight a California amend-
ment outlawing the closed shop. He
continues to charge that the union's
action was "political and undemo-
cratic.''

"The grammar is fine, the spelling perfect, and

tlx statement is tnu—100%."

NABET Gets
Continued from page 35

Across the Board/ Monday through Friday,

WJW delivers in Cleveland more morning

dialers per dollar ... up to 20% more on a

money basis . . . than any other station.

And chalk this up too . Cleveland is the

7th largest . , 5th richest . . . 3rd most

densely populated area in the United States.

covers all engineers and technicians

in both nets on a national basis (ex-

cept in Chicago), wiping out pay
differentials,' since in many cities

outside N.Y. the scales were lower.
Result is that a majority of the

500 NABET members employed by
the two nets will be eligible to the
major pay increase of $21 (from $88
to $109), and each will get about
$500 in back pay to cover the retro-

active clause.

Other Issues

It was uncertain just what this

contract will do to other unions in

the field that have been quietly ne-
inr> new contracts.

'

tt i'- m mini i
.
timamm

fectcd is CBS, where the technicians

and engineers belong to the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers (AFL). The IBEW con-
tract with CBS is being renegotiated

now, and some CBS rank-and-lilers

hinted broadly that they would
press for a strike to gel at least as

much as NABET received on its two
nets. Most conservative dope among

I the unionists is, however, that no
strike would be necessary and that

CBS would quietly buckle down to I

new conditions, raising its pay to !

the level set by NABET.
A half dozen N.Y. incUes. whose

engineers and technicians are signed
up with the American Communica-
tions Assn. (CIO), are also having

|

their union pacts subjected to new
scrutiny. \ v ' .

'.''

In the background, also, are two
other major union matters facing all

four of the major nets. . These con-
cern the Radio Directors Guild,
which a week ago indicated it may
-strike sooner or later against what
it has called "stalling tactics", and
the American Federation of Mu-
sicians. •

.
:;-..'

Hanging over the heads of the
networks is still the AFM's insist-

ence that it should have jurisdiction
over platter-turners, who now be-
long to NABET at .the ABC and
NBC nets. Just what happened to
the platter-turner issue, which was
the fundamental reason for the
NABET strike, Was something no
one at all would discuss. NABET,
ABC and NBC officials were equally
close-mouthed on that matter, the
latter fearing they might arouse the
AFM's James C. Pelrillo to early
action against them if they ad-
mitted openly that they had let

NABET take over the pancake turn-
ers. That's one union issue that may
still cause major trouble for every-
body all around. ' :

Equity In Fray. Too
Cecil B. DeMille was .severely

criticized by Actors Equity of N. Y.,
at is meeting Friday (28) lor "wrap-
ping himse'f in a cloak of American-
ism" by accepting the Americanism
award of the Wall St. Post or the
American Legion. Award was made
for his stand against the American
Federation of Radio Artists on a $1
political assessment.

AFRA, which protested, by tele-
gram, to the post before award was
made, is also expected to make l'ur-

|

ther objection, likely in form of a
similar resolution to Equity's, when
the hational board meets next
Thursday (11). The ABC (Blue),
which aired the- DeMille Legion
award and the producer's speech on
that occasion, stated it had offered
AFRA time to reply even before De-
Mille's speech was made, but that
AFRA hasn't as yet asked for it.

AFRA would get network 'ime. but
not the N. Y. local outlet, W.IZ,
which did not air the award speech.
In N. Y., WINS aired it locally.

Victory Loan

Disks Waxed
Washington. Oct. 2.

Diary transcription series, with
Hedda Hopper. Jimmy Fidler and
Dorothy Kilgallen emcccing, has
been set for the Victory Loan, :'

Hedda Hopper's Diary will have
three platters paying tribute to the
war service of Mickey Rooney, Lew
Ayrcs and Jimmy Stewart, and a
fourth as an interview with Bing
Crosby,

Fidler will have five 'tribute"
spots with names to be selected from
the following: Clark Gable, Robert
Taylor, Henry Fonda, Tyrone
Power, Bob Hope, Jack Benny,
Dinah Shore and Frances Langl'ord!
Miss Kilgallen will offer tributes

to following who will appear on the
platters with her: Alee Tcmpleton,
Jane Froman. Bea Wain, Mary
Small, Shep Fields, and Dick Todd.
Lindsey McHarrie ("We. the Peo-
ple") will produce the diaries with
Richard Dana scripting.

New stunt by Treasury to stimu-
late interest in its war bond songs,
written for the "Music for Millions"
series, is to give each of these 17
numbers to. the top bond-selling
states as'official state victory songs.
Already selected for New York is

Dana Slawson's "Say It With
Bonds." In addition. Jerry Law-
rence of Station WMCA, in a local
New York show, will interview
some of the songwriters from the
group and plug the songs and bonds.

Cordele, Ga.—Jim Ownby, former-
ly sales manager of WJHO, Opelika,
Ala., has been appointed manager
of WM.JM, in charge of local and
national sales,

LAWRENCE GOLDEN
MS filth Av«»»« . N.w r.,k ii, n v% 1 '

Eddie Condon
Opant hif 5th canWrt •••ion pnunU
inf typical Am*rlcon«Un fraup af

famam |«» artliti at Tawn Hall.

SATURDAY, OCTOIER 6 AT 5:30

The Champagne

Music*

Of

WJW
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PRODUCED BY THE

MEMBERSHIP OF

THE MASQUERS CLUB

• KENNY BAKER

• LUCILLE BALL,

• JACK BENNY

• BEULAH

• WALTER BRENNAN

• JOE E. BROWN

• JUDY CANOVA

• EDDIE CANTOR

• JACK CARSON

• CHARLES COBURN
"\ CLAUDETTE COLBERT

• RONALD COLMAN

• GARY COOPER

• ROBERT CUMMINGS

• OLIVIA DE HAVILLANB

• JIMMY DURANTE

• BARRY FITZGERALD

• GLENN FORD

• SIDNEY GREENSTREET

• JACK HALEY

• SONJA HENIE

• ALAN LADD

• DOROTHY LAMOUR

• FRANCES LANGFORD

• CHARLES LAUGHTON

• IDA LUPINO

• DIANA LYNN
" mmm^mmmmmmmmmmmmmm

• LAURITZ MELCHIOR

PAUL MUNI

• ELEANOR POWELL

• RANDOLPH SCOTT

• SYLVIA SIDNEY

• FRANCHOT TONE

• VERA VAGUE

• RUDY VALLEE

• JOHN WAYNE

• ORSON WELLES

• LORETTA YOUNG

—MM) OVER 400 OTHERS

Mmk: LEITH STEVENS

Director: WM. N. ROBSON

P(esented by

Ye$, 500 Stars of Radio, Screen, Stage

and Concert Stage

Ready to Answer the Call When the Mikes Open

on the Greatest Star-Studded Show in Radio

Here's a radio program that's clocked to "give"

throughout thirty fast-moving, melodious, laugh-

filled minutes!

"Request Performance", in addition to being star-

liHed, will differ from all other Hollywood origina-

tions in two important respects: The radio listener

win do the casting. He'll tell Campbell's Soups by

letter which stars he wants to hear and what he

wants to hear them do. And he'll have the fun of

eroes-casting the stars, if he wishes. He can suggest

unusual and unexpected mike routines.

Your imagination will show you the vast possibili-

ties in this radio formula for drama, comedy, and
music. In fact, it's the very same idea— listener

participation and cross-casting - that proved no

popular with the Armed Forces in recorded pro-

grams sent overseas. Now the public hears it for

the first time.

Make a note, won't you, to be with us on opening

night and bend an ear to the proceedings. And by
the way— if you've an idea yourself for casting or

cross-casting the stars, send it along to Campbell'*

Soups, Hollywood, California.

SUNDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 7, 9 PM EST, FULL CBS NETWORK and CANADA

•a RONALD FRANCES

\ * COLMAN * LANGFORD
} * BEULAH * ARTHUR TREACHER

^ and Favorite Characters from ^
Loading Radio Programs
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Radio Reviews
Continued from nasi' 36

Matter of corporal punishment fur rflack: mou is convincing investors

children produced perhaps the most \ that the nutum still needs big money

siwnlaneitv on the premiere. .
Care-

j

fur .such items as getting the boys
.+• !— t ........ i.r I k.,,.,., i',.,„, nvamwiM helping them

•t'ul screening of topics, some ot

which .should , be "popular," is pur*

ticularlv desirable in view of short

time for broadcast. The old Blue

web's "Listen, the Women"—which
the WGY feature resembles in some
lesootts—ran a half-hour,-

Huiitlcv and femme participants

should remember to make
.
identity

ef each voice clear at all times, More
pace, zing and sparkle are also

needed. Speakers on initial round-
table impressed as capable but not

brilliant ad libbers. Miss Hodges,
head of the Schenectady library sys-

tem, probably displayed the most
pleasing radio voice. Huntley, whose
tone and diction are hardly top

grade, has the ability and the back-
ground to make a better moderator.

Mrs. Charles A. Bacon, assistant su-

perintendent ot Amsterdam schools,

guested.
A noticeable omission—becoming

somewhat common on WGY—was
signing off "Ask" without recapping

the participants. Platter heralding
return of Amos "ii Andy to NBC was
squeezed- between the local and
Lowell Thomas. Public servicer's

proximity to that popular newsman
is iiv its favor, Javo.

"JOHN TISHER REPORTS"
With John Fisher; Maurice Rttpkin,

announcer
Writer: Fisher
Producer: Don Pringle
J 5 Mins.: Sun., 8:45 p.m.
CANADIAN NATIONAL WAR FI-
NANCE COMMITTEE

CttO-CKC. Ottawa
. (Canadian Advertising Agencies') I

Canada's- 9tb Victory Lean bows in i

Oct. 22 with an objective of a billion
;

and a half dollars, hefty coin for a '

country with a population of 11.000.-
j

000.' With war ended, chief job of '

National War Finance Committee j

PADDOCK JAZZ CONCERT
With James P. Johnson, Bill

home from overseas.

With llminces until they get under
way on. c.iv.vy street, and, treating the

ailing ones, •.''••: •'.-'•-.'

Teeoll action in the pre-loan period

is this live-week gab series by com-,

mciiiator John Fisher under the gen-

eral scries title, "John Fisher Re-
ports." . Same t'it'e was used by
Fisher in a sustainer string he did

lor CBC previously, patterned closely

on the- Nesbiji "Passing Parade" Hir-

ers. Later, Fisher handled various
commentator-announcer chores for

CBC special event broadcasts. Re-
sult: a ready-made audience for the'

loan scries.
.

Opener originated in the CBC's
Ottawa outlet. CBO. using the sub-
title. "They Can't Swim Home," and
talking about the .system of trans-.

Allaivtic transportation for Can.
lighting forces from repatriation

depots" in England. Fisher colored
his story with .tie-in on trip up the
St. Lawrence river by Jacques Car-,

tier, who founded Canada, and sim-
ilar routing of repatriation carrier
"Louis Pasteur," former French lux-
ury liner. To get his story, Fisher
boarded the "Pasteur" with the pilot

ill the Gulf, rode with the ropats. to

the Quebec City docks. Worked into
the script was dope on .repat. tran-
sportation arrangements begun at

the Quebec conference of Churchill
and Roosevelt and carried on today
by the "POM"—Priority of Move-
ment Board— in England.
'. Fisher's gabbing is . smooth and
sounded inspired. Coupled with his
self-written, nicely balanced script,

it added up to okay airing for
N'WFC's purpose. Show, and other
NWFC loan publicity, handled by top
Can., agencies under the name. Can.
Advertising Agencies. Gorm.

.in k-

Worcester's Top 28
NIGHT TIME

Network Programs

ALL on WTAG
BLONDIE 31.1
Hooper Survey Dec, M4-Apr„ "45

WORCESTER

hardt Orch
30 Mins. M»n., 11:15-11:45 p.m.
WHTD. Hartford
Weekly, The Paddock, local subur-

ban uitcry, airs a concert. It's good
promotion work for the house. A
guestcr. visiting firemen phis the
house band, comprise the musical
team that sends out jive, boogie,
jazz, low dixieland and what have
you. all sold' under the guise of jazz.

It's hot stulT.mul solid, and pays off

the house with an SRO each scsh.
James P. Johnson, piano virtuoso,

guester on stanza heard. Augmented
the efforts of the Bill Luckhardt
orch. aided and abetted by visiting
specialists. Johnson's playing gar-
nered most of the accolade. His solo
ivory tickling far superior to rank
and file of house band, whose side-
men spotted on several occasions.
Mikcman Ed Seltzer is staid and

uninlormative as commentator.- Bet-
ter script work would make show
more colorful and interesting.

Ecfc.

"MEET THE STARS"
With Tommy Hartlett
Writer-director: Bernard Howard
15 Mins.: Mon.-Fri.. 11:00 a.m.
(i. ISAItR * COMPANY
WMAQ, Chicago

iMeyerhoff)

With this show Tommy Bartlett
resumes Ids radio career where he
left off three years ago when he
joined the Air Forces with practi-
cally the same format as his "Meet
The Missus" show. Nothing new has
been added except the name and the
twist of having some kind of a star,

appear on the program. On the
opening, it was Skeets Gallagher,
appearing in "Good Night Ladies" at
the Blackstone theatre.

Bartlett asks women in the studio
audience questions that will re-
sult in laugh-provoking answers,
and depends a lot on their
laughter and . giggles and fool-
ish chatter to keep the program
moving. Members of the studio au-
dience are. informed before air-time
of the identity of the day's guest
and asked to write a question they'd
like to ask the visitor. Three best
questions are pitched orally to the
guest during the broadcast, with the
three winners. Bartlett and the star
going to lunch- together after the
show.

Gallagher was asked if he liked
blondes, redheads or brunettes best:
how is his pulse: and would he like
to meet all the ladies in the audi-
ences he appears before. Gallagher
hedged around all diplomatically
with flying colors although inward-
ly he. must have wondered about the
I. Q s of the distaff audience present,
and their actions and reactions.'
Each lady appearing before the

microphone for questioning is pre-
sented with a bottle of the sponsor's
product. Balm Barr Lotion, and the
name- is mentioned several times
during the 15 minutes, in addition to
ine regular commercials, which
gives the bankroller a lot of<adver-
tismg tor his money. Bartlett is
quick on the trigger.' taking advan-
tage or every opening, and keeps the

s WHlTr'!"!^
1 a 800d pacc

'
but it'sstncth lor the women. Morg.

IT'S THE STATION

TO SAY GOODNIGHT

Not just another

lot* hour filler,

"Sleepy Serenade"

is a top production,

a WGAK nightcap

of music and poetry

which thousands of .

CI tv» landers have

learned to enjoy

seven nights a week.

W« are fussy

about "off-hour*" •.

because our audience .

has learned to expect

good listening on WGAR

at alt hourh :

CLEVELAND ' S

WGAR
THI HIINOtV STATION

Mill's I JT ¥ •

I » m i r 1 1 1 « •
'/

"ISN'T IT A CRIME?"W
H!!..

Ro
l ^OSe ' s

;
sheP«d Menken,

T ^^.^ e
.'
eV

'
,0,,

.
n Graham. Boh

I.4ckaye. Ilorenee Pendleton; David
A. Manners, emcee

Wider: Manners
Music: Kay Reed
Director: jack Grogan
:!• Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m.
Sustaining ' . -

-

WNKVV, N. T.

This new mystery series has a lot
of possibilities. In addition to that
It has a lot of faults. Its major fault
is the premise or. which tlie series
appears to be bent.

Jsn t It a Crime'." opened up with
the tale of "The Crime of the Wood-
land Grave.'' about a .iailbreaker
alio Ins '-female accomplice. They
have no particular destination inmind except to get away, of course
To get a change of clothes, the crim-
inal kills a man. After digging into
the mans pockets, a wrinkled news-
paoer clipping reveals that the dead
man was en route home to inherit
a fortune- left to him by his parents
The clipping also reveals that the
returning son was kidnapped by the

inc., "HI. «,it ;,, eilOUg/l tO
cook up a lot ot intrigue; however
the author, for this occasion, favored
certain characters. Instead ot in-
stilluii! sympathy, in the listeners in
behalf of the unknowing victims
one is aroused to feci for the crim-
inals. More than half way through
toe program, the emotional response
oi the listeners is expected to switch
suddenly to the protagonists. And at
the end of the progrcm. Manners
comes forth with a few questions for
the listeners, asking them what clues
the suspicious victims had to recog-
nize the fact that the killer was not
the legitimate heir.

In casting the girl who goes along
with the killer (suoposcdly for the
ride, because there was no other
reason), .lack- Grogan selected an in-
enectual performer unsuited to the
role, -making the whole dish taste-
less. An effort was made to have
the setting of the story sound very
weird bv providing a backdrop of
howling winds, but oroved more dis-
tracting than anything else. Kay
Reed's organ . music gave the
•ram. its only sober note.

| Radio Followup i

The Luntg have been away from
the American scene much too long,

and a reprise of their well-known

stage vehicle, "The Guardsman,"..

Sunday (30), bore that out amply.

The continental comedy, used in

"The Theatre. Guild on the Air" one-

hour series for U.S. Steel, on the
ABC net, captured almost alt of the
nuances that the performance de-
manded. It lost little by the non-
visual aspects when once the initial

flavor was captured: Notable was
the pace o( the performance,

Kofi H.

Lowell Thoni»s completed IS years
on NBC, 13 lor the same sponsor
(Sunoco) with his 15-mtpute news
commentary, last Fri. (28 1, and the
event was treated as a big occasion
by the net and backer, with air audi-
ence getting only a laste ot the brass-
hat occasion. Literally, there was
plentv of brass at the broadcast, at
the Waldorf-Astoria (N. Y.) -with-Lt.
Gen. Jimmy Doolittle the top-rank-
ing serviceman present; Is'i'lcs Tram-
moll. NBC press, representing the
web: and .1. N. Pew, v. p. of Sun Oil
Co.. showing up for the bankroller.

' In spite of all the excitement.
Thomas, managed to get '.a. hefty
chunk of news into his spot, as well
as giving some of his time to Tram-
moll . Pew and Doolittle. The air
audience, did not hear the. prelimi-
naries, which involved H. V. Kaltcn-
boril. "Col. Stoopiiagcl" and Dale
Carnegie—nor the

.
after-broadcast

speech by the guest of honor, who
went. on from one reminiscence to
another. Judging by Thomas' latest
Hooperating (13.8. up 1.9 over last
count ) there is somewhat of an audi-
ence still interested in hearing him
alter his record run.

The late Major Glenn. Miller's
Army Air Forces orchestra returned
Saturday (29) to the NBC net with
its. \T- Sustain the Wings" program
minus the maestro, and staged an
unusually line broadcast. Under the
direction of Sgt. Jerry Gray, ar-
ranger for Miller prewar, the band
set out on its first number. "Flying
Home." a bit raggedly, but recovered
quickly and delivered a powerful lot
of crack music for the rest of the
half hour. •

'

Outstanding in its performance
was an arrangement of "Russian
Patrol," written by Gray, plus a
medley including "Long, Long Ago,"
"Laura," "Cherokee" and "Blue
Rain." Sgt. Johnny Desmond, who
excited GIs abroad w ith his Sinatra-
ing. wasn't very impressive on "Long
Ago. Far Away," but did a real job
on "Laura."

Script portion o( |he show includ-
ed frequent plugs for Miller, who
was lost on a plane flight over the
English Channel, plus frequently
planting the idea of maintaining a
strong air force. Highlight of the
worded periods though was the re-
telling of the part one of Miller's
DX broadcasts from "England played
in the escape of two U. S. fliers,

downed in France before V-E Day.
It all added up to a line bit of

broadcasting. ; Wood.

"TAKE MY WORD"
With Paul Conrad. I.ennie Sherei-

Jerry Marshall, announcer
Writers: Joseph Nathan Kane Kin
Kass '

Directer: George Foster
Music: Kay Keed
15 Mins.; Fri., 10 p.m.
Sustaining:
WNEW, N. Y.

Fifteen minutes are just enough
for this novel piece. This isn't meant
to damn with faint praise. On liie
contrary, the program has its edu-
cational as well as its entertaining
points. ;' •

'

Kane, the word specialist, gives
the introductory note, and announcer
Jerry Marshall carries on from
there. The latter discusses various
words with 'participating linguists
and transitions into the dramatized
documentary of the word's origina-.
tion. Those used on the tirst stanza
made for interesting listening.

Direction under George Foster
gave -the program punch. Perform-
ers were inclined lo pop a little

maize, but it was in keeping with
the whole idea of "Take My Word."

Keith's flve-timc-wcekly visits to lis-

teners' homes coast lo coast. In the
farewell, she thanked her "radio
friends" for the .453 pianos and the
680 radio sets they sent to service
hospitals; likewise, for "all the won-
derful things- y-66 have done for the
boys and girls." Miss Keith, signing
oft for a reason not disclosed on the
broadcast, reminded listeners she
would keep them informed of activi-

ties iii New York, via "microphone'
memos." After listing six projects

she hoped could be kept alive. Miss
Keith gave a P.O. number, so air pals

could write her.

Boh Howard started in the §2(1'

street (N. Y. > nileries and now. with
his WHN radio rep. he is really ripe

for one of those Cafe Society Up-
town or Zanzibar floors-hows. He's

a tiptop showman, knows piauologis-

tic values and projects over the air

as well as on a cafe door.

gave the Edgar Bergen show on Sun-
day a sock lift and carried out the
general trailer idea laid down by
Jack Benny, with his return to the
air this fall, that Sunday would be
soCko comedy night. It. was a suave

|

institutional buildup lor the NBC. I

segment, starling with Gilderslecve, 1

Benny. Cass Daley, Brrgen-Charlie I

McCarthy and Fred Allen in that
|

sequence. Allen had a number of
gems as he marked his return to the
mike. Rest of the Chase & Sanborn
show was basically professional.

Time forblaming (ales etirvei Upward

U the kind of lime Weed & Company

station* offer and Weed- men tell.

Weed for help in spoiling hoi mar-

kets and influencing them through

topnolch availabilities.

4
\
A

j Jl J

\ \ ;
> < ( >M Y \ \ 'l

pro-

Maxine Keith closed two years of
friendly, informative, helpful morn-

|

ing "From Me to You" chats over a
;
Mutual microphone, with a simple,

;

sincere, moving, plea for racial and
j

religious tolerance. She also made a
touching appeal to "network neigh-
bors" to continue remembering and

j

thanking. by word and deed, the

j

young men and women who fought
a successful war lor this Country.
Service to members of the armed

I

forces, especially those confined in
hospitals, had been a keynote o£ Miss
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nll Time
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Plane Snarl Grounds Russ Morgan

Out of N. Y. Opening, Creates WB Furor
' r u<ji Morgan's orchestra had the the Strand date. His contract at

doubtful distinction last week of be-,

coiriing the ' first band to miss a

scheduled opening date at a major

Broadway theatre. Flying from the

Coast on a tight schedule, the band

was mounded in Sioux City by bad

weather and didn't get into' N. Y.

until Saturday afternoon (29). It

had been due at least by Friday

mn-n'ing and should have rehearsed

the previous 'afternoon (27).

Meanwhile, Strand officials, Music

Corp. of America and Joe Glaser,

viiu.se. Associated Booking Corp.

handles 'Morgan, hustled-.around and

caijn! up with Tommy Reynolds' 01%

i-hssii-a to sub.

Morgan's failure to get to the

Straw!- <><> time capped his mixup
of a few weeks ago with the house,

over the . Salter's move'up of his

opening date from Oct. 12 to Fri-

day i-8>. To make the change,

Gli'.st r and MCA had to revise the

leader's plans, including cancelling

four weeks at the Aragon Ballroom,

Ocean Btaeh, Cal., at • $4)000 per, a

juicy sum for such a date.

Left Coast Monday

Morgan left the Coast, where he
had played three days iFri.-Stiu. 21-

23) at the Aragon, on Monday (.24).

lie was being (town east by Army
planes, slopping at Air Force bases

ju .
Alamago.rdo, ; N. M.; Colorado

Springs and Sioux- City, la, on suc-

cessive nights in return, for the
transportation. When he-got to the

latter, instead of being flown- into

N. Y.. the planes were grounded.

There the band waited. Then a bus
took it to Madison, Wis., from where
it trained to Chicago. Band left

Cii Friday afternoon and got into

N. Y. next day, more than 24 hours
late for the Strand opening.

Morgan's missing the opening cre-

ated an' uproar, with Warners book-
ing office asserting Morgan should
not have been allowed to (ly cast

the way he did. It's pointed out
that had he taken a train from the

Coast he would have arrived in N. Y.

Thursday. (271, in plenty of time for

'rehearsals. Similar incident last!

the house didat allow for slandbys.
Several Weeks ago, . the Strand

wanted to move his date to Sept.
28, which wouldn't allow him time to

play the Aragon. or to form a new
band in N. Y. Neither did it want
to pay statidbys for a "traveling

baud." Latter was finally agreed to,

however, and Morgan cut his Ara-
gon dale to three days the was
forced to play it since the spot had
advertised him extensively), Then
came the cross-country situation.

Colombia Chief Seeks

European Deals On

- Swaps of Masters
The world-wide market for U. S.

dance bands., which has been dis-

cussed often and at great length since

the start, of the war. might be helped

toward reality if the plans of Ted
Wallerstein, head of Columbia Rec-

ording Corp., pan out. Wallerstein

leaves N. Y. for Europe tomorrow
iThtirs.) on a trip that may take him
into Holland, France, Belgium and

other countries in addition to Rig-

land. His aim. is said to be the crea-

tion of deals with recording com-
panies in these countries whereby
they will swap masters with Colum-
bia.':

:'',

Such thinking is unquestionably

based on the influence of the Ameri-
can GI< who has been followed into

virtually all of the continental coun-
tries by V-Discs. DX'd programs con-

sisting of recordings of U. S. bands
and vocalists, not to mention the

numberless dance groups within the

Army itself.- As a result of this, say

many a returning soldier, Europeans
have been conditioned more than

ever before to the .-fyle of . music put

forth by U. S. dance combos.
Columbia before the war had an

arrangement with Electrical Musical

Industries, a firm tied up with a

number of English and continental

recording companies. Decca is. affili-

ated with Decca. Ltd.. RCA-Viclor
with "His Master's Voice." It's said

whiter/ sent up "a "cry "agiu'nst tight I

tllHt « ma jority of the ipressi.ig plants

Condon's Own Bistro
Eddie Condon, beginning his fifth

season of jazz concerts at Town Hall,

N. Y., next Sat. (6), plans to open
his own night club in Greenwich
Village. Condon 'has frequently
played at "Nickji" another Village
nitery. ''.''',

Major Publishers, Writers Aroused

By Buck's Coast Spiel on ASCAP

See $7,000,000

For ASCAP in '45

Deems Taylor's statement last

week to the Coast meeting of mem-
bers of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
to the effect that the Society's in-

come for the third quarter ended
Sept. 30 would be the largest in the
organization's history, was amply
backed up Thursday <27> at the reg-
ular meeting of 'the Society's board.
Distributable revenue piled up by the
Society for the three-month period
surpassed $1,800,000. Definite figure

is not yet known since all of Sep-
tember's receipts have not been
audited.

With the $1,600.00 in round figures

earned for the first quarter of 1945.

and the $1,075,000 or so garnered
during the second quarter, .the So-
ciety should turn up in the neighbor-
hood of $7,000,000 for distribution to

members' in the current year. It's

expected that the final quarter of "45

will at least equal the third quarter.

Such an overall total would surpass
the 1944 income by. rough*ly. $800,000.

Italy Eyes Jazz
Italy, which hasn't gone_ in

strongly for American jazz, ap-
parently is picking up interest.

Italian outfits, having learned
of Louis Armstrong's probable
trip to "Europe later 'this year
or early next as a result of bids

from a syndicate of promoters,
cabled Associated'TBooking- Corp.
ahd Joe Glaser, Armstrong's
bookers, last week, asking it he
would consider including a tour
of Italian key cities in his route.

It is still not certain whether
Armstrong will go to Europe.
Glaser may go over there within
the. next few months to check
on offers for him, which in-

volve guarantees of $10,000

weekly for dates in England,
France, Belgium, Holland and
Switzerland.

schedules tor bands based on the

use <if -planes; at- that time Gene
Krupa missed a Palladium, Holly-
wood opening. .

.

At the Berkeley hotel, Clarcment.
Cal., for the past two years, it was
Morgan's intention to play dates in

California, including four weeks at I

the Aragon. lie would then have .lack Schiffman. former road man-
broken up the band, come east with

j
ager for various bands, joined the

a lew key men. and set up an all-802 : contact staff at Republic and World
'i.V.Y. local of AFM) combo here for i Music in N. Y. Monday (1).

connected with EMI. even those

France. Italy and Holland, have not

been hurt too"'much by the war and
(hat they are capable of production.

WaHcrstcih will be gone two or

three weeks. He is making the trip

via Clipper. .

KAY KYSER PLAYING

3 EASTERN 1-NITERS
Kay Kyser's Kollege of Musical

Knowledge orchestra is coming east

for commercial dates for the first

time since before the war. Leader
and his outfit, who returned to the
Colgate-Palmolive broadcast tv/o

weeks ago after attempting to remain
off the show, are down to play for a

celebration at the anniversary of the
founding of the Naval Academy at

Annapolis, Oct. 10. and will follow
it with three one-nighters, at the
Auditorium. Norfolk (12): Mosque,
Richmond (13), and at an armory in

Baltimore Oct. 14.

Kyser will be in the ca*i a couple
of -weeks and between his commer-
cial broadcasts and one-nifchters will

play camps and hospital* in the east-

ern area. His first easteln broadcast
will emanate from Annapolis, inci-

dentally.

Kyser last played in the east about
1940, when he did one-nighters in

New England and also worked a few
weeks at Frank Dailey's Meadow-
brook. Cedar Grove, N. J.

Crackpot 'Hate' Sheet

Attacking Music Biz,

Broadcasters, ASCAP
One of those crackpot periodicals,

labeled IMF's Bulletin, published
by Independent Music Publishers
Service, edited in Aberdeen. Wash.,
by one Victor Lindstrom. Sr., is

making the rounds. It's in the "hate"
literature league, stressing the
Jewish influence in popular song
writing and publishing, radio broad-
casting, etc., with a lot of drivel

about ASCAP and BMI a supposedly
"unfair" list, plus some one and
two-inch ads by amateur song-
writers..

Walter Winchell is in receipt of
a memo that somebody connected
with IMP'S—really simpleton throw-
away—claims to having once worked
for "Variety" and another trade-
pape^; which requires no comment.

B.C. TURNED 'THE RAY'

ON ONCE TOO OFTEN
It's, not generally known that

when Benny Goodman played the
Steel Pier. Atlantic City, some
weeks ago, he fired his entire out-
fit and started to walk from the
bandstand. Trummy Young, a mem-
ber of the band, grabbed him and
dragged him to edge of the pier,

and was about to dump him into the

ocean when others intervened.

Goodman later rehired most of the

crew, wouldn't rehire Young.

Statements by Gene Buck, former
president of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
to Coast members of the Society at

the annual meeting Sept. 20, has
aroused sharp resentment among
major publishers and writers in

N, Y. concerned with the operation
of the Society. Buck's statements
became the subject of considerable
discussion last Thursday (27) oy the
Society's regular monthly director
board meeting,"

. v -

•'''. .'•.!'

One of Buck's statements in his
Coast talk, which lasted 75 minutes,
was in rebuttal to current presi-
dent Deems . Taylor's report that
ASCAP's income for the third quar-
ter of 1945 (ending Sept. 30) would
be the largest in the. Society's his-
tory. (See separate story.) He said,
in effect, that ASCAP was simply
returning to the income position it

held in 1941, prior to the, ill-fated
battle with radio interests and
while he was president. This state-
ment so steamed some directors that
they had figures compiled compar-
ing 1945 s income with that of 1940.
These figures assertedly proved that
the "45 income surpasses '40 by be-
tween 35-40%. However, cooler
heads concerned with ASCAP say
that Buck, probably meant that the
'45 figures would be considerably
higher if the fight with radio had
not occurred (ASCAP's radio rev-
enue dropped considerably after the
tineas and the fact that the So-
ciety's total income is steadily rising
is not due entirely to rising radio
revenue). However, they also hasten
to add that the battle was launched
while Buck president.

Eastern ASCAPers also took ex-
ception to Buck's repeated infer-
ences that Herman Starr, head of the
Warners' music combine and a cur-
rent member of the Society's board, •

was running the organization. These
implications were made while Taylor
was present.

Despite the fact that Buck is said
to have made it clear during his
Coast talk that he would#hever
again accept the presidency of
ASCAP, many eastern publishers
and writers are of the opinion that'
his discourse to the western con-
tingent was a subtle campaign
speech.

Cavallaro'* N. Y. Da'e
Carmen Cavallaro's orchestra goes

oitto location in N. Y. for the first

time in more than year when, it

opens at the Biltmore hotel,, N. Y.,

for six weeks Jan. 31. Cavallaro's

last hotel date in N. Y. was at the

Waldorf.
-'

A Hit by the composer of "Deep Purple'

AUTUMN SERENADE
Lyric by SAMMY GALLOP - Music by PETER DE ROSE

Novelty Song with a Latin Flavor

NO CAN DO
Featured Song Hit in Monte Proser's Fall Copacabana Revue

Lyric by CHARLIE TOBIAS - Music by NAT SIMON

BOBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION ° 799 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. 19 » JimY johwsow - Gen. ?r9 i. m9 .
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RCA-Victor Files Suit Vs. Columbia

Records Over Xavier Cogat Disks

RCA-Victor has filed suit against* '
— - — ~

Columbia Recording Corp: in N Y
j Yrmk LoCSSer, Out Of

over the tetter's release of an album
;

of Xavier Cugat recordings. Market-

ing of the album and filing of the

action followed several meetings be-

tween -officials ot the two firms dur-

ing which Victor threatened suit if

the discs were put out.

Reason for the suit is.this: in all

RCA-Victor contracts with record-

ing artists there is a clause forbid-

ding them to record the tunes they

do for Victor for any other com-
pany, in the event they ever more
bfT : the label. Cugat ' had been : bit

Victor for several years before mov-
ing over to Columbia about four

years ago. Duplicated in the dis-

puted album for Columbia are seven

songs he recorded for Victor. Others
not included in the book are part of

the suit, one he made recently with
Xavier Cugar. Victor, its under-
stood, no longer inserts such restric-

tive clauses -in artists' contracts, but
tiled the suit anyhow.

Army, Talks New Pact
Prank Loesser. who last Fri. t28f

received a Clef award at Carnegie

Hull. N. Y„ for his musical contri-

butions to the war effort, departs

for the Coast today Wed.), to huddle

with Paramount execs about his

future. Loesser, recently discharged

from the Army, was under Par con-

tract when he went into service.

Contract remains effective, but prob-

ability is that he'll ink a fresh one.

Loesser has often expressed a de-

sire to remain in N. Y. for awhile

and may seek terms which allow

him to work bri "pix scores from

Manhattan.

10 Best Sheet Sellers

\\Vee1; Ending, Sept. 29

»

Till End of Time .. ..Sanity

I'll Buy That Dream Burke
Atchison, Topeka Feist

Gonna Love That Guy. Bourne
Along . Navajo Trail . .

.

:
. . .Leeds

Don't Care Who Knows. Robbins
11 1 Loved You T. B. Harms
Feeling' In Moonlight Paul!

You Came Along ......Famous-
Paper Moon Harms

LUNCEFORD, OXLEY

A Sports and Dance

Band Promoter Gets

A Classical Education
Omaha, Oct

Max Clayton., promoter of the

municipal auditorium who has, until

CCCKI CDI ITTSMf1 IID lhis Past year, confined his enter-

vOUuIjH wlLll HHll Ul
i

taiinnent to bonebreakers and maul-

Jimmie Lunceford's orchestra and is wearing a bewildered look.

per,onal manager H:«oldOxley. ap-:"f.
booked

,

.'
Tose Ul*\ A 'npal0

l

pareotly are parting alter all these
j

Ituv
.

bl
, °l\ ',J \ "i

years. Lunccforcl has been dicker-W>St
, M bctter ^^"A,.,,A

ins the past couple of weeks with i
0"^.;""

.

he »'"^na««d Wott 11

•t least two iff the major band!-10 ^h. him up there. Who 11 pay
|

agencies on a management deal and
is on the verge of closing one. Oxley
assertedly has not sat in on the ne-

gotiations.,

In the -post two years. Luncefprd
has . concerned himself mostly with'

the playing of one-nighters. He
plays some theatre dates, usually in

Negro theatres, and lately has not

been on location.

New Vogue Disk

Unveiled in Chi
Chicago. Oct. 2.

Vogue Records.' Inc.. new Detroit

recording company set up by Tom
Saffity. 28-year-old mechanical wiz-

ard who's reputed to have made be-

tween $5- and $10,000,000 in the past

four years with his "Sav-Way In-

riustriss''. inventions, is another of

the "non-breakable" outfits rushing

into the growing field. This is one

lot the firms Music Corp. of America

I

has been interested in. as a means
lot entry into the disk business.

Test recording of Jackie Heller

seen here last week is a pinkish af-

fair with a picture of the singer un-
der, the surface—also designs cm-
bracing a swirl of notes, maracas
and palm trees to cue Latin disking.

"Rum & Coke:"

Record, ordinary size, has a flat

NBC, CBS. ABC Mutual Plugs

a

aluminum core that keeps it from
warping and buckling in the center.

It doesn't bend, like other new ones
in the field, but won't break. Outer
covering is the same vinylite used
in high-fidelity transcriptions, and
Saffity is turning all the dough saved
on his new production method—said

auditorium wilt be
j
to be able to press records 80 times

I that kind of dough" to hear a guy

j
play that kind of music. It it was

|

Frankie Carle or Eddy Diiclui), I'd

say okay." •>/•'•

So. the seat sale opened and for

;
two days the lines have been long

and the dough has been falling into

the b:o. in a steady stream. The

r music
^^^.A^lv;:^•^:V^ji

IT ijotr- - .

:

11:500 capacity

I sold out.

I Clayton, wearies a slaphappy

|

grin, says: "Who'd a thought it?

I What's this guy going to play for

j
that kind of dough?" f

j
A hustling sports promotor of the

o'd school, he is now reading the mu-
sic columns of the N. Y. papers for

tips.
.

•

BOURNE,
79<J Seventh Ave. New Votk l» N. Y.

ARRANGER-COACH

i'll»n(*f !'<•! :iijvniiccni<'iil with « W«'U-
UiKtWu ttutlit in I'hitl.v.

Wrlln t«ov 14. VurM?
I.'.t Wr .l tiilli St., New Vorli lit. X. V.

MAJESTIC CONTRACTS

GEO. OLSEN TO TERMER
George Olsen pactcd term record-

ing contract with Majestic Records
Monday tl i prior to Majestic's dis-

tribution of Olsen's first platter

under the new terms..

Olsen, currently winding up a

four-month engagement at Starlight

Roof of N. Y.'s Waldorf-Astoria
hotel, is set hjp a four-week stand

Oct. lii. aiioiiviri aie

Palmer House Nov. 15.

ister than any method used at pres

ent—into continual improvement of

the record itself.

Pressing machine, reported to be
a revolutionary advaneement in the
process, was invented by Saffity. He
has developed an idea similar to the

circular pancake-making machines
frequently seen in restaurant win-
dows. Records will be in a variety

of colors, "to fit moods in music"—
red for swing, green for sweet, pur-
ple for "pash" ("Bolero/' "Tempta-
tion." "Malaguena." etc. i. Recording
studios will be located in N. ¥.. Hol-
lywood, Chi and Detroit.

TITLE %
A Door Will Open .".

. ... ... '.».

A Kiss Goodnight . . ..

.

: '. . . .

Along the Navajo Trail V

And There You Are—fWeekend At Waldorf"...:.

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe—;"Harvey Girls". .

.

Autumn Serenade ....................

Dearest Darling ........ ... .... . .... . .

Fishin' For the Moon
Gotta Be This or That ..'•,'•.

. . .
...:"..-;.

Homesick That's All ...,,........,:..

How Deep Is the .Ocean ...................
I Can't Begin to Tell You. . . ;

I'd Do It All Over Again.
.
.:::.. .

.
. ..

I Don't Want to Be Loved. .. . ... . . . ./.'..;
.'

. .....

If. 1 Loved You— '"Carousel" . .. . ...... .

I'll Buy That Dream— i"Sing Your Way Home".....

I'm Gonna Love That Guy .'.,...,:..,..;.,...:.

It's Only a Paper Moon •

1 Wish 1 Knew— ("Diamond Horseshoe" ............

Love Letters— v' Love Letters" , . i ,-.

No Can Do . . . .
.;'.' ...;...': ..... ............. :

.. •

Promises '-..:..... ......
.

'. .
• . . .

.

Remember When ,-.
"

- • •
•

Ihat's For Me— ::"Statc Fail ".,:,.,,...,.'.::....•• •

The Wish That 1 Wish Tonight .....•..:':, . ....:.. .

There's No You. , . . . ... .. .... .-.•'.

till the End ot Time ;'
... .......;.;.:..':/,. v ,;.,.:. ..v. :•.

Waiting For the Train to Come In

Walkitf With My Honey.: ,

You Came Along— f'Vou Came Along"

. .Dorsev
.Miller'

.Leeds ".

. .Feist

.Feist

...Bobbins
;

. .Advanced ,.

. .Chappell .

Harms
, Morris •

Berlin
BVC

. Shapiro
. .Mutual
T. B. Harms
Buiuc •

.Bourne :

.Harms

.Triangle .

. Famous

. .Bobbins
.Marchant
•4C.P

. .Williamson

..Witiiark-
.Barton

. .Sandy

. Block

.
(Republic

. Famous

t FlltriusicaJ. * Legit Musical, i B.M.I. Affiliate.

Louisiana Gov. Secures

Injunction Vs. Maestro

For Use of His Name
New Orleans, Oct. 2.

Louisiana's Governor. Jimmie
Davis won a victory when the Mis-

sissippi supreme court at Jackson.

Thursday (27) affirmed an injunc-

tion restraining a Jackson musician

from using the governor's name in

eonnection with a band.

Injunction. Davis said, was issued

by the Hinds County Chancery court

when he sought to restrain the

musician. James Davis Cock fell;

from using the name "Jimmie Davis
and His Band" while playing over

a radio station and night club in

Jackson.

Ted Slraeler orchestra held over
for eight weeks at the Biltmore
Bowl. Los Angeles.

KYSER, CUGAT RENEWED

BY COLUMBIA RECORDS
Kay Kyser and Xavier Cugat's

orchestras were both renewed by
i-i^"^'X»(*»*»'-.^».^.

Sacks' recent trip to the Coast. Both
contracts are termers, but their ex-

act length is not disclosed.
'

Columbia also recently picked up
Tommy Tucker's option.

DUCHIN DUE OUT OF

NAVY) EYES BAND
Navy Lt. Eddy Duchin is back in

this country after seeing the end of

the war With the Japs from the deck
of a destroyer of the Third Fleet.

He participated in the surrender
parade into Tokyo Bay.

In Washington at the moment.
Duchin may be out of service soon.

In that event, he will resume
maestroing.

. llefkschrjr's Reorg

j
Ernie Heckseher, before the war a

|
well-known society type bandleader

reorganising his oanu. riessei/or
eight-week run at the Blaelcstone

hotel. Chi. Heckscher was in the

Army two years, stationed at Ran-
dolph Field. Tex; v '

JAMES TO DISBAND FOR

REST, BAND INCENSED
,

Hollywood. Oct. 2.

Harry James' band will tem-

porarily disband as soon as iTFTTff^"

ishes a series of current one-

nighters. Leader is said to be tak-

ing a two-months rest.

There is said to be considerable

feeling among .some of his musicians

here over James' temporary retire-

ment. . It's understood he expected

most of his men to wait around fol-

ium to resume, without pay.
'

Dick Cherwin scoring "King of the

Forest Rangers," Republic serial.

MILLS MUSIC TOPPERS
•

WELCOME HOME
MARY LOU

THE BLOND SAILOR
I CAN'T BELIEVE

THAT YOU'RE IN LOVE
WITH ME

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1*19 'way, N*w York 19. N. V.

BILL McCUME
WUyit .Mill ul IVItuim IMtlli Inn.

mw**II t i •»>»*. I irlwilly i»ii«> thtii

urn- n^iinhIIimi for >«»

Crazy Things—It's Nuts!

Musk by A beautiful picture—perfectly expressed

ROBERT STOLZ jn song _ jn 5jmpje) warm pliraseS) set to
Lyric by

ROBERT SOUR an affectionate and natural melody.

You'll be Going Right When You Program GOING BACK HOME

lj Tans - JerrvJcwin
C H I € >\ G O

'o NEW YOl

LI L L ¥ W

ENUE
W. V.
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Music Biz Eyes BMI Publisher s 65

Plugs on One 7-Day Radio Show
Major music publishers in N. Y.

are considerably incensed over ac-

tivities of Bradley Music Co., estab-

lished recently via a Broadcast Mu*
sic In?. $48-per-plug deal. Publish-

ers' heat over the new firm came

alter ' many of them discovered on

the "most played" sheets of a week

or two ago a total of 65 individual

performances in seven days of 10

different songs published by the

company—and all done on one radio

program.
This program, occupying the 12:30

to 1 a.m. slot on the ABC network,

sponsored by Swagger, a perfume
manufacturer, employs Milton Cross

as m.c. and an orchestra under the

.
direction of Val Olman. Bradley

. Music's N. Y. address -is..on Fifth

avenue, in the offices of Chaunccy
Olinan. his brother.

In the week cited above, when 65

performances of 10 of the firm's

comparatively unknown songs were
done, a glace at the daily radio log
showed that as many as 18 tunes
were squeezed into a half-hour
swagger program'. Occasionally, a

pop was inserted. Since the average
30-minute simple band remote rarely
is able to squeeze in more than 10

fuHy performed songs, that is pretty
fast playing.

--—-Ai_M8_i>e£plug from BMI. the 65
performances

-
!*!—the—HI

—

numbers
(five were played seven times, five

six times). Bradley Music benefited
from Olman's conducting to the tune

of $3,200, not a bad week's work.
Incidentally, Val Olman is listed as

the writer of some of the numbers
Bradley publishes.

ABC officials, apprised of the .situ-

ation, are said to have warned Ol-

man and the sponsor of the show to

achieve a better popular balance on
the time.

SUES GUILD DISKS;

TUNE INFRINGEMENT
Charging infringement of his copy-

righted song "Hold 'Im Joe," Sam-
uel Manning, composer, filed suit last

week (28 ) in New York federal court

against Gerald Clark and Guild

Records. Inc. Suit seeks an injunc-

tion, damages and an accounting of

profits from the alleged recording ot

a tune, "My Donkey Wants Water."
which Manning claims is his "Joe"

in disguise.

Complaint charges that in. Jan-
uary, 1945. Clark and his orchestra

recorded "Dqnkey" for Guild, which
manufactured and sold the record-

ings, which embody his tune and
music, without his knowledge or

consent.

Manning also asks that all alleged

infringing copies of "Donkey." be
impounded by the court during pen-
dency of the suit.

Coots-Eager Team
J. Fred Cools and Ed Eager have

formed a new songwriting team and
taken on a personal manager, Milton
Bender.

Initial effort .of the pair will be
the score for tne new Embassy Club.

N. Y., show. Embassy will occupy
the site of the oM Biobamba. which
opens early November with Bill

Miller operating. They also are do-

ing 'the score for the opening show
of the Beachcomber, Miami.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
1. (Till End of Time (6) (Santly).

(Polanaise (5)

Al Comparte, former Jewel rep in

Hollywood, moved over to Republic
and World.

Song Lyrics Expanding,

Charlie Jones Joins Org
Song Lyrics. Inc., which publishes

two monthly music folios. "Song

Hits" and "Latest Song Hits." will

have veteran film publicist Charles

Reed Jones in the organization on

Nov. 5. coincidental with the outfit's

expansion plans. These , include a

new "Movie Songs," and possibly a

monthly film fan magazine.

Jones, for eight years with Re-
,

public Pictures as publicity and ad-

vertising director, has resigned to

edit the Song Lyrics publications of

which Lyle Engle is head. He also

has a participating deal on circula-

tion.

Rep has long been addicted to

utilizing pop song titles for' its

western pix, and thus Jones was
thrown into the music field from the

exploitation viewpoint.

Denis Carlin. his aide, has been
recommended by Jones as his suc-

cessor. Steve Edwards continues as

head of publicity. About two years

ago at Jones' request the pub-ad de-

partments, were split up so as to

lighten his load.

2. If I Loved You (8) (T. B. Harms). ......

3. I'll Buy That Dream (2) (Burke)......

4. Atchison, Topeka, Sanle Fe (12) (Feist) .

5. I'm Gonna Love That Guy (5) (Bourne).

6. That Feeling In Moonlight (3^ (Paull),.

7. Tampieo (5)

8. Paper Moon (4) (Harms)

9. Gotta Be This or That (8) (Harms).....

10. Along Navajo Trail (1) (Leeds)........

( Perry Como. .Victor

i Carmen Cavallaro ..-.Decca

( Perry Como Victor

| Bing Crosby ..... , . .Decca
Harry James Columbia

( Bing Crosby Decca
\ Johnny Mercer .....Capitol

Perry Como Victor
Perry Como Victor
Stan Kenton .... ... . .Capitol

El la Fitzgerald ...... . Decc a

Benny Goodman . .Columbia
(Bing Crosby Decca
{ Gene Krupa ..... .Columbia

VICTOR DISCUSSING

MUSIC CO. TAKEOVER
RCA-Victor's recording division,

rumored weeks back as being in-

terested in a' music publishing seuip

ot its own, has been discussing deals

in N. Y. with already established

firms. The idea seems to be to buy
in on a going establishment.

If Victor does consummate such
an arrangement, it will join Decca
and Columbia, both of which have
their own publishing setups. Decca
owns Sun Music, which so far has

not been equipped with a contact

staff, and Columbia recently reg-

istered the Columbia Music and
Okeh Music titles. Only a few
copyrights are so far owned by
either of the latter.

Harry Peiyl shifted from Starlight

apd Lincoln Music in N. Y. to E. B.
Marks contact staff.

The RUDY VALLEE MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
Proudly Presents the Hit Ballad of the Year

"2 GO***" ......^»^ RECORDED BY
,rt?^lf*V ^^^^K^^^ MORTON DOWNEY....COCA-COLA^^^^^^^ CHUCK FOSTER LANGWORTH

' ERNIE FIORITO ............ MUZAK
, DICK HAYMES. . ...... .DECCA
JEMY JEROME. KEYSTONE
KAY KYSER. COLUMIIA
LEI6HTON NORLE. .... .STANDARD
JERRY WALD. ......... MAJESTIC

RUDY VALLEE MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
MURRAY LAZAR. Gn. M^r.

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE NEW YORK OFFICE
EquHobU IMg.. Hollywood and Vim Street, IrMdwoy, Ralph SmHwraii, jFrtf. M«r.

* Irwin Timber*.

Natl Music Merchants

Regional Meet Opens

(4)
Dallas, Oct. 2.

Regional .meeting of the National
Assn. of Music Merchants will be
held here at the Baker Hotel start-
ing Thursday (4). William Howard
Beasley, is local chairman.
Beasley, prez of the Whittle Music

Co., said that the confab, to be, at-
tended by representatives irom
Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana and
Oklahoma, will open with a noon
luncheon. William A. Mills. Chi-
cago, executive secretary and gen-
eral manager of the association, will
speak.

Speakers at an afternoon round-
table discussion will be George 11.

Beasley of the Beasle^^usic Co,
Texarkanri", Arkansas; George L.
Dahl. Dallas; James W. Kelly, Kelly
Music Stores, Corpus Christi, Texas,
and Ray S. Erlandson, manager of

the San Antonio Music Co., San An-
tonio.

Featured speaker at dinner will be

E. R. Macduff, Dallas and Detroit,

prez of the association and pre/, ot

Granill Brothers, Detroit.

Bob Eberly to Record

For Decca as Soloist
Bob Eberly. former Jimmy Dor-

sey vocalist whose recordings with
that band of "Green Eyes," "Maria
Elena." "Amapola," etc., made him a
strong name among singers until he
went into the Army more than two
years ago. will start work as a
soloi.-t on Decca Records tomorrow
IThurs. ). He will be backgrounded
by Vic Schocu and an 18-picce
orchestra.

Still in the Army, Eberly has been
substituting on the Chesterfield pro-
gram o'n NBC for the past two and
a half weeks while on furlough, lie

stays on the show until Oct. li. IV" ry

Como returns Oci, 8.

Eherly's contract with Decca was
«w«.r .t<.d whlVr hi* way still « ith

is said to start with tomorrow's
disking.

Burl Ives sings "The Blue Tail
Fly." "Foggy Foggy Dew," "Down in

the Valley" and "Streets of Laredo."
old American ballads, in "Smoky" at

20th-Fo.\.



The Sensational New

rcaVictor

Red Seal' DE LUXE

Non-Breakable

Record

an entirely ^«P^^~ ^
.. quiet surface ..

.

to w) , &v RC4 F/CTOK

or . virlors Red Seal ui

can sec light right through ,t. It bnn„ y

all these advantages . > •

Non-Breakable!

Drop «, sit on it, bend it-

thc Red Seal DeL«** Rccord

w ont break under any nor-

mal use. Cherished master-

pieces may be preserved

definitely 1

Amazing Fidelity!

You'll be thrilled by the

life-like,
concert-hall real-

ism ... the pure, clear tone
^

of the new RCA Victor Red (

Seal Pe Lt«e Record!

Snon vou will be able to hear the new RCA

v^L Red Seal De Luxe Records at your deal-

r^vS that the lugher price is weU

orthw I- Since only a limitedVpW"
wortnw n

present time, RCA

Salitv for almost half a century,_
v

^^S^oneofthesethrillingre.

vtdiscovc; that the name, "RCA Victor

You U. (Jiscovei-
w , v.t»M true-

Record surface noise is

reduced to a new low

point" In the new RCA

Victor Red Seal De

Luxe Record. You can

enjov music to the full!
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Inside Orchestras-Musk
A "hacker's tourney." conducted by music contact employees two weeks

ago for thosewho failed to qualify for final rounds in the regular Music

..Publishers Contact Employees union tournament, turned up a funny sit—

Wiatibn: last week. Paul Barry, with Edwin H. Morris firm, eventually won
the divot' test, by beating Mickey Oarlock in a playOlf. only to find that

Ids winnings were confined to a cup donated by- George Olscn. He. had

expected to set $150. a purse made uir' by the pushing of. $5 entry .fees by
all those who Wished to play.' However, the day' the hackers' divoting

was to start many men failed to show- up and others played under protest

because there were no caddies at the Glen Oaks club that day. Barry and
. a few others teed off late and didn't know of the pre-teeoft argument. He
and GarLock tied and before they played it oil. the tourney was called off

and entry lees returned. However, nobody had advised the two- finalists

of the turn of events. '.; - '.

.: . .. ,}
'.

Strike of elevator operators in-.N, Y. last week occasionally interfered

With some phases of I lie. baud .business. Deeca Records, for example, was
forced to* cancel a few recording dates due to ,tfle fact that its studios are
about 10 stories from the .street. It w'as impossible to haul musicians'
instruments and other 'paraphernalia 'up the stairs even if the people in-

volved felt they could accomplish it,

.

RCA-Victor had no such trouble since all. of its studios are on the street

floor of its 24th street headquarters. Columbia, too, had no troublu since,

the few dates it did occurred in CBS playhouses, also on street level,

and at Liederkranz hall; ditto.: ,.

• Leland Hayward branch of Music. Corp. ot America was affected by
the .strike and in order, U> continue work its staff temporarily moved to
MCA's 5th ave. headquarters, a building not involved in the layoff.-'

Benny Goodman, since his deal with the Commodore hotel. N. Y.. fell

through, will restrict his work to. three pne-nighters a week in the imme-
diate future and has no plans for locating. He denies harboring a dislike
for the 400 Club. N. Y . as mentioned in lasl^ week's "Variety." Goodman
also explains that he has not bought the property on which the Blue
Gardens club, Armonk. N. Y., once stood i it burned dowrii, but admits to
continuing conversations about its purchase with' owners.' S

Kay Armen. Ray Block's orch and the De.Margos will record the final
portions of the Al Smith Memorial Album for Majestic Records on Oct. 10.
Album will consist of eight sides, the titles having 'been chosen bv a

committee consisting of Gene Buck. Eddie bowling, Eddie Cantor and
Abel Green.

Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J„ will have air-conditioning next sum-
mer for the first time. Spot is currently being prepared for installations
next spring, including drilling of an artesian Well.

Lutz Out of Army
Herbie Lutz, 'whose army discharge

is expected momentarily, appointed

westcoast professional manager of

Saul Bornstein's ABC Music Co.

Meanwhile, Fred Raphael, who
joined Bornstein's trio of publishing

firms l Buorne, ABC and Bogal > last

week was assigned to contract super-

vision, dealings with pix studios and
commerce with foreign represent-

atives. Nat Tannen continues as

I executive aide to Bornstcin, a post

! he's hel.d for more than 20 years.

Jack Lawrence Nixed

In Case Vs. Jewel Co.
• Songwriter Jack Lawrence hist'

! week dropped the decision in his

i year-old ease against . .Jewel Music
for a portion Of the publisher's in-

come on his "Sunrise Serenade"
song, Lawrence had filed an act-ion

against .Jewel demanding a percent-

age of the firm's income from

SKSAC. an organization somewhat
similar to ASCAP ill that.it lieen es

music in certain fields. At the same
time, Lawrence's bid for a portion

I of .Jewel's income from ASC'AI'.'dc-

: manded. despite the fact that he also

; is a member Of the society and col-

lects for the'song's use. also was

|
tossed out.

Lawrence's claims were originally

I

granted by a previous arbitration

: board. However, this decision did

I not award him any damages because
if - was too difficult to fix a. figure:

I This conclusion was not within the

,
law applying to such cases due to

1
its "lack of finality.'' As a result, it

was thrown out when Jewel took it

into court. .

Decision which eliminated Law-
rence's entire contention was deliv-

ered by a different board of arbitra-

tors. Leonard, Zisso handled .Jewel's

case, Lee Eastman. Lawrence's side.

52 WEEKS

FOR DINNINGS

Kam l»nitrt- mtlio ronlrmt for
tilt* Nlnil|[llt N**MMMI. 'I'll**

l>inniii|c Ki»ti*rn pit I let) tin* *iin-
|Mi->sil»lf" hy MKttiikK M'ICS' In |»

"Sninjc's Tlr«* Thinif" for ,« Jlt-

wfvli Htint In Sf|ilt*mltfr. I!MI,
wltii-li urogram Ultn lo (Intt*

brea t'\tfiiil«-tl for 5'i Wfi-Un.
An instaolaaftia* hit ntl this
jivfy lutll-lHiiir. Mvlng ia"s hy
(hr IImhisiiimK have Hocked l«t

join I In- IlinotM)*,'* j i

r

t *
i > ol ra-

dio followers,
-The IHliiiiiitf'M sniHrtli IK-wei'l*
Milfajfetn»*iH hi ChicaKO'tt "(Va-
il l<* of ,s»i»(f," tin- College Inn,
prove* their elicit on "Svtiafc's
Tii** Thiufc" . has lireir no ao
t'hlcnt.

Wcducsriay, OdoWr 3, 1915

Bands at Hotel B. 07s
„. . <*»er» I oiui
Week* I'asi (o\er»

lliind Hotel MiueU Wfik o.i li,,i«

Hal Aloma*......Lexington (300; 75c-$1.60> ... 50 2.000 tMHOO
Chuck Poster*.... New Yorker (400, $1-$1.50). ... 8 1,850 l-l'.ir.o

Stan Kenton. .... Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.00) .... It 2,500 8075
George Olscn*.--.. Waldorf (550; $2) 10 :i,l<)0 .3:5.1,75.

Art Mooiiey.. Lincoln (275; $1-$1.50).. 3 .
. 750 2 40(j

Shop Fields. .... . Roosevelt (400; $i-$1.50)... 1 2:725 4.750'

Sammy Kaye... Astor (75<k $1-$1.50> .. 5 5,000 25.175
Tommy Dorsey . 400 Club (850; $1-$1.50>. .......... 3 4,850 17.t;r,o

• Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show. New Yorl/er lias ice slioto;

Lexington, tin HawQiUtn floor sliouv
*

.'
.

;

'. Chicago
I.es Brown (Panther Room, Sherman hotel: 950; $1.5((-$2.50 niin.i. Brown

and 1 lie Meade "l^ux" Lewis-Joe Sullivan boogie combo solid-senders with
6.700.

' ' '•' y .

:

:

"' .'.'••'.•
'

Clyde Mct'oy (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel: 650; $:i-S3.50 niin.V Down
a little but not enough to worry. McCoy, Pitchmen, Canlii, D'lvons, Itave

& Pedro; etc.. got 7,900.

Eddie Oliver (Empire Room, Palmer House: TOO; $3-S.'l,50 min.i. Bh is

sub-normal here. Only 4,300 for Oliver* .John Sebastian, Paul Winchellj
.lore McMahon, etc. *

; Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador: 900: $1-$1.50K Hitting steady pace and

keeping the Grove filled at 4.200 tabs.

T«d Stracier (Biltmore: 900; $1-$1.50>. Slipped away from top figures

but still no complaints with 3,750 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
':, '

"' tciiicooo)' .; .

''
:•:

Gay Olaridse (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.\ Greal 5.100 in nexl-lo-
closing for Jerry Lester and Bob Evans, with Cabot & Dresden and Dixie
Roberts h;o.'s for Danny Thomas layout -starting Tuesday (2>.

Harry Cool. Blackhawk; 500: $2-$2.50 min.t. Turnstiles clicking to tune
of .3.900 tor Cool, tapping Andrews Sisters. Gene.Fietds.

.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700: $3-$3,50 miii). Ted Lewis closed
Thursday (27), splitting swell 4.800 with Harry Richman on laller's first

bow! lit a Randolph street eslaminet. ; .
•

•

(Los Angeles)
Kddie Miller (Trianon. B, South Gate, 3rd Week!. Hiked slightly again

and netted pleasing 8.300 payolas.

Matty Malneck (Slapsy Maxie's. N. Los Angeles. 3rd week i. Gelling
almost double turnover every night with hefty 4.000 customer.*.

Carmen Cavallaro (Giro's, N, Hollywood. 19th week >.' Final Week for

maestro brought hefty turnout of 3,000 covers for adieu.

MCA Biggies Meet In

Chi on Band Dept.

Top executives of Music Corp. of

America, including Jules Stein, presi-

dent of the company; Larry Barnet.

of the Coast office; David (Sonny)

Werblin, of the N. Y. office, and

heaijs of the Chicago branch, . are

meeting in Chicago. Subject is said

to bo the agency's band department,

over which MCA biggies have had
regular get-togethers.

I

Stein will cOme to N. Y. immedi-
i.fitely after the meeting. Whether
! Barnet will accompany him all the
way east isn't revealed.

R0BB1NS' BIZ IS SURE

BUSTIN' OUT ALL OVER
Jack Rabbins says that his Big

Three (Robbins, Feist and Miller

Music Corps.) are doing so much
business he's embarrassed for space

to store his publications.

He hopes to consummate a lease

1 on an additional 50,000 square feet

[
for supplementary stockroom in the.

I mid'town sector, adjacent to the

: liomeotTice.

Music Pubs Burn a Bit

Over Clef Award Nods
"Clef. Awards" 'made to various,

music publishers and writers la>t

Fridav- c28i night at "ceremonies- in

Carnegie Hall. N: Y.. by Tune-Dex.
staffed a flock of howls rolling hum

•i-fK v.-ho thought the sni'g*

?<P*5»w>. .«i«eiKM'«<V»^v
iles did not represent a true picture

of the 10 besl sellers of the past two

years.

That 111 os : of the objections were

sincere and not based on fancied

slights to their own product, was

evidenced by the fact that the beefs

concerned songs marketed by firms

operated by others.. Perhaps t!"«

oiily prizewinning tunes that didift

come in for criticism for- being on.

the list while others were not. were

the No. 1. award "Don't Fence Me
In," one of the, only two songs fo go

over 1.000.000 copies (other was ''Star

Spangled Baling Waving Some-
where"), in recent years. "Bell Bot-

tom. Trousers" and "My Dreams Are
Getting Better," which have sold

oyer 900.000' and over 850.000 re-

spectively. Some pubs asked what

i happened to "Mair/.y Doats." which

went over 850.000 in sales only a

year ago. for example.
Additional criticism was leveled

over the awards to Pfc. Frank-Lues--

sen. .'for' his war. songs. Objeclois.

grant, that Loessers overall efforts

land his "Praise the Lord and Pass

I the Ammunition" demanded recog-

nition, but. couldn't see the excite-'

jmcnt about "What Do You Do in the

j
Infantry" and "Rodger Young." They
fell that since the thertie of the en-

tire Clef affair Was sheet sales, that

"There's a $tar-Spangled Banner
Waving Somewhere" and "Army Air

Corps", songs, both of which sold in

the neighborhood of 1.000,000 copies,

should have been at least men-
tioned.

Broadcast Music. Inc.. execs felt

slurred by Friday's Clef award af-

fair at which none of their songs re-

ceived a clef. BMI officials feel that

Embassy's "I Dream of You"
among top 10 sheet music sellers

Same execs felt slighted again be-

cause no BMI personnel received in-

vites to attend the function.
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British VAF Revises Foreign Acts

Rules to Allow 56% Importations

Louder,. Sept

of last Sunday's.' «2.1>

the .Variety Artist- Fecl-

bceu amended so that

the perforin -

jDe-.-isum*

ir.ee-liiui-

i '.i>:i have

u nv.iN'nui'iH ot 50

ers tfoi'kins UUiy house in London

can by acts ol foreign importation.

Limit of 25",', previously announced

VH1 apply only to the provinces..

It was alio ruled that no artist.

Pitt. Gav 90's Has Spent

fi Years With Right Gal
Pittsburgh. Oct. 2

Local nitory ;record run has been

hunt! up by Dorothy Nesbitl.al Hotel

Henry's Gay Nineties Louhfie. She
passed her . sixth year at the spot

last week. .'

Long runs- aren't too uncommon
in Cioldeiv Trianylc. Bob Carter,

able, to import a luuh-priced act for I
singer and m.e at Nixon Cafe has

, ,:V.! «w, <m* 1 been there nearly six years, wlule M
Marsico's band celebrates its fifth

anniversary at that place next

except those classified as "expen-

sive acts" will be allowed to double.

This was done due to the fact that

it Would be economically unprolU-

one booking- at a time. These act.

;
will be allowed to double between

j

i a: theatre and a cafe only, however,
j

!' No theatre doubling will be allowed. March

: VAF is also'-considering a motion; '-.'.;

! made by one of its members to giyc

NEVER

IXPERIENCI

=
1
picS'crence in matter of importations i

,-! to members who export talent.

);
Present set -up is considered more

j

f satisfactory to- British vaude pro-
' diicers inasmuch as they consider it

necessary to have a pair of conti-

nental, acts, a.ioiisi with .two American
ads "on - each bill, Under Viresent

quota system, four or live acts of

foreign vintage will be allowed on

each bill. ,

"

Latin Quarter, Del., Still

In Hot Water; OPA Wins

Chi Bistro's Fear They

Are Being Framed By

S.P/s and Young Tars
Chicago, Oct. 2.

Squawks tha| Navy S. P.'s here

are trying to frame them were reg-

istered last week by iiitery operators

following an incident involving one
of the Loop boites and two young
tars.

Sailors', who held, cards showing
their ages as 21 \vljen questioned by
b.u keeps,, were, later discovered

be 18. Confronted at the

two S. P.

showing they we
then told they'd have to go to the

lockup
the operator, upon which all con-

cerned were packed into a paddy-
wagon by Chi police, who cooper-

ale with the S. Pi's here.

After complaints were signed and
op and bartender .were released oh
bail, a Chi patrolman reported to

the op that he'd found the cards
showing the lads were 21 stuffed be

to

VAF Ruling Will

React m Favor

Of Ex-USOers
American performers who have

played USO-Camp Shows overseas
j

hind the Black Maria bench. Op
tours arc expected to gel the prcf- | said he'd take the matter up at the

Miami Also Has

Big Expo Urge
Miami is the latest town to be af-

fected by the urge to stage a world's
fair, joining Detroit and Mexico
City, which already have announced
plans to stage giant exposition'.'.

Miami plans to hold, its exhibit in

1950 oil a scale encompassing 1.300

acres.

. First meeting of the group basal-

bar bV I

ie!lclv 1x011 ^ in New York uhe: e

they displayed 'card's ? delegation of Florida oll icials.- edi-'/

;.e only 18 and were tors^and busmessnien consulled with
;

architects and ollieials connected
. : with the 1939-40 fair held at Flush-

,nd s.gn compUunts agamst
| in „ Mcadows . L ,.

It's estimated that cost will ..'run' to
$75,000,000 aim will be an all-year
around attraction designed to. lure
exhibitors and customers throughout
the world.

'

ercUce from British talent buyers.

That's one of the immediate results

of the ruling of the Variety Artists

9CP 1 ] t
•'•«.. 0 ! 'Federation.' BrilL-h talent union.

•5Wj Jndgnient' in dUll! which
,
decreed that a maximum of

! Detroit. Oct. 2

next' meeting of Cafe Owner's Assn.

as he could get no satisfaction front

either the S. P:'s or the cops.

mm

BELLE

BAKER
o Lou WalUs *°*

3J. - AM© MAY WI

OPA won judanienl for $:i(i.800

I Thursday 1 27 1 in: Federal Court

:

against former operators ...of the

Latin Quarter night club, for tipping

the tariff on food, and drinks' more

than the law allowed. ^
judgroent was issued against Latin

Quarter Restaurant Inc.. Grand Ter-

race. Inc. (name of the spot before-;

L. Q. moved in last year), and i

Arthur Rozen. receiver when the L. .

Q. corporation was reorganized. Ro-
|

zen and Louis E. Walters formerly I

operated the club.

OPA sued tor $120,000 treble dam-
,

i ages. Judgment is for the full 1

i amount of overcharges, which OPA
|

|

accountants said were nicked from
. the customers between Sept. 19, 1944,

!
and Oct. 31. 1944.

j
50% of billi; in, any London house

I

may consist .of foreign acts, while

;

importations in hinterland houses

;
may not exceed 25'r . ... -

British buyers will go for former

OPA SUIT VS. CHI'S

PUMP ROOM DISMISSED

USO entertainers bet

fact that they'll need
of

that

the
are

Suit for

food

Chicago.. Oct. 2.

ovcreciling charges on

familiar to British audiences. They
prefer headlincrs. but see no imme-
diate hope of getting names across
the pond. Consequently they'll turn
to USO acts because many have
played to British tommies.

©KANi ©IB MAtM

Costume Clearance Safe
Kwryi lilt'itf \u our wnvt>.h<tviH<' :

VlU'ttH. All l.ilUlH of cllnl Us w-anlfulif
tl IK I ilMli('it(ll»1 f'Sl UIUI'S l'«<i' '.'«ll "l-

c;ish.«>h.. r.vsu. «\\f;HY nnU Ki'uxti-
,M[ZK! I'm tW(i rtmtl «Vn»\v« oul fui

I'll** (H'jct* Ol' (MIC.

LESTER. LTD., 67 E. Lake St.

('.'ml Hour—i«.;ir)

C'lilraso. ill. NO II All. OKItkMSS

CONNEE BOSWELL SET

FOR LONDON CLUB, N.Y.

London club. Jack Harris' new op-

eration on the site of La Conga. N.Y..

has signed Connee Boswell as head-
liner on the initial show, set to open
between Oct. 5 and 12. Surrounding
talent hasn't been set yet. but dicker

is on for Alan Gale and Doe Marcus.
Karris, who at one time was a

bandleader in smart British spots,

had been trying to import some con-
tinental names.

Dickers for Barry Wood and

''ihhriMfrn'juiiini. 4i -iism 'b-Jyil
Harris hasn't given up Cue ioea Oi"

getting British names. Deal is cur-

rently on for Will Fyffe

Miss Boswell is getting $2,500 for

two shows at 9 and 12. Band back-
ling, is still one of Harris' major

j
problems. Under present plans he'll

Mead the orch as he did when he
made a rep as a maestro in the Lon-

. don swank spots; However. Harris

is reported willing to use new bands

geared to three headline acts as op-
erators have been forced into that

procedure by virtue of the house
scarcity in blitzed England. .

Val Parncll has notified American
talent offices that he'll be coming
to this country as soon as VAF lists

the foreign act quota. Feeling here
is that he'll buy former USOers in

lieu of names.

However, question of transporta-
tion and new British system 'of tax-
ing foreign acts are still the big
question marks in bookings. S.i far.

no transportation is available to acts'

through normal channels, and none
here have had word on the new tax
rate. It's felt here, that' the nick
will be small as all expenses, includ-
ing passage, wardrobe, living and
material costs will be deducted be-
fore the new sliding tax rate will

apply.

jnd beverages tiled by OPA
against the Pump Room. Ambassa-
dor East hotel winery, was dismis-

sed: last week by Federal Judge Wil-
liam ,T. Campbell on motion of OfA
attorney Gene Devitf.

OPA filed the treble damage suit

last May. after only a cursory ex-

amination of the Pump's menus, ac-

cording to Devitt. and it was later

proved the violations didn't exist.

THE AMAZING

LADY ETHEL
AND

DR. JESTER
Marvels of Magical

Perception

MENTAUST
SUAVE

MYSTIFYING
HILARIOUS

FIRE CLAIMS PAID BY

Bluff FiiWias;
Harlfoio, Oct. 2.

i
Total awards of $101.0110 have been

made on claims against the Ringing
Brothers. Barnum & Bailey Circus
as result of injuries and deaths
caused by the disastrous circus (ire

of July, 1944. here. Awards were
made by a special board of arbitra-
tion committee.

To date 210 cases have been heard.

settih^ their start who'll work . for t
ot whlch J-W were death cases. Board

scale and experience.

JUVENILE STARS
ON ICE

Country's Youngcit

Professionals

ALIS and PATTY

FOSTER
Currently With Elizabeth

Chandler Productions

Steel Pier, Theatres, Hotel

Tanks, Special Appearances
Per. M*t.: A. C. HBESEN
65 Park Ave.. New York

has a docket of 504 cases.

Midnight Booze Ban On

Indefinitely in California
Sacramento. Oct. 2

•'

Midnight curlew On drinking' in

California will continue at leastun-
til next April, under a ruling by
Robert W. Kenny, attorney general,

t

Curlew Act provides that it shall

j

not be lilted until six months after

|

the formal declaration of the eessa-

;
lion of hostilities'. If such deelaro-

j

tion weie marie today, drinking
I could not be resumed until dboul
I
April 1. '..'v.

.--. -
-•

j

Only possible relief for post-mid-

I

night drinkers is. a...speeial"sessioh. of
I the Legislature, which, .is possible

|

within the next three months, to

declare the cud of hostilities.

Danny Thomas to N.Y.'s

La Martinique in January
Danny Thomas has been signed for

La Martinique. N. Y„ to start some-
time in January. He'll be playing
off a commitment made some time
ago. but delayed to permit him to

work on radio.
.

Thomas resumed iiitery' chores at

the Che-/. Paree. Chi. last night 12 ).

Jas. Richards (& Car on)

Appeals $300 AGVA Fine
James Richards, member of the

vaude team of Richards & Car.son.

who was fined $500 by a trial board
at American Guild of Variety Art-
ists several weeks ago. for alleged
assault on Dick Jones, head of

AGVA's Philly local, is appealing
xso upon grounds that amount of

wui hold until Matt Shelvey. na
tional administrator of AGVA. re-

turns to N. Y. from crass-country
tour next week.

At the trial board hearing. Jones
claimed that while on official busi-
ness at a Philly niteiy where Rich-
ards worked, the latter assaulted:

Vim so that he required hospitali-
zation. Richards claimed Jones-pre-
cipitated the quarrel, but the board
found him guilty and recommended
his dismissal from the union, Jones
interceded arid penalty was changed
to the $50!) fine, stipulating the
amount must be paid before Rich-
ards would be reinstated to good

' standing, which meant he couldn't
work Until -the. fine was p:,id.. He

j
has petitioned for a 5B*j, reduction
of (inc.

There is also a criminal action for
assault pending against the actor (n

Philadelphia. It comes up this

month. '

It uriinir until**:!*-*'* in tlir ItHtcr Hulcl
r*miiiis* iill. liver llii^ «..iiiHni>nl i* :* siiniili*

I't'iit fin- this iiinji'/inu cimiiiIi*. i1«-iii*i*I-

>l>'iiiinir lli*4r
...

iiiiliHit'vnlil*. f«.:*ls «i?

niriitifl iitrilll,> .
' K**uV'rtiill,». lni|iiVt«>«.*l utitl

f-llllu|Mtns|if iir*> IIiiim' will) til'*' sKi'ldi**:*!

iMtt'tirt* tlti'v t'lltillrnx*' I li*'»t> lirllllnill ****<*-

iitiisi». Titiiv i>ni. *ir tin. si:\s».N'»
Ul I'SI AMlINt; .\'I"I'I!\« I'II>NS.

'.*'- <'*irr*.|il l>

ItL.VCK \\.<\\ U. 4'll tr'.MiO

tVII. I AIM MOKKIS .IIIKMV •

CHU'.MiO

9HsHBS9taMpBMr
oinoi myro] ninoi

PATTER! WISE-CRAX! STORIES!
For vtti.d.-flilft flutM. raififl M.C.'t. »iil*jl«.

iloiib'tts, aniloiineers. iirtducers, Uise Idrkrvs,

tlirrclort. banti Icatlfn. ttmaktrs. enmics,

'.Iniiqps; m;ii|irtnilv. vtflllriltts, ctlllltnenhltdrs.

writers. rarlountslB. elc.

Fun-Master Gag Files Nos. 1 Thru 13

SI.05 Per Script. Postage Prepaid

Each File Contains Over 100 Sock

Gags ! !

Mllkn ( lii-i ks ruvtihlr Jo

I' M I.A SMITH
Kltlil Id "l'-|lti-M:i*ler"

•:il(l W SHU W.. Nro- Vurk Cily l!». N.V.

PHOTO MPRODUtriUNs
F I it. qlnsy prinl«; in all -

Mntlr from your »wti i d- lo or 8x10 S
itniiative. In larqc qoanlilitts >,»

low as fie tacb'i pnsl srd 9\7t 2c. ea <A 1^
Mail wrAr.ru 'everywhpr«. Wriie lur 3U-«P-f• • •»

d ee snfliplM. Prire Lis! V. AA * * A
PHOTO SERVICE

100-56.W

New York 19. N V. .

MOSS
t!» W. unit si.

CURRENTLY STRAND, NEW YORK

the
Thanks to HARRY MAYER and MATTY ROSEN

AltTIM and CONSUELO
Hotel Copley-Plaza, Bos/on

(6 Weeks)

The Creators of Improvised Donees
~

Hotel Sfioreham, Wash., D. C. ."
: Capitol Theatre

(6 Weeks) Wash., D. C.

OPENING-PIERRE HOTEL, New York, FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY-OCTOBER 3rd
Personal Management: HANS LEDERER, InternnHanal Theatrical Carp.. 1501 Broadway. New York
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N.Y. LOSING LURE FOR NEW ACTS
Mpk Nitery Op Disappears During

Trial for Murder of Labor Organizer
Minneapolis, Oct. 2. 4

Dining his trial, for second degree

murder, Rubin Shotsky, one of the

co-owners of the Casablanca, a lead-

•jntf nitcry here, has disappeared and

no trace of him can be found. His

wife and attorneys claim he's a vic-

tim of foul play, but police think

he's taken it on the lam. He was
mil on 820,000 bail during the trial,

•which had progressed into its third

week. Prosecution had finished its

ease, and the defense had not begun.

Shetsky shot and killed a union

organizer ill the club during a quar-

rel said to have started when he

rapped organized labor for "elect-

ing'' the present mayor, who has

clamped an air-tight lid, on all gam-
bling, etc; His defense was to have
been self-defense.

•

The
runkenest

Drunk You
Ewer Saw. -

The
Laughingest
Laughter
You Ever
Heard.
Put
Together
It's

STEVE
EVANS

I'lirmillv
KKO BOSTON' (Week S. '«)

OlM-nillK OH . 5 f»r ! ftrrki
^rONTINKNT.YI, • l.l'K

tiirNAiwitkr. Olil«»

Wit.-MATTY KOSESl

Dropping of NX's Lift

Strike Boosts Bistros
N. Y. nitery biz slowed down last

week to merely terrific. Cafes were
hit anywhere from 10 to 20'.'<> during
the elevator strike, which tied up
midtowri offices and buildings but
bounced back to

.
normalcy Friday

(28) when strikers agreed to go to

arbitration and resumed operation of

the lifts.

Reason for the decline was pretty
evident to the bonifaces; Anyone
who has climbed anywhere from six

to twenty stories twice a day isn't in

condition for night-clubbing. How-
ever, hordes of out-nf-towtiers, kept
the business going. There are enough
visitors here now to keep all enter-

tainment enterprises filled to capac-
ity.. ; :

/ .':, '••/.;

[

PAYS BETTER

AGVA Sets Up Coast Committee To

0.0. Mex. Bookings After Complaints

Larruping Lesters To

Oppose One Another

At 2 Phiily Niteries
The feuding Lester brothers.

Jerry and Buddy are carrying
Hatlield-Coy to Philadelphia, Jerry
opens ' to morrow (4) at Jack
Lynch's Walton Roof, while Buddy
will precede him by one' clay at 'the

neighboring Coronet club.

Simultaneous appearance of both
is figured to be a good move for

both niteries, since there'll be some
additional spending by Phiily stay-

outs for purpose of comparison and
to see who's stealing from whom.
The b(>ys ; hayC4i\--spo!ce\i-'l<)

:
-cach

other since Jerry accused .' his

younger brother of material theft.

N, Y. va.ude bookers have come to

realize that Gotham, always the
meoca of this type of performer, is

losing its importance as a showcase
for new acts. There's a multitude'
of small niteries in the hinterlands
that are paying turns of all types,
coin comparable to metropolitan
vaudc houses and as a result the
talent is staying in these local bis-

tros and forgetting N. Y. theatres.
This setup has been keeping acts

out Of N. Y. in droves, according to

bookers and the effect of the lack
of new turns is being felt seriously.

;

Performers' reasons for taking this

|
attitude are reasonable, even to the

: bookers decrying the situation. Acts
figure that a break-in date in N. Y.

! necessitates a slice in the salaries
they have been drawing and what's
more there's no guarantee they will
be bought after they sacrifice for the
opportunity to show. They also as-

jsertthat N. Y. trial appearances are
I now done under unfavorable condi-

j

tions. It's claimed that the musical

I

accompaniment at most of the lest

i
houses are enough to ruin anyone's

I

act.'
; .

j
Even if they do click—what'll it

'get them? It's not like the old days

j

of the Palace when, if an act made
I
good, it got a route a mile long.

|
If one makes- good today in N. Y.
possibilties are limited. Most they
can hope for is a limited number of

;
weeks and chance

,
of repeating, that

' house or a neighboring theatre in six'

i
months. And besides-^they work

I
Tour shows and up daily in vaude
as against three in niteries.
'j Another factor mitigating against

;
the N. Y. bookers is the fact that
it's .ji'o longer necessary to play
Broadway jti.oicler to raise salaries.

(Continued on page 59)

Mpk. City Council Clips

Hour From Town's Bars
Minneapolis, Oct. 2.

Just to deprive night clubs and
bars of an additional hour Sunday I

morning, city council here passed an !

ordinance calling for the change
from war to per.ee time to occur at

12.01 a.m. Monday, instead of 2 a.m.

Sunday. In St. Paul, however, the
|

clock was set back at the proper
time and for 24. hours the Twin
Cities had different times.

As a result local night clubs and
bars had to close at 2 a.m.. Sunday,
as usual, instead of 3 a.m., and
didn't gain the extra hour.

There's Nothing Like

Being Prepared, Even

For a Vault Heistiug
Chicago, Oct. 2.

One story that didn't hit the dail-

ies here last week because of influ-

ence brought to bear by the nitery

operators involved, concerned >a duo
of ingenious burglars who helsted

the spot's safe, containing $20,000 in

receipts, from the chemin-de-fer
room run by the ops!

Two guys overpowered the night-

watchman, bound and gagged him.

ran a loading platform of their own
design from the truck they were
driving up to the back door, tilted

the safe onto a dolly they had
brought along, rolled it out on the

homemade runway=UUBl were off in

a cloud of dust. Whole operation

took about 15 minutes.

Hollywood, Oct. 2.

Committee to clear Mexican book-
ings of American acts has been set
up by American Guild of Variety
Artists here. Group will consist of
Pat Geracej, Tess Diamond, Don
Gilbert, representing AGVA, and
Cantinflas, noted Mex comic who
heads all Mexican talent unions.

All American producers planning
scut h-pf-f he-border jaunts will bring
available information to this com-
mittee which will be turned over to
Edmundo Santas, Cantinflas' person-
al manager, who will act in advisery
capacity. Info will in turn, be sent
back to the talent union which wiH
give, the final okay. If producer in-

sists on touring without AGVA per-
.'Continued on page 59)

Bo jfi'-d by

3 ' Z 3

The New Singing Sensation—With the

HOLD OVER HABIT At America's Top Spots!

—He Sings in Six Languages and He's Great in Every One!
—He's Terrific in Every Style and Your Patrons Will Be Quick vc

Recognize it!

* FLORENTINE GARDENS. Hollywood—Held Over 28 Weeks—Re-

booked March. 1946!
* LATIN QUARTER. New York—Held Over 12 Weeks—Rebooked

December. 1945!
* LATIN QUARTER. Boston—Held Over 7 Weeks—Rebooked As Soon
As Available!

* WALTON ROOF. Philadelphia—Held Over * Weeks—Rebooked
November 1945

* TOWN BARN, Buffalo—December. 1944. and Right Back in April.

1945, for a Return Engagement!
* CHEZ PAREE. Chicago—Just Finished 18 Weeks and Stopped the

Show Every Night!
* CURRENTLY in 2nd Week at Chicago Theatre.

Personal McHM9«m«nr. PHIL SHELLEY .

"

Exclusive Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY. Inc.

CHICAGO NEW YORK REVERLY HILLS
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12 Chi Hotels Earmark $1525,000

For Extensive Refurbishing Work
Chicago, Oct. 2:

Their coffers lined as result of the'

.wartime spending binge, Chi hotels

are "starting 6i> a spending spree to.

spruce' up their 135,000 guest rooms,

niteries, dining rooms, lobbies, etc..

and to' replace those lost, strayed

and worn-out accessories: silverware,

dishes, glassware, linens, blankets.

MIRIAM

SEABOLD
Prima Ballerina

wtviv.v*:?-;:;
. ..

. 1
17th WEEK
VERSAILLES

NEW YORK

WALTER WINCHELL: "Tht Big

Tim* Miriam StaboM's WMm
magic at Versailles."

y, GENE KNIGHT
New York Journal-American

PLUG OF THE WEEK—Ye Might
Award of Applauding Palm! gooi
this victory wook to lovely Miriam

McKenna offering at Mm Versaflles,

whoso grace, talent, Imagination

carpets, upholstery, drupes arc! fur-

niture. Not to ivTenthm personnel,

whose efficiency they're trying to

hypo by setting postwar hiring .stand-

ards' higher..'than- peacetime, levels.

Hotel Sherman, operated by Frank
Bering and Ernie ByHeld. has. to give

an idea, earmarked $1,500,000 for

modcrnizal ioiv. with present plans in-

dicating it'll take at least live years

to give the hostelry the .going-over

blueprinted by Holabird & Root,

architects. They're going to build

Hampton at N.Y. Strand

For 2d Consec Xtnas
Lionel Hampton's orchestra v. 3

for the second straight year occupy
the Yulelide period at the Strand
theatre, N. Y. Band opens Doc, 21

for at least four weeks.
Hampton .was part .of the Show

that set a new house record at the

Strand last Xmas.:

Niteries Unable To

Install Talent Due

To 0PA Restrictions
i

Cabarets
a new air-conditioned lobby

a new main kitchen, and
fluorescent lamps throughout

install I dropped floor

Han ford, Oct: 2.

around here thai

shows right alter

ICE FOLLIES' SMASHES

MARK; 100G LA. PREEM
Hollywood, Oct. 2,

"fee Follies of 1940'' smashed its

own boxoflice record set here last

vear by snagging just a few dollars

over $100,000 lor the the first week.
Figure for 1944's opening stanza

was SK7.000. Troupe played to 45.000

payees .this year, slightly higher

than last .year's attendance. Per-

formance;- this
:
year totalled eight,

one less than in 1944's opener.
Top prices for the freeze show

are .up a bit, hitting $3.G0 during the

week, whereas $3.60 prevailed only

during weekends last year. Advance
is 20'; over last year's. .

Other ambitious plans are:

Palmer House. $1,000,000. to ex-

pand a'ircondilioning to, "a great

many more'' than the 250 guest rooms
now being cooled, and to install new
lighting; Bismarck, $1,000,000. mostly,

according to manager Otto Eitel, "to

place operations on a more economic
basis"; LaSalle, $750,000 for new ele-

vators, refrigeration system, kitchens

and a $30,000 gadget that'll make ice

tubes instead of cubes. The "why"
of the latter gimmick must remain a

mystery for the time being; anyway,
"that's what the man said."

Morrison, at least $200,000—mostly
to extend and improve aircondilion-

|ing; Drake, $250,000; Blackstone,

5100,000: Edgewater Beach. $200,000;

and Congress, recently reopened,

$1,500,000. wfiieh it's already in the

process of spending, readying the

remaining 430 of its 970 rooms.

Others who revealed their alloca-

tions for improvements last week
were the three local Lott hotels

(Webster. Parkway and Belden-
StratfordJ, $400,000: Windermere,
$400,000, and Oirington. $225,000.

plug in I Pearl Harbor, or later when talent

I, prices began rising, are having
i trouble reinstating . them, and the

condition is believed to be dupli-

• caied frequently elsewhere.
! It seems the OPA restrictions on

,
prices won't allow a high-enough
gross to support an entertainment
budget, and the Government bureau
will not ease its ceilings. As a re-

sult, many spots here that previous-

ly presented floor shows, and others

that didn't, cannot afford to install

them.
Paddock, suburban spot operated

by Cameron Gordon, is an example.
Formerly a beer garden, Gordon
last summer converted his place into

a nightclub, presenting jazz eon-
certs, dancing, etc. He found tough
going due to the fact the OPA re-

strictions on his spot were on the

basis of the beer garden style of

operation. He has applied to Wash-
ington for relief.

New AGVA Signecs
,

American Guild of Variety Artists,

via its N. Y. local, signed four addi-

tional niteries in the Greater N. Y.

area
v
lo minimum basic agreements.

Spots arc .Wcismantel's Casino and
Lincoln Club, both in Jamaica, L. I.,

and Old Roumanian and Rainbow
Ihii, on N. Y.'s east side. All are
committed to a six-day work week
lor choristers.

[

BILL GREEN'S, PITT.,

PAYS BIG OPA FINE
• Pittsburgh. Oct. 2.

Mrs. Mary D. Green, who has Op-
erated Bill Gieen's Casino here since

her husband went into the Navy sev-
eral months a'go, has settled a

treble damage suit brought by the
OPA for alleged overcharges of 10c.

each in the sale of 7,740 gin-based
drinks,

Mrs. Green paid $774 to effect the
settlement. The charges had been
made by the McKeesport ration

board. In civilian life. Green was a
price-panel member of that same
board.

COOTIE WILLIAMS SET

AT ZANZIBAR, N Y.
Cootie Williams' orchestra has

been signed to follow the current

Duke Ellington into the Cafe Zanzi-

bar, N. Y., early in December for a

10-week run. It will be his first loca-

tion bodlring in the Broadway sector.

His sole work in this area so far has
been a date at the Paramount the-

atre. N. Y.
Williams is currently in the mid-

west. ' -

among the happy chock payor*.

Oh. Miriam! Ah. Mi!

IMKKCTION:
JOHN SINGER

101 Uli AVE., NEW YORK

Jean Sablon Returning

To Chi's Blackstone Hotel
. l-iiini'

fiiMiffc.'^d hajj^.jn jjhis^

country shortly after an extendeu
stay in South America, has been set

for his initial nitery abearance in

several years at the Blackstone hotel,

Chicago, opening Nov. 1.

William Morris agency is presently
dickering for a N. Y. nitery date
upon completion of the Blackstone
stand. ' There's also the possibility

that he'll do an air show.

LOEW
BOOKING
AGENCY

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
160 W. 44ih St., N Y C. • Bftyant 9-7(00

Awarded $15,000 Under

Dram Shop Act in Suit

Chicago, Oct: 2.

Another unusual decision under
the drama shop act was handed
the dram shop act was handed
down here last week when Walter
Canning, 40-year-old bowling alley

pinboy, was awarded $15,000 dam-
ages by a jury in Circuit Court. Ver-
dict was against Sam Ablin, opera-
tor of the Shanty Inn, w. k. north
side honkytonk.

gouged- -out when ne resistet~at-
tempts by two of the spot's cus-
tomers to roll him. Both robbers
are now serving prison terms.

@unne*tlcf 1

MONTE PROSER'S I

COPACABANA I

%n*7ttvutfe&

PRINCE OF THE RUMBA

f-HSONAl MANAGEMENT

R0BBINS ARTIST BUREAU

1619 'WAY, NEW YORK 19

New N. Y. Cafe
New club using name acts opened

last Friday (28) in the Whitehall
hotel, uptown N. Y. Spot is called
the 100 Club. It opened with Una
Mae Carlisle and Eddie South's or-
chestra.

Originally, John Kirby was set to
go into the spot for four weeks, but
a mixup over salary caused him to
withdraw. South and Miss Carlisle

were spotted in on short notice.

Sudy Replaces Grant

Joe Sudy's orchestra* replaces Bob
Grant at the Biltmore hotel, N. Y-.
Monday (8).

Grant shifts his band to the Stat-
ler hotel, Detroit.

THE

CHORDS
SELECTED FOR

~'~ HALL tfNIT
FOR OVERSEAS

fT.eon I*onl<toff
Thanks to ! Kiiva Schooler

L Lawrence Phlllpa

Per. Manncement : EDDIE SMITH

LAURETTE end CLYMAS
DANCE HUMORISTS

Now Appearing CASINO URCA
Klo lie •Tuniero, Brazil

New York Address, MAY JOHNSON

Matt Shelvey Sets New

AGVA Agreements With

3 Top H'wood Bistros
Before shoving off from Holly,

wood last Week for Seattle, Matt
Shelvey, national director of the

American Guil'd of Variety Artists

renewed union pacts with Earl Car-
roll's, Ciro's and Florentine Gardens,

trio of Hollywood niteries whose
former contracts had matured.

Shelvey. originally skedded to be
back in N. Y, this week, has had to

extend his tour a week or 10 days.
Upon leaving Hollywood he hopped
to Seattle to look over theatre and
nitery union matters there. After
that he'll go to Chicago to set fran-
chises for mid-western members of
the National Assn. of Theatrical
Agents. Alter that will head back
to N. Y.

FROM
COAST TO COAST

THEY SAID

AMD

PATRICIA
HAD TO ENCORE AGAIN AND
AGAIN . . . all their dances art

DARING,"—EARL WILSON, Now
York Fort—ST. REGIS HOTEL. Now
York.

.

. * ———

—

"On. of THE CRACK DANCE
TEAMS NOW CURRENT . . . THEY
HAVE CLASS—in FACT THEY
REEK OF IT. THEY IORDERED ON
THE SENSATIONAL."—G. HOL-
LAND, Boston American—BRAD-
FORD ROOF. Boston. *

"Whoro they an HEADLINING.
PATRICIA is tho EPITOME *OF
GRACE. CAPFELLA'S HANDLING
IS PERFECT."—HERSCHELL HART.
Detroit News—BOWERY, Detroit.

"And their MOVEMENTS PRO-
DUCED BREATHLESS EXCITE-
MENT."—PENCE JAMES. Newt.

Chicago— RIOCABANA, Chicago.

"THE TOP HIT OF THE SHOW."
—F. LAWRENCE. Examiner—
"YOURS FOR FUN." Music Box

Theatre, Hollywood.

TEAMS *»-»». I ANX OrHCR
YEAR . . . they do THE BEST LIFTS

of ANY DUO IN THE BUSINESS."
—BOB FREDERICKS— OLYMPIA
THEATRE, Miami.

"There is solid BALLET TECH-
NIQUE that gives POETRY to

THEIR MOVEMENTS ... THE ACT
IS TOPS in this FIELD."—R.C.H..
Times Star— BEVERLY HILLS

COUNTRY CLUB.

"OUT OF THE TOP DRAWER . .

.

YOU'LL AGREE THEY ARE
AMONG THE BEST."—VAN. Cleve-

land News—HOLLANDEN HOTEL.
••''

CLOSING OCTOBER 3

CAPITOL
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Thanks to Jesse Kayo am
Kntcher

Dinning Sisters

Pile Up Record
HrenliliiK record* in nothing
ntnv for 'I In; Dinning Sisters,

who did it itjruin on their en-
KiiKfmeol ut t'olleice Inn of llo-

trl Nhi-rmnii. wnich terminated
on September «, nfter 1» weeks.
Opening on M«> It, for a four-
week engagement, the sIiikIhk

sisters mail* a piker of "The
Man Who Came to Dinner" l»

pulling extension nfter exten-
sion with their voiillMnit. •

willed hits won them million*
of fulloner> on radio trnnscrliH
lions and recordings.
During their aim tlte.v were
eo-Htnrred with .lloiin.v Horse),
!,«» Itmwii. Vaughn Monroe.
Charlie fsplr'nk. .lerr/ Wald
and «leorite I'ltxtnn.

.
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IVulurv llooiii. N. 1.
(HOTEL COMMODORE)

Vaughn, Monroe Oreh (17» with

Jtlidc Real; ZigiiV Talent, Norton

Stivers (4); no minimum,
.

cover $1

uff/vidi!/*. $1-30 weekends.

'
it (list Wouldn't be normal if

Vaughn Monroe didn't come around

every fall to start the season in the

Commodore hotel's. N. Y., Century

lioom This year, however, he re*

turns a greater asset to the inn, rid*

W a comfortable crest created by
• hi? (op-seltin.s! record, "There, I ye

Said It Again."

'

Layout of seven brass, five sax

and four rhythm, is. in. good musical

sli 'iie using a' solid danceable beat

alul. a'.li.iKii. desSr.ee ^melody, which
constitute good .enough", assets. ... ;

r,ol

aiiy inch. His -arrangements are on

the groovy, side, designed to show off

jnidividual talents in the outfit such

•(S .laivie Reed's warbling, Bobby
Rickev's skin arias,, the nlacstro's

bsiry and the energetic singing of the

•Norton' Sisters,

With a layout ,such a.s the one he's

now carrying, he amply. .fills the dais,

erol'ptnfi of the all-blonde lemme
troupe adding considerable pictorial

charm to the stand .

. Newfemme vocalist, .lame Keid.

'''impresses as' a pleasant looker .with

an undistinguished style of. song

projection. She'll probably work out

with longer .
association, with the

bind.

ZigEY Talent is still listed as a

coiWedy'.vocalist, but. he wasn't heard

opening night: J <?••>«?

Lnlin «|.iJ»r.«H-,VM
'" Chicago, Sept. 28.

Hniiy Ric)im«n. wit!' StA Frank-

lin; -Radio Aces (3 ).. Ambftssadorettes

(31 Don & Beokrly, Lee Amber,
Luii n Quarter Lovelies <8», Buddy
Shuie Oreh til); $3-$3.5Q liiiiiimMw;

The Harry Riehman -sector of show
is a lesson, in solid showmanship; the

res; of it,, to put it mildly, is just

SO-SO. .

: ••',%' .'. ''• '["
:

•'.':

Line, a stunning octet to look upon

but .
sadly lacking in vocal prowess,

prance through a smartly dressed but

much too fast verslon/of "Night and

Dry" to open, and closes the show
climacticaliy—right after Richman—
with a trite gavotte delineating dance
modes from the Castles to floy floy,

They use gigolo dummies iris the lat-

ter. Their midway eotitrib, however,
is what's :

really embarrassing: a

"Ge sh win Cavalcade" in which lour

of then; quaver numbers like "Man
I Love," "Embraceable You," etc.

Lee Amber, tall, goodlooking bari-

tone, is submerged in the twirls and
in the blares from the band during
these production numbers,
Ambassadbretles, in deuce spot,

have a flasny tumbling act. but their

gimmick of whizzing a long rope
with rubber middle section back and
forth flat with the floor while skip-

ping it is difficult to see in this spot.

Radio Aces do a carbon of the Ritz
Bros, with "What the -Public Wants'",
"Prayer Meet in'," "Everybody's in

the Money Now," a vapid jibe at quiz
-shows; ••gtitui

' lsHir
'"

,'IWIora
,

'r'

,

t.tmm*m&aamwmxm
routine. ;-,

Don and Beverly turn in an in-

consequential trio of ballroom twirls
that only serves to point up the
mediocrity of the whole layout sur-
rounding Richman. Latter is worth
the 4G-a-\\'eek bonifacc Ralph Berger
is shelling out. It's a fairly stiff fig-

ure, and the nut for other talent is

down as a consequence, but the rest
.-'' of it seems kind of unnecessary in

view of the show the straw-hatted,
c;;ne-totin' song-seller puts on.

The Davis-Coots lyrics to "Latin
Quarter Wanted Me." "Whatcha
Gonna Do With All Your Money,"
etc., are solid, and Richman puts a
lot. of stuff into them. Also does
'Born. and Bred on Broadway," cou-
ple of srick parodies on "Whiftenpobf
Song." "As Time Goes 'By*! and "Be*
giiine"; "I Love a Parade," jazzed up
w-tha victory parade by MacArthur,
Eisenhower; Patton, King, etc:, down
Michigan

. . Avenue;. "Birth Of the
Blues,;' and a bolto medley of "Ex-
actly Like You," "Lucky Dav."
.Walking My Baby Back Home'' and
"Beat of. My Heart." .""'"

..

Sid Franklin, his accompanist, and
'.'. Buddy Shaw's band -IS. reed -3 hrassi

« precision, back Riehman elegantly.
.:-'.-', ;-'"•:•>.;,;'.•':;.•,;' Mike.

caliber. Line Of six lookers open
and close the doings, and Ben Yost's
Mimic Men; male singing foursome;
serve to get things under way with
Strong arrangements of "Okla-
homa!" and college songs, plus comic
radio impressions, all building to a
solid interlude.

Miss Bailey is Ultra-smooth with
vocals of "Fifteen Years," "Tired,"
"St. Louis Woman" and "Whiskey . in

the Well," the latter a showman I.Y

audience ' participation bit worked
skillfully to the hilt for maximum
returns,

;

--'

Rocco is a solid sender in the next-
to-closi'ng slot with indigo piano stuff,

resulting in. a vociferous show stop-,

per. Had to give out with every-
thing in his repertoire when caught,

. Present bill is in for three weeks,
with Zero Mostel slated lor a quick
return alter a previous two-week
stretch- only last month. Show
and dance sessions' are ably handled,
by Lenrty Hohbs and a solid combo
Of three sax, two brass and two
rhythm, and noodling in between is

provided by Ricarclo and his rhumba
foursome, -. - • Bhmu.

Mnvfnir. Bihhioh
' '"::';: :;'' Boston. Sept. 28.

Harry Green Orch (81, Sophie
Tucker. Jimmy Leeds, Betty Jane
Smith, Line; $3 minimum.

<ii«nii<>l«'«»r, Italia
: Baltimore, Sept. 29.

;*

Muiuic.e.Rocvo. Peart Bailey, Ben
ro-'t's Mimic Men i A). June Taylor
gn-'s ,16). Lenny. Hobbs Oreh a),
"iCOT'do Rh«;mbo Drelt .4): no cover,

• m.'iiiimtm,
:

;

This ambitious nHery dperiilion is
clicking win-, high-budget entertain-
ment under the direction of Harry
Miller.. Swank decor, expert han-
«'nig of the tape on the front and
general all-around know-how man-

Week
<;IH

'
S payi "s °'r most °l lne

{
Current layout has a double sock

l" ;Peai l Bailey and Maurice Rocco,
°oth bell-ringers of show-stopping

Headlining 'here at $3.5l.0-a-week

salary, an . accepted invitation to

speak at the Boston Book Fair and

sell-out dinner tables every night,

Sophie Tucker is doing very well by
herself at the Mayfair.

Time has not changed nor custom
withered the marvelous trouper's

"Honey Boy," "Some of These Days"
arid "How You Gonna Keep 'Em
Down on the Farm?", which have
the same wow reaction as when
Soph was here last three years ago,

: Most of the while she's just plain

rowdy arid "Tax on Love." which
only La Tucker could put across on
Boston censorship, goes over with a

cosmic bang. So do "Three-A
Poppa," and a song built round the
spoken theme, "How Does the Old
Bag Do It'.'" She still has the spirit

of youth, and now and then carries
out the promise of a hit song, "Red
Hot Momma Is a Jitterbug Now."
Boston obviously loves it. particu-
larly the . old- girls and escorts who
think they're just as frisky as ever,
and who are encouraged by the
warbler's exploitation of her own
.years;'.

"

Just out of Army, Jimmy Leeds
offersmuch patter, including some
jokes which do not seem to hit the
spot, turns to.yo-yo playing and ends
ifp with harmonica solos. Very at-'

tractive personality. Betty Jane
Smith does some amazing whirligig

tap dancing and the ,
Marlowe line

girls are way above average in,

.satirical dance routines. Skcets
Light, pianist in third month, and
Mary O'Connor, accordionist, per-
form well m the lounge ' Dame.

4+- e

N. Y. Nitery Followups
|

""jimmy Sav«t'« quic'ir return to the
Hotel Plaza's Persian Room. N. Y.,

after its summer facelift (and a nice

job it is, too) indicates that the
inimic has found himself for this

class room which, at first, was some-
what of ari acoustical handicap. Now
he gets over oh his audible stuff-
there never was any question about
his pantbh-the'. added usage of a mike
being the answer. He. runs the gamut
from "Heart Sings," "Black Magic"
to "Malidalay." 'Felice Me In" and
"River Stay Away." Savo has the

same pixie personality quality of Joe

E. Lewis and can do anything, such
as that cigaret and drink-snagging
business, and get away with it. This
is interspersed with the hokum
juggling, cute stories and. the like.

Luis Gomez A; Beatrice : arc the
tel'p team, aided by an. off-mike tenor
who comes oil for the bends: Gomez
has been around- for .some, time and
is a seasoned' .balhooniologist.. - so
he'll train his. hew partner in short

order. Right now their lilts are a

shade, too mechanical as they reel

off ••Dancing in . Dark." "Tea tot

Two." a hifty. pa.so doble, etc. She
flashes an exceptionally eflective

gown. Garwood Van is. again the

chief band;' with Mark Monto's quar-
tet dispensing :

plenty
,
of: dansapatioii

for the Latin and \\Mz sets. Two
shows nightly. 9:30 and 12. 30. with

$1.50 convert applying if you slay on
for' the first show. :\ Abel,; ,

Saranac Lake
•' By Happy Benway

Saranac, N Y., Oct. 2.

Send birthday greetings to Bob
Goldstein. Lillian Birsh arid Dbrothee
Nolan at the Rogers.
Rose and Nat Schulman. mother

arid brother of Sainuel Schulman,
Came in from Brooklyn for a bedside
chat with, the lad and found him do-
ing O.K. :-//'-:

Carl Kern got his all-clear papers
and left for home last week,
Edward Slagus upped for meals,
Dorothy Marten happy over sur-

prise visit from her mother a::d sis- •

ter. .:.;.', ;:--;' r.'.:''
'V-

"-.-j

,
Milton Rosen, motored in from ,the

big town, to visit'' Alice Farley, who
is flashing o.k. reports.
Kay Laus: has been appointed

chairman of the Victory Bond sale
at the Rogers. The past four.-drives
were

; put over . the top by Margo
Meredith, who. was recently dis-
chia-ged- from the, Rogers with an all-
clear O.K. •- .-

WEEK OF OCT. 4
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The Havana-Madrid. NY. has one
of its lesser shows currently, headed
by Diosa CosteUo, and the m. jor

fault lies in the .routining. Miss t'os-

tello is still tossing her (k-rrierc

around plenty, interspersed with, her
torrid Spanish, tutus, and getting

over with- the customers in her mad
mugging manner.. Jerry Lewis, do-
ing his pantos to disk playbacks, also

socks over. That Sinatra -item is

really devastating though a little ten

long. Chito Jzar, tenor, and the ball-

room team of Carlos and Ghita liich

polish and salesmanship; The Jut-.

tor's .-Hints are' all pretty n.iich, in

the same vein. K«'ni,

AGVA-Mex.
55t Cwntinded from page 57 j^j

:m.ts--ion, Mex unions will not permit
them to play. Gantmllas has urged.
AGVA. to send rep . to Mexico City
to. work -in. similar capacity there.

Committee was formed after
AGVA declared Mexico to be out
of bounds lor members of the.

American Guild, of Variety Artists,

unless the spots they are to play are
investigated and approved by AGVA
representatives. This dictum was
issued by Pat Geracci, Coast direc-
tor- lor AGVA as a result of protests
lodged With the U; S, Embassy in

Mexico City by a troupe Of Ameri-
can girls currently south of the
border, Girls complained they were
forced to work in a disreputable
night club. Geracci wired Harry
Rodgers, producer of the show:
"Urgent that you immediately re-

turn all AGVA members to States,

as conditions and reputations of

clubs that members have been asked
to double are not in accordanqe with
AGVA rules and regulations. Failure
on your part to immediately adjust
or to return members of AGVA to

States •Will necessitate our filing

charges against you as nger.i."

American troupe, headed by-

Thelma White, declared that they
had been signed to appear at the
Iris -theatre and a "first class night
club," and that they discovered the
nitery frequented by "B girls.'* In
addition, they charged,- they .were
coerced into joining unions they
knew nothing about, under threat.-

of reductions in pay,
Geracci said he will have living

conditions and salaries fully inves-

tigated before any more AGVA
troupes gross the Mexican border,
with .minimum basic agreements
signed and bonds posted before- de-
parture from the, V. S. A. In addi-
tion, Geracci asserted,: the cost of
4oiniiva.^uiiofts,.. wfaBfrrteBflrc**'?... w ili-i

ducefS-.M^iC there is . any more
Latin-American touring.
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N.Y.-Acts
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Provincial cafes are paying plenty
for acts and there's enough bookings
to keep them busy all year.

As a result, N. V. major houses
have reached the point where most
are constantly repeating acts. Some,
like Gil Maison,. can almost be seen
anytime in one of the theatres, here,

U-Ie's currently, at the Strand)
Others like the Wesson Bros, arid

Three Swifts- quickly repeat from
one house to the other. Bookers
have .little choice jo the matter be-
cause ot low-act suppljPfrom outside
sout'ees. Wessons, for example, are,

now at the Capitol. They played
the opposition. Paramount only a few
months, ago. After, the Cap, the
Roxv wants them. .

'

Sole Broadway outlet for new pet-
formers currently .. is Loew s .State,

which sometimes finds that the.ma-
jority of its bills consist of new acts.

.
jV. Y. agents are doing a turn on

.this - situation since current set-up
dotsirt give ,;ilienj an opportunity
to'.expand lists, but there's little they
can do about it at the moment. They:
say' that tht' situation, if prolonged,
nffl dissipate \aude audiences and
i-RKse salaries lor .standard, acts to

impossible, heights. The theatrical

field, iCs .claimed, .is. coa-ting along

mi the ntomontum created by war-
time prosper,ty. and big pix .When
that's gone, the industry will have
to suind on its own int rits.

Unl»\s ^iifUcifnt inimber of new
r.cts Is created -during these boom
time, the ii.du>:try \,iH go-through
hard days, when norm;, Icy resumes.
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Plays Out of Town
The ItiiggtMl Pnlli
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Americans can see themselves.

Play opens in an ante-room in the
While House in the Spring ol 1945.

shortly betore the posthumous award
of the Congressional Medal of Honor
to the widow Harriet Vinion (Martha
Sleeper) of Morey Vinion (Tracy).
Scene then flpshes back to June 21.

1941. when Morey Vinion begins to

feel the letters of editing a paper
whose onliry is geared to. the adver-
tisers' wishes. His lackadaisical okay

I
bor. Many of what were intended to
be its most striking attractions, both
musical and comic, fell as flat as a
tortilla before a house too deadpan
to make possible a smash hit any-
where.

Milton Berle's clowning, reaching
ils apex during a seasick scene, in a
Clipper plane and again in a narrow
escape from a cannibal's pot. did its

utmost to provide belly laughs and.
at times though too infrequently

to the printing of an editorial adyo- !
succeeded. Rose Marie has done bet

filling helo to Russia, his lack of
fvht iiv defending his action and his
s"bs:-quent resignation to join the
Navy me all geared to the generally
indecisive attitude Sherwood be-
lieves is shown by America.

stroyer which. ijr-tiVG.rttiaU.v~ strnk-f -tw"'

whileon a mercy missio'- uii'tl as the hr"

on'y survivor, is tossed t.,,on a jungle
ot'tpesi on one of the smaller Philip-
pine islands. Much against his will
he ' is commiscioncd a ' captain bv
Colonel Rninsford (Robert Keith)
arid gives his life while leading a
task force of Filipino guerrillas.

Despite the large number of scenes
there is a minimum of delay, be

ter in vaudeville and seemed to miss
the same mike which would have
made Berle happier.

Music lacks inspiration, and only
a f(»v of the songs have any chance
of I* vering in the memory of those

came. ...w.itn liiseb-hipes :aL,.$H.fil)

head * alia '...who' ' endured some'
borins^vBfev.yntil the grand finale.

"Spring'' took pride in having a
book, and what a book! It flew anarl
like a 30-year-old flivver, which
might not have mattered a great deal
if the comic touch, the savor of the
jungle and the gaiety of Rio had
been retained. An ape and some
man-eating plants, together with Ray
costumes and some very good native

tweeu them and each presents a dancing and choral work, did not go
strikingly composed tableau. There far enough.
Ss a George M. Cohan I wist to the
final scene. Cohan used to wave the
American flag; Sherwood gave it the
spotlight in an effective curtain.

:
In full justice- to the author and

to company of players and techni-
cians, an unfortunate combination of
a 32d row low seat, which made -it

Story deals with Berle's working
in the Explorers' Club trying to pay
oil' debt of his adventurer father.
Joseph Macaulay and Morton J.
Stevens, shown in the prelude as ex-
ploring youths, have persuaded the
club to publish their memoirs as old
moil and start them off in Hqlly

aim" t impossible to see the stage, ( wood. But word comes that a white
JjhpVa doid spot in the 3.200-soaj th hi ippearecl-in Rio from lands
afi-e. wl iiih.maj 'c IM tirgt two si\'MW 'l>\rh<H^Hiey-ctgtm- 'to have penetrated
an uninfovmative pantomime, .mat.

.

it imoos-ib'e to honestly' evalu.-te
- the worth of the dialog and acting

jr. fie first two scenes. Bv standin-'.
i.at. the .r-?r ofi the theatre a little
more w"s caufht!

In line with the
. general 'theme, it

Starts off slowly and pick< up a little
more snood. and- interest just before
the intermission. It never real'y
rolls into hi'.'h rear hut that, teb; re-
flects the author's be'ieC in the Amer-
ican's manner of thinking on a world
plane..' -i,

Tracv is given admirable support
throughout by an excellent cast.
Each carries out his or her role
beautifully end all are worthy of
cemmendati-m. Captain Renin's di-
rection retains all the hesitant nu-
ances called for in Sherwood's script
and Jo -Mi-lzittev's setting and light-
ing are ri 'h and in th" mood. Va!-
ent inas gowns are striking. Mn/o.

fust. So clubmen. Berle and various
girls all fly to Rio and turn up in
the woods hunting the boy.

Highlights of fun include Berle's
scasi' kncSs in tin plane vhile fak-

III "The Rugged Path" Robert E.

Sherwood again turns his undoubted
talents to a .missionary theme, and
though the effort is a laudable one.
it's Spencer Tracy who will : draw
them in. '"'.'

'
-

It was -lather a signal return to
Providence for Tracy because the
last time he was here, nearly 20 years
ago. he was "fired" from a show.
His return packed the 3,200-seat
Metropolitan for two performances,
and he justified the draw in a role

which fits snugly his naturally reti-

cent type ot acting.

Built-arid scripted along the ^'There
Shall Be No Night" theme. "The

j

Rugged Prth" is a denouncement of
j

the fatalistic attitude and an effort !

to awaken America to. an awareness
j

of assuming a greater share in the
I

leadership of the world. In it. Tracy
symbolizes the average American,
willing to .fight and die because he
fee's it is expected of him. but shy
about assuming a leading role. His
natural restraint in interpreting the .

role which pictures the normal diance. including plenty of standees.

American's general indecisiveness is with neither the brightness nor au-
a startling revelation in which most i

Iheritic quality ot our Latin neigh
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Monte Prosei jungle musical,

"Spring in Brazil." opened at Shu-
bert tonight (1) before capacity au-
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Right now, Irwin Shaw has the
script of iii.s newest dramatic effort

about on the five-yard line. To carry
the«S|felogv a bit further, it is in the
)ast**Tew' minutes- of playing time
that he seems to be juggling the ball,

and it is those last few minutes. that
will probably determine the differ-

ence between a score or a fumble.
"The : Assassin" has the stuff for a

splid spot, in the legit sun if proper
perking of final stanza is achieved.
It could make exciting film fare of

the action-packed variety.
Play has several interesting mag-

nets to draw attention.- One is the
fact that, although audience is fully

aware of theme's historical back-
ground, being the story of events
immediately prior to and after the
assassination of Admiral Darlan in

late 1942. this foreknowledge of story
does not detract from interest con-
sistently maintained via the manner
of unfolding details. Anotlier inter-
estrcatcher is the matter of just how
much of the script is fact and how
much is the product of Shaw's imag-
ination;. In aiiy case, whether it's au-
thentic or not his Word picture of
the intrigue, double-crossing, polit-

ical conniving and treachery attend-
ant upon the assassination is absorb-
ing.

Playwright has a large number of
characters : so skillfully portrayed
that even the bit players leave a
definite impression. For his princi-
pals, he has provided a variety of
wordage that ranges from tender ro-
mance to patriotic fervor. Numerous
single phrases stand out in the dia-
log, and a dissertation on the quality
of men gets rapt attention.
Martin Gabel has caught the spirit

of this work faithfully and has done
a good job in transposing his type-
writer characters. His pacing is neat
balancing ot rowdy action and pin-
dropping silence in taut moments.
Third section of the writingr.stag-

ing-acling layout J*. well cared for
by a first-rate cast. Making his
American debut. Frank Sundsirom
gives ample justification for his ace
rating in his native Sweden. As Rob-
ert de Manny, the young French
Royalist who docs away with the ad-
miral, he carries his leading role
confidently. A certain boyish quality
iiwiersonality is matched by mature
ytuil M^U^K. iB»>us-,'Wrt

Yd fjtr'Jli 2oe . pa rl it tilarty-femms*:
between the eyes. David O. Sebv-
nick has a nice piece of screen prop-
erly here.
Important support is given by Har-

ojd Hliber. very much at home as a
colonial plainclothesman: Lesley
Woods, attractive and efficient as
Sundstiom's romantic visavis: Karl
Maiden, giving a sincere reading of
a French underground leader: Clay
Clement, as the French general who
engineers the assassination; Guy
Sore!, a Communist battling against
Germany. Also adding good per-
formances are Roger De Koven. as
the admiral: Richard Keith, a French
general: Henry Sharp and Carmen
Mathews. Jewish refugees. Numer-
ous bits completing a large cast arc
noteworthy. .

*

A two-section revolving stage aids
necessary s'oeed in changes of the
several settings:

. which represent'
dextrous designing, from both eye-
appeal and technical angles. Bone.
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The social injustices accorded the
minority Negro liave occasionally
been subject for Hie theatre, but
seldom has there been a work to
dovetail flieir solution with reality.

"Deep Are the Roots." which made
its Broadway debut last week al the
Fulton theatre, is at least a partial
exception. It is a! times too theatri-
cal but it has a timeliness and sig-
nificance in its social consciousness
li

No. 3 Turtle' for Hub
A No. 3 "Voice of the Turtle" com-

pany opciis in Boston Xmrs. Harvey
Stephens and Louise Horton so fin-

set.

Tiiete are coni'ianics current on
Broadway and Chi.

|
in if- the Job of navigator, and his im-
personation of a medicine man to

. save himself and others . from can-
nibals' pot. As the white queen of

|
the savage tribe who. it turns out.

'; has Berle's fali'ir preserved
. in a

i
tihy casket. Christine Ayers is dec-

i brative. A Latin carnival queen.
!

! Bcrnice Parks, keeps her vivacity I

:
t hroughout, And. of course, the white

I

boy turns out to be Berle's brother.

.
played with some, excellent Tarzan
dance, effects by Ray Long.

.''Little 01' Boy." sung by Rose
Marie, and her duel, with Long. "New :

. Woi-MS, have a fhnnce. The tliomo- 1

song. "Spring in Brazil," did not go
!

[ over bi^!. having synthetic qual :

ties. ;

i Don Arres puis across something i

|
which seems really Brazilian. "Chi- i

!
R.i-Qtii-Chi." '

.

There are a good many eorn\
jokes. One of the situations eagerly
su',zed upon by a partly bored audi-
ence "in the first act .had Berle puH-
ing a hat-size tag out of Irs. too

1 piece while drawing lots to see which .

: explorer would lie away the Drif^r-
j

I nity of the mystery boy. Dame. 1

Mr. C<M»p«»r*M I4.f1 Hand
Boston, Sept. 25.
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Disappjinting is. this unduly com-

plicated, shallow: Clifford Gol*mith
conv-dy. .which even the expert
George Abbott direction can't save
Ironi falling apart .in the third act
No I'atill of an excellent cast here
The thing in its present sttige just
won t hold togelher. -

'

Opus, neatly set. deals with a nit-
(Contrnued on page 62)

nmancLJiiteresl. II deals with
the Negro soldier returning from the
wars. Controversial in ils miscegena-
tion theme, most of it is well-written.
There doubtlessly are maiiy raised
eyebrows that such a play has been
endowed with sufficient courage , to
be . presented on Broadway. And
coinage is the word. Bui there can
be no denial of an author's right —
even duty—to discuss such a prob-
lem. II exists, it's vital, it's real.-

"Roots" should be a .tremendous box-
office hit as a play though its theme
negates it for pictures. '..

This is the story of a young Army
lieutenant, a Negro.who's been mus-
tered out and returns to thejiome
of a southern senator where he has
been reared and where his mother
has long been a servant. He has
been awarded the Congressional
Medal of Honor. Highly principled
and well-educated, in the Army he
has been made to feel an equality
between white and black. His atti-
tude when he goes home is gov-
erned by this thought and his desire
not to return to the scheme of things
as he knew them before he went into
service. But he must stack up against
the old senator with his deeply-
rooted Negro prejudices. The sena-
tor ignites the fuse of a witch-hunt
in which the young Negro is framed
in a watch theft and railroaded to
jail. The statesman's two daughters
are divided in their allegiance to the
Negro, the older when she learns of
the love for each other of the
younger sister and the soldier. She
ignores her earlier liberalism toward
the latter and aids in the I'rameiip
so as to get rid of the lieutenant and
thus not disgrace the family,, At the
end. when the senator is exposed, he
vows to carry on the light for the
"superior race." Meantime, in or-
der to help salvage the Negro's faith,
after he has vowed a hale for all
white people following the framing,
the younger daughter offers herself
in marriage to him but. shaken and
feeling that such a marriage could
not succeed, he refuses.
The authors have turned .out ex-

cellently written first and second
acts, but the play's weak spots are
apparent in the third. There seems
to be a too-wide diffusion between

should, Jijtw,„tii,e/^a>';!tor's characlew.ation at the.
pia.v 4. begi.nnin.g ...a.n(i. the., end. flf
-.ieems to have some suggestion of
humaneness al the start where none
exists at the final curtain. It's out
of sorts with the "great man" that
the senator is supposed to have been.
At. the end. when he storms out of
his home to join his "allies" in the
fight against the black race, he be-
comes almost a caricature. And at
the play's finale the authors seem
to say that bigots such as the sena-
tor will always continue to exist,
which may be, but it tends to depre-
cate an honest popular belief that
there is a chance to build the faith
oi the Negro or that of any minority.
The playwrights' have given .some-
hope for the achievement of that
faith, but the solution is not so ef-
fective as to relegate their more
obvious suggestion—that the road
can never be fully-traversed.
Major factors in this plav's com-

manding .interest are the superlative
casting and direction. by Elia'Kazan
And a new star has emerged in Bar-
bara Bel Geddes. With only a couple
ot Broadway roles to her credit prior
to "Roots." she is now an assured
actress with a native ability to read
lines. Hers is. the finest performance
ot the season to. date—and one that
will be difficult to beat as the sea-'
son gets into high. As the younger
daughter of the senator, in love with
the Negro.. she makes the part more
believable than indicated by just the
script. Gordon Heath is the colored
soldier, giving in the beginning a

,i
quiet, restrained performance, and
towards the close an incisive por-
trait of vihdictiveness. Charles Wal-
dron is the senator, and he alone of
he cast suffers by the writing though
he gives a generally commendable
performance in the first two acts.
Carol Goodner gives an expert

characterization as the older sister
Lloyd Cough, as an author who at-
tempts to temper southern mvopia
with a. native northern perspective
is likewise efl'ecfive in the secondary
romance, with Miss Goodner. Evelyn
Ellis, as the boy's mother: Helen
Martin, as the colored-maid tramp,
and Harold Vermilyea also lend able
support.
Kazan lias paced the drama deftly

though there is a distinct Uncertainty
in the story's development in the
third act—a fault of the direction as
well as the .scripting—when the sen-
ator, is revealed as the plot's per-
petrator. A couple of other situa-
tions could be less theatrical, notably
the development of the then plot
Howard' Bay has evolved what 'to

the mind's eye would appear to be
a southern mansion's living room.
A coiiple. of seasons ago the au-

thors had considerable to say—aiid
they stated it well— in re-convertiug
a Nazi youth in "Tomorrow the
World." If they fail to achieve a
solution as did their predecessor
place Hie blame mainly on the fact
thai the roots of Negro prejudice
aire more deeply imbedded.

'
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Tennessee Williams hasn't dupli-
cated his "Glass Menagerie" success
with the comedy. "You Touched Me!"
which he and Donald Windham fash-
ioned out of a'D. H. Lawrence short
story of that name. The play is too
lightweight for Broadway. Neither
Williams' prominence nor Edmund
Gwenn's acting ability is likely to
keep it on long.

There are some humorous mo-
ments and tender scents, and occa-
sional flashes of poetry and .social
significance. But none of this is sus-
tained in a tenuous play where com-
edy isn't consistent, where plot is

brief and action almost nil. and
.where the poetic writing is generally
confused. Speeches about a brave
new world a-coming are frequently
long and misplaced. The play is slow
getting under way. actually not earn-
ing to life until the end of the first

scene, when Cweiin appears, and
•thereafter never moves fast.

The story is set in an English rural
household- dominated by an acidu-
lous spinster. Her retired sea-cap-
tain brother is taking to drink: his
timorous daughter becoming neurotic
under the aunt's arbitrary sway. The
captain's foster-son. a foundling, re-
turns alter a five-year disappearance
to an open-hearted welcome by the
captain and more open hostility from
the aunt. The aunt, however, is
powerless to eject the lad. or prevent
a love-alfair between girl and boy,
which leads eventually to the eman-
cipation of captain, daughter and
foundling.

The story at times has charm, as
in one or two scenes between the
young lovers, bill mainly in those
moments when Gweuil holds the
stage. His fat part is played to the
hilt—and sometimes beyond it. The
scene wherein Gwelin describes how
a lady porpoise propositioned him
pne-e when he was shipwrecked i*
s:-perb fim... t|VbU in 'desiiPfOmjf If'
fox s-itrtd on his henyard is'aTso.very
good, though a little overdone.
Gwenn's bibulous role can, however,
become a little wearing at times,
possibly because stage drunk scenes,
as such, have lost their novelty.

Catherine Willard apes the self-
righteous spinster admirably, though
bringing the role closely to farce.
Montgomery Clift is good as the boy,
while Marianne Stewart is a little

stylized, especially in the early
scenes, as the girl. Neil Fitzgerald
makes a satisfactory rector.
Guthrie McClintic who presents

the play with Lee Shubert. has also
staged it not too animatedly. Mot-
ley's set of combination living room
and captain's study is striking and
one of the play's assets. ;Brd?i.
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"Carib Song." William Archibald's
musical play set in the West -Indies,

has atmosphere, a quaint charm and

(Continued on page (52)
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'Pharmacy May Wind Up Supplying

Dowfing-Singer With Just Aspirin
By JACK PULASKI .

•SI. Lazar's Pharmacy," slated to

bo produced by Eddie Dowling and

Louis J. Singer, "starring Miriam

Hopkins, is booked into the Stude-

baker, Chicago, but after the con-

tract was signed Singer demanded
another spot, preferrably in the

Loop, but no dice from the United

Spotting Office. It is one of a num-
ber of plays absorbed for the. time

being by the D&S combo though

Dowling, currently co-starring with

Laurette Taylor in "The Glass Men-
agerie" (Playhouse, N. Y.V, isn't

anxious to expand his activities, say-

ing that he isn't well enough.

When asked why the duo bought

up a (lock of scripts. Singer is quoted

saying that the. plays have unusual

possibilities, "so we wanted to. take

thorn off the market." y-
.

•'Menagerie" is in book form, pub-

lished by Random House, and oty the

fly leaf there is a legend that the

"first public performance was given

at the PJayhouse, March 31, 1944."

Acluallyf the Tennessee Williams

clicker debuted at the CivfE, Chi-

cago, Dec. 2<i, 1944, and' scored in a

fashion comparable to "No, No, Nan-
ette" out there.

When a showman who is ac-

quainted with D&S visited Chicago
last week Mayor Edward J. Kelly

railed at the palpable slight to the

midwestern metropolis, for he had
urged civic support for "Menagerie"
after it opened to $3,600 the first

week, then built to around $18,000,

capacity. Claudia Cassidy, Henry
Murdock and Ashton Stevens led

critical onslaught, indignant over the

"slur" against their Windy City,

where it's felt the Williams play
would be running yet had it not
been booked onto Broadway.
Dowling was roundly panned and

he penned alibis to Hie scribes to

the effect that he didn't see the

book's proof's, but insiders say he

hasn't talked himself out of the jam.

As for Singer, he says he doesn't

know what all the shooting was
uboiit.

Keith, Miller Set Up
Own Ticket Agency

• Newest Broadway - area ticket
brokerage is the Keith-Miller agency,
duo having opened offices on west
49th street opposite Madison Square
Garden, Barry Keith recently with-
drew from Bockhard's agency at 50th
sheet and Broadway, while Johnnie
Miller resigned • from Leblang's,
whei-'e. he was a staffer for many
years.

.

Keilh is the brother of the late
Joey Keith, both nephews of the late
Joe Leblang.

ACTORS NIXING TOURS

GET EQUITY BREAK
When Equity's council recently

ratified the revised basic agreement
with the managers, it was revealed
that a new regulation not heretofore
mentioned, had been adopted, jt deal-
ing with actors who do not care to

tour. Managers must give ca.sts suf-

ficient time to permit latter, giving
adequate notice of leaving shows
ebout to go to the road. That means
that actors arc to be advised of

Broadway closings j't, , least -.two-
weeks 'in advance of such date. pl;i.y-

..era -thereby. bcfciKX stiaittftU »)r,fa«nv
In required notice to withdraw.

If the manager does not give suf-
ficient notice and the actor goes to

the road but leaves the show as soon
as his two weeks' notice expires, the
manager must pay the player's return
railroad fare. Heretofore, when an
actor left a show on the road he paid
his own transportation back, and in

some instances the fare of his suc-
cessor. \

'

There is also a change in the
"change of cast" rule. When a re-

placement is made, the manager is

required to insert a slip, in the pro-
gram or make an announcement
from the .stage.

Oh, the Pain of It!

A Play Died,

A Critic, Too
John Chapman, critic of the Daily

News, N. Y., committed himself in

blank verse upon covering "Live
Life Again," which opened Saturday
129) at the Belasco, N. Y. The no-
tice appeared in Monday's (1) edi-
tion. Show closed that evening. The
drama is written in blank verse.
Here's the review:

.
By JOHN CHAPMAN \

Oh, the pain of it!

His mammy died
'And they buried her in a set-

ting
Constructed by the Studio

Alliance'
And designed by Albeit

Johnson.

Oh. the pain of it!

But it was all very natural
Because the whole bloody

play took place :

- \.
Soon after -the Turn of - the

Century
At Bison Run, Nebraska.

All, the beauty of it!

A wan said, "i got to kill a
hog afore it's dark."

A girl said, "My love is all 1

have to give—a thing
quite poor."

The boy said. "My niammy
done tole me."

But the boy was a big cry-
baby and no 'bo d y
should have loved him.

I didn't love him. .

His pappy was a nice 'man
ivith a nice -voice

And he loved a Swede girl

who could cook but
was awful dumb.

The boy didn't like this and I

. : -didiyt -eah&r.

...Oh.>4k**m ariafW
"

There was Paw and the new
Maw

Together.
In came son and gun.
Paw grabbed son and gun.
Boom!
Exit Paw.

When I left the Belasco
It looked as though
Dan Totheroh
Had laid an egg.

Plays in blank verse
Make me curse.

LAGUARDIA HONORS

TIX DONOR SHOWMEN
Last Thursday (27) in Mayor La

Girardia's office at City Hall, N. Y.,

representatives of Broadway legit

and picture houses, plus sports man-
agers, were honored for their "gen-
erosity and cheerful contributions"
in giving free tickets to men in the
services. The mayor individually
complimented all showmen present,
each getting an embossed card to fit

a bill fold plus a lapel 'button with
•Hie- colors of the City of New York.
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt was present
and : gave tree tickets to four vet-
erans. There have been more than
10.000,000 cuft'o tickets distributed so
far. .

John Golden headed the legit man-
agers delegation, only a few being'
present. When Brock Pemberton
was asked to the mayor's table, La-
Guardla said: "Here's the producer
who. censures me." That crack was
in reference to the huddle at City
Hall last season over the censoring of
"Trio." At that time Pemberton
.-poke his mind about closing shows
without due process of law. Max
Gordon was also on hand.

Equity Faces Internal Snarls Of

Race-Animosity, Red Charges

CoJ. W. P. Munsell Out,

Eric Clarke Succeeds
j

Eric Clarke, secretary of the N V 1

Metropolitan Opera Co., now u:*
:

leave to the Army in civilian capa-
city, lias succeeded Lt. Col. Warren
P. Munsell, Sr., as chief of Theatre
and Music Control in U. S. European-
occupied zones.- ,

":

Latter, former business manager
of the Theatre Guild, has served in I

Army in both World Wars I and II.
I

The Lunts Don't Have

Muck Time for Love

Or Idleness on Farm
Chicago, Oct. 2.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontannc
are due to start casting their Lon-
don success, 'Love in Idleness,"

which may be retitlcd "Oh, Mistress
Mine" for Broadway.

Couple are sporting calloused
mitts following a six-week cleanup
on their Genesee Depot, Wise., farm.
It was supposed to have been a rest

after their strenuous overseas stint,

Lunt said, but because of their in-

ability to get help they spent it

farming. After casting the show,
they'll ko back to the farm to finish

up. and then return to N. Y. for re-

hearsals.

Romney Brent Steps In

As 'Winter's Tale' Guide
Pittsburgh, Oct. 2.

Romney Brent, who also acts the

role of the. rogue, •Aulolycus; has

taken over the direction of Theatre
Guild's touring "Winter's Tale" with
withdrawal of B. Id.cn Payne to ful-
fill a previous contract to join Car-
negie Tech drama school faculty
for fust semester. Payne loft show
following final performances here
Saturday night 1 2»> at Nixon and
Brent's appointment was announced
by Lawrence Languor, of Guild, who
came- oii from New York for couple
°f days to have a look at "Tale."

Couple of cast replacements have
a,so been made. Colin. Keith-John-
son came on for part of Camillo.
with Edwin Cushmnn, who played
« originally, stepping down Into a
lesser assignment, and Philip Huston
la likewise entering the company
some time this week. Other changes',
some of them major ones, ate sched-
uled for later in the tour.

5 Brit. Plays for Germany

In Re-Education Drive
London, Oct. 2.

Ashley Dtrkes; director of cultural

entertainment in British zone in

Germany, has lined up five shows

for presentation there as part of the

general reeducation program.

Plays are Noel' Coward's "Blithe

Spirit." Terence Rattigaii's "Love In

Idleness,". J. B. Priestley's "They
Came to a City." Daphne du Mann-
er's "The Year Between" and James
Bridie's "It Depends on What You
Mean/' -.''''

ACME AGCY. GETS STAY

ON NX LICENSE NIXING
The Acme ticket agency's show-

case order which prevented the re-

voking of its license ordered by
N. Y. License Commissioner Paul
Moss from becoming effective, was
due to be disposed of last week but
an additional stay was granted. De-
cision will come from Justice Edwin
Colin of the- Appellate Division,

N. Y. supreme court, who originally

granted the slay. Revocation was
ordered on the grounds ot over-
charging, which was .sustained in the

Jowef court but in making the ap-

|
r
...

-

-fti.-.w
n ggj^gfr

jC- , jt had
j
been- -in Impiety for many^
should be given another chance.

Moss said that the new appeal
move's purpose was evident, idea

being to stall the issue until the first

of the year, when he leaves office

"with Mayor LaGuardia's administra-
tion.. Commissioner, however, indi-

cated he may place his evidence be-

fore his successor.

There was some delay, by a num-
ber of brokers in signing the legit

ticket code but those who wanted
concessions gave in and all accred-
ited agencies are patted for the new
season. Brokers wanted the right

j to charge 75c premium for choice
i balcony tickets, same as for . the
' lower floor. Code people firmly said

no dice. •

Pemberton-Todd

Trial On Today
Case of Brpck Pemberton vs.

Mike Todd, in which the former

questions the diversion of funds ac-

cumulated by' the advance sale of

tickets for "Harvey," 48th Street,

N. Y.. under lease to Todd, was due
for trial today (3), before Justice

|

Julius Miller in Supreme Court,
N. Y. Broadway is particularly in-

terested in Todd's counterclaim that

he should have a continuing
interest in "Harvey." after his lease

on the theatre expires Nov. 30, on
the grounds that it is a co-venture.

Arthur F. Driscoll, counsel for

Todd, based his novel co-venture
contention on the fact that in the
original contract between Pemberton
and Todd there is no mention of

landlord and tenant. He argues that

a point at law is in question and
cited a precedent. Franklin Wald-
heim, attorney for Pembertoil, also

cites a precedent to refute Driseoll's

theory. There has been no similar
situation wherein a lessee lost pos-
session of a theatre during the run
of a hit such, as "Harvey."

It was known in advance that

Driscoll would not dispute the fact

that Todd did make withdrawals of

advance ticket money, and it was
up to the court to decide the status

oiC such funds. That, too, is a point
never before questioned in show
business for it lias been the practice
of house owners to make withdraw-
als when the .sum reaches important
figures. If it is ruled that advance
money comprises trust funds, the
court may suggest how it should be
handled. If not. such coin would be
in the nature of dual temporary
ownership, to be divided weekly ac-

cording, to- the sharing terms set

forth in the booking contract.

^^When the controversy first arose
n'ciC was a. .balUe • ••"ffsT'liut as

the case heai<e^v^Msjh-.»»..was. clear

that any acrimony which may have
existed between Pemberton and
Todd was dissipated.

Situation arose during the sum-
mer, when Todd was out of town.
There was a 'verbal understanding
between the duo that if another
theatre was secured "Harvey" would
be moved. After a five-week in-

terval Todd had not obtained an-
other house, so Pemberton entered
into a contract for the 48th Street,

assuring the continuance of "Har-
vey's" run in that theatre. Involved
in that transaction is Morton Samil-
son, husband of Etta Leblang, the

property being supposedly owned by
the Leblang estate.

''

Just when it looked like Equity-

would have a tranquil season after

signing a two-year pact with th«
managers, a double package of
travail—alleged racial animosity and
Communism—was dumped into the
laps of the council. Controversy
started last Friday (28) during the
season's first quarterly meeting at
the Hotel Astor, N.Y., when Frank
Fay, starring in "Harvey" (48th

Street), demanded an inquiry into

the conduct of five members charged
with participating in a Red-backed
rally at which claimed attacks
against the Catholic church were
applauded. .

Charges may not be filed at a gen-
eral meeting but it is understood
that a written complaint was made
with Equity. . The controversy was
submitted to. the council yesterday
• Tuesday), a date to be set for the
hearing. Fay said at the meeting
that "Equity always has stood for

equality regardless of race, creed or
color and never condoned its mem-
bers attacking the faith of others."

He' demanded that if the five mem-
bers were found to have aided- in

defaming the Catholic church, they
should be "publicly reprimanded."

Those named by Fay were David
Brooks of "Bloomer Girl" tShu-
bert), Margo of 'A Bell for Adano"
iCort). Luba Malina of "Marinka"
(.Barry more), Sono Osato of "On

Equity to Try Fay
Equity after meeting of its

council yesterday (2) issued »
statement declaring that it tax
accepted charges against Frank
Fay and will try him Oct. 16»

It simultaneously rejected

Fay's demand for an investiga-

tion into the conduct •( Ave
members on the (round that the

union cannot concern itself with
the non-professional conduct of

its members.

Shubert Batik for 46th St. Theatre

Getting Hotter; New Legal Aspects

the Town" (Be,ck) and Jean Darling
of "Carousel" (Majestic). Jose
Ferrer, who is staging "Strange
Fruit," Was m.c. of the entertain-

ment at the rally, a Spanish Repub-
lican affair.

During the Equity meeting Fay
was heckled until the names of the
quintet were revealed. There was
intense excitement for a time but
the session was pacified by Bert
Lytell, Equity's president, and Paul
Dullzell, its executive secretary-

treasurer. Contending that every
actor is entitled to an even break,
regardless of his religion, Fay re-

vealed: '-...-'.

"Recently I went on for Joe E.

Lewis at the Copaeabana on Yom
Ki ppur~*9H«m, ' Euy''6r»^nbm*tW«;«
-\sitms&'^^kJ "Was a.bscntwj.t,Jj{;-

ing his inviolate rule not to publicly

appear on that holy day. I admire
him for that and also liked the idea

of contributing what I received

for the appearance to a midtown
rabbi, who accepted only half and
.suggested I contribute the other
share to a Catholic charity. That is

the respect we of the theatre, who
are steeped in its traditions of equal
•justice for all, think of each other's

faiths."'
.

Counter-charges were filed with
Equity against Fay, charging that
his conduct was prejudicial to the
association. Charges that Equity's

council was dominated by Com-
munists were filed on the Congres-
sional Record a couple of years ago
by former Congressman William P.

Lambertson of Kansas, since de-
feated for re-election. Such charges
were never substantiated, but the
matter caused ructions in Equity for

many months:

Pasadena Opens Fall Sked
Pasadena. Oct. 2.

• Pasadena Community Playhouse

opened its autumn season yesterday

rMonTi with "Kiss and Tell," which

.runs for two weeks.

Other plays on the fall schedule

arc "Men Coming Home," Oct. 17-28;

'.'Snafu." Oct, 31-Nov. 11, and "Blithe

Spirit," Nov. 14-25.

The battle for the 46th. Street

theatre, N. Y. caused by Shubert In*
*>

.

*

sIstjcHce in keeping "Dark of the

Moon" playing there thereby pre-

venting City Investing Co. from get-

ting possession of the propehy which
it. bought last .spring, is getting hotter

than ever. : /
'..'

For several months ''Dark" prom-
pt recY paid off cost of 'production

and piled up profits amounting to

StiXOOO. During summer attendance
Mumped-' and average operating loss

is staled to have been around $1,-

000 weekly, not counting the house
red, '..

'

John Huntington, of Cambridge.
Mass.. where "Dark." tried out last

year, heads the minority stockhold-
ers but can't do anything about the

situation and admits his coterie will

have to take it on the chin as long
as . the play remains at. the 46th

Street. Lee Shubert was quoted say-
ing 'he'd keep the show going
through the new season regardless of

business that's allegedly to spite

City Investing, which he regards as

opposition to the Shubert "empire."
City is a downtown realty group
headed by Robert E. Dowling and
owns half a dozen Broadway thea-
tres, legiters in the group being han-
dled by Louis Lotito.

Early in the summer Shubert won
ouster, proceedings because of a
quirk in: the contract but Socolow &
Pepper, attorneys for City, are
rcat'ying new legal procceoings that

may clip the slay of "Dark" shorter
than' its owners currently anticipate.

Plays in Rehearsal
"Next Half Hour"—Max Gordon.
"Are Yon With It?" ("Right Thi«

Way").— Richard Kollmar-James M.
Gardiner. ";

','''

"The l)ay Before Spring"—John C.
Wilson. ' •

.
- - .;;.' - -;-

'-

-. .

.-•".' -.

"Dunnigan's Daughter'! — Theatre
Guild. '..v.:'

'•Beggars Are Coming To Town"
—Oscar Serlin. - ,..

'

,

"Caviar To The General"—Theron
Bamberger.

"The Secret Room"—Joseph Hy-
man-Bernard Hart-Haila Stoddard.

"Strange Fruit"—Jose Ferrer.
"Slate of the Union"—Leland Hay-

ward.
"Seven Mirrors" — Blackfriars

Guild. '
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B'way finally Has 3 Newcomers

Doing Biz, 2 After NG Reviews
•

T..-.1 Wcck of September didn't and "The Girl From NantucUct," for

prove a dud on Broadway after all.

as far as new shows were concerned.

No new entrant has gotten 100% fa-

vorable notices as yet, but despite

critical differences of opinion, three

out of last week's crop of premieres,

scored lively boxoffice figures, so it

is indicated that theatregoers are not

paying too much attention to what

the reviewers say about the plays.

With the metropolis thronged and

hotels packing 'em in, most of the

shows are doing the same thing, es-

pecially the final three days ot the

week. In was figured that after V-J

Day there would be an attendance

drop, but it hasn't materialized as

yet. Also felt that ticket scales would

be paired down, but there's no indi-

cation of that either.

Some of the new straight plays are

using a $4.20 top, while others are

priced at $3.60, but go to the higher

rate Friday and Saturday. Some mu-
sicals are scaling the boxoffice sim-

ilar}', as for instance, "Polonaise,"

which opens this Saturdax at the

Alvin. It will be $4.80 from Monday
to Thursday, top then going to $6 for

the last two days of the week.

Last week's three arrivals to regis-

ter goodly grosses are "The Ryan
Girl" (Plymouth), "Deep Are the

Roots" (Fulton) and "You Touched

Me" (Booth). "Girl" did especially

weU with a count of $17,000, despite

the unfavorable press. "Roots" came
up with the best notices, winning

the nod from most of the critics

New York^s elevator strike, wliich

lasted all of last week, proved a

break rather than a hazard for

Broadway because thousands of of-

fices were closed in many buildings.

Many went to the track, others go-

ing to legit and picture theatres.

Hotels and apartment houses were
not affected by the strike.

Some attractions are gradually

switching to . Sunday performances.

During the summer only "Hals Off

to Ice" (Center) played on that day.

It's figured that with the town
jammed with visitors Sundays should

again be quite profitable.

October openings are not numer-

ous, first being "Polonaise," Alvin,

Sat. (6), with two other musicals

carded: "The Red Mill," Ziegfeld.

which there is no announced house.

Straight plays due in are "Therese,"

Biltmore; "Beggars Are Coming To
Town," Coronet( formerly Forrest):

The Assassin," and "The Next Half

Hour," latter duo without definite

berths. "Mr. Cooper's Left Hand"
was to have opened at the Empire
next week but will be withdrawn in

Boston at the end of the week.

Mgrs. Huddle On

Song Royalty Cut
Broadway managers held a special

huddle to consider alleged "abuses"

by music publishers. Stated that the

latter have decided to clip tile roy-

alty on sheet music, and Lee Slutbert

is especially ;
steamed up about it.

Up to now producers of musicals

have been paid 2c per copy.
;

Another squawk against publishers

is based on the sale to Hollywood of

songs of musicals that are not bought

by picture people. Claimed that a

year or more after such attractions

close the publishers make deals for

individual numbers, without consult-

ing the producers, who ostensibly

don't get any of the proceeds,

although the composers participate.

It appears that the numbers arc dis-

posed of in package deals, not dis-

similar to practices by certain man-
agers that resulted in the Dramatists

Guild basic minimum agreement.
Brock Pemberton, who is a

straight-play producer, was present

at the- aforementioned meeting but
cracked that he's interested in the

situation, by indirection. Maybe it's

because it's possible the courts may
rule he should have a piece of Mike
Todd's "Up in Central Park" (Broad-
way); He indicated he might make
such a- claim based on the alleged

Todd use of advance ticket money
for "Harvey" (48th Street). Todd,
who also attended the meeting, oper-

ates that house but his lease expires

Nov. 30, which created a "situation."

Dunham dancers spread themselves

in a fascinating weird display of

color and dance orgy. William
Franklitrs fine baritone is used to

excellent effect in a couple of tunes,

These moments are spotty and
hardly consistent. West Indies Negro
speech has flavor, and Motley's cos-

tumes also have appeal. So have Jo
Mielziner's sets. There are some
good, though fugitive choral bits, and
sonic good dance numbers. But even
these are fragmentary for the most
part. There isn't enough dancing for

the highly touted dance troupe.

Baldwin Bergerson's music has ap-

peal and is gorgeously orchestrated,

but too often it is of. one mood or

strain.

'Miss Dunham, in the lead role, con-

tributes little as actress or duheer,

contenting herself with repetitious

posturing. Long, as her lover, lias

little to do other than his "Rascal

number. Franklin contributes a mov-
ing portrait as the injured husband,

as well as holding up the vocal end.

Subordinate and ensemble 'figures

lend the show much of its flavor, but
the overall effect is a disamioint-

mcnt. . Broil.

Live Life Again
K S. Krollbers production of drama by

)>an Totheroh in throe acta (8 xijeiies*. l>f-

rected by Sawyer Falk; RettlnRH, Albert

.MiiiM.n; costumes, Grace HolistQU. Ojielietl

at Beta sco. N. Y.. Sept. St>. ,'45-i $S.«0-to]i

($« openlhff night).
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OBITUARIES
]

THOMAS J. COLTON
Thomas J. Colton, 72, former

vaude performer, who since retire-

ment from show biz had operated a

restaurant in Boston, died in that

city, Sept. 29.

Born in Boston, Colton got his

start in that city as a singing waiter.

He later married Margaret Miles,

who had -been doing a -singing act in

vaude, and later appeared with her
ih vaude team of Colton and Miles.

They also were in several N. Y. Hip-
podrome shows for; several seasons
when under direction of R. H. Burn-
side.

Upon retirement in 1929, the
couple opened a restaurant in Bps-
ton, largely patronized by theatrical

folk and friends of their show biz

days. They had celebrated their
golden wedding anni this year.

Widow survives.

JOHN G. BERTIX
John G. Bertin, 61, veteran stock

and legit actor, died in New York
on Sept. 27. He had retired from the
stage 10 years ago.

Born in New Orleans, he began his

stage career in dramatic stock in

that city and several "years later had
appeared in productions of David
Belesco. He later operated stock
companies in Altoona, Pa., and New
Brunswick, N. J. His last Broadway
appearance was in the role of rabbi
in "Abie's Irish Rose," wliich he
played for 2,000 performances.

Surviving arc his widow and a sis>-

ter, known professionally as Naomi
Ray.

PLAY PUBLISHERS
of 'Asm and many

other diil'nguithtd ploys

SONG Of BERNADETTE
TOMORROW- THE WORLD
IOST HORIZON HIGHLAND
FUNG • EVE OF ST. MARK • BEST
FOOT FORWARD • FEATHERS IN

A GALE MRS. MINIVER • GREAT
BIG DOORSTEP • KITTY
fOYtE- housc wmiotW'Aif

THE DRAMATIC PUNISHING CO.
Incorporated 18S7

59 E.VAN BUREN ST.,CHICAGO J
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Plays on B'way
Continued from page SB —

For his initial solo production on
Broadway, S. S. Krellbera has made
an unwise choice in "Live Life
Again." a drama in blank verse by
Dan Totheroh. It hasn't a chance
for either Broadway or pictures.

"Life" deals with the unliappiness

a boy brings upon himself and those
close to him when he feels that the
death of his mother was no accident
—he thinks that his father did away
with her so he could marry a do-
mestic. It winds up when he shoots

his father to death on the night the

latter weds the maid, only then be-
ing made to realize that his suspi-

cions were unfounded.

Donald Buka plays the boy with
feeling, and Thomas Chalmers is the

father. Mary"Rolfe plays the boy's

sweetheart.
'

It's a play that may find some in-

• - est in the reading, but as a play
'

' -=t like- the verse. Blani- i«-tha

word. Kalii).

., osed Monday after ' two per-

formances.)

ROBERT X. BELLAIRE
Robert T. Bellaire, Far East cor-

respondent for Collier's and former
ABC (Blue) correspondent who was
to continue his commentaries for
ABC in Japan, died in Tokyo on
Sept. 30 as a result of a jeep acci-
dent. ,

At the outbreak of the war. Bell-
aire was manager of the Tokyo
Bureau of the United Press. Interned
by the Japanese, he was repatriated
on the Gripsholm. He frequently
was heard over ABC during the
feverish days preceding the Jap
surrender.

operated a theatrical booking agency
with his son, William H. Cooke, in
Lancaster, Pa., died in that city' on
Sept. 25.

He had been with circuses for
more than half a century, having
started with Barnum . & Bailey in
1884 and continuing his clownantics
with circuses and fairs until 1942.

TED LEAHY
Ted Leary, 43, vaude and nitery

comedian, died in Miami, Sept. 27.
He recently returned from an over-
seas tour with a USO-Camp Shows
unit and had been hospitalized for
several weeks before his death.
Lery got his early stage training

in dramatic stock companies and
later diverted to vaude. He had also
done some radio work.

JEREMIAH DE ROSA
Jeremiah Do Rosa, 52, manager of

Loew's Paradise theatre, Bronx, -

N. Y„ dropped dead in his office at
the theatre Oct. 1. He had managed
the theatre from the day it opened,
Sept. 27, 1928.

'

Survived by a sister and four
b-others.

Dr. Julius KoriiKold, 8G, music
critic and father of Erich Wolfgang
Korngold, composer, died at the
home of his son in Hollywood, on
Sept. 26. Widow and another son,
John, an orchestra conductor, also
survive him.

Mrs. Jennie- Lawrence, mother of
Laudy Lawrence, formerly Metro
manager in Europe and now with
Alexander Korda, died in Los An-
geles last week. Body was brought
to N. Y.' for burial. ' *

PLAYER «d LEE
Scripts - Music • Lyrics

Specialty Material
OIK. 3 Mil St.—LK. S-060S

New York 10. N.

4 arih Song
sonic good music and dancing. Bui
the show as a whole is spotty, thin

and somewhat tedious. It doesn't

"have enough substance for-a Broad

-

,
day musical, nor the draw for a run.

Katherine-Dunhanr/s da>M*-*»*i%»-»^Si:,>''
"

*> ficty to crowd ite bwxviffK.t~ -bin • 1^--— continued trom-rau*'^ss^
~h'cy. too. are"ItRl?Jy*W tJ?tri3JiiTi>oiiit---L —
cd. especially in the star. .

The book is very lean, with the
action dragging slowly. There is lit-

tle humor, its absence patently stick-

ing out. The story threading its pain-
ful way through the opus is a con-
ventional one about a farmer's wile
being unfaithful and paying the pen-
alty. It never excites. What arc
exciting are such moments as

Avon Long doing a show-stopping
dauce-and-patter number, "Woman
Is a Rascal"; Harriet Jackson singing

another show-stopping tune. "Sleep.

Baby. Don't Cry"; and the first -act

finale, a dance ritual in which the

CetilBfRI».. Sidney J. PAGE
. PRESENT SEASON 1 945-1Mt

MURAT THEATRE
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

SEPT. 30 . . . . SIGMUND ROMBERG
OCT. 18-19-20-22. . . . . "UNCLE TOM'S CABIN"
NOV. 29. ....................... . . .VICTOR BORGE
JAN. 13.. . ...... ..... ..... LAURITZ MELCHIOR
JAN. 28 ...DRAPER and ADLER
MARCH 23 .....THE OPERA "MARTHA"

—

A WAGNER PRODUCTION

ATTRACTIONS WANTED AT ALL TIMES
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SIDNEY J. PAGE

203 N. Wabash. Chicago. III. Stat* 7344

Anton
.
(Tony) Mosei- . 45. dance

band maestro in the St. Louis area,
last week at his home in East St.

'

Louis. His widow and several
brothers and sisters survive.

Harry Underwood, 40. brother of
Cecil Underwood, producer of Fitch
Bandwagon, killed Sept. 28 in auto-
mobile accident in Oakland.

Mother. 8", of Lawrence Lehman,
manager of the Orpficum theatre,
Kansas City, Mo., died Sept. 25, in

that city.

Mrs. Ann Elliott. 57,

Jack Elliott, songwriter,
27 in Hollywood-,

mother of

died Sept.

I

1

Plays Out of Town!
jji^s;'Continued from p»»y -Wi ^jl

wit father and a neurotic mother
whose 17-year-old daughter doesn't

like a new dress. This theme would
not be world-shaking in hands less

than Ibsan but could be funny il the
playwright's intentions were not so
serious.
Parents, played with all possible

sublety and vim by Stuart Erwin and
Katherine Alexander, go through the
usual pleas with daughter, Mai'joric
Cooper. Then father hits upon the
preposterous device of hiring a serv-
ice man, Sgt. Birch, to say he likes

the garment. A whole squad of Sgt.

Birches appear, each competing for
the honor of paying compliments to
daughter. There's a good bit of fool-

ish biz. not too amusing, concerning!
keeping each sergeant out of sight
of the other. Oh, yes. a sailor and
a corporal are thrown in for good
measure. Until the total stooge list

is six. .
.

, A duo of moppets, Carol Petersen
and, superlatively, Lorna Lynn,
complicate matters by meddling in
the affairs of their elders. Almost
every artificial means of getting odd
characters, even to having the ma-
jority of the armed forces go upstairs
to play poker with Ellen (Lorna
Lynn), aged 13. is employed. Finally
the whole dilemma is solved in be-
half of the military by giving them a
chicken dinner while the daughter
falls in love, supposedly, and forgets
her garb.
Abbott will have a job patching

this one up for Broadway. Fault is

not that of the uniformed characters,
including Cy Howard. Richard San-
ford, Wilfred Stratton, Douglas
Jones, Roger Quintan and Kenneth
Tobey. Frieda Eldman. as an aunt,
and Edmonia Nolley. as the maid, do
their best, which, in view of circum-
stances, is very good. Dame.

(Closing Saturday (6i for .re-
visions?- -Broadivay 'booking c«n-
ceUed.)

HARRISON GREENE
Harrison Greene, 61, legit, vaude

and screen actor, died Sept. 28 in

Hollywood after lingering illness.

He had toured vaude circuits with
his wife in act known, as Greene
and Parker. Also appeared witli

Weber and Fields and Kolb and Wife. 71, of Charles K. French,
Dill in musical shows. , .. I pioneer film director and actor, died

After moving to Hollywood in I Sept. 18 in Hollywood.
1929 Greene doubled as screen actor |

1 —
and talent agent. His last picture was
"Between Two Women" at Metro-
Surviving are his widow, and a

— w^.—v. ^i-,

JACK DAVIS
Jack Davis, 40, former vaude per-

former and recently a talent agent
associated with Pete Iodice booking
agency, Detroit, died there on Sept.
27.

Davis had been a vaude performer
since early youth. PrioV to joining
up with the Iodice agency, he had
worked as emcee-comedian in Chi-
cago and Detriot niteries for five
years.

'

He was husband of Lois Davis* ni-
tery singer, who survives.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Habcr. son.

Brooklyn, N...Y., Sept. 25. Father is

asst. art director of RKO Picts,

TED EDWARDS
M. JS. ,Burrell, 62, one of original

Keystone Kops in films and known
professionally as Ted Edwards, died
Sept. 29 in Los Angeles.

Burrell started his career in
vaudeville with Joe Howard over
40 years ago. He went to' Holly-
wood in early days of slapstick film
comedies and worked with Charles
Chaplin, Slim Summerville; Marie
Dressier, Ben Turpin and played in
the Mack Sennett comedies.

Survived by son.

'SCHOOL FOR BRIDES'

Split-weeiT rights to""Scfi66TTor"*"
Brides." which spanned last season
on Broadway to moderate grosses,

were bought by Frank McCoy from
Howard Lang and the tour started
last week with indications of a
clean-up. First date was Trenton,
N. J., where the gross was $2,500,

while takings in Hershey, Pa., were
$3,000, gross on week topping $13,-

00(1.
v

Understood that the show can op-
erate on its share of a gross of $4,-

500 Weekly, not counting railroading.

"Brides" is being booked by the

United Booking Office, which wasn't
so hot about routing the show—but
it's different now. "Brides" is playing

Richmond and Roanoke this week.

RALPH GRANZIN
Ralph Granzin, 38, assistant man-

ager of the RKO Orpheum theatre,
Des Moines, died in Chicago, Sept. 25,
from internal complications.
He had been in the Mort Singer

office in Chicago as an auditor, since
the Singer company was organized,
some 12 years ago. and was made
assistant manager and treasurer of
the RKO Des Moines theatre when
the RKO circuit took over the Singer
chain a year ago.
Survived by widow, son" and

daughter.

DELBERT V. COOKE
Delbert V. .Cooke, 75, former cir-

cus clown and since retiring had

MARRIAGES
Betty Kellow Roday to Harry Ritz,

Hollywood, Sept. 24. Groom is one

of Ritz Bros, vaude team.
Flo Blaine to Lou Ross, Winches-

ter, Va., Sept. 20. Groom is owner
of the Hollywood Show Bar. Pitts-

burgh: bride is head hostess there.

Patsy Faye to Pfc: Carroll O'Con-
nor. Washington, Sept. 30. Bride is

nitery dancer.
Sylvia MacKaye to William Tins-

man, Las Vegasi Sept. 25. Bride is an
actress; groom a casting director.

Dorothy Ann Gardner to George
Kondblph, Jr., New ,

York. Sept. 28.

Groom is legit and radio producer.
Grace Norton to Al Gallico, New

York, Oct. 1. Bride is member of

Norton Sisters vocal trio: groom is

contact man with Leeds Music Co.

Carolyn Cromwell to Edwin H,
(Buddy; Morris, Las Vegas, Sept: 10,.

but not announced until this week.

Groom is the music publisher.

Helen Freund to S'Sgt. Sam Bush-

man, Minneapolis, Sept. 1. Bride is

former Phllly Daily News staffer;

groom former Philly flack.
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'Song With Words' 25G,
'Rebecca' 18G in Frisco

San Francisco. Oct. 2.

Another fat week for the Theodore
Bachenheimer-James A. Doolittle
"Song Without Words." took in $24,-

900 at $3.60 top in the 1,776-seat Cur-
ran. •

Diana Barrymore. in '"Rebecca,"
drew excellent $18,000 at 1,550-seat,

$3-top Geary next door.

Current Road Shows
( Pei iod Coverivg Oct. 1-13)

Apple" — Geary.,

Opera House,

Chi B.O. Breezy; lucasta' SRO

$17,300, Ming 41G, 'Jones $28,
Chicago, Oct. 2. -f

Rainy weather cut the takes lor

half of the town's legit attractions

last week, but the other three-^all

hits— Were capacity. Latter are

"Anna Lucasta," which now has a

sensational $45,000 advance at the

small-capacity Civic and a big $17,-

300 for the. first week (it's $17,500

capacity, with press seats accounting

lor opening-stanza slack); "Lafliv;

Room Only," up to near-capacity

with $41,000 'for, eight performances
following opening weeks $29,500 for

five- and "Carmen. Jones," still a lull

$28,000. „ m
••Two Mrs. Carrolls' and "Tem-

pc-it'* 'clashed in reopening Great

Northern and Sludebakcr, respec-

tively. Monday (D. with swell $15.-

CiO advance on "Carrolls" tor Inst

three weeks ot sale tit's Elisabeth

Bergners first stage appearance

here) and a little under $10,000 ad-

vance lor "Tempest," which made
nobody unhappy.

, „ . , ,,

•Dear -Ruth' and Voice ot the

Turtle" were down $1,500 each—
"Ruth" to $17,500 and "Turtle" to

$10 000—and "Good Night, Ladies'

limuod into the finish with $9.800,,

which mav cue closing earlier than I

"oiijwooo w.?.

O -t
''7 as already announced.

Ballet Russe rie Monte Carlo jfot

$40 000 for six performances at the

Opera House — considered remark-

able, especially in view of the rainy

weather on tap most of the week.
Estimates for Last Week

•\,uia Lucasta," Civic (900; $3,001.

Despite weather lit tor ducks, this

ore hit capacity $17,300 in first

stanza, with $45,000 in advance sales

to date. ...

••Carmen Jones," Erlanger (nth

week) (1,500; $4.20). Still a smash
$28,000. '••:•

Dear Ruth," Harris < 24th week)

11.000; $3.60). Of! $1,500 to $17,500.

but okay.
, .

•Good Nlffht. Ladies" Blackstonc

(8th week) (1.200; $3). Puny $9,800.

"Wint-:r's Tale" inked in Oct. 29.

"Laffing Room Only," Shubert (2d

week) (2.163; $4.80). Standout $41,-

000 Tor eight performances.
"Voire of the Turtle." Selwyn (;>2d

week) (1.000: $3.60). Also off $1,500.

Got $10,000 this time. Tuesday (2>

is its fust anni here.

"Adam Ale the

Frisco (8-13).

Bullet Theatre

Bost. 11-6).-

"Begsrars Are Coming to Town"—
Lyricv Bridgeport 1 5-6 >; Wilbur,

Bost.
*
i8-I3).

.

"Blackouts of 1»45"— El Capital!.

'Winter's Tale' Okay
$16,500 in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, Oct. 2.

"Winter's Tale" had the advantage
o£ heavy pi e-season subscription sale
at Nixon last week and hung up
satisfactory $16,500 at $3.60 (includ-
ing tax) top. Notices were sharply
divided. Sun-Tele called it a solid
hit; Press thought show was okay
and Post-Gazette panned production.
Window sale was only fair. Con-
siderable fixing being contemplated,
with several cast changes in the off-

ing.
'

Nixon currently has Tallulah
Baiikhead' in "Foolish Notion," first

time on record that Otrc subscription
offering lias come, right pn heels of
another. Still a third was supposed
to have followed if Oct. 15 in "Dark
of Moon.'' but Hint's staying in New
York and Kay Francis in "Windy
Hilf has been subbed. House has
been unable, to snatch a bookiiv for

next week and will bo. dark. Then
comes "Hill.'' with new Lindsay-
douse piece, "State of the Union,"
on deck.

B way Tapers; 'Roots'Tops Newcomers

*

With $14000 in 1st 7 Showings, Ryan'

Surprises, 17G, Touched' Okay 13^G

BERGNER 'CARROLLS'

NEAT $16,000, CINCY
Cincinnati, Oct. 2.

Opening Cincy's legit season, Elis-

abeth Bergiier in "The Two Mis.

Carrolls" tugged a swell $16,000 on
eight performances last week in the

1,300-scat Cox at $3.60 top.

The town will be without road
shows, until Oct. 14, when Black.slone

tenants the house for a week of

hocus-pocus at $1.80 top. From then
on the only gap in bookings. is pre-

Xmas week, which means more .en-

gagements than last season.

'Okla.!' 34G Sellout

Blackstone — Virginia, Wheeling
(1-3),; Hariman. Columbus i4-6).

English;; Ind'polis (8-13).

"Blossom Time" — Bijou, Battle

Creek ill; State. Kalamazoo (2):

Fischer. Danville (3); Orpheurh;
Springfield (4); Lincoln. Decatur (5);

Univ.. Lafayette (6); Mosque, Peoria

(8): PkWay. Madison (9); And:, St.

Paul (10-11); Lyceum. Minn. (12-13).

"Carmen .rones" — Erlanger, Chi.

(1-13). :
'

'-."'•'

"Dear ' Ruth"—Harris, Chi 1 1-13).

"Dear Kuth" (2nd Co.)—Amer.. St.

Louis (1-6); Music H., Kansas City

(8-13).
.

"Desert Sour"—Metro. Seattle (1-

6); Capitol, Yakima (8): Fox. Spo-
kane (9-10): And:. St. Paul (13).

"Foolish Notion" — Nixon, Pitts

il-6); Erlanger. Buffalo (8-11); Aud.,

Rochester (12-131.

Gilbert & Sullivan—Metro, Provi-
dence (3-4): Bushnell, Hartford
(54i): Opera House, Bost. (8-13).

"Girl from Nantucket" — ShtibeiL
New Haven (4-6); Forrest, Philly

(8-13). .

"Good Night, Ladies"—Blackstone.
Chi. (1-13)..

""

"Hasty Heart" — Shubert, Philly

(1-131.

"Lafflng- Room Only"— Shubert.

Chi. (1-13).

"Mr. Cooper's Left Hand"—Wilbur,
Boston (1-6).

"Next Half Hour" — McCartcr,
Pi incetoii (13).

"Oklahoma!"—Ford's. Balto (1-6);

Shubert. New Haven (8-13).

"Rebecca" — Geary. Frisco (1-61;

And.. Oakland <7l; Maytair, Portland

19-101: Temple. Tacoma (Hi; Royal.

. Victoria (12-13).

I "Rugged rath"—Nat'l, Wash, (1-

.XV.,. -*
f -"Sail -t%fMo Oper»'-0«:

—

Vr. "WAX: >«V

Baltimore, Oct. 2?*^, ToTlTTTT; Tohmtttfrity,'"Hprshey--l-2^
' Oklahoma:" completed its first !. Cochran. Johnstown (3); Mosque,

week at Ford's here last week with PHts: (4-6); Virginia. Wheeling (8);
a Dango $34,000 capacity at $4.22 top.

|
stambaugh, Youngstown (9); Music
II.. Clove'. (10-14).and started off its .second round with

an extra Show Sunday (30), assuring
an even bigger total in second and
final round of its stay.
Kay Francis. in Ruth Chatlcrton's

production of "Windy Hill" is slated
to follow.

'Indians' Whooped Down
By Baseball, 10G in St. L.

St. Louis, Oct. 2.

Almost continuous rain and inter-
est in the baseball pennant race was
too great an opposish for Agatha
Christie's mystery comedy, "10 Little
Indians." during its second and final i

week at the American theatre.
'Drama, which, drew posies from the !

erix, wound Up its local stand Satur-
day (29) with .-'an estimated $10,000
lor the final staitta. The first week's
gross was approximately $13,000.
fhe house was healed at $3.05.
"Dear Ruth" opened a one-week

engagement at the American Sunday
.(•50) with a heavy advance that
points to a profitable week. The cast
is headed by Philip Obcr, Mariorie
tituesotv, Randee Sanford and Rus-
sell Hoyt. House is scaled to S3.05.

Romberg Sockf7$^700
For Indpls. Solo Date

•

' _ Indianapolis, Sept. 30.
.
Koad show season opened here to-

night' (30) with a bang-up double-
nt.auer. Sigmund' Romberg and com-
pany at Mnrat. for single, and "To-
bacco Road" at English lor week.
Komberg, under management of

i age & Byrne, played to $6,700 and
nidienee of 2.300' in house that nor-
mally seats 1.900. About $2,500 wasuuned back. Scale, $1.20-$3.60. "To-
0.1CCO Road" also opened to near

^Pilc,t);at 60c-$2.40. Legit program
"!r

l
? sU1 'S sketchy, with Blackstone'HM on bill ;,t English week Oct. 7. !

6); Ford

"School for Brides"—Lyric. Rich-
mond (1-4): Center. Norfolk (5-7):

Stale. Raleigh (8); Nafl. Greensboro
(9); Carolina. Charlotte (10): Aud.,

Columbia (11): State. W. Salem (12):

Acad.. Roanoke (13).

"Spring in Brazil"—Shubert. Bost.

11-131.

"Stale of the Union" — Walnut.
Philly (10-13).

"Sludenl Prince"—Cass. Det. (1-

6); Royal Alexandra. Toronto (8-13.1.

"Tempest"—Studebakcr, Chi. U-
131,

"Ten Little Indiana". (1st Co.) —
Copley. Boston (1-13).

"Ten Little Indians" (2nd Co.) —
Columbus (1-3); Town Hall. Toledo
(4-6). .

•:

"The Assassin"—Plymouth, Bosl.

(1-13). .

".

"The Bad Man"—Music H„ Hoik-
ton if); Texas. San Antonio (2);

jPara.. Austin (31; Worth. Ft. Worth

j

(4); Melba. Dallas (5-6)- Convention

I

H,. Tulsa 18): Shrine And., Oklahoma
|C, (9-lOi: Arcadia. Wichita at):
Stale And.. Emporia l J 2 > : Mem.
And.. Salina 1 13 l.-

"The Only Girl"—Russ Aud.. San
Diego ui-7): Biltmorc. CL. A. (8-13).

'•Therese"~Locust-St.. PhilfV (1-6),

"The Winter's Tale" — Erlanger.

Buffalo ( 1-4 ); Add.. Rochester (5-6):

Colonial. Bost. (8-13).

"Tobacco Road 1—English. Indian-
apolis il-(i): Amer.. St. Louis i8-l:j).

"Two Mrs. Carrolls"—Gr. North-
ern. Chi. (1-131.

"Voice of the Turtle" — Selwyn.
Chi. (1-13)..

Windy Hill"—Forrest. Philly (1-

Balto (8.-13);

Nothing Fooli-h

AboutK For

Tallu in Philly
'• Philadelphia, Oct; 2.

Philly 's legit continued to hit. the
high spots last, week with only two
houses tenanted, and one show get-

ting a unanimous shellacking from
the erix, ,

•

As was expected, the Theatre
Guild's "Foolish Notion," with •' Tallu-
lah . Bank-head as star, surpassed its

first week at the Shubert with an
amazing $29,000—the kind of figure
generally associated with musicals.
To say it could have remained an-
other couple of weeks is only to state

an" obvious fact; also, naturally, with
its scale, the Philip Barry show
would have grossed higher each
week if not on ATS subscription.
However, the two weeks' engagement
grossed over $55,000.
"Windy Hill." at the Forrest for

the first of two sessions, got poor to
tepid notices. In face of erix' ad-
verse reports. Kay Francis vehicle
grossed close to $17,000 on the week,
plenty okay.
Walnut and Locust were both dark

last week, but latter relighted last

night (Oct. I) with "Theresc," which
has been .doing well up in New Eng-
land despite some mixed com-
mentaries. Le Gallicnne show is

still only announced for a single
week here but as Locust has no
booking until Theron Bamberger's
"Caviar to the General" on the 22nd.
there is still talk of "Thcrese" stay-
ing. ' Another show was pencilled in

for two weeks but is apparently out.
This, week's- other oocning was

"The Hasty Heart." which bowed
into the Shubert last night .(1st), as
2nd ATS subscription' attraction,
Three new shows, all preeming
locally. 'are next in line. First is

Philly season's first musical. "Girl
From Nantucket." set at the Forrest
on Tuesday. (9): on the following
'iS.g'ti: i t7rrd;,a}. co;r ejth-

:

'HSutis -J j Hello ion" aixcm? ."fft'.^i?

Walnut. The following Week—
Wednesday, the 17th. another musi-
cal. "Are You With It" comes to the
Shubert. The Milton Bcrle musical.
"Spring in Brazil." is listed for the
Forrest on the 29th. .

'POLONAISE' HITS 32G

IN WASH.; TRACY SRO
• Washington. Oct. 21

"Polonaise.'-' with all seats sold be-
fore the attraction, came in. did $32.-
()()•:) on it.s week at the National' the-
atre. .

Spencer Tracy show. Robert E.
Sherwood's "The Rugged Path;" has
duplicated this feat. It will gel be-
tween $58,006 and $59,000 oii its two
weeks hero.
"The Next Half Hour." -with Fay

Baintcr starred, -has a mountain of
mail orders. It's a Max Gordon pro-
duction.

W Grinds Out 20G

In LA.; 'Suds' 8|G
Los 'Angeles. Oct. 2.*

Good .returns were rung dp here
last week, aided by cool weather..
Top coin went to the initial frame of
"Red Mill'' at the :• Biltmorc. which
rated a solid $20,000. Ken Murray's
"Blackouts ot 1945"went through
the 170th week with capacity $15.4'J0.

owing to the two evening shows Sat-
urday.
"Suds in Your Eye" dipped again

in the third frame to take $8,600. still

way in the black, Musart's olVering
of "Motel Wives" rated a steady $3.-

900 for the ninth week.

Blackstone 12G, Buff
Buffalo. Oct. 2.

Blackstonc in six performances at

Erlanger List week' rolled up rousing
$12,000 at $2.40 top.

There was some tapering of Broad-
way grosses last week, po&sibly due
to weather uncertainties, particu-
larly a September heat wave,' but the
prosperity trend was clearly, demon-
strated again. The first flock of flops
is off the boards and five new en-
trants last week kept the. first [light-
ers occupied. Only one' 1 hew .'show
this week. "Polonaise" bowing in
Saturday (6) afjter big .business at
the tryouts.

Two and maybe three of the new
attractions appear to have likely
chances, according to . st rong box-
office despite the doubtful nature of
the notices. "Deep Are the Roots"
can be the topper of last week's in-
comers but "The Ryan Girl" and
"You Touched Me" fared much bet-
ter at the boxot'fice than expected, a
surprise in light' of critical opinions.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D •pmmu),

CO (Comedy-Drama), R (Reimc),
M (MiificnO, O (Operetta).

"A Bell for Adano," Cort (33id
week) (D-1,063; $4.20). Business oil

last half but gross fairly strong, the
count being quoted around $15,000.

"Anna Lueasfa," Mansfield (57lh
week) (D-1,041; $3.60), Chicago
company off to excellent start, while
another cast now playing here topped
$19,000.
"Bloomer Girl," Shubert (52cl

week) (M-1,328; $5.40). Has com-
pleted a year's stay and is on the
way to another season; estimated
takings were $33,500, capacity,
"Carib Sonf," (Adelphi (M-1.434:

$4.80). Opened late last week and
while dances (Katherine Dunham,
Avon Long) were lauded, newest col-
ored musical got thumbs down; got
$17,000 in four times, however, aided
by big opening night.
"Carousel," Majestic (24th week)

(M-1,681: $6). Broadway's topper is

close to half-year mark, with indica-
tions of staying into 1947; over $49,-
000.
"Dark of the Moon," 48th Stuee!

(28th week) (D-1,329; $4.20). Under-
estimated., gross having gone to $11,-
500: operating profit but not for
house; starting Sunday performances.
"Dear Riiir.v," Miller <42d week)

(C-930; $4.20). One of last season's
best laugh plays now approximating
capacity all times: over $18,000:.
"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton (D-

946; $4.20). Including two paid pre-
views first seven performances
.around $14,000; capacity claimed Fri-
day Uhd Saturday.
"Follow tue Girls," Broadhurst

(77th. week) (M-1,179; $4.80). Even
the management surprised at up-
surge during September: up. further,
gross being ereat $30,500.
"Harvey," 48th Street (48th week)

(C-925; S4.20). Slight till in upper
shell" prices, so gross now is around
$19,300. which pace will continue In-

definitely. '.'.:':.

"Hals Off to Ice," Center (fi4lh

week) iR-2,944: $1.98). Slated
through new season; consistently

i!i£!iiS&ni';
scs -. ,P r"'e bettering $30,000.

- .8«mH»MV-»ili>iwh%J<,'uuoJB vii.

r51.4- w^ek4-»CD-340:--S4.39.l.. Close,
to year's run mark and selling out
fisht along; $21,500.
"Late George Apley," Lyceum (40th

week) iC-993: $4.20). Looks set well
into winter, with gross approximating
$14,000 last week.

"Life WiKi Father," Bijou (304th
week) iC-630: $3.60). Run leader
faring better than indicated and last

week's pace improved to $11,000.
"Live Life Aeain," Belasco (D-

1,077: $3.60). Opened Saturday (29)
night; unfavorable press.
"Marinka," Barrymore (11th week)

(0-1,115: $4.80). Moved here from
Winter Garden, now in films ("Blithe
Spirit"): had perked up strongly to
nearly $29,000.
"Oklahoma!", St. lames (131st

week) (M-l ,522; 84.80). No matter
how incoming musicals fare this sock
sticker will continue to sell out; over
$31,000.
"On the Town," Beck (40 h week)

(M-1.214; $4.80). Sell iir;. out virtu-
ally all times again and last week's
flalire topped $31,000.
"Polonaise," Alvin (0-1,331: $4.80).

Presented by Horace Schmidlapp in

association with Harry Bloomtield;
score adapted from Chooin by Bron-
i.-:law Kaper: lyrics by John Latouche;
book by Gottfried Reinhardt and An-
thony Veiller; opens Saturday (6):
scale Friday and Saturday nights $6
top. ..-..,'.-.'.

"Sons of Norway,'' Imperial (58th
week) (0-1.427; $0), Stays here in-
definitely and "Spring in Brazil"
probably will play Ccnlurv; Coast hit
around $41,000.
"The Glass Henasrsrieo" Playhouse

(2fi h week) (CD-865: $4.20). Plan
for Coast eompanv stymied; hit is

netting all house will hold; over $18,-
500..

'

"The Ryan Girl," Plvmouth (1st
week) (D-I.075:"$3.C0). Initial week's
business indicates that Edmund
Colliding meller should make grade:
clo.-c to $17,000, surprise figure after
critical panning.
"The Voice of '-''te Turtle," Motosco

(78th week) (C-939: $3.60). Over
SJO.OOO, which means capacity at the

• - • . . - . *

I scale; looks like cinch through an-
! other season.

' Up in Central Park," Broadway
i35th week) (M-1.900; $G). Looks
set through new season, too; business

Ri uniped recently; $41,500 estimated:

j

"Vou Touched Me," Booth (C-712;
$4.20). Critics panned this new one,

I too, but around $13,500. in first seven
j

times in small house is promising.

Therese
7
BigTl7,000,

'Cooper' Left - Handed

10G, 'Indians' 12|G, Hub
.
.". Boston. Oct. 2;

. Theatre managers generally smil-
'

ing this week ..in Hub. "Therese"
continues big at Plymouth in third
week, grossing $17,000 against $21,-
000 second week. Snub reviews hurt
"Mr, Cooper's Left Hand" at Wilbur,
which has not been too happy in
choice of plays this season; gross
was only $10,000. It folds here Satur-
day for revision, instead of going
into the Empire. N. Y.. as scheduled.
"Ten Little- Indians" at refurbished
Copley held its own in third week
at $12,500.

Ballet Theatre at Opera House is
having fair advance sale: Advance
for "Spring in Brazil." opened last
night, exceptionally good.

TRACY-'RUGGED PATH'

PROV. RECORD $20,000
Providence, Oct. 2.

"The Rugged Path." Robert E.
Sherwood's new play, broke all ex-
isting house records with Spencer
Tracy in the new show's tryout two-
day performances at the 3,200-seat
Metropolitan theatre (28 and 29).
SRO was the rule for the two per-
formances with $20,000. Scale had a
$3.60 top.
Event marked Tracy's return to

Providence stage after 20-year ab-
sence.

'Assassin' Fair $4,800

In New Haven Debut
New Haven. Oct. 2.

Business on preem of "The As-
sassin" ;:t Shubert last weekend (27-
29) only fair despite favorable no-
tices. Gross estimated at $4,800 on
(our shows at $3 top.
Repercussions of New York ele-

vator strike hit town this week with
cancellation of break-in of "Girl
from Nantucket," which was skedded
for ' Thurs.-Sat. (4-6). Inability to

(

complete custumes due to strike
• given as reason for calling off the
show's premiere, which, had excited

; considerable interest hereabouts. Re-

j
funds ran close to $10,000. .

I Next week gets full stanza of "Qk-
' lahoina!" (8-13), with handsome ad-

i*wer<2&ato;ia, "'5Sisjp.avks '"ho;v
'

s

MJiird. .apn.eat:ar)£.e..,.here. tooth "tfiSI"

original and the national 'companies'-
liaving teed off at Shubert.

"Secret Room" (Frances Dee) is

due Oct. 18-20 (premierei. and an-
other trvout follows, "Day Before
Spring" (25-27).

'Uncle Tern' 0%
$1,500 in Bridgeport

Bridgeport. Oct. 2.

Off-and-on-again musical version
of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" grossed only
SI .500 in three performances at Klein
Memorial, municipally-operated ail-,

ditorium, in spite of front-paging
that followed Controller Perry W.
Rodman's ban after protests of Negro
groups, CIO, Pastors Assn. and Com-
munists.
Oddly, Rodman had reported art-

advance of $1,300 for original one-
day stand skedded lor Friday (28).

When Mayor Jasper MeLevy, refus-
ing to yield to pressure groups, or-
dered the show to go on and Rodman
booked it again for two shows Satur-
day and one Sunday, expected biz
did not materialize.
Line of 30 pickets patrolled each

of three performances, but no out-
breaks occurred although plenty of
police were ready. Jacob Porter,
Negro labor leader, who took respon- '

sibility for sparking CIO' resolution,
called it "beginning of war to stop
practice, of clowning at expense of
racial traits."

PRINCE' NIFTY 22G, DETROIT
Detroit, Oct. 2. •'

Sigmund Romberg's tuneful per-,
en n Val, "The Student Prince," drew'
a nifty $22,000 to the Cass last week
at a $3 top. Show continues through
Saturday (6), with the theatre dark-
ened thereafter until Tallulah Bank-
head brings Philip Barry's "Foolish
Notion" on the 15th.
Other legits, Lafayette and Music

Hall, continue dark except for a
one-niffht. stand at the latter of Sig-
mund Romberg and concert orch on
Wednesday (3).
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1945 saw Vaughn Monroe become the number one band on

records and the hottest musical attraction in the country. His

"There I've Said It Again" (Victor) was the top record of the year

and is still on best-seller lists after 28 weeks.

# THEATRES • • • '• • Grosses were 40% above any of his previous figures,

^ . everywhere!

# ONE-NIGHTERS • • Into overages every time! Personal "take" was in ex-

* cess of $25,000 on 8 consecutive 1-nite stands!

# HOTELS* •• • • • • Currently at Commodore Hotel. Eighth (and greatest!)

engagement. Thanks to Martin Sweeney.

Newest Victor Album —"On The Moon Beam"

Personal Management MARSHARD MUSIC
EXCLUSIVE DIRECTION . .

.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, inc.
NEW YORK CHICAGO BEVERLY HILLS LONDON
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HOLLYWOOD'S RADIO FOOTHOLD
Negro Performers Lash Back at Raps

Vs. Roles That Hit Race s Dignity
Negro performers, long silent at>

tho jva'v'e- of criticism in the Negro
press, berating them for assuming
idles that allegedly detract from the

dignity of the race, are hitting back

With, such vigor that effects of their

reb.uttai: is being felt in the hi^b

Command of the National Association

•for the Advancement of Colored
People.

Performers, in letters to the pre.-'.s

and in talks before Negro cultural

organization?, claim that Walter

White'. NAACP executive- secretary,

has set himself up as a czar of Negro
entertainment who wants his im-
primatur on every vole assumed by
a-Negro actor. \yhite's action in de-
nouncing; "St. Louis Woman." vvhicn

cawed Lena Home to leave the cas!

'of the Edward Gross production,

started the current furore.

As a result, it's claimed that Hol-
lywood producers are now eliminat-

ing parts that would ordinarily go U
Negro actors because Of fear of criti-

cism in the Negro press. An instance

given is that of one player who had
been working regularly in pictures

until the liareup and is now a laydif.

White's action has also caused some
Ne«roes to shun roles in legit as well

(Continued on page 55

1

PanamaSapolios

Itself, GIs Gone, So

Cafes Go 'Family'

Panamanian nitcrics. long known
• as the hottest spots in the Latin-

Americas, are. turning over a new
leaf and campaign is on to sell them
as cafes catering to the family trade
in order to entice American talent

there. Carlos Cowes, who, in con-
junction with his father, lermo.
owns the Casanova, arrived in New
York Thursday (4) to sign standard
names and to tell of how the ma-
jority of the niteries are now cater-
ing to "respectable" American and
"Panamanian civilians.

Cowes explained that departure of
most GIs has caused a cleanup in

niosl cafes. The B girls, who lined
troops into spending a month's , pay
oil non-alcoholic "blue moons"
(hostess downs), are no longer part
of the scenery. Instead, bonifaccs
are trying to lure permanent resi-
dents' with shows iii the best Ameri-
can tradition. However, they've
peon stymied in their quest for acts
because of the fact that most Ajnori-

' e:m performers, femmes especially,

(Continued on page 55 > -

Theatres, Niteries See
Dress-up Habit Back

New York, and for that matter
every key city in the U. S., is really
riressing-up now that the Victory
has been won. Plenty of white ties
in evidence at theatres and niteries.
along with the less formal' dinner
jackets: and the femmes, o£ course,
who put their baubles away for the
duration, are starting to make up
for it, in spades."

Problem, from the boys' viewpoint,
is getting new duds fast enough, and
the' discovery that the mothballed
evening clothes are either too some-
thing—tight, or loose, or dated.

Berlin Co. s 200G

Net Without a Hit
Irving Berlin, a veteran of the

music wars, is nevertheless amazed
at the extraordinary; success of his
new Berlin Music Pub. Co. (unin-
corporated, as distinguished from

-assoc iated -wit».;^a«Hlfc,Bornsfetn ).

as he points to- a $200i00O -net- profit
in the first six months of business,
without a new bit. "It certainly
proves what a firm with a good
standard catalog can do nowadays.''
says Berlin, referring, of course, to
his own backlog of hits.

Himself either in the Pacific with
"This Is the Army" on its final laps

of a three-year tour (for which lie

just got the rare Legion of Merit
from the Government), or in Holly-
wood polishing up the "Blue Skies"
filmusical at Paramount (Bing
Crosby-Fred Astairc), the Berlin

firm has been operated by Dave
Dreyer and aides. None the less,

with only such mild hits as "Good.

Good,- Good" (not by Berlin), which
(Continued on page 27)

COAST THE KEY

TO
By GEORGE ROSEN

Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Radio production—and that takes
in virtually the whole roster of top-
coin shows with the exception of

some musical-slanted and non-star
formated programs—is as firmly en-
trenched in Hollywood as the. pic-

ture industry itself.

As a result, the N. Y. to L. A.
shuttle of top agency execs has
blossomed forth into an unprece-
dented -commutation set-Up, which
probably reached peak proportions
during the past month, as the wraps
were thrown off the new broadcast-
ing season.

A o.o. of the Hollywood radio
scene points up, if anything, one
glaring inconsistency in agency op-
eration: Today, more than ever be-
fore, top - budgeted nighttime pro-
gramming-production is strictly a

Coast "baby." By comparison, New-
York has levelled off to "road com-
pany*' stature. Name a top air show
that's wrapped around a personality,

and, with but few exceptions, such
(Continued on page 27)

O'seas Junkets Made Easy
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

New ruling by the War Dept. will
nurUo it easier for film stars to travel
Overseas on soldier entertainment
lours. :

.-, V. .

Recently adopted program calls
fur two-week trips, enabling actors
'<> make betweeh-picture appear-
ances abroad. Heretofore they wore
required to sign for three or four
months,

MARLENE DIETRICH'S

FAMILY REUNIONS
'

I'.'i'
Berlin, Sept. 27.

Marlenc Dietrich is on another

USO junket, dpublmg in family re-

unions. •''.'<.
' '

.-'';

When she arrived in Berlin,- Lt.

Col. Barney OldflcUt p.a. for the

First Airborne Army," had two Sig-

nal Corps cameramen pick up her

mother, Frau von Losch. and take

her to Tempclhof Airport, so she

Was there to greet her famous
daughter. Vl v

.

'.-

Next venture oil the same voutc

is much more difficult, being the lo-

cation; of the parents of Miss Diet-

rich's husband. Dr. Ritdolnh Sieber.

They are Austrians, who have been
booted by the Czechs into Germany
and are now in one of the DP camps
in Th'tiringia.

She 'is trying through Ambassador
Murphy's office to gel to the Sicbcrs.

who are believed to be near Leipzig.

MONTREAL PLANS

LOCAL RADIO CM
• ~ • Montreal: QcV'fi-.

"'

"

Plans to build an entertainment
centre along the lines of Radio City
in N. Y., were released here this

week. Site has already been picked
at At water and St. Catherine streets

in the west-end and will neighbor
the Forum, which now houses most
local entertainment as well as

athletics. Scheme is under direction

of French pix producer Charles
Phillip, w"ho was responsible for

"Le Pere Chopin," made here.

Feature of the centre will be a

"Victory Theatre'' seating 5,000 and
individual French and English pic-

ture houses each with 2,000 capacity.

There will also be two individual

theatres for French and English

legit, seating 750. Centre will also

include two pix production studios

and a large scale restaurant along
the lines of am international cafe.

Included in the plans is. a: commer-
cial centre with space. for 220 com-
mercial establishments, exhibition
halls, swimming pool.- exhibition

palace and a garage for 800 cars." All

thiswill be subterranean.
:

Company has already been stormed
for the building planning and
financing..- Project will later- be
placed on ! a permanent financial

basis in the haiids of a new com-
pany.

British Bid for Windsor to Head

Film Biz; Chevalier Ditto in France

Chevalier's Vauder
In Feb. xon Broadway

Maurice Chevalier's U.S. come-
back will be as the star of his own
yau'de-revue on Broadway, on a per-

centage deal with the Shuberts and
Clifford C. Fischer, his longtime
Paris and New York friend. Che-
valier has a commitment for three
months with the new Casino de
Paris show in Paris, from November,
but he will be over in February.

Lucienne Boyer, also being repped
by Fischer, has $4,000-per-wcek bids,

from both Monte Proser (Copaca-
bana), and Jack Harris for the lat-

ter's new London Club • (nee La
Conga), both big-capacity N.Y.
niteries. •

Plane Pic Shows

On Regular Trips
The major airlines envisage pix

exhibition in flight a probability
within two years, as~a result of the

rapid.it*v^aiiritox..rs^-''rti;,-ter^ttalr^rf»

craft- engineers, ; •

Film programs as a passenger con-
venience have remained on the

"maybe someday" agenda of most
companies ever since Mort Blumen-
stock staged a stunt airshowing of

"Devil-Dogs of the Air." for Warner
Bros., a decade ago. All of the com-
panies have •' at various times at-

tempted to surmount the hurdles
.which made such a service a com-
mercial impossibility.

Now things arc shaping up so that

in not too long hence you Will board
a ship for lunch,' sit back and watch
a well-balanced pic program and
be at your destination" for supper.
The use of films i.s- predicated by all

companies on a probable 300 rn.p.h.

air speed.. .

-

Engineering roecarch was ac-
celerated by results of an air travel-

er pdll taken anion
cash o.'-tomer.s which showed pix

(Continued on page 22)

The Duke of Windsor is
s
being Of-

fered a job in England similar to the
one held, here by Eric A. Johnston
as head of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers & Distributors of America, it

was learned this week in Washington
and Wall Street.

According to these well informed
financiers and diplomats, the British
consider the former king their best
bet if they are to cut in success-
fully on the billions in velvet repre-
sented by foreign trade. But this

British proposal is not the only
move now being aimed at the com-
manding position held by Hollywood
pictures.

While the erstwhile crowned head
stepped out of the wings onto the
stage in London for the first time in
nine years, the French also made a
move of primary importance to the
future of foreign trade when they,
pushed Maurice Chevalier into the
limelight again. *

The meaning of this has been
widely overlooked.' those familiar
with European business and politics

insist. Though this picture and mu-
sic hall primary favorite isn't a for-

mer Prince of Wales, he has a world
reputation and that is' what the

(Continued on page 55)

rst'LoutlwK JiHifirSHh

Tops Philharmonic For

Gross But Stops for Tea
Bv

|

MSG's indoor Swim Show
• '. First indoor water show in N. Y.

\
on. a big scale is a possibility at the

• Madison Square Garden, late De-
I comber or January. Elliott Murphy.
\

who produced tho watcrshow at the
Atfiiacadci- .Billy .Rose's World's Fair

! oiK't'fillpHi is dickering for a^ 'dric-

' week scaikl at the Garden.
I. 'Murphy is seeking Esther Wil-
liams, Metro .jhtycr and a swimming

j
champ, for lead in tho production.

HOFKINS-BROMFIELD

WANT BOGIE FOR B'WAY
Arthur- Hopkins, the producer, and

Louis Bromfield. who has authored
his first Broadway play. "In My
Father's House," both Ohio boys'
who made good in. tho big leagues,

j

arc uniting this fall to put on this .

play. Both hope .that
,
Humphrey

.

Bogart can be snagged from Warner
j

Bros., and this time it's': not a casual '

hope since ( 1 ) Hopkins helped give

BOgie his big legit chance, in "The
j

petrified Forest," and (2) it was at

Broinfl'cld's Ohio home that the re-

ceiii TJogail-L'auren Bacall. 'nuptials

took' place.

HARRY REGKNSBKltG
London. Oct. 1.

When it comes to music, or giving
a newcomer in the music field a
chance to make good, Jack Hylton is

|

a real softie.

Royal Air Force guitarist. Sydney
|
Gross, jazz enthusiast, approached

I the English maestro-eum-producer,
(with idea. of staging a Sunday Jam
< Session at the Adelphi theatre on
,an occasional Sunday. Cross had no,

money to put down, so Hylton told

him he could have theatre on per-
centage. '

.

Show.WhichWas based on Eddie

7 000 of the I

Qonc'on
'
s •'azz Sessions, opened Sun-

' dr y. Stpi. 30. and comprised best

I white and colored talent culled from

I

the top bands here. .

j
Outfit, which consisted of 17 (not

all playing at once, thank goodness),

I cerbiirity let themselves . go and
nearly raised the roof for fully thiee

(Continued on page 55)

Paris Theatres Packed
Paris. Oct. .9.

All; amusements continn. to be
packed by crowds anxious to. t,.ke

their minds off present livirg eonoi-

tions.- This explains the business

done by all picture houses, despite

the fact that, pending a quota deci-

sion, most of them can only offer

cither very old revivals, or else new
local product among which there's

been no outstanding hit so far.

Legit, for the most part shuttered
Stella Adler will likely be one of during the, summer, is now begin-,

tiie* femnie leads, whether or j'i'61 iiiiig to open again, mostly with re-

Bogie does it.
' vivals of last season's shows.
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73 Productions, 1,000 Actors

Travel USO's Pacific Route
Race to -be Hie fust USO-Camp*

;Sii(X\v liiiit into Jiipaii is ..virtually on

with .'Gamp Shows' aiyiouneement of

its V-J. pt'ogTam;. which. calls for 73

productions embracing 1,000 per-

former.-. All shows in this group are

destined, lor the Pacific area with

assurance that many of them .will

hit Tokyo 1 and 1 other parts of the N ip

mainland. 1

. 0>
:

.

' '': -.';

Schedule a.s mapped put calls for

completion of this program in »0 .
.

days. In addition CS execs will- at- i

"
tempt to augment the blueprint with "'.'"J

1

sports and personality shows
Biggest V-.l

.
assignment goes to

GS variety department,, which is

called upon to . do 43 productions

each with a cast, of. 8 to 15. perform-
ers. Plan calls for, 12- legit: musicals

. each with a .'east of 2Q to 40:, Harry
Krtvit has returned from a trip

,
through the .sou h and midwest in

search, of -talent for this program.
Legit dept., headed by Robert H.

Gordon, will also do 12 shows,
"scripts of which are . still 'to- be sc-

This Week's Footfall

By TKI) 1IUS1XG ;

WINNER LOSER
College

Boston College. . NYU
.SMUV-.... 1.'

1

,

West Va . .

Columbia
Cornell
Navy , .

Penh . ...

Pitt

Alab ma .

Florida , ,

Georgia
ha. State;,

Indiana ;

Notu Dame.

Okla AMV1

.

. Syracuse
; Bueknell-
.Michigan

i
Yale; :; .V \v

, Princeton
. Ptnn St.'tc

No. Carolina

, Mich. State

. so: Carolina .

, Vandtrbilt

. Kentucky
Tex A-M

. Nebraska
Dartmouth

Ohio State, . . . . v Wisconsin

Texas- OU-Ui.

leeted. Casts will, contain, a top of
, ]\'

ce •

18. Dick Campbell, head of the No- ! °.reci)n •• • • -
gro show dept., is to do six variety

1 waslFington ...

shows,
"

.- -

1

,
Holy Cross.. .,.

Felix Brcntono will do that show .

tinder Camp- Shows',. apspiees. Other
musicals skedded for the V-J pro-
gram include Mike Todd's "Up in

Central Park," -Chocolate Soldier;'
"Gingham, Girl" and "Panama
Hattie." Others are still to be
selected.

. /.V'V
1,1

' >."

Legiters- so far picked inelnde
1'Late Christopher Bean," "Village
Green," "Three Men on a Horse."

.
"Kind Lady." "Petticoat Fever;"

. "What 1 a Life:*' ,«:

Bears ;.../,

Boston ......

Phila. ......

Green Bay s

.

Washington

Tulane
. Ore. State

,
Wash: St. •

. Villanova
Pro ";

. Cards?
"

. Giants
, Detroit

Clove.

. Pitt :

ODDS

• 6-5

8-3
1 a-5

t>-5

13-5

.7-5

2-1

2-1

-I'

1

8-5

: 2-1

9-5
8-5

Even
4-1

13-5

2-1

2-1

9- 5

8-5

2-1

'.""v^V

4-1;

6-5

:. 2-1

2-1

4-1

Mrs. Brandt Heads

Revamped Eastern

Metro Story Dept.

J72nd WEEK !

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1945"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

"rftage entertainment at its best.

lllark.Mits' has evei \ thing a good

musical should have,"

EDGAR BERGEN.

++H »» » » ft * * M » »+,»+

I SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOKIf««* By Frank

Hylton Due in Dec.
Jack Hylton arrives from London

,

around Xmas.
I
Carol Brandt, head ot the dept.

The ex-maestro how a prominent ' Howard Hoyt steps up as play dept.

legit producer and theatre-owner, : head with Julie Heine, formerly ;n

was to have come to New York tnis
j
charge, remaining as special advisor

Keenan Wynn-Ball

Radio Idea Gets Nix

From Metro's Mayer
:' Hollywood. Oet, 9.

' That Keenan Wynn-Lueille Ball

radio package that A. & S. Lyons

had all Wrapped up tor potential

sponsorship is all off. Louis B.

Mayer, Who has the two pic stars

under wraps for Metro, says no

dice. Similar Mayer edict, it's re-

called, also snafued the .Judy Gar-

land air show which; despite its high

cost, aroused considerable interest

among bankrollers. I
Since then

Miss Ball has gone off the M-G coll?

tract list, biit Wynn is still tied.1

It appears that when news of the

Wynn-Ball package deal got around,
Metro's eastern 'story 1 dept., i'l

process of 'sbakeup for same .weeks,

h,is how been reorganized by Mrs. f-other Metroites who were being ro

month, but "pressure of London pro-
duction activity is keeping him
there.' -

:

.

:

,.

J.'.--'-.; v ''•''•' ;

.--

,:
'..;"'

and consultant.

Mrs. Brandt heads the scenario

dept and Olin Clark, continues as

story e'd. Allen Marple, who joined

Metro a week ago fas revealed ex-

clusively in -Variety ' Sept. 26), will

be personal asst. to Mrs. Brandt

manced for radio said "how come?
in pointing to Mayer's nix on their

own shows, with the resultant

Mayer-to-Lyons communique to call

the whole thing off.

'S

SET FOR 2 PIX AT 20TH
Alan Young, the Canadian come-

dian who has clicked on U. S. com-
mercial radio, is set for at least two.

pictures in '46 with 20lh-Fox Film
on an option term contract. First

must be made in February and the

second, by September. 1946. His first

will be with Jeanne Grain in a -script

by Ruth McKlnneyp-tv-rW <4HrifeMW4tf
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CURTIS MITCHELL'S

1ST PLAY ON B'WAY
Washington, Oct. 9.

Col. Curtis Mitchell, head ol, the

Pictorial, Division of Army Public

Relations, is out of the Army.
Mitchell; who came - from Triangle

Publications, is how readying a play

on servicemen abroad, lor Broad-
way production. Mitchell owns a

quarter interest in the show which
he has written. Before the war he
doctored several plays, but this is

the first he has done in entirety.

Mitchell was succeeded in the

War Dept. spot by Lt. Col. Gordon
iUiavthnut, also a former Triangle1

'•' :';S
;
i-'^:! '"iZ C''' TWttermundo. Oct. 7. ;'

On our hill above Hollywood is the first swimming pool ever built i n a
town which now has more pools and lew»er swimming days than any place
on earth.

.
Years ago it belonged1 to Fraitcis-X. Bushman. In time it stum-

bled, fumbled; and dried. Then a Trottermunrio, a globetrotternamed Elias
Burton Holmes, came upon it. He rehabilitated it, changed the name of
the estate to "Topside," and filled the pool anew* A charming neighbor,
he invites the kids around tor a daily- dip and thanks the parents for u t-

ting them come. '.r ..,''-,";",
f]

'{$ ;::

When vandyked showmen take to Hollywood swimming pools at 75 be.
fore taking to the road on their "'32nd, Big Year" I. want to know how
they've managed it. At Columbia i the college, not the wheel ) they used
to give a course which showed how some people survived change, while
others went under because they were not adaptable to change. I doubt if

Burton Holmes ever took the ;
course, but after watching htm perioi'm

through the years. 1 believe he could' have taught it.

Catching htm the other evening at a class joint called the Wiltshire-
'

Ebell, I could see that his act had changed considerably with the, years.

The beautifully hand-colored lantern slicfes were no longer sandwiched
between black and white reels The whole job now was. 16mra. and color,

flawlessly shot, cut and projected, A two-hour show, it had an intenrussioti

afterwhich the lecturer, with his white tie and' tails and boaiHtf'ully

triinmed white goatee, went on to a fast finish.
v

*

' Millfon-nollar ;.MHeas*;.-.-//'-V

The only thing that hasn't changed is his capacity to: fill those long t ows
of seats. The place was SRO.. I counted the house. At $1.80 top, I gave
him $100,000 on 150 lectures for the season. In 50 years that looks like

$5,000,000, and all because he liked to go places and see things

His education wasn't even academic, though at six he ran away from
home and was found in a school, By the time he was 16 he had said

goodbye to all that for his grandmother had taken him on his first lour ol

Europe. Why
, he always saw the rosy side of, things 1 neyer knew .until

recently. It seems that the first place he ever put his foot on foreign soil

was Ireland. That transformed him into an incurable romantic
Millions of service men and women are coming home fed up with many

of those romantic places. One marine, viewiflg the Statue ot -Liberty s

face said, "From now on*I only want to look at her from behind.'' But hi.

a year or two they will begin to yearn for One more peek at the outside
world, and that's where Trottermundo Holmes will come in again. Mean-
while the old guard will keep his pool in chlorinated water—provided he
stays away from Toledo, Cleveland. Indianapolis, Cincinnati and, above
all, Pomona. .,-

'

.- ' =>:
:

,

V
'.''.' "".''

.-

-..:,-,..:-.,'':' Oh, Pomona!
Chicago, Now. York, Philadelphia, Boston and Los Angeles are big league

and '.Holmes has always found them so. In fact his top gross through the
years was $2,500 :for one Saturday matinee in Boston, and his worst pan-
cake was another. Saturday mat in Pomona, which yielded .exactly nothing.

The manager explained the zero as if for all the world he'd been a college,

tackle. "The gross ts so low," he said, "because nobody ain't came
'

San Francisco, too, still is cold to the Holmes far-flung culture lie never
tried to crack it until recent years and then had the misfortune to run into

the San Francisco opera season as opposition. So this year he decided to

go in ahead of the songbirds. He talked Henry Curraii' into, giving, hun
the house on a rental-plus-percentage basis for a week and booked six
night.shows and two matinees into the legit house. Nobody before ever
dared book a travelog like a road company, but that's what. I'm trying to
tell you about this pace-setter. There's no pace like Holmes'. His week
at the Curran included the lilting of gas rationing, V-J Day and Labor Dav.
"I don't know how Ciirran will judge the figures,' 1 he said, "but I came
out all right. At least it was better tor me than battling' the opera season.

"

'

•
' tContiniied on page 27) ''.'

with manager Fraiik Cooper, who
first discovered Young on the CBC
networks, that whenever the come-
dian's show originates, tram :the

Coast , the studio pays the transpor-

tation costs of the entire radio unit

from and back to N. Y.

Young will not do his radio spe-

cialty but a straight juvenile role.

He has approval ot story, material,

under the deal which Cooper anf
Joe Moskowitz, 20th-Fox veepce, set

up, First film calls for a 6-10 week
commitment.

. • .'
';-'.'

Young's Hollywood pact is linusiial

in that he went direct from radio

to pix: without any stage or' rtitery

interludes.

Chi Series Get $100
' Chicago. Oct. 9.

A. set of three grandstand tickets

Cor the World Series
, got $.100. last

week—$01.65 more than they cost at

the b.o That's atmost.1.000% higher

thru speculators here have, ever got-

ten for Series pasteboards in the

past. They also got anywhere from

$125 to $150 for box seats, depending

on location. Official take for latter

is $21.95 a set for all boxes, regard-

less of location *•

Brokers are within the law, of

course, since there's,, no law : against

the price they get on the back of

fs. . - . ... .. . . t 'l'llis iiil'oriiiatiiin is, riVrsuiri il

.
from ..laily :iiiihlli'alion.r*ohly. I -

.

-'

llilt'olil Hfielii.
"

litisiim s .Mti.ti' i»i'
Su nni to ,-' ttiT suiisefilieit liel'oft: iue this

1st ilttyiif Oe'ijlw. -, If 15. -,,'

' .'•
-, Xnl'hait»N"iv.hi'aii, .:

..Votary t'nliiie ,\'.» tit.

(My f oniniNsitifi |iift s Jfa roll i>). tiiffi )

that price,' What makes the whole
tln.ng funny, however, is -the fact

that the Cubs have stamped Oil the

backs of tickets a warning agaifist
selling over the marked price.

Crosby's Anti-Atomic

Bomb Defense Doubted
'V.'., Chicago, Oct, 9.

Eight of the scientists who worked
on the atom bomb are trying to scut-

tle the claim made by the Crosby
Foundation that the latter has a de-

fense against the atomic bomb. Larry
Crosby, prcz of the Foundation, and
brother of Bing Crosby, announced
this week that the defense apparatus

Was so easy, atomic bombs can be
detonated even though one didn't

know their whereabouts
Larry Crosby took, exception to

the Chicago scientists' remarks.
"How can they say Our defense won't
work if they don't know what it is:'"

he -asserted,...'
.; v;

As No. 2 'Harvey' Lead
Brock Pemborton has designs on

Jack Haley for the No. 2 company
Of "Harvey," to re-create the Frank
Fay original. "; • \-

Haley is too tied up in radio and
pix and seemingly disinterested but
the producer will discuss it with
him—and others—on his- this week's
Coast trip. -' '

'.::.
'

The Berle-ing Point

By Milton Berk
i\ Boston, :Oct; "ftS,

"Spring- in Brazil" opened in Boston last Monday night. On Tuesday
morning I jumped out of bed. . ;

;_i'ead JX!^;.******^ ^ mped ight back info

bed .".
, Only one critic realty liked the show."

.

" :a 4tdn t couic.^Elhot
-Naiten.-saidf^In »*bts ^^i-^9^^-«ie^^yit^^'i^ii. can" ha'v e h i in " ...

.

that's a swell way to say I'm a ladies' man, . .Of course, the thing that

really, disturbed me was the- review in "Variety" . . .If that's how"Variety''
treats its staff members—I'm glad1 I'm not writing for Billboard. . . But
seriously, "Spring in Brazil" is a swell show with a load of swell people.

It's being completely restaged. and when it gets to New York the reviews
will be much different. Lee Shubcrt hasn't , said anything .Oh, well,

options speak louder than words! .

CREAM OF WIT:
Grayson Publishers mianteil with a department store up here to

have me autograph eopies of my book, "Out ot My Trunk." I didn't

do so well with the book—but I sold 1.400 fountain pens .Boston
schools have become more progressive. If you take. Latin, they throw
in six samba lessons. ...lack Benny knows a Hollywood actress who
has become so exclusive iShe's hired a naturalist who does nothlnr but
keep her family tree in good condition.

KANIN POLISHING PLAY
Washington. . Oct. 0.

Capt. Carson Kanin went on ter-
minal leave last week, which means
he is out of the Army. He is now
here working with Robert E. Sher-
wood polishing, the tatter's hew
play, "The Rugged Path," prior to

its Broadway engagement. Kanin
has staged the production.
TWO scenes have already- been

lifted and two others substituted.

MAIN. STEM ML'RMURIKGS: \ w
(Tteo Sottgwnten ChtUide the Brill Building, N Y.) ...

FIRST SONGWRITER: O.K so you got your first royaUy check -u'hut
arc you Complotiiing nbont?
SECOND SONGWRITER: plenty! JTieu're,' tn«fcitfff we-'UKi ii in, copiw-

of my song, '.
. .

'

•,.'.:';',. '".-;
;. .. ,"...'-'-. '.-.'•, :':]

OLD MOKES AT HOME:
I don't, know if the Shubett theatre tip here is old but Paul Beveie is

working, the lights. . The moths in Adolphe Menjou's closets are so fussy—

:

they insist upon finger-bowls When they're through. . .Twentieth. Ceitttuyr

Fox informs me that they are going to name new actors after Reuben's
sandwiches.. . .Saw a picture here the other night that is so bad Ihey'ie

sending the leading man around with it. He; stands in the lobby ai.ler

the picture and apologi/.es. I'm very disappointed1 in Hammerstein and
Rodgers. Here it is Oct. 9 and they haven't turned out a musical all

month. .
:." ::V.' ,- -. :..;•'»;.' :•'. i;

4
''V " ;

PO 'AHEM
A guy who'll always fate my hisses,

Is he who tells but never kisses!

THERE'S NO TRUTH TO THE RUMOR:
That Nelson Eddy's doctor pal him on a diet, .He can sing oiiiu «>"«

chorus of '•Shortmn* Bread-'r^-ihe rest l?as to be in Ry-Krisp.

.

-That, «<>!'

Rogers' pajmms have bnilt^n spurs, . That Gene Kelly isiak'n </ itaw mi)

lessons iroin Arthur tylurray* ; .That the Theatrical Phutniacii is so crowded
these days that ilou've got to lwi:e an agent to get a mailed. (For tt < 'i»-

colete float, you have to be eirclttsiuetj/MCA)
. ,

.-. That Cholly Knkl<crbock?r
depends on Jackie Miles for his scoops , . .That tfon can get a .rompi-d*

dinner at 21: for $2i , , SttWt iay C. t'lippen has his hair Htsiffed «<;'/< »s',

J'orest fires...
,''." : '."-

. -.!.-,:
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HEAVY VIOLENCE MARKS STRIKE
Foreign Protection to U.S. B.O.

If, as and when, the French and other foreign film situation rights

iiself, American producers see it as a state offense in those countries

to give false returns on admissions.

Under the French system, the control of tickets, with a record of

how many printed, sold, etc., is in official hands, and thus a film dis-

tributor has an almost Infallible check on the number of admissions

whenever playing on percentage. Any monkeying with theatre-stubs,

etc., is tantamount to counterfeiting the national currency, since the

government has a stake via the tax precentages, and thus the gyp is

kayocd. ' .•"..

Film Tax Probe Stepped Up by Arrival

Big-Wigs; 110 Suits for $30,000,000 Seen
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

Arrival yesterday (8) of Joseph D.

Nunan, Jr.. U. S. Commissioner of

Internal Revenue, brought more
pressure to the bureau's probe of in-

come tax returns made by Holly-

wood film names and independent

film producers.

Nunan was accompanied to the

Coast by Norman D. Cann, deputy

commissioner in charge of the in-

come tax unit; J. P. Wenchel. chief

counsel of the bureau for this area:

and George Martin, head of the de-

partment's intelligence division, on

the probe's progress here.

As previously reported, the "Gov-

ernment has been investigating film

tax returns with regard to indi-

viduals' statements on their cor-

porate earnings, and the outcome is

expected to be the filing of more
than 110 suits to recover more
than $30,000,000 in back taxes.

Taxes would be due under personal

holding company regulations, which

do not permit individuals to malic

tax returns on capital gains if a cor-

poration has less than six faonuffde

stockholders.

Check into Hollywood tax returns

is part of the most far-reaching in-

vestigation ever staged by the Bu-
reau ol Internal Revenue. Probe I

not only covers film names but; in

another phase, is delving into black

market operations and tax evasions
|

that resulted. Nunan declared that

criminal prosecutions, as well as

suits for millions of dollars in taxes

and penalties, may develop.
' Some of the particular targets of

the investigation are producing units

formed to make a single picture, in

which stars and others were "sold"

stock that was later "bought back"
at high prices, with the increase
listed as capital gains on income re-

turns... If..'Abe bureau. .clainsss;, dpwn
on this ."subterfuge,-'- taxes .would
jump from 25?? to 8o?r. " aha" leave
many producers, stars, directors and
others open to tax suits running into

millions.

Nunan and his aides leave today
(9) tor San Francisco, and from
there proceed to Reno to continue
perfecting machinery to investigate
profits in the black market and speed
the settlement of the liabilities in-

curred by business organizations
during wartime. • .

Schines' Hotels
Because of the pressure put on

their circuit by the Government

anti-trust suit filed several years

ago, and reportedly anticipating

•the. worst, the Schine Bros., J.

Myer and Louis W., decided to

dip deeply into the hotel busi-

ness;

They have invested heavily in

various large hostelries, includ-

ing the Roney-Plaza, Miami

Beach; Bocan Raton at Boca

Raton, Fla.; Ten Eyck, Albany,

etc.

Circuit, one of the largest

among indie, operates in N. Y.

state. Ohio, Kentucky, Delaware
and Maryland.

Plane Factory As

Hughes' Pic Studio
Howard Hughes, who has been

working with the U. S. Government
on a cargo plane which measures
three city blocks long and costs

around $14,000,000 to build, will

eventually turn the plane factory

into a Hollywood film studio. He is

anxious to return to picture pro-

duction. '

The planes would be turned out

elsewhere and. incidentally, it's de-

signed to fly an average boatload of

freight to Europe, getting there in a

day instead of a week.

'Unfavorable And- Trust Decision

SHUT FOURTH DAY ^
Would Doom Film Biz -Proskauer

Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Production at Warner Bros, shut
down completely as the fourth day
of mass picketing opened with in-

dividuals attempting to pass lines

but with no mob violence. Although
studio hauled in grips, electricians

and laborers all night long, while
lines were non-existent, and also

those who got in yesterday Mon-
day stayed overnight at the studio,

nevertheless production is stalled

because four top IATSE groups
(cameramen, soundmen, laboratory
technicians and costumers) re-

j

fused to pass lines and enter studio.

Some 300 massed pickets are hold-
i

ing forth at the main gate and sev-

eral. roving squads of huskier pickets,
]

ranging away for several blocks, are
|

stopping cars and preventing any
from getting near the studio. Squads
also spotted 15 or 20 non-strikers

who were seen inside the studio

yesterday (Mon.) standing among
onlookers and gaVe them a heavy
battering. Herbert Green, an assist-

ant director, Who, strikers claimed,

was up on the roof of the studio

Monday (8), throwing things at

pickets, was found aud given a se-

vere beating. He had to be sent to

the hospital. In many cases members
of the squads gave the roughing
treatment and either let non-strikers

go or else turned them over Jo the

Burbank police charging them with
breaking peace.

Burbank police are the only ones
present today on the outside, L. A.
police and sheriffs being absent.

Plenty ol observers present are
watching with representatives of

Screen Writers Guild arid Citizens

Committees of Doctors, Lawyers,
etc., on hand after serving notice

they would be present to see just

what went on. Although pickets have
been out since 5 a.m. There has been
no mass attempt to cross the line by
non-striking groups and no sorties-

' (Continued on page 18)

A Trailer?
"Minneapolis, Oct. 9. .

The Gopher, Minnesota Amus.

Co.'s loop first-run house, will

celebrate an anniversary week

Oct. 25. For its attraction it has

chosen the Monogram picture,

"Divorce."

AH of which is giving rise to

many
. quips in local show- cir-

cles. ' '
'

'
"

' *r
;

BALABAIiWEST, REAGAN

TO FOLLOW NEXT MONTH
Barney Balaban, president Of

Paramount, i„ schcdiiled to leave for.

the Coast today (Wednesday) to

View iiew product and hold general
studio huddles. He usually goes out
aboul this time of the year, .

Later on,, probably late next
month. Charles M. Reagan, v. p. over
sales who. meantime, is busy on the
Victory Loan Drive, will visit the
Coast Par studio and also probably
•make* various, exchange stops.

De Cicco With Mike Todd?
Hollywood, Oct, 9.

Pat De Cicco, Hollywood agent

prior to entering the service and.

former husband of Gloria Vandcr-
bilt Stokowski, may be aligned With

Mike Todd when latter starts film

production chores at Universal. De
Cicco was recently discharged from
the Army. '

Todd recently concluded a four--
year deal .with film firm and will
how with Edna Fcrber's "Great Son"
«> Technicolor.

OF LARGER STUDIO SITE
Hollywood, Oct: 9.

Purchase of a new studio site and

establishment of a foreign distribu-

tion setup were the chief subjects

under discussion at Columbia Pic-

tures board «ot directors* annual

meeting, held here instead of New
York this year because of Harry
Conn's inabiliiy to go east at this

time.

Golumbia lot on Cower street is

inadequate for. the company's filming

program, even with the rental ot

added space for overflow production

on other lots. Cohn's proposal is, to

buy a site in the Hollywood ' zone

large enough for about 24 sound
stages, at a total cost of about $10,-

000,000 lor ground, buildings and
equipment. .

"
.

New studio project is being sub-

mitted to a seven-man •committee
composed of Harry Colin. Jack Conn.
Abe Montague^ Nate Spingold, Abe
Schneider, Donald Stralcm and Ted
Blancke, with Charles Schwartz,

cftfopany; attorney, handling • the

legal problems;
Directors also held long discus?

sinns on postwar expansion in for-

eign fields which will necessitate Co-
lumbia . distribution offices vin vari-

ous parts ot the world.

Shirley Temple's 'Spring'

Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Shirley Temple's first starring

chore since she became a matron
will be "Suddenly It's Spring." Willi

Joseph Cotton as the male star.

Sidney Sheldon is doing the

screenplay to be produced by Dure
Senary under the David O. Selznick

banner, starting in November.

See Warners Back

In MPPDA Fold
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

The Producers Association held a
meeting; yesterday to discuss the
strike situation and declared, "de-
spite the lawlessness, production will

continue at full capacity. Our long-

range policy his been determined
after careful consideration. We ex-
pect to have an important statement
tomorrow." ,

Jack Warner and Carroll Sax,
Warners' studio manager, atiended
the meeting and gave a detailed re-

port of the Monday morning clashes.

Producers declined to issue informa-
tion on what "important statement"
might be made but sources indicate
it might include announcement that

Warners was returning to member-
ship in the Association and MPPDA.

Sweeping Buff

Decision Rules
m 4 ( mm m lieaas not )

SchineMononoly.
~". *•*"?";

Buffalo," Oct. 9.
"

In a sweeping 50-page decision

handed down here Monday (8), co-

incident with the opening in New
York City of the Government's case

against five major distributors, Judge
John Knight of Federal district

court held the Schine Theatre com-
panies an unlawful combination,
guilty of conspiracy, monopoly and
restraint of trade.

By the terms of the court's deci-

sion the Schine interests are en-
joined (1) from monopolizing the

supply of national first-run films in

any situation where there is com-
peting theatre suitable for first run
exhibition thereof, and from mono-
polizing the supply of second-run
films in any situation where there is

a suitable theatre for second run
exliibtions thereof. ':' .;.

(2) From demanding or receiving,

clearance over theatres 'operated by
other persons which clearance un-
reasonably restricts the ability- of

those persons to compete with the

theatres operated or controlled by
the Schine interests. '

<3J From conditioning thie- licens-

ing of the films in any competitive
situation (outside of Buffalo. N. Y.)

(Continued on page 8)

Jack Warner and Carrol Sax, War-
ner Bros, studio manager, attended
a special meeting of the Association
of Motion Picture Producers and
the Motion Picture Producers & Dis-
tributors of America over the week-
end, indicating an early return of

Warners to membership in both or-

ganizations. .

:

,

Main purpose of the meet was to

discuss plant protection and inter-

change of studio police during the
current strike flareup. Understood
the heads of the other lots offered

cooperation if mass picketing contin-

ued. Session confined to lawyers and
execs with producer-labor relations

heads not invited to attend.

the first time Warners' reps

led in an Association" mrt-
vn^ifcsv^noUc" of withdrawal was

ly believed Warners will make for-

mal reentry into Association and
MPPDA after Eric Johnston, new
MPPDA chief, comes to the Coast to

establish local offices. Latter is ex-

pected here some time this, or early

next week.

Nick Schenck on Metro

Lot for Product Meets
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

Nicholas M. Schenck has arrived

from the east and went into huddles
With Louis B. Mayer; William F.

Rogers and Howard'-'Dictz yesterday
<8i.

" /• :

: • /•".'

Huddles concern sales aiui promo-
tion of eighf of Metro's films due
Jot early release.

ERIC JOHNSTON DUE

ON COAST NEXT WEEK
Eric Johnston, new head of the

Motion Picture Producers & Dis-

tributors Assn., is scheduled to visit

the Coast in about a week or 10

days. It will be his first visit since

taking the top executive spot with
the MPPDA. Need for settling the

long-standing union jurisdictional

fight at the studios likely will oc-

cupy his attention at first,

Johnston, who has been in Wash-
ington working on foreign

, and leg-

j
islative matters most of the time

i since being named MPPDA prexy,
may be in Hollywood when steps

i
are taken to fill the Association of

i

Motion • Pictures post of vice-presi-

j

dent, now held by Fred Bcetson.
Latter has. been virtually inactive

j
for the last two years because of

[
bad health, arid producers are re-

ported as being in favor ot having
an active officer in .this important
post. Eddie Mannix is" proxy.

By I.YI.E STUART
The anti-trust suit against the pic-

ture industry went into its third day-

today (Wed. > with Assistant Attorney
General Robert L, Wright further
to ii. - :,; tile Government's case in

N. Y. federal district courjt, in which
the .U. S. charges Paramount,
Loew's, RKO, Warners, 20th-Fox,
Columbia, Universal and United
Artists with monopoly and a con-
spiracy to violate the Sherman act.

Wright, pressing for absolute di-
vorcement by the "Big Five" or ma-
jor pix companies from their $63,-

000,000 theatre holdings, told "Va-
riety" that his .'presentation' would
be completed in the early part of
next week. Wright stated that he will
be satisfied with nothing but com-
plete separation of the companies
from, their theatre holdings: will
agree to no compromise. Col.. UA
and U, of course, own no theatres.
The judges have taken under ad-

visement a motion to recess for three
weeks following completion of the
Government's case, and are expected
to pass on the motion today (Wed.).
Their attitude is characterized by
Judge Hand, who said to the collect-

ed defendants' legal staffs: "You are
(Continued on page 20)

PRC'S INDIE PACKAGE

PRODUCTION EXPANSION
Reeves Espy. v.p. in charge of pro-

duction of PRC Pictures, is en route
to the Coast to seek new producers
and to study independent package
deals for their possibilities at the
boxoflice. He'll stop off at Detroit,
Chicago and possibly Kansas City
on the way.
Proxy Kenneth M. Young states

PRC already has completed 15 of its

46 scheduled pictures for 1945-46.

Young said that PRC is entering its

biggest expansion period, has plans
to make it a major company.

GENE MARKEY'S TOP HATING
Washington, Oct. 9.

President Truman has nominated
Capt. Gene Markey, head of the
Navy Photographic Services, to be
a Commodore -in the Naval Reserve.
It will give Markey the highest serv-
ice ,rank achieved by any Holly-
wooder in uniform.

It will be, in effect, his retirement
rank, since Markey wiU, ijet out and
back to pictures vor^.-«Wi^5;'; - '

-
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Einfeld's Metro Dicker
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

Charlie Einfeld is negotiating with
Metro "fof-'a producer post, with the
deal progressing, but still in an in-

conclusive stage.

While conferences are going on,

Einfeld is understood to have other
studio offers under consideration.
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Reveal Detailed Plans on Rims

To Be Supplied Civilian Germans
Detailed plans for furnishing film*

fntertaimnent to occupied Germany
have just been 'learned, -with the re-

turn to the U. S. of Davidson Taylor,

former CBS broadcasts director. The

program is strictly for the German

civilian population, not. for Anicd

occupation troops. It is also strictly"

part of a re-education program, ac-

cording to Taylor. -Were not out

to entertain the Germans.' lie said.

Taylor was chief of the films,

Theatre and Music. Control Section,

serving as civilian aide under Brig.

Gen.. Robert A. McClurc. who is

chief of the Information Control Di-

vision of U. S. Forecs EuropeanThc-

alre (Gen. Eisenhower's command).

As such, Taylor disclosed that there

»re now -144 film houses in the

American /.one. and in Berlin's

American sector, that arc in operat-

ing condition, with 54 in Berlin

alone. The British have about B40

houses in their /.one and Berlin sec-

tor; the French have about 350. The

Russians have an estimated BOO. Not

all 444 U S. houses, are beins op-

erated yet, print situation prevent-

ing.:
'

The Allies are supplying feature?,

documentaries- and shorts to their

respective zones. The first programs

given in the U. S. zone, Taylor re-

vealed, were strictly documentaries

and ncwsrcels. They didn't draw.

The Germans claimed they had had

enough of propaganda. So the U.S.

•forces introduced features, which
\

Cautious Now
Personalities concerned in sev-

eral proposed indie film produc-
tion setups are reviving plans or

vampin' until the Government
rules on the capital-gains tax

.
structure. -" '

;

•'. . '

.

;

It's now figured that it's not
worth the bother if Uncle Sam
kayoes the device*

AMPA VICE MPPDA

Eric Johnston Organization to Vote
On New Tag in Nov.

Export Ass'n, New Deal

For Sherman; Discussed

At 2-Day UA Board Meet
Two-day session of United Artists

board of directors last Wednesday
and Thursday (3-4) was occupied;
principally .with ironing out rami-
fications of the Motion .Picture "Ex-
port Assn. setup. Expected topics

seemingly did not come in for any
considerable . discussion, and no an-
nouncement was made as to any

I

change , in Carl Leserman's status.

Ijcserman left for the Coast Friday
(5) still as general sales manager of

the company. However, he's ex-
pected to set a new deal -while pui
there. •'.

.

Attention given to the Export
Assn. setup was because each in-

dividual producer releasing through
UA is anxious to obtain his full

While the Motion Picture Pro-

ducers Si Distributors of America,

Inc., lias asked the Secretary . of

State at Albany, N. Y., to reserve

the name, American Motion Picture

Association, Inc., for subsequent

charter as a membership corpora-

tion, no action can be taken on

changing the name until MPPDA di-

rectors meeting next November.

There lias been some talk of ob-

taining a shorter title to cover the

MPPDA, since the tag "Hays. Office",

no longer is applicable with Eric

Johnston at the helm. As a conse-

quence, this means of protecting a

potential title was taken. Not known
whether the association directors

would consider the new name in

conflict with the Association of Mo-
lion Picture Advertisers, which

would have the same AMPA tag

when abbreviated.

not only drew Germans lo the
|

boxoffice, but in themselves have I

Proportionate share of revenue from

proved good propaganda.

Exhibition of features in the

American zone started July 30. Only
American features with German sub-

titles, and documentaries and news-

reels with German sound-track, have

been shown." The U. S. now has 21)

features showing.
British and Russians

The British, who expect to have 12

features showing in their zone by

the first of the year, have only one

there now. They will be exhibiting

German pix primarily, which were
made in the Nazi period, but are.

now heavily censored. The French

(Continued on page 20)

Ben Bogeaus To

Extend His Prod.
I

" h. ,':•
:

/' '
'

Hollywood. Oct. 9.

I

Benedict Bogeaus, indie producer,
is lining up his own roster of stock
players, with his executive aide,. Ar-
thur Landau, interviewing yoOng
Ihesps for future Bogeaus pictures

j

and lor loanouts. Producer shoves
off for. New York next week to in*

|

spect the .eastern field for potential

I

film talent.

j

He's, set to expand his activities
1 and an important announcement is

;
soon due. .

Don't Pull Out of Germany Too Soon
pie German will to make war hasn't been changed under Allien

'

occupation yet, said Davidson Taylor, former CBS director, who just
returned from Germany. "The U. S. now enjoys a monopoly in tlie

media of communications," he declared. "If we use it fight, if we also
try'.'education, utilizing both for a long enough time, there's a good
chance of making the Germans like peace instead of war,

"If we pull out of Germany too soon and leave the country to it-

self," Taylor continues, "it will -want to fight again. And we will have
lost the war of ideas. We ought to stay in Germany a generation or
more." :V •

•"'

RKO Considers Refunding Subsid

Debt Plus Redemption of Pfd. Stock

j

any country where the Export
1 Assn. operates. The association

I
represents all

.
company members,

|

v/ilh
. revenue obtained split accord-

1 ing lo earnings scale of each cor-

poration in. the association. . .

Understood that a new deal with
Harry Sherman, whereby the west-
ern' producer would not make
strictly outdoor pictures, has not yet

i
been finalized.

Possibility of David O. Selznick

j

leaving the company also never
reached the threatening stage. There
appeared to be some doubt if Selz- Talk Q£ an extra dividend for
nick would deliver "Duel in the paramount common stock, prevalent
Sun,' according to inside report, but

j
h, Wall stl.eet m the ]ast few weeks,

I
he still is committed to turn this

j
poims up the: fact that Par now is

PAR, NOW HIGHEST PIC

STOCK,MAY PAY EXTRA

Mary Brian-Chas. Ruggles

USO'd for Freed U.S. PW
.'.•'< Hollywood. Oct. 9.

Mary Brian and Charles Buggies,

back from South Pacific USO tour,

states the best audiences were the

freed prisoners who "wouldn't let us
off the stage." Pair agreed plriying

for liberces was more than worth
the disadvantages of trip. Both
slated rainy season coming on. with
downfall at least once daily during
the show, although the rain is

- in trip-n-hhrh" eo**/**-***-*'^^
Saipan, Tinian, Guam, Ulithis, Pelel-
lieu and Okinawa, troupe consisted
o£ two stars and Del Chain. Virginia
Carroll. Amy Lou Welch. Lillia Gil-
bert and Arthur Zepp. It was Miss
Brian's third overseas hop and
group was flown straight home from
Okinawa.

costly production over to UA for

distribution.

Mary Pickford and Geor;
nail, Selznick's rep, both
N. Y. for the sessions.

e Bag-
are in

L. A. to N.
Harry Ackermun.
Mary Adams.
Brian Ahcrne.
Ethel Barrymore.
Wendell Corey.
Fred de Cordova.
Philip Dunne.
John Fulton.

Ted Gamble.
Pat Geracci.
Bob Gillham.
John Griffith; r

.

Mark Hellingcr.
Mann Holincr.
William Kozlenko.
Claire Leonard.
Bill Lyon. : .'""•

Jack Moss. •'.•

Seymour Neberizahl,
Sid Rogell.

Frank Sinatra.

Florence Strauss.

Charles Thai).

Russell Wade.
Perc West more.

N. Y to L. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Alberti.
Edward Alberlson.
Ca'pt Harold Mclnickei-

.. .

Irving Rapper.

SAILINGS
Oct. 10 iN. Y. to London) Robert

Schless i Mariposa).

Police Disperse Kids

Objecting to Prices
Stevens Points, Wis.. Oct. 9.

Police had to disperse a gang of

several hundred schoolkids in Ste-

vens Point, Wis., last week because
of the moppets' threat to throw

the highest-priced film company
stock on the Big Board. It has sup-
planted Locw's common as 1he most
expensive shares on the N. Y. Stock
Exchange, being priced at near $39
per share while Loew's recently has
been around $28. Basic reason for
this quotation on Locw's, of course,
is that it declined to around this

figure when the shares were split up
about a year ago.

'

Par has been slashing its debt and
building up large cash reserves in

improving its financial position in

recent years. Now figured that earn-

Goodman Made Export

Ass'n V.-P. Prior To

Making Munich His HQ
Morris Goodman, formerly for-

eign manager for Republic., has been

named a v. p. of the Motion Picture

Export Ass'n., and leaves shortly for

Germany where he will handle

American product there for the

Army. He has been loaned to the

Information Control Division of the

Office of Military Government in

Germany.

Also revealed that the Control Di-

vision has selected .48 features to be
shown in Germany, with the eight

major companies now making prints

of such pictures available. Good-
man now is preparing to shove off

tor Germany. .

The Information Control Division

has been reviewing American prod-

uct over the iast several months, and
requested these 48 for its purpose
in the occupied territory. In antici-

pation of the assignment Goodman
has attended numerous meetings in

Washington with representatives of

the War and Slate departments to

acquaint himself with— phases and
problems pertaining to use of the

U. S. film in the occupied territories.

It was at the request of Brigadier-
General Robert A. McClure. chief of

the 'Control Division, that the Export
Assn. agreed to loan Goodman. He
will be associated with Fred J.

Schwartz in supervising the distri-

bution of U. S. pictures in the
American zone, making Munich his

official residence. That's where the
old Bavarian Film Studios are in

good shape for servicing print or-
ders, etc.

Canadian M.P. Would

picket lines- around !>o\offices of the
,

town's two Bie-1tous«r unlcsK -adnrinh . .lffi^u»8»M nMf^ d̂&F£B*J&
s were lowered, . ..sfud^lsT^^(JtiOt.

grade and high school age crowded ;
ve:u' 6F payment of an extra. How

around the theatres, preventing pro-
spective payees from entering, and
police had to be called to break it

up and unsnarl traffic in front of

the buildings.

Admishes the kids were objecting
lo arc COc. at one house and a few
cents less at the other.

ever, recently the company has been
l conservative in tipping payments,
i preferring to use the money lo fur-

j
ther heighten its financial position.

Canada's Tint Documentary
Ottawa. Oct. 9.

I

The war's end cued production of

;

Canadian government documentary
j

films in color. Mulled for some i

months, actual color production got I

under way in National Film Board i

8 difference in a

Kibbee Buzzes Col. Winn
As Ky. Derby Pic Idea

Louisville. Oct. 9.

During his engagement at the Na-
tional, Guy Kibbee, rotund character
man, made a social call on Col. Matt
J. Winfi at Churchill Downs Satur-
day i CfJr "Snared a 1 nice chunk of
publicity and art, by his resem-
blance to the Colonel. Aside from

Col. Winn

Penalize Pix Divorces
Ottawa. Oct. 9.

"A" progrcs-sh-e--b»m~BM- film.-: et»-

p io'.v ing"
r
ctivbi'eeS ~pi7gGiTs'''l*uZ~<tifr-

gested~in- Hie Canadian House of
Commons by R. W. Gladstone, of
Ontario. He said Canadians should
feel alarmed at the increasing num-
ber q£ divorces, and the great, of-

fenders, so far as example is con-
cerned, are moving picture actors
and actresses.

If they have a secojid divorce, he
said, their films should be barred
for one year. For two divorces,
there should be a two-year ban
placed on importation of their pic-
tures through the Canadian customs,
he said. '

'

this fall with the initial release, just |

,s 84
'

l

?
oth m

,

e" a
.

rc Poetically the

completed/being "Salmon Cycle;" a'»^.
m« 1'^. *™..>I

e
.'5,^,

a
!!
y m man*

one-reelcr on British Columbia
salmon^ NFB is using Cinecolor
blow-ups from Hi millimeter orig-
ilials only in its "Canada Carries On"
series. It's distributed in Canada by
Columbia. Pictures. World In Action
(United Artists) list stays black-and-
white. .'

"Cycle'' is set for' theatrical re-

lease soon in 35 mm., with Color
production getting under way on two
more, "Arctic Summer" on Canada's
Eskimos, and "Canadian Landscape,"
artists and painting,

Goldwyn Revamps Studio
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

With three productions. "Glory for

Me," "Earth and High Heaven" and
"The Bishop's Wife" in preparation
for his 1945-46 program, Samuel
Goldwyn has started extensive al-

terations on his studio.

Rebuilding includes a new layout
of offices for Goldwyn's production
cabinet. Leon Fromkess, Marvin Ez-
zell and Pat Duggan.

ways it was remarked that Kibbee
would be perfect casting for, the
part of Co). Winn, should a film be
made on the life of Die racetrack
tycoon and the Kentucky Derby.
.Winn has seen all of the Derbies

since 1875. but lukewarm to Kibbee \s

suggestion that such a pic be made.
He did, however, offer Kibbee. slight
encouragement, when he told him
to come back in a few years, maybe
in 1949, the year of the running of
the .75th or diamond jubilee Ken-
tucky Derby, and perhaps he would
have a different answer.. Kibbee
promised he would be at* Churchill
Downs.

Though Gladstone is a member of
the Liberal parly that is in power,
his suggestion, isn't getting support
from the government. They say
there are so many divorced persons
in the movie industry that if the
ban were imposed, it is doubtful if

more than a handful of pictures a
year could get through it. ;

.'

Statement, by Floyd B. Odium,
chairman of RKO's board of direc-
tors, this week that, officers and di-
rectors of the corporation have been
considering a plan for refunding the
underlying debt of subsidiary com-
panies and redemption of the out-
standing preferred was taken as an
explanation for recent sharp ad-
vances of both shares on the Big
Board; Odium stated that the plan,
which contemplates both a refund-
ing operation for subsids and re-
demption of RKO preferred, had
been under consideration for some
time. How much of the plan would
be adopted or exactly when it would
be placed in effect was hot defin-
itely stated .excepting that it would
be before the end of the present
year or sooii after.

The common of RKO. has been
selling lately around "$13 while the
preferred last week went to $110,
both reflecting belief that some re-
demption program was neai ing con-
summation. RKO has some 16,000
preferred shares now outstanding,
which are convertible into common
on the basis of eight for one share
of preferred. Preferred is callable
at $105.. Hence, when the common
goes above $13.12& per .share; the
conversion looks a profitable trans-
action.

.
It's believed in the industry thatRKO might follow some such plan

as used by Paramount on its last
redeemed preferred, thereby elim-
inating a big outlay of cash for re-
demption of all outstanding prefer-
ence shares. By .fixing a final date
when the preferred is convertible
into common, it has been possible to
call in bulk of outstanding preferred
and supplant with common. Thus,
RKO might conceivably wind up
by having to redeem only a fl'W
thousand shares with remainder
converted into common.

:

Many corporations have set their
financial households in order by this
method since it relieves them of the.
burden of annual payments on the
preferred while leaving the com-
mon stock in line to benefit more
quickly from profits shown by the
company.

theatre setups) structure always has
been a financial headache, with ex-
ecutives reputedly having felt for
years that the entire structure
should be simplified. Such simplifica-
tion is understood to be contem-
plated in the plans now being
worked out.

In financial circles, it was pointed
out that it's significant that Atlas
Corp., headed by Odium, now holds
only common stock and option war-
rants in RKO. Recent figures' of
company reveal that Atlas held
about 1,325.000 shares of RKO com-
-roon-or around A6^_ bins about 327.-

000 option warrants.

REP PLUGS RIVAL STATE
;

Holly vv.ood. Oct. !).

California gets the brushoti' from
Republic in its forlheomir.y Techni-
color musical, "Florida." to be pro-
duced under supervision of Allen
Wilson, studio veepce.
Unlimited-budget picture will be

filmed almost entirely in the Alliga-

j
tor State, starling next spring.

Advanced Opens Office

I
/', Hollywood, Oct, 9.

Advanced Pictures Corp.. headed
j
by. Harold

;
L. Baker, established

offices in the California studios to

make its first picture, "Heaven Only
Knows." '.-'•'"

David Fleischer and Peter Tin-
ttrrin will function as co-producers
siiicf William Stephens as . general
mai1at£er, Nathan Welling has been
appointed to represent the company
in New York.

Many a Slip Between Chi

Censors and the Screen
-." Chicago. Oct. 9.

Lobby display photos of Columbia's
"1.00 1 Nights" at Balab'an & Kat/s
Apollo show the Giant ' Rex In-

gram) picking up Aladdin (Cornel
Wilde) and Abdullah (Phil Silvers)

with his thumb and index linger. On
the screen, however, he never catches

up with them, merely chasing them
as they run for the entrance lo the

cave. •
••'• v :'•

.
;'.'

'

Reason: Chi's police motion pic-

ture censor board, which decided

it, was too scary for Moppets.

Eleanor Parker in 'Never'
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Eleanor Parker joined Errol Flytiii

and Ida Lupino.aS a' co-star in tlie

Warner picture, "Escape Me Never."
I-etiH- Godfrey directs and Henry

I
Bianke produces,

Bergen Goes to Disney
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Walt Disney inked Edgar Bergen
to' star in "Jack and the Beanstalk."

a combined live action and cartoon

feature to be produced early next

year. .

•

Deal calls for character roles by

Charlie McCarthy and Mortimer

Snerd, who will team up with a

moppet, Luana Patten.
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BITS PROPAGANDA PIX PITCH
Armed Forces' Training Films Cue

Greater Use of Pix in Schoolrooms
By MIKE CONNOLLY

.

Chicago, Oct. 9,

Educational Alms— the cut-and-

dried 16mm. schoolroom type, as

opposed to FitzPatrick's romanti-

cized travelogs. Hammond's old

"Spice oi' the Program" shorts, etc.

Uar'fc increasingly coming into -their

oivn.

Reason, of course, is plain: Armed
Forces' use of training films during

World War H speeded up the ac-

ceptance of this "new teaching tool"

by anvwhere from 10 to 20 years.

Conservatives in the trade here say

10: more enthusiastic gray beards

sav 20. Not that it makes much dif-

ference., because all a lot of the

more- libera,' educators know is that

their moppets of ' a few years ago

have tinned into teen-agers .
who

think of' Alexander Graham Bell as

Don. Amcche and of Thomas' A.

Edison as Mickey Rooneyr—which is

enough, proof for them that 20th

Century-Fox and Metro have called

the turn on Houghton '

Mifflin,"- Mac-
niillan. G. P. Putnam and the other

textbook publishers.

Biggest of the educational film-

makers at present is Encyclopedia
Britanniea Films, Inc., which has a
library of 250 sound and 240 silent,

each averaging " about 10. minutes'

running time. Long established and
well known in the school field, the

sound films were taken over by
EBFI from A.T.&T. (Western Elec-

tric i. and are known as the F.rpi

''(Electrical' Research Products. Inc.)

library. Silenls are the former.

Eastman Classroom Films.

Strictly Academic
Films are strictly academic, with

no advertising or promotion angles,

because that's the way teachers

want them. Latter group are. on the
whole, suspicious of ventures into

the Meld by Warners,. Metro, etc..

because they fear the entertainment
guys have "an axe to grind." To
give an idea, if a reel is about
thermodynamics, title of the film is

"Thermodynamics" — no more, no
less. That's the way teachers
like it.

Films are accompanied by study
guides—booklets that kids from
kindergarten through college . can
mull over in advance so they'll get
an idea of what's coming up. Trail-
ers, in other words. Publishers, be-

(Continued on page 27

»

Small-Sears Huddle
Edward Small, independent pro-

ducer, who has been releasing his

pictures through United Artists

since 1938. is currently in N. Y. for

three weeks, during which it is ex-
pected he will iron out distrib prob-
lems with Grid Sears. UA sales v.p.

Small's pact with UA expires in

February..
Small for the. past couple of years

has been producing medium budg-
eted pictures. :'

...

6M. FILM BALLY
American industry is contemplat-

ing widespread use of the 16mm.
film in one of the greatest educa-
tional and propaganda programs yet

embarked upon by private enter-
prise in the United States. After a

four-year lag in the development of

the industry's visual-education pro-
gram, Big Business is readying to

make up for lost time in propagan
db.ing the benefits derived from the

present industrial system.

Industry feels that, embarkation
upon this program is of utmost ne-
cessity at this time.. It's figured that

they must take measures to counter-
act a series of liberal films seen by
every GI in, the Army. The Army
indoctrination and orientation 'films,

produced with Office of War Infor-

mation and other Government agen-
cies, were often made with a "lib-

eral" viewpoint which doesn't see

things with the same slant as cer-

tain big industry.

As one source close to Big Busi-
ness put it, "The Government-pro-
duced films, seen by more than 12,-

000,000 men, do not carry the slant

that industry would have liked. If

such liberal propaganda would' be boxoffiee slump is happening here,

allowed to take its course, even more For example, since the close of hos-

'liberal' measures which would cost !
tilities, Hhe 4,000-seat Radio City

Big Business vast amounts of coin
I

theatre has had its two biggest

would " inevitably result. Industry weeks since its reopening two years

must counter with films projecting ago. with. ,a straight film policy,

its own viewpoint" ..' |
What's more, they came successively

Big Business plans to use schools, I !fjf,^ek and the one before with

fraternal, patriotic and civic organi-
|

zations along with traveling exhibi

Fear Postwar Theatre Bu lding Spree

Will Create Overseating Condition In

Keys and Small Towns; N.Y. Projects
Much apprehension is voiced in

the film business over a postwar
theatre building spree, which, among
other things, it is feared may re-

sult in the creation of serious over-
seating condtions in various keys as

well as smaller situations. Smalltown
exhibitors are worried about inva-
sion of their communities by either

locator outside interests who assume
that the killing that is still being
made by film houses will continue
indefinitely.

. Meantime, various smaller indies

are reported looking around to see
for themselves what spots lend them-
selves to the erection of theatres,

including towns which now do not
have a picture house or others which
might be able to support another.
There is plenty money available

for theatre building. "Not only do
many independent exhibitors have

j
reserve capital for possible expan-

j

sion but financing from the outside

j

appears a relatively simple matter.

Minneapolis, Oct. 9. , In N, Y. and surrounding territory

Just the opppsite from a postwar considerable theatre building and re-

Costumers Cancel Strike
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Strike at Western Costumers was
averted when the company agreecf

to put into immediate effect the new
contract with Motion Picture Studio
Costumers, Local 705, retroactive to

Sept. 24.

Threat of strike arose when the
company appealed to the National
Labor Relations Board from ah ar-

bitrators' decision and insisted on
delay in putting the agreement into

effect.. •;.
''.'

Mpls. Surprised

At the Boff B.O.

CENSUS OF FILM BIZ
Idea of a sweeping industry sur-

vey, which was' by-passed by. '.the

Motion Picture Producers & Distri-
butors Assn. nearly two years ago,
has been resurrected bv Eric John-
ston. MPPDA prexy.

:

He has ex-
pressed himself as being in favor
of a film business census or complete
research study so that those in the
industry^jntfy have accurate data
•*»«WaSje at all

It now looks as. though Johnston
would favor developing the census
within the so-called Motion Picture
Institute, which he favors as one. of
his constructive plans.
Under the MPPDA public rela-

tions alignment,: some census of the
picture business was proposed about
two years ago. It was discarded
almost as quickly as first brought
up. Arthur DeBra, who is MPPDA
director of research, probably would
head up the industry survey. Usual
opposition from many independent
exhibitors

|would not be encountered
since bulk of info would be strictly
for intra-industry consumption.

Amusement, Cafe

Taxes' Big Slash
Washington, Oct. 9.

Wartime excises will go out the
window effective July 1. 1946, under
the new tirx^Teductrorr bill which
the House is expected to approve
Thursdays (11> or Friday. The six-
point tax reduction bill was shaped
up last Thursday by the Ways and
Means Committee to bring about an
estimated $5,319,000,000 tax reduction
on 1946 business and personal in-

comes. "•.-

This is what will happen to some
of the excises:

Admissions: down from '20% to
10";. :

« ;

Nitery check bite: down from 20%
to 5-;

.

,
Leases on boxes and seats: down

from 20'- !• to 11»;.

Bowljng alleys and billiard par-
lors: from $20 per alley or table per
year to $10.

Taxes al.so fall 'on liquor, furs,

jewelry, etc.

Other highlights of the bill:

1. Personal income taxes will be
reduced $2,600,000,000 for the year
beginning Jan. 1. Upper bracker
lax payers will receive a cut of

at least 10"! and it will be greater
for those whose net incomes are
less than $21,000. About 12.000,000

lax payers will go off the rolls com-
pletely.

2. The excess profits tax will be
cut 60";,, with the corporate tax rate
reduced 4"; in the various brackets.
This will give 250.000 corporations

tax—trmr is were"matty -ts^rS-oflmiiTTffiV* andTe^TXTSCBtiOls: ^ Ĵ«m^*tW^'?*^^m)^«>e>A?9 ^UR^^m^^

State Fair" and "Duffy's Tavern.

Former copped around $19,000 and
latter approximately $22,000.

Inasmuch as house has been playing

pretty much, the pick of the releases,

like "Going My Way," for instance,

tors, in projecting their pictures

According to one spokesman for

the National Association of Manu-
facturers, greater use of the Visual

! the boxoffiee performances are con
educational media, via the 16mm.

sicleled M the more significant in
film, is inevitable. The Army's film w trade cirdes . A few weeks
program, which was a shortcut in

! before' "State Fair," "Guest Wife"
the training of troops, proved the smasned through to a tremendous
effectiveness of that medium. Les-

sons learned from films are retained
for a longer period and are more

$21,000 at Radio City.

While it's conceded that product is

strong, the lineup probably isn't
e
^l..

a
^!'"l

1

!,
t

.!.

d
\

ha
'L

that by the
] more powerful, as far as Radio City

is concerned, than it has been over

the past two years on the average.

'joe oTatpopTcale,

bennett pic on b way
Constance Bennett's indie produc-

tion. "Paris Underground," replaces

written or spoken word

Pre-war, there were 15,000 pro-
jectors in schools throughout the

country. That figure has remained
virtually static during the war as

equipment was unavailable. How-
ever, the Army used around 30,000

projectors in its training program
whjch must now be disposed of.

"Manufacturers have proposed that

most important project planned is

on the Times Square 45-46th St.

blockfront, on which City Investing
Co. proposes two new theatres (re-

placing present Astor and Victoria)
as part of a 35 to 40-story office

building. They would seat 2,500 each,
under plans.

On New York's 6lh Ave.

On Sixth avenue, now Avenue of

the Americas, two new theatres may
be built. One, at 52d street in which

! Loew's is reportedly interested, will

j
be the first so-called television thea-

' tre. while a block up the avenue
i Leo Brecher, indie circuit owner,
states he will put up a film house
seating 1,500 or 1,600. Brecher is also

[
building a theatre at 65th and Broad-
way as part of a taxpayer. It will seat

585 and replace the old Arcade
which has been closed for some time
as a result of a fire. Dave Weinstock
plans the erectieni of three or four
theatres on Long Island, while Wal-
ter Reade, N. Y. and New Jersey
circuit owner, is interested in build-
ing a house on Park avenue and 59tn
St., N. Y.
Paramount, which owns trie prop-

erty in Peekskill on which stood the

old Colonial, which was torn down

abolish the excess profits tax com
plctely. but the Ways & Means Com-
mittee voted not to repeal it in full

until alter Dec. 31. 1946.

3. The capital stock tax. in effect

since 1936. will be repealed July 1,

1946. giving corporations a $200,-

000.000 windfall.

4. The auto use stamp tax will be
repealed effective July 1, 1946.

5. Social security taxes will remain
frozen at the present 1% level. They
we^e scheduled to jump to 2\z'':ii oil

Trajn: 1.—— „„^,„„/

If this plan is accepted, nearly every
school in the country will be a

potential outlet for industrial films.

tinues its grind policy at the Globe, demned. has purchased an adjoining

also on Broadway. plot measuring ,35 by 126 (Colonial

"Joe" is reported doing okay at properly is 80 by 126) and on the

the Globe, but the $2.40 reserved
'
combined site proposes to build a

Idea of . using the 16mm. film for
seat p0 |jcy a t the Gotham was rated i house seating somewhere between

Charlie McDonald Gets
Boy Back, Also Grandson
Sgt. Harry McDonald, son of

Charles B. McDonald. N. Y.. division
theatre manager for RKO. returned
last week for mustering out after
seeing three-and-a-half years of
S*fviee overseas with the air corps.
He was with the American Airlines
Ptior to the war. . .

•Charlie McDonald, incidentally,
became a grandfather Sept. 29 when
lis daughter. Edna May. wire of Lt.
Robert J. Hodgson. Jr.. gave birth to
a son at Glen Cove, L. I. Lt. Hodg-
so» is stationed in Panama.

propaganda purposes isn't new. Na-
tional Association of Manufacturers
has been in this field for nine years.

Utilities have produced subjects for

school consumption to combat pub-
lic ownership and TVA. But present

plans exceed anything hitherto done
in that field.

Because of this big industry pro-

gram, labor is expected to counter
with 16mm. subjects of its own,
showing its side of the story. How-
ever, that's one of the future pro-

jects, as the union groups are cur-

rently grappling with problems of

reconversions and disputes which
are flaring up throughout the coun-
try. But it's evident that they'll be
forced into film production by ne-

cessity.

too stiff.

Wyler Gets 'Glory' First,

Thence Into Own Indie

Hollywood, Oct. 9.

LI. Col. William Wyler, now back

in civvies, checked into the Gold-

wyn lot for his. first post-war job

as director on "Glory for Me," based

on the Mackinlay Kantor autobiog,

adapted for screening by Robert E.

Sherwood.
Following his Goldwyrf chore.

Wyler will join Frank Capra and
Sam Briskin in Liberty Films, their

own iridic unit for RKO release.

WB Mulls Entry Into

16 mm. Commercial Pix
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

Entry of Warners into the 16mm.
industrial field, recently proposed by
Norman Moray, chief of the com-
pany's short sales, is still under con-
sideration, with the final decision to

be made later in the year, accord-
ing to Harry M. Warner, company' i ToiitJnne nn Pi*nna<ra'nffa i

' .'-Hollywood, Oct. 9

prexy. Warner said: -
.

.
A^aUliOnS On rropaganaa Metro will use Mexican locations

"Wo are working oh it. but are not In So-Called EdllC. FilmS :
to film more than 80% of its TecTmT-

close enough to any decision to tell , Omaha. Oct. 9.

what we will do. I expect to be in
j

Dl . v. C. Arnspiger. v.p.' of Ency-

1,200 and 1,400. Former Colonial was
only a 900-seater. Par now operates
two theatres in Peekskill. They are
run, together with others, by Harry
Royster for Paramount.
The Siritzky brothers, Sam and

Joe. who recently took a five-year

lease on the Ambassador. N. Y. and
are continuing with the Majestic,
Brooklyn, though giving up the
Squire, N. Y., the end of the year,

|

are interested in building up a siz-

:
able circuit in this country either

(Continued on page 20)

New York during November and
December, at which time the mat-
ter may be decided. The whole
thing depends on conditions."

Reade Denied Judgment
In Suit on Theatres

Walt er Reade, theatre opera lor. on
Monday (8) was denied a motion for

summary judgment against the ex-
ecutors and trustees of the estate ot

the late Frank V. Storrs, theatre

operator of New Jersey. Reade
I

color production. "Fiesta." Most of filed suit to recover damage for the
the foreign shooting will be done in

-J
value ; .

of a lease on the Englewood

Mexico 'Fiesta' Background

elopedia Britlanica Films. Inc.. told.

I
a' large gathering of teachers and

j

pupils here that they should be very

I watchful for propaganda in all so-

'ADULTS ONLY' PIC IN SEPT.
Chicago. Oct. 9.

"Adults Only" tag was hung w
only one of the 92 pix .reviewed: by

Chi's police motion
.
picture censor

board during September. Lieut. Tim-
othy Lyne announced last week. It's

RKO's "Isle of the Dead."

Board chief also advised that 76

cuts were made in the 413.000 feet of

film reviewed during the month.

called educational films. He stressed

that teacher's ' and pupils should

train themselves to evaluate every

film from the point of likely propa-
ganda. The watchword should be:

"Who is saying .what to who and
for what purpose?"

"Is what, is being said truthful and
'authentic'.'"

;

"See it the gun is loaded "

"Propaganda is the use of words
and symbols to influence attitudes

on controversial issues."

and aroUnd a bullring at Hacienda theatre, Englewod; N. J.. which was
Gallindo, about 200 miles from. Mex- sold by the estate to the Skouras
cio City, and at Guadalajara. -' I Theatre's Corp. "

..

Richard Thorpe, director, and
\ Under a 1936 option agreement,

Esther; Williams, star, shove off for
, between Reade and the late Storrs,

Mexico this week for preliminary : Re;>de was to receive lease on nine
work. (theatres in various parts o'. New

j

Jersey, including the Englewood.
Only eight theatres Were turned
over to him. he states. The Engle-
wood. meanwhile, had been sold to

Skouras. The defendant's executors,

Richard M. Huber. Frank S. Hirst.;

and Alan L. ; Wolfe, ar.d Cha'sa

National Bank, trustee, had con-

tended that Reade had waived his

rights to that lease.

Daven to Paris for 20th
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

Andre Daven leaves for Paris Jan.

1 to take over as 20th Century-Fox's
representative there.

Daven, a leading French producer
prior to the war. will have charge

of 20lh-Fox's French production,
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OLD GLORY'S STILL FLYING

!

SOMETHING TO
CELEBRATE

!

Get out the Bunting and

The Banners-

Organize the Parades and

The Cheers

!

^America is ready and willing

To finish the job in a

Blaze of glory!

It's your last Bond Drive

-

Put your heart and soul into it

Then it's sure to be the BEST!

THE VICTORY LOAN
STARTS SOON!

OCTOBER 29— DECEMBER 8

War Activities Committee of Motion Picture lndus^t jsoi:Bro(uiwayt K.X C.
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'•Stork Club" (Songs) fDe-

Sylva-Par). Tiptop Cinderella

musical, geared. 'for lush box--

oflice.

"Kitty", i Pari. Costume drama
of 18th Century loves with

Goddard - Milland names Tor

•marquee,
"The Spider" i20HO, Well-

enacted whodunit lor the sup-

porting market. .

"The Fighting Guardsman"
i Col). Film version of Dumas'
novel, "Companions of Jehu."

okay for cops-and-robbers trade.

".Scotland Yard Investigator"

i Rep). Good murder thriller.

"Sunbdnnet Sue" '(songs)

(Mono). Fair Gay 90s item.

The Spider
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
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Diamond Horseshoe arid Lucius
Eoomer's Waldorf-Astoria, and the

•tatting- average, is still 1.000. Buddy
dcSvIva . has turned out a tiptop

Cinderella story for Paramount: and.

is a cinch for comparable profit, .

.Actually it's not as elementary as

the fundamentals may sound. True,

even after the canny Barry Fitzger-

ald literally confesses that he's the

mysterious bimofacUr of the Stork

Club coairoom girl < she had saved
;, Social Circle"

his life), the plot could fall apart

if. taken too literally, biit somehow
the audiences will accept it for what

. jt. js—a pleasant 08 minutes of Cin-.

. dcrella romance against a glamorous
background. *

Much on the plus side is the fact
; that storv is not restricted to being
another Grand Hotel; theme in a

nitery setting, In tact, at One lime
one wonders what happened to the

Stork Club joart of the tale, since

so' inuch^cTliie misunderstanding,
the band rehearsals, etc.. occur in

the penthouse apartment where
Miss Hulton has been mysteriously
ensconced.

Interspersed is a blighted, romance
between the oldster Fitzgerald and
Mary Young'. his wife of 40 years,

who had walked out on the . eccen-

tric Irish millionaire in disgust; over
his Scotch 'pecuniary, not liquid)

habits.
Robert Benchley is the deadpan

lawyer who fronts for his eccentric

Client, further complicating the

plot, by not disclosing the facts

when a romantic crisis i. can's, be-

tween the poor-bul-bonost check-

room gal i Miss Hutlon ) and her
bandleader-cx-Marine <D;m De-
Fore), who properly enough can't

dope out her unaccustomed afflu-

ence. Fitzgerald's paternal prcJenee

bn one side and Bill Goodwin 'as

Billingsley ) on the other mix up the

juvonile leads for the proper fool-

age until it's all straightened out;

"in between, Billingsley's now fa-

miliar generosity and credo as a

host get .
plenty of spotlighting,

along with a plontitude of Stork Club
trademarks "from the main titles

down to the insignia on the club's

attaches). The femme star does four

tiotop special songs; bandleader De-
Fore "auditions" for Billingsley: and
crooner Andy Russell uncorks a

coiiole of ballads.
Miss Million's "Doctor. Lawyer.

Indian" is her first peppery deliv-

ery, backed by a neat male qu artel.
|
b

Ri'sselir -as-'the -ps> ,ido-rtriimniei' in \'c\t

portion
suspects he might he her mysterims
benefactor—is not too sticky.

Stork Club atmosphere, of course',

is almost photographic in authentic 1

ity. . Director Hal Walker " has done,
right' by producer dcSylva on his

lirst indie pic for Par i Harold Wil-
son aided him on the production),
and the script and song writihe
credits are expert. The

n in .

M I'S,

i-i.-i..

I'.iij.-.

It-nllr

I'll II

Uniformly good performances keep
this whodimit moving and make it

figure as okay for secondary book-

ings. Script fails suitably to explain

why the villain started his series of

murders' but otherwise maintains

casual interest in the '
melodramatic

de\ clbpments.
It's a yam about a private dclec-

.vho gets involved with ihurrier

The House I Live In' a Fine Job
"The House I Live In," Frank Sinatra's 10-minute single- reeler <tn

religious tolerance, is moi '; than a propaganda short. It's fine enter-
tainment. In their desire to do a film as tribute to Sinatra's work
among kids and schools on niter-racial harmony, producers Frank Ross
.aiici Mervyn LeRoy haven't neglected their audience. As a result, one

l as a warm, glowing film that isn't only a preachment. It's a story.
A simple, appealing story, too. one that will get its messge of brother-
hood over that much more effectively because of its simplicity and
Sincerity.
The honesty and feeling is apnarent from the start. Sinatra is seen

recording a son.g. "If You Are But A Dream." then sauntering out of
the studio for a smoke, and liiidittg~a..«roup of kids in the alley gang-
ing up on one youngster, He butts in to ask the whyfore: he's told
kids don't like "foreigners." ;

Sinatra tells them about some ''for-

eigners" in a llashback of Colin Kelly and Meyer Levin bombing the
Haruna; His ; tolerance speech takes: the kids ask him what he does;
when he says he's a singer, they want proof, and Sinatra goes into the
tremendously moving "House. I Live In" number for them. He sells

the youngsters, all right. The brief parting short of a kid giving him
the okay smile is a honey. '.• *,

.

Merit badges are due all around—to Ross who thought up the idea
and Le Roy Who directed; to Albert Maifz' script, Robert De Grasse s

camera-work. Philip Martin. Jr.'s. editing; to Earl Robinson and Louis
Allan for the "House" song:, which is a knockout, to RKO tor dis-
tributing. Above all. lo Sinatra, for some simple acting aiid ace sing-
ing, and for his goodwill. Sinatra. Ross and LeRoy contributed their
services: RKO will distribute non-profit. This is. a short to make
everybody concerned feel proud. Broil.

songsmiths I

' 1V
; ,

tire worth watching
AoW.

Kitty
Hollywood. Oct. 6:
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i vate eye. is approached by Faye Mar
|
lowe. performer with a 'magic show,

if) see'; if he can discover whether
or not her long-absent sister has been

' murdered. Contc's double-crossing

! partner. Ann Savage, has obtained

! the evidence but is mysteriously

bumped ciff before turning it over

! to him. Police . out the finger on

1 Conic for the killing but he man-
ages to duck the charge. Another

i victim turns up. shortly after Contc
I has talked to him. Police really turn

the heat on the dick then but de-

nouement turns up the real killer,

who had turned strangler to conceal

fact that he had actually done in

Miss Marlowe's sister years, ago.

Conte does an excellent job of the

male load and Miss Marlowe makes
attractive her assignment. Skull-

cuggery is contributed by Kurt
Kreuger and Martin Kosleck is (he

chief red-herring suspect. Mantan
Moreland injects some comedy as

Contc's reluctant Negro helper.

Robert Webb's direction keeps the

pace consistent and Ben Silvey's pro-
rliictiou furnishes standard anourte-

nrne--. " '•''; "
:'c''.
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Kilt an opulent period pro-

duction that will have the curiosity I

of the book-lovers to start it oil'. Cel-
j

luloid version of the book of the

same title, produced with all the
]

pomp of the period, is overlong and
,

has a tendency to drag, but names
of 'Pauletle. Goddard and -'Ray Mil-

land will aid ill generating good
j

business. Fcmme audiences, in par-

ticular, will favor theme of Self-

sacrifice for love and the settings

and costumes.
Plot tells of an 18lh century easy

lady who rose from the London
,

slums to high position in court so-

ciety—a society that was no .better
|

than that from which she rose: it
]

only dressed belter. The Kitty de-

i

pietcd in the film is a petty thief and

.i.i K.lKIll

-.1 li)

U'.. who jiels a start t

er life after bceoi

the band, doubles with her on "I'm
j

for Gainsborough's port

a Square in the Social Circle." "If 1
"

Had a Dozen Hearts.'' and "Love Me
the Way I Love You,"which are re-

prised in thy band rehearsal, the

MiiiiM-Jj
1 1.Mil rlii

The portrait and_Kj.U.y attract the

atfcntrdn of several society fops.

One. an impoverished noblcmr i with

few scruples, takes her inn his

mdition and the Stork Club nitery I home, gives her a fictional back-
performances. "Shade of. the Old ground and plots her marriage in a

Apple Tree" is interpolated as the duke. Script carries her through two
romantic theme of Fitzgerald and marriages,, the birth of a child and
his estranged spouse. This is utilized sundry adventures, all to aid her

to point up Eillingsley's rule against poor nobleman—a prize heel—and
no waltzes at the Stork: just fast make him realize her lovo for him
continuous music to keep 'em Paulette Goddard. credibly dcoie.1

pepped up. 'It's not explained, of
course, that the host's reason there-
fore is that fast music also stim-
ulates faster bar tabs.)

'

As part of the plot a "Locke's
(Saks) at'h Avenue" charge account
for Miss Hulton is excuse for a
fashion show. It's here that seript-
ers dcSylva and Jack McGowan
plausibly reprise the oldie that the
benefactor: "wants to make her
happy, but not hysterical." as she
orders three or four' minks for her-
self and her fellow-cloakroom
checker. Iris Adrian. In the Stork
netting, a natural for maitre d'holel
Mikhail Rasumny is another, revival
gag about 'cautioning the busboy to,

"be extra nice , to the waiters, We'
can always get customers."

' Miss Hulton- is capital throughout,
vocally and histrionically. Fitzger-
ald is stiperb; almost steals the pic-
ture from everything and '.. every-
body. His is another, top perform-
ance as the alternatingly dour and
generous, harassed and lovelorn
millionaire of eccentric manner told
clothes, etc. in a mansion back-
ground). Don DcFoi'e is convincing
as the juvc. Andy Russell shines
better vocally biit manifests good
lens consciousness. Bill Goodwin is

-particularly good as Billingsley. Be-
sides looking like the Stork Club's
host, the radio announcer-actor
works with authority and convic-
tion. Miss Adrian makes a lot of
her comedy opportunity as the
heroine's oal
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Although "The Fighting Guards-
man" has the elegant sets and garb
of the Louis XVI period, film is a
modestly budgeted item with little

in the way of marquee lure. Alcx-
I andre Dumas' minor masterpiece.

]

"Companions of Jehu," forms the
I basis of this piece. Film, despite its

I

period setting, is an overdressed

j

cops-and-robbers opera with plenty
I of flintlock and saber play to pro-
vide the major source of interest.

Kitty in the various phases of the Tfic hackneyed Robin Hood theme
slum girl's rise in station. Ray Mil- has Willard Parker in the role of
land has the more difficult task of

. Baron Francois de Sainte Hermaine.
keeping the unpleasant, foppish char- ! who hobnobs with the aristocracy
acter of Sir Hugh Marcy, Kilty's be- but who is convinced of the corrup-

Maiy l-i.llls
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Here's a case where a mediocre,
yet successful script, is made to

appear, like a well-polished project,

simply because il was excellently

east, shrewdly directed and compe-
tently produced. "Scotland Yard In-

vestigator" won't bo tl'.e worse for

half of a double fare.

Sir Aubrey Smith plays the con-
scientious curator of the National
Art Gallery in London, where the.

Mona Lisa has been hidden away
until now. The war concluded, two
Frenchmen posing as representatives
of the Louvre, .call for the painting
and are given it because they have
proper credentials. However, their

leader. Erich Von Stroheim, realizes

after thorough inspection that the
stolen portrait is only a line repro-
duction. The original is in the hands
of another man. equally' ruthless and
cunning, who runs an antique shop
as a decoy for his illegitimate oper-
ations. The plot is literally filled

with corpses after this point: Von
Stroheim eradicating anybody who
would prevent him from possessing
the painting which he desires to
hang in his personal gallery along
with the other stolen masterpieces.
The money-hungry antique dealer,
played by Forrester Harvey, just
wants, to sell the painting back to

the gallery at his own price, in order
that lie and his wife may retire for
the rest of their lives. But Sir Au-
brey Smith is betwixt and between,
because his reputation is at stake,
should word of the painting's loss

leak out. All ends well, of course.
Charles Thompson's set decora-

tions really contribute an air of au-
thenticity to the production.

hit them top hard. It supports the
theory that, despite a Bowery back-
ground., one can attain the avenue
of avenues, if he perseveres, etc.

The acting in this film is credit-.

able. Particularly good are George
Cleveland as the jovial tavern owner;
Minna Gumboil as the wise and sue-,
eessftil w ife of the governor, although
lormorly a Boweryite herself: Charles
Frown.- who intelligently underplays
the role of Father Hurley I Dance
routines fair, but help to convey the
nostalgia of the Gay Nineties. None
of the nt-w songs is outstanding: the
oldies are background themes.

I/Invite lie La I fine
lleure

("The Eleventh Hour Guest")
>':.'. ••?•» Paris, Oct. 2.
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Jean Tissier only came out as a

star comparatively recently when
his nonchalant manner gave him a

following. In thus crime meller he
first plays the part of a journalist
who later passes himself off as a de-
tective to finally turn out as -the

criminal.

The story shows Tissier crashing
an invitation to stay overnight, at

the country house of a scientist who
has already invited several guests.
The scientist has made a discovery
which is apparently very much o(
the atomic style, and secret. During
the night he is found in the hall, ap-
parently dead. Tissier appears to
proceed to a police investigation, his

real object being to steal the secret,

when finally the scientist who was
supposed to have died, causes the
death of the thief.

Eve.n if the story is. somewhat in-

volved, direction is good and action
faster than in most local films. But
love interest is thin. Neither the
crime investigation nor the scientific

background will suffice to make this

picture enhance Tissier's rating.
Md'.Vt.

Schinc Monopoly
coiiliuued train page 3

Sun lionnet. Sm»
(SONGS)

-.Mn

loved, consistent and does well by it.

Reginald Owen and Cecil Kcllaway
deliver character gems. The first' is

die doddering Duke of Malmo.nster.
who strives to keep his faded youth
revived with port wine. The other
is Gainsborough. th_e painter who dis-

covers Kitty. Patric Knowles is good
as the Ear.1 of Carstairs who loves
Kitty. Constance Collier, Millaud's
gin-sodden aunt. Sara Allgood. Den-
nis Hoey, Eric Blore. Mary Gordon
are among others who show up Well:

Mitchell Leisen's direction has
garbed the drama in fancy clothes
and spectacle in toning the . story,
getting all the pomp and much of the
ooniposity of the era into the picture.
Production is elegant in settings, as-

lion of the royal set and consequent
ly has gathered a band of revolu-
tionaries to rob the King's tax-col-
lectors and coaches carrying royal
bullion for distribution among the
deserving poor.
Expected complications in the plot

arise from the fact that Parker must
continually justify his leadership
among his cohorts because of the
fact that he's in love with an aris-
tocrat (Anita Louise) whose broth-
ers life he spares in . a duel. . Ulti-
mately the French revolution clears
the path for continued romance with
the lady of his choice.
Henry Levin's direction strives loo

hard for swashbuckling effects and.
vhile the film/-gocs at a fast clip, it

sociate producers Darrell Ware and-, falls too easily into hokey lines. At
Karl Tunberg having used lavish
hand in providing the framework for
their screenplay, Musical score by
Victor Young is an aid and Danje!
L. Fapp's camera work is skillful."

-;.
,

Brog.

tempts to set off Parker as a super-
man capable of taking on a dozen
adversaries simultaneously i often
brings titters.

Acting is routine with.Parker and
Miss Loiiise trying to. bring a degree
of conviction to their parts. " John
Loder as the emissary of the English
bankers from whom the King at-
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Molnar play. "The Lawyer." as 1

next production for RKO release,

starting Nov. 19.

I

William Cameron Menzies.. RKO
the'ocal

1

^!^
j

^.'<^ is ^-^.orarily out

cvencr tq Winchell. and plausible; <)f h« l| PP C1' Perth t:) "inclion is

and Eillingsley's reference to the I
director on the Lewlon production.

LEWTON'S MOUTHPIECE
Hollywood Oct. ?, I tempts to float a loan does a-'ebn

Val Lcwton picked the Ferenc
|
vincing job. while Lloyd Corrigan
as the bloated highness, Janis Car-
ter as his mistress who passes on
vital information to the revolu-
tionaries. Edgar Buchanan as Pari
cr's Friday, and Georiro Macreariy
us the monarch's loyal aide, carry
out their assignments in routine
manner. Jose.

"Sunbonnet Sue" has enough polit-
ical squabbles, love scenes and a dash
of social significance to make it a
fair dual entry. However, it's too
long for what il contains.
Business at a saloon icirca 1890)

is keeping its pace, until the pedi-
gree-minded aunt who lives on Fifth
Avenue realizes that, if her niece
continues to sing and dance in her
father's Bowery saloon, the aunt's
background will be discovered and
her social future will be spoiled. It
is during the local political elec-
tions that she conceives the idea
of perpetrating a brawl in the tav-
ern, thereby, influencing the police to
close it. Circumstances demanding,
the daughter is forced to leave her
father's home to live luxuriously at
her aunt's home. Howev*r. the aunt's
motive is soon discovered, after
much more brawling, and all Jive
happily afti r.

The 'film has some ed'eelive philo-
sophical notes and manages never to

upon the licensing of films in any
other situation.

14) From selling or acquiring any
theatre interest pending the further

order of the court.

15) From enforcing any existing

agreements heretofore entered into

by the Schine interests not to com-
pete or whereby the use of any real

estate restricted to non-theatrical

purposes; and from the use of threats

as a means of inducing a compel iter

lo sell.

f<5) From continuing the hereto-

fore conspiracy or -monopoly in re-

straint of trade and commerce be-

tween the stales, and from entering

into any combination Or conspiracy

for the purpose or with the effect, of

restraining trade and commerce be-

tween the slates.

The details of the procedure and
the method by which the machinery
for the actual dissolution of Schine
Theatres will be accomplished is not

set forth but the Court, In accord-

ance with recent court precedent on
the subject, directs instead "the en-.:

try of a decree adjudging that the

defendants and their affiliated cor-

porations be dissolved, realigned or

reorganized in their ownership anrt'

control so that, fair competition be-

tween them and other theatres he

restored and nereafter main-
tained; and that the determination

of the question of the dissolution,

realignment and reorganization of

the parties aforesaid and the method
to be employed in the accomplish-
ment, of the same be left u> oe fixed

by this court after further consid-

eration with the parties."
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Pathe's New N. Y. Lab and Studio

Only Part of Expansion Program

Victory (Preem) Shows

As Tribute to Returned

Vets Will Feature Drive

Pathe Industries launched . a big

expansion program last week with

the purchase of an 11-story buildin*

at lomh.St. and Park Ave.. N.'.Y.. for

$500,000'. with total cost ol' its new

studio and laboratory setup to bp

iicar $1,500,000. Besides the bultcl-

j„i{,.' the company '
also obtained sev-

eral adjoining parcels pi' land, which New showmanship ideas are being
will be used for sound stages add, urged upon the industry in connee-
K-sser lab buildings. Vastly in- 1i()n w ,th the forthcoming Victory
creased lab printing business and

j

L() .m drive.. One 0 f the first exptoita-
eivatei facilities for Pat-he News.

|
tjon'idcas'to come 'up was suBsested

which produces the newsi'ecl and ! .,,-. a : recent meeting of regional
shorts fof RKO release, is back ol chairmen where it was asked that

the move.
; bond premieres, which have always

Pathe News will have studio and had high returns in. bond sales, be

lab facilities in the new plant al-
j
titled Victory shows. Idea will be to

though strictly on a contractual basis
\

exploit the shows as tributes to re-

al present. It is possible that Pallie turned veterans.

Industries will move ils Bound - AniWi, ideas formulated will be
Brook tNi J-> establishment to the; having men wearing service
new quarters in N. Y. when the emblems admitted as guests of honor,
tire construction program has been

. lhei| . lie|;ets to be secured for them
completed. , ...... by bond purchasers. In some in-

Pathe Industries now lias the stances, it was suggested, the person
printing contract lor Universal. PRC buying a $200 Roosevelt Bond be
pictures ta subsid i and both Uni
v'ersal -.and Pat he newsreels. It also

dues printing jobs lor Columbia.
Universal. United Artists and Mono-
gram, although not holding the full

contract. It recently obtained a pact

to do all the Hi-millimetci- picture

printing for Paramount. All of this

has contributed to the necessity for

a vastly expanded alignment. .An-
other subsid. Pathc. Mfg. Corp.. puts

out- a.Palhe Reeovder for banks, in-

surance companies and large busi-

nesses requiring filing of vast

amount of records and documents.'

Fact that Kenneth M. Young,,
chairman of the board, is president

of PRC. indicates how much interest

admitted with a veteran.

'"With this Victory show back-
ground.'.' said Oscar A. Doob. cam-
paign director, "it will be logical to

hold parades of service emblem-
wearing boys with a turnout of mili-

tary or naval bands, and create a

general atmosphere of celebration

with a revival of the V-E and V-J
feeling iii each community. Block
parties to honor 'men on the com-
munity's roll of honor, radio pro-

grams, decorated heroes as guests

arc all possible exploitation angles

for the yictofy shows."

Charles M. Reagan, national dis-

tributor chairman, and his commit-
tee are now working out available

; Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Clem Bevans, actor, 20th-Fox.
Roy Roberts, actor, 20th-Fax. :

Tom Moore, actor, 20th-Fox.
Nancy Guild, actress, 20th-Fox.
Bob Adler, actor, 20th-Fox.
Lee Wilde, actiess, Melro.
Lyii Wilde, actress, Metro.
Giorgio Curti, producer, PRC.
Sharon McManus, renewed. Metro.
William Ching. actor, Universal.
Ray Taylor, director. Universal..

Rilfus LeMaire, renewed. 20th-Fox.
Patricia Alphin. actress. Universal.
Cathy O'Donnell, actress. . Gold.
Allan Young, actor, 20th-Fox.
Margaret Barinerman, actress. 20th.

Melville Shavelson, writer. Gold.
Robert Pirosh, writer, Goldwyn.
Vic Cutler, actor, Goldwyn. ''

.

Felice Ingersoll, actress. Metro.
Perry Ferguson, art director. Gold.
Mimi Berry, actress. RKO.
Lynne Roberts, actress. Republic.
Lynn Bari, renewed. 20th-Fox.
Lloyd Nolan, renewed, 20th-Fox.
Sonny Tufts, renewed. Paramount.
Marjorie Reynolds, renewed. Par.
Ray Klune, production mgr.. 20th.

Audrey Korn, actress, Paramount.
Marjorie Raymond, actress. Par.

Jane Starr, actress. Paramount.
L. D. Lighton. prod., renwd.. 20th.

Wells Root, producer. Paramount.
Renee Randall, actress. Par.
Lucy Knock, actress, Paramount

Charlie Reagan Sets State And

District Heads for Victory Loan
Victory Lrfan Committee of stale

distributor chairman has been com-
pleted with appointment of Ward E.

Scott and M. A. Levy, 20th-Fdx' dis-
trict managers to the' distributors

committee, according to Charles M.-
Reagan,- "national distributor chair-

man .'for the drive. Jerry ZigmOnd,

Chicago' Oct 9 I
of' Buchanan « Co... is assistant to

Situation that may result in 'thej
;i,e national, .distributors division,

formation -of a new union in opposi- Country has been divided into 11

I districts, branch and district man-
agers serving in each of these- divi-

Many Trained Boothmen

From Armed Services May

Cue New Union Formation

the Young interests arc taking in
u ,m^ 1( „. the victory Bond shows/it's

the picture producing and dis

tributing company. Although PRC
hoped' to spot them so thoroughly

that every community in the coun-
earnmgs thus tar have not been ,,. v w jl| have celebrations surround-
large. Pathe Industries' consolidated -,„„ a capueity 7attcnded bond pre-
receipis for the first year ending last niiere
Dec. 31 amounted to $4.453.2.'1H.

Indicative of how the Pathe In

?±&^»t?&!& :
GEN. DOOLITTLE STARTS

H'WOODV-LOAN DRIVE

year
the common stock how is quoted
around $72 per share while the pre-
ferred recently went to $94. Both
are listed on Over-lhe-Counter mar-

Hollywood. Oct. 9.

kef, but there is talk of listing them ! Lieut. Gen. Jimmy DoolitUe Was

on the N. Y. Slock Exchange. There ;« ue!il 01 nonol\ * l » n1
"!.

are 20.000 shares of preferred out-,
dmnel ' to start the ball ro ling in the

standing and 100,000 shares of com- ;

Victory Loan drive Ga therms was

nion. Alter paying $2 'on the pre- I

attended by about 500 of the mdus-

ferred last year, corporation has left
1 trVii <°P ni,mes

-
headecl by Lo

,

l

":V
B '

$4 til per share applicable to the Mayer, chairman of the special Vic-

tory Bond Committee; Kenneth
Thomson, head of the Hollywood
Victory Committee, and George
Murphy, president of the Screen

Actors Guild.

Plans were discussed for the

nation-wide cavalcade of motion pic-

lure stars7 as a preliminary to the

Arline Judge's Chicago
Divorce Case Drags On

Chicago. Oct. 9.

Case
. of... Arline Judge vs. {State's-

.

Attorney's office here entered the'^^oJJ dri%V w'hich'"opep8 of-
fifth round last week when a second
amended complaint in proceedings!
to vacate the divorce granted here
last May 17 to Miss Judge from
Capt. James R. Addams. British fly-

j

er, was filed by Asst. Slate's Ally. J

Jacob Shamberg.
Amendment, ordered by

John P. McGoorty in Superioi

finally Oct. 29.

No Significance to WB
Dropping Still Another

Clitting lemons off its bpoks as

Judge leases expire and suitable renewal

Court terms cannot be agreed upon. War-
to clarifv S. A.'s motion to vacate ; ««' Bros, is dropping another house,

charged that two witnesses. Mrs. ' the Faiupt in Lima.. O; Coming on

Annette Davis and Alexander j

hip of last week's decision to step

Jarema. didn't know any of the fads j
°"t Of three theatres in Philadel-

to which they testified and that Cook-I»W- including the first-run Fox,

County courts didn't have jurisdic- !
theie speculation why War-

tion because Miss Judge wasn't a n«'s .was decimating its circuu,

resident of the county - '-• but there is ho significance to the

Miss Judge. now"in California j

dropping of houses. Several have

vith her latest husband, Vincent been given up during the pas year

where theatres arc not worthy ot

lease renewal or the terms de-

manded prompted WB not to renew.

In addition to the Fox. Philly. WB
last week announced no renewing

. Nov. 30 on (he New Park aiid Jef-

pj c .... _ , _ '

J ferson. Phillv nabes. Reason is that
C-a OUlllVan Back at rar

, the New Park has not done well and
S Sgt. Edward Sullivan, for many

j

the Jefferson, owned by the same
years head of the photographic de- landlord, has been carried by WB
Partinent of Paramount at the home- under the. dcak though closed a long

office before entering the service, has ! time. The Lima; house, seating only

heeh shed of his uniform and is back
j

909, being dropped., has also been
in his former post with Par. In the closed for some time.

Army three years, but not going
across, Sullivan was attached to the 1

Signal Corps;
For the major portion of the lime

Sullivan was away, his spot- at Par
was'hi charge of Frank Gebman. for-

Cowans Quick

Profit on 2 Pix

Via Chi Deal
Lester Cowan, who still remains

;
head ot Lester Cowan Productions

I
despite his" "oeai with'" Domestic"
Finance Corp. of Chicago, last week
obtained $1,000,000, after taxes! for

his interest in "G. I. Joe" and "To-
morrow the World." disposed of via

this transaction.

Cowan, who owns 50 r
; of "Joe."

has an optional arrangement with
Domestic, whereby he must rebate
12% should the picture fail to hit

$3,500,000 in the U. S. market. It's

!
not likely he will have to refund
!any of the total amount received
from the Chicago firm because pres-

: ent earnings indicate "Joe" will

reach this figure in the domestic

j

market.

j

Cowan not only stays as head of

|

Cowan Productions, but the Domes-
j
tic deal in no way interferes with

'his future production plans, nor with

I "Free Press." his next film for UA
|
release. Transaction on "Joe .' and

I "Tomorrow" also does not change
! the status of George J. SchaelVr.

who remains in charge of sales for

Cowan. ' Sehaefer also holds an in-

terest in "Joe.'' David Loew, too,

owns a big chunk of the film,

i Domestic operates a circuit of

! about 70 theatres in small Indiana

towns and has an interest in "Great

John L." made by Bing Crosby pro-
' ductions for UA release, as well as

in Warners' "To Have and Have
I Not." Latter figures via Howard
'Hawks' percentage in the Lauren

|

Bacall contract. Pecky Dee and

! Arthur Greene head Domestic.

tion. to Motion Picture Operator
Union (IATSE) is in the cards, ac-
cording to trade sources here, be-
cause of the thousands of trained
projection and maintenance ^peoplo
now pouring out of the armed force;-.

Thai these ex-.soldiers, sailors and
marines are better trained than the
old-line unionists is a foregone Con-
clusion, it's argued, because during
their service careers they've learned
not only how to be operators but
have been educated to take the ma-
chines apart and put them together
again—something most of the union-
ists can't dp. "There are 'maintenance
men for that job" has always been
their answer. But. as one 16 mm pro-
ducer here points out. "Uncle Sam is

turning 'em out .with complete
courses in electronics under their

belts!" ;

'

.

.

; '

.-

Unions, of course, - tight as they

ions: Metropolitan N. Y. is heacU"i

by Henry Ran'del. N. Y., and Ed Bell,

N. J.. for Paramount. Northeastern
district; G. W. Horan. Boston: Carl
Goe. New Haven; Ray S. Smith. Al-
bany: .Al Herman. Buffalo; Norman
Ay res. district manager. N. Y.. for

Warners, .,..;;
-.-'

Eastern ' district: Ceorge E.

Schwartz,. Philadelphia: Joe Krenitz,

Cleveland: Peter F
;
. Dana.. Pitts-

burgh: Salem E. Applegiite, district

manager, Philadelphia: Dave Miller,

district manager. Cleveland, for

Universal: and John S. Allen. Wash-
ington for Metro! North Central dis-

trict: Allan Moritz. Cincinnati; Joe
Gins. Detroit: Guy 'Craig, Indianap-
olis: Carl Sha lit. district manager, for

Columbia. Southern district:" Wil-
liam Zocllher. Atlanta: Bonn. Rosen-

are, don't want to be . "watered wald, Charlotte: Charles E. Kaafc-

down." In fact, despite protestation; -. njch. district manager. Atlanta. , for

that they've got jobs for every man
]

MGM and Luke Conner, New Or-

who left his booth for the service. |

leans, for Warners,

it's known they're having a tough I
' Southeastern district: Tom W.

time getting, the new civilians back- Young. Memphis; M. W.. Osborne,
on the job and finding more jo,bs.| Oklahoma City : Phil Longclon. dis-

for the "temporary card, men" of

the war years. The new—and better

trict manager. Dallas, for 20th-Fox
iihI Fred Lamed. Dallas, for Para-

—talent makes prospects even more
alarming for them.
One of the things that .smarted

during the war—and something they
were averse to hitting out at open-
ty hecaus^^U^J-j^b^ <V.W.
unpatriotic had (hey none su—

w

mount. Midwestern district: J. Har-
old Stevens, Ciicago: Ben Blotcky,
Minneapolis: Harold Wirthwcin,
Milwaukee, and Allen Usher, district

manager. Chicago, all for Para-
mount. River district: B. J. McCarthy,
St. Louis: William '

T.'.. Turog. Kansas
the terrific showing 10mm "Buy W->r| City, for United Artists: Ward E.

almost Scott, district manager. Kansas City,
1 lor 20thrFox. .

,''.;.

Prairie clislric.

Bonds" films got—run off

completely by non-unionists. Pix had
to be shown. Treasury Dept. told

them, union rules governing projec-
tionists or no.

So. the unionists are. scared—and
rightly so. The newcomers are bel-

ligerent.

QUICK SHIFT FROM

'CALIF/ TO '3D AVE/
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

John Farrow has switched direc-

tion from "California" to "Third
Avenue," because five weeks inter-

vene until Ray Milland and Barbara
Stanwyck can be ready for the
former film.

Paramount has been prepping
"Avenue" for several months and
jshot the Barry Fitzgerald starrer in

I front of lenses this morning to util-

! ize Farrow's time-oil' from "Cali-

|

l'ornia," and because co-stars Diana
,
Lynn and Sonny Tufts also are
lvailable for film. ' ;

Morgan Ryan, married Addams. Oct..
7. 1942. and charged he deserted her
Oct 15. 1942.

Sternberg's' motion will be heard
Nov. 8.

Boston Show People

Rally to War Fund

D. C. Kennedy,
Des Moines, for Metro: D. V. Mc-
Lucas. Omaha, for United Artists;

M. A. Levy, district manager. Minne-
apolis. 20th-Fox. Rocky Mountain
district: Arthur S. Abeles. Denver,
and Charles L. Walker. Salt Lake
City, for 20th-Fox. West Coast dis-
trict: Harry C. Colieii. Los Ange'es;
Newton E. Jacobs, San. Francbco;
Mark E. Cory. Seattle: J. - Herbert
Mclntyre. district manager. Los An-
geles, for RKO; arid Maurice D.
Saffle. Seattle for Metro.

Showmen Converge on N. V.

Showmen from all over the .coun-
try are converging upon New York
to put over the Victory Loan, which
begins Oct. 29 and continues to Dec.
8. Joseph L. Ryan, liaison for John
P. Friedl. midwest chairman, is in

from Minneapolis, to make hi.s head-
quarters at the War Activities Com-
mittee for the duration. Fried! ar-
rived Monday (8i for a short visit to

discuss final plans for a regional
meeting set for Oct. 12 al the Black-
stone hotel. Chicago.
Other arrivals include Ray Bcall,

liason for Bob O'Donnell. southern
regional chairman. Paul Levi, rep-
resenting Sam Pinanski, honorary
national chairman and regional di-Boston, Oct. 9.

Boston theatre, folk are rallying
j

rector of New England, is in N. Y

PressburgerY Zola Pic
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

Emile Zola novel. "Therese Ri>-

guin," will be Arnold Pressburger's

next production for United Artist-

release. Ann Green is writing the

screenplay, slated to follow the cur-

rent Pressburger production, "Scan-

dal in Paris

round the annual community appeal
the Greater Boston United War
Fund campaign, to help top the $7,-

500.000 goal.

Joseph Brennaii of the Allied

Theatres of Massachusetts and Mi-
I chael J. Cavanaugh. general manager
! of Boston's Shubert Theatres,, head
j. the legit and vaude divisions. Mau-
; rice N. Wolf of Metro and John J.

i Derwin of United Artists are film

I rlistrib chiefs, ;'

Parsons Goes Mono Indie

Hollywood. Oct. 9.

.

Lindslev Parsons is giving up his
siuu^e ot riant; ueutuan. iiji-

| , ,. .' „ .* „i 1\,l,.„r,(..-^rr,
merly ,,f Acme Photo Service, Mt^^^MjJS^

WBs "Therese"

Warner Bros, is 75% backer of the

Barney Klawans-Victor Payne-Jer.-

iiiugs production of "Therese," which

preemed at the Biltmore, N, Y.. last

night (.Tues.) and which, too, is

based on the Zola novel.

lesigned a while back.
but will remain on the lot as an in

die producer at the head of his own
Lindsley Parsons Productions. Inc.

.Resignation b e c o m e s effective

when he -winds up etliling chores on

"Suspense" and "Swing Parade of

1946," Meanwhile- he will continue

have authored. Book done only so
;

to cbrpi'o.duce the Bowery Boys
far, with lunesmith to be selected, i- series" will) Jan Grippo, and retain

Authors aver it can be put on j
his financial interest in the. Charlie

RKO's 50% Musical Bid
ttKO Pictures may bankroll 50%

of a proposed $100,000 musicomedy
which Malt Brooks and Eddie Dav

for lono. Ch.fii pictures.

It's IX Col. Joe Serkowieh

Joseph Serkowieh. 29-year-old

nephew of Ben^- Serkowieh. Capitol

theatre, N. Y.. publicist, has .
been

|

promoted to Iteutenant-colonel in

the Army. He's now in China, but

!
was advertising manager of tin-

j

Capterpillar Tractor Co.. iV. Peoria.

I HI., before entering the service'.

Two brothers of Joseph also are
I in the service. Harold Serkowieh
is a captain in the. Marines, lie

' formerly was an assistant manager
! at the Astor hotel. N. Y. Another.
' Tom, is a lieutenant in the Navy.

following a trip to Boston to make
arrangements for the regional meet-
ing which went, off at the Staller
hotel yesterday (Tuesday).
Charles Thall. liason for Charles

P. Skouras, western regional chair-
man, arrived from Los Angeles, yes-
terday, Ralph McGowan. liaison for
Harry C, Arthur, central, regional
chairman, and Herman Schlcier,
liaison for Harry '-Bran/It.'eastern
regional chairman, are already setup
at.WAC headquarters. Arthur will
meet with hi.s group at the Coronada
hotel. St. Louis. Oct, 11 while
Brandt's meet is scheduled for the
Astor hotel, N. Y.. Oct. 17-; '.

Ferdinand Reinlieb, accountant
and purchasing agent for the Raxy
theatre. N: Y., has been named ac-

Toledo Thelit es Help

'Home for a Hero' Drive
Toledo, Oct. 9.

'

Sgt. Carl Winzeler. Toledo's most
severly Injured, war hero, was the

object of
_

a week's campaign, be- counling chairman , for .
the Victory

g.nning-last Thursday 4. by Toledo Loatl f0r (he G ,.eate| . N _ y ^ £
theatres, who. are collecting funds \lrvmg Lesser, managing director of
from audiences for the Home for a

| the theatre. Reinleib was in cllarse-
:
Hero" fund. Wishing-wclls were ot a„ r(Jcol.ds for t he.

: Seventh War •

placed in theatre lobbies,of down-
j

r,na„ Drive.
-town houses, while neighborhood I '.—

. ,i.

houses 'made theirown arrangements
\ _ „

for acceptance of contributions. I

CONCERTO TAG HIGHBROW
Su.1. Winzeler lost two legs and his. Hollywood. Oct. 9.

right -hand while rescuing six bud- Frank Borzage is hunting a neiv'

dies under enemy fire in the Luxem- *We f" 1' his
i

' "Ciincerto" prdditeiti''!!
' Hours '.drive,' -The committee hopes ]

at Republic, following widespread.

. to have a home for Winzeler and his !

squawks from exhibitors, -

.wile completed by the time the
|

• Ex hips .declare the title is lop

h'e-ro \.. released from- Percy Jones i
highbrow for the bulk of the film

;
Gencal horpital. Where is b'oing fit- trade and carries no."weight at the

' ted with artificial limbs. boxoffice.
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'State Fair Solid 60G, 4 L A. Spots;

letters' Wow 52G in 2, 'Southerner

% Fat 40G,i 'Wonder' Ditto, 2d Wk. in t
Los Angeles. Oct. 9.

'•»

:
- Fitst-,r(iri take, is above average

this week, with upswing .attributed

to three strong new bills. "State

'Fair," in (our locations, is clocking,

solid $00,000. while ''Love .Letters,"

in. two theatres, is comparatively

stronger with $52 500.

••The Southerner" looks handsome
S40.60Q or near in four soots. Second

frame of "Wonder Man." in two
houses, looks stout $40,000. Picture is

not measuring up to hopes for its

first session but still hit sock $37,200.

''Vines Have Tender Grapes"
. is

smooth $43,500 on second week in

three spots. ''Rhapsody In Blue" is

finally winding up its run here with

i steady $29,000 in fourth frame, three
houses. "Great John L." is going to

$22,000 in lour spots, second week,

Estimates for 'this Week ...x

Beverlv Hills Music Hall iBIumcn-
feld-G&S) (824; 55-K1) — •South-
erner" OJA). Stout K6,500; Last
week. "Guest Wife
6 days), $2,600.
Carlhav Circle (.FWC I t L518: 50-

$1)—"State Fair" (20th) and ••Mama
Loves Papa" (RKO). Sturdy §8.500
in 6 days. Last week, "Ladv On
Train" <U) and "Swing Out Sister"

tU> (2d wk), $2,800.
Chinese (Grauman-WC > (2.04R: 50-

Sl)—"State Fair" (20th) and "Mama
Loves Papa" l RKO). Hefty S14.500.

Last week. "Lady On Train" «U> and
"Swing Out Sister" (U) (2d wk).
only $5,600.
Downtown (WB) (1.800: 50-$l)—

"Rhapsody in Blue" iWB) 14th wk).
Steady $12,000. Last week, nice };15,-

500.

Downtown Music Hall (Blumon-
feld) (900; 55-$1.20)—••Southerner"
(UA). Big $19,500. Last week, "Guest
Wife" (UA) (4th wk-6 days), closed
at $8,800.

Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)—
"Vines Have Tender Grapes'' (M-G)
(2d wk). Okay $10,500. Last week,
below average $12,800.

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-S1)—
"Great John L." (UA) and "True
Glory" (Col) (2d wk). Fancy $3,500.

Last week. «ood S5.200.

Guild (FWCf (968; 5!V$1)—"John
L." (UA) and "True Glory" (Col)
<2d wk). Good $4,500. Last week.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . ... , ,$695,000

(Based on 17 theatres)' .

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $546,000

(Bnsed on 16 theatres) '.

'Wonder Man' Colossal

16& Pitt; 'Jones' Only

17iG, 'Police' Wow 5iG
Pittsburgh, Oct. 9.

Only two new pictures in town,
•Wonder Man," doing terrific al Ful-
ton, and "Along Came Jones," only
getting an average total at the Stan-
ley. Holdovers of "State Fair," al

Harris, and "Anchors Aweigh,". at
(UA ) (4th

;,
wk-

j

penn, :bovh in second frames,: are
great. "Northwest Mounted Police."
reissue," is smash at the Senator. ,set-

ting a new record last Saturday, •

Estimates for ThisWeek
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-65)—

"Wonder Man" (RKO). B r o k e
Wednesday <3) opening-day reeor 1

Patuck'-Vaude Best

Bet in Omaha, $16,500

1

Omaha, (pet. 9;

drph'euiv, leads here this week with 1

|
'•Patrick the Great" and eighteenth

j

anniversary stage . show licaded by

Gil. Lamb, :'.'.

Estimates for This Week
Oi'iihcuni (Tristatcs) (3,000: 20-70)

^'•Patrick the Great" (U) and stage

show with Gil .Lamb, and others.

Sturdy $16,500. . Last week, "Guest

Wife" i UA ) and "Within These

Walts" (20th L extra good $11,800.

IMramounl (Tristatcs) (3.000; 16-

601—••llighnc.-s and Bellboy" i.M-G >.

Good S9.500 or more. Last week,

"Bell for Adano" (20th), $9,000. -.

Brandeis ( RKO) (1,500; 16-60 >—

:

•.George White's Scandals", t RKO

)

and "Falcon San Francisco" (RKO).

Okay $7,000. Last week, "Wonder

Man" i RKO) and "Shanghai Cobra"

(Mono), $7,800.

Omalia (Tristates) (2.000; 16-60)—

•Guest Wife" (UA) and "Within
These Walls" (20th) (m.o.). Trim
$8,56.0. Last week, <!Anchors Aweigh"
(M-G'). $8,800 On moveover.

Stale (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)—
"Great. John L." (UA) (2d run) and
•Dorian Gray" (M-G) (3d. run).

Light $2,200. Last week, "Thrill of

Hub Off With H.0.s Blamed; 'Marines'

, Kaye Ups 'Gang Big $30,100

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ........ $2,!I12,200

i Based on 21 Cities, 178: thea-
ties, chiefly first runs, tiiclucliiip

.V. Y.) :

Total Gross Same Week
Last tear . . . . .

$2.74!t..»00

(Based on 24 eilivs. 189 theatres)

'Radio Stars' Helped To

$22,000 by J. Dorsey In

Mpls.; 'Lady' Bright 12G

Romance" (M-G) (3d run), big $3,400.

and will blaze through to $16,500;
sensational at this spot. Lang rfui

looms. Last week, "Bell for Adam/'
(20th). about $3,500 m 4 days of
third sesh.
Harris (Harris) (2.250; 40-651—

"State Fair" (20th) (2d wkl. Still .

plenty of moxie left in, this, which m* downtown

'Kiss, Tell' Smash

$18,000, Cincy Ace
Cincinnati. Oct. 9.

Two. smash newcomers and win

ning markers for holdovers are -giv-

MiuneapohX Oct. 9,

- With holdovers predominating.

Jimmy Dorsey 's bund . on the stage

is boosting "Radio Stars on Parade'

to best figure in town nt Orpheum.
|

Average~$27,000
However, the State's "Lady on. a

Train", is the standout picture cur-
rently.

, Estimates for This Week
Aster i Par-Singer r (900: 15-25)—

"Song of Prairie" i20ih>, "Dangerous
Intruder" (PRC) and "Come Out
Fighting" (Mono). Oke $1.800 -in 5
days. Last week. "Caribbean. Mys-
tcrv". (20th) and "Swingin'. on Rain-

I

"Imilati >n of Life" . 4 U) and "I£as'l

Side of Heaven" . (U ). (reissues !

Boston, 'O^t' 9
.,Oing so strong';

Keith Memorial that it already has
been booked for third week before:
second stanza expires. .. "Anchors
Aweigh" is another winner at Slate
and Orpheiim on holdovers. Biz is
not loo big all over this stanza.

Estimates for This Week .

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—

.

' River Gang" (U) with Sammy Kaye
inch. Mack & Desmond, Cy Reeves

[

others, on stage. Big $30,000. Last;

1
week. "Born lor Trouble" (WB) and

j
"It All Came True" (WB) (reissue);

> with Bob Chester orch. Steve Evans'
I others, wow $34,000.

|
Fenway (M-P) (1,375; 40-74)—

,
"Purple Heart" (20t:h) and "My.

;

Friend Flicka" (20th) ( reissues l. .2
days, phis "You Came Along" (Par)
aiid "Follbw That Woman" ( Par ). 5

.
days. Thin $5,000. Last week. "Love.

|
Honor" (Rep) and "Boy, Girl, Dog"

j

(Rep). $7,000.

!
Metropolitan (M-P) (4.367; 40-74)

I --"Pride of Marines" (WB) and
Scotland Yard Investigator" ( Rep >.

Last week,- "You
Came Along" (Par) and "Follow
That Woman".(Par) (2d wk). $18,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-74 J

—

"State Fair" (20th) and "Strange
Confession" (20th). Wow $24,000. tor
second week. Last week. $29,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2.9Q0; 35-75)—

"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G) (2d wk).
Great $24,000. Last Week, $29,000,
I'aiamonnt (M-P) (1.700; 40-'74)—
Purple Heart" . (20th) and "My

Came Along"2 days. a:id '•" "You
(Pari and "Follow That Woman"
(Pari, 5 days. Only $9,000. Last
week. "Love. Honor" (Rep) and
"Bow C: il l. Dog" (Rep), solid $13,000.

State (Loew) (3.200: 35-75 >—"An- '

> ehors' Aweigh" (M-G) (2d wk).
:

means around $11,500, good enough |

session. "Kiss and Tell" at tlic 1'ai- 'Cheaters" (Rep). Well-liked but I j/mj
0 ' 1 -" S14 '000

'
Last Week, big $20,-

,

to insure another week. Last week,.! ace is leader currently, being, sev-
|

mild S2.500 likely. Last -week. "That's
j

'

xranslux (Tran.slux) (900 - 20-74

W

'era! paces ahead of "Her Htguess
|

Spirit" ( U). $2,500
_ , ••

- ! "Tiger Woman" (Rep) and "Night of

and Bellboy" in the larger ^,^*A
™ • "fc%^'^Sff^TK 'S

stand, but still packs wallop. Good 1 ' :

Witness .(Rep)

$5,000. Last week, "Captain Eddie"

Old favorites still have what it lakes,
md groat $9,000 looms. Last week.
•Over 2.1" (Col) <3d wki. sati.-ffac-'

*
„

P1T,P !

U
G«phe?°; P-Si 1 1,000: 40 , "The

smash $18,000
Penn lLoew's-UA) (3.300: 40-65)—

"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G) (2d wk).
Great $22,000, and may stay a third
session. Last week, terrific $32,000,

Ritz. (WB) (800; 40-65 )—"Christ-
mas in Conn." (WB) (4th wk). Second
for picture, here alter two weeks at
Stanley/Will wind up at $3,500. okay
here. Last week, stout $4,500.

Senator (Harris) (1,750: 40-65)—
"Mounted Police" (Par) (reissue).

in the larger Albee.

Both are plenty good.

. Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)—

"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G).

Ritzy $16,000.- Same last week on

"Vines Tender Grapes" (M-G).

Capitol' (RKO) (2,000; 44-70)—

"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) (2d wk).

$11,000 after hefty $16,000

Walked With Zombie" i RKO), same;

over average $7,000.
I
Harris $3 300

Hawaii (G&S) (956; 55-SD—"The
] Stanley \ (WB)

House drew biggest Saturday (6) in
its history and looks at least $5,500. Strong
great. Likely will hold, llast week. ' tecoff. Holds. •

'Over 21" (Col), after two weeks all Grand (RKO) ( 1.430: 44-70)—

_ j
-Vines Tender Grapes" (M-G) (m.o.)

(3,800: 40-651
Southerner" (UA). Trim $7,500.

j
"Along 'came Jones" '"(RKO

l" Gar-- Wholesome $8,000. Last week. "Born
Last w-eek "Guest Wife" (UA) (4th i Cooper picture, liked by crioj. but I for Trouble" (WB) and "It All Came
wk-6 days), neat $4,000 01l]y $17,500 looms, and that's only
Hollywood (WB) 2.. 56: 50-$D— fair here. Last week, "You Came

"Rhapsody" (WB) (4th wk). Finales Along" (Par). $15,500.
at $8,090. Last week, nice $11,300
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-

j

fold) (475; 55-85) — "Southerner"
(U). Stout $6,500. Last week.
"Guest Wife" (UA) (4th wk-6 days).
$2,500.
Loew's State (Loew's-WC) (2.404:

50-S1) — "State Fair" (20th) and
"Mama Loves Papa" (RKO). Great
S27.000. Last week, "Lady on Train"
<U) and "Swins Out'Sister" (U) (2d

wk). good $12,800.
Los Anst-les (D'town-WC) (2.097:

50-$l )—"Tender Graces" (M-G) (2d
wki... Fine $24,000. Last week, good
"$"31,000 but not up to hopes. ,

Ornhcum (D'town ) (2-200: • 65-85)
— "From Arkansas" (PRC) with
Carlos Ramirez-Dale Evans on stage.

Modest $21,000. Last week. "China's
Little Devils" (Mono) with vaude,
trim $21,000.

I'antases (Pan) (2.812; 50 - $1)—
"Wonder Man" (RKO) (2d wk).
Steady $20,000. Last week didn't

live up to ooening pace but still

great at $301500.
Paramount (F&M) . (3,398: 50-$D—

"Love Letters" (Par) and "Swingin'
on Rainbow" (Rep). Sock $33.5011.

Last week. "Duffy's" (Par) and "Tell
to Star" (Rep) (3d wk). biv $15,900.

Paramount Hollywood (F&M) 11.-.

451: 50-$l)—"Love Letters" (Par).

G -eat $18,500. Last week. "Duffy's"
(Par) (3d wk), sturdy $9,800

Warner (WB) (2,000: 40-65)—"You
Came Along" (Par) I m.o.V Near
average at $7,000, or near. Last week.
"Endearing Young Charms" (RKO)
(m.o. ), about same.

'Came Along' Fast 14G,

Seattle; 'Wonder 19G
1

True" (WB) (reissues), sock $11,000.

Keith's (United) (1,500; 44-70)—
'"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G). Move-

I

over toy sixth and final downtown
I cruise. Sharp $5,000 after solid

$6,000 last scsh.

Lvric (RKO) (1.400: 44-70 )—"Bern
tor Trouble" (WB) and "It AU/Came
True" (WB) (reissues) (m.o. I. Dandy
$5,500. Last week, "Johnny Angel"
(RKO). third downtown sesh, all

ight $4,000.

Palaec (RKO) (2,600: 44-70)—
["Kiss and Tell" •(Col). Smash $18.-
: (100. Last week,. "Shady Lady" (U),
thin $8,500. - ,.'•'. ' •

SiuUi£i-i__LRKO) (2.100: 44-70)—
"State Fair" (20th). • Second round
UT" morvi5oVBrr*-Rne $5,500 following
big $9.500 last week.

(20th) (2d wk), $4,000.
Orpheum (P-S) (2.800: 41-701—

"Radio Stars on Parade" (RKO ) and
Jimmy Dorsey orch on stage. Dor-
sey a magnet here, pulling up pic-
ture to very good $22,000. Last week.
"1.001 Nights" (U) (2d wki. fair
$6,000 in 6 days.
Radio City I P-S) (4,000; 44-60i—

"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) (2d wk).- A
boxoffice ace here. . holding to good
$9,000 after colossal $21,000 initi'aler.

Stale (P-S) (2.300: 44-00 )—"Ladv
on Train" ( U). Brisk $12,001). Ll'st
week. "Slate Fair" (20lh) (2d wk).
good S 10.000.
Uptown' (Par) '1.100: 40-50)

"Christmas in Conn." (20th), First
nabe ' showing. Big $5,000, Last
week. "You. Came' Along" (Pari
$4,000,
World (Par-SlefTes) ($50: 44-801—

"Dorian Gray". (M-G'i i2d wk)
Fancy $3.50.0 after great S4.700 liist
week.

Seattle. Oct. 9.

"You Came Along" and "Wonder
Man" are leaders of newjyilrics, this

week, .both vbciiTS!.. strona^_
Estimates for This Week

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800: 45-80)—
j

"Junior Miss" (20th) (2d wki. From I

Fifth Ave Fanev $6,501. Last
|
(mm • > <T 11 i Pi t

week, "Out This world- .Par) tad Marines - 1 ell to Star"Tarzan Amazons" (RKO) (3d wki.
okav S6.000 in 10 davs.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349: 45-80)—"You Came Along" (Par) and
"Mama Loves Paoa" (RKO). Bin
$14,000. Last week. •".Junior Miss"
(20th), t'reat. $18 000 in 10 davs.
Lihertv (.T-vIl) (1.650: 45-80)—

"Over 21" (Col) and "Power of
Whistler" (Col) (2<l wVy; Sock $11 -

000. Last week. $15,f00.
Mii.»i« Box (H-E) (850: 45-801—

"Anchors Awcifh" (M-Gi cfrth wk). I ,,,.,,,,.

Good $5,500 after great $6,900 lasl
uvcl

-v

RKO Hillstieet (RKO) (2.890: 50- week.
80)—"Wonder Man" (RKO) (2dwk). Music Hall IH-F.I (2 200- • 45-811— I

Steady $20,000, Last week, hefty "Johnny Angel" (RKO) arid "Radio
$26,700 but well under expectancy. Stars on Parade" (RKO) (2d wki

Ritz (FWC) (1.370: 50-$).)—"Ten- Okay $7,500 in 6 days after great
dor Grapes" (M-G) 1 2d wk). Oke $12,600 last week.
$9,000, Lastweek, below average ! Orpheum (H-E) (2.600- 45-80)—
opening, at $11,600. , i "Rhaosodv in Blue" (WBi (2d v k>
United Artist* (UA-WC) (2.100;

|
Smash S13. r-"0 a£to—giaxit S

1

SMO

Skyrockets to $23,500

InSt.L;'0ver21'19lG
St. Louis. Oct.. 9.

The timely booking of "Pride of

the Marines" and "Tell It to a Star"

is skyrocketing biz at the 5.000-

eatcr Fox. "Over 21" is compar-i-

is big at the smaller Loew's.

Estimates (or This Week
Loe.w's (Loew) (3,172; 30-60)—

"Over 21" (Col) and "Blaekie Booked
Suspicion" (Col). Solid $19,500. Last
week. "G. I. Joe" (UA), $18,500.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,000: 30-60")—

A. & C. OKAY $13,000,

PACES SLOW L'VILLE
Louisville. Oct. 9.

"Abbott and ' Costello in Holly-
j
wood." at Loew's State, looks to top

|

the list this week. Biz is on the slow
side, with Louisville in Little World

|

Series keeping patrons away from
' theatres,

. .

Estimates for This Week
i Brown < 4th Av.e.-Loew's i (1.100:
• 40-60)—"Lady dn Train" (U) and
i "Easy to Look At" (U) (m.o.). Do-
I

ing nicely at $4,000: Last week. "You
I

Came Along" (Pari and "Jealousy"
j
(Par) (m.o.). $4,500. ,

j

Kentucky (Swilowi ( 1 ,200: 30-40

1

—"Nob Hill" (20(h) and "Unseen"
I
(Par). Trim $1,700. La-d week

'FAIR' SNAPPY 16G,

PROV.; 'BLESSED' 15G
... ^voyide-i^O; Oct. !).

hi: ;..-.ic's "State Fair" and Loew
S a^e s "Twice Blessed" highlight the
new spots. RKO Albce's "Wonder

! Man" rolls along in its 'second week,

j

('ping great trade. ,

[• r:*' , Estima:-JS for This Week
Albee (RKO) " (2,200; 44-60)—

["Wonder Man" (RKO) and "Two
i
O'clock Courage" (RKO) (2d wk).
Spotting i'uTcy $14,000 after . wow
Sin.000 in opener,

j

Carlton (Fay-Locw) (1.400: 40-50)
! —"All Came True" (WB) and "Born
i lor Trouble" ( WB) (reissues). Nice

j

$5,000. Last week, "G. I. Joe" (UA)
and "Crime Doctor's Courage"
(M-G) (2d run). $4,000.

|

Fay's (Fay) (1.400: 40-50)—"Sun-
1 set in El Dorado" (Rep) and vaude
en stage; Fancy .$7,000. Last week.
"Easy to Look At" (U) and vaude
on stage, good $6,000.

I Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 43-60)—
I "Stale Fail" (20th). Snappy $16,000.

i

Last week, "Pride of Marines" (WB)
|

i >d wk). nice $12,000.
Metropolitan iSnidCr) (3.200; 44-

I

85)—"Behind City Lights" (Rep) and
I Enoch Light orch heading stage show
|
lor three-day weekend run. So-so

j
.$5,000. Last week. "Vampire's

|

Ghost" (Mono) and Jaques Renard
\
orch on stage, fairish $2,500 for Sun-
day stand.

"

Slate (Loew) (3.200; 43'- 60) -

"Twice Blessed" (M-G) and "Be-
witched'' (M-G). Healthy $15,000.
Last week. "Guest Wife" (UA),
strong $18,000.

Slrand (Silverman) (2.200: 44-60)

—"Duffy's Tavern" (Par). Opened
! Monday <8)., Last week "You Came
Along" >P«r) and "Tell to Star"

50-SD—"John L." (UA) and "True
Glory" (Col) (2d wk). Smooth $9.-

500. Last week, okay $14,200, .

.

Uptown (FWC) (1.790: 50 -$D—
"State, Fair" (20th) .and "Mama
Loves Paoa" (RKO). Strong $10,000.

Lastweek, "Lady on Train" (.U) and
. "Swine Out Sister" iU) )2d wk ).

only $3,400. ', ' ,

Vogue (FWC) (885: :

50. - Si ) —
"Heaven Can Wait" 1 20th) < reissue).

j

snd "Fighting Ladv" (20thi. Thin
j

52.000. Last week, "jungle C.iolive" i

(U) arid- "Frbv.cn Ghost" (U) ('2d!

wk-6 days). $2,300. '•
• ;

Wilshire 4 FWC)- (2.296: 50 - $1 )—
j

. "John L." (UA) and "True Glory" I

fCol) (2d wk). Okay $4,500, Last
I

week, good $8,200. .. '.,-:'
I

Wiltem (WB) (2.300; 50 - i\1—
"Rhapsody" (WB) (4th ,wk>. Big
$9,000i . Last, week, great $12.60Q.

bpciuns week. '

Pa,lom»r (Sterling) (1.350; 25-50 1
!

—"Sunset in El Dorado" iReoi viul
"Arson Souad" (PRC). Fairish %g.-

\

010. Last week. "White Pon-jo"
i

(PRC) and "Behind City Lights" i

(Rep), $6,500.
I'ai'ainoiiiit (H-E) < 3.039: 45-80 V—

"Wonder Man" (RKO,). Grand $19.-
000. Last week. "G. I. Joe" (UAi,
nice $13,800 in 9 days. -

.

Roosevelt -(Sterling) ( 1100 : 45-8:))—
"G. 1. Joe" (UA). From Paramount.
Good $5,000. Last week. "Uncle
Harry". ( U) '2d wk). big .$4,230 in 5
days.
Winter Garden (Stcrlrng) (800: 25-

50)—"Salty' O'Rourke" .(Par) and
"China Sky" (RKO). (3d run). Big
$5,000. Last week. "The Clock" (M-
G) and "Pillow to Post" (WB).
groat i$5i 100 on third run. . .

.. ...

"Thrill of Romance" iM-G > and
My Lawyer" (U), $1,800.

|
Loew's State (Loew's) (3.30(1; 40-

; 60Win Hollywood"
< M-G) and

!
"Naughty Marietta'' (M-G i (reissue)

i
Looks town topper at okay $13,000.

]

Last week.
. "Vine Have Tender

I
Grapes". (M-G) and "Hidden Eye"

I (M-G), fair $12,000.

Mary Anderson (Peoole'sl 1 1 000-
"G. I. Joe (UA). Nice $6,500. Last

j

40-60 WRIiapsodv in Blue" ( WB

)

week,; "Anchors: Aweigh" (M-G').i ,Sd wk>. Solid $7,000. Last week
$9,000.

j

was big $9,000. ...
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000: 50-60) NalI»iml_/.S^andai;<J-)_ (2.400: 50-75 )

g'^V
J
i Pal) (2d wk), good $9,000.

—"Rhapsody in Blue" (WBi (2d
wk). Will tack on $14,500 to swell
$20,600 of first stanza.; •

. .

Fnx (F&M) (5,000; 50-60)—"Pride
of Miirines" (WB) and "Tell It to a
Slat" i Ren), Socko $23,500. Last,
wr.ek. "Why Girls Leave Home" ,

(PRC) and "Jealousy" (Rop), $15 000 JP*$& 'Foiulh Avenue) (3,400: 40-

Mi-„„ri ,lf»il -,nmi i'
1

,

1 ff"nilcl' Man
' RKO') and.Ui'Miuri ( h&m) (.,,.)00; aO-60)— "West of Pecos" iHKn i Mn/iiiiw,

"Lady on Train" (U) and "Girls
j
$ ,TooO S,- >™™L»»M. "Lady

' Train" «U ) and "Easy to Look' At"

Night Club Gill" (Ul and vaude
bill headed by Guy Kibbee and Mary
Beth Hughes, others. Got flock of
newspaper publicity, which is help-
ing to good $11,000. Last week,
"Arson Squad" (PRC) and vaude on
-stage, fair $8,500. •

Leave Home" (PRC). Neat $9,200.
Last week. "Naughty Nineties'' (Ul
and "Captain Eddie" (20th) $11,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 40-50 1—
I "Corn Is Green" (WB) and "Junior
Mi-s" (20th). Okay $6,800. Last week,
"Baby Face Morgan" (PRC) and
"Hold That -Woman" .(PRC),' $6,500. ! $4,000.

(Ul. fine $15,000 and moveover.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400; 40-

60)—"Uncle Harry" (U) and "Mama
Loves Papa" (RKO). Modest $4,500
Last week. "On Stage Everybody"
(Ui and "Caribbean Mystery" (20th)

N. Y. Incorps.
Albany. Oct 9.

Continental Motion Picture.; Corp.
chartered to deal in films and sound
tracks, with offices in Now "York.

Capital stock is 100 shares, no par

value.

Film Rights Export Corp. and Film
Rights International, Xtdv, chartered
to conduct a business in films and
negatives, with offices in New York.
Alliance Productions, Inc.) char-

tered at Los Angeles to conduct a

theatrical business, now maintains
New! York State offices in Now York
City. Edward Gro;;s is president of

the corporation, which has a capital

stock of 3,000 shares, no par value.

Olympic Productions, Inc., char-

tered to conduct a business in mo-
tion picture production, films and
negatives, with offices in New York.
Capital stock is $20,000, $1 per value.

Directors are Arma'nd D. Deulsch,

New York City; Stanley E. Kramer,
Beverly Hills, Cal.; Nathan W.

i
Levin,. New York. •
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Dolly Sisters'-Regan Hot 65G, Chi;

Marines' Wow 30G, Harry' Hefty 28G
Chicago, Oct. 9.

•The Dolly Sisters," having its

world preero at the Chicago, is this

week's outstanding entry. Turn-

away crowds on" opening day (Fri.),

aided by the personal appearances of

June Haver, one of Aim's stars,

George Jessel and other 20th-Fox
himinaries gave it a good getaway,
with hangup $65,000 likely. Phil

Began heads stage show.
Other new attractions are "Pride

of Marines," at the Roosevelt, which
should garner splendid $30,000 and
Palace s twin bill of "Uncle Harry"
and "Easy to Look At," with rousing
$28,000 on top. Oriental looks to very
good $35,000 for last six.days of "G.I.

Joe" and Frankie Masters orch-Bill
Robinson combination, in third

stanza.
Estimates for This Week

Apulia (B&K) (1.200; ' 55-95)—
"1.001 Nights" (Col) (3d wk,). Nice
$10,000. Last week, $12,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-95)—

"Dolly Sisters" (20th) with Phil
Regan heading stage show. Bangup
$85,000. Last week, "Over 21" (Col)
and stage- show headed by Henny
Tfoiingman (2d wk), strong $41,000,

ftarrick (B&K) (900; 55-951—"In
Hollywood" (M-G) and "Hidden
Eye" "(M-G ) (2d wk). Bright $12.-
000. Last week, snappy $14,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,150; 55-95)—"East.

Side Heaven" (U) and "Imitation of
Life" (U) (reissues') (3d wk in Loop).
Sturdy $11,000. Last week, "Mounted
Police" (Par) (reissue) (2d wk). 5
daj'Si and "Back Bataan" (RKO) (3d
wk in Loop), 5 days, and "East Side
Heaven" (U) and "Imitation of Lv"e"
(Uj (reissues). 2 days, snug $10,000.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,240: 55-95)—

"C.I. Joe" (UA) and Bill Robinson
and Fryhkie Masters orch (in stage.
Six days of third week. Robust $35,-
000. Last week, strong $46,000.

1'alare (RKO) (2,500; 55-95)—
"Uncle Harry" (U) and "Easv to
Look -At" <U>. Rousing $28,000. Las*
week. "East Side Heaven" (U) and
"Imitation Of Life" (U) (reissues >,

5 days, and "Harry" (U) and "Easy
Look At" (U). 2 days, dandy $23,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 55-95)—

'Pvide cf Marines" (WB). Stout
$30,000. Last week. "Christmas in
Conn." (WB) (5th wk), rousing $18.-
000.

Stale-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-95)—
"Love Letters" (Par) (3d wk).
Brisk $28,000. Last week. $32,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700: 55-
95,)—"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G » (4th
w k i. Solid $20,000. Last week. $24,-
000.

Woods OCssnness) • (1.200: 55-95)—
"Johnny Angel" (RKO) (2d wk).
Corking $26,000. Last week, near
same.

.

Tavern' Strong

$35,000, Frisco
San Francisco, Oct. 9.

"Duffy's Tavern" opened bis at
Fox. (he sole opening downtown in a
relatively quiet week punctuated bv
the telephone and bus strikes which
may upset the prospects later on. All
holdovers are stout.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-85)—"Duffy's

Tavern" (Pari. Strong $35,000. Last
week. "Love Letters" (Pari (2d wk ).

nice $23,000.
Wai-Jleld (FWC) (2,656; 55-851—
Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) (Sri wk).
Oood $20,000.

.
Last week, trim $27.-

J'aramouht (FWC) (2.640; 55-85)—
Tender Grapes" (M-G) (2d wk).
line $21,000. Last week, thumping
$28,000, and way over expectancy.

St. Francis (FWC) (1,400: 55-85)-
'Love Letters" (Par) (m.o. I. Fantiv
$14:000. Lsst week, "Mounted Police"
(Pari (reissue), $10,000.

.„**»te (FWC) (2,133; 55 - 85 1—
Shores of Tripoli" (20th I (reissue ).

Routine $10,000. Last week. "Won-

«100«
an" lRK0

•
, (71n .•**>• solid

Golden. Gate (RKO) (2,448: 00-95 )— Johnny Angel" (RKO ) (2d wk

)

and Joe Reicbman orch on stage.
Plettsihg $32,000; Last week, with
Louis -Armstrong- orch, great $38,000.
/United Artists (Blnmcnfeld) (1?207:
40-8;j i

—
"Bedside Manner" (UA' (2d

w.ki. Robust $14,000. Last week,
excellent $16,500.
.Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448: 40-

ionT,!'
0vcl ' 2I " (Coly (2d wk i. Stout

MO.O0O or over. Last week, soeko
a-'.?00. -and a bit over hcoes. '

'Kiss' Lasty 18G, Balto;

'Capt. Kidd' Okay 15C
c ".- '"/-.'Baltimore. Oct. 9.
s.tcaay biz h§i-e

r

'M,hi8 Week, will)
Kiss and Tell." at the combo Hippo-
drome, teachiiig a robust total, .and
/-aptain Kidci" doing iairlv well at
Locw.s Century.

"

Estimates fof This Week
fiW» (Loew's-UA i (3.000: 20-CO !

~ 'Captain Kidd"(UAi. Getting some
M'Mte at around $15,000. Last week.

"Tender. Grapes" (M-G), okav at
$16,200.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
25-74)—"Kiss and Tell" (Col) plus
vaude. Reaching for strong $18,000.
Last week. "Over 21" (RKO) (2d
wk), nice $12,900.

.
Keith's' (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

60)—"Shady Lady" (Par). Opens to-
morrow (Wed.) after 10 days of
"Lady on Train" (U) to rousing
$18,800.

Mayfair (Hicks) (80; 25-55>—"Wo-
man in Green" (U). Drawing aver-
age response at $4,000. Last week.
"Crime Inc." (PRC),

; in similar
groove at $3,700.

New (Mechanic) (1,680; 20-60)—
"State Fair" (20th) (3d wk). Going
nicely at $6,603 alter a strong $7,400
last week.

. Stanley (WB) (3,280: 25 - 65 j —
"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) (2d wk'.
Holding well at $17,000 after smash
getaway at $20,600.

Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1.840: 20-
60)—"Tender Grapes*' (M-G) (m.o.i.
Average $4,000. Last week, "Guest
Wife" (UA) (m.o.), $3,800.

'Wife' Loud $26,500 in 3

Denver Spots;

Bangnpl9G, 'Tavern' 161G
Denver, Oct. 9,

"Anchors A'weigh" is doing top
money for a single theatre, at the
Orpheum. "Guest Wife" will land
the greatest total, playing at three
houses. "Duffy's Tavern" is packing
the Denham to win a holdover.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400: 35-74)—

"State Fair" <20th) and . "Shanghai
Cobra" (Mono), after, week at Den-
ver. Esquire. Webber. Big $8,000.
Last week. "Pride of Marines" (WB)
and "Tell It to Star" (Rep) (m.o.)",
good $6,000.
l>enham (Cockrill j (1.750; 35-70 )—

"Duffy's Tavern" (Par). Great $16.-
500. and holds. Last week. "Incen-
diary Blonde" (Par) (4th wk) and
"Unseen" (Par), fine $11,500.

Ilenver (Fox) (2,525: 35-741—
"Guest - Wife" (UA) and "Crime
Doctor's Warning". (Col), day-date
wiih Webber. Esquire. Fancy $18,-
000. Last week. "State Fair" (20th)
and "Shanghai Cobra" (Mono), also
Esciuire, Webber, big $20,CO0,
Esquire (Fox) (742: 35-74 )—"Guest

Wife" (UA) and "Crime Doctor's
Warning" (Col), also Denver. Web-
ber. Brisk 4.500. Last week, "State
Fair" (20th) and "Shanghai Cobra"
(Mono), also Denver, Webber, nice
$4:000.

Orpheum (RKO) (2.600: 35-74)—
"Anchors Aweigh". (M-G I. Great
S.' 9.000. and holds. Last week.
"Gebrce While Scandals" (RKO

)

and "West of Pecos" (RKO), big
$l(i.000.

Paramount (Fox) (2.200: 35-74)--.-

"Wildfirc" (SG) and "River Gang"
(U>. Big $11,000. Last week. "Men
in Diary" (U) and "Jungle Captive"
(U>. fine $10,000.
Riallo (Fox ) (878: 35-74 )—"Pride

of Marines" (WB) and "Tell It to
Star" (Ren), after week at each
Denver. Esquire. Webber, Aladdin.
Good $4,500. Lr.st week. "Lady on
Train" (U) and "Forever Yours"
( Mono ) ( m.o. ). eoori $4,500.
Webber (Fox ) (750- 35-74 )—"Guest

Wife" (UA) and "Crime Doctor's
Coin-age" (Col ). also Esquire. Den-
ver. Fine $4,000. Last week. "Stale
Fair" (20th) and "Shanghai Cobra"
(Mono), also Esquire. Denver, fine
$4,000

'Rhapsody Terrif 25G,

Buff.; Tavern' Tall 22C
Buffalo, Oct. 9.

Business snapped back this -week,
'with "Rhapsody in Blue" and
"Duffy's Tavern." leading the big
upbeat.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea i (3,500: 40-70)—

"Dull'v's Tavern" (Par i. Smash
$22,()0.0.or better -Last, week,- "Junior
Miss" -(20th) and "Way Ahead"
(20th). br.rely passable at $13,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000: 40-70)
—"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB). Ter-
rific $25,000 or close. Last week.
"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G )(3d wk I,

heftv. $11,000.
Hipp (Sheai (2.100: 40-70 i—"II

All Came True" (WB) and "Always
in Heart" (WB) (reissues). Trim
$10,000. Last week, "You Came
Along" (Par) and "Apology for

Murder" (PRC) ( m.o. ). stout $10,500.

LafayeCu (Basil ) (3,300; 40-70 '—
"Beside Manner" (UA ) and "Ten
Cents a Dance" (CoD. Tall $13,500.

Last week. "On Stage Everybody"
(U) and "Woman in Green" (U).
modest S8.500.

2«(h Century (20th Cent.) (.1,000:

40-7OI—•Gcorue While's Scandals"
(RKO ) and "Falccn in San Fraii-

eisco"' (RKO i '3d wk ). Mildish
$7,000 after I'tutsirig; $15,000 first

week. •

/Corn' Lush HICMont'l
Montreal, Oct. 9.

Bad weather is slowing biz in
nearly all spots. "Corn Is Green"
looks tops.

'

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)—"Af-

fairs of Susan" (Par). Neat $9,000
for second week. Last w-eek. big
$14,000 for opener,

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-62)—
"Where Go From Here" (20th) and
"I'm From Missouri" (Par). Fine
$12,500. Last week. "Pillow to Post"
(WB) and 'Town Went Wild" (PRC),
$8,500.
Loew's (CT) (2,800: 35-67)—"Corn

Is Green" (WB). Sturdy $14,500.
Last week. "Incendiary Blonde"
(Par), $9,OC0 for third week.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 35-47)—

"Fighting Guardsman" (Col) and
"Gay Senorita" (Col). Solid $7,500,
and holds. Last week. "Frozen
Ghost" (U) and "Jungle Captive"
(U), $5,000.

'Murder-Carle

Det Leader; 43G
.--.--' Detroit, Oct. 9.

"Murder He Says." at the Michi-
gan with Frankie Carle band and
others on stage, looks like the best
bet currently. Otherwise;-' the first

games of World Series here have'
slowed up biz apparently. "BJood on
Sun" is. solid on second week at the
Palms-State, and an exception to
downtrend.

;

Estimates far This Week V
United Artists (United Detroit ) (3.-

000; 60-85 (—"Highness and Bellbov"
(M-G) and "Hidden Eye" (M-G)'.
Fine K19.000. Last Week, "Anclws
Aweigh" (M-G) and "Swing Shift
Cinderella" (M-G) (4th wk), good
$14,000.
Braadway-Capitsl (United Detroit)

(2,800: 60-85) — "Johnny Angel"
(RKO) and "Radio St»rs Parade"
(RKO). From Michigan, good $15.-
000. Last week. "You Came Along"
(Par) and "Come Out Fighting"
(Mono).'from Michigan. $13,500.
Madison (United Detroit)—"With-

out Love" (M-G) and "Flame Bar-
bary Coast" (RKO). Fairish $5,400.
Last week, "It's a Pleasure" (RKO

'

and "This Man's Navy" (Mono). $5.-

000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4^000:

00-90)—"Murder He Says" (Par) and
Frankie Carle orch on stage. Wow
$43,000. Lust week. "Johnny Angel"
(RKO) and "Radio Stars Parade"
(RKO),- fine $27,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3.-

000: 60-85)—"Blood on Sun" (UA)
and "Phantom 42d St." (Mono) (2d
wk ). Solid $19,000. Last week, great
$24,000.
nowntown (Balaban) (2,800; 60-90)

—"Fatal Witness" (Rep) with Peggy
Ryan. Mills Bros., Henny Yourtgman
on stage. Fine $24,000. Last week.
"Why Girls Leave Home" (PRC)
plus "Miss America of 1945." "Miss
Detroit," and johnny "Scat" Davis
on stage, good $22,500. ;

Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 60-85)—
"Wonder Man" (RKO> and "Sgt.

Mike" (Col) (4th wk). Steady $14,-

000 after neat $15,000 last week.
Vox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000; 60-85)

—"Over 21" (Col) and "Can't Do
Without Love" (Col), and Dr. I. Q.
on stage one night. Modest $27,000.

Last week. "State Fair" (20th) and
"River Gang" (U) (2d wk). fine

$29,000 afler first week's sock $39,000.

'Christmas' Terrif 18C

In Spotty K.C; 'Police'

Bright 13G, 'Pride 14G
Kansas City, Oct. 9.

Despite dew screen fare at all the

ideluxers here biz generally is spotty

"Christmas in Connecticut." dualed

with "Falcon in San Francisco" at

the Orpheum. is tops by a wide mar-
gin. "Pride of Uie^Marines." at the

Newman, is next. best. ..
,'.; .'

Est'mates, for This Week
Esquire, Uptown and Fairway

(Fox-Midwest) (820. 2,043 ar.d 700:

40-00 1—"Mounted Police" (Par) (re-

issue i. Bright $13,000. Last •; week.
"State. Fair" (20th) (2d wk), greal

$15,000. :

Midland (Loew's) ,(3.500: 45-65 1—
' Twice Blessed'.' (M-G ) and ' Be-

witched'' (M-G). Modest $12,000.

Last week. "Over 21" (Col t and "10c
a Dance" (Col), lusty $17,000. and
beyond hopes. •

Newman (Paramount) (1.900: 4f>-

65 )—"Pride of Marines" (WB). Stout
$14,000. Last week, "Incendiary
Blonde" (Par) (3d wk.h nice $8,000.

Orpheum (RKO ' < 1:500; 46-65 )
-

"Cnrislinas in Conn." (WB) aiid

"Palcon San Francisco" (RKOi.
SoCko. $18,001). Last week. "Back to

Bataan" (RICO) and "Mama Loves
Papa" (RKO). big $14,000.

Tower (FoWoffec i 1 2.100: 39-00

)

—"While Pongo" (PRC I and "F-iisy

to Look At" ( 0 1 with vaude. Bi«
$10,500. . Last week, "Caribbean M^s-
tery" (20fh) and ".Midnight Mar-
hunt" (Par; plus stage revue. $10,000.

Waldorf Sock 125G, N.Y.; Joe' Big

26G at Pop Scale, Mild 8G, Roadshow,

WTall40G,1)2dSt.'-Stagel00G,2d
Broadway currently shows some

slackening of pace by holdovers but

these, together with new bills, still

add up to a respectable gross total.

Weather has' been generally favor-

able, and the past weekend showed
good strength

In the sensational class among new
arrivals is "Weekend at the Waldorf"
which will end its first week tonight

at around $125,000. "G.I. Joe" is

day-and-dating in two -Times Square
houses, the Globe and Gotham, with
the policy continuous at the former
while at latter, a smaller operation,
picture is on a roadshow basis at
advanced admissions. "Joe" is doing
strongly at the Globe at an indicated
$26,000 but at the Gotham it's "not
doing well at only about $8,000. This
does not include the $1,200 grossed
on the special opening performance
Friday nighf (5) which was for the
benefit of the N. Y. National War
Fund. "Joe" holds at both houses.
Another major entry ot the past

week was "Blithe Spirit" at the Win-
ter Garden. Despite spotty notices
it's heading* for approximately $40.-
000 or better, very good, and remains
over. Ambassador, which came in
with "Fighting Guardsman." is doing
okay at $10,000 or near. At the little

Rialio. "River Gang" is hitting a
fast stride for the same amount.
Although the picture recently fin-

ished a sock 10-week engagement at
'Hie/ Capitol. "Anchors Aweigh," on
second run at the State, is piling 'em
in for a probable big $37,000. House
has Willie Howard, Mildred Bailey
and Prof. Lamberii on stage;
Holdovers are led by "House on

92nd St.", which is at the large Roxy
with special edition of Copacabana
Revue. Rosario and Antonio and
Carl Ravazza. Second week, ended
last night (Tues. ), hit a mammoth
$100,000.

. Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Siritzky) (1.250: 65-

$1.20)—"Fighting Guardsman" (Col).
Doing satisfactorily at $10,000 or
near, and holds. Last week, second
for "Men in Diary" (U). light $5,000.
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 70-$1.40)

—"Wonder Man" (RKO) (18th wk).
Looks to get good $24,000 tills week.
Holds. Last week was $27,000.
Capitol (Loew's) (4.820; 60-$l;10)—

"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G ). with
Gene Krupa orch. Senor Wences and
Wesson Bros, in • person (2d wk).
Tapering oft considerably but still
very good at $71,000. Initial Week
was excellent $46,000. Stavs on;
.Criterion (Loew's) (1.700: 60-.S1.25)—"Shady Lady" (U) opens here to-

day (Wed.). Concluding five days
on fourth week Of "Lady on Train"
<U>. ended last niaht iTues. ) was
a good $22,000. while full third stanza
hit stout $32,000.
Glob* (Brandt) (1.416: 70-$1.50i—

"G. I. Joe" (UA). Doing strongly af
indicated $26,000 o, belter. Holds:
Is day-dating at Gotham, where on
roadshow run. Globe had been closed
down to permit redecoration.
Gotham (Brandt) (900: *1.50-$2.40>—"G. 1. Joe" (UA). Disappointing

on roadshow basis here, two shows
daily and three on Saturdays-Sun-
days, all seats reserved. Initial

week's gross will he only about $8.-

000, but holds. Last week. "Wanderer
of Wasteland" (RKO), was weak
$6,500.
Hollywood (WB) (1.499: 65-$1.10)—"Rhapsodv in Blue" (WB) (16th

wk). Oft to it8,000 but okc on 15th
frame through last night (Tues.).
Last week was $22,600.
Palarr (RKO) (1.700: 60-$1.20)—

"George White's Scandals'' (RKO)
opens today (Wed.) alter four line

iuonev-makina weeks with "Back to
Bataan" (RKO). finale being $17,000.
the third round. $23,000.
Parainuunt (Par I (3.664: 70-$1.20)—"Duffy's Tavern". (Par). Andrews

Sisters. Tim Herbert and Vic Schoen
orch (5th wk). Still big b.o.. fourth
week, ended last night (Tues.). hav-
ing been $70,000. the third $3O.Q00.
Radio City Music Hall ( Rockefel-

lers) (5.945: 60-$l .10)- "Weekend at
Waldorf (M-G) and stapeshow.
Terrific fi-om the gun. looking a
smash $125,000 on first we,ek, and
hoidin.L1

. of course. Fourth week of
"Vines Have Tender Grapes" (M-G )

was juicy $94,000. •

Kialto (Mayer) (594: 35-85)—
"River Gang" (U). Pulliaa stoutlv
nl S10.000 and remains. Last week.
"Isle: or Dead" (RKO) (4th wk I. okav
$7,000.

Kfvoli (UA-Par.) (2.092: 00-$1.25>—
"Love Letters" :• (Par.)- )7th vk ).

• Continues <n draw heavily, this- w.-ek
looking $46,000 or over. ' Sixth flli-

ished vcy strongly at $51,000. Re-
mains- further. "Lost Weekend"
(Par ) is sl'Vlcrd next.
Roxy (20t)i ) (5.886: 65-S1.10 )—

"House on 92nd St." 1 20th). special
edition Cooac;ibana Revue. Rosario
ind AnConio. Carl . Ravazza (3d wk).
Finished second " round last -ni«h>

(Tues." at sock $100,000. Initial

seven d-ivs hit huge $114,000.
Stale I Loew's i (3.430: 43-$1.10i—

"Anel'.ofs Aweigh"- (M*G> (2d •run).

with Willie Howard, Mildred Bailey
and Prof. Lamberti in person. Hit-
ting on all sixes for a big $37,000.
Last week, "You Came Along" (Par)
(2d run) and Jimmie Lnnceford orch,
plus Four Step Bros., hit nice $30,-
500. .

Strand (WB) (2.756: 75-11.20)—
"Mildred Pierce" (WB) and Russ
Morgan orch, plus Three Stooges (2d
wk). Holding up vigorously for
probable $58,000, while initial week
went to socko $69,500. Remains a
third.

'

Victoria (Ma urer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"Fall of Berlin" (Artkino) (2d wk).
Russian-made vvar doeumentary will
get oke $13,000 on holdover, while
first week reached a strong $23,000.
Goes a third frame.
Winter Garden (UA) (1.312: 60-

$1.50)—"Blithe Spirit" (UA). Brit-
ish-made, based on Noel Coward
play, reopened this legit as a film
house last week and got away stoutly
despite mixed notices. Initial stanza
should be a very strong $40,000 or
over. Holds.

'Anchors' Husky

37>/
2G in PhiDy

- Philadelphia. Oct. 9.

Biz is healthy this week in PhiUy.
Proem of "Anchors Aweigh" is

standout at the Stanley, where" great
week looms. Holdovers of "Love
Letters," "State Fair" and "Rhapsody
in Blue": all look big. Long-dark
Erlanger, operated by William Gold-

.

man. bows tomorrow (Wed.) with
"Wonder Man."

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 40-85)—Jun-

ior Miss" (20th) (3d wk). Fairish
$8,200. Second week, bright $12,500.

Arcadia (Sablosky) (700: 40-85)—
"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G) (2d
run) (2d wk). Nice oace at $7,500.
Last week, hefty $8,000.
Boyd (WB) (2.760: 40-85 )—"Rhao-

sody in Blue" (WB) (6th wk). Nice
$15,500 for this canto. Last week,
trim $17,800.

Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-95)—"Radio
Stars on Parade" (RKO) with stage
show including Marylin Maxwell
and Johnnie Johnston. Sturdy $27.-
500. Last week, "Gay Senorita"
(Col) plus stage show headed by
Martha "Raye. $25,500.
Fox (Fox) (2,250;" 40-85)—"State

Fair" (20th) (2d wk). Initial week
under Fox operation (house trans-
ferred last week from WB). Rugged
$24,000. Opener was solid $31,000
plus nice $4,500 for Earle showing
Sunday. -

Karllon (Goldman) (1.000: 40-85)—"Incendiary Blonde" < Par 1 (2d
run), Robust $9,000. Last week,
"Along Came Jones" (RKO'. hot too
forte at $5,800 for second run.
Keith's (Goldman 1 (2.21)0; 40-85)

—"Counter-Attack" (Col) (2d run).
Pallid $3,500. Last week, "F.ast Si4e
of Heaven" (U) and "Jmitalion of

Life" (U) (reissues) (4th wk), rous-

ing $6,000.
Manhattan (WBi (4.092; 40-851—

"Love Letters" (Par) (2d wk). Solid

$35,000. Opeirer was strong $45,000.

Stanley (WB) (2.760: 40-85)—"An-
chors Awe ;gh" (M-G ). Great $32,-

500 plus neat .$5,000 for Sabbath
showing at Earle. Last week. "Crist-

mas in Conn." (WBi, .fine $16,000 for
fourth week.

Stanton (WB) (1.475: 40- 351—
"Paris Underground" (UA) (2d wk).
Fair $9,000. Opener was big $14,500.

'STATE FAIR' $20,000

TOPS NEW WASH. FILMS
Washington. Oct. 9.

Holdovers will slow pace this

week. Surprise of session is "It AH
Came True," reissue at Metropoli-
tan. "State Fail " is only big new?
comer, shaping good at Palace.

Estimates for Thin Week
Capitol (Loesv) (3.434:, -44-72) —

"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G) (2d
Wk), plus vaude. Neat $22,000 after

great $32,0(50 opener.
Columbia (Loew > (1.234: .

44-72)—
"You Came Along" (Par). Fancy
$9,000. Last week. "Bell for Adano"
(20th), $7,000.
Earle (WB ) (2.240; 30-90 i—"Rhap-

sodv in Blyy^^WB i. Okay $19,500
after $20,000 opener, nice.

Keith's (RKOl (1.800; 44-72' -

"Shadv, Lady" (U ).. Trim $10,000.

List week. "Wcnder Man". (RKO)
(3d wk), big $11,500.
MetronoliUn (WB) 1.800: 14-72 i—

"It All Came True" ( WB) ( reiss'-o).

Surprisingly strong $12,000. Lust
week. "Pride of Marir.es" ( WB.) (2d
wk). hot -S7.S0O. .

Palace (Loev. ) (2.77K: 44-72 1~
"State Fair" l20th.\ Good $20,000 or
over. Last week. "Anchors Aweigh"
( M-G i (3d wk), rousing SHi.UOO. '»
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SUSTAINED

LET'S FINISH THE JOB! GET SET FOR §

VICTORY LOAN . . . OCT. 29-DEC. 8!

NATIONAL
ADVERTISING!
Not just one shot and run, but

a consistent campaign in the

biggest and best magazines:

The schedule:

LIFE
Issues of Sept. 10, 24;

Oct. 2, 22; Nov. 5, 19.

LOOK
Issues Oct. 2, 30; Nov. 13, 27.

REDBOOK
Issues Sept., Oct., Nov.

SAT. EVENING POST
Issue Nov. 10.

LIBERTY
Issues Sept. 22; Oct. 6, 20;,

Nov. 3, 17.

TIME
Issues Sept f 3, 17; Oct. 1, 15,

29; Nov. 12, 26. ^ \

PARENTS'
Issues Oct. and Nov.
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NATIONAL RELEASE NOW . .

.

for the picture that's outgrossing its own great

records everywhere it opens % . . NEW YORK'S
sixth weekend bigger than sixth weekend of "Snow

White"(and that was terrif!)...BOSTON opens with

a re-echoing smash in THREE THEATRES . . .Test-

runs in SALT LAKE - HARRISBURG - SIOUX
CITY and NEW BEDFORD, MASS.,

prove it to be the attraction you must

consider on terms with the biggest!

NEW PRINTS . . NEW ACCESSORIES . .

.

NEW SHOWMANSHIP BACKING I

Distributed by RKO Radio Pictures
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Lonaon Film Biz Off, But Hits Still

Big; 'Tavern' Sock 18G, 'Dead of Night'

Wow 14G, Lady' Ditto, 'Eddie' 15G, 3d

Weltner Preps London

Trip for Par Look-See
Following the departure of Robert

Sehlcss, Paramount International's

chief in Europe and Near, East, for

Paris last Monday 'Bi, it . was re-

vealed that George Weltner, com-
pany's' prexy, is due . to leave for

Europe on Oct. 21. Sebless inay be

away for six months, surveying con-

ditions in Europe and the Near East.

He headquarters in Paris, but has

been at the N. Y. homcofViee for the

la -t two months. .

Weltner plans goine directly to

London because affairs in Great
Britain will take up the bulk of his

attention on this trip. He may make
a brief visit to France; but will re-

turn to N. Y. before making an ex-

tended tour of the overseas territory.

London,. Sept. '25..

. Unlike the legit biz in West End,
pictures are not doing as strong .as

they have been.\ Main reason for

the" drop is departure of many I

American troops and end of holiday

.season, with not so many visitors

around town.
Good product still draws. In this

class are -Dead of Night" i Eagle-

Lion I. made by Ealing studios, which
is cleanup at Gaumont, topping all

previous biz at this house. Also
'•Duflv's Tavern,". Paramount, at

Carlton (Par). This one is the sur-

prise hit. It was expected to do well

due to its radio session here last

year, but not counted on to break the

house, record. "Capt. Eddie," in

third week at Odeon, also is big.

Estimates at $4 to Pound
Carlton I Par)—"Duffy's Tavern"

(Par) (2d wkl, A surprise smash,
beating everything house has ever
had on live show's daily basis, in-

stead of twice daily, which has been
policy of house. Doing steady $18,000.

Will -continue till Oct. 18, alter which
"Road to Utopia'' (Par) follows.
Could stay longer, but. house is com-
mitted to big preem on this, with
proceeds to go to English Stage Door
Canteen Fund.
Empire (Metro)—"Perfect Strang-

ers'' (M-G-Lohdon) (4th wk). Has
done very well, with first week's in-

take $2H.OOO. which was duplicated
on second stanza. It's now around
$24,000 on fourth and final week.
Moves to Ritz (Metro), small house
adjoining Empire, -with "Son of

Lassie'' (M-G) replacing for one
week, after which "'Valley of De-
cision". (M-G ) follows for'a run. I dictatorship over why it decreed a

Ortcon (G-B)---'Capt. Eddie" f20th> ; ,,,„.,„.,.„ i„ lh(, Press and Prooa-
(3d wk). Topped $18,500 on first :

° e,m l ' p "\ 1 \
1L
f *'

,

H°\r
stanza, with second \veek around I

ganda Secretariat, including the En-

$17,000. Third week looks near $15,- i

lertamment Board, the Argentine

000. Stays for fourth week, then be- |
film industry feels that it could cub-

ing replaced by "Where We Go From
; mil sufficient reasons for banishing

Here" (20th) and "Journey Together'' i Don Alfredo Bolognesi, who headed
(RKO) for three weeks. • - , that board until last "week, and who
G«am«nt <G-B>- 'Dead of Nigh i was ,.esponsib,c for banning so many

(Eagle-Lion). One of biggest hits ,. . .

M
. . ... ,., . t»v»' -ujji

house has had in years, with Ion* anU "Nazl PJ*- Vn*e
J.

Bolognesi

lines daily. Has done steady $14,000 I
I'M 1 ?, exhibitors and distributors were

weekly, nearly capacity. Staying till I
irked .by many things, being sum-

Oct. 18. eve of general release; then
j
moned to meetings at his office in

replaced by "Slate Fair" (20th). i the most peremptory manner, only
Leicester Sounre •ABFD)—"Lady • t0 be kept waiting tor hours and

on a Train (U) (1st wk) Should
|
lhen hauled, up to the treated like

have no trouble in doing $14,000, big. 1

Durbin is still boxoffice, and good
for four 'weeks at least.

Argent. Show Biz Czar

Resigns, Pix Industry

Happier; Ease Decrees
Buenoi Aires, Oct. 2.

... Although a veil of secrecy is main-

tained by the Argentine

Loew's Int'I Names
Lopert to Foreign Job

Loew's International this week
named I. E. Lopert supervisor o£

i distribution and any dubbing or

!

superimposing Heeded on pix the

!
company obtains in the foreign mar-
ket. Loew's International already

has obtained three such pictures,

two Mexican-made and the other

made in Switzerland.
Originally Lopert and Vladimir

Posner headed the company's Span-
ish synchronization in N Y Under
the new alignment this will be han-

dled entirely by Posner.

India's Mobile Pix

Units to Educate
The government of India, feeling

it will take 25 years to make people

literate by means of the spoken
word, is utilizing the screen and
radio, meantime, to educate its

masses. It has inaugurated a pro-
gram, calling for the immediate pur-
chase of 224 mobile projector units,

to show documentaries in its vast

rural areas, with a goal of 1.000 units

in five years. Plan is to buy the. 224

units now, with the Government
prepared to spend initially $1,000,000

for equipment alone. Practically all

this will-be spent in the U. S.
'

Documentaries and shorts also will

be purchased here, according to P,

N. Thapar, joint secretary of India's

Information and Broadcasting Dept.,

who's in charge of India's film pro-
gram. He is currently on a six-week
visit to the U. S. to study American

and the equipment and

Film Export Assn/s Stand in Holland

Will Be Key to Other Foreign Marts

London Pavilion (.UA) — "The
Southerner" (UA) (4th wk). Fail-
trade first two weeks, averaging $12,-
000 per. With final stanza expected
to touch $9,500. "G.I. Joe" (UA)
skcclded to follow.
Marble Arch Pavilion (G-B)

—

"Henry V" (Eagle-Lion) (40th wk).
Has proved money maker, with
Weekly average never below $8,000.
strong for this .small house on twice-
daily policy. Expected to stay for
some time, despite having been gen-
erally released.
New Gallery (G-B)—"1,001 Nights"

(Col) (4th wk). Not up to ^-heroes.

with takings around $6,000, after first

week's hefty intake of over $8,500.
Picture was counted on to run 12
weeks, but being replaced by "Over
21" i Col) in about a week.

Pla/.a (Par)—"You Came Alona"
(Par) (3d wk). Started off well!
with first week

chool-boys.

Before Bolognesi was ordered out,

he must have felt his position was
shaky, because he adopted a more
conciliatory tone with picture biz

reps. No appointment has yet been

made to substitute Bolognesi.

In the meantime, the Movie Em-
presarios' Asstfc- is proceeding with

the claims lodged before the Su-
preme Court and the Ministry of the

Interior, protesting against Bolog-
nesi's shuttering of two theatres, for

supposed infraction of the Protec-
tionist Decree. The Court has al-

ready called upon the Entertainment
Board to furnish full details in the
case, and also has presented the facts

to the Attorney-General.

Despite all this, conditions in the
film, industry are not too bad, with

; steady confidence in the future

military film method
films setup

Film industry in India, Thapar
added, made a good deal of money
during the war; domestic servants
who never attended the cinema be-
fore, now hum the latest film-musical
tunes; and India expects a big thea-
tre building program.
Native picture production has been

active, and since the war 160 to 175
films have been made annually de-
spite the raw stock shortage.-Thapar
pointed ou* that the greatest service
the film, industry has rendered India
has been to produce a common
language, a simplified or basic Hin-
dustani, that will eventually take
care of the many-tongued country's
language difficulties.

India has about 1.630 theatres,
Thapar disclosed, with »about 230
showing only English-language films,

latter being 80% American.

Queensland, Australia,

Seeks Theatre Control
Brisbane, Sept: 13.

Stale Government is readying leg-

islation covering control of all cin-

emas ill Queensland, including the

fixing of rentals, ' and admission
charges. Opposition to any govern-
mental step-in likely will come from
major circuits, ace indies, dislribs,

and others who believe that the film

industry should be free of any Gov-
ernmental control,

It Queensland legislation is suc-

cessful, it's more than likely that

other Aussie
:
state government.-:

(there are six plus the Federal Gov-
ernment) will want a finger in the

industry pie.

aiound $lb,000, but SOme film houses changing hands for
fell off on second stanza to near $12.- I h ; oh „,.;,,.;, . T „„•, tnWnai'innii!
000. Staying fourth week, with "Lest

i T P
A

w
,

Inte,n
f
Uo1'^

Week-End" (Par) rcplacin" I

has announced construction ot a 10-

Tivoli (G-B)—"Ten Little Nisqers" i

s,ory office building over a 3.000-

_^.(2ttth*+-U.st..j,vJi.J Opened" well for
j

seater film 'theatre in centrally lo-

this out-of-way spot, and expected to !
cated Calle Tu'cuman.

Houeh%$i<).00ftr---Staymg-three-weeksT-j™--^~
which is stood for this generally fort-
nightly change house. This is from
original British legiter of same title,

but being released in U. S. as "Then
There Were None."
Warners (WB>—-

"Objective Burma"
(WB) (1st wk). Crix gave this ter-
rific panning, general condemnation
being" due to alleged insult to Bri-
tain'-s 14th Army. : But business was
big.

Col. Plans to Reorg

Foreign. Exchanges
London, Oct. 9:

Columbia plans to reorganize the
company's foreign exchanges and
survey the 16-millimeter situation in

England and Europe. Joseph Mc-
Convilie, Col's foreign chief, here
with Jack Segal, his assistant, re-
vealed, such plans.

-The Columbia executives also arc

ud
. |
he-rctcTafrange, for its English sub-
sid to make bigger: JHms__for . the.
world market. They ieavte for Paris
in about two weeks.

j French Stars Quit Comedie

Francaise Over Operation
Paris. Oct. -2.

Official procrastination in provid-
ing suitable management of the
.Comedie Fianeaise. State-controlled,

Campaign to have it taken off j
has resulted in the collective resig-

was at" first flouted by Max Milder. ! nation by some of the best known
Warner chief here, but he chanted - members of the company.
fef!^ ;.^tfn

JJS5
e
5i £omes

<f !
Marie Bell, Madeleine Renaud,auei one week, with decision made i r> , w * • vni • , \

not to release it in England. Looks
! I

Roilt'e F
^

L,re
'
A.me Clariond. Jean

easy $lfi,000 for single week. "Con- Louls Barrault. Jean Chevner,
flict" ( WB ) follows. . i

Julien Bertheau and" Jean Meyer all

have quit.

Nobody appears tq care to under-
take managing the. Comedie which
for 'months has been run by various
committees in. a way which ap-
parently is satisfactory neither for
talent nor for the public. Andre Obey,
supervisor of theatres in the Fine
Arts ministry, has been forced to
take on' the management himself,
besides his other duties. .-.

HAYDEN TALBOT'S SUIT

FOR FILM PLAGIARISM
London. Oct. 9.

Writs have been served on Eritish
National and Anglo-American film
distributors by Hayden Talbot's law-
yer, alleging plagriarism of his novel:
"It'.s the Law," jn the. former's recent
film, "Query." Film only recently
was' released, and has been boolied
for the entire Associated British Pic-

ture Corpr circuit.

Anglo-American is releasing the
picture in Britain, while British Na-
tional produced it. "It's the Lavv"
was made into a silent film by 201

!

Allan's N. % Coast 0.0.
London, Oct. 9.

Anthony Havelock Allan, director
for Cineguild, sailed on the Queen
Mary from here Oct, 3 to see
"Blithe Spirit," on which he served
as associate producer, in N. Y.,

where it just opened.
Allan then plans to go to Holly-

wood for a visit to the studios.

Panizza, Colon Opera's

Chief, Come to Blows

Over Maestro's Effects

.
Montevideo, Oct. 2.

Stories that all is not running
smoothly inside the Buenos Aires'

Colon Opera, came to a .head this

week when a clash was reported be-

tween the Colon administrator, Luis
Ochoa (formerly the theatre organ-
ist) and Argentine conductor aivt

composer, Ettore Panizza, known in

U. S. from many seasons' conducting
at the Metropolitan. Panizza's pres-

tige abroad has not endeared him to

his less famous compatriot, the pres-

ent Colon administrator. The latter

was raised from the relative obscuri-

ty of a conservatory job to his pres-

ent eminnence. as Director of the

Opera, as a result of his friendships

in military circles.

Strained relations were not Im-
proved some time backwhen the ad-

ministrator refused permission to

stage Panizza's opera, "Aurora," at

the request of admirers of the com-
poser, who hoped to organize a fit-

ting celebration of Panizza's 70th'

birthday and the 50th anniversary
of his' conducting.

That incident was followed th i

•

week by Director Ochoa invadin.'

the Panizza dressing room at the

Opera and bundling out his collec-

tion of scores, private photographs
and dressing gown.-;, which he threw
out personally, with the explanation
that as the Panizza contract was yap,

the dressing room was no longer .it

the conductor's disposal. When Pa-
nizza arrived on the scene fisticuffs

occurred, requiring police interven-
tion. . ..

Reisman on the Lam
; Paris. Oct. 9.

Phil Reisman, RKO's foreign man-
ager, now in Europe checking con-
ditions first-hand, is due back here
from Germany next week.
Reisman came over to London

Fox a number of years ago in the . with Charles Koerner, RKO produc-
ts S. ition chief.'

Perkins Back
J. E. Perkins. Paramount Interna-

tional division manager in Austra-
lasia and Far East, returned to N. Y.
from two-month tour of his territory
yesterday (Tues.) on the Queen
Elizabeth. Perkins said that busi-
ness still was good in Australia and
New Zealand while he was there,
there being no appreciable slump
after V-J Day.

Perkins went to Bombay, India,
from Sydney, to investigate the fatal

P;,r exchange blaze there which cost
several lives, about 45 days ago. He
found that the fire was due to spon-
taneous combustion,' and was the
third of a series of* film exchange
blazes there. •

Paris Nitery Tooters Win
/Wage Tilt After Strike

Paris, Oct. 9.

Musicians' strike, which darkened
three nightclubs last Thursday (4),

ended the next day when musicians
were boosted 140 francs pei^ierfojino:.

^nc^^TTTey'now'' wTTTgel 330 francs
per show instead of 190.

Strike compelled Gaite Lyriquc to

refund admissions. . Walkout ex-
tended to Chatclet Etoile and Petite

Casino Gaite, shuttering them both
Thursday night.

RITCHEY TO ENGLAND
Norton V. Ritchcy, Monogram In-

ternational prexy, leaves for Eng-
land, jn about a week.
One of his latest appointments is

William E. Osborne, named stiper-

I visor for the Far East.

Current London Shows
London. "Oct. 9.

"Arsenic t Old l-.uet," Strand.
"Bell for Adano," Phoenix.
"Bi» Boy," Saville..

.

"Blithe Spirii," Duchess.
"Crying Out Loud," Stoll.

"Cure for Love," Westminster.
"Duet For Two," Lyric.
"'First Gentleman.," Savoy.
"Gay Rosalinda," Palace.
"Happy & Glorious," Palladium.
"Hasty Heart," Aldwych.

: _
"Honeymoon," York's.

"

"Lady Edinburgh," Playhouse.
"Windermere's Fan," Hay market.
"Madame Louise," Garrick.
"Merrie England," Princes.
"Night and Music," Coliseum.
"Night Venice," Cambridge.
"No Medals," Vaudeville.
"Peek-A-Boo Parents," Whitehall
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
"Private Lives," Apollo.
"See How i'hey Run," Comecty.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins
"Sigh No More," Piccadilly.
"Sweeter Lower," Ambassadors.
"Sweet Vesterdav," Adelphia.
"The Rivals," Criterion.
' While Sun Shines," Globe.
"Years Between." Wyndbams.
"Wind of Heaven," St. James.
"Mrs. Barrington," Winter Gdn.

Operation of the industry's Motion
Picture Export Assn. in Holland, and
possibility, that the same setup may
be used in other foreign countries,

is being watched closely because of

Its far-reaching implications on post-

war foreign revenue. If the efforts

ot the Export Assn. fail to accom-
plish the hoped-for results, it would
prove a blow to. foreign distribution
in lands where allegedly high-
handed methods have been em-
ployed. -

'Understood that American film
companies have ducked using the
Export Assii. except where found
the only means of combating unrea-
sonable Government or Government-
sponsored embargoes or restrictions.

Foreign managers claim that virtu-
ally two. cartels were established in
Holland. One was that distributors
there refused to handle any product
until it had" been passed on and at

j

the terms they, wanted to pay. Sec-
ond cartel backed up the first, this
being the iron-clad rule of exhibitors
that they would run only pictures
passed iii this way by the distribu-
tors.' Both would have broken„down,
it's felt in N. Y., except that the
Dutch government supported the en-,

tire alignment.

Result was that while there was no
pulright film monopoly established
by Government decree, this Govern-
mental backing had the same result.
This backing meant that distribs,

and in turn, the exhibs, could dic-
tate terms to U. S. distributors. It-
resembles the old Italy monopoly
established, before the war by
Musso's government which daily
dictated terms; how many pictures
could be shown; which- ones. rlc.

Under the Export Assn., it's re-
ported that American companies can
say, in effect, "Here are our pic-
tures and here are our terms.'' By
making it virtually 100' t the voice of
the U. S. distirbs, the new association
is able to practically say, "Take it

or leave it" if the foreign interests
concerned were inclined to quibble.
Iii other words, the Export Assn.
would be able to shut off the (low of
American fare, and make it slick in
lands where placed in operation.
Export Assn. likely will be em-

ployed only where it is apparent
that U. S. product is needed to allow
exhibitors to operate at profit. Un-
derstood that a high percentage of
American films are needed in Hol-
land if exhibs operate successfully,
But if they are able to break down

I the united front of American dis-
tribs, Holland exhibitors, of course,
figure they would be gainers. Atti-

I tude in such foreign lands where
|

monopolies or similar restrictions

I
are set up to obstruct the orderly
process of doing business is that
American companies had better
withdraw completely, if need be,
rather than operate for no profit.

SWEWSH^FILMER'^

0.0. OF U.S. PIX BIZ
Stellan Dahlstedt. technical de-

partment head of the Swedish Mo-
tion Picture Industry, Inc. i AB
Svensk Filmindustri ) left here yes-
terday (9) for Hollywood, where he
plans to study production methods
of major producing companies -and
to obtain information on recent
technical improvements in industry.
Dahlstedt also plans a trip to the

raw lilm manufacturing companies
in this country in an effort to pur-
chase raw stock for his firm. Short-
age of raw stock is the largest prob-
lem confroifting Swedish producers,
he said, some of whom have been
forced to rely on lilm purchased
from Agfa Co. in Germany before
Nazi surrender. •

Dahlstedt' said his company
planned increased production of 16-.

mm. educational and industrial films
for use in schools and factories.

Swedish government has not yet
realized the value of .

educational
-films, he added, and remains apa-
thetic to venture, but company plans
to devote as much raw stock to 16-

mm. films as to regular product.

Arson Suspected In

Fire at Nice JStudio
: Paris, Oct. 9.

Night blaze, which virtually

Wrecked the Victorine studio, Nice,
has halted production on "Ames Qui
Vivent" and "Femme Coupee En
Moreeaux.]* Studio was badly
damaged.

'

Arson is suspected.
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Equipment Mfrs., Dealers in Chi Meet

Optimistic Despite No New Products
.

•'; Chicago. Oct. 9 *

Three-day annual confab of the

national theatre equipment associa-

tions—manufacturers and dealers --

closed Sunday 07) on a higher note

of optimism than has existed during

the past four years, what with the

war being over and manufacturers

poised to swing into civilian produc-

tion. Despite the much-vaunted "'re-

conversion period," however, there

were very, few specimens of new
projectors,. etc., on exhibit..

Consensus was that the most note-

worthy accomplishment of the dual

meets was the reorganization of The-

atre Equipment Supply Manufactur-

ers Assn. (TESMA). which has been

dormant for several years, mostly,

because war contracts kept mem-
bers' noses to the grindstone. Newly
elected officers are Oscar Neu, head

of Neumade Products. N. Y.-, pre/.:

William Gedris, Ideal Seating Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich., yeepee, and

Carl W. Bowie, Star Mfg. Co., St,

Louis, secretary-treasurer.

Officers appointed a committee :o

reshape TESMA's by-laws and con^

stltutiori,' which are felt to be out-

moded because of the fact they were
originally drawn up during the NKA
era, when aiding unemployment, etc.,

was the order of the day. "Reshaping

committee'' consists of Larry Davce.

Century Projection Co., N. Y.; E. •!•

Vallen," Vallen Mfg. Co.. Akron, O.:

Bob Engel, DeVry, Chicago, and E.

j. Robin, N. Y. equipment manufac-

turer and dealer.

Neu also announced he'll appoint

another committee, headed by Da-

vee, to confer with Government reus

in an endeavor to secure clarifica-

tion of the Surplus Property; Act.

TESMA members are naturally , in-

Colmes Gets New Rep Pact
' Hollywood, Oct. 9.

'

Republic handed Walter Colmes a

new producer ticket calling for 14

pictures over a period of three years.

Colmes' production; program in-

cludes "Saratoga Springs,'.' a who-
dunit, "True Stories," based on the

magazine of that name, and six

"Johnny Fletcher" detective yarns,

built on Frank Gruber's novels.

Johnson Aides Stromberg
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

Hunt Stromberg signed Richard L.

Johnson as production manager, with

"Strange Woman," slated to start

Nov. 1, as ltis first chore.

Johnson served in various capaci-

ties at Paramount for 22 years and
was production manager for David
O. Selznick for two years prior to

joining Stromberg.

Violence Marks Strike
Continued from pace 1

made from the studio by Warner,;'
;

police or employees. i

Another Beating;

Mackliri Hall, 34, powder and spc-
j

cial effects man, living two blocks

front studio, was visited at home by.l

the situation. One of these was Lt.
Col. Russell Hicks, character actor,'
who became involved with pickets
at the Administration Building en-
trance, .

Several thousand citizens, holding

Par-Brandt Make

Up In New York
Denied Paramount pictures dur-

ing the past season, due to inability

to arrive at an agreement on terms,

the Brandt circuit, following a re-

newal o£ negotiations a few days
ago, has closed a deal which, from
accounts, grants to Par substantially

all basic demands originally made
last fall when relations were broken
off. Around 85 theatres in Greater
N. Y. and surrounding territory arc
involved?

Hugh Owen, division manager
over: the N, Y. area, with Henry
Randel, local Par branch manager,
sitting in. concluded the deal with
the Brandt chain. From the start

Owen and his superior , in Par,
Charles M. Reagan, v.p. oyer sales,

have refused to give in to Brandt
demands for a revision of terms. !

Previously it had a long battle with]
the Greater N. Y. Loew chain.

In addition . to difficulties with
/Brandt last fall. Par broke off with

terested in learning what will hap-
j
the Century and Skouras circuits in
the N. Y. sector but expected these
two organizations, operating close to
100 houses, will come through fol-
lowing the capitulation by Brandt.

All Par product since the begin*
ning of the past (1944-45) season in
Sept. last year was tied up by the
breaks, but not long ago Par started
selling pictures away from Brandt,
Skouras and Century following' their
dating by Loew's. Offering two at a
time, a majority of the 1944-45 re-
leases went to opposition of these
three indie chains. •

Brandt starts with the final four
pictures of the "44-"45 season.

pen to surplus theatre equipment
coming out of the armed forces; and.

being manufacturers, they don't

want this equipment dumped on the

market for direct appropriation by
the consumer.
Neu said he "understood manufac-

J

turers have the first crack at buy-
ing back their equipment, but that

there are some riders in the act th ;it

need to be cleared up. Committee's
meeting with the Surplus Property

people will be held in Washington
in the "near future," he said.

Theatre Equipment Dealers Pro-

tective Assn. (TEDPA) meetings
were, as they have been for the pa.-t

few years, marked by the fact that

there isn't anything new and that

there won't be any normal supply
for anywhere from another six

months to a year. Feeling is lh-it

because manufacturers haven't got

fully into the .swing yet it won't be
till their 1946 confab that TEDPA
members will have anything tangi-

ble to talk about. One thing is sure,

however: they all feel a lot more
encouraged than they did at this

time last year.

Ray Colvin of Exhibitors Supply
Co.,- St. Louis, .was reelected exec
secretary of TEDPA for another
two-year, term. There are no other
officers.

One much discussed angle among
attendees was the one-man campaign
of E. J. Robin. N. Y. equipment
manufacturer and dealer, to organize
indie dealers and manufacturers.
Robin spent most of his lime at the
meeting spreading the gospel that all

indies must get together, "in order
to protect themselves from monopo-
listic practices

.
of many, combine;!

manufacturer-dealer outfits— other-

wise the little guy 'will be squeezed

;
out."
' Robin made the pitch that adver-
tising campaigns be run in the trade
press to teli indie exhibitors also

: that only by patronizing indie. deal-
ers can the latter remain in business.

No appropriations for such a crusade
were made, but many indies present
acknowledged it's something to Con-
sider seriously.

: Amofif"those""attending the meet-
ing were Nathan D. Golden, Dept. r>f

Commerce pix chief,. Washington;
who urged the group to get their

agents into the foreign market right

away because of the vast potential

far all types of equipment Overseas;

C. R. Stover, district engineer. Gen-
eral Electric Co.: D. B. Joy, Nation-
al Carbon Co.; L. P. Hanson, U. S.

Air-Conditioning Co.: Nash Weil,

Wil-Kin Theatre Supply Co., Atlan-
ta. Ga.

E. Allan Williford. Ansco: Fred J.

Wcnzel. Wenzel Projector Co.; Wri-
ter E. Green, National-Simplex-Blud-
worth; Fred Matthews. MoUogi'apTr
William C. and E. B. DeVry, L. M.
Anderson and Bill Aschman, ail of

DeVry; Ed WoU: and Ira Kutok, Ed-

RKO Will Appeal To

NWIB on Mgrs. Guild;

Cinema's ! 1 May Join

Having lost to managers and as-

sistants in 41 of its Greater N, Y.

and Westchester county theatres,

RKO is planning an appeal of the

decision Of . the Regional War
Labor Board. N. Y„ which fa-

vored the managerial group. Only
avenue of appeal is the National War
Labor Board in Washington.

In a letter from Jaiiies M, Bren-
nan, general manager of the RKO
circuit, received yesterday iTues.)

by RKO .managers and assistants,

Brcnnan notified them that the com-
pany is appealing the directive order

of the Regional War Labor Board
and called attention to the mainte-

nance of membership clause, copy
of which was enclosed. Form letter

called attention to this clause "so

that you may takewhatever action

you think desirable from your point

of view before Oct. 13 (Saturday),

the date provided in the mainte-
nance of membership clause of the

WLB order."

It goes on to say that "if Ihere is

any doubt in your irund whether
or not the Guild considers you a

member, you should notify the Guild
by registered mail before Oct. 13,

whether you elect to be considered

as a member or non-member."
In connection with whatever wage

and other conditions are finally in-

corporated in a contract with the
Guild, RKO slated it will not dis-

criminate between those employees
who are members and those who are
not members of the Guild. All af

fected employees will

alike with respect to

strikers late this morning and "had -a protest meeting Sunday night at
his eyes blackened. Attempting to get , the Hollywood Legion Stadium,
help. Hall ran from the house toward i adopted a resolution condemning
studio and was again beaten, wind- j use of a firehose and tear gas by
ing up with compressed fracture of « Warners' police and firemen, also
skull and taken to hospital in Bur- i breaking up Of picket lines by riot

bank. :,. :.;• ,,

:

.squads from Los Angeles police de-
Strikers are considering extension part merit and sheriffs office. They

of mass picket lines to both Uniycr- called upon, officers to protect rights

sal and Republic in belief thai
j

of strikers, and adopted resolution

groups can be summoned quickly in
|
calling upon the National Labor Re-

case large group action breaks out. lations Board to hand down a de-
Local 683. IATSE Film Technicians

j
cision, and upon Secretary of Labor

Union, meets tomorrow (Wed.) nigh!
j

Lewis Schwellenbach to take some
and probably -will take strike vblo.' action toward ending current con-
Group, which numbers 1.500 men . tr'oversy. '

;

:
''\

and women, just elected 22 dele- j It was stated the meeting was
gates to IA convention and pledged I sponsored by the Beverly-Wcslwood
the removal of Richard Walsh, I.v

J
Citizc ns Committee, a Committee lor

other conditions affecting or relat-

ing to their employment, it was
added.
Under the maintenance of mem-

bership clause all members of the
Guild in good standing are required
as a condition of employment to

maintain good stand ing- in the Guild
for the duration b£ the contract un-
less before Saturday <13) the Guild

Prexy. - ;-;

-. .; \ ,'.'..•

Roy Brewer, International repre-

sentative for IATSE'. stated the rea-

son for no concerted action by IA
members of picket lines this morn-
ing <Tues.) is due to Tact many
members stayed in the Warner Bros,

studio overnight, and, also, IA feels

that its members do not have 16 be
subjected to the type of treatment
they received at hands of strikers

yesterday in order just to go to work.
Brewer added: "What we want/to
know is whether the law. enforce-
ment groups can maintain order, or
whether they will be unable to en-
force the law. If they cannot, then
our men will go to work, but the
law enforcement groups will have to

accept, the responsibility for what-

j

ever may happen." Brewer went on
|

to say that several meetings were
being conducted at the moment and
announcements of decisions on part
of Governor's office arid other groups
expected shortly. IA will wait a rea-
sonable length of lime before taking

!
action. Brewer concluded, then it

I
will be necessary for law to be en-

be treated i
forced or for IA to send men through

wages and |

picket lines without aid from police.

j

Motion Picture Strikers, the Holly-
.wood Independent Citizens Com-
jmillee of the Arts, Sciences & Pro-
: fessions, National Citizens Political

Action Committee, National Law-
i vers Guild and Screen Writers
Guild.

j

Acting to halt further outbreaks
1 of violence in the current studio

[strjlWi Los Angeles Congressmen Ellis

|
E. Patterson and Helen Gahagan

|

Douglas wired PresieVmt Truman
]
the over weekend to intervene in

the seven months-old labor dispute.

In another move, Republican
Congressman Gordon L.. McDon-
ough told Paul Herzog, Board Chair-

man of the NLRB, that Congress

may be forced to start an investi-

gation unless it didn't act soon.

Friday's Skirmishes

Strikers and studio police lined

up for battle before sunup Friday

morning and the skirmishing began

when non-strikers reported for work
at six o'clock and tried to pass the

picket line. Strikers deployed from
their barricades, halted the non-
strikers arid rolled three automobiles
over on their sides.

By noon reinforcements arrived

I

Bloody outbreak came at Warner i for 00lh skics. Squads of police ar-

I

Bros.' Burbank studio yesterday i8l ! rived from Glendale and Los An-
I

with the third, day of mass picketing
! geJes to aid the Burbank cops,

marked by heavy violence between
|
while the strikers increased to about

'pickets, rion-slrikers.. police and
j
l.nflO. led by Herbert Sorrel!, prexy

| sheriff's deputies. Rioting started of the Conference' of Studio Unions,
hen. shortly before 6 a.m., the When more non-strikers attempted to

flag was hoisted atop crash the gate, there was a general
Non-strikers rushed the melee in which various implements

American
Warners.
massed picket lines in front of en-

Pix Studio P.A.S Form

New Ass'n Away From SPG
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Motion Picture Studio Publicists
Association adopted by-laws and a
constitution last night (Mon.) at a
general membership meeting, at
which it. was announced 112 work-
ing publicists have affiliated them-
selves with the new flack union.
Plan announced as completed for
filing a petition with the NLRB ask-«
ing election of working publicists to
designate a bargaining agent.

Flacks voted unanimously not to
pay further dues to Screen Publi-
cists Guild.

is notified in writing that a member ; Uance gates l0 be joiijed shortly bv
wishes to withdraw from member-

j
police and riepuly s,, erifTs ^, mg{n ,A
'clubs, groups finally clearing. a path.

ship.

FONDA BOWS JJJ FROME'
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

Henry Fonda's fust film role, fol-

lowing his release from^the Army,
will be nTale lead opposite Belt':

Davis in "Ethan Frome" at Warner.".
Picture is slated for an early win-

ter, start, with Henry Blaiike pro-
ducing.

Under the RWLB decision of Sat-
urday (6) the Motion Picture Thea-
tre Operating Managers & Assistant
Managers Guild, organized by RKO
managers, work week was reduced
from 63 to 48 hours and scales of
$85 to $140 weekly for managers and
$40 to $75 for assistants was estab-
lished.

Meantime, following its lengliily
fight against RKO. the MPTOM&-
AMG is extending its sphere of op-
erations to take in managerial em-
ployees of other circuits in the
Greater N. Y. area and surrounding
territory. r. •

Initial objective is the Cinema cir-
cuit of 11 theatres in N. Y., ^rook-

employed battery
; clubs, etc:', and Hei-
Conferencc of Studio

Non-strikers
cables, chain
bert Sorrel 1,

Union,
with chain
Also hit was LeRoy Prinz, WB

dance director, whose scalp was
creased with a bottle. Both men pre-
viously had been injured in Friday's
IS)- rioting. Total, of 39 injured

of war were used, including tear gas
bombs, fire hoses, knuckles, clubs,

brickbats and beer bottles. After
two hours of strife, 300 police and
deputy sheriffs dispersed the pickets
and counted about 40 casualties,

|
none...serious.

prexy, was struck in . face j Sorrell and eight pickets were
taken to the Burbank jail and later

released under $1,500 bail each.
Pickets included John D. Johnson,
screen cartoonist; Howard R. Howe,
studio painter; Joseph R. Daniels, set

decorator; Roy V. Lockridge, carpen-

while others were carried away by
friends without seeking medical aid.

Twelve victims were treated at the
Burbank Emergency Hospital, but
only one is said to be seriously in-
jured, rest being treated for cuts and

l.vn and Westchester county operated i

01
il
lsc

?' .

by Max A. Cohen and associates. A I u
PPduc,,on for » ** was

meeting was held last week before > ,

do " n
' ^lth ""'^ chorus rehe.

the N. Y. State Labor Board to dis-

were treated at the studio hospital.
]

ter; Richard L. Morley, cartoonist;

Anthony V, Schivone, picket cap-
tain, and Charles E. Barker, ma-
chinist.

Another heavy picket line of about
1.000 returned to the front Saturday
morning, and this time they were
armed with an injunction, granted

I cuss the holding of an election but
'

I was . adjourned until this, morning
I

(Wednesday) at request of attorneys' i

i for Cinema who asked more time to '

j

study the case. RKO Managers'

,

Guild claims it has* a majority in
Cinc.Ma theatres.

j

George Dunn, manager of RKO's
81st St.. N. Y., is chairman of the!
MPTOM&AMG.

by Superior Court Judge John
Beardsley. Court ordered Warner

sals under Prinz and one camera- I
Bros, studio police and city police,

man reporting for duty, although he ,

alike, from interfering with the

later is understood to have left when ', p1rikeis in their mass picketing,

rioting started. j
Non-strikers, reporting for the early

Five pickets, including a foinme
i

morning shift, were blocked by the

marcher, were arrested and booked : P'ckcts again, but the day went by
on charges of inciting riot. Girl, |

w'thout a repetition of Friday's
'

! rioting.

K. C. Indie Theatre

Owners Form Own ftrfijg^

ward H. Wolk Co.: B. B. Buchanan,
Kroehler Mfg. Col; Dave Dewey,
Bob Gardner. Ed Howe and Joe Hel-
ler. Chicago Theatre Supply Co.
Also Arch Trebow, Balabari Si

Katz purchasirig agent; Sam Leviii-
sohn. Chicago Used Chair Man:
Stanley Lcvine. Stanley Theatre
Supply Co.: William Dassow, N«.-
tiQiial Theatre Supply: R. V. an 1 . Kansas City. Oct. 9
Thomas E. LaVezzi'anrl Jake Mi'.- Organization of the K. C. Ind
,chcll,.LaVezzi Machine Works; Hank '- pen'dt-nt. Theatre Owners' Associa-
Markbrcil and Louis Price. Poppers I

l'on, composed of - indie- proprietors'
Supply Co,; R. E. Smiley and E. D [and managers in and near Kaycec.
Magnus, Continental Electric; Tom I

was completed at a meeting here
Flannery, W.iiile Way Electric Sign

t̂

ast Wednesday (3). Herman 111-

& Maintenance Co: ' ir.cr, of the Bagdad. Fiesta, South-
Larry Strong. Essanay : Electric .

town' and Tivoli theati'ew. .was
Mfg, Co.: J. J. Arnsfield. Adler Sit- \

elected president; Herbert E. Wal-
houette Letter Co.; Edwin Wade.j ti-rs. of the Strand and Vo-.iie. v;o..

Rauland-GM Laboratories; C.
j

and E! .Hartman. of the Motion Pic-
Cooley. Da-Lite Screen: Edwin Wag-; lure Booking Agency, secrctary-
ner, Wagner Sign Service: Erwin R. treasurer.. .

and Morton L. Ferisin and Lester Board cOnlprises the three officers

Simansky. Ferisin Seating Co.: Mike
Yar and Harry iUayer. RCA-Viclor;
Chester Fensin; General Cnair Co..

and S. J. -ZageT. Comriiercial Metal
Product's Co. ;'': '.

and Charles Potter, of the Baltis.

Bijou and Murray - then I res; Rube
FinkJestoiri. of the Belmont and
Pasco, and Dan Bodnoy, of the Ad-
miral, all K, C. hou.-es.

Vernona Chalmers, a striking secre-
tary, was 'accused of having con--
cealed weapons when officers said
they found her carrying a blackjack.
She was - held in $1,000 bail. Ar-
rested on charges of inciting riot
and disturbance of peace were Joe
Glasser, studio carpenter; William E,

carpenter. William J. Sieves,
iter, and Lester A. Pine, a

writer. Bail for each Was fixed at
$500. -

Attorney Ben Margolis was
ejected' from' the studio by police
after he repeatedly demanded that
the arrested strikers be immediately
produced before a magistrate. '* Mar-
golis laler declared he was prepar-
ing to.. tile suit against Warners for
$50,000 .each for some 200 strike! s.

Marpoilfi claimed rights
had
held lor several hours on sUidh
property without' an appearance be
fore -a committing magistrate.

I Meiinvvhile Wariier Bros, were
!
granted a temporary writ of injunc-
tion by Judge Joseph W. Vickris,

|

limiting the number of pickets. Writ
.
limited the. strikers as follows: four

! pickets at the main gate; two at the
!. administration building entrance:'
' two at the publicity entrance: tw.ii at

I.the casting office; two at the music

j

department: three at the north gate
and three at the laboratory entrance.

. AM pickets were ordered to remain
• 10 feel apart and -8ve feet away
from studio property.

CAN.'S 1ST EX-SERVICE SHOW
Montreal, Oct. !>.

Lieut. Hughie Green, former Brit-

ish film star recently discharged from
of strikers

j

tiie RCAF, is heading Canada's first

been violated when they were
i
ex-servicemen variety show to tour

the Dominion. Show will open at

His Majesty's theatre, Montreal*
Nov. 14.

Appeal to Governor I Program will also be aired weekly
Studio execs were reported in con- {over the CBC network, and;.be re-

, tact with Gov. Earl Warren, and it is 'corded for all . foreign countries
!
known that five guard officers wen j where Canadian soldiers- are still on
,senl to

. studio yesterday to survey duty.
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Socialite Sponsors of N.Y. War Fund

Tie Their Drive With 'G.I. Joe' Preem

Balloting for Sunday
Pix in 27 Pennsy Towns

,

Philadelphia, Oct.. 9.
j

Twenty - seven communities

'Unfavorable Anti-Trust'
Continued from page 3

Pennsylvania will, vote on the ques-
| all excellent fellows and fine law- j his .charge

Convinced of the necessity for

flian'iirliKing tlieir. final' campaign, a

tough job since the war is over and

most people want to forget about it.

(he silkstoeking New York National

War Fund Committee did. a switch'

eroo from fho staid, conventional,

stufl'i'd-shirt teeolr dinners of former

years and tied in their current drive

($17.0(10.000) with Ernie Pyle's

"Story of GI .top."

. Ticup, effected by Mori Krushen,
head of exploitation for ' United
Artists, working under Barry
Buchanan, UA advertising-publicity

chief, netted exploitation values con-

servatively estimated : at $250,000 in

New Theatre Bldg.
Continued from page 5

through lease or building. Siritzkys

are wartime refugees from France.

X.O.'s S200.000 Cinema

New Orleans, Oct, 9.

A $200,000 theatrewill be erected

oil Canal street and Elk Place , by
Delta Theatres, Inc.. as announced

by Levere C. Montgomery, secretary

of the firm. Construction begins

lion of showing Sunday films Nov. 6.

I

Of those voting, two of them now

I

permit Sabbath pix—Bradford and
! New Castle. All others balloting

j
now have Sunday Blue laws.

They are: Brackenbridge, Everett.

West Chester, Downingto\yn. Blooms-

burg, Catawissa. Carlisle. Lemoyne,
Middlctown, Steelton, Greensboro,

Indiana. Calasauqua, Emausi Slat-

ington. Jersey Shore. Sunbury. East

Greenville. Danville, Hellertowiv.

Northampton, New Philadelphia,

Sclihsgrove, Mt. Pleasant and La-,

trobe. :

that the defendants
yers, but I can't devote the balance I through" their production, distribu-

tion and exhibition activities, ot>ii-

,
trol the industry, and will cite ex-

I amples of harmonious interchange
I of production talent and equipment
j

among the companies.

Jan. 2, 1940. and when completed the i

pre-selling the film to public and
| i, ol ,se w ill have a seating capacity

I

exhibitors in (he N. Y. metropolitan 0j a bou't 2.000. The linn has a 50-

srea. -' year lease on the site. ".

Detailed Plans
Continued from wage 4

Activities of the toppers in con
liection with the campaign (includ

ing Winthrop Aldrich, Vincent As
tor. John D. Rockefeller, Carl Whit
more. N. Y. Telephone Co. prexy)
also brought into the picture, a-
majority of 5th avenue department ; of theatres m the south, is president

stores

Simultaneously, J o s e p h

The building will' be equipped for • expect to have 34 features w ithin a

television so that switches can be- year in their zone, but to date have

made from regular programs to shown only one,- "Batiment du
current world events.

:
:

:.:."'.' Coeur" ("Heart-Beat"),with Danielle

of my life to this case

Indications are that if the attor-

neys can guarantee that such a re-

cess Will sharply abbreviate the de-

fense testimony, it might be' granted.

However. Assistant Attorney-Gen-
eral Wright expressed little eon:;-

dence in such a recess unless defem-''

attorneys preclude the possibilities

of a stall by stipulating definite lim-

itations as to the width anddepth
of the trial. . Wright, has volunteered

to facilitate .matters, by accepting, af-

fidavits from lop film execs and thus

saving them the trouble of .mnkin .,

court appearances. However, .ha

i

would do this only if.he is permitted

to call those persons for rebuttal if

necessary.

Most of the exhibits have so far

been entered without objeetio-i;

Joy. N. Houck. operator of a chain

i of Delta Theatres. Clair P. Hilgers.

j ! manager of Film Classics. Inc., dis-

Sharkey.. vice-chairman of the N. Y.
City Council, though not a chairman
of any NWF group, stepped in . to

make the pitch which helped secure
for UA the permit to erect signs in

the centre of Times Square (oppo-
site, the Hotel Astor and the Astor
theatre), on city fencing, plugging
the picture and the NWF drive.

Sharkey also paved the way for the

distribution of placards, lieing up
"GI Joe'' and the Fund, in some
10,000 trucks, factories, garages,
beauty parlors, barber shops, offices

and restaurants.

tributors of motion pictures, is v.p.

First Cinema Since Sound

Detroit. Texas. Oct. 9.

Major A. E. Chewning plans new
theatre here. Town has been with-

out a house since the advent of

sound. Major Chewning expects to

.be out of the Army in December.

Dennis' Addition

Fort Worth, Oct. 9.

New theatre contemplated here by

L. C. Dennis to replace his present
Majority of 5th avenue depart-

|
house, now closed. Dennis is owner

ment stores, giving newspaper ad
yertisihg space to the National War
Fund drive, also used quotes from
"GI Joe" crediting Ernie Pyle and
the film. Hearn's, in full-page copy
in the. New York Daily News and
Mirror, carried the "GI Joe" plugs
prominently. Others using the

|

Ernie Pyle copy included Sak's 5th
Avenue, Bonwit Teller, Abraham &
Strauss, while slated to use similar
copy this week are Sak's 34th street,

Stern Bros, and Namm's (Brooklyn).
Arnold Constable came in for a

and operator of a small Texas cir-

cuit.

New 1,200-Seatcr in L. A.

Hollywood, Oct. 9.

•Metropolitan Theatres, chain op-
erating several downtown houses,

has purchased 00 by 165 foot prop-
erty site at 726 S. Broadway for the

proposed erection of a 1.200 seat film

house. Reported purchase price was
$650,000.

Charles Skouras. Sherrill Corwin
special promotion via the Times and and Mike Rosenberg head the Met
World-Telegram, placing on sale 250
seats for the Gotham preem (Oct. 5)

and ottering a copy of Pyle's "Here
Is Your War" to the purchaser of

each ticket. (Proceeds from the

preem go to the Fund.) .

World Publishing Co., publishing
the motion picture edition of "Joe,"

at first lukewarm to the promotion,
jumped in with large display space
apparently to cash in on the. hypoed
public interest in the film.

N. Y. National, War Fund public
relations director George Proctor
plugged the. "GI Joe" tieup via
newspaper stories dealing with the
campaign with result tha* the film I

broke into the front pages and other
news columns in virtually all N.. Y.
dailies. Hugh Holohan, special

events director for the N. Y. NWF,
planted "GI Joe" copy in speeches
at rallies at the Botanical Garden

Chain. Furniture store/, currently
on properly, is expected to remain
until Metropolitan- begins construc-
tion.

Another New House

Cuyahoga Falls, O.. Oct. 9.

Washington Circuit, Cleveland,
which operates the 1,000-seal Falls in

Cuyahoga Falls. O.. plans new the-
atre in that city. 1.200; seats, all on
one, floor, air conditioning and tele-

vision facilities. Excavation will

]
start Nov. 1 and the building will be
completed in approximately 120

Darrieux.

The Russians have about 14 fea-

tures in prospect for the immediate

future in their territory, of which

eight are being shown now, other six

beiiig in process of dubbingY The
British. French and Americans are

using German subtitles, but the Rus-

sians don't. They have a narrator

reading, the story while the film is

unreeled, until they have dubbed in.

As to documentaries and shorts,

U. S. has 19 already, air with Ger-

man sound-track, with 30 more ex-

pected by Aug. 1, '46. The British

have two. expecting 75 more within

a year. The French have one, and

are working on 62 more. As to news-

reels, one print .was made in Munich
under Anglo-American auspice s.

called "Welt im Film" r'The World
Screened"), produced jointly by OWI
and Britain's P.I.D. (Political Intel-

ligence Dept.). which is being shown
.in both British and U. S. zones.

Russians, British and French have
indicated informally that they want
to exchange films witli U.S., but noth-

ing has been worked' out yet. The
British have more houses, and less

features, because the U. S. has been
in no hurry to open theatres. We've
been more concerned with the pix,

that they should serve a helpful pur-

pose, said Taylor. The British

Wright named RKO and Loew s as
controlling the first-run houses in

N. Y„ Warners' in Philadelphia, 20th
in Kansas City, and Paramount in

Atlanta, Ga.

He will attempt to prove .'false the.

defendants' claim that "nobody .who
ever' produced a picture has ever
had any difficulty in - having it

widely .shown.'"

" No New Decree Sighted

On Monday (8), Wright, eliminated

any hope of a compromise settle-

ment, such as the consent decree
which 'resulted from the original

However; material relating solely to
| Now York suit in 1938. by declaring

neWsreels and shorts was
.

stricken
j (hat ''although 'the decree has loos-

out for all companies yesterday a f- j ened controls slightly, the evils are

ternoon. • ,. -
[ substantially :the same, or increased-

Wright on Production as in the cases of Paramount and

Wright refused to be pinned down 2<)1h-Fox. 'which have expanded

as to whether the case continues j

tbeir theatre interests 5'„ since the

decree. '
, .

involve the charge of "conspiracy>i
production" inasmuch as no mention Trial opened • with . a' motion by
of this charge was made in the trial

. Harold J. Sherman, representing the

brief. American Civil Liberties Union, ask-

"I'm not pressing a charge of mo- ling leave 1o intervene as a friend of—
nopoly Of production." lie rcplir.-i. the court. The defendants objected

"However. I will show that m.v- |
unanimously and action on the mo-

nopoly of the theatre market does , tiph w as reserved,

allow a stringent control over pro-
j

. Wright, in his trial brief, promised
duction." .. . j to prove the Government's charges

The trial which is being presided |
of monopoly on the strength of docu-

ovcr by U. S. Circuit Judge Augustus
j

menus prepared by the defehdanls

N. Hand, aided by U. S. District themselves. He introduced blue-

Court Judges John Bright and Henry
I

prints of the rental lives of a number

Warren Goddard. reached a dra- of films in various cities including

matic moment yesterday (9) when |
"Singing Marines,' "A Star Is Bom.

,

former Judge Joseph M. Proskauer. j
"Elephant Boy." "Road to Glory,

representing Warners, warned' that \
"Shall We Dance' and Luckiest Girl

the decision reached by the judges, in the World," in an attempt to show

if unfavorable, would doom the mo- that the selection of pictures by the

tion picture industry in America. producers-distributors in their own

"We are fighting with our backs or mutually related theatres rcsulled

to the wall in this courtroom even!'1 " » <-'°'lll'° 1 of '65-/0% of all grosses

as at this moment we fight govern- Realized mi any film, and allowed

company-controlled exhibitors, ill
mental discrimination in Great Brit

ain. France and Czechoslovakia,'

Proskauer declared.

Break Kvcn Domestic

turn, to: dictate the value, of indie

theatres in town by stipulating sub-

sequent playing dates in his area.

Opening statement of Whitney
Proskauer explained that on (he mHf) S( .vllu)ur . of Simpson. Tliacher

average, pix companies break even I & : Biu.;,eU ,

.nUorneys for Paramount,
jumped, in., showing German films.

I

on domestic business, reap their
, p,..,^ tj le arbitration tribunal set

days. George Ebeling, Cleveland, is

architect.

Fine's 2,000-Sealcr

East Cleveland, O., Oct. 9.

New' 2.000-scater will be part of
$250,000 community shopping center I

(60.000 attendance) and earlier at the
j
project which will be built by Bel- demonstrate

Eronx teeoff rally. Arthur Wcndorff.
head of the Bronx Division of the
drive, used film copy in rallies

scheduled to reach a total audience
of 500.000 before Oct.- 29, with NWF
sound trucks blaring the "GI Joe"
hookup.

while we've waited

Nazis' Propaganda Goad

Incidentally. U. S. forces viewed
126 German films, finding only 26

without propaganda, or without
prominent. Nazis in the credits. Tay-
lor admitted the Nazis made good
films, while also being successful in

getting propaganda into them. But

|
the U. S. doesn't want to show Ger-
man films: they want a clean break
with the Nazi past.

As t.) American features, the U. S.

requested 48 films to be supplied to

them by the pix industry between
now and August, '46. A good: many
have already been chosen, all of

them selected in America by the
OWI for such reasons as portraying
American life, depicting American
history, showing democratic values.

superiority of the

profits from foreign trade.
| up by the consent decree. Seymour

"In normal times." he continued,
j
declared that of the 17.000 theatres

"films brought $100,000,000 revenue
j
in the U. S.. Paramount owns pin t

a year into this country. Now we ! or all of 1.600, or less than 9'J. lie

must hold the fort against rising for- termed the proposed theatre control

eign governmental opposition. We i dissolution "an amputation."
have so far been able to do this His statement coincided with those
through the high quality of our pic- tha

'

t followed bv John W. Davis for
tures. and our pictures have been of LoCW '.s all(i j0hn F. Caskev for
such quality because our theatre 20th in that aU expressed doubt as
holdings guarantee us a chance of to wj1a , the concrete charges of the
realizing' our production invest- • Government were, and all three in-
ments.

i sisted that their client companies
"The Government has a paper

|
wcrp independent corporations . own-

case, ' Proskauer charged, "by which
; frt8 M0 slock in each oihcri an(l „„.

it hopes to cure every ailment with ,lblo ,0 exercise anv conlro\ over,
the same medicine. The entire mo-

| t |1e cn tire industry
tion picture industry would be sunk

'

if Mr. Wright ever got his way

more Theatre Co.. at the southwest I

American film industry over the

coiner of Euclid ave. and Belmore |

G erman. and the like. Films include

Parking lot, to provide space for 750 !

bolh °'tl an
<l

new
-
Already okayed

'are "Here Comes Mr. Jordan,"
"Pride and Prejudice," "It Hap-
pened Tomorrow." "Young Tom Edi-
son." "The Gold Rush," "Dr. F.hr-

cars: .Air-conditioned and large
j

stage, to accommodate television
j

reception. M. S. Fine heads Bel-
|more Theatre Co. He is associated
!

with 28 other houses in northern
Ohio.

'*Sp?lIbound' Stalled

T.I1 Nov. at Astor, N.Y.
"Spellbound," David O. Selznick.

'Mo,e Xew BW*- '" Te>»s

production, being released by United ','"••. Dallas. Oct, 9.

Artists, which originally was sched- War Production Board here gave
ulcd to open at the Astor on Broad- the go ahead on construction permits
way, soon after "Blithe Spirit" went on several houses throughout the
into the Winter Garden, has been I slate. Phil Isley received permission
held back until November. A new I

to build a $42,000 house here. Dr.
soundtrack is being made for "Spell- |,M. L. Parrish and Homer Walters of
bound." "Spirit" debuted last Marlin received the go for a $45,000
Wednesday (3) on Broadway

Iii the meantime, UA's "Guest
Wife" is set to start at the Criterion

us soon as "Shady Lady" finishes its

run this month,

PARKS TO PLAY 'J0LS0N'
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Larry Parks draws the role of Al

theatre. Frimk Demopulos of Tex
arkana received the green light on a
$35,000 project, which will include
a theatre.

'

'
\

According to present indications
there .will be tour new theatres, in
Waco, with work, now under way on
two. A Drive-In is now under cou-
f.ruclion by C. A. Richler who owns

Jolson in Columbia's forthcoming I an'(]. operates Drive-Ins in Corpus
saga of the show business. "The Al

I Christi md Harlingeii.
Jolson Story." Choice was made I ,,. ,.•

.

," ....

after extensive tests following!
n,cls,

;

1 ' (> ls eonstruclmg a new
" nabt' with part ol the. work corn-

extensive tests following
Parks' appearance in two Columbia
pictures, "Counter - Attack" and
"Renegades."

Picture will be filmed in Tech-
nicolor, with Sidney Skolsky pro-

ducing arid H. Bruce Humberslone
directing.

pletcd,

i
Set lo open in the late fall will be

!

the Trefoil, built by . the O'Dowd

t

Bros., one of whom is a local lawyer.

|
New- nabe is being contemplated

|
by B. F. Haman.

lich's Magic Bullet." "Madame Cu-
rie," "You Were Never Lovelier,"
"I Married a Witch," "Abe Lincoln
in Illinois." "Shadow of a Doubt,"
the Capra GI training series, "Why
We Fight.' We want to show the
Germans films that were made for
GIs who could lick their supermen.
"Song of Bernadette" is among oth-
ers that have been requested.

"Edison" and "Prejudice'' were the
first U. S. films shown the Germans,
said Taylor, with the reception very
cordial and boxolfice excellent. The
U. S. Army is distributing the films,

exhibiting under regular commercial
terms, on a scale agreed on. between
OWI and the pix industry, depositing
the industry's, share in blocked
marks tor the future. The industry
has been very rc«ponsiv«, said Tay-
lor, and knows the U. S, ' Army".?
problem. Pix leaders who visited
Europe in July, he said, have .been
-nost cooperative in trying to get
supplied what was needed.

Taylor, who is in the U. S. on a
special .mission from Gen. MpCIu.ro
to see pix, theatre and music people-
to acquire copyright material for use
in Germany, expects to finish his
mission Oct. 5, toke a month's .rest,

then return to CBS. '

Proskauer. in his statement, chal-
lenged the charge of cross-payments
by the major companies by showing
that whereas in 1937 Warners paid
Loew's almost 20'; of its theatre
revenue, Loew's only pafd Warners
eight-tenths of \"r . In 1944. he re-
vealed. Warners paid $3,800,000 to
Loew's and only received $200,000 in

rentals from Loew's.
"Warners control 3 j; 5 r

!i of the
nation's theatres and Only Vi", of its

seating capacity." Proskauer said.

"Does this make for a monopoly?
Warners has never had a combina-
tion of theatres powerful enough to
monopolize. The Warner circuit was I

born in trade warfare.''.

George S. Leisure, of Donovan.
Leisure, Newton '&. Lombard, repre-
sented RKO and repeated the off-
spoken claim that each company Was
a separate unit an*should be tried
and examined as such.

RKO'S Rental Percentage

Among the facts he cited' were RKO's
average distribution, of 7'';. of the na-
tion's film output of which .18% was
independently produced. As an ex-
ample of the keen competition en-
gaged in throughout the industry, he
told how RKO held, lost and again
regained 1 distribution rights to Walt
Disney's films, while on the other
hand RKO lost "March of Time" dis-
tribution to 20th-Fox.

Davis accused Assistant U. S. At-
torney Wright of playing the Gov-
ernment's hobby of "cure-all," and
likened its proposed solution of cut-

ting oil the producers of pix from
their exhibition to "using a mustard
plaster for a black eye."

Davis further demanded that

Loew's be heard and judged by it-

self,

Caskey, for 20th, was. cautioned. Jiy

the judges a number of times for

his "genealogical" approach. This

had reference to the barrister's pre-

dilection for tracing the - history of

Fox Film into its 20th-Fox status.

Imposing Array of Legal Talent

There's an imposing array of legal

talent representing the pix compan-
ies. Paramount is represented by

I

WWtnpy N. Seymour of. Simpson,

Thacher & Bartlett, Austin C.

Keough. Louis Phillips, and Albert

C. Bickford. For RKO: George S.

1 Leisure of Donovan, Leisure. New*,

I

ton & Lombard,' Granville Whilth s-

ley. Jr.. R. R. Irvine and George E.

i Youngman. For. Loew's: John .W.

I
Davis of Davis, Polk, Wardwell,

i Sunderland & Kiehdl. J, Robert Hu-

!
bin, C. Stanley Thompson, Benjamin.

I
Meinko and H. Hazzard Gillespie.

I

For Warners: Robert W, Perkins,

j

Judge Joseph M. Proskauer, J. Alvin

I

Van Bergh and Howard Levinson.

I
For : 20th: Richard E. Dwight. John
F. Caskey and Frederick Pride of

"What kind, of a monopoly could! Dwight. Harris. Koegel & Caskey
we, practice,"' Leisure asked, "when,

j

For Columbia: Louis D. Frohlich of

in 1944. we did a $35,000,000 busi- ; Schwartz & Frohlich, Arthur 11.

ness, or only 3V.i of the Govern- ;
Schwartz, Irving Moross and' .Max

ment's estimated, billion dollar a year ; H. Rose. For Universal: Edward C.

total intakeT'
i Rattery, Adolph Schima), 'Arthur K.

Wright promised to substantiate
j
Driscjpll and George A. Rattery.
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Literati
Stanton .Leeds' Story on Sime

Feature story in the October issue

of NcNVspaperijian is "Sime's Secret,'

sub-title reading; "Broadway. knows

no greater paper than.. 'Variety'—

»nd one
1 man mode it." Article, on

the late Sime Silverman was au-

thored by Stanton Leeds, formerly

on "Varietv," and now a staffer oil

the N. Y. World-Telegram; It i.s one

ef a series ot newspaper stories be-

ing written by Leeds. that will reach
j

book form.. . . . .

\

He has completed -"another, "Nose

for News," with James Gordon Ben-

nett, (he subject.

Newspaperman is' published by

Harry P. Harwich, and edited by

Herbert A, Kenny. Hyde Park. Mass.

All articles and stories are by work-

ing newspapermen.

dorf." All four are currently play-

ing first-run houses in major cities.

admit they are interested in a new
publication. Curtis plans to put out

a new .recreation-travel monthly

called "Holiday." Crowell mag.

however, hasn't even reached the

blueprint stage. .-.'.'

Plans on other postwar mags
are -proceeding more slowly-, the

Marshall Field-sponsored popular

weekly, which Norman Cousins,

Saturday Review editor, is to head,

still being indefinite. A new mag
for femmes, Fascination, to be put

out by Arco Publishing, is, h jwever,

set for January.
"Holiday," first major event in the

postwar publishing world, will be

out mid-February, dated -March, '46.

A slick paper job. devoted mainly

to travel and recreation, it will sell

at 50c. Initial ad rates will be K1.300

Readins News Strike Hits Theatres

Strike ot Union printers, tying up
completely both daily newspapers

for four weeks, ltit not only film

houses in Reading, Pal, ...but has

almost washed lip stage productions.

Rajah, city's. .only legit, house, did

poorly with "School for Brides" anil

"L'ncle Tom's Cabin" in the past

week. Inability, says Manager C. G.

Keeney, to reach the public through

normal advertising channels caused

the loss of business.

War Books' Statistics

Council of Books hv Wartime has

issued booklet on 744 books pub-
lished for GIs overseas, same being

history of the first two years of edi-

tions for the armed services. In two
years, monthly production, on its

tomes rose from 50.000 copies each
of 30 titles to, 155,000 copies each of

40 titles. Contemporary fiction and

"40 Years of Laughter." Willie.

Henry''' Morgenthau! Jr. and Sidney I
who "is- the active stage member of

V John O'Dorineirs Raps

Two of John. O'DorineH's columns'

of the past week in the N. Y. Daily-

News have caused considerable cou-

elcrnation in newspaper, among
other, circles.

Last Wednesday 1 3). in . a column

defending Gen. Patton. O'Donnell

stated 'that the GI Patton once

shipped was Jewish, that ex-See'y.
j

Hillman had burned against Patton

ever since, and, by implication, blam-
ing the Jews, for Patton's change of

command. Both Walter Winehell
and Drew Pearson, on their Sunday
(7) broadcasts, called the Jewish-

GI statement, a lie. ;>-'•-.

On Monday 18), O'Donnell attacked
publisher Marshall Field 3d and
his PM for the series of proliles the

tabloid ran on the columnist the last

three Sundays. Taking exception to

PM's story of a will dispute in the

O'Donnell family, revolving about
the columnist's father, and the state-

ment that O'Donnell was "brought
up with too. much money." the col

Or a b ack and white page. $1,850
,

,

. ... i r,,., humor were most popular titles, with
tor tour-color page. J. frank pc.\-

>

man will be editor: Herbert Hosking.

m.e., and Don May. art director.

Willie and Eugene Howard's Tome

Willie Howard is writing a book

of his experiences in vaudeville and

historical novels a close third.

John O'Hara - Sinclair Lewis Switch
John O'Hara, who did the ' Intro

for the "Portable F. Scott Fizgerald"
anthology, wherein he panned Sin-

,
"

I clan- Lewis rather . harshly, finds
musical comedy With :hlS: piother h {msej, in the curious position of
Eugene, the title of the tome to be

| nQW d(>ing the screenplay of Lewis*
latest, "Cass Timberlane," for Metro.

the duo. estimates that he has par-

ticipated in 1,000 acts.

His recollection will be refreshed

by gandering part of a collection of

CHATTER
TiOuella Parsons signed to write

monthly Hollywood articles, for Ces-

5iw!oM"8aj^^^mbleS''by "Buster. |

'"opoliian mag.

RoUiman,Who was ' in radio some
|

Xavier Cugat's new book, "Carica-

time ago and is recently out of

the Army. —Rothman calls his col-

lection "Cream of Wit."

Tank Folding
Closing down of Yank, the Army

weekly, with .issue of .Dec. 28, i.s

cued to Army theory that the mag
was a report of the war to the lighter

and hence, with the war over, its

mission is completed. There had

umnist claimed his father's memory
j

been talk of mag being taken over

had been insulted, and saying, "Mr
Field, you asked for it," and went
on to explain in great detail the

"mysterious" way that publisher

Field's father met his death in 1905.

O'Donnell mentioned Field senior's

<lying statement that he had shot
himself; the coroner's jury report'

that the death was accidental; and
the rumors that flew about Chicago
at the time, namely (according to

O'Donnell) that the elder Field was
shot "in a gold-plated vice palace,

the Everleigh club," which provided
pleasures "for those impotent but
wealthy." Elaborating on this angle,

O'Donnell then went back to the

coroner's story of a family tiff be-

tween the Fieldses over Mrs. Fields
"entertaining male guests" in her
home, and Fields shooting himself
after one such quarrel. Having said

his. say, O'Donnell concluded with
the moral, "that political wisdom
isn't determined by making cracks
at ancestors of newspapermen'' and
signed off with: "remember, we
didn't start it."

by Time-Life or others, but Yank
staffers, from Col. Franklin S. Fors-
berg down, felt mag shouldn't con-
tinue with individuals capitalizing

on what was a combined GI project.

Mag had 21 editions at one time,
with 17 at close, and a circulation

of over 3,000.000. Most editions
were on rented machinery; three
Pacific units used own offset

presses, which will be turned over
to other govt, agencies. Sheet never
carried over three months' paper
supply, which will be used up by
December, hence no overage being
left. Most of staff will be in civvies
by December. Col. Forsberg, Yank's
commanding officer, will return to
Street & Smith as general manager.

Stars and Stripes, GI daily news-
paper, reportedly will continue in-

definitely for occupation troops..

Pegler, Others Sued for SI '.000.000
Two libel suits were filed here last

week asking $12,000,000 from Westr
brook Pegler, the King Feature Syn-
dicate, and Illinois Publishing and
Printing Co. (Hearst subsidiary that
publishes the Chi Herald-American),
for allegedly inferring that A. N.
Spanel, ptcz of the International

Sing's Biog Via World
World Pub. Co., B. D. Zevin

prexy, is rushing Ted Crosby's biog-
raphy of brother Bing for spring I

Latex Corp.. is a Communist. Spanel.

publication. Bob Hope will do the whose home is Princeton, N. J., and
introduction and it will be fully

ILC
-
located in Dover, Del., are the

illustrated. j

Plaintiffs. They ask $0,000,000 apiece

Another World book in the spring i

because of the allegedly derogatory

•will be "100 True Clime Stories," ;?
rtlcl.e, which the H-A printed last

tures I Have Known," hits the beok
stalls this week.

Wm. C. White has sold a novel.

The Pale Blonde of Sands Street,"

to Viking Press, due out next Spring.

E. J. Kahn; Jr., out ot Army last

week and leaving by auto lor Coast
before returning to New Yorker
staff.' -''a.-

Hillman Publications moving from
long-time Times Square spot to

larger quarters on Fifth avenue,
N. Y. '-•

-.':'

Col. John T. Winterich, out of

Army after live years, joining Sat-
urday Review of Literature as man-
aging editor.

Louise (Mrs. Bugs) Baer grinding
out a story-a-week, almost every
week, for the N. Y. .

Journal-Ameri-
can mag section.

Random House will publish Sol

Hurok's memoirs, titled "Impre-
sario," . next March. Hurok's p.a.,

Ruth Goode, gets fly-leaf credit as
collaborator.

Obits of author William Seabrook
did not tell of his terrific dissap-
poihtmcnt that, because of ailments,
he 'was prevented from going to the
Middle East as & war correspondent
after he had made all preparations.
Autobiography of Luke Barnett,

|
famed l ibber, and father of Vance
Barnett. screen comic and a ribber in

his own right, will be on the book-
stands in a few weeks. It was
ghosted by George Kelly. ex-Pitts-
burgh newspapermen and now di-
rector of parks in Allegheny County,
Pa.

I
Salute to the Little Gay

By Joe Laurie, Jr.^4^.4444>44^44^:

There's been ,so much written about the headlincrs of show business and

their contributions to the war effort. They have earned all the thanks

we can give them. But I want to raise my typewriter in salute to the little

people of business—the go-betweens, the preliminary fighters, the stage-

setters for the big guys.

These are ostensibly not important enough for writeups or pats on the

back. They are as busy as a cat with two mice, playing camps, hospitals,

etc, Rain or shine, many limes they pay their, own fares, missing meals,

catching colds and being met just by corporals and sergeants instead ot

generals and admirals. Taking any spot on the bills and dressing any
place, minus flowery 'introductions. The GIs and Gobs they played to

never heard of them, and may never hear of them again. And I doubt
if they even remember their names. But these little guys and gals of show
business engrave their performances in the hearts of many wounded and
lonesome GIs and Gobs, who get a laugh, smile or thrill from these un-

known troubadours of show business when they need a laugh most.

There's been a lot written about some performers Who came back and
kicked about conditions they had to play under. Why not? That's part,

of the business. We have always had people in show business, front, and
backstage, who kicked about everything. Why not? Some actors go along

and never even bother kicking about had conditions. They figure what's

the use? Nobody pays any attention to them, and as long as it's over, why
raise a fuss? But we must not forget that those who kicked about bad
conditions had those conditions bettered.

Some of the little people grumble a little when, after working -.their

heads oil', some name comes along and gels all the credit. It was always
this way in all walks of life. The name doesnt' mean to do it, but it's his

position that marks him for the publicity. Many local managers have put

in many hard and long hours to put over bond drives, to see that the near-

est camp and hospital got shows every week, and along comes the owner
of the circuit and gets all the paper credit. Why not? If it wasn't for

him there wouldn't be a local manager. There's enough credit to go around
for everybody. And it was the great teamwork of every branch of show
biz that made it possible to put over the greatest entertainment job ever
done. .-• ;'

'
'

'"

The quickened heartbeats of the wounded and boys in camps, on ships

and on the flying fields make a lot of noise. And that's the applause for

the little guys and gals. A precious few moments that these GIs and Gobs
will sniff for years to come. That's the payoff for these people of show
business. It has scrapbooks filled with forgotten columns of praise beaten

a mile. They enrich the lives of our Airbed Forces with their great talents

and so enrich their own lives. Years frotri now. when they sit back in the

chimney corner of life, they will recall the smiles and cheer they spread.

That will be their payoff. Without them the show .could never go on.

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Theatre receipts, together with film rentals 10 distributors, reached an

alltime high for the industry this year in resort towns where many a house

record was broken during the vacation period. Business is said to have
run as much as 25' I. higher in resort communities than for any prior sea-

son. Cases are reported where returns on pictures have exceeded flat

rental terms, where these applied, by 10 times and more, with neither ex-

hibitor nor distributor anticipating the killing that has been made on
numerous pictures.

In the mountain and shore resort towns served out of Ni Y. and Albany
exchanges theatres have benefited by large vacationing crowds from near-

by cities who, due to traveling and other problems, have not ventured far

from home.
Theatres in some resort towns operate all the year around but do sev-

eral limes as much business during the summer as out-ot-scason, while

others operate only during the vacationing months. In some cases this

year houses that remain closed all winter, opened up earlier last spring.

(March 15.

Petitions said the complainants
suffered "public suspicion, hatred,
contempt and financial injury" from
Pegler's yarn, which said in part,
"Periodically, since 1939. the Inter-
national Latex Co. of Latex Park,
Dover, Del., has been running politi-

cal arguments as paid < advertise-
ments. These have been New Deal
preachments, and anti-Nazi, but as
far as my reading of them reveals,
never anti-Communist, nor hostile of
totalitarianism, as such.''

Spanel's petition added ho "is now
- >• "

t
"and at all times" a loyal, patriotic

edited by N. Y.'s ex-Police Commis-
sioner Levy is J. Valentine, now of
radio. It's his first literary effort

iiince leaving public office. '.-

World also has tied up with War-
ner Bros, on "Mildred Pierce" with
a 100,000-copy edition of James M.
Cain's novel. Other pix editions due
are "Kitty" by Rosamond Marshall;
"Capt. Kidd" by Norman Reilly

Raine; "They Were Expendable" by
W. L. White; Samuel Hopkins
Adams' "The Harvey Girls"; Marty
Holland's "Fallen Angel."

Retiirnihg-from-thc-wars newsmen'
pose a problem lor all dailies which
will probably take the same format
as the N. Y. Post when Ted O'Gor-
roan returned as music critic. This

displaced Harriet Johnson, who was
pro tera crick, and now becomes --as-

sociate' music, expert.

To further complicate matters,

when John Riggs, the music editor

of the Post, gets back from the serv-

ice, be will ili turn be the authority

over O'Gorman and Miss Johnson.

Curtis-Crowell to Extend Rivalry?

* Talk of Crowell Publishing Co.

(Collier's, etc.) continuing its Sat-

evepost (Curtis Publishing Co.)

livalry with a travel monthly to be

titled "Playtime" is denied by
Crowell execs, although latter do

Pegltfr iT'ifme«**«'4*
titled, "Communists Go 'Big Busi-
ness' to Trick U. S." Both suits

declared the term "Communist" car-
ries a derogatory ^implication here,
both by the commonly accepted
meanipg and the one "officially pro-
nounced by Congress."

Plane Pic Shows
Continued from pace

G-D's Pix Editions

Grosset & Dunlap publishing "To-
morrow Is Forever" and "And Then
There Were None" in motion pic-

ture editions as part of its Film
Classics Libary, Nationwide news-
paper advertising is timed to break
on each title as pix are released.

First four titles in the G. $ D.

series were "Love Letters," "State

Fair," "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes" and "Weekend at The Wal-

foremost among the pleasures re-
quested by the passengers,
Weight of projectors and film has

been a constant objection inasmuch
ss a pound of equipment displaces
an estimated $100 worth of revenue
annually. However, this black spot
has been lightened considerably by
the trend to' the featherweight
16mm. Camera abetted by prints
which all Hollywood studios are
expected to manufacture soon, as a
short -cut to increased revenue.
Foremost among the pioneers of

pix projection in flight is American
Airlines whose engineers have blue-
printed a plan whereby pix would
be shown on a screen outside. •>*' the
pilot luonTr Titiuwi, vVVWka be
equipped with earphones. Those not
wishing to see a movie could look
the other way, wouldn't be disturbed
by the soundtrack, audible only to

those wearing the earphones.
High rental cost of films may be-

come another hurdle. ' Some airline

execs feel that expensive pix rentals
would stall the trend to cheaper
flight costs.

Pan-American Airways then
whipped up plan whereby they
would make their own films, scenic
in calibre, to show passangers where
they were going and where they
could go. However, other companies
have nixed this type of thought by
saying passenger has enough sce-

nery on the flight,- would rather
view feature pix.

Donald Nelson who. like Erie Johnston, conies from public life in Wash-
ington into the motion picture industry, not so long ago huddled at the

Hays office (Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America. Inc.)

and proposed two export corporations—one for the MPPDA members and
one lor the indies, or the Society of Motion Picture Producers, as Nelson's

body is called.

It had' to be pointed out. however to Nelson that while RKO releases th»

product of such prominent SIMPP members as Disney, International

iSpitz-Coetzi, Goldwyn, Capra. et al., and United Artists has its-own large

group of SIMPP member-producers, none the less the distribution com-
panies have the final say on domestic and world-wide sales. And both

RKO and UA have agreed to go along with the MPPDA's Export Film
Corp. on foreign sales, so far as it was feasible mechanically and legally.

Thus, it was pointed out to the SIMPP prez, any idea of two Export
Corps, was overboard. ,

For months Steve Hanncgan has slated that "if 1 could have a fevv

words only with Jack Warner T know that the Ann Sheridan situation

could be straightened out." The publicist's romantic interest in Miss Sheri-

dan is now w.k.. and his opportunity came at the houscwarming last, week
for William Jeffers, at the United Pacific prexy's new Hollywood home.
A patching-up between WB-Miss Sheridan is reported. By coincidence,

one of Hannigan's accounts is UP, and Jeffers, former wartime rubber ad-

ministrator, is his friend.
,

• Or was it just a casual coincidence, because Hannegan and Warners,
otherwise, have been unable to get together due to the studio's adamant
attitude that the contracted actress had Walked out, and that's all there

was of it from WB's viewpoint. The kiss-and-make-up is supposed to in-

clude more consideration for her story properties.

American bobbysox film, 'Teen A,ge Gjrls^w^ naniied so strongly by
Entisii film ci files w/io' caught it atVrecent London preview, thai'' pic was
withdrawn from its booking in a hurry. Papers commented oil pic, London
Dally Telegraph terming it "certainly unflattering to American girlhood."

while the Chronicle's critic opined that "these frenzied sex-obsessed young
things must be seen to be believed. The purpose of their curious clothes

and habits and hideous jargon ,is»to preserve adolescence as long and as

exclusively as possible." .

"Variety" (Brou) reviewing pic June 21. '44, under then title of "Teen
Age" (Continental), called It "a dull, obvious bit of sermonizing on jave

delinquency . . . obviously filmed as a quickie . . . with jtive- members of

theatre audience more bored than impressed,"

"Love on the Dole," which opens at the World, N. Y., on Oct. 12. as a

reissue handled by Four Continents Film Co., was reviewed from London
in "Variety"' April 30, 1941. Review said in part: "The camera's facility hi

pin-pointing the tenets ot tragedy has been harnessed for excellent results

. . . the Walter Greenwood novel screens as powerful dramatics and is in

for a good deal of attention from patrons, both here (England) and in

U, S." This is a British National film production, originally released by

(.Continued on page 25)
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starring

VIRGINIA BRUCE EDWARD ASHLEY

featuring VICTOR McLAGLEN
with NILS ASTHER • HELEN BRODERICK

and VEDA ANN BORG • JACQUELINE MOORE • ROBERT GREJG

Directed by ARTHUR S. ROGELL

Screen Play by ARTHUR PHILLIPS, LEE LOEB and DICK IRVING HYLAND

Original Story by ART ARTHUR and ALBERT S. ROGELL

Associate Producer - HARRY GREY

j4 IZejbtttic Ptetone

STRICTLY A FAMILY AFFAIR I

Wfiaf a family

.

v . / What an affair. . .

!
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tint/my?

\ "Were,. mm&m
"Siatlnfen/ietffv** Um »

I

han^/f in)m2* * evident r»,l
'C,OUs »* a» jr. J? w«*ed

MISS FLORENCE A. LAWRENCE,

OF THE LUBIN CO. ;. .

h.vk a long lisiof Questions that I an, directed to ask you. I

• have a long mi

.
* n hesitatingly.

audiences?" I questioned.
. , ilhout tho8C features.

diCnCC " "
„« to the picture houses and appear before the

"Do you ever go to tne \>iw

into a mere pigmy beside her.

opera, the regular drama, or the Photoplay^

An inquiry about politicsbrou^t""

Ib a Suffragette
"

h th's Mr

Sure
^Oare

*d»"t iooJr v;
ne ma« who «,„

"ea"*Mi rujr

1 asked—my teeth

Injf'om THPs,
•

he Queried.

a"d have f tosee you yni ,

M*GA3J1V,. r

7ir>a „ ne <-

r
see,

the cold,

******

*»* so i

down

to

MOTION PICUMI Magazine has always started things the public likes.
Its features have been copied— its flair has never been matched. It
has always been more fun to read. There's glamour galore in every
bright page, but Motion Picture doesn't get silly. First, foremost,
and finest of all screen magazines—ask the people who see your
pictures.

#Mi» lamorr, arc you afraid

* of gelling aid?

A, Coed heavenr, no. I'm look -

/** Ing forward la il. Mod wo-
man who fear old ago oro afraid

they'll lose Huh- looks. Bui I oxpacl

whin I'm old and wrinkly I'll got

fho ports .1 want—ratal where I

•ct instead of look beautiful.

A
Are you photogenic,

Fred Alien?

I look like oifray whiff

of ectoplasm with a

note (luck on il. But, any
way, that's my awn hair

I'm wearing, not blowout

patch llko Benny.

A:

How would you earn a
living. Miss Lamour, if

ycu were not an actress?

elsa I'd have lo gel a
rich husband lo support mo.
I'm not trained for anything.

The only other jobs I've had
were running an elevator'

and working in a factory.

3
A

Bill Bendix, do you

wish you were hand-

some?

No, I've reconciled

myself lo the fad thai

I have a face only my wife

and agent could love.

MA6A7JNE 7H(NK$AHBAb!

FAWCITT PUBLICATIONS, INC
WerM's larger! rVk/.in.ri of Monthly Mopoimcs

1501 Broadway, New York IB, N. V.

299 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

•555 Sunset Blvd., West Hollywood 46, Colrf.
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Pub-Ad Promotions at Par and WB;

Briefs From the Distribution Keys
Sid Mesibov. the past two years

assistant to Alec Moss, exploitation

director for Paramount, succeeds Al

Finestone as trade-paper contact at

Par. Finestonc transferred to the

Coast studio publicity department
several' weeks- ago..

Orisinall.V a film inspector and
shipper Car the old First Division

company. Mesibov later moved into

booking and sales for that organiza-
tk»n. covering Pennsylvania and
Delaware. Subsequently in Phila-
delphia he was in charge of pub-
licity-advertising for 42 Warner the-

atres outside of Philly. Before corn-

inn into the Par h.o. under Moss.
Mesibov was field advertising rep for

Par. working out of the N. Y. ex-
change.

Blumenstock Promotes Z

Following his return from the
Coast last week. Mort Blumenstock.
successor to Charlie Einfcld in

Charge of publicity advertising for
W a liior. Bros., promoted Gil Golden,
eastern advertising manager, to exec
assistant to Blumenstock. but will
continue, in charge of advertising,
tarry Golob. formerly eastern pub-
licity manager, is raised to the post
of publicity director with enlarged
duties. '•

. 'C

Both promotions were made with
a view to freeing Blumenstock for
larger exec duties between the h.o.

and studio.

Members of the Public Information
Committee. Eastern Division, hon-
ored Blumenstock at a dinner at the
N. Y. Athletic club Friday night (5).
with Golden and Golob as associate
guests. Among those present were
Si Seadler, S. Barrett McCormick.
Frank Rosenberg,' Stanley Shuford.
Barry Buchanan. David Lipton: and
Arthur DcBra and Glenn Allvine. of
the Motion Picture Producers & Dis-
tributors of America.

burgh Dec. 10-11. This will mark
the silver anniversary of the organi-
zation. William J. Blatt and William
Finkcl arc co-chairmen in charge.

Joe Kinsky .loins O'Reilly
Joe Kinsky. long in theatre opera-

tion and recently exec assistant to
Eddie Hyman. who's in charge of
Par's northern tier of theatres as
tbeatro contact, has resigned that
post to become general manager of
the Sanitary Automatic Candy Corp..
headed by Charles L. O'Reilly, for-
mer N. Y. exhibitor.

"

Feeling that there are great pos-
sibilities for making the sale of
candy and confectionery a more vital

part of a theatre's revenue. Kinsky
will formulate methods of expansion
within the O'Reilly company and
develop new ideas for merchandis-
ing within the theatre.

Settos Building 4 New Theatres
Settos Theatres of Indianapolis

has set an extensive expansion pro-

gram that includes, the construction
of four new film theatres in three
different states. Circuit will build

a 1.50O-seater in Louisville. Ky.,
suburban area. House will include
television in its equipment.
Another house will be built in

Lima. O.. with 1,200-seat capacity.

It also will have television. New
theatres planned for Berne. Ind..

will seat 800. A new house in Tell

City, Ind., will be erected on the

site of the present Rialto. which will

be torn down. It will have 1.000

seats'. -

Settos also has taken over the
operation of the Palace. Montepelier,
Ind., with an elaborate improvement
program outlined for it. This is a
600-seater,

. v

Smoking Laws Relaxed in N. Y.
An amendment to N. Y. City's ad-

ministrative code governing the
smoking in theatres, which was
tightened 'following the Cocoanut
Grove mitery) fire in Boston, signed
by Mayor LaGuardia last week." will
permit, smoking in one-third of the
seats of theatres which have no
logos, boxes, mezzanines or balco-
nies. However, this portion of such
houses must have flameproof floor.;
and metal receptacles for ashes and
bulls. •

In so-called stadium-type theatres,
of which there are not many in N.Y..
smoking will be allowed in the back
portions which incline upward like
a balcony.

Legislative committee of the In-
dependent Theatre Owners Assn..
consisting of J. Joshua Golderg. Ru-
dolph Sanders and Morton Sunshine,
aided by Abe Mopper. attorney,
were instrumental in having the bill
passed. ,

Pcnnsy Allied'* Conv.
• Annual convention of Allied Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners or
Western Pennsylvania, unit in Allied
States Assn., will be held in Pitts-

Republic's Chi Deals
Republic closed two circuit deals

in Chicago while J. R. Grainger,
company prexy, was there for the
regional sales confab. Oct. 6-7. Full
1945-46 program was set for Public
Great States circuit covering 42
Illinois theatres and for the Essaness
Theatre Circuit of 28 houses in same
state.

Schines' Bond Gifts
Rochester. N. Y., Oct. 9.

Every Schine manager attending
the regional meeting in the Hotel
.Seneca here received a war bond
ranging in value from $25 to $100.

according to length of employment.
L. W. Schine, heading the Glovers-
ville delegation, also cheered the 50
managers present by announcing a
group insurance plan extending to

families of house execs and improved
working conditions for all theatre

employees. It was the first area

meeting since the war began.
Lou Lazar. chief of operations,

stressed the need for courtesy and
improved service in the postwar
period, and Seymour Morris, pub-
licity chief! said effective exploita-

tion of pictures will be needed more
than in recent months.

Big Turnout for Rhoden
Kansas City, Oct. 9.

Thirty-six executives of National

Inside Stuff—Pictures
Continued from page 22

Anglo-American Film Corp. Original running time of 99 minutes has
been cut to 89 in the reissue.

Indicative of the lengths some people will go is the story of the Holly-
wood star (male) who recently paid $7,000 for a 1942 Cadillac, original
price of which was $1,500.
Chicago car dealer found out about'the inflationary price charged for

the crate when he got a ball. from the Coast dealer who sold it to the star

about some matter pertaining to the title, guy here having made the orig-

inal sale. Also discovered it had changed hands seven times before land-
ing with the star, and figured, after a little addition, that it went up al-

most $800 on each rcsale-=-OPA notwithstanding.
The statue of the world-famous Iwo Jima Hag-raising, erected in Times

Square in connection with the Seventh War Loan drive and still there, is to

he given a permanent home on the grounds of the St. Albans Naval 'hos-

pital at St. Albans, .L.' I,'
. . . .

Put up by the- War Activities Committee of the picture industry, the
statue will be presented to the hospital by C. C. Moskowit/..- chairman of

the Metropolitan N, Y. WAG Arlkrafl Strauss Corp.. which originally

erected the statue in Times Square, will move it to St. Albans..

Careless Charlie Einfeld—he forgets about bank balances in National
City Bank. N. Y, His cx-WB colleague. Jake Wilk. eastern story editor,

noticed him listed under unclaimed accounts and called it to his attention.

Incidentally, Einfeld says he has so ma ny proposi t ions for ind ic produc-
tion units, etc., that he just has to weigh their values and not rush into

anything. .
'

,.
:

.
; : ;..'.''

Business of snatching film titles from the front pages of daily newspa-
pers is picking, up again. Pine-Thomas are rushing their "Tokyo Rose''

into release to cash in on the news from Japan. At 20th-Fo.\, "The House
on 92ri Street" deals with the FBI in its efforts to shield the secrets of the'

atomic bomb. Columbia is making '•Secret "Story," built on the activitic-

of Jap suicide bombers, and "Gilda/' a tale of Nazi agents in the Argentine,'

Many film executives, not now enthusiastic about television, look to

tele as a means for bally ing .screen product once the new media is assured
of more listeners than at present. Radio officials believe tele will follow

much the same pattern as followed by picture companies with radio Which
recently has been employed extensively in exploiting screen productions.

Theatres. Corp., headed by Charles
Skouras. president, and the heads of
subsidiary companies, will attend
the Silver Jubilee Dinner honoring
Elmer C. Rhoden to be here on Oct.
24. NT executives will remain for
twq days during which they will
hold the organization's fall meeting.

Other out-of-town guests who
have made reservations are Ben
Kalmenson. Roy Haines, Hall Walsh.
Spyros P. Skouras. Tom Connors,
W, C, Gehring. Robert Mochrie.
Walter Branson, Ray Nolan. J.
O Donnell. A. H. Blank. G. Ralph
Branton. Harry Warren. George
Skouras. Steve BroidYJ ._Lon_ Fidler.
Ed Morey. Sol Francis. Harry
Thomas. Reeves Espy, Max Roth.
Jack Adams. Rudolph Berger. Bur-
tus Bishop. Jr.. James R. Grainger,
Irving Mack, Harry TayloV. '.-:"

Exhibitors and others from the
midwest trade areas also have made
reservations. Total attendance is

expected to reach 200.

Forcing 15% Boost From RKO, Loews,

N. Y. Ops Seek Same in Indie Houses

'Yank in Tokyo* Hoopla
Seattle, Oct. 9.

For Northwest premiere of "First
Yank in Tokyo" (RKO), Hamrick-
Evergreen made a big event of it.

Planing from HoHywood came Olan
Carney. Bettejane Greer, Myrna Dell.
Marc Cramer and Bill Williams for
p.a.'s at the Music Hall. On Tuesdav
the troupe visited the V. S. Naval
hospital, made appearances at the
Press club and on radio, to help plug
for the pix.

Instructions of Local 306. Moving
Picture Machine Operators of N. Y.
to its members working in Greater

N. Y. Loew. RKO, Randforce and

Skouras theatres not to run oft pic-

tures starting Monday (8)" were can-

celled Saturday (6) following com-

promise proposals from RKO and

Loews.
An emergency meeting between

306 and theatres Friday night (5)

lasted until early • in the morning.
At this session the theatres, formerly
offering a 5?< increase to ops. agreed
to raise it to 15% and generally
retain the working conditions of the
old contract which expired Sept. 1.

In addition, under a two-year con-
tract retroactive to that date, the
theatre committee compromised on
the highly controversial "request"
clause. Whereas in the past the em-
ployer had the right to pick an
operator from the 306 rolls when a
vacancy occured. under the new deal
it will be a 50-50 proposition, with
the theatre having the right to pick

a man, the union the second, and
so-on. *.-.••

Proposed new deal will be sub-
mitted to a meeting of the member-
ship for ratification following ses-

sions with Randforce and Skouras
seeking same contract. Local 306
met with these indies yesterday
(Tues.).

Though the Randforce and Skouras
circuits were not included in the pro-
posals made by RKO and Loew's, the
scheduled Monday boycott against
them was withdrawn.

Fox-W.C. Mgrs.' Org
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Started by a group of Fox-West
Coast managers, the Associa.ed The-
atre Operating Managers. Inc.. has
been formed with a view to organiz-

ing theatre managers and assistants.

Atom has already served notice on
F-WC requesting, meeting at which
negotiations on- salary and working
conditions for members are ex-

pected to be started.

On lop of the October Forlun
week's Lite has an illiiminaiiut
British tycoon. . .. .

mag vvrileup. on J. Arthur Rank, current

lin'oilie by Francis Sill .'Wickwaru on the

- •
'' '

. ' i- Mm-

viW^ £we its ,

Here at last is a rtady-lo-sen't Dry Martini

withJrcsli-Jrom-the-shaker flavor! And—praise be!—one.that

flays daisy-fresh in the bottle right down to the last drink

you pour! Always keep this Hiram Walker miracle on

hand . . . and you'll always be ready to serve that

"unexpected guest" a Dry Martini that's really'Jrwh!

dry martini

Hiram Walker 6 Sons Inc., Peoria, III. Copr.1945 66 proof
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State Street, Chicago, Saw

Its Biggest Theatre Crowds

In Over 20 Years With the

World Premiere Opening Of

"THE DOLLY SISTERS"

We ore grateful to TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX for making this

splendid production available to Chicago for its world premiere. . .

To their Publicity Department for their able support. ,.
4

...To GEORGE JESSEL for his enthusiastic and tireless ef-

forts to give Chicago the finest show we've had in years,

both in the theatre and on State Street. His incomparable

wit and general showmanship, his ardor, and his friendliness

left a marked impression upon the hundreds of thousands who

witnessed this record-breaking event.

... To JUNE HAVER for her complete and unstinted coopera-
tion, and to the other stars and starlets. Cesar Romero, Phil

Silvers, Vivian Blaine, Mary Anderson and Faye Marlowe, for

their wholehearted efforts on the stage of the theatre, in the

State Street parade and in the outdoor show at State and
Madison ltreets, to say nothing of the numerous radio pro-

grams in which thty participated.

Chicago will long remember this great occasion, and so will we.

BALABAN & KATZ

John Balaban
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Scully's Scrapbook

Continued froiiitpnEe 2

All right? Imagine a week of one-man shows, each running two hours, as

a curtain-raiser to a long season ahead of one-night stands at 75 and you
pot something of the adaptability and indestructibility of this goateed

showman from the Bicycle Age.

Since his first lecture in '86 he has changed his act a lot, but he still

prefers his own voice to any transcription of it. He still talks along with

the views. Well,- not along with them exactly. He lias a timing trick

that tops that. He talks a fraction ahead of the frame. ExplainineJhe
says; ''Wiexcaspn I do this is because the moment the picture is-shown I

mi»ht' just as well be a dummy. No voice can compete with a picture."

And he has an excellent voice. His diction is certainly not Chicago,

where, at the age of three, he was carried to view the second fire—his

first travelog. His pronunciation of faraway places is as close to the way
the natives say it as is possible lor a member of the Anglo-Saxophone
race -to come. He shows a surprising amount of humor, too, and his audi-

ences get many a laugh. ' ' •'':••
. -,;

He is not stodgy or. set in either his public or'private life. Almost "any-

body over 50 lives in the past, but not Burton Holmes. Nothing daunts

h'iin. Four years ago he fractured his leg but did weeks oiv the road in a

wheelchair. Then on crutches, then a cane. Today his leg still bothers

him. but he walks on-stage with no sign of a limp and stands at the right

'of the screen at a mike. He has a chair handy iii case he should need it.

. The Holmes Wheel

In .1831, inspired by Hermann the Great, he started out to be a magi-
cian, lie still performs like the trick of the week. In big towns Holmes
does a lecture a week for five or six weeks, and people get the idea that

he. has a nice layoff between each performance. Actually ,he will book into

Det roit on a Tuesday and after the lecture jump to Chi. There he will do
an evening lecture pn Wednesday night. Thursday he runs up to Milwau-
kee for a showing at the Pabst theatre and catches the midnight electric

which gets him back at the Stevens at 3 a.m. Friday. That leaves him
Vested for a Friday night Chicago lecture and the beginning of a Saturday
.matinee series. •

Back in the 70's the trotter's father, cashier of a bank, loaned George
Pullman some dough to transform old day coaches into sleepers, and
turned clown a halt interest in the business. In 50 years the banker's son
has clone enough Pullman traveling alone to have kept the firm solvent.

Well, Does It?

In his clipped, precise speech Holmes insists he is a performer, not a

lecturer or a teacher. "I have performed on more stages than platforms,"

he says, "and I broke into New York at Augustin Daly's theatre.". Claim-
in" that he's no trail-blazer, Holmes nevertheless broke New York's ban
on Sunday shows, moving his travelogs from the Lyceum to Carnegie Hall

at a time when nice people were not supposed to go to -shows, not even
led urcs. on Sunday nights. Everybody thinks that Holmes inherited John
L. Stoddard's public, but Lothrop Stoddard, John L.'s son, says that Holmes
from the beginning had his own technique. In fact each covered Oberam-
mergau and Japan together and came out with entirely different program
material. Stoddard wrote a lecture first and then had slides work them-
selves between his talk. Holmes shot pictures first and then worked an
informal talk around the pictures.

,
Stoddard was sure that pictures meant

the end of lecturing: Holmes saw them as only the beginning.

In time Holmes tried every medium to run himself out of business

but without success. He made 52 travel reels a year for Paramount. He
did this for six years. He did some more for Metro in French, English,

Spanish and Italian. He also talked over the air nightly for NBC on the
Century of Progress exposition in Chicago. Told he was foolish to lecture
on the air for nothing, he explained that his show was more for the eye
than the ear.

{."Km Hands Across the See

Funny thing you notice about Holmes' travelogs is that the applause is

very perfunctory at the end of a show. He explains, "People applaud
because they want encores,. I have no encores. So they simply clap their

hands once or twice and hurry out to. see if a policeman has given them
a citation for parking. If not they are back the next week. That's the
be. t kind of applause."
The belief that if there's a place Burton Holmes hasn't seen that's where

Miller is hiding, isn't well founded. He has traveled millions of miles but
not everywhere. In fact he has consistently left the faraway places to
others. For it is a Holmes credo to be ahead, but only a little ahead, of

the typical- Cook's , tourist. His most popular shows have been Venice,
Paris, the Mediterranean, Oberammergau. the Irish and English country-
side. Russia and currently Mexico and Central America. His biggest flops

have been Siam, India, Burma. Java. Ethiopia. Bali (billed as "The Last
Paradise!''), the "Century of Progress Exposition" and "Down in Dixie."
Has he any ambitions? Yes. one. He'd like to film hell on a non-flam

fthn. He believes this would 'outdraw the Rose Bowl. "The Drunkard"
or the coming trials in Nuremberg.

periomma ;, sen*, -j ty BfN& Crosby
Star tf "Dvprrs rA vugs

* Patamtttnt Piclurt

1 —"I USED to be just plain old Ring

Crosby.TlienourfouriiUleshavers

gave me Peraonna Blades. Now

.

3—MEH ! Trysuper-sharpPersonna

for slicker, quicker shaves, and
you'll probably sing like Bing!

2— '1'M SING CMSIY rersonnafaOi,

and the tykes tell me that life with

father is smoother tljan ever!"

HERE'S WHY KRSOHNA Blades give

you luxury shaves:

l.-Made from premium steel.

2- Hollow-ground for keenness.

3-Rust-resistant for . longer use.

Personna, 599 Mad . Ave., N.Y. C . 22

PERSOHHA

lO for $1

Young Men Go West
Highlighting shift of radio's

programming-productioiv capital
from New York to the Coast is

.

this additional fact: National
presidents of both Radio Direc-
tors and Radio Writers Guilds
will be Hollywoodites by end of
monthf-

William N. Robson, head of
the director's union, tried to re-
sign when he was moved to the
Coast to direct the new CBS
show "Request Performance,"
but a ; tlraft-Robson move forced
him to keep the job. The writers
will elect a new prez Oct 30.

but there is only one name on
the list—Sam Moore, of Holly-
wood.

H'wood's Foothold
— Continued from pn;t I

—
as Fred Allen, they're Coast-origi-
nating; to the same degree, in fact,

that Hollywood is the nerve center
of pix production. ..That applies
more so to this season than ever
before. It's been a gradual opera-
tional switch that was inevitable, of
course, in view of the pix-radio
tieup of the name personalities on
the air.

•

Yet. from a production standpoint,
the top agencies with the sock 'night-

time programming fare still regard
N. Y. as the base of production op-
eration, along with the business ad-
ministration. That's why the John
Rebers. the Harry Ackcrmans, the
Don Stauffcrs. etc.. have been forced
to. set up a continuous shuttling
process of N. Y. to L. A- (and in re-

verse 1 that's reached a point where,
in the .case of some, half their work-
ing days are on rails.

Strengthen Coast Offices
•it's the reason, too, for the fever-

ish activity currently under way to

strengthen the Coast offices of the
agencies. That's why Young & Ru-
bicam has been romancing Tom
Lewis to return to the agency.

That's why J. Walter Thompson
heaved a sigh of relief when it

wrapped up its Coast operation re-
cently and brought Cornwcll Jack-
son into its fold to fill the shoes of
the late Danny Danker, bestowing
on him a veepee title as head of the
Coast operation.

It's the reason, too, for multiple
maneuvering to line up top guys for
the Hollywood scene. That goes, as
well, for many of the package out-
fits,, who are moving out here in in-
creasing numbers and bolstering
their Coast setups right on down the
line.

From here on it's considered by
many that, production -wise, the
agencies will have to think in seri-
ous terms of headquartering in
Hollywood and leaving the business
operation' to New York; at least
those agencies (Y&R, for example,
now has 10 show;* originating from
the Coast)., whose burden of activity
is concentrated in Hollywood.
Chief problem to contend .with, of

course, in setting up Hollywood
hrqs.. would be the clients them-
selves, many of. whom would, no
doubt, squawk. For your average
top bank roller, oft air shows today
likes to consider himself "one of
the agency . family" and to putter
around as a showman—frequently to
the detriment of his air show. But
the guy's in show business now, he
feels, and he wants to be near the
scene of the masterminding and
where all the deals transpire.
The fact remains, however, that

sentiment is growing for separating
the business administration—which
can continue headquartered in New
York—from the production end, and
switching the latter to Hollywood.

Training Films in Schoolrooms
Continued from pase 5

cause of this angle, can't beef that
the filmakers, are cutting in on their
racket, because the two industries
dovetail. Sez the filmakers.

Pix, which cover everything from
"Molecular Theory, of Matter"
through "The Alimentary Canal" to

'Principles of Home Canning" and
"Pygmies in Africa." are short so
that they can be shown a couple of
times during' the classroom hour—
once, say, at the beginning, and
again at the end. Tills helps reten-
tion, of course, and the writer can
testify he learned move about "why
is a steam engine" after 10 minutes
of "Thermodynamics" than it was
possible to learn in a textbookish
physics course. Very interesting,
too. •

•-
.

:{
;

. /
-

Classroom Films
Classroom Films tEBFI people

like to call them that, rather than
"educational," so that there'll be a
differentiation between them and'
the Fitzgerald-Hammond type) seem
to be opposed to the other kinds
(entertainment, documentary and
commercial) in the following re-
spects:

First, there's absolutely iio edi-
torial license permitted in the School
type. If EBFI were called on to
produce a. "History of the Baibary
Coast," for instance—and they've
turned out quite a few such histori-
cal items, including 'Life^in Old
Louisiana." 'Early Settlers of New
England," etc.—the moppets would
get the shock of their lives, because
EBFI's version would no more re-
semble 20th-Fox's than Gypsy Rose
Lee's routine resembles Little
Egypt's. In this case, EBFI's would
probably be banned in every state
in the union, inasmuch as it' would
show the Coast life in the raw—as
it really was. So they hope they
never get such an order.
One thing, in regard to this first

point, that may scare . Hollywood
away from the business is this in-
tegrity of production. '

It
' takes

EBFI two or three years to make
such pix as the above mentioned—

Berlin's 200G Net
Continued from naee 1

Isold 350,000 copies, and Berlin's "All
I My Life." which went 400,000 "copies,
l the ASCAP income, mechanicals,
folios, etc., have giveh the song-
smith a fancy profit. This doesn't
include the prospective seasonal re-

|,viyal again of "White Christmas."
or the 'Blue Skies'' folios with al-

most 30 songs, which are part of the
I Paramount; pix score,

"How Deep Is the Ocean" has been
another revival getting the plugs and
sales, and Berlin's newest. "Blue
Serge Suit." has only sold 125.000
copies to date.

also "Planters of Colonial Virginia,"

"Kentucky Pioneers," etc.—because
of all the research that goes into

them. For "Virginia," for instance,

they got the best historian on house
construction of that period -avail-

able besides delving deeper into

such matters as food, clothing and
habits of the times more than
Hollywood would ever 'dream "of. do-
ing. Result was authenticity of the
highest sort.

Secondly, school films differ from
the others simply because of the
specific need they fulfill. Commer-
cials create a point of view or
knowledge about a subject that rep-
rcsertts-the'pt'imary interest of the
sponsor; documentaries realistically

interpret the events or cultures of
the day in terms of developments of
the past, for the purpose of stimu-
lating thinking and planning in the
future; entertainment films have as
their objective emotional release
and may contribute to broad cul-
tural backgrounds, usually recogniz-
ing no age or academic limits.

Classroom films, however, while
professionally produced, are de-
signed— with authenticity— simply
to be used by teachers as an integral
part of the regular school cur-
riculum and in the hope that they'll
result in desirable learning.

Ia.-Neb. Teachers For Pix
Omaha, Oct. 9.

Iowa-Nebraska school teachers,
in convention here, backed the use
of Yale Chronicles' educational films
in a general okay for audio-visual
education. Teachers saw demon-
strations of film for classrooms and
were sold solidly on the idea.

Lieut. James Brown, director of
the training aid section of Great
Lakes Naval Station, declared that
the students would learn more and
remember more through film edu-
cation methods. J. E. Dickinson,
head of visual education in Chicago
schools, predicted that" the "field of
visual education is about to "break
wide open."

New York Theatres

"MILDRED PIERCE"
WARNER IROS. SENSATION

Starring-'

JOAN CRAWFORD
JACK CARSON
ZACHARY SCOTT

In. 1'erwon

RUSS MORGAN
mm li Iii Oi-<-l>enii-»

.

THREE STOOGES
TOMMY JMX

'way at 47th St. STRAND

Tb« JaMWnt Story »f

Gawfl* Gershwin

'^RHAPSODY IN BIW
Warner Rrot. Crowmnj GUry

,

3 C»ntlnumnrertnrm»Hve»

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
Alr-Cotfiti*R«rf

SrMdway « Sift Stm» .

tVillium 1 Um'I Mkiio !.<«. ft.KVJMK MII.IN H.VSSO C'AKKOJ.I.

'THE HOUSE m 92ml STREET'
A Sttll OliHlrjr-Vi.x J'i'kIuvp

P1.IN ON STAOi: CARL RAVAZZA
"»««• Pr«««r'« tvtrml R««ri t *

C«t9»MlMnt Review * Ant«*itm y Mom: POXY »»«• *

SAMUEL GOI.UIVV.N urrtr.t,

DANNY KAYE
. In

"WONDER MAN"
In 'A'eclini color

A 43th St. iWiOH rnwhrhlM

THIRD WEEK -ROXY

1 THE PALESTINE -

1 MOSLEM
V ARCH
:

' t i v E

DELAY LICENSE TIGHT
Argument on an application to

compel License Commissioner Paul
Moss to issue

;
a license to Waller

Rcade. for the operation of a the;i-
j

tre to be erected at 59th Street and
Park avenue. N. Y„ was postponed

^

Monday <8i in N. Y. supreme court
|

until Oct. %2.

P,ra:no.,nt •remits ED f.ARONER'S

"DUFFY'S TAVERN"
. Fcati.rinl D3 H»»ywood Stars

IN PERSON •
...

'I'll !: iMIKKU'S SslSTKKS
'nil m urn ki

VIC SCHOEN a .a His R«.-anlin« 0:.lieilr»

RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL
"WEEK END AT
THE WALDORF"

Spcetacriar Stmqm ProduclicM

PALACE
J<KIH 11WIN Jurl IIAI.KV

CytOKGK U IIITI 'S

SCANDALS
Sl»rM»k ur.XK Jiicii-A

And His Kami

""""" WALT DISNEY'S " -

WantlPrriil ,Vlv*-«f itivs of

P INOCCH I

O

™LuZ!t' TECHNICOLOR
Dirtributeil »> RICO R«di« PielureJ, In'.

3"' km,.. « «»> 61*1 W.
Mrrrv RFPI|BLIC """"
Mouth:*""* " v

»::;»
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Labor Goes Into Radio in Big Way

As ILGWU Files Four FM Blanks

Washington .Oct; !».

Organized labor, worried by:, its:

failure to obtain time to tell, its

'*tbry over existing broadcasting sla-

li nis, is apparently ready to take the

itl-out. plunge into the' ether biz

itself. '';.•. v--
;:V:.--'

.-.;.:';-/'

Latest indication of this came yes-

Itrday 18) when the International

Ladies Garment Workers Union filed

til application with FCC, to set up

•'.commercial FM stations in New
York. Philadelphia, Boston, and

Chattanooga, Tenn. This follows

fairly closely on the application lor

sfclions which have been tiled by

the United Automobile Workers

Union, . .

On top Of that, it is an open secret

th;.t the Amalgamated Clothing

Workers.'- the Sidney Hillman union

is also getting ready to apply for

stations in New 'York, Chicago and

probably other cities. And Wash-

ington scuttlebutt has it that the

A PL, and CIO, way apply tor sta-

tions in their own names. From
v.irious parts of the country have

come informal; reports that various

3:'i rgc locals and central labor uh ions

•jr.if ";. some cities are giving serious

'consideration to the question of

starting and operating stations. '-.'..

How far this will go, nobody
•mows, but FCC chairman Paul A.

Porter has predicted that the next

few years will see. from 2,000 to 3,-

000 FM stations in the U. S. That
i Continued on page 36

)

Radiio'« Dime Pitch
Lewis, Hackery chiefGeorge.

of WHNf, >N. Y.J recommends
that radio stations charge a dime
to persons who want to sec a

broadcast during 'the months of

December and January.
Idea is that, broadcasters, in

turivhand the dimes over to the

March of Dimes Parade for the

National Foundation Against

Infantile Paralysis.

Gailmor Off WJZ

Midst Much Talk

Radio Talent Situash

In Europe Reviewed By

Judge Miller at REC
By ABEL GRF.F.N

Col. Ed Kirby, escorting officer of

the American radio executives and

tradeprcss reps on the recent Eu-

ropean, junket, and Judge Justin

Miller, new prexy of the National

Assn. of Broadcasters, made the two-

principal speeches last Thursday (4)

at the Hotel Roosevelt, N.Y., at the

N. Y. Radio Executives Club's in-

augural luncheon-meeting for 1945-

46. The junketing radioit.es were

the honor guests of the occasion.

A record turnout heard Col.

Kirby. radio chief, Bureau of Pub-

lic Relations, War Dept., stress the

heed for America to occupy Ger-

many 15, 20, or if needs be, 30 years,

if we are to win the peace.

Judge Miller reviewed the general

(hidings. The Judge, making a bet-

ter impression as a talker at the

NT. Y. get-together than, apparently,

was the case in Washington the

Tuesday (2) before, at the NAB's
inaugural dinner at the Hotel Slat-

ler, was in his high spirited vein.

Judge Miller and others Were faced

with lighting a deadline, because of

a radio broadcast schedule, hence

i Continued oh page 32)

N. Y. Herald Tribune Forum Airing

1st of ABC Public Service Casualties

ABC Coast, Chi

Setups Stay On
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Regardless of the drastic organiza-
tional revamp at N.Y. hdqs. of ABC
•Blue) network, so far as the Cen-
tral Division (Chicago) and Coast
operations are concerned, the status
«nio will prevail.

ABC execs have notified veepee
Ed Borrolf, who heads up the Chi
operations, and Don Searle, veepee
in charge of the Coast setup, that
there will be no changes so far as

the Central and West Coast di-

visions are concerned. Since an-
nouncement of the bow-out of Ches-
ter J. LaRoche and Hubbell Robin-
son, Jr.. as exec vice-chairman and
programming veepee, respectively,
ilie Chi office had been' suffering a
case of the jitters.

As for the Coast there's been
. speculation for months as to what
will happen to the top operational
berth, with LaRqche making a pitch

for Col. Tom Lewis upon his exit

f-qm the, Army.
Lntter's return to civvies is im-

minent, but he's not going to ABC.
-Conjecture is that-he'll return to the

Young & Rubicam fold to head up
the Coast office.

William S. Gailmor, WJZ, (N.Y.)

commentator for :.:»'- year, against

whom Westbrook Pogler has been
gunning alt the time., is going off

that ABC (Blue) flagship at the ex-

piration of. his sponsor's 12-month
contract. Nov. 30.

Nobody would tie up the Gailmor
WJZ-exit with Pegler's campaign
which has attacked Gailmor's per-

sonal life as well as political beliefs.

Among other things, Peglcr had
called both Gailmor and his spon-

sors, Electronics Corp. of America,
••Communists"."

As far as the station and the net-

work were concerned, it was all rou-

tine. Execs maintained the contract

was up, they needed the lime for Radio Artists over

airing world news reports (as sus- free speech is beheved ready to be

tamers, instead of as sponsored time) settled at tomorrow s (Thurs.) meet

and- that was. that, ;' ing of

As far as the sponsor was con- ! N. Y. - -

'_•

cerned. the firm issued a statement Agenda will include a report from

Ad Lib Ad Finale
Philadelphia, Oct. 9.

Mrs. Peggy Harden Payne,

"Mrs. America," was interviewed

on Rhona Lloyd's show on
WCAU last. week, and asked

about her diet. "I have to be

careful about my figure. ' drawl-

ed the gal, "and I never eat ice

cream."
; ;

There was an embarrassed
silence. Sponsor of Rhona
Lloyd's program is Dolly Madi-
son ice Cream. -

AFRA Free Speech

Stand to Be Aired

X' long-time struggle within the

ranks of American Federation of

the question of

cd ready to

. (Thurs.) me
AFRA's national board in

that talked about expanding adver-
tising "to other media." tried to in-

dicate that anyway WJZ was not the

best outlet for a commentator with
such a large following as Gailmor,
and declared that "satisfactory nego-
tiations" were being concluded to air

Gailmor over another N. Y. station.

Latter, obviously, would be an indie.

Trade feeling was that both the
net and the sponsor were really get-

ting out of a tight situation. Sponsor
was said to have felt that, now wai-

ts over, Gailmor's WJZ pitch was
not worth the $60,000 yearly tab that
it cost.

'

News-Trib Syndicate

Mulls Settlement On

lulling Air Rights
Capf . Joseph M. Patterson cori-

fe-ied with his attorneys Monday
(8) to mull possibilities of making
f. pro-trail settlement with radio

script writer Arthur Henley. Latter,

through Radio Writer's Guild at-

torney. Sidney Fleisher, will bring

suit ngfj.nst the N. Y. News-Chicago
Tribune syndicate, . charging it with
b'Ci.ch of agreement when it refused
further options to Honlcy of the
''Moon Mullins" i-comic stri«> char-
acter) radio rights. Fleisher has
promised prompt court action unless
Siiti'fKctory ' settlement can be

re'i!i:hcd within a week,

Losal plan of action was blue-
printed by Fleisher for Henley, fol-

lowing disclosure in "Variety" that

comedian Bert Lahr purchased a !)0-

.••'tsay option on radio and screen
lights to, "Moon." Patterson at-

torneys.' Ttownjy, Updyke & Carter,
"t'ehyV that Lahr deal, has actually

ir. tn closed, elailii it is still pending.
However, Lahr told "Variety" that

he paid £1.000 for the option and that

r.is. check was cashed 48 hours later.

Legal tangle possibilities were fo-

teiintcd when News-Trib Syndicate's

Arthur Crawford did sudden turn-

about , and refused Henley further

option.'- on "Moon" after promising
"unlimited renewals inasmuch as no-

.
fcjriy has shown any interest in air-

ing "Moon'' for almost 10. years."

Sports Gabbers Pitch

In for Victory Loan;

NAB to Map Air Drive
Washington, Oct. 9.

Treasury has completed and ship-

j

ped ott to radio stations three new
scries of transcriptions for the Vic-
tory Loan. They are: "Sports Per-
sonalities Speak"; "Industrial Lead-
ers Speak"; a (id a set s of SOisecond
announcements angled to rural au-
diences.

The sports gabbers include one-
minute messages from, such figures
as Bill Stern, Bill Corum, Harry
Wismer. Rod Barber, Joe Louis,
Benny Leonard, Dixie Walker, Leo
Durochcr. Mcl Ott, Ford Friclj, Alice
Marble, Tufty Lecvnans, Arthur God-
frey and StiTnloy Woodward.
Among the industrial execs arc

Edgar Kobak, Mutual prexy; Emil
Schiam, New York Stock Exchange
president; Eddie Riekehbaeker,
president of Eastern Air Lines;
James S. Adams, president of Stan-
dav Brand's; Nile's Trammel), NBC
prexy; Benjamin Abrams, president
of Emerson Radio and Phonograph
Co.; Edward O'Neal, president of the
American Farm Bureau Federation;
Philip-Murray, CIO; William Green,
AFL: Albert Goss, master of the Na-
tional Grange; Eric Johnston, U. S,

Chamber of Commerce and.MPPDA;
and James G. Patlon, president of
the National Farmers Union.
The NAB program managers ex-

ecutive committee, and program
chairmen from the various NAB dis-

tricts, huddle here Thursday (11)

and Friday with Treasury officials

on the drive. The radio people will

be headed by Henry W. Sla'vick, of

WMC, Memphis. They will be told

what will be expected of them, and
make suggestions of their own to

promote the drive via the air.

AFRA counsel on the validity of a

resolution offered some time -ago to

stifle political action on the part of

certain AFRA members, with the

legal report believed to hold the res-

olution invalid as Impairing the

-rights of members under AFRA's
constitution.

Battle has been waging a long

while between leltwing and right-

wing factions within AFRA, former

claiming the privilege of putting

AFRA on record on political matters,

latter stating AFRA should be con-

cerned only with Improvement of

actors' working conditions. Resolu-

tion in question had declared that

all resolutions not dealing with

wages, hours, etc. could not be pre-

sented for action at AFRA meetings

I unless 100 members signed such a

petition. It also provided Uiat all

|

resolutions must be submitted to a

committee two week.; before a meet-
ing. Such a resolution, AFRA will

|
be told, is unconstitutional.

Axes Sharp For

Town Hall' Hour
Clients are needling their agencies

to see what can be done about the

one-hour ABC (Blue) spot currently

occupied by Reader's Digests "Town
Hall Meeting of the Air," Thursdays
(8:30-9:30 p.m.).

Since Reader's Digest execs are

dropping sponsorship of the show
with the broadcast of Nov. 29, some
bankrolled "want the ABC to put

"Town Hall" in a much-later-eve-

ning slot,.

It is reported that ABC ii trying

to interest other prospects to pick up
the purse strings where Reader's
Digest will have left off. But the net

is tip against a consistently low rat-

ing the program has had majority

of the Hooperalings having shown
"Town Hall" below the 5.0 groove.

"Town Hall," in its first half-hour
! competes with "FBI in Peace & War"
I on CBS. which has an 8.9 rating;

Dinah Shore on NBC with a 10.8.

In the second 30 minutes, "Town
I Hall" bucks up against "Music of

|
KostctarieW on CBS, which rates

i
6.2:- NBC's "Kraft Music Hall." with

13.5; and Gabriel Hcatter, on Mu-
tual 1.9-9:15) with 9.4.

Premieres

Raleigh, N. C—Frederick H. Mer-
rill lias joined the announcing staff

of station WSTP at Salisbury. He
goes to Salisbury rrom WBIG,
(Greensboro, and WBBB, Burlington.

(Oct. H-20)
Oct. It

'•Powder Box Theatre," 10:30-

11 p.m. Thursdays, CBS: Bour-
jois; Foote, Cone & Belding
agency.

Oct. 13

Wootlv Herman. 8-8:30 p.m x

Saturdays, ABC (Blue); Wild-
root: BBD & O agency.

Tommy Harmon, 7:45-8 p.m.
Saturdays. MBS; Clipper Craft;

Emil Mogul agency.
Dick Haymes, 8-8:30 p.m.

Saturdays, CBS; Electric Auto-
Lite; Ruthrauff & Ryan agency.

Oct. 14

"Murder; Is My Hobby," 4-4:30

p.m. . Sundays, MBS; Knox;
Raymond Morgan agency.
"Land Of the Lost," 3;30-

4 p.m. Sundays, MBS; Sustain-

. 'nft.

Fulton Lewis, 6:45-7 p.m. Sun-
days, MBS: Chimney Sweep;.
Roche. Williams & Clcary
agency.:

Oct. 15

Hal Winters, 4:30-4:45 |».m„

Mondays through Fridays, CBS;
Sustaining. ' v '...'""'•'.•:.

'

: >•'..-

Oct. 1G

"His Honor the Barber." 7:30-

8 p.m. Tuesdays, NBC: Ballan-
tinc; J. Walter Thompson
agency.

Oct. 20
"

Philadelphia Orchestra, 5-6

p.m. Saturdays, CBS: Sustaining.
"First Niehter," 7:30-8 p.m.

Saturdays, CBS: Campana;
Wallaee-Fcrry-Hanle-y.
"Club Time," 10:15-10:30 a.m.

Saturdays, ABC (Blue); Alu-
minum Products; Trade Devel-
opment agency.

John W. Boler Shuffle

Of Prez Jobs Affects

Midwest Radio Outlets
Chicago, Oct. 9.'

John W. Boler has resigned as

president of the North Central
Broadcasting System but continue as

chairman of the board, and the

chain's majority stockholder, How-
ard S. Johnson, v. p. of the KVOX
Broadcasting Co.. Mooi bead, Minn.,

and V.p. of the Jamestown Broad-
casting, Hi D„ takes over as presi-

dent.

Don Clayton, St. Paul, continues as

v.p. and general manager; and Wil-
liam J. Kutsch, former radio direc-

tor of Swift and Co.. has been ap-
pointed v.p. in charge of sales and
research.

Boler was recently elected presi-

dent of the newly organized Inde-
pendent Broadcasting Co. of Des
Moines, which has an application on
tile with the FCC for a 10.000-watt
station, and also as president of the
Middle West Broadcasting Co., Inc.

St. Paul, which has tiled an applica-
tion with the FCC for a 5,000-watter.

In the realignment of his activi-
ties. Boler has also resigned as presi-

dent of KVOX, . but will retain his

stock interest in the station. David
C. Sherurd. current, KVOX treas-

urer, was elected to succeed Boler
as prez. .

"
.

'

Anticipated overhaul of the ABC
OStue) network's public service and
sustaining programming structure
following in the wake of the imier-
saactum revamp and the exit of
Chester J, LaRoche and Hubbell
Robinson, Jr., has already trans-
planted itself into concrete action on
the part of the new regime.

First important casualty Under the
realignment will be the New York
Herald Tribune Forum, which won't
be aired by the network this year.

It's recalled that when ABC (then
Blue) recaptured some of its choice
nighttime slots last year to air the

forum, bringing to the mike some of

the outstanding inolders of public
opinion, the web publicized it as one
of the real distinct contributions of

the year to public service program-
niing and, in fact, won for itself con-
siderable encomiums for; tying" in

with the H-T forum.

Chief factor in dropping the' broad-

cast. this year is the cost, which last

year bit into the network exchequer-
to the extent of between $40,000 and
$50,000. including cancellation of

commercial programming. It's re-

ported that web execs have now
agreed that such expenditure would
be unjustified, particularly in a year ',

that saw an unprecedented cancella-

tion of commercial shows during
such periods of crisis as President

Roosevelt's death and the V-E and
V-J developments.

ABC execs huddled with Mrs.

Ogdeu Reid. owner of the Herald
Tribune, and after kicking the mat-

ter around, expressed "regrets" and
bowed out. '.

Meanwhile, there's considerable

speculation as to what will lumpen
to the ambitious program develop-

ment plans that the LaRoclie-Robin-

son regime was in process of . blue-

printing at (he time Edward .1. Noble
decided to change things. LaRoche
wanted to^iut emphasis on new per-

sonalities in bolstering the web's tal-

ent structure, and shows being pi e-

pared for potential sponsorship Were
to have spotlighted such personali-

ties, among others, as Lawrence Tib-
belt. Mayor LaGuardia (ABC has

been anxious to star him in a "Ln-
Guardia's Gazette" scries which they
believed would eventually bring top

sponsorship coin), a revival of the

I "Here's Morgan" show (for which a

I

top scripter had been lined tip >:
' a

"Dr. Kildare" series, etc. Most of

these tire now expected to go by the

boards.

CBS Splurges For

200G on One Show

Morgan's 'Request' Pitch

Surprise to JWT Agcy.
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

J. Walter Thompson office here
did- some eyebrow, lifting when it

was announced Sunday night (7)

that Frank Morgan would appear oh
next Sunday's (14) "Request Per-
formance" for Campbell's Soup.

;

JWT signed Morgan for a "Kraft
Music Hall" scries pending the deci-
sion on whether Bing Crosby would
return to the Thursday night NBC
spot. While the agency doe.? not have
ah exclusive on Morgan's services, it

was the first that JWT had heard
about the Campbell Soup deal, via
the Ward Wheelock office.

Thompson execs take the position
that "at least we might have been
told."

Hollywood, Oct. 9.

CBS may still salvage for fall-

winter network presentation one of

the variety of Coast-originating pix-

persoiiiility summer hiatus-time sus-

tainers. It's the Pat O'Brien sea

|
story series which occupied one of

j

the half-hour Monday night s«'g-

j

merits while "Lux Radio Theatre"
was off the air. Series built up a

I

fairly respectable rating, with gen-

eral impression in pi.x-radio circles

that it was the only one among the

CBS-built summer shows that, offers

potentialities, for continued night-

time programming. Web program-
ming dept. is currently mulling
resurrection of show, tabbed "Tire

I Sea Has a Story." .<:'
. ,

I
On the whole, however, the -net-

work's $200,000 summer expci iinon-

tation with pix personalities wound
up as pretty much of a fiasco, it's

fell,. with the Hugh Herbert ".That's

My Pop" series, the Mary. As: or

"Merry Life Mary Christmas" show,

among others, scramming out of the

picture withou* stirring any kilo-

cycle flurries.

SHERDEMAN PICKED AS

HOUNER'S AIDE AT UM
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

,
Mann Holiricr, radio boss of the

Leunen & Mitchell agency, has

picked a former Army crony as his

assistant. He's Ted Sherdemau.
fresh out of his lieutenant colonelcy

j
duds, who served 37 months with

Army units, the last two years *s

radio officer for General Mac-Arthur..

Before donning khaki. Sherdemau
produced "Silver Theatre" for..Young
&. Rubicam. and tor years was one

of Hollywood's top writer-producers.
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CBS' PERSONALITY BUILDUP
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General Foods Develops Promising

Talent Via New Farm-Out' Basis

Grooming Starlets a La Film Biz

Radios Strike Pot Simmers, Boding

Big Blowoff by Petrillos Union
There was an ominous quiet last*

week, alobg radio's potential strike

front, but James C. Petrillo, pre/, of

the American Federation of Musi-

cian?, still held the strings, and he

was not sayfrig; how he would pull

them.

On Sunday (7), as expected, Pe-

trillo pulled the musicians on one

CBS show. 1'orcliJg a dramat substi-

tute on Prudential's "Family Hour",

by ordering out the music. Osten-

sible reason was same as in NBC-
needljiJg. tactics used by Petrillo

week before, being laid to failure of

Chattanooga outlets ot both nets to

pact with the AFM locally.

Meanwhile. International Alliance

of Theatrical and Stage Employees
announced it had Organized tele-

vision people at Du Mont. Interna-

tional Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers was still huddling with

CBS over engineers, and National

Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and
Technicians iNABET) was licking

its chops over, a good contract with

ABC and NBC, and Saying notion;;,

The nets were also mending their

'fences with their directors by ac-

cepting N. Y. State Board of Media-
tion conciliation of the strike-threat-

ened tiff with the Radio Directors

Guild.

In latter situation, a Guild com-
mittee headed by veepee Tony
Leader. Bob Shayon and Ed By ion

was busy all day yesterday (TuoS.V

huddling separately with reps of

each net. Significant was the fact

that, after the N. Y. State board's

mediation offer of last week, the nets

virtually fell over each other to

show willingness to talk turkey with

the directors.
..

There was no doubt in anyone's

mind that sweetness and light shown
toward directors and IBEW was all

tied up with the threat of Petrillo

trouble. For Petrillo has his eyes
all over the lot—on IATSE's moves.

. on NABET's since that involves
platter-turners, and on IBEW's.
Everyone felt that Petrillo would

ill some way move against the ABC

Nets' Reps to Make
Trip on 'Globester'

Airmen are taking to the air Oct.

19. when reps of all four major nets

join the Army's' new '"Globesler"

trip round-the-world. Trip will

take three weeks, , .

In addition to the web represen-
tatives, the Army-will carry corres-

pondents from the three principal

news-wire services. Associated Press,

United Press and International News
Service.

V.Hollywood, Oct, 9.

Having already blueprinted plans

for a weekly half-hour show which

will serve as a tryout spot /or de-

velopment of new talent, the CBS
programming dept. is now under-

taking a new venture aimed at cor-

ralling into the web fold new faces
and new voices for showcasing via

their own shows. Network feels

that there are currently a number
of unheralded performers in radio
and elsewhere who are the poten

'We, People,' Pacted
For Another 13 Wks.

Rumors that "We, the People" was
about to fold have been running
thick and fast but were scotched

this week (Mon.) with the pacting

of the show for another 13 weeks. ..

Young & Rubicam agency inked

G. W. Hill Pacts

Peggy Mann, Joan

Edwards Stays On

the stanza for Gulf Oil, the new
tial headliners of tomorrow but are I series starting Nov. 4.

j

relegated to near-oblivion, with fill- ,* - '

—

' — "—.

in spots or as "added starters" on I

! shows that -'aren't taking full ad- 1

vantage of their talents.

CBS points to Danny O'Neil as the

I latest 'illustration of the commercial

j

potentialities of talented singers and

j
other performers who, given proper

|

spotlighting and the benefits of the

\
programming dcpt.'s know-how. can

I bridge the gap between sustaining
; and top-coin sponsored radio.

Peggy Mann, former vocalist with Brought in' to N.Y. from Chicago

Teddy Powell, Gene Krupa and other j

and spotted nelwise with his own
dance bands, but lately doing a

' I'W-minute show, O'Neil came into

single, has been signed by George I .—— '„ — _—. _

All Are Weary

Of Cute Plugs-

But What to Do?

Washington^ Hill, president of the

American Tobacco Co.. to one of the
most unique contracts in radio. It is

effective this week. '•',:'

Hill took a liking to Miss Mann's
singing during a two-week period
she subsituted for Joan Edwards on
the "Hit Parade" last summer. Not
having any immediate use for her.

Mill signed the singer to a contract
that gives him the right to call for

her at any lime during the next
year. . .

Meanwhile, she gets a weekly re-

tainer from American Tobacco, and
must constantly familiarize herself

with tunes riding the "Hit Parade."
This is in the event she is called

upOn suddenly to replace Miss Ed-
wards. However, her contract does
hot stipulate work on the "Hit Pa-
rade" at any .future time. She may
be used on any current American

Refutation
CBS says '(ain't so to claims"

that networks—and it, speeifie-

•ally—are doing nothing to en-
courage new talent and .pro-

gramming. •

•'•'

Pocket presentation -of pro-
gram availabilities currently be-
ing nourished by CBS salesmen
has as its theme "Variety's" re-

cent wecl;-to-week campaigning
aimed at hypoing agency-net-

• work activity toward new tal-

ent-programming development,
with Eddie Cantor and Fred
Allen conlribs. along with other
editorial context reprinted in

the sales pocketpiece" to wrap
up CBS' refutation that, noth-
ing's being done about it.

next. That move, too, would be in ;

Tobacco show, or a new one

the form of needling. But out of

all the needling, it was feared, a
major labor crisis would shape up,
involving not only those unions
mentioned above, but also possibly
the' American Federation of Radio
Artists -since latter, as an AFL out-
fit, couldn't very well, or proiitably,

oppose any Petrillo strike move.

Leader in Chi

For RDG Pitch

Another angle of the unusual
agreement is that Miss Mann is free

to work with another sponsor, pro-
viding her employer Is not a cigaret

manufacturer or a lax-alive maker.
Hill dislikes artist tieups with the

latter.

Miss Mann's contract doe.; not dis-

turb Miss Edwards. Latter is, said

to have been re-signed by Mill last

week to a contract .which, with the

usual options, runs until 194IS. At the

same time, she drew a substantia)

salary boost.

- Chicago. Oct. 9.

Thirty of . the 54 radio producers,
including network, station, ad agency

..and. freelancers, met here Sunday
night '7) for preliminary discus-
sion., with Tony Leader, \\p. of the
Radio Directors Guild, toward the
formation of a local chapter. Few
of Oil's top producers were present,
with general feeling being a wait-
and-see altitude based on the. put- I show, with Hie Sepia 'vocalist's job on

THELMA CARPENTER IN

FOR GOOD WITH CANTOR
Hollywood. Oct. 9.

Tholma Carpenter, originally patt-

ed lor three guest shots on. the Eddie

Cantor Wednesday night show, gels

a ticket as permanent successor to

Nora Martin, so pleased are (lie

cahicciian. Young & Rubicam agency,

and -Bris.tol-M.vcVs. sponsors Of 'the

his own recently when lie was
pacted as co-headliner with Evelyn
Knight for the new Bourjois show.
(The ABC iBlue) network last sea-

son put similar faith and coin in

nursing along Andy Russell as a

coast-to-coast sustainer until he was
grabbed" ttp by Lever Bros, lor the

JuaP Davis Swan Soap show.)

When O'Neil steps into the Bour-
jois program on Oct. 14. CBS will

showcase a new singer in the spot.

He's Hal Winters, a virtual new-
coiner, to the radio scene, but the

CBS programming boy's arc con-
\inced that his wide voice ran

'.will .eventually make

Hollywood, Oct, 9. -
'

To bear the boys here tell it, they

really started something when com-
mercial shows went all-out on 'cute-

ness' and made a production out of

those integrated commercials.'

What, a couple of seasons back,

generally passed off as a bit of

clever technique to put over a prod-
uct, has now degenerated, it's felt,

into something that's boomeranged
arid slapping the sponsor and his

product smack in the kisser.

Some arc even wondering bow
much longer the sponsors themselves
will tolerate it; the way some of the
boys are treating those integrated

commercials as part of the comedy
script routine—and like everything
else in radio that clicks they're now
all over the lot—is seen as snow-
balling into a situation where not
only the commercial is cheapent«l
but the coinedy show itself suffers.

Some agency execs are crying for

a return to the days when commer-
cials were treated straight — and
with dignity. Among these is the

agency that lays claim to "starting it

all—and are we sorry!"

Radio's News Job Too

Important to Slide

Back, Observes Clarke
Commending the American broad-

j

casters for .the role they played in i

the handling of newscasts during
the war. Herbert Clarke, ABC

udiences
j

(Blue) European correspondent, now.
! year "for the" Fa'iinie" BHce Sunday'

Hollywood, Oct. 9.

What is perhaps the first time on
record of a top-spending sponsor of

air- shows grooming its own stable

of potential star material in 'prepa-

ration for the day when it can throw
on the postwar market its new prod-
ucts, thus requiring an expansion of

its network programming, is the cur-
rent . show-biz-jockeying-into-posi-
tjon by General Foods.

It's an idea that's entirely new, ro

far as radio bankrollers are con-
cerned—an application of the film

studio technique of grooming star-

lets, and an idea that even the net-

.

works and agencies themselves have
allowed to go by the boards until

only very recently. ..

But General Foods, through Ben-
ton & Bowles agency, which handles

i
a large part of the GF biz, appar-

|

cnlly doesn't want to be caught
i
short when the time arrives for an
expansion of its radio billings.

Idea of the sponsor, it's reported,

Farmed to Big League
Another instance of radio

grooming talent for stardom, is

Perry Como, whose b.o. stature

has shot skyward the past few
months as a result of his work
on the Chesterfield program and
two RCA-Victor recordings.

Como is under contract to

CBS. In the past, this net has
refused to allow any similar con-'

tractees to work for a rival net-

work. Theory under which CBS
was prevailed upon to temporar-
ily release Como for work on the

Chesterfield show, which rides

NBC, was that his appearance on
the commercial might boost his

value to CBS. '

' -

,-. '-

j
is to line up promising radio "ma-
terial, and put it under contract,

meanwhile developing the talent via

a "farming Out" process of guesting
on shows. Those familiar with the
plan regard it as one of the most
far-reaching steps yet taken -toward
development of hew talent.

Danny Thomas, with his own half-

hour package, is said to be all lined

up at the post, only awaiting the

signal for the.GF programming ex-
pansion plan. And the" arrival of

Walter Cl'aig, the Benton & Bowles
radio director, on the Coast over
the past week-end is also reported

cued to the GF talent development
plan. -

Thomas was under contract last

conscious of the 4:30-4:45 eross-the-
j
visiting the New York office, is per-

come of . the. Guild's New York dis-
cussions and negotiations.

It's a known fact that producers
and directors here are notoriously
underpaid, by New York and Coast
standards, but so far have been go-
ing along in a passive manner until
something definite can be done about
it. :.,'.:

When local organization gets un-
derway, they'll be in there pitching
lor more nioola. Next: meeting has
been skidded to' take place within
the next 10 days.With some definite

fiction, expected to be taken then.

Geiger Looks at Legit
• Hollywood. Oct. 9.

Milton Geiger has left for Now
York to wrap up plans lor a Broad-
way pu,y |lc j s writing. Geiger an-
nounced the possibility that the play
would fist be published as a novel.

Geiger. whose last air assignment
.Was for the former Philip Morris-
sponsored Ginny Simms night radio
show, also has some radio plans in
the lire.

her first two times up.

Meanwhile. .Cantor's been the sub-

ject of considerable favorable com-
ment, within the trade for his inking

of. the colored, gal for a toast-in-

eoasl show, in view of the sensitivi-

ties ibvolvedand reactions from va-

rious' sectional elements, which -re.-

poriedy has. been manifest in reper-

cussions from, one southern newspa-

per which squawked over mat mate-

rial; *ont out, although the copy it;

self skirls bad taste by -appropriate-

ly eliminating any reference to' hej-

color. . ..

;

As, Cantor put It: "The gal. can

siffg;* she's' got a future, she's an

asset (o our show: what, else mai-

ler.-:" •'.:.' :

.

turbed about (he trade's reaction
' to the recent announcement .

in

."Variety" that newscasters' ratings

\
had dropped. '."Variety" ran two

! stories: one that announced the drop
in ratings, of newscasts;; the. other

1 disclosed the concern of advertisers
! and agencies whose programs fol-

low newscasts. Their concern is

predicated on the fact that low-rat-
i ing newscasts prevent non-news

j

programs from building an audi-

ence, > '
'- .-'•'

|. "Radio grew up to iis respou/o-

il.jititics during the second World

j

War." Clarke opines, "and the.

medium cannot afford to shelve
I those responsibilities at this time
i when grave international issues are

;

being projected."
' Should advertisers, however, take
, the easy way out; i.e.," refrain spon-
sorship of newscasts, it will be the
webs' duly to sustain these' pro-
grams as a service to the public.

Clarke asserted. With the "ono-

|

wot Id" dream still a dream, radio

can play an important role in seeing

I crystalized, he" pointed out. adding

! that the medium makes people real-

izo the tin necessity for boundaries,

j
which arc going by the board any-

j

A new radio, packaging outfit has'' "
Clarke .participated in the D-Day

;

been formed by James Stevenson, Endings, the fall of Paris.' ibe cn-

I

formerly radio director ot Gale As-
! tirnctj into Belgium and the signing

sociau.s. and George Silvers, pro- ' „ r the Peace.. He is now awaiting
grain creator and producer. his assignment, which may either

board afternoon segment, where
he'll be featured.

Similarly. CBS tool; Pally Clayton,
another singer, out of the Arthur
Godfrey morning show and spoiled

her in a. Thursday .night slot. The
network is also pinning its hopes on
Shirley Rc'id. a ventriloquist, and
her "Bedelia" ,dummy., who was put
under contract by Douglas Coulter.

CBS programming veepee, after a

single audition. Although her voice

is familiar around the- Walt Disney
studios, for her multiple dubbing
chores, and has also appeared oil

NBC programs, this , will mark her
first real radio build-up! She had.

a i'ryoii; ..-spot, on the CBS "Sjnga-
logue" program s 'week ago (3.1, add

|

her own show is in the process of
\

being charled , |

Chief credit . for the new talent-

;

personality buildup goes primarily.

j

to Larry Puck. CBS talent sc:>uf
j

who's been put in charge of master- i

minding, the operation.

night General Foods airer, in which
be did a seven-to-eigbl-minute
"dream sequence" insert which will

be incorporated into his new show.
Meanwhile, he's playing out some
night club engagements.

STEVENSON, SILVERS

FORM PACKAGE UNIT

Lend-Lease Bally

The Style Now
Hollywood, Oct, 9.

!
The season, for "'plug your neigh-

bor" is officially in lull swing, only
.
this se.'.son it's more pronounced

'[ than ever before.

: - Sti'.t's on the nighttime program-
i
mfng round-robin are this season

1 giving the . networks a terrific as-
1

sist toward inviting a "stay tuned"
technique in an effort to discourage

• the listener from switching over to

,
an opposition web.,

j

Actually, they're shooting the

j

works this year, with an almost con-
It imious. continuity insert plugging
not only back-to-back shows ' but
others scattered over the same web.
It's not only a routine for tlie an-

i notincers,- btit *be Headliners them-
i'selvcs are pitching In.

j
. It's evidence that the networks to-

day are perhaps more conscious than
jever before that a factor sharing

Johnstone Divorced
j

Reno. Oct. 9.

G. W. i.Iohnnv ( Johnstone got his',

final divorce decree here last week.
|

. New outfit is called James Steven-
;
take him back lo the European 7*«tial' importance with the quality of

He formerly was head of the ABC ' son Radio Produc'.ions. Silvers was < scene, or station him in South Amt-r- :
a .-how in. altracting or failing to

' nt. work news and.special events do- ';
formerly producer-director and '-lea. This, is his first trip back in 1 attract audience pull is "what show

|
partment ut. lilt Blue web in N. Y. i

story ed for AP's. radio division. i over live years. » is '" opposition."
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FRED ALLEN SHOW
•With Portland Holla. Minerva Pious.

Parker I eimelly. Irving Kaufman
DeMarco Sis (3), Al Goodman *
orch; Ken Delmar, announcer

Writer: Fred Allen
Producers-Directors: Irving

field, Bill Harding
SO 'Mi»«; Sun., «:?.« P™.
STANDARD BRANDS
K PI-NBC, I'. A.

( J. Walter Tliompsoii

Man»-

The top-publici/ed, attention-"! ah

, g radio premiere of the year-tm .

Jed All", show-was unwrapped I mad

Sunday nightMM with

erf CBS star now JccUpying «WW
vRf oAnmcnt. Actually. Allen lus

taken up where he left off a coup s

ofseasons back, with prac ica ly the

f„,mai including a reprise. of

'REQUEST PERFORMANCE"
With Ronald Caiman, Frances Lang-

ford, Arthur Treacher, Marlin
Hunt, Charlie Cantor, Bca Benar-
darel, Mel Blanc; Leith Stevens
arch; Del Sharbutt, announcer

Producer: Masquers Club
Director: William N. Robson
::n Mins.; Sun.. » p.m.
CAMPBELL SOUPS
WABC-CBS, N. Y.

(Ward Wheelotiki
CBS save its Sunday night a

inightv hypo, and Campbell Soups
"

aiv,;. show—was unwrappeit
|
made "a wine exchange in .dropping

Fred Allen snow
t,,„ „V _T„V .,_ K;uiio Readers Digest in favor of

•Request Performance" If opener
(7) wasn't all that it might have
been, il was good enough to promise
succulent listening for the future.

Format is a natural to give pro-

ducers opportunity to wonder all

over the entertainment map in search

for the best. Customers write in and
sav what they want to hear and. fur-

thermore, what kind of act— in or

out pf character—they would like

wellknown entertainers to put on.

For instance, somebody wanted Ar-
thur Treacher to quit butling and

. be the butlee. instead for a change.

For months there had been
J™"; j

Well. Treacher obliged, being both,

about the new $20,001) Standii d
| a(1<| more . on the same show.

Brands package, headed up
.

.by t' ><
.[ Trt.at.hcr . is picked Olily as illus-

,guv who copped the Feaooay _<*««
i ration of the gimmick. Finest work

(even during a season when ii- \\.'s,
v;is clon(> . jn that order, by Leith

off the air) as the ^ :,B«^'j';:'l.ste\-cn8 circh'arid singers, toy Frances
Superimpose that against an *u£oui

j
u-uigtord. and by Ronald Colman.

promotion job, with a Pre-"c>$a
'"f: Laffov started off with a too-broad

of Alien-Charlie McCarthy a Uiu- ...uvske(|.-- but quickly retrieved his

fo'"_-aiid it was bound to cnJH •< M e ,md W0U1K | up the program
audience anticipation ol sligiwy

, with beautifully phrased, finely-bal-

atomic proportions. - lanced Biblical quotations that pro-
""

chteed sock drama, •

But it was Miss Langford; the orch

.same format, including a^repiM

of the "Aliens Alley >«*gft>L^i
is now tabbed the rcndei le.it

Workshop Flayers."

If the opening show added up to a

letdown, its because Allen found

himself in a spot **el*M£™J°
extricate himself from Wbal-,A\. s

nrobablv one of the most super-trail-

eri/.ed shows on record

What materialized, actual y. » a- ••

program of the typical Allen P-i ;|

ter.V lts first 10 minutes crammed

, sock material, but leaving an

overall impression that there have

been" better— and worse — All., n

Ss before. The one dUlerence

here is that the rating potential to.

the show is far greater under .the

new Standard Brands banner, foi
.

i«n't likely that it can miss out in

view of the Jack Benny-Bergen-

McCarthy bracketing.^

Which also brings up an interest-

ing sidelight on the future develop-

ment of a "stay tuned" technique in

which a network can reap the bene-

fit oi cross-jibes involving a mul-

tiplicitv of web shows bracketed in

the same evening.

Allen's opening show, as did Beu-

nVs last week, tipped off. a renewal

of their "feud." but previously the...

were on opposition nets. Now they ..

together, same net. same night, and

sandwiched
I

n
' *^^"^n

sl^a^ I didirt succeed in "killing this one is

to-back with A'len—^„>tVf ^, pavthv'' proof of how good the New Orleans
Brands-Bergen show, with McCai n> v

d t̂ e Colman pontificals

and the unidentified bit singers who
did the masterful job. portraying, the

flavor, sound, spirit and feel of old

New Orleans in answer to »equest

of a lady who said she'd never bren
there. The combo gave her New Or-
leans, and it was done with sensitive

feeling, with beautiful singing, deli-

cately-balanced sound (for which cli

rector William N. Robson and the

unidentified engineer get top billing >

Miss Langford's languorous singing
approached the masterful. This wa
the program's top production num-
ber, and il was tbe number that

showed how good this stanza will be
when it really hits its stride.

That comedy number was muddy
in both scripting and production. It

brought together a lot of characters
from various shows, ranging from
"Boulah" to "Duffy's Tavern's" Fin-
negan—and. put all together, they
would kill any show. That they

Cantor'f 'Debut'
Arch Oboler reprised his 1941

prize-winning "Mr. Miller" play

as his next-to-closing on the cur-

rent Mutual series of 26, with
the event having more than or-

dinarv significance since it

marked . the "debut" of Eddie
Cantor., after more than two
score years in show business, as

a . dramatic actor. .Cantor gave
with the Muni—and Cantor won.
Oboler's finely-executed saga

of Sam Miller of Brooklyn,
wrapped up for the most part in

monolog form, is a tough assign-

ment for any actor to handle. It

can either be hammed up or

treated with the proper emo-
tional balance (Benny Rubin did

it four vears ago and won critical

kudos for his performance). And
it's to Cantor's credit that all the
sensitive undertones, all the deli-

cate nuances of the guy
("Sammy's a dope" > who aspired
to be a prize fight manager and
wound up with a conscience that

got stuck behind the eight-ball,

were captured by the comedian
in his initial . attempt at dra-
matics. Far from hamming it.

Cantor gave the whole thing a

beauly that not only did credit

to Oboler's play but to his own
inherent qualities as a performer.

Rose.

JACK BENNY SHOW
With Jack Benny, Mary Livingstone.

Rochester (Eddie Andenon), Larry
Steven*. Phil Harris and orch; an-

nouncer Don Wilson
Writer*: Jack Benny, John Packa-
herrv. Milton .losefsbeig, Oeorjre

Balx'er, Sam Perrin
Producer: Robert Ballin I

Director: ? ?

Si Mins.; Sun.', 7 p.m.
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
KKI-NBC. L. A.

(Riulu-miff * RyaiO
Jack Benny, lead-off : guy in the

"RADIO HALL OF FAME"
WiMi Paul Whiteman and His Orch
Martha TIHon, Burgess Meredith'
Chorus, Glen Rices

Producer-Director: Ed' Saulpaugh
Writers: Charles Speer and Louis
Quinn

50 Mins.; Sun., S p.m.
FH1LCO
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

(HiUcliiiis)

For its third season since it went
on the air for Philco. "Radio Hall t>[

Fame" has assumed a radical deparl-

Sunday night NBC dream parlay
,
lire from its original premise though

reallv were.

Mel Sharbutt did well by the bank-
making Campbell soups seem

heln ol

(ire.

now getting tossed around in the by

play The success with which tn

S^^.t^**^Tp1i-i«»Mer, making Campbell soups

ern To'mS audiences. to "keep ^
tuned

' throughout an evening. Beulalv Umaicl the cjosc. y
• The Alien iutro, with Portland

Holfa in. bringing himself up to dare

on radio trends, with its segue into

Benny, was boff material, as was.

for the most part, the visit to A-
lcn'-: Allev" with its Senator Clag-

horn Titu« Moody t"Moody by name

and moody by nature") Mmeyva
Pious (Mrs. Nussbauni.t and. for the

Alley windup, a songwriter team to

chant the problem on hand, in place

of Alan P.ecd (Falstatf Openshawt.

Latter, along'with Charlie Cantor are

missing from the Allen lineup, both

currently appearing on the DuW>
Tavern" show from the Coast. Its

the absence of Falstaff sequence,

particularly, that gave the Alley, rou-

tine its letdown on the opener,

though nartially compensated
Minerva Pious' stock contrib.

•* The Bergen-McCarthy guest shot

on the Allen opener was a natural

of course, even though the material

was something less than iiisoinng

with Allen having trailenzed his

own show by guesting with Bergen

the previous week. Show also spots

the DcMarco Sisters, singing trio,

along with Al Goodman's orch.

which was relegated t;> a back-

ground music position on the preem.

though rating
1 spotlighting on its

own.
Onlv a middle and closing com-

mercial on the opening show, terse

copy on the first treating with Te.'i-

dericaf Tea and the "fiavoi-mitvi-

tion'-economy." Virtues of Blue-Bon-
nett margarine expounded oh tha

closer. Ken Dehnar. who tags him-

self "Kenny" on the show, docs the

u.-uallv effective job on the spiels:
.

Rose.

ANDREWS SISTERS SHOW
With Maxene, Patty, LaVerne An-
drews; Curt Massey; Jane Froman;
Andre Baruch; Vic Schben and or-

chestra
Writer: Bob Smith
Producer-Director: Herb Polesie
:;•) Mills.; Wed., 1»:::« p.m.

NASH-KELVINATOR CORP.
WABC-CBS. N. Y.

(G&yef-CowieU-Neuieli

)

First nice thing to say about An-
drews Sisters Show is that it is just

that—the Andrews Sisters—and a

show. No long-winded intros. no or-

chestral preludes, not even an open-
ing commercial, but—zip!—the gals

themselves, right smack at you with
one tune, and then throwing them
ol)'.. number after number, at stac-

cato rate, with only a couple of guest,

shots and mid-commercials for res-

I pile.

. Not. too much small talk between
numbers, nary weak chatter or feeble,

gags to horse up the program, but

tunes, good rhythm tunes, dattceable
tunes, happily sung and snappily
played. Which is what the customers
expected. The sisters go to it with
vim. enthusiasm and the case of long
experience and ensemble work. and.
brother, t'v program sparkles.

Format of the new show which
preemed over CBS Wednesday <3.t

bay the sisters, and- baritone Curl
Massey. for standby's, with a guestev
each week, latter to receive a bronze
"green room" award for some dis-

tinguished service. Guest Wednes-
day was Jane Froman; next due are

Joe E. Howard. Sophie Tucker, et al.

The Andrews sisters, of course, did
the. lioness' work, but the program
was sufficiently varied, the gals sing-

ing as trio in. One number; Massey
doing a solo; joining them in the
opener; Massey and Paiiy Andrews-
ducting on another, and so on. Vie
Schocn and his orchestra lent neat
arrangements, iieatly played. Andre
Baruch. as annoimccr-crocee. keot

"PARADE OF STARS"
With Lowell Thomas, Barry Wood,

Igor Gorin,' Henry Fonda, Perry
Faith, Louise Erickson, Perry
Como, Judy Canova, Fibber McGee
& Mcllv, Eddie Cantor, Hildegarde,
Harry Sosnik. Irene Hill. Frank
Karris, Alice Frost, Joseph Curtin,
Jay Jostyn, Vicki Viola, Len Doyle,
Kay Kyser. Georgia Carroll, Jack
Benny, Bob Hope, Don Wilson.
Benny, Bob Hope, Don Wilson. Cass
Dalev, Parkvakarkus, Frank Mor-
gan, Frank Parker, H. V. Kalten-
horn, Jack Haley. William Bendix,
Art Linkletter, JohnW.Vandercook,
Abbott & Gustcllo, Edgar Bergen.
Rudy Vallee. Killie Burke, Xavler
Cugai, Ed Gardner. Bob Bums.
GevJYrey Barnes. Joe Laurie, Jr.;

Senator Ford. Peter Donald, Harry
Hersbfield. Phil Spitalny orch.
Raymond Massey, Burns tc Allen,
Dinah Shore, Barry Fitzgerald.
Tommv Dorsey, Casts of "Date
With Judy," "His Honor tbe Bar-
ber," "One Man's Family," "Grand
Ole Oprv," "National Barn Dance,"
"Album of Familiar Music," Max I

Hill, I.yle Van. Ken Carpenter. Hal
Peary. Ralnh Edwards, Jay Black-
ton orch.

Supervisor: C. L. Menser
Directors: Robert Dawn. Jack Hill,

Howard Alley, Howard Keegan
Producers: Edwin Dunham, Howard
Oilman, Ed Freckmafl"

Writer: Jack Wilson (program intro-

ductions) ..

18* Mins.: Sun.. 5 to 6 p.m.: Man.,
10-1 J p.m.

Sustaining
WEAF-N'BC. N. Y.
NBC's "Parade of Stars" represents

one of the most gigantic undertak-
ings in talent presentation in radio.

Willi star talent remcsenting top
.shows in radio. NBC showcased a

Choice' collection of sponsors' items
in two sections, one hour's worth be-
ing presented Sunday (7) starting at

3 pan., while second section em-
barked on a two-hour trip at 10 p.m.
Monday (8>. It's one of the ninsl

impressive talent lineups ever gath-
ered in one program, and it was
tastefully showcased in manner to
impress with the magnitude of the
undertaking.

With projection, of this airer. NBC
had the choice of presenting this
lineup in neat individual packages or
attempting.-!! continuity which would
make for one gigantic mass. With
a total of three hours' running time,
one big package would probably be
too bulky. As a consequence NBC
didn't jjiVe its own production staffs
a chance tit shine. Instead it per-
mitted the individual packages to be
presented in sequence, in order to
permit concentration on talent pre-
sented.

It's difficult to present the most
brilliant gem in this tiara. With such
comics as Jack Benny, Bob Hope
and Jerry Colonna. Edgar Bergen.
Burns & Allen. Abbott & Coslello.
Jack Haley. William Bendix. Bob
Burns, and cast , of "Can You Top
This?"' there were enough laughs
to satisfy the most avid laugli-seck-
ers.

that sequences Edgar Bergen and

Fred Allen within an hour-and-a-

hall span, got off into the stretch

with one of the best, tightly-knit

shows ol a radio career that never,

for that matter, required apologies.

You can bracket two oilier Sabbath
evening shows into the parlay, and
when you come up in successive

order with Gildersleeve. Benny,
Cass Daley. Bergen and Allen-
brother, even the old Palace vaude
days didn't talk that kind of show
b\i language, . •

-

Benny can relax, for if the payoff

for solid entertainment means prod-

uct sales on a commensurate scale,

George Washington Hill and his

Lucky Strikes can take up postwar

on a bigger scale than ever.

The Benny show, as heard particu-

laiiv on the opener, and again last

Sunday (7) is a tribute to a guy who
grows sharper, show-wise, through
the years: who knows and appre-
ciates the changing techniques and
adaptability to new audiences. If

all 'love him. it's an enthusiasm
shared bv the kids as well as those

who clocked their dials in the days
when the comedian was selling

Chcvrolets. But it's equally a trib-

ute to the Benny seripters. to the
timing and the pacing of the show,
and the overall production values, i

As comedy, the Benny show today is

good radio.

There's little, if any. change in the

Eerny setup and format, for it's one
that can slide right into postwar ra-

dio without an overhaul job. Phil

Harris, after a summer fill-in for
Kay Kyser on the "Kollege of Musi-
cal Knowledge" show, has taken up
where he left off: ditto for Larry
Stevens. Mary Livingston. Roches-
ter. Don Wilson and the rest,

all of them keyed up. particularly on
that curtain-raising show, for ex-
tracting full comedy values from the
script job.

The Hill-inspired LS MFT tech-
nique, of course, prevails as usual;
the controversy :.nent those trip-

hammered commercials, their effect

on audiences, on whether they add
UP to a disadvantage for the show
itself, still goes on. That, of course,
is debatab'e. But you can't blame
Benny , and his crew if the show
misses out on a raling— not. at least
oil the basis of the first two times up.

: Rose.

YOUTH FORUM
With Dorothy Gordon, ijioderator:

Stanley K«berts. announcer
Producer: Albert Grobe
3d Minv.: Pat., 1»:3« a.m.
Sustaining
WOXK, N<Y.
The N. Y. Times' Youth Forum

bowed in over WQXR last Saturday l.the talk, even the mid-coinmercials.

ff,i and from first impressions, it
j

short and snappy, to give the whole

looks like a junior edition of "Town \
program verve and bounce.

Hall Meeting of the Air."
j

Program ran from oldies .to late

Youngsters, within the age groun tunes, ihc sisters doing "Bci Mir Bist

nine to 13. arc given a chance to air! Du Schoen." "Welcome." "Atchison.
Topeka." and "Apple Blossom Time."
Massey joined them in "It's a Great
Night for Singing" (happy choice,

that): dueled with Patty in "Gotta
Be This Or That." and soloed with
"There's No You." Miss Froman's
contribution was the ever-reliable
staple, "Begin the Bcguinc." Nash

their views on national and interna-

tional issues; surprisingly enough
their view's were worth listening I >.

' On several occasions the program's
moderator. Dorothy Gordon, had In

bring the wanderers back to the

straight and narrow. On the whole.

Tipwever. the program made for

.

stimulating listening for adults as '
Kelvinatcr got off to a good start.

Woll ««..-,»i'm>»ijt»K- The -cnettfflfMnr.1" '!
thanks to the Andrews girls,

was "What Does Peace Mean to Me' Broil.

There was also a great variety of
musical talent, with orchs from" the
Carnation show, Phil Spitalny.
Tommy Dors.iy tromboning with
Jack Blackton's orch. songs by Barry
Wood. Dinah Shore, singers from
"Waltz'Time." "Evening with Roili-
herg, ' Judy Canova. Perry Como.
Paul Laviille. "Album of Familiar
Music." along with the concessions
to the rural listeners with "Grand
Ole Opry," and . "National Barn
Dance."
There was no neglect of the seri-

ous side, either. II. V. KaJtenborn
and Lowell Thomcs. taking lime out
from news interpretation chores to
short talks keynoted by a return to
the lighter side of life now that peace
is here. Also on the serious side
were bits from some of NBC's
straight dramatic shows such as "One
Man's Family.." "His Honor the Bar-
ber." and "Mystery Theatre."

In all, no single facet of radio was
neglected in this disulay. It's a pybw
catalog of shows NBC has to oiler.

Jose.

"KABY SNOOKS"
With Fawiiie Brire. Uanlcy Stafford,
Bub Graham. Charlie Cantor. Car-
men Dragon's Orch, Harlow Wil-
cox, announcer

Writers: Dew Freeman, Jess Oppen-
heimer, Bill Dauch

Producer-Director: Ted Bliss
.".» Mins., Sundav. «::!• p.m.
SANKA COFFEE
WABC-CBS. N. Y.

(Voi'iifl & RubUain)
Fannie Brice and her infantile

Baby Snooks are back on CBS for
another season, and there's no doubt
that Miss Brice will be selling plenty
of Sanka Coffee. Which creates
somewhat of an anomaly. Here is a
program aimed at. or at least getting,
a good-s ;zed child audience—and
selling coffee! Ad agencies have yet.

to devise a commercial that can sell

Such a product for child consump-
tion. But that's the least of it. There's
no doubt but there are sufficient
adult audiences gelling a kick out
of Snooks and her mischievous mien.
And buying coffee. Sanka Coffee.

Miss Brice and Snooks are still

a pat entity. The comedienne failed
to open with her show several weeks
ago because of illness, and around
her absence was written the fact
that Baby Snooks was "lost." The
seripters consequently, have been
making Hie audience anticipate find-
ing of the brat. Now Miss Brice is
recovering; Snooks is found.
Snooks' hideaway the last couple

of Weeks was really something onlv
the, seripters could answer. All that
mallered 1.0 them, apparently, was
that Miss Brice—or Babv Snooks-
be discovered—or get. well. (Well,
now. where were we? I

Snooks and her Uncle Louie - it

seems, in order for tin- kid to get
away with her straying from home,
'devise an amnesiac excuse for her.
even though she doesn't know what
the word means "(nor. probably, doe.;
Uncle" Louie i. and the loj-dc-'ro! re-
volves, around the attempt to gel
the brat around again to normalcy
Daddy (Hanley Stafford! is. as usual,
exasperated at the kid's shenanigans
and seems more in lino for ministra-
tions of the psychiatrist called in to
treat Snooks, than. the latter herself.
Bob Graham handles a song solo
nicely.

The. commercials weren't rendered
by an amnesiac. The announcer re-
membered, -definitely, that they were
for Sanka. Sanka. , he promised,
would never to-vp one awake. Whui
il a guy wanted to Slav awake? ....

Kahn.

the original format remains the same:

In essence, that is. There has been

a radical slash in the budget since

the show- debuted two seasons ago,

and the results oil the preem per-

formance of the third semester em-
phasized as much.
The "Hall" debut Sunday (7i had

the benefit of Paul Whitcman's orch,
Martha Tilton's excellent pop sing-
ing and a fine dramatic reading by
Burgess Meredith—but this was—
and is—a half-hour show. It needed
more—much more.

The opening show- needed greater
integration in production, and the
script certainly could have used some
editing and more cohesion in tie
link of the show 's several sequences.

Whiteman had a tendency ; to

slough off his introductions; though,
towards the end of the program, he
improved. Miss Tillon was inclined
to be too effervescent in sharing the
"host" assignment with Whiteman,
but when she lilted a tunc it was
emphasized- strongly that there are
lew pop warblers as able as she.
Meredith, with something from li s

Maxwell Anderson smash hit, "Wit:-
terset," demanded—and got—audi-
ence interest. And Whiteman's orch
can still make ii casual tunc assume
symphonic proportions.

Glen Riggs stressed Phileo's "un-
broken record of leadership" in the
commercials, and his reading of the
copy was, as usual, right up his alley.

Kdliii.

ABBOTT 4 COSTELLO SHOW
With Bud Abbott * Lou Costello.

Connie Haines, Mel Blanc. Sid
Fields, Iris Adrian, Will Osborne
orch. Ken Niles

Writers: Don Prlndle, Ed Formah
Producers: Don Bernard, Andrew

Potter
:i0 Mills.; Thurs., 10 p.m.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.

(Esti/1
.

.

Bud Abbott and Lou Coslello.
again carrying the ball for Camel
cigs, preemed as the same irrepres-
sible rowdies displaying a brand of
humor broad enough to attract a
wide audience. Pair haven't changed
much since their last ether session—
or for that matter since they first

took to the air on the Kale Smith
show. They wisely haven't allowed
too many refinements to creep in
which would detour them from their
stock style which is now in its high-
est state of development.
Premiere (4V Uic hcke fell fast

enough to keep audiences continu-
ally amused. With their line-up of
stooges, Sid Fields and Iris Adrian,
there were no appreciable lags in the
merriment.

.

In operation, they're as smooth a
functioning duo as any on the air.

Abbott's perfect feeding and Cos-
lello's quick pickup for the punch
msskes- il inconceivable thai same
effect could be achieved with differ-

ent partners. It appeared for awhile
during the" summer that, because of

personal feuding, a split was in-

evitable. However, that seems for-

gotten by now..

Preoccupation with A&C doesn't
give the other ingredients too much
of a chance to shine. Connie Haines'
smooth reading of "I'll Buy That
Dream" and the Will Osborne orch
reading of "Atchison. Topeka" made
for diverting extras.

'

Commercial gimmick at the end
carries a salute to an outstanding
fighting outfit which gets a half mil-
lion free cigs sent them. Otherwise,
he same Camel boilerpate is still

around. Jose.

MYSTERY THEATRE
With MHzi Gould, John Sylvester.
Larry Haines. Paul Mann. Henry
Neely, Dan Seymour, Geoffrey
Bai iies, Alexander Semmler's orch

Writer: Bill Wyman
Producer-Director: Frank Telford
30 Mins.; Friday. 10 p.m.
MOLLE SHAVING CREAM
WLAF-NBC, New York

(Yoxiicf fc Riil)ic«in >

Molle's "Mystery Theatre" should

continue to gain interest for those

who like their radio fiction in melo-
dramatic doses. At least. "Angel
Face." the initial program of this re-

turning scries. Was tense enough to

indicate that, here is a ready series

for any type of dialer.

"Angel Face'- is about a
: chorus doll

who bails the guys, then talus them
for their nioola. After which she

and a male confed bump 'em cil.,

"Angel" deals specifically with now
the brother of one victim put- one

over on the gal. There isn't aliythmg
earth-shaking about the denouement,
but it was directed ami acted wc'l-

and it moved briskly.
Bill Wyman did the adaptation

from a story by Waller Wils —>.
•

. Kc'in-



Wednesday, Oclobcr 10, J94S

"NEW WORLD A'COMING"
With Jay Jostyn, Martin Wolfson
mar toil, Stefan Scltnabel,

Guy Kepp. Mercedes McCam-
' bridge, Paul Mann, Norman
Rose; George Willard, an-.

. nounccr •

Writer: Charles Gussman
producer-Director: Mitchell

Grayson
'

Music: Jerry Sears

30 Mins.: Mon., 9:30 p.m.

Sustaining
WMCA, N. Y.

Station WMCA likes to call itself

"New York's -leading, independent

station," which is a trademark that

need mean no more, or less, than

just a Kimmick for commercial pur-

pose«. But in a number of respects,

this indie really has assumed leader-.

•ship under its present owner, Nathan
Straus. For one thing, it has com-
bined public service radio with com-

. mereial acumen to an extraordinary

degree, prov ing that a local station

can earn dough and have a heart
• and use its head, all at the same
time. And all that despite the fact

that the owner is reputed to have
• lots of nioola in his family pewter,

and could afford to take it on the

chin if he had to.

.
• -One •of t he • outlet's most . jmtiib.lc

public service programs last season

was "New World A'Coming," the
Nogro-lhemed air'er (based on Roi
Oltley's book of same title), which
copped the "Variety" showmanship
award, got kudos every other place

it .entered, a hd walked off with the

Edward L. Eel-nays $1,000 prize for

its conlrib to racial relations.

This week (8) "New World" came
back to the air. after a summer hia-

. tus. broader in concept than before,

angled on the problefiis of not only
Negroes. but a"ll minority groups, And
the proem did uot detract an iota

' from the station's record, measuring
lip to a richly deserved plus for

Straus and lor Helen S. Straus, who
takes charge of the station's public
servicing.

The old scries used to have a 3

p.m. Sunday airing, bucking tip

in season against the N. Y. Philhar-
monic Symphony program on CBS
which, like WMCA's more modestly-
budgeted effort, also angled for tjie

listenership of highbrow audiences.
But now, that. "World" is aiming for
tlic big league. Straus had nerve
enough to spot it at peak time, !)::!()

p.m., bucking up against such fop
pullers as "Lux Radio Theatre" and
'Information Please." But jf the
preem was an indication of what lies

ahead, those two shows stand a good
chance ot losing at least a portion
of their .N. Y. audiences to this indie.

Wendell L. Willkie was the hero
of the show's debut, the stanza being
put down as a memorial to the "One
World" idealist. Charles Gussman
did a good, tight scripting job, teles-
coping WHlkie's 49-day Odyssey into
a compact package. Producer-Direc-
tor Mitchell' Grayson, whose name
has been identified with "World"
from its inception (his bread-and-
butter job is as a production staffer

. on the ABC (Blue). where" lie shut-
tles from "Best Sellers" to Dick
Tracy) managed to get an impres-
sive;, well-integrated, and—on the
whole—competent cast. lie bor-
rowed Jay Jostyn from "Mr. D. A."
to act the. role of Willkie. pressed
sock narrator Martin Wolfson info
service, and surrounded them well.
His direction was sure. firm. There
was some opening-night nervous-
ness—notably on the part of Wolf-
son. and, to a decreasing degree,
among the rest of the east, from Jos-
tyn dowi.ivard—but the listener foil
that the control room was calm and
confident. And there was nifty musi-
cal backing by Jerry Sears orch, in-
terpreting the scoring; of James Lo-
zilo.

But the Straus family's courage in
putting on this shot as fust in its
new series is what earns the deepest
bow. There were no /ears ot com-
mon bugaboos. Willkic's "One World"
concept was interpreted faithfully.
There was not even any tear of
handing a bouquet to our late allies;
tup Russians, whom it's becoming
increasingly fashionable to abuse.
The script was not dramatic. In
places it was pedestrian. But it was
realms real as Willkie. and that's
genuine enough.

.

Straus had put on a big promotion
job before the advent of his new
New World," offering it—strictly

as a non-commercial public service
—to any station in the country that
might want to subscribe to waxiiigs
ot the show. At s'lowlimc a number
J.

1,:stations had inquired about using
World in their areas, and five had

?,
C
rVi\

lly slK'icd .up—W.T.TD. Chi;Wj"*K. Detroit; WGL, Ft. Wayne:
KROW. Oakland, Cat. and WINX.
Washington. D. C. If tlft- first platter
inghtens them a bit by the. mention
0I

, that word Com ism. they
might think of the spirit of Willkie
"«t pervades the entire venture,
"ic production was of big-leaguc-
calibre; and more dramatic themes,
j«> well as more dramatic orcsontn-
Jioifs. are on the sked. "New World"
s in the direction of a newer, more
"'Werstanding world. Its backers.'
and pluggors on the air, can't go
Wrong.
And speaking of backers, tjiere are

pionty ot those, too. A snnnsoruig
tomraittce-intlutles reps from Amor-
Ijntis United for World Organization..

1

Z' T;
Citywide Citizens Committee I

°\ Harlem. Common Council lor
'

American Unity, East & West Asm..

"

f
iecdom Hoi.se. Free World. .Ire..

]1 dependent Citizens Committee of I

ll 'e Arts, Sciences and Fruil'Ssit n.s,

RADIO REVIEWS SI
"HARVEST OF STARS"
With Raymond Massey, Howard Bar-
low's orchestra, Lyn Murray chorus,
Will Hare

Writer: John Dunkel
Producer: Russ Johnston
30 Mins.: Sun., % p.m.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.

(McCmm-Eric/.'soii) .

International Harvester's ether en-
try- impresses as a line attempt to
foster good-will along institutional
lines. Initial session. (7) looks like
it's hitting for the agricultural as
well as.. the industrial market With a
sober, leisurely-paced show that has
name value, with Raymond Massey's
commentary and dramatic sequences
along with Howard Barlow's sym-
phony orch and Jan Peerce as
gueslenor.

Formal is a modern variation of a
familiar .theme, using , the travelog
formula of a trip along the Missis-
sippi, which .oilers much leeway in
getting a sufficient amount of variety.
On river, program permits stops at
St. Louis, where the Muni Opera is

in session with "Prince of Pilsen"; a
delay at a, point where Mark Twain
held forth as a river pilot, which
serves as an excuse for a dramatiza-
tion of an episode in Twain's life.

Even a symphonic interlude is skill-
fully interlarded, by virtue of the
fact that' Anton Dvorak lived along
that artery, for a while.
Commentary delivered by Massey

ties up the varied sequences nicely,
while other high-spots were Peerce's
excellent lenoring of Dvorak's "Songs
My Mother Taught Me" ahd'"Hills of
Home." Barlow's contribution con-
sisted of a fine reading of the final

movement from the New World
symphony and excerpts, from. "Pil-
sen." Musically and otherwise pro-
gram shapes up as a fine addition to
the Sunday afternoon air budget.
Massey delivered the final com-

mercial which invited former Har-
vester employees returned from the
wars to try lor their old jobs or bet-
ter—regardless of physical condition.

Jose.

BOB BURNS SHOW
With Bob Burns, Shirley Ross, Leo
Gorcey, Gordon Jenkins and orch,
Suitcase Six; Dong Gourlay an-
nouncing

Producer: Sam Pierce
SO Mins.: Thurs., T:;!0 p.m.
LEVER BROS.
WEAF-NBC.- N. Y.

tRiiJirnii/f & Riyaii)

Bob Burns' slow, homey, sage-
brush humor is still gilt-edge. Re-
turned to his show Thursday ' i.41

after a vacation, the Arkansaii picked
up- where he laid off. filling the ether
with quaint, pointed and very funny
comments on his trip, his health, a

Mexican sojourn; hotel life, orches-
tra leaders and his associates. -But
especially about Mexico. The whole
program, in fact, centered on ..Our

Latin-American neighbor, and though
it was all good-natured l^j.driing,_-it-

palled alter a bit. Not Burns' share,
but the quips about Mexico . that
Shirley Ross and Leo Gorcey threw.
Gorcey. whose Brooklyncsc accent

is the perfect foil for Burns' Arkan-
sas drawl, got off some amusing mal-
aoropisms and a few weak gags. Miss
Ross got in her licks as punster,
sounding better in the songs she did.

as in ••Homesick." Latter, written
by Gordon Jenkins, new orchestra
leader on the program, sounded
okay. Orch's share was subordinate.
Program ' opened. ' immediately on
Burns' wisecracking instead of the
usual music intra, which was neat, .

The Suitcase
,
Six, instrumental

sextet, offered a smart arrangement
ot "China Boy" lo add to program's
variety, while principals joined in a

patter-song about (you guessed it)

Mexico, as a finale. Mid-program
plug to housewives to save kitchen
fat was commendable: the singing
commercial about "B.O.," though
pleasing the studio audience, grated
on this listener. Broit.

.

THE NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC-
SYMPHONY

Artur Rodzinski, conducting; Dr. C.
E. K. Mees; Berry Kroeger, an-

• noiincer
Writer—Ben Hvams
Producer-director: James II. Fasselt
90 .-.Mim.;. Sunday. :i p.m.
V. H. RUBBER CO.
WABC-CBS, N.Y.

(CftinpbeU-Eu-hld). :

After a se\-en-weck recess, the
N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony Soci-
ety was back on the ait Sunday (7)
lor its Kith year on CBS and its

fourth for U. S. Rubber, resuming
the hour-and-a-half Sabbath niche
that is unquestionably the top classi-
cal music spot of the week in radio.
A full concert program (as against
a part or condensed program per-
formed within an hour by NBC, Bos-
ton, Detroit .symphonies, and the
like) has its manifest advantages,
since more than one long or lull
symphonic work can be performed,
and a greater variety offered. Open-
er, therefore, cmild. present Bee-
thoven's Third "i "Eroica") Symphony,
as well as- another long work in
Aaron C o p land's "Appalachian
Spring "

:; ,.-
- " -

The "Eroica." though possibl >

overshadowed in news value by the
Copland work, slaod out as a clarion
call musically under the . spirite.l
performance Artur Rodzinski and
his players gave it. The Copland
work, an orchestra expansion of the
chamber suite which, the composer
wrote lor a Martha Graham dance*
presentation, and which won him
both the Pulitzer Prize and N. Y.
Music Critics' Circle awards la-it

spring, was having its premiere in
its new .form. Thinly....orchestrated,
impressionistic music, the .piece
struck this listener, away from its
dance context, as somewhat dull and
of limited appeal.

'

U. S- Rubber, in again sponsoring
the Philharmonic, al.so continued its

public service aid in the widely-
appreciated intermission talk on sci-
ence, Sunday's boing an absorbing
talk by Dr. C. E. K. Mees, of East-
man Kodalc Co.. on photography an:l
the co-relation ot cow's diet and col-
or photography. Opening commercial
on U. S. Rubber products was brief
and unobslrusivc, with none there-
after. Bron.

"FORD SHOW.
With Jo Stafford, Larry Brooks, Rob-

ert Russell Bennett orch, Crane
Calder orch, Hugh James

Producer-Director: Maury Holland
Writers: Ed Rice, Phyllis Merrill
SO Mins.; Tiles., 10 p.m.
FORD MOTORS
WABC-CBS, ,V. Y.

U. Wa'\er Thompson)
Although this Ford entry into the

pop field hasn't the sock that will
make it a rousing half-hour with a
terrific Hooper, it's entertainment on

' a high plane tha:'s designed to catch
' a universal aud'etae. It's well paced
and seasoned with such staples as Jo
Stafford.. La -.-ry Brooks and the Rob-
Sit Russell Bennett orch and chorus.

Layout is built along sedate lines,
as are niosi Ford products. Even
Miss Stafford, an attraction to the
bobby-soxers, is toned down with
such pieces as ''Gee It's Great to
Hold You." while Brooks exhibits an
excellent br.ry with his "Baia." He
also makes a pleasing impression
during part of program in which he
does the iniroes. The Bennett orch
arrangements arc highly literate and
listenable.

Indicative that this session is de-
signed to catch rural as well as
urban l'steneis is the fact that the
commercial talked about the tractor
as a factor J hut brings agriculture to
industry. Selling gab is unobtru-
sively placed in the center and
doesn't interfere wi'Ji the entertain-
ment. Jose.

"AMOS 'N* ANDY"
Willi Freeman Gosden, Charles Cor-

rell, Lou Lubin, Jim Basquelte,
Hallie McDaniel, Carleton Kadell,
announcer; Lud Gluskin and orch

Writers: Bob Ross, Bob Fischer,
Octavus Roy Cohen

Producers: Kenneth Hodge, Andrew
Love

SO Mins.: Tues., 9 p.m.
LEVER BROS.
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.

(RliJiroK// & Ryflu)
This team lias been on the air

now for 17 years and last, week (2)

embarked upon their 18th, an occa-
sion one would ordinarily welcome.
The stars were their old selves, but
unfortunately-' their opening script
sounded, as if. it had been, done first

during the Great Depression.

Atler an ; opening scrub with a
Rinso commercial, Andy and Amos
talked about job-hunting, both hav-
ing been unemployed for some time
nowf "Solution. to the problem was a

situation-wanted ad in a daily, which
Andy took cars of. However, at the
newspaper, the typographer unwit-
tingly switched names and

,
put

Andy's name in an ad announcing
the. new president of a Harlem bank,
with the president's name in the
S'tua-I ion-wanted ad column. Then
the ••a'.'s-. about everybody wanting
to take his money out of the bank
because Andy was the hew. prcz
liowod and overflowed.

.

'-''-.

The. Delta Khythra-.Boys' singing
helped lo cheer up the situation: Too
bad they didn't havc:a couple more
numbers lev do. The Rinso singing
commercial would be best left to

daytime listeners, if it must be kept,

on at. all. '•
.

Production and direction on the
whole was competent and the G ins- •

kin orchestra came through will?

some smooth arrangements. Agency
producers should give- this program
another rinsing before it gets ariothci
airing. .

.

"THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY"
With Blanche Wood, Miriam Cutler,

Ednad C. Bushman, Mary Kenny,
Peggy-Anu Ellis, Paul Nolan, Beth
Wayne, Jobyna George, Bcrfr Child

Writer-Producer: Peter Irvine
Director: Charles Polacheck
Mus i". Rov Ross
15 Mins.; Friif 9:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WEVD, N. Y.
"The Most fot- Your Money."' is a

dramatized effort designed to inform
and educate the listener, regarding
the sOeciilc purposes of the OPA.
done by the OPA itself. At the end
of the dramatization heard (5), a

[

question -an -answer period gives lis-

1

teners an opnortunity to raise ques-
j

lions via mail.
This particular program stressed

j

the importance of keeping prices

down,'urging.- purchasers to report'

violators, "etc.: One incident proj-
\

el-ted the trials and tribulations of
|

ii family in which the .youngster is

ordered not to indulge in physicrl

exercise, in order, to save his shoes.

Then the OPA moderator went on to

say how, the administration counter-

acts such situations.

Script wrs iii elligcntly handled
and •punched home the need for con-

tinuing OPA. end for the paoplo to

support its iurisdictions for their

owii good. Production ; was comne-
tnntly- handled except for one weak
lii;k, namely a couple of performers.

Writt rs War Board. AFRA. and AFM
i Local 1102). That's not had oem-
pauv for any broadcaster to be found

alivu with. Cnrs-

t Radio Followup

It probably cost Ralph Edwards
several thousand dollars. But he

came, tip ' last Saturday (6). on h's

"Truth or Consequences'' with an-

other of his sock bits of showman-
ship that has long characterized the
stanza.

Edwards piped the* show into
Tokyo, for the first two-way short-
wave pickup 0ii a commercial pro-
gram, with the ''Consequence''
emanating from the Jap land to unite
a group of GIs with their kin
(sweetheart, son. wife, etc.) in the
Hollywood studio. It was a master-
ful bit of show biz technique, en-
hanced by pe.-i'cct -reception.-

' '"Boston Blarlcie" has left WOR
for once-a-we.k over WJZ (N. Y.)
for R & H Beer. Opening stanza (4)
dealt with the case of . the stolen
*200.000. West field diamond.

. There
were as many. comoUeations to the
story as .a diamond has face's, but
the 'first program lacked lustre.

Staticp.'ly pa::c-i. story was much
ado -about mil" :

'./ors, a murderess
raid Boston B'ftck'e. all trying lo gain
possession of gem for purpose of
'vcll'ng''. it had: to the ori"in;-.l end
le'"'itimate owner. The play was.
wriften rs <f the diamond had ro
value at all. And performances from
its star. Ri;:hsrd Kollmar,Were per-
i'untlo"y,

Howo cr, the R & If beer com-'
mrrcB'ls h: <' f 'o>--h body to them
to atouse lis.encrs" thirst.

"DETECT AND COLLECT"
With Fred L'tlal, rmi.ee; Don Ciu-

diiler, announcer
Wrifcis: t'aii .lampel, Ray llaivey,
Ksrbert Baker

Prociitc'.-: Mildred Fenton
Mus.c: Ted Raph
S(i Mins.; Thurs., 9:S0 p.m.
B. F. GOODRICH CORP.
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

(B. B. D. & O.)
Having puffed on. Old Golds

divoaghout the past summer, at cr

brief hiatus "Delect and Collect" re-
iuu's to its. network s.alus. and it

looks as if it'll even improve the
ini1eii.se considerably for B. F. Good-
rich Corp.. the new sponsor.

This Show is giminickful, too. Fred
Utl.al- warms up the contcs.ant by
asking him (or her) about . the
marital situation. He then goes into
routine: contestant is given five clues
to question. It he answers correctly
'on tlic first, he gets $50; on the sec-
ond. ?25; and . so on, $15, $5 and 5
cents. At end of each segment, a,

curl; in hiding an ex.ra prize for the
win'neii is opened to disclose a gigan-
tic display of the item corresponding
with correct answer. Wliere the
answer was popeprn, the extra gift

was a huge carton of same; where
answer was sidewalk, gift was bag
of -cement, etc. Each lime the curtain
wis divided, it. aroused huge laughter
from the studio audience. Major de-
ficiency is the anemic script provided'
for Ut'al, His timing is good, but
his intro -with each guest needs hypo-
ing.

. The 25-minute show has only, two
commercials, which is an achieve-
ment. However, Goodrich ge.s
around the situation by having Ut'.al

mention to the winning contestant
each time. "You're B. F. Goodrieher
by i wlia i.ever-l he - amount is)." The
ovchc/tral chains also "prevcnF'tRe
pro«va'm from skidding.. And Don
Gardiner's spiel about the batter
cjijfTi.y of Goodrich's synthetic tires

sounded confident.

FIBBER McGEE ft MOLLT
With Marian and Sim Jordan, Arthur

Q. Bryan, Gale Gordon, Bee Ben*
ardaret, The Kine's Men, Bllljr

Mills' orch;- Harlow Wilcox, an-
nouncer

Writers: Don Quinn, Phil Leslie
Producers: Frank Pittman, Harlan
Dunning

SO Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.
JOHNSON'S WAX
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.

<Necdhavi, Louis & Brorhy)
NBC's Tuesday night -

is now offi-
cially on the air. Fibber McGee
came back last week 12) with all his
old homey characteristics, as cock-
sure of himself as ever—and as ever
the foil for everyone, from the un-
derstanding Molly to Doc and the
family's friends. • •

•'

Nothing was missing from the
scene at 77 Wistful Vista, not even
the clanking, everful closet,' where
Fibber brought a heap upon his
head while looking for his air-raid
warden's helmet to eke out a rather
skimpy World War I uniform which
he was to wear to greet the hero re-
turning from World War II. He was,
as ever, a pretentious fool and, as
ever, really funny. The rest of the
old format was there; not a thing
new was added to the goings-on; it

was home again.

Billy Mills' orch gave out musi-
cally, making; no pretense of inter
grating with the story action, and
The King's Men put over "Along the
Navajo Trail" with verve and
rhythm. Harlow Wilcox did the plug
lor Johnson Wax and helped bring
nil otherwise enjoyable stanz-' to a
polished finish. Cats...

"MIDWESTERN IIAYRIDE*
Mux Condon, Ollie Jame<, Dolly

<:<>««( and Buccaneers, Bonnie Lou
» d Trailblaieers, Johnson Twins'.
Ti>. iter' I! others, Dan Riss; Willard
l.i'Viiy, announcer <

Wri'ers: JVive Brown, Ollie James
prodm e' -Direolor: Charles La miners
SO 'I'll?.; Sal., 6:S0 p.m.
S'OIIIO
WI.IV, Cine una li

.: .(ftlcCaan-EjHckson)

'Uj'P'D'f lis radio budget, for po.-t-

wi r biz. S'.r.ndard Oil of Ohio pickel j

a natujal in hopping on "Midwestern
i

Hi yr'iif" to supplement a long inn]
of y/eekclay. newscasts on WLW. The !

ly'lo'lly opry, which has an e.stab-
'

lis'ie l Sa ; t.ird: y evening auficoce i

built no over the years, was un-

'

fag'.'eri of late. It
.
has been pilis'itd

,

up some for the new serins and is i

bc'ig.rt'aved to WTAM, Cleveland,'
and, sUVriing Oct.: 21). to WSP'D.

|

ToU do. for extra Ohio sprinkling ;

v.'a XBC ou It ;?.
-''.

..
'

Btt'lt. fur audience, presentation, ;

the sho'w will be ti'oupcd over the
si E to. -,.:' ;. .

'•.

.
"Hayride" siandb.ys turned in

creitjii ble nerformances on s aiKla.rd i

mtis;c: l se lections which dominate '

the pattern. They are Max Condon. !

tenor; Dolly Good and the BUc-'j
cancers, vocal a M.d instru mental
eom'jo: Bonn e Lou. yodcling

.
war- ;

bier; Johilao.i Twins, i'e.mme harmo- .

n'z-.. s.a'id the Turner Broil-err. v '-o

si"" '.o their guitar and nv
picking. /Coll.

"DICK TRACY"
With Barry Thomson, John Grigj>s,
Mercedes McCambridife, Craig
MacDonald, Gil. Mack, James Van-
Dyke, Ralph Bell, Bob G >tfin; Ray

. Carter orch, Tom Rcddy, an-
nouncer ',.;'..:

Wriier: Sidney Slon
P odiicer: Hal James
Director: M'tchell Grayson
SO Mins.; Sat., 7:S0 p.m. .

'

TOOTSIE ROLLS
j

WJZ-ABC, N. V.

ilvey & EUlnotpn)
Dick Tracy is a wonderful guy.

' Evf-h while he's being .tcaicn by the
:
t'oliowers of the Flame Association

!
on his' fivc-days-a-wcek stint over

|
the srme netwo/k. Our multiTtalented

i de'tctive friend has enough charac-
; lor to lend himself to a new Satur-

I

dry evening show with a completely
.different story-line, format and audi-
! ence level appeal. Show will attract

j

heavy audience of adul s who grew
|
up knowing Tracy intimately via his

i com'estrib life, and haven't lost the
: habit of being amused by the action,

j

antics and romantics of their favor-
I i'e cop. •

:

j
What's more, from a strictly cn-

I
trrtainment viewioint, the show

!
stand Sturdily on its own two feet as

I

a h-ghlV amusing half-hour from start
to finish, including- commercials.
Vitamin " Flinthe.-.rt, the scene

stealer, does it again. With a John
Ea.i-rymorish touch, he softens the
serious aciioo. c'-oos up ,'n comic silu-
al.ions and al.so injects himself with'
gusto info the Toots^e Ralls pitch, all
with right well results.

' Profram eoni-ins a com pic "e Tracy
ac'vo.ptivo. e.-ch weckr . orcemcd (fi)

with '-The Man Who Wouldn't D'e."
a 1:1c of hlimo'-oi's tre-chery tvp'cal
of IN: antics of The Weasel and The
".rain, -whereby former tries to cheat
the "hotscat" with supojomenlary
coach inn by the latter. Unlike the
daHv serial. Pat Patton, Trrev's s'dc-
ki"k. didn't show no hi- this one.
En ire proceedings took an attrac-

tively flippant note: script; was well-
written, well-acted, well-produced.
Stanza is dandy,, should sell a lot of
cajKly.

"REUNION, U.S.A."
("Beachhead and tire Camnus")
With Frank Albertsoli, Lu^ene Put-
, tie, Lee Millar, Ram iay Hfll, Paul
MeVery, Allen Hewitt, Bill Walt*.
B..h Co|e. Jiine'Fo ay, Irvin Lee,
Pierre. Andre, ahhonncer .

W ile •: MlKMn Gelser
D j-p.ctor: Mike Stuart
Producer: Joe l.osey
Mus e: Basil Adlam
SO Mins.; Tues., 10:30 p.m.
.Sin ! Hill ill"'

wiz-ABC n. y. t " •;;

P' fore th's ser es took its summer
H' 'us, issues drama ir.-ed' for the
v r'ot s programs were -'o'.' .an. ex-
!« cf.e.tl nature. : That is. "Reunion.
U.S.A." was concerned more with the
nd v'.dual psycholo-'ical aspects of
file returning vet. The war i.s over,
-nd now "Reunion" has broadened
its si- nilicanee. The p- ogram brings
the war vet face to face with the
tact that, while the war Is over, the
fase'sfic acts- thotiaht killed along
w.th the dc-fca'cd have come into
s:«"tcr prominence.
The first, program (2) depicts an

' x'GT taking advantage of the GI
Bill of Rights by attending a college.
"Reumor." as a peacetime cru-

sr.der. has found its purpose. True,
the program's title now conveys
ironic connotations, but that should
nrovoke even more action among'the
weo's listeners.
Milton Gek'er's script, obtained for .

the nro»ram throu-ii the courtesy
of the Hollywood Writers' .Mobiliza-
tion, provided excellent material for
the whole cast. Mike Stuart's direc-
'lon was well balanced, emphasizing
the critical moments with due enio-
t on. never h.v.-:te-:c;:lly; The occa-
s

:on, of "Reunion" stirred hopes for
a better world.
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CBCs Net 1945 Income $5,498,356;

of Time Went (or Sustainers

Ottawa, Oct. 9,

For, the fiscal year ending March

31. 1945, Canadian Broadcasting

Corp.'s net income was 55.498.39U. in-

cluding $3,783,452' from license fees.

$1,039,159 from commercial airers.

Army Radio Huddle On
j

How to Win the Peace
;

Task of formulating a suitable

and $75,785 from miscellaneous, ac- I format and content for post-victory

cording to CBC annual report tabled
| air shows apparently isn't as easy

in the House of Commons.

Report to date has not been rcr

leased in complete form for publica-

tion, but the parliamentary excerpts I the curtain on the

included this additional information: , service show
Opening of the Dominion web lip-

ped network mileage, with single

net figure at .9.078 miles., of which

1,477 is French language, but with

both/ Trans-Canada and Dominion
operating, total mileage is upped by

4,515 to a total ot 13.594.

as was at first supposed. As a re- ,

suit, the Armed Forces Radio Service

unit, which has already rung down
irow-obsoiete

on the networks, in-

cluding the crrlss-lhe-boaid CBS
afternoon "Service Time" scries, is

still pretty much up in the air on
how to slant its post -V-J program-
ming. ::; :,; I .

A number of presentations have
|

been" prepared by seripter-slaffers

During its fiscal year. 54,902 pro- |
assigned to the. AFRS

;
unit ..in

j

grams ( 10.040.06 hours) were aired, of ' New York; with Cnpl. Joe Thorn p- .

which 80.4', was sustaining, the rest I
son. who recently stepped in as sue- I

commercial. Of the sustainers. 85'.: ( eessor to Major Andre Bartich as

were CBC originated. 8.9', on ex- .''head of the Unit, currently huddling

change basis with United / States j

with Army brasshats in Washington

webs, and 6,1', from the British On a solution to the problem,

,

Broadcasting Corp. ;!'.>'." '•.:': -T
: ~'~ '

"Light" music (semi-classical, hill-

billy, swing band) took up 39.3', of

sustaining time: news commentators.
19.5',. -Special attention went to

shows dealing with postwar adjust-

ment and re-establishment. CBCs
programming policy stressed proper

balances between entertainment and
information, appointment being an-
nounced oif an editor on CBC central
newsroom staff to handle federal
political news exclusively.

Report touched the uncomfortable

'This Life' Is Your*
The CBS-produced "This Life

Is Mine" sustainer recently

went off the air. For nearly

two years the network nursed it

along, took great care aiid

patience' with it, gave it top

production values and within

the trade it had gained distinc-

tion as a prestige show. But

nobody was interested in buying

it, so it scrammed out of ' the

CBS picture.
, .

Yet the moment it went off

the air, all its component parts

—including writers, director, ac-'.

tors—were grabbed up for other

commercial airers. Addy Rich-

ton and Lynn Stone, its writers,

were scooped up for "Valiant

Lady," Nancy Sheridan, the ac-

tress, was given the lead in

"Valiant," an agency picked up
actor Mike Fitzmaurice. and so

on down the line.

Bedford Battle Brews

About Basil Brewer
Washington. Oct. 9.

Knock-down fight is looked for

here jn connection with the applica- I

tion filed Friday (5) by the South-
eastern Massachusetts Broadcasting

|

Co.. to put a standard station in Bed
ford. Mass.

I

Only station there now is owned
matter of pronunciation of foreign by Basil Brewer, who also operates
names in news airers. and promised the town's newspaper and has suc-
a "compromise." adding "announcers

j
deeded i«: warding off competition

should sound neither ignorant nor thus far. Backing the proposed new
consciously superior!"

j
station is Max Kramer, who was ex-

. rfttjv. ~±-^.%*t^MSmj^^^^g'^:.%-'-' .. .
The.

!
AFL. CIO and othei group,., it. the

area are supporting the application.'Scope* Airs Steel
.Johannes Steel. WHN news analyst,

will be sponsored by Reader s

Scope mag on WHN. beginning Oct.

15. Mondays. Wednesdays and 'Fri-

day*. 7:45-8 p.m.
Steel, foreign editor for the mag.

is sponsored by" the Parker Watch
Co. Tuesdays and Thursdays, same
time.

P&G-Miles Deal For

'Queen' Set by Kobak
Hollywood, Oct. 9,

Miles Laboratories (Alka Seltzerl

and Procter and Gamble (Duz. have
inked contracts for dual sponsorship

of Don Lee-Mutual "Queen For
A Day." with Miles taking over full

half-hour program five times week-
ly Oct. 29.

P&G moves into sharing spot Dec.

31. Ed Kobak, Mutual prexy. will

work out rotation of segments with

clients, and sponsorship of preferred

second half will be alternated on
daily basis.

Brewer achieved national note

about a year ago when he sponsored
full-page ads in metropolitan news-

j

papers across the country, attack-

ing President Roosevelt. The mat-
ter was considered for investigation

by the House campaign expenditures
committee last fall, but nothing
came of it.

Dale Morgan to D.C.
Washington. Oct. 9,

Dale Morgan, who has been., spe-
»v»nt* annnnneor tm-.h|Jp-l>.v.

Broadcasting *C&rlfgtm 9mk Cm.'
New York, shifts to WOL. Washing-
ton, effective Oct. 15. Morgan has

been with the Cowles radio interests

for 10 years, having started at

KRNT, Des Moines.

At WOL he will handle a street

interview show, and also share the

emcee spot with Russ Hodges on a

new. two-hour, afternoon variety

show.

WCP0
CINCINNATI'S NEWS STATION

U1CP0
CINCINNATI'S NEWS STATION

REPRESENTED]

! U
THE

BRANHAM

CO.

JAKOBSON TO PRODUCE

CHI LONGHAIR AIRER
Chicago. Oct. 9.

Lou Jakobson. who recently left

lure to locate in California, is being
produce the Chi-
Orchestia weekly

. concerts which make their

debut over station WCFL on Oct. 24

under the sponsorship of the Chi-
cago Title and Trust Co. Concerts
will be heard Wednesday evenings;
8-9 o'clock. :

/:','

Series, which will continue well
into the slimmer of 1940, tees oft at

the Studebaker theatre, with the fol

brought back to

eago Symphony
radio

FCC Segues Into

AVCO-WiWRde
Washington. Oct. 9.

FCC announced last Wednesday
1
CI) that it will withhold action an.
all license transfers until it adopts

: rules along the lines laid clown in

|

the majority decision in the AVCO-
Crosley transfer involving WLW.

i
Plan suggested was that, when a

i
deal is consummated, its terms will

j
be made public, and others will be

i
able to bid for the station on identi-

lowtug stints to the broadcast from
, ca , terms . Then FCC wo ',

d d<!t
..

the Eighth Street theatre beginning i mine which prospective purchaser°cl
-
31

-
. can do the best job in the public in-

Business was placed by Earle Liid- 1 tcrest.

gin & Co., with orchestra represent-
. However, in eases where prosncc

ed by the W. Biggie Levin office.

Miller Reviews
- Continued from page 2» s

,
live purchasers do not care to wait,

j

they will be permitted to go ahead
! if ihey voluntarily accept the prin-
ciple of the proposed rule and agree
that their case should be considered
in accordance with it. ;

everything was hurried. At the N.Y.
luncheon-meeting the same good
impression he had made right

thiough Europe, from Loudon to

Paris to Berlin, Frankfort, Cannes
and Rome, was manifest.

Judge Miller remarked that his
impressions of British radio centered
on the dearth of talent, and that if

any U. S. radio actors ever fancy
they're - having a tough time • they
should see what happens with the
state-controlled British Broadcasting
Corp. Talent. .

In France, the NAB prez re-
called, there is an absence of talent
for the reason that the Nazis had
chased the patriotic French radio I

actors away, and with the Liberation
the Free French outlawed those
remaining on the radio as suspected
collaborationists. In Germany the
various zones of occupation were
seeking out anti-Nazi talent as part

reeducate

NAB-FMBI Weld Plan

Advanced by Compact
Washington, Oct. 9.

Consolidation of NAB and FM
Broadcasters. Inc.. appears to be
cinched for the near future. FMBI
directors, meeting in Chicago Oct.

20, arc expected tCj approve the
resolution recently (2) adopted by
,NAB and FMBI reps, which estab-
lished a basis for the welding.
Under the merger there would be

an FM division in NAB, functioning
with its own staff and own board of
directors.

,

:'".'•' •'

The NAB committee working on
the deal is .composed ot Paul W.
Morency. WTIC; Leslie Johnson,
WHBF; and Frank Stanton. CBS.
Representing FMBI are Wayne Coy,
Gordon Gray and Cecil Mastin.

program to reeducate the
... .he democratic'^

Washington. Oct. 9.
life. ..

.

In Rome there was seemingly
good young talent, chiefly vocal and
instrumental, but there, too. Rome
Radio was (1) weighed down with
700 employees, when only 10"J were
needed, and <2>, holdovers from
the Mussolini regime were still in
high places.

The Judge said the best radio in
Europe was being supplied by the
Armed Forces Network, i.e. the Of
shows, which now. that they are
being limited, are causing the civil-
ian population in all countries to
miss them terribly. It also shows
up British radio even worse by con-
trast as the AFN shows have been
reduced.
Judge Miller humorously dwelt on

the rugged trip of the broadcasters
during their month abroad stress-
ing the day shift and the "night
shift," and the "talent" being signed
up, especially along the Riviera
where the boys were busy with their
notebooks and phone numbers.
The NAB prexy sentimentally re-

viewed the audience with the Pope
the humility of the Pontiff, and his
collaboration in helping get better
light for a picture in his library
Also our GIs' relations with the
Russians; the schoolroom technique
with elementary classroom books to
reeducate the Nazi youth's minds-
and the big postwar problem of
getting information to all Europe
This is where radio and all com-
munications have a never-ending re-
sponsibility.

.
?

Murray Grabhorn. prez .ot.. the
KbL, turned the proceeding* of fhe
day over to Col. Kirby who lorded
over the dais with the following'
Gladys Swarthout '(who sang the
National Anthem). Niles Trammel!.
Edgar Kobak, Paul Kesten. Chet
LaRoche and the Europe-trotting
guests of honor: Judge Miller, Mark
Woods. Joe Ream, Bill Hedges. BobSwexey Col Harry Wilder. Martin
Campbell flair McCollough. Morris
Novik, John Fetzer, Jack Alicoate
•Toe Csida, Sol Taishoff and this re-
porter Only one of the "Sad SacksKom Saks 5th Avenue" was missin"

Leonard Reihsch. President Tru-man s radio advisor, who was
grounded in Washington on White
House business.
A suprise topper was a handsome

inscribed silver-plate presented by
the 15 junketeers to Col. Kirby their
escorting officer, who, for once, was
completely caught speechless.

NAB will create a committee to

study the proposal for a Pan-Ameri-
can Association of Commercial
Broadcasters.

Suggestion came up at the Rio In-

ter-American Radio Conference last

month.

rSllfc •

MANY PRODUCTS FOU

„c
r^yer Lieul. Comd,'..

USNR, has been put on the inactive
Ik after three years in the Navy
He returns to BBD&O. with whom
he was affiliated before' enlisting.
While in uniform Cuinings was in
charge of the Navy radio office in
N. Y.

KMOX
ST. LOUIS

VICK'S

PRODUCTS

GEORGE E. HALLEY
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTCL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY, MO.

JAM ARTHUR I CHURCH rROPUCIONO^
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"AMERICAN" ADVERTISING AGENCIES
and the

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

For outstanding work in promotion, KXOK has again received the annual
American Broadcasting Company Award, presented to affiliated stations

throughout the nation whose overall merchandising and promotion program
is, in the opinion of the leading advertising agencies, outstanding in every
respect. KXOK once again has been designated as a leading and
enterprising "American" affiliate. A "promotion-minded" station

is a successful station. Results for advertisers attest to the

success of KXOK's complete promotion plan.

ts • Full TimeKXOK
ST. LOUIS—1. MISSOURI

Operated by the St.

American Brc
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From the Production Centres

|\ mW YORK CITY ...
Ai t Blown. WHN (N.Y.t disk" jockey . up froin Washington's WOL. has

been unable to got a place to flop, so is using a couch in his .studio; . . .John

I) livmcs. formerly .sales exec: with WNEW and deputy chief of the OWI
domestic radio bureau, has joined the Biow agency as business., manager

of the radio department. . . .Distinction of being nominated by some in the

trade as '-the: "unknown seripter of the . year" is Norman Williams, of

Toronto, whose play. "Judgment,'' has won a Writers War Board Script

of the Month citation, although it nor any of his scripts has been aired

either iti this country or in Canada. '•'

".
; Ardis Servoss. Martha Willard. Maurice Franklin r'ew trio oil "Amanda .

'

... .Henry Neely. Helen Cheat. and Ruth Gales new to "Barry Cameron";,..

Joseph Boland and Lylc Siidrow added to "David Harum '. . .
.Ara Gerald

joins "Stella Dallas" players. . . . Andree Wallace and Michael Fitxmauriee

added to "Backstage Wife". .

..Katharine Ri'ht. Jean Gillespie are new duo

on "Front Page Fariell". . . . NABET has moved its nat't headquarters from

Washington to Brooklyn.;

Al Durante; publicity director pt J. Waller Thompson,, left last Monday
for a three-week trek of 15 cities, with last stop Lbs Angeles. .-. Cyril

AYmbrister. director ot "Terry and the Pirates" returned from a Bahamas

vacation. . . Elaine P.ost has been added to the easi er the NBC serial.

"Jusl Plain Bill" in the role Of "Leila Voting". ... .Anne-Marie Caver on

''Mr. D. A." tonight (10). . . .Johnny Olson, m.c. producer of ABC's "Ladies

Be Seated." afternoon audience participating show, has been conducting

the show in a wheelchair, having fallen and sprained his ankle last week
while the program was on the air William Kccne doing the lead i "Dr.

Saut.id.ers"> on WOR's television show. "The Spiders' Web." tonight 1 10

1

.... .Radio actor Stephen Chase left Monday (8) for Montreal to start re-

hearsals in legiter. "Strange Fruit." He is featured as "Preacher . piiri-

woodie." •,;"

Jimmy Durante-Garry Moore Show, after last Friday's broadcast from
Philly for the local War Chest, originates next two shows 1 12-191 from
Boston and Chi.- also for the local community drives. . . .Lillian Stone, as-

sistant to William R. Seth. promotion director of NBC's Radio Recording

division, has resigned to join the publicity department of the Irwin Zlowe
ad agency ... .Charles Irving, who plays lead in CBS' "Young Dr. Malyno,"
which originates from N. Y.. has to commute between N- V. and Chi., be-

cause of previous program commitment at latter for few more weeks ...

Hal Davis, formerly correspondent in the Navy, and before that head o:

his own publicity office, has joined Kenyon 8c Eckhardt, ma radio flackery

chief Bunny Koehler, of Compton ad agency, offered editorial post on

a woman's mag Jean Shimp Dunn, radio writer at Compton ad agency,

resigned to join husband, Sgt. Bert Dunn, stationed at Utah. .. .Nestor

Chayres, singer on MBS' "Starlight Serenade," will make his concert debut

at Town Hail. Dec. 14.

Henry Stampleman, executive secy of Scholastic Sports Institute, the

father, of another boy, the third. .. .American Red Cross seeking 10 actors

lo make JO one-minute transcriptions depicting what the ARC did1 during

the vvarv and what it is doing now. Wants vets, at AFRA rales Frank

Barton, formerly with N. W. Ayer ad agency, has been appointed manager

ot Benton & Bowles' radio department; he will work with Walter Craig,

veepee.

The Arnold Hartleys, he's program director of WOV (N. Y.I, are parents

of new daughter. Claudia, born, at Mt. Sinai hospital. Chicago Red
I Nichois has been added to Will Osborne's band heard on Abbott & Costello

show'.'.. . .Noel Gerson and Nancy Douglas, both on "The Listening Post,"

skeddedtb get married shortly ... .Dick Forrest, formerly radio writer*

I
producer, and more recently with Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., has joined

Scholastic Sports Institute as promotion manager. .. .William Strosahl,

formerly art director at J. Walter Thompson,' has been made a veepee

at William Esty. ad agency.
.
.:._.'-

'

l!S HOLLYWOOD . ... .

Jim Andrews completed his severance from Lennen & Mitchell by turn-

ing over production. of "Nero Wolfe" on Don Lee skein to T. Wells. He'll

now .give his all to Paramount as a producer.v. .Bill Ryan's fast trip east

may settle a lot of things for KF1, mainly: .its affiliate relations with NBC.
He'll also go to Washington to put up a tight for the station's clear channel

. ..Jack Van Noslrand' around for six weeks to look in on RuthraufT &
Ryan entries'! . . .Walter Craig winged in for a week's stay. . . .Nat Wolff

writing and selling scripts like mad, the latter phase being in his push-

over 'territory'. . . .American is so cramped for studio space that "What's
Doin' Ladies?" had to be shunted to Frisco for a week Bill Stiihlcr

dusted back to New York but without the autograph of Bing Crosby for

Colgate next, season to replace. Kay Kyser, who goes over the hill to

American Tobacco.
Jerry Devine in town for three broadcasts of "This Js Your FBI" and a

|
series of huddles with Hollywood members of Radio Directors Guild..,.

}
True Boardmiin out of the Army and brushing aside air writing offers

j
until after his civilian reorientation period has passed ... .Keystone het-

I
work transferred Elaine Gdnda here from New York to direct all program

! activities. .. .Jack Douglas hopped east to rejoin Kay Kyser as writer-

|
comic .... Dresser Dahlstcacl resumed as chief announcer at American

; after time out for war work.
'

|. Dorothy Diet/-, now Dick Mack'.s production assistant on the Joan Davis
show.. ..Bob Burns having a boat built that sleeps 11 and has: a cruising

radius of 5,000 miles. . . .Dick Joy in Palm Springs supervising construction

of his new desert station. KMC.I., . .Radio lights to any selection of Book of

the Month Club have been acquired by Don Clark of BBD&O for "This Is

My Best."

Henry Legler hopeful of landing Bing. Crosby for sixth of the Danny
Kaye in-absentia scries. "Easy Aces" will be followed by Burns and Allen,

Jack Benny and "Duffy's Tavern". . . John Swallow, veteran of Coast radio

production, is lied in with a grouo that has made application to FCC for a

IIS CHICAGO ...
Clint SVmlcy. assistant to Gene Rouse. ABC program chief, back on the

job after a two-month leave of absence due to ill health. . . .Carnation Con-
tented House adds 80 stations latel' in the month.

Helen Mary Knox. WBBM continuity writer, resigned last . week to

join KPHO. Phoenix, as a commentator. .. .Eileen Oberling. former assist-

ant program director at WIND, joined the North Central Broadcasting
Company last week as publicity-promotion director. . . Elliott Robertson.
NBC central division staffer, switched to the production staff as a pro-
duction director last week..

Robert Hibbard. WON newsroom, on military leave with the Army, has
received his discharge. .. .Rosemary Gaibell and Kay Miller have been
added to the cast of Tina and Tim.
Jane Burious. formerly of WAGA. Atlanta. Ga.. has been added lo the

WBBM continuity stall. Laurel to Fillbraudt succeeds Marjorie Hahiion
in "Bachelor's Children" Oct.' 29. Miss Hannoh, who has been in the

serial since 1935. is retiring from radio to devote full lime to her family
.....William Ray, NBC Central division news and special events director,

bedded with a cold. . . .Mark Woods, prexy American Broadcasting Com-
pany, expected here this week. ,. .Ralph Howard Peterson, WMAQ-NBC
commentator, and Elizabeth Hart, WMAQ woman's announcer, will ad-
dress the news broadcasting class of Medill School of Journalism, North-
western University. Oct. 27.

Radio Writers Guild

Gets Pay Adjustment;

ti

The War Labor Board has given
the green light to the networks for
a readjustment of salary differences

involving the Radio Writers Guild,
a matter that's been pending for
many months. As a result, CBS has
already effected a settlement.which
involves retroactive pay dating back
to January, 1944, and which

. mounts
up, in the instance of some script-
ers. to as much as $2,800.

War Labor Board took the posi-
tion that, since it was an agreement
entered into between the networks
and the Guild, it would, in effect,

adopt; « hands-off policy.

Eastern region of the Scripters'
Guild will hold Its annual meeting
in N. Y.. Oct. 30, concurrent with
national Guild confab:

During meeting, members will
vote on the slate of officers recom-
mended by the nominating commit-
tee. Nominees are: Sam Moore for
national president; Peter Lyon for
vice-prexy, of eastern region; for
eastern regiom council: Georgia Lee
Lay ton. Priscilla. Kent, Erik Bar-
nouw. Robert Newman. Robert Ar-
thur; Doris Halman. Morris Hast-
ings, Robert Colwell, Julian Funt,
Sheldon Stark, Lynn Stone, .Daisy
Amour-y. Morton Levine, Jerry De-
Vine, Elaine Carringlon. .lacK C. Wil-
son. For Authors' League Council:
Barnouw. Carl Bixby. Clifford Gold-
smith. Stuart Hawkins, Newman,
Kenneth Webb.

Urge Texas Educators

Get in On FM Before

Allocations All Taken Up
Austin. Tex.. Oct. 9.

Texas educators' attending a 'con-

ference here were .urgfied to take

advantage of frequency modulation

I. radio before all the channels allo-

cated by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission for noncommercial

|
education use are all taken up.

The conference, sponsored by the
Slate Department of Education.;
A. & M. college and the University'!
of Texas., was called for. the purpose
of studying the planning, licensing
and utilization ot FM ' educational
radio' stations.

Dr. W. B. Levenson. directing
supervisor lor radio in the Cleveland
public schools, declared the experi-
ence of the Cleveland schools was
that FM was superior to standard
broadcasts for schoolroom purposes.
Cleveland changed to FM in 1940:
At a preconference meeting of the

temporary state committee. Byron
Winstcad of A&M expressed the de-
sire pf those who instigated the
meeting to obtain legaslative action
to set up an FM radio commission
completely out of politics.

Until legislative action can be
taken, a permanent council on FM
radio for education will be recom-
mended. by..lhe conference. It will
serve all interests in providing in-
formation and seeking ttie estab-
lishment of a stale educational FM
network, according to John W.
Gunstream, director of radio and
visual education for the State Dept.
of Education and ohairmarri of the
conference.

Roberts, Sanders Again

Head Chi Execs' Club
Chicago, Oct. 9.

Harlow Roberts and Hildred Sand-
ers were re-elected as president aud

|

secretary of the Chicago Radio Man-
agement Club at the oganization's

luncheon meeting last week. Roberts,

who is v.p. ol'Goodkind, JoiceA Mor-
gan, was returned .as prexy ot the

club by acclamation! Other new of-

ficers ere, Margaret Wylie, of J.
Walter Thompson, vice-president:
John Carey, of. Station WIND, treas-
urer; Kay Kennedy. Holman Faust,
Ilari'y Oilman. Mark Smith, trustees.

Merritt Sehoenfejd. assistant gen-
eral manager of ABC' (Blue) here,

was commissioned to -have a peti-

tion drawn up' "in behalf of the

CRMC for submission to the City

Council, protestig against the ordi-
nance that keeps Chicago on day-
light saving time a' month alter the
rest ot the nation returns to. stand-
ard lime. Unless the ordinance, is
rescinded, the same chaotic condi-
tion of -programming, prevalent here
this month because of the law, will
have to be gone through again next
year. Report of Art Haare. retiring
treasurer, showed the club in good
financial condition.

Time forblast ing tales curves upward

is the Liml of lime Weed & Company

station* offer ami Weed men sell.

Time buyers across the nation relyon

Weed for help in spotting hot mar-

Lets and influencing them through

lopnolch availabilities.

W E E D

Manogsmant

LAWRENCE GOLDEN
745 Filth Av*nv. • N«w V.r'h M. N »

DeMarcos' New Wax
Tin.' DeMarcos will cut some new

platters lor Dan Tuthill at NCAC
for their new radio scries, now that
Emit Coleman is back in New York.

Latter, long al Charlie Morrison's
Mocai.nbo, Hollywood, is now en-
sconsed at the Waldorf-Astoria, N.'Y.

mm®.
"Where Dun and Brads&reel
meet Weeper and Creakyf



How good a timeboyer are yon?
WOR here presents a quiz that should be a snap for any agency

timebuyer. The score? Nine correct answers equal 100%. If

you guess more than five correctly—tear out the page and keep it.

1. The man surrounded is:

a. Champion father of Iowa
Jb. Famous child entertainer

c. Bicycle commissioner of Brazil

d. Summer Santa Claus

4. This happy couple are:

a. On a Mexican honeymoon
b. Making money at breakfast

c. Making an industrial film

d. Your next door neighbors

7. This paper is:

a. Clue in a murder case

b. A passport to profits

c. The Manhattan agreement

d. Darby's Statement

2. Couple alighting from plane are:

a. Famous American radio team
b. Shipwrecked movie scenarists

c. Mary Locke & Jim Young
d. TWA's press agents

3. These people are observing:

a. A homemade atom-charger

b. Ingenious delivery service

c. Holiday announcement
d. Political rally

5. 250 of these trucks are carrying:

a. Inoculated parrots

b. An important station poster

c. More than they're able

d. Coals to Newcastle

6. This man is:

a. A well-known program director

b. Owner of a New York nitery

c. Famous for show creation

d. An Indiana veterinarian

8. This structure is:

a. Spiders' playland

b. Molecule, seen sideways

c. Walt pinger

d. Coney Island ride

9. The man above is:

a. A macaroni tester

b. Owner of Snike's Inn

c. Weaving a Persian rug

d. Plugging in programs

U8WI1S
1. The man is WOR's Uncle Don, renowned

child salesman. Persuaded '.4-million children

to open hank accounts for one sponsor; in a

few months sent 95,834 kids into dealers' stores.

2. Bessie Beatty & Bill Santer whose WOR
listeners run into hundreds of thousands a day.

Of whom Ruthrauff & Ryan wrote. •People do

not realize their commercials are commercials.
-
'

3. Ingenious WOR is. caught in the act of

hoisting food to stranded station personnel

during elevator strike. WOR is noted for hoist-

ing sponsors' sales with equal aplomb.

4. They sre WOR's "Dorothy & Dick" whose

deft morning show originates in their home
and creates thousands of sales for sponsors

Jn thousands of other homes from day to day.

5. These Railway Express trucks parade mid-

1own Manhattan with eye-catching WOR
• posters. They help up the public response to

sponsors' shows and thus reduce a low cash

investment.

6. The man is Norman Livingston, WOR's
saleswise, versatile program director. Credit

!iim with a schedule that xvorks wonders for the

sponsor and presents wonders to the listener.

7. The paper is so iindramalic a thing as a

WOR time contract. But many's the product

it's launched whose story is far from iindra-

malic. We have 102 such stories.

8. Up-from-under shot of one of WOR's
.'Wi5-ft. transmitting lowers. It plays a big

part in pinging your commercial into 7 great

stales containing more than 4 V»00,UOO homes

w ith radios.

9. WOR engineer pulling a patch cord into

jack on master control board. Through these

lines pass some of the most resonant shows in

radio; we mean, power-full VtOR's, of course.
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Pan-American Assn. Formed at Rio

To Push 'Democracy of the Air

Rio do Janeiro, Oct.-9:

While official Argentine delegates

to the Intel--American Telecomuni-

cations Conference, which opened at

Rio do Janeiro on Sept. 6, huddled

on technical matters and allowed the

private, commercial broadcasters no
share in the talks, the network execs

got together privately and formed a

Pah-American Broadcasters' Assn.

This new association will band to-

gether all the continental radio- out-

lets and groups with a view to mu-
tual protection, and with the special

aim of presenting a solid front

against individual government at-

tempts to restrict full democracy and
freedom of the air. ;V :

The Pan-American Broadcasters'

Assn. immediately set to work and is

drafting a : "Declaration of Princi-

ples" which must be submitted to

the respective national broadcasters'

association for approval. Once full

agreement has been reached on this

draft declaration, a conference of

private broadcasters will be held at

Havana about the middle of March.
1940.

Meanwhile, radio execs got ac-

quainted and many plans were
mulled over for international broad-
casts, exchange of technical infor-

mation, programs and talent. The
conference certainly afforded a

unique opportunity for closer hernia

sphere relations in the radio field.

Argentine radio execs attending

the conference were also busy look-

ing over the Brazilian talent field

with an eye to next radio season,

so one result may be a trek of top-

flight Brazilian entertainers to the

Argentine market. Snag is that Rio

de Janeiro casinos make such a huge
rake-off at the tables and from tour-

ist trade that they can afford to

bankroll talent at what amounts to

prohibitive fees from the Buenos
standpoint. As Buenos Aires has no
casinos, and the mammoth Mar del

Joan Brooks' USO Work
To Hypo Her CBS Spot
CBS programming dept. has okayed

a budget hike for the Joan Brooks

late-evening cross-the-board sus-

tainer and the show now undergoes

a drastic overhauling and format re-

vision.

New quarter-hour (11:15-11:30)

program will feature a dramatic in-

sert highlighting Miss Brooks' ex-
periences during her recent USO
tour overseas. Idea of spotlighting

USO performers on a regular net-

work program and building a show
'around' the ''soldiers in greasepaint"
has long been the aim of Bob Kerr,
husband and manager of Miss
Brooks, with the show biz morale
contribution now being integrated
into Miss Brooks' show.

Plata seacoast casino is only open in

the shimmer months, it's not possible

to combine casino and radio work as

in Rio. However, Argentine radio
execs are hoping that prospect of a

couple of months of good juicy Ar-
gentine beefsteaks daily will per-
suade the ration-hungry Carioeas to

accept less dough and greater com-
fort.. '

-

New Moppet Show Down

For 13-Week Chicago Run
Chicago, Oct. 9..

Believed to be the first radio pro-
gram of ils kind in the country

—

an airer written and produced by
grammar school kids

—"Quizdown"
goes on the air here for 13 weeks
starling Saturday morning (13) over
station WLS. It's sponsored by
the Chi Daily Times and is writer
Carol Moody's brainchild.

Mrs. Moody's idea, based on the
premise that there ought to be shows
by and for kids on the air. was sub-
mi tied to both the Tiroes and WLS,
who went for it because of its pro-
motional value. Most moppet pro-
grams, WLS concluded after a Sur-
vey, are for kids over the 6th grade
age. so they figure this one will get

them a new audience.
It's circulation gimmick for the

daily, to whose "Times-WLS Radio
Quizdown Editor" kids who want
to appear on the air must send
essays entitled "What I Like Best in

School." Best essays will get six kids
a week on the air to compete in the
half-hour contest, -which will be con-
ducted in the manner of an old-
fashioned spelldown.

• ADVERTISING Must pace progress

Advertising

brought CHICAGO

to SAUK CENTER!

TO A. Montgomery Ward, a drygoods salesman

who founded Montgomery Ward & Co. in

1872, goes the credit for bringing the big city

store to the smallest hamlets. It was Ward who
distributed the first mail order catalog, a little

100-page book three and a half by five inches in

size. Dwarfing that first little book, today's

Montgomery Ward catalogs run to more than

1000 pages and millions of copies. They sell

shoes and automobile batteries, garden hose and

dress goods. They bring Chicago to Sauk Center,

and its sister villages the nation over.

In the DISTRIBUTION DEC

Must Make Buying Still Easier 1

X TICTORY on the Fighting Fronts

Y must be followed by victory on the

Economic Front if our nation is to enjoy

continued prosperity. America's most

powerful armament in the coming Dis-

tribution Decade will be Advertising.

Manpower, materials, money and manu-

facturing facilities will be available in

abundance. So will the markets. But the

leading role in creating the demand among

consumers to keep the wheels whirring

falls to Advertising.

More than creating a demand for goods,

Advertising must also keep these demands

parallel to our ability to produce. Failure

on either count would mean a slump in

buying power, accompanied by unemploy-

ment and eventual depression.

The blueprints for victory on the Eco-

nomic Front already are being drawn—in

WLW)
on Of rwt CTOHtr cotwmrioit

the nation's advertising agencies and at the

Nation's Station, WLW. Advertising did it

before—and will do it again—better. So

when the time arrives, alert agency men

will be ready for the Distribution Decade.

The Nation's Station will be ready, too;

ready to go into action—with new, factual

data on how to move merchandise in the

4-State market that is WLW-Land,
'

DIVISION

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION

RADIO EYES 'ABIE'S' AS
PICTURE PLANS MATURE
When it was disclosed that Bins

Crosby, Anne Nichols and Edd e
Sutherland were considering making
a Mm of Miss Nichols' "Abie'sS
Rose," advertisers throughout the
country evinced interest in revivina
the radio series ot that name. Procter
& Gamble sponsored "Abie's Irish
Rose" on the air and dropped it.

The producers interested " in a
picturizalion of "Abie's Irish Rose-
will not permit the radio serial to
go back on the air until the film has
been completed. .

Radio Labor
55 Continued from page 2S —

means labor has a good chance to
spot stations up and clown the land.

Present attention has been con-
centrated on the set-up of regular
commercial and educational net-
works. However, if labor does get
enough station on the air. there is a
good possibility of a labor FM web.
The nation's big unions are well
heeled, and there is more where that
conies from via an occasional assess-
ment. So that the fact that they
might lose money on wire tolls by
occasionally hooking up spread-out
Stations for a political or labor net-
work show should not bother the
unions 10.6 much.

FCC Rights Limited

As FCC operates now, it has no
right to question any other business
or work in which an applicant may
Ue_e.agageiL_ia deciding whether he
is suitable to run a station. The re-

cent AVCO transaction made that

crystal clear. Hence there is nothing
to stop labor from coming into the
business, so long as -it- can-afford to-
foot the bill.

The ILGWU applications filed to-

day are something novel in broad-

easting, different from..wbat UAW is

planning, it was explained by Fred-
erick F. Umhcy. executive secretary

of ILGWU. Umliey explained the

proposed setup to a press- confer-

ence.
'

ILGWU will create four Unity
Broadcasting Corps, one for each
station. Each would have 100 shares
of stock authorized, of which only
three would be issued immediately.

Each station would operate inde-
pendently under its own officers.

ILGWU would advance $50,000
apiece to the stations in Philadel-
phia. Boston and Chattanooga, and
$100,000 to the New York outlet for
a building fund to get them started.

On top of that. David Dubinsky,
president of ILGWU. and Umhey
have agreed that equal amounts will

be held in the background ready to

be advanced to the stations for op-
erating expenses if needed.

However, the major plan is to sell

stock in each station to local unions
and civic groups in each commu-
nity. ILGWU is willing to sell at least

51 percent of the stock to local com-
munity interests.- Thus the stations

would go under local control. Mean-
time, in order to assure local con-

trol, two^of the initial three shares

issued will go to the local units of

ILGWU in the cities where the sta-

tions operate, with the national

union holding the, third share;

Discussing programming with

newsmen, Umhey said that no sta-

tion will sell more than 50°i of the

time for commercial sponsorship. At
least half, and probably more, of the

time will be allocated for cultural,

sustaining programs, which is more
than any radio station in the United
States gives for that purpose today*

he said.

Sustaining time will bo devoted to

news, education, health shows,

music, youth programs, etc. One
planned feature is local round tables

at which prominent citizens will dis-

cuss local issues. An idea araorg

ILGWU people in Chattanooga is to

top . oft the musical programs each

year With one or more scholarships

to outstanding local talent.

Umhey said the purpose of sell-

ing time would be "to keep our

losses down to zero."
He declared the union wants' to

make the stations "the most articu-

late town-meeting hall, the outstand-

ing music hall, the most attractive

cultural center in their localities."

One newsman asked Umhey
whether ILGWU could foot the nec-

essary bill. He replied that the

union balance sheet, filed with FCC,

shows $6,000,000 ready cash, and that

dues- come to about $2,000,000 a year.

Mafcus Cohn, former FCC attor-,

ney, is handling the applications

here for ILGWU.
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Argent. Dictator Reshuffles Radio

Directorate, But Old Tricks Remain
Montevideo, Sept. 25, >

Surpri.se action was .taken .fay

Argentina's military regime last

week-end (15) when the Under-secre-

tarial iif Press and Propaganda, a

de partment subsidiary to the ;Min»

jsfry of tlje Interior which controlled

tin- entire press, radio and entertain-

ment lields, was "intervened." This

is t bo term used locally to denote

a ••clirr.up."

The action affected ' the press see-

rttary. Oscar Lomulo (several of

relatives .
are banc! leaders);

riiieclor of entertainment. Alfredo

Bolognisi-; director of propaganda,
' Mnnoz 'Aspiri: and the radio diree-

tur. Oscar N.ieol'mi. .
'.•";•

All these men belonged to a group

installed in office by, the Argentine

Vije-Piesidcnt. War Minister and

Label' Secretary, Col. Juan Domingo
Periin, or through their connection

wi'.h persons closely connected with

him, Aspiri (known as "Propaganda

Asi'inn") for instance, had been

script . writer for--the—actress—Eva
Duitrto. and as such so impressed

Pe;on that lie appointed him gov-

itrm'iieiilal press age.nt. j These

vai riHis officials had the handling of

eno/mous. sums of state dough, and

Jigures ranging between $1,500,000

and $2.-500.000 are mentioned as hay-

ing passed through their hands.

Radio people are staking no hopes

of an improvement in their oppressed
cofulKion by reason of the change.

They feel that the interim appoint-

ments made so far mean no more
than an exchange of stooges and a

.continuation of the rigid censorship

and coercion to which they have
been subjected since the military

regi me sci/.ed power in June . 1943.

The Direceion de Rcdioriifusion has

been taken, over by a physician and
radiologist. Dr. Manuel J. Pardal, rc-

pu'adly also a- close tr end (if Col.

•••iVMTrrTC™"-""-" —~- -—
-

*

Whatever optimists had hopes of

the switch bringing a move demo-
cratic setup soon had their illusions

shattered. The radio control direc-

tor's first official action was to ban
any announcements on the airwaves
—either in the form of blurbs, news
items, commentaries, etc—relating to

the constitutional march, organized

by Argentine's democratic elements.

Fancy Kun-Around '..'

As the organizers of this move-
ment,'- intended as a mammoth anti-

govei'iiVnuit protest, demanding free

elections or the retirement of the

military regime, had obtained police

permission for its realization, there
was no valid excuse for banning any
radio publicity. The only reason
was the stooges' hopes of hampering
the movement and having it flop. As
a restilt of "strenuous efforts by the

Democratic committee, the ban was
eventually lifted, only to be applied
once more some 24 hours later.

It) all these matters the radio out-
lets are holding fast to their newly
established union, and are combin-
ing fortes with the, press to resist

government pressure. Since the webs
adopted a firm stand, the press has
east aside its former indifferent at-

titude to the fate of radio, and the

big dailies have published some
strong comments on government
censorship of the air.

By a decree issued Sept 4. the Ar-
gentine authorities ban foreign

-.workers from Argentina's telecom-
munications and radio systems. This
decree is inspired by .army officials;

and the director general of posts and
,' telegraphs, a retired naval officer,

presented his resignation before it

was issued. The government, how-
ever, refused to accept the resigna-
tion until after -the navy man, Capt.
Alberto Gallegos Luque, had at-

tincled the Rio'Janerio Inter-Ameri-
can Radio Conference. The decree
afreets hundreds of telephone and
radio employees. '"'

Ted Cott's Music Show

Finds New Home on MBS
Ted Colt's package. "So You

Think You Know Music?" which
had been heard as a suslainer on
CBS and as a sponsored show on
NBC,, is going to Mutual as a sus-

tainer, beginning Oct. 19. ..Cot J: him-
self is program director for WNEW
lN;Y.).

Mutual is spotting the stanza at

10 p.m., Fridays, on the net. outside
N. Y ..and will air it also over WOR,
N. Y. flagship, after the fifth week.

FCC Going Some Place;

Where—No One Knows
Washington, Oct. 9.

;
The executive agency reorganixa-

lion bill, passed last Thursday (4)

[by the House, gives the President

|

authority to .merge the FCC into, one
I of the. Cabinet departments. Likely

j

spot: would be under the wing of the

|
Secretary of Commerce.

. However, FCC is one of a .small
group: of agencies for which reor-

ganization plans must be submitted
independently to Congress, It can-
not be wrapped in any merger plan

which, also
;
includes another U. S.

agency. Under the bill. Congress
could veto any proposed reorganiza-
tion, scheme by action of both
Mouses. ...'.-•'. ..'. .''v.-

Duane Jones Advises Disregard Low

Spieler Hoopers: Don't Sell 'Em Short

Snyder to Address AAAA
Eastern annual meeting of.'Ameri-

can. Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
considered the most important, since
the . end of the war. will take- place'

Wed., Oct. 17,, at the Waldorf-As-
toria. N. Y., at 7 p.m., in the. form, of

a dinner.
John W. Snyder, director of War

Mobilization and Reconversion, and
adviser to President Truman, will be
the principal speaker. Media execu-
tives, advertisers and representatives
from other business fields are being
invited to attend. -

'Radio Week' Plans

Pushed in NAB Drive
Washington. Oct. 9.

NAB reports steady progress in

life preparation for National Radio

Week, Nov/ 4-10. It estimates -'25.000

radio week window displays, on the

basis or the number of set retailers

in the country,' and says that a pro-
motional book will go out shortly

to all dealers, -and stations.

The commemorative statuette,

which will be presented to NAB
during Radio week, has already been
completed. Duplicates in plaque
form are now being cast for delivery

lo individual stations and networks.

' New York.
Editor, "Variety":

Despite the fact that ratings ' are
reported, generally to be moving
downward at present for newscasts,

(this is not the time to pass perma-
I
rient -judgment on news broadcasts..

Fvery business man knows there

! are hills and valleys in Business, and
I every publisher knows there are
blind spots in the news—days when
nothjng of consequence seems . to

happen. The same is true of interest

in various forms of radio. If we are
now in a valley with respect to news-
casts, who knows but what something
may happen tomorrow to change that

picture'.' Another baby kidnapping
as. vital in interest as the Lindbergh

' case; a revolution in Argentina that

i may . threaten world , peace; a civil

|
War in China or India; a strike cpi-

j

demic at home. It does not .«.•>.

m

j
wise, therefore, to condemn news-

j
casts to oblivion because of current

low ratings. ;'
'

... < •
; V.

"'"

j.' However.- wise operators know that

j
the number of newscasts with high

i
ratings may decrease, and for that

reason our agency's; exploring all

sorts of programs to take their, place.

For instance, we have undertaken a

new format for Mennen Shave
Creams, presenting a scries of .live-'

minute breakfast-time shows on

more than 94 stations in which , top

radio comedians are heard in five

minutes of recorded patter, with a

singing commercial. This-is the first

time topflight comedy stars previ-

ously featured exclusively on niyht-

thne networks have ever been
brought to the air in the early morn-
ing hours. Innovations such as these

hia'y be an answer to sagging news-
cast interest, whether temporary or

permanent.. .... .....

I personally am of the opinion that

the worst that can happen to news
broadcasts is for them to slip back lo

their, pre-war standing. By that I

mean interest in .news every hour
on the hour may cease, but it will

never go below its pre-war. level at

those long-eslablished newscast lis-'

.tenmg' periods in the morning, .at

noon and in the evem'n?.
Dtiuiic Jones.

Bray Gabs On
Cincinnati, Oct. 9.

Dick Bray is tin his ninth year

with the same sponsor on his "Fans
in the Street" programs over WCKY.
The . Rubel Baking Co. started

sponsoring the program back in 1937

and has continued, except for a
period during the War, when street

interview shows were banned.

TED F,OR THE COAST

y the Idea Network

Showmen, Crix to Kick

Around in Philly Show
Philadelphia, Oct. 9.

Playrights and actors will meet
their critics face to face in a new
radio show over WFIL to be alied
twice weekly from Giro's Restaurant,
beginning Thursday (11),

Show, tagged "Cocktail Time at
Cilos." is brainchild of Si SliaHz,

assistant city ed of Philly Record
and "Variety''' mugg in Philly.

Initial guests on show Will be Rus-
wll Crouse, Howard Lindsay, and
Edwin H. Schloss, drama critic of

'he Record. Emcee will bo Jack
Sleek, program director of WFIL.

...dramatic proof that 1 + 1 = 12

Frankly, we'd rather have you disre-

gard onr arithmetic for a moment and

look at onr program department's irre-

pressible genius for creating unusual

shows. Whenever they can squeeze a

new one into the schedule they re ready

to perform nip-ups. ( Smartly performed

nip-tips, of course!

)

Which brings lis back to 1 + 1 12.

No matter what creative heights these

gentlemen attain, they demand that their

brain-child have: (1) entertainment

punch plus (1 again) technical excel-

lence. Together these are. an ideal

description of the Twelve foyers.

The punch comes from the brilliant

makc-lifliet c of a dozen star-rated actors

{ Bea Beuadcret. Jack Movies, Mary Jane

Croft, David Kill's. John Lake, Cathy

Lewis, Charley Lung, Edmund Mac-

show. If you can use TWELVE ways
to increase-jour West Coast prolits, call

Donald, Howard McNear, Jay Novello,

Herbert Rawlinsoii and Lurene Tuttle).

Their personalities are as familiar, ;io<l

exciting to listeners as the top programs

oh which they repeatedly appear; Lfix

Radio. Theatre, Screen Guild, The
Whistler . . for example.

The technical excellence is expertly pro-

vided by CPN's accomplished studio

staff, working with dramatic scripts by
Hollywood's top-talented writers, pol-

ished to a high production luster by the

facilities of tlie Idea Network.

SOj you see, 1 +1 12 isn't inflation.

It's a sound proposition for a sponsor

who wants to cash in on a success-bound

A DIVISION OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Sunday Listening Nosedive Feared

Because of Gas Rationing Blowoff

Chicago. Oct.' 9."
[
the week on this chart, should have

Now that the 1945-46 Battle of the been second to Tuesday before the

Hoopers is well on its way. a check |
war. Thai's because, although only

of' agency, network and station rep

execs here reveals plenty of concern

on their part over the wisdom of

those terrif build-ups for Sunday

night airers, plus consistent plugging

away for that particular night as the

lop tune-in night of the week, in

view of the fact that there's no better listening night prewar, be-

longer any -gas.' rationing, to keep eause 80.;K. were home, as against

people glued to the loudspseaker Tuesday's 79.6. However/ analysts

w eekends. Also, the necessity (or r had long, silnci flgured out that Mon-
sticking around to listen for that

j

day was bad because it was "blue

important rationing, war and draft
|
Monday." first night of the work

7 1
.7 r-;. were home on Sunday (as. for

instance, against 79.0'.;, on Wednes-

day*, more people listened on the

weekend night. Wednesday being

the proverbial American date night.

It Works backwards too. From the

chart. Monday should have been a

news, which always seemed to have

a habit of breaking on weekends
during the war, lias been obviated.

Before Pearl Harbor, it's pointed

out. Tuesday night in radio was the

best night of the week, with Sun-

day the runnerup. for a variety of
i

reasons. First and foremost, there
,

week, with the population knocked

out from the weekend's..entertain*

mcnt.

Then they started tuning in again
j

[Tuesday Programmers, hep to this

habit, built Tuesday with such airers

as ' Bob Hope, Fibber MeGoe and
Molly, etc. All of which purports to

Super-Realism
Chicago, Oct. 9.

The radio career of Carl

Kroenke. 50. almost came to an
end last week during a rehears-

al of a show called "X Marks
The Spot" in the Balaban &
•Kali television studio WBKB.
when ho took a swallow not in-

tended in the script at a bar
scene.

Kroenke was supposed to pour
himself a drink from a bottle

marked "turpentine." swallow it

and make gasping, choking
noises. When he fell to the floor

and couldn't stop the noises, it

was found that, through the
negligence of someone at the

studio, a bottle containing a pho-
tographic developing solution

was used as a prop instead of a

water-filled bottle. Kroenke was
taken to 'a hospital, and is re-

ported okay now.

were more people at home listening - ' '

Tuesday and Sunday, at
nn Tno-srlnv — 79.6 1

.;.
• according to ..I ....

_'. -..r. •..,' , ,- •on Tuesday — 79.6';;. • according to

figures compiled by one ad agency

here from a combination of various

surveys (Hopper's, among others)

as airainsl 71.7'.;. on Sunday. ; : . ->.

.-.'.Not to digress, but to give the

check of execs made here last week
more point, here's the agency's'. cross-

different ends of the chart, were the

best listening nights. -

-

•Gas rationing and built-up pro-

grams having moved' the No. 1 muc-
in to Sunday dining the war (and

it's up .25 to :i0 r ;- over *39-'40.

according to one trade source here.

section of national "at home" figures ! despite the fact that a large sector of

for January. 1940—almost a year be- 'the. population was in, the armed

fore Pearl Harbor:

Monday , :

.

Tuesday . .

.

Wednesday
Thursday ...

Friday . ; .

.

Saturday—

.

Sunday . .

.

. . .80.3

. . .79.6

. . .79.0

. . .78.6

. . .77.9

. . .71.7

"at home"
]

forces, and also in spite of the in-

creased Sunday night attendance af

theatres.' all that having happened,
j

the big question now is: If Sunday]

|
declines, in view, of the return of the

automobile, etc.. will Tuesday regain

iiiii,!! itiijinmiin? as No. 1. or wiR--the-pub.

.' No such intensive survey has been
made during ihe war, one of the

agency's execs told "Variety." pri-

marily because "we just haven't had
the time,-nrr the manpower, lo go
into it. being busy with other things."

However, a" comparison of Hooper-
atings themselves, circa 1939-41. as

against those of the war years, is

sufficient to convince anyone that

the cards were stacked for Tuesday
night prewar but that they toppled

towards Sunday while the war was
being waged.

Sunday's Advantage

It's easily explained why Sunday,
with the lowest "at home" score ol

lie (and consequently the program-
mers—or is it vice versa'.' ) select

another night? '.

Not even the highest of the higher-

ups, it would seem, knows the

answer at this particular stage of

(Continued on page 40)

Radio 'The Ledo Way':

Varied Diet Aired For

GIs by Army in India

Ledo. ; India. Sept. 26

Talent formerly affiliated -with re-

gional webs and popular orchestras

in the U. S. are currently entertain-

ing the servicemen via U. S. Army
station . VU2ZN. Programs range

from hillbilly to symphonic. nuisie.

One of the most popular programs
is the' "Assam' Valley Barn Dance."
S.Sgt; Zenas Sears, formerly with
WATL. WSB and V/SGT. Atlanta,

introduces the opus which has an
arriatejur contest: contestants, come
from such outposts as Shing-
bwiyang. Warn/.up and Loglau
Burma, The two bands featured each
week are the Ledo Rambler.-; and the
Ledo Trail Winder.-.

One of Sammy Kaye's former men
is Sgt. George Gingell. who scripts

the series, in addition lo dramatic
chores on other programs. His
Roadbuslers." dramatic weekly, -se-

MARTHA COE SHIFTS

TO WMCA MUSIC JOB
Mrs. Maltha D. C>3 has been ap-,

pointed music supervisor of WMCA,
New York indie. She recently re-

signed from WOR aj assistant re-

search direc.c.r.

In her new capaeitv. Mrs. Coe will

be in charge ct the station's live

and transcribed programs.

German Anti-Nazis In

Small 'Radio Aguila'

Montevideo, Sept. 26.

Stumped neither by lack of means

or of technical facilities. . Dr. H..P.

Gebhardl has kept his "Die Stimme

des Tages" (Voice of the Day I anti-

Fascisl, German-language broadcasts

on the air'eVer CX-32. Radio Aguila.

of Montevideo, tor over seven years,

airing daily stints in German and

ill Spanish.
Radio Aguila is a small 1.000-

watter. and it is principally to be

regretted that the outlet has no

shortwave facilities so that this, the'

only German language, anli-1'ascisl

program on the Latino airwaves,

couid have been heard more widely.

Uruguay undoubtedly ' deserves

-the 'itle of. ''freest .country in South

America." since it. allowed these

broadcasts to carry on in German'
even after general defense measures
throughout the hemisphere elimi-

nated most foreign-language stanzas.

Dr. Gebhardt's daily programs
were' financed by commercial blurbs

from friendly sponsors ot all na-

tionalities, and his staff included

such anti-Nazi thespians. as: Liselott

Rcger-Jacob. .-founder, of the Free

GerfKfn Theatre of Buenos Aires;

Melitta Stihgl who. served as one
of the announcers: Louis Metzger;

and Martin Trost. manager.
On festive- occasions, many Ger-

man speaking writers and entertain-

ment folk gave their services to the

Acuff, Shore, 'Schnoz'

And Holliday Popular

With Italo Listeners
Rome, Oct. 2.

With the diminishing U. S. troops
the Yank influence is keeping pace
such as the veering, to smoother
nfusie whereas everybody was jive-
crazy in I lie hectic war period. Bui
through it all there were always 10-
15";- who preferred the classics
Percy Faith and James Melt, >p.. via
disks, are faves because of this -yen
for smooth music.
Dinah Shore and Billie Hulliduy

are tops among vocalists, even with
the Italians who listen extensively
to the American Expeditionary sta-
tions (some estimate as many as 75%
is native Italian audience). "Voeeoi,"
the. radio fan mag of Italy, attests to
that also. '; ;

';.

Jimmy Durante understandably is

tops with the Italian audience-;: his
"Umbriago" is like the authentic
word, "umbriago" (nheaniug drunk)
and (hey put it No. 1. with Ed Gard-
ner next..

"Encora" is a popular local radio
feature. As name indicates, it's like

"Repeat Performance." reprising the
next. morning what might have been
missed the night before because of
contliction of hours. '.;

But "here's the topper: for some
reason Roy Acuff's -"The 'Great
Speckled Bird" is No. 1. even topping
Crosby and Sinatra. . Why, nobody,
can answer, excepting that the Ity'les,

as the GIs, once hi a while get very
bullish on hillbilly music.

ries. is "sponsored" by the military, program, including the conductors

M

'The HigW

Only One of 1"

Kind-'

Thi only oil-request »how

U town from 1UU »•

midnight Mo-doy through

Saturday. S.IK»9*«'! *
' f.w MM of «"•'»'"

available. Writ. WDRC

for detail*.

Lt. Col. Hayes, Ex-MBS,

Honored for AFN Work
Paris, Sept. 26.

Lieut. Col. John S. Hayes, chief

of the American Forces Network,
has been awarded the Order of the

British Empire. This marks the first

time that the English government
has made this award to. an officer

serving in American broadcasting:

Besides holding the Order of the
British Empire, Col. Hayes has also

been the recipient of the Croix de
1 Guerre from the French govern-
ment, and the Bronze Star for his

activities in helping to create and
forward the broadcasting activities

of AFN.
Since his appointment as chief of

AFN, Col, Hayes has been instru

mental in building the network from
its original live 500-watt stations,

located in the United Kingdom, to a

54-station networks that serves troops
stationed in England, France, and
Germany, with proposed stations

soon to open in Linz, Salzburg, and
Vienna. Austria. He will also be-

come network chief of all American
radio stations currently operating in

Italy as of December 1, when sta-

tions now operating in Rome, Naples.

. Foggia. Caserta, and Udinc become
affiliated with AFN.

police, and is credited with making
the drivers operate vehicles more
carefully along the treacherous
roads. Gingell also produces sym-
phony concerts, religious programs
and "Music Hall Playhouse" produc-
tions.

Another popular opus is "Morning
Meditations." a quarter-hour "of

scripture and religious music pro-
duced by Sgt. Louis Deole of Chi-
cago. The job. of arranging "remote
broadcasts" is Pfc. .WaUcrjHLElini:*,.
formerly a spieler with the Inter-
state Broadcasting Corp.,- N. Y.

Lt. Leonard M. George, with
Caohe Valley , Broadcasting Corp..
Logap. ' Utah, before entering the
service, is off icer-in-eharge and re-
cruits talent, lie discovered Cpl. Ray
Robinson, a Negro, who had had no
previous experience, but proved so
competent that he toured with
Paulette Goddard show last year in

the India-Burma and China theatres.

"Norvin ate three helpings ot Wheaties this morning."

'HEEL OF THE WEEK'

GETS WWRL PRETEST
"Are You a Heel?" a new quiz

program designed by Maurice C.
Dreicer. is currently being tested
over WWRL. N. Y. in half-hour
time. Format calls for listening audi-
ence participation: listeners send in
letters detailing various practical
jokes played on victims. These are
dramatized in capsule fashion, and
at the end of the program a panel of
judge.-; selects a "winner" or the
heel of the week.
Because of the content of pro-

gram, a couple of networks are shy-
ing away from it for the present.

Fritz Butsch and Erich Kleiber. The
latter spoke for Free Austria on the

program's 6th anniversary. The late,

Edi Gilbert. ' rcgisseur ' of Berlin

fame, brother of Jean Gilbert (com-
poser . of '"The Bat" and "Lilac

Time".! also worked frequently oh
the station.

Dr. Gebhard himself devoted him-
self particularly to political com-
mentaries on foreign affairs.

Arlene Francis' New Show
A 15-mhuite general' daytime re-

view show in the making for Arlene
Francis, Formal would allow wide
latitude of discussion, poetry, play

reviews, etc..

Tom Wallace producing, with

script by Kenny Raughl. 4

New Civilians

Cal Tinney, out of the Army after

almost two years, is doing some lec-

turing before Chamber of Commerce
and similar groups in Oklahoma and
has let it be known that he'll be
ready to go back to radio after

Oct. 15. . r~

.1. Wesley Koch out ot- Army with
rank of Capt.. will* join Mutual's
engineering staff Oct. 15. Koch was
formerly affiliated with KFEQ. St.
Louis. Mo., and resigned in 1942 to
accept commission with Signal
Corps. .

.

Aluminum Firm Puts

New A.M. Show on ABC
Chicago. Oct. 9.

One ,o,f the .first postwar, network
contracts to be signed here since
the release of certain materials lo
manufacturers was closed last, week
when the Club Aluminum Products
Co.. makers of kitchen cookware,
bought Saturday morning time over
«a limited chain of ABC (Blue)
stations.

Oh Oct. 20. company will begin
sponsoring the 9:15-9:30 a. m. CST
slot over 23 stations, scattered coast-
tp-coast.

.
with a show to be known

as "Club Time." comprising a choral
group of nine gospel singers, featur-
ing Beverly Shea, bass-baritone, with
organ accompaniment. Program will

be produced by Henry Sellinger,

with Don Husted as director of

music. Contract calling for 52 weeks
was placed through the Trade De-
velopment Corp.. Chicago.

Carl Meyers, discharged from the
Navy after three years' service, is

now WGN's iChii director of en-
gineering. Meyers returned to the
station twenty years to the day after
joining in 1925.

Peter -Witt, back in civvies after
almost 5 years in the army, and re-
cently discharged from Armed
Forces Radio Service where he was
a writer-producer, is in N. Y. on a
special assignment for the Slate
Dept. overseas radio operations. He-
is also negotiating with advertising
agencies and may stay east. -

-

-

'.
',

Bill Craig, recently discharged
from the Navy as Lieutenant (j.g.l,

has joined Dave Elman Productions
AW^W.rcb,,rth;ecta5.?5J>. ,ilSii:ii.,'viiin-

ager. Craig was oh' the 'staff of
Admiral King,

FRAN ALLISON
("Aunt Fanny ot the Breakfast flub")

Kxi-lushe one-year contract with
The W. K. Long Co.. Chicago, for

Iranseriptioiis ! . . proving that "corn"
sells bivcad.

Iliinild fier. OiK-aie"A Km!:

Charles F. Mailey, discharged' with
rank of corporal alter more than
two years in the service, has re-
turned to KDKA in Pittsburgh, as
day news editor, a post he held be-
fore going into uniform. While a
GI. Mailey edited several camp
newspapers.' He'll work under
Charlie Earley, recently named head
of Westnighouse station's news de-
partment.

Dick Roll has returned to the
WTAM, C>£veland. announcing staff
after 18 months as a front-line in-
fantryman. He was with the station
for 18 months before moving into
action.

ONE OF AMERICA'S
OUTSTANDING MEN

"RALEIGH ROOM." NBC, Tues..

10:30 P.M. Per «nal Mamoer: ANSI*
SOSENKO. Bookitll by MUSIC

CORP. OF AMERICA.

[INITKD KKXAI.I. IlKUG CO
Friday—CBS—10 p.m., *Wl

Mil.-. LOU CLAYTON
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HIGH PRICES DELAY COST CUTS
Army Brass Cracks Down On Info On

Q |Q

Postwar Plans of Service Musicians

U. S. Army authorities are said*

to have cracked down on the dis-

|

tiibution of information by out-

standing musicians, maestros, et

a l who. are still in service,

the effect that they will
tu

soon

be released. In the past few weeks,

there have been numerous reports

of long-awaited discharges and the

immediate formation of new orches-

tras, frequently from the musicians

involved themselves. In one case, a

pre-war leader went into a long

spiel on a national radio program.

In another, a widely known leader

has been rehearsing a new 'band

while still in uniform.

Army brasshats apparently don't

like this sort of talk, probably due

partly to the fact that there are

still thousands of men with long

overseas and combat records impa-

tiently awaiting discharge. They

might ' feel that others are - /get-

ting preferential treatment. At any

rate, it was reliably reported the lat-

ter part of last week that in certain

individual cases warnings were de-

livered against such conversation on

pain of having discharge papers can-. I

ce'led.
:

.

One of the tilings that has been

.more or less of an open secret -for
j

the past two weeks was the fact that

Tex Beneke would be placed at the

head of a new orchestra using the

late Major Glenn Miller's pre-war

arrangements, along with others

made While he was in service -plus

his name. The band will be big.

probably in the neighborhood of 30

pieces. Few stories have been writ-

tin on. it due to the fact that such

news might have hurt the culmina-

tion of the idea.

Since the vstarl of conscription.
| plovcd

band agencies have determined that
j | jsnel.

9!)',, of the time it is impossible t01
t ivtusie,

sell any decently -priced band \vith-
j BM j s

'

out the leader on whom the outfit

was hung (remaining is Blue
Barron, whose band has continued

Miller's Name Helps

Sell Modernaires in Rio
Glenn Miller's name is partially

responsible for the booking last week
of the Modernaires, vocal quartet
that once worked with his band, but
which has, been doing a single since

his entry into the Army. Outfit was
set into the Casino Atlanlico, Rio de
Janeiro.

Gi-oup, . with Paula Kelly as the

femnie in place of the original Mar-
ion Hutton (who's doing a single

herself), goes .into the Atlanlico next
March for a 45-day run. Salary is

undisclosed, but it's claimed' to ap-

proximate the group's theatre salary

($2,250), plus transportation, which
amounts to $5,000 round trip.

Despite the fact that Miller's band
ceased to exist soon after the Jap
attack on Pearl Harbor, the Atlanlico

buyer o£ the Modernaires asserts his

name is still the biggest in Brazil

so far as U. S. dance bands are con-
cerned.

I

Paine Seen Concluding ASCAP Deal

HELD FACTOR
^ Graafian Group; Argentina Next?

It doesn't seem likely that the
leaders of bands in the top b.o. slots

will be able to reduce overall opera-
ting costs, with subsequent reduc-
tions

.
in prices to buyers, for

some time. This has been in-

dicated during the past few weeks
when a number of pre-war musi-
cians have gotten out of service and
been absorbed by names like Tommy
Dorsey, Woody Herman, et ai. And
they are being paid salaries equal

]

to 1945 standards, which in many
cases considerably surpasses what
the same men were drawmg from

\

the same bands before their entry
|

into service.

In virtually all leader-qijarters in

which the returning-servicemen sal-

aries was discussed there was an
attitude that salaries will be forced

j
down, but that now, with taxes the

|
way they are, the musicians staff

-

: ing a high-income orchestra might!
I.just as well get the surplus coin
l as the Government. In one case,

a top leader asserted that he
had full intention of giving a re-

turning musician what he was
worth, according^ tu 1945 quulatiofHr-
on the , theory that the musicians
who spent .se\'eral years in uniform
had a right to big money after the
$50-and-up per month.

While there seems to be, very ef-

i
fort by leaders to cut down operai-

I ing costs in other ways — and the

j ease of transportation must do this

! to some extent since it puts busses

Executives of the Music Publishers .
a'ld oll 'el' cheaper forms of trah-

Contact Employees union have be. |
-^t

;

at' their disposal- the cost of

operation insotar as musicians
are concerned isn't likely to drop

Doesn't Take 'Era Long

To Learn Tricks of Trade!
Many of the smaller independent

recording companies are headed by

men w ho. before the war, were never

in the field. However, it doesn't take

some long to learn what to them are

new tricks but which to the trade

.are bearded ones.

One indie disc company band buy-
er recently offered a band a con-

tract. Appended to it was a clause

giving him a percentage of the

band's earnings over a period of

time. It was tossed back in his kisser

like a custard pie.

MPCE Eyes New

Salary Method

Warning On

Classic Works

John G. Paine, general manager of

|
the American Society of Composers,
AuthWs and Publishers, currently on

ja trip to South America, is said to

have concluded a new deal wil'a

SBAT, Brazilian performing rights

society, with which Broadcast Mu-
sic, : Inc., currently has a deal that

extends until the end of 1.94«>. If this

is true, and ASCAP executives in

N. Y. refer it .is without actual!;,'

confirming it. then ASCAP has taken
a complete luld on music relations

with Brazil, since it already conclud-
ed, a few months ago, an arrange-
ment with the second Brazilian
group, UBC. UBC at the end of this

year (.'45 ) absorbs ABCA, another
performing rights society in Brazil.

Paine and his party, consisting of

Herman Fiiikelstein, ASCAP attor-

ney; Wallace Downey, ASCAP's S.A.
rep: Leslie Boosey, head of the Pei-
forming Rights Society; Francis S-j-

laberr, head of the French society

(SACEM), and Eduardo Marqtfinn,
president of the Spanish outfit, final-

ly arrived in Buenos Aires over tho

!
past weekend. Combined with 111?

|
stopover in Brazil, a wait for plane
transportation from Rio de Janeiro

Employees union have be-,

come interested in a new method of .

paying salaries of contact men era-

by at least one music pub-
affiliated with Broadcast
Inc. This linn has one of

$48-per-plug •arrangements,
is paid that amount everyi.e.. it

time one of its songs is performed
on the air (such an arrangement

w.thoul him during his Army en- ca„s for a minimum o£ 250 plugs a
gagc.ment, with three different sub>|..

y
........

leaders ). Miller's name, however, is," _,;' ... . ,.
'

agreed to have been so powerful I

This publisher pays his men per

pre-war and this power has been so '

remarkably sustained by pre-war
recordings (Miller still wins disc

Jockey radio polls), it's felt it can
be sold for sufficient money to main-
tain the terrific payroll that un- I

doubtedly will be involved in the
j

use of SO "men,. It would be billed
,

as VGlcnn Miller's Orchestra tinder K'hfl manages to secure a plug Iron,

Tex Beneke" or something' .similar.

Beneke is the former tenor sax-sing-
er \yith Miller.

Mrs. Miller, who. incidentally, has

much, at least among the top band
And salaries are the major items of

such outfits.

As far as the lower-level combos
are concerned, they are taking ad-
vantage of returning musicians to

cut salary costs. One leader in this

class asserts that during the past
six weeks or so he has slashed a
nice chunk off his payroll by hiring
returning musicians. In many cases,

however, these were men whose
ability, while an improvement over
wartime standards. • doesn't allow

. ...... ,. theni access to the better outnts and

singer or bandleader who performs: 1110 higher cash,

it. For example, Harry James and
|

This slicing of lesser and new-
Tommy Dorsey, or bands of. that

1 band payrolls, however, is con-

calibre, return to the contactman ! Hdered by many to' be doing the

band business a lot more good than

them a greater percentage of the,] if the more costly combos had gone

S4S-per-plug payment from BMI
|

about immediately dropping salary

than a performance by a band lower
,

quotation

n b.o. prestige. James and -Dorsey

plug, giving them a portion, in other

words, of only what they earn.

However, the payment for each plug

variesWith the prestige of the:'

In its campaign to derive income
from licensing of the performance,
of music in its classical repertoire.

]

American Society of Composers. I

Authors and Publishers has served

notice on artists and orchestra con-
]

ductors in this field that they will
|

be held responsible for performance
lees in cases wherein th . auditorium

j

or hall in which the ti nes are done
j

have not obtained .roper, license.

Artists and their managers are in a

stew over ASCAP's communique,
believing that th; Society's methods
arc a bit unfai.' and that the fees

asked, ranging from $5 to $50 for

single performance of individual

Works, are too high.

In going after the performers
themselves. ASCAP is working on
the theory that in situations where
the owners will not take, or have
not taken, out an ASCAP license,

the former is liable for infringe-

ments since in virtually all cases

they have full eonlrol""over the se-

lection of their material.

ASCAP has advised these people

that infringement charges for the

performance of copyrighted ma-
terial without permission will be

based on the size of the hall in-

volved and the number of transgres-

sions. >-.

delayed them. In Buenos Aires these
is no question but that Paine and the
heads of 'the European societies are
seeking a coal with SADAIC, the
Argentine performing rights group.
This outfit is currently aligned with
BMI, too, under an agreement said

to expire also at the end of 1946.

Before Paine, Finklestein, Boosey
and Wallace left N. Y. (they were

I met in S. A. by the European men),
Ralph Peer, head of the American
Performing Rights Society, an inde-
pendent outfit which has aligned
most of its stuff with BMI in this

country, was already, in that terri-

tory. One of the results of his trip

was a deal concluded a fortnight or

so ago with the Chile performing
rights group, Sociedad de Autores
Teatrales de Chile.

Paine's arrangement with Salabei t

and Marquina to converge on Ar-
gentina was made during bis trio

to Europe last spring. It was the'i

that the whole idea was framed.

Claude Thornhffl

Out of Navy, 111

! arr said to be worth $43 per per-

il will be managed by Don Hay tics.

never given up hope that Miller will .

be found alive (he disappeared in a j

formance to the contact man
flight over the English Channel),j' This is said to be an improvement
will have a piece of the new band. : over the methods other BMI-aflili-

ated firms have used. These pub-
lishers, also operating on -a._$48rper=-

plu'g "Basis", have approached leaders

With' offers lo split the money paid

for a performance.

Few tiOri-B.MI publishers aware of

the " newer arrangement with con-

tactmcn consider it. ideal. They
point out that such firms have the

majority of their overhead under-

written from the start , and that if

they ever cotrie up with a hit song

the. results are gravy.

It. will allow freer

movement in the ' construction and
' financing of new bands and those
I that have been struggling along un-
der all sorts of hardships during
the war.

O'CONNOR TELLS MPCE
1

HE WONT RUN AGAIN

Sharp Rivalry On

New Tune Disking

Les Brown, Litft

Set Up Pub Biz

Competition among record ing com -

panics in the marketing of new ma-
terial is becoming increasingly
sharp. ; - ••

Victor recently pulled a fast one
on the field by releasing a Tummy
Dor;cy recording of "Aren't You
Glad You're You," which only a few
weeks back was inserted into the

S6my*!&&y» j£> «6*i«*iMi>»<«i*/'* C»wrt?""*»:«fc- turned a..„,V
-iclv:UM | l,.i,!\t^>;f,-.s((;,ii.

COMO'S LAST 4 FOR

VICTOR BECOME HITS

Mary's." -It was written for the pic- ^hat is . unique in recording annals,
lure by Johnny Burke and Jimmy i The last four records lie has turned
Van Heusen. lout for Victor have all become sales

Dorsey 's disking even beat Bing 3 hits'. All arc backed up oh two'

Crosby s version <Dccca; to the |di.-cs. :
'•

'

'

record marts. • First, click was the coupling of
~ ~~

I "If I Loved You'' and "I'm Gonna

HENDIFR MAY SHIFT v< That Gal " ;nd tne" 1

1L.1YUL.UV Illill Oniri |.,T;| , ,he gnd of Time " backed tip

"That Feeling in the Mown-

' Les Brown and Solly Loft, ex-
:

partner in the Campbell-Poijuc '

music firm, have formed an alliance

under which the two will setup an
active mu-ic publishing house. Basis i

[
of the new firm will be the "napcr' ',

i
publishing house set ; up by Blown!

j

last year w ith Broadcast Music. Inc..

, titled Renown Music.

That ASCAP publishers also are

dc;i.lf5
i
,;<-ith, Brown * roen

Claude Thornhill was released

fwrn—the NavT-4ost-Eriday...i5J.„ at

Great Lakes Naval Training Station,

near Chicago. He will not return to

Johnny O'Connor, president of the «? band business, for at least six

|
Music Publishers Contact Employees months to a year, if ever,

j Union, who is closing twp terms of
|

Thornhill ..has been at Great Lakes
! Two years "each, told a genera) mem- 'for the past two months or so being
' bership meeting of the MPCE in I treated for infected ears and a bad
i-Ji. Y. Monday it) night that he ! sinus condition contracted, during a

would not run for the office again,
j tour of the South Pacific with a

He suggested someone else be
j
Navy band he had formed. Upon

•i named in his place by the members, his release, he Went home lo Tcrrc
any 25 of whom can put up an in-

] Haute, Indiana, for a month's rest

|
dividual for any of the executive 1

after which he will come to N. Y„
,

posts in the union.
, their go to the Coast, where he has

" In addition to handling: MPCE dii- iljeen dickering for a spot as a

i
tie>r. O'Connor is a member of the

] studio arranger and conductor.

TO COL. RECORDS
Herb Hendler, former head of

.
RCA-Victor's artists and repertoire,
has been negotiating with Columbia
.Records for a shift to that company.
What position he would take under
Columbia's Manie Sacks, head of

»• and i:., is undisclosed.
Sinrc Eli Obcrstein's takeover, at

Victor's Hendler has been working
with him. .

"Till

with
light." Bo1h are close to the

1.000.000 copy mark in. stiles and

have made the singer one of the hot-

test vocalists available today.

Jimmy Dorsey is probably the last

recording name to click " with'

backed-up sides at the. same time..

He did it in 1941 with "Green Eyes"

and "Maria Elena," which ran one-

,
two in eoin-machine popularity at

I the time,

is seen in that one of the major
houses offered Brown a deal calling

for a guarantee of $10,000 a year to

him. plus 'S3 ' :i
' .'. of the profits of a

tii in to be set up for him. ' This was
rejected in favor of the deal with
Loft. .

•
;

.

j
Loft sold out his one-third interest

[In the. C-P outfit about two years
| ago for $20,000. He was, With Nick
Campbell and Al Porgie. one of the

|
firm's founders. It is aligned with
BMI.

GRETL DBBAN UPPED
Gretl Urban^ v. p. of Associated

Music • Publishers^ who has been in

charge of its music department since

May, 1943. has been elected a di-

rector of the company.

board of the American Society of

Composers. Authors and Publishers,
which takes up much of his lime.
During the meeting, it was vot<-d

to cut the number of Council mem-
bers from 12 to six. wjiich, with
three executives, would place nine

.chEVge. ...<Jw ...jinibn ax

against 15. Idea, is to streamline the
body.
Nominating petitions for elections

that will take place around Nov. 1

were circulated at the confab, as

was the $1,000 insurance policies

promised members as a result of the

amalgamation of the MPCE and Pro-
fessional Music Men's Assn., which
occurred last spring.

While in N. Y., it's possible he w ill,

make a series of recordings for Co-
lumbia Records, where he's under
contract, plus some transcriptions.

These would be made with a studio
band, using his pre-war -library

which is deemed by many arrangers
aiii}

! mu'SicianS' to have been far

ahead of its time even when he went
into service in 1942.

INDIE PUB'S OWN DISK CO.
Crest wood Music, owned by R.

Burse) and Joe Nuccio, is forming a

recording subsidiary for exploitation

of its own tunes. Pub is putting out

a Music for Society label, first J.vo

platters set for Oct. 15.

- Object' is to obtain platter jockey

play uh indie radio stations.
..

ELLINGTON SETTING

NEW CONCERT SERIES
Duke Eillington's orchestra \> i't

.

start a new series of concert dates

alter the first of the year. This suit

pT booking is becoming an annu .l

.-tint of the leader, who has wor"k» d
mo.-X of the large longhair auditori-

ums in this country with his bam?.

So far, the only 'dates he has fft

• in next year's schedule .are t.'-;V

|
Aeaciuhy .of jVIu.-Jc, Phila., and C:ir-

;
iVf Hal). N. Y. lie plays Philly

i
Jan. 1 and N.- Y. Jan. 4.
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Publishers Increasingly Feel Strength

Of Disks in Exploitation of Songs

As recording production slowly*

shifts toward normalcy it is being

increasingly felt by the music pub-

lishing trade that this medium is

the most powerful means of exploit-

ing .! a new song. Due to recent

events many major publishers be-

lieve that in a comparatively short

while radio will have been rele-

gated to the background, capable of

adding only a secondary assist to the

development of new material. At
themoment all publishers are fully

aware of the power of recordings,

but a fair portion of them look upon I

"radio with equal favor.

There are several recent reasons

for the increasing belief in records
|

alone for exploitation purposes. 1

Firstly, there's the Edwin H. Morris
|

song. "It's a Long. Long Time."

Tune is well up among the best sell-
j

eis. just missing the top 10 this

week, with no more than a handful

of radio plugs. It was unquestion-

ably started on its way through re-

cordings by Harry James (Colum-
bia). Bing Crosby (Decca). Charlie
Spivak (Victor) and one or two
others. As soon as these discs hit

the market, the song began spurting

sales. Another instance is Paull- i l
ly

.'
ng

Pioneer's "That Feeling In the I

Moonlight," which was started to- •

ward the best sellers in sheet music I

solely by Perry Comp's Victor
cording, which originally was fig.-

Muzak Gets Hot
When tire broke «uut at the

Muzak studios, N. Y.. Mon. til),

across-the-street from Variety's

head office, a wag remarked that

it was the result of a hot record.

•Actually it wasn't far from "the

truth. A crew of engineers mak-

;

iltg an off the air wax of ^Thanks
to the Yanks" were too busy to

be bothered with, such trifles as

a fire in the building, and an of-

fice-boy sent in an 'alarm.

Blaze started because of a

faulty electrical connection in a

closet and was ektingipshcfl in

short order by firemen.

D.C. AFM Head Mulling

Drastic Action to Set

Returning Vet Jobs
Washington. Oct. 9.

Paul Schwarz. president o'( Local

101 of American Federation of Mu-
sicians here, is mulling the idea of

to do something about the

lack of jobs for returning service

men members of his iinion. How it

j
ean be done is moot point, but he

| is thinking of'some method of seeing
1 to it that these men are equipped

^c«- 'fel ^W. ^. :?g^ pretty H'« terc;

y recordings is
1 but Schwarz has his ideas. 1 hey are

dcery-ChiCk." '

re*-

>

sed "?°tt

t
the fcl

.

ll

?,

at ^me 250

10 Best Sheet Sellers

(Weelc Ending, Oct
Till End of Time. . . . . .

I'll Buy That Dream. .

.

Along Navajo Trail ....

Atchison, Topeka.. ....

Gonna Love That Guy.
Paper Moon ...........

Feeling , In Moonlight. . :

.

If I Loved You... ...T. B,

Bell Bottom Trousers...
Gotta Be This or That. .

.

6)

.Santly

.Burke
. .Leeds
, . .Feist

Bourne
.Harms

; .Paull
Harms
Santly
Harms

ured as being along for the ride On
j

w
!
th work even it they replace men

the back of Como's "Till the End of
I

wltn ***** wt»'k who hac1 "ot gone

Time" hit. .

—Two newer—instance
spurts started by
Santly-Joy's "Chicks-,
corded by Sammy Kaye for Victor I

men will return to civ. ban In e and

and rushed to the market. It is 1
h,s locaI flth £ew

u
30
?
s mailable

promising big sales with vei'v few. ;P1'

«J«»-
Nitery orchestra posts-are

network plugs. Bourne's "Put That! 311 filled Iheatre pit musicians are

Ring on My Finger" is another a11 hired .from- season to season,

showing sales strength following the j '_;,'», ^.„„„„ ,„.;•,, „„„„„
release of Woody Herman's (Colum- D0RATI BATONS NEW SYMPH
bia t recording.

i

Dallas. Oct. 9.

In recent months. "There. I've
'• Antal Dorati has been appointed

Said It Again," by Vaughn Monroe 1 conductor of the newly organized

for Victor, proved the path toward ' Dallas Symphony Orchestra. He. is

sales-sheet bestsellers lists. Before !
due here the first of next week to

that there were the hits turned up ; audition local musicians and begin

by Decea's Sun Music firm. They organization of the orccstra.

boosted "Ypu Always Hurt the One
j

j
—

You Love'-'-and "Into Each Life Some |
Jule Styne and Sammy

Rain Must Fall" into sheet hit pro- 1 moved into Paramount to

portions via recordings only

Town Hall, N.Y.'s

Jazz-Talk Series
Eddie Condon's jazz band, and

Josh White, Susan Reed. Tom Scott

and other names will take part in a

series of lecture-concerts at Town
Hall, N. Y., titled "This Is Our Mu-
sic," which Walter Hendl. composer
of music for "Dark of the Moon."
Broadway legiter (48th .Street!, .will

emcee. —
Series, to be sponsored by Town

Hall, Inc., and a departure from
latter's activities, will demonstrate,
the sources of American music avail-

able to V. S. composers, and give a

resume of the variety of musical
Americana fronr colonial days down.
Sessions will run an hour-and-a-
half, with guesters playing through-
out. Series will open Oct. 19, with
"The Moving Frontier." with Susan
Reed, Cafe Society folk-singer find,

as guest, and close Nov. 27, with
"The Jazz World." Eddie Condon and
group assisting*

NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs
Followinf? is list oi the most played popular innes on the networks for the

iceek beginning Monday and through Sttnday, Oct. 1-7, from 5 p ,„
to 1 a.m. List represents the first approximately 25 leaders in alphabetical
order (in some cases there are ties, accounting for a longer list) y/,e
compilations embrace tlie NBC. CBS, ABC and Mutual Networks, as revre-
tented by WEAF, WABC, WJZ ami WOR, N. V., and are based on data
provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular checking source ol tlie

music publishing {riduslrv. Unless BMi-indicalecl, all others arc ASCAP
TITLE PUBLISHER

A Door Will Open ................... w, .- Dorsey -

A Stranger In Town . ..... ..... , ... . . ... . ,

,'. .. . : . . iStcvens
Along- the Navajo Trail , . .... Leeds
And There You Are—{"Weekend At Waldorf". ...... . . . . .Foist ;

'

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fc—t'*'Harvoy Girls" '.-'. ;
. .Feist

Dearest Darling Adva need
Fishiiv' For the Moon . ... ........... . .

.'.,,.'.
. .

,-•>.': .'.;;.', .ChappcU
Gee It's Good to Hold You. . . . . .

,'
::

-.
.'. ... Capitol

Gotta Be This or That •.. . .i.aiiiis:

Homesick That's All Morris

How Deep Is the Ocean................. Berlin

I'd Do It All Over Again. . ... .v. ... J ...... ; ; Shapiro
I Don't Want to Be Loved....... Mutual
If I Loved Ypu—""Carousel". ......... ........... T. B. Harms
I'll Buy That-Dream—v"Sing Your Way Home"; . . Burke
I'm Gonna Love That Guy. ... . . . . .... . ;•. . ..... , .Bourne
It's Only a Paper Moon. . . .-. ........ . ..... .. .

. '.,,..'.. .Harms
Love Letters—t"Love Letters" . .Famous :

No Can Do ....... . ......... . ........... .... v .Robbing
Promises ,. v . . , . .Murchant V
Say It Over Again ......Bourne

That Feeling In the Moonlight ...... ......Paull

That's For Me— •; "State Fair"... .Williamson

This Is It ...Chelsea

Till the End ol Time -..'...' '. Santly

Waiting For the Train to Come In. .............. ... . ..- Block
You Came Along—v"You Came Along"'.... ......Famous

1 Filmusical. Legit Musical, t B.M.I. Affiliate.

Cahn
write

I tunes for "The Umpire's Daughter."

Jack Smith and Majeitic's

Unusual Disk Bartering
Jack Smith, singer, went 'through

an unusual deal last week with Ma-
jestic Records, for which he records,

whereby he paid the company's ex T

pense of switching one of the tunes
on a forthcoming disk release. Ma-
jestic was preparing this release
when, on Sept. 18, Smith performed
a tune titled. "One More Dream."
He got so much response on it that

he wanted to record and market it

immediately.
Majestic refused the idea, stating

his new release was too far in tlie

production works. Smith paid (he
expense of rearranging the coupling
to include the tune. It'll be backed
by "Come to Baby Do."

Gershwin Gift Tied In

With Dallas Pic Bally

Dallas. Oct. 9.

Last week, prior to the opening at

the Majestic of "Rhapsody in Blue,"

the Dallas Federation of Music Clubs
was telephoned by the Majestic with

the message that it had $100 to give

to some worthy cause in the name of

George Gershwin.
The Federation accepted the $100

and with it purchased a sponsor
membership in the Dallas Symphony
Orchestra. At the same time the

Federation talked the donors out of

five albums of George Gershwin
music which will be presented to

.nearby Army hospitals by the Fed-
eratioiV

• Gifts ate /froni Warner Bros, and
the Majestic, and not from the In-

terstate Theatres or Karl Hoblit-

zelle, it was pointed out.

Crawford Pluggers Have

New Male Boss; He'll Be

Bossed by All-Gal Crew
Crawford Music company's con-

tact staff, in N. Y. is no longer com-

posed of all femmes. Sam Coronas

was moved in last week to super-

vise the all-girl crew, as professional

manager.

Several months ago. when the

shortage of good male contact men
was acute, Crawford hired a trio ot

girls with experience as song plug-

gers. They are Frances Saunders,

Harriet Smith and Anne Lawton.
Until Coronas' entry the only male
supervision they had was from
Larry Spier, general manager of the

Dreyfus combine, which includes

Chappell. T. B. Harms and William-
son firms in addition to Crawford.

."['Mil
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English Song Hit Based on P.D. Tune

Arouses Scrap Here Among 4 Pubs

Art Strauss Forms New
Music House in London

London, Oct. 1.

Now music publishing company is

iiv tti.? course of formation. .It's

headed by Art Strauss, composer

and top arranger in England, whose
clients include Ambrose, Joe Loss.

Billy Cotton. Harry Roy and Maurice

Winnick. and Sonny Miller, writer of

•Silver Wings in the Moonlight,"

"So Deep Is the 'Night," and: "Got a

Dale With An .Angel."

Hilda Ell.
.
who was confidential

secretary to Irwin Dash lor last 13

years., will be the general manager
of the company'! which will be-Uiiown

as Strauss-Miiler Music Co.

Company wilt be ready to operate

as soon as if acquires, offices in the

Tin-Pan-Alley locale.

At -least four major publishers are+-

rushing to get out U. S. copies of

'VLet Him Go. Let Him Tarry." the

r?cent English falcs. hit. the music

pf w-hicl). is in public -domain. As

a result, both Columbia and Majes-

tic, record companies have decided

not. to record the tune in order to

avoid .creating bad feeling among

the publishers as well as legal com-

plications that might develop due to

the marked similarity of some of the

Jyrics; Both Victor and Decca. how-

ever, have skedded recordings of the

.number but haven't revealed whose

version will .be used. Choice is be-

lieved to lie between version dis-.

tr.lbut.ed by Shapiro-Bernstein, as

selling agent for its Stone Music sub-

sidiary, and .tlia.t published by Eci-

win ,11. Morris.

Pccv-lnternational is also pub-

lishing a version as well as Cole, a
|

Chicago firm, which enters- the run-;

ning wilh copies, next week. Oddly,

four English 1 firms have also pub-
'

lishcel the tune, which was a big hit

throughout, the British Isles: These

were Chappell. Ltd., Paterson's Pub-

lishers. Ltd.. Yale, and Paxton & Co!,

one of England's largest 'publishers.

Yale version by Cliff Gorda. Max
Maurice and Carl Yale was the big-

gest hit and is the one published by

Morris. It was copyrighted in 19H4.

as was the Chappell version. Pater-

son's was copyrighted in 1935.

Similar situations have, occurred
before in the bi/. when public do-

main words and music were in-

volved. After Robbins published

Walter O'Keef'c's "Man on the Fly-

ing Trapeze." lyric coupled with a

public domain melody, swarm of !

ducked working with the band

publishers followed suit with their

own lyrics. Years before, many
pubs tried to cut the pie into slices

Holiday for Jones

In Spiking 'Holiday'
Spike Jones' small orchestra has

recorded for RCA-Victor a comedy
version of Dave Rose's "Holiday for

Strings." which was a solid hit as

recorded straight for Victor by Rose
himself about two years ago.

Since "Der Feuhrer's Face."

which started Jones off, he has taken

other standard luncs and made big

comedy clicks of them. ' "Cocktails

for Two" and "Chloe" are in that

category.

Bass Twanger Likes

52d St. (N Y.) Better

Than Goodman Band i

Benny Goodman is going through

a unique situation with "Slam" Stew-
art, bass twanger who has been

playing with his band. He is nuill-

]

ing suing the musician for failing to

|
abide by a contract between them.

Complaints have already been made
to N. Y. local 802 of the American

|

Federation of Musicians.

J Stewart failed -to accompany
I
Goodman to Canada for one-night

dates recently and has persistently

Meanwhile, he has been performing

in 52cl street, N. Y., jive joints.

Goodman, incidentally, has been
averaging $9,000 weekly on three

one-nighters per the past fortnight

and is content to continue onc-

on "Dcngoze." a Latin-American
maxixe. through Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder raked in the lion's share

|

with a version titled. "My Croonv
J

oighters for awhile before going on

Melody,".. Many also were the pub- location. He plans a winter booking

lishers' imprints on "Loch Lomand.".1 •>* Hollywood,

hand, the oppositeOn the othei

situation .recently prevai led with
the best-selling "Bell Bottom Trous-
ers'' (Santly -Joy), which no other

pub touched, though tune is an
ancient sea chanty. Chopin's "Po-
lonaise'

-

is the basis of Santly's "Till

the End of Time.'' Here again rival

publishers have avoided following
Santly by publishing other versions.

er

Interest in Classics

Due to Pop Plugs
'h=r^r Dallas. Oct. 9.

Interest in classical music is grow-
ing under the stimulus of modern
adaptations of the classics, the Na-
tional Association of Music Mer-
chants stated here during a two-day
conference of the association held
here last week.
"Since the popular version of one

of Chopin's Polonaises was recorded.
Chopin has been outselling Benny
Goodman.1' said William A. Mills,

exec secretary.-

"Radio has not proved a- permanent
competitor <Sf recordings, but has
brought about greater interest in

music of all kinds," lie declared.
"Millions of men in the armed

forces have come to depend on music
for entertainment," he said, "unci

their interest will be carried over
into civilian life," Mill concluded.

He reveals that he and his per

sbrial rep. Mark Hanna, couldn't

come to terms with the- Hotel Com-
modore. N. Y. As a result. Larry

Golden is lining up some five

or six additional weeks of one-

nighters. -

Goodman is considerably put out

over the report of his "altercation''

with Trummy Young, trombonist
during an Atlantic City Steel Pier

engagement several weeks ago. As
evidence that nothing serious oc-

curred. Goodman mentions that

Young sat in with him at a Colum-
bia recording date since the A.C.

date when, BG discharged the

musiker for being remiss on his

schedule.

Maria jGrever-Rockwell

Form Own Music Pub Firm
As with the indie pix producers,

songwriters are getting the bee to be
their Own bosses. Latest is Maria
Grevcr; Mexican composer of "What
a Difference a Day Makes," "Ti-Pi-

Tin" and others. Will Rockwell is

her professional and business asso-

ciate in the new firm. ..
.'-.'.-.

Latter was last prof. mgr. for

Charles K. Harris, a Ralph S. Peer
subsid, and responsible tor putting

across "Tico Tico" and "You Belong
to My Heart." George Schottler has

since succeeded Rockwell at the Har-
ris (Peer) firm. ':-.'.

Nitery Ops Upset

By New 802 Rates
Restaurant and Entertainment In-

dustries of Greater New York,
created by a merger of the .Allied

Food and Entertainment Industries

and Restaurant Owners Guild tsec

separate story ), in it's first meeting.
Monday (81 at- the Astor hotel, N.Y.,

|

forbade any -'musician to double on:
instruments and asked .band-leaders i

to rewrite sax and clary parts, so J

that extra fee of $1 daily for dou-
bling on another instrument, recently

. VCrfed by N. Y. Local 802 of AFM.
Could be saved.

.

..'.' •:.:<'

What action maestros will take

hasn't been decided upon, but none
like the idea of incurring the ex-
pense of rewriting arrangements so

that the bonil'aces can save that fee.

Primary purpose of Monday's meet
was discussion of the problems aris-

ing out of the W-ar Labor Board's
granting of pay increases, retroac-
tive to February, 1944, to musicians.
Some spots, like the Copacabana,
N. Y.. which employs a large num-
ber of tootlers. is seen having to

shell out around $15,000 in retroac-
tive pay. Other spots such as Latin
Quarter. Diamond Horseshoe. Ver-
sailles and La Martinque will shell

out; too, although considerably less

because fewer musicians are em-
ployed. Problem will be minimized
at the Zanzibar and 400 Club which
uses over-scale name bands since

regular pay for the sidqmcn will

automatically include the upped pay
scale and extra for doubling.

Situation has many facets which
are yet unsolved. Both the boni-
faces and maestros are wondering
what happens in a situation where
the leader gets over the scale and
sidemcn ,"ct union minimums. They
are wondering if the hotel or maes-
tro is responsible. No union ruling

has yet .come on that issue and a

hot fight is expected on that point

by virtue of the fact that latest

court rulings declare leaders to be
independent contractors while
American Federation of Musicians'
Form B contract liolds them to be
employees. . .

Considerable rewriting of contracts
will also result from the pay hikes
in spots where orchs are infrequent-
ly changed. This is a headache to

agencies. .

However, biggest problem will be
the method of distribution of the re-
troactive' pay. Cafe operators and
the union will have a difficult task
of tracing musicians- who have long
since left. Some paychecks will

probably be forwarded to APO ad-
dresses. ....
Under Jicw method of collection,

leader wil be entrusted to the col-
lection and he will turn it over to

the union for distribution to the
men'. -.- .

On top of the wage increases,
several niteries. including Green-
wich .Village Inn. N. Y.. have been
asked by 802 to" negotiate new pacts
calling for a maximum six-hour day,
52 weeks of employment and two

I weeks vacation with pay.

Bands at Hotel B.O.V
(Presented herewith, as a weekly tnbicintion, is the estimated corer

charge business being done by name bands in various Netu York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figttres after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
holiday price. Compilation is based on period pom Monday to Saturday.)

„• Cpv«i iumi
WeeUi rust t'nvcri

lianil Hotel 1'liiyvd Mei>k On Pitts
Hal Aloma* Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50; 51 1,850 90.150

Chuck Foster". ...New Yorker (400, $1-$1.50) 9 1,825 15.975

Stan Kenton Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50). ...... .. 4 2,475 10.550

Emil Cpleman". . . Waldorf (550; $2) 0 tl,400 1.400

Art Mooney ..... Lincoln (275: $1-$1.50). 4 825 3.225

Shop Fields. ..... Roosevelt (400; ?i-$1.50). 2 2.000 7.350

Tommy Dorsey. . 400 Club 1850; $1-$1.50) 4 4.G00. 22,250

• Asterisks indicate. a supporting floor show.
Lexington, an Hawaiian floor show.
f 2 days. • ".:

;, ,

New Yorker has tec slioto;

Chicago
tiss Brown (Panther Room. Sherman hotel; 950; $I.50-$2.50 min.l. Brown

plus the Meade Lux Lewis-Joe Sullivan boogie piano combo have a fol-

lowing who jammed the joint 6.500 strong.
: . .. ' : .

Dick LaSalle .< May-fair Rooin. BlackStone
.
hotel; 350: $l:50-$2.50 min.l.

Phil Regan is after hiring in the spalpeens and omadhauns to the tune of

2.700. bedad. Which is big stuff for this small room.
Clyde McCoy (Boulevard Room. Stevens hotel: C50:'$3-$3.50 min.l. Nexl-

to-closing for Pitchmen. A. J. Cantii. D'lvoos, Raye & Perdo. etc.. got 7,100,

Eddie Oliver (Empire Room. Palmer House; 700: $3-$3.50 min.). Con-
ventions helped pull the Oliver-John Sebastian-Paul Winchell-Jere Mc-
Mahon: layout up. to 4.900.

.
.

.

Kmilc, l'etti (New Walnut Room. -Bismarck' hotel: 4(;5:,$1.50-$2:r>0 min.l.

Hero, as in most Spots, World Series crowds came along too late in the

.'week to help much, but Petti, Bill Gary and Fernando & Fair still got a

satisfactory 3.000. ."',, '-
- ;' ''; -

'

1

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador: 900: $l?$t.50>. Martin's draw is sock com-

modity and spot; holds to standard 4.200 tabs.

Ted Slraeter (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50>. Holding at fat figure of 3.750

covers. - - - .

~—
-

'
.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

(Clitcaoo)

Gay Claiidse (Chez Parec: 650: $»-$3.50 min i. Danny Thomas and Gail

Meredith -opened Tuesday (21. splitting okay. 5.000 with Jerry Lester and

Bob Evans, who closed. Claridge. Cabot & Dresden and Dixie Roberts

h.o.'s.

Harry Cool (Blackhawk: 500; $2-$2..5'0 min.l. Some 3,600 divvied by
Cool and Gene Fields and tapping Andrews Sisters, who closed, and No-

velloS and Amazing Lady Esther & Dr. Jester. Cool still one of the big

band attractions in town. . .-,

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter: 700: $3-$3.50 min.l. Fine 5.000 for Harry

Richman's first stanza, with Shaw, Radio Aces and Ambassadorcttcs sup-

porting. '•
";

(Los Anijeles)

Jan Savilt (Palladium. B. Hollywood. 3rd week). Slim pickings for this

terpalace at less than average 18.000 admishes. -.'.,*

Eddie Miller (Trianon. B ; South Gate, 4th week). Took a drop because

of final week but nothing to cry over at 7,800 entrants.

Matty Malnevk (Slapsy Maxie's, N. Los Angeles, 4th week). They stand

in line and wait to be one of 4.000 weekly customers.

Bobbie Ramos (Trocadero. N. Hollywood. 9th week). Even hypoing of

show with Bonnie Baker doesn't, pull this place out of 2,000 tab class.

Enrlc Madriguera (Giro's, 'N. Hollywood, 1st week): Bow in week of

Madriguera has tremendous 3,200 covers. .'*

John Abbott Advances

N.Y. Trip to This Month
... London, Oct. 9.

John Abbott has advanced his

sailing plans, and the Francis Day

& Hunter director now hopes to

sail for New York later this month.

He and Frederick E. M. Day. man-

aging director of FD&H. originally

didn't expect to visit the Slates until

spring. ;..';

400 Club, N. Y., Maps
Air Condish System

The 400 Club. N. Y„ is installing'

air-conditioning, which should be

ready by next spring. Nat Moss, op-

erator, reveals it's costing him ap-

proximately $45,000.

Moss is consequently making plans
to operate through the summer of
'46. He's made an offer to Harry
James, but no definite .conclusions
have resulted. ':;'.

Mpls. All Tangled Up

In Longhair and The

Town Really Loves It

Minneapolis. Oct, 9.

Biggest and most pretentious con-

|
cert season in all local history is

I being ushered in. Month of Octo-

ber alone brings James Melton,

Hazt.1 Scott: Grace Moore. Gladys

Swarthout.- Monte Carlo Ballet

Russe, .the opening Minneapolis

Symphony Orchestra concert. Erica

Morini and the Chicago Symphony
orchestra. There never before has

been such a profusion of these of-

ferings.

It all comes about because of the

advent of four new •'impresarios"

in the Twin^City concert field, mak-
ing for record-breaking competi-

tion in the" field. During the season

every concert artist and attraction

will be brought here. Show circle?

are wondering if the town can sup-

port so much "artistic entprtain-

ment," and if. it will affect show
business generally.

Recorded by JO STAFFORD (Capitol) • WOODY HERMAN (Columbia) • GERTRUDE NIESEN (Cosmo)

Transcribed by CHUCK FOSTER (Langworth) • GEORGE 01SEN (Muzak) • NBC LIBRARY • FREDDIE MARTIN (Standard)

GEE, IT'S GOOD TO HOLD YOU
by ALLAN ROBERTS and DORIS FISHER

Recorded by STAN KENTON (Capitol) • Transcribed by CHUCK FOSTER (Langworth) • NBC LIBRARY

ART MOONEY (Langworth) • MILT HERTH TRIO (World) • MODERNAIRES (Muzak) • FREDDIE MARTIN (Standard)

HERB WIS, 1509 Vint St. Hollywood

M. H. GOLDSEN, Vice Pres.

. DAVE BLUM (Prof. Mgr.l

by ALLAN ROBERTS and DORIS FISHER

CRITERION MUSIC CORPORATION RKO 8ldg., Rodio City, Ntw York

LES REIS CHIN SCHOTTLER JACK CARLTON, 54 W. Randolph Chicago
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Scranton Setting Up Coast Capitol

Disk Plant; Decca, Victor Start Up
Hollywood, Oct. 9. •

Deal for the construction of a

manufacturing arid pressing plant

for Capitol Records in this district

was completed by John GriffitHf

v.p.. of Scranton Record Co. New
plant, to be used exclusively by

Capitol for '
"western markets, wj.ll

have a claimed capacity of 10,000.000

discs annually.

Griffith "has gone back east, but

Roy MarcHJanot, Scranton's v.p. in

-charge of production; and Arthur
Franiptou, staff engineer, will re-

main on the Coast to work out con-

struction and installation details.

Plant will be ready for operation

in' January, it's hoped.

In meantime* first .West', Coast
pressing of Decca discs was accom-
plished last week in the. company's
Hollywood plant, with two presses

in operation as a starter. RCA-
Victor also began pounding out

discs at its local plant,

Majestic Gels Going
Majestic Records Company is

claimed to be getting into full pro-
duction at its New Jersey plant,

,
which is operating on a three-shift.

24-hour basis. Firm's Hollywood
factory, is already making test press
ings,

factory is

Elgin, III.

RCA Signs Billy Williams,

Kayc Singer, to Soto Pact
RCA-Victor signed Billy Williams,

vocalist with the Sammy Kaye or-,

chestra, to a separate contract as a

soloist last week. He'll do western
tunes exclusively. Meanwhile, he'll

continue with- Kaye.

.

Williams originally joined Kaye's
orchestra under unusual circum-

stances. He had written a time that

Kaye liked and wanted to play, but

could not find anyone to .sing it the

way Williams had. demonstrated it

to him. He' solved the problem by
hiring Williams to do if, and the

singer remained with the band.

Musta Been Green 'Solid'
Jerry Wald's orchestra played

Camp Edwards, Mass., and was
Served a meal in the officers

club by German PW's. Wald
a.-.ked one for orange juice, and
when he got it said "solid," a
music-slang, term.
Few minutes later back came

the PW with a dish of green
salad.

Lombardo's Totem Pole

Date 1st Outside N. Y.

Location in Long Time
Guy Lombardo's orchestra will

play its first location date outside

N. Y. in a long time when it goes

into the Totem Pole Ballroom.
>, —j « — Auburndale, Mass.. Oct. 24-2ti. Lorn-
it's Said. Meanwhile a third i bai-do recently finished the' dim, "No

under construct iori at

BOB KERR, GEN. MGR.

OF GWIRTZ PUB. COS.
Bob Kerr, former artist manager,

'and husband of Joan Brooks, enters

the music business next week. He
will take over as general manager
of three music firms owned by Irv-

ing Gwirtz, former partner in Mu-
sieraft records. They are the Chel-

sea. Viking and Saunders firms.

In taking the publishing spot, Kerr
has given up artist, management. He
formerly handled the Deep River

Boys and Hi, to Jack and a Dame,
now the Four Chicks and Chuck.
It's assumed he will continue steer-

ing Miss Brooks.

I

Leave, No Love," for Metro aiid is

marking lime until, his annual run

I
at the Roosevelt hotel. N. Y.. Oct. 29,

replacing the current Shop.' Fields.

In addition to Totem Pole, nego-

tiations are under way for Lom-
bardo to play three one-nighlers,

another field he hasn't tackled for

some time. If. deals • are ' settled,

he'll work Allentown. Pa., tor Andy
Perry, Oct. 17: Lakewood Park,

Mahanoy City. Pa. (18), and Scran-

ton, Pa. <19>.
"'':-.

S/Snt. Charles Crafl i Baron Elliott,

band leader) has been proee.-sed for

his Army discharge and expects to

reorganize in Pittsburgh immedi-
ately. Elliott's, old outfit was taken

over when he went into the service

by Bob Rhodes, and it's now the staff

I crew at WCAE. Pitt.

Sun Music's 1st

Col. Pix Score
Initial Columbia Pictures score un-

der its recent deal with Decca Rec-
ords' Sun Music subsidiary, under
which the latter will market all Co-
lumbia picture tunes,- is from lim
film "Gilda." Sun will not equip
itself with a contact staff before the
advent- of the score. V. •

Sun Music, under the terms of its

deal with Columbia, will gel a por-
tion of Columbia's income from its

5-year lyric deal with Song Lyrics,
Inc. This arrangement, made by
Columbia before the tatter formed
an alliance with Sun, is said to call

for the payment ' by Sing Lyrics of

$15,000 annually for the use. of all

lyrics stemming from Columbia pie-

tunes. ' ";

'

Tunes from "Gilda" are "Amado
Mio." which will be recorded for

Decca by Dick Haymes. accompanied
by Carmen Cavallaro\s orchestri.

and "Put the Blame on Mamie," to

be recorded by Bing Crosby; backed
by Louis Jordan's small Orchestvi,
Disks will be released well in ad-
vance of the picture lor the added
exploitation value. .

.

Contractees Get Break on Options

As AFM Defines Dates, Clarifies Pact
American Federation of Musician*

I has advised all members and book-
ing agencies tHat in the future op-Hampton, Herman, T. D

On R'wav fne Ymac i
tioh terms written into Form B con-un c way lor Amas i
tl

.dcts can no longel. be jllst vagUf
entries calling for so many weeksBand lineup that prevailed at ma

j or Broadway houses last Xmas and
New Year's will prevail again this

year, Lionel Hampton will be at the

Strand, Woody Herman at the Para-
mount and Tommy Dorsey at the

Capitol.

This year, Jimmy Dorsey will pre-

cede frere T. D. ini to the Gap.
r/
He

follows Les Brown, who opens 25.

Last year, the procedure was re-

versed with the brothers.

Longh;

JIMMY PALMER BAND

HEADED OVERSEAS
Pittsburgh, Oct. 9.

Jimmy Palmer's bind is accepting'

no immediate bookings following'
run here at Vogue 'Terrace* which
winds up Thursday 1 11 ). Reason is

that-outfit has already been proee.-se,l

for a USO tour and expects to shov:
oil shortly for overseas.

air Reviews Of

Hazel Scott Concert

Amuse Can. Hepsters
Ottawa, Oct. 3.

Local hepsters got. healthy guffaws,

out of reviews of last night's t2>

Hazel Scott concert here. One .sheet

.sent its longhair mnsicritic to coy-

er the show,
.
reporting the- pianist

"tickled the ivories'.' with "fluency

of technique, facile emotions and ex-

hUerating exurbance." Same critic

had Scott backed by a "talented

three-man orchestra or instrument,,!

trio" made .up of "Eugene Cedric.

saxophone and clarinet; Edward
Brown, big bass fiddle played with-

out a bow, and William Jones, amaz-
ing manipulation of drumsticks."

.

All reviews, however. kudOsed tin

gal and her playing of both pop aiid

classical tunes.

High top price ($3) for such an
event along with a coid rain ken*

Miss Scott's b.o. down to an esti-

mated .indifferent $2,000.

"with options." According to the

AFM, it has received numerous ob-

jections lately from members over

the nebulous use of the term, hence

the letter last week to all those con-

cerned giving the wordage of a

clause to be added to the Form B
blank when options are called for in

a"
1

contract.

When a new contract is now writ-

ten, it' must be stipulated whether
options are to be taken. If they are,

it is demanded that the option be

exercised within a certain agreed-

upon date prior to the expiration of

the original agreement. All this is

to be settled prior to the signing of

the first contract.

Squawks to the AFM from mem-
bers over the widely used method of

writing options without definite

dates were that frequently they

found options were rejected too

-

close to the initially agreed-upon ex-

piration date. This left too little

time to go after other work and
otten resulted in a band laying off.

ANNUAL ASCAP MEMBER

MEET IN N. Y. OCT. 18
Annual geneual membership meet-

ing of the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publisher*

will .take, place in N. Y'.. Oct. ,18. It

will be staged at the Ritz.-'Carlton

hotel. ';;'
.-.

,'.'

, --V:' .

Due to the imminence of t^ic coii-

|
clave, the Society's board of direc-

I tors goes into special meeting this..

Mickey F»lus, tenor 'sax. rejoined
|
afternoon iWect:).' ASCAP's by-

Woody Herman's orchestra after ( laws demand a special board meel-.

j
being released from the- Navy, re- ' ing eight days before . a general

placing- Pete Monclcllo. Shorty
j
meeting, to hear any proposals of

Rogers, out of the Army, also- joined
j
amendments to the Society's consti-

He had been with Red ! tution. so that they may be properlyHerman;
Norvo pre I presented to the full membership.
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French Musicians'

Wartime Blackmart

With Sax Reeds, Etc.

Paris. Oct. 2.

It can now be told 'that, .during

the Nazi occupation, and even until

very recently, the French musicians

did a terrific black-market business

with American. British and other

foreign musickers on musical reeds,

German harmonicas and kindred
items which are best made over,

here. .

•• ',';•

Somehow these essentials, espe-
cially the reeds, found their way
out in exchange for beaucoiip
francs.

•'

TEDDY POWELL GETS

15 MOS. IN DRAFT FRAUD
Teddy Powell, songwriter and

former bandleader, drew a sentence

of 15 months in the jus yesterday

(Tu'cs.) in N. Y. from Federal Judge
John P. Leamy. tor "evading the

draft." Powell started serving im-

mediately.
Powell was picked up by the FBI

last year, while leading his band in

midwest, charged with attempting to

evade service by bribing a N. Y.

draft board official, John P. Wilson,

who later committed suicide after

being involved, in a similar case.

Since his arraignment. Powell had
been free on bail and continued to

wxjte songs. -

Loesser's 'Rodger Young*

Tune Restricted by Pub
Frank Loesser's "Rodger Young"

is receiving unique treatment by its'

publisher. Bob-Miller. Performance

has been restricted to grand opera

and concert artists and to billbillys

only. Dance bands and vocalists are

not being allowed use of the song.

Miller is also publisher of "There's

A Star Spangled Banner Waving

Somewhere." largest selling song of

the past decade. Sheet sale to date

on "Banner" is 1,6110.000 copies and a

single Elton Britt recording has sold

better than 1.250.000 platters.

(UNTIL YOU BREAK MY HEART)

Ail MATERIAL AVAILABLE

WIRE OR WRITE

tO TALC-NT V>:c Pre-

Feist and Writers Of

'Rum & Coke' Ask That

2 Suits Be Dismissed
Asserting that the song, "Rum and

Coca Cola," published by Mohamed
H. Khan, in a "Victory Calypsos
1943 Souvenir Collection," in Trini-

dad, is in the public domain, Leo
Feist. Inc.. U. S. publishers of-

"Rum." and the writers. Morey Am-
sterdam, Paid .Baron, and Jeri Sul-

livan, asked for dismissal of Khan's
infringement suit in answers filed

last week in New York federal

court. At the same time' Feist filed

notice for the examination of Khan
on October 11.

Feist, meanwhile, in another in-

fringement suit oh the same song,

brought by Maurice Baron (no re-

lation of Paul Baron l, tiled notice

for the examination before trial of

Leon Belasco and Massic Patterson;,

writers of "L'Annee Passee." (Last
Yeart in 1942. Baron charges U>8<

"Rum" was copied from his copy-
right, which Belasco and Patterson
assigned him. Baron published
"L'Annee" in a song book entitled.

"Calypso Songs of the West Indies.
'"

In answers to the Khan suit. Feist

and writers admit that Khan on or

about February 24. 11)43. published
"Ruin"- in the song book, but claim
that '"Rum" was published and of-

fered for sale with Khan's authority,
but without written notice of copy-
right required by the U. S. daw.
Therefore. Khaii's copyright is in the
public domain. Khan's "Rum" was
composed by one Rupert Grant, who
assigned the tunc to Khan.
In both actions Feist and the

writers r-lso ask for dismissal on the
ground that the complaints tail to
state a claim against them.

NEW MORRIS COMBO

INTO McALPIN H., N.Y.
Johnny Morris orchestra, formed,

almost a year ago by the ex-Tony
Pastor drummer, plays its first da;,o

of any type in N. Y. late this month.'
It has beep booked into the Marine
Grill at the McAlpin hotel, opening
Oct. 19 for four week.-'.

Since the band's conception, Mol-
lis has kept it out on the road, on
olie-nighters and in various locations

such as the Palomar, Norfolk; Anslcy
hotel. Atlanta,, et al. At the McAlpin.
Morris replaces Don Bestor.

AFM Mulls Fredericks'

Ina Ray Hutton Pact
Case involving Ina Ray Hutton's

contract with the Frederick Bros,
agency went up before the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians last

week. Her agreement with FB, made
several years ago, carried a rider to

the effect thatJ f Charles Yates left

I that agency th'e contract was aulo-

I
mutically cancelled.

Yates left FB several months ago.
declaring that the agency had not
lived up to the terms of its deal
with him. He sifted over to Asso-
ciated Booking Corp.. jointly owned
by Joe Glaser and Music Corp. of
America. FB doesn't recognize his

connection with ABC. claiming
Yates' contract is still in force. 1 On
this theory it is battling Miss Hut-
ton's release from the contract.
Miss Hutton is in California. She

has been there for more than a year,
after giving.up her orchestra due to
-a dispute with FB. She said then
she would never pick up a baton
until her FB contract had expired.
When Yates shifted . to ABC she
figured to go back to work.

Robin Hood Dell, Philly,

Reports Deficit; Elections
Philadelphia. Oct. 9.

Despite a record number of post-
ponements due to inclement weather
< 15 out of. 28 concerts I Robin Hood
Dell's deficit for the 1946 season was
held to $5,435. according to a fi-

nancial.xepotL made-last--weekr—

"

Annual elections returned Henry
E. Gcrstley as president for the
third successive term. He first took
that post when Col. Samuel R. Rosen-
baum, ex-WFIL prexy. weiit into
service. Dr. Leon Levy. WCAU
head, was re-elected a member of
the board of directors.

David 'C. Hockar was again chosen
business manager of the Dell. Dimitri
Mitropolous will again be chief con-
ductor and will wield the baton in
19 or the 28 concert! of the 1946
season.

Wally Schuster has joined Broad-
way Music in N. Y., alter leaving
his Coast post with Jefferson; ' anc'
Viking firms.

For CAMELS
THURSDAYS—tltC

The Abb»t» and Costalla Show

FITCH BANDWAGON
NIC

Tha Can Daly Shaw

For COCA-COLA
FREQUENTLY—*IRS

For MONOGRAM
Pictures

"SWING PARADE"—Doc. Release

WILL OSBORNE
Personal R«»r*ssu*a*ive

EDWARD SHERMAN
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Inside Orchestras—Music
Milk Music, publishing "My Blonde Sailor," has a probable hit on their

hands as result ot Andrews Sisters' disc. However, tune attracted atten T

tipri months before Decca platterized it when an announcer on a N. Y. indie

radio station arrived late one night and grabbed1 the first records he could

find to start his session going. Original version o£ "Blonde Sailor" on

Victor was one, and a few minutes later the jockey bogged listeners to

stop phoning in; calls had tied up station's switchboard, forcing him to

play record' twice :
in one hour. A publisher, who heard' the rumpus, called

Mills with an offer of $10,000 for Worth American publishing privilege.

(Bights leased. from English firm with Southern Music holding South Amer-
ican franchise.). Mills nixed offer and began to go after tunc it had held

for: eight years. ' " '

.
-

'Original J. Pfeil version was a Dutch waltz with charmingly ungram-
niatical lyric lines such as "we're belonging together," etc. Mills assigned

Mitchell PaVish and Bill Leib to revise. ;

»

When Hal Mclntyre's orchestra returned to the U. S. three weeks ago

from an European trip for the USO, not one booking had been arranged for

it; this was due- to the fact that the band was not expected home until two
weeks after .

it actually arrived. Reason for the prc-schedule departure

from France for home was that no boats were scheduled to make the trip

home around the time it -was originally to leave. The Army, discovering
• this, interrupted •'the band's toiir to put it on an earlier boat. Mclntyre

is now set tor "string of phc-nightqrs, beginning tomorrow night (Thurs.

)

at New Bedford, Mass., and goes into.the Strand theatre, N. Y., Dec. 7.

Associated Booking Co. headquarters in N Y. may pull a switch of loca-

tions with the Lcland Hayward agency, which Music Corp. of America
owiJS lit has a 50'ji interest with Joe Glaser in ABC). ABC is cramped
for space now and if the idea goes through it would move to the Hay-
ward quarters and the latter would shift to ABC space, which is in the

same building as MCA. ;:

'

'••'.,':'•.'

Since the addition of Harry Moss and Charlie Yates to Glaser's staff,

the agency has been forced to locate files in hallways, etc

. Keynote Recordings, embroiled with Hairy Fox, representative of most
music publishers in collection of recordings, synchronization fees, etc., over
the payment of record royalties, paid Fox a total of $204 for the first quar-

ter of 1945. It had made other payments to him previously. However,
Keynote has not forwarded royalty statements to Fox for the second quar-
ter of this year, and1

it is his intention to legally check the company's
books, a procedure he also is taking with Musicraft and other small re-

cording (inns. :.'•"'..•

Frank Dailcy, operator of Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., has taken
strong exception to changing of the name of the Casa Manana, Culver
City, Cat., spot to Meadowbrook Gardens. He has discussed1 the possibility

of a suit over the choice of name with his attorneys, but will do nothing
until or unless the California spot encroaches on his spot's prestige via

'transcontinental/remote pickups.

Jimmy Dorsey recorded a song for Decca a couple weeks ago on the

Coast on which, he used a singer named Inez James. She is the writer of

the song performed, titled "Come to Baby, Do." Her disking the song with
the band came about after Miss James, who is under contract to Universal
Pictures, had approached1 Dorsey with the tune. He agreed to record it if

. ; he would do. the vocal.

Loew's, Robbins Situash

On Freed's Co/s Operation
Situation between Loew's, Inc.,

and Robbins Music over the Variety
Music firm : recently purchased by
Loew's from Metro producer Arthur
Freed tor *p00,000 is still not clear as
to the firm's operation as an active

publishing house. Loew's, which
holds a Sl'.V interest in the Robbins
.setup as Hie parent company of

Metro, wants the Robbins combine
to assume operation of Variety
Music and . stand all the overhead
while splitting the profits. Also,
Loew's wants to retain full title to

the firm and have its
.
operation -re-

vert to it after two years.

Robbins' combine is said to have
participated in the purchase of

Variety Music, Of the $200,000 paid
for . the firm,' $50,000 was under-
written by the Robbins combine
and $150,000 by Loew's.

ABC Net Officials Crack

Down on All 'Swagger'

Broadcast Music Uses
.'Blue network officials have

launched a complete investigation of

the use of music on the "Swagger"
commercial (12:30-1 a.m., seven days
a week) cited in last week's
"Variety" as having given 65. per-

formances of 10 different songs in one
seven-day period. Val Olman, who
conducts the show and whose
brother's (Chauncey Olman) music
publishing house, Bradley Music, a
BMI affiliate, holds' Copyright to the
tunes, will assertedly be restricted

in his use of material.

Incident involving the consistent

use of Bradley material on Olman's
show had aroused considerable ire

among various opposition music
publishers, who saw the program be-

ing used to further Bradley's BMI
tieup—at $48 per plug.

Ernie Fodor, head of the house
band at the Trianon Ballroom,
Toledo, before donning uniform,! is

back in civvies. He's working with
the band of his brother, Jerry, in

that city.-

ASCAP Asks Publisher-Members

For Television Performance Rights
American Society & Composers,

Authors and Publishers last week
Mlirphy, Burton CO-Direct dispatched letters to publisher mem.

KDKA, Pitt, Staff Orch
.Pittsburgh, Oct. 9.

Buddy Murphy, veteran Pitts-

burgh musician, with Bernie Arm-
strong's KDKA band for some time,

and Jimmy Burton have been
named co-directors of KQV staff

orchestra. Murphy; ' who plays
trumpet, will do the. actual batoning
while Burton concentrates on the

arrangements. :'•::
Pair replace Maurice Spitalny,

who held down- the post last season
and is now doing only weekly half-

hour show lor local brewery and
spending rest of his time at booking
agency he recently, organized with
Charlie Qch.senhi.rfe .

, New. staff band- will make its de-
but Sunday, Oct. 14. '..

.

Decision Reserved On

N.Y. Hotel's Appeal Of

ASCAP Suit Reversal
Court of Appeals, Albany, N. Y.,

reserved -decision last week on .in

appeal by the Edison hotel, N. Y.,

from a second dismissal: of its anti-

trust suit against the American So-:

ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers. First toss-out of the ac-

tion was made by Supreme court'

Justice Morris Eder, in N, Y;
Edison charged that ASCAP cre-

ated and maintained a monopoly ;n

violation of the New- York State
Donnelly- act, contending that there

is involved a service used in the
conduct of trade and commerce.
ASCAP. represented by Schwartz

& Frohlich. opposed the third appeal
on the same ground that the com-
plaint fails to state a claim under
the Do'hnelly act..

Franz Waxnun composing back-
ground music for "Confidential

Agent" at Warners.

bers requesting that each assign to

the Society television performing
rights. These letters were supposed
to have gone to publisher members
months back, but were delayed. In
every known instance an affirmative •

answer has been returned to ASCAP.
This gives the Society a hold on the
same sort of rights pubs give its

Society for regular bv-oadcasting, for
a period of three years, ending Dec.
31. 1948.

Granting of these rights to the
Society : at the moment ' involves
only what is called "small rights,"

Committee assigned to investigate
the television situation as it pertains

to what is called "grand rights'" has
not formulated any conclusions. It

is 'generally thought, however, that
interpretations of pop or standard
tunes presented in television in what
is termed a "production" will come
under "grand rights" and, as such,
will be separately dickered for by
the network involved

. with the in-

dividual publisher, much in the way
so-called "grand rights'.' are ar-
ranged for currently on ordinary
AM broadcasting.

Television committee also, has not
made up its mind on whether the in-

come derived from television will be»
kept in a separate fund or cached
into the general fund.

Now Liridy's Knows Why
Postwar Biz Is Booming
Music company contactmen are

streaming back to their old jobs as

they are released from service. Dur-
ing the past week or so. Julie Stein

has returned to Robbins. Sammy
Taylor to the Morris combine, Ed
Kelly to Campbell-Porgie on the
Coast, Herb Lutz to ABC, also on
the Coast, and Gene Goodman is

back at Regent Music.
Bob Baumgarten, with Bemick

pre-war, joined Republic-World af-

ter his return.
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SPA Settling Wheels In Motion For

Long-Awaited Checkup of Pub Books
Songwriters Protective Assn..

which for some time has been

anxious to launch a complete audit-

ing job of the books of music pub-

lishers, is finally laying the ground-

work lor such action. Organization

has recently circularized various ac-

countants for pertinent details at-

tendant to the job. and when the

figures arc in. contracts will be let.

Peculiar angle of the SPA's info-

seeking is. that some of the audi-

tors contracted work for music pub-

lishers at required periods of the

year and they may be going over

the same ledgers, if they work: for

SPA. that they work oh when hired

by the firms involved.

SPA is not launching its cam-

Ex-Members of CG Unit

Form Own Small Band
New Orleans. Oct. 9.

Roosevelt Guardsmen, a quintet of

former members of Eighth Naval
District Coast Guard Bund, recent Sv

discharged after three and. a half

years in uniform, have been added

to the bands playing the Roosevelt

hotel here. They are .alternating in

the Blue Room and the Fountain

lounge of hostelry.' .?

Oddly enough, several of the men
were playing an engagement in the

Blue Room with Enric Madriguera's

orchestra when they enlisted in the

service.

British Best Sheet Sellers

(Week 'Ending Sept. 27, '45)

London. Sept. 27.

.

Gipsy . P. Maurice

Just A Prayer Away .. .Connelly

.Coming Home .. P. Maurice

Let Him Go , .Yale

I've Said It Again ..... .Connelly

Pablo the Dreamer. .. .Southern

Chewing Piece Straw. ,.B. Wood
Don't Fence Me In Chappell

Beginning See Light. . .Connelly

We'll Gather Lilacs. . : .Chappell

Dream ... . . . , . ... • , . . Sterling

Sentimental Journey .. Sterling

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
(Records below are grabbing most nickels this wee); in jukeboxes

throughout the country, as reported by operators to "Variety." Names ot
more than one band or vocalist alter 'the tide tndicflfes, in order of popu-
tarity, whose recordings are being played. Figures and names in paren'
thesis indicate the ntniiber of weeks each song has been in tht listings'
and respective publishers.) "... .

\ Till End of Time (7) (Santly) .

.

) Polonaise <6) . . . . ...

.

I ll Buy That Dream (31 (Burke);

Decision Reserved In

Suit Vs. ASCAP Over

Lorenz Hart Royalties

paign On the premise that it will

•find its songwriting members gypped
|

of royalties: the organization just

believes that an annual checkup
should be made. Publishers get

periodic checkups of recording com-
pany books and it has happened
that mistakes have been made that

awarded undeserved sums to pub-

lishers.

While the SPA has long figured on

checking publishers' books, it has

until now lacked funds lor the job.

During the past year or so. however,
its treasury has become healthier

than at any previous time.

Supreme Court Justice Paxton

Blair last week reserved decision in

a suit brought by Teddy Hart.

brother 1 of the late Lorenz Hart,

against the American Society of

! Composers. Authors and Publishers,

i for accumulated royalties of the late

lyricists, held by the Society,

j

Question of whether ASCAP has

the ri^'it under its by-laws to elect

trustees under the will of the late

Jouf Rnaflc Kill Rl7 Lorenz Hart and to pay them all
HCW IWOlto Mil VILi

,he l0yaities earned since his death

Pittsburgh, Oct. 9. to the exclusion of Teddy Hart, who.

Common pleas jury here last week
|
is his only surviving next of kin,

(warded $80,000 to John T. and
|
will be decided by Justice Blair.

Pitt Park Operators

Awarded 80G After

( Perry Como. , . ., .Victor
\ Carmen CavalUuo ...Decca

Harry James . . . ./^Columbia
(Perry Como .........Victor
| Bi ng C ro.sby :.; ... . . . . . Decca

\
Bing Crosby Decca

'( Johnny Mercer .... .Capitol

Perry Como , ..Victor

I Bing Crosby ....... . .Decca
(Gene Krupa ......Columbia
Perry* Como ......... Victor

8. Tampieo (6) ... . ... ... ...... Stan Kenton ........ .Capitol

9. Paper Moon (5 ) (Harms) .............. Ella Fitzgerald Decca

( Harry James Columbia
(
Bing Crosby Decca

3. If I Loved You l9i tT.'.B. Harms' *

4. Atchison. Topeka, Sarde Fe (13) (Feist>.

5. I'm Gonna Love That Guy C6) (Bourne).

6. Along Navajo Trail (2i (Leeds) ,,,.,...

7. That Feeling In Moonlight (4) (Paul!)..

10. It's Long Long Time (1) (Morris).

Sunday Listening
=; Continued from pasf 3* s;

i

Sain Donahue's Navy band and

Count Basic's orchestra staged a

battle of music for the Armed Forces

Radio Service. Shindig was con-

ducted on the Coast and transcribed.

r

TOP HIT OF YESTERDAY

GREAT POPULAR
STANDARD TODAY

Thomas F. Burke for damages to

Burke's Glen, not so long ago one of

district's leading outdoor amusement
and dance spots. Damages were; ini

curred in relocation of highway No.
187. which pulled roads away from
the Glen.
Verdict almost doubled previous

award, which was appealed by
Burkes as inadequate. They claimed

that damage amounted to $350,000.

that much of their land was taken

and the rest so damaged as to reduce
I the market value. Burkes also

charged that buildings, including

!
dance hall: various rides, etc.. were
either removed or destroyed in the

construction work. >".-

ASCAP contended that • under

copyright laws of the V. S., renewal

l ights to works of deceased members
of- the society are handed down first

to the wife, children, executors and
next o£ kin, respectively. Being

that the late lyricist left no widow
or children, it is free to choose the

persons having renewal rights.

In this case, they are the execu-

tors. William H. Kron. and Richard
Rodgers. ASCAP has not as yet

paid either. It is awaiting decision

in Teddy Hart's suit,

Under Larry Hart's will. Teddy

j
Hart was bequeathed $5,000 cash, and

a 70'i income from the residue

Fealored
in

20th Cen^^^VcRS

Upbeat
'Red' Allen-J. C. Higgenbotham

small unit opens, at the Onyx club.

Nov. 15. Preceding week (9 > it plays

the Apollo theatre. N. Y.

the game. . as witness Saturday

nights fall and winter CBS lineup:

Helen Hayes - Gene . Autry- Dick

Haymes-Mayor of the Town-Hit
Parade, with Life of Riley-Trufh or

Consequences, etc., over on NBC. All

that on Saturday, once the black-

sheep on the calendar!

Friday's even more of an eyebrow-
raiser: Ginny Simms-Aldrich Fam-
ily-Kate, Smith-It Pays to Be Ig-

norant-Durante & Moore-Danny
Kaye. on CBS. with Duffy's Tavern-
Waltz Time-People Are Funny on
NBC, phis that. Gabriel Ilea Iter

threat, as well as others, on Mutual,
Looking Backward

Still going backwards through the

calendar week. Thursday is also a

"good, example of something or

other." according to one exec, with

FBI in Peace „_antiL. War-Kostclanetz

& Pons-Hobby Lobby, on CBS: Bob

Upon his death, his widow receives !

Burns-Burns _& Allen-Dinah Shorc-

the income for duration of her lite,
j

Kraft Music Hall-Jack Haley-Abbott

The balance of the estate was left in
j

& Costello-Rudy Vallee on NBC-

trust for the benefit of Kron. and in !
Arch Oboler's Plays on Mutual, etc.

case of death, shared by his daugh- j Even Wednesday, traditional night

ters. with the foundation for the
;
off. looks good this season: Jack

"" Al Casabona, first violinist -with

Marty Gregor band at Hotel William
Perm's Terrace Room, Pitt, is giving

a recital at Pitt's Carnegie Music
Hall in January.

support of Jewish Philanthropic

Societies as the ultimate beneficiary.

Herbert P. Jacoby, ot Schwartz &
Frohlich. represented ASCAP. Trial

lasted only one hour.

Detroit Symph Prez

Seen Swinging Disk

Deal to Record Orch
Detroit. Oct. 9,

Cosmopolitan Records, which re-
cently completed a financial backing
deal with Harry H. Reicholcl. Detroit
chemist and president of the De-
troit Symphony, will record the lat-

ter orchestra. According to the
dope here. Reichold swung the deal
with Cosmo strictly as a means of

giving the Symph a recording outlet.

Deal calls for the orchestra's re-
cordings to be released on an un-
breakable platter, to be turned out
in a new plant at Ferndale. Mich.
How soon this plantwill get into

operation isn'tccrtain.

Manuel Ksperoit, Mexican com-
poser, in Hollywood tor huddles'

with Walt Disney.

SUBURBAN R0ADERIES

(NX) STEP UP OPENINGS
Suburban N. Y. roadhouses. which

before the war used names or new
orchestras bent on buildups via re-

Kan Wilde orchestra held over six inote broadcasts, are increasingly

»ick La Sailed orchestra opens at i

the Baker hotel. Dallas. Oct. 15, re

placing Carl Sand crew.

weeks at El

Vegas, Nev.
Rancho Vegas, Las

Sal C'aston in Hollywood for a

week auditioning instrumentalists
for the Denver Symphony orchestra.

Lecuona Cuban Boys, rhumba
band from Havana, inked to play
several numbers in "City of Flow-
ers" at JOth-Fox,

\
Th* Kg 3, U\9 fcroochroy.

' N*w York 19, Cfcrcte

i

Henry Busse band into Vogue ter-

race. Pittsburgh, for two weeks on
Oct. 12. replacing Jimmy Palmer.

Ran Wilde orchestra succeeds Nick
Stuart's .at El Rancho Vegas, Las
Vegas.

Ted Straeter signed the Melody
Makers, vocal group, to supplement
his band at the Biltmore, Los An-
geles.

opening up. Les Elgart's orchestra,

which played the Pelham Heath
Inn, Bronx, and Lincoln hotel. N. Y..

the past six months, will reopen the

Rustic Cabin, Englewood, N. J., to-

night (10).

Rustic Cabin has been using small

local outfits since it was rebuilt. It

burned down around the start ot the

Jap war. Another spot figuring to

j

resume on the same basis is the Log
|
Cabin. Armonk. N. Y. Small coin

j

has barred a George Paxton book-

i
toS-

Spots closer .to N. Y.. like the

I Glen Island Casino, have been open
(or some time. Pelham Heath never
folded during the War. It is situated

near transportation lines. Glen Isle

may continue through the late fall

and possibly through the winter.

Business has been good with Lloyd
LaBrie's midwestcrn combo,
Frank Dniley's Meadowbrook re-

opened Aug. 1G. It currently hap
Louis Prima, lo be followed Oct. 25
by Tony Pastor.

.
Ismael Morales, former flutist with

Xavier Cugat. has formed, a hew' or-
chestra and is playing at Torrey's
Inn. in Los Angeles.

ARCADIA, Regina. Sask., dance
Spike .lones and the City Slickers spot, will fold, and be used for d is

signed by Golden Productions to play purposes by a wholesale com
play in "Tom Breneman's Breakfast pany. Building housing hall has
in Hollywood." •>

| been sold tor nearly $50,000.

CarsQn-Dr. Christian-Frank- Sinatra-

Maisie, etc.. on CBS: Mr. & Mrs.

North-Evening with Rom berg-Eddie

Cantor-Mr. District Attorney-Kay
Kyser, on NBC, etc.

It's a cinch, one source pointed

out. thafr some of those nights look

much better than anything CBS.
ABC or Mutual have to offer on

Tuesday — that "big" night. NBC
holds the high cards here, naturally,

with that potent McGee & Molly-
Hope-Hildcgarde lineup, but con-
sensus is the others are weak. .

As lor Monday, there's Vox Pop-
Joan Davis-Lux Theatre-Screen

j

Guild, on CBS; plus Cavalcade of

America-Voice of Firestone-Tele-
phone Hour-Information Please-

Carnation Contended, on NBC: with
March of Time over on ABC. and
Bulldog Drumond-Sherlock. llolmcs-
Heatter-Spotlight Bands on Mutual.
Which brings us • right back to

Sunday, the "sponsor's white hope."
with three new; shows—Fred Allen.

Masquers Club and Theatre Guild-
latching on lo that important air

time, this season, along with Ozzie
and Harriet-Fannie Brice-Thin Man-
Beulah-Crime Doctor-Texaco Star
Theatre-Take It Or Leave If-We the

People, on CBS; Gildersleevc-Jack
Benny-Cass Daley-Edgar Bergen-
Fred Allen-Album of Familiar Mu-
sic-Hour of Charm-Meet Me at

Parley's, on NBC's Drew Pearson-
Quiz Kids-F'ord Symphony-Walter
Winchcll. on ABC, etc!;

Will, it . be .Tuesday again? The
j

answer to that lies somewhere in
]

that muddle of phrases—"no food or

gas rationing," "returning GI's,"
"8,000,000 car radios, and more
coming," "Sunday's due for. a dor
cline now that the war's over."
among many others—all swirling
around in the minds of the brasshats.

Top Toms (ot Tow Books
An All-Time Favorite

I CAN'T BELIEVE

T9&T YOITBE IN

LOVE WITH ME
Music by . .

.

JIMMY McHVCU
Published by

MILLS MUSIC

KKD

BOURNE,
?9» »wcnth ui New Y»rh i) S t.

Mills Music Toppers

WELCOME HOME
MARY LOU

THE BLOND SAILOR

f CAN'T BELIEVE
THAT YOU'RE IN LOVE

WITH ME

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

141? 'way. New York 1». M. V.

REG. D MARSHALL

C r c. -•• • . -

-
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Andy Russell-GAC Case Might Set

Bad Precedent; Settlement Looms
Issue surrounding the right oi a>

performer' to arbitrarily fire his'

management is thought to . be too

j,0 t to allow a precedent to be set'

at this time. Consequently, attempts

are being made to quietly settle

rather than arbitrate the case of

y( ncly Russell's attempted break with

General Amus. Corp.

Preliminary conferences between

Sam Stielel, Russell's personal man-

ager, and William Morris agency, lo

whom Sliefel turned over Russell's !

booking rights alter' splitting With.

GAC have been held with latter I

execs on the Coast. Final stages of

settlement will probably be reached
j

when Milton W. Krasny, GAC exec,

visits N. Y> next week.

Some sections of the trade feel

that should Russell be upheld in

filing GAC as his handlers, every

exclusive management contract now
in effect would be jeopardized.

GAC was previously upheld in its

contention that Russell had no right

to dismiss them; by the American
Guild of Variety Artists. Issue was
subsequently slated for arbitration

to be held in August, but -postpone-

ment was granted.

Since Russell switched to Morris,

latter has been spotting him with-

out collecting commissions.

Monte Proser Backing
Billy Reed's Niteries

Billy Reed, ex-nitery emcee and
dancer, has Monte Proser's backing
in two projected bistros on the east
side of New York. One is a class

"continental" room, a la the Blue
Angel or Ruban Bleu, and the other
a smart rhumba club. Latter, being
a larger-capacity spot, isn't as easy
to find.

Reed, still in the Navy, is due out
shortly.

, ,, . v
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AGVA Members To

Vote On Dues Hike
American Guild of Variety Artists

has bulletined its membership that

talent union wants to boost monthly
dues as of Nov. 1. However, the mat-
ter must be voted upon by the mem -

bership.

Union states.that plans to establish

an AGVA branch in every key city

makes the hike imperative. However,
the members, by balloting, will have
the final say.

Hike will raise dues from present

$1.35 to $2 monthly for principals,

with choristers' dues remaining sta-

tus quo. For newcomers to the union
the initiation fee will be hiked from
$10 io $50 for principals and from
$10 to $25 for choristers.

AGVA has been given the green
light by the Associated Actors and
Artistes of America, parent body of

all theatrical unions, before petition-

ing the hike. Latter will also com-
pile the ballot returns.

U.S. Treasury Checking

Books of New Orleans

Niteries for Tax Dope
New Orleans, Oct. 9.

Federal government launched an
intensive drive Friday (5) against

local night spots to make certain

that all due amusement taxes are
paid.

Collector of Internal Revenue J.

O. Fernandez has been assigned

to the job of checking the books
of nitery operators with Den-
nis S. Puneky, deputy in charge of

amusement taxes.

.

Collections of taxes from niteries

and sabarets have declined within
the past several months and while
some of it is attributed to seasonal

slumps, the man with the whiskers
wants to make sure he's getting his

full share. Records released by Mr.
Fernandez show total taxes paid by
night clubs in Louisiana for March,
April, and May period totaled $287,-

215.73, as compared with $271,966.93

for JUnc, July, and August. Latter
months have in past years been
higher than the second quarter and
is reason internal revenue boys have
instituted check up.

Wonder What Happens

When This Vocalizing

Hackie Has Close One
Chicago, Oct. 9.

How lo make dough with a limited

audience of from one to six is a

problem Max Becker, Chi's "singing

cabbie," solved a long time ago.

Here's how it works: ;

You get in Becker's cab, sit back,
and sooner or later he asks if you'd
like to read something special.

Whether you say yes or no, you
wind up reading a sales promotion
sheet with reprints of favorable re-

views from Chi columnists (Irv

Kupcine't of the Times; Ruth Mac-
Kay of the Tribune; Emery Hutchi-
son of the News, etc,), all of whom
have ridden in Becker's cab.

Then he tenors "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart,'' "Irish Eyes," "Eili. Eili,"

"Girl of My Dreams." or what have
you. Not bad, either, The tip,

needless to say, is bigger than ordi-
nary.

OMAHA SMACKS DOWN

ON FEMME BARTENDERS
Omaha, Oct. 9.

Closer surveillance of night clubs

and taverns, clamped on by the city

this week, includes abolition of wom-
en bartenders. Most spots have had
girls behind the bar, but hereafter

the "men only" rule must apply.

(State law and city ordinance pro-
hibits dispensing of liquor by wom-
en.) This can apply, too, to the
many girl waitresses who have been
carrying beer and liquor to booths
and tables. . ;

Bartenders union seen behiiwl the

move. It wants those jobs for re-

turning servicemen members.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benv. ay

Saranac, N. Y., Oct. 9.

Ed " "Mule" Linderman. ex-basso
and comic with the late Honey Boy
minstrels, here for general o.o. His
last checkup was 20 years ago.

Mathea Merryfield and Margaret
Dougherty handed good clinic re-
Dorts. . ;

Thanks to Tootie Holmes of the
Bronx, and James Lee, the "Old
Back-Stager" from Worcester, for
greetings and reading matter to the
gang. ' - ';.'.;'

Max Smal lens, exrRogerite, re-
turned to regain lost poundage and
enjoy a rest.

Ella "Langevin" Perry, who gave
this writer his start as a blackface
comic in 1898, seriously ill at: the
Holy Ghost hospital, Cambridge,
Mass.
Carol Phelps heading for Florida'

with his all-clear papers. He will
resume work as a theatre manager.
Cliff Farmer, another manager, hit
the trail for Chicago with a dis-
charge, v. .. .. . Wy

.

Jimmy Marshall to N. Y. to meet
his frau. They then plane to Miami
for the wedding of their daughter,
Mary, who's merging with Elliot
Dysinger. a non-pro.
Ivy Richie, who was recently

"upped." received a 10-day furlough.
She'll vacash in N. Y.
Joan Elkton got', her green-light

papers and left for New York; ditto

for Alice Farley, who made a P.D.Q.
comeback. They both will - resume
work.

Sgt. J. Benard at the Rogers to

bedside his mother, Katherine Ber-
nard, who is perting up nicely to the
cure.
Write to those who are ill.

CHARLES FUQUA SET

TO REJOIN INK SPOTS
Charles Fuqua. original guitarist

with the act, will rejoin Ink Spots
shortly following his Army dis-

charge, expected Oct. 20. He will

replace (he guitarist currently with
the act. Ink Spots are now playing
With the Ice Follies in Chicago,
When Fuqua rejoins the group he

and Billy Kenny will be the only

members of the original act. Shortly
arte*r the death of Hoppy Jones, Dekc
Watson left to form a combo called
"Brown Dots,"

1

This followed con-
siderable legal action. ' - ..'.'.:

Joan Barry Studying

Nitery Singing in Pitt

Pittsburgh, Oct. 9.

Joan Barry, central figure in the
Charlie Chaplin paternity case, has
been in Pittsburgh for last month or

so studying for a career as a nitery

chanteuse. Don D'Carlo, local book-
ing agent and sponsor of district and

I state Miss America competitions, has
/signed Mis.? Barry to a two-year
' contract and has her in the hands
! of a local singing teacher.

Following end of Miss Barry's suit,

I D'Carlo wrote her a letter offering

.a chance at a. cafe job. Message
i eventually reached her and a deal

!
was closed by long-distance phone.
That was late in August and Miss
Barry arrived here shortly there-

after. :

:

;.

D'Carlo says she'll be ready for

her singing debut shortly. She'll

probably break in at a local spot.
'

Billy Rose Heads

Org Formed By

AFEI, ROG Merge
Allied Food and Entertainment

Industries of Greater New York,
cafe-owners organization, and Res-
taurant Owners Guild merged
Thursday (4) and created a new
group to be known as the Restau-
rant and Entertainment Industries of

New York.
Billy Rose, Diamond Horseshoe

owner, president of the former AFEI,
will serve in a similar capacity in

the new outfit, while H. H. Gerstein,

executive director of ROG, will , re-

tain the same position, succeeding
E. Claude Mills, who drops out of

the organization.

Amalgamation of both groups is

figured to give both cafemen and
restaurant operators a powerful
bargaining unit in relations with
food handlers' unions. New org will

seek to negotiate for all spots at one
sitting with regards to waiters,

cooks, bartenders, etc. In case of

musicians and talent, cafemen will

do the bulk of the dickering with
resta uran teurs as observes. Org is

seeking to have all union contracts

expire Jan. 1. :
•

.

Membership in the new org, com-
prises around 105 members, 45 com-
ing from AFEI and 55 from ROG.
Arthur Garfield Hays, AFEI coun-

sel, remains the legal master mind
for the new group, while Carl Elbe,
Zanzibar co-owner, will handle pub-
licity!

FB Apply for Injunction Against

Charlie Yates in Contract Battle

Youngman Gags
Chicago, Oct, 9.

Something new in picket lines

was inaugurated here last week
when Danny Thoma3 checked
into the Chez Paree : for an eight-
week stint. First-nighters were
surprised to see a guy walking'
up and dpWn in front of the spot
wearing a sandwich board which
read:

: ' •' ' "'[',,

"Welcome to: my pal Danny
Thomas. Overflow crowd please
come down to see me at the Chi-
cago theatre. (.Signed) Henny
Youngman." '

- \- .

Shirley Dennis, singer, had six-
: week option picked up at Bal

' Tabarin, San' Francisco, after initial

six-weeker.
5" r / .'^ i • * * . « • .»«•«
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Hotel Clerk Gets 30 Da: s

For Lifting Vaude.VWad
Chicrgo. Oct. fi.

A hotel clerk here landed in jail

]
last week es- result of a charge he

J

Docketed $350 .left in h'is care by
Jack Bard Murray. stm'"ht-m;:n for

Billy Reed, now appearing at the

j

Rialtn. Theatre.
!• "''Murray' .said' he told the clerk.

Robert Ecebe. formerly manager of

i-Ghj's Majestic hotel, to put the

|
money • in the Lorrane hotel M!.'e.

j
where Murray is a guest, but thrt

when he asked for it la'cr it vvps

. miSHr:'. Judre Frnik E..' Dcncbuc
• sentenced Bcfba to 30 dfys in county
i jail on a charge of larceny by bailee.

Lou Holtz Remains At

La Martinique, N.Y., On

2-Shows Nightly Basis
N. Y. La Martinique's problem of

getting a replacement for Lou Holt/.,

who ut.ntcd out from the final two-
week option period at this spot, w is

averted Sunday (7) - when HolU
agreed to remain until Oct. 23, when
Sophie Tucker opens.
Dario and Jimmy Vernon. La Mar-

tinique, operators, persuaded Holtz £;>'

remain when they agreed to permit
Holtz to eliminate the 2 a.m.

show. Comic for the late display

hasn't ' belli set yet. One must be

j
bought to replace Holtz.

:

' :,'v;'
Miss Tucker, who'll be succeeded

by Danny! Kayo, will also do two
j i how. liiuhtly.. -All throe names were
signed at S.".f)0n weekly.

: .
;. •

'.-'
.

';

NAGBenefitNov.il
Ne;\ro Actors Guild of Amc' i :a is

hold'ng jts Etinuid benefit at the Al-

vin.ther.tre. N. Y.. Nov. 11.

Sgt. Joe Louis, heavyweight title-

holder, is chairman of the event. Bill

! Robinson is honorary chrirman and

|

Mrbel A. Roane administrative sec-
1 relary.
s v ».» • < • 4 i f. >.* < > • « « i.s r i «* « i Vt ?
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Morelli Continuing

Latin Quarter, Det.,

Name and Gen'l Policy
Latin Quarter, Detroit, will hot

switch name to Midtown Casino, as

previously reported, but will remain
status quo, according to Tony Mo-
relli, who took over after the forme:-

owners went into bankruptcy. Mo-
relli, who was in New York Monday
(8), stated that he bought title' to

the Latin Quarter tag as part of n

deal covering furn ishings and other
effects via a $40,000 mortgage lie

lifted. Abe Ellis, the concessionaire,

owned most of the furnishings, and
also the LQ title.

Morelli, whose trip to N. Y, was
made to realign certain contracts

with performers that had been made
by previous management, also sard

he had no intention of making
wholesale cancellations, but merely
wanted to be convinced that con-
tractual figures for such acts were
not inflationary. After being con-
vinced the prices were right, ne
added, he made deals with the per-

formers' agents for some playdalo
switchings, but does not intend can-

celling them out.

Confusion arose after Morelli took
possession of the LQ, and subse-

quently notified Ruth Barr, N. Y
booker, who had booked shows in

for the former operator (Lou Wri-
ters) that he would do his own
bookings hereafter, as of last Sept. 7.

After, huddles with agents, Morelli

confabbed with "Matt Shelvey, head
of American Guild Of Variety Artists*

anent proposed delayal of perform-
ers' dates. Shelvey said if the artists

involved requested AGVA to nullify

former contracts for new ones cov-

ering such dates it would be okay
with the Union.

MONTI NITERIES DEFY

SUNDAY CLOSED RULE
Montreal. Oct. 9.

Despite the fact that live enter-

tainment (nite clubSi vaudeville) are

officially banned in Quebec on Sun-
day, leading bistros are opening on

that day and are drawing packed
rooms. .....

Latest to fall into the fold . is Bi

Morocco, one of (lie top spots here.

Club revised its policy Sunday <29)

and the Milray line (8) and Hal
Hartley's band (12) are switching to

the stagger system with full crew on
deck during weekends. Acts are now-

hired on basis of seven-day week,
two shows nightly. Other clubs along

the main stem open Sunday are Es-

quire. Savoy and Samovar.
:
Gaycty. only , vaudeville hou.-.e

here, was closed completely by the

government last spring for violating

the Sunday edict. It was allowed I)

open a few weeks later but is still

closed Sunday.

Frederick Bros, started injunctive

proceedings Monday (8) against

Charlie Yates, former FB v.p , who
left that outfit three months ago to

join Joe Glaser's Associated Book-
ing Agency. B. W. Frederick, FB
v.p:, is seeking to restrain Yates
from worlting elsewhere during the
term of a contract between them
which still has seven years to run.

In the complaint, it's alleged that

"Yates' who was and is one of the
foremost, if not the foremost, book-
ing agent in pur country" agreed-
to work exclusively with FB for a
period of TO years commencing May,
1942, and left that agency July. It's

also claimed that during Yates* ten-
ure the business grew and as a re-

sult, the ovyners invested a great .

deal of fresh money in the concern!
On June 30, Yates notified the .

agency that he was leaving and
Frederick replied that such an act

would constitute a violation of the
contract. '

Miami's Tooters

Vote 6-Day Week
Miami, Oct. 9.

Local 655 of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians here put through
a new rule last week guaranteed to
draw strong opposition from many
local nitery operators. Union fol-

lowed the lead of N. Y. and other
large AFM branches in instituting a
six-day work week for musicians.

Local nitery men predict plenty
fireworks oyer the move since a six-
day week will entail considerable
extra expense for spots that un-
questionably will continue-"6n _:
seven-day basis. So "far there isn't
much discussion on the subject be-
cause many top nitery. ops are not'
aware of the new rule.

London Act Bookers

File Counter-Proposal

On VAF Alien Act Rule
London, Oct, 9.

London vaudeville bookers, at a
meeting last week, made a counter-
proposal to the Variety Artists Fed-
eration's 'ruling that a maximum of
foreign acts on any variety bill in
a London house consist of 50%,
while the hinderlands may use no
more than 25% imported turns. Book-
ers are asking that the edict be am»
plified to permit a maximum of one-
third of the layout in a Westend
or provincial house.

A committee- representing both
sides is set to meet shortly with the
Ministry of Labor to press for im-
portations.

VAF will meet this week to submit
all proposals to its membership.

FB's New Cafe Dept. To

Be Headed by Joe Rollo

Frederick Bios. Agency will start

a cafe department, Nov. 15 to be

headed by Joe Rollo, who's being

discharged from the Army' Nov. 9.

Presently FB cafe bookings from

N. Y,. are being handled by Jack.

Kalchcim, of the vaude department,

and B. W. Frederick.

Prior to going into service. Rollo

bought out Arthur Grossman's N. Y.

office • when latter shifted to the

Coast. Prior- to that he worked

vaude and cafes with act of Rollo

& Ditson.
»•£* * s « «:•:.»»* <.J *> «•?* * «
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ENSA IN TROUBLE ON

FORMING UNIT HERE
N. Y. office of Entertainment Na-

tional Services Assn., British coun-
terpart of USO-Camp Shows, is hav-
ing difficulty in forming in the U. S.

an entertainment unit to play Aus-
tralia and other bases in the Pacific.

It's the first ENSA unit to be put
together in this country for over-
seas consumption. Chief difficulty

lies in the fact, that the Unit is re-
stricted to British subjects only, with
maximum pay of 15 pounds ($60

weekly).
It's " believed that local ENSA of-

fice was requested to form this out-
fit in order to get it to the Pacific
faster. Previously entertainers were
^.hipped to England, where units
\vere formed. By dispatching them
from here, travel time will be saved.

Negro Vaude Unit Set To
Explore Southern 1-Niters
.'Negro vaude market in the south

is being explored with formation of

a unit called "Atlantic City Follies,"

being booked on one-nighters in

that area. /'

, Unit is expensive. Topped by
Marva Trotter Louis and Coleridge
Davis band, it includes Cook and
Erown, Ziggy Johnson, Horlense
Allen and Jimmy Anderson.
Layout is being peddled at a $1,506

nightly guarantee.
*:i »*>*.:*#«».». . Il.rti'.»»(
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Major Vauders, Bands in Standoff

On Salaries; Maestros Cite Costs

Major vaudeville houses depend- i saddle them with (lie blame for a

i . .„i „v«u.. f,>r «ii>.«» t iiciit pool- week when they're coupled to
111S on band shows foi stage talent, v ^ of ^ picUlre _

and the tends themselves, are slowly
|

LeatJers pojn , out that currently

.arriving at - a Mexican standoff in
j
there are only a handful of theatres

Indications using band shows from which sua''their , salary relation

are that the -situation, will get much \

»»<** W ke ^btamcd. _Most_ other

worse.

At the moment

would like -to start or resume stage

policies, but they are being pre-

vented from doing so by (a > huge

backlog of percentage"pictures that

houses are "gambles." i.e.. they are

)
played exclusively on percentage,

more theatres
|
Many bands cannot take these

chances it conditions aren't correct.

After all. they point out. even in

the beist days of vaudeville the top-

liners didn't always do landofl'ice

business. They often fell down, too

Shelvey Back From Tour,

Steps Into 2 Pact Problem
Matt Shelvey, national administra-

tor of American Guild of Variety

Artists returned from his cross-

country tour. Monday (81.

He will immediately set up nego-

tiations for new AGVA pacts with

the Versailles and Leon and Eddie's.

N, Y, niteries. former negotiations

having been held in abeyance- until

his return.

roust be cleared 'away and (bl the due to conditions beyond their con-

high prices Of bands and acts. trot;

Typical of houses outside N.Y. that
Theatres assertedly would like to

c,.ljm , he way y. j^<.|ftar{ in .

insert, stage policies now to bolster stalling ' stage: shows under present.

against. the possibility of a postwar

JallofT of - business. However, they

feel that the high guarantees asked

by bo. leaders currently cannot be
faced with assurance.' .

On the other hand, leaders have
problems, too, Since the start of

the war. their operating costs have

conditions is the Interstate time in

Texas. Iii past years, this circuit

has . been a large talent buyer, but

today is confined to one act. at. the
Palace, Dallas, and this is a locally

popular radio show. Charlie Free-
man, purchaser for the chain, cur-
rently in N.Y. . claims that in so far

Unit Reviews

almost doubled, and when setting
i

as he is eoncerned talent, prices are

out on. a theatre tour they must get
| ^.|

>
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certain guarantees aside from per-
centage deals in order to bp -certain

afford to go in for vaude
It's Freeman's contention that high

of some sort -• of a" tiseafc^itr- -eostsr^^.rf mY ,

' .ht.vc been .
Ti,ry .y »fr

That the business done lately by sponsible-for the recession of vaude

some top bands has not been good is

not always chargeable to therit, most
leaders say. Theatre ops tend to

STRAND. N«w York
2ND WEEK

and baud shows in other parts of

the country. He blames this on
shortsightedness of talent and agen-
cies, pointing out that theatre tours

; never did anyone any harm, cre-

ating a wide audience for individual

talent, boosting recording sales, etc.

Fi o o tt ' - j *:
V
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GAGS! JOKES! GAGS!
PATTER! WISE-CRAX! STORIES!
Far vaua>-nlt« clubs, radio MX.'*, singlm.
dtiiklit. announcer*, prtdueers. disc iaeknys.

directors, band leaders, sneakers, eomir.s,

stesatts, magicians, ventrilas, commentators,
writers, cirteonists, etc.

Fun-Master Gag Files Nes. 1 Thru 13
SI.05 Per Script, Postage Prepaid

Each File Contains Over 100 Sack
Gags I!

Slako Clifcks l*ti.r»t>le (• ,-

I'AUI.A SMITH
Mail lu "Fun-Master"

imt St. Mil, at.. New Ifssrk Clljr l», N.Y.

Chez Paree Has Until

Friday (12) to Satisfy

OPA Verdict—Or Else

Chicago, Oct. 9.

A writ ordering immediate pay-

ment to the OPA of $2,789 due as a

result of overceiling charges on food

items was served on Ralph Berger,

Latin Quarter op, by U. S. Marshal's

office here last week. Marshal Wil-

liam C. McDonnel said he gave

Berger till Oct. 12 to pay up; other-

wise he'll close the spot, where

Harry Richman is now headlining,

and sell enough of the furnishings to

satisfy the judgment.
Move against Berger was instituted

by McDonnel on behalf of the U. S.

Treasury due to (he op's failure to

satisfy a judgment secured against

him last February. Judge ordered
Berger to shell out $3,289 double
damages for overcharges during a

seven-month period, also levying
permanent injunction restraining

further violations.

Berger paid $500 at that time, ac-
cording to Homer Clay, chief en-
forcement attorney for Chi metro-
politan area OPA. but hasn't paid
the balance. Original OPA com-
plaint alleged thai overcharges were
from 25 to 50 cents on each of 245
items per week from July 1, 1944. to

July 19 this year—a total of $0,615.

Showbiz People Being

Grilled by Cops In

Murder of Dancer
Many showbusiness figures in N.Y.

expect , to be questioned in connec-

tion with the murder of Solon Burt

Harger. of the dance-team of Harger

& Maye. Killing last August by a

Harger** 30-year-old roommate. Wal-
ter Dahl. was confessed by the lat-

ter last week.

Music Corp. of America -execs,'

who booked the team, were ques-

tioned for several hours Monday c8">.

Other agencies as well as bonifacos

of clubs and hotels where the team
worked a (so well be grilled by the

homicide squad.

Dahl's trial, if it goes into detail.

,is..exRei'Led_X'jLoe *• unsavory as any
involving srto\v&usineSr^8opi?.'''HaT~

ger is said to have suggested "im-
proper relations" to Dahl. which wa:-.

given as the reason for the murder,

j

Broadway wise talk has it that

I

several well-known names will be

i
involved in the case before it's over.

Harger was murdered in the apart •

riient he shared with Dahl. lie .was

then playing an engagement at the

Billmore hotel, N. Y.

The team worked top N.Y. spots,

including the Biltmore. St. Regis ho-

tel, Pierre, and had a spot in tly-

legit show. "Early to 'Bed.'-

3l«*rry-(W»-llounil
(CltRRAN, OAKLAND)

Oakland. Oct. 8.

Paul Small came through at the
Curran last evening with a best-
seller in the shape of a vaude-revue
called "Merry -Go-Round" in which
he is employing such talent as Jack
Pearl. Jay C*. F'vppen. Everett Mar-
shall and the ballroom team- of Raye
and Naldi.

Pearl, a newcomer to these parts,
had little difficulty establishing him-
self as a favorite with the firstiiight-

ers. He is using his radio type of
routine with Cliff Hall as feeder
working the ancient three-shell gag
with the aid of Hall and Flippen in
the second hall. The customers liked
the work of the trio.

Applause honors, however, went
to Raye and Naldi in the first half
for a slick dancing arrangement: and
to Com ina Mm a, the thrush who
specializes in Latin songs to the ac-
companiment of her guitar. In the
second half Small opens his show
with the Salici Puppets doing an in-
teresting and novel miniature vaude-
ville show; the Peters Sisters, portly
Negro songbirds, contribute a song
and dance routine: Marshall has a
budget of semi-classical numbers and
introduces a soprano named Rudya
who does a similar group to follow
him-
This is one of the bad spots jOf the

show, causing the action to bog
dinvn perceptibly. On the whole.
howe\|eTr

t
"'3ttitil I -.' ITSS assembled a

good vaudeville organization and
with Flippen at the top speed as m.c.
should have no trouble selling it.

perhaps even in New York. Woso.
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Edgar Allen, Ex-Booker,

Dead of Heart Attack
Edgar Allen. 60. former actor and

at one time chief booker of the old

William Fox vaude circuit, suc-

cumbed to a heart attack Sunday (7)

night, while out for a walk on the

same Broadway he trod a double of

decades ago as a prominent figure

in the booking field. In contrast to

days when both agents and acts ro-

manced him. Allen fell to the pave-

ment among strangers. An ambu-
lance was summoned. He was pro-

nounced dead and his remains re-

moved to -the W. 54th si. police sta-

tion to await identification. When
such was made he was removed to

the Riverside Chapel where funeral

services will be held today (Wed.i.

Allen had been a vaude actor and
agent prior to entering booking field.

He tossed away the makeup box
when Jack Loeb offered him a spot

as assistant booker of the Fox cir-

cuit in the 1920s, when that circuit

through its, own and affiliated the-

atres had about 15 weeks' playing
time. He eventually was upped to

chief booker by Loeb. a post he held
for several years.

"Allen subsequently resigned to

manage "Peaches" Browning after

she became estranged from her mil-

lionaire husband. Edward ("Daddy" I

Browning. Notoriety, of litigation

between "Peaches" and "Daddy."
while still fresh in the minds of

the curious, provided a draw for. a

while on a p.a. tour, but in toto
never paid off. Allen at one time
is said to have agenteel Fanny Brice
and also managed a couple of shows
for the Shuberts.

He had done some legit show pro-
motions which never hit the jackpot.
His association with Mrs. Browning
is said fo have precipitated a rift in

his first marriage which ended in

divorce. He later remarried. His
widow and two children survive
him. -..'-.'•

Holiday on lt*e
(COLISEUM, CHICAGO)

Chicago. Oct.
fiiUjii yn.l Kinney iiill»(.|-l tinll W.

>»»•»• e • 1 1 • » *e-*-»-M.«^4.A f
her botT. splits in the opening "Mirror number of Part Two. Howard"
Bissell and Jerry Parley v,',„A°L
"Dance of the Hours" from Nappo'soverture for a smooth adagio, incl itmg an elegant neck swing .sans l a dsupport and some swivel spins. Four
F.lgins do their standard hat and I
dian eltib juggling close to the band-
stand instead of in the middle of the
rink where everybody can see them
I hey get off okay, how ev er as rlhoJ
Miss Watts, back again for some as
before spirals, et al.

Best dressed liumber is the "Blue
Belles routine by. the. hoopskirted
line. Lighting, however, doesn't
show tip the gowns to their best
advantage. Miss Goos does a nei't
routine to a "Carousel" medley- Le-Mac is calciumed for some lightiilrtc
one-leg spins in "Derby Dav." with
gals in feathered "horsev" gowns
backing him up.
Ink Spots' versions of "Making Be-

lieve." "I Don't Care Who Knows
It." "fit Lose a Friend Tomorrou"
and "If I Didn't Care" are well re-
ceived, as is "Bobbysocks Brigade*'
in which the line worships at tho
shrine of a jitlerbtigging Sinatra
portrayed by Frost. Hiser, Lamb and
Ring are laugh-getting Kevslnrte
Kops in "Law and Disorder."' kick-
ing up to "MeNamara's Band" and
"Wearing of the Green."
Miss Goos and Galbraith pair beau-

tifully for a demonstration of perfect
timing and_uiecision in "Pygmalion
and Galalea." clever 'touch here be-
ing the papier-mache form that holds
her motionless before he snaps her'
out of being a statue. Gals come out
for the finale in pairs, reprising the
whole show with costumes worn
throughout. Mike

S.

li?, UHil K.li-

.Mr

Snvilt'r pri'Mt-tii "lit>liil:i\
lii'm.-' In tuo lids, 2." si-flics, with
Ctiwjill. * Mn<-k. Ink .Spi.l.i (iV), D.irntli:.
(limy. tli*nr>r.- V'iii HiiKi-icii. Murray Cnl-
lil'.-iilll. 'I'M iriktri. Wally. H,)W:ili! [CissHI.
.li'iiy Kt.vU-.v, ..liuic . Arnnid. ph(I lll.w.
linnil.l Kins. ' Kftnnj' LaiMli. Tnny I.pMiii-.
IVsftS l-'.-iiiy, Kji> Frosi, Kotir Kluins. Kvci--
ft'l Sii-i.'is (•_'». Ijht* lltii. K.iyw (St, Cin-iiipn
Nii(>l»n iibIi dm. Willi Milt'l'wii Shml.>v and
.vlilinn Bl:il;i'ly: *tuft>l "ml tfilwlVMl l»y

Trlily M%-i;*-t.-: cost uinri* by Ann KMiult

;

nuiyii-dl ni-i-iin^.pin^.illH hy Mnlli^w Ala^mi.
.1. M. Wn'itih'lr. -I ii 1 i 0:il-; ini-lilniVliil iiiiisn-
hy .\aii|in. .ln.-if*(»ll 11. 11't.v. Ht*li Mann, I'll'-
.llli-.-<l al I'lilisJt'Ujii, CllttuiHO, tH-t, ."», 'i'r
ftl.ill) Inii.

Shull's N. Y. Nitery
• Leo Shull. publisher of miscella-
neous actors' nevvssheets. is opening a

nitery in basement of Hotel Diplo-
mat., N. Y... Friday (12 1, named

I "Chez When." Seat capacity is 400.

j

Plans
. two shows nightly, with

• Millie Weiss ("Pins and Needles"'.!.

Muriel Gaines. Negro singer, and
Bernie Hern. Coast comic, heading
talent.

Victor Borge will play his own
composition. "Ricleth the King." for
the first lime in America at Carnegie
Hall, Oct. 13.

This is a spotty ice caprice—heavy
talentwise but bogged down by poor
pacing, inept routining, and unimag-
inative costuming. Some of the ideas
for the production numbers are
bright—notably a "Barn Dance" stint
—but they never quite jell for one
reason 'or another.
That $3.00 top is understandable

only in view of the talent—some of
the finest in the country. Toppers
in the blade field are McGowan &
Mack, whose w.k. armbrcaking
apache stint is almost thrown for a
loss by dim red lighting, making it
hard to watch; Dorothy Goos. 17-
year-old winner of the national nov-
ice and junior figure -skating cham-
pionship: Georg von Birselen, world's
skattvjump champ: ebullient Murray
Galbraith: juve star Twinkle Watts:
•June Arnold, sparkling brunet: and
comedienne Peggy Fahy. who's best,
described as "Celeste Holm on
blades."
' Youthful. Tony LeMac follows dull-
ish opening production number. "It's
Faster on Ice" (swingy tuneof the
same name being turned out bv
Nappo and Ben Mann) with some
fine eagles and triple- and sit-spins
and Everett Sisters take over for a
too-familiar sister stint. Miss Ar-
nold, in a vivid abbreviated cos-
tume, displays lotsa verve plus lithe
spins, butterflies and Arabian cart-
wheels to DeFulla's ' Ritual Dance of
Fire."
In the ensuing production number

' Rhythmacana." replete with tried-
and-trtie bolero, sleeves. Mexican
hols and "Oles!" from the cast, the
idea of- getting the cast on the rink
before the lights go up is okay—but
not when they're wearing radium-
treated costumes! Gimmick spoils the
tag-end effect, but Miss Goos .and
Ray Frost manage to exhibit some
smooth-flowing footwork.. •'" -—

:

Von Birgelen's low -stilt work' is
impressive in "St. Moritz Holiday"
Stuff lends itself to comedy, and the
guy might be wise to inject, some
into Ins routine. Hal Ring and Kenny
Lamb, two youngsters with a nice
humorous flair, reap some, big mil-
ting lor: their falls, and unusual com-
edy steps.
Miss Watts.. Phir Hiser and eiuht

of the gals have a cute stint- in: "Ten
O'Clock Scholar.'' in which former
wins a seat on a high stool and a
dunce cap for throwing "Pizzicato
Polka" up for grabs. Later she comes
back to show 'em all up with a fast
boogie la "Slnarty.". Galbraith fol-
lows with a stint that starts terrif-
ically with- a flashy split jump then
inexplicably slows down midway,
but winds up big with a sensational
triole twist.

"Home Town.
-

' hayseed number,
closes the first half. It's obvious
.Irony Die teeoff that they're gonna
yet into a barn dance sooner or later,
bill they stall the do-si -do's till the
end. In between, company sings "My
Home Town." Miss Fah'v does her
comedy strip to "Ja Da."
M^ss Arnold does some more of
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light Club Reviews
W>«l£w «M»«f K4KMU. X.
(HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA)
Ediwt- Bergen, Anmniary Dickey,

Emit Coleimn and Mischa Borr

Bauds; *2 convert.

EcIk'oT Bergen, has been KcUint; a

"strong professional crowd .since

opening. «nd the vaudeville yets,

Jike Tony de' Marco, who was there

Saturday nisht <6>, summed it up

best "It's ,h*ke watchm y a Monday
matinee at ihc Palace with that per-

fect timing."
. , _

'••

: He was *fcf*err i ntf to Bergen s .
i n -

nate sense Of showmanship, the

heckliny from Clvrhc McCarthy
-which isn't just 'cute", but adult in

its effectiveness and realism, to the

df"»ree that Berber! can still five his

colleagues jn the ventrilOQttial racket

vowels and consonants and leave

them larynxes behind. The trick no
lohser is lool'ng the public w>th the

dsfclpan , o" immobile lips— it's the

iniitcrii'l ' When • Bciven (luffs the

"John Aldfcn and Miles St;indifth"

routine, and Charlie "corrects" him,
and then rt oro-'ches the cnmedinn-
voiccthrowcr. -I'mpractically, doing
.» sin'-ile up here." t hat's showmiii-
shin. Not. rount'ng the. other abides,

such as "Mavbe you should be the
dummv " and the like, Whoever au-
thors Berf en's material, of course
rates proper kudos, but the manner
of presentation and sense of values
»•<» unuiucly his.

The trade knows tljfit Berucn is

fulfill.'!)" a delaved commitment to

the Waldorf for three weeks, and the
hotel is the beneficiary of an ac-
cumulated value which no hostelry
could normally afford. Hence the
.showbiz bunch is turning out. along
with the customers, whom Bergen
greets with, "You now see to what
extremes one must . go nowadays in

o'der to get a room in a hotel " Mis
. material is bright, brittle yet broad
enough for all, as evidenced by- his
radio Hooperating^which he nron-
,erly salaams when he signs off with
a salute to the microphone for "hav-
in" taken Charlie and myself into

your homes and hearts.". In between
lie introduces Mortimer Snerd and
Effie Clinker, but Charlie is the box-
office Jure, and none knows i t better
than Bergen, save that the other two
arc good for contrast.
Opener is Aivnamary Dickey, a

looker of a thrush with a Metopera
background and a nitery presence
and authority which she has mani-
fested before: This is her fourth or
fifth return in between legits and
opera. (By the way. she'd be a fiifc

Magnolia in the forthcoming "Show
Boat" revival.) She has lightened
he'- repertoire almost to the degree
of being a pop chiroer. Save for her
openeri •'Grand Night for Shiging."
and an operatic aria which she "ex-
plains" plot-wise, she is more Tandy's
than C::rne"ie all the way. Such as
**If .1 tiOved You." "Hflney'VDecp in
the Ocean" medley, "Grow Too Old
to Dream.'' "Make Believe" las an
audience flirtation number"). "And
There You Are" i which she charm-
fp"ly explains is from "Weekend at
the Waldorf' film, hence she is com-
pelled by the povvers-l'.iat-bc to plug
it), etc.

She's thoroughly " in command, of
the floor, now chats .more and ap-
pears to be a lot easier and assured,

K'.iiil Coleman, of course, is a guar-
antee for ultra dansapation; and the
Mischa Borr band is a very okay al-
ternate combo, more expert than the
usual "relief" orchestra. While spe-
cializing in the Latin and waltz in-
terlude. Borr's js also a good all-
round combination. Coleman has
been pway a loin' time in HollvwoodV
notably at the Mocambo. Abe/.

"Push, Push, Push That Crossley
Up" lyrics to "Good, Good. Good."
Gal introes her gallery of. takeoffis—
including Ethel Merman. Shirley
Temple, Gracie Fields and Carmen
Miranda—with a clever switch on
"Follow the Girls." ' It's a refresh-
ing stint, slowed down only at one
P0int~the Miranda friipre'sh to "Rum
lind Coke," which is wearing thin.' ,

Hal Fisher also threw, the book at
'eiii at the opener. On the tail end
ot a. long show, he still manages to
ut himself a good slice of applause
with his sock bashful drunk.

Fifth Avenue Models, a new line,
are the best looking the spot's had.
Duke Yellman's oreh backs things
up smoothly, end same goes for em-
cee Bob Davey. Mike.

Iridium llooui. \'. V.
(HOTEL ST. REGIS)

• f( e - Qnukex" revue starring
George Arnold and Jeanne Soofe;
with ' Briulzman Sisters; i2>, Woody
Spears, Ice Cube-E.tes <4); pro-
duced <(iid staged by Billy Daniel;
Paul Sptirr uiul Theodora Brooks
Bands; twice nlghAy: $4 minimum
({inner, $2 cqtioert tiippcr.

SI H«K«lr«Ml 4 l«b, 4 hi
';,'. ; Chicago. Oct. 4.

;

George T«pps, Hal Fisher, Viola
Layue. Fifth Avenue Models <6>.
Bob Dnney, Duke Ycllfiwn Orc/i t«);

$1,50 imiiiiHi/iii.

Though off the beaten track, 51
Hundred Club has been batting a
fairly consistent big league average
lately, and this time is no exception,
Offering packs as much—and. in some,
cases., more—punch than some of the
highly touted Loop divertissements.
George Tapps. oft to a stow start

in the middle spot with ballt^aps to
. 'Always." "When Day. Is Done" and
DcFalla's "Ritual Dance of Fire."
dpcsii'f really got oh- the -ball till he.
geis around- to a soft shoe routine
to ••Ida." which may prove that this
nabe spot is no place for those high*
brow improvisations. Anyway, the
«ld corn pays in this case, He calls
lor requests, and does "Paper Doll,"
Sentimental Journey,' Moonlight;
and Roses" as tapped in the "20's,
Daughter of Rosie O'Gra^v" a la

Pat Rooney. "Trees," and "Holiday
lor Strings,"', latter .being a : fast,

vAr- y willc, 'uP. Strenuous stint is a
Iwle too long but nobody seems to
mind.

.

Back at the old stand. Viola Layrie
has sharpened tip her Hildegarrie
impresh with some fresh material by
Lea Morris and, as it now: stands, it's
"al'

cl to imajfirie ' a more sharply
etched caricature.. The beginning
8Vm. fumbling with comb, gloves and
wo-way stretcheroo. asides to pay-
*«s, sidemen ahd IATSE aides--
weyre rll there, ahd dished
UP solidly

. with some Weird

. One of the smartest little iceshows
in any class hotel or . nitery. is the
Billy Daniel-produced "Ice-Quakes,"
starring George Arnold, a young
and graceful skater, and Jeanne
Sook,. a blonde looker. Tastefully
costumed (whoever did -the gowns
rates a nod but gets no billing), it is

patterned on a "Paris in the Spring"
motif with Woody Spears as the
typical garcon, the four lee Cube-
Ettes as waitresses, and the stellar
pair as the romantic couple. In be-
tween the Brinkman Sisters, a pair
of cuties, .interpolate a French poodle
dancoskatirig routine, topped by a
tiptop tango double.
From that point on the revue loses

its atmospheric "plot'' and Miss Sook
(who looks like a cross between
Jeanette : MaeDonald and Dorothy
Lamour) does "Lovely Hiila Hands'"
segueihg into a hotter "Hawaiian
War Chant" with mild bumps, etc.,

and the finale is a rousing "Tico
Tico" windup, with unusual fishnet
sk miners and costuming.
Arnold himself clicks with a cork-

ing "Top Hat" (Berlin) routine.
Earlier in the proceedings, as the
young officer, the chorus as flirta-
tious midiivettes. and Miss Sook as
his romantic vis-a-vis, they segue
into a neat double by the starring
duo. -,..'.•,;.-.'

'

' It's a compact, slightly-less-lhan-
a-hali'-hour ice revue which is ideal
for the class Iridium Room which,
incidentally, has been stripped a bit

of its gingerbread decor so that it

is now truly a smart interior.
Back again are Paul Sparr and

Theodora Brooks with their, orches-
tras, which combine for the show
aeeomp, but alternate otherwise.
Miss Brooks' Hammond-organ combo
has been enlarged somewhat, and
maestro Span- does a capital job in
batoning both for the show and the
dansapation. And. of course, .the
Iridium Room wouldn't be the same
without, the personable Jean at the
door, a smart maitre who really
knows how to handle, a smart room.

' Abel.

4'irn**, llollywo**!
Hollywood, Oct. 2.

Enric Mtidrigriera Oreh (18). with
Pittricu Giluwre and Eddie Gomez;
John and Sondra Steele. $1,50 .cdi-er
week days; $2 tceefc ends. ..

Again- .spotlighting the orchestra as
the main draw, H. D, Hover has put
<»« an additional act that is solid en-
tertainment but seems to be unneces-
sary to the customers. Sunset Strip
nitery has top drawer chili bowl
group with Enric Madriguera. who
knows what to give the dancers
from sweet memory medleys to the:
latest samba' imported from south
of. the border.- Mnestro's. styling is

strictly for Latin emphasis, however,
and he doesn't over-orchestrate as
so many of the maraecn-shakers do.
Eddie Gomez and Patricia Gilmore,
who warble with the, band, also do
a stint in the floor show and both
deliver their tunes in sock style
Gome/, does the Latin turns and Miss
Gilmore, ranges from novelty to
torcherg with equal facility in a-

warm voice and showmanship.
Joint and Sondra Steele, who are

making their debut on the Coast, have
a slick style that is very ihi-chi
around the niteries He plays the
piano and duets \vith her on pert
little, novelties. It's all very neat but
not quite necessary, when the audi-
ence wans more Madriguera. ,

V -'Huts....

.

Wiv«*I. X. V....-'..":::.;;.';
:

.

Boh Lee. Komar. Sheiiu Rcj/'iohls

Pduitns" (2). Lee Rois; Harry liof-
ion's Oreh 16); din ners from, $2; no
ininiinniii. . ';

The Wivel is one of the oldest
niteries in the Broadway sector, spot
maintaining an evenly high keel of

business whether prosperity or de-
pression is the order of the. moment.
It's been done, by emphasis on the
family. trade with an ample" smorgas-
bord spread along with moderate
prices' and a comparatively low tal-

ent .budget. Latter item gives new-

comers a chance to develop in com-
parative obscurity.
One of the chief attractions is Bob

Lee, working in this spot for nearly
a decade. He's a mental marvel who
remembers the slightest details after
casual conversations with the cus-
tomers and sings extemporaneous
rhymes oh the floor about them;,
The suburban matrons and out-of-
towners go for if in a. big way. .'''.

The Paii bus, ballroom team, con-
stitute the sole act on the layout that
has been around elsewhere. They're
a personable duo displaying some
nice spins and lifts, but need sharper
routines for better-paying spots.

Rest of the bin Comprises Lee-
Ross, a ballerina; Komar, magician,
and Sheila Reynolds, singer, all New
Acts, :,-.•'.'

''":;
";

' '.-,'

Harry Horton's oreh cuts a good
show, : ' Jose. ,

^l.-iritw K««*Mi. CM
(EDOEWATER BEACH HOTEL)

.

'

.

'•''''''
Cliicfloo, Oct. 3.

Johnny Long Oreh (16), tcitli

Fraucey lane, Tommy Morgan;
Zarc.o £• Beryl. Maxellos (51. Dor-
olhy Wld Dmiceis H2); 4J-S3.50
liiiiiiwnm.

It's a ni:ghty lopg jump from the
P.intiser Room, that jive mlerno
down on Randolph streetwhore
Johnny Long played his last Chi
date- to the sedate Edgewater Beach
hotel, but his gimmick in switching
from a swing «tylc .back to his old
swee.t-svving method makes hint, a
logical successor to Wayne King,
who closed.

•Payees out here like, those tricky,
double-phrased "Shi'nty. in Old
Shanty Town" and "It's a Sin to
Tell a Lie" arrangements. Only
quibble . is that it's going to take
some practice to adjust 'the 6 reed-6
brass-3 rhythm outfit to backgroiind-
ing Marine Room production num-
ber:' '-;'. ,-.., ,'-'.- :"-:..

Maxellos spin like tops in their
standard, but always, enjoyable, ris-

ley turn, and two guys and three
girls put a trio of customers—one of
them a femme patron—:thi-ougli the
twirls, too. for hefty laughs. Quin-
tet are a great addition to any show
Zarco & Beryl, ballroom duo, also

spin: and dizzily. Tango, and later a
rumba to "Malaguena." are show-
stoppers, topped with a fast-stepping
overhead whirl, guy lowering his
partner to a hreath off the •flmr.-

Gets the flashing couple off loudly.
Pair are also soloed in the Dorothy

Hild production number that closes,
in . which the line, Tdreodorcd, flash
capes iihd step lively. Lino's opener,
'•Babalu." • in white-feathered cos-
tumes, is another well-lighted, in-
genious, routine. MiJce.

I*flIiiNth»*s. IMiilly
Philadelphia. Oct. 3.

Eddie White. Frank Hall; Juliet
Uastty. Al Blank, Virginia It Gene
Miller. Line 18). Louis Del Rio Oreh
<8). Billy LuPata »4): no coyer or
jnnimwn,

,
dinners $2 up.

• Plesisaiit shoiv is provided by cur-
rent bill :t. the Palumbo freres boite
m South Phijly.
Paced by Eddie White, longtime

favorite with Palumbo patrons, the
entertainment op- the raised: dance
floor '.provides a diverting 50 minutes.
White is in good form this trip

with a few. new gatis to his already
long repertoire, and a couple new
novelty songs which . he does, in
unique style.

A newcomer in these parts with
Dlen'y of -looks' and talent is Juliet
Masiry. Gal is talented soprano and
essays difficult songs with ease. When
eaufiht she sang several show tunes,
operetta stvle. :

-

She also teams with m.e. Frank
Hall in a duet on "Till the End, of
Time." which i mps the bell. Hall
does a workmanlike job of emceeing
the show as well as contributing
nicely ,1o the vocal department ':-

"'

The Millers are a couple of kids
with a style of hoefology all their
own.;, Best

;
bit is a. Russian dance in

Ulns. which nets them a nice hand.
Al Blankopens b'll with a nice bit

of harmonizing on harmonicas of all

sizes.

Music is provided by Lou Del Rio's
able aggregation ot musicians, with
lulls handled by the LaPata quartet.
'•."-:''

. V •;'- ;.'' Shut.

. ' » »
;

«-

Maybe it's because he's been read-
ing too many radio scripts, Anyway.
Danny Thomas, back in Chi for a
filler at the" Chez Faroe 'twixl radio
jobs, displays, somewhat less of the
scemin.iUy irrepressible, ad lib kniick
he had. when he first hit the big time
out at the 51 Hundred Club Too,
the siugnufty. knockabout format: has
been, toned down, and that doesn't
look good on Thomas.
Yiddish stinis remain strictly his.

forte, mo.-t potent being "Calypso."
"Kosher Cowboy." and "Ciiioe.

'

Tnomas friis are jamming* the joint,
withal, and it looks' like a lucrative
eight-wee.it stay. Wally Clark accom-
panies- him on the keyboard, and
well, .,'-' .' '•-••'.:'.

Gail Meredith, siood-looking thrush,
nuts a lot into "Good: Good, Good,"
'•Summertime." and "If I Loved You"
for good nutting. Cabot & Dresden,
ijallroomologi.sts. and Dixie Roberts,
pert tr-pstrefs, are h.o.'s, as are, the
Chez Paree Adorables' rout ires.
:'..''. :

'•'".

'

:;''.:
.
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Roy Rogers, Bronc Riders Thrill Again

In Rodeo at Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y.

By JACK PULASKI
Madison Square Garden's own

"world's championship rodeo" got off

1o a sti'ong start last Wednesday (3

and it is undoubtedly the major meet

for cowhands—there are more oE

those westercners in the current con-

tests than ever hefore. program list-

ins; 213. Frank Moore, who runs
the show tor the Garden, isn't super-

stilious about 13, as indicated by the

b'rlling .of exactly that number of

events. •

The rodeo is one of the Garden's
most profitable attractions and this

year it will continue 33 days, finale

being Nov. 4. date being or.e week
longer than last year. For that dura-
tion the boxing shows will be
dropped, although that department
too has been cleaning up to such an
ex ent that there were fight cards
on Mondays and Fridays.

• Show is quite similar to former
rodeos here but this time the per-

formance is smoother, a bit more
varied and distinctly more diverting.

Pace was set by cowboys bronc

is shortness of program, adding up
'

|
to only 50 minutes of solid jive'

1 (Corrected at a later show.) Open-
in; audience yelled for more, but
Hamp seemed to be out of numbers
—or breath—after encore (Hamp's
"Boogie ") for the ever-popular "Fly-
ing ~ Home," . Buckncr's pianoism

I
scoring. '.-

!
.
Program opens with lengthy dis-

sertation on "Mills Special." with
Bobby Higgins hitting his tenor sax
hard. Then Red and Curley bounce
forth for a fast grooving of a drum-
and-dancc turn, much helped by
band's solid beat.

.

The Steeplechasers are challenge
dancers, who emphasize clever steps
rather than knocking themselves out.

Dinah Washington, svelte in a
tight yellow gown, lends her pines
to nifty chantings of "Atchison. To-
peka and Santa Fe" a.nd gets in some
slv blues blimps during "If I Loved
•You." :'

'

,: Hamn's vibraharo socking is super,
when none of the

j

especially in a new tune, "Home
His drums stunts

'ding numbe
bovs" alighted in the conventional

!
with Wainwright

-a: iU„ '12 lit * iJ -
manner, being bucked off the backs
of tire nags. Right there one of the

friskiest ponies smashed a hand
against the. arena wall and he Was
the first casualty, being toted off on
a stretcher to nearby hospital. :,';
Roy Rogers and his cream-colored,

vvhiie-maned stallion Trigger are
again featured and. like the show in

general, seem better than before.

Rogers isn't working as much with
Trigger as formerly, devoting most
oE the interlude with Ray Whitley's
Oklahoma Wranglers, a quartette of

cowboy warblers and string instru-
mentalists—they're real good..

Rogers, --who i-'. introduced, as

"king ot .
the cowboys," says he is

appearing to stimulate the westerns
he stars in for Republic but the boy
is on percentage and he takes down
plenty. While he is chatting and

,

joining in the singing. Trigger has
|

othcl' 23th-Fox p ayers

his own spo light some distance away I

wmS ol George Jessel

leave little to be desired. It is plain
that Hampton plays the loudest and
longest numbers in current band
books. Although the tunes are
mostly in the same metier, namely
boogie-woogie, the fans are pleased.

"' Broil.

C hirago. I'lii

Chicago. Oct. 5.

Phil Regan. Fred Lowery tptth

!

Dorothy Rae. Gaudsmith Bros. (2),
;
Tip, Tap & Toe. Lou Bree.se Orel)

!
(15i iritli Marshall Gill: "Dolly Sis-

i
teri". (20. If.

Music Hall, IV. V.
Patricia Bowman. Rudolf Kroeller,

Edward Retclierf, Bob Evans, Fred
& Sallu Hartnetl. Walter Graf, Rock-
ettes. Symphony Orchestra nnder
Clwrles Prevfti: "Weekend at the

Waldorf" (MGM). reviewed in

'•Variety,"^ July 25. '45.

In conjunction
premiere of "The
day's : regular shov
with the personal
June Haver, co-star
other

with
Dollv

the world
!

Sisters" to-
; were studded

|

appearances of
of the film, and

under the
Acting as

it*-.
"1 "Igr- his stuff,. U!3Sg!W.<*»>?*

.'•*"!<?
.. Raudaii, who trains' -it® ator

eouir.c. There is another educated
horse called Danger, a black mare,
who works with Jeff Reavis, without
harness of any sort.

The wild cow-milking contest
evokes plenty of laughs and on open-
ing night more than usual. One
cow that they couldn't rope chased
every bronc and roper who tried to

corral it. On the comedy end too
are George Mills, Jasbo Fulkerson
and Jack Knapp, and they more than
earn their keep.

Lit Jenkins, the Garden's girl press
agent, had a mob of cameramen from
the magazines and dailies—so maiiy
it looked like most publications had
shutter-snappers around the joint.

Paramount's news man with a port-
able 16 mm. machine climbed atop
the chutes and so did other picture
guys but the lad from Look maga-
zine provided giggles, even to the
amusement of Abe Lefton, the an-
nouncer from Hollywood. The fel-

low had on a coverall in case he hit

the dirt and was armed with a cam-
era, a la Army Signal Corps with
an arc of lamps. He ventured close
to cows in contest and all hands
laughed when he was chased the
length of the arena. Said he wasn't
scared—not much, anyhow.

There's a bucking bronc called P.
J. McNutt, after the Washington
notable, another known as Kickapoo,
successor to Hell's Angels, but Bart
Clennon managed to stick on his
back. Among the contestants is one
Joe Williams, not the sports expert
on the World Telegram, because this
roper hails from Prescott, Ariz, One
of the hands was plenty out of order
several days before the rodeo opened,
starting a brawl in the Hotel Belve-
dere bar. Sap knocked down a de-
tective and kicked him in the head.

. with fatal results.
,

Not all the contestants are from west
of the Mississippi, no fewer than five
ranches in the state , of New York
having contestants ' in action. New
in the show are Maidie and Ray
Blatherwick, a neat roping duo. They
replace the McLaughlin kids, eldest
one of that pair going into the Army
this .week.

ettwv; Jessel introduced Fave Mar-

and June Haver, all of' whom took
bows and made short speeches:
Vivian Blaine, who sang "I Don't
Care Who Knows It": Phil Silvers,
who wisecracked and played "Star-
dust" on the clarinet, with Jessel
winding up this portion of the pro-
ceedings with imitations of Jolson
and Cantor, all received with en-
thusiasm.

The regular show, which is prac-
tically an all-male bill, opens with
the Lou Breese gang playing '"Atchi-
son. Topeka and Santa Fe" and
Marshall Gill supplying the vocals,
and follows with Tip. Tap and Toe.
whose hoofing agility .on a small
raised platform wins good response.
Fred Lowery scores with whistling
of "The Whistler and His Dog." "In-
dian Love Call" and "William Tell."
Dorothy Rae registers with singing
of "Yodeling Jive." with both getting
of' to a healthy palmwhacking after
singing-whistling duet of "Whistlin'
Joe."

Phil Regan, doubling from the
Blackstone hotel, is repeating' his
Mayfair Room success. Svelte Celt's
pipes are exercised on "With a Song
in My Heart." "Irish Lullaby." "I
Should Care," "If I Loved You" and
"Donegal." with exit to terrific mil-
ting. Gaudsmith Bros, keep laughs
coming at a rdpid pace with their
comedy antics and acrobatics with a
pair of French poodles for sock hit.

Morg.

The Music Hall's current stage
show, clearly subordinate to the film

attraction, is a pleasant 40-minute
confection, neither elaborate nor ex-
citing. Snow is built primarily
around the Rockettes. who with their

old reliability rise magnificently to

the occasion. The little ladies open
the show to a colorful start, in a
.striking red-garbed lipe. then going
into the most pretentious turn on the
bill, a ballet on an autumn motif,
Ballet, built on conventional classic

lines, is interesting and eye-filling,

with a fresh twist at the close to give
it an added fillip.

For sharp contrast, the Rockettes
are in again at the close in a college
football number, doing a fascinating
football dance-rally to tap routine.

The Music Hall Glee Club, accom-
panying the gals in the college finale,

also runs through a hobo;cbnvention
turn, full of corny songs and nostal-
gia. As for individual acts. Fred and
Sally Hartnell do some high point-
scoring dancing in the college scene
in a "combination ballet - jitterbug
turn, and Bob Evans has an amusing
song-and-patter act with a dummy.
Act. however, suffers from being in-

distinct, with several good gags lost,

.either through faulty mike-handlinr.
or the vastucss of the auditorium.
Patricia Bowman and Rudolf Kroel-
ler are soloists in the. ballet number,
with Miss Bowman" fating the lion-

ess' share! Appearance of the duo
on the other.wi.se empty vast stage,

while. a lone piano thrashes out the
solo part of the Tschaikovsky piano
concerto, is a highly effective bit.

Show is distinguished by the pres-
ence of Charles Previn. back from
the Coast to take over as music di-
rector, leading the symohony or-
chestra as well as conducting for the
ensuing stage show. In his debut as
maestro. Previn shows a quiet au-
thority and unostentatious musician-
ship as he leads the ensemble
through a rousing performance of
Wagner's old warhorsc. the "Rienzi"
Overture, while similarly lending

penornicrs as-v.eii. '•afC

about hoofing which is good for
hefty palmwhacking.
Lew Fine, comic, comes on in ex-

aggerated GI gctup to snare laughs
with gab about service men and
Army life. For a getaway, he mugs
his way through two choruses of

'You Tell Her. I Stutter."
Beth Farrcll, contortionist, is a

standout in the closing slot with her
unusually fine control work. She has
looks and ability aplenty, and regis-

ters solidly.

Biz good. Elirl,

I'MHe. lMiillv
.
'Philadelphia. Oct. 5.

Johnnie JohnsfOli, Maryliii Ma.r-
icell. Jan Murray, Tommy Wonder,
Paid Reinos Sf "Toy Boys": L011

Svhrader House Band (18); "Radio
Sturs on Parade" (RKO).

The Earle management seems to

have learned its lesson about need
for an m.c.'io keep a show moving.
This week comic Jan Murray is

enlisted in this chore and docs a real

job. : Coming on cold for the first

show (Fri. afternoon) he warms up
the pewholdcrs with his rapid-lire

gags and by the time the acts are
set to go on. the audience is in a

receptive mood.
Stars of the bill are Metro's two

new. blonde heartbeats—Marylin
Maxwell and Johnnie Johnston.
Miss Maxwell, who used to be vo-

calist for West Phlllys Ted Weems'
band, has a knack for selling a song,

a fine pair of pipes to go with her
streamlined chassis. Gal. nets a big

hand for "Atchison. Topeka." "In the
Mood for Love" and a novelty num-
ber.

Johnston, loo. scores with his vo-
cals. Has a robust, baritone voice and
gives out with "I'll Buv That Dream."
"There Musi; Be a Light." "If I Loved
You," "among others.

Miss Maxwell. Johnston and Jan
Murray team up for a finale tilled

"Hope. Sinatra and Grablc." telling

ol their woes in trying to make the
grade with such compotish;

.

.Murray, in addition to topnotch
trucking, keeps things at a rapid pitch
during his own next : to-elosing stint

with comic vocals, gags, and the
like. .'

,

Other acts give nice assist in

rounding out an okay bill. Paul Re-
inos and his midget acrobats whom
l\e. brings on s.lago in a 'eouole;-Of

•si~T

Slate, X. V.
--Willie Howard, with 4t Kelly
Prof. Lambertt. Mildred Batten
Hermanos Santos Trio R,,i„',
Zwerliiw-s house Ore),; "Anchors
Aieeigh (M-Gi. -

With running time of screen fea
ture. "Anchors Aweigh" consuming
greater lengh (2 hours, 19 mins)
than usual, stage show is briefer
projecting but a quartet of turns
rather than the usual six acts. De-
spite brevity, the layout packs solid
entertainment all the way.
Hermanos Santos Trio provides

flashy pacemaker in a combo of
Latino songs and acrobatics. Gal
member handles the vocals at mike
while men do the gymnastic routine
for effective results. See New Acts

Willie Howard, on next, is sock as
usual with his aged "French Lesson"
routine, which has them roaring, and
then indulges in whacky crossfire
with Al Kelly, also good for laughs.
He tops it-all with satirical impreshes
of Sinatra and Jessel warbling
"There Are Such Things" for solid
getaway. ,

.

Mildred Bailey gets over nicely
with a trio of numbers. Opening
with a spiritual, "It's Never Too Late
to Pray." she segues into a ballad,
"How Deep Is the Ocean?", and then
"It's Got to Be This Or That," for
solid returns.

Prof. Lambert! is another clicker
with his foolery .and xylophone
numbers. Of course the comedy pav-
off is still the stripteaser shedding
her duds to his accompaniment of
"Wishing." Several encores brings."
up the seltzer squirt when he finds
the 'stripper was responsible „for:
them. It's the same rpuline^Laffi-
bcrli did in Mike Todd's "Star and
Garter Revue" and as seek as ever.

/•.'cilia.

Ornlieum. Mpls.
Minn eapo! is. Oct. 6.

Jimmy Dorsey Oreh (20) u-ith

Gloria Stark and Dick Culver; Wil-
son & French y, Jackie Glcnson;
"Radio Stars on Parade" (RKOi.

Oe;*iie-3im. 1- A.
Los Angeles. Oct. 4.

Carlos Ramirez, Dale Erans,
Teddy Rodriques & Phyllis. Manuel
Viera & Musical Pets. Gilbert & Lee.
Al Lyons' Orpheum Orch (15):
"From Arkansas" (PRC*.

Bud Elmer Linderman. of Red
Lodge, Mont, is the hand involved
in the killing of a N. Y. city detec-
tive. He gave himself up and was
placed under $7,500 bail on a man-
slaughter. charge.

Bill McMacken is the Florence.
Ariz., boy who was hurt on the
opening night. Both are back in
competition. .

KKO, Boston
Boston, Oct, 5.

Sammy Kaye Orch (18). Mack &
Desmond. Cy Reeves. Arthur Wright,
Susan Al'en. Betty Barclay, Billy
Wiiliaiiis; "River Gang" ill).

Ailams, Newark
Newark, Oct. A.

Lionel Hampton Band 0,9), fea-
turing Herbie Fields, Afneit Cobbs;
Milton Buckner; Dinah Washington:
Steeplechasers (4) , Red & Clirley;
film shorts.

The profitable pandemonium of
Lionel Hampton, which set house
record here last year, threatens to
duplicate. This is a sizzling show
that should please everybody.
Hampton's combo is even tighter,

cleverer and more socko than at the
earlier semester. Only fault in sight

Slick, brash Sammy Kaye with his
madcap band of versatile entertain-
ers aroused more enthusiasm in the
RKO this week than for several
stanzas. While Kaye's well-worn
"So You Want to Lead a Band"
stunt, which inveigles novices to
wave a baton on stage, seems a bit
forced, his hotclia music isn't. There
are 11 brasses in the band and they
all boom out in the' theme. . "It's
"Gotta Be This or That." Bandsmen
do about what they please, swinging,
stomping, shouting and farcing. But
there's a central theme to the whole
affair and the : threads are tightly
held by Kaye.

Vocalist and pianist Arthur Wright
contribs "Till the End of Time." Ec-
centric dancers. Mack Sc. Desmond,
bounce loosely all over the stage,
with plenty of zoom, and then Des-
mond show.; another side of his art
as a comic ivory-pounder. Susan
Allen, warbler with "I'll Buy That
Dream," ought to have more of a
chance than one indifferent song. A
comic note is injected by Chubby
Silvers with "Caldonia,"
Betty Barclay clicks with warbling

of "I'm a Big Girl Now" and "Paper
Moon." She duets with. Billy Wil-
liams in "My Dreams Are Getting
Better." and Williams himself puts
over "If I Loved You."
Much of Cy Reeves' comedy pat-

ter seems forced but he holds 'em
and offs to nitty applause. Dame.

Latin -flavored stage bill this week
offers pleasing diversity in lineup,
sparked by Carlos Ramirez and Dale
Evans as headliners. Ramirez, in

closing spot, clicks solidlywith au-
dience in rendition of "Granada."
"Nosotros," "Begin the Beguinc."
"Amor'' and "Rica Pulpa." Metro
singer's stage presence is good and
his voice excellent. (Ramirez was
forced to cancel out remaining three
days of week's booking due to laryn-
gitis.)

Miss? Evans, femme interest in

many Roy Rogers westerns at Re-
public, knows how to sell herself to
an audience and snagged hefty palm-
pounding for snappy vpcaling of a
Latin medley, "Along the Navajo
Trail." "Atchison. Topeka and Santa
Fe." a western medley, and "Will
You Marry Me. Mr. Laramie." She's
personable and ;.t show caught was
garbed in attractive cowgirl outfit.

Teddy Rodriquez and Phyllis,
class ballroom dance team, please
mightily with several routines, wind-
ing up with jitterbug stepping. Both
arc polished performers, but it's the
girl's personality and looks that
spark the work.
Manuel Viera offers a novelty

turn, using two monkeys and two
dogs. Act has plenty of appeal, par-
ticularly ih antics of simians who
are well trained, natural clowns.
Monks turn handsprings, shake the
gourds, beat the drums and strum a
ukelele. Gilbert and Lee. comic acro-
batic dancers, get good response with
their funning. Male disguises, as
aged character for workout with
nifty femme.
Al Lyons' augmented house band

is on stage to back the acts and
opens show with revival of old vaud-
film house stunt of having instru-
mentalists play under spot while
scenic panorama is flashed on scrim.
It's effective and well-received.

Brog.

Tower, K. C.
'Kanso& City. Ocf. 5.

Ma ion c & Maudell, Saxons (2 » i

Lew Fine, Beth Farrell. Tower Orch
(9) u'itli Mike Carll & Freddy
Githens; "White Pongo" (PRO and
"Easy lo Look At" (l/>,

jj**ffi!S?v > I'hi.il: Tomm.
vvoauvi .tici. i'u.f s; iinOfottjgy

also ring the bell. Lou Schradcr's
house band provides able accompani-
ment to bill.

House was almost filled when re-
viewed. . S'lOf.

It couldn't be anything other than

» sock stage show, what with the

limmy Dorsey music and the Jackie

National, 1,'ville
Louisiulle, Oct. 5,

Guy Kilibee. Mary Beth Hughes.
Paul Gray. The Albiiis. -Ruth &
Johnny Burns: "Night Club Girl"
((.".

Tight
topped
Kibbee
Kibbee

fast-moving bill this week,
by film personalities Guy
and Mary Beth Hughes,
hurries o:-» with ten-gallon

hat and cane, and talks to the folks
mostly on the subject of "women,"
and the old boy convinces the pa-
trons he has some young ideas. His
monolog is brief, but meaty, and
packed with a lot of solid laughs.
Preceding Kibbee. and working

with him for a bit of cross-talk is

Mary Beth Hughes, blonde film
actress, who vocalizes in a nice voice
and pleasing personality. She has
provided herself with some good ma-
terial, both vocal and chatter. Her
modernized version of "Frankie and
Johnny" hit the customers just right,

and her delivery is friendly and
punchy. Her exchange of cracks with
Kibbee goes over big. and both gar-
nered an enthusiastic hand.
Opener, Ruthy and Johnny Burns,

juggle tennis balls. Indian clubs, and
hoops, and gives the bill off to a
lively start. Paul Gray, monologist.
has a fast line of chatter, and then
does some double voice stuff, sim-
ulating Jeanetle MacDonald and Nel-
son Eddy singing a duct, and various
trick voice impressions. Gets over
neatly.
The'Albins. comic ballroom dancers,

please with their rough house terns,
and the male gets laughs with his
take-off on Boris KarlofT. All adds
up to a swell comedy dance turn,
and the pair win a swell hand.
Earle Keller's pit band is solid on

the musical background. Business
good at show caught Friday (5>.

" - •' Hold.

Tower gives out this week with a
nicely-balanced bill which goes over
well.

"
Show gets under way as house

band and Freddy Githens- combine
on "Melancholy Baby" to good re-
turns. Mack Malone doubles as m.c.
The Saxons, balancing duo, contrib

a novel routine in which they work
atop boards across rolling cylinders,
Off to a good hand.
Malone & Maudell. in the deuce,

click with a breezy tap and knock-

llippodrome. Hallo
Baltimore, Oct. 6.

Jimmy Leeds, Al Gordon Dogs.
Fred Sanborn, Marveleiies (8),
Felice htla House Orch (12); "Kiss
and Tell" (Col).

Average stage layout on a par with
fare being dished out here of late,
plays along in adequate style.
Punchy opening via Marvelettes.
octette of iemmes in pyramid build-
ing, tumbling and general aero, sets
matters for Jimmy Leeds with okay-
gagging and extra strong harmonica
stuff. Has good personality and
pleasing stage presence which holds
solidly throughout stint and eihceeiug
that folio* ws' as well.
Al Gordon with his pooches jump-

ing on and oft a revolving disk, is

good for considerable laughs and
much appeal. Fred Sanborn follows
with comedy xylophone stuff and
panto aided by good foiling from
T •• Makes a strong finish;
Biz big. Burm. .

"ttr provide torrid but tuneful swing -

music at its best, the nine brasses,

seven saxes, including Jimmy him-
self, and four rhythms being an ideal

combination, for the type of melody
that Dorsey favors. Making his first

Minneapolis appearance. Glcason
hits on all comedy cylinders.
Band's opener is its theme "Con-

trast" and sets a hot pace. "This
Can't Be Love" has a neat swing in-

terpretation. Irving Goodman and
Jack Dougherty of the trumpet sec-

tion are featured in a lively number,
"Lover," following which the outfit's

feminine warbler, Gloria Stark, an
eye-filling blonde with a sparkling
personal iiv. does right well for "A
Kiss Goodnight." "I'm in the Mood
for Love" and "Come to Baby, Do."
KarrKiffe, 18-year-old drummer,

hits a cyclonic pace with the sticks

in two numbers. "I Got Rhythm" and
"Drums Are Getting Better." win-
ning audience acclaiin. Dorsey takes

a brief Whirl on the 'clarinet during
this latter thumping interlude. Nifty

tapping is served up by Derby Wil-
son who's assisted by an attractive

woman. Flenchy. Duo finish with a

sizzling jam session.
Dick Culver, another band vocalist,

has a pleasing baritone and other

attributes calculated to excite femme
listeners and his contributions "Till

the End of Time," "I'll Buy That
Dream" and "Autumn Serenade,'' get

hearty audience response.
Continuous laughter greets Jackie

Glcason, whose original comedic
methods lend added fun values to his

amusing gags, stories and patter. His

"impressions" are all the funnier for

being travesties and his trumpet
playing business with Dorsey evokes
additional merriment. It's a show-
stopping offering. The band finishes

strong and blistering with "One
O'Clock Jump." House filled at last

show opening day. Rees.

New Act

HERMANOS SANTOS TRIO
Aero-Dance
7 Mins.
Stale, N. Y.

Trio is an offshoot of the Hermanos
Williams Trio, caused by Johnny-

Santos, topmountcr in the Williams

act. breaking with Pablo Williams.

Santos broke in two relatives and

now act holds forth in a similar vein

with a samba substituting for the

tango done by the Williams group.

Work is smooth and graceful and

costuming is neat. ,

Men do their aero-samba stuff out

front while gal gives out on nuke
behind them with "Cae Cap '»

Spanish and "Brazilian Night ia

English in pleasant voice.

Go over nicely in opening spot

here. Have sufficient talent and

class for the better bistros and top

vauders. Edba.

Latest edition of Earl Carroll s

"Vanities" will play at the Fair Park

Auditorium, Dallas, for two days

opening Oct. 20.
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Equity Explains 'Error,' Qarifies

Its Stand on Frank Fay Incident

'Angel Street,' Tick Up'
Set for Road Tours

Capt. Shepard Traube's "Angel
Street" is being booked for a eoast-
to-eoast tour by Consolidated Radio
Artists, with Brent Sargent, Viola
Keats, John Adair and Viola Roache
(several of whom played in the N.

.

'

+ ;., C,aa\0 w 1 Y. company) as leads. Tour opened
was put in the middle, but _ „*, », , , , .

1
.

Sept. 24 in Montreal and is routed
through March 12, when play opens
in Chicago (or several weeks.

The drama i.s being booked to in-

clude many one-nighters and split

week stands in towns oft the. beaten
legit booking path, into conceit
halls and auditoriums- as well as

theatres. Charles Williams is com-
pany, manager and Hal Olver ad-
vance agent.

CRA also plans sending out a
"Pick Up Girl" company "in No-
vember,

"

, : Ai> ei'ror by Equity in sending out-f

B press announcement concerning

last week's council session, when

Frank Fay's charge that Ave Equity-

ites had applauded an attack on the

Catholic -"church during an alleged

"red" raiiy at Madison Square Gar-

den, gave a wrong implication re-

garding Fay, Equity's prez, Bert

Lytei)

quickly clarified the situation. The

meeting was for Spanish Refugee

Appeal. :

•- •

Fay (starring in "Harvey, 48th

Street. N. Y..), who is a councillor,

was not reprimanded by that body.

It was explained to the actor that

Equity could not go on a witch hunt,

but charges would be investigated

if he made them in writing, as re-

quired by the constitution, but he

declined to do so, thereby indicating

that he had sounded off on hearsay

info regarding the Garden rally.

The quintet named as participat-

ing in the Garden demonstration

filed written charges against Fay as.

conducting himself in a manner
prejudicial to the interests of Equi-

ty. Council will hold a hearing of

those charges next Tuesday (.16).

Allegations of Communism are in-

volved. Understood that Fay as-

serted fhat if he was in the wrong
he'd gladly apologize publicly.

Lytel'. emphasized that freedom of

speech and religion are cardinal

principles in Equity. ,

Officially stated that the Garden
meeting, heid Sept. 24, was held for

the purpose of raising funds for

.Spanish refugees' in France and
other countries and had nothing to

do with religion, nor was it a "red"

session in any form. Garden

called to help victims of f ranco

fascism. Most such refugees

Catholic.

I.aski's Radio Talk

.Situation was precipitated by an
|

address made by British publicist
|

.
Harold J. Laski over the radio in

j

• London and piped into the Garden
j

during the meeting in question.

Plenty Cold For

'Spring in Brazil'

Berlin Revue Delayed

By 'Mama' Till Spring
With Irving Berlin set on getting

the Musjc Box, home of many of his

successes,, for his. new revue, "Tea
Leaves," it seems certain now his

show won't go on till next spring
rather than this fall as originally

planned, "I Remember Mama,"
current Music Box tenant, is still

posting the S.R.O. sign after 52

weeks, and isn't likely to move out

for some time.

Berlin, now in N. Y., will return

to the Coast in three weeks for final

scenes on his filmusical, "Blue Skies"

(Par).

Pemberton (and 'Harvey') Outpoint

Todd in Court on Theatre Deal

Top Flop Crop

For Broadway

were dented in last week's busines.

decline.

Since Labor Day there i.s but one
indicated click, "Deep Are The
Roots," Fulton. The status of

"Therese," Biltmore, was not clear,

as this week's solo premiere did hot

debut Until after press time. Two
other shows that were panned are

faring better than the notices had
indicated but business for one
slipped sharply after a highly prom-
ising Unit week's gross. However,
among the score of incomers, 10 of

'<>«« V r-C.Ue.3"sing and eight try-
*•*>"» -tnTTar-ifiaKCtig* «« »o(Ue» t.jUg oui, better tilings within the

are I
for song and tuners, although that nex t 30 days.
•situation was regarded as a certainty P iays yanked at tryout so far are
I up to last week. "Emily," "Mr. Cooper's Left Hand"

Brazil" opened raggedly and soon
]
and "Forever Is Now?"

If and when "Spring in Brazil,''

presented in, Boston last week by
Lee Shubert and Monte Proser, will

arrive oh Broadway is uncertain. It

may remain out of town for as long
as 10 weeks, latest word from the

Hub being that the musical, whrcn
has Milton Berle starred, will not be
seen on the main stem until it has
been whipped into proper shape.

With "Brazil" set back and another
new musical trying out also quesr

Aiotvakls •^.,:&»-#>,̂ ip'-*vv. v^«Mk>a i v»-vi

'Turtle' Sets Chi Record
For Runner, $1,000,000

, Chicago. -Oct, 9.

Total of $1,000,000 clicked oft by
local company of "Voice of the Tur-
tle," ending a year's run at the
Selwyn last week, had statisticians

here finding that it has brought in
|

the highest grosses of any longrl'un
|

dramatic play in :the history of local
J

theatregoing;
; V / ;

,-'
j

Of the haul, $950,109 came in dur- '

ing the Selwyn engagement and the

remainder from a two-and-a-half i

week tryout in Buffalo and Detroit,
'

Weeklyh average here has been
;

$18,271, more than any other com-

'

New season may' develop a record ! pelitoiv with some 363,000 payees in
-•'.- _.- . ., A) |

attendance at the 1,000-seater. 1

flop crop on Broadway. At least ':
.

that's the way quite a few new pro- i

ductions designed for Broadway's
j

1945-46 season have panned out.

Three plays were called back at

tryout and another pair may disap-

pear similarly, disaffected new mu-
sicals give the current group of

tuners a stronger chance to continue

indefinitely into the new season and

the holdovers of that type are still

Shuberts Buy In

On 6th Chi House
Chicago, Oct. 9.

Shubert interests extended to six

!££J$2LrtTaS we^stistn™ of Chicago's nine legit, theatres last

week with the acquisition of d0

ownership of the Blackstone by the

freres Shubert. Deal was consum-
mated by John Waters, of the N. V.

Shubert office, with Richard Wild.

Chi investment broker, who sur-
rendered his half of the property for

$75,000, thus making a profit of $25.-

000 on the deal, inasmuch as he had
bought out Izzy Slavin's interest six

months ago for $50,000.

By JACK PULASKI
Final score was 2 to 0 in favor of

Brock Pemberton over Mike Todd
in a suit that had several fan-

tastic angles. Todd was confident up
to the end but Justice Julius Miller,

in N. Y. Supreme Court, handed

down his decision immediately after

testimony was completed Friday (5),

case -consuming nearly three days.
.

So it's period for the battle of the

48th Street theatre unless Todd ap-

peals the case.

For "the first time the status, of

money accumulated by the advance

sale of tickets was legally estab-

lished. Such money must be kept

pn deposit, intact, and withdrawn

only when the weekly settlement be-

tween producer and theatre operator

is made. Court issued an injunction

restraining the 48lh Street theatre,

under lease to Todd, where Pember-
ton's smash "Harvey" is running,

from withdrawing any portion of the
advance sale money.

On Broadway it was believed that

the judge's stipulation will be.

written into all booking contracts.

Advance-sale coin amounts to tre-

mendous amounts wherein hits are
concerned, and it is common knowl-
edge that some leading managers
have withdrawn much of such thea-
tre deposits, possibly for safe keep-
ing but usually for divers purposes.
Other showmen do not disturb that

money, and bond house treasurers
for as much as $100,000.

there were reports of altercations be

tween Shubert and Berle, Which the
latter instantly denied. Immediately
after adverse reports were received

Stated that Laski made' derogatory I

(

Berle show's booking into the

comments against the Catholic \^\
w' was,,^^?- V» *

>

Church, it being claimed that some With It (ex- 'R.gh Tins Way ) gels

in the audience applauded the Eng- ,hat
f°\

next month. La ter musical

,. , . .. "r was first mentioned for the Nation-
Iisliman's sentiments. I , , , .

• ...au
I ill, which instead gels a drama (The

Chairman of the Garden meeting
j
Assassin''

)

in question was Barfley C. Crum, After reading the press, which "in-
prominent 'San Francisco attorney,

who sent a long telegram to Equity
when the Fay incident" was pub-
licized. It read: .' ." "

,

•'It has been brought to my
(Mention that Mr. Frank Fay has
viudv certain statements con-
cerning u number of Broadway
stars who appeared at the Sept.

24, . 'Madison Square Garden,
citizens anti-faseiH meeting. He
is rjltpte.d as saying in a news
story, in part, 'Red meeting
which condemned religion.' . I

chaired al Mat meeting. I -am
of the Roman Catholic faith and
ma a communicant of the

Roman Catholic Church. The
vieitihg to which Mr. Fay refers

teas called for the sole purpose
of raising fluids for the relief of
Spanish refugees'; These refu-
gees are predominantly Roman
Citi/tolic. ;The meeting, did not
in any manner whatsoever con-.
tieinn religion nor did it have

.. anything whatsoever to do with
religion. Unless Mr. Fay terms
any anti-fascist activity as 'red,'-

the rise of that term is deliber-
ately misleading and purposely
provocative, The meeting at

Madison Square Garden was an
tlitti-fasvist meeting and as such
hud the support of all progres-
sive and liberal citizens. Mr.
Fay's reported remarks are- defi-

nitely not sustained by the. facts.

As chairman of that, meeting, I

wish to bring them to the' atten-
tion of yotcr organization. Should
Mr. fay wish to check on mi/
position and- reliability, I suggest
that he communicate with his

close, personal friend. Harold J;
Boyd, counsellor of the City and
County . of San Francisco, a
Roman Catholic and an. out-
standing anti-fascist leader in
California." .

Catholic Actors Guild heads said
that the organization heartily sup

Theatre Guild Enlarges

Press Dept.; Heidt Back
With the return1 this week of press-

agent Joseph Heidt from the Army,
and due to its expansion the past

few seasons into radio, repertory and
institutional activity, the Theatre
Guild is setting up a new national

eluded one violently-opposed notice. I publicity department, separate from
Berle being particularly singled out. its regular press dept.

Proser proposed that sketches be in- I Heidt, back after two years' mili

Justice Miller dismissed Todd's
yc^".agc i

me ''

V"
CaS

c
Ur I

counterclaim that he be declared a
of the Shubert Selwyn, and a Sir,:- ..

C0 .ventUrer .. in -Harvey" and that
ben employee for the pas 34 years,

|M , hcrof(,re shouM share in the
as well as part-owner of the*. ^U^-1^:^:::^X,V% «;:::",: r.'f^™ „„-.V:r™
stone for the past several, and
George ROtchford, who split the re-

maining 50'{ interest in the house;

with Rossnagel, will continue oper-

ating the 1.200-seater.

Rossnagel, who was squeezed out

as Selwyn treasurer two weeks ago,

returned from N. Y. prior to the sale

of Wild's inlerest last week to sit in

on the transaction and announce that

Theatre Guild's "Winter's Tale" is

booked into the house for Oct. 29:

"Foolish. Notion," Nov. 19, anil

"Hasty Heart," Dec. 24.

Despite an announcement from the

Shubert office here, that Rossnagol
resigned as treasurer of the Selwyn

play-jM»t)ttU..*fl»>'- •iv'.i lease , on > >!»» •

48th Street expires on Nov. 30, Never
before has a manager lost possession
of a house during the run of a hit,

but had the counterclaim been up-
held show business procedure would
have bordered on the chaotic.

Arthur F. Driscoll (O'Brien, Dris-
cpll & Raltery), counsel for Todd,
was complimented by the court for

his conduct in handling the case. He
filed a eo-venture precedent but the
bench couldn't accept the contentions
in the "Harvey" matter. Franklin
Waldheim, for Pemberton, cited

other co-venture cases which had
previously been denied by the
courts. Pemberton was both plaintiff

two weeks ago, it's known he wa.< and defendant: having sought the ifi-

ousted following his refusal to take;
j junction on the advance money and

serted in 'iBrazil," changing the show , tary service, will take oyer his old I

6 as manager of the ncw Shube, 1

J

then defended on Driscoll's conlen-
more or; less to revue form, but

;

Phil
I job of_ handling the Guild^ Broad-

| theatre because of his dual Selwy.i-
j
tions, but he won on both counts.

Blackstone duties. Shubert's reported
j Showmen flouted the counterclaimRapp. who wrote the book, gave that ! way shows, "Oklahoma!," "Carousel

idea a fast nix. Writer said he'd and the incoming "Dunnigan's

rather take his script to Hollywood. Daughtcfc," with Peggy Phillips as
' : "'iei Ai -Tamarin, who headed

:sW dept. in Heidt's absence.
where he was assured of more coin

j

a

than the show would probably brin;;

him.
Despite the condition of "Brazil."

its first week's gross was big. night-

ly average take topping $5,000. Show
has an exceptionally high top for

Boston, with Saturday night at $6.

BELL FOR ADANO' TOLLS

FOR CAIN'S WAREHOUSE
"A Bell For Adano." starring

Fredric March, closes at the Cort,
j

I N. Y:, next week (20) and will not
|

|
tour. Fact 1hal the 20th-Fox picture

"version of "Adano" was released I

! during the summer is one reason
j

why the drama will not be' sent to
'

| the road, but the real factor is that

the play is too costly to operate. .!

To break even "Adano" must gross al
j

last $15,000 weekly and takings, last
;

week dropped under that level.
j

For most of last season "Adano"
averaged $22,000 weekly, but it's

J

stated the show's profit tit the. figure
;

was only $3,000, although the the-

atre's net was ' considerable. There,

are 30 people in the cast , and all
j

asked for increased pay for. the. road,

whereupon Lclajitl Hiiyward decided ;

to send the produetion to the store-
j

houser - It* was his first Broadway,
managerial venture, rated among the i

1944-45 hits.

irked at his refusal, told him at fh'

time they didn't like the idea of his

competing with his employers by
having an interest in another bouse.

As a result of the Blackstone dea'.,

therefore, the ex-employee now be-

comes a partner.

the pres:

will be in charge of the national

setup. Both depts. will be distinct

with no overlapping, and each man
in complete control of his own field.

Tamarin's job will shift from straight

.-how publicity to broader public re-

lations work, handling general pro-
motion of the Guild on a nation-

wide scale.

Dick Weaver, out ahead of "The
Winter's Tale," is resigning from
Guild as of Oct. 15. Has show of !

own in prospect, Rita Hassan's • Lucasta." i.s easting two more com
"Keep Sake" production. /• ,

i
panies for the play here. Plans om

WILDBERG CASTING 2

MORE 1UCASTA' COS.
Chicago. Oct, 9.

John Wildberg. producer of "Ami.:)

Swanson Cancels
Dallas.' Oct. »:

"Goose for the Gancltr." comedy
tarring Gloria Swanson
celled its' Interstate

hi

Theatres
can-

cir-

Po'its Fay's "objection to Com'- ] cult tour, including the local Mr-lba

hnmisrri in the theatre." and that it

"unqualifiedly resents the radio at-
tack of the Communistic English
P'orcssor on the Vatican and the
church."

theatre presentation scheduled to

open here Oct. 30. . .

-"
'..

It was undcr.-tood thai Mis.* Swan-
son 'will return east, for another

venture.
'

Shumlin's Ardrey Play
|

Herman Shunilin. just back from
a Warner Bros, film-directing stint

.
will do a new play by Robert

/Ardrey."
;"' •'

'"
v / "- -.:'.:'.

i Said to be of a "controversial"

nature.

j
Shows in Rehearsal

: ''the. Rich Full I.if»"—Gilbert
Miller.

;
"Last House on (lie Left"—Vida

•!?;;bber.

"The Day Before Spring"—John C
• Wilson.

' "Next Half Hour"—Max Gordon.

! "Are You With If— Richard Kol!-

; mar Slid James M. Gardiner.

"Dunnigan's Daughters" — Theatri
' Guild; : ",.v

"
.

' "Caviar to the General—Theioii
Bamberger; '

-

''.•„

"The Secret Room"—Joseph Hv-
man, Bernard Hart, and ffaila Stou-
clard:

'

'.'Strange Fruit" ( M Jntreal )—Josi
Ferrer/ .

"Seven M i i r o r s" — Black friars

i
Guild. v-

for London and another for the West.

Coast in late winter or early sprini*.

Wildberg. who insists the show is

"actor-proof," has been sprcadin.t

word around among the columnists

here that... he's holding daily audi-

tions, stressing the point that exp's-

1

rience isn't necessary, because he'll
j

|
train anyone he signs up. Has 41

|

thesp's; including understudies, an-
[ q0

I
dcr contract currently for the Chi

!

and.N. Y. productions of. the n-ehivr

|
acter play, with many of the print'

pals being amateurs before thev

|

joined up v.'ith Wildberg -

Schoop Ballet's U.S. Tour
Trudj Schoop and her ballet,

comedy dance troupe last seen in the

U. S. in the • 37-38 season, will tour

America for the '4li-'47 season under
direction of Sol Hunik.

,
Negotiations between Hurok and

Miss Schoop have been going on for

some time, with arrangements re-

cently set. Dancer, who during the

war has been living in hei; native

Switzerland, is/ now assembling a

full company aSain. Sever; ! d; tiers,

in her old troupe rem; iiu d in the

U, S. when troupe ('isijanded. and
are now (i)iing vaude and nitery en-

gagemeets, •

]
and expressed relief over the ruling

on advance-ticket funds.

Testimony from Julius Spector,

treasurer of the 48th street, indicated

that at one time $93,000 of such coin

had been extracted from the thea-

tre bank account, the court being .

amazed over the figures. -iodd did

not deny the withdrawals, which
I wc-ie fully repaid, and felt that the

;

money was his until split with Pem-
1 berton weekly. Indicated by the

jtidt,e. however, that such deposits

are the property of neither the house
nor the producer but more properly
belongs to the patrons until such
time 'as the respective performances
are gi ven.'

Morton, and Jesse Samilson, the
former being the husoanu of Etta
Lcblaiig, were on the stand, sum-
moned to explain the deal entered
into lor continuing "Harvey" at the

48th Street, which belongs to the
estate of Joe Leblang. The property's
corporate name is the Marble City

Morton Samilson told of the
booking contract, which Is virtually
the same as now existing between
Pemberton and Todd, whose cor-
porate name for the rental transac-
tion ' is the Windsor Leasing Corp.,

: headed by James J, Colligan, his
j.eneral manager. -.. '•' ';

.New contract for the theatre was
(ifded as of June 11. Pemberton had

;
inadytrtchtfy mentioned a July .date

.

but clarified that evidence. He also

introduced a separate contract with

j
Samilson for the theatre, that paper
being of the same date, and it calls

for Pemberton to receive' 50% ot the
'.theatre profits after the. house net

'

'-reaches- S100.000. Court saw no ir-

regularity in the two agreements but
Todd later declared that Pemberton

,- "made a deal behind my back" while
i He . was frying to. secure a larger

tliCatrc. it have been planned to
:

move "Harvey" there, but Todd
I never got another house.
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Hayward Raps Guild, Denying Agents

Hurt Legit-Pix Setup; Sez Guts Needed
.'

-. New York.

Edi I or, "Variety": •

1. read with great, interest your

article on agent*; particularly my-
self 'and Music Corporation of Amer-
ica; being responsible tor legitimate

producers, particularly the Theatre

Guile), being unable to protect them-

selves an.d the theatre from Holly-

wood raid* on their talent. As an

agent I have been blamed most of

my life for something wrong in

movies; publishing, theatre, radio,

etc., but this seems to me a stretch

of the imagination that the agents

are to blame for the Theatre Guilds
not beins able to either keep actors

in their shows or find them.
Taking the two cases you name,

specifically "A Bell for Adano" and

Music Corporation of America s

"Dear Ruth." vou don't make .sense,

"\ Bell for Adano" brought from

Hoilvu-ood to N. Y. Fredric March.

He signed a standard run of the play

contract until last June 1 and his

remaining with the play, is purely

Ills own desire. Incidentally, en that

pay a financial penalty for doing so.

In the Theatre Guild radio show that
is now on the air they have repeat-
edly tried to get stars and actors to

work for. .them on the theory it is a

prestige, to- appear, for the Theatre
Guild on the air and it is not like, a
regular commercial radio show. The
fact that U. S. Steel is the sponsor
for this show, and is far from a
philanthropic- organisation, and that
the Guild is getting a profit out of

this show either in the form of sal-

aries for Lawrence Languor, or
Theresa Helburn. or otherwise,
doesn't affect what they want to pay
actors for appearing for them.

I To return to "A Bell for Adano,"
I I fail to see what advantage I, as an

|
agent, had over anyone else. 1 was

i
not the agent for the property, or
for John Horsey, and had to make a
contract with another agent for the
rights. I secured Paul Osborn as
dramatist, who is a client, and Fred-
ric March as the star and H. C. Pot- !

I

ter as the director. However, I do
not believe even the Guild is naive

anccd with his good deeds, and to
tip the balance towards Heaven he
must find life "three gifts of pure
virtue." The stor.v then is of his

wanderings on earth to find them.
Schwartz plays the lead role ex-

cellently and he has paced the .show
well, too. with his direction. Joseph
Rumshinsky's music .maintains the
mood of the performance. Kahn.
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brck H. C. Potter to direct

he did the play many legitimate pro-

ducers, including the Theatre Guild,

have been alter him to do another
plav MCA financed the production

of - Dear Ruth" for their client Nor-
mal'. Krasna. and. incidentally, gave
"him the best deal including a share

of the profits that an author has
. ever -had. How this has hurt the

score I also succeeded in bringing
-j

enough to think those people did this

it Since ! P u;J because I was their agent. I

made what I, thought were generous
[
deals in every case, including an in-

• forest in the play for March, Osborn,
!
and Potter.

! This was not philanthropy on my
;
part at all., but only out of the bo-

I

lief that unless the. theatre is made
• attractive financially for people who
;

are established in Hollywood, they

theatre is more than I can fathom:.
;

WoiVt come back to the theatre. The
To encourage an author like Norman ;

very reason, that the Guild and other

Krasna to Write a play and to have
I

I'eoPie want successful people from

it turn out as successfully as "Dear
;

Hollywood is for their boxotfice

Ruth" did seems to me constructive,
j

draw or the technical skill ot a dram-

Your piece is factually wrong - in at,:\°.r "d
u""?

c
l°';--

1 therefore, can-

other details. There is nothing to !
not help but believe that these peo-

prevent the Guild, or anybody else,]m',*«
f

cn ' lt!^ to a sb*r
<; °> tlle

from signing actors on long-term"] P'ofits of the theatre, as I feel they

contracts for the theatre, pictures. (

a
,

re contributing- a great deal 'more to

radio or jiu-jitsu. It takes just one
j

the success of/a play than legitimate

thing, a little intes'inal fortitude. ,

managers do m most cases,

and the risk of guaranteeing an actor
j

• Letoiid Hayward.
payments for a specific number of i

weeks a year. This, of course, is J
(Ed. note: "Variety "s"_ Oct. 3 .story

4fe*>.A\ ir.lw ii «i»i»WijtVa*a»v^TO ',i]»>
and is their only excuse for sigmiu?
actors to long-term contracts. It is
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true that more and more actors

gravitate to pictures and I think in

many cases they go too soon before
they" have really learned their pro-
fession. There is nobody in the thea-
tre at the present t'one who is will-

ing to give them any financial se-

curity of any kind whatsoever. And
certainly the motion picture com-
panies do takS the risk of guarantee-
ing an income to the actor and in

many cases give the actor an oppor-
tunity that he or she doesn't get in

the theatre. If anybody in the thea-
tre is in a financial position to take
any risks I think it would be the
Guild. The net income from "Okla-
homa!" and "Carousel" Would do a

lot of guaranteeing.
'Unfair'

I have heard rumblings, of course,
about the unfairness of an agent
producing a play, largely from the
Guild. The theory seems to be an
agent has an unfair advantage oyer
a legitimate producer. This theory
is ridiculous. Agents don't own their
clients. " Most actors, writers and
directors are grown up and mature
people who are able to judge for
themselves what they Want or want
not to do and no agent in his right
mind can mr ke an actor, writer or I

director do otherwise. He can advise !

them and help them carry out their
wishes and secure for them an equil-
able contract. History has shown i

without the protection of agents !

legitimate managers and molion pic-
j

tuve companies like to make one- I

sided deals. As an example, the
Theatre Guild for years has operated

|

as though it were an honor to work
|

for them arid as though one should

One thing revealed by "Polonaise"
is the undisputed origin of ;, at least

two popular songs.- "I'm Always
Chasing Rainbows" and "My Castle

was literally lifted from Chopin's
"

prevent. Hollywood raids on talent.
It said that agents generally had an
unfair advantage over producers in

i the one-sided struggle of legit vs.
.films. Hayward is also incorrect in

I

stating that nothing prevents a pro-
ducer from signing actors to long-
term contracts. Equity contracts can
only be signed between producer and
actor for a specific role in a specific
show, not for the actor's general
services. That was the nub of last
week's story.)
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'f Wonder as I Wander," one of the
show's most tuneful waltzes. The
new musical is a costly, kiu.uhless.
operetta takina place soon after the
Revolutionary war. It's pleasing in

some departments and should do
business for a time, but it's doubtful
of ever recapturing the production
cost. The stars will have to carry it.

Most of the scenes are in Poland
and the story tells of the valiant
peasants' fijiht to stave off the army
of the Czar. Book of "Polonaise" is

so heavy that much of it should have
been dumped into the Hudson at

West Point, the opening scene. The
ballet numbers are far superior to
the attempts at comedy and so are
the costumes and decor.

From out of town, where the show
flourished, .fan Kiepura was rated
the main attraction. He certainly
had his gang with him at- the pre-
miere but it was Maria Egaei th (Mrs.
Kiepura) who topped him. though
she was on stage so long in the first

act that it seemed she'd never exit.

At the start and finale General Kos-
ciusko's participation in the Amer-
ican revolution is touched upon.
General Pulaski, also a Pole, made a
bigger name in the days of 1776 but
he's not part of the story. Whether
there will be general interest in the
events depicted in the costume miisi- j
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Maurice Schwartz has come up
with another boxofliee hit in the
Yiddish-language "The Three Gifts."
which his Yiddish Art Theatre is

currently presenting on New York's
jlower Second avenue.

This may not be one of Schwartz's
I

best productions, but there's a 'con-
siderable beauty to the prose, and

|

symbolism-of I. V. Perotz's work of
the same name, from which Schwartz
and Melach Ravitch made the adap-
tation. It has a bis cast, and Hie
budget is hefty, but the hou-e is big
and should be able to wind up in
the black. The scenery, much of it

backdrons. is effectively done.
"Gifts," with a late 19th Century

background, deals with a tiddler who
lived in a town in Poland. His
ambition was conlihcd lo just lead-
ing the town b'uid. which included
his eight sons. All lived in poverty.
The story is of the fiddler's many
loves and indiscretions, his death and
his attempts, in death, to go to
Heaven. His sins are evenly bal-

cal is questionable.

Scoring next to the two stars are I

beauteous Rose fnghram, who is in
good voice, and Tania Riabouchinska.-i
the show's ballerina. Curt Bois has
the comedy assignment, which de-
partment, is the show's weakest.
Miss. Inghram'.s best number is "The
Next Time I Care," one of the inter-
polated numbers by Bronislaw Ka-
pejr, Miss Rjabouchinska scores with
"Mazurka." danced to a modlev of
Chopin'nielodies. Rem Olmsted.' for-
mer Coast fullback, also figures in
the ballet specialties.

"Just for Tonight" is the theme
number, warbled by Kiepura and
Miss Eggeith. Kiepura gives his
pipes a workout first with "Oh. Heart
ot My Country." then later with
"Meadow-Lark" and "Wait for To-
morrow." while another duet by the
stars is "Now I Know Your Face By
Heart." "Polonaise" is pianoed by
Zadel Skolovsky during a rebellion
scene. Bois gets something out ot
"Hay. Hay. Hay." comedy number.
"Polonaise" is the latest costume

musical, nostalgic perhaps only to
those of continental origin. That
may be one reason why it probably
won't appeal to the average play-
goer, as do some of Broadway's pe-
riod musicals that have native" back-
grounds. President Grant was a bit
character in the defunct "Mr. Strauss
Goes to Boston'." but. ."Polonaise"
reaches further back and brings on
George Washington. /bee.

Musical 'Volporte'
Click~of the "Vol'pone" revival by

a Hollywood group has inspired Erik

Chaired to produce a musical ver-

sion of the old Ben Joiison legend.
Kurt Weill will do the score.

"Beggars" appears headed for an
uncharitable reception when il i.'ues

to N. Y. town. A modern metier
harking back to the Prohibition era.

it looked extremely doubtful at its

Bridgeport warnuip. What impress
the entry made it owed to its top
players and the Jo MieJziner mount-
ing rather than the spotty and un-
steady: .story. -The play tees oil' mag-
netically but falls apart in-thc mid-
dle act. Seems irreparable.

Contrast of today's slick big-biz
bislro operation with gin-vending of

dry "20s provides melodrama's con-
flict/Set ni the do luxe office of a
class N. Y. supper club. "Beggar's"
brings in Paul Kelly, ex-rum run-
ner done with 14 years' prison on a
murder rap. to attempt to resume his

old partnership with the nitery's

owner. Luther.' Adler.
Latter tries to buy off the ex-con

and turns the club's new cigaret girl.

Dorothy Comingore. at him. but
Kelly doesn't go for it. The former
gunman has an idea he can take
over the lough way. but by the sec-

ond act he is made lo understand
that night life and the booze trade
are not what they used to be. and
that he can't muscle into the enter-
prise of his old partner. After a

inizing his

tlie advice of the cig girl aiid""ti'i'ms"

to the straight and narrow. Which
ending indicates that maybe Holly-
wood can do something with "Bee-
gar.'-" if Broadway can't. I Hal Wallis
owns it on a $150,000 pre-production
deal.)
Back-of-thc-house view of club

business, with its corporate complex-
ities, name catering and kneeling to

columnists, is an excellenl repro-
duction—and probably research—
job. .There is even a program credil

for "Mr. Vincent Sard ft* technical,

assistance for the supper scene." a
champagne dinneii-foii_KeJ Iy andjthe
cigaret girl.

Entire action, in effect ivelv-lil

single-set. soans six hours. Kellv
paces the play with a tense, high-
keyed portrayal of the disillusioned
Prohibition boss who missed up on
a revolution when he was in prison,
and Adler is precisely riajit as the
feline cafe society boniface. Latter,
at this typing, has been in role only
a week after withdrawal of Ricardo
Cortez.
Miss Comingore makes the most

of a role that is nol clearly con-
ceived, and she's most attractive as
the leggy cigaret girl. The large
company did extremely well under
Harold Clurman's direction for the
fust tryout, particularly * Herbert

hof as the world-traveled head
liter jealous of his small piece of

the club, and George Mathews, as a
former trigger man. Adrienno Ames,
ex-films, is on for a bit. E. G. Mar-
shall's bookkeeper is a slickout. char-
acter jab.
Cedric Wallace trio., sepia rhythm

group, plays atmospheric music com-
posed by Raymond Scott in the first

act. Just -a Serliu splurge, >

Title is from a "Mother .Goose"
rhyme. Klein.

i ili»nii

mi.

ItlHrird
•. Sirlil.-.

Donaldson and Gloria Saunders i and
cook (Elizabelh Dunn) leave tie
husband to sulk and get drunk willi
his "blood brother-' (Arthur Loft)
The resulting untangling finds the
wife coming back to her husband.
There are flashes of genuine com-

edy here and there, but from the
first act "Apple" degenerates from
high comedy, through a tliird-rate
vaudeville routine, to very blue and
tasteless burlesque. Trucx. tries a
little too hard to inject humor at
times by mugging but. otherwise does
vi'liat he can with the part Svlvia
Field. Lueicn Liltlefield. Ted Donald-
son and Elizabeth Dunn all turii in
polished .performances. Others could
stand for more direction from Mel-
ville Burke, Richard Jackson's in-
terior of a small town home is the
most tasteful thm<: about the Jess
Smith production. ffnts.

Ailain Ale I he Apple
Santa Barbara. Cat.. Oct. 6.

.It's* Smiili iii:.iiliii-iloii (lii aNHiiflwlliiii with
Al.;t'i-I|.iinii <i|- llu-ci.-iii-i (nm-- (IU'» »w-npW
Uy Yliii-lifi-t mi/Ifpy mid l-'.-i nyn • 1,n wiriicc.
yiiirfi. |iJriii»Hl 'I'i-nf'x itinl Sylyii* l''ie|il: ri»»-

fm.i'j* AVllinr lAu, I.Iluriii SaimilHix, iiiWuil,.
Sinlili. l,itHi»i|--'.l.,l|l|f>tIi>lii,. UnVkoll (Niltjli'
Klixiiliclli i >umi><-'. T."l D.hhI.Isihi. Si.ii4,.,l

hy M»lvillt> Miii-ki-: Hi'U
J'lii'kMiiii., Oiiftnfif iit Lulu-
Rml'itni. fill,. Ovl, '-(•'

Showing only occasional flashes of
the farce quality that it's supposed
to have. "Adam Ate the Apple" is

a thoroughly artless and unevenly
written legit effort by Herbert Bud-
ley and Fanya Lawrence. In an efforl
to combine certain elements of "The
Male Animal" wilh "Junior. Miss."
the authors missed the good fun of
both by a long shot.

Ernest Trucx and . Sylvia Field
portray a married couple whose wed-
ding anniversary celebration is dis-
ruplcd by the return of an old flame
of the wile's. He moves in on the
family to write a new novel, and his
attentions to the wife drive the milk-
toast husband into a frenzy of jeal-
ousy, which he sidetracks into an
effort to prove his willpower by giv-
fng up smoking. The nervous ten-
sion brought on by lack of the weed
and the presence of the sophisticated
author (Haskell Coffin) finally cans;'
a blowup and wife, children (Ted

Legit Follow-Up

"SIAKINKA"
(Bui ..vino re, N. Y.l

Jerry Wayne and E'.iilh Follows
are now. the young lovers in "Ma-;
rinka-." which shifted during the past,

week from. the. Winter Gardenm the
Barrymoi e. They've replaced Harry .

Stock well and Joan Roberts;

Both give as good performances as
possible under the circumslances;
the book remains one of those in-
adequacies thai fails to measure' up
to "Mayerliiiy." the tragic story from -

which the current version was
adapted. The story hew is mtisi-
eomecly.

.
with a happy ending, where

the .original terminated in what pur-
portedly was a double suicide. The
entire show lacks pace, excepting for
the ensemble numbers, which are
excellent.

Miss Fellows, who' will be recalled
as a child film star, has grown into
a blonde .looker with a thin though

'

pleasant . voice. She reads linos

nicely and even' does a terp step or
two in the continental manger.
Wayne is making a return to the
Staee. frum whJcJ^ ^be's been -1'l^eiif

•

having' occlTpiea''Tiini "pTifna rTl?t" TtTe" * '.

shows a stilledness in mannerisius
from the acting standpoint but his
are faults that could be corrected by
direction. He is casual and .easy-
going, and his voice is pleasant, and
he wears the uniform of an Austrian
officer with dash.

However, the show's main ingredi-
ent is comedienne Luba Maliua. The
madly mugging Russian beaut really
stops the show with the couple of
numbers that she does, particularly .

that "Shah" tune. Romo Vincent
also goes over in a comedy part as .

well as handling his tunes well.

Kcrfm.

"THE VOICE OF THE Tl/RTLE"
(Morosco. N. Y.I

"The Voice ot the Turtle" hasn't
been weakened appreciably by the
latest of its cast changes. After 78
weeks. John van Drulen's three-
character nugget continues lo be a
sparkling, smart play. It's doubt-
less the lines. It's surely, too, Elliott

Nugent's continued valiant contribu-
tion of the honest, off-hand GI. And
also the femme replacements, Mar-
tha Scott (vice Betty Field and Flor-
ence Ricer for Margaret Sullavan,
and Vicki Cummings for ^Audrey
Christie.

Miss Scolt lacks Miss Sullavan's
ethereal quality. conveying the
young, eager girl with more buoy-
ancy, but she's friendly and appeal-
ing, and has the wholesome attrac-

,

tiveness of Miss Sullavan. She also
has tatter's naivete. Miss Cummings
lacks somewhat. Miss Christie's fi-

nesse, timing, change of inflection and
brashness, but she plays the role with

| less of the "common" suggestion, a

good performance. At first Misses
Scott and Cummings aren't suffi-

ciently contrasted in voice and man-
lier, but the situation soon adjusts
itself. And the play goes off in high.

Bioit.

SAMUEL FRENCH
... MM'K ih:;«

Play Brokers ami
Authors' Representatives
SR Wnl 4r.ll. Slr«Ht. N>« Vork
RI I WmI :Mi Slrrrt. Ai*«le»

Playhouse des Artistes

9 West 67fh Street

'. A Niiutli Tlieiilrc Sfalltix
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SICAL COMEDY BOOK
FROM ORIGINAL IDEA.
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'Carroils Chi Opening $21,000,

Tempest' 15G, lucasta' $17,500
Chicago, Oct, 9. +

. .The
:

-

:
(ipeni,ngs last week weren't

as hot as the soothsayers said they

would be. World Series crowds didn't

Mart jamming the town till the end

of the week, of course, and the Vet-

erans of Foreign Wars weren't toss-

; na their dough around' earlier. So,

"Two Mi's Carroils." sealed for $29,-

11(10 cot $21,000 in its first eight per-

formances at the Great Northen,

and "The Tempest," scaled for $19.-

500 got $15,000 in its first eight at

the' Studebaker.
Notices were raves, mostly, lor the

Shakespeare item, and the same for

Elisabeth Bcrgner's performance .in

"Carroils." Latter play itself, how-

ever was panned as "too melodra-

matic" in spite of terrific audience

reaction at the opener, attested by 14

curtain calls for the star. "Tempest"

is inked for three weeks only, clos-

ing Oct. 20. and skedded to be fol-

lowed by a "Student Prince" revival

Bibbest of the hits continue to be I

'

«\nna Lucasta," "Carmen Jones

'

and "Laffing Room Only," with $17

500 (capacity ). $28,000 and J4LO00,

'Ruth' Sock $21,300

In 9 at St. Louis
St. Louis, Oct. 9.

"Dear Ruth" wound up a sock one-
week stand at the American Satur-
day 1.6), nine performances, with the
1,700-seat house scaled to $3.05, gross-
ing approximately $21,300.
"Tobacco Road," which the man-

agement on several occasions an-
nounced Wollld never again be pre-
sented in St. Louis, is on deck again.
The saga of the Georgia backwoods,
with John Barton in his familiar role
of "Jeeter," opened a week at the
American Sunday (7). House is

scaled to $2.44/

respectively. "Dear Ruth" and "Vmce-H Legit Business kept ;t

of the Turtle," the two long-termers.
" uul $10,500. despite all

UK
1

got $17,500

the competish, and advances are

good. "Good Night, Ladies", got only

$9,100, and moves out Oct. 20. thus

adding 11 weeks 'to its original rec-

ord-breaking 100. "Winter's Tale"
relights the Blackstone Oct. 29.

Fslmates for Last Week
"Anna Lucasta," Civic (2nd week)

(900: $3.(10). Smash $17,500, with $50.-

000 in advance .sales cueing a long
stay and justifying producer John
Wildberg's recently signed year's

lease on the Civic. .

"Carmen Jones." Erlanger fifth

week) 1 1,500: $4.20). Negro musicals-
got another $28,000.

"Dear Ruth," Harris (25th week)
(1.000; $3.60). Lots* competish but

Therese' Nifty

26G in Philly
Ph i lade!j.)hja^OcvL,l^_

at "its tor-

Current Road Shows
(Period Corering Oct. 8^0)

"Adam Ate the Apple"—Geary.
Frisco i8-13).

"Angel Street" — And., Stamford
(8); Klein And., Bridgeport (9); Lyr-
ic, Allentown (.10): Lyric, Richmond
(11-13): Center,. Norfolk (15-17);

Acad.. Roanoke (18); Aud., Charles-
ton (19); Randolph-Macon, Lynch-
burg \20),

.
; , .

/.

"Are You With It?"—Shubert.
Philly (17-20),

,
-

'

"Beggars Are Coming to Town"

—

Wilbur, Bost. 1 8-20). .

"Blackouts of 1945"—El Capitan.
Hollywood (8-20).

Blackstone—English, Ind'polis (8-

13): Cox, Cinn. (14-20).

"Blossom Time"—Mosque, Peoria
(8): Pkway. Madison (9); Aud., St;

Paul (10-11); Lyceum, Minneapolis
(12-15): City Aud.. Bismarck (16);

Babock, Billings (18); Grand, Gr.
Falls (19); Fox, Butte (20).

.

Boston Grand Opera Co.—Lyric,

Bridgeport (18); Court Sq., Spring-
field (16-17); Aud., Worcester (18-

19); Aud.. Portland (20).
.

'.'".

"Carmen Jones' —- Erlanger, Chi.

(8-20). .
;• ;..

"Caviar to the General"—Play-
house. Wilmington (18-20).

__JJ>ear Ruth"—Harris, Chi. (8-20r
"DcaTTmr'-Tatid^a^^iJsic. H..

Kansas City (8-13); City And., Pi.

-

eblo (15): Chief. Colo. Springs (161;

Aud,", Denver < 17-20).

"Desert Song."—Capitol, Yakima
8): Fox. Spokane (9-10); Aud., St

Bway Dips; 'Root? Capacity 19G

In 1st Full Week, 'Ryan Slips To

'Adano' Slides to Red 13G

'Stude Prince' Fine

$22,000 in Detroit
Detroit, Oct. 9.

"The Student Prince'* held up tine

at the Cass in its second week de-

spite a world scries crowd that pre-

ferred the n»gM spots and hotels to

the theatre. Business totaled $22,000
|
the

after a first-week $23,000. Rialto is building to capacity.

darkened this week.

Next entry at the Cass is

Bankhead in Philip Barry's
Notion.' 'Monday (15).

There .was some offishness on
Broadway last week with no special
explanation for variance. Hotels are
slill jammed and midtown spots
claim that will be the condition up to

the December holidays. Surprise
closing is "A Bell for Adano,'' due
off next week. Some of the new
show-s which were panned are doing
better than expected.

Deep Are the Roots" looks, like
first hit of 1945-46, business

Generally, so

Tallulab
"Foolish

Berk-M 37G

Despite Hub Pans

and advances arc oituy

"Good Night, Ladies" (9th week)
0,200: $3). This one's the all-time

enigma (or Chi. having clicked off

100 weeks in 1942-43. but closing this

time after 11. Got only $9,100.

"Laffing Room Only," Shubert
(3rd week) (2,163; $4.80). Town's
only musical did another great
$41,000.
"The Tempest." Studebaker ( 1.246:

S3). Inked in for only three weeks
and warmly greeted by efix. "it
pulled $15,000 in first eight perform-
ances. "Student Prince" revival
skedded to follow Oct. 29.
"The Two Mrs. Carroils," Great

Northern 1 1,425; ..$4.20 ).. Reviewers
chalked it up as a personal triumph
for Elisabeth Bergner. but didn't like
tiie play: $21,000 in fust eight.

"
"The Voice of the Turtle." Selwyn

(53rd week) (1.000: $3.60). Passed
first year mark with okay $16,500.

rifle pace last week with "Therese
following on "Foolish Notion" as the
top-grosser. Le Gallienne - Jory-
Witty meller won good but somewhat
reserved notices and its trade must
be ascribed to local popularity of the
cast names rather than crix notices.

At any- rate, "Therese." on its single
week at the Locust did over $26,000.
which represented real capacity at .

end of week. Meller could have ter- Princeton (19-20).

stayed another two weeks, which "Foolish Notion"—Erlanger. Buf-
house has open by the way, without , falo (8-11); Aud., Rochester (12-1,31;

any trouble.
|

Cass.. Det. (15-20)..

Down at the Shubert. "The Hasty; Gilbert & Sullivan
Heart." in on ATS subscription for , Bost > 8-20) . .•>

•

two weeks, grossed $23 0.00 for its "«'irl from Nantucket"—Forrest
first stanza and should duplicate or

phjily (8-'>0>

... . .

_ _
'_._'.'

. Boston, Oct, -

Hefty baiiyho" boosting advance

sales pf tickets at $6.60 top Saturdays
and $4.80 top weekdays, against the

usual $4.80 and $4.20, coupled with
Milton Berle's own personal draw,

Paul (13-15); Lyceum, Minneapolis I

^set fldperod reviews for "Spring in

(16 20) '
"

t

"Dunnigan's Daughters"—McCar-

-Opera House,
]

Brazil
result, the first week's biz reached
$37,000, breaking house record. Musi-
cal has been cut 40 minutes on basis

of adverse reports. Here at least an-

other week.. .-.'.•'

'

The Ballet Theatre dropped from
last year's success, grossing $29,000

for one-week stand at Opera House.
Favorable notices made no difference

to "The Assassin." Irwin Shaw's Ad-
beat that mark this week - At the !

1 '""-"'• Iriiiral Dailan drama at Plymouth.

Forrest "Windy Hill v in its second t

"Good Night, Ladies"—Blackstone,
|
Gross lor first week only $5,000. At

and last' week here, got about $16,000, \

Chi. !*-20 L,_^,_.^,., . 4>- v.^^WW^****^" »
'fr""***!^,. -'ooper's

t.,AA>- I.n . 4i..r% I.. .11, ' V>This week has two openings—both
preems. First is "Girl From Nan-
tucket." opening at the Forrest to-
night (91, which is Philly's first

musical, and "State of the Union,"
bowing in tomorrow (10) at the
Walnut, which lias been dark three
weeks.

'MILL' FINALES IN L A.

WITH HEFTY 23G WEEK
Los AngelesrOet. 9.

Despite a return of the hot weather
this past week, legit grosses have
been more than satisfactory. "Red
Mill" went through its second and
final, stretch at the Biltmore with a
hefty $23,000, giving it $43,000 for
the fortnight stand before Broadway.
Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1945''

cracked out usual $15,400 for the
170th stanza at El Capitan.

Belasco's offering of "Suds in Your
Eye" remained steady in the third
frame to catch $8,600. '"Motel Wives."
at the Musart. rang up another $3,900
in the ninth week.

BANKHEAD STRONG

$27,000, PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh. Oct. 9. I

Tallulah Bankhead's name was the
big magnet at the Nixon last week
and "Foolish Notion" crashed
through with sizzling $27,000 for by
far the best showing of the early

|

season so far. A subscription play i

with $10,500 in advance in the till!

via pre-season sales, the.. difference
was completely Bankhead since show
itself got a unanimous panning.

Nixon is dark this week. House
had "Dark of Moon," pencilled in for
this date at beginning of season but
folk musical's decision to stay in

New York left house without a show.
Kay Francis in "Windy Hill," re-

I

opens Playhouse Monday (15),With
' State of Union.'* "Girl From Nan-
tucket" and "Hasty Haarl," follow-
ing.

Community. Hershey (15);

Rajah. Reading (16); Lyric. Allen-
town (17); Strand, Ithaca (.18); Aud..
Rochester (18-20).

"Laffing Room Only" — Shubert.

|

Chi. (8-20).

i "Life With Father"—Ford's. Balto.

j
(15-20).

"Next Half
. Hour" — McCartcr.

Princeton (13): Natl, Wash. (15-20).

"Oklahoma!"—Shubert, New Ha-
|
veil. (8-13.1; Bushnell, Hartford

i (15-20).

I "Rebecca"—May fair, Portland (9-

10); Temple. Tacoma (11); Royal.
Victoria (12-13 ): Strand, Vancouver
(15-161; Metro. Seattle (17-22).

"Rugged IPath"—Nat'), Wash. (8-

13>: Plymouth, Bost. (15-20).

San Carlo Opera Co.—Virginia.

Wheeling (8): Stambaugh, Youngs-
town (9): Music H., Clove. (10-14).

Left

HiVnrT- oloed, at least -temporarily,
with gross of only $7,500 against

$10,000 the first week. "Ten Little

Indians." at the Copiey. dropped
$1,500 for a new gross of $11,000.

'OklaJ' $39,800, Balto

"School for Brides"—State, Ra-
leigh .18): Nat'I;' Greensboro (9);

Carolina. Charlotte (10); Aud.. Co-
lumbia ill); State,- W. Salem (12):

Acad.. Roanoke (13); Bijou, Knox-
ville (15): Aud.. Chattanooga (161;

Ryman. Nashville (17); Coliseum.
Evansville i IS) ; And., Memphis
(19-20).

"Spring in Brazil"—Shubert, Bost.

(8-20).'

"Strange: Fruit" — His Majesty's.

Montreal (15-20). ..

"Slate of the Union"— Walnut
Philly 1 10-20).

"Student Pi ince"—Royal
dra. Toronto (8-13); Ifanna, Clevc

'RUGGED PATH'-TRACY

WOW $29,500 IN D. C.

Washington, Oct. 9.

"The Rugged Path," the new Rob-
ert E. Sherwood play with Spencer

I Tracy, did $29,500 on eight perform-
ances at tiie National theatre last

I
week. Only dissenting voice was the
Washington Times - Herald, whose
critics, slugged the new play Tues-
day morning, to be followed by
George Dixon's blast on Thursday.
They claimed the play suited New
Dealers and leaned too far left.

'The Next Half Hour." with Fay
Bainter, has a 'mountain 'Of

|
orders. • -i

.
'

Winter's Tale' Mild

$7,500 in Buffalo
Buffalo, Oct: 9.

"Winter's Talc." in five perform-
ances at the Erlanger last week, got

below $7,500 at $3.60 top.

Figure was mild.

Doll to Rejoin Todd

Lee, Hammett Stricken

w eek's run last season.

In currently is Ruth Chalterlon's
production of ''Windy Hill." starring

Two we,, known; Broadway com-
|M^^P^^tlpany managers - were

.
suddenly

t. lu(|e(| in „,e caj.

t
-

*•

stiycken within the past 10 days. vic-

tims being Al Lee. back with ' The
Glass Menagerie," Playhouse, and
Mel Hammett, who has been han-
dling "Anna Lucasta,"' Mansiield.
Lee suffered a heart attack, in a

Western Union office; Hammett was
taken ill at home.
Lee was removed to /Roosevelt

hospital, where physicians stated he
must remain arojjnd 10 Weeks; then
to rest for an extended period. He
recently told intimates that he Was
going to resign from the job because
he could not stand bickering with
Louis J. Singer, who co-produces
"Menagerie" with Eddie Dowling.
Under a ruling by the Assn. of

(

Theatrical Agents and Managers,,
Charles G. Stewart, who manages
the Playhouse, is allowed to do Lee's

|

wor-k so that the latter can be paid i

; «js full salary. Similarly. Nick
|

Holde, general manager of "Lu-
JSstav" is acting for Hammett, If

«ie stricken men are unable to re-
sume their duties after four

.
.weeks,

other managers will be appointed.

Baltimore. Oct. 9.

Smashing cut an even bigger sec-
ond week, due to an added Sunday
show, than its capacity first round] (15-20).

of $34,000, "Oklahoma!" garnered ai "Tempest" — Studebaker, Chi. (8

walloping $39,800 at Ford's here last. 20)
week. All this in spite of a previous : . ..Tt. n UUIe |„a-a„s" (1st Cp,)-

I
Copley. Boston (8-20),

Assassin"—Plymouth, Bo.^l

'Angel St/ 12G, Monti
Montreal. Oct. 9.

"Angel Street" did fairish $12,000
for week's run at 1.579-seat His
Majesty's theatre. Show closed Satur-
day 1.29) and moved on to Ottawa
and Toronto.

Next Saturday (13) will see world
preem .of censor-troubled "Strange
Fruit."

Chi Tix Agcy. Takeover
Chicago. Oct. 9.

•One-' of. the two biggest ticket out-

fits in Chicago became . the biggest

last week when Florence Barnes

took over the estate of the late

Charles .). Cole,

Right to sell lattcr's estate to Mrs.

! Barnes for $5,000 was granted Cole's

sister, Mrs. Anne Ward,, administra-

trix of his estate, by Judge Fred

! Adams of Probate Court in suburban

.Juliet, 111.

•The
(8-13), .

"The Bail Man"—Convention H.
Tulsa 1 8): Shrine Aud.. Oklahoma C.

(9-iO): Arcadia. Wichita (11): Slate

Aud.. Emporia (12): Mem., Aud., Sa'-

lina il3); Atncr.. St. Louis (14-20).

"The Only Girl"— Biltmore, L. A:
8-2!)). i

"The Secret Room"—Shubert. New
Haven 1 18-20).

"The Winter's Tale"— Colonial,

Bost. (8-20).

"Tobacco Road"—Airier., St. Lo.il>

1 8- 13 1: Davidson, Milwaukee ( 14-20).

.''twa Mrs. Carroils"—Gr. -N.»rth-

cri.1. Chi.' (8-20).

"Voice of the Turtle"—Selwyii,
Chi: '8-20).

. ....

"Windy Hill"—Ford's, Balto 18-13 "i;

Nixon, Pitts. 1 15-20)/
.

.'

Sgt, Bill Doll of the Army Air
Force is expected to be out of uni-

Mexan- 1 fol
'm this month and will then re-

join tiie Michael Todd office as

senior press agent. He was kept on
the stalf while in uniform, Mort
Nathansoi.) having replaced with the

understanding that when Doll' was
discharged by the Army the latter

would resume his post. Nathanson
will be retained and assigned other

duties..

Fodd kept Doll on the payroll con
I tinuousjy. Once when he visited the

showman's office there was ah argu-
ment between them, and the p a. told

i the manager "what he could do with

: the coin." Some months later there
i was an armistice between them and
i upon calling at the office, Jim Colli-

I'gan. the' general manager, told Doll

,
thiil: his weekly checks had been put

;
aside for him regardless of the fric-

•. tion. Dick Williams, also in the serv-

:
ice. will go back- to the Todd fold in

: Doll's office.

DESERT SONG' 27G, SEATTLE
Seattle, Oct. 9.

"Desert Song," scaled from $4 at

the 1.500-seat Metropolitan, .started

slowly but finishing better though
still disappointing at $27,000 in 10-

day engagement.
j

.. 'Rebecca' 18G, Frisco
i San Francisco. Oct. 9.

Diana Barrymore, in "Rebecca,"
vrosscd a very sweet $18,000 at 1,550-

seat, S3-top Geary. "Vanities" 8Cr, Denver
!' Next door, in 1.776-scat Curran. Denver, Oct. 9.

i
the Theodore Bachonheimer-James "F.arl Carroll's Vanities ' did a good
A. Doolittle 'Song without Words"

|
*8 000 at the 3,271-seat auditorium

dropped to ordinary $17,000 at $3.60 with a top of $3.60. although • foot- 1 have fair chance; $12,000; okay in

i (ops. 1 ball Friday night hurt some, . i this spot.

far, the new season has been , dis-
tinctly sluggish and the holdover hits
look sate indefinitely. "Polonaise"
got an unfavorable press.

Estimates for Last Week
Kej/s: C (Cortiedt*), D (Drama),

CD iComedu-Diaina), R iRevue),
M i Musical), O iOpereita).

"A Bell for Adano," Cort (34th
week) (D-1,063; $4.20). Will close
at'fer another week: business dropped
suddenly to bit over $13,000, which
means red operation; "Caviar to the
Generalv^mext attraction.
"Anna .Lucasta," Mansfield (58th

week r TD-1,041; S3.60). With a dif-

.

tercnt cast (original is in Chicago)
business leaped over $20,000; standees.
"Bloomer Girl," Shubert (53d

week) (M-1,328; $6.40). There's gen-
erally a line at the boxoffice and
agencies continue active sale of
tickets fortius favored run musical;
eased off but still big;.$31,000.
"Carib Song," Adelphi (1st week)

iM-1,434; $4.80). One of the new
shows doing fairly well despite first

night's unfavorable reception; first

full Week around $19,000.
"Carousel," Majestic (25th week)

(M-1,681; $6). Bettering the 200-
performance mark and aimed through
season; top grosser topping $49,000.

"Dark of the Moon," 48th Street
(29th week) (D-1,329; $4.20). Stick-
ing to moderate coin, with pace
around $11,000.

"Dear.. Jtu*h," Miller (43d week

)

(C-930: $4.20). Somewhat' over-
estimated but doing excellent busi-
ness here and on road; rated around
$17,000.

"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton (1st
week) (946; $4.20). Looks like first

drama hit; first full week's takings
quoted around $19,000.
"Follow the Girls," Broadhurst

( 78th week) (M-1,179: $4.80). Bit,
off last week but sturdy $28,000.
"Harvey." 48th Street (49th week)

(C-925; $4.20). Nothing can stop this
comedy smash, which is getting well
over $19,000 every week.
"Hats Off to Ice," Center (65th

week) iR-2,944; $1.98). Celebrating
the start of the fifth season of skat-
ing revues in this Radio City spot;
big, around $31,000.

"I Remember Mama," Music Box
(52d week) (CD-940; $4.20). Corn-

mail i pleting year's run mark and aimed
' through another season; rated over
$21,500.
"Late George Apley," Lyceum (41st

week) (C-993; $4.20). For a show
that layed off during the summer,
business okay: about $12,000.

"Life With Father," Bijou (305fh

week ) ( C-630; $3.60). Eased off last

week but satisfactory $9,500 in this

spot. .

"Live Life Again," Belasco. . Dis-
appeared after two performances.
"Marinka," Barrymore (12th week)

(O-l.llS; $4.80). Gross dropped as

expected when. moved from the Win-
ter Garden mow in pictures); fairly

good at around $21,500. -

"Oklahoma:". St. James (132d

week) I M- 1,522: $4.80). Champ run
musical is clicking to more than $31,-

000 every week.
"On the Town," Beck (41st week)

(M-1.214; $4,80). Dipped with the
field last week but turned in excel-
lent count of $29,500.
"Polonaise." Alvin (0-1.334; $4.80).

Opened Saturday (6) night; doubtful
press.
"Song of Norway," Imperial (59th

week) <0-i,427; $6). No doubt about
strength of run musical to command
big money for months to conic;
dipped but big $39,000.
"The Glass Menagerie," Playhouse

1 27th week) (CD-865; $4.20). Last
season's prize winner getting over
$18,500; all house can hold.
"The Rvan Girl," Plymouth (2d

week) (F-1,075: $3.60). Another
show that didn't get first-night

plaudits; slumped after strong first

week; under $12,500.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco

1 79th week) (C-939; $3.60). Hardly
any [difference -in pace 'of three-per- .

son play, now in third season; $19;-

000. virtual capacity at scale.

"Therese," Biltmore (C-920; $4.20).

presented by Victor Payne-Jennings
and Bernard Klawans; written by
Thomas Job; promising out of town;
opened last night (9).

"L'p iii Central Park," Broadway
(:30th week) (M-1.900; $6). Looks
safewell into new season, business
having improved greatly during past
mouth or so, but skidded to $36,500
last' week. ;

,

"Van Touched Me," Booth (1st

week) fC-712; $4,201, Appears to
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OBITUARIES
BEATRICE KAUFMAN

Mrs. Beatrice Bakrow Kaufman.

51, writer and editor and wife ot

George S. Kaufman, playwright-

stage director, died of a cerebral

hemorrhage Oct. 6 at her home in

New York. She had been ill only

a week. Her husband had been

directing rehearsals of the Mary

Chase play, "The Next Half .Hour,

for Max Gordon, when notified of

her death and was deeply stunned.

Couple were married in 1917 when
Kaufman was drama reporter for

II. Y. Tribune and three years be-

fore he clicked with his tost play,

"Dulcy " in which he collaborated

with Marc Connelly. About the

same time Mrs. Kaufman did pub-

licity work for Norma and Con-

stance Talmadge. film stars. After

that she had been chief playreadcr

for Al. H. Woods and later headed

the editorial department of Boni &
Livcright, publishers. In the in-

tervals of work for various other

publishers she wrote humorous

^sketches for The New Yorker, was
eastern story editor for Samuel
Goldwyn. ficlion editor or Harper's

Bazaar. She also, was co-author of

two plays. "Divided By Three" and

"The 'White-Hatred - Boy," and with

Joseph Hennessey edited "The Let-

ters of Alexander Woolcott," having

been one of Woolcott's best friends.

Services were held Monday (8)

morning, when the chapel of Camp-
bell's. N. Y.. was thronged with

show business well-knowris. Paying

their respects, too, were persons

outside of the theatre, including

Bernard Barucb, former N. Y.

Mayor Jimmy Walker and present

Mayor LaGuardia, -plus those prom-
inent in literati circles.

In addition to Rabbi Jonah Wise,

a eulogy was spoken by Moss Hart,

long the playwrighting team-mate of

Kaufman. Body was cremated.
Mrs. Kaufman had a capacity'Tor*' tel

enduring friendships. Bennett Ccrf.

the publisher and raconteur, sums
it up when he reveals that "Beatrice

Kaufmarv's love of life and laughter. ,

Survived by his widow and
married daughter.

SAMUEL WOLF SMITH
Samuel Wolf Smith. 57. head of

British Lion Films, died in London,

Oct. 8 following a long period of ill

health. He had suffered from high

blood pressure. Smith had been a

pioneer ii*. the exploitation and sale

of British pictures in Canada, He
w is managing director of Anglo-

Canadian Distributors, having en-

tered the film business in Canada in

1910. Smith returned to 'England

about three years later to establish

himself as exporter, distributor and
producer of pictures.

Formerly head of Kincmalograph
Renters Society, he also was on the

film advisory committee ot the Brit-

ish Board of Trade.

British Lion distributed Republic
Pictures product in Great Britain,

and Smith had returned only about
two months ago from the U. S. after

completing a five-year releasing

deal,
; /.

'..;:•.'
::

,'

Wheeling has been operated in re-

cent years under lease to Michael C.

Halm^ who also operates another

theatre there.

FRANK C. TABLER
Frank C. Tabler. motion picture

theatre owner and manager in St.

Louis, died at his home in that city

last week,
In recent years Tabler and his son.

Clay H. Tabler, operated the Arcade
Airdome in St. Louis. Tabler was
once connected with Essanay in

Chicago and manager of the old

General Film Co.

LOUIS J. BENDER
Louis J. Bender. 71. pioneer, in ex-

hibition and film delivery business,

died lastWeek at the home of his

daughter at Lancaster, Pa.
Back in 1915, Bender and George

F. Callahan, founded Exhibitors

Service Co., and was secretary-

treasurer for a decade. He was a

director of the old Western Penna.
Amusement Co.. indie theatre cir-

cuit, and when this outfit was dis-

solved, Bender purchased the. Grant
theatre. Pittsburgh, in 1931. For
some time, the house was managed
by a nephew, . Floyd Bender. Two
years ago, it was leased to Dick
Brown. Jim Jaflurs and William
Anst.

He is survived by a daughter, sis-

MRS. CAROLINE CAGNEY
Mrs. Caroline Cagney. 65. mother

of James Cagney. died at her nome
in Hollywood. Oct. 9, following

lengthy illness. Surviving her. be-

sides the actor, are three other song,

Dr. Edward Cagney. Dr. Harry Cag-

ney, and producer William Cagney,

and one daughter. Jeanne Cagney,

also an actress. .

IIUpO ANGELO
Hugo Jacchia. 61."vaudc performer

and minstrel man. known profes-

sionally as Hugo Angelo, died Oct.

2, at Hudson, N. Y.

He was born in London, where he
entered show biz as a singer. After

coming to the U. S. he appeiu'ecMn

Hi-Henry and Primrose and West
minstel shows.

JACQUES VAN STKATEN
Jacques van Straten, 64. auditor

for Metro International, died. Oct. >9,

in Brooklyn, of a heart ailment. He
had been with Metro since 1926,

originally abroad and for a time, was
with Station WHN.
He is survived by a widow and

daughter.

Inside Stuff—Legit
New Yorkers, including several drama critics, have been sounding off

informally as well as in print, on vagaries of out-of-town crix regarding
tryouls, with Philadelphia and Boston playcatchers getting brunt of the
blame for bad steers. Unanimous Philly raves (including "Variety's"
Quaker mugg) on "The Ryan Girl" were particularly commented upon
as well as the Boston huzzahs on "Mr. Strauss Goes to Boston" and "You'
Touched Me."

' PM's Louis Kronenbefgcr, reviewing "Ryan Girl," began by savin;, that
Philadelphia, "though admittedly the world's foremast authority on what's
old-fashioned, isn't nearly as good, a judge of what is juicy." and ended his
notice with: "The best I can say of the show is that'll would very likely
meet' with' favor in Philadelphia." "Ryan Girl" got two okay .notices' out-
of nine N. Y, reviews, others definitely thumbing it down.

"Polonaise," second major musical to arrive this fall, drew a doubtful
press after bowing into the Alvin, N. Y., last- Saturday- (0 ), - but a strong
advance sale, plus many parties, may help override the notices:—CraTmecT
that.,80 theatre "parties were booked for the show before opening, advance
being $150,000.

Reported that the show is so highly hooked up that little profit can be
earned even if business approximates capacity. W. Horace Schmidlapp,
who presents "Polonaise" in association with Harry Bloomlield, hails from
Cincinnati and is rated a millionaire. Opening-night top was $9.60, scale

thereafter being $6. a high rate for operetta.

Stella. Adler gets staging credit for "Polonaise," the Jan Kiepura-Marta
Eggerth operetta, after Major Edward Duryea Dowling started it. Much
backstage temperament attended this musical.

Small display ads appeared in the theatre sections of the N Y. Times
and Herald Tribune recently lor the Windmill, a theatre. Piccadilly

Circus, London, but mention of . the English metropolis was absent. Copy
read: "Now in its 14th year, we never closed," that referring to the fact

that the little revue house played throughout the war, although buildings

close by were bombed during Nazi air raids. , Name of the current revue
was not named but the show was billed as "A Vivian Van Darfim Produc-
tion." That led some readers to incorrectly believe a motion picture was
there; .

A play based on the Windmill was presented last season on Broadway
by Gilbert Miller, being called "Heart of a City," but it didn't do so well,

Columbia Pictures bought the rights and produced the film under the.

name of "Tonight and Every Night" with Rita Hayworlh.

HYMAX MEYER
Hyman Meyer. 70. one-time vaude-

ville actor, died Sunday (7) at Lakc-
wood Manor sanitarium. Hollywood.
Surviving are two sons'. Marco and
Donald, both in armed forces; a sis-

ter, Esther Wolff, and a brother,

HAROLD WARD
Harold Ward, 57. N. Y. agent for 20

years, was found drowned in Lake

Third edition of Teresa (Terry) Heyden's legit players guide—but the

first sponsored by .Equity—has -been made available to producers, casting

directors, agents and others. There are. 1.050 photos of players, with bio-

graphical data. Cost of representation is $6, the^uide being said to be a

non-profit venture. '...,. :

The group listings: leading women, ingenues, young leads, character

women, comediennes, children—girls; leading men, juvenile leads, char-

acter men, comedians, children—boys. In addition there are alphabetical

listings of stage managers and directors. Telephone^ numbers of artists

are carried, with their addresses and the talent organizations to which

they beWiU^w. • „.
'

...
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lier abiding interest in the affairs of
Hopatcong. N. J.. Oct. 2, alter a

a myriad of friends, were so great
three-day disappearance, by a local

hot u will- hi, a i™„ t™»'il,„ searching party. Theory is that
that it will be a long time before
they realize she is gone. She was
the core and connecting link Of

scores of people in every walk of

life who owe some of their success

today to her ever-ready counsel and
sympathy when the going was
roughest. Part of the fun of doing
things was telling Beatrice about
them. Her death, will leave an un-
tillable gap in our lives."

mabel amber
Mabel Amber. 59, retired legit ac-

tress, died Oct. 7 at the Actors' Fund
Home, Engiewood. N .J.

She made her first stage appear-
ance under management of Augu.st.in

Daly in Pinero's comedy, "The Mag-
istrate," in 1889. Soon after she
played leading roles with Robert
Mantell under the management of

William A. Brady.
A year later she was supporting

Louis James in classic repertory fol-

lowing Marie Wainwright. Then be-
gan a long association with Nat C.

Goodwin, with whom she toured in

"The Nominee," "A Gay Divorces."
and in the original production of

Augustus Thomas' "In Missouri."
About that time H. M. Palmer and

William A. Brady signed her for
"Trilby," Which she toured in for
two years. Later she appeared with
James K. Hackett in "The Tree of
Knowledge" and "Rupert of Hent-
zau." Again under the management
of Brady, she played Eliza in "Undo
Tom's Cabin." Her

. last'-.engagement
was in "Just Out of College." "

V

Ward, last seen alive Saturday (29)

when he went out to do some work
on his dock by the lake, was over-

come by a dizzy spell and fell in.

Suicide is discounted by associates.

Ward was connected with Frank
Wirth for 10 years, prior to that

having been with Bill Schilling and
Johnny Singer. He started in show-
business as straight in the Lander
Bros. act.

Survived by his widow Blanche,
also in showbusiness at one time as
member of a posing act. Burial was
in Morristown, N. J.. Saturday (6V.

WILLIAM T. KENT
Billy Kent, 59, vaudeville and

musicomedy Comedian, died in New-
York, Oct. 5. After beginning his

career in a circus at the age of 14

he had matriculated in practically

every branch of show biz, ranging
from burlesque to become one of

the topflight comedians in Broadway
musicals.

He is probably best remembered
for his performances in "Rose
Marie." "Funny Face.'

-

"Lady Be
Good," "Good Morning, Dearie." and
"Battling Butler." v

In 1929 he went to Australia to

appear in "Whoopee." but was back
on Broadway the following season
in "Girl Crazy." After that he went
to Hollywood and appeared in the
films, "King of Jazz" and "Scarlet

Letter." He later appeared in Shu-
bert revivals of "Student Prince"
and "Blossom Time-' for several sea-

sons, until last year, when forced to

withdraw because of poor health.

DANIEL ROBINS
Daniel Robins* 70. Warren. Ohio,

theatre owner, died, Oct, 5. in

Youngstown after brief illness. He
was president of Robins Enterprises
Co, Robins Amus. Co.. and Daniel
Theatre Corp, which operated six

theatres in Warren and Nilcs. Ohio.
In 1902 he established a small the-

atre in New Castle. Pa, in partner-
ship with Abe Warner, one of .the

Warner Bros, He also opened the
first film theatre in Youngstown in

1906. In 1922 he took over the
Duchess theatre in Warren/

Sister and two brothers survive
him.

LOUIS MOSES
Louis Moses. 45, brother and as- |

sociate of Charles Moses in opera-
|

lion of Staten Island and Brooklyn
theatres, died Oct. 8 after a heart

attack.

He was unmarried.

ALEXANDER SCIIONBERG
Alexander Schonberg. 59, stage

and screen actor, died Oct. 1, at his

home in Hollywood.
He entered motion pictures 15

years ago after stage careers in Po-
land and New York.

EDGAR ALLEX
Edgar Allen. 60. former chief

booker of the William Fox vaude
circuit, died after a heart attack in

New York Oct. T.

Further details in Vaudeville sec-

tion.

CHARLES L. THOMSON
Charles L. Thomson.; sat. .account

executive with station WMCA since
1941. died following a brief illness

on Oct. 7 at his home in New York
Prior to coming to WMCA be Wa'«f

for many years with the advertising
department of the New York Sun.
Survived by his widow, a soil. 1,1

Rodney H. Thomson, an aide to BrK>.
Gen. W. W. Irvine, and a .daughter,
Alice Thomson Peters.Who is with
a USO "Junior Miss" company over-
seas. -

: .'.. •,:'

Konstantin Wnnderle, 78. widely
known as a yodeler of Swiss folk
songs, died Oct. 2 at his home in

Hollywood.

Va. Seen Planning

'Lost Colony' Rival
Raleigh. N. C, Oct. 9.

Word comes through unofficial,

but believed to bo authentic chan-
nels, that Virginia has abandoned
hope of adopting the entire Roanoke
Island historic record and the "Lost
Colony" drama, but intends to estab-
lish a similar and rival program at
Jamestown.

It is understood the Virginia group
is negotiating with Paul Green to
write a drama based on. the first

permanent English settlement in the
new world at Jamestown, in 1607
—thirty years after the abortive
effort of Sir Walter Raleigh to
establish a cotortv

It was Lee Shubert's intention to tour "The Wind Is Ninety." which

he kept lighted at the Plymouth. N. Y., through the summer despite mild

takings all the way, but several leads refused to go on the road. When
the tearjerker finally closed recently the setting went to the storehouse.

"Ninety" was slated for Theatre Guild-American Theatre Society sub-

scription bookings and it was hoped to recoup some of the losses thereby.

Production cost more than usual for a one-set drama, setting including

a revolving stage originally, but that was subsequently eliminated. Albeit

de Courville staged the play and was said to be in on the managerial end.

With road losses (Boston 1 and New York, indicated red was around $7.">.000.

Chi's six drama critics proved themselves as unpredictable as ever last

week when four of them snubbed Elisabeth Bergner in her first local ap-

pearance to review "The Tempest," opening the same night. Crix who
passed up Miss Bergner 's Chi bow (in "Two Mrs. Carrolls" I for Shakes-
peare were Bob Pollak of the Times: A»shton Stevens, Herald-American;
Claudia Cassidy, Tribune: and Bill Leonard. Journal of Commerce. First-

night writeups on Miss Bergner were by Henry Murdock, Sun. and Bob
Casey, News.

. .
• .

/'",'
,<

When a list of its membership was submitted by the League of New
York Theatres, the name of Billy Rose was pencilled out. Rose explained
that while he isn't a member personally his "Carmen Jones" (now in

Chicago) belongs,' and dues are paid for the show. He added that he
doesn't like to attend meetings, but will probably join the League anyhow.

League's membership looks extensive but "actually isn't, for there are

many names of defunct corporations and inactive managers. It was
planned io weed them out years ago but that matter was never attended to.

Charles Burke, in advance of the San Carlo Opera Co., accomplished the

unusual by selling a performance in Fort Wayne, Ind„ to the local police

department. He says that it is the first lime he ever knew that beat-,

pounding burglar-snipers went in for the fine arts. It's' to be a benefit for

the cops' beneficial fund. Performance is to be "Carmen." dated Oct. 15

at the Quimby auditorium. ...
- _'.

'

Eddie Scanlon, stage manager of "Follow the Girls." Broadhurst. N. Y-,

is quitting. Says he has contended with stage mothers without too much
trouble for years, but can't buck a stage father, namely Gertrude Nicscn's

pop. Latter has long been known to be zealous in safeguarding his star-

daughter's interest in "Girls."

Scanlon has been engaged to stage three USO-Camp show musicals.

POLLY PATTERSON
Polly Patterson. 49. known to

newspaper readers as Prudence
Penny, died Oct. 5 at her home in
Los Angeles, following a heart at-

tack. '•-,...'.

Since last April she had been air-

ing her home economics program
over KMPC. Among her- other ac-
complishments were two published
cook books and an Academy award,
won for "Penny Wisdom," a Pete
Smith short at Metro.

CHARLES W. MARSH
Charles W. Marsh, 60, veteran ex-

hibitor, died last week at his home
in Wheeling, W. Va. A theatre,

owner for some time, his Marsh in

Island. Tentative plans call for
an outdoor theatre on the banks
of the James River very similar to
the one at l&LR'iiCi'jh. «3„ Roa tv.ke
Sound. Theme of . the drama, and
its popular appeal would be almost
identical with that of the "Lost
Colony."

Spencer Tracy's debut in "The Rugged Path" brought out the society

hoi-polloi at the National. Washington, "last' week. Katharine Hepburn
was in the second row. Also present were Senator Arthur C. Vandcnbcrg,
Steve Early, former secretary to President Roosevelt: William Hassclt

on Roanoke
I

and George Allen, of the White House staff, and Geii. George C. Marshall,

chief of staft of the U. S. Arr

Recent listing of Broadway boxofl'ico staff was supplied by Morric
Seaman and Jimmy Murphy of Treasurers and Ticket .Sjpljers union, though
the Assn. of Theatrical Agents and Managers was inadvertently mcu('io'fioiiV

:

Previous listing of press, agents and managers was compiled by Milton

Weintraub and Oliver Sayler of ATAM.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Kane- Lynn, daugh-

ter, Hollywood. Oct. .4, Child is

granddaughter of Ben Piazza. RKO
casting chief.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Girardm. soil.

Boston, Sept.- 28. Father is produc-
tion manager at station WEEI. Bos-
ton.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter MaeEwen.
soil, Hollywood, Oct. 3. Father is a
film producer.

Mr. and Mrs, Rugs Bro'wn. daugh-
ter, Chicago, Sept. 30. Father is vo
calist on station WBBM, Chicago.

, Cheryl Crawford may abandon the musical "FuturoSy," she has op her

agenda because of casting difficulties. Musical has lyrics by Ogcieh Nasi),

book by S. J. Perehnan and Al Hiishfeld. and music by Vernon Duke.
te •

,

' ' • ', . # - . .

MARRIAGES
Jane Zeiser' to Dick Mershon.

Los Angeles, Sept. 25:. Bride and
groom are skating team in "Ice
Follies."

June Ealy to Capt. Fernand Bach-
ler, New York. Oct. 4. Bride is show-
girl at Copacabana. N. Y.

Sheila Ryan to Allan Lane. Las
Vegas, Nev.. Oct: 6. Bride and groom
are film players.

'Desert Song' for Chi
Chicago. Oct. 9.

Edwin Lester's West Coast revival

of "The Desert Song" was inked, last

week to fill the gap between Chicago

Opera Co. season here and the Dec,

25 opening of Ballet Theatre at the

Opera House.
Walter Cassel of the Met has the

"Red Shadow" role, with Dorothy

Saridlih fenime lead.
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Broadway
ludv Canova's mate, M/Sgt. Chet

England, back from Berlin.

Clifford C. Fischer resting up at

his Jersey home for a spell.

Daii-ljlcr of Sam Zolotow (N. Y,

Times!, married Sunday <7).

WB director Irving Rapper in

town for a week seeing the shows.

First luncheon of the new season

of The Celestials next Tuesday (16).

Harlow Peters named eastern rep

for Ed Seolield's -new public rela-

tions setup.

Taylor Holmes now playing the

emperor in "Marinka" at the Barry-

more theatre.

Victor 'Francen, Warner Bros, con

-

tractce, on a N. Y. holiday. He drove

across country. '•

'
,

Bennett Cerf (Random House) will

publish Abe Burrows" zniiy song

lyrics in book form.

Meyer Davis has a piece of the

new Mary Chase show which Max
Cordon is producing.

Publicist Ivan Black writing a

farce about a Broadway producer;

has two acts finished. >
."

Terry Heyden has the miseries

CHATTER 55

but one Twin City independent
house.
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace

has Mary Healy. : Jack Herbert and
Barry & Collette, with Paul Wil-
liams orch.
Town will get at least three legit

roadshow attractions this month

—

"Maid of Ozarks," "Blossom Time' 1

and "Desert Song."

London Jam Sesh
Continued from page 1

Panama

hours. Classics such as "Body and
Soul," "Sweet Georgia Brown,'' "Is

You Is, Or IsYou Ain't My Baby,*'

"Don't Be That Way" were served

By Stan Willis
Murphy Sisters featured at the

Copocabana, Colon.
Carlos Cowes, off for the States, to

line up American acts for his nitery.
Tex-Mex Trio, and Genaro Salinas,

Mex acts, wowing 'em in theatres and
clubs here. . .

.

Jade Rhodcro, into Lido on % deal.
Her "Beauty and the Beast" contrib
has hypoed biz plenty.
Marcel Marino, former Club Rialto

owner, heading back from Argentina.
Will open talent agency here:
Salvadorean Marimba band moves

into Hotel Inter-National's Marine
Grill, as alternate \vlth house band:
Debut of Barbara Blaine- has the

wolves howling into their blue moon

hirt booking office has established
headquarters in Clark Building.

Leonard Littman, out of Navy after
nearly five years, now running the 18th wedding anni
Mercur Music Bar, which he owns
with his brother, ' '

Lconore James has resumed her
"Lei. Us Explore Music" program on
WWSW with, a new partner, Carol
Meyer, Tech music student. .

-

Lt. Fred Burleigh, former director
of the Pittsburgh Playhouse and al-o
stager and co-producer of pre-war
summer theatre at Coh.issct. Mass.,
has arrived in Tokyo with the occu-
pation forces and expects ti remain
there for some time staging . Gl
shows.. ?

Hollywood
Charles Starrets celebrated their

up in a manner which would have
|

glasses. Gal is drawing capacity biz

made it difficult for the authors to i at Casanova.

recognize their own works. |.
Snrprisejiirof the Club Casanova.

is Steve Hughes, lormer radio an-
nouncer, who opened with the Anne

Britain's Film Biz
Continued front pages

|
House was in Very responsive

j
mood, with Pat Taylor, in a box,

playing lead in swooning and sway-
ling to trumpet, drums and sax ac-

companiment. To add tone to pro-

ceedings, many theatrical and con-

cert celebrities were invited, iticlud-

Richard Tauber; who stood it

with an impacted tooth that one ! well for two hours, after which he
threw in the towel.

audience suspended operations tor

the usual tea session; even this could

not kill the centuries old custom.

Interesting members of outfit were
Jack Parncll. nephew of Val Parnell,

managing director of General Thea-
tres and Moss Empires; who recently

•Won an Open competition on drum
swinging, but has not yet been "dis-

covered" by his uncle; and Ray El-

lington, who claims relationship to

the move famous Duke. This giiy

can sing 'em and swing 'em, and is

certainly maintaining the family

prestige.

Show will 'be regular feature fort-

nightly, with first attempt an un-

doubted success, as it grossed $1,K00,

which is more than the London Phil-

harmonic Orchestra took in at re-

ouches on
'

' .

' '-'.'.

:i Flamm). 1 . .

.

=^

It City Cen- .

jj Continued from page I

.hAlVn ir \ I filim' m'rM-lllM ionv ffti' Ihn «9mp

dentist couldn't extract

Abe (Franchot) Cohen, Shubcrts'
cx-Chi manager, in town preparatory

to making a new connection.

George Marion, Jr., putting finish-

ing touches to new musical play.

Story has to do with college football.

Playbill assigned George Frecdley,
drama critic of the NY Y. Morning
Telegraph, to pen weekly theatrical
chatter col mn,
John A. Van Orman and Pepc

Casanova, formerly at Buchanan ad
agency as art executives, have
opened their own studios.

Bill Stern., NBC sporlscaster.
teTtptfBg . a tome of short sport
stories, also signed to pick the all-

America grid team for Look.
Legit p.a. Gerald Goode writing a

book on ballet for Simon & Schuster,
while wait'ng. for plans on produc-
tion of two plays to materialize.

Today's Satevepost has a piece by
•Alva Johnson on Tommy the Cork

|
cent Sunday conceit here.

(Corcoran) which touches on
I'affaire WMCA (Donald Flamm)

Ina.C.nsm.au, S- % City
^inVriiV^andl .opera

(14). as tenor lead (Tur
"Cavalleria Rusticana
tor.

The Ted Friends ( Dorothy Kay

)

now own' Sierra PrCss^n Frisco (her
home town) aften the «x-N: Y. Mir-
ror nitery editor sold out his Lassen
Advocate in Susanville, Calif.

,

Laudy Lawrence, who flew to the
Coast, whore his mother died, back
to Paris, where he is still ah OSS
consultant. He's due out of the
service shortly to ally with Sir Alex-
ander Kbrda.

Arthur Kent, who took over Law-
rence Brooks' role of Edward Grieg
in "Song of Norway" (Imperial)
Monday 18) for two weeks, is still

on Metopera roster. Recently out of
Army,.w.ith rank of major. ....

Ginrumtny battle - of - the-century
was columnist Louis Sobol vs. res-
taurateur Toots Shor, with Jack (21)
Kriendler and Dave Marx on one
side and Sclznick's Jack Goldstein
betting on shor, the winnah.

• Louis Lurie, the Frisco, financier,
had fun in Barney Klawan.s' office
one day last week playing office boy.
answering phone calls, etc.. while
Klawans was in Philly attending
the "Therese" premiere there.

Karl Bernstein, drum-beater with
a (lair for picking titles for his pro-
ducers' shows, comes up with an-
other one, his latest beirig "Billion-
Dollar Baby" for the forthcoming
Comden-Green, Gould musical.
Howard (Bucky) O'Neill, of Emer-

son Yorke Studio, in Tennessee to
direct "Bill Bailey and the Four
Pillars." a J. P. McEvoy story in
Render's Digest, being produced for
Otfice of Inter-American Affairs.
Evelyn Vernon (Mrs. Bob John-

son ) lost her purse in a taxi en route
to the Waldorf Saturday night (6)
tor the Edgar Bergen show. Con-
tents valued at around $10,000 in-

';Cludina a $7,300 compact, her wed-
ding gift.

Rem Olmstead, featured dancer in
Polonaise." was classmate of Sally

Craven (Mrs. Tony deMarco) and
her brother at UCLA. Olmstead,
who was on ihe UCLA Coast cham-
pionship grid team in l!):i<5, is Writ*

Bif,,
*] .,

book °" "From Football to

Barrett show
Jack Woods, new Balboa Gardens

operator, will rebuild as large out-
door spot. Will play American unit
shows and "names." when available.
Gene Pitt, boniface of the Palm

Terrace, doffed his uniform, and
pulled a surprise by wedding his
star act, Anne-Sullivan. Gal is

|
ernceeing there.

,
|

Johnny Sloefi'ell. who's Miramar
Despite this innovation, band and

| club in Costa mcn is becoming a

French need to cap their bid for

buyers outside France. What is more,

they ' have come to the conclusion

that "trade follows the film," Ameri-
can sales abroad prove that. But

Robert ShayneY recovering from
makeup poisoning.

Bette Davis making a Victory Loan
trailer at Warners.

Hal Wallis returned from a busi-

ness trip to New York.

Lionel Houser. Metro producer,
laid up with bronchitis.

Alice Joyce, former film star, di-
vorced Clarence Brown.
Jack Paull joined the legal firm of

Zagon, Aaron & Sanller.

Ross Hunter broke his right' elbow
while filming "Secret Story."

Billy Wilder, film producer, -/de-

fendant; in: a' suit for divorce.

Bruce Cabot buying a cabin cruis-
er to case the housing shortage. <

Wallace Beefy shoves off next
week for a "New York vacation.

Phil .Y'ordan to Palm Springs to
escape the Hollywood heat wave.
James Mulvey in from New York

to huddle with Samuel Goldwyn.
Bob Hope aired to Toledo, where

"must" for the visiting G.I. on short
furlough there, enlarging bar, and i

expanding show budget.
Approach of 48 battle wagons, with

gobs loaded with plenty moola to
spend, has the nitery owners drool-
ing. Announcement of shore leave
for all sailors augurs, well tor a big
take lor both top clubs and honky
tonks. -V: . :

- Influx of 700 Army nurses, gave
the lonely GIs a terrific lift here.
Troopship they were on developed
engine trouble and the gals de-
camped, and really had themselves a
time, during stop-over. Clubs did
good biz. with gals getting terrif

kick out of Panama night-life.

Chicago
Lt. Orrin Tucker out of the Na,vy

and organizing new band. i

Helen Weiss, manager of the Vine

sveh sales are also being directed by
men like Johnston and Donald Nel- bis brother. Sydney, is seriously ill

Fort inio Bonaneva returned from
Mexico City for film chores at RKO.

Harold Peary, "The Great Gilder-'
sieve," hospitalized with kdney trou-
ble! ;

Jules Shermer returning to indie
production af'.er three years in the
Army,
Henry Lartigue. chief of Metro's

French branch, in town for studio
huddles.
King Vidor and Eleanor Boardman

d'Arrast sold the Traymore hotel lor
$100,000.

Lieut. Bob Taplinger. Jules Stein
and Herbert Marshall planed in from
New York.
Bing Crosby oiit of the hospital

after checkup and treatment for a
back injury,
William

. E. Osborne appointed
Monogram sales representative for
the Far East.
Dorothy Lamour in from her San

Bernardino ranch to see how the
citv folks live.

George Jessel returned to his pro-
ducer desk at 20lh-Fox following 10
days of touring.

Gil Lamb settled his player pact
at 20th-Fox and moved over'to Para-
mount as a freelance.
Kurt Ncuman leaving the Sol Lcs-

son. -

;

To compete in such company, per-

sonalities at the top like Windsor
and Chevalier are essential, both the

British and the French feel. While
they think such ambassadors Would
smooth the. way for their goods, they

do not doubt their ability ' to make
films that can stand competition, in

in foreign market, if not in the

American one.

The French have been especially

/boastful when it comes to Latin-

American and other territories. But
extravagant claims made by French
filmers like Louis Jouvet are less in-

teresting to financiers and diplomats

than the English plan. To many of

them it seems probable that this

grew out of the meetings during

the war between former Prime Min-
ister Winston Churchill and Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt. :—

r

To the late President, the Ameri-
can movie was something more than

mere entertainment. As he saw it,

U. S. pix sold American goods and
-Mr. eHi.'ichii! \v...s«»ever one-to eve:

as film productions lor the same rea-

son. Latest instance given is that of

Anne Brown, who turned down the

Lena Home role in "St. Loo." Show-

circles feel that if this continues, all

gains, artistic and economic, made
by the Negro performer in the the-

atre- will be nullified.

Negro circles say that White's ac-

tions are inconsistent. While barring

"St. Lop" he approved "Strango

Fruit.": White's daughter, jane, has

an important role 'in the latter.

Latest development is Hie writing

of a circular letter to Negro papers,

organizations and individuals, by

Mabel Roane, an executive of. the

Negro Actors' Guild. Action was
taken as an individual and not as an

NAG exec. She declares that the

Negro performer can best serve the

race by assuming roles and then sug-

gesting a method of projection that

will give the part the necessary dig-

nify. It has worked in many cases,

she saici. In the meantime, she de-

clares, the press' action is bringing

economic chaos to performers.

Miss Roane is attempting to form

an inter-racial committee to judge

Negro plays and performances. Ac-

tion of such a committee would be

bettter than arbitrary action by oiv

individual. •

-

lis

By Les Rees
.Duncan Sisters into Hotel Radis-

son Flame Room.
• W. A. Steffes planning winter trip
to South America. ; -

•

Orpheum has Count Basie and
^eiie Krupa bands underlined.
. Paramount held invitation scrcen-
ng of "Kitty" at Granada theatre
here.

M. A. Levy. 20th-Fox ^district man-
ager, to Des Moines for sales con-
ference.
W. H. Workman, M-G-M branch

manager, to Cleveland -to attend fu-
neral of his father.
Son of Max Torodor, independent

neighborhood exhibitor, appointed to
•J. S. Naval Academy.
„ Noi'th Central Allied now claim.-.
="0 theatre members, including all

Panama
—

-

Continued from page 1

Estelle Sloan. Three Swifts and
Bill Baird have been added to the
new Palmer House-Empire Room
show opening Nov. 15.

Bonita Granville's local relatives
are looking forward with great inter-
est to the publication of her book,
"Life With Hollywood Wolves."

•'This Week in Chicago" missed its

first issue in 25 years last week be-
cause of the printers' strike. "Nife
Life" also failed to hit the news-
stands.
Bernard Mack, just out of the

armed forces, has resumed, his con-
nection with his father's company;
the Filmack Trailer Co. and has been
assigned to production dept.

St. Louis
By Sain X. Hurst

The Garrick. which shows films for
adults only, has relighted.
Mary Lee. Bob Dupont and Ted

Weeks' band h.o. at Chase Club.
"Skating Vanities of 1946" skedded

for a six-night stand at the Arena
starting Nov. 13.

Rodeo and thrill show, sponsored
by the St. Louis Firemen Assn., will
be held at the Arena Oct. 12-21.

Hazel Scott will give concert in

Ihe Kiel Auditorium Thursday (18)
for the benefit of the People's Hos-
pital building fund.
Out-of-town exhibs shopping on

film row include Ben Jones. Poplar
Bluff. Mo.: Mrs. Mary Turvey, Paw-
nee. III.: Ed Fellis. Hillsboro. Ill-

Otto In.-wrrsen. Montgomery City,

Mo.: Bob Cluster. Salem, III., and
Charles Rudolph. Troy. III.

Comdr. John Ford in from Wash-it is thought that he has worked
on a British version of this idea and
that he will present this to the Duke
of Windsor when he meets the for-

mer king at Cap Antibes on the

French Riviera. In the meantime
plenty of spade work will have to

be done, for two reasons.

The first is the fact that the old-

fashioned in London object to a

prince of the royal house "going

modern" to such an extent as to

head an organization devoted to pro-
moting the sale of motion pictures,

even British pictures. Ur course a

compromise could be reached here,

with the Duke being given a job

that sounded respectable in the old

sense, though his real business still

would be pictures and the trade they

would drum up. But the second ob-

jection cannot be compromised so

easily, for the former king objects

to the treatment accorded him and
his wife.

If the true story of his abdication

isn't told soon or amends made in

some other way, he might accept a

Hollywood offer, it has been hinted,

though the suggestion didn't come
from the Duke himself. In the mean-
while the attention given him in

London has obscured the Paris angle.

The French mean to get back into

the foreign field in a big way. To do
so though, they need money to build

I studios, put on productions, and for

ington for a- short stay before taking
off across the Pacific.

Jinx Falkenburg joins up with
Law and Order as honorary sheriff
of Los Angeles County.
Kirk Douglas in from Broadway

to make his film bow in "Love Lies
Bleeding" at Pet-amount. •

Al Jennings, oldtime bandit. lost
his $100,000 defamation suit against
the "Lone Ranger" radio outfit.
Betty Hutton and her groom. Ted

Briskin. routed from their honey-
moon home by a midnight fire.
Jose Iturbi recovering from emer-

gency surgery, which prevented a
concert tour with his sister. Ampara.

Mrs. Josephine Anderson won the
first round in her suit for a larger
share of .the estate left by her sister,
Lune Velez." *
Walt Disney presented, with a

scroll vif honor by the Pan-American
Columbista Society for aiding unity
of f lie Americas.
Tom Moore, former film star, fac-

ing the lenses again for the first
time in 15 years in "Behind Green
Lights" at 20th-Fox.

Australia
By Erie Gorrik

"Uncle Harry" folded after so-so
season for Williamson-Tait at Royal,
Sydney. .

•

Cecil Marks, onetime topper for
UA. now in the insurance biz with
his sons.

are allergic to the rep a Panama
nitery. booking carries.

Cowes, who took over the Casa-

nova about 18 months ago, 'declined

that he wouldn't be associated with

anything that is not run on par with

the best American clubs. He and

his father are prosperous furniture

maauifacturers and cannot 'afford to

jeopardize their reps.
;

:

In an effort to get acts, top salaries

are being paid, pins plane'
1

'?! aiiSpW;
'T-

littfon. In case of dispute a con-

tractual .clause permits the Ameri-

can consul there to be the arbiter.

Conditions in Panama, he said, are

good, despite departure of American

troops. There are several ventures

with American capital that provide

good livelihoods for many, and that's

the clientele they're after, 'in fact,

he's even pacting male fingers, an

unheard-of procedure during the

GI occupation. Two clubs, he said,

the Atlas and Golf club, forbid their

chorus girls from entering the din-

ing room. He cited One case where

two giils in his line had been seen

drunk. He pointed out to them that

this constituted a violation of the

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Helen Russell is a newcomer to the

Melody Lounge at Don Mctz' Club
Casino.

'

Marine Lt. Carl Dozer, veteran
radio man, home from the Pacific
theatre. '

,

•':

Beverly SInil, Ipcal accordionist,
having a run at the Hotel Touraine
in Boston.

Lt: Danny Shaw, of .Clan-ton. serv-

A ra USSVW&.'ng --\JKfW. in Mcdj.?.

terrancan.
Tommy Rodgers has quit KQV for.

an announcer's berth at K.YW in

Philadelphia'.
.

(

.

-'
,

;

.

Joe Phillips In town beating the
drums for the Kay Francis show.
"Windy Hill."

Johnny Harris back from Coast
after re-'ehrolftng John, Jr., in mili-

tary^ school out there. •
'

Rudy ' Spkol has taken over old
Sanders Inn on Aspinwall Road and
re-named it the Riviera.
Monogram introduced new Eastern

sales manager. Razz Goldstein, to
exhibs here at a luncheon.
Newt Williams improved in health

and is making contact calls again for
National Theatres Supply Co.
Talhilah Bankhead had as s'uests

here her sister. Eugenie Bankhead

Pic biz throughout Aussie back to
political reasons they have been normal as khakiclads quit the zone
denied the gold they expeeted from for home.
Russia. But they have a chance oh
Wall Street. What they mean to sell

there is their pull with South Amer-

William Kappcl leaves for U, S.
after socko concert season for Aus-
tralian Broadcasting Commission,

icons,
)

Ralph Foster is here representing
To strengthen this, the French are ; the Canadian Film Board. Is' hope-

having their ace director and actor, jM of having local newsreels incor-

Louis Jouvet, a star with a large fol- porale Canadian material,

wing among all Latins, sound off James Perkins, Par's rep, has just

ith the statement that "In America about completed Aussia looksec and
|

will return to U. S. soon to arrange
manpower setup for Par's Far East-
ern zones.
Norman B. Rydge. chief of

torica) ones first, then others, In the Greater Union Theatres, is' not plan-
mej>.ntim<\ Hollywood isn't asleep, the'! ning to visit U. S. this year. Sez
Tflneli reaVi^.; So^' 'trioy"*are'

!

'Tiaving j postvWffr-WftrjtoV' ,oop will keep him

lo

picture making is: only an industry,

in France it is an art." What is more,

lots Of French films are coming, his-

their ablest popular writer, Georges
Simeonon. cheek on what, the boys
out west arc doing. But the biggest

French buildup will be given Maur-
ice Chevalier.

He was attacked during the war
as a collaborationist by a French

busv at home for some time.
Three Tivpl! ballet girls were seri-

ously burned wheri one girl's cosr
tunic ignited in dressing room via
contact with radiator. Girls were
rushed to hospital and given blood
transfusions.
No successor has yet been named

thrush here, among others. Now. .io replace Syd Albright as the UA
however, the Paris authorities have ! '°OI>cr

A
1,1 Vb'S zone Rumored that

!
Clive Amott, second in command at

UA. may step into vacancy. Albright

contract and would have to dismiss
'[ sprouse, and tatter's small son.

them if it happened again. ' Maurice Spilalny-Charlie Ochsen-

clcared Chevalier completely. Their
propaganda tells us that he is turn-
ing a film for the American army,
and that he will be here in Jarnjary.

At that time he will appear on
Broadway. But he will also tell Wall
Street, even show financiers there,

how French films can sweep Latin-

America. So the French may get the

dough they need right' here,.

oes to 20tli-Fox.
British Empire Films, headed by

Gordon D. Ellis, putting heavy cam-
paign behind "I Live, in: Grosvenor
Square." first of the Associated Brit-

ish product here under contract to

BEF. Pic has just been pacted for
loop run-around via Greater Union
Theatres and other top Aussie ex-
hibs.
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New Met Op House, Legit-Pix Theatre

Part of $125,000,000 N. Y. Bldg. Plan
.At; least two theatres will be con-4

structed as part of the soon-to-be-

announced $125,000,000 "World Mar-
ket in New York" building project

which- is expected to employ 150.000

men throughout its estimated two-

year construction period. The proj-

ect will encompass ,8th, 9th and 10th

avenues from 42d to *Bth streets

whefein most o£ the current prop-

erty has already been condemned by

city health officials.

* Theatres will include a sequel to

the Metropolitan Opera House (.the

latter subsequently expected to be

torn dowhf'atid .a- combo legit'-ptx

house built on the scale of .Radio

City's MUsic Hall.

A more formal announcement of

this impressive new building proj-

( Continued on page 16)

Clothes-tine >

Broadway, inured to queues in

front of. theatres and niteries. sees

a strange sight nowadays in

front of Bond's, Howard Clothes
and kindred ready-to-wear
stores a,s discharged GJs line up
to get back into that blue serge
suit.

'Best Acts of All

Play Carnegie Hair

Cued by Borge's Show
Victor Borge's Carnegie Hall. N.Y.,

bow Saturday (13) proved that long-

hairs are as susceptible to laughs as

any vaude audience. Before a near-
ly capacity audience at » $6 top.

Borge ribbed the classics, gave his

familiar treatise on punctuation to

floor^ the payees, and at the same
time displayed some serious musi-
cianship to top audience returns.
Borge's trip here indicates that the

fertile field of pop-conceits litis

hardly begun to be tapped. He's been
peddling similar routines at the top
vauderies in this town for some
years, but from his reception here,
it was all new stuff to the Carnegie
audience. -

Crowd here wasn't strictly long-
hair as Harry D. Squires, who ha*
long been preaching the cause of
the pop-concert before talent agen-
cies took him seriously, arranged
Borge's debut as a B'tiai Brith
Equality Lodge benefit.

.

Borge started the proceedings

(Continued on page 16)

Rqdgers and Hart

Latest M-G Biog
Roigers- and Hart comprise the

latest semi-biographical filmusical

on the agenda. Metro has just

bought the lights and pic will be
done a la the George Gershwin. Cole
Porter and Jerome Kern pix biogs.

Latter, "Look lor the Silver Lining."
incidentally, is a Metro property:
first two via Warner Bros., with
"Rhapsody In Blue'' currently on
release and "Night and Day"' (Por-
ter) just completed under Arthur
Schwartz's production at WB; Lat-
ter, incidentally, with Cary Grant a.s

Porter, is a $3,200,000 Technicolor
item. •

Metro's Rodgers-flavt pic, as with
the others, will borrow a song hit

title for. its tag, in this instance "My
Heart Stood Still" with Arthur
Freed probably producing. Purchase
price around $250,000.

The late Lorenz Hart was part-
nered with Richard Rodgers for

some years, latter of course now
teamed as a writer-producer Uegit)
with Oscar Hanimerstein 2ri.

EYE AIR GABBERS
By SAUL CARSON

The latter-day. "Dies Committee.''
yclept the House Committee on Un-
American Activities, started a probe
of well-known radio commentators
last week, but found itself with a

bear by the tail.

Among the group so far admitted-
ly "being looked into" by the com-
mittee are Raymond Swing. Cecil
Brown. Johannes Steel, Sidney Wal-
ton. Hans Jacob. J. Raymond Walsh
and William S. Gailmor.
Committee counsel in Washington

admitted to "Variety" that these
were the men whose scripts for Au-
gust -ajut- September had been "re-

quested" by the group. But other
names were bandied about before
this much was disclosed by the com-
mittee. Among the names mentioned
were those of Walter Winchell.
Quiucy Howe, Drew Pearson and
Lisa Sergio. ...

The cpmmittee had carefully

(Continued on page 24)

Telecasts News-and-Comniercials

New Ad^Screen Wrinkle on B'way

Debbie Band Biz Booms
Washington. Oct. 16.

Society band business picking

up here, with debutante coming-
out parties being slated in in-

creasing numbers. Parties aren't

elaborate yet, but lid however;
expected to go off as" soon as

taxes are cut. .' V
With V-J the stepping-out and

dressing-tip band bi'/. perked.

BOB HOPE CAN'T LAUGH

THIS CLEVE. GAG OFF
Cleveland. Oct. 10.

For onee Bob Hope couldn't think

°f
a gag last week when a union

picket line, longer than his own line
of jokes, was thrown, around a
Cleveland plant in which the come-
dian owns a large share of stock.
Hope was also vitally concerned

over the strike of 60 employees be-
cause his brother, Ivor 1-i. Hope,
manages the Hope Metal Products
Co. Walkout by the United Automo-
bile Workers CIO was ordered after
a

. J
over wage increase demands.

_"'Xhis will gag you. Bob." Ivor
Hope cracked on the phone when he
.'.ong-distanccd his brother in Holly
wood to tell

,
him about the strike,,

.'he comic, who. takes his business
investments seriously, retorted that
He didn't think the gag "was so
ninny." \ ..T--V\

Book-Disk Tie Seen For.

Burrows' Wacky Tunes
Perhaps the first phonograph re-

cording-book publication hookup
may be effected with Abe Burrows'
book. "The Girl With the Three Blue
Eyes.'' anthology- of his -wacky songs
which , Random House will -publish

next spring.

,

Jack (Dccca) Kapp and RIl's Ben-
nett Cert are discussing a possible

Deeca disk album , coincidental with
the book: songs to be waxed by
Burrows: .-

-

Jealous of A.T.&S.F.,

Rival Railroad Digs

Up Own Puff Melody
Chicago, Oct. 16.

Rock Island Railroad, which also

has a main line to the West Coast,
seems a bit jealous of the plugs the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe track-

age is receiving via Johnny Mercer's
song. Last week, the RI got Jose-
phine Antoine, Met songstress, to

chirp a. lew burs of , a tune of their

own.
It was a half-hearted attempt,

however, inasmuch as the "plug'

reached only a few hurried passen-
gers in the LaSalle Station and some
bored photogs and reporters. Miss
Antoine and her small audience all

agreed it wasn't Worth the fuss.

Indication that; the Rock Island

(Continued on page 18) S>

toms. Spending

Exceeds Wartime
The peacetime spending boom

right now exceeds anything, of the

hectic wartime spending in New
York niteries, theatres and hotels.

Whatever the factors, it's a case of

"too much business'' for almost

everybody. The hotels particularly

are beleaguered by regular custom-
ers and have to send them to upper
Broadway and upper East Side hos-

telries, and even over to Jersey and
out to Long Island inns.

Example of profligacy" occurred at

one fashionable 5th ave. hotel where
a westerner slapped a $50 bill on the

room clerk's counter with -the ad-

monition, "this is on account of aj
tip lor getting me a room." The

j

blaeketeei ing in hotel rooms would
j

be worse than is generally suspected
,

because of the basic necessity to
;

lake care of legitimate regular pa-
I

frpnage;

Influx of visitors to greet the ,'

troopships, along with the .
late va-

j

ealioitcrs, no ODT strings on travel. j

etc.. are booming bars, cafes, the-
j

at ros and sll other amusementsT*

Situation has been made more
acute by arrival of units of the

fleet for. Navy Day (Oct. 27).

An organization designed to feed

radio newscasts in small doses to

film houses has ' jen set up with ex-

periments quietly going on in a
number of New York neighborhood
theatres and at least, one Broadway
house to get audience reactions.

Called Telecast, Inc., among those"
affiliated with it are Lou Dahlman,
formerly producer of ABC's (Blue)
"Swingshift ' Frolics," and M. L,
Singer. - /. .'•": ..''.-

For some time now,. Telecast has
been broadcasting news features to,

the Rivoli theatre, on Broadway, be-'

fore 'and after the main film fea-
tures. Audiences look at a blank
screen while the announcer spiels

oft the newsbits, which take ap-
proximately three minutes. Before

(Continued on page 50)

Teen-agers to Review

Films; May Be Key

To Curb Vandalism
Chicago,- Oct. '16.

Bet let" Films Council of the Ill-

inois Federation of Women's Clubs,

teeing off its 13th season at a meet-
ing here Friday (12). announced it

will join with the Chicago Youth
Conference, composed of 176,003

high school students, to review films.

New move is designed to combat
juve delinquency and get kids in-

terested in the more elevating as-

pects of films rather than 'tearing out
theatre seats and committing other

acts of vandalism.

About 100 of the 372 members it

the group attended, and, among other

things, endorsed Eric Johnston as

head of MPPDA, expressing the hop«
he'll carry on the tradition set by
Will Hays. Note of comedywas in-

troduced when one of the ladies,

identifying herself - as "a friend of

the birds," asked members to join la

(Continued on page 8 >

Exhib for Texas Gov.?
/ -\ Austin. Oct. 16.

Harley Sadler, now a state repre-
' sanative from Sweetwater and in-

terested in several, theatres thrniigh-

out the state, has been mentioned a,-

possible candidate for governor of

Texas.

NORDEN'S PIX PROJECTOR
•'Manufacturers of the Nor'den

BbmbSight arc reporicd working on

a new film projector for use in thea-

tres,
.--''

Elaborate plans *aU for a vast im-

provement over, the type of projec-

tors now used '-,

••':'

AUTO JAMS CAUSE

LATE AMUS. ARRIVALS
Vehicular traffic in the Broadway

jirea. heavier than ever in the his-

tory of the street, has. resulted in

legit- theatre audiences being dis-

tracted by late comers. Niteries re-

port lardy arrivals for reservations

and reluctance on. part of some of

(lie patronage to attempt the cross>

Broadway trek.

May in- LaGuordia's threatened
lowing away of parked cars in .'im-

parking streets may or may not re-

lieve five congestion, which is pai-,-

tially blamed on the public's refusal

to comply, with traffic signals.

,
Snowmen feci situation would be

.improved if tines. could be imposed
c.n jaywalkers.' but such action is

pre-nixed by -a Supreme Court de-

cision 'which st:ilc<f that "the street;:

belong Id the' people" and,that auto-

mobile drivers pay. through licenses

i'or. the privilege of. using sue

streets.
'-' " '-

:

I OH TELEVISION

e Hour
Of Charm

...... -

«

All-Girl Orchestra and Choir

Conducted by

Phil S|ii

I

jiI iiv
10th Yoar on tha Air

Sundays. 10 P. M. E.S.T.
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Camp Shows Willing to Aid Vet Hosps

If Budget, Acts Problems Met-Philhps
Editor, "Variety":

I thoroughly agree that entertain.
|

meni tor tlie veteran is a must and

should be done. Our position at the

moment U as follows:

USO and USO-Camp Shows were!

organized to serve for the war .emer-

gency men of the armed forces on

active duty and in hospitals. The

Veterans Administration takes over

the wounded veteran after he has

been discharged from the Army or

Navy and is a civilian. USO has

been asked to render services to

the soldier after he has been dis-

charged and has become a civilian,

and lor policy reasons which., as

explained to me have appeared to.

be sound, has refused, to do so. II

has not taken the position that such

a service should not be rendered

but, merely, that it was not set , up
to do the job and other provisions

should be made for doing the job.

USO-Camp Shows has to conform,

in general, to USO policies and
likewise, receives its monies with

trustee responsibility for their ex-

penditure within its charter pro-

visions. For the moment we have

had to take the position, therefore,

that we could not use money do-

nated for the purpose of taking

care of the American boy while

he is a soldier for taking care of

the American boy when he becomes
civilian.

A year ago last August I brought
the niattei-'of enteTMnment in Vet

This Week's Football

: By TEH HUSING

COLLEGE
LOSER

. . . . .
Colgate

, Bueknell

. . . ... Brown
Ga. Tech.

; Pitt . ..

Tennessee
La. Slate :

WINNER
Columbia ...

Penn Slate .

.

Holy Cross..

Nftyy ......

Notre Dame.
Alabama - . .

.

Georgia
Tulane Auburn
Indiana . Iowa
Minnesota ...... Northwestern

Ohio State...... Purdue
Illinois Wisconsin..

OODS
9-5

A-M
Rice .

Texas
Texas . .

:.;'.

Baylor . . .

.

Washington
USC . .

.

Cleveland
Detroit ,. .

Boston;

Giants .".

.

Eaalcs ...

SMU
.... TCU
....Arkansas
. . .. Texas Tech.

.... Oregon

... . Coll.; Pac.

;' rRO >
:

...Bears
, .v. . Cards

Green Bay
Pitt

Redskins

9-5

2- 1

:i-l

3-vl

8-5

2- 1

6-5.

3- 1

2-1

tf-5

Even
K-5
6-5

6-5
7-5

6-5

2-1

174th WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1945"

51 CapiUn Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

"Srieven times for me and the cur-

rent show is the best yet."

- ; DICK POWELL.

SEASON'S RECORD
Won 67; Lost 25; Ties. 3; Pet., .611

WM. POWELL DISPUTES

$189,860 U.S. TAX CLAIM
7- 5 i

Hollywood, Oct. 16.

3-1 William Powell' went into Federal
1-2'A coiirt yesterday U5X to dispute the

2-1 Government's claim of $189,860,15 ;on

8-5 [his 1 9117 and 1938 incomes. Also over

the point of . whether he owes 50%
fraud penalties for these years.

Dispute involves Powell's pay for

making the film "Baroness and the

Administration hospitals before our
|
the wounded of this war, but, have

board and, as a result of action by
the board, communicated with the

then head of the Vet. Administra-
tion offering to give olf-the-line

service at Vet. hospitals if the Vet.

Administration would carry the out-

Personally. I feel very strongly I Butler" at 20th-Fox for which he re-

that the people of this country have I

ported he was paid only $55,000. The

not only not liquidated their debt to Government states an additional

been shamefully negligent of the

debt they still owe to the wounded
of the last war.

I certainly have no desire to bore

you with a philosophical disserta-

tion on the subject, but I have

War Vet Hospitals Plead (or Shows

Entertainers Mutt Not Let the Wounded Down

—

Need for Shows Greater Than Ever

$150,000 was given to Eileen Wilson

Powell's former wife, who died in

1941, on a separate contract between
Powell and the corporation, Powell

claims Miss Wilson, from whom he
was divorced, paid taxes on the sum.

Ohio Honors Joe E.

V. S.> Veterans' Facility

Fayetterille, N. C.

To Whom It May Concern:

I am a veteran at this hospital in Fayetteville and boy,J sure wish you

would read this letter! The veterans here arc made up of this war and the

last war. I took this letter on myself because I know you suys wouldn't

fail us. Honest, fellows, we need entertainment here at this hospital. Gee,

boy, if you could only send a show every once in a while with a star at

its head, it sure would be appreciated. Honest!

We don't care what type of entertainment it is as long as it is something.

Anything would be appreciated. Boy would I stick up for "Variety" if

you would only answer this letter and say you have a show or two, etc.,

slated for this hospital. It sure would help a lot of these guys out who
can't do anything but stay. ,in a hospital. It would give them something

to look tor. Ilere's hoping. I know you won't fail us.

Your friend,

Joseph T. Stcarbrick.

Columbus. O., Oct. 16.

Joe E. Brown, film comedian, na-

tive of Holgate anc| Toledo, O., and
Dr. Arthur E. Morgan, Yellow
Springs, O., former, president of

AntiOch College,, have been selected

to receive the 1945 Ohioana Library
Awards for outstanding contributions

to their professions. The presenta

lions will take place 1U the organi

nation's annual meeting in Columbus,
Oct. 27.

Brown was named for entertaining

servicemen . at world battlefronts

Mrs. Anna M. Brown, Toledo, the

comedian's mother, plans to aecom
pany her son to Columbus for the

presentation.

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
j>« By Frank Scully

ĈhHcoot Fas.se, Oct. 10.
One of the troubles of this world' is that its timing is .so bad. Even for-

ward passes miss more often than they make it. But if Robert W. Service
Traffic Officer Earl Reed and I had met at Hollywood and Vine eight
years ago, the resulting blow-up would have been front page. The same
meeting today wouldn't get a press release from the publishing house
which has, failed to send me a copy of Service's biographical item hand-
somely titled '"Ploughman of the Moon."

Picture people remember Earl Reed, most of them to their sorrow as
the perfectly humorless traffic cop who handed1 out plenty of tickets. Then
one day a few years ago Reed quit his post at Hollywood and Vine unci
rushed into a nearby building where a guy was shooting his way out of a
divorce. Reed got his ticket writing hand shot to pieces. It took him some
time to repair the injury. By then he was eligible for a pension and took
it;, A peace settled on the corner, which even the war could not destroy,

I got to know Reed 1 quite well during his convalescence. I found him
a kindly man, married to a former star of westerns and living in San Fer-
nando Valley. At least I thought him kindly until one day I happened to

mention Robert W. Service as a man after his own heart. 1 told him
Service was the gentlest guy I ever knew, but too shy for his own good.
Immediately Reed's face froze.: He reached for the place where he used to

keep his trafl'ice citations and his six-shooter. Happily, neither was there
'

any longer. So I wenf right on trying to talk myself out of what I had
talked myself into. I told him how Service and Milton Hays, a British
comic, were two look-alikes and that both wrote whatever imperial verse
Kipling would refuse point blank to write. I used, to run into both of
thepi on the Riviera but could never.' tell them apart. Then during the
war I met one of them on Hollywood Boulevard.

"It isn't," I began.. ,.' -,'.',' f .
' l

"It is," he said.

It was Service.

Reed looked grimmer than ever.
" You know, it's hard .to believe," I went on, "that a red-cheeked, whilc-

hajred, blue-eyed gazelle like Service could 1 have blazed those blood-soaked
trails of '98 and shot all those Dan McGrcws. Gentlest man I ever saw."
"And the luckiest!'' growled Reed. "Why, do you know that——" And

he told me how he had been inspired by Service's poems until he could
no longer sleep nights. He had been a pilot in World War I and had come
down to earth enough to give it up for a job as copper' in Hollywood.
Unfortunately he kept reading Service. So one day he found 'himself" turn-
ing .in his shield, buying an old two-seater and flying to the Klondike to
live right ii'.ndcrpthe-spell of the Yukon.

Well, sir, to hear him tell it,, he froze and starved for four years' and

'

was glad to trek his way, over the pass with feedbags for shoes. In time
he returned to Hollywood and got his job back.
"And from that day to this," said Reed, "I've been waiting for that

Service to drive into Hollywood and hand him the biggest traffic tk'ket

in the history of automobiles!"
"But Service doesn't drive," I said. *'I tell you this fellow is the most

law-abiding guy I ever saw. He wouldn't jay-walk across an o]>en'

range."

"I'll be damned!" replied the poor heartbroken copper.

Barbers and Actorc
Maybe the wrong things bother me. For years I've been conducting a

survey to find out why actors go to barbers more than other people and
yet never seem to get a haircut. The only one to give a reasonable •ex-
planation was* John Wayne/

"I don't know about the others," he said, "but I play westerns, in the
main, and those cowpuncbers were far from barbers most of the time.
Besides I look like hell from behind, and worse with a haircut."

Shows have given consideration to

the matter and feel keenly that

something must, indeed, be done.
If was considered at the board meet-
ing last week and as soon as the

points mentioned above are clarified,

will again be considered for action.

Lnioreitcc Phillips,
..'.'. Exec V. P., USO-Camp Shows.

of-pocket cost off the line, namely. I wanted to let you know that both

transportation and salaries. On the officially and privately we at Camp
basis of our budgets then and at

this time, this did not and would

not appear to be an excessive cost

for entertainment at a Vet. hospital

since no charge would be made for

production and field, expense, ad-

ministration, etc., merely one day s

salary for the unit plus the cost of

transportation to the Vet. hospital

olf the regular route of the unit.

Alter some delay I was finally ad-

vised that the matter was not. at

the time, of interest to the Vet. Ad-
ministration.

Vets Change Mind
,

Recently, however, I received a

communication from the Vet. Ad-
ministration asking if we would give

separate service at certain Vet. hos-

pitals. This matter is still In abey-

ance .for two reasons. In the first

place, wounded military and Naval

persViii'iiCr'"jy£lyi*'nay • in' Army, and

Navy hospitals are taking up not

only all the time of the Hospital

circuit units we have been able to

furnish but have increased to the

extent that we are adding two more
hospital unit's, Nov, 1. Consequently,

playing (lays assigned for these units

at Vet: hospitals would mean a de-

crease in cntsx-tainment for wounded
men still: in the Army and Navy.

In the' second place, I have not yet

been able to determine the extent

to which Vet. hospital" service would,
be expected and cannot, at the mo-
ment, handle the financial problem
from that end. I have particularly

in mind the possible necessity of

adding other units to the Hospital

circuit to provide the service if such

hospital units of satisfactory tiiirlity

could' be organized at the preseril

time.

WB's New Deal for Ann
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Ann Sheridan's reconciliation with

Warners (as reported in "Variety"

last week) will be on basis of a new
contract. Terms will call for a new
deal all around, in matter of salary,

increased script participation, etc.

Draw-up of. final papers only de-

layed by strike situation.

Did She Ask In Portuguese?
Jack Harding, in "I Like Brazil," reports that when Bidu Sayao came

to New York to join the Met. her mother kept gumming up negotiations
by plucking her sleeves each time the coloratura was about to accept the
rising salary terms. When it looked as if the limit had been reached her
mama plucked her sleeve again. .Senorita Sayao listened and then' said,
"Mama wants to know, please—where is the ladies' room?"

The Berle-ing Point

—By Milton Berle

—

MARK CAN'T TAKE IT, EH?
Mark HclHriger, Universal indie

producer, is returning to the Coast
Friday < 19) .after 10 days in New
York searching for new stories, etc.

N. Y. weather has hastened Hell-
ingcr's return to the sunnier climate
of California—he contracted a cold

1 while here.

Salute to 'Greasepaint Soldiers'

With names like Bob Ho"pe, Jack Benny, Danny Kayc. Dinah Shore
and Jane Froman, the Army Hour last Sunday (14) (NBC. 5-5:30)
couldn't miss on its; entertainment values. However, these head-
liners had a serious purpose in contributing to this session. Most pf
them are repeaters on the USO-Camp Shows foxhole jcircuit, and have
played the toughest entertainment assignments during the war. The
way they put it—it W3S a privilege to entertain GI's in the battle areas,
and just as show-business has been ready to build soldier morale dur-
ing the war. they pledged themselves ready to continue in peace, as

. long as they're needed. .•.'. .

They said it entertainingly. Hope and Benny bantered with this

serious purpose in mind, while Miss Shore and Miss Froman made with
song. '

'•

" *. '..''; ....'•".' - •
.'.

Major purpose of the program was the Army's official expression of
thanks to the more than 4,000 performers wh# did their share during
the war. Gen. Devers. commanding general of the Army Ground
Forces, put it this way: "The morale of the American soldier, in most
cases a recent civilian, enabled him to overcome the professional Nazi
warrior, and was better than Jap Bushido. His morale was aided by
USO-Camp Shows that brought to the very battleground the music,
humor, drama and; feminine beauty that are an integral part of the
American character." Lt. Gen. Ira .Baker of the Air Force, and Secre-
tary of War Patterson also chipped in with similar sentiments and
urged that Camp Shows continue in the same function in peace:

They're needed just as much.
,

Program also paused to remind the listeners that the Army of

USOers had its casualties too. Some never returned, while Miss
Froman, although hurt in the Lisbon clipper crash,, completed her
assignment. :

News item on .this-, session was the take from Tokyo where -Danny
Kayc and Leo Duroiiher are current.

.
They're the first to play the

Jap capital. Camp Shows' circuit has certainly expanded since 1942.

Jose.

Boston. Oct. 16.

Still up here -with "Spring in Brazil." Trouble was that on the first

night I played it like a Model T Ford... Load of celebs in town . Jimmy
Durante registered at the Copley under an assumed nose. . .Wanted to see

loyce and baby Vicki, so I flew down to New York on Sunday .. .Flew
back on Monday and re-captured my stomach. It was just getting into

Providence. . Sophie Tucker is at the Mayfair and doing very well. Soph
plays so much gin rummy that she gets fan mail from a guy named
Schneider . . .The Howard Johnsons up here have a terrific -new flavor.

Pickled herring ice cream with chipped Spam ... Incidentally I heard that

when Howard Johnson wants to abrograte the contract- with one of his

licensees, "he calls up and says, "You're, through—turn in your orange
roof." : ..

''

,
'

.-

''
- :

THE GREAT WIT WAY:
Got the shock of my life the other night. Heard a radio show that

didn't do a- single sa(f on DOT.
Louis Sobol says that gOth-Fox uses frozen, milk for ice and corn-

flakes for snow when they shoot a winter sequence. When the scene
melts the extras have breakfast.
Irony dent: "Polonaise" makes more in one week than Chopin made

in his entire lifetime.

l*o 'Ahem
Here''! name pood advice,
If i" looe you tuottld be smarter,
If (it first yon don't sexceed.
Try a Utile ardor! . . . ;

Play for Gert
Cap!. George Oppeiihcimcr; just

back from India and out of the
Army, is writing a comedy, as yet
untitled, for Gertrude Lawrence.
On leave from Metro. Oppen^

heimer will stay east until he has
completed the play.

Schwartz's B'way Yen
Arthur Schwartz has a couple of

Broadway legit offers and may come
east in January to compose the score,

for one or. more stage musicals.
Schwartz is currently a Warner

Bros, film producer and also com-
mitted to one score per annum to

the Burbank plant.

Shirley's Late Pa-iii-Law

Disposes of 100G Estate

Chicago. Oct. 16.

Will of. James E. Agar, retired

prez of the Agar Packing & Pro-

vision Co. and grandfather of Sgt-

John Agar, who married .' Shirley

Temple, Sept. 16, filed here last

week, disposes of an estate estimated

at between $75,000 and $100,000.

Mrs. John Agar, Sgt. Agar*

mother, gets a fifth; each of Hue6

daughters gets a fifth and another

fifth is divided among his three

grandchildren. Agar died in Mont

Clair, N. J., Sept. 27, at the a

81.

of
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EUROPE-ALMOST worth rr
Indie Producers 'Happy Days In

Dixie; AH Readying New Films
Hollywood, Oct, 16.

First production by the new)?-,

formed Phil L. Ryan Enterprises.

Inc., will be "Crime on My Hands,"

a mystery film with a Mexican

background.
Picture will be based on an un-

published play by Pablo Andrade.

Ryan signed Juan Segura, Mexican

painter to function as adviser on

sets, costumes and technical details.

Gene Fowler and E. H. Griffith

are organizing an indie production

•Unit to film the John Barrymorc
biography. '•Good Night, Swec;

Prince," written by Fowler,
Author is doing the screenplay

which Griffith will direct, starting

early in 1946.

Seymour Ncbcnzal was elected

president of the newly organized

Nero Pictures. Other officers arc

Philip Yordan, veepec and treasur-

er: Eugcn Frenke, veepec, and
Herbert T. Silvcrbcrg, secretary.

Company's first picture, still un-
titled, will be made for United
Artists release, with Nebenzal as

producer and Frenke as associate

producer. Yordan is doing the script.

Fred MacMurray-Lcslie Fenton
combination. Mutual Productions,
which teed off with "Pardon My
Past," has rented space at General
Service studios for a second pic-

ture, stili untitled.

As in the company's first film,

.MacMlirray. will star, with Fenton
producing and directing.

David Loew and Albert Lewin
will make a series of pictures based
on classical literature when they
complete their current chore on the

Guy de Maupassant yarn, "Bel Ami."
Pair figures there is plenty of un-

filmed material in oldtime books now
in public domain.

Joly's Set Record
Hollywood. Oct. 16.

Filming ot "The Al .Tolson

Story" sets a i! all-time record for

the number ot sets used on one
production at Columbia. Total

is 117.

LA. SUIT TO HALT

HERB YATES' MERGER
Los Angeles, Oct. 16.

Fred F. Yule, stockholder of Con-
solidated Film Industries, Inc., filed

' suit ill" Superior eofifrt charging1 etftf-'

spiraey in a proposed merger of that
company with Republic Pictures,
Inc.. and the Sctay Co., Inc., of New
York. Plaintiff declared Consolidated
has loaned Republic $7,000,000 and
said the merger would wipe out this
debt at the expense of Consolidated
stockholders, who would be given
stock worth $15 a share in exchange
for their present securities, asscrtcd-

• ly worth $35.

Yule asks an injunction against
the merger and $150,000 counsel tees.

Wallis' 50G Down On

Serlin's 'Beggars'
Hal Wallis' picture deal for the

new Oscar Serlin production, "Beg-
gars Are Coming to Town," calls for
a $50,000 down payment, but. al-

though customary in such deals, no
ceiling has been set. Final price "to
be agreed on pending the Broadway
stage run.

I It's been loosely reported
elsewhere that Wallis paid 150G for
all pix rights.] Also unusual in re-
cent preproduction deals. Wallis has
io play deal or investment in the
stage version, interest being solely
in the subsequent film. Wallis' Will

release through Paramount.
Although play received mixed

notices in its current out-of-town
tryout, Wallis regards "Beggars" as
''one of the finest pix properties"
he's seen. Play by Theodore Reeve.-
is a Prohibition era melodrama with
nitery setting, with Paul Kelly. Lu-
ther Adler and Dorothy Comingoro
in the legit version. Originally set to

open at the. refurbished Coronet
(formerly Forrest 1 theatre Oct. 23,

Play has been set back to the 27th

Whitney Special

ILS. Adviser on Pix
Washington. Dec, 16fi

Jock Whitney has signed lip as

Special State Dept. Adviser on Mo-
tion Picture*, it was announced here

yesterday (15».. He will work under
Assistant Secretary of State William
Berilon. in charge ot the public and
cultural relations division of the de-

partment. .

•'

Ralph McGill. editor of the Atlanta

Constitution, also goes in as art ad-

viser on press and wire services.

Announcement said in part that

McGill and Col. Whitney, will work
with . Benton and with Ferdinand
Kuhn, director of the International

Information Service.

„ Colonel Whitney will advise on
i'elftHv«B*w.Vk; ;.'.•» motion picture in-

dustry, growing ox,, 'of the activities

not only of the Office of War Infor-

mation and the Office of Inter-

American Affairs, but also of the

past and present interest ot the

State Department.
Whitney will be liaison between

Benton and Hollywood in connection
with the assistance Benton hopes to

receive from the industry in making
information pix. Presumably he will

also try to expand the Motion Pic-

ture Society for the Americas to a

worldwide basis so that it will make
for all nations the kind of film.?

which were produced for MPSA.

Kuhn, with whom Whitney will

also*, cooperate, fa. JP'dmji. up„,the,

overseas" operations of OIAA arid

OW1, saving certain functions which
Slate will maintain on a permanent
basis.

Benton first approached Whitney
a couple of weeks ago but. as late as

the latter part of last week, had not

received an acceptance.

Benton attacked as "without
foundation" recent trade paper (not

"Variety".) stories that he has any
intention of censoring Hollywood
commercial films before they go into

the export market, or that he will

tell Hollywood what kind of pictures

it must make.
His thoughts along film lines are

I currently largely about non-com-
I mercial product which could be

I

screened to give foreigners a better
' idea of American life.

PIC EXEC SEES

Si BETTER BET
By ABEL GREEN'

Commenting on foreign film mar-
kets, one top picture executive with
a worldwide sales background and
familiarity with his territory brushes
off the battle to recapture Europe
as "almost not worth the effort.""

1

"When you consider that at least

two V. S. film companies are getting
jmore out of one—I said one—coun-

try in South America than the entire

American motion picture business
got out of all of France at its peak,'"

he continues, "you'll appreciate what
I mean. In short, these two U. S.

pix companies get over $1,000,000
from only one (meaning Brazil, of
course) country whereas the entire

U. S. film industry netted that out
of France. '-

"And look at the norheadaches at-

tached to it. We can get our money
into the U. S. from everyone of the
South American republics, without
restrictions, quotas, etc.

"And look at Europe. All right, I'm
as nostalgic as anybody about the
'glory of Paris' but that's a yester-
year glory, of another goodtime-
Charlie era. But even in those good
old days we, i.e.- the entire U. S.

film industry, took only $1,000,000 to

$1,500,000 out of the entire nation."

The sum-up of Europe today, i.e.

the Continent, sees France blocked;
Holland a monopoly; Belgium
blocked; Czechoslovakia with 60',< of

its screen-playing time ceded to the
Russians; Hungary frozen; Jugo-
slavia a monopoly; Austria a ques-
tion mark; and Germany under U. 'S.

Army distribution jurisdiction. That
is. Freddie Schwartz (Century (Cir-

cuit. Brooklyn, theatre owner) is the
Army topper, with Morris Goodman
(ex-Republic Pictures foreign chief-

tain) as the practical film distribu-

tion mini under Schwartz. Goodman
was elected an Export Corp. veepee
with his designation as the U. S.

Aimers' rep in Germany.
And there, too, something new has

been added. Germany, being divided
into four zones of occupation, the

Russians want to^.sMa© ..their. USSR
pi%' product

-

' for yank' films. 'If "tliat

is okayed, the British and the French
will say also "let's swap," and pretty

soon the playing time left in all

zones for Hollywood pix is at a mini-
mum. Brigadier-General Robert A.
McCltire, chief of Information &

(Continued on page 16)

Goldwyn Insures Keeping Top Aides,

Makes 'Em Tards,' Holds Control

Along H'wood Trail
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Gary Cooper got along all

right with "Along Came Jones"
and Hal Wallis went along with
"You Came Along." Now Eddie
Cpntor . is going along with
"Come On Along" and Mono-
gram with "Stcppin' Along."

WARNER BROS. TO GIVE

CURTIZ SPECIAL DEAL
Michael Ciirliz and Warner Bros,

will probably work out an indie unit

deal when the director gets through

megging "Night and -Day." the Cole

Porter biog with Cary Grant. \ .

Curtiz has bqeu at the. Burbank
plant for many years.

Jack Cohn's Charity Fund
I Jack Colin, Columbia Pictures v.p..

|

chartered a non-profit charity corpo-

ration called Artists Foundation Inc,

in Albany. N. Y.. last Friday (121.

Papers Were . fifed by Schwartz &
Frohjicb:

Corporation Will : aid ' aged, infirm

and helpless, both in and out of the

eiilcrtainine.nl industry.

STONE'S M-G PACT RECORD
Hollywood. Oct. 16.

Lewis Stone is starting his 22d
consecutive year on the Metro lot.

with a new contract calling for
seven years more.

First chore under the new pact
will be with Margaret O'Brien,
Lionel Barrymore and Frank Mor-
gan in. "Three Wise Fools."

Lenore Ulric Back in Pix
Hollywood. Oct. 16.

Lenore Ulric plays her first screen

role in six years in "Time For Two"
at Metro. Her last film chore was
with Greta Garbo in "Camille."

Ralph Wcclwright is producing

"Time," with Jules Dassin as direc-

tor.
'•:•'

Grad Sears' 0.0.

Of So. America
From Nov. 1 until Jan. 15 Grad

Sears and his wife will be on a V,'i-

months' fact-finding tour of South
America to investigate wherein lie

the values of the Latin-Ani. market
so far as United Artists is concerned.
These are the orders of the UA board
which wants its worldwide sales vee-
pee to determine whether UA Can
better yell its pix on a franchise sys-

tem in some countries, or continue
to maintain, or even expand its S A.

and Central American branch offices.

Sears is currently on a week's
quickie trip to Hollywood and thence
goes to Mexico City, down the west
coast of South America and north
via Rio. Bermuda, Havana, Miami
and horn?;
' UA board also wanted Sears to"

take a flyer to London but the time
differential is against that.

Skouras, Century

Look Set With Par
Resuming talks with Paramount on

a product deal to cover their the-

atres in Greater N. Y. and surround-
ing territory, the Skouras and Cen-
tury circuits, embracing close to 100

houses, may cement long-strained

relations at any minute, it is re-

ported.. '

Such a move would follow last

week's capitulation by the Brandt
chain, which, like Skouras and Cen-
tury, broke with Par at the begin-
ning of the 1944-45 season and stol-

idly held out against the terms de-

manded by this distributor. Par.

whose product now is available to

85 Brandt houses, preferred to take
a loss r.'.ther than establish a prec-
edent under the kind of deals Brandt
as well as Skouras and Century
wanted to make.

Century and Skouras are hooked
up in various situations and general-
ly work hand-in-glove on product
negotiations. However, Loew's no
longer has any interlocking interest

With the Century circuit which con-
fines itself to Brooklyn and' Long
Island, while Skouras operates in

these territories as well as N. Y. (

New Jersey, and upstate N. Y.

DSM AWARDED 2 GENS.

MRGIENTERTAlNMfflf
Washington, Oct. 16.

War Dept. awarded the Distin-

guished Service Medal yesterday

(16) to Major General Joseph W.
Byron, director of the Special Serv-
ice Division, and Maj. General Fred-
crick P. Osborn, director of the In-

formation -and Education division.

The Byron citation said in part:

"He displayed outstanding initia-

tive and resourcefulness in providing

suppljes for the recreation and en-

tertainment of the American soldier.

Despite seemingly insurmountable
problems of transportation and stor-

age, he arranged to supply large

quantities of reading material, musi
cal instruments, motion pictures, ne-

cessities, and luxury items to troops

at foreign stations."

Part of the Osborn job was cre-

ation of the Armed Forces Radio
Service which fed programs over-

seas.

Einfeld Due East
Hollywood. Oct. 16.

Charlie Einfeld plans a N. Y.' trip

the middle of November.
Meantime he's: discussing vari-

ous deals offered to him here, some
of which would set him up. as an
•individual production unit.

Cummins Plans Remake

Of 'Forgotten Man
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Sam: Cummins paused here on his

w,ay from New York to Mexico City

long enough to start negotiations for

a remake of his World War. I film,

"The Forgotten Man," released in

several-language versions by United
Artists. Idea is to re-film the story

with a World War II angle.

In -Mexico Cummins is cooking a

deal'foJ -'six-fihmisical'S-'in color, oil

budget of about $150,000 each,

In a sweeping move Ij insure the
continued service of many of his
topflight technicians and other studio
workers, via a stock-purchase ar-
rangement, and at the same time re-
tain control of the company, Samuel
Goldwyn last Monday (15) revealed
complete reorganization of his film
business interests. New company is

called Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
Inc. All employees, except actors,
are eligible to buy pro-rata share of
50,000 shares of stock at $1 per, rep-
resenting 50% of the stock in the
newly established Corporation.
Under the reorganization, it was

pointed out each employee gets a
five-year pact. While not so stated,
this is taken to mean that purchasers
of shales would be signed for live
years, representing a move to:
strengthen Goldwyn's company per-
sonnel tor that period of time while
enabling stockholder employees to
share in company profits. Just what
this means for the Goldwyn corpora-
tion was more clearly understood
when revealed that Gregg Toland,
ace caVneraman, already has '• his
shares, and has been signatured for
five years.

In Wall Street, this wide distribu-
tion of shares was. rated an intelli-
gent move, particularly in view of
the fact that Goldwyn determines
the number of shares each employee
could buy. being based partly on the
service and loyalty to the company.
This was viewed as insuring: control
of the corporation since Goldwyn

;

would have to have only one ad-
ditional share of stock above the
50.000 now held to control. This
could be done, it was pointed out,
by selling one or more shares to his

(Continued on page 20)

PAR'S 27 PIX BACKLOG

WILL SEE CO. THRU '46
Paramount has built its stockpile

of completed product to 27 features,
which will carry it through all or
close of all of the current (1945-46)
seas#n..;and is now .planning ^rodlTc- *

tions that will hot be made available
until the fall of 1946.

Company finished out the 1944-45
season with only 29 pictures, of
which three were reissues. There •

may be more reissues during the
current film year, with "Going My
Way" a strong possibility at an
early dale.

GOIDWYFS SARATOGA VISIT
Samuel Goldwyn is due to leave

N. Y. today (Wed. >" for Saratoga
Springs. .

He will stay at the Spa 10 days or

so. ;..:.'.

Skouras' Coast Powwows
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox proxy,

is on the 'Coast to attend huddles

with Eric A. Johnston, head of the

Motion Picture Producers & Distri-

butors. Johnston is meeting all

major company officials while he is

in Hollywood.
Skouras will discuss future com-

pany product with Joseph M.
Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck while

west.
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'Big 5' Mulls Strategy of Offering

No Defense in Govt's Anti-Trust

Pending resumption of the U. S.+

alitt-trtist suit. iii N, Y. federal dis-

trict court next Monday (22); at-

torne.s lor the "Big Five" pix com-

panies are huddling daily to mull

possibilities of a unified strategy.

Plans of defense have leveled

down to two possibilities, the firiit.

and more daring, being to make no

defense but rather to rest strictly

on the Government's case. This plan

is endorsed by the legal staff, of one

of the majors who believe the Gov-
ernment's case is poorly woven, but

that a defense might tend to weave
it together. Judge Joseph M. Pros-

kauer, representing Warners, is also

known to be sympathetic to this

plan, having advocated and injected

jt into the ill-fated (for the pix

companies) Goldman trial in Phila-

delphia. In any case. Proskauer is

known to desire a swift compact de-

fense.

On the other hand. Whitney N.

Seymour, of Simpson, Thaeher &
Bartlett, has told the other barris-

ters that his defense for Paramount
will occupy at least a month's time,

probably more. Thus, in spite, of the

apparent surface unison, all is not

harmony among the defense attor

Soundless Sack
Los Angeles, Oct. 16,

No longer will youthful film

fans in this sector interrupt the

How of drama by detonating

popcorn bags during scenes de-

manding quietude.

The '•bombers" have been

foiled by. a simple device in-

vented by. John Klee, city man-
ager for Fox West Coast in Po-

mona. Klee took the pop out of

popcorn by punching a series of

small holes hi the sacks.

Easier Transportation

Will Bring Closer Pix

Co. Contacts With Field

Much closer contact between

homeoil'ice distribution execs and I

the field, now that the war is over

and. transportation problems will
j

gradually ease, is , in prospect not

only with Par, which announces

such plans, but also generally with-

n the industry. Charles M. Reagan.

.MOLLY PICON
Thank you, Mr. Kahn of

. "Variety-,

for having said: "Miss Picon Is

again Justifying that whatever the
field, she remains a, sock eiiler-

lainer. -Miss I'icon became the .nosl

notable example of an earthy talem
that could successfully he translated
Into the American idiom. Her re-

ception was terrific."

William Morris Agency
Personal Representative

Jacob Kalish
One University Place New York

PRC, At Least for 4 Months, Halting

Prod, and Will Release Indie Unit Pix

Simpler Billing
Chicago, Oct. 16.

''Incendiary Blonde," it seems,

is too much oX a mouthful for

Chi's soutii-siders.

At any rate, the Paramount
opus was billed at Warners'
Stratford last week as "The Life

pt Texas Guinan."
.

neys, not only as to the defense stra- I
in the industry, cnanes m. neagan. i JT • 1 C~JL-,,**!

tegy but as to seniiment about de- v-P. in charge oT 'distribution to. A I 1 1* A
f>

I fttuNtItlPfl
cision prospects. Mere shades of Par. has a plan callmg for more in-jlllll Vt VUUIH UltU

By D.C As Pix Rep

At Chile Powwow

prospect:

feeling vary from carefree assur-

ance by some that the Government's
evidence is weak to pessimism by
others. Latter fear that a Govern-
ment victory would unleash a flood

of local lawsuits throughout the

country by independent exhibitors

against, the majors.

The "Big Five" and the "Little

Three" will vie for the chance to

.make the first motion when the trial

resumes on Monday. The "Little

Three" (Universal. United Artists

and Columbia) will again move for

dismissal, arguing that as non-the-
atre owners they wouldn't be af-

fected by a decision to divorce pro-

ducer-distributor Irom exhibitor.

The "Big Five" will make the rou-

tine motion to have the case dis-

missed on grounds of insufficient

evidence. The first motion may be
seriously considered, although the

Attorney General's office feels it

has enough evidence of conspiracy

by the Little Three with the Big
Five to keep all eight companies on
the line of defense. One thing is cer-

tain: if the Big Five rests the case,

they won't be joined by the Little

Three, who haven't been consulted

about action since last spring, and
who have indicated their desire to

fight the case to its end on merits.

Witnesses From 'All Over
Meanwhile, defense witnesses are

being summoned from all over the
|

nation. The bitterly contested ad mis- I

sion of appeals board decisions last
i

Thurs. (11) has forced majors to call

witnesses from many towns affected

by the rulings as well as; the. ex-
pected quota of top film execs. A
list of defense witnesses, should be
in Assistant Attorney General Rob-
ert L. Wright's hands tomorrow
(Thurs.). when he returns from va-
cation at his Washington home.

Before the trial came to its pre-
Columbus Day (12) recess, proceed-
ings reached a standstill when As-
sistant Attorney-General Wright and
the entire legal defense staff came
to a head-on collision ori the ques-
tion of including consent decree ar-
bitration tribunal decisions and ap-
peals as evidence.
As Wright entered . thousands of

documents the judges rebuked him
.
on his "overcautiousness." warned
him that he was injecting much data
of unrelated value. At which point
John W. Davis, of Davis. Polk,
Wardwell. Sunderland & Kicndl. ac-
cused Wright" of "putting in a hay-
stack of data on the theory that

somebody might find a needle in it."

: j Early on Wednesday (10) the Gov-
ernment agreed there was no Con-
tention of common-stock ownership
among the. eight defendants, and also

allowed items like the fixed and cur-

rent indebtedness of Warners to be
stricken out of the record inasmuch
as they added nothing to the charges

timate contact with the field as part

of a policy to effect more efficient
j

sales supervision.

.In line with this policy, all erf I

Par's four division managers are at

present on tours of their exchanges. ,

including Hugh Owen, Jim Donohue.
George Smith and William Erbb.

Reagan himself plans making vari-
|

ous exchange points a month or so

from now
huddles.
During the war, Warner h.o. dis-

tribution execs have kept a closer

contact with the field than other

companies despite the rigors of

travel, reservation problems, etc.

Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Reeves Espy's return to PRC from
New York yesterday (Mon.) is ex-
pected to result in at least a four-
month production halt for the com-
pany with plans for studio hence-
forth to make package deals with
indie producers, then releasing their
product. Espy understood to have
told one of his top executives that the
company would not handle produc-
tion* ;.s previously, but would be con-
cerned solely with releasing deals.

As followup to this, Mariiri
Mooney, producer with PRC for the
past six years, since its inception,
announced he was forming his own
Mooney productions and would in-
dependently finance films for PRC
release, with first film slated to roll
in November at Espy's request

It was also announced that Clar-
ence Green and Russell Rouse, pro-
ducers for company, had been
granted release from their two-pic-
ture pact and were negotiating for
release of product elsewhere. Also
reported to have accepted resigna-
tions of several' department heads.

PKC has completed 16 features on
1945-46 slate and has. total of 20
westerns still to be made by indie
outfits.

NEW SHOW BIZ WORRY
THAT TAXES MAY STAND

The State Dept. announced Thurs-
|

following Coast studio
j

day (11) the appointment of Edwin
P. Kilroe to represent the pix in-

dustry at the Inter-American Bar
Assn. Copyright Conference, slated

for Santiago, Chile, from Oct. 2(1-29.

Kilroe. chairman of the Copyright

|
Committee of the Motion Picture

I Producers & Distributors of America
for the last 14 years, clippered to

Chile recently.

The Santiago huddle, the fourth
conference of the bar group, will

work out plans for a universal copy-
right convention to replace the
Berne Convention (The Interna-

tional Convention for the Protection
of Literary and Artistic Works).
Kilroe, as a member of the associa-

tion's Committee of Copyright Spe-
cialists, will help draft the new
convention, which will be presented
for approval at Santiago.
Recognized as one of the leading

authorities on American and inter-

national copyright in the U. S.,

Kilroe is also copyright adviser to

20th-Fox and Movietone News, He
]

is a member of the bar association's

Committee on Intellectual Property.

|
which will also make a report at

j
the finale of the Santiago meeting,

i
Kilroe represented the pix in-

dustry at the bar assn. conference

20TH PULLS 'KITTEN/

'EFFINGHAM' OFF SKED
Without giving any explanation to

its sales force for the action taken,

20th-Fox has pulled "Kitten on the

Keys" and "Colonel Effingham's

Raid" off its release schedule. "Ef-

fingham" was to have been made
available next month. Instead 20th

has substituted "And Then There
Were None," which together with
"Dolly Sisters" is all that will be
offered exhibitors in November. Re-
ported "Effingham" will be given a

new title when ready to go to mar-
ket.

"Kitten On Keys." on which 20th-

Fox studio did several remakes, was
down for January.

Lessers' 'Crime NewsreeP
Series With L. J. Valentine I

h9»*]|? »**fco city m the summer
j

of 1944. At that session, he surveyed
the copyright law for the industry

Checkers Playing

An Ever-Increasing

Problem in Pix Biz

Seeking a solution to the checking
problem which has vexed the pic-

ture industry ever since distributors

started selling film on percentage,

and . recognizing that improvements
are needed. Ross Federal Service has

been huddling with exhibitor groups
to exchange ideas and consider prac-

ticable formulas:

As result of these sessions, and th.o

suggestions advanced, Eyrie W. Mam-
mons, new president of Ross Federal,

is studying the development of. a

checking formula that will alleviate '

some of the unrest that has oeciu-roO

oil checking. ,

•_ .• !

Meantime, various exhibitors are

reported to have complained; against

the checking of Confidential Reports,

Inc., set up last spring by five dis-

tributing companies i RKO. United I Washington, Oct! 16.

Artists. Paramount. Universal and. Xew worry loomed this week for
Columbia) which employs women as

|
snow biz whjch had be(m virtually
certain that the wartime admission
taxes would end July 1, 1946.

Senate Finance Committee began
hearings yesterday (15) on the tax

bill which the House passed last
'

Thursday. House bill provided for .

the automatic end of wartime ex-
cises effective with the beginning of
the new fiscal year. This would cut
the admissions tax from 20 to 10';,

and slash the bite on nitery tabs
from 20 to %</„.

However, yesterday half a dozen
members of the Senate committee
raised the question of whether it

would be wise to deprive the Gov-
ernment of $535,000,000, which it

would lose during the last hall of

next. year if the wartime excise rates

were sliced. They suggested that the
present rales be maintained until,

after the present bill has passed and
there is oppoitunity to revise the
entire tax setup.

Committee expressed considerable
interest in wiping out the excess
profits tax on corporations. The
House bill merely reduces the bite

from 95 to 60';..

: Sfenate committee hopes to have a
bill shaped up by the end of this

week. It is still too early to deter-

mine what will be in it.
»'

well as ""men checkers. CRI Is now
organized in all exchange centers

to handle percentage engagements of

these live distribs. Company over tlf

weekend held a general meeting i:v

N. Y. of eastern district and branch
.managers.

Ross, which formerly checked for

the five distributors in CRI, now
checks Tor 20th-Fox. Sam Golriwyn
and David O. Selzni.ek. Warner Bro<.

and Metro have their own checking

systems.

Former N. Y. Police Commissioner
Lewis J. Valentine has been signed

, wilh a vicw to raaking recommenda
by American Newsreels. Inc. to an
exclusive contract to make film

shorts. First series to be titled

"Crime Newsreel," will be a group
of a dozen 10-minute pix based on
actual cases, with as many individ

lions to the Mexican government for

amendments of the Mexican Copy-
right Law, in order to aid the Amer-
ican producers and distributors in

Mexico. During his affiliation with
, the MPPDA, he has represented the

uals originally involved as possible r,]m industry before various con-
taking part,

I gressional committees dealing with
Shooting started yesterday d6> on

|
copyright legislation.

the first subject, dealing with the .'.
, «_, _; _ _____ / ;-.

'

false imprisonment of Bertram M. i

Campbell,- with the latter as well as J0n H .11 Discharged But
Valentine appearing in the . short. / _w %_ ^

Still Under M.D. Care
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Edwin and Arthur Lesser are pro-

ducing, with
,
latter also directing.

Peerless Pictures will distribute.
First short should be ready for re-

lease' in a-month, with one to be
made every four weeks

FILM TITLE REGISTRY

GETTING NEW INTEREST
With keener competition at the

film theatres looming, need for pic-

ture distributors to have a stronger
lineup to handle tifle registration in

the east now is up for consideration.

Importance of a punchy name for

a feature is appreciated when real-

ized that in most key cities, when a

picture goes into first-class subse-
quent-runs, the title alone is men-
tioned plus name of theatre and
playdates in newspaper ads. When
a film is handled this way for 20-50

;

houses, the importance of the -pic-

ture's tag is appreciated. .

There are now about 50.000 titles

registered at the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers & Distributors' title registra-
tion bureau. That, plus the fact, that

j

all but a few indie producers use this

j

bureau stresses the need for it and

I

how importantly it's viewed in the
industry.

British pictures ale notorious for
bad boxot'nee titles, and these un-

I salable lags may be one reason so

|

many have proved weak at the U. S.

j
boxoffice. •

Titles registered with the MPPDA
j
bureau apply only to originals, since

\

books or plays are copyrighted as

; .published'. works.

.

Johnston's Par Berth
Hollywood, Oct. 16,

Richard L. Johnston is new studio
operations manager at Paramount,
working under supervision of Henry
Ginsberg.
Johnson has been in the film in-

dustry for 20 -years and recently
of monopoly of .exhibition which the

:tui

"

Vctj0ned as proc,uc , ion ^nMot
case has leveled down to.

On Thurs. ill), Wright explained

the Government's legal theory which
he claimed he'd overlooked to speed

entry of the evidence. He cited two
Supreme Court decisions (Interstate

Circuit- vs. U. S., and Crescent

Amusement vs. U. S.) to point out

the type of relief granted by the

courts on similar cases of a localized

nature.

The 10-day recess granted on
Thurs. (11) was followed by a Gov-
s'.' (Continued on page 20)

for Hyht Strontberg. Before thai,
he held' a similar post'with Vanguard
Films. ...

.Ton Hall returned to Hollywood

yesterday (Mon.), following medical

discharge from Army. Actor was
inducted last May and has spent-

most of lime since in hospitals at

Camo Roberts and Fort Old. with
serious gall tilaMef in&elrc^'''^
He doesn't plan to return to film

work until completely rested and
cured.

'.' '"
.

Goulding's Col. Chore
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Edmund Goulding, producer of

"The Ryan Girl," a Broadway opus,
arrived here over the weekend. He
has a deal on to make a picture wilh
Columbia.
While here, he plans to write an-

other play.

Bill Ain't Wild Anymore
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

William Elliott, no' longer to. be
known as Wild Bill, has been upped
to more expensive pictures at Re-
public and will star irt the high-
bracket pioneer film, "In Old Sac-
ramento," starting Nov. 26 with Joe
Kane producing.

Wild Bill rides for the lust time
as Red Ryder in ''Conquest of
Cheyenne." currently in production.
Series will be .continued with an-
other Ryder in the saddle.

S.F.-N.Y. Sailings Resumed
,

San Francisco. Oct. 16.

The announcenTMTt—ttrat—inter—
eoastal- -sai lHigs--wll-4>e--resiiii«Mj--by-

the Luekonbach steamship line has
stirred hope that freight costs be-
? vt'i> ••«>m-mni»l««jMi -v,«8»_

be .cut' sufficiently to enable cheaper
shipment of theatre scenery between
the two ports.. Luckenbach will com-
mence taking freight in November.
Sailings to the Atlantic will take
place every 10 days.
Prewar B rates and tariff condi-

tions .will generally apply at pres-
ent..' Pqrts*of-eall, from San Fran-
cisco; will include New York, Bos-
ton, Philadelphia, Tampa, Mobile,
New Orleans and Houston.

L. A. to N. Y.
Jimmy Ames,.

Bill Bacher.

Tom W. Baily.

Louis Berg.

Benedict Bogeaus.

Jeanne Cagney.

Richard Conte.

Bebe Daniels.

Charles K, Feldman.

Ted Gamble.

John Healy.

Fred Jordan.

Hank Kesslcr.

Bill Maukiin, .. .

Betty McCandles.

Llewellyn Miller.

-BoEejJO^rtgmffery:

James Mulvey.

RKO's $1.50 on Pfd.
RKO directors have declared $1.50

dividend on the 6% preferred. Pay-
able next Nov. 1. It is payable to

stockholders on record Oct. 20.

Divvy constitutes the accrual dur-
ing the quarter ending next Oct. 31,

Merle Ob«?ron

George Rosen.

Jimmy SapHier.

Ann Seymour,

Denny Shane. '

M. H. Simpson. .

Mike Todd. , *-

Charles Waters. •.',,'

William Wylei.

Darryl F. Zanuck.

.•','tyn

N.Y. to L A.
Martin Broones.

Georginia Campbell.

I. R. Gwirtz,

Mark Hel linger.

Walter Lurie.
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Studio Strike Riots Break Out

Anew as Johnston Enters Picture,

Recommending Name MPPDA V.P.

Coast Theatre Managers Ass'n Asks

C. P. Skouras Not to Curb Unionization

Muzak's Edge
Muzak and' kindred "wired

wireless" setups are figured to be

in an excellent key position with

television of the future. ~'.y\:

Sending videocasts of elec-

tions, sports events, horseracing,

baseball, etc. into bars, saloons,

clubs and pubs, as well as

homes, on a fee-basis (through

exclusive contracts for these

major events) are among the

possibilities.-

Los Angeles. Oct. 16.

Newly formed Association of The-

atre Operating Managers has' asked

Charles .P.-' Skouras. Fox-West Coast

prez, that Frank Ritter, manager of

the Liemert theatre here, be restored

to his post and that a conference be

held to discuss salaries and working

conditions. ATOM also demanded,

thioogh attorney Aaron Shapiro and

business representative Zeal Fair-

banks, that Skouras '-take necessary

stops to prevent yotn—agents, David

Ross. Kay Orr, Ernest Stern, and

others from saying or doing any-

thing to coeise or frighten or threat-

en members of this association."

Claim made by association that

Ritter was •dismissed because it. was

suspected he was all'iliated with new

union, lir a hole to Skouras. ATOM
stated! that unless Ritter is reinstated

and corporation agents "cease to ih-

teilerc" with organization of ATOM,
unfair labor charges will be filed

with NLRB. ATOM officers claim.'to

represent majority of F-WC mana-

gers as well as majority of mana-

gers in the state, with expansion

plans under way in' 12 other slates.

Group officers state if execs doubt

ATOM represents the majority of

managers it will gladly file a petition

asking NLRB to conduct a secret

election to designate a collective

.bargaining representative.

Other X. Y. Managers Joining

The victory of the RKO Managers

Union in the Greater N. Y. area, un-

der decision of the Regional War
Labor Board, has prompted a flood

of inquiries from managers of other

circuits in this area; while also re-

ported by. spokesmen that the past

two weeks has. seen a heavy increase

in the number of managerial em-
ployees pledging themselves to join

up. Names and number are being

kept secret.

Unless appeal by RKO to. the

National War Labor Board substan-

tially upsets the decision of the

RWLB, officials of the RKO union

believe that they can extend their

sphere to take in managers and as-

sistants of all chains in Greater N. Y.

and Westchester, including Loew's.

Latter nut. however, admittedly may
be a tough one to crack.

Before going to bat on an election

for Loew managerial help, the RKO
outfit, known as Motion Picture The-
atre Operating Managers & Assist-

ant Managers Guild, will seek to or-

ganize various independent chains. ,„n ., Irl ,„. lr,

first being the Cinema circuit headed
j
HAL WILSON LEAVING

by Max A. Cohen.
"Cinemtr-ctrcwit. at a meeting be- AC RF 'JYIVA'C AIHF

fore the-State Labor Relations Board
|

IW V" •MI*»Jt « nWU
last week, look the position that its

11 theatres, with various partners,

are individual operations. The SLRB

Loew's Briefing

8 Foreign Reps

On 16 mm. Films
Eight territorial representatives

on the new Loew's International

16mm, setup are due in the U. S.

shortly to inaugurate a training pro-
gram in connection with Loew's off-

shore activities. Venture, believed
unique in film circles, will take the
m'eii through an intensive eight-week-
course of training at California stu-
dios, in Chicago and N. Y.. and in

actual demonstration work at St.

Louis, on 16mm. projection and use.

Course starts Oct. 22 with men
from Cuba and Porto Rico, followed
Oct. 29 with French and Belgian
reps. Eight men are Charles B. Gar-
rett, Cuba: Geraid Auguste Lorin
and Jacques Andre Le Monnier,
France: Edward Albert Renom. Ar-
gentina: Jose A. Liceaga, Porto Rico:

Pedro Nolasco Mena-Vives. Chile;

Jose Rafael Solorzaflo. Venezuela,
and Camille Henri Buyse. Belgium.

Reps, on return home, will set up
mobile units called' "Metromobiles."
also stationary 16mm. circuits in in-

terior towns, with local communi-
ties encouraged to buy own pro-
jectors. Prez Arthur M. Loew ex-
pects project to be in actual opera-
tion early next year.

FILM PUBS MAY

LIMIT RIGHTS
As copyright counsel for Metro,

among other film interests. Julian T.
Abeles is not recommending the ced-
ing of television rights to the Ameri-
can Society of Composers. Authors
and Publishers, at least so far as the
Metro-controlled music companies
are concerned. These include Rob-
bins. Feist. Miller, Variety Music
and other subsids in which the film

company has 51% control.

ASCAP's request for control of

video rights as "just another small
right" (performing rights) is not fa-

vored by Metro's copyright expert
until he has more conclusive per-

spective on the future value of these
rights. ;,'• • -.

For one thing, he is of the opinion

that video, will do two things: it will

"make" the music business all over
again,, and secondly it may pitch

ASCAP versus the broadcasters into

a scrap all over again, as it did in

the BMI fight.

No question but that radio (Tele-

vision ) must come to ASCAP for the
wealth of its music. With the pro-

gressive years, the Society's catalog

has taljen on even greater value
since the 1941 debacle, and Broadcast
Music, Inc.'s renewal of its $200,000-

a-year (for five years) deal with Ed-
ward B. Marks Music Corp., plus its

other affiliates, will not be enough
to offset ASCAP's weight. Especially
is it true regards video, avers Abeies,
particularly when television is wed-
ded to Hollywood film production.

And it's generally conceded that pix
—whether made in Hollywood, or
elsewhere— will be a bulwark of

television! for the major reason that

the public will *want to see action
that is not limited to the prosce-
nium arch of a theatre. It will want
!o see a broader panorama of (not
fake) scenery, galloping horses,

kaleidoscopic action, etc.—everything
not feasible via a limited dramatic
action. Hence the cinematic values
for television.

.

.'

.

The ever-dwindling demarcations
of show business (already today
stars from pix. stage and radio in-

terchange) will be further dwarfed
by television. The blending of all

the three major arts—stage, screen

and radio, via the kinescope—will

come with video.

Music's worth, as a basic compo-
nent of such broad mass entertain-

ments as films and radio, has already

been evaluated, but it will be worth
even more with video, contends bar-

rister Abeles.
He feels that, on the one hand,

(Continued on page 20)

examiner, however, brought out that

in other Union disputes involving
this circuit this position had not
been taken. Another meeting before
SLRB will probably be helrl in an-
other week or so,.-'

WURTZEL RETURNING TO

20TH AS KING OF B'S
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Sol Wurtzel, former 20th -Fox exec,
returns to that studio .under a new
pact calling for the production of 15

"B" pictures, costing between $250,-

000 andj>300.000 each. Films will be
financed jointly by Wurtzel and

on the old Western Avenue lot. soon
|

long^tv aTci-Tr^

to be vacated by the Army's motion
;

picture branch. Filming starts Jan. 2.
'

Wurtzel spent more than 30 years
;

with the original Fox company and
its successor. 20lb-Fox. / joining in

1914 and checking out last year. He
has never been associated with any
other lot. ..:

' '":

Hollywood. Oct. 16.

Harold Wilson has obtained re-

lease from his contract as execu-

tive aide to B. G. DeSylva, de-

cision coming as result of uncer-

tainty regarding BeSylva's future

production plans.

, Wilson was his aide during - lat-

ter**' four-year tenure as produc-
tion chief at Paramount and moved
over with him into DeSy.lva's indie

unit. Deals afoot with two major
studios and one indie producer to

sign Wilson. -

*

Par's 1SG 'Beachhead'
Paramount has bought "Beachhead

in the Wind." novel by Carl Jonas
with an Aleutian war setting, pub-
lished recently by Little, Brown.
Price is reporied around $15,000.
Novel wasn't bought for any par-

ticular star, but is believed acquired
for background to be incorporated
into some other yarn.

Selznick's N.Y. Astor Date

And Sellaway From UA
David O. Selznick's "Spellbound."

released through United Artists and

g •«mm^''m^'^m,
N. Y.. which City Investing Co,

leased jointly to Selznick and Sam
Goldwyn. finally reaches there on

Nov. 1. Goldwyn's "Wonder Man"
released by RKO. rounds out a ter-

rific money-making run on Oct. 31.

For Selznick. "Spellbound" will.be

his first picture in the Astor since

"Gone With the Wind," which
opened a roadshow run there on

Dec. 20,, 1939.

"Spellbound" goes into the Chi-

nese. State. Uptown and Carthay
! Circle tall- Fox-West) in Los An-
igeles on a sellaway from the United

'Artists. Latter has no connection

with UA. being among houses of the

UA Theatre Circuit controlled by
1 Joe Scb.en.Ck and others.

Francen Turns Down

Henri Bernstein Play

In Paris for WB Films
Victor Francen, French actor un-

der contract to Warners, has nixed
offer- to return to France for role in

Henri Bernstein's new play, slated

to start production in Paris next
month. Instead, Francen remains in

Hollywood to finish contract with
Warners, which has year to go. with
producers holding a three-year op-
tion.

Actor, now in N. Y. on short vaca-
tion, has made eight pix for Warners
since coming to U. S. shortly before

fall of France in 1940. Latest. "Con-
d "nJ ;

>'„_.,.jW.?.'- ' follows "Mildred
'
ht'fi. j nd on Broadway on

Nov. 2. Another. "San Antonio."
starring Errol Flynn, is .'already in

cans bu I no release date has been
set. - :

Francen said his business man-
ager in Paris advised against his re-

tui'h because of disrupted condition

of both stage and pix. While French
show. business is good, legit theatres

are stiirtmheatcd, with poor light-

ing. Acute shortage of raw film

slock prevenis action pn plaljs for

expansion of pix production, he
added.

Besides work in pix here. Francen
has done much work for. Office of

War Information, adapting and re-

cording in French.- American plays

for transmission to French-speaking
people overseas via radio.

WB's Statement
' - Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Warner Bros, issued the fol-

lowing statement today regard-

ing rumor they would close:

"It is not true now. However
unless law and order are estab-

lished so that our employees
will be permitted to come to

work and leave their work
freely, without intimidation and
threats of bodily harm, we may
be forced to close, just as any
other businass organization

which is attacked in similarly

lawless manner." -'.-.'

.

Picketing East

Halts As ESSC

Plans Dissolving

Vote of Hollywood studio set de-

signers to swing with the painters

brought to a halt all activities of

the Eastern Strike Strategy Commit-
tee which had done some N. Y.
picketing and will probably result

in its dissolution by the end of this

week. A meeting will be held for

that formal purpose but, meantime,
Roger MacDonald. representing the

painters on the ESSC, returned to

the Coast Sunday (14). A total of

12 Coast studio ui>ions recently set

up the ESSC in order to cany the
fight against the studios and Inter-

natiopal of Theatrical Stage Employ-
ees into the east.

During the past week it looked
like considerable picketing of home-
offices, film exchanges and theatres

in N. Y. would take place, partly as

an aftermath of the riots at the
Warner Burbank plant. Two pickets,

assigned by the ESSC. started

picketing the Warner h. o. and ad-
joining exchange and declared the

plot was to extend the picketing
to WB's Strand and Hollywood
(Broadway theatres) as well as
others playing Warner pictures. This
was to be just the beginning since

picket lines were subsequently
established at the Universal. RKQ
and Columbia studios on the Coas"
Additionally, the ESSC was about to

spring an additional picketing cam-
paign against all theatres playing
product of struck fllm-making
plants.

The two pickets marching in front
of WB's h. o. and exchange were a
member of the National Maritime
Union and one of the United Office
& Professional Workers of America
which charters the Screen Office &
Professional Employees Guild and
the Screen Publicists Guild. Both
are CIO. '.:'...'

Hollywood. Oct. 16.

Small riot broke out at Warner
Bros, this morning: when deputy
sheriffs attempted to disperse about
300 massed pickets. Strikers prompt-
ly sat down and refused to budge.
Sheriffs then tried to move them
forcibly and cracked a few heads in

an effort to make them move, but
pickets remained on the spot. Riot-
ing, however, quieted down.

Chief of Police Elmer Adams, of

Burbank, rushed into the studio prior

to the outbreak for what was pre-
sumed a conference with studio men,
because no one was crossing the
picket lines. Shortly after he went
in, deputies tried to disperse the
pickets but when they sal down, and
several were clubbed, a small pas-
sageway to the gate was cleared.
Two or three were taken to the hos-
pital but pickets stil) refused to move
from sitting position and no one en-
tered through cleared passage.

Actors defied picket lines as the
32d week of the studio strike opened
and charges of conspiracy between
the producers and the IATSE were
filed with the NLBR by 14 American
Federation of Labor unions current-
ly observing picket lines. Meantime,
secret peace parleys are being
launched by Eric Johnston, MPPDA
prexy, to explore formulas for set-

tling the strike shortly after major
company heads gave him "full- pow-
er" to represent the indus:;y.

Actors went back to work despite

announcement by the Screen Actors
Guild that players were "not obliged

to cross any picket line which is of
a mass nature or where any pos-
sible threat of violence exists." Mass
picketing continued at Warners. Co-
lumbia. Universal ''and Techn icolor,

but little violence took place outside

of sporadic fist fights and verbal
tilts.

Production resumed at Warners
on one film, which had been held
up one week.. Production claimed

(Continued on page 24)

W.B. C0KELL, PAR TREAS.,

DIES IN N.Y. HOME AT 57
Walter B. Cokell, treasurer 61

Paramount Pictures, Inc., and with

the company for more than 25 years,

died yesterday afternoon (Tuesday)
in the Lawrence hospital. Bronx-
ville, N. Y., following a brief, ill-

ness. Cause of death was not in-

dicated. Cokell. who lived in

Bronxville, had been admitted to

the'hospila! only Monday (15'. He
was 57.

Before coming to Par in May.
1920, Cokell was an auditor and
statistician for the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Co. He is su,r-,

vived by his widow. •

SELZNICK DROPS SUIT

VS. VIVIEN LEIGH
Hollywood. Oct. 16.

By consent of both parties, court
action brought as result of Vivien
Leigh's appearance in t-i>e'-*"L<>iidtm"

production of "Skin of Our Teeth"
without consent of David O- Selz-
nick was dismissed yesterday (15)

in London before Lord Justices
Paroq and Morton.

Selznick stated he did not wish
to press action, in that it would re-

tard. Miss Leigh's recovery from her
current illness, Both parties agreed
to pay their own' costs. •

Actress has been under contract

to Selznick since "Gone With the
Wind." He consented to her return

to England early in the war so that

she could be close to her husband.
Laurence Olivier, and also to do
war work. She was given several

extensions to her leave and was also

allowed to appear in the staging

of "Doctor's Dilemma" in London.

NW Allied's Invite

To Eric Johnston
Minneapolis, Oct. 16.

North Central Allied wants Eric

A. Johnston, new MPPDA president,

to hear at first-hand the grievances

of the territory's independent cxhib-
1 itors against distributors and/has in-

vited him. to attend its first conven-
tion here. Nov. 27, for that purpose.

If he is unable to attend or declines

the invitation the allegedly unfair
.&•&«•••• trmf^i^'im--.3Aist'-mmf im
complaint will be forwarded to him
in a communication, it's announced.
North Central Allied leaders express

the hope that "Johnston is interested

in the independent exhibitors' prob-
lems."

Invitation to attend the conven-
tion also will be extended to indus-

try executives and industry leaders.

The organization now is engaged
principally in a fight against per-

centage; high film rentals, checking

methods, protection and producers"

theatre .competition.

President Bennie Berger of the

body and W. A. Steftes. an "adviser,"

were present as "spectators" at the

opening sessions of the Government's
anti-trust suits against the film com-
panies in Ne»- York.
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Nelson one of the producers, and
Philip Reed the other, with Helen
Walker as a radio writer mixed up
in the shenanigans. Jack Haley is a
hick whose program is the source oC
the assorted goings-on. Their per-
formances satisfy the requirements.
There are a flock of pop souks

punctuating the film, practically
standards. Frances Landlord is in

for one song sequence. Killing

Metro has come up with a musical
' story < f virtue and the Divine in

"Yoiaiida and 'the Thief." but the

result is not alt' il anight have been.

Arthur Freed has. produced i in Tech-
nicolor) with lavishncss, and

.
the

easting, topped by Fred Aslaire. Lu-
cille Bremer ami FrankMorgan, has
been done with an eye towards mar-
quee values, but the basic yarn hasn't

lent itself toward the screen. It

should do moderately well at the

boxoflice.

The screenplay by Irving Breeher,
from a story by Jacques Thery and
Ludwig Bcinelmans; too frequently

is extraneous in its detail, although
the Brcchcr (lair for comedy dialog

is always apparent. The songs by
Freed and Harry Warren are em-,
ployed' mi slly for background pur-
poses..

This is. the story; of a Latin-Amer-
ican heiress who. after being brought
up in a convent, assumes charge of

her fortune upon coming of age. Her
childhood, naturally one that saw
her sheltered from the outer world,
makes her easy prey for a fraud
that a young American and his el-

derly confederate would play upon
her to relieve her of her millions.

The principals in this comedy-drama
are played by Miss Bremer, Astairc
and Morgan.
The ruse is to make Miss Bremer

believe that Astairc is her guardian
angel, and he succeeds easily—much
too easily, in fact, from an audience
viewpoint, despite the girl's convent
background. But there's a siispicious-

Jooking chap by the name of Mr.
Candle who always seems to be
around at • inopportune moments
(Leon Ames). At the film's end he's

revealed as the real guardian angel
sent to protect the heiress from such
schemes as the American. It all

winds up okay for the girl' arid the
Yank when the latter has a change
of heart and falls for the girl. Of
course, the romance has the blessing
of Mr. Candle.

• There's an idea in this yarn, but
it only suggests itself. Jt becomes too
immersed in its musical background,
and the story is too leisurely in pace,

A musical production number at-

tempts to be symbolic but only serves

to waste loo. many moments of the
over-long film. And the story itself,

the way it's done, strains credibility.

Miss Bremer is a beaut who has a

good friend in the cameraman. But
sometimes ,

there's a too-obvious at-.

: tempt to show off the actress' looks,

so replete is the photographic try to.

reveal her from all angles. Astairc.

on the other hand, gets no such cam-
era treatment, and some of the close-

ups are particularly unflattering. But
. his performance, as usual, is casual
and sure despite the script, and the
same holds true of Morgan. Mildred
Natwick ably supplies some of the
comedy, and Ames is likewise ratis-
lactory. Ka/iji.
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Lacking marquee names, this

mediocre racetrack comedy looks set

as a supporting feature on twin bills.

Story is about two femmcs wager-
ing for James Craig, a racing sports-,

man. without his knowing that he's

the main stake in the big race. In-

cluded is the twist of three profes-
sors doping the outcome of two .cru-

cial races on a scientific basis.
Craig makes a. fairly effective race-

horse owner with no visible means
of support. Frances Gifi'ord.. as the
feminine, professor who herds her
elderly associates along on the 'crazy
venture, is satisfactory, and Ava
Gardner is the rich gal with an eye
for the ponies. Edmund Gwenri, Sig

jHuman and Reginald Owen go far in

Miniature Reviews
"Yolanda and the Thief"

(Color; Musical); <M-G), Fred
Aslaire. Lucille Bremer and
Frank Morgan in moderate b.o.

musical.

"People Are Funny" (Par).

Secondary comedy kidding the

radio industry.

"She Went To The Races"
iM-G). James Craig and Frances
GilTord in screwball comedy;
okay as support on duals,

"George White's Scandals"
i Musical) <RKO). Slow musical;
running time too long.

"Senarita From The' West"
i Songs) (U).

.
Pallid radio ro-

mance, with Allan Jones. Mild
b.o. •',.

:

•":'.' -;'..
: .

"Journey Together" (RKO).
R.A.F.-U.S. Film Service thriller

'of England's triumph via air

power. Looks sturdy for U.S.

b.o.

"Divorce" (Mono). Kay Fran-
cis' .first independent production
ail okay dualcr.. '.'

"Marie La Mirere" (Radio-
Cinema). Odd French-made
picture means little for U. S.

audiences,

"Le Mystere de Saint-Val"
CCFS. Fcrnandel in French
spook comedy may do fairly

well in arty American houses
despite age pf film.

lending credence to the screwball
developments. A number of unlisted
supporting players fill in capably.

VVe« r.

electric organ, scores' strongly with
"Liza" and a samba, while Rose
Murphy, playing a colored maid, has
a short, agreeable stint at the piano.
Terry and Miss Holliday make a
good team, while

: Margaret Ham i Hon
is tops as Haley's spinster sister,

i Glenn Tryon, light comic of the old
i'"i.

|
silent days, plays George White.

CI i nr.
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contradict most of the Lonilon corre-
spondents of American dailies who
saw the film here. However, opening
as a part of dual bill here, indicates
it will get the same treatment at
most spots in the U.S.
This war epic is so terrific in its

simplicity and heart gripping story
it makes everything previously
screened look like cheap heroics,
"Journey Together" may mark the
end of all war films for a long time.
The screen calls it "a story dedi-

cated to the lew who trained the
many." It's" a convincing tribute to

the last war aces (Yanks as well as
British I and to grounded veterans
of the Battle of Britain who took
the rawest of raw' material and made
good airmen out of them.
The

.
production was written,, di-

rected, photographed and produced
by members of the R.A.F.. some of

them vets of the film biz. but all of
them honest-to-Gdd Hiers. Also the
east, with four exceptions, was re-
cruited from R.A. F. personnel.

.

Ronald Squire and Reginald Beck,
in minor roles, and Edward G. Rob-
inson and Bessie Love - are the lour
pros who figure in the cast; Excellent
as 'the work of this

.
foursome, is

I Robinson has never done anything
• better), it i,s equalled by every per

-

lormer in the. long cast.

Flight Lieutenant Terence Ratti-

gan wrote the script, and it tops
anything this playwright has done
before, tn speed of .action and in

economy of dialog the film moves
with a mounting pilch of tension
guaranteed lo glue one to his. seat: .

From a production angle this one.

has about cverythinc. Film ' covers
a wide ramie of territory, from the
cloistered halls of Cambridge Uni-
versity to Falcon Field in Arizona,
from (he Ciinadian Navigation School
to the blazing inferno of -bomb-plas-
tered Berlin. But it is the aerial

camera work in "Journey Together"
that sets a new high. Most of final

15 minutes are shot inside a bomber
with a degree of great skill. The
crash in- the ocean, with which the

film ends; is the real thing', ur so.it

appears.
Except for, the brief appearance' of

Bessie Love, as the understanding
wife of Robinson, who makes a habit,

(if "adopting" the English boys in

t! billing at the Arizona station, there
is not a ferrtme in the picture.

mil).

Marie I.« Misere
V ("Destitute Mary")

(FRENCH-M.* DE)
(One Sons)

Paris, Oct.
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A Spanish version, which was
made al the same time as this French
version, will come in handy in cover-
ing production costs on this. It's a
rather unconvincing story. The music
contest in th^ picture, in which
Jacques Pills plugs a song, "Against
My Cheek," will help its b ixoflice
because, of Pills! name. Film's
chances in the U.S. are thin.
The story spots Pierre Renoir .'as

a big business ninn, patron of young
Madeleine Sologne, but who is too
busy to give l.->r attention as. well as
support. She leaves him to live with
a young but poor musician, whom
she haves loo when Renoir anony-
mously gives him a fat contract.- lis
all in hope that the girl will tire of
this musician. Instead of ."returning

."

to Renoir, she goes to yet another
man. Again it's because Renoir re-
peats arranging for them to have
enough money, to cease inlen sling

'

the girl, who only enjoys life in pov-
erty. She finally returns to the musi-

I cian who. his contract having cx-
I

pire.d... is poor again.
The repetition of three limes

I
breaking up a young couple is monot-

j

onous, and a weakness of the picture.

I,e Mystere lie Saiiii-
("St. Vars Mystery")

( FRENCH-MADE)
Paris. Oct
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"People Are Funny" is a radio-:
'• backgrounded' comedy that attempts
to lake advantage of the current in-

terest in the audience-participation
stunt in radio. It has some amusing
moments, being geared for secondary
houses. \

"People." whose basis is an actual
Coast-originated airer. is about the

.rivalry among radio producers,
though it seems; hardly tp exist as
indicated in this liliri. It deals spe-
cifically with the race by two pro-
ducers, to. put on an audience-par-
ticipation program, "People Are
Funny," in which the show's' emcee
makes the participants do ridiculous
things=^-mueh in the, manner, inci-
dentally.' of Ralph Edwards' '"Truth
or Consequences" program. The pace
is i'ast, but the scripting at limes
uncertain in the plot development.
Rudy Vailce plays a spwisoi', O/./.ie

The George White "Scandals
musicals, Ziegfeld's "Follies" : and
Earl Carroll's "Vanities." date back-

to the prohibition era and the. e'ur-

Uctit picture, iiiider cptrsldcralioii.

produced by George .While, also

dates back in that it is reminiscent
of the backstage musicals if the

j

early talker days. Though there are
j

a few moments that hit home, on the
whole the picture is a ilrawn-out
affair. Boxoflice potentialities not
good.

.
..

Joan Davis and Jack Haley,
starred, ycomanly try to overcome
the assignments handed them, as do
others, but the net result is still very
negative.. One ot the drawbacks is

the padding to 95 minutes and the
dreary routine concerned with plan-
ning a George White's "Scandals"
show, the auditioning/the picking of
chorines, costuming'.' etc.

Story, a weak one. concerns I'dvo

romances in connection with the
staging of a "Scandals." Miss Davis
and Haley being paired on the one
side and Martha Holliday and Phillip
Terry on the other. Haley's ro-
mantic difficulties finally brook the
interferance of an old maid sister
who herself finally capitulates to the
marital yoke, while Miss Holliday.
dancer set for the "Scandals." who's
a little titled lady unbeknownst to
-others, goes AWOL just before the
show's opening but reports in time
to do her stuff and also fall into
the arms of the casting director,
played by Terry.

Mi;s Holliday. specially dancer,
is featured in the ballet number.
music for which was written by
Leigh Harline and is called "Bou-
quet and Lace." A brief session of
the lyrics are heard from offstage.
Shortly after the opening there's a
production sequence of "Life Is Just,
a Bowl of Cherries" from the 1931
"Scandals," written by Lew Brown
and Ray Henderson. The 12-year^
old daughter of Joan Davis, billed as
Beverly Wills, sings the melody.
backed by a line of choristers,

"I Wake Up in the Morning and
It's You" is a novelty double done by
Miss Davis and Haley in twin beds.

,
•..,„„.,.., Sl ,

Starring team works smoothly to- ,ai .Vi i iiisiey ..r

gether, with a session toward the end . iwin. ijiu.ioh, »•(
called "Who Killed Vaudeville'.'" the

| .

R .»»>'*;

nearest thing to a. scream the pic-
ture contains. Being a burlesque,'
among other things, it includes a
terrific impression by Miss Davis, of
a •sputtering motor boat. '

,

Gene Krupa orch is in and out of
the picture but hot given too much
prominence though clicking when in
action. "I Want to Be the Drummer
in_thc Band" is one of his numbers.
while "E.H.S." and "Leave Us Leap"
are others, latter two being Km pa's
own. Finale'. "Bo7c.ro :n the Jungle."
features chorus and OK.
Elhcl Smith, swinging it at the
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"Scnorita From the West" is a
pretty feeble romance about the
aspiring kid who comes to N, Y. and
overnight becomes a radio star. .It

repeats a trite yarn with little orig-
inality and less humor. Despite some
neat singing by Allan Jones ami Bo-
nidi Granville, pic is a minor item.
Story gets off to a poor start, with

a corny situation badly hoked up—

a

trio of gold-miners who struck it

rich are still mining their gold by
hand and sweat, so's not to let their
ward (Bonita Granville) know she's
wcalthly and fall for some fortune-
hunting slicker. The little lady has
a mind of her own, however, and it's

set, »not on marrying a hometown
Loehinvai' the guardians have
chosen, but on a singing career in

N. Y. So off the damsel goes—to fall

for a slicker (Jess Barker) who
learns about her wealth even if she
doesn't. Said slicker is fronting as a
famed crooner for a bashful singer
(Allan Jones) afraid of mikes and
bobbysox fans. The yarn is a little

further confused as the guardian trio
visit. N. Y. to protect their ward;
Jones falls for Miss Granville, and
saves her from Barker.
Production and direction have the

same makeshift quality of the story,
and acting of some of the cast, par-
I ic.u'larly the guardian trio, is a cau-
tion. Jones aiid Miss Granville per-
form creditably enough," and warble
pleasantly some acceptable, reminis-
cent tunes like "Am I in Love" and
"What a Change in the Weather" (by
Jones) and "Loo-Loo-Louisiana" (by
Miss Granville). Spade Coolcy and
his orchestra are in for a neat spe-
cialty number. Bro'n.
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Tlils looks a sure. bet locally due
lo Fernandel's following. Contrary
to his usual habit, he does 'not; sing-

in this picture. French star also is

Known in the U.S; and this may help
this comedy to some popularity in

America.
"Fernandcl. a clerk in his uncle's

life insurance office, makes a nui-
s;;nce ot himself by trying to become
a Sherlock Holmes. To cure him. his
uttele sends him on a wild chase. >m
investigation of the death of one of
his clients who lived in an isolated
crstle. The inmates have been tioped
off to create a spook atmosphere.
Result. is that Fernandcl nearly goes

1 crazy himself. Finally, wanting to

I
surrender to gendarmes, they find

that apart from the joke on Fer-
nandcl. he has unwittingly put them
on the track of a thief who used the
place to hide his loot.

Plot and action follow the usual
slapstick pattern, best laughs coming
fiom Fernaiidel's mannerisms.

Direction keeps the tempo reason-
ably fast. Picture was produced sev-
eral years ago.
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Shn'iv

First, independent prodtieU'in of

Kay Francis. "Divorce" brings lo the

j
fore one of America's pressing moral ;

I problems. Film presents many ex-
j

ploitation angles and Miss Francis

and Bruce Cabot on tlx' marquee
don't , hurt, but a lack-lustre script

grooves it for the duals.

Action moves slowly,.with denoue-
ment apparent, to the audience be-
fore the second reel. II. opens in a

divorce court w'tiOi'C the judge (Jo-

nathan Hale l is granting Miss Fran-
cis her fourth alimony-paying de-

cree. Interesting scene has the judge,

lecturing the courtroom audience. on
(he foibles of divorce, with the cam-
era closing in on Hale so that he is

lecturing directly to the theatre au-
dience.
After the divorce Miss Francis re-

I turns to her home town where she

I sets her hooks for Bruce Cabot, her
childhood sweetheart. Angered and
disappointed. Cabot's wife (Helen
Mack ) sues for divorce and. is

granted an interlocutory decree, in-

cluding custody of the children. In
Chicago on a pleasure trip. Cabot,
ahd Miss Francis are caught in: a
gambling raid. Worried that the
scandal may affect a real estate deal
that he has put over with Miss Fran-
cis' financial backing, Cabot dis-
covers that she plans. to sell the proj-
ect at a profit and leave town with
him. Understanding that she is try-
ing to buy him, Cabot, returns to
his family. When Miss Francis over-
hears him trll his children that he
deserted them without cause, she
leaves the home town alone.
Miss Francis and Miss Mack '(urn

in creditable performances but Cabot
appears to have lost his usual spark.
The supporting east does good work,
ton honors, going to Ruth Lee as
Miss Mack's best friend. Sets are
disappointing, and the lack of com-
edy also detracts from the.picture's
merits.

Teen-Ager
Continued from pane 1

This one merits superlatives. If il

(.o< -iii'l out-gross many of the bie-
gtsl foreign films In the U.S., it will

COL REPACTS KNG-5 /
Hollywood. Oct. Hi.

Columbia hoisted Alexander Knox'
option and sent him on loanout to
RKO. where he will -'co-star with
Rosalind Russell in "Sister Kenny."

.
When he wiiVds up at. RKO, Kliox

[will have a starrer' waiting tor him
i
On the home lot.

the good fight against the propa-
ganda of munitions makers, who, site

syid, are keeping Walt Disney's
"Bambi" from the American screen
because it urges humans not to de-
stroy animals,

••Mrs. Joseph R. Chcsser, pre/., an-
nounced BFC's hookup with the

teen-age group is to get the latter

moie interested in the adult group's

".-elective" work. Since )i):ii), when
potshots of pressure groups al the

Hays Office were sloughing off to a

mere dribble because of the laller's

attainment, BFC, it was pointed out,

has been working 4on the theory of

"selection," rather than censorship,

in getting up its monthly list of pix

considered "family" and "mature."
Mrs. Chcsser reported it wasn't,

easy for her to get local exhibs iiir

terested in her gimmick of, permit-

ting teen-age reviewing groups to

enter theatres cuffer.oo, because ex-

hibs felt kids don't behave them
selves properly in theatres. How-
ever, starting Nov. 1, juve groups

will review pix just as BFC review-

ers do, she said, as a result of her

promise to theatre men that if any-

thing untoward happens the project

will be dropped.
Group is also pitching for com-,

munity meetings of high sehoolilcs

with adult councillors and local ex-

hibs. she reported, with, latter speak-

ing to theni on correct theatre eti-

quette, curtailing vandalism, etc.

One of the ladies, following «

speech by 18-year-old William Ehler,

chairman of the speakers' bureau of

the Youth Conference, on "Youth

Looks at the Movies," suggested that,

they all ought lo light Hollywood's

methods of "using the smile of a

siren to make infidelity .attractive,

'

and also to take up arms against "di-

rectors who can make a reactionary

employer a hero." Another objected

(o scenes of intoxication; a la those

in Warners "Pillow to Post."
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RKO Pfi Retirement, Refunding Plan

To Be Aided by Sale of Some Theatres
.Retirement of the 6% preferred

and refunding of subsidiary debt

now being considered by RKO might

be realized by lightening the theatre

o>v'nership load currently carried by

the parent corporation, according to

opinion in Wall Street. RKO owns

maiiv theatres over the U. S.. mostly

via subsid setups, ahd some might be

sold and subsequently leased in ob-

taining part of funds needed and to

j,av> the effect of: creating tax

losses. It's the belief in financial

-circles that the plan for refunding

arid retirement of preferred would

try to prevent any great addition to

the number of common shares out-

standing:

RKO now has around 2.870.000

common shares outstanding, ' and

any considerable conversion ol
:
pres-

ent 6'*;. preferred into common
would increase this to aboul '3.700.-

000 shares. Understood the manage-

ment wants to avoid this in working

out its plan. But apparently the sale

or certain theatres is the most

feasible way to swing the refunding-

redemption proposition. Refunding

of all bj.it. a few thousand shares of

the preferred wduld cost the cor-

poration more than $12,000,000, since

redeemable at $105.

RKO has about $10,000,000 debt of

its subsidiaries ahead of the common
stool; outstanding with about 16,000

shares, of preferred. In addition,

there 'are close, to 2,600,000 warrants

giving holders the right to buy
common at $13 a share until 1950.

Corporation revealed a healthy

working capital setup in its last an-

nual report, there being more than

$14.0110.000 in cash and cash item/.

Felt iii official circles that the

present time is highly favorable for

the company to wipe out its obliga-

tions ahead of the common. This is

roaliy.ed in view of the prospect of

tax reductions and prospect oi con-

tinued fairly high national income.
Company has announced it hoped

to have the plan ready before the
end of year.

RKO's All-Day Grind
To Pluj? Sinatra Short

RKO is holding a special continu-

ous showing of 'The House I Live

In," short starring Frank Sinatra, all

day today (Wednesday I. All profits

from distribution of short go to or-

ganizations active in helping under-
privileged and delinquent juveniles.

RKO, which produced thershort, is

showing it four limes hourly from
noon until 7 p.m., both for the press
and special guests.

SOPEG MOVES IN ON

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
Screen Office & Professional 4Em-

ployees Guild, Local No. I. of the

United Office & Professional Work-
ers of America, CIO, yesterday

•Tuesday) won an election calling

for collective bargaining among
WUttecpliar workers of the Willia,m

Morris Agency, N. Y. .

Held at offices of the State Labor
Relations, Board, vole on election

tallied 39 in favor and 25 against.

COL PRODUCTION HITS

HIGH GEAR FOR YEAR
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Production reaches a new high for
1945 at Columbia with six pictures
in front of the cameras and 11 more
ready for early shooting. In work are
"Gilda," "Perilous Holiday." "Blon-
die's Lucky Day,". "A Close Call for
Boston Blackie," "Tars and Spars"
and "Who's Guilty." with "The Al
Jolson Story" and "Terror Trail"
slated to start this week.
. Lined up for early filming are
"Lullaby of Broadway." "Lone Wolf
on Broadway," "Land Rush." "Crime
Doctor." "So Dark the Night," "The
Head." "Corpus Delicti," "The Walls
Came Tumbling Down" and "That
Texas Jamboree."

M-G Ball Rolling

On 3d Novel Contest
Hollywood, Oct! 16.

Metro is mailing details 6C its

third $125,000 prize novel contest to

publishers and agents, with the same
rides as iii previous contests. Judges'

will be Sidney Franklin, Metro 'pro=-

dueer. Harry Hansen. Scripps-How-
ard book editor,, and Amy Loveman.
associate editor of Saturday Review
of Literature.

Studio will start production short-
ly on two previous contest winners,
"Green Dolphin Street'-' and "Before
the Sun Goes Down.

Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Byron KeUh, actor, International.

Joe Kane, producer, renewed. Rep.

Tony Gaudio, cameraman, Rep.

Betsy Simmons, moppet, Universal.

Roy Hamilton, dialog dir., Col.

Hugo Haas, actor, Metro.

Lionel Wiggam, writer, Universal.

Virginia Field, actress, Paramount.
Jules Schermer, producer. Col.

Lewis Stone, renewed, Metro.

Joseph Wechsberg, writer, Para.

Barbara Reed, actress.' Monogram.
Dore Senary, renewed, Vanguard.
Nancy Saunders, actress. RKO.
Michael Audley, dialog dir . 20th.

Elaine Langan, actress, 20th-Fox.

Virginia O'Brien, actress. Metro.

Ellen Ross, actress, Metro.

'

Gen. Wainwright to Hypo N. Y. Bond

Campaign; Showmen Dig In On Drives

Mr*. FDR's Preem Buy
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt has

been invited to purchase the first

Bond in the Victory Loan Drive
in N. Y.
According to arrangemenets

made by Eddie Dowden, Greer
Garson will sell the first Roose-
velt Bond on the day of issue.

Joan Harrison Shifts

From U to RKO Prod.
Hollywood. Oct. 16.

Joan Harrison moves from Uni-
versal to RKO this.week to take up
production chores on "Nocturne."
One or thd few femme producers in

Hollywood, Miss Harrison came here
as scenarist with Alfred Hitchcock.
New film will, star George Raft,

and Edwin L. Marin will direct. :

'Stars Over America'

Into 6 Nat'l Units
Bond selling packages of Holly-

wood players—"Stars Over America"
—who will preem in Washing-
ton Oct. 29 on opening day of the
Victory Loan campaign, make a New
York appearance Oct. 30. It's ex-
pected that the entire entourage
will come into N. Y. after which it

will divide into six companies for

a nationwide tour.

Organization of the caravans is

proceeding. Kay Kyser is already
set for the tour as are George

i Murphy. Alan Ladd. Kathryn Gray-
! son. Virginia O'Brien, Wilde Twins,
i Hugh Herbert. Dick Powell. June I

I Allyson, Fredric March, Robert
]

I Walker and ' LaVaine Day. All stu-

j

dios are cooperating under leader-

ship of the Hollywood Victory Com-
mittee of which Louis B. Mayer is

' chairman, Charles P. Skouras, War
i Activities Committee rep on the

!
Coast, . and S. H. Fabian, national

I

chairman with headquarters in New
!York.

N.Y. TIMES TOUGHENS

UP AGAIN ON AMUS. ADS
Citing the latest delivery restric-

tions as counteracting the easing of

newsprint supply, N. Y. Times has

restored the lower ceiling on
all amusement advertising covering
films, picture theatres legit theatres,
music, picture directories and even
circuses, rodeos and ballets, and
other special annual events.

Aside from advance ads. prior to

opening of a new picture, 'film
houses are restricted-to~28-lrnes. It's

restricted to 100 lines for the open-
ing of a film. 60 lines for day. pre-
ceding the opening and 40-line*cSpy
no more than five times in two
weeks in advance of opening.

RKO Sued by Charteris;

Sez'Saint'-Talcon' Segue
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Leslie Charteris filed a $100,000
suit in Superior court here against
RKO charging unfair competition in

making the "Falcon" series. He asks
for an injunction .to halt' further
showings of "Falcon" films and seeks
accounting of the 100 films released
in that series so. far.

Charteris claims the "Falcon"
character is an outright imitation
of his own creation the "Saint," and'
that RKO switched George Sanders
from' "Saint" to "Falcon" and then
gave role to Tom Conway to .carry

on idea. Charteris claims that in the
public's, mind "Falcon" is really the
"Saint."

Charteris stated that eight films

were in the "Saint" series made
from 1938 to 1943 before the switch
to the , "Falcon." He claims that

some of the titles of his films were
ifepeated for the successor.

Major Julian Blaustein

To Selznick on Stories
Major Julian Blaustein has been

signed as editorial supervisor for
Vanguard and Selznick-International
Pictures and will assume his new
spot upon release from the Army.
Prior to entering the service in 1941.

Blaustein was story editor for Para-
mount,

Margaret McDonnell stays on as
Story editor for Vanguard and Selz-
nick. with Blaustein making head-
quarters in Hollywood, but spend-,
inn several months annually in
New York.

:

J. C. Flinn's Checkup
John C. Flinn, executive secretary

Pf.the Society of Independent Mo-
tion Picture Producers, will return
W the Coast after a several days'
fieneral checkup at Ml. Sinai hos-
pital. N. Y. Nothing serious prompt-
ed him to check in at the hospital.

East several weeks on SIMPP mut-

w '"' N
'
Y " Flinn has boen

Washington also on two different oc-
tasions in behalf of his organization.

2 Parties Back on Jobs
S.Sgt. Nick Mamula. -N. Y. news-

paper contact for the Paramount
publicity department before enter-

ing the service, has returned from
the Burma theatre* of war where he

• was attached to the Air Corps and

;
will return to Par shortly, under

|

plans. .. . - •
''

•.

Another former Pai amountecr. Lt:

I

Comm. John T, Howard of the Navy,
I who was formerly branch manager
at Detroit, has returned to that post

following discharge. Commissioned
in the Navy in 1942. Howard was as-

signed to Naval Procurement cov-
ering Michigan, Ohio and Illinois,

later shifting to the Welfare & Rec-
reation department of the Bureau
of Naval Personnel. In addition to

arranging for procurement of film,

both standard and lfinim, he also

handled USO bookings.

Lynn Bari, Price Encore
Hollywood. Oct, 16,

Lynn Bari and Vincent Price, re-

cently teamed; in "Shock" at 20th-

Fox. will meet again as co-stars in

"The Embezzler" on the same lot.

Picture, dealing with a sticky-

fingered bank teller, will be pro-

duced, by Byan Foy and directed by
Louis King.

Lift of Restrictions Has
Equip. Mfrs. Biz Booming

Chicago. Oct. 16.

Hypoed manufacturing and sales

campaigns are now in full swing at

Bell & Howell, motion picture
equipment manufacturers, according
to J. H. McNabb. prez, who last

week revealed that B & H sales in

the first quarter of this year were
more than $7,000,000. or almost 40";;

of the nearly $20,000,000 in sales run
up by all manufacturers in all of

1944.

Most of the equipment turned out
by B & H, as by all other such out-
fits, was for the Armed Forces.
McNabb admitted, but the quantity
alone was enough to indicate that

larger quarters and more facilities

are needed to supply the markets
that wgre greatly increased during
the war. :...>;

Industrialist pointed out that de-
mands for movie equipment for
home, school, church, industrial and
general use increased so much dur-
ing the war years of stepped-up in-

dustrial production, learning and
leaching processes, and interest in

taking movies of friends and family,
travel and sports, that new cameras
and projectors aimed at these mass
markets have had to be developed.
Then, too. everyone seems eager for

the improved items developed and
built into similar equipment used by
the Armed Forces,
B St H's "Filmsound Library." he

said, has also "finally .come into its

own." because the company has de-
vised more efficient methods of dis-

tribution of films; rev'sed and en-
larged film cataloges. both educa-
tional and recreational: and made
use of the newest improvements in

the preservation of films.

VICTORY QUEEN QUEST

TO BOOST COAST DRIVE
. . Los Angeles, Oct. 16.

A Victory Queen competition

throughout the 11 states in the
Western_Regional Area of. the Vic-
tory ""Loan campaign was an-
nounced by Charles P. Skouras, re-

gional chairman, Proposed competi-
tion is claimed by its sponsors to

be one of the most powerful Bond-
selling drives formulated for this

campaign and is being compared
with the nationwide "Honored Hun-
dred" contest introduced by Skouras
in the 4th War Loan drive.

Idea was developed by state ex-
hibitor chairman Tracy Barham in

Utah during 7th War Loan and
calied the War Bond Queen Contest.
During drive, efforts will be made

to get the 4.500 participating exhibi-
tors to sign' pledges which will be
sent to the regional chairman with,

the bond-selling program keynoted
by an emotional appeal to bring the

boys back. Definite concentration
will be made on tne Roosevelt $200
bond.

It's also planned to have state
governor's proclamations and half-

day school holidays to aid children's
bond matinees. Other selling ideas
will be developed in conjunction
With Armistice Day: Navy Day,
Thanksgiving and Pearl Harbor Day.
Idea of tying in the Victory Queen
selections with the welcome home
theme is also planned.
Because of large number of

Spanish-speaking people in western
stales, bond premieres ' in some
towns will use Spanish and Mexican
films.

New key committee appointments
for the Victory Loan campaign in
the 11 western states were made
yesterday by Charles P. Skouras.
Heading the Victory Queen arrange-
ments will be William Ceehan,.
chairman, assisted by Bruce Fowler
and William Hendricks. Both will

leave this week for pre-caihpaigh
huddles with state exhibitor chair-
men.
"Stars over America" tour for this

area will be handled by Seymour R.

Peiser. chairman, with Harry Marx
and Joseph Kennedy assisting.

S.F. MIRTH MERCHANTS

OPPOSE FARE INCREASE
San Francisco, Oct. 13.

Mayor Lapham's plan for a 10c

street-car fare is expected to stir

opposition among Market street

mirth merchants who fear that in-

creased trolley costs will cut attend-

ance at movie salons. Rehabilita-

tion program lor trolley lines at

$23,000,000 to include purchase of

new equipment and track construc-

tion.

The :

10c' fare, it is alleged, will

either cut down Ma'rket St. enter-

tainment or increase traffic snarl

which is already considered at glut

condition.

Film Shorts Readied

For Victory Loan Drive
Production facilities of major Hol-

lywood studios are being lined up
to assist in the forthcoming Victory

Loan Drive. Already set for pro-

duction is a two-reel subject. "Hol-

lywood Victory Caravan," with many
top stars including Bing Crosby, Bob
Hope. Alan Ladd. Betty Hutton, Bar-
bara Stanwyck. Carmen Cavallerp.

and Diana Lynn. Paramount is pro-

ducine. Around 1.200 prints will be
used during the drive.

Others scheduled for production

include three short trailers with

Fred McMurray and Bette
:
Davis al-

ready selected for leads. In ad-

dition .newsrecls will cooperate With
Victory Loan shots in every issue

during the campaign, plus tags at

end of the reel. In cities where
"Stars Over America" troupes of

HoPywrod stars . appear, locally.-

ni.ide trailers will, be used to whoop
up the general ballyhoo.

Gen. and Mrs. Wainwright will be
guests of honor at the Bond rally

breakfast to be held at the -Waldorf-
Astoria hotel, N. Y., Tuesday (33). it

was announced by Irving Lesser,

chairman of the Victory Loan Cam-
paign Committee of the N. Y. area.

The hero of Bataan will address the
l,!0» campaign workers, exhibitors

and distributors present.

It was also announced the com-
mittee has designated Dec. 7 as Free

Movie day. Selling power of Pearl

Harbor day is expected to provide
additional impetus to the drive for

admissions by Bond only.

In addition, the committee has al-

ready lined up the Paramount, Roxy
and Palace theatres lor Bond Pre-

mieres. Dates and programs will be

announced la'er.

Showmen throughout the country

have begun the necessary spadework

for the forthcoming Victory Loan
campaign starting Oct. 29. Industry

meetings ' have been called from
coast-to-coast to blueprint the drive

and map campaigns to make this

one the capping climax of the war,

a goal that is figured; to tax the in-

dustry's ingenuity since there isn't

the added drive of combat to aid in

retailing the Roosevelt Bonds.

One or the most important meet-,

ings of the campaign is scheduled at

the Astor hotel. N. Y.. today

(Wednesday). Results achieved at

this confab is expected to be the

most critical of the campaign inas-

much as the goal for the N. Y. area

is greater than that of any other

region.

At the helm of the meet are S. H. -

Fabian, national chairman of the'

drive: Harry Brandt, Oscar Doob,

Chick Lewis, Charles Reagan. Fran-
cis Harmon. Jerry Zigmond. as well

as liaison men from other areas.

Dixie Powwow
In the south more than 500 exhibi-

tors and distributors attended the

southern -rrginmtl —nTreeHaE»l°-WwT^
Victory Loan drive held in Atlanta

Monday (15) at the Atlanta Biltmore

hotel at which time members of the'

national committee outlined plans;

lor the final Bond campaign.
"'. Same speakers that will attend

the N. Y. confab addressed this meet.

State exhibitor chairmen participat-

ing in this i«eeting included William

K. Jenkins. Georgia: H. F. Kinsey,

N. C; E. V. Richards, La, : John Q.
Adams, Texas: R. M. Kennedy. Ala.;

J. L. Cart wright, Florida; Lew Hens-
ler. Ky.: Burgess Waltman and
Arthur • Lehmann, Miss.; Warren
Irvin. S. C; %. W. Street, eastern

Tennessee, and M. A. Lightman, rep-
resenting western part of the state.

The Portland. Ore., meeting held
oyer the weekend included the

initial showing of. the "Hollywood-
Victory Caravan." two-reel short

subject for the campaign, to 34 dis-

tributor representatives, H, J. Mcln-
tyre, regional distributor chairman,

called the meeting, which was pre-

sided over by Mark Cory. Portland

RKO branch manager, serving as

distributor chairman in that area:

Coast Drive Mapped
In Los Angeles more than 75 ex-r

hibitors from San Luis Obispo to

San Diego attended the first meeting

in the Coast region with Charles P.

Skouras. regional chairman for
}
11

western states, and Gus Met/.gcr,

state exhibitor chairman. Both

Chairmen in outlining plans empha-
sized that hard sledding is ahead if

the drive is to be a success.

Screening of the "Hollywood Car-

avan" short was featured at the San

Francisco meet held yesterday

(Tuesday! at the Fairmont' hotel,

which was preceded by a luncheon.

Around 50 took part in the general

discussion of the drive, which will

include discussion of special prizes

for the best campaign by .
theatre

owners.

New Pitch
Minneapolis, Oct. 16.

Bill Elson. one-time "Variety"

mugg. and his present partner in a

theatre circuit. Gilbert Nathanson,

have been named co-chairman for the

state in the industry's Victory war
loan 'campaign^ Ben Blotcky, Para-"

mount branch' manager, and Art An-
derson. Warner Bros, branch man-
ager, are distributor chairmen and
zone managers.

St. Loo's Setup
St. Louis. Oct. 16.

Harry C. .Arthur. Jr.. head man
for Fanehon & Marco's interests here,

named regional chairman of the cen-

tral area for the Victory Loan cam-
paign for the Motion Picture War
Activities Cummitte", an area that

(Continued on page 13)
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'Guest'-J. Dorsey Wham $48,000, Chi;

'Eddie\15G, 'Dolly Sis-Regan 55G, 2d
Chicago, Oct. 16, •

Only a couple of new pictures are

on 'tap this week, and holdovers dom-
inate the Loop. "Capt. Eddie," at the

Apollo, is on its way to a fine $15,000,

and 'Guest Wife," at the Oriental,

with stage show headed by Jimmy
Dorsev's band, should do a strong

$48,000. „
,.-'"

-Dolly Sisters," after a hangup
first week at the Chicago, looks like

sturdy- ' $85,000 for second stanza,

with Phil Regan again topping the

vaude bill. "Uncle Harry" is

still drawing well at the Palace, be-

ins: .sharp $25,000 on its first holdover

session. ',,.;. >.

Kstimtes for This Week
Auolo (B&K) (1,200; 55-95)—

"Capt. Eddie" (20th). Fine $15,000.1

Last week, "1,001 Nights" (Col) (3d
|

(m.o.) .and "Adventures of Rusty"
(Col). Fine $8,500. Last Week,
"Guest Wife" (UA) and "Within
These Walls" (20th') (m.o.), $8,000.

State (Goldberg) (865: 15-501—"In-
cendiary Blonde" (Par) and "State
Fair" (20th) (3d run). Neat $3.00(1.

Last week, "Great John L." (UA) (2d
run) and "Dorian Gray" (M-G) (2d
run), $2,100.

Tierce' Terrif $38,000,

Top Rimer in Frisco;

'Main'-Stager Huge 40G
wd). 5 days, and "Capt. Eddie"
r'Oth), 2 days, $11,000.

(Imago (B&K) (3,900; 55-95)—
"Dollv Sisters" (20th) and stage

show headed by Phil Regan (2d wk).
Sturdy $55,000. First week, hangup
S65.000.
"
Garrick (B&K) (900; 55-95)—"Ab-

bott-Costello in Hollywood" (M-G)
and "Hidden Eye" (M-G) (3d wk).
Neat $9,000. Last week, bright

$11,000.

Grand (RICO) (1,150; 55-95)—"East.
Side Heaven" (U) and "Imitation of

Lite" (U> (reissues) (4th wk in

Loop). Nice $9,500. Last week, solid

$11,000.

Oriental (Iroquois) (3.240: 55-95)
—"Guest Wife" (UA) and Jimmy
Dorsey orch heading stage bill.

Strong $48,000. Last week, "G. I.

Joe" (UA) and Frankie Masters 'orch,

Bill Robinson on stage (3d wk).
brisk $34,000 in 6 days.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 55-95)—"Un-

cle Harry" (U) and "Easy to Look
At" (U) (2d wk). Nifty $25,000. Last
week, rousing $28,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500: 55-95)—

"Pride of Marines" (WB) (2d wk).
Trim $19,000. Last week, snappy
$25,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-95)—

|

"Love Letters" (Par) (4th wk).!
Sharp $24,000. Last week, f Arm

j

$28,000. •

I

United Artists (B&K) (1.700: 55-
95)—"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G ) (5th

wk). Fancy $19,000. Last week,
solid $21,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1.200; 55-95)—

"Johnny Angel" (RKO) (3d ,wk).
Smart $19,000. Last week, corking
$26,000.

Biz
San Francisco,' Oct, 16.

is looking up currently, with
"Spanish Main ' terrific and "Mil-
dred Pierce" likewise at Golden
Gate and Warfield. respectively.
Former is helped by stage layout.

Estimates (or This Week
Fox (FWC) (4,651: 55-85)—"Duffy

>

Tavern" (Par) (2d wk). Okay
$24,000. Last week, SOck $40,000.

Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)—
"Mildred Pierce'' (WB). Terrific

$38,000. Last week,' "Rhapsody in

Blue" (WB) (3d wk). $19,000.

Paramount (FWC) (2.646: 55-85)—
"Tender Grapes" (M-G) (3d wk), 5

days, and 2 days "Highness and Bell-

boy" (M-G). Modest $23,000. Last
week, "Grapes," good $23,000 for

second week.
St. Francis (FWC) (1.400: 55-85)—

"Love Letters" (Par). Fourth week
downtown. Neat $11,000. Last week,
fine $13,000.

State (FWC) (2.133: 55-85)—
"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) (m.o.).

fourth week downtown. Okay
$13,000. Las1

! week. "Shores . of

Tripoli" (20th) (reissue). $9,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.448: 60-95)—"Spanish Main" (RKO) and stage

show. Giant $40,000. Last week.
"Johnriv Angel" (RKO) and stage

show (2d wk). big $32,000.

'Fair' Smash 20G,

Best St. Loo Bet
St. Louis. Oct. 16.

"Slate Fair," running solo, is best
bet this week with smash sessions.
"Johnny Angel" and "West of the
Pecos" also ar,e strong.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,172: 30-60)—

"Over 21" (Col) and "Blackie on
Suspicion" (Col) (2d wk). Nice $14,-
500 after swell $20,000 first stanza.
Orpheum (IJaew) (2,000; 30-60)—

"Bedside Manners" (UA) and "De-
lightfully Dangerous" (UA). Solid
$8,000. Last week, "G. I. Joe" (UA).
$6,600.

. Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-601
—"State Fair" (20th). Hefty $20,000.
Last week. "Rhapsody in Blue"
(WB) (2d wk), neat $14.500..
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-60 1—"John-

ny Angel" (RKO) and "West of
Pecos" (RKO). Stout $19,000: Last
week, "Pride of Marines" (WB) and
"Tell to a Star" (Rep), $22,000.

Missouri (F&M) (3,50Q: 50-60)—
"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB). Neat
$8,200. Last week. "Lady on Train"
<U> and "Why Girls Leave Home"
(PRC). $9,600.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 40-501—
"Out This World" (Par) and "Back
to Bataan" (RKO). Oke $6,500. Last
week, "Corn Is Green" (WB ) and
"Junior 'Miss" (20th). SOJJOO.

'MAIN' TORRID 24G IN

CINCY; 92D ST/ 16G
Cincinnati. Oct. 16.

"Spanish Main" is loading the Al-

bee with the richest take in Cincy
lor quite a time. Another flrstrun

click is "House on 92nd St.," at the

Palace.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3.100: 44-70)—
"Spanish Main" (RKO). Sizzling

$24,000 for burg's hottest in some
time. Last week. "Highness and
Bellboy" (M-G). perked in last half

to a trim $17,500.
Capitol (RKO)' (2.000: 44-70)—

"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) (3d wk).
Merry $7,500 after big $10,500 second
week. >

Grand (RKO) (1.430: 44-70)—
"Kiss and Tell". (Col ) ( m:o. >. Lus-
cious $10,500. Last week. "Vines
Tender Grapes" (M-G) (2d run),

sweet $6,500.

Keith's (United) (1,500: 44-70)—
"Men in Diary" (U) and "Caribbean
Mystery" (20th). Fairish $5,500.

Last week. "Anchors Aweigh" (M-G ).

sixth downtown sesh. big $5,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 44-70)—"State
Fair" (20th). Second transfer for

fourth pilch on main stem. Swell
S6.000. Last week. "Born for

Trouble" (WB) and "All Came True,"

(WB) (reissues) (2d run), tall $5,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 44-70)—
"House on 92nd St." (20th)." Great
$16,000. Last week. "Kiss and Tell"
(Col), sock $19,500. -•'

Shubert (RKO) (2,100: 44-70)—
"Hi.ahness Bellboy" (M-G) (m.o).
Oke $5,500. Last week. "State Fair"
I20th). tHird front-line stand, robust
$6,500.

Webber. Big $4,500. Last week.
"Guest Wife" (20th) and "Crime Doc-
tor's Warning" (Col), also Denver,
Webber, big $4,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G) (2d wk)
and "Hidden Eye" (M-G). Fancy
$13,000. Last week, "Anchors," solo,
big $19,000.

Paramount (Fox) (2.200: 35-74)—
"1st Yank Into Tokyo" (RKO) and
"Blonde From Brooklyn" (Col).
Trim $13,000, Last week. "Wildfire"
(SG) and "River Gang" (U), hot
$11,000.

'"

Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— ' Stale
Fair" (20th) and "Shanghai Cobra"
(Mono), after week at Denver, Web-
ber, Esquire. Aladdin). Big $5,000.

Last week. "Pride of Marines" (WB )

and "Tell to Star" (Rep) (m.o ).

good $4,500.

Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Rhap-
sody in Blue" (WB), also Denver.
Esquire. Fair $2,500 or near. Last
week. "Guest Wife" (20th > and
"Crime Doctor's Warning" (CoD.also
Denver, Esquire, fine $4,000.

'Rhapsody' 25^G,

Leader in Pitt.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 16.

Biz is on the beam here. Only

two new films, "Rhapsody in Blue"

at Penn and "Highness and Bellboy"

at the Stanley, and they're botli

doing fine. Best of holdovers is

"Wonder Man" at the Fulton.

Estimates for' This Week
Fulton (Shea) 1,700; 40-65)—

"Wonder Man" (RKO) (2d wk).
Looks like close to socko $13,000 on
current session, after great $16,500
opening stanza.

Harris (Harris) (2,200: 40-65)—
"State Fair" (20th) (3d wk). Hold-
ing up very well although h.o. will
be limited to 4 days. "Fair" moving
Wed. to Senator and "Story of G. I.

Joe" (UA) opening here. For ab-
breviated period, $6,000 isn't bad.
Last week, strong $12,500.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 40-65)—
"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB). Pulling
well on strength of Gershwin name
and music. Fancy $25,500. and
enough to hold. Last week, second
of "Anchors Aweigh" (M-G). bang
up $22,500.

Hit* (WB) (800; 40-65)—"Along
Came Jones" (RKO) (m.o.). Very
good at small-seater -because'- only
second week downtown. Nice $4,000.
Last week. "Christmas in Conn."
(WB) $3,000 for fourth downtown
week. •'."'•

• sfe
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-65)—

"Mounted Police" (Par) (reissue)
(2d wk); In 4 days big $2,300. which
is as much as house sometimes gets
with a new one here. Last week,
great $5,000.

Stanley (WB) (3.800: 40-65)—
"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G).
Notices not good but $18,000 is not
too bad. Last week, "Along Came
Jones" (RKO), only $17,500, disap-
pointing.
- Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-65)—
"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G) (m.o.).'
Here after fortnight at Penn and still

wowing 'em at hot $12,000. Siays.
Last week, "You Came Along" (Par),
(m.o.), onlv $7,000. »

B way Strong; 'Scandals' Fine $30,000,

'Shady' OK 20G, 'Waldorf Huge 130G,

2d Wk '92d Sl'-Stage Big 106G in 3d

'Main' High 8!/2 G, Omaha;
Mr. Miss' Brisk W/2G

Omaha. Oct. 16.

"The Spanish Main" kicked over
every prediction and is rolling to a
pig total at the small Branded.
'Junior Miss," at the Orpheum, is

stout. -.,'.'

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1.500: 16-60)—

"Spanish Main" (RKO).. Smash $8.-

500, and holdover. Last week..
George White's Scandals" (RKO •

and "Falcon San Francisco" (RKO',
$7,500.

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000: lfi-GOi

—"Junior Miss" (20th) and "Carib-
bean Mystery" (20th ). Stout SI 1.500.
Last week. "Patrick the Great" (U-i
plus Oil Lamb and anniversary stage
show at 20-70 did $16,200. ,,.

Paramount (Tristates) (3.000; 1(1-

60)—"Pride of Marines" (WB). Mod-
est $8,500. -Last week. "Highness
and Bellboy" (M-G), $9,800.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000: 16-60)—

Highness and Bellboy" (M-G)

'Rhapsody' Tall 24G in 3

Denver Spots; 'Yank' 13G
Denver. Oct. 16.

"Rhapsody in Blue." in three spots

here, will lead city, but many hold-

overs are .comparatively stronger..

"First Yank Into Tokyo" also is do-

ing fine at the Paramount.
. Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 35-74)—

"Guest Wife" (20th) and •Clinic

Doctor's Warning" (Col ). after week
at Denver. Esquire. Webber. Good
$7,000. Last week. "Stale Fair" (20th)

and "Shanghai 'Cobra" (Mono), (rh.:-

p,), big. $8,000.

Denham (Cockrill) (1.750: 35-70 >"—

"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) (2d wk I. Bij4

$15,500. and holds again. Last week,
great $16,500. V

Denver (Fox) (2.525: 35-74)

—

"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB ), day-date
with Webber. Esquire. Stout $17,000.

Last week, "Guest Wife" (20th ) and
"Crime Doctor's Warning" (Col ). also

Webber. Esquire, big $18,000,

Esquire (Fox) (742: 35-74)—"Rhap-
sody in Blue" (WB ), also Oenver.

'Spanish Main' Terrif

30G, Sets Cleve. Pace;
*

~'
Herman-'Mystery' 25G

. Cleveland. Oct. 16.

Best ti-ade-puller . of week is

"Spanish Main." with terrific biz at

Hipp. Holds. Woody Herman band
and "Caribbean Mystery" is strong
Palace combo.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3.000: 44-65)—

"Johnny Angel" (RKO) (m.o.).
Punchy $8,000 on second week down-
town. Last week. "Uncle Harry" (U >:

$8,500.

Hipp (Warners) (3.700: 44-65)—
"Spanish Main" (RKO). Terrific
$30,000 and holds. Last week.
"Johnny Angel" (RKO). stout $21.-
500.

Lake (Warners) (800: 44-85)—
"Uncle Harry" (U). Offish $2,000 on
m.o. Last, week. "Over 21" (Col),
oke $2,500.

Ohio < Loew's) (1.200: 44-65 )—"A.
& C. in Hollywood" (M-G). Movc-
ovor clocking nice $5,000. Last
week, "Guest Wife" (UA). satisfac-
tory $0,200 (in m.o.
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 50-90)—"Ca-

ribbean Mystery" (20th) plus Woody
Herman orch on stage. Strong $25,-
000. but below hopes. Last week.
"Born for Trouble" <U) and "All
Came True" (U) (reissues) plus Sy-
bil Bowon on stage, big $28,000.

State (Loew's) (3.450; 44-65)—
"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G). Oke
$20,000. Last week, "A. & C. in Hol-
lywood" (M-G), only $13,000.

Stillman (Loew's) (2.700; 44-65)—
"Vines Have Tender Grancs" (M-
G) (m.o.). On third week downtown,
nice $8,500 after great $13,000 last

stanza.

Columbus Day weekend gave

Broadway a terrific lift, with the re-

sult that some houses will do bet-

ter this week than last. With the

holiday Friday (12) more widely

Observed than during wartime,

business was estimated up about
25'", while Saturday (13) was also

above normal. On Sunday (14)

the take was about even with the

prior Sunday, chilly weather being

a help.

Only two new pictures came in

during the past week, being "George

White's Scandals" at the Palace and
"Shady Lady" at the Criterion.
Former is doing very well, having
hit $30,000 on the first seven days-
ended last night (Tuesday). "Lady"
rated a holdover on strength of an
okay $20,000 on the week concluded
last ' niglit (Tuesday) : but was
pushed out to make room today
(Wednesday) lor "Guest Wile,"
Music Hall, currently on: second

week with "Weekend at Waldorf. .'

leads the holdovers with a terrific

$130,000 in view, this beating initial

week's S124.000. Two other houses
topping prior stanzas arc Roxy and
Strand. Former, playing "House on
92nd Street" with special edition

j
Copacabana Revue, Rosario and An-

I
tonio. Carl Ravazza on stage, went
to a smash $106,000 on third frame
through last night (Tuesday), and
remains on. At the Strand, "Mil-
died Pierce." now in its third
round with Russ Morgan orch and
Three Stooges in person, should end
up at $61,000 or near, very big.
Capitol took a terrific iump over

the weekend and should hit $79,000
this semester (3d) with "Her High-
ness and Bellboy," Gene Krupa
orch, Serior Wences and Wesson
Bros.. $9,000 greater than the sec-
ond. Goes one more week. Globe
is holding up strongly with "G. I.

'

Joe" at an indicated $25,000 this
week (2d) but same, film at the
Gotham, on roadshow basis, is poor
at only $6,500. or so, and goes out
tomorrow night (Thursday). "Paris-
Underground." at pop scale, replaces.
At the Winter Garden.' "Blithe
Spirit" is holding Up satisfactorily,

with $34,000 or near sighted this
week (2d). Stays on.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador' (Siritzky) (1.250: 65-

S1.20)—"Marco Polo" (FC) (reissue).

Doing very well at $15,000 or close.

Holds. Last week. "Fighting Guards-
man" (Col ), disappointed at only
$9,000.
. Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.40)—
"Wonder Man" (RKO) (19th wk).
Though far down on run still doing
yood at $22,000. while last week was
$23,000. Remains here through Oct.

31, with "Spellbound" (UA) opening
the following day. This will be
David O. Scl/.nick's first picture here
since "Gone With Wind" .(M-G)
which opened roadshow run on Dee.
20. 1939.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-41.10)—
•Highness and Bellboy" (M-G). Gene
Krupa orch. Senoi- Wences and Wes-
son Bios. (3d wk). Given big lift

Over Columbus Day weekend, should
strike a stout. $79,000, which com-
pares with $70,000 for the second lap.

Goes another.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)—"Guest Wife" (UA) moves in here

today (Wed.). "Shady Lady" (U) gol

just one week though doing oke at

$20,000. In ahead, concluding five

days on fourth week of "Lady on
Train" (U) was good $22,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,416; 70-$1.50')—

"G. I. Joe" (UA) (2d wk). Standing
up smartly, appearing $25,000. while
initial seven days was $27,000. Con-
tinues on.
Gotham (Brandt) (900: $1.50-$2.40 >—"G. I. Joe" (UA) (2d-final wk>.

Though strong at the Globe dayr.-ind-

clatc.
.
poor here on a roadshow-

basis. Last week was only $7,000
while on blowoff no more than about
$6,500 is sighted. "Paris Under-
ground" (UA) opens Friday (19) at
pop prices.
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 65-S1.1Q >—

"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) U*th wk»
Though in medium bracket, picked
up pace on 16th week, ended last

night (Tues.). to hit $19,000. The 15th
was' $18,000.
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.20—

"George White s Scandals" ( SKO i

(2d wk). Musical doihs very well
here at $30,000 on initial seven days
through last night (Tues. >. Final
1 41b) frame ' for "Back to Bataan"
(RKO) was <<ood $17,200.
Paramount (Pal*) ' (3.664; 70-S1.20)— "Dvlfty's Tavern" (Par). Andrews

Sisters, Tim Herbert and Vic Schoen
orch (fith wk). Hit big $70,000 on
fifth week, concluded last ni;;hl

(Tues. ». same as registered for the
fourth.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5.945: 60-$1.10)—"Weekend at

Waldorf" (M-G) and stageshow (2d

wk). Pushing to terrific $130,000.

greater than grossed on the first

which was $124,000. Remains indef.

Rialto (Mayer) (594: 35-85)—
"River Gang" (U) (2d-tinal wis). Will
be suitable at $7,000 or over. Initial

week went to a very fine $11,200'.

Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25 )—
"Love Letters" (Par) (8th wkX
Looks hefty $40,000, while $47,000
was garnered on the seventh, and
continues. .

"'

.

'
:

Roxy (20lh) (5.886: 65-S1.10)—
"House on 92d St." (20tli). with spe-
cial edition Copacabana Revue, Ro-
sario and Antonio, Carl Ravazza- on
stage (4th wk). Rose to socko $106,-
000 on third week ended last niyht
(Tues.) to beat prior frame's $103,000.

'

State (Loew's) (3.450: 43-$1.10(—
"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G) (2d run).
Willie Howard. Mildred Bailcv and
Prof. Albert) (2d-finar wk). Hold-
ing up in remarkable fashion, with
strong $33,000 likely. Last . week, an
excellent - $37,000.

Strand (WB) (2,756: 75-$1.20>—
"Mildred Pierce" (WB) and Russ
Morgan orch. plus Three Stooges (3d
wk>. Heading for a socko $61,000
this week to top second's $60,000.
Holds further. -

Victoria (Maurer) (720: 70-$1.2"9)

—"Fall of Berlin" (Artkino) (3d
wk). On windup will be fair $9,000.
while second frame hit okay $13,000.
"It All Came True" (WB) (reissue)
ooens Friday (19).. '

.

'

Winter Garden (UA) (1.312; 60-
$1.50 1—"Blithe Spirit" 'UA) (2d
wk). Doing well at $34,000 or near,
while first week ended strongly at
$37,000. Holds over. .-...'.

Tavern Bangup

30G in Okay Hub
Boston. Oct. 16.

Boost given by Columbus Day holi-
day is resulting in big film biz cur-
rently. "That Night With You" plus
the Tony Pastor band.- and - Marion
Hutton on the stage Will give the
RKO Boston a sock week;" "Duffy's
Tavern," . at the Met, is' strongest
newcomer;

Estimates for This Week-
Boston (RKO) (3.200: 50-$1.10)—

"That Night With You" (U) with
Tony Pastor orch, -Marion Hutton on
stage. Exceptional $35,000. Last
week, "River Gang" (U) with Sammy
Kaye orch, Mack and Desmond, Cy
Reeves, others, on stage; big 433,000.
Fenway (MP) (1,375; 40-74)—

"Pride of Marines" (WB) and "Scot-
land Yard Investigator" (Rep), Good
$8,000. Last week. "Puxple Heart"
(20th)- and "Friend Flicka" (20th)
(reissues). 2 days, plus "You Came
Along" (Par) and "Follow That
Woman" (Par). 5 days, thin $5,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4.367 ; 40-74)

—"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) and "Ad-
ventures of Rusty" (Col). Fine $30.-

000. Holds. Last week. "Pride of
Marines" (WB) and "Scotland Yard
Investigator" (Reo). average $27,000.

Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-74)—
"State Fair" (20th) and "Strange
Confession" (20th). Terrific $28,000
for third week. Last week, big
$24,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; 35-75)—

"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G) (3d wk).-
Fancy S20.000. Last week, great $24,- .

000.
Parumounl (M-P) (1.700;- 40-74 )—

"Pride of Marines" (WB) and "Scot-
land Yard Investigator" (Rep).
Strong $15,000. Last week, "Purple
Heart" <20lh ) and "Friend Flicka"
(20th) (reissues). 2 days, and "You
Came Along" (Par) and "Follow
That Woman" (Par), 5 days, slim
$9,000.

Stale (Loew) (3,200; 35-75)—"An-
chors Aweigh" (M-G) (3d wk). Good
$12,000, Last week, strong $14,000.
Transluv (Trnnslux) (900; 20-74)—

"Walking Dead" (WB) (reissue) and
"Behind Citv Lights" (Rep). Above
average $5,000. Last week. "Tiger
Woman" (Rep) and ''Night of Ter-
ror" (Emb). Average $4,000.

defies' 15fC,MontT
Montreal, bet. 16.

"Naughty Nineties" is the- wow
here this week.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2.700; 35-62) "Son of

Lassie" (M-G ). Big $14,000. Last
week. ' "Affairs Susan" (Par), nice
$0,500 second session.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-62) "Naugh-
tv Nineties" (U) and "Easy to Look
At" (U) Botr $15,500. Holds. Last
week, "Where Go From Here"
(20th) and "I'm- From Missouri"
(Par), nice $12,000.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67 ) "Corn Is

Creen" (WB). Okay, $10,000 in

S_ecoi)d week after strong $14,500
opener.

Princess (CT) (2,300: 35-47) "Fight-
ing Guardsman" (Col.) and. "Gay
Sonorita" (Col) (2d wk). Average
56.000. Last week, solid $7,500.
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Del Off But 'Intruder'-Spivak Trim

$25,000, Marines' 29G; A.&C. Only 12G
Detroit, Oct. 16.

' Pride of Marines," at the Michi-

gan, looks standout this week. How-
ever, bix i.s rather slow all ,over.

Opening of football season is partly

blamed- "Dangerous Intruder" with
stage bill headed by Charlie Spivak
band, at the Downtown, looks set for

solid session.

Estimates -for Thl» Week
Miehlfan (United Detroit) (4,000;

60-85 1—"Pride of Marines" (WB)
and "Sensation. Hunters" (PRC).
Good $29,000. Last week, "Murder,
He Says" (Par) plus Frankie Carle
orch', strong $40,000.

United Artists (United Detroit)

(3 000: 60-85)—"Highness I and Bell-

bnv" (M-G) and "Hidden Eye"
(M-G) (2d wk). Modest $15,000 after

first week at slout $20,000.

palms-State (United Detroit) (3.-

0.00: (i0-8,
r
> I — "Abbott-Costello in

Hollywood" (M-G) and "Silver

Fleet" (PRO: Moderate $12,000.

Last week. "Blood on Sun" (UA l

and ••Phantom 42d St." (Mono), from
Michigan, nice $17,500.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)

(2.1i00: 60-85)—"Blood on Sun" (UA)
and ••Phantom 42d St." (Mono).
Third week downtown for okay
$12,000. Last week, "Johnny Angel"
(RKO) and "Radio Stars" (RKO),
sit.ono.

Mnlison (United .Detroit) (1.800:

45-55 >—"Valley of Decision" (M-G i

and "Royal Scandal" (20th). Nice
$.»..100. Last week. "Without Love"
(M-G i and "Flame of Barbary Coast"
(UA), $5,100.
Adams (Balaban') (1.700: 60-85)—

"Wonder Man" (RKO) (5th wk).
Stout $13,000. Last week, steady
$1-1.000.

Downtown (Balaban) (2,800: 60-90)— 'Dangerous Intruder" (Rep) with
Charlie Spivak orch, Sibyl Bowan,
on stage. Solid $25,000. Last week,
"The Falal Witness" and Peggy
Ryan, Mills Bros.. Henny Youiigman
on -stage, okav $23,000.
Fox I Fox-Michigan) (5.O0O: 60-85)

—"Lady on Train" (U) and "Crim-
son Canary" iU>. Fine $29,000. Last
week. "Over 21" (Col) and "Can't
Do Without Love" (Col ), solid
$2«.00().

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week H.MS.50I
(Based on 23 cities, 187 thea-

tres, chiejly first runs,. including
N. Y.) :

Total Gros» Same Week '.

Last Year. ..... S2,53M»0
(Based on 21 cities, 170 theatres)

'OVER 21' FANCY 25G,

ACE FILMER IN WASH.
Washington, Oct.. Hi.

"Over 21" is. ace aimer with ••The
Southerner,'' helped by vaudeville,
nice.

-Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.434: 44-72)—

"Southerner "(UA ). with vaucle. Trim
$25,000. Last week. "Highness and
Bellboy" (M-G). plus vaude (2d wk).
-big $22,001).

Columbia (Loew)' (1.234: 44-72)—
"Anchors Aweigh" (M-G I, Looks
like new high at $11,000. Last week.
"You Came Along" (Par). $8,000.

Earl* (WB) (2.240: 30-90)—"Over
21" (Col). Big $25,000. Last week.
"Rhapsody in Blue" (WBl (2d wk).
$19,000.

Kttlh's (RKO ) (1,800: 44-72)—
"Johnny Angel" ( RKO i. Fancv $14.-
500. Last week-. "Shady Lady" (U »,-

HI 0.0(10.

Mcironolitun (WB) (1.800:44-72)—
"It All Came True" (WBi (reissue)
(2d wk). Fine $8,000 alter lively!
$14,000 last week.

Palace (Loewi (2.770; 44-72)—
'State Pair" (20th) (2d -wk)—Fast
$17,000 after grand $23,000 last week.

'Highness' Colossal 20G

In L'ville; 'Eddie' 11G,

Hawkins Ups 'Chan' 12G
Louisville, Oct. 16.

"Her Highness and Bellboy" is the

big noise this week at the State.

"Captain Eddie." at the Rialto,. is

comparatively quiet.

Estimates (or This Week
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,100:

40-00)—"Wonder Man" (RKO) ar.d

"West of Pecos" (RKO) (m.p.). -Me-
dium $3,700. Last week, "Lady on
Train" (U) and "Easy 'to Look At"'

(Ui tmio: ), $4,000. '--.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 30-40)—"Dillinger" (Mono) and "Where
Go from Here" (20th). Solid $1,900.

Last week, "Nob Hill" (20th) and
"Unseen" (Par) $1,700.
Loew's Slate (Loew's) (3.300: 40-

60)—"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G)
and "Dangerous Partners" (M-G>.
Hefty $20,000. Last week, "In Holly-
wood" (M-G) and "Naughty Mariet-
ta" (M-G) (reissue), $12,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1.000:

40-60)—"Rhapsody in Blue" (WBi
(4th wk). Still brisk at $5,000. Lasl
week, neat $7,000.
'National (Standard) (2,400: 50-75)

—"Charlie Chan Silver ' Claw"
(Mono) and Erskine Hawkins orch
on stage. Not quite up to hopes at
medium $12,000. Last week. "Night
Club Girl" (Ul and vaude headed by
Guv- Kibbee. Mary Beth Hughes,
$11,000.

I! la I to (Fourth Avenue) (3.400: 40-
60)—"Captain Eddie" (20th > and
"Radio Stars on Parade" (RKO).
Modest SI 1.000. Last week, "Won-
der Man" '(RKO) and "West ot re-
Cos" (RKO), good $13,000. and m.o.

St i Slid (Fourth Avenue) (1.400:

40-6O)--"Love.'. Honor" (Rep) and
"Falal Witness" (Rep) (5 days).
House taken over three days by Ma-
sonic Grand Lodge (Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, Thursday), leaving 5-day
sUin/.a at' so-so - $2.500. . New bit!

opens Thtrrs. (18). Last week. "Un-
cle Harry" (U) and "Mama Love
Papa" ( RKO).. $4,500.

•'-•'•.

'Rhapsody' Hefty 14G,
Indpls.; 'Highness' 13 </2G

Indianapolis, Oct. 16.

Theatre biz is a bit higher this

week, "Rhapsody in Blue," at the In-

diana, is getting the tall coin, fol-

lowed closely by "Her Highness and
Bellhop." at the Indiana.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 32-55)

—"Uncle Harry" (U) and "That's the
Spirit" (U), Trim $10,500. Last
week, "Lady on a Train" (U) and
"The True Glory" (Col), $9,500.

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3^300; 32-55)
—"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB). Hefty
$14,000, Last week. "Wonder Man"
(RKO) and "West of Pecos" (RHO).
dandy $12,500.

Loew's (Loew')s (2.450: 35-55)—
"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G) and
"Nothing But Trouble" (M-G). Extra
good $13,500. Last week. "In Holly-
wood" (M-G) and "Dangerous Part-
ners" (M-G). .slow $11,100.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1.600; 32-55)—

"Wonder Man" (RKO) and "West of
Pecos

-

'(RKO). Oke $5,500 on move-
over. Last week, "Pan-Americana"
(RKO) and "Having Wonderful
Crime" (RKO), fair $6,000. first run.

'Shady Lady' Standout
New Balto Pix, $13,600

Baltimore. Oct. IB.
"..-'.' Some slight falling off noted here

;bijj still generally fair. Of new on-
.
ti n's in downtown sector almost to-
tally in h.o.. "Abbott and Costello in
Hollywood" and "Shadv Lady" look
leaders. -

. :\ •

'

Estimates for This Week
:'.• ',; Centurv (LocwVUAl (3.000: 20-

6()i—"Abbott &, Costello in Hollv-
:
wood" (M-G)., Fairish $14,000. Last
week. "Capt. Kidd" (UAI. S14.400.
Hippodrome (Rappaport I (2.240:

''•'. 25-74)—"Kiss and Tell" (Col i (2d
wk) plus, h.o. oi vaude. Still solid
$13,000 after bullish VH !•;•!>;• 'il

l

Keiths (Schanbcrger) (2.400: 20-
.60 1—"Thai Night With You" )U>.
Opening tomorrow ( Wed. i alter good i

"•: week: lor "Shadv La'dv" (U> at $13.-
600. -

... ,

'
.

•

1

-V**»yiN»Ir (Hicks) (980; 25-55)—
'Paris Underground" (UA). Belief
than average trade at $4,500. Last
week. "Woman in Green" (U ), $3.-

*',.-x«w (Mechanic) (1,630:. 20-60 1—
Stale Fair" (2Qth t (4th wki. Con-

tinuing HicoJy at $5,500 after steady
nurd round to $0,200. House closes
for extensive rebuilding after 'cur-
rant run
-Stanley (WB ) f (3,280: 25-65 1—
Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) (3d wk >.

NiOie S12.000 after strong second sesh
«1 $16,400.
.Valencia (Loew's-UAt (1.840: 20-

>'»'—"Captain Kidd" (UA I <m.o.i.
sverugc $4,000. Last week. "Tender
I'l-apes" (M-G), $4,300.

Seattle Full of RO.'s;

'1st Yank' Okay at 10G
Seattle. Oct. 16.

Biz is not too good this session

with (lock of holdovers partly to

blame. New entries are. paced by

'•First Yank Into Tokyo."

Estimates for This Week
Blue House (-H-E) (800: 45-80)—

"Frozen Ghost" (U I and "Jungle
Captive" (U .). Modi.:-! $3,500 in 5

clays. Last week. "Junior Miss"
(20th I (2d wk). S5.200 in 6 days.
Fifth Avenue (It-El (-2.349: 45-80)

—"You Came Along" (Par) and
"Mama Loves Papa" (RKO) (2d w];).'

Good $7,500 in 4 days, Last week,
lanev S13.700. .

Liberty (J & vH) (1.650: 45-80 >—
"Over 21" (Col), and "Power of

Whistler" (Col) (3d wk). Brisk $9.-

500. Last week. $11:300.

Music Box ( H-E ) (.850: 45-80)—
"Johnnv Angel" (RKO) and "Radio
Stars Parade" (RKO) (3d wk i. From
Music Hall. Good $6,500. Lasl week,
fifth of "Anchors A weigh" (M-G>.
great S5.300, ; .;

•

Music Half (H-E) (2,200: 45-80)—
"First Yank Into Tokyo" (.RKO) and
"Jealousy" (Rep). Okay $10,000 or.

near. Last week. "Johnny Angel"
iKO 1

. and. "Radio St:>.r.s—rariulff*'.'

i RKO i (2d wk). sweet $7,800 in six

da vs. :.

Orpheum (H-F. i (2.600; 45-80 >—
"Rhapsody in- Blue" (WB) (3d wk)..

Big $10,500. Last. week, surjerb $14.

-

400.
;-'•'-'".•

l'alomar (Steflitig) (1.350: 25-50

i

—"Cheaters" (Repi and' "Shanghai
Cobra" (Mono). -Modest $5,500. Last

week. "Sunset in El Dorado" (Repi
and "Arson Squad" (PRC ). $5,300.

Paramount (H-E) (3.139: 4-7-80 )—
"Wonder Man" (RKO) (2d wk i.

Slout $12,500 alter great $17,700

opener. '-•.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800:45-80)—
"GI Joe" (UA ) (3d wk). Sturdy $5.-

000. Last week, wonderful K6.500.

Winter Garden (Sterling) (800:25-
50)—"Valley of Decision' (M-G> and
"Zombies on Broadway " (RKO.i (3d
run). Fairish S4.500. Last -week.

"Saliv O'Rotirke" (Par) and "China
Skv" tRKO), $5,100 on third run.

'Wonder' Soars To

Great 28G. Philly

Philadelphia. Oct. 16.

The Erlanger. dark to films for
five years, reopened Wednesday (10)
with William Goldman, indie exhib,
and "Wonder Man" as the picture.
Looks great on first week, and only
slightly behind Earle which is fea-
turing "Dangerous Partners" and
Cab Calloway's band. Also stacking
up in the b.o. derby are "Vines Have
Tender Grapes" and "Over 21."

"Uncle Harry" is hot at the small
Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303: 40-85 >— "Ten-

der Grapes" (M-G). Husky $17,000.
Last week.. •"Junior Miss" (20th) (3d
wk). mild $8,200.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700: 40-85)—

"Christmas in Conn." (WB) (2d run).
Oke $6,500. Last week. "Highness
Bellboy" (M-G) (2d wk i. big $7,300
second run.
Bovd (WB) (2.760: 40-85)—"Over

21" (Col). Fine $22,500 plus fairish
$2,500 for Sabbath showing at Earle.
Last week. "Rhapsody in Blue" (WB)
(0th wk). S15.800.
Earle (WB) (2.760: 50-95)—"Dan-

gerous Partners" (M-G) plus Cab
Calloway orch on stage. Great S34.-
000. Last week, "Radio Stars Parade"
(RKO). with Marylin MaxweVJ.
Johnnie Johnston, on stage, bright
$26,500.

Erlaiiser (Goldman) (1.890: 40-35

1

—"Wonder Man" RKOi. Opening this

indie house with spectacular $28,000
for jnitjal. frame.
Fox (Fox) (2,250: 40-85 1—"Stale

Fair" (20th) (3d wk ). Neat $15,000.

Second sesh. fancy $24,000.

Kaiilon (Goldman) <l,00'l: 40-85)
—"Incendiary Blonde" (Par) (2d
run) (2d wk). Still productive at

$6,500. Last week, tuneful $8,800.

Keith's' (Goldman) (2.200: 40-851—
"China Skv" (RKO) (2d run). Sad
$3,000. Last . week. "Counter-Attack"
(Coll (2d run). HS.200.

Mastbatim (WB) (4.692: 40-85)—
"Love Letters" (Par) (3d wk). Ro-
bust $28,000. Second week, socko
$35000.

Stanley (WB) (2.560: 40-851—"An-
chors Aweigh" (M-G) (2d wk). Great
$26,000. Opener was hangup $34,500.

Stanton (WB) (1.475: 40-85)—
"Uncle Harry" (U). Hot $15,500. Last
.week "Paris Underground" (UA)
(2d wk). mediocre $7,800 in 6 days.

LA Slowed by H.0.'s Albeit Tierce'

Record 76G, 3 Spots; 'My' Modest

26G in 4, Letters' Hot 43G in 2, H.O.

Broadway Grosses

'Estimated Total Gross .... .

This Week ,V.f
(Based on 17 tlieolresj

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .S666,5««

(Based on 16 theatres)

'Vines' Lush 17G in K.C.;

'Lady' Fast 14G, 3 Spots
Kansas City. Oct. 16. .

Firstrun biz is on the upbeat here
this week. Top entry is "Our Vines
Have Tender Grapes" at the Mid-
land. "Lady on Train." day-dating
at the Esquire. Uptown and Fairway,
is next.

Estimates for This Week
Esqufie. Uptown and Fairway

(ETix"-"S',idwesn" (820, 2.045 and' iOO':'

40-60 )-r"Lady on Train" (U). Rous-
ing $14,000. Last week, "Mounted
Police" (Par i (reissue), lusty $13,500.

Midland (Loew's (3,500: 45-65 1—
""Vines Have Tender Grapes" (M-G )

and "Hidden Eve" (M-G >'. Bell-ring-
ing $17,000. Last week. "Twice
Blessed" (M-G) and "Bewitched"
(M-G). slow $12,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900: 46-

65 1—"Pride of Marines" (WB i (2d
wk ). Okav S9.000 following sturdv
$14,000 initialer.

Orpheum (RKO I (1.500: 46-65 •—
"Christmrs in Conn." (WB i and
"Falcon San Francisco" (RKO ) (2d
wk). Fancy $13,000 after great $17.-

000 opener. .

Tower (Fox-.Iofl'ee ) (2.100: 39-60i

—"On Stai'e. Evei-ybody" (U) and
"Out oi Night" (PRC i with stage
revue. Average $10,500. Last week.
"While r»0i\.\o" (PRC > and "Easy to

Look Al" (Ui plus vaucle, ditto.

'Tavern' Giant $18,000,

Prov.; 'Vines' Nice I8G,

'Scandals' Robust 17G
Providence. Oct. 16.

Slrand's "Duffy's Tavern" and
Majesties "State Fair" are heading

into second big weeks, with the

State's "Vines Have Tender Grapes"

and RKO Albee's "Scandals" torrid

among the new entries. Columbus
Day holiday hypoed all around.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2.200: 44-6Q)—

"Scandals"' (RKO) and "West of the
Peeos" (RKO). Robust $17,000 or
near. Last week, "Wonder Man"
(RKO) and "Two O'clock Courage"
(RKO) {2d wk), brisk .$12,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400: 40-'50)

—"All Came True" (WB) and "Born
for Trouble" (WBi (reissues) i2d

wk). Nice $4,000 after stout $5,000
first sesh.

Fay's (Fay) (1.400; 40-50)—"Why
Girls Leave Home" (PRC) and
vaude on stage. Hot $7,000. Lasl
week. '"Sunset in El Dorado" (Rep)
and vaude. $6,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2:290: 43-60)—
"State Fair" . (20th) (2d wki. Still

wow at $11.000.. First sesh was
snappy $16,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,200; 44-

.851
—"Shangai Cobra" (Monoi plus

King Cole Trio and Andy Kivk
orch on stage. Three-day weekend
was so-so $6,000. Last week, "Be-
hind City Lights" (Repi and Enoch
Light orch on stags, $5.000..'

State (Loew) (3.200: 43-60)—
"Vines Have Tender Grapes" (M-G)
and "Hidden Eye" (M-G). Solid

S18.000. Last-week. "Twice Blessed"
i M-G) and "Bewitched" (M-G).
good $14,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2.200: 44-60)—"Duffy's Tavern" (Par). Second

week started Monday (15); First

week set house record with huge
$18,000.

'Rhapsody' Socko 19G,

Mpls.; 'Angel' Stout 13G
Minneapolis. Oct. 16.

It's all "Rhapsody in Blue" this

week. The Radio City picture is

running away from the-field. Among
newcomers there are only two of

consequence, the hit "Johnny Angel"

and "George White's Scandals," lat-

ter only fairly
.
potent. "Why Girls

Leave Home" is big in six days at

small-sealer Aster.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900: 13-251

—

"Why Girls Leave Home" (PRC ) and
"Beautiful Cheat" (U). Big $3,000

in 6 day's. Last week. "Sporting
,

Chance" (Rep) and "Dangerous In-

truder" ( PRC i. okay $2,000 in 0

'

tenia ry ( P -S ) ( 1600 : 44 -60 )--

"Lady on Train" ( U ) ( m.o. >. Here
from State. Fair $5,000. Last week.
Imitation of Life" (U) and "East

Side of Heaven" (U) (reissues), big

$9,000.
'."'-' '.

Gopher (P-S) (1.000: 40)—"Love a

Bandleader" (Col). Lightweight at

around $2,000. Last week. "Cheat-
ers" (Rep), mild $2,500.

l.vric (P-Si (1.100; 44-60)—"Duf-
fy's* Tavern" (P-S) (1.100: 44-60)

(m.o. I ileie 'fmm Radio City

(20th) (m.o.) good $4,800.
'

Orpbeum (P-S) (2.800", -.44.-00 )—
"George White's Scandals" (RKO i.

Moderate $8,000 indicated. Last,
week "Radio Stars Parade" (RKO

i

and Jimmv Dorsev Orch. big 822.1)00.

Radio City (P-S) (4.000: 44-601—
"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB). Raves
ff.i- this and big $19,000 looms. Last

week. "Duffy's Tavern" (Pan (2d

wk), good $9,000.

State (P-S I. (2.300: 44-60 i —
"Johnny Angel" (RKO I. Very strong
S13.000 or over. Last week, "Lady
on Train" CUT. line $12,500.

Uptown. (.Par i (1.100: 40-50 i '- 'iln-

cendiary Blonde" (Par). First nafee
shov. ing. Modest $3.50(1. Las'f we<'k.

"Christmas in- Conn." (20th ). big
S4.800.

: World -(Par-Steffes.) (350; 44-80 1-

"Dorian > Gray" (M-C-i. (3d .wk i.

Good S2.51I0 after big S3.500 second
.week. ";. •' ..."

Los Angeles, Oct; 16.

Record-breaking business beinjf

done by "Mildred Pierce" is the talk

of the town currently. Picture look*

to hit smash $76,000 in three theatres

opening week, with weekend takt»

way ahead of any previous Warner
film to play these WB houses. Hold,
overs are getting the play otherwise,

with "Love Letters," in two Para-
mount? spots, heading for great $43,-

000 for its second week.
"Shady Lady" and "Men in Diary"

shapes as only fair at near $26,000

in four houses. "Wonder'Man" con-
tinues firm with $30,000 on tap in

third frame for two locations. "State
Fair" now in five houses, mostly sec-
ond week, looks good $46,500. "South-
erner" is sighting $29,500 in four
spots on first holdover session.

Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills Music Hall (Blumen-

feld-G&S) (824; 55-yl )—''South-
erner" (UA) (2d wk). Good $4,500.
Last week, sturdy $6,600.
Carthay Circle (FWO (1.518: 50-

Sl i—"Shady Lady" (U) and "Men
in Diary" (U). Okay $6,500. Last
week, "Stwte Fair" (20th ) and "Mama
Loves Papa'! (RKO) (6 days ), husky
$8,400.

Chinese (Grauman-WC i (2.048: 50-
$1)—"State Fair" (20th) and "Mama
Loves Papa" (RKO) (2d wk). Neat
$10,500 in 6 days. Last week, fine
S15.000. '.'.'•

Downtown (WB) (1.800; 50-$D—
"Mildred Pierce" (WB). Smash s29,-
000. Last week. "Rhapsody"' (WB)
(41 h wk), handsome $13,300.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen-

feld) (900; 55-$1.20l—"Southerner"
1 UA ) (2d wk). Steady S15.500. Last
week, good $18,500.
Egyptian (FWC) (1.538: 50-$lV—

"Vines Tender Grapes" (M-G) (3d
wk-4 days). Closes at $4,500. Last
week. $9,200.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900: 50-$D—

"State Fair" (20th) and ' Mama Loves
Papa" (RKO). Grand S4.000. Last
week. "Great John L." (UA) and
"True Glory" (Col) (2d wk ). excel-
lent :;3,300.

Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$D—"Shadv
Lady" (U) and "Men in Diary" (U )

Slow $5,000. Last week. "Great John
L." (UA) and "True Glory" (Col)
(2d wk). $4,100.
Hawaii (G&S) (956: 55-$O—"The

Southerner" (UA) (2d wk). Steaclv
$5,500. Last week, neat ,'j7.100

Hollywood (WB) (2.756: S0-$1)—
"Mildred Pierce" (WB). Sma.sheroo
$25,000. Last week. "Rhapsody"
(WB) (3d wk). closed at $7.i()0.

''

llollywood Music Hail (Blumen-
feld) (475; 55-85)—"The Southerner"
(UA) (2d wk). Nice $4,000. Last
week, sturdy $6,300.
Loew's State (Locw's-WCl (2.404:

50-$U — "State Fair" (20th) and
"Mama Loves Papa" (RICO) (2d
wk). Good $20,000. Last week,
slightly above average at $26,800.
Los Angelo (D'town-WC) (2,097:

50-S1 )—"Tender Grapes" (M-G i (3d
wk-4 days). Last week good for
S12.000 or near. Lasl week, okav
$21,300.

,

Orpheum (D'town) (2,200: 65-85)
—"Behind City Lights" (Repi with
Sally Rand on stage. Slout S26.000.
La?t week. "From Arkansas" ( PRO
with Dale Evans-Carlos Ramirez on
stage. $21,000.

l'antages (Pan) (2.812: 50-$I> —
"Wonder Man" (RKO ) (3d wk).
Good S15,000. Last week, steady
$111,700.

Paramount (F&Mi (3,398: 50-$l»—
'Love Letters" (Pari and "Swingin*
on Rainbow" (Repi (2d wis). Strong
$27,000. Last week. $33,400.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1.-

451: 50-$li — "Love letters" (Par)
(2d wk). Big $16,000. Last week,
great S19.400.
RKO nillsirrel (RKO) (2.890: 50-

|

80)—"Wonder Man" (RKO i (3d wk ),

I
Nice S15.000. Last week, down a lit-

tle to $18,500.
;

i
Rite (FWC) (1,370:' 50-$l i

—"Ten-
! der Grapes" (M-Gi (3d wk-4 days).
; Okav $4/i()() '. '^t, wei>K. S8.'2l)0.

Cnued Artists (UA -WC) (2.100:

i 50-S1
1—"Shadv Ladr" (U i and "Men

in Diary" (U). Fair S10.500. Last
! week.. "John L," "(UA) and "Tine
Glorv'' (Co)i (2d wki. closed at
S9.000.

Uptown (FWC i (1.790: 50 - SI i —
"Slate Fair" (20th i and "Mama
Loves Papa" (RKO i (2d wk). Fire
$0,000. .Last week, excellent $9,800.
Vopue (FWC) (885: 50-SD—"Shady

Lady" (U) and "Men in Diary" (U).
Trim' S4.000. Last week. "Heaven
Can Wait" (20thi (reissue i ant!

"Fi"hting Lady" (201 hi (!) days),
S2.300. -

Wilrhlre (FWC i (2.296: 50-SD—

.

"State. Fair" (20(h) and "Mama
Loves Papa" (RKOi. Oke at, NG.000.

Last week, "John L." (UA) and
"True Glorv" (Col' (2d wk). $3,900.

Wiltern (WB) (2.300: 50-$D—"Mil-
dred Pierce" (WB). Record $22.00(1.

Last week, "Rhapsody" (WB » (411,

wki. handsome $8,100.. . , . i
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'THE DOLLY SISTERS ,»mu Mi BETTY GRABLE

S. Z. SAKALL REGINALD GARDINER - FRANK UTIMBRE - GENE SHELBSN - SIG 111

Original Screen Play by John Larkin and -Marian Spitzer • New Songs: Lyrics by Mack Gordon > Music by James Monaco • Dances staged by Seymour F<
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IE JUNE nH¥LI\ with

IRUDY MARSHALL - Directed

George Sttttl, producer of "The Dotty Sislert,.

will be on Bill Storn'j program Friday, Octo-

ber I9fn( from 10:30 to J0.-45 P. M., f.U*
over WCAF and 68 N. «. C. itotioiwl

'
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Invasion and Tromiscuous' New

Theatre Bldg. Attracts Exhibition

. Minneapolis, Oct. 16.

Threatened "invasions" In various

territory situations are now. making

their appearance. In Eau Claire,

•Wis,, which Minnesota Anins. (Para-

mount) has had sewed up. Sheldon

Grengs, Wausau, Wis.', indie exhibi-

tor, is building a new house. Minne-

sota Amos, also w ill erect new show-

houseThere.
• A new -theatre will be built by
Theodore • Hoffman at Grafton, N. D:,

where Oscar Henrick^en is the pres-

ent exhibitor. In Mora, Minn., where
Floyd Perkins operates live only

house, the Mora, there also are plans

for a second theatre by a newcomer.

In addition to the construction ot

six. new theatres, previously an-

nounced', the Minnesota Amusement
Co. i Paramount circuit) lias .an-

nounced a big improvement program
involving additional hundreds of

thousands of dollars and involving

^11 of the chain".* present showhouscs.

At the same time. John J.' Fricdl.

circuit, proxy, .-aid that the Mindako
Theatre's,, a subsidiary, has been
organised to "operate all theatre^

owned by or affiliated with the

Minnesota Ahiusc.metjt Co.";. It will

not replace the Minnesota Amuse-
ment Col. but will be the operating

unit of the parent company for the

84 Minnesota, North and South
Dakota and western Wisconsin the-

atres, according to Fried).

Fried! stated that additionally

has been granted to Samson Oper-
ating Co. F. & Y. Construction Co..

Columbus, awarded the contract,

also will build a new theatre in the

university district.
. ;

Another Ohio IIou.se Race Lifted

Defiance, d.. Oct. 16.

Valentine theatre,' in the building
occupied oy Hotel Henry, Defiance,
O... will be redecorated and im-
proved, according to Peter G. Mai-
lers, of Mailers Bros., Fort Wayne,
Ind., who leased the house;

l.liOO- Sealer in Ft. Wayne
Fort Wayne, Ind., Oct. 16.

Mrs. W. C. Quimby, head of

Quimby Theatres, Fort- Wayne, an-
nounced plans for construction of a

l.b'OO-scat theatre on the north side,

the house to be as a unit of a com-
munity shopping development.

Texas Building Continues

Dallas. Oct. 16.

Ground broken here and. construe-
i lion to start soon on the Hill, owned
and operated by L. L, Dunbar. It's

in the Cockeiell Hill section of the
city, cost estimated at $100,000. Don-
bar will also build a community cen-
ter. He also owns and operates the
Cliff. Queen and Kessler theatres
here. .-

As a memorial to tlie late Homer
Mul key. a new theatre being built

cleanup jobs are under way in all !

'J-

^

le
.

nd
h
on

-
to lcP la" the Cozy,

theatres, to be followed by redecora-WT I n ^ th 'S WW*?
tion, remodelling and installation of i

bpai the Mulkey name Lee Bell,

new equipment, including 36 nqw j

<* »»e Pastime for the Mul-

motion picture projection machines ^ estate states-the new house will

and 15,000 improved seats. . f
A while the present house

The 11 houses for which major
|

wl
'
become the B run house,

improvements have been planned V,J'
S

' ,,W
Matson

'
of Rockdale,

are the Lyric, new front and foyer, |

Caldwell, Texas plans a new house,

redecorating and new marquee,-and j

She operates the Dixie, Giddings,

Aster, structural change in-lobby and
I

8 '" 1 JheLyW and Majestic. Sommcr-
interior, and new marquee plus re-

ville. The Lyons was purchased last

novation and remodeling, Minneap-
j

™>™^ Mrs.^ MMwiv_lrom L._M
olis loop; Paramount, changes in

front and lobby, and decoration, and
Riviera, remodeling and redecorat-

ing, St. Paul loop; Paramount, St,

Cloud, Minn., redecoration, remodel-
ing of lobby and new canopy; State,

Winona, Minn., remodeling and re-

decorating: Stale, Fargo, N. D., new
front and remodeling; Garrick,

. Dululh. redecorating; Peoples, Supe-
rior. Wis., complete rebuilding, and
Orphcum. Sioux Falls, S. D., redeco-

ration and renovation.

The new theatres are to be built

at the city limits of St. Paul; Minot,

N. D.: Eau Claire, Wis.; and Roch-
ester, Mankato and Austin, Minn.
World theatre here, which has a

booking and partnership arrange-

ment with Minnesota Amusement,
will spend $50,000 on a new lobby
and other improvements.

!
McDaniel. A fourth house, the Mat
sonian, is operated at.Rockdale.

Ritz Theatre Bldg., Henrietta,
Texas, purchased by Bryan Turner,
owner and operator of the Park at
Iowa Park, and will remodel the
house in about two months when he
takes over the house and building.
The Ritz. dark for some time, under
lease of If. L.-Baer, owner and oper-
ator of Dorothy theatre.

Those 52d St. and 6th

(Er, Ave. of Americas)

2 Theatres Shrinking
The recently publicized "57-story

skyscraper" which is planned for

the vacant site oh N. Y. city s

Sixth avenue, now the Avenue
of the Americas, between 52d and
53d streets, has actually shrunk
to 35 floors on the blueprint, and
will probably house a single thea-
tre rather than the pair mentioned
in the announcements. As cxclusived
in "Variety," theatre will be suitable

for use as a television theatre as
well as for .showing of picture prod-
uct. Building will cost 5 to 8 million
dollars, and almost every major pix
company has approached the owners
with bids to buy theatre portion out-
right. Among these have been Co-
in hi bia,, Warners and Metro, as Weil
as the Shuberts for legit. Latter

were outbid when property.Was auc-
tioned by the city to highest bidder,
Samuel Augenblick, a realty opera-
tor, for $f,75,000.

Dual reason prevents property
owners from currently considering
tlie bids, although construction will

not be initiated until some company
has . underwritten the theatre cost
and okayed plans. •

For one thing, owners Would like

to construct ai theatre larger than
Radio City Music Hall, but must
purchase a chunk of property »n 53d
street to complete a rectangle. The
addition, while not necessary, would
allow greater leeway for a giant the-
atre as well as additional height cur-
rently prevented by zoning and
building laws. Secondly, owners
would like to see trend and possibly
outcome of the anti-trust suit which
began in N. Y. on Monday (8), feel-

ing that if results force pix compa-
nies to divorce themselves from the-
atre ownership, deal will be simpli-
fied if an outside-the-pix-group's bid
on the theatre is accepted.

No Let-Up in Army Work of Supplying

Pix Entertainment to Global Forces

New Met Op House
Continued from page 1

eet may come from President Tyu-
man as part of a national expansion
program.-

; ,
'':.''.:'. '}.

'Best Acts of Air
Continued from page 1

Fear 'Promiscuous' Building

Newark, Oct. 16.

Fear .of "promiscuous theatre

building" in the near future was
apparent in the action of Allied

Theatre Owners of New Jersey at a

meeting in Passaic in creating a

"considerable fund.'' Cash will be

-used to combat construction Allied

members deem "non-essential to

needs of the territory."

The showmen voted to assist vet-

erans anxious to get into theatre

business. The meeting also discussed
plans tor the Victory Loan drive.

Harry Lowcnstein and Frank Damis.
both of Newark, are co-directors of

the Jersey drive.

More in Texas . , .

Wichita Falls, Texas. Oct. 16. c

The first deluxe nabe here under
! construction by Jack McCollum and
j

Bob Montgomery, on the site of tlie

I
Roxy. closed some lime. They also

' own and operate the Tower liei'c.

Alvord's (Texas) fir.st house since
early silent days has been opened
here by Henry Gregg, local business
man. House will run part-lime, ac-
cording to present plans, and will be
known as the Alvord.

New 7(I0-Seater

Ottawa. O.. Oct. 16.

R. E. Wanamaker and J. W. Spur-
lock plan new 700-seater on the site
of the present Rex.

More Drive-Ins

San Antonio, Oct. 16.

Underwood-Ezell Circuit, currently
operating 10 theatres throughout the
state, plans 9-12 more Drive-ins. C.
C. Ezell states six locations have
been acquired. Construction already
started on the Circle Drlve-Iii at
Waco. •

'

Two new Drive-ins will be built
in Houston, one each in Pharr, El
Paso and here. U-E currently are
operating Drive-ins here. Dallas,
Fort Worth and Houston. Jack Cor

-

gari, of Dallas, is architect.

Mechanic's 200G Facelift
'

- Baltimore, Oct. 16.

First extensive rebuilding on local

theatre front has been set by the
New Theatre downtown first-runner

operated' by Morris A. Mechanic in

heart of major shopping section to

start next week following .four-week
*.*emmmmmm n&a&tf:

. km't--
Figuring to speiio over $200,000 in

f complete re-do which will increase | Education in Germany, briefed
capacity, house playing 20lh-Fox U. S. foreign film executives «yi that

' product will be dark for 10 weeks,
j
during his recent powwows with

with available .current product them.
.

bought up by. other downtowners. !

Then there is the tangent where
Arnisnd Carroll. Philadelphia, archi-

: 0. s. Ambassador '

f to C/.echd-
tecfc : Slovakia) Laurence Sleinhardt urges

'Not Worth It'

= Continued* from pi't^'J^

seriously enough, beginning with a

rendition of Addinsell's "Warsaw
Concerto," which came off in slow-
er tempo than it should mainly be-
cause of his leading the 4()-piece

symphony orch simultaneously.

But few expected him to play the
rest of the concert straight, inas-

much as he has been familiar to

radio audiences by virtue of his long
stay on the Bing Crosby program.
He didn't disappoint as he swung
into tlie phonetic punctuation bit

afterward for solid laughs. After
that, anything he offered was all

right with the crowd. He gave out
with pops, semi -classics, a section
of Grieg's Piano Concerto, and an
arrangement of

. Mendelssohn pieces.

Whether the Borge concert indi-

cates that the best acts of all must
eventually play Carnegie Hall isn't

definite. With the exception of the
jazz concerts by Duke Ellington,
Eddie Condon, etc.. all pops here
have had a classical aura surround-
ing them. But it's only a few steps
away from a regular five-act vaude
bill or recital by a top variety name
and it's not inconceivable that it can
be, sold, especially under benefit aus-
pices.

Maybe vaude is heading in the
direction of Carnegie Hall or one-
night stops in the longhair emporia
of smaller cities. But at a $6 top. or
even half of that, the field is cer-
tainly worth exploring further.

'fr.
'.

. . . Jose. .

New Sask. Nabr. House
Regiiia. Sask,, Oct. 16.

••r-t.'-R Shackcr. Hanna. Alta.. will
build a 600-seat, $70,000 suburban
theatre in Saskatoon, Sask. Shackcr
slr-cndy has houses at Hanna and
Edmonton, in Alberta, and K-indcr-
sley, in Saskatchewan.

.

• - In Ohio Too
..' Columbus, O.. Oct. lfi..

New theatre building permit for

Broad street house, to cost $50,000, j offices will be opened" up.

the Yanks to; show their films in
Czecho regardless, so as not to make,
them lose their appetites for Ameri-
can- film product. V
Meantime. the ^atin-American

market looms better thaii eveiT Even
a lesser republic, such as Colombia,
how finds itself with U, S. distribu-
tion branches instead of local agen-
cies, and the returns are surprising
even according to American dollar
standards. Accordingly more branch

Philly's Variety Legion Post
Philadelphia, Oct. 16.

Albert M. Cohen, theatrical attor-
ney, elected commander of Variety
Post, American Legion, succeeding
Jack Kraker, local head of Ross-

|
Federal.

j
Other officers chosen arc; Victor

Everett C. Callow, junior vice-corn
mander: Ely J. Epstein, finance of-
ficer; Walter H. Donohue. adjutant;
Arthur S. Wilson, chaplain: H. H.
Mathews and William Solomon,
sergeahts-at-arms, and William F.
Brooker. historian. A number of
World War II vets were granted
membership in the post, composed of
members »'f the Variety Club.

CENTURY' LEADS NAMED
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Michael Blown and Stephanie
Bachelor draw lop roles in Repub-
lic's forthcoming super-mystery.
"The,' Crime of Die Century.''.

Walter Goelz produces, with Paul
Stanton. Mary Currier, and Betty
Shaw in featured roles.

Balaban's Bl» Chi Project

Chicago, Oct. 16.

An immense $2,500,000 combo
amusement and shopping center,

blueprinted before the war by Wil-

liam L. and Hal Pereira, but stymied

the last few years by lack of build-

ing materials, is being started here.

It's to be called "Prive-In City." and
is being built by Harry and Elmer
Balaban, brothers of Barney Bala-

ban, Paramount Pix pre/.. •

Project was announced about five

years ago, pre-Pearl Harbor. De-
signs were submitted at that time by

the Pereira brothers, whose archi-

tecture firm here split up with segue
of the pair to Hollywood, where Will

is now associate producer for RKO
and Hal is an art director for Par.

It's the largest project ot its kind

in the midwest, and possibly in the

country,, filling 91 acres. The Bala-

ban brothers, who own the H. ft E.

Corp., a chain of Chi film houses,

plan to proceed on an even more
ambitious scale than originally

planned, with removal of Federal
restrictions on building effective

Monday (15). •/ .

'

Along with its amusement and
shopping sections, which will cover

the south half of the huge suburban
tract, they plan a permanent expo-
sition ground for automobiles, food
products, building materials, and
home equipment, to be spotted in

the north section. General Motors,
General Foods and . other big cor-

porations are to be invited to ce-n-

tribnte exhibits.

There'll be two theatres: a drive-
in (second in this area; "the other is

run by N. S. Barger. operator of the
Rialto theatre), to hold 1.500 cars,

and an enclosed year-rourtd 900-

seater — plus night club, bowling
center and several types of restau-
rants. Drive-in is expected to be
completed for motorists by the be-
ginning of next summer, and the
other buildings later in the year;

. Hub of the shopping center will

be an enormous department store

with 120,000 squAe feet of selling

space on one floor, for which the
Balabans are conducting leasing

negotiations with a national depart-
ment store chain. Plans also include
a super-market, which will also be
leased to a chain. Another large
building in the suburban Radio City
will house a ftve-and-dimery, eight
miscellaneous stores, and a drug-
store.

Besides the drive-in- theatre park-
ing .space, there'll be room for an-
other 2,500 cars, plus a free super-
vised recreation park for children;
clinic building for suburban'doctors
and dentists; drive-in restaurant
with milk bar and dairy unit where
food will be served occupants of
cars; combined florist shop and tea-
room; combination bus terminal, gas
and service station, etc.

Project is at the junction of sev-
eral fast-growing communities, and
is conveniently accessible for the
well-established suburban towns of
Oak Park, Maywood, La Grange,
River Forest. Riverside, Etmhursf,
Elmwood Park, et at.

Stressing the "famify" aspect of
the brothers' plans, Elmer Balaban
said last week:
.. "A family will be able to spend a
day and evening without leaving the
area. Play facilities for children are
planned so that parents can shop
without distractions. There will be
broad promenades, adequate outdoor
seating, colored lighting, and a pub-

"to-'-t'
a ''-'' '"'

""
~

1

iEeTifexK,, '".U"
1

- ,'ii/':,i, or, hot
sunny days shoppers can walk from
one store to another under canopies.
All stores and amusement spots will
be airconditioned."

Architects' Competish
For Mont i 'Radio City'

Montreal. Oct. 16.

I

Followup for S7.000.000 local "Radio

j

City." plans of which were an-
j

nounced last week, is a Canada-wide
contest for Canadian architects to
produce the best plan for the huge
theatre and four pix houses which
will be included in the projects.
Competish was announced by

Charles Phillip. French-pix pro-
ducer now in Montreal, and will
epen within 10 days;

f
.
The war's end has brought no let-

up in the activity of the U. S. Army
as far as supplying films to troops

is concerned—despite the announce-
ment recently that the film in-

dustry would discontinue its free gift
of 16 mm. entertainment film to the
armed forces after Oct. 31.

Plans are afoot to maintain pix
service, everywhere during the de-
mobilization period and for the oc-
cupation forces thereafter. With
troops having more idle time now,
the Army is devising many pro-
grams for recreation, but pix are
slill acknowledged as top medium.
Now that combat is over, the

Army plans to increase the use of
standard size 35mm. .films on the
European continent and elsewhere,
while continuing to use 16 mm. film,

renting the prints from the producers
after Oct. With more transport
available, use of. 35 mm. will ^be
stepped up, such film showing *up
much better than 16 mm. to Huge au-
diences.

The Army Motion Picture Serv-
ice, which shows pix to GIs at
nominal fees, is now operating 150
theatres in Europe, utilizing 35 mm.
film, and expects to add another 100
houses shortly. Same size film will
also be used in the Pacific, .

The film industry originally ar-
ranged to furnish 16 mm. film to the
armed service gratis during the com-
bat period, and the Army feels that
the industry has done a notable job.

Since Pearl Harbor, Hollywood fur-
nished 43,306 prints of latest features

and 33,236 short subjects to Army
and Navy. B.o. value of the films is

estimated at $38,500,000. About 150

million feet of 16 mm. film were
used, Eastman Kodak and DuPont
donating one-third the footage, the

studios buying the rest.

Setup

AMPS figures the 16 mm. filni on
hand now should last six months.
Film is all flown, on high priority,

to 20 exchanges throughout the
world, arriving within 5/10 days. A
film is in circulation six months.

Figures, have never been released
before, but the Army flew land is

flying) 20 tons of entertainment film
a month to the forces. They pio-
neered in taking 16 mm. film oveiy
seas. The equivalent weight ot 35-
mm. film would have been 100 tons,

or live times as much. The Army
also effected a great saving in ship-
ping 16 mm. equipment, which
weighs about four percent of 35 mm.
equipment.

In recent months the Army has
been doing 6,000 shows of 16 mm.
film a day, or 180,000 shows a month,
to an estimated service audience of
50 million people. This, of course,
would have been impossible with
35 mm. equipment. Transportation
problems, the matter of logistics, in-
volving films and orojectors, were
solved by the 16 mm. film.

Program of furnishing 16 mm. to
the. troops was activated by Maj.
John W. Hubbell and Capt. Seymour
Mayer of the Signal Corps Photo-
graphic Center. Former is skedrted
for transfer to Special Service Divi-
sion, and release from the Army in
three weeks, when he returns to
work for Simmons Beds. Mayer is of
the w.k. film family.

Seek Actresses

Army Special Services-, which
recently recruited 100 performers
for work in European productions,
is now seeking 30 actresses between
21 and 30 years of age to assume
femme roles in soldier theatricals
in the Hawaiians as well as other
Middle-Pacific islands where Amer-
ican troops are based.

Actress Margalo Gilmore is assist-
ing Major Frank A. McMullan. offi-

cer in charge of auditions, in select-
ing the talent. All those selected will
be offered one-year contracts.

Sgt. Bert Balaban Out
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Sgt. Bert Balaban, son of Barney
Balaban, Paramount prexy. has re-

ceived his discharge from the Marine
Corps, and returned to his home in

New York.

He was in the service for four

years, saw combat duty at Guadal-
canal and other spots in the South
Pacific. He was returned here last

spring and attached to the Navy
public relations staff in Los Angeles,
where he specialized in photographic
work. ' :

. '.'. '
:
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First Postwar Theatre Chain Conv.
| Bond campaign

This Week; Other Exhib Briefs

Dallas, Oct.. 16.

Robb & Rowley-United Circuit

lio'ds its first postwar managers'
convention Oct. 17-18 at the Adol-

phus hotel. Last confab held was in.

February. 1942, at Corpus Christi.

J. J. Donohue, central division

manager, of Paramount Picture.-:,

holding one-day sales meeting Mon-
day «22 ) with M. C. Clark, district

manager, and Fred .-Lamed, branch
manager, and members of the Par-

amount branch exchange personnel.

Forrest Dunlap ot Dallas has pur-

chased, from K. N. Greer and the

Robb & Rowely circuit, the Palace

and Texas theatres. Cisco. Texas. No
new changes are contemplated by

Dunlap, who continues headquarters

in Dallas.
Latest, to announce plans for ex-

pansion are Sidney Talley and H. A.

Daniels, who have purchased the

Azteca theatre. Malhis. Texas, from
W. H. Henderson. Plans for 500-seat

bouse being completed and a lot al-

ready purchased for third hoti.se

here. Duo operate the Texas theatre

here.
• At Crystal City the duo are re-

modeling their Guild theatre with a

new 750-seater under 1 \vay which will

play both English and Spanish pic-

tures. .
.'.

Martin Burnett, city manager for

Loew's. publicity chairman for the

same territory. Barney McCarthy,
branch manager lor UA in St. Louis,

will serve as distributor chairman.

Continued from page S

comprises six states; Missouri, Okla-
i tioma, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas and
I Arkansas. Louis K. Ansell and Fred

tain paper-manufacturing town, is
, wehrenberg named co-chairmen for

due to return to the motion picture
s Louis and Eastern Missouri, and

map. George DuBois sent a U tter to

Albany exchanges stating be planned
to open a theatre tin a building con-
verted from other use) and inquiring
about product. St. Regis Falls lost

its only film theatre through a fire

some years back. '
.

Fred Sliter. 20th Century-Fox
salesman and father of Harold Sliter.

former publicity director and later

an Ohio district manager for the

Schine circuit, recuperating at Hot
Springs, Ark., from a minor opera-
tion performed at an Albany hos-
pital, Sliter has been in the Him

j

distribution business for 30. years.-

H'S son has been serving as a store- '.

keeper with the Navy.
Fox salesmen and branch man-

j

agers. here and in 35 other ex-
j

changes, are shooting for free trips

to Paris, in the current Tom Con- i

nors drive. The . live leaders, on a
|

Sum Oilman's Territory •

; HarrisbuTg, Pa.. Oct. 16.

Appointment- of Sam Oilman, man-
ager of Loew's here, and chairman
of (lie Dauphin Comity Motion Pic-

ture Industry's WAC, through seven

War Loans, to be coordinator for a

10-county Central Pennsylvania area

daring: the forthcoming Victory Loan,
announced by John Nolan, of Scran*
ten. State chairman.. / ••;

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Revealed in Chicago last week that Raymond J. Morfa. just appointed

chairman of the board of Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad, is also a director

and important .stockholder in Pathe, Inc.

Morfa. now 51. has had a Horatio .Alger career. Forced out of school at

the age of 12, he became an office messenger, worked' up to stenog and
finally secretary, when World War I started and he enlisted in the Air
Force. After an overseas stint for Uncle Sam, he came back to Chi and
took a job with Pathe, acquiring stock in the company shortly thereafter.

The depression (circa 1932) threw him out of a job, whereupon he en-
tered the railroad phase of his career 'by ringing doorbells for the Van

I Sweringcn brothers, who were in trouble with some railroad commil-
! meats and had obtained an extension on some Nickel Plate Road notes lo

help take care of the situation. . \. >

Morfa stayed on until Robert Young took over the Nickel Plate proper-
ties, and' latter mogul, needing an assistant to take care of the Chesapeake
& Ohio Line, named Morfa. From there it was a short step to the M'-K-T
chairmanship.-.

. :
.

'
,-

• .. •-. ,
.

Bill Danziger. who resigned from Metro's New York exploitation de-
partment last spring to become a "gentleman farmer," is back on Broad-
way with horror tales about his agricultural experiences, With his wife,.

Stewie »a contraction of her Hirst name), they got themselves a vast place
some 30 miles inland of the Maryland eastern shore.

J

They had to turn out the lights before sunset to keep flying and crawling
Fibber £ Molly's Pitch

j things out of the domicile. The world's fierciest mosquitoes are native to

Toronto. Oct. 16. (hat region but, in addition, denizens must look out for snakes such as

Tewaid^ 'vlt^%ver^
n

jaunt* !
Fibbei' M<:Gee * Molly tJim-&

[

copperheads and water moccasins. During the July rains the Danzigers

Drive closes Dec. 21. [
Marion Jordon ) will be here Oct. 30

I

to star in huge bond rally for

[Canada's 9lh Victory Loan. Event

|

will be staged in Maple Leaf Gar-

j
dens, 12.50O-seater.

Intel-stale's New Nabe
San Antonio. Oct. 16.

Latest Interstate nabc. the Sunset,

opens here Friday < 19) according to

Al Reynolds, city manager. The 750-

seater is built in the Sunset.

Complete remodel ios of the Pro-
grcso, owned and operated here by
Paul and Juan Garza for Latin-

American patronage, call for addi-

tional 520 seats, making the house

1 040 capacity. Front will be mod-
ernized and stage enlarged for vaude-
ville.; :;.

O'Coiinell 'Vice Milner
Los Angeles, Oct. .16.

Universal shifted A. W. O'Connell

•from Los Angeles to Seattle to man-
age the exchange there. O'Connell
succeeds Sam Milncr. who recently

resigned to join the Hollywood Ad-
vertising Co.

Isman s Promotion
Toronto, Oct. 16.

Former Montreal branch manager
of Empire-Universal Films, M. J.

i Mickey) Izman has been transferred

to this organization's assistant gen-

eral sales managership. He will take

over the operation of the Toronto
branch, leading unit in E-UIs large

distribution setup. Ismail succeeds

Harry Painter, latter resigning to be-

come general manager of Associated
Theatres. Ltd.. booking and buying
outfit. . Herbert Mathers succeeds
Isman as manager of E-U's Montreal
branch. A. W. Perry, g.m. of Em-
pire-Universal Films, also announced
that Larry Druxerman. of the To

SC'TOA Starts Forums
Los Angeles, Oct. 16.

Southern California Theatre Own-
ers Association initiated a series of I

forum meetings with William F. I'M: Y :

Thps»frp<{ Want TPTT
Rodgers. Metro's general sales man-.' ***** intiTO ndm iru

I

auor. ,as the first speaker. Idea of

the forum is to keep in regular touch
'with leaders of the film industry and

i Continued on page 27)

lived in the middle of a quagmire and they are off the place for life.

When Jimmy Durante was in Boston recently for a Victory Loan show
he met Jimmy Osborne, nine-year-old blind British musical prodigy at a

radio station: The two Jimmys played piano duets and the Schnozzola was
on the verge of tears when he left the kid. He sent the lad a record

I
player and many of his disks upon returning to New York. The boy was

|
"found" iii England by American Army fliers, who raised $3,200 -so that he

Pay Demands ClarijRed
i

could be sent to this side.

Duranle's latest Metro film, "Two Sisters From Boston." is due for re-

lease around Christmas time. The studio is raving about the Schnozz in

litis picture. They are calling him a character now, not a comedian.

Mono's $165,161 Profit

For '44-45 Yr.; Rentals

Continue Upward Swing

! The N. Y. stagehands, known as

I
Theatrical Protective Union Local

1 No. I. is asking for a 20' i.' increase

from major circuits which is being
resisted due to submission of various

working condition changes which, if

granted, would bring the boost to

around 40'.'..

Youthful sprouting is causing concern in the Miming of two series, both
Of which require boy actors in essential .roles. Roddy McDowall started
the "Flicks" series at 20th-Fox and persevered through two pictures as a

|
kid. Since then he has grown several inches and threatens to be a six-

Monagram Pictures' net profits for

the fiscal year ending last June .10

amounted to $165,161. as compared

with $177,823 a year ago, according!

fooler when the next of the series goes into production next spring. Studio
is wondering whether to alter the script or toss another kid into the lead
role. Another sprouting youngster i.s Johnny Sheffield who started out as
the Boy in the "Tarzan" series and is threatening to grow as tall as Johnny
Weissmuller, although not as muscular.

In consequence, the thealrenegoti-
ating committee has counter-pro-

posed that it would continue the
!

same contract that expired last Labor
Day but. prior to going into wage de-

mands, wants all "fringes'' on con-
ditions removed. Also, theatre group - Motion Picture Producers Assn. is reported antagonistic to the wording

[lias asked that No. 1 obtain author- of Los Angeles ads for the David 1 Loew production, "The Southerner,
to announcement yesterday <Tues.)

. ity f ,.„,n its membership, to be able
j
beginning: "Memphis Banned It; Los Angeles Acclaims It." Understood

by W. Ray Johnston, company pre i- to come in and i<aaJtf--.anv deal it re-
|

MPPDA has asked Loew to forget about the Memphis ban in his advertis-
dent. Company's report_Keveals th.it

j

garcls as suitable.
|

ing, implying- that the oTgaruzattorr steal "TOigRt-'die withdrawn. Loew
domestic and Canadian film rentals Working on a six-day week under ' declared the picture is being released through United Artists, no longer a
for the past fiscal year increase.!

'"

9.45% and foreign rentals 26.95 «

over corresponding income for pre-

vious. fiscal year.

Johnston pointed out that figures

for year ending last June included a

change in the company's distribution

method in the United Kingdom. In-

stead of being paid an advance
against future rentals, its sales pol-

icy there is changed so that in lieu

of taking such advances, the com-
pany received higher percentage of

gross rentals on films delivered aft>

Aug. 1, 1944. However, amortizing

cost ot productions has been revised

rbnto unit! has"been'appointed.eart- starting with 1944-45 program, ant

ern sales representative, covering the the earnings naturally reflect tin-:

Toronto, Montreal and St. John ter- change. It also was pointed out that

i i lories.

IX Col. Joe Goetz Back
Cincinnati, Oct. 16.

Joe Goetz. who entered the Army
in May, 1942. with a 2d Lt. commis-
sion and rated a Lt. Col. when re-

ceiving his h.d.. resumed with RKO
Theatres last week as assistant to

Arthur Frudenfeld, who has charge
of the Cincinnati-Dayton territory.

Hardie Meakin remains as assistant
division manager to Frudenfeld and
i.s also in charge of Washington. D. C.

Stationed at Wright Field. Dayton.
Goetz supervised morale activities of
the Air Technical Service Command
and .was chief of entertainment for
training schools and personnel. .

•

L. A. House Msrrs. Organize
Sacramento. Oct. 16.

Incorporation papers were filed

hereby the Associated Theatre Oper-
ating Managers, Inc.. designed to

operate on a national scale. Com-
pany lists 11 directors, all from the
Los Angeles area. Corporation aims
to organize" theatre managers
throughout the country and claim
the right to bargain collectively for
its members.

the company's picture inventory has

increased substantially as compared
with a year ago, but. ot course, add-

ing to overhead.

Mono's gross profits totaled $401.-

764 as against $546,835 a year ago.

being before provision for federal
income and excess' profits taxes in

both cases.

Johnston said that volume of biz

for the first two months of the cur-

rent fiscal year reflects an increase

over the same, period for the previ-

ous year.

the old contract, stagehand scales

range from S81 to $90, with some
men on an 'eight-hour daily basis,

others 10. So far the length of a new
contract has not been discussed, but
whatever agreement is ultimately

reached will be retroactive to Labor
Day last.

Theatre committee includes Major
L. E. Thompson, RKO theatre exec
and labor contact: C. C. Moskowitz.
v. p. of Loew's; Frank Phelps, in

charge of labor relations for Warner
Bros.: Robert M. Weitman. managing
director of the Paramount theatre:

Russel V. Downing, treasurer of the
Music Hall, and Irving Lesser, man-
aging director of the Roxy.

member of MPPDA, and the advertising goes as is.

Industry is talking about the actio)) of a major film company in boosting
the withholding tax on employees who switched to other companies.
When they drew their sevcrence pay. these film employees found the
withholding tax had been upped around* 33%. Complaints brought out
the information that this discrepancy resulted from the fact the companies
"classified severance pay as a gift—hence it bore a higher rate of tax de-
duction. •

,

Two film distribution execs read Governmental folders advertising the

sale of surplus war goods and decided to buy discarded Navy life rafls

for use in their respective swimming poo.ls. One of them was lucky. The
Government wouldn't accept a personal check. The other sent a cashier's

check and now he is burdened1 with a life raft, capable of sustaining 25

shipwrecked mariners. It is too big to float on his swimming pool and
too big to store in his garage.

RANDFORCE, SKOURAS

OFFER OPS 15% BOOST
Though 24 hours ago it looked

like the Randforce and Skouras
circuits might hold up action on

increases offered by Loew's and
RKO. plus individual operations on i

ordained into the Episcopal priest-

Broadway to Local 306. Moving
i

nood °" Thursday. October 18. at

Picture Operators of N. Y.. these Belletonte. where he is pastor of St.

With William Dieterle directing added scenes in the David O. Selznick
production. "Duel In the Sun." the. total of directorial handlers on the

picture goes up to five. King Vidor is over-all director, but Otto Brower
megged location units in, Arizona. Breezy Eason directed horse-herd se-

quences, and Chester Franklin handled one sequence in which Jennifer
Jones worked With a number of foals. Meanwhile Selznick himself has
taken an occasional whirl at impromptu direction..

Hersholt Heads Academy
-Hollywood. Oct. 16.

Jean Hersholt. was elected the new
president of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts & Sciences last

night (Mon.) as successor to Walter
Wanger, who held the top post the
past six years.

Others elected: Y. Frank Freeman.
.George Murphy, Emmett Lavery and
John Cromwell, veepees: John Le-
roy Johnston, treasurer; Gordon
Hollingshead, assistant treasurer;
Ward Ihnen, secretary; Jerome
Kern, assistant secretary.

For the first. tune in 15 years, the annual seasonal announcement bylhcM„, Basils' Lafayette, Buffalo indie downtown first run. published this week,
anftRer J°'n» Clergy fails to contain any reference to Universal product for 1945-46. "Lafayette

HarriSbuTg. Pa.. Oct. J6. j
is currently pointingup its usual Columbia lineup and also this year, for

Whitney Church, former manager the first time. United Artists. Absence of U from Buffalo first run lineup
of the suburban Paxtang theatre and causing considerable eyebrow-lifting in film circles and recalls days prior
one-time assistant to Jack O'Rear at to 1930 when U had no regular first-run release spot there.
Wilmer & Vincent's Colonial, will be — --—r—

:
> ^. —— _. ._^_.r

-

. .._

New vogue in war shorts in the mustering-out theme currently shown
lo Marines and Navy men at separation centers throughout the country.
Marine Corps picture is "So Xong. Mac,'-' produced on the Selznick lot by
Dore Schary. with a short talk by Gen. A. A. Vandergrift. Navy in using a

Bob .Hope-Bing Crosby co-starrer. "The Road Home." produced by Hal
Roach. Jr.. and directed by David Butler for Rainbow Productions. Film
i.s comic, except for a serious message by Hope at the finish.

two indies yesterday afternoon

(Tuesday) advised the union they

would be willing trr come along on a

15% increase and agree to can-

cellation .of the
.
"request. „;ejau.

Wheeler RKO Dallas Sales Mgr.
Dallas. Oct. 16.

C. J. Wheeler appointed sales
manager for RKO here, a new post
for the local exchange. Has been except in certain first-run 'habes
with .company for 13 years. Chiefly As result of this capitulation bv
ill the Houston area. - Francis W-;-| Randfo

-

rce and Skouras. 306. has

SonS- S WhePlCP
-

"V lh

Hf1Ied » -embei-siup. meeting^ for

.

:•-..'. tomorrow at midnight 1 Thursday I

t;;-A. License Fees Hiked I for the purpose i-f ratifying the

Beverly Hills. Oct. 16. I deals offered. Loew's and RKO.

TERRISS' NEW SHORTS
Tom Terriss has completed the

first of a group of shorts he calls

Tom Terriss Thrillers

Jealous
Continued from page 1

will have to get in the hep" groove
if it wants to duplicate the success

Tift

City Council i.s imping license fees
on theatres and other businesses to

make up a clc/ieit of approximately
$175,000 in the •civic treasury.
Councilmcn avoided the tempta-

tion to sock the theatres with admisj
sions taxes and decided to increase
the license fees all around, with all

forms of business bearing the burden
equitably. Previously the licenses

been regulatory, rather than
revenue-raising.

Theatre Back in Million n
Albany. Oct. 16. ;

|

Si, Regis Falls, Adirondack Moilli- • against members with seniority.

together with such individual houses
as . Music Hall, Roxy. Rivoli. Para-
mount, Strand and Hollywood, pre-

viously offered 15% plus a 50-50

compromise on the ' request clause"

under which the theatre would fill

the first vacancy when one oc-

curred, the union the next and so

on. Formerly employers always
selected any man £rdm the 306. rolls

they wanted but Herman Gelber,
president of the op's local, felt that

there had been

bulk of its scenes laid in Singapore;
Teri is scripted -and narrated.

Tilt Sticks lo Spring

. Pittsburgh,' Oct. 16.

Although servicemen's centers are
folding all over the country; local

Canteen, which is operated jointly
•by USO and 6

. Pittsburgh Variety
Club, will remain open until at least
next spring, perhaps longer. Pitts-

burgh continues to be a focal point
for routing ot troops going both east
and west, and as long as that situa-
tion exists, Canteen intends to stay
in 'business.

More than 2,000,000 uniformed
men and women have already vis-

discrimination ! itrd the $75,000 center, located close

by the Pennsylvania R.R. station.

corny lyric pf 'humBe'i'/'fl \iltf?'"'-

'Now listen lo the jingle and the
rumble and the roar

As she dashes through the wood-
'.'laitd and speeds alouy the shore.
See the miuhty rtts/tiiig enmiie, lietii-

Her miyhty bell ring out
As t/iey speed along in Siifety on (lie

Grent Rock Island Route."
It's titled "The Rock Island Route"

(natch), was published in 1882 (thus
making it the granddady of all rail-

road puff songs) by J. A. Roff, who
dedicated it to the general ticket and
passenger agents of the road.
There's no record that it was ever
copyrighted. It's therefore in the
public domain and may be used
without, permission by anybody who
wants' it.

Chi's Product Lull

Continues Apace
Chicago, Oct. 16.

Less than a dozen of the 55 pix on

the November general release sched-

ule for Chicago's subsequentriun
:.!<;.•. ;>..i can be classified as "impor-

tant,'' cueing a continuance of the

product lull that has characterized

the situation here most of the year.

Remainder are mostly B's.

Of the 55 releases, 22 are reissues;

seven are westerns and three are

foreign.

Garson, Peck in 'Mahoney'
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Metro will co-star Greer Garson

and Gregory Peck in "The Fortunes

of Richard Mahoney," based <>"

Henry Handel Richardson's novel

trilogy with an Australian back-

ground:
Paiulro Berman will produce,

starting in December.
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^ Do the patrons of my theatre

read the Reader's Digest?

Do my patrons read the

best selling books? 1

IltfifttfPl lllll

If your answer to these questions is "yes" (and we're

betting it is), you have a ready-made audience waiting to see the

exciting picturization of "Paris-Underground" . . . for the people in

your town are part of the 30,000,000 readers who have thrilled to

this story as a best-selling Book-of-the-YAonth and as a condensation

in Reader's Digest!

PRODUCED BY
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Broadway

lead
'The

i A. P.

Dlll'il-

. Charlie Freeman back to Dallas.

Florence George, Everett Crosby's

wile, may wind up at the Mel.

Trmpus fufiits note: the" IT. Allen

Smiths' Sim enters Cornell in Nov.

Al Lee reported slightly improved

at. Roosevelt hospital, but no visitors

allowed.' '..
.

Boli Russell signed for. juve.

in the Shiiborts' revival of

Pai-sing Show." .

Regina Crewe pressvagcnliu
•

Waxjun's forthcoming "The

e.»s Misbehaves." .

•'„•

1,1, Allan Sawyer, legit aetov, re-

lea.-ed from Navy after hit) months in

Alrlean and Italian campaigns:

Harrv Howard in Lenox Hill hos-

pital lor eye operation. Will be un-

. der medical care I'o.t: six., weeks.

.

l.t. EMv Duchin, Navy, in town

and ui) to 'Boston to visit his parents

with his Tour-vear-old son. Peter.,
^

Radio's Abe Burrows and Metros
Harry Kurnitz writing book, lyrics

»nd music for a Broadway musical,

Yvettc, the singer, completely re-

covered from laryngitis, for which

she went to a rest farm this summer.
. Singer Monica Boyar ..busy back-

stage at Le Kuban Bleu making pen-

cil sketches of her fellow performers,
j

Phil Baker auditioning ex-service-

1

. men and women for his airshows. So
,

far there's a scarcity on the distal! .

side. •'-. -.'

. WillieHoward kayoed a bigot ma.;
. midtowh grill; says.it Was the lirst .

time he ever lagged a guy on 'the

.

button.' '• .
|

Sam Newton, one of the backcis
]

of "Deep Are the Roots." looking for

a. play to produce under his own.;

banner. •/-.-<-: : -!;':;'

. . Jack Egaiv. chief of radio section,

public relations, at Coast Guard Hdq.,

Washington, promoted to lieutenant
' Fridav 1 121,

The Bugs Baers' daughter. Arlhura,

Worked on the Journal-American' all

summer as copygirl, Just to get the

hang of- things.

Leo Morgan, stage director at the

Strand theatre on Broadway, back
on his feet after a pleurisy siege of

.several weeks.
Curt Weinberg. eX-B'way p. a.,

a Stars & Stripes .
staffer, due.

out of the service shortly. Just got

the Bronze Star.
Bert Tucker. Soph's son, has re-

signed the William Morris agency to

go to the 400 Club as assistant to the

general manager.
Mrs. Wilton Lackaye's art was part

of three estates auctioned off at

Plaza Galleries for $27,614, total of

the three-day sale.

Ivan Goff, just out of the Army,
has 'finished a play with a psycho-
logical theme which Leland Hay-
ward is to produce.
Le* eMrs. Louis) Sobot was back

only a few days from a summer-long
vacation when she became ill again.

She's mending, however.
Mortimer A.' Nusbaum to Mon-

treal to handle publicity for the
Canadian Legion's' opening show of

the Canadian 9th Victory Loan.
. Louis Biancolli. N. Y. World-Tele
music critic, starting class in Russian
for fellow scribes on Tele gratis

Mon. (22). Taught Spanish to group
last year.
Mike Todd in and out of town

over the weekend, flying to the Coast
directly after his party for Capt.
Maurice Evans and due back today
(Wed. I.

Mayor LaGuardia will be the Guest
• at the Annual Harvest Din-

ner to be held by the Picture
Pioneers Nov. 28 at the Waldorf-
Astoria.

Julian T. Abeles, special copyright
attorney for Universal, will probably
have to postpone his Coast trip be-
cause of eye-trouble. Asking for an
adiournmont.
Ginger Dulo, comedienne, who

switched to Jane Dillon when she
went into La Martinique recently, is

•now Jane Dulo for the new Dick
Kollmar musical.

In a move to take a more active
part in industry affairs, the Asso-
ciated Motion Picture Advertisers
has started a monthly bulletin cover-
ing develooments in the trade.

Lillian Cotton, socialite, who is an
extremely swi/t portraiturist. ha"
completed paintings of the Lunts,
Garbo. Lauren Baca II and Veronica
Lake, on exhibit at Ferargil gallery.
Jack Forrester, ex-Broadway and

Paris juvenile ("Folies Bergere" re-
vues), part of a big Amfra Corp.
syndicate lor America-France ex-
port and import, as the corporate
name indicates. '

•

Doris Warner LeRoy weds direc-
tor Charles Vidor in late October or
early November, in Hollywood, and
then they come east on their honey-
moon after he finishes a current di-

rectorial chore.
Martha Graham and dance com-

pany will (ill a one-week engage-
ment in "N. Y. in December, at house
as yet tins/elected. Then sets out on
.coast-to-coast tour, their first under
direction of Sol Htirok,
Outpost Inn, .Ridcefield., Conn.,

which Sherman Billingsle.y was
going to take o.ver a.s an annex to his
Stork, sold to- L. I. Graham, a Wil-
ton, Conn,, and. N." Y. operator of a

restaurant management service.
Whereabouts of James C. Bai'olet.

musician. ' being sought, by J. L.
• Gwirlz. Philadelphia. Formerly live 1

•In Brooklyn, N. Y.; if deceased
; would like to hear from . surviving
mem hers of family.

Sgt. Hal Kanter, radio seripter, out
of the Army after 4'/2 years, catch-
ing up with his family, including' sn

8-month daughter he hadn't seen un-
til his return. Staled tor a Holly-
wood berth after a N. Y, holiday.
Ben Rochelle and Jane Beebe,

comedy ballroom dancers, back from

|
eight 'months overseas for USO-

I Camp Shows. While there they
I
adopted a 15-year-old Roumanian

|
Jewish refugee boy, but are having

!
trouble getting: him here from Paris.

Josef, ex-Rauibow Room maitre
d'hotel, may go into a new hotel dry-
cleaning biz. John Roy, former man-
aging director of the Rockefeller
nitery. now out of the Office' -of

Inter-America Affairs,' may be finaiy-
j

dally associated. , - •.

'!

Latest quirk in billing credits is;

•credit-line . in "Polonaise" i A.lviil/.

N. Y.) program to general counsel
|

Walter H. Liebman. ' Attorney for.

1
both authors and producers, Lieoman

i stayed, with production during try- 1

i
out . eteu ,._and felt- entitled to the.

I

|
boost. '.; •

,

i Ted Goldsmith, discharged .from
|

'; the Army Saturday (13.). walked into

!
Dick Maney's office Monday 1 15 ) for I

j-.a chat before going oil' un a month's
|

! vacation—and was told to take (ill

;
his coat immediately and go to work
on. a new show, Used to obeying

I
orders. Ted did.

The Tcmv doMarcos I Salty Craven)

London
Beatrice Lillie off to India to en-

tertain the troops for ENSA.
George Weltner, Paraniouut's new

foreign eliief, expected here next
month to look over foreign market;
• Sidney Grace, for last six years in

the Army, and formerly with Reeves
& Lamport, has joined the Charles
Tucker office.

.Tack Waller dickering with
Danielle Darricux to play opposite
Richard Tauber in new play, "A
Guest in the House."
Tyrone Guthrie, Old. Vic producer,

has quit after 12 years. Off to Amer-
ica to produce two plays for New
York Theatre Guild.'

.
.

Diana Wynyairi taking brief rest

from starring in: "The .Wind of

Heaven," at St. James' theatre, with
|

Valerie Taylor replacing. .'.''.

'Repertory companies, which have
been inactive during the war, are
doing' a comeback.': First to gel
started is Repertory Players. ..

Leslie Williams, just discharged
from RAF. has joined staff of the
Daily Mail. Was formerly: in charge
of publicity for Universal Pictures.

First English units of girls to go
over to play Paris arc Millie .lack-

son's. One is booked for the Mont
who have Major Edward Bowes' old I mart re and the other due to open at
apartment ill rooms) in tlie Capitol

i the Casino de Paris.
theatre building*, are following the
dancer's bachelor habit- when he had
Flo Ziegfeld's apartment in the 7,ieg-

fetd theatre building." which Billy

Rose now utilizes as his apartment.
Oscar Hammeritehi. JJcL. -Lisa Ser-

gio; Archibald
. MacLcL-Oi, Ben

Grower.. Dr. Harlow Shapley. Cong.
Ellis Patterson. Morris Llewellyn
Cooke to be speakers at Hotel Astor
dinner Oct. 28 ill honor (if Jo Dav-
idson, given by : Independent Citi-

zens Committee of Arts. Sciences -K
Professions to their prexy.

for two years, back playing trumpet
for KDKA staff band.
Chuck Walton, son of Herb Wal-

ton, WB artist, in hospital with high
school football injury.
Fred Joyner's "Warm-Up Time" o.n

WWSW, preceding pro football
broadcasts, has gone commercial.
Reuben Rabinovie.h in ahead of

"State of Union" and Garrett Cupp
here beating the drums for "Tobacco
Road."
Pepe Walk, entering Tech drama

school, has been succeeded on props
and costumes at Playhouse by Vir-
ginia Ricks. .

Steve Jarretl. Erie, Pa., lad just
out of Army, .new addition to an-
nouncing staff at WKPA in New
Kensington. ,,

" '..;'

Polly Rowles Snyder has taken
over WCAE's weekly backstage
broadcast from the Nixon theatre
Monday nights. . .

Henry - Burger, former asst.' to
Jimmy Totman, WB advertising
chief, upped to staff sergeant at
Camp McClellan, Ala.

Hollywood
Mike Frankovieh getting out of the

Army this week.
Mitchell Leisen

physical checkup.
hospitalized for

St. Louis
Sam X. Hurst

now relief manager for

Reported from France that French
government has. rescinded decision
nixing gambling at casinos in Nice.
Cannes and Juan Los Pins, with

)

various managements of these spots
told to apply individually to the
Government lor permission.

Chicago

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Ron Wagoner. UP scribe, new
Press Club proxy.

St. Francis hotel manager, Dan
London! spending leisure hours rifle

practicing at Olympic Club.
Bob Hope's broadcast from flag-

ship of Halsey's fleet in harbor fust
commercial ever done from' deck of

war. wagon.
George Rosen. N. Y. "Variety"

mugg, and Jack Hellman of -Holly-

wood "Daily Variety" doing the
seven hills.

Don Fedderson, station mgr. at

KYA. leaving for N. Y. to confer
with N. Y. Post's Ted and Dorothy
Thackery. new station owners.

Charlie Low. owner of the Forbid-
den City, hit the jackpot when Guy
Paula, one of his harness nags, was
a winner at the Alameda Fair.

'

T Sgt. Sidney Fields, former N. Y.
Mirror editorialist, in by plane from
Japan after Hiroshima stopover. En
route to Ft. Dix for .discharge.
Former record held by Joe Reich-

man at Hotel Mark Hopkins Peacock
Court ' topped by Carmen .

Cavallero's

outfit Wiseacres attribute sock to

present rage of his Polonaise record-

ing. -.

Goldwyn Insures
Continued from i«se 3

wife. Mrs. Goldwyn. Besides being
Mayor L,auuuroia win oe me vuesi ,, .• -,_,._<„ ,i„,,„ „,ww eujut

of Honor at the Annual Harvest Din- 011 the directorate along w ith Gold-

r,P,- m ho hplrl by lhP Pi.-liiro w.vn, Marvin Essell. James A. Mul-

Al Bordc has purchased the Taft
theatre in Cincinnati and is expected
to lake possession in November.

Allan Jones, making his lirst local
appearance in some time, heads the
Oriental stage show opening Oct. 25.'.

John Mason Brown will lecture
here on Oct. 22 before the Chicago
Drama League on the subject
"Grease Paint and Printer's Ink."
Dick Jurgcns, band leader before

he entered the Marines, has written
friends here that he expects to be
out soon and may assemble another
orch.
Danny Newman is back as p. a. of

the Oriental theatre following his
discharge from the Army. In his
absence spot Was handled by Cy
Twery.-
Jimmy Holden and Virginia Skin-

ner, of the "Dear Rulh" cast, who
get married every night in the stage
play, celebrated their first wedding
anni last week.

Sergt. Eddie Elkort. who before his
induction in the armed forces was
with the "MCA office here, is out of
the Army and will be associated with
the firm's New York branch.
Jim Keele. pa. of "Good Night

Ladies," which folds here this Satur-
day (20). moves over as p.a. of "Anna
Lucasta" . al the Civic succeeding
Forrest Ciosman. who returns to
New York.
Merriel Abbott, who books and

stages the Empire Room shows at
the Palmer House, will be subject of
an article in Collier's to be written
bv Bi'uce Bois.sai.it. formerly of the
Chicago Daily News..
Hollywood cameramen are filming

scenes at Marshall Field & Co.. and
the LaSalle and Dearborn street rail-
road stations that will appear in

Claudette Colbert's next pie. "Thanks,
God, I'll Tafcc It From Here."

By
Joe Erber

the St. Louis Amusement Co.
John Ward back as head man in

the- p.p. at the Henry W. Kiel Audi-
torium.
Howard Nichols and Ted and Den-

nie Peters, heading floor show at
Club Continental, Hotel Jefferson,
John L. Spalding, co-owner of the

Florine and RoXy ill Flora, 111., is

bedded down in hospice,
Joe Litvag, prez of the Apollo

Theatre Corp.. has taken over the

I

Congress. His son, Dave, will man-
age.
"He Who Gets Slapped." opening

piece for the Rooftop Theatre sea-
son. Cast includes Sclnia Colodeseh.
Lorrance Barlowe. Percy Ramsey.
Nancy Rcis. Jim Walsh and William
Miller. Harry. R, McClain is director.

Virginia Haskins. Chicago Grand
Opera Co. star, was the featured
soloist at the third beer and pretzel
concerts in the Henry W. Kiel Audi-
torium last week, lidwin MeArthiir.
maestro of the Municipal Theatre
A.ss'n orch of B0 directed.

'ara-

sher

Ray
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Anti-Trust Suit
Continued from page 4

ernment staff huddle wherein de-

fense witnesses were anticipated and
rebuttal was planned.

N.

vey and A. R. Evens, she is treasurer

of the new company.
Mulvey is president and Goldwyn

chairman of. the board. He has

headed Goldwyn's distribution in

,N. Y" for 22 years, and continues

headquarters here. Mulvey was
given residual rights to some pic-

lures by Goldwyn recently.

Goldwyjr values the 100.000 shares

of tfie new company at $10,000,000.

or $100 a share, making the $1

merely a nominal, minimum price

being charged his employees. If

shares are sold back-to the company,
the book value would be determined
by outside auditors. Splitting of the

shares so that only 50,000 remains in

Goldwyn's hands also was rated in

financial circles as embodying cer-

tain constructive tax-saving fea-

tures.

Marvin Ezzell. Leon Fromkess and
Pat Duggan, Goldwyn's production
execs on the Coast, become vice-

presidents of the new company.
Evens, one of the board members,
is secretary and assistant treasurer.

Goldwyn plans four features for

194<i. with one of these to be de-
livered to RKO before his current
pact with that company runs out
next Juife 30.

Present distribution setup of the

industry is antiquated, according to

Goldwyn. He felt it had not kept up
with the production end. and that
distri,b costs are more than they
sljould be. Goldwyn did not think

the extended run of "Wonder. Man,"
Danny Kaye picture, at the Astor.

N. Y... would hurl- subsequent-run
bix.

.
.•;'

'

Goldwyn .has an ..interest in trie

Astor theatre, but explains he, does
not want to r.conirc a stake in other
houses over the country . because
having no desire to set up any sort

of a circuit.- > ; • • • . ..j

Cleveland
By Glenn C, Pullen

Elaine Castle, localite, joined Tony
P. stor's orch as vocalist.
Joe Baldi, of WJW, organized five-

piece band for Hotel Carter.
Ted Miller, just out of Army, now

managing Greenwich Village Club.
Minevitch's Harmonica Rascals

inked for Statlcr Terrace Room
Oct. 22.

Sigmund's Viennese orch into Al-
lendorf's, which Fred Stark bought
recently.'
Dave Schooler, here for USO. audi-

tioned 47. acts and picked eight for
camp show tour to Japan.
Town Tavern had to cancel Denny

Thomson, former bandmaster, for
novel reasons. Couldn't get his Solo-
vox th' ouDh narrow door so a temme
accordionist was substituted.-
Frederic McConncll's Plav House

started 30th season with "Time of
Your Life" and "Close Quarters."
McConnell and associate directors,
K. Elmo Lowe and Max Eisenstat.
also celebrating 25th year of their
partnership.

O. I. d'e's $861,728

Trust Suit Vs. Majors
New Orleans. Oct. Hi.

Suit for $861,728 trt*ki damages
was filed Thursday < 11 ) in U. S.

District Court by Cray. & Grosz.

Inc., operating the Cortex theatre

here. Seven defendants are charged

with violation of the Sherman Act
relative to conspiracy in restraint

of trade.

Defendants are 20th Century-Fox,
Paramount, RKO-ltadio, United Art-

ists. Vilagraph (Warners) a 11 ri

United Theatres, Inc. The latter is

a corporation "operating a chain of

theatres in New Orleans and Lou-
isiana," the petition said.

The plaintiffs charge that United
Theatres, operating the Escorial and
Carrollton here, offered to release

to the Cortez only films of inferior

value and low drawing attraction

while the competitors were given

more desirable pictures. The peti-

tion set out that this and excessive
prices cause the Cortez to sutler loss

of patronage and profit.

Musi-Tele Snarl
Continued from pace 5

Pittsburgh
• By Hal Cohen

Joan . Barry making nitery
. debut

(li s week at the Riviera..
Lucia MacDonald upped to assist-

ant manager of Belmar theatre.
Dave Barnholtz and Mark Browar.

ex-'ocr.l cxhibs, in from the Coast tor
a.visit.

Marjorie Knapp and Artini and
Consuello heading new show at. Tor-'
race Room.. • , . .

. Jim Trulhneer, out of A'rmv, re-
lui-ning to old job of p.a. for William
Po'in hotel.

Dancer Kay Taylor's husband. Al
Ti ouzo, back in civvies after three
years in the service.
"V" Playhouse, "under S. Don Moll

for lOlh straight sosison, opening next
month with "Snafu."
Steve Sortino, in merchant marine

ASCAP has only struck minor ore

in its musical goldmine: that greater

veins of valuable rights have *yet

to be mined, and can be mined. On
the other hand, from the films' view-
point, if these musico-vidco rights

are to have such fancy values, he
doesn't want to cede them arbitra-

rily to any licensing agency like

ASCAP without protecting the Hol-
lywood end.

Abeles scoffs at the broadcasters'
argument that the advertisers and ad
agencies (sponsors) cannot pay any
more for radio rights. He points to
the picture companies' arguments of
years ago that "we can't charge 50c
and 75c for our pictures, because
that's what, we certainly must, do in
order to pay for these fancy music
rights." And. of course,, pix today
are $1.40 and more at the boxoffice.
Likewise video is a new refinement
for which the public will be con-
ditioned to pay more, and so on up
the line. -; . .".

There is no question, also, that the
Copyright Act of 1909 will have to
be revised in time in order to take
care of all the advancements of the
scientific- entertainment which the.
solons in 1909 never anticipated
when the so-called "mechanical"
statutes were edicled. -

Robert Gerard in town to "join Sol
Lesser Productions.

Herbert Marshalls announced their
marital --separation.
Barney Balaban in -town for V.

^nount conferences.
Lynn Garson and Buddy F!

opened a publicity office.

Laraine Day and husband,
Hendrieks-,- adopting a baby. •'

Reeves Espy returned to the
lot' alter homcoH'iee huddles.
Sam Dembow. Jr., Golden Produc-

tions prexy. in from New York.
Charles P. Skouras to San Fran-

cisco on Fox- West Coast business.
Lola Lane received her final di-

voree decree frdni Henry C. Dunham.'
.

El'zi befh Kern. Shaw received her
final decree, of divorce from Artie
Shaw.

Doris Warner Leroy and Charles.
Vidor set. their wedding date "around
Nov. 13."

Mike Doyle appointed western rep-
'

reseutative for Burton Holmes Pro-
ductions.
Major David. Bramsoh going into

film production after live years in
the Army. .

Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Milliard',
celebrated their tenth wedding ait-

.hi versa l y. . •

-Baron Long negotiating to re.optn
the. Agua Calienle hotel, just south
of the border.
George Baghall checked in at

United Art'sts after a business trip
to New York.

, Reel Skollnn to Montana on a .hunt-
ing trip before resuming work in
films and radio.
Bert Allenberg heading for- South

America lor three months of business
and sight-seeing..

Allan Jones shoved oil' on a
. six-

week singing tour, opening this week
in New Orleans.
Bing Crosby to Nevada to rest, on

his ranch for a few weeks before
going to New York.
Charles Garland, formerly with

Berg-Allenbera, opened his own
management office.

Admiral Halsey guest of honor at

a dinner tossed by film studio execs
at Cocoanut Grove.
Dorothy Fay. wife of Tex Killer,

fully recovered from injuries sus-
tained in an auto crash.

Shirley Temple, currently on a
bond lour, returns this week to play
"The Dream of Home."
Frances Langford cited by the

American, Legion for postwar activi-
ties in veterans' hospitals.

Jean Leduc and Louis Martin.
Gaumwl execs, in from Paris' to
confer with studio chiefs.
Joan Fontaine laid, up with flu

while RKO is shooting "Ftom_Th!s
Day Forward" around her.
Mary Pickford : add Charles

(Buddy) Rogers returned . from a
busi-ness trip lb New York.
Bob Sweeney and Beverly Mc-

Carthy announced their marriage by
sending out a soap-opera script.

Taft Schreiber returned . after
three months In England on business
for Music Corporation of America.
George Jessel to Washington to

speak iit the President's dihner-for
I news comeramen at .the While House.
I

* William J. Ca>;ney Tiled a cross
complaint in the divorce suit brought
by his wile, the former Boots Mal-
lory.

Maxwell Shane returned from'
Louisiana where he scouted story
possibilities in the bayou region for
Pine-Thomas.
Kay Williams filed a denial of the

claim made bv her former husband,
Martin de Alzaca ' Unzue, that she
owes him S30.000.

Mrs. Mildred Selznick agreed to
an out-of-court settlement to pave
the way lor an uncontested divorce

|

from Howard Selznick.
! Dr. T. K. Chang, consul for China,
i
tossed a party lor studio foreign de-.

|
partme.nl execs in observance of
Chinese -Independence Day.
Arthur Sheekman, having finished

scripting "Blue Skies" for Bing
Crosby at Paramount, is slated to
work on the next Crosby slorv. -,••>

David Loew's dispute with the
T 'easury Department over $23*081 in

additional income taxes wrs taken
under advisement bv Judge Mel loll
in Federal Tax Court.

By tes Reus
Harvey Lindell, of M-G-M. 'in. he's-,

pital tor operation.
Duncan Sisters held over at Hotel

Radisson Flame Room.
"Gay 90's Revue." with Helen Law-

ton, into Andy's nitery.
Ben Marcus, Columbia district

manager, in from Kansas City.
Sgt. Lowell Kaplan, erstwhile Wel-

worth circuit booker, home on fur-
lough. . ' .

•

James Melton, here for concert,
cmceed University of Minnesota stu-
dent convocation

.

•Ted Mann, lessee -of Metro, local
nabe house, has leased Bluebird". SI.

Paul, fronr HUle;' Hoffman.
'

David Eviriim. seaman third iMass;
son of A. K. E'.livon, Independent.
Poster Exchange manager, reported
killed in action, • :

Bill Elsnn and Ben Blotc-kv named
erhin tors' co-ch./ nmen and Ben
Blotckv. distributor chairman, for in-

dustryrs Victory Loan Drive in Min-
nesota.
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Seek Uniform Handling of Latin-Am.

Dubbing; Term Current Setup Weak
With evidence that a lack of uni-

form policy by American distribu-

tors is slowing up the launching of

Spanish-dubbed pictures in Latin-

America, there is talk of attempting

to get all U. S. major companies lo

agree on some concrete program or

action for that market. If that is

not done it's feared by some foreign

officials that it may take years for

the synchronized American product

to catch on, or that the entire project

may fall through.
Tipoff on what has happened is the

fact that Warners apparently has

halted all such dubbing of product

for Latin-America on the Coast. It's

likely that this will not be resumed
until Wolfe Cohen, Latin-American

and Australian manager, returns

from South America. He's not due
back until December, when an of-

ficial decision on the whole dubbins
alignment probably will be made.
Because Warners was extremely

active in this synchronization work
for Latin-America at the outset and
was keeping pace with Metro in re-

leasing dubbed films for this market,
the shutdown points up what has
been happening to the syn program.
It has been apparent for- several

weeks in N.Y. that the haphazard,
staggered method of introducing

dubbed product to the Latin-Amer-
ican market was being opposed jy
native

:

industry leaders in certain

countries, especially Mexico and Ar-
gentina. In both of these countries,

native producers, apparently taking
advantage of the absence of any set

program by American distributors,

have been trying to sell the public

the idea that dubbed versions, with
Hollywood stars mouthing Spanish
dialog, were phonies and not for

Latin-American audiences. :'•

In some cases, they apparently
persuaded critics on this angle and
these uniformly hammered home
this thesis with unfavorable results

in some big firstruns. So instead of

being a source of immediate added
revenue to American distributor.':,

the Spanish-dubbed picture setup

has developed into a first-class head-
ache. Now some first-run exhibitors

won't handle dubbed product, in-

sisting on superimposed versions.

Navy Armada, On Way To

N.Y., Booms Panama Biz
Panama, Oct. 16.

For the first time in several years
a major unit of the Navy is.passing
through the Canal Zone locks, with
show biz benefiting in proportion
to the number of men permitted
shore leave. There are 48 major
ships in the battle fleet headed "by

the Enterprise, the Idaho and Mis-
souri.

Arrival is good news for bistro
and nightclub owners., with this city
on the Pacific end and Colon on the
Atlantic side being benefited. First
units arrived on Oct. 8. with five to
10 days needed to take the fleet

through. Ships are on the way to

N. Y. lor Navy Day celebration.

Mex, Production

Back to Normal
Mexico City, Oct. 9.

The strife-torn Mexican picture
business now looks near normal and
likely will be able to hit the produc-
tion goal of 60-65 films, set for 1945.

Relative peace has come to film

labor with the National Cinemato-
graphic Industry Workers Union, in-

stigator of the ree'ent strike against
eight major Americans, accepting
President Manuel Avila Camacho's
program for harmony in the trade.

It has agreed to make only shorts
and newsrcels with its rival, the
Production Union, doing features ex-
clusively. Producers long ago ac-
cepted the plan.
National didn't like the chief exec-

utive's proposal, as it had begun
making features; but finally decided
to fall in line.

Pix Biz Status Quo
In England Since War

.
Motion picture theatre business in

England hay not changed much since
the war ended, with films the third
essential to the average Britisher,

Cecil E. Craves, branch manager at

Newcastle for General Film Distribu-
tors, said this week shortly after his

arrival in N. Y. from London. Graves
won the British Seidelman drive
prize for 1945. an all-expense trip to
the U. S.

GFD handles Universal product in

Great Britain, and his'winning of the
Joseph Seidelman award represents
the first such award won by a
branch manager in England.

From Gershwin to Lind
Copenhagen, Oct. 2.

Popular chatterer about new
platters over the radio, journalist
Mogens Lind, has a 'few bars of
'Rhapsody in Blue" as his signa-
ture tune.

People here generally ask for
Lind's sig tune in the record shops,
when they mean Gershwin's famous
Rhapsody."

U. S. Films Into

Spain Looks OK
Washington, Oct. 16.

Favorable conditions for market-
ing American films in Spain are an-
ticipated here if no monkey-wrench
is thrown into the present negotia-
tions between the American. Em-
bassy and" the Spanish government.
Reports of the dickering are exceed-
ingly encouraging, according to

George Canty, film specialist for the
State Dept's Telecommunications
Division. Fayette W. Allport was in

on the negotiations for MPPDA and
has now returned to England, where
he said he was satisfied with present
plans.

Chief feature of the agreement,
which has yet to be presented to the
Spanish officials who give the final

okay, accords U. S. pix A\ie same
treatment as is given to films of any
other country, including Spain it-

self.

11 finally approved, the deal will

mark a real achievement. In recent
years Spain has been the most com-
plicated and unfavorable market in

the world for. the Hollywood ex-
porters.

As' a result, during the raw stock

crisis. Spain was eliminated from
the FEA quota list. Spain has not

received any raw stock from this

country for over a year.

With the raw stock situation eased

here, if the negotiations are finally

approved. Spain is likely to get

stock again from the U. S.

About 150 American films are now
waiting in Spain to be dubbed.
This plus the improved trading con-
ditions, would put our companies
into business there again. ~ "

MAUGHAM A DANISH HIT
Copenhagen. Oct. 16.

Big current hit here is "Tcater."

adapted from Somerset Maugham's
novel.

Else Skouboe makes it a one-
woman show in her role as the
elderly prima donna.

Current London Shows
London, Oct. 16.

"Arsenic & Old Lace," Strand.

"Bell for Adano," Phoenix.
' "Big Boy," Savilie.

"Blithe Spirit," Duchess.
"Crying Out Loud." Sloll.

"Cure for Love." Westminster.
"Duct For Two." Lyric. .

l
,

"Fine- Feathers," Wales.
"Firsl Gentleman.," Savoy.
"Gay Rosalinda," Palace.

"Happy & Glorious," Palladium.
"Hasty Hr«rU''4 .Ald,wyrh.....;,„ '„..

"Honeymoon," York's.

"Lady Edinburgh," Playhouse.
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
"Madame Louise," Garrick.

^Slerrie England," Princes, .

"Night and' Music," Coliseum.

"Night Venice." Cambridge.
"No Medals," Vaudeville.

"Peck-A-Boo Parents," Whitehall

"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.

"Private. Lives," Apollo.

"See How They Run," Comedy.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.

"Sigh No More," Piccadilly.

"Sweeter Lower," Ambassadors.
"Sweet Yesterday," Adelphia.

"The Rivals," Criterion.

"While Sun Shines," Globe.

"Years Between." Wyndhams.
"Wind of Heaven," St. James.
"Mrs. Barringtou," Winter Gdn.

Bob Harley Supes, Kreier

Subs Miggins, Resigned
Bob Harley. out of London, is also

supervising the 20th-Fox Continen-
tal setup, since resignation of Ben
Miggins, who was headquartered in
Paris.. Meantime Bob Kreier, lat-

ter's aide, is taking charge of France
for the company.
Miggins tendered his resignation

to Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox In-
ternational prexy, over financial
details. •

Mex Union Helps

Stranded U.S. Act
Mexico City, Oct. 16.

Difficulties over the stranding of
Thelma White's all-girl troupe of 30,

including a band and other acts,

during the month's playdate at the
Iris theatre, local revue house, was
ended when the Picture Production
union paid the expense of the group
back to Los Angeles.. Troupe came
from L. A. with expectation of hav-
ing a supcessful run, but instead ran
into contract trouble, with alleged
difficulties encountered in collecting
their salaries. Also' claimed they
were forced to double into inferior

nightclubs.

Picture Production union is dom-
inated by stage and screen players,
being headed by Mario Moreno,
("Cantinflas.")

.

Case seems to have set a prece-
dent for American actors playing
Mexico, the union having arranged
to protect the interests' of all for-

eigners playing this country. Union's
special fund for artists in distress

is used to pay expenses of White
troupe home.

French Govt. Angels Its

1st Play Despite Coin

Setup; Jouvet Produces
Paris, Oct. 9.

The French government will angel
Louis Jouvet in his production of

"La Folle de Chaillot," at the. Ath-
ens. This despite the depleted con-

dition of the French treasury, plus
all the difficulties experienced by
the state in theatrical affiliations, as

evidenced by the current Comedio
Francaise trouble.

"Folic de Chaillot" ("The Chaillot

Madwoman") is the last play writ-

ten by Jean Giraudoux before he
died. Felt that its production will

mean French propaganda with the

international intelligentsia, but Jou-
vet refused to carry the financial

load.

Moreno, Bogaert, Raymonde and
Maillanne are the four women slat-

ed for roles in the piece,

This first step in angeling may de-

velop further as the current nation-

alization of business ideas spread.

In the case of Jouvet, it is simply a

matter of being considered the only

man eligible to produce the play
suitably.

Universal Renews

Rank Deal for 5 Years
London, Oct. 16.

Nate Blumberg. Universal prexy,

and Joseph Seidelman, Universale
International head, reveals that the

franchise for General Film Distribu-

tors to release U product in Great
Britain had been renewed for an-

other five years, after several con-

fabs with J. Arthur Rank. Original

pact was made in 1 936.

Both U and Rank are tied up
through 25",i ownership in U by
Rank. "

.

•"•'.': /-'.

H. B. Judge Appointed

British Lion's New Chief
London, Oct. 46.

,

Harry Burford Judge has been ap-
pointed acting chairman of British

Lion Films, succeeding the late Sam
Smith.
Sidney Myers, sales manager of

British Lion, has been named to the
board of directors.

More Paris Theatres Reopen
Paris, Oct. 9.

Theatres requisitioned for Allied
Troops are progressively surren-
dered to civilian use by the Army,
due to the reduction in the number
of American troops in Paris, now
about half the peak total.

The PorliqueS, on the Champs
Elysees, reopened for civilians this

week with "Marie, la Misere" on
screen. ... • . ,

Delay in Getting British Studios

Back to Normal Handicaps All Prod.

'Copenhagen March' In

Hit Class in Denmark
Copenhagen, Oct. 2.

Denmark's most played tune dur-
ing the war was the light march,
"Koebenhavner March" (Copen-
hagen March, published in 1938). It

hit a record number of per-
formances, having been played by
all types of orchestras, from the
Kings Guards to small dance bands.

This march, tm» unofficial signa-
ture tune of Copenhagen, has made
such a hit with visiting American
and British troops, that the pub-
lisher, Nyt Dansk Musikforlag, is

trying to build it into a world hit.

Several foreign publishers have in-

dicated some interest in the tune.

Axel Frederiksen, the composer, is

an elderly, sick musician.
Lauritz Melchior, the . famous

Dane now here' to sing for the. King
on his 75th birthday, will take the

tune back to the U. S.

Arnold Revue

London
London, Oct. 16.

"Fine Feathers," which opened at

the Prince of Wales Oct. 11, is as-

sured of success despite the sparsity

of comedy. It's the most pretentious

revue yet presented here by Tom
Arnold. The lavishly mounted pro-
duction is reputed to have cost $75,-

000.

Hits were scored by Jack Buch-
anan. Ethel Revnell and Douglas
Wakefield, the latter two being
standard vaudevillians.

Anti-Nazi N.Y. Weekly

Lists Nazi Pix People
Hans Kafka, freelance Hollywood

script writer and correspondent for

Aufbau, anti-Nazi German-language
weekly published in N. Y., charges
in his column that former Nazi
movie personalities were trying to

get to Hollywood, or to regain the

favor of Allied Military Govern-,
menls in Germany. Kafka declared

the German Tlanguage colony on the

Coast was swamped with frantic let-

ters from such Nazis who sold them-
selves to Goebbels' propaganda ma-
chine from the start or who returned
to Germany from adopted countries

after Hitler's rise to power.
Targets of Kafka's accusations in-

clude Rudolf Forster, who appeared
in the Broadway productions of

"Tovarich" in 1937 and "Outward
Room" in 1939 and then went to

Hollywood, where he evidently

failed' to make the grade, before re-

turning to Germany. Also listed by
Kafka was Werner Krauss, a Gerr
man actor in London who became
Goebbels' "staatsraat" (state

\
advi-

ser) after a deal with Warner Bros,

to bring him to Hollywood fell

through. Krauss reportedly termed
Hitler a "saint" during an interview
in Berlin. He is now under con-
sideration to head the Berlin Schiller

theatre. ,

Kafka also named K. W. Pabst.

German producer in Paris in 1933..

who made three pictures in Ger-
many during the war and then was
appointed head of the official Nazi
hevrsreel: unit, one of the Nazis'
chief propaganda outlets for occu-
pied countries. . . .

.

"As far as all those who left and
then returned to Germany are con-
cerned," Kafka said, "there is no
way of knowing whether they paid
''loV^Wls'-'^fWc'ef^n^irl'^
•artistic' propaganda, work or with by for four weeks till Denham

London, Oct. 9.

British studios, tied up with con-
trols, shortages, demob problems and
a pronounced hangover from 10,009.'

wartime restrictions, ' are having a
tough time making the change-over
from war to peace.

Producers claim that they could
turn but 100 first class features
annually if every studio were re-
leased and manpower made avail-

able. ' This compares with about 40)

features (an optimistic estimate) at-
the present time, and over -200 before
the war. But many of this latter

total were quickies which never got
a press show or West End release.

Estimate of the British Film
Producers' Assn. is that about a
third of Britain's 20 , studio outfits-

are back, in circulation or on their

way to it. But the urgent problem
is to find the tools and start the job.

At least 3,000 men are needed to
get all cameras turning. Acres ot
floor are still inhabited by service
units, insurance companies, aircraft
manufacturers, Royal Army Ord-
nance Corps and other strange ten-
ants not in a hurry to move out.

When they go, therewill be a lot

of emptiness and no equipment.
Case in point is the Amalgamated
Studios, Elstree. built by Paul Soskin
for $1,200,000 before the war and
never occupied because of the slump.
These were taken over by Handley
Page as a bomber factory, for mak-
ing Halifaxes. Concrete beds were
laid on the floors for heavy machin-
ery and haven't improved the land-
scape for film producers. One stage
had a direct hit in 1941. Time will
be needed to make all this space
suited for MGM-London Films prod-
uction. Company planned a $20,000,-

000 program last year when Sir «
Alexander Korda_took over with
Ben-- Gaetz.r

~
zl!Pertect Strangers,"

their first, had to be made at Den-
ham.
At other studios ther-e's plenty of

creaking machinery, tired from its)

six-year non-stop run without prop-
er servicing. Ealing Studios, in con-
tinuous production throughout the
war. loaned its studio to John Cor-
field Productions, recently formed
unit making Vera Caspary's crime
story, "Bedelia." Associated British,

which hopes to get possession of'
the old British International Studios,
Elstree this month, in the meantime
is using the Welwyn Garden studios,

small and in need of modernization.
When they get back to Elstree,
where Alfred Hitchcock made his

earliest hits and every big British
star began, they will need $180,000
worth of new lamps, which is only
one item required. Studios have
five big stages, two smaller ones,
and had a

.
payroll of 500 before the

war- Associated British have laid
down a $4,000,000 program here as
first instalment of their postwar
effort.

Sound City, at Shepperton-on-
Thames. has got going after a total

black-out. with Wesley Ruggles*
"London Town" musical. Pinewood,
where the RAF films come from, is

partly de-requisitioned: Twickenham
awaits liberation, and Teddington,
where Warners operated, is more
or less a total loss, from bomb dam-
age. None of these were major
studios, but are capable of good
work in a crisis, which is now.
Current difficulties add many

weeks to .major British pictures.

Examples are "Carnival." "Men of
Two Worlds." "Beware of Pity," all

from the Denham stable, which have
taken over six months' shooting and
aren't done yet. They will probably
cost S1.200.000-$1.600.000 .each, much
of this being due to economic and
technical backTTres. '.

Cincguild's production of Dickens'
story. "Great "Expectations"- is in the
same category. When current loca-
tions are over in Novcrnber, there
.will be no studio available for in-

Tte unit wk'>>-.'Ka?*«"iJi*!*»*#«-/»»

information on former fellow refu-
gees.". '. v

.
• ;::>*;

High Taxes Hit Paris

Show Biz on 2 Fronts
Paris, Oct. 16.

High taxes are slowing up show
business not only by cutting down
the receipts, bttt also by putting a
crimp on the production end.

Income . taxes are so severe now
that higher salaried actors prefer to

lay oft when they have reached their

"ceiling" for the fiscal year rather
than work and have the increased
gross revenue practically confis-

cated by the government.

stages r.re vacant. Producers are
now booking thern 12 months ahead
to avoid disappointment..

;

•Burma' OK in N. Z.
Wellington. N. Z.. Oct. 16.

"Objective Burma" has been given
the green light for showing in New
Zealand although British authorities

had banned the film in England after

one week's run on the claim that it

minimized the part the. British army
played in the Burma campaign.
William Parry. Internal Affaira

Minister, who attended the preem of
"Burma" here, stated that he would
not interfere with the censor's deci-

sion to permit its showing In this

country. -. V>
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fate yoy IneM

THEY'RE TALKING BUSINESS!
"Mildred fierce"now in (eT dc%eh
engagements. Very! vcryf very''Jiff

We Can't Quit Now! Lei's Finish tlie



I;

'steals the

heart (hubba! hubba!) and holds

theemotions for ransom!" WncheiD

"is the finest picture of the year/
1

[L.A. Herald Express) v

"is a smashing triumph !"

{Hollywood Reporter)

"is a box office winner!" {Daily Variety)

delivers a potent blow straight

at the heart!" m™ Daily)

will be talked about for a long

time! One of the year's top
money Winners."{Showmen's Trade Review)

"makes time slip by faster and
more excitingly than ever!"

[N.Y. World-Telegram)

"is one of the most audience-

satisfying pictures of the year."
(N.Y. Mirror)

"packs terrific appeal! Is potent
inbox office for all situations!'

^ Starring {Variety)

Joan Crawford^ »m THE BEST OF HE* CAREERS'
* gl I N.Y. DAILY NEWS

Jack Carson

• MlCHAELCURtlZdir^Jtea/

PRODUCED BY« Ok V Willi tiiui/uvlu 01

s
EVE ARDEN • ANN BLYTH ? BRUGE BENNETT - JERRY WALD >

Screen Play by Ranald MacDougall • Based on the Novel by James M. Cain * Music by Max Steiner

VKtory Loan . . . Oct. 29-Dec. 8
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Show Biz Vs. 'Dies' Quiz
Continued from page 1

briefed Washington correspondents

of the Hearst and McCormick-Pat-
terson press ahead of time on the

above names, instructing latter to

withhold release until told to go

ahead. However, radioites got wind
of the proceedings and last weekend
started lining up an attack against

the committee.

These Steps culminated in a meet-

.
jng,_st?cond in two days held in N. Y..

yesterday (Tues.) by a half dozen of

the radio commentators named
above, plus representatives of the

Independent Citizens Committee of

the Arts, Sciences and Professions.

At this meeting plans were drawn
' to line up the radio and general
show biz industries behind commen-
tators already .'included by the com-
mittee and any others who may be
added publicly. ..."

The committee went to work' im-
mediately, drawing up a sharp pro-
test against the committee's action,

challenging its major premise (it

trying to "smear liberals," and calling
upon the radio' industry and other
groups, particularly (he stage arid

films, to "help beat clown the com-
mittee's efforts."

Support for the commcntntorj
came over the weekend also from
two other sources: Congressman
Emanuel Celler, of Brooklyn, and
the National Federation for; Cons! i-.

Uitional Liberties.

Celler issued a statement in which
he said that the "Dies Committee's'"

campaign against radio 'comment.!-

tors was motivated by the National
Assn. of Manufacturers. According
to Celler, NAM investigators' hiul

helped the committee by probing
into the personal lives of "eastern"

commentators, their bank accputils,

religion, Hooperatings. marital stains

and private affiliations.

Tlte Federation also brought in the-.

NAM, called the effort "fascist gag-

ging and intimidation," and said one
commentator already has been fired

since the committee slatted "Jdokiiii?

into their scripts."

The strings .of the new. "Dies pom-
.mittee," formed last January at the

instance of Congressman Rankin of

Mississippi, are definitely pulled by

the Jatter, who admitted to news-
papermen in Washington yesterday

that he wants to see the commenta-
tors' scripts requested. Rankin ;is

also the member of Congress respon-

sible for the probe of alleged "red"

activities in' Hollywood which has,

been endorsed by America Firsters.

and the "Rev," Gerald L. K. Smith.

That the committee this time w ill

face genuine trouble was indicated

by the show biz committee. While

this group was not willing to go (if

half-cocked and announce details

prematurely, it was understood that

plans for lining up network execu-

tives behind the commentators—
most of whom are on independents

—were under way. Other ideas ah

the way to er.ush the Washington

activities were understood to involve

lining up labor.- organizations au.l

the creation of a radio-pix commit-

tee to deal with both the Hollywood
and the radio commentators' efforts

of the House group.
.

Studio Strike Riots
Continued from page 5

DIX'S NEXT 'CONFESSION'
> Hollywood, Oct. 16.

Next starrer for Richard Dix at

Columbia will be "Strange Confes-
|

sion," a mystery based on a yarn by

Richard Landau.
Landau is also doing the screen-

play for late fall filming.

"taste* ^usjv ay a <?al»g. .

.

Glory bel A rtady-lo-strvc Dry Martini with all

that }Ust-Ti($\i,Jresh-Jrom-the-jhaker flavor!

And you can pour one or a trayful, then

put the bottle away for weeks, without

' losing a whit of the dewy-fresh taste.

It's Hiram Walker's Dry Martini— and it's

grand to have when unexpected guests drop in.

dry martini
64 proof

l£ hudfrtir-fiewt lll^uttk kSUr FRESH !

Hiram Walker b Sons Inc. .

'W-wme
Peoria, lit. Copr. 1945

going at other lots with 34 films,

not including three working on lo-

cation. Camera and sound crews
checked in for work, escorted in

spots by flying squads from the

IATSE to help them through picket
lines.

'

Mass" picketing resumed at War-
ners this (Tuesday) morning with
majority of pickets, holding forth

at the Valley lot
:
Columbia, Uni-

versal, RKO-Pathe and Technicolor
only have small forces parading in

front of their gates. No violent
action' reported at Warners al-

though, plenty of shunting and
tumult in the milling crowds with-
out large outbreaks. ... .

Charges of collusion filed with
NLBR by 14 AFL unions stated that

eight majors, plus Samuel Goldwyn
and Technicolor, Were working with
the IATSE in an attempt to coerce
studio employees to accept the IA as

a bargaining agent against their wj.lt'.

Complaint also accuses them of "en-

tering into illegal closed shop ar-

rangements for the purpose of ren-
dering' financial and other support to

IATSE". and -with ."engaging in a

lockout of the 14: unions in further-

ance of this. collusion.".. . ..'...

Herb Sorrcll.
.
prcxy of the Con-

ference of Studio Unions, sent a

wire to Eric John-ton asking him
to "judge fairness of strikers' de-

mands" and advising him that ma-
jors had not replied to a request
sent them Oct: 12 asking that strik-

ers be reinstated without discrimina-
tion,

'Johnston Huddles

Johnston's secret huddles, how-
ever, are understood planned with
Herb Sorrel], either late last night

or today (161, and w ith Dick Walsh,
IA chief, later this week.
Johnston huddled with major

studio heads yesterday for several

hours and announcement came from
MPPDA after session stating, "Eric
A. Johnston, at his first meeting in

Hollywood with company heads and
heads of the major motion picture

studios, was given full power to

represent the industry in an effort

to settle the difficulties which have
occasioned the present protracted
strike." ."

One of his major recommendations
was that the industry step out and
procure one of the top name person-
alities of the country to serve as
executive veepoe of the organization
in Hollywood. Foul-star generals,
governors, senators and others were
among those whose names were
brought up for discussion as to new
post. General indication was that
recommendation would be approved
unanimously by film .execs.

Prexy Walsh, now east, is expected
to come here later this week to dis-
cuss the strike situation with John-
ston. One of the first obstacles to be
overcome is disposition of strike re-
placements brought in by IATSE in
an effort to keep studios operating
after walkout started on March 12.

Company Heads West
Company heads attending meeting

yesterday were Barney Balaban.
Harry Cohn, Nicholas M. Schenck
and Spyros Skotiras. Officers and
directors of association also' sitting
in included E. J. Mannix, B. B. Ka-
hane, Y. Frank Freeman, Joseph M.
Schenck, jAUen Wilson. Cliff Work.
Others attending were L. B. Mayer
Alfred Wright, Mendel Silberberg,
Maurice Benjamin, Homer Mitchell,
James S. Howie, Fred W. Beetson
Marvin Ezzell. Leon Goldberg, Fred
Meyer, and Fred Pelton.
Other weekend results of the strike

were demanded by Roy M, Brewer.
IATSE international representative!
that international unions assume con-
trol of strike and aduiee '-given to its
members, by Film Technicians Local
683 of IATSE that film laboratory
workers would nol. be required to
;eport for work where they felt
crossing picket lines would place
them in danger of bodily harm.

Producers, directors, actors and
writers also' were being laid off at
Warners over the weekend as the
studio took advantage of its layoff
clause in contracts of artists and
execs. Writers on week-to-week
basis, .were being paid off although
studio officials denied that lot would
be closed, painting to production re-
sumption this week. Hundreds of
employees have been, sleeping' in
studio rather thai) run the gauntlet
of the picket line.

'

" Mass picketing in the film strike
spread to three more studios while
Eric Johnston, chief of the Motion
Picture Producers Association, ar-
rived in town and the Government
appointed Earl Ruddy as Federal
conciliator in an attempt to' bring
peace to the warring factions. Shift-

ing from San Fernando Valley,
where they had massed on the War-
ners and Universal lots, the strikers
struck in two separate directions
Saturday U3) morning, closing down

Ban 'Wildcat' Strikes
Los Angeles, Oct. 16.

: Los Angeles Central Labor
Council voted 2)8 to"8 to start a
drive

,
to bah "wildcat ' strikes

and work stoppages that have
not been properly sanctioned by
the American Federation of La-
bor, Council favored a uniform
policy in which all parties in-
volved in a proposed strike are
called into conference. Without
proper sanction, the strike would
be ignored by the AFL.

It; was pointed out..thai such
a policy would have prevented
the current studio strike.

the Columbia studio and Technicolor
in Hollywood and the RKO-Pathe
lot in Culver City.

Sorr.ell's Demands
Three rfccjjisites to end the strike,

Sorrell said, are: i
*

"Reinstatement ' of all employees
respecting the picket lines and re-
cslablishment of a union contract.

"Recognition of the right of union
contract. ' : ...

"Recognition of the right of union
members to solve jurisdictional
problems without interference by
employers or others,"

Meanwhile, James Petrillo, presi-

dent of the American Federation of
Musicians, ordered 10.000 Hollywood
members of that organization to stay

out of the mass-picketed studios.

J. W. Gillette, local representative
of the musicians, explained that it

was a "safety" measure. ,
-, ''.;.

This move came on the heels of a

demand by a committee of producers
that Fred N. Howser, district attor-

ney for L. A. County, prosecute all

the striking pickets on charges of
felonious conspiracy. Producers com-
mittee consisted of E. J. Mannix,
Samuel Goldwyiij Jack L. Warner,
Y. Frank Freeman, Leon Goldberg,
M. B. Silberberg, Maurice Benjamin,
Carroll Sax, Allen Wilson and B. B.
Kahane. After a long conference, the
District Attorney promised to make
a full investigation.

Earl J.' Ruddy, an arbitration of-
ficer in

.
the L. A. labor office, re-

ceived definite orders from Wash-
ington to start arbitration proceed-
ings between the producers and the
Painters Union. This union had been
declared bargaining agent for the Set
Decorators by a vote of 55 It) 45, over
the International Alliance of Thea-
trical Stage Employees. Regardless of
the result of the ballot, IATSE heads
declared they would not stand for
any penalties on its members who
had worked as replacements during
the strike.

:

- v .

X LRU's Ruling
Washington, Oct. 16.

NLRB handed down the long-
awaited .ruling in the Set Designers-
IATSE case last Wednesday (10)
okaying the ballots of 54 rhembers of
Local 1421 and 51 IATSE place-

'

.ments. The 1421 votes approved for
counting included 51 by strikers and
three by members in the armed
forces. The decision was signed by
Paul M. Herzog, NLRB chairman,
and M. Houston.
Gerald D. Reilly cast a dissenting

opinion. He favored sustaining the
IATSE challenges of the' 51 strikers
and permitting only those in service
to vote. Reilly will file a detailed
opinion, but the inference was that
he found the strikers had been
legally discharged by the studios
and therefore not eligible to vote.

If the strikers had not been per-
mitted to vote, it would have been
the firsf case of the . kind since

NLRB established the ruling per-
mitting all strikers to vote in bar-
gaining elections, some years ago.

The recent NLRB hearing revolved
about the one point of whether the
strikers had been legally fired.

Par Sets Shorts Sked
-Hollywood. Oct. 16.

Paramount is releasing 16 shorts

for the first quarter of its 1 945-46

season, ending Dec. 31.

Bricfies include three Grantland
Rice Sportlights, two George Pal

Puppetoons, two Musical Fcaluretles,

two Popular Science shorts, one Un-
usual Occupation, two Popeye car-

toons, two Noveltoons, one Speak-
ing of Animals and One Little Lulu
animation. ';'
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Let's Finish The Job!

Victory Loan . . . Oct. 29—Dec. 8

HE'S GOT PLENTYON THE BALL!

Fred Astaire, Lucille Bill, Lucille Bremer, Fanny Brice, Judy Garland,

Kathryn Grayson, Lena Home. Gene Kelly, James Melton, Victor Moor*,

Red Skelton, Esther Williams and William Powell . . . and others

Edward G.
s

Robinson, Margaret O'Brien, Jackie "Butch" Jenkins

PICTOK

Singer Rogers, Walter Pidgeon, Lana Turner, Van Johnson, Xavier Cugat

Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson, Gene Kelly, Jose Iturbi

Hedy Lamarr, Robert Walker, June Allyson

ERPttc

Robert Montgomery, John Wayne, Oonna Reed

THE HARVEY-

GIRLS

Fred Astaire, Lucille Bremer, Frank Morgan

Judy Garland, John Hodiak, Ray Bolger, Angela Lansbury
(FMttirini Hit mi hit "On the Atehijtn, Ttpki >ni Hit Stub Ft")

.



Fancy-free, gay

and devil-may-care

—a new combination

of music and mirth—made
.4

far audience entertainment
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Theatre-Exchanges
,
Continued from page It

,

discuss current problems and ideas

for improvement,
Rodgers promised that Metro

would continue its policy of fairness

iii deMing with independent, theatre
problems, both in wartime booms
and in business, recessions.

'•New Orleans Adds 1,201-Scatei
New Orleans, Oct. 16.

A new 1.200-seat theatre will be
constructed here opposite Locw's
State. -.it was announced by Joy The-
atres. Inc., Louisiana chain. Con-
stWictioh begins this year. •. •

MtVre than 500 theatres in Louis-
iana and South Mississippi are join-

in;; this month in a "Louie Boyer
Testimonial" in honor of J. L. Boyer,
brunch manager of National Screen
Service. Boyer has been connected-
with various phases, of the theatre
industry here for the past 18 years.

Fire Bates theatre
Troup, Texas, Oct. 16.

Texas theatre here, owned and
operated by Dave and Jake" Lut/.cr

ol' D;i]his. completely destroyed by
fire which started in the booth and
.spread quickly throughout the house.

No one was injured in the -blaze:

Fred Frick. house manager. Plans be-
inii iormn4atod for rebuilding house.

Loss covered by insurance.

William O'Donnell and Harry Sachs,
of Dallas, and Lou Bray, supervisor
of Interstate's Valley Theatres.

lingers Sells

El Paso. Texas, Oct. 16.

C. E. Ililgcrs sold his interests in

tlie Crawford here and the Texas
at Yslola to C. D.'Lcon. Hilgers was
iii parinership with the late H. S.

Leon in both houses. Several months
atjo Hilgers turned over full operat-
ing coin rol to the Leon main office
but still retained his interest until
the current deal.

Lieut. I. B. Clark of the Marines,
currently on an inactive status, plans
to open new theatre for Negroes
Sent. 27 in Dallas' Oak Cliff Section.

Ryan Heads Chi WB Club
Chicago, Oct. 16.

Charles H. Ryan, assistant zone
manager for Warner Bros., Theatres
here, re-elected WB employees' club
proxy last week. On the board of
governors are James E. Coston. zone
manager: Harry Turrell, district
manager, and Karl Hey], assistant
coiUaVt manager.

Mexican Variety Club Set
Dallas, Oct. 16.

Plans have been completed for es-
tablishment, of a Mexican Variety
Club. Tent No. 29. making "the second
international branch of the organiza-
tion. Loiiis Montes, who owns a cir-

cuit ol" picture houses in Guadele-
jiii'a. and other Mexican industry
leaders are seeking a location lor a

cUibroom.
J. O'Donnell. national chief

barker of Variety Clubs of America,
is back horn Mexico City, where he
finalized c rganization ol the unit.
On the trip were Raymond Willie.

Slinett-e to Manns Circuit
Pittsburgh, Oct. 16.

Richard Shuctte, Omaha theatre
man* named: general manager of
,hree Manos circuit houses in Van-
dergrift, Pa. Succeeds Joseph Jo-
sack, Jr., who i

-esigned recently. •

George Laskey, back from Trini^
,<Jad, after nearly five years in the
Army, is new manager of Roosevelt
theatre in Republic. House is owned
by a brother, Ted Laskey, and Gene
Basle.

. Louis Lampris, in the service four
years, received honorable discharge
and is rejoining his brother, .Chris
Lampros, at the Capitol and Colonial
theatres, Farrell. Lampros Brothers
have been operating the houses sev-
eral years. \ .

." ,

'

Roxy theatre in Natrona sold by
Lou Padlof to Anthony Latella, who
recently transferred his Roscoe. Pa.,
house to Leon Reichblum, operator
of indie Lerieh circuit.

Variety Club holds annual election
on Nov, 19. Present chief- barker is

Mike J. Gallagher, concessionaire.

Katherine Ford, veteran employee
of Harris Amusement Co., named
directress of senior hostesses at USO-
Variety Club Canteen.

Two New Texas Houses
Terrell, Texas, Oct. 16.

Two new theatres are planned
here, one by L. C. Dennis and the
other by the Robb & Rowley circuit.
The R&R group already operates two
houses here. Dennis pians to rebuild
the Palace, which has been shuttered
for years.

New Calif. House' Started
Los Angeles, Oct. 16.

Construction started by Glenn
Harper at Fontana on his new film
house, to be known as Harper's, 900-
seater costing $100,000. ••.

SMO.oOO Cleve. Nabe
Cleveland. Oct. 16.

Kinmore Amusement Co.- -started
olahs on a $300,000 nabe theatre.
Construction won't begin until next
spring.
Designed by George Ebclins. the

house will scat 2,000 and contain a
television room. It will be newest
link in a circuit of habes owned by
Kinmore.

Raybond House for Jamaica
First of four new theatres which

the Raybond circuit, of which Dave
Weinstock is prexy, plans building
will be in Jamaica, L. I. This 800-
-seatcr will bring the Raybond chain,
operating in the Greater N. Y. area,
to 18 houses. The other three will

be announced later.

Meantime. Raybond will modern-
ize the Mayfair. Flushing. L. I., in-

creasing the capacity from 600 to 900
seats.

FOR TIE-UP
PROMOTION

LDHED
PIERCE

By James M. Cain

Special Tower Book
MOTION PICTURE
EDITION mi AQc

PQR THE SENSATIONAL

'"V MOVIE FROM JAMES M CAIN'S

SURGING NOVEL ',

r & PRING

JOAN C R AW FOKB

This book has a colorful display jacket, and ii illustrated with

stills from th« film.

Arrange wilh your local book dealers for window and counter

displays and for tie-Up advertising at the time the picture is

released in your theatre.

THI World PUBLISHING COMPANY
M W.st m> Stmt, New York 20, N.Y. • 2231 West 110th Sir..,, CleveUne 2, Ohio

Loew's Aide Cited For
Bravery at Okinawa

Pittsburgh, Oct. 16.

Friends here have just learned

that Harold Weinberger, veteran

Loew-Metro employe, won a field

promotion, from sergeant to second
lieutenant, at Okinawa for bravery.
Short time before, Weinbergev had
received Purple Heart on Iwo Jima.

Long-time office manager in Pitts-
burgh and Washington for Metro, lie

left for Coast several years ago to

become an assistant director at M-G.
Later rejoined distribution and im-
mediately, went into marines at out-
break of hostilities^

Weinberger also served in World
War I, running away and enlisting
in the Canadian navy when he was
unable to enlist in this country be-
cause of his youth. Later he trans-
ferred from Canadian outfit to the
American Air Force.

TRUMAN WIRES SCHENCK

FDR-DIMES TO CONTINUE
March of Dimes inaugurated by

the late Pres. Roosevelt to aid in the

battle against polio, will be contin-

ued by Pres. Truman, who wired

Nicholas M. Schenck, national chair-

man in the 1945 drive. It's been an-
nounced that the drive. Which will

get under way in January, will have
the motion picture industry repre-
sented by the same national commit-
teemen and state chairman to con-
tinue this year.

Pres. Truman's wire to Schenck
said: "For the first time in 13 years
the nationwide March of Dimes will
get under way in January, 1946,

without the living presence of the
man who inaugurated • the" fight

against infantile paralysis and who
became its symbol—Franklin D.
Roosevelt. The cause in which he
fought so valiantly now has been
bequeathed to the American public.

The fight is not yet won. No words
from me are needed to impress upon
you the importance of this right. It

is a crusade in which we are ail

vitally interested.

"It is my sincere hope and desire
that the invaluable assistance which
the motion picture • industry of
America has given this annual ap-
peal will not only continue but will

bq intensified during the coming
1946 campaign."
National committmen and state

chairmen have been invited to at-

tend a meeting at the White House
Dec. 4 to outline plans for the drive.

All Argent. Show Biz, Now in One

Big Union, Blasts Dictator Control

Not So Daff-y Ballyhoo

Is U's Aussie Phone Call

Alfred E. Daff, Universal Inter-

national vice-president, opened the
25th Silver Jubilee Anni convention
of U in Australia via telephone last

(Tuesday) night, speaking from his

offiice in the RCA building, N. Y.
Call went thraugh about 6:30 p.m..

siiiee the convention opened Wednes-
day (17i morning Sydney time.

As part of this novel opening ad-
dress. Daff will be photographed
while phoning, with this photo
transmitted by radio to Australia so

delegates can see the picture while
the meeting still is in session.

Harcritc Mclntyre, U's managing
director in Aussie, is presiding at the

convention. Daff. himself, is an.

Australian, joining Universal when
the company was established there
25 years ago.

.This is the first time such a talk

has been broadcast over a loud-

speaker system, a distance of 12.000

miles.

Vince Hart's New -Spot
Vincent Gi Hart, formerly head of

Hays' office, eastern production code
administration, left the National As-
sociation of Manu/actujejgJni^^jjjV
to become confidential assistant to

the N. Y. state attorney-general. He
had been on the industrial relations

staff at NAM.
Hart only recently was released

from the . Army where he was a

major. He is a veteran of both World
Wars.

WANGER BUYS 50G FLAY
Hollywood. Oct. Hi.

Walter Wanger paid $50,000 icf
"If I Love You." an unpublished
play by Lionel Wiggam, who has
been signed to turn the comedy into

a screenplay.
.Picture will be made next spring

with Joan Bennett as one ot the
stars and William A. Seilcr as direc-

tor.

•'
V •. Montevideo. Oct. 1.

;

Organized principally oy Argen-

tina's radio announcers, all guilds

and associations in Argentina's show
business, have combined to form the

Argentine Entertainment Federation.

This amalgamates long-standing as-

sociations of ex-tors, circus actors,

radio actors. Variety artists, musi-
cians. Film Industry Guild, Argen-
tine Society of Authors and Com-
posers, Argentine Societies of Radio
Announcers, radio operators and
technicians. Authors' Society and the
Union of Theatre Electricians and
Prop Men.

, ,

The ^Federation plans to fight all

government attempts to curb free-

dom of expression. Its first act was
to register a protest against the
State's use of radio as a medium
for ideological propaganda of its

own brand, camouflaged as "spon-
taneous" talks by anonymous com-
mentators, reputedly nothing less

than government stooges. As a result
of the Federation's note to the gov-
ernment on this, the networks were
able to adopt a firmer stand against
government pressure. As a result

the propaganda partly ceased The
Federation also was instrumental in

persuading the press to take a more
|

helpful stand towards radio, by
pointing out. that curbing of freedom
of the air-waves and of expression
would be prejudicial to freedom of

the press.

The Federation also denounced
government attempts to form an
Entertainment Syndicate, u n d e r

State control exercized by Colonel
Peron's Labor Secretariat. The Stale
Syndicate has been in formation for
some (time, under the chairmanship
(self-imposed > of radio and film

actress, Evita Duarte: It has not
succeeded in enlisting many mem-
bers. The Federation cited that its

affairs have always run smoothly,
with no labor difficulties, and hence,
there was no neefr'foY handing "Over

its setup to the new State Syndicate.

Another step taken by the Federa-
tion was to cable the Pan-American
Broadcasting. Union recently formed
at Rio de Janeiro, exhorting Amer-
ican broadcasters to take measures
which will insure freedom of ex-
pression throughout the hemisphere.

The growing feeling against gov-
ernment pressure among Argentina's
show people also hes been evident
in the crop of political skits in-

eluded in musical comedies and re-

vues and the revival of anti-dic-

tator plays. Satire against dictator-

ship has been marked and biting.

Even before the government re-
imposed the "State of Siege" (Sept.
2GI, the Entertainment Board had
tipped off impresarios that the quips
would not be tolerated much longer,

and theatre owners were asking
comedians to tone down a bit, with-
out any very noticeable result.

Under "State of Siege" conditions
any satire is barred, with jail term
for violators.

Argentine entertainment folk also

formed a Committee to aid Demo-
cratic" prisoners, the hundreds jailed

for political reasons. A benefit per-
formance at the Luna Park stadium
drew .20,000.

A special group ot some 3,000 show
people also figured prominently in

the March of Liberty on Sept. 19,

when 500,000 democratic Argentines
treked from Congress Square to the

French monument to swear an oath
to defend the Constitution. Heading
the various sections were Delia
Garccs. representing films: Luisa
Vehil. for the legit, and many
other stars and entertainers. Tango
vocalist Liberated Lamarque headed
a delegation of radio folk, all glad to

let off steam against the military re-

gime. Show biz was generous in

lending autos to overcome the trans-

port difficulties caused by the gov-
ernment's cutting electric power, in

the hopes of halting the demonstra-
tion.

New York Theatres

The Jubilant Story of

George Gershwin

"RHAPSODY IN BLUE"
Warner trot. Crowning Glory

Coiil \»uons lYrlWinmieen
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O'BRIEN INTO 'CRACK-UP'
Hollywood. Oct. JG.

With the postponement of "Gal

veston" at RKO. Pat O'Brien movei i

oxer from that picture to the top

male role in "Crack-Up." a Robert
Bren production on the same lot.

"Cnielc-Up". is a detective yarn
about gangsters cleuling in fake

masterpieces of art.

> ' Mtri UMAHIt 7l i'tJM
( R0IT. WAIKU U *»» #»
> JUNI AllYSON fAm,,*— -
( In M.M'i ""«i»/ri
I "HER HIGHNESS -

^ BEtLBOY iS-;;*-K-.,.;..:'" »

r.'r»i»»unl frurents El> CAnONEB S

"DUFFY'S TAVERN"
Fcaturim 52 mil »*••* Stir.

IN rERSON .,
T1IK AM»KKM!» SISTKKS

TIM jri'.KHKKT '

VIC SCHOEN «r.ll Hie Rctfrdinl Or.*e-.lr»
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UNIVERSAL WELCOMES MICHAEL
FAMOUS STAGE PRODUCER WILL CONTINUE

BUT WfLL MAKE PICTURES

iillll

fllfltllIP

Michael Todd's success story is a truly unprecedented record in

showmanship. He emerged during the New York World's Fair
with three attractions— "Streets of Paris," "Gay New Orleans"
and "Dancing Campus"—that played, literally, to millions. Since

then he has never had a musical show which ran less than a .year
on Broadway—among them, "Hot Mikado," "Something For
the Boys," "Star and Garter" and "Mexican Hayride." "Up In

.,Centr*|J£a^ still standing them up.



TODD AND HIS SHOWMANSHIP
HIS BROADWAY PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES

EXCLUSIVELY FOR UNIVERSAL

The addition of Producer Michael Todd to Universal' s big league

list of producers is further evidence of Universal's progress and

expansion.
-i

'.'"">

Michael Todd has proved himself to be an ingenious showman

and we feel it is not only a fortunate thing for Universal, but also

a good thing for the motion picture industry to have him in our

ranks.

There will be no interruption to Mr. Todd's plans for the con-

tinuance of his Broadway production activities. Todd's lengthy pro-

duction schedule for this season includes Bobby Clark in "The

Would-Be Gentleman;" Maurice Evans in "Hamlet;" Al Jolson's

return to the stage in the musical tentatively titled "Oh Susanna;"

a musical by Orson W elles and Cole Porter, "Eighty Days," based

oil the Jules Verne classic. Also, a new type of entertainment fusing

the theatre aits of music, drama and dance by Jerome Moross and

John La Touche; a musical starring Bert Lahr, temporarily called

"Mr. Winkle of Flatbush;" and a production involving a hitherto

unpublished score by Victor Herbert.

It is expected that some arrangements will be effected to facilitate

the appearance of talent in Universal Studios for some of the Broad-

way productions and also that some of the talent in the New York

stage productions might find opportunity for motion picture as-

signments.

Thus, some reciprocal interchange of talent may result from the

plans that are now being completed by Todd and Universal.

Indeed, Universal is fortunate and quite happy to secure the ex-

clusive services of Producer Michael Todd.

So, welcome, Mike Todd!
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Television Planning Tangled By

CBS Color Announcement at FCC;

Small Outlets Fear Losses Ahead
Washington, Oct. 16. -

CBS blew television planning sky-

high last week (11, 12) by taking the

wraps off its new color video and
disclosing that the beginning of

equipment manufacture is already

under, way. The double-barrelled

blast panicked the set manufacturers
and stations which were getting

readyi to settle down to five or 10

years Of business in the lower por-

tion of the spectrum before worry-
ing about the eventual move "up-
stairs."' CBS had the industry peo-

ple at the FCC hearing on the pro-

posed new television rules- biting

their nails and telling each other

'•I'll bet they can't do it."

One result of the CBS disclosure

will be to wreck the market for sets

to the public, and therefore advertis-

ing sponsorship, until the dust clears

up and the boys can see where they

stand. '"•'-,

,

One CBS spokesman said the com-
pany will have its new development

.
commercially ready by the middle of

194(5 at the latest.

. The announcement put CBS far out
in front of the television parade, "with

the other webs caught flatfooted.

Up to the time Paul W. Kesten. CBS
executive vice-president, pulled the

rabbit out of the hat at . the FCC
hearing last Thurs., NBC—with its

tremendous backing—had been- re-

garded as in the forefront of prepa-
ration for commercial video.

A year ago. CBS urged FCC to

forget all about development in the
lower spectrum and to force video

As You Were
Washington. Oct. 16.

As of today, the FCC is plan-

ning to go ahead with the crea-

tion of television regulations and
ttie allocations of channels in the

lo\v portion of the spectrum,

without regard to last week's

color video disclosure by CBS.
Commission employees, how-

ever, appeared highly enthusi-

astic over the prospects of prac-

tical color television in the

ultra-high frequencies by next
summer.- .

$1,000,000 'Freak'

Suit Plagues CBS
By ARTHUR BRONSOX

The Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem is being sued for $1,000,000 for

slander in a weird case that has all

the earmarks of a grade-A. top-

budgeted radio whodunit. The case

involves war, spy scares, the U. S.

Navy, and a mysterious inventor
who suddenly bobbed up after dis-

appearing without a trace 28 years
ago. He's still unavailable for

questioning by baffled CBS attor-

neys. .
.

;

'

The yarn . dales back to 1917. when
Walter Scott Meriwether, then a

into the ultra-high frequencies with- I N. Y. World editor, was called in; by
out. .delay. At that time. NBC led a Capt. Earl P. Jessop of the Brook

-

the majority of. radio people in lyn Navy Yard. The captain had
charges that CBS was trying to hold

j

just
.
seen demonstrated what he I

back commercial television for five thought might be the greatest in-
to 10 years until experiments in the venti0n since gunpowder—a cherrii-
higher frequencies could be ccm- cal mixture that converted clear' or

Political Time Costs

25-50% More on Indies
Some of the indies in New York

have tipped rates for purchasers
who wish to use time for political

broadcasts. Among them are:

WF.VD. 25";
; WOV, 50?;..

Spokesmen for WEVD. Henry
Greenfield, manager, said that

rates were tipped for the purpose
of discouraging purchase of lime
for political airings, because of lack

of time and to keep dull speeches
off air. .

-.-.".'

Woods Sees Tiff

Serious Bar To

Videos Growth

pleted. . CBS took a bad licking be-
fore the FCC in that scrap. But the
net came back with a Sunday punch
last week. ' .

salt water into an explosive liquid

with all the properties of gasoline.

The fluid could run engines. It cost

two cents a gallon to prepare. The

Kesten's Surprise product would revolutionize war
• and peace, permitting submarines to

Kesten had his surprise neatly make their own fuel at sea. battle-
planted in his prepared statement, ships to refuel without tankers, etc.
He meandered through 12 pages of fts possibilities were limitless. (It
general testimony on the subject of would also, incidentally, wreck the
the television rules and then re- oil business. >

marked mildly: "
T]le inventor, one John Andrews.

"I woulo not be sincere if I did
j had proved his point to the captain,

not add that any testimony I have But having met with scorn in previ-
offercd on the proposed requirements ous attempts to interest the Navy
in the

"

prese

ticn that it. is. or soon will be irrele-
vant—as though at this hearing, we
were all speaking the lines and re-
hearsing the parts for a play that

.u jiiMjjus.pt!.lequire.raenis ous attempts to interest the Navy
ie lower frequencies has been i„ Washington, he intended to drop
n ted with the troubled convic- the matter. Meriwether looked An-

will never really open, or- will close
clown almost as soon as it opens."
Then he really got hot and iet go
with "his lines:

•-"I .said a mcment ago that neither
the public nor the broadcasters had I

ever seen the kind of television CBS
proposed last year—pictures with
twice the fineness of detail as the
pro-war pictures—pictures broadcast

I

on the much disputed higher -fre-

quencies—pictures in full and natural
|

color. Although others estimated
that the nexv and better television
pictures would require from five to
10 years to develop, our own esti-
mate was that such pictures could be
available within as little as a year
after V-J Day. if all the,.' industry
went to work with a will.

.

'"Although we are not yet ready to
show the public the miracle of these
new pictures. I wish to disclose at
this time three pertinent facts: -

I

drew* up at his N. Y. hotel: the in-
ventor had gone back to his home
in McKeesporl. Pa. Meriwether fol-

lowed him there, to find Andrews
living in a darkened, secluded home;

Continued on page 38)

Carlin's Solitaire Game

Shuffles MBS Shows In

Competish Footsie-Footsie
Phillips Carlin, MBS verpoe in

charge of programs, is playing a one-
handed .game of checkers": Willi the
olher webs. Carlin is making all the
moves. Thus far he's made five. The
programs include "The Whisper
Men." Ralph Slater: hypnotist:
Agatha Christie's Poirot. "Leave It

to Mike." "Symphonic, Strings."'

".Whisper." a new program by-
Tony. Loader, finds it tough sledding
against- "Can ; You Top This?" -oh
NBC. and "Your Hit Parade" on
CBS. Beginning Oct. 20. it'll be heard

In the opinion of Mark Woods,
president of the American Broad-
casting Co.. the FCC squabble over
video channels is the most serious

barrier to the progress of commer-
cial television. He contends thai if

there were sufficient channels on the

upef band, video could go ahead on
its present experimental basis, if not

on a full competitive basis.

The FCC squabble on allocations

is likewise retarding the manufac-
ture of television sets. He depre-
cates the $100 video receiver, at

least for now. for the simple reason
that the 9V->xi2 kinescope tube alone
costs $05. However, he foresees a

$250-$350 price range- for the best

sets, and points to RCA's own pre-

war model, the TRK 12. which orig-

inally cost $660 to install and was
shortly thereafter brought down to

$385 to install. With video's prog-
ress retarded in the D. C. hearings,
therefore, no manufacturer is in po-
sition to properly merchandise any
model, knowing that two' or three
years hence it may have to be totally

abandoned.
The present allocation of four

video, bands to the greater New York
area takes care of NBC. CBS and
Dumont. and makes it a question as
to who will get the fourth channel.
It may be ABC. but what happens
to Mutual. Metro and the depart-
ment stores who have television li-

censes'.'

Woods' argument is that, after get-
ling up in the higher bands, (here
can be 18 or 20 channels: in short,
as many telecasters as there are
broadcasters today.
While Woods is bullish on tele-

vision, he thinks that the major net-
works will have to carry the experi-
mental load for three or four years.
Nor is it a question airy more of
spending the Government's dollar,
because with '46 the excess profits
tax structure will be sharply cut
and. thereafter, it should be just
the normally high corporate tax. It

will not be until- '49 or '50 when
commercial television is a reality,
he thinks.

Audience Needed
The reason for television's retard-

ed commercials for as long as five
years, in Woods' opinion, is chiefly

|

a matter of circtilation. Getting
some 15.000.000 television receiving

Iset-s I: '.3 the U. S. homes can't be
I done so fast, and obviously video
can't be commercial until there's
that much circulation, i.e., a tele-
audience.

.

On the other hand. Woods points
to video's dynamic appeal, as in the

' (Continued on page 36)

One Point Gets Wide Agreement:

Vs. 6-Hour Daily Tele Programs

It It Cricket?
Mexico City, Oct. 16,

Juicy biz enjoyed for some
time by radio station XESA; a

10,000-watter of Culiacan, capital

of the Pacific state of Sinalao,

from allowing time to creditors

to dun their debtors, has been
ended by the Ministry of Com-
munications and Public Works,
ruler of air affairs in this land.

Ministry told the station that its

franchise and that of all other

stations in Mexico doesn't allow
bill-collecting via the rhike.

.One of the best customers was
a beer parlor proprietor who
got almost 100'^ results by air

dunning customers who welched
on paying checks.

Celler Bill Seen

Headed for Shelf
Washington. Oct. 16.

There is little or no prospect that

Congress will consider the , bill of

Representative Emanuel "Celler, (D.,

N. Y.'l "to protect radio from over-
commercialization." Celler introduced
a proposed series of amendments to

the Federal Communications Act
last Tuesday (9), and put out a hot
statement that broadcasting would
become "merely ah adjunct of big.

business" unless something' were
done about it.

Fact is that the House and Senate
Interstate Commerce Committees
have been up to their necks in other
work and have not indicated that
they intend to consider any radio
legislation during the 79th Congress.
At the beginning of the session. Rep.
Clarence Lea (D.. Calif.i. chairman
of the House Committee, said he
hoped to get around to the matter,
but present indications are that the
committee; will not be in shape to do
anything before 1946. if then.

On the Senate side, the big trouble
appears to be that leading commit-
tee members cannot get an agree-
ment among themselves on what
type of radio legislation should go
through. One thing that has con-
fused them is that the broadcasting
industry, itself, is so divided on the
subject. Senator Wallace H. White.
Jr. (R., Me.), ranking minority
member of the committee, told "Va-
riety" he saw little or no prospect
of the committee trying to revive the
old Wheeler-White bill or to take up
any new legislation on the subject.

At the present time there are half
a dozen or so bills in both Houses
afleeting radio in one way or an-
other, and theyrail seem to be dead
pigeons unless there is a concerted

j
drive either in Congress or in the

(Continued on page 34)

Washington, Oct. 16
The broadcasters told FCC last

week television should be launched
with a minimum of regulation so
that it can have a chance to estab-
lish itself firmly. One witness at
the hearing on the proposed new
viedo regulations drew the compari-
son that the commission appeared to
be trying to place the same load on
a baby's shoulders that a fujlgrown
man—standard broadcasting — is
carrying.

While there were wide divergen-
cies of opinion on most of the rules,
the broadcasters almost unanimously
said that the one requiring six.
hours of daily telecasting; seven
days a.week, would'be virtually im-
possible to handle at this time.

John Morgan Davis, appearing for
the National Assn. of Broadcasters,
said the six-hour schedule would
give broadcasters a financial burden
which most of them could not
handle. He said the proposal to
have "time sharing" by two or more
stations on the same frequency
might be necessary because of the
limited number of frequencies avail-
able, but that it would hamper
operations and should be > rc-

.

quired as a temporary expedi-
ent. Davis objected 16* the pro-
posed "multiple ownership rule"
principally because it Would limit
station ownership to five. He also
wanted the_pjDaposed .Ji.etw.ork regu-
lations amended to allow long term
contracts with affiliates. He also
urged that to force stations to use
a common antenna site Would
"amount to the taking of properly
without due process of law."
NAB's presentation opposed forc-

ing stations to identify mechanical
reproductions, and urged that the
station identification rule should
"encourage the video type." Davis
said the allocation plan appeared
fair, and he wanted the community
station proposal broadened to pro-
vide community stations on all 13
frequencies, and not on merely throe
channels.

In place of the six-hour per day
minimum programming rule Piviil
W. Kesten. CBS

"Just three weeks ago today, on
,

.

Sept. 27. I saw these new pictures', in
I
tl7e same evening. Sat., ah hour

magnificent color, in- a laboratory
1 earlier, opposite- "Truth or Consc-over a closed circuit. Although; quchces."- on. NBC and "Movor of thenominally a2a-lMie pictures, each

. Town" c.n CBS both of which ha vecompleted picture contained 1.57.5
| good Tloooeratings. -

Premieres

impercepible lines of beautifully
detriletl color—-and the circuit, was
complete frcm the scanning device
to the actual receiver.

''Later. .on the same day I saw. the
same pictures actually b'roadcas.'.

still in the laboratory, but with „ii

transmitter at. one end
.
of the too"';)

and a receiver at the other. They
were just as perfect as the closed-
circuit images.
"Only yesterday. Oct. 10. I sa v

these television pictures successfuH..-

broaclcast across the crowded New
York skyline and received"' many
blocks away with superb clarity—
demonstrating the actual uce of tiv*

ultra-high frequencies aiid the mod-
ulation of a 10-megacycle video Viand

(Continued on page 38)
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Ralph Slater opus, opposite Kav
K.vser -on NBC. effective today ; (17 i.

will oppose "Mr. & Mrs. North" on
NBC and Jack Carson on CBS.

'

The Agatha Christie scries,
merly on Sundays, opposite
quest Performance" oil CBS
"Manhattan . Mcrry-Go-Roimu"
NEC. goes to a Friday spot against
CBS' "Alcirich Family" and NBC's
"Highways in Melody "

"Leave It to Mike." formerly op-
posite NBC's Dunninger and CBS'
Dtirantc-Mopic, now opposite NBC*
Philip Morris and CBS" "Big Town."
"Symphonic Strings." however, has

only expanded its program from 15

lo 30 minutes in the Saturday. 8-8:30

slot, opposite NBC's "Life of Riley"
and CBS' 'Viva America."

(OH. 18-27)

Oct. 18
"Raisin-; A Husband," 8-8:30

p.m. Thursdays. Mutual: Sustain-
ing- ;''

v --

Oct. 19

"So Yon Think You Know
Music." 10-10:30 p.m. "Fridays';
Mutual: Sustaining. (

- Oct. 30
Philadelphia -'Orchestra. 5-0

p.m. Saturdays
nig.

"I'irst N is liter," . 7:30-8
,

Saturdays. CES: Cainpana: Wal
lacc-Ferry-Haiiley.

"Club Time." 10:15-10:30
Saturdays. ABC (Blue); '.

milium Products: Trade Devel
opmcnt agency.
"Break the "Bank." 9:30-10 p.m

Saturdays. MBS: Sustaining.
Oct. 82

Carol Brice. 6:30-6:15
M.indays. CBS: Sustaining-.
"Science in War and Peace.'

7:15-7:30 p.m. Mondays, MBS
Sustaining.

CBS: SusUiiu-

p.m.

a.m.
Alu-

p.ni.

NBC Ditches New Cbi

Building Plans, as ABC

Vacates Office Space
Chicago. Oct. 16.

Plans for NBC to build its' own
building on the near-North Side here
were definitely laid aside this week
when the company earmarked Sil'00.-

000 to renovate and remodel its Mer-
chandise Mart space. Coincidental
with" "this development the Ameri-
can Broadcasting Company is being-
forced to vacate approximately 5.000
square feel, in the MM when its lease
expires at the end of the year, which
will necessitate the moving of sev-
eral departments."

"*'"" "' " '

••':»*-

;

- As things look. now. the executive
and" press depts. of American will be
moved over to the Civic Opera build-
ing where the sales departments are
now located, making room for the
production, news, special events and
program departments hear t'he stu-
dios. ; .

".-•-". v ,
"

NBC's renovation plans include
pqlyeylindrieal acoustical treat-
ments of. all studios, and involve
many engineering changes in addi-
tion to other things. Program will
take a period of several months, at
which lime several audience shows
such as

:
the "Carnation Hour,"

"Breakfast Club." and "Quiz Kids."
may have to be broadcast from some
theatre" while the large studios arc

i being constructed.

vice-president,
recommended the following alterna-
tive:

"Let the rule require the following
hours of television broadcasting- one
hour daily until set ownership has
reached 10',.; two hours dailv until
set ownership has reached 20',;
three houif daily until set owner-
ship has reached 30'; ; four hours
daily until set ownership has reached
40'v: five hours daily until set own-
ership has reached 50',: and six
hours daily alter set ownership ex-
ceeds 50?; .••

On the basis of the type or.igramsCBS has been producing. Kesten e---
limated it would cosl a minimum of
&J.191.000 a year to program 42 hours
a week.. He said that was far from
what the cost would be on the bas-s
of what CBS is striving to produce.

framincll Seeks Flexiliil ty

.
NBC proxy JVilos Trammcll called

for "maximum flexibility and mini-mum restriction" in the development
of television, urging "a governmental
attitude of encouragement and'svm-
pathetic support.

-
' •"' •-.'".

.;

"The pioneers or television." he
said, "must expect to take business
risks.. However. I hey nutst be able
to proceed with the assurance an.l
conviction that they are establishing
a service' to the public which will
have stability, and will' provide a
reasonable- opportunity to rccovvr
ventured capital."

Trammel) raised some objection ti
the proposal that only four channcis
will be available lor New York, the
nation's largest market area, and ob-
jected to the proposal that channels
be shared on. the. ground that il had
"Y„e.!',Y,

scrimp '..urtnlicatjnjjj;
, ., ..

which,
it seems tome, will prohibit, the de-
velopment of nationwide network
television service." : -..'.''

He wys one of two witnesses who
raised lio objection to the six-hour
minimum daily broadcasting nil v
saying that NBC is ready to go ahead
on that basis.,

Joseph Ream, of CBS. endorsee!

the commission's allocation plan of

providing stations for smaller com-
munities even at the expense of the

metropolitan centers bccau.'-e it "will

set the basic pattern for allocation

of high definition, full color tele-

vision in the high frequencies." He
also approved the plan to require

identification of mechanical repro-

ductions. When- il, ca'rae to the net-

work regulations, however, he found

(Continued on page 33)
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PACKAGING MENACES AGENCY 15^
Radio, Too, Can Talk Back
The House Committee on Un-American Activities, successor to.

the Old Dies Committee, is, under the aegis of its founding father,

Mississippi's Representative Rankin, trying hard to live up to its

witch-hunting tradition. In existence since last May, the group

has launched two "probes"—both in the direction of show busi-

ness. First it announced with much fanfare that it was going

after Hollywood's alleged "red" scalp—and Hollywood refused to

take calumny lying down. Now. the axe is sharpened for radio

commentators, the choice being liberals, anti-isolationists, pref^

erably those employed by indies.

This time, however, the committee has again caught more than
it planned on baiting. Going on the assumption that "the best

-defense is attack, showpeople in and out of radio have or-

. ganized a campaign to deflate the committee's smearing tactics.

Instead of waiting until the liberal commentators are picked off

one by one, and their stations and sponsors intimidated singly

through unfounded charges, the show people and radioites have
organized their own drive against perpetuation of Dies-Rankin
tactics. Furthermore, there is reason to believe that network
executives may join this drive on the theory that an attack
against one section Of radio is a threat to the entire industry.

Radio, like Hollywood, can talk back. It's to its credit that it

is doing so.

Laugh Shows Hit Hooper Jackpot,

Fibber, Hope, Bergen in Lead Spots
With the radio season iii full

swing, and most of the top shows
back On. the air, it's comedy lime far

and aljead of every other type pro-
gram so far.

New Hooperates issued today
(Wed.) show 10 of the "top 15"

arc comedy shows, all featuring per-

sonalities. Only one commentator is

on the list—Walter Winchcll (who
went up from 1C.3 to 19.fi), Dramats
got a nod with three programs—"Lux
Radio Theatre," which moved up
from 21.4 to 21.8 but lost first place

to Fibber McGee & Molly: "Screen
Guild Players," and "Mr. District At-
torney." "Take It Or Leave If is the

only quizzer on the list,, and "Music
Hall," the only show in that classi-

fication.

Listening has gone 'way up in gen-
eral in the last two weeks, with re-

sult that lowest rating among the Top
15—15.6 for Eddie Cantor—would
have placed the latter in sixth place
only two weeks ago.-
The latest Top Fifteen tabulates as

follows:

Fibber McGeo & Molly.. 28.9

Bob Hope 20.5

Charlie McCarthy 22.9

Radio Theatre ...21.8

Fred Allen .21.2

Jack Benny 21.2

Screen Guild Players. I9.C
'

Walter Winchcll .19.6

Mr. District Attorney. 18.5

. Abbott and Costcllo 18.1

Take It Or Leave It .17.5

Amos 'n' Andy .17.0

Joan Davis with Andy Russell 16.8

Music Hall •'.
... . .15.9

Jack Haley . .15.6

Eddie Cantor .15.6

Landry Back
Robert J. Landry, director of writ-

ing at CBS, has finally gotten back

to New York from England, where
he had been for the past few weeks
on a o.o. of the British radio scene.

Planned to be back Sooner but had

transportation difficulties.

MBS $3,000,000 Co-op Expanding;

Gabbers Lead in Outlet Favor

'BULLDOG DRUMM0ND'
* ON FULL MUTUAL NET

Chicago. Oct. 16.

"Bulldog Drummond" will be

sponsored over the full Mutual net-

work for Turns, as result of a 52-

week contract signed here lastWeek
between Lewis Howe Co.. St. Louis,
makers of Turns, Olian Advertising
Agency, and Arnold Carlson, of Hu-
tual's central sales division. Pro-
gram, which originates1

at WOR. New
"-'ork, will be aired Mondays. 8-8:30'

Pm. 'EST), with efforts being made
toward clearing .stations so show
can tceoff Oct. 22.

Because of previous commitments,
where advertisers are bankrolling
transcribed playbacks of "Drum-
mond" locally, as in" the case ' of
WON, it may be three or four months
before the lull net can be vita red
for Tunis.

Willson s 30-Mn.

Musical Montage
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

It's been " a long time, since so

much interest has been evinced in

a half-hour package idea as that

being whipped together for Mere-

dith Willson, who only recently re-

turned to civvies and the musical

end of the "Maxwell House Coffee i

Time" (Burns & Allen) show.

Backed by a 38-picce orchestra,

with the added, services of Ethel

Smith, Burl ives and the Lcs Paul

Trio, the audition record has already

excited multiple sponsor-agency in-

terest on the Coast as perhaps the

most novel postwar radio package to

date.

What Willson has achieved
through skillful development and
use of the Sonovox, is a 30-minute
musical -montage in which even the

spoken words are blended into

the one-musical-piccc orchestration.

Even for the commercial, there's a

12-voiccd chorus.

NEW METHODS

MONKEYWRENCH
Hollywood, Oct. 16.

The whole pattern of . advert ising
agency activity in its. relation to

I

radio is due for some drastic over-
hauling in the coming months.
Some who are in a position to know
contend that, for the first time since

commercial radio became one of
America's big businesses, there's been
a growing feeling that the ad agen-
cies are "on the spot" and that, un-
less' they do something quickly to

retain the firm looting they once
held, their power, prestige and bill-

ings will diminish.

The situation stems from the in-

creasing inroads being made by the

package agencies, who more and
more are controlling the top night-

time shows in radio. In fact, it's

reached a point already where some
of the ad agencies who heretofore
played dominant roles in wrapping
up the production end of a show,
now more or less sit idly by as the

package .boys take over production.

With the exception of a few top

agencies that still boast elaborate

production staff set-ups and in vyho.sq

hands major control of program-
ming is still vested, it's becoming
strictly a "package deal" era in

which the ad agency radio director

is relegated to secondary impor-
tance on the production end: his

chief concern is to keep the client

happy:
What disturbs the ad agency boys

most is the frequently posed ques-
tion: "Now that the package shows
are relieving the agencies of pro-
duction responsibility, what are the

agencies doing to justify their, 13ri

'take' from the sponsor? Does their
| Ba tes agency, wouldn't mind wrap-

promoliori activity and the setting TpHig up a Bing -Crosby deal for a
of the package deal warrant- a-. 15*.« i946-"47 seasoji preem. In fact the
slice of the bankrollcr?" Colgate-Bates enthusiasm ."over the
Some of the boys are conjecturing

| idea , jfs reported here, has already
on whether or not. in view of the manifest itself in the agency's will-

Mugg Rides Herd
Rene Canizarcs, former "Va-

riety" mugg in Havana, now one
of Cuba's leading radio gabbers

and sportcasters, wound up a

quick session in the U. S. A. last

(
weok, doing a job which would
drive, any U. S. network man-
ager, slightly nuts. .,.\

• - At home, Cahizares works for

CMQ. Havana, which has its

own web called "CirqUitb CMQ."
But he was in the U. S. to cover
the World Series, which' he did

for a rival web. RHC. which is-

the Cuban affiliate of CBS and
Is nicknamed the - "Blue Net-
work" down there. Further-
more, his sportscasts from Chi-
cago and Detroit originated over
the Mutual wires, 'being spun-
sored in, Cuba las in the U. S.i

by Gillette. And. to complicate
matters, they were broadcast ad-
ditionally in Cuba by an indie,

CMBZ.

Bates Baits Bing

For Kyser Sub

*t Following a survey among local

advertisers of co-operative network
programs, a move is underway at

Mutual to expand the co-op setup
by increasing the number of pro-
grams during both daytime and
nighttime skeds, under Bert Hauser,
MBS director of the co-operative
programs department. An SOS has
been sent 'out to packagers to sub-

! mit ideas to the web's department,

I

and (he most suitable shows will be
least and put on the air to help com-
ply w-ith requests currently delug-

I
ing Mutual affiliates.''

\ . ..In selecting the programs for

'.broadcast, Hauser said he would
j
look particularly for formats calling

for name personalities, because the

I majority of small advertisers spe-
cifically, pointed out that that's what
they want Reason for this attitude

I among local merchandisers is they

|

know that their consumers react to

j

radio programs emotionally, espe-
cially to prominent -names with

I which they're familiar.

|

Mutual currently lias 13 programs
on a co-op basis, heard over 27G sta-

tions. Ten of these programs are
15-min., cross.-the-bordcrs; three are
15-min. weekly programs; one is a
half-hour weekly show.
The .three that, have sold the

greatest number of stations to local

advertisers are Erskine Johnson,
Hollywood commentator and col-

umnist, to 137 .affiliates; Cedric Fos-
ter to 112; Fulton Lewis, Jr.. to 182.

Time and talent purchased by local

advertisers for those programs and
others (Frazier Hunt, Elsa Maxwell,

wholesale trend toward package
shows, it isn't just as inevitable that

the client will bypass the agency,
Speculation is rife as to' just what

steps the agencies can or will take

to recapture their hold. For one
thing, the top agencies whose bill-

ings run up into the millions, aren't

going to step aside and see control

of the shows taken away from them.

Some see as inevitable a whole new
|

realignment of agency-packaging
|

Hollywood. Oct. 16. •

Looking forward to the expiration

of the Kay Kyser "lend-lease" deal

j
and his return . next season to the

I George Washington Hill told, Col-

1 gate, current sponsor of the "Kollege ["Bulldog Drummond," Arthur Hale,

I
of Musicai Knowledge,*' and the Ted

j
etc.) approximate $3,000,000 an-
nually.

In the 'survey, one of the questions

asked whether advertisers were sud-
denly splurging in radio because of

the release and availabilities of some
materials. Chief answer was that

the wartime newspaper shortage
forced radio-hesitant advertisers to

test radio; results proved so effec-

tive, they want to stay on the air.

are concerned, in 'which all pro-

ducers will come in on a freelance

basis. Thus a producer cannot be

ingness to lay $100,000 on the line as

a sort of "retainer" for Der Bingle.

But despite the fact that the whole
agency field has bought a ticket on
the Groaner Sweeps(akes, neither

Bates nor any other agency wants to

go out on a limb and invite possible

litigation until the Crosby-Kraft
muddle is definitely, straightened out.

Particularly since Kraft reps, are

adamant in their insistence that the

[Crosby contract still has seven"years
to go.

Whatever happens, it's generally

felt now that Der Enisle won't re-

sold as part of the package, but the I

Crooner Dualled

In Chi Time Mixup
Chicago, Oct. 16.

Two instances of resultant con-

urn to radio until next March at the fusion from the city's failure ,to re-

agency will reserve the right to

name his own producer on a free-

lance one-show basis, with the

agency thus retaining control. It's

felt that the Radio Directors Guild
itself will exert pressure to bring
such a move about.

While exceptions are ' cited, such

as in the case of the Joan Davis
Show, where Dick Mack's produc-
tion assignment is regarded as an -in

n
earliest, with. the star for the present

"in retirement" at his ranch. Frank
Morgan is currently substituting on
the Thursday night "Kraft.. Music
Hall" show.

MAPES TO HUTCHINS
H. Pierson Mapes, for the past 15

years sales promotion
jPhilco Distributor

manager of i

Inc.. has been i

tegral part of the program's over-
j

named general manager of H utcliii.it",

all success, the agencies say they,
j
ad agency for Philco. -

not the package boys, are in' a better
j

With the title; he takes complete

position to set the producer. ..charge of "Hall of Fame."

Oboler-And SleepingPills-Help Radio

Crack Down "on World Prejudices

TOST' COSTS JOB
• Cyril Armbrister, nil I time director
wr ABC iBlue), had to iesign from
•this job to direct the Isabel Manning
Howson "Land of 'the Lost" program
on MBS. 1

[win.

However, he may be permitted to Without Arch Obolcr radio would

direct ABC's "Terry i.nd Hie PiraUs" !
be ;V lot worse oil" then it !s today,

'how on a freelance basis.
' You could "have/said the same thing

By GEORGE ROSEN >''{•
I five' years ago— but it goes in spades

-. Hollywood, Oct. 16. -I
*he.n,,,;is

_
neypr" before there

. , ..... . ... i are important things. to be said, when
.

. This
,
is the story ot a guy with

: m0LmUn{, prejudices -.must be. torn

sleeping .pills in one pocket'.and down and when there's 'a crying need

benzedrine in the. other.- It's the ! lo reach out to ajj audience, no mat-

story of a. guy who' doesn't like sleep- ter how small, and try to set some

ing pills or benzedrine, who would
j

minds straight.

rather enjoy the leisure of his ranch i
Take a look at the record covering

home in the mountains overlooking j
the . past 26.-w.eek' period just ended

Hollywood, the sunshine of Southern ;;md it's understandable why
California and the quiet 6f an eve- I

pills were; doing double

ni'ng with his wife and two. kids. But
j

why this. too. will stand as a tribute

if he did these thiiu's his name
|

lo a- couple of other important people

wouldn't be Arch Obolcr. Whenever
;

you speak in terms of creative writ-

ing and trying to keep radio in long
j

pants, his name will always crop up.

Arid, too, the .name of Norman Cur-

in radio who threw open the choice
|

Thursday nigh); 10- ill:30 period on
!

Mutual for a haU'-ycar so that Obolcr
j

could have his say. M'utual's Ed
Kobnk and Phil Carl in khew they J

radio, that the audience would be ;i

limited, discriminating one, but oyer

the 26-week period Mutual gained in

prestige what it might" have lest in

billings:.

..There, wasn't much . fanfare over
"Obolin -s 26." but look buck at them
now. take fhem apart, find you'll sec'

how they add, up to thev-niost vital

programming of 1945. for 20 out of

those i
the 26 weeks Oboier's. typewriter and;

duty and bills went to work lo'nly a half-dozen

in the series ware repeals of plays

Writ cn in previous years) and
tackled, problems facing a world cry-

ing W!or decency find a lusting peace.

Not all of it was good: a lot of it

could have been better. A greater

pereentuge than one could, bj.vc

|
vert to Central Standard Time Oct
1 because of an old ordinance on
the books, is cxamplcd in cases of.

Skip Fairell, local singing star, and
Mary Paxton. writer-announcer of

the "Wishing Well" program.
Farrell has a five-times weekly

I show on WMAQ at 6:30 p.m. <CSTt,

[
which makes if come out fduring
lhi« month) at .7:30 p.m. Chicago
time. He riso has been aonrai ing

on "Swing's the Thing" a WGN-Mu-
f.unl show on Thurs. nights, which
was switched from 9:30 to 7:30 p.m.

Chi time. As it's a physical impos-
sibility to aooear on two stations

at. the same lime the problem had
to be- solved by having the- Thurs.

nlohl. WMAQ- transcribed so now
Fnf'rcli is heard on two stations at

the same time Thurs. ni/'hts.
' Mary Pr.jyt'm-. has her "Wishing

,

Well" show on V.'BT>M.. wh'eh- is on-
crating on stant'nrd time, from S;S0

.

to fi'/?) a.m. and. another on V.'GN.

opoi-.iing en Cni <layli''ht time. *i'om

8:.45 t i 9:00 a.m. giving her 30 sec-

onds to di'sh across, street from' the
Wiig.ley bltlg. to WON studios in

Tribune Tower. So far she's. made
it brcVuie 'I he 'cop on Michigan ,avc.

hnl^s traffic f'li' hcr and a Tower
el< valor num keeps bis. car. waiting
to give her < >:pre.-s service.

wouldn't raise havoc w'iji the Hooper : dared hope for. under the trying cir-

ralings; they knew that the tiling
j
euinsliince''of doing a, creative job

Obolcr wn'ii. cd to get off his ehc>t
J

week in ami week out. -v; s :,i inline,

tloesn't exactly acid up to commercial i
(Continued oh page 31 i

ER00NES' QUICKIE N.Y.

MEET ON WIFE'S SHOW
M-rt'n Brooncs. producer of his

;wif(.''s iCharlotte Greenwood's) rqdi.K

tiro-riim, flew back to Hollywood
vc-terday < Tu.cs.), after arriving here
Suiid.vv 1 14) for a ouickie huddle
wiili Foot!».-Cone ft Bclding, agency
lo'- the Hallmark Co t orogram.
Shiny, now in ils 7'otrj- week, ha*

,
been renc -vccl fur annthpr veil'4

.
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DICK HAYMES SHOW
With Helen Forrest, Rhythm Swing -

tette, Gordon Jenkins orch and
chorus; announcer; Frank Martin

Producer-Director: Dave Young;

30 Mins.; Sat., 8 p.m.
ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE
WABC-CBS, N. Y.

(Ruifirau/I & Rlyan)

. Dick Haymes arid his troupe, minus
guest stars Or any other audience
Jure, stayed a very successful first

show of the new season Saturday
13 1. With this program, his broad-

easts tor Auto-Lite shitted to the CBS
web from Tuesday nights on the

Blue.,
Hny.iri.es no longer uses the idea

around which all oi his programs ol

last season were built, i.e.. DX'cl. two-
way conversations with and enter-

tainment of overseas service men.
His is now a straight musical per-

formance, nicely basted bv a well-

written script. If succeeding broad-
casts are as neat as the getaway show
he'll have no trouble selling Auto-
Lite's spark plugs. It was fast and
smoothly paced. .

Haymes' vocals, abetted by Helen
Forrest, Gordon Jenkins' orchestra
and a chorus, hit a solid pace, with
the possible exception of a rather
stilted performance oi "It Might
As .Well Be Spring/' Otherwise, his

work ' on "Too-Ea-Loo-Ra" and
others clearly 'indicated ttje reason
for, his popularity. However, while
Haymes was solid. Helen Forrest,

whose performances lately have oc-

casionally been much too mechanical
and cold, overshadowed him. Her
work with Haymes on "I'll Buy That
Dream" and particularly her solo of

"September Morn." was excellent.

She made of the latter a memorable
melody.
Haymes uses a 20-voice chorus, a

group that easily put over "Gotta Be
.. This Or That" midway, but really

got going later with a native-tongucd
version' of "Hawaiian War Chant."
This bit. combined with the lively

"Come to the Fair." finish provided
tasty dressing for the featured per-
formers. Gordon Jenkins band rates

a nod. too. for its accompaniment,
Haymes' handling of the wordage

on the show also must come in for

compliment. His work in this wise
reveals a warm, smooth personality
perfectly suited to radio. Wood.

STUDS TEBKEL'S "WAXED MU-
SEUM"

Writer: Te.kel
fit Mins.: Sun.. 1ft p.m.
EDELWEISS BREWING CO.
WENR, Chicago

(dlirtu)

Dedicated to "lonphairs. phorthairs.
and in-bctwecn." this stanza proves
a literate jag for Studs Terkel. one
of Chi's better writer-producers, in

a new role as disk jockey. Patter
format mi?ht be described as a cross
between Deems Taylor and Mai tin

Block, running the gamut from live
trik on why Iturbi's interpretation
ol Chopin's "Walt/, in C Sharp
Minor" isn't as incisive as Horowi'z'
to a dissection of the particular con-
tributions of each member of a band
including Lionel Hampton, Jess Stacy
and Cosy Cole, among others, to
•'Stompology."

Swing version of "Anvil Chorus"
Is the plattcrcd theme, cueing the
diversified content, which covers an
A-to-Z. territory—i.e., "After You've
Gone" to "Zi"cuncrweisen." There's
a~]ol packed into the hour, but pro-
ceedings never cet dull in view of
the cliDped singing commercials
(transcribed). Terkel's knowing com-
ments, and the blatters themselves.
Teeoff, besides Iturbi and Hamoten.
had such strange bedfellows as Duke
Ellington's "Black and Tan FaTttasv."
Burl Ives' "O'd Smoky." Benny
Goodman's "Slioped Disc." 'he H>m-
mcrslein - Bizet "Beat Out That
Rhythm on a Drum" from "Carmen."
Larry Adler's "Hand - to - Mouth
Booeie." Sinatra's "All or Nothing at
All." Robert S'olz' "Tales from the
Vienna Woods." Josh White's "One
Meat Ball." and Cugnt's "Babalu."
Edelweiss pitches, on every quar-

ter-hour, are ctsy on the ear. and
Terkel kids 'em pleasingly—a la his
'announcement of one of them as

Meal Ticket Waltz." It niHila
sell beer. Mike.

Aggravatin* Rhythm
"Production" on radio's dra-

matic shows is so cluttered up
with "effects"' it seems to be go-
ing daffy, while driving listeners
the same way. /
For instance, those foot taps

marking the progression of

characters from room to room,
across the room, upstairs, dow n-

stairs, walking or running, in

here, out there, everywhere. Not
only does "production" put steel

cleats on their heels, it also puts

'ein on their toes. So you get

that clop-clop, clop-clop until

each player sounds like the
milkman's horse and the whole
program listens as if it were
taking place in a stable.

But it's art. presumably.
It's also radio.
Ah. art.

AW', nuts!

"MUSICAL INTERPRETATIONS"
With Dean Turner, Dr. Max Reiter
30 »!«>•*.• Srm. 11:30 a.m.
FFOST BROTHERS
WOAI, San Antonio
New York mav have its Martin

Block and Alan Courtney to spin the
records, but down San Antonio way-
it's done lire brown, the disk jockey
for a half-hour program beiii<r the
eonriue'er of the San Antonio Sym-
phony Orchestra; Dr. Max Reiter.

Dr. Reiter is the majbrdomo over
» half-hour of music a little on the
classical side. Comments on the
music of the masters, and the artists

:.
p'-

.musicians performing them, are
firm ill an

. intimate manner bv
R- ; er. :

Programs run the musical scale
from prand opera to pop. On show
heard there were Dave Rose's "Holi-
dn'v for Strincs." Shubert's "Marche
Milltsn-e" and William Kappell Dlay-
ln<V at the niano RachmaninofT's Prel-
ud" in C Sharp Minor.
Commercials are by far too long

and many but are aimed at the
women and concern the new style
creations being offered for sale by
the sponsor. Frost Brothers, an ex-
clusive women's store. These are
read by Dean Turner in nice style.

Avdy.

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Serge Koussevitzky conducting; Gene

Hamilton, announcer
Writer: Maurice Hastings
P.i.dncer-Wrlter: Oliver Daniels
U0 M us.: Sat., 9:30 p.m. i*

ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. CO.
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

tConiptOd)

Symphoiiic representation on the

air is almost assuming full strength,

with only the Detroit Symphony
and Philadelphia Orchestra groups

needed to complete the roster. The
Boston Symphony Orchestra's return
brings what radio needs most—artistic

distinction. For here is unquestion-
ably the finest orchestra in the land
and in the world, an organization
welded through a 20-year associa-
tion of conductor and musicians into
a brilliant ensemble that is unique
Strings, brass and winds have been
brought to .such- degrees of refine-
ment and virtuosity as to startle the
listener, while musicianship has
never been neglected for technique
or mere show;
In resuming for the season, the.

orch has switched from its previous i

8:30 p.m. time to 9:30. The switch is

likely to increase its audiences west i

of the Mississippi, who'll find the I

new time more convenient. Chance i

should also appeal to others and in-
crease draw, as the broadcast will

j

now present the second half of the
orchestra's regular concerts, which
usually includes soloist or novelty.
Second program of season. Sat.

113), was devoted to Jan Sibelius in
honor of the Finnish composer's 80th
birthday. Dr. Koussevitzky leading
his men through an eloquent per-
formance of "Swan of Tuonela" and
the First Symphony. The English
horn solo in "Swan" was particularly

|

noteworthy. Program was also in-

!
tefesting for the anecdotes about
Sibelius and the tie-in with the Bos-
tonians. as Koussevitzky has been
the composer's leading exponent in

America I which the program pointed
out).

Allis-Chalmers' commercials were
on the same high plane as the pro-
gram. Evening was dedicated to the
half-million employees of the iron
and s eel industry, the three corrf-
inerci?ls (opening, middle, and doss' ).

all of them brief, pointing to the
achievements of the men who found
ways of refining raw metal. At the
close there was brief mention of one
of Allis-Chalmers' own products, but
most of the talk was generalization.
It was all in excellent taste.

Bron.

"CIRCLE ARROW"
With Max Condon, Dolly Good and
Buccaneers, Johnson Twins, How-
ard Chamberlain, Jimmy Leonard,
Roy Lanham. Jack Saatkamp

Wri'er: Dave Brown
Producer: Ken Smith
.'!0 Mins.: Sun.. 10:30 a.m.
WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY CO.
WLW-NBC, Cincinnati

(Bruce B. Breirer!

This new series is W.LW's second
feeding of consequence to some NBC
stations. It goes to 14 outlets stretch-
ing from Washington. D. C. to Texas.
WLW's other origination for a num-
ber of the web's outlets is "World
Front News." for Buhte Bros.
Western Auto Supply Co.. which

has over 200 stores of its own and
some 1,400 dealers, aims "Circle
Arrow" at folks in the middle
bracket, mostly those in the open
spaces. The show features fave
pops of bygone years. Initial pro-
gram was in good taste for Sabbath

]

forenoon consumption. It empha-
! sized one hymn that hearers were
requested to sing at their sets.
Howard Chamberlain. WLW handv-

man. supplies a punchy chat inter-
lude on a cleyer "what's new for
you" idea, the new items being sold
at Circle Arrow stands.
Jimmy Leonard does a trim job of

announcing and doubling as a singer.
He did a stint for the same sponsor a
lew years back before transferring
from WLW to WSAI. and the latter
station is doing a lend-lease on him
for this series.

Max Condon, tenor! leads an en-
semble for several tunes and the
fhemer, "Oh What a Beautiful Morn-
ing." and registers as a soloist. Dolly
Good and the Buccaneers sing and
instrumentalize in pleasing fashion,
and the Johnson Twjns. gals, sing
sweetly. Jack Saatkamp is at the
organ. .. • • < ? ;

The hands are seasoned WLW
staffers and in their element on this
setup. Kofi.

THE WOODY HERMAN SHOW
With Woody Herman orchestra,
Fiances Wayne, Joe "Flip" Phillips,
Bill Harris, Chubby Jackson

Writer: Rod Reed
Producer-Director: Chester Gierlach
::o Mins.: Sun., 8 p.m.
WILDROOT CREAM OIL
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

(BHD & Ol .

'..

This lively, fast-moving half-hour
show is framed oh the premise that
a band show primarily should have
band music. Hence, the producers
have taken one -of the leading cur-
rently popular orchestras and pcr-
mited it fairly much to strut its

stuff. The Woody Herman band ob-
viously is geared to catch the age
bracket between 15 and 25 years.
And, since, the sponsors aim to catch
the attention of this cross-section of
lis oners, it looks like a neat pack-
age.
Herman outfit teed oft Saturday

night (13) playing from the stage of
the Palace theatre, Cleveland, where
it is now playing to smash business
Network did a slick job picking this
up, and it was difficult to realize the
orogram was not staged in one of the
big N, Y, radio studios.

It's not difficult to catch on why
Herman has caught on. with the
ycuftger generation. From the open-
ing number, "Atchison. Topeka &
Santa Fe," this outfit carries the
class, instrumentation and sparkling
arrangements that make tor top-
drawer listening. An added asset is

Frances Wayne, fc'mme singer of the
band, who was on for "Gee. It's Good
To Hold You" and "Till the End of
Time." Both were solid.

Herman, who did lis stuff on the
clarinet on "End of Time" ami "Put
That Ring On My Finder" among
others, also warbled in his customary
glib manner, "A Kiss Goodnight''
and "Santa Fe." as well as "Hold
You."

Oittfit introduced a novel! v called,
"tons in the juke-box," with "Kiss"
and "Time" listed as the current
favorites. Joe Phillips handled a
tenor sax solo on "Somebody Stole
My Gal," with Herman again sing-
ins.

Informal banter between Herman,
bass Chubby Jackson, and announcer
Ken Williams, tied; whole proceed-
ings together. Commercials were
unobtrusive excepting the inevitable
shving plug midways, but curse of
that was removed part.lv when
kidded. In contrast. "Wildroot."
listed as being played for the first

time on the air, merely "co-incident-
ally" after the name of the. manu-
facturer, was a typical jump tune
done in typical Woody Herman style.
The slight scripting by Rod Reed

was okay, while Chester Gierlach's
o'-odiiction-direction job was top-
flight. Wear.

"HERE'S MORGAN"
With Henry Morgan: announcer.

.

Kelvin Keecli
Producer: Henry Dick
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri.. 8:13 p.m.
ESQUIRE BOOT POLISH. A III. Kit
SHOES

WJZ, N. Y.
(Emil MoouD

Henry Morgan has been off the air
for about two years, but listeners
who heard him over MBS earlier
will find him unchanged on his cur-
rent WJZ across-the-board show for
Adle.r shoes and Esquire boot polish.
He talks about everything and says
nothing, but his chatter is both amus-
ing and diverting for those who en-
joy the spontaneous.
For the stanza heard (15) he was

quite concerned about 61 h avenue
which Mayor LaGuardia recently re-
named Avenue of the Americas" and
went on to suggest name changes
for all the other streets and boroughs
throughout New York. Sample:
Bayer's Aspirin for Brooklyn, be-
cause. of the headaches people usu-
ally get trying to reach their des-
tination there.
To punctuate his topics, he called

for snatches of decade-old record-
ings of operatic arias. .Latter portion
of the show was devoted to stream-
lined version of "Red Riding Hood."
using characters and situations ap-
plicable to rationing and Nazism,
etc. With Adler shoes and Esquire
boot polish for support, there's no
reason why Morgan shouldn't kick*
the show around for a long time.

PATTI CLAYTON SHOW
With Archie .Bleyer's orch.; an-
nouncer, Bill Cullen '".':'. '.*>

Director: Ace Ochs
Writer: Madeline Clark
IS Mins.: Thurs., 6:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WABC-CBS, N. Y.

Patti Clayton, of the sultry-voiced
clan, now has her own show, in addi-
tion to her vocal chores on the
Arthur Godfrey opus. Her songs are
served a little above room tempera-
ture, cozy and intimate. For her
opening stanza (11) she gave forth
with "I Don't Care Who Knows It."

"If I Loved You," "Duna." and "How
Deep Is the Ocean," and in each case
was nicely groomed by Archie Bley-
er's orchestra. The orch also did a
couple of its own numbers. "Atchison.
Topeka and Santa Fe" and "Evalina."
both in good fashion, giving the show
the needed note of variation. .

• .

Madeline Clark writes the informal
continuity which Bill Cullen spiels
off nicely. It makes a pleasant pack-
age, especially the way Miss Clavton
themes in and out with "Isn't It a
Lovely Way to Spend An Evening"
and "It Was a Lovely Wav to Spend
An Evening," respectively, in 15
minutes.

Oboler s Alpha and Omega
Arch Oboler started out last April, through his 26-weck series over

Mutual, to prove a point. He closed the series last Thursday <l]i
having proved several other things. He had wanted to show that
there were audiences interested in radio drama dealing with ideas
beyond the boy-girl stage. He gave the trade final affirmation on that
score, he reaffirmed his own stature as a serious radio playwright, and
he proved also that the sincere artist, if he has his roots deep among
the people for whom he speaks, can speak no more clearly—if yt times
much more beautifully—than they.

"This Living World," Oooler's finale, started out under a title "1

Declare War." The very faet that Oboler changed the title to "This
T.ivine Book"—Book referring to the Bible—showed that he couldn't
make up his mind between fighting lor a better world, free of hatred,
bigotry and exploitation, and using the methods of soft persuasion.

'

For the play was a beautifully conceived piece of work, an inter-
twining of quotations from the Bible with the life history of a- boy
born right after World War I and killed in World War if. And the
principal character, hating hatred, loving love and warmth and his
own young family, couldn't make up his mind between two credos:
<1)"I have faith in people, in the living God that's in them"; and (2>
"If only at war our Nation can become great, then let us have an-
other war." Of course he meant the latter .internally, which is even
more disconcerting. But the character, speaking for the author, was
voicing the confusion, the disillusionment ot his generation. It was
a sad commentary on the world. But is was a tribute to the artist
who did not go beyond his generation, who let the inconclusive attitude
stand as is, instead of trying to bolster it with false emphasis and
phoney theatrics.
Paul Muni as narrator, the supporting cast, and the sensitively

integrated music —all these were superb. But the show was Oboler's.
And Oboler was honest enough to admit through this play that he,
like millions of others, was at a crossroads. He had finished some-
thing, a series begun splendidly with "Strange Morning" last April.
"Morning" was sharp. "Book" was poignant. There's the difference,
and Oboler let it go at th it. He's clever enough as craftsman to have
covered his own intellectual indecision at this. point. But he was too
honest to-do ~sor -ItVto-thc credit of radio (and to Mutual, of course,
particularly) that Oboler could write and put on the air this omega
to "Strange Morning's" alpha. » Curs."

"POWDER BOX REVUE"
With Danny O'Neill. Evelyn Knight.
Jim Ameche, Elisstt Landi, Ray
Block orch and chorus.

Writer: Morton Friedman
Producer-Director:. Fred Bethel
30 Mills.; Thurs., 10:30 p.m.
ItOURJOIS, INC.
WABC-CBS, N. Y.

(Foote, Cone & Beldino)
,

Danny O'Neill, most recent addi-

tion to CBS" list of talent singers

pacted for top-sponsored shows after

having been given* a personality

buildup via one of the web's sus-

taincrs. proved the network's faith

in his potentialities in his prccni

performance on the Bourjpis show
last week (11).

Featured as. co-headiiner with
Evelyn Knight, O'Neill handled
three songs in a fashion that should
attract many femme listeners and
sell much "Evening in Paris" face
powder for the sponsors. I lis wide-
range tenor voice is especially well-
suited tor the sentimental oldies

featured on the program, and the
Ray Block orch and chorus ably as-

sisted him.
Miss Knight's voice and radio per-

sonality aptly demonstrated the rea-
sons for her rapid rise. too. With
"Powder Box" apparently aimed pri-

marily at the distaff interest, her
work should be a drawing-card for
the male listeners as well.

First impression of the revue is

that it resembles the type of show
usually heard on Sunday afternoons,
with the accent on easy, relaxing
music. Format has 10-minute skit,

played by Jim Ameche and a guest
star, inserted in middle of the pro-
gram. Elissa Landi guested at the
preem, and Ameche announced that
Arlene Francis would do the honors
on the next show. ,

Opcninc program's skit, penned by/
Morton Friedman, was well pro-,
dueed and well acted. Ameche did

j

good work with the commercials, in-
traducing them unobtrusively, so
that they added to show's interest

"THE PEOPLE'S WAY"
With Lena Home, Helen Hayes, Ed-
ward G. Robinson, William Green.
David .1. McDonald, Gerard Swopr
Charles Hatha way's Schola Cen-
torinm,

. and Joseph Stopak's
orches; Louis Calhern, narrator

Director: Dan Russell
25 Mins.; Mon. (15), 9:30 p. m.
Sustaining
WJZ-ABC. N. Y.
Designed as a pitch for the Na-

tional War Fund, this show, produced
Monday (15) by ABC (Bluet in co-
operation with the CIO War Relief
Committee and the AFL Labor
League for Human Rights. Was a
well-handled affair, with enough
showmanship to make for enjoyable
as well as informative.listening,

Practically all the speakers, as
well as the participating actors-
Helen Hayes. Edward G. Robinson.
Lena Home and Louis Calhern—re-
peated the same pleas for funds for
NWF. But it was the sincere man-
ner in which each gave his talk that
made the listener realize the urgency
of the situation.

Called "The People's Way." the
premise of the stanza stuck to it.

The Schola Csfhtorum gave the
program the needed spiritual quality.
Lena Home sang "The House I Live
In," but failed to give it the social
overtones that distinguishes this song
from all the others; however. Charles
Hathaway's orchestra managed to
give it a heavy background.
Calhern's narrational chores were

well time, and the exchange of ses-
sions between Calhern and Miss
Hayes from New York and Edward
G. Robinson and Lena Home from
Hollywood gave the program a va-
riational and symbolic touch.

"MEET THE PRESS"
(Forum)
With Sec. of Commerce Henry A.
Wallace, Marquis Chillis, R'c'hard
Wilson, Alfred Friendly, Walter
Homaday; Al Warner, moderator;
Michael Wayne, announcer

Producer: Ma. tha Rountree
30 Mins.; Fri„ 10:30 p.m.
AMERICAN MERCURY
WOL-MBS. Washington

Latest wrinkle in forum shows is

a bona fide ad lib press conference
Uiat lends itself to greater variety
and more spontaneity than the usual
round table gab show. Second airer

(12) of the "Meet the Press" series,

with See. of Commerce Henry A.
Wallace on the grille,' was still rough
in spots and entirely too self-con-
scious for the McCoy—an actual
press conference. One reason un-
doubtedly was the bigshot of the
evening. WaHaee - although a game
target for the boys who asked him
about the 60.000,000 job program, was
a little slow on the uptake before the
mike. Despite this, he broke the
ice, in what was threatening to be
pretty grim business, by answering
one question with the comment, "As
President Roosevelt would say,
'That's a pretty Iffy question'." After
that the four newsmen quizzing him
lost their "do or die", spirit to some
extent and there were some good
laughs as well as some genuinely
newsworthy items.
Some "firsts" in public utterances

came out of the program, principally
Wallace's statement that he advo-
cated a 15-20%' wage increase. As
the first public comment on the sub-
ject by the Sec. of Commerce, this

made Washington headlines the next
day. indicating the real possibilities

of the program.
Producer Martha Rountree's idea

is a nifty. Washington press confer-
ences have captured the public im-
agination, but this is the first time
that the people have had a chance to

li.sien in on one. Idea is to select a

public official, with four prominent
newsmen, chosen to represent a

cross-section of the press— liberal,

conservative, etc.—for a go at each
other once a week. Eric Johnston,
MPPDA and U. S. Chamber of Com-
merce prexy, was on the first pro-

gram (16), with Robert Nathan, of

OWMR. next in line. Understood
Interior Sec. Harold L. Ickc-s is'

a

candidate for the week after that.

Weakness of the program are the

reporters themselves, mostly green
to radio, with no opportunity to

ripen, since they are changed weekly.
As a result, mike fright prevents
them from showing off to advantage
on an unrehearsed show.
Added feature is the sponsor's

offer of two cash prizes—$50 each—
to writers of the two letters best

summing up public opinion on any
problem brought up on the program,
winning letters to be published in

the American Mercury, which spon-
sors the show. "Press" is heard on
Mutual but has no New York outlet,

Loire.

"NORTHERN ELECTRIC HOUR"
With John Drainie; Claire Gagnier,

guest: Alan McFee, announcer;
Paul Scherman and Northern Elec-

tric Concert orch .
.

Writer: Horace Brown
Producer: Gordon Forsyth
Music Arr.: Godfrey Ridoul
30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.
NORTHERN ELECTRIC CO.
CBL-CBC Dominion and French

regional, Toronto
(Harry E. Foster!

"Northern Electric Hour" is one of

several longhair shots carried "v

CBC webs that is completely listen-

able and ought to catch on with the

Dominion net dialers. Teeoff kept

the music light and made.no effort to

"educate the masses" to concert

music, an angle that will get kudos
from the listeners. It was pure en-

tertainment by music, the 40-ptece

(Continued on page 40)
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Do you know where we can get a job?
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We are going to be needing u

Let's go back .

.

Let's go back...
* a nnarter of 12 noon PWT.

, , If sAe Vine Street Playhouse.
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FCC Gets New Plan for N.Y.FM Spots;

ILGWU Counsel Claims Discrimination

Washington. Get.' 16,

R-.-viscd plan for the allocation of:

f'M channels in N. V. was presented

tfi.l'he FCC yesterday U5> by Jos.H.

Ream, CBS vice-prexy. FCC called

a hearing because of a protest by

CBS. NBC and WOR over alloca-

tions proposed for them by the com-
mission. _'

... :*'Bea_m said his plan would increase

average' coverage of N. Y. City sta-

tions from 6.170 SC|. miles to 11.710 sq.

miles, and average coverage or all

stations in the northeastern area

from 8.770 sq. miles to 9.010 sq,

miles. /-.;'

The plan was endorsed by NBC.
WOR. ABC and W, G. H. Finch. 'well-

known, radio engineer, and inventor,

N.' Y has 20 channels. There are 11

licensees already and 20 applicants

for the remaining nine channels.

Ten of the 20 stations in N. Y.

would have practically identical cov-

erage, and the variation in coverage

would be reduced from 58 to S9''i

.

• iWurcu's Cohn. counsel for the

Unity Broadcasting Co.. of the Inter-

national Ladies Garment Workers,

ruffled the harmony of the pro-

ceeding with an argument which had
the commission much interested.

He argued that the allocations for

N Y. have given all the best chan-
nels to the existing stations in the

move upstairs and that the newcom-
ers in the Held will have to take
what is left. He .said this was dis-

crimination against the new appli-

cants./."Cohn urged a consolidated
bearing in the spring of the 11 pres-

ent licensees and all the new' appli-

cants to determine who would gel

the 20 channels available.

FCC chairman Paul A. Porter
pointed out this would be tanta-
mount to revocation of licenses for

the existing stations. As an alterna-

tive, Cohn suggested that even if the

present licensees retain licenses, then
there should be a hearing covering
them and the nine new successful

applicants on the question of»who
should receive the best frequencies.

AAF Radio Unit, Folding,

Gets Posies From Arnold
Washington. Oct. 16.

First AAF Radio Unit, at Los An-
geles, which was inactivated last

week, drew a statement of com-
mendation from Gen. H. H. Arnold.

AAF commander. Statement, made
public by Lt. Col. Frederick Brisson.

chief of AAF Office of Radio Pro-
duction, said in part:

"For niore than three years your
unit has functioned superlatively in

interpreting to the American public

via radio the public relations objec-

tives of the Army Air Forces. You
may well mark after the record of

the 1st Radio Production Unit:

"Mission accomplished."
Col. Bi'issoh is now here from the

Coast.

New Civilians

Neil Wallace, who received his

honorable discharge from the Navy
as lieutenant s.g., after a stretch that

dates back to March, 1941, has re-

sumed his job as night news editor

at WEEI, Boston.

Washington. Oct. 16.

Palmer Thompson, recently dis-

charged as a first lieutenant from the
medical administration corps of the
Army, has joined the radio section

of the Treasury Dept. war finance
division. He Worked for Young &
Rubicani before going into the serv-
ice.

Lt. J. B. l inn and Chief Petty Of-
ficer Bob Watson have returned to

KGNG. Amarillo. Tex., following
several years service with the armed
forces.. Linn is chief announcer
while Watson is program director.

Clarence letters, staff pianist for

WBT. Charlotte, before he entered
the. armed services, will rejoin the I

station as musical director.

Cincinnati—Latest addition to the

announcing staff of WCKY is Lew
Kent, who was production manager
at' WMAZ. Macon. Ga.. for nine
years.

Roy Batteau. following tour-years
I

in Navy, has returned to his post at

WCKY, Cincinnati, as transmitter
engineer. Batteau was a chief petty
officer.

William: Crane, with the Army un-

tile past two years, has been dis-

charged. He was a scriptwriter be-
fore going into the service.

Wayne Stitt has returned to the
announcing staff of KCKN. Mutual
night outlet in Kansas City, alter
more than three years of Army serv-
ice. He servedwith the 33rd arm-
ored battalion of the third division,
and wears the Purple Heart, the
Presidential Citation, .bar with an
Oak Leaf cluster, and five battle
stars.

Another KCKN mikeman, Eddie
Clark, has rejoined the announcing
staff following nearly three years of
service in the Merchant Marine.

Alan Trench, one of Pittsburgh's
first radio announcers and veteran of
WWSW sales staff, has returned to
the states alter 16 months in the CB1
theatre as a field director for Un-
American Red Cross. Before that.
Trench served with the ARC for
seven months in the two Burma cam-
paigns. ..

After a short rest at home, he'll

go to Washington for a discharge and
will return to his old post w ith local
indie station.

"Our i/hYt/or i>f Howiii/'i Atfhitiei. certainly lakti

I«t. Louis Reed, former Navy pub-
lic relations officer, is back in civ-
vies: at his old job as commercial
manager at WWL, New Orleans.

Don Sever, honorably discharged
from the Army, has joined Kenyou
& Eckhardt's radio department as
new program director. He was for-
merly with Young & Rubieam's radio
dept.

Charles Smith, formerly ol KSTP,
Minneapolis, has joined the sales de-
partment of WINX: after 3<i years
in the Navy.

Webs Set 'Loan Dates

As Treas.,NAB Announce

Victory Drive Programs
NAB has issued a bulletin to

broadcasters informing them of the

packages being made available for

the Victory Loan campaign Oct. 29-

Dec. 8. Because the packages, com-

prised of songs, quarter-hour musi-

cal and dramatic shows, five-minute

spiels, etc., are transcribed, they'll be

utilized by indies.

The four major webs are formulat-

ing their own plans for the drive.

Three of them have already set dates
for their all-dav programming skeds,

CBS. NBC and ABC (Blue). Mutual
will- announce its plans shortly,

CBS has selected Nov. 22, Thanks,
giving Day. as its Victory Loan daic

and will spiel bond announcements
throughout' the day. in addition to

using special programs being de-

signed for the. occasion. .

'

NBC took Dec. 8, theming the day
"Peace Is Worth Paying For.'' Con-
gress declared war on Japan on this'

date. ABC has set aside Oct, 29, and
is formulating plans."

The Treasury Dept. has tran-

scribed 18 five-minute spiels by
Hedda Hopper. Jimmy Ficller and
Dorothy Kilgallen. allowing for one-
mi iuil(\ commercials. Eighteen five-

hiini'ite musical items include songs
sung by Frank Sinatra. Eddie Cantor,
Dick Todd'. Mary Small. Elton Brit!.

Sing Crosby. Roy Rogers. Earl
Wright-son. Evelyn Knight. Dinah
Shore. Dick Haymes, Helen Forrest.

Frances Langford, Andy Russell,

Ginny Sim ms. Perry Como. Connce
Boswell. Kate Smith. Orchestras on
these platters include those of: Mark
Wa'rnow. John Scott Trotter, Alex
Stordahl. Perry Botkins. Victor
Young. Gordon Jenkins. Paul Weston
and Jack Miller.

SportseastcTS and personalities
transcribed for Treasury salutes arc:
Bill Stent; Joe Louis. Alice Marble.
Ford Frick. Mclvin Otl. Tom Slater.

Don Murphy. Al Heifer, William
Slater. Bill Comm. Tuffy Leeman::.
Arthur Godfrey. Harry Wismer, Red
Barber, Benny Leonard. Leo Du-
l-ocher. Dixie Walker, Stanley Wood-

Oboler & Pills

; Continued from page 31 -

brilliant writing. All of it was pro-
vocative, real, alive, disturbing.

In contrast to his earnings under
his Metro writing-directing-produc-
ing contract, Oboler practically
worked for cup cakes. And- because
the Paul Munis, the Eddie Cantors
and a^ flock of other top Hollywood
personalities believe in the same
things as Oboler, they w-ent to work
on his shows at no belter than
AFRA scales. The ratings, as ex-
pected, weren't sensational. But a
lew important letters from some un-
important people—people who drew
comfort and understanding from the
sincerity and conviction of Oboler's
peans—these were the things that
made it worth while. .

And that's why, by the grace of
Kobalc and Carlin, Oboler wants to
come back next season, for 26 more
shows. Pills and all

Oboler's Original for Metro
Hollywood. Oct. 16.

Arch Oboler's second picture for
Metro under his writer-director- pro-
riucer contract will probably be a
top-budgeter. with likelihood of
Greer Carson being set for the lead.
It's an original, called "I'll Tell My

.

Husband."
Oboler, who just Wound up his 26-

week series of air shows for Mutual,
will rest Tor a month before film goes
into production.

ONE OF AMERICA'S
OUTSTANDING MEN

"RALEIGH ROOM." NSC. Turn..
Ill in P.M. Prnmul Mauler: ANNA
SOSENKO. Bonked by MUSIC

CORP. OF AMERICA.

WJW has the recipe for results. Here in the 7th

largest . . . 5th richest . . . 3rd most densely

populated area in the United States is an

audience that spends more than a billion

dollars annually. Here, in Cleveland . . .

Monday thru Friday v . . WJW delivers

28% to 51% more daytime dialers per

dollar than any other regional station.

Harmon O. Nelson, just biif of the
Army after three years in the Pa-
cific, has joined Roche. Williams,
deary in Hollywood as radio direc-
tor.

Celler Bill

Continued from page 3(1

industry to get action on any of
them.
The new Celler bill would:
Allow FCC to set percentages of

time which each station - must turn
over to cultural.

, non-commercial
time, with renewal of license de-
pending upon how well this was ob-
served by the stations. .

End the "excessive" prices: paid in

the sale of stations, by making it

the law that no sales price should
"exceed double the depreciated cost
value of the tangible broadcast prop-
erty transferred or assigned."
Permit newcomers to apply for

frequencies which are up for re-
newal of license. If the new'eofner
"can ..demonstrate his ability to op-
erate the station to a- greater de-
gree of public interest." said Celler,
"renewal of the application of- the,

current licensee should be refused
and the privileges granted to the
new applicant."

Set a uniform system of accounts
and records for broadcast stations,
and open to public inspection alt fi-

nancial reports filed with FCC by
the individual stations.

Jt<~\

Conductor-Composer

THE HELEN HAYES SHOW
FOR 7

TEXTRON, IINC.

C B. S., Salimlay. 7 P.M. EST
ami

F. B. I. in PEACE and WAR
Kill .

PROCTER & GAMBLE
B. S.. Thursday, 8:30 P.M. EST

william McCaffrey
501 Matlison Avenue, New York Oljr



WOULD YOU CM TO JOIN THE LADIES...

If you have something you want women to

buy, and would like to have its story brought

effectively to the attention of the majority of [most homes with radios at the lowest* cost

more than 9,000,000 females in the WOR per thousand, are on WOR.

area for a very few pennies, listen
.

.
. If we were an advertiser out to hammer-lock

Here's a handful of facts, worth its weight in the woman's market in the nation's No. 1

gold, from the Crossley Continuing Study of market, we'd more than briefly consider

Radio Listening: using the station that reaches more people

Of all the women's programs broadcast >r less,more often,

locally in New York, the three that reach the i * We mean, anywhere from 44 to 78 cents!

—that power-full station, at 1440 Broadway, in New York

FOR LESS!

MUTUAL
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From the Production Centres

\
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US- HEW YORK CITY . . .

"Private Conversation With 2.000.000 Eavesdroppers," in the Nov. issue

of Magazine Digest, is about Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald. . .
.Vocalist Frances

Wayne and footer Neal Hefti, both affiliated with Woody Herman's ABC
(Blue) show, are engaged ..; .Flora Kaiser, formerly on the St. Louis Dis-

patch and more recently of WMCA, has been appointed scripter of MBS'

morning "News For Women" series. . . .Ruth Lewis, wife of WHN's flackery

chief George Lewis, and Gerald Lansing, have organized a "collaborator's

exchange" service with the idea of pairing off creative individuals, i.e.,

idea men with writers, etc....Capt. James Furness back in U. S. A. for

medical check-up after 19 months in Melbourne. Darwin and New Guinea.

By actual count, Furness (who stage-managed "Life of Riley" before in-

duction) held 17 different jobs simultaneously just before returning.

Jack B. Creamer, WNEW's/"handy man." is author of the "Handy House-

hold Manual," just put out by Ziff-Davis. . . .Jim Resor, asst. time-buyer

at McCann-Erickson, back on job after honeymoon. .. .George Lewis. WHN
flack chief, suggests radio industry observe FDR Memorial Day by two-

hour, web-wide special show on all outlets, webs and indies. .. .Sidney

Gerson, writer for Treas. Dept. "Treasury Salute," now scripting Jane

Cowl's Mutual cross-the-board show... Of 4,756 interviews granted war
vets trying to crash radio via NBC's "Welcome Home Auditions," 50 have

been placed as actors, musicians, scripters, or clerks. .. .Total of 250 scripts

submitted for that $500 prize offered in the International YMCA radio

show contest which closed Oct. 1.

Paul-Nugent, William Smith, Louis Neinstadt and Helene Dumas adde'd

to respective casts of "The Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters," "The
Romance of Helen Trent," "Our Gal Sunday" and "Backstage Wife",...

Cathleen Cordell, Bobby Readick and Paula Victor new trio on "Amanda"
. . . .Vivian Ogden and Elizabeth Morgan join "Barry Cameron" players. . .

.

Ann Shepherd, Parker Fennelly. Ethel Remey and Lee Brody new to

respective cast of "Just Plain Bill," "Lorenzo Jones," "Stella Dallas" and
"David Harum."
Dick Leibert, organist on several soap operas, has joined ASCAP....

Don Lerch, WEAF's "Modern Farmer" director, off to Canada this week

is ©i womxdleirtful
{fU (0) ^ ^ ]j

?»« f $t-,t tn*'S*' who ore planning post

•viii ,n!""< 1 With all available Tim« b»in<<

imMvt! up -,n WIP fast action r. m.Urnt—t
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Www

to attend convention of World Food and Agricultural Organization

Helen Rodenbaugh, formerly with NBC and now a Red Cross nurse on
Okinawa, cited by newspapers for her contribution in aiding victims of

recent Okinawa typhoon. .. .Mrs. Leonard J. Carlton (.he's ex-WLIB pro-

gram head" mother of a daughter.

Elaine Carrington addressed the Women's Club at Warren. Pa., last Sat,

<13Vpn radio writing Mary Patton to be featured in color on cover of

Dec. issue of Tunc In mag.

IN CHICAGO . . .

Johnny Neblett, head of Neblett Radio Productions, plans to move to

New York shortly after the first of the year AFRA Antics skedded to

take place in the ballroom of the Stevens hotel Nov. 15 Will be the most
elaborate in the union's history ... .Sid Morse, head of Sligh & Tyrrell

radio department, resigned last week Jerry Dee joins the WBBM pro-

duction staff this week as a director. .. .Rumors all over town that the

"Ma Perkins'' soaper show aired over CBS-NBC will move east after the

first of the year Charley Goodman, Mutual net salesman, has been
switched to newly-created head of co-op sales in Mutual's midwest office.

Bob Terry, KXOK press chief, in town for a look see at Clii's press and
promotion departments. .. .Holland Engle and Elmira Roessler signed to

play the leads in the new "Fun at the Forum" to be aired over a regional

net starting this week. .. .WGN plans to hire a new publicity chief, with
Paul Brines present flack head, skedded to become assistant to Frank
Schrieber, station manager. . . .Stan Holland joined the WLS sales staff last

week....Nat Gross, Chi. American columnist, has been re-signed on his

local "Town Tattler" show for another 52 weeks. \ N
'

Russ Brown, WBBM singer, is the father of a baby girl Kay Miller

and Rosemary Garbell added to the cast of Tina and Tim. . . .Lcs Weinrott,
who directed his last Wrigley show last week, plans to take a three-month
vacation before returning to the control rooms. He's skedded to direct a

new Wrigley show which will hit the air Jan. 1. . .Herb Futran, proxy of

the Chi. Radio Writers* Guild, planning to move east shortly . . . .George
Diefendcrfer, lieutenant in the Navy for the past two years, returns to

NBC's central division this week as a network salesman, . . .Jimmy Parks,

of the "Quiz Kids" show, back from a month's vacation in the Ozarks. .

Meeting skedded in the next few days that might result in the forming
of a Chi chapter of Radio Directors Guild that might mean a considerable
lipping of directors' salaries. Tony Leader of New York, here last week,
pointed the way for the new organization". .. .George Rosen, radio editor

of "Variety," cocktail partyed at the Ambassador East Monday (15) with
all of Chi's radio brass ha'ts attending. .. .Dolph Nelson, fresh put of the

Navy, looking around for a producer's berth. .. .Betty Lou Gerson (wife

of Joe Ainley, the producer) in New York for a look-see at the New York
plays. .. .Jack Petruzzi, out of the Army after a six months' stint, expects
to resume his chores on several network soapers.

Mark Woods, ABC prexy, expected to arrive here today (17) to set up
new lines of authority in the net's central division. Move is in line

with the new policy of getting the network "back on the beam". . . .Johnny
Cary celebrated his tenth year with WIND last week. .. .Charley Irving

has been replaced on the Ma Perkins show by announcer Tom Moore, with
Bob Murphy taking over Irving's chore on "Voice of the Dairy Farmer"
. . . .S/Sgt. Ed Cerny returns to NBC's central division as head music li-

brarian Oct. 15. after three years' overseas duty. Cerny held the same
post before entering the Army. .. .Gil Johnson, much decorated Lt. of the
Army Air Force, who was a sound effects man at WBBM before entering
the service, will be a time salesman at KMOX. SI. Louis.

Floyd Van Etten, recently discharged as a Lt. Comdr. in the Navy, has
been appointed co-ordinator of ABC sales activities in the central divi-
sion .. ..Rosemary Wayne, former columnist for Nite Life mag, will start

a new program over WJJD this w -"k Adele Broz. musical director of
WIND, will marry Don Lavery, WJJD musican. this week. . . .Curley Brad-
ley takes over the "Charm School" program aired over WGN during Lee
Bennett's vacation period. .. .Joe E. Brown will be the guest star on
"Those Websters" Nov. 2.. ..Billy Idelson. recently discharged from the
Navy Air Corps, back in town and again playing the role of "Rush" in the
"Vic and Sade" show.

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Micky Rockford winged east to heat up some deals for MCA. He'll be
away from his operating base in Hollywood for five weeks Bill Pennell
now package owner of "Dispatch From Reuters" after presiding over it

for more than two years on KFWB Art Balinger shelved his military
accoutrements for a fresh go at announcing on KMPC. . . .Col. Tom Lewis
took the count in a joust with flu bugs and was rendered hors du combat
for a week.
Mark Finley. erstwhile press head for Don Lee. now a Lt. Col. on public

relations duty in the south of France Mike Slokey out on points and
back announcing on American Don Bernard finally succeeded in hav-
ing Radio Directors Guild accept his resignation as president o£ the Los
Angeles chapter. He's the only producer in town with three commercials,
to wit: "Life of Riley," Abbott and Costello and "Blondie." Thomas Free-
bairn-Smith pro tern prexy until election of officers Charles Calvert,
onetime producer at WLW. Cincinnati, dittoing for KMPC.

Col. William Paley taking a rest in the seclusion of David Selznick's
Bevhills manse Tom McAvity now heading up the radio department
of Famous Artists (Feldman-Blum ) with the rating of vcepee Anne
Seymour may go native if the right kind of a radio deal comes along
Sam Fuller, formerly with Young & Rubicam in New' York and presently
a naval officer, treked east for confabs at Sherman & Marquette/ His
particular interest is the position vacated by Carlton Alsop, who gave up
radio directorship of the agency to become a film producer at Metro....
Ed Cashman's 1-2-3 teaser campaign had the desired effect. It kept the
trade buzzing.
Talk around now is that Bing Crosby won't return to the air until

March, but for whom is still the question of the hour Bill Livingston
is the'new radio contact at RKO. .". .Jean Holloway fighting off an incipient
attack of pneumonia, but pounding the typewriter in bed. .. .Rupert Lucas
being transferred here from New York by Young & Rubicam to super-
Vise production. .. .Jimmy Saphier heading east to heat up a sale for "Man
Called X "... .Richard Diggs, story ed for Ward Whcelock in the east,
brought out to work on "Request Performance" Andy Potter left NBC
for "berth as production assistant to Don Bernard on his three shows
Marion Levine checking off the William Esty staff to become soon the
bride of Col, Harvey Gaines on the Medical Corps. . . .At Jarvis, originator
of "Make Believe Ballroom," now doing his "Hall of Records" on Asso-
ciated. •

.
.'

U P MUUINO

COCO, HAVANA, 1ST

SOLD TO CUBAN PAPER
Havana, Oct. 16.

COCO, 5.000-watter owned by Luis
and Ernesto Casas Rodriguez, has
been bought by the powerful daily
newspaper. El Crisol, the first radio
property ever acquired by Cuban
news interests.

COCO transmits both in shortwave
and longwave; it had the first DX
transmitter in Cuba.

Price has been kept secret, but is

said to reach $1,000,000. Deal was
reported involving a $100,000 down
payment,' with the remainder to be
paid in annual installments over a
period of 12 years.

Gailmor on Network?

Trying, Sez Sponsor
William S. Gailmor will be kept

on the air on a network basis by the

Electronic Corporation of America.
The lattei' currently sponsors Gail-

mor over WJZ, and contract for this

time expires Nov. 30. An ECA
spokesman said art announcement
will be forthcoming shortly about
web placement. -

.Meanwhile. Gailmor has "been
signed up by the Stuhmer Baking
Company for the fifth consecutive
year on WHN, Sundays. A. B.
Landau is the agency for latter deal.

Woods Sees
Continued from page 3V

1
instance of this past Sunday's (14)
grid game, where on a 9x12 home
screen, he saw telephptic lens close-
ups of the gridders much better than
if

.
he were at the Yankee Stadium.
Woods doesn't deprecate CBS*

Technicolorful television ballyhoo
but feels that a deep black and white
video, such as the present 525 lines,

is adequate, and if it ever gets into
a higher spectrum, say to the 900-
1,000 lines, that will be the ultimate
in videocasting.

Woods has some interesting
thoughts on the future of motion'
pictures in television. Travelogs,
newsreels and cartoons are particu-
larly appealing. Also, there are
many feature films which much of
the public hasn't seen or would like
to re-review in the leisure of their
homes.

"

Certainly newsreels" clips would
be a boon to television. The profes-
sional theatre newsreels edit down
their top news to 8-10 minutes, us-
ing only the headline stuff. The
rest of the film is either discarded
or put in a. vault, never used. The
ABC prexy is of the opinion that
the "excess" footage must have been
of great interest to the initial lens-
er, else he v/ould not have fotoged
it. With so many millions of feet
of film dumped overboard, that's a
vast pool of celluloid available for
television. It's probably stuff which
goes behind the headlines, and a
leisurely public, relaxed in their own
homes, are not so choosey, and would
welcome it. After all. going to the
movies is to see Gable or Grable,
with the cartoon or the newsreel just
a filler. Over the video it's the
major interest.

FOUR NEW PACKAGES
American Radio and Television

Co. has four new radio packages.
Titles and contents include: "The

Western Story," which exploits the
old west; "Miss Marple." whodunits
of the Agatha Christie type; "How
to Build a Better Mousetrap (or

"How to Be a Millionairc
J
*~)7-bascd

on people who become rich via gad-
get inventions: "Dear Botts." comedy
series based on the Satevcpost serial

by Wm. Hazlett Up"son.

SEU vf->#
MANY PRODUCTS FOR
MANY ADVERTISERS

WCSC
CHARLESTON. S. C.

For

WILDROOT
PRODUCTS

GEORGE E. HALLEY
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK, KANSAS CITY, MO.

^fcCtAN ARTHUR I. CHURCH PR00UCTION3^
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Thanks fit riase

ASHTON STEVENS,
- Chicago Herald'A mericau

:

''A gorgeous radio show under the

sponsorship of U. S. Steel."

SI STEINHAUSER,
Pittsburgh Press:

/

"We were spellbound. We have
wen a lot of broadcasts, but this one

was one of the greatest dramatic

rei-fcrmances of radio."

RANALD SAVERY,
Montreal Star:

"Certainly this combination of tal-

ent in producing and acting gives

the air productions a good start."

WILLIAM F. McDERMOTT,
Cleveland Plain Dealer

:

"The Theatre Guild began a new
series of high type plays under
auspices of United States Steel.

V, hat a combination !"

* * * * * * * * * * * *

BEN GROSS, A fie York News:

"After having heard two of these

presentations, an unprejudiced lis-

tener must admit that the Guild!

hour proves by far the most adult

and interesting dramatic fare ever

heard on the radio."

BLANCHE GOUFFAUT,
Dayton, Ohio, News:

• The radio debu of The Theatre

Guild is, we feel, of momentous
importance to radio listeners who
appreciate drama.'"

GLORIA TAMMEN,
Yankton S. D. Press & Dakotan

:

"One.of the most outstanding pro-

grams ever to' be introduced to a

radio audience."

JACK O'BRIAN,

Associated Press Drama Editor:

"As might be expected when two

giants in their respective spheres

get together, the initial broadcast

of The Theatre Guild on the Air

was a notable event, both for radio

and its weighty sponsor, the United

States Steel Corporation."

* * * * * * * *

VARIETY:
"Such new ventures as the Theatre

Guild on the Air series are seen as

hypoing an interest in the theatre

bringing legit to millions who never

had access to it before and inciden-
'

tally, adding immeasurably~~ to the

country's culture."

HARRIET VAN HORNE,
N. Y. World-Telegram:

"The Theatre Guild on the Air pro-

vided an excellent hour ofentertain-

ment."

Coming...

* KATHARINE HEPBURN

* PAUL MUNI

* TALLUIAH BANKHEAD

* FREDRIC MARCH

* EDWARD 6. ROBINSON

* ALFRED LUNT

* LYNN FONTANNE

* ETHEL BARRYMORE

* BURL IVES

* BURGESS MEREDITH

* PAULETTE GODDARD

WALTER WINCHELL:
"The 'Ihittir Guild's radio grease-

painting came through with a dra-

iratic workout which should put
muscles into the airwaves' flabby

n al e-believe rep."

ADELE HOSKINS,
Chicago Daily News:

"The steel-sponsored program bodes

well to become one of the finest en-

tertainment shows on the air."

CLEVELAND PRESS:
"The top program of the fall

is the Theatre Guild series."

TOM TYRELL,
San Francisco Shopping News:

"'Theatre G uild' is regarded in radio

circles as the event of the season, for

it opens another hour-long dramatic
series, something that should add
considerable stature to the prestige

of the broadcasting arts."

EDWIN LEVIN, PM:
"It was good broadcast entertain-

ment."

SACRAMENTO BEE:
"Every once in a while something

really 'great' takes place in the

entertainment world; such an event

is the new American Broadcasting

Company presentation, Theatre
Guild on the Air."

JACK GOULD,
New York Times

:

"To The theatre Guild go thanks

for a dramatic series which holds

every promise of being one of the

season's more stimulating and adult

presentations."

* * * *

The Theatre Guild on the Air

sponsored by

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION

EVERY SUND; IAST OVER 184 STATIONS THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
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housewifely duties. Disgusted, the

veteran planned to reenlist until "big

sister," a friend of the family, solved

the problem by demonstrating the

wile's folly to the latter. 1

The .singing commercial, whose
merit as a radio feature eontinucs to

be argumentative, was much easier

to tiike via television. "Rioso White."

in this instance, was plugged before

and after the show. .

"BIO SISTER"
Willi Mercedes McCambridge, Aline

Shepherd. Bob Stevenson
Writer: Julian Flint

Director: WorthingIon M ner

Cameras: Howard Hayes, Alan Kle-

ban
Sevs: .lames MeNaughton
Sit Miiis.: Tiies. (»), 8:15 p.m.

LEVER BROS. C O.
WCBW-t BS, N. V.

. {RxuhraujJ &, Ryan) '' '

V
'''•'

''',
'' •.•'.:.

first soap opera oil the CBS tele-
. "FHOTOCRIMIv"

vision web. "Big Sister." which holds (''Death' Comes to Broadway")

forth daily on the network's radio, With Sidney Blai-kmer. George

was an experimental piece. The 30-1 . Blackwood, Mary Orr, Sid Marlon*,

minute show, holding the audience' Robert Emhurdt, I'hil Kramer,

interest :
throughout, proved highly I Harry Gresham

satisfactory and gave promise that Writer: l.cta Swift

daytime ..serials will play to a much Director: Worthinglon Miner
wider audience via video.

|
Assistant Director: Cledgc Roberts

Although the actors appeared dis- ! Scenery: .lames McNanghlon

toried on the screen at several points,
:

the.sliQW in general was well pro-

duced, with three well executed, sets
,

bv .lames MeNaughton adding to its :

merits. The east, all experienced
;

radio actors, demonstrated that soap
j

opera sponsors will not have io go
far afield for talent if the serials >

feature

ever become daily television fare.

Interesting script.' penned by
Julian Flint, was typical soap opera :

drama. In this one. the "big sister," i

played by Mercedes McCambridge, !

smoothed" 'oyer trouble in the family
j

of a returning veteran (Bob Steven- :

son i. who was disappointed when he
|

came home to find his wife M Anne
,

Shepherd) so enamoured of the busi-
]

ness she took over when he enlisted i

that she refused to return to. her
I

of tiie fact that I. is accomplice de-
sires his erasure, which the latter
eventually accomplishes by promis-
ing the 'Conner's wife many luxuries
if she will do the job herself.
Not very convincing, as explained

above, and it wasn't. The blame
noes directly to the script, making
for a very mediocre production,
from dialog to situation. The little

vitality referred to was injected by
the direction and performances. Two
excellent settings, with the camera
pointing them.up to ad vantage. Mu-
sical backgrounds and transition
were appropriate, also. "Photo-
crime" can be a natural for tele if

the writers put a better grade ink in
their pens,

:!<! Minx.: Tucs. VI). 8:15 p.m. _.,

Sustaining
WCBW-tBS. N; Y.

'. ."Death Comes to Broadway." the

first in the "Pliotocrime" series,

added a little vitality video-wise to

the medium; Inspired by the special

of Look magazine, each pro-

I gram 'will attempt to teledramatize
I thi photo stories that appear in each
! issui.'. "

•

]
Based on the premise that crim-

|
inals distrust each other and are

• without honor among themselves.

: the authors concocted their situation

via the proverbial triangle: a pen-

|
nitess ' criminal eager -to escape to

another state or country, is forced

:o send his lariie-braineri wife to his

colleague for funds. He is unaware

WATSON'S CHI 0.0.

Spot Sales J*rei Interested
World Radio

In

Loren C, Watson, prez of Spot
Sales Inc., N. Y., is going to Chicago
for a week's o.o. of midwest con-
tacts, including a trip to Detroit

and Indianapolis, where he'll in-

spect the "wired radio" field there.

He's particularly curious about the
Moroll Shoe Store, in Indianapolis,

a seven-story outfit with its own
intra-store "wired wireless" system.

Watson denies he is returning to

Associated Music Publishers tMu-,
zak), .although he has been previ-
ously. associated with AMP. but does
admit he's been exploring that out-
fit along with World Broadcasting.
Standard, or some other wired mu-
sic, franchise.

'Mystery' Suit
. Cuniiniicd from page 30 ;

afraid, he said, of enemies because
he was being watched.

Meriwether volunteered to go lo

Washington to see the authorities

for Andrews. He saw Secretary of

Navy Josaphus Daniels, who got ex-
cited over the invention, and -offered

a submarine and airplane to An-
drews lor tests, as well as guaran-

I tee of full personal protection.

I
When Meriwether returned to Me-
Keesport. however, he found An-
drews gone, his home ransacked

Tele Planning
—i Continued from page 30 ^

—two of the things so many were
sure could not be done,

;

;
"Thus my own seh: :e of 'unreality

about rules and regulations for the
lower frequencies is based on the
knowledge that (television pictures
on the higher frequencies are no
longer a theory, but a fact; They
are a fact, if you please—apart from
float propagation studies—not 10

years, nor live years, nor even one
year after the war, but less than two
months after V-.I Day."

Rabbit No. 2

Following day Peter GoldmarU,
CBS television engineer, pulled the
second rabbit out of the hat.

"Receiver development, both di-

rect-viewing and projection." lie said,

"is now being carried out in Colum-
bia Broadcasting laboratories.. The I

and in great disorder. Andrews was
General Electric Co. recently entered never located thereafter,

into a cooperative arrangement
j

. . . jg years Later
whereby they will take CBS receiver i

"
.

"
developments and turn them int.) '"Eighteen .years later. Meriwether

commercial products. The first CK wrote down the story of the still

receiver samples will become avail- lms '"" inventor, ending it with

able by the end of January." : He "thus into the limbo of the. unknown
went on to add that the West ina- 1

vanished- Andrews and his inven-

Ex-Band Mgr. Set to Jump

Tele Gun With 10,000 Sets

Promised for Jan. Release
While the major radio manufac-

turers take a "maybe in the spiinsj
maybe in the fall" attitude. Viewtone'
a comparatively small organization
headed by an ex-band manager, is
stockpiling 10.000 television sets for
release to the public by Jan. 1 at a
retail price of. $100 each.

With Westinghouse. RCA-Victor
GE, and oilier companies tabbing
teleset distribution as being six to
12 months away. Irving

. "Cluck"
Kane, prexy of Viewtone. reports a
backlog of 92.000.000 worth of orders
for his "flivver" video set. :tt's agreed
in the trade that if his claims hold
iip. he will have succeeded in jump-
ing the production gun—-if he is able
to oiler sets lor consumer sale any-
time before late next spring.

Kane, who at one time h mdled the
Dorsey brothers. Paul La Valle,
Jerry Livingston

. and
. RubinofT,

among others, is pioneering a $100
teleset with Ihe knowledge thai, if

the FCC insists on moving up to
higher channels. Viewtone will be
in. the same position as every other
tele manufacturer in that production
facilities will have to be: revamped
and sets rebuilt completely.
Meanwhile, reception by

. the pub-
lic in the form of advance orders
following demonstrations of the new
set at Heart's dept. store, in N. Y>,

has decisively indicated widespread
demand lor small-priced sets, ac-
cording to that store's execs.

WHB Stotro*

A

.«..,.

Station

t>

Station

•^easJplTefaaf^ ^» 8 E

21.0 U.S 24.5 1K1 10.4 4.8

Il7.8 25.3 29.4 1S.3 9.0 1.7

18.6 23.3 11.4 9.0 2.9

21.9 20.3 15.8 6.0 1.4

* • . and these are HALF of the

National Advertisers who use WHB
(Listing continued next month)

AGRICULTURAL
Aio-jiicuTl JSSrcl .ProriUCl*

Bi*e(lltr.« >'llt.sPiy

CONHCTIONfRY
Adams ('Idve Giuu
(Ihiclats

IleeRliutit

l>eot?n«
Iroryne
Vlaolev's 1*e»oilti

WIiik ('jndy

n*\u Mountain Product f WilhiM-Siiflia.4

I'itMmry Keed
Nutrenti HltU

AIRCRAFT
MM-Continent Airlines
Il.MUl;i- Alrcituft

•Pratt & Wttitwy
Buoti Aircraft

AUTOMOTIVI
rout litem j! Oil
Ref.nml
SifU-lnlr Oil
SfK-ony Vacuum .

BREWERS
Alp.Mi Jtmu
Bal1jnii.it* lt"«T

H.iniiii's Beer

WrlsH'.v tium

ELECTRICAL
llttover '('omimn.r

Viefli-o-l*tte Batteries.

FINANCIAL
H. O. Peel & Company
JIuiitiiMtolfl Fioniice

Carey Salr

Duffy Afntt

JMwards Coffee

FOOD PRODUCTS
Gariei-jl Foods
Oeneiat Mills
l>waififs Wheat Oerni
KeltuSB Cmupany
Kraft ProdlU'lfl

IJptOtl So:ip

Noitlivye^i (lliftny Bureau j"
ai"(oi Peu

OvaltitiR

Balsfon Pmina
ftomati Meal Bread
Kiniifinniis cfiin.

Pi«-Uwick Coffae

HEATING, ETC.
Sinclair dial
BltitmiuouH Coal

:

INSURANCE
Employer** liability

Lumbennan's Mutual
Wejfimlustei- InHutauct

JEWELRY
Aiiierittau Safety Raxor
(illlettw Safety Razor-
H'-lhius WatcU

N-ittohal Stnnll BlHiliesS Stanflaid BfuildR

Baal Kslate Board

POOD PRODUCTS-
GENERAL

Arl^tot 'Flour

Buriarniit Rt«ad..
B)u» Bourn1

! Margarine
Bond Bff»d

Skinne.r Mfg. Co.

Van Camp Tenderrmi
Quaker Oati . ,

-

WashitiKtou Apricots

WiNon Milk
Wonder -Bread

TT. S. Breakfast Food
. Wheal! e.i

MEDICAL
Alworljenn
Aspevlan(»
Aiiaula
Baiini Beosua
Biomo Qulnlii*

Carter Pills .:

Cyslex
Dojd'k ^I'Mta

J)r. Kdward'*
OUve TaliHh

Dr. Pierce's
Biliix
>'ileuaiiiiritPaUit BIhh Rlhnon Beer CatnpbeH. Cereal

Far WHB Availabilities, 'phone DON DAVIS at any "Spot Sales" office

Full tcliedulei »re Miir'fluid". . . »nd we've room for more ed-

vertiser. who'd like to u«e proiiramii or .pou in the booming
Kansai City market. You'll like doing bunnea* with WHB-the
atation with "agency point-of-view". .. where every advertiser 1a

a client who moil gat hit monev'i worth in rendu. Swing along

with the hnp/iy medium in the Kanaas City areal

Kanaa. City Searritt BalMng:.....
V.rfc City 400 Maaiaan *».~.

MO Harm aal.Wga.
H.Nvw.W (M. at Caama...

a TMra Street.

. HAniaaa ll«t
L«aratfa S-SMO

.... rRaaMInMM

KIV STATION far th. KANSAS STATS N1TWOBK

hou.-e conipany is already manufac-
|

turtpg color television studio equip-
ment and that 10 units have been
sold. .

,

"Because of Columbia's Wcens'ina
policy," Goldmark continued, "ail

receiver manufacturers will have
equal chance to obtain designs and
licenses under the Columbia patents."

He said the ultra-high video bands
deliver "ghost -free" reception; and
that in these frequencies "a trans-
mitting power of less, than 1/lOlh
the present power requirements of
low frequency television transmit-
ters" would cover an area like New
York satisfactorily.

While none of the other witnesses
during the two days of hearings be-

fore FCC knew what, was coining,

tire statements prepared in advance
by .several of them—particularly
mailer broadcasters—reflected a cer-

tain uneasiness about now long it

would take for developments in

ultra-high frequences to turn trans-

mitters and sets purchased for the
lower frequencies into so much -junk

Indeed. Allen B. DuMont. one of

the television pioneers, recommend-
ed a 10-year guarantee from the
commission on operations in the
lower frequencies. He asked FCC
to assure the public and industry
that the allocation plan "is perma-
nent to the extent that the public
purchasing receivers should expect
at least 10 years' use therefrom."

Paul Bartlett. general manager of

KFRE, Fresno, Calif., said that if tire

little fellows got into low frequency
video and then the commission
switched the channels "upstairs," it

would "surely lead to financial ruin,"

except for big. rich outfits.

G. Bennett Larson, general man-
ager of WPEN, Philadelphia, added
that indications the new allocations

would be merely temporary "would
seem to indicate that any investment
we make now in the plant and
equipment for commercial television

is really an investment in obsoles-
cence," ' ..

.

'.''

.

Ben Strouse. v.p. of WWDC, Wash-
ington, said his organization would
be in difficulties if if spent $250,000
to get set up and then had to scrap
everything in two or three years for
something entirely new.

'

Several speakers pointed out that

nobody could afford to deliver in-

ferior television after something
newer and better came along.'

lion." Esquire mag printed it in

February, 1035; Reader's Digest re-
printed a condensation in April, '35,

In July, 1945. the story was aired on
CBS in a dramatization on a Radio
Reader's Digest program.

On Sept. 5, CBS was served with
a summons and complaint by one
John Andrews through his attorney-
J. Alfred Anderson, alleging—CBS
had intended to injure Andrews in

his profession as chemist, and ask-
ing $1,000,000 damages, for libel,

slander and Violation., of privacy.
Papers were filed in Federal court
in N. Y.

CBS. through its attorney, David
Miller of Engel. Judge & Miller,
has. filed motion to examine the
plaintiff on his identity, having no
knowledge according to its motion
"as to the identity of the plaintiff
and no means of ascertaining
whether or not he is the person re-
ferred to in the broadcast." Why
Andrews never went further in de-
veloping or commercializing his in-
vention in 21. years is one mystery
bothering CBS: Why they can't find
him for interrogation on the suit is

another.

B0ICE WITH McKINNEY
Hugh K. Boice. Jr., until recently

commercial manager of WMBD,
Peoria. III., has been appointed man-
ager of the radio '-.department of J.

P, McKinney & Son.
The McKinney firm is expanding

its radio operations.

RESHUFFLE AT WPAY
Portsmouth, O.,. Oct. 16,

WPAY1

has taken on four new
staffers and promoted two. Those
taken on include: Ruth Chiappa.
formerly with WHKC, Columbus;
Carl Sunkel. formerly with WHIZ.
Zanesville: Gilbert Brooks, formerly
with WHIZ: Carl. Mitchell, just dis-
charged from the air force.

Newly promoted are: Lillian War-
den to sales dept., and Robert Kuhfi
in charge ot merchandising and pro-
motion, x

One Point
Continued from page 3D

MARKET

them "premature." and he also ob-
jected to the five-station limit for a
single owner.
Mark Woods. ABC president, said

his net will tile applications shortly
for experimental wide-band stations
in the ultra-high frequencies. He
endorsed the proposal for six-hour
minimum operation on the ground
thai the limited number of frequen-
cies available should not be wasted
by those who get them. He figured
that time-sharing the frequencies
would cut down the costs. He, too,
asked FCC to hold back on the pro-
posed five-station maximum to a cus-
tomer and also on the network reg-
ulations.

Woods urged that "all commercial
television: operation in the lower fre-
quency band be considered on a tem-
porary basis to be used only for a
definite period of time, for example
two years.' after which all commer-
cial television operation will be
transferred to the higher frequency
band.'MJnlike other network spokes-
men, Woods advocated the time-
sharing plan because of the scafcitv
of frequencies.

W. A. Roberts, counsel for the Tel •

evision Broadcasters Association,
urged 28 hours a week instead of 42
as the minimum operating time. He
said it would be impossible at pre
ent to handle 42 hours because ot
necessary rehearsal time, for shows
and because it would overtax the
smaller operators. He objected to
the number of channels allocated to
the New York metropolitan area
arguing there should be a minimum
of seven instead of four.

World-famom Zien National Park

with iti ejraat Whit* Throng, show*

hora, ii last on* of Utah's saoctaenlar

•conic attractions that pooplo avery*

whoro want fa mo. Tonritt trado, to

tho last prowar yoar, wat worth ap-

proximately $30,000,000 to Utah. It

should cjrow far beyond that fignro

in tho groat travol yoart ahead, and

add further strength to Utah's eco-

nomic soundness.

Local Advertisers Know

KDYL Brings Results

Whatever the source of Utah's in-

come—whether from toarist trade or

mining or farming or manofactnring—

they all have this In common: a

preference for the

NSC shows and

tho local features

brought to them

by KDYL. That's

why this station

gets results for ad-

vertisers.

A
KT>YV

Natitnal ReareMalatlva: Jelio Bljir *_"-

COMICS WANTED
to buy

FUN-MASTER GAG FILES
Now. 1 thru lit '.

'

1» ItlMVrrnt Ncr)|lln lit *l.0li'"Wtf"
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MATERIAL
PAULA SMITH. 200 W. 54th St.

New Ifork <Jis>. 1»
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Web Outpost 'Who's Where lists

News Staffs All Round World
The four major webs are currently

in the throes of reassignment of

foreign correspondents for the pur-

pose of giving war gabbers much

need rests.

Currently on leave from CBS are

Howard K, Smith, Webley Edwards

and Gene Ryder; from ABC iBlue),

Heibert Clark, ' Donald Coe, Robert

MasseU, Clete Roberts, Jack Hoolcy

and Norman Paige; from NBC. Mer-

rill Mueller, Joe Mainline, Grant

Parr, Bjorn Bjornson; from MBS.
Bob Brumby.

' News analysts and reporters . in

the various foreign theatres today

are: for CBS: Edward R. Murrow
and Douglas Edwards in London:

Charles Collingwood, Paris; Winston

Burdett, Italy; Richard Hottelet and

William L. Shirer, Germany; John
Adams, Bill Downs, William J. Dunn,
Jim Lcimei-t, Don Pryor, in the

Pacific; Kransworth Fowle, Moscow.

For NBC: Edward Tomlinson
dotting around South America; Don-
ald L. Ferguson, Rio dc Janeiro; Leo
Hochstetter, Buenos Aires; Stanley

Richardson, Edwin Haaker, Romncy
Wheeler, in London; Henry Cassidjf

and Paul Arehinard in Paris; Robert
Magidoff, Eddie Gilmore, Daniel De-

Luce in Moscow; Roy Porter, Berlin;

Frank O'Brien, Cairo; James M.
Wahl, Hawaii; Sven Norberg, Stock-
holm; A. D. Bramstedt, Fairbanks:

.
Harwbod Hull, Puerto Rico; Max Jot -

dan, Berne; Peter Brennan, Panama:
George Thomas Foteter and Guthrie
Jani-sen in Japan: Calvin Hirsh and
Bill Shaplen in China; Joe Laitin in

the Philippines; Irene Kuh'n in tl o

, Far East. *.„

For ABC: Arthur Feldman, Lon-
don; James Long, Paris; Edd John-
son, Berlin; Ann Stringer. Rome:
Robert Sturdevanr, Stockholm; Ned
Nordness, Oslo; Charles Foltz. Ma-
drid; Janet Flanner, covering Num-
bers trials, assisting H. R. Bauk-
hage and Lowell Bennett; Joseph
Newman, Buenos Aires; William
Ewing in the Pacific: Dickson Brown,
Sydney; Edmund L. Souder, Jr..

Shanghai; David Brent, Manila; Mike
Peng, Chunking; Frederick B. Oppey
and Lawrence Tighe in Japan.
For MBS: Don Bell, Tokyo; Ray-

mond Arthur Davies, Moscow; T?rt

Hoskins, Cairo: Berger Jacobsen.
Sweden; Jack Mahon, Pearl Harbor;
Arthur Mann, London; Charle,;

Miner, Shanghai; Leslie Nichols,

Paris: Sigrid Schultz, Germany; Ken
McLaughlin, Chungking; Seymour
Korman, Rome; Dorothy William.-.

Madrid; Arthur Gacth, Balkans.

fVdam Hats Inked to 52-Wk.

Pact by New ABC Chain For

Weekly Fight Broadcasts

Chicago, Oct. 16.

First network sale by the newly

organized Associated Broadcasting

Corp,was made last week when

Adam Hats signed a 52-week con-

tract through the Buchanan Co.,

N. for weekly broadcasts of

major boxing matches over the full

chain. First bout will originate

from Baltimore through facilities of

WITH, Oct. 22, when Sam Taub will

do a blow-by-blow description of

the Archie Moore-Homer Williams
light heavyweight championship
elimination contest, with second
bout to be aired Oct. 29 from
Cleveland and the third from Phila-

delphia Nov. 5. Fights will be heard
Monday night, 10:05 p.m. EST to

conclusion. Other contests will

originate from major arenas

throughout the country. .

Series will, be given an elaborate

promotional and publicity buildup
by means of a sustaining preview
program Thurs., Oct. 18, 8:30-9:00

p.m. EST over the entire network.
Format of this program will include
outstanding sport celebrities and
sports commentators in N. Y., Phila.v

Balto., Washington, Buffalo and
many other points throughout the
nation.

'Stem-to-StenT Web

To Close AFN's Work
American Forces Network new-

broadcasting plans now call for

keeping all servicemen entertained
with radio until they reach Ameri-
can sojl via Atlantic, it has been an-
nounced by Lt. Col. John S. Hayes,
who refers to it as the "stem -to-

stern" web,

All ships carrying servicemen will

be supplied with enough radios
powerful enough to pick up AFN
shortwave broadcasts from London.
When the boats reach New York
harbor. AFN's announcer will eulo-
gize radio's role in the war and sign

off with: "This was the American
Forces Network .. .. handing you
over now to National, Columbia.
American and Mutual broadcasting
companies."

T 5 Sig Smith, AFN's chief sports-

caster in the European theatre, will

be the first announcer to take AFN
out to sea. The AFN stem-to-stern
plan, only applies to large ships. leav-

ing. Le Havre for U. S. Smith was
formerly of WGR and KVW, Buffalo.

Video, FM on Agenda of Scholastic

Confab; NAB, FMBI to Be Repped

OIAA Skeds Series Of

Dramatized Americana

Of 'Land and People'

j
Office of Inter-American Affairs.

in cooperation with NBC, will pre-

Isent a series of 13 broadcasts for

I shortwave to NBC affiliates in Latin

;
American countries starting Nov, 5,

;
7:30-8 p.m.. .

plans having been
gelled by Wilfred Roberts. The
: programs will be based on the

j

George Sessions Perry features a p-

Ipearing in the Saturday Evening
Post. \

i Tentatively called "The Land and
' the People," programs will drama-
tize Americana—the historic back-

j
ground of each city, for the purpose
jof acquainting Latin Americans with

j
U.S.A. All broadcasts will be don?
in Spanish. Skedded to work on the

|
series are: Earle McGill, director;

. writers: Peter Martin, Albert Wil-
rliams, Elizabeth and Jim Hart, and
I Harold Rosenberg. Roberts fcon-

l

siders this OIAA's most ambitious
radio undertaking.

Chicago, Oct. 16.

With war (ravel restrictions lifted,

attendance at the ninth annual

meeting of the School Broadcast

Conference, to be held Oct. 22-23 at

the Morrison hotel, is expected to

be the largest in years, with dele-

gates on hand from all sections of

the country. An . extensive two-day

program has been planned, with

talks by radio industry authorities

and by representatives from the

major networks and BBC.
Purpose of this year's conference,

' said George Jennings, acting direc-

j tor for the Radio Council of the

]

Chicago Board of Education, under
: whose guidance the meeting will be

j
conducted: is to allow the radio in-

Idustry and educators to investigate

'the postwar future of educational

I

radio, of which great advances are

expected to be made. Among the

! scheduled program highlights will

be a discussion of the use of tele-

i vision as an educational medium, by
i E. Jerry Walker, educational direc-

tor,: WBKB. Chicago; and a demon-
stration of new-s in television by
Everett Holies, news editor, WBBA.

! Other demonstrations . will include

|FM broadcasting by WGNB, and of

i the wire and film recorders.

Principal speakers will be Charles

I Brewer. North American director of

i BBC who will address the Assn. for

Education by Radio, at a luncheon

meeting Oct. 22: A, DC ("Jess") Wil-

lard, executive vice-president, NAB.
who will speak at the annual School

Broadcast Conference luncheon Oct.

23: Walter J., Damm,' president of

]

FMBI. who will conduct the panel

i discussions on FM broadcasting: and

Frank Ernest Hill, CBS "American
School of the Air" writer.

Other speakers on the agenda
will include I. Keith Tyler, president

Assn. lor Education by Radio; John
Barclay. WGNB. Chicago; Gertrude
Broclerick. secretary Federal Educa-

!
lion Radio Committee: Luella Hos-

• kins, chief of radio division, North
I Atlantic Area o£ American Red

Cross; Dean Douglass, educational
director, RCA, Chicago; Harold B.

McCarty, director WHA, University
of Wisconsin; Carl Menzer, director

WSUI, University of Iowa; Luke
Roberts, educational director KOIN,
Portland, Ore.; Robert Zimmerman,
educational director KGW, Portland,
Ore.; Max Karl, public service

director, WTGN, Minneapolis: G.
William Lang, chief engineer, WGN-
WGNB, Chicago, and Kathleen
Lardie, supervisor of radio, Detroit

Public Schools. '•';
.;

Annual business meeting of the

Assn. for Education by Radio will be
held at the Morrison hotel on Oct.

21, previous to the. conference.

Sumner Welles to Gab

Platterwise, to Avoid

Live Cast Censorship

Desire to avoid censorship by net-

works or sponsors has caused Sum-
ner Welles, former Undersecretary

of State, to sign a transcription con-

tract with WJW Enterprises, a WJW
Cleveland subsidiary. By Waxing a

weekly talk, Welles, long a stormy
figure in StatesDept. affairs until

dismissed by then Secretary Cordell

Hull, hopes to avoid the bluepencil-

ing which he feels his gab may be'

subject to if delivered in person.

Under contracted set-up, Welles
will transcribe a weekly talk on cur-
rent affairs from wherever he may
be which will immediately be air-

mailed to subscribing stations. The
wax series is being peddled on a

sliding scale to local outlets, price

depending upon rate cards.

According to a spokesman for the

William . Morris agency, which made
the deal. Welles had several oilers

lor spieling sessions, but fear of not

being able to express himself be-
cause of "censorship caused the nix.

Transcriptions, it was felt, offered

the best way of getting, around that

difficulty.

THE JOAN DAVIS SHOW originates at KMX..

so does Romance of the Ranchos

The tearoom-terhpest that our Joan Davis stirs up on her Monday

night CBS show makes Custer's Last Stand seem like a quilting bee.

Listeners who revel in her uninhibited antics are about as plentiful as

the bars of Swan Soap Joan's snack-bar sells fjr Lever Brothers.

Fun is fun, particularly when performers have absolute confidence in

the technicians who handle their program. That's why the Joan

Davis Show hasn't a worry in the world. It originates at KNX
where transmission of radio's finest entertainment is at peak-perfection.

Every moment of Joan's mirth-packed madness leaves KNX for all

America just as superbly as it's created in Studio B.

KNX is proud of the send-off it gives to CBS coast-to-coast shows. But

it's equally proud of the network quality it gives to local shows.

Take Romance Of The Ranchos, a story of dashing dons and lovely

senoritas. Modern Californians applaud its marauding Indians, gallant

Spaniards and melancholy Mexicans— brought right into their living

rooms in all their flashing color through KNX perfect production. And

the Title Insurance and Trust Company, in its third year of sponsor-

ship, is just as enthusiastic about Romance Of The Ranchos' rating-

higher than that of any competing program.*

There are other KNX creations waiting to

carry your sales message to Southern Cali-

fornia— the West's leading market. You

can learn about them by calling us or

Radio Sales.

ftSpeiijl Hoop,r Survey mad* dunnf Jim., July. Aliffdtt 190 tot |K.

Los Ang.lti art.i g>\»l II a 6 5 rJimK ) .

LOS ANGELES

50,000 WATTS

COLUMBIA OWNED
Columbia's Station
for All Southern California
PaUu Hrttli S,i> l'rimi«o J\-« Columbi. Squa.,*, L.t tofrin lt

&*IH«*iiieH III) Hmlvi Su/«t, l/i<- S/W fwwfeflt/ing Dicilw* mfCU
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Radio Reviews
L'onliiuii'd from past' 32

orch nicely balanced and, with bo(T

batoning by Paul Scjiermnn. the

stanza was okay from all sides.

Guestar Claire Gagnicr's voice is

well known to Canadian dialers and

the one? Who tuned this show prob-

ably wished she'd had a bigger play.

Airer features a narration item

titled "Forward With Canada" ..in

which John Drainie tips his hat to

Canadian cities. Kiekotl item was a

little heavy on drama but lilted

nicely into the general atmosphere,
of the broadcast. Drainie extolling

the wonders of the Dominion's me-
tropolis, Montreal, against a soft

musical background, cued to the

script, Miss Gaghicr's appearance
Was in tune with the policy of using

guastars from honored cities, v
.Orch featured sclec lions from
"Oklahoma!", a dreamy handling of

''Speak Low." and a romantic treat-

ment of "Thousand and One Nights."

The singer's two solos included one
operatic number and a medley of

French-Canadian folk sotiffs. For-
svths production was smooth.
:.'

. : GoViii.

lie service to help kids of high school

age chose pos.war jobs. .Idea is co-

sponsored by public, private and
parochial schools in area, as well as

eight colleges. Business and laboi

groups also sponsoring.
' Opener was on .opporf un it irs in

j

! aviation and no better name lor this

fopie could be found than the popu-
lar Jimmy DoolitUe.. Not only is-the

guy the idol of America's young fry.,

bin ho knows the Hying business and
how to present it to the kids. Wil-

liam Littlcwood. vcepee of American
Airlines, answered questions from
his point of view. Questions asked

by the. kids were intelligent and
showed thought and planum;' by
Betty Hurd.and Paul Phillips.

Quiz from the kids (they came
from 118 schools) came after address

by. Littlcwood. Doolitlle's speech

came later to segue into a CBS pick-

up. (Latter move made things a bit

clumsy. 1 Overall idea and listener

upper.) is okay, especially to those

the program is beamed for—the

you Ih of Philly and surrounding
area '

v iSltfll,

Soup to '

Jack Carson served quite a

meal on his show last week lll»,

and for those who had too much,
there was Alka-Seltzer.

Carson's sponsor is Campbell
Soup. Because he had as his

guest Hedda Hopper, whose
sponsor is Armour. Carson
pulled some gags on her spon-
sor's "confederate Spam." For
good measure, he took some
pokes at Alka-Seltzer.

"CAREER FOKUM"
With Lt. Gen. James II. Oonlilllr, 1

William Littlewood: Norris West,
moderator •»

;

Wrifer: Betty Hurd
Producer: Paul Phillijts

SO Mills.; Th ii rs., 5 p.m.
Sustaining
WCAC, Ph la.

This is one of a. scries (it 2(i weekly
forums launched by WCAU as a pub-

Worcesfer's Top 28

NIGHT TIME
Network Programs

ALL on WTAG
BURNS
and

ALLEN 30.8
Hooper Survey Dec., '44-Apr., '45

WTAG
WORCESTER

RADIO STATIONS!
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I* the "Shot-ln-tlie-Arm" Yon NetMl
for Your T. i*ul 'I'roKruiti*!

No*. J thru lit Now Kead.v!
13 IHn'rrfnt Script* »t SI.05 Kuril
81'KK-VIRK. S.H'K I'OMKDV

: »;„. •*. IHATlSKl.V. , _ , .

PAULA SMITH. 200 W. 54th St.

Now York City. 1»

•PEERLESS PARAOE"
W th Lome Greene, John Drainie,
Frank Peddle, Al Pearce, Gordon
ISurn ash, Samuel Ilersenhorn orch,
Peerless Parade Singers .

Writer - Producer - Director: Comilr.
William Strange

Music: Samuel Hersenhorn
SO Mins.; Thins., 9:38 p.m.
BRITISH-AMERICAN OIL CO.
CBL-CBC Trans-Canada, Toronto

(J. Walter Tliontpsoii.i. :

find of hostilities cued the scuttling

of the British-American Oil spon-

sored wartime play series. "Your.

Fighting. Navy." replaced for the

1945-46 season with this variety airer

styled- to please all the customers.
Show has plenty of music 'from Sousa
to swing, as well as skits, kudos to

Canadiana and a general air of

geniality that should bring it heavy
dialer support. A little light, on the
opener, "Parade" can be given more
weight and better balance to shape !

up as a bright spot for CBC's none-
too-sparkling Thurs. night schedule.

Practically all of the casl of the
B-A wartime show. "Fighting Navy."
has been carried over to "Parade."
including writer - producer Com-
mander Strange and musicman Her-
senhorn. Kickoff airer had a fa-

miliar format with music predomin-
ating. Teeoff was fanfaved by okay
tunes from the Hprsenhorn-butoned
orch and the Peerless Parade Sing-
ers, followed by a dignified intvo of
the new stanza by Lome Greene,
who shares narration, announcing
rod commercials with John Drainie.
Orch brassed a happy march, pre-

ceding a salute to the West Coast
province of British Columbia. Pia-
nist Lou Snider's okay ivorying of
".Warsaw Concerto" cued announce-
ment of show's policy of spotting
members of the orch in solos on each

French Radio Exec, To

Visit U.S., Queries NAB

About Exchange Programs
•Paris. Oct. 10.

As prelude to his visit in November

to the United Slates. Robert Lange.

director of the North American serv-

ices for Radiodiffusion Francaise,

has communicated with Justin Mil-

loi\ prey, of NAB. to determine what
arrangement can be made lor the

exchange of programs between
French radio and American broad-

casters. ;

'

Lange has also asked Miher what
kind of technical assistance French

radio can expect from U. S.. in order

that the former can organize regu-

lar broadcasts on own web which

will feature American programs of

interest to French listeners; and the

possibility of giving French radio

the benefit of American experience.

"We all realize," Lange wrote,

"the tremendous importance of the

radio in American life and the per-
fection of its organization. We admit
that we can neither, in the financial

nor in the technical field, build

something similar to what has been
done in the U. S.. but \ve feel that

on. -the' question of organization, pro-
grams, recruiting and training of the

s ta'IV. we have a lot to learn from
you."

In addition. Lange asked for infor-

mation which indicates the effect

sponsorship has on the composition
of American programs.

"

'Human Adventure' Shows

No Life in Chi to N.Y. Shift

Chicago, Oct. 16.

Although demands have been made
by Revere Copper & Brass, Inc.,

sponsors of "The Human Adventure"
over MBS, that the origination point

of the show be moved from Chicago
to N. Y., WON, which hold:;, exclu-

sive rights to broadcast the stint

over the Mutual net, is showing no
inclination to abide.

Show was sold to the Revere out-
lit, with express understanding that

it would be an exclusive WGN orig-

ination inasmuch as it held a con-
tracl with the University of Chicago
for the broadcast of the program and
had -produced it for two years as a
sustaining feature over the chain
before it went under sponsorship.

WGN is holding out on letting the

show leave Chicago, insisting it is a
civic enterprise because of its ticup

with the 'University of Chicago and
as such, has an obligation to the pub-
lic of Chicago and the midwest to

mimi. ;,

Mutual'.* flackery had announced
preceding last Sunday's show (14)

that it would originate from N. Y.,

but it came from Chi. instead, and
word from the web is now that it

"may move sometime in November,"
But not if WGN Can help it. ,

Radio Foliowup

.-how. Canada's part in the atomic
bomb creation and development, and
the conversion of atomic energy from
war to peace uses came in for an
elaborate going over.

Sign-off was a salute to the Royal
Canadian Navy in which orch and
singers used a tune from the Royal
Canadian Navy's stage musicomedy,
"Meet the Navy," now playing for

occupation forces in Germany.
• Commercials on "Parade" were
given straight treatment, held to a
minimum and kept t unobtrusive,
plugging firm's Peerless motor oil on
which show's title is based. Goilii. •

Vf» >»»>»»»»,.
f

&»*0-ft y »»»•«•»» . . . e»4 *

"The Easy Aces," Goodman and
i Jane, foreswore their habit of refus-
ing to play before studio audiences
wnen they pitched- in for Danny
Kaye on the latter's Pabst Friday
njghter on CBS last week (12). It

didn't seem to do them any harm, for
they turned in a neat acting job of a
stilt neater script done by the male
member of this duo (who writes the
show for Kaye himself ).

Script was a mild but amusing rib
of a certain type of psychoanalysis
practitioner.' By the time Jane Ace
got through with the analyst, she had
him hall-juits. It was sophisticated,
adult comedy, of the type to hold the
interest of the more grown-up sec-
tion of the audience whom Kaye
hopes to catch and hold when he re-
turns from his six-week trip to en-
tertain overseas troops. - -

Taking pride in Mutual's series on
reconversion and jobs, Edgar Kobak,
web prexy, made one of his rare air
appe»runces last week (10) when he
did the introes on the program "F.cli-

lors Report On Reconversion and
Jobs."
He introduced the following, who

participated in the discussions: Paul
Wooten, prexy of the National Con-
ference of Business Paper Editors;
Kenneth Stowell, editor of Architec-
tural Recoup Julian Elfenbien; edi-
torial director, Haire Publications;
L. V. Burton, editor, Food Industries;
Samuel Dunn, editor, Railway Age;
Julian Chasie, editor, Automotive and
Aviation Industries; Eric Bramley,
exec editor, American Aviation, and
S. R. Bernstein, editor of Advertis-
ing Age. Show resulted in a lively,
fruitful discussion.

M UTUA L BROADCASTING SY ST EM

Gertrude Lawrence: didn't add to
her reputation, by her appearance on
the PhilcO Hall of Fame show Sun-
day (14 1 on ABC. Show too obvi-
ously plugged her new book, "A Star
Danced." with no subtlety of ap-
proach v,' '.lever, arid with as poor
a eollee ;.:...! of puns and jokes about
authors and books as have ever been
aired. Compliments thrown right
into each other's faces by Miss Law-
rence, Martha Tilton and Paul
Wh itoman were also much tod cute
ahd cloying. Dramatization of 'Miss
Lawrence's early show days in Eng-
land had some interest, and actress'
singing of

.
"Limeh.ouse Blues" suine

nostalgia. Show as a whole was un-
distinguished. ..>

..-

Prayer Plugs Planned

For Network Airing;

List Pix Stars Pledged
Chicago, Oct. ig.

A nationwide program to popular-
ize daily prayer among families will
be plugged by a long list of movie
notables, according to the Rt. Rev.
Daniel Byrnes, pastor of Chi's Visita-
tion Church and director of the
Arcbdiocesan Union of the Holy
Name Society, who has been con-
ducting a campaign to popularize
family prayer for the past several
years. '.

.

_ :\

Arrangements have been made, ac-
cording to the pastor, to bring the.
campaign to Wider public attention
through , a series of broadcasts, with
no network as yet lined up, but tied
iip with a commitment from 20th
Century-Fox studio execs, with pro-
grams under direction of Bill Bacher.
Numerous stars, both Catholic and

non-Catholic, are pledged to appear
on the program, he told "Variety.''
among them Don Amechc. Ingrid
Bergman. Charles Boycr. Joe E.
Brown. Gary Cooper, Lou Costello,
Bing Crosby. Irene Dunne, Ruth
Hussey, Roddy McDowell, Lloyd No-
lan, Margaret O'Brien, Gregory Peck. '

Caesar Romero. Frank Sinatra, Shir-
ley Temple and Loretta Young.

Clement S. Crystal, Paramount In-

ternational's theatre chief, returned
to N. Y. last weejc from a seven-week
survey of Latiii'America.

Time forblusling «ale» curves upward

is the kind of limeWeed & Company

•lalions offer and Weed men sell.

Time buyer* across the nation rely on

Weed for help in spoiling hoi mar-

kets and influencing them through

topnolch availabilities.

Bessie Beatty, one of the most
competent chit-chatters oil the air
today, celebrated her sixth anniver-
sary in radio last : Mon. (15) over.
WOR. With her on the program
were Bill Sauter, her husband; Coun-
tess de Mauduit of France, who has
been cited for her constructive work
with the French underground and.
Do) a De Jong, author of "And the
Field Is the World."
Given 45 minutes in which to chat

With her guests and get in about 10
or 11 commercials, Miss Beatty man-
ages to do all this and convey to
listeners that she isn't in a hurry;
Quite a feat. Major portion of the
program was taken up with the
countess' comments on her experi-
ences in France to the end of the
.occupation, period. It tied in nicely
with Miss Beatty's appeal for food
and clothing for the Starring in
Europe. "

•.>. ; V'

,

Last Saturday (13) Was Harry
Hershfleld's birthday and he was
ribbed—but good—by his partners,
Joe Laurie, Jr.. and Senator Ed Ford,
during the "Can You Top This?"
broadcast. Laurie said: "Harry can't
be as old as he looks." Ford crack-
ing: "He certainly can't be as old as
his gags " Hershfield took it giggling.

CNITUI) RKXALL DBCC CO
l^rlrtuv—CBS—10 p.m. EWT

MM.i tOU CLAYTON

LAWRENCE GOLDENJOHN E'lMES FREE & PETERS Inc. ''•
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St. Louis Post-Dispatch Raps

NAB on Tlug-Uglies' Stand
St. Louis, Oct. 16.

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, which

last -winter conducted an editorial

campaign against "plug-uglies" in

radio, now accuses the National

Assn.' ot Broadcasters' radio news

committee of "missing the news."

In an editorial criticizing the com-

mittee's recommendations, made last

week, the paper asks: "Has any

phase °f news broadcasting in re-

cent months overshadowed the pub-

lic discussion of 'plug-uglies.' the in-

terruptions of news announcements,

often of grini importance, by "com-

mercial plugs for hair restorers,

stomach remedies and other prod-

ucts.'" •
•

The editorial summarizes the com-

mittee's recommendations—for more

local radio news, speedy news cov-

erage in peace as in war, and for

dropping the phrase, "processing of

news." Then the paper declares:

'-The radio news committee of the

NAB hasn't kept up very well with

the news. When is it going to get out

some recommendations as up-to-date

as the news broadcasts on which it

hands out advice?"

HOUSTON LONGHAIRS ON AIH
Houston, Oct. 16.

The Houston Symphony Orchestra,

for the second season, broadcasts

cadi Saturday night for a half hour

oyer stations of the Texas Quality

Network.

Circuit Ct Upholds WPEN

On Church Groups Ouster
Philadelphia, Oct. 16.

The U. S. circuit court of appeals

Friday (12) 'upheld the right of

WPEN. owned by the Evening Bul-

letin, to cancel contracts of religious

groups for broadcasting.tiine.

In a unanimous opinion the. court

upheld Federal Judge William H:

Kirlipafriek, who had ruled in U. S.

district court that the ministers had
no cause for action. The plaintiffs

had claimed that the station's action
in; cancelling their, programs was
"an abridgement of' their rights of

freedom of speech."

The court, in a ruling which may
have great, significance to the radio
industry, said: "A radio broadcasting
station is not a public utility in the

sense that it must permit broadcast-
ing to whoever comes to its micro-
phone."

The court insisted, that. the. .sta-

tion's cancellation clauses were
valid. It' also dismissed allegations

that the first amendment to the Con-
stitution—right of free speech—had
been violated inasmuch as it (the

amendment) was intended to oper-

ate as a limitation of the federal

government.

Cool Off in Chicago
Chicago, Oct. 16.

It had to happen sooner or
later and it; did.

Harry Cool, whose baritone
has been heard over several
network shows, was being sub-
mitted via audition platters to

several prospective sponsors.
Seems as though he was the
leading candidate as' replace-
ment for a singer on a w.k.

brand cigarette coast-to-coast

show. Everything was going
along smoothly: the network, the
ad pgency and execs- of the

cigarette co. were well pleased
but when the eig. president
heard, the singer's name, he
nixed the deal.

"Have a fellow named Cool
on our show?" he said. "We'd
sell more cigarettes for Kool
than we would for ourselves!"

Worldwide Cooperation in Video

Development Advocated by BBC Head

BBD&O Wraps

Five New Shows

mmmM
seeing thousands of gallons r

*^^X."

ealiies that here is an outgo ^jp??..:.

an income — an income measured in terms ol power *

*v~'

Even the most casual onlooker

of water pouring from a dam.

'with

| produced,

| The same thing is true of SeWevision. That, you know, is what

Swe call the foresight and long-range thinking which prompted ~

T^the comprehensive, state-wide audience promotion campaign "JjSS

k^S we've been conducting in Minnesota for the past four years,

'^Stlltyisioii is costing us a lor of money. Rut here, too, i* an V

£$H outgo with an income! At KSTP, we don't measure power in^
' j|watts...th.ough we have 50,000 of them ...we measure power ^
P*.

in audience acceptance. That's the kind of power Sellevision is ^
J-jSk producing for us. -

v»
sj. s ........ \

Yes, Sellevision. is an outgo with an income, all right ... and

\i|t'-?'»©V income is growing greater every day! Remember this when t

^ you're choosing a radio station to sell Minnesota's major market.

B.B.D. & O.'s radio department
has been ordered to make available

at least five new packages for the

agency's clients which hitherto re-

stricted themselves ' to -cither spot an-

nouncements or stepped into radio

programming for the first time dur-

ing the past year.

Among the type formats being

sought and designed are half-hour

variety, half-hour musical, half-hour

dramatic and a 15-minute soap ope-

ra. Others are also in the works,

but the above formats are' desired

because they're considered product-

selling formats. Clients have indi-

cated that they wjiht to get away
from "the institutional-type format

that seldom commands a sizable au-

dience.

Bon Ami, Inc.. is the company
for .which BBD&O is designing the

soap opera. The other companies

which are contemplating radio are:

Corning Glass, Pittsburgh Plate

Glass, and Serve). Servel. '' inciden-

tally, sponsored Billie Burke in

"Fashions and Rations," but hasn't

returned to the air since it dropped
sponsorship of that program several

months ago. . ...

.'.

The Mildren Feiiton production

agency has been called in. and
chances arc that it will package

several of the shows sought.
: -t

KNODEL HEADS SALES

FOR ALL FIELD RADIO
Chicago. Oct. 16.

In line with Marshall Field's radio

expansion program. J. W. Knodcl is'

leaving Free & Peters, with whom
he has been associated for the past

eight years, to become national sales

director of. the Field radio interests

effective Nov. 1.

For the last three years K.nodel

has been a v.p. of the Free & Peters

organization and sales manager of

the Chicago office. In his new posi-

tion Knodel will supervise all na-

tional sales efforts for radio stations

W.JJD. Chicago, and WSAI. Cincin-

nati, with stations still retaining

their own sales identity.

While no successor has been an-

nounced, in all probability James L.

Free will take over the management
of the Free & Peters office here until

a permanent appointment can be
made. Job is expected to go to Rus-

sell Woodward, v.p. of the outfit,

who will be released from the Navy
about Jan. 1946.

Farmer-Labor Bid for FM

Station in Mpls. Filed

Minneapolis, Oct. 16.

Elmer A. Benson, former Farmer-
j

Labor governor of Minnesota, and
|

present chairman of the National
i

Citizens Political Action Committee,
,

has made application for authority

to operate an FM radio station in

the Minneapolis-St. Paul area. If

license is granted, he announces,

|
he'll ''operate a station on the pro-

gressive side."

At the same time, Benson said, it

will be a eqmmercial station "which.

1
1 hope, will not have to-be given

over too much to advertisers." He
declares the NCPAC has nothing to

do with his application and would
not be interested in the station's op-

eration or ownership.
Other applications for an FM sta-

tion license in Minneapolis also have
been; filed by the Independent Mer-
chants Broadcasting Co.. alderman
H. II. Bank of present city council

and if. Z. Mendow, attorney. The
St. Cloud, Minn., Times has also

applied for such a license.

A plea for international coopera-
I

'

tion in the development of television

j
was made by William J. Haley, di-

rector general of the British Broad-

casting Corporation, whose talk was

piped in- from London to the first

session .ot the Television Institute

meeting Monday (15) at the Commo-
dore hotel, N. Y.

Addressing more than 300 repre-

sentatives from 26 states, Haley de-

clared that BBC will coniinue where

it left off in 1939, when war was de-
clared and all video work stopped.
He urged an international agreement
Ion the bands of frequencies to be
alloted to television.

I It was agreed by most experts
present, "that films will play an im-
portant part .in video for many years.

Films will not only be used for

straight broadcasting purposes but for

backgrounds when more than verbal

JTCtiOHTS ixeededv, NBC and CBS al-

ready are operating film units in

conjunction with their video.

The manpower situation was held

|
to be serious. It's conceded that few

! experts have been developed and a

I

training program will have to be
embarked upon. Dumcnt tele spokes-

Boston.—Jolin F. Manning. Jr.. is ,' men outlined their training program
WIIDH's new station manager with : for development of new personnel,
his wife, Betty, as program director. I It was held that this would be vital

They were formerly associated as when video comes to the smaller
radio directors for Hirshon-Garfield . towns and when networks are de-
agency, New York City.

1

(eloped.

50,000 WATTS — CLEAR CHANNEll|
NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO STATION

EXCLUSIVE NIC AFFILIATE FOR THE TWIN CITIES

»ipr«ml.J Nat!*»*lly fcv Uwmtd rWy * C». MlNNE&POL ,S
ST PAUL

ft
lent
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J. L Willis Gets Asst. Gen.

Mgr. Post With Nunn Chain
Chicago, Oct. 16.

J, Ed Willis, member of WLAP
staff for li years, the last two serv-

ing as manager, was appointed asst.

gen. mgr. of the Nunn group of sta-

tions by Gilmore N. Nunn at the

three-clay general meeting of per-

sonnel held at Lexington. Ky.. Oct.

8-10. Miller A. Welch, on
1 WLAP

sales staff for nine years, succeeds

Willis as station manager.
Stations were represented by the

following: Howard P. Robertson,

mit'. KFDA. Amarillo, Tex.: John P.

Hart, mgr. WBIR, Khoxville. Tenn,;

.loseoh B. Matthews, mgr. WCMI,
Ashland, Ky.. and Miller A. Welch,

ing was presided over b'y*Nunn.! pres.

and gen. mgr. of the group.

Kansas City.—W. E. Danford. for

past 12 years with sales division of

Pet Milk Co., has resigned to join

KMBC's sales staff.
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Lifting Curb on Payolas Generally

Agreed As likely toHypo Problems
'

Possibility of elimination of clauses*

—

: —
:

MO Best Sheet Sellers

Job byEmployees- union was '..discussed

anaiii. at the kilter's council meot-

, i 1 1 14 last week. . Considerable tall;

revolved around the . idea of lifting

the clauses as a means of removing
| w ith Art Kassel

evils of the business, but it was Ren-.,

erally agreed that this sort of action

would, boost the industry "s problems,

aiid it 'wits' voted to leave it status

quo. ';

Several times Within the past few
years major publishers have recom-
mended dissolution of all. restric-

tions on paying for plugs, and there

are those who are still in favor of

. it. MPCE heads, however, along i

with a number of publishers, recol-
;

Iecl. years, back, when outright buy-,

ins of plugs was' unrestricted. It has
j

been ^binled out by these that cur-;

rent conditions, while generally.:

agreed as- bad. wouldn't hold a can-

dle to what would happen if all
|

bars w ere let down.. In the end. they

point out. the biz would be right

back where it .started from: vy'ith

publishers outbidding one another

for plug* to the point where only

the best bank-accounts would stand

a chance.

Alimony Cops
j

cincago. Oct! ie: !

Floyd Pomroy. trumpet . player ';

Orch. went out for •

intermission at the Trianon Ball-
|

room here one night last week and :

didivt come back. He was grabbed
[

by alimony cops and spent, the night
;

in jail, appealing in Superior Court
|

next day under -aWrit of attachment
|

brought, by his former wife. Cecilia.
|

Wearing his. dinner jacket and
j

black bow tie in court, sideman was
J

told he. is $585 in arrears on alimony.

He was freed when he paid $25 on

account and promised the rest by

Nov. in.
'

'
-

y
p.

i Week. Ending.

Till End of Time.
I'll Buy That Dream .

.

Along Navajo Trail...

That Feeling lit Mooiili

It's Been. Long Time.
Paper Moon .. .

.'. ... .

Gonna Love That Guy
Atchison. Topeka: . ..

..If, J Loved Vou..:...T.

Oct, 13)

, Santly
. . .Burke

'. .Leeds

ghl .Piiull

. , . Morris

. . .Harms
. . Bourne

."< Feist

B. Harms
That's For Mo. .Williamson I

MORTY PAL1TZ, OUT

OF ARMY, A COSMO V.-P.

Mortimer- S. Palitz, recently dis-

charged from the .Army and former
recording chief for Columbia rec-

ords, has joined Cosmo records as

vice-president in charge of record-

ings and repertoire.

Among first artists signed
.
by

Palitz are' two singers. Eileen Bar-

ton and Susan Reed. Miss Barton

started with Frank Sinatra. Miss

Reed, a ballad singer, is current at

Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y.

Loot Coast Decca,

Discing Stymied
All recording- at Decca's Coast

studios was temporarily halted the

latter part of last week by looting

of the company's Hollywood studios.

Thieves bacWl up a truck to the in-

st.alla.Hons . last Wednesday (10) and
walked oil' with amplifiers, speakers

and .other paraphernalia, repeating

the performance Sunday (14) night.

All told, it's expected the loss will

run between'.-$25.Q0p and $30,000.

Exact extent of Deeca's loss is un-

)<npwn;in N. Y. since no inventory,

-of what is missing had been made up.

However, according to Jack Kapn.
Decca's prez. now in N. Y.. it is suffi-

cient to halt recording at the studio

until replacements can be obtained,

this depending on availability of

stolen- articles.

Robberies did not disturb the

company's pressing plant, which con-

tinues work. . . -
•-.

.

An attempt was made Monday (15

1

night' to break into Hollywood Color-

film studios. Dr. Fcrenz-Fodor, head
pf film and recording equipment

j

plant, stated lock had been jimmied
but no one had entered.

|, Police feel equipment is too easily

recognized to be sold in this country,

but. that South American' market is

wide open and the stuff could be
easily checked in sale down there.

NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs
Foiloitinp is list oj the most played po7wl<u tunes on the networks /or tin

week' beginning Monday and .through Sunday, Oct. 8-14, from 5 p.VL
to 1 a.m. List represents the first approximately .25 lenders in alphabetical
order (in some cases there are lies, accounting lor a, longer list). The
coiiipilHIiwiK embrace I lie NBC, CBS. ABC and Mutual Networks, us retire
seined by WUAF, WABC., WJZ. and WOR. N. Y., and (ire based on data
provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular checking source of the
music publishing induslru. Unless BMl -indicated, all others are ASCAP

TITI.K I'UBI.ISIII.K
Along the. Navajo Trail ..

.
'.'

. . .
-.

.
,'. '..-;

. ... ....

And There You Are— f'Weckend At Waldorf". . .

A Stranger In Town .'-,
. , , ; ... .... „-.-.'

Harvey Girls".,.
j

Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fi

j
Autumn Serenade '. v. . . ..../...'...;...

!
But 1 Did . ,.:..'.

I

Gee It's Good to Hold You . ... . , ,
',

.

.

. ; ,

;

,
.-.

Going Back -Home ..'.:.-.;•
.

Gotta Be This or That ......... ... ..,..V;0
Homesick That's All

How Deep Is the Ocean... .. ... . . ... . , . ..... . . .

I'd Do It All. Over Again. .....

1 Donlt Want to Be Loved. .-. . .'.-, ..... . . ,

.'

.

If I' Loved Yoil—-'- "Carousel" . . , , , . ,

.

I'll Buy That Dream—v."S'mg Your Way Home
I'm Gonna Love' That Guy. .

.'.
...

.-'•'.

.

.

It's Only a Paper. Moon . ... . . .

.- ';
'-,

;•'. .'.-•.*,
. . . . .

Love Letters— v.'.'Love Letters". ...... :.'.".
. ..

.

No Can Do.'. ... . .'. . .

|

Remember When ...................

1'hat's For Me— >"State Fair" .

I
Till the End of Tiuie ; . .

.

|

Waiting For the Train to Come In ..........

j
Walkin' With My Honey '.

. . .

I
You Came Along— 'i "You Came Along"...'....

t Filmusical. Legit Musical. i B.M.I. Affiliate.

MUSIC

LT.CDR- BEN WEIL

JOINS J. T. ABELES

Cleve. Showboat Will

Try to Plug Red Ink

Leaks With Big Bands

UVB|

BOURNE, Inn©.

799 Seventh Ave. New Yor K t <J N. Y.

P.S., Publishers in N.Y.

Say Schultze's Pipe
|

Is Out-of-This-Worldj

Norbert Schuit/.e. German com-

poser of "Lili Marlene." stiit es from

Berlin that he and his wife have a

N. Y. contract offer and that he

plans to apply for a visa at first le-

gal opportunity, according to Asso-

ciated Press dispatch from Berlin,.

Schultze was a one-man Tin Pan
Alley for former Nazi Propaganda

Minister -Joseph Goebbels during

war. grinding out" marching songs for

the Luftwaffe, Panzers; U-boats, in-

fantry and Afrika Korps. He ex-

plained that' he joined Nazi party in

1940 in preference to going into the

German army, because he had lour

children to think about.

Schultze said he had been offered,

through an unidentified American
sergeant, a 10-year contract with a

New York publisher, and an Amer-
ican lieutenant, also unidentified, has

promised Fran -Schultze. his second

wife, a singing contract in a Man-
hattan hotel. .

'

German composer, who also com- . „e has
posed m.usic for mlawous Bombs o .

»

England, number, sa.d that ^
|

VVcil S lather. Arthur, who died

''two years aao. is author of what is |

a

considered the outstandingwork of' He wa"ts Wo,,d
-
v

its kind, "Weil on Copyright."

which the barrister wrote in a two-
year period when he was more or

less bedridden. Up until the senior

Weil's book, a 19th century book.
"Drone On Copyright." was the ma-

Leeds
.Feist

yStcvcns
.Feist .,

. Robbins
lie, nick .

.Criterion

tarn .

.Httrms

. Mbriis

.

Berlin
.Shapiro
.Mutual •

.T. B. Harms

.Burke .

.Bourne
'. Harms
Famous
-Robbing
C-P
.Williamson
.Saully

SBlock
i. Republic

Famous

:'"•; Cleveland. Oct. 16.

To gel his large-capacity. Show-

boat out of the red. Norman Khoury

has decided to shoot the works by
installing a policy of name bands

and floor shows. Shep Fields' or-

chestra starts it off Oct. 29 at $5,000

Per. .'.:.'
It will be the biggest package of

musical goods the Jocal MCA of-
j

lice has sold a Cleveland nitery since i

the extravagant days of the late

Lt Commander Ben Weil joins Mayfaif Casino, which spent a for

CAPITOL DISKS PACTS

MARGARET O'BRIEN
Hollywood, Oct. 36.

Superior Court approved a minor

contract between Margaret O'Brien,

Metro moppet, and Capitol records.

Deal calls for 20 selections, or a
maximum Of live albums, with Metro
exercising the right of approval on
material.
Pact also calls for an advance of

$10,000 against royalties.

Ex-Servicemen Wanted
t« buy"

FUN-MASTER GAG FILES
ISo*. 1 thru III

]:: l>i».T. ilt HCTlptB at Sl.ltr. Kuril
!<t KU-l'IRK. SOt'K t'OJIKllV

AIATKKIAI.
r'wr Ytmr Keliirn to Show Bn^ii.e^w:

PAULA SMITH. 200 W. 54th St.
Nrw York City, 19

Marlene." although written in

was a. flop until 1941 when it was
aired by the Nazi command over

Belgrade radio in special program
for troops. "Overnight it was a sen-

sation." he declared. "German sol-

diers died in battle with it on their

lips."

Schultze has played 30 shows for

Russian troops and 42 for American
G.I.s in Berlin, but he's never been

|
invited to perform for British, who
still haven't forgotten "Bombs on

|

England." Noted tor children's fairy

j

tale operas in Germany before war.

]
he said his latest, "The Cold Heart."

i was acclaimed by critics at Leipzig

j

Opera House in November, 1943.

! Then Allied bombers leveled the

j

opera house and costumes and ran-

i

sical scores were destroyed.

Following Fields'

Khoury is penciling

Sammy Kaye

jpr authority. Weil was attorney for

AT&T among others, and he drew

17-piece crew,

in Bob Chester
'

for two-week
'

Herman, :

now headlining the RKO Palace
;

here, Ted Lewis and Louis Prima i

lor other whiter dates. Khoury
didn't blink an eye when informed

;

of their high asking prices.

"I don't care what big bands cost

if they call put this white-elephant

spot of mine back on the town's

the . first ERPI (Electric Research i

amusement map." Khoury states.

Products. Inc.) pact with E. C. Mills,
j

Since he picked up the Showboat lor

then representing the music in- the proverbial song a half-year ago,

terests. it has been a gigantic headache for

Incidentally, attorney Abeles. who him. Located in a conservative

is special Copyright counsel to 20th- suburb almost 10 miles away from
Fox. Metro. Universal and .others, ' the downtown theatrical area, the

has been asked to write a more | spot has experimented with every-
modern book on copyright which; thing from Sally Rand to capsuled
pressure of his law practice has de- old-time melodramas and tab shows
ferred indefinitely. I without any boxoffice results.

Top Tones lot Tow Books

An All-Time Favorite

I CAN'T GIVE

YOU ANYTHING BUT
LOVE, BABY

Music by . .

.

JIMMY McHVGH
Published by

MILLS MUSIC

NEEDED AT ONCE
experienced ar.ronfct»r and vocal rotu'li

—wonderful cbtiiicf) for ndVaurenrelit

with r well known PMlly orsaniauiioii.

Write Box 41?. VARIKTV. 154 W.
I«th St., New \ork 1». N. y.

B C CS

Musk by A beautiful picture—perfectly expressed

ROBERT STOLZ
in song in simple, warm phrases, set to

Lyric by

ROBERT SOUR an affectionate and natural melody.

You'll be Going Right When You Program GOING BACK HOME

ani — Jerry i.o*v»xi

W YOKE O

i 580 FIFTH AVEMU!

Eddie JJaiaij,

HOLLYWOOD
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ASCAP OUTPOINTS RADIO IN S. A.
Definition of 'Name Band Snags

Agencies, AFM on WLB Pay Rais3

Bfchd agencies and N. Y. Local 802,4

of the American Federation of Musi-

"
cians, are in' a bit of a spin trying to

iron out all phases of the' scale raises

recently- granted " the local by the

War Labor Board.; 'One of ihe big-

gest headaches they have, and cno

which apparently will take some

time to straighten out, is based on

WLB's exclusion of so-called -'name"

bands from the raises,

This mixup came about because

several years, ago, Avhen the Wage
Stabilization Board's rulings came

into 'effect .limiting raises- in salary.

These rlilcs prevented bands from

getting more money, the second time

they played specific dates than the

first time. Th's was due to the

American Federation of Musicians'

Form B contract, which makes all

leaders and their .men employees of

the band buyer. Agency-men at that

time went to Washington and secured

a ruling that withdrew all "name"
band leaders from .stabilisation re-

strictions and made them, for salary

purposes, independent contractors.

Following that there was consider-

able discussion over what consti-

tuted a "name band."

Since the "name" leaders all along

had been getting whatever coin they

could from hotels and niteries ef-

fected by 802's scales, the WLB's re-

cent okaying of scale increases ex-

eluded them from 'the . boosts .and
their men from tlic juicy.•stims'.othl?

musicians will collect under the re-

troactive terms of the . increases.

Now comes the old question—what
is a "name" band, and which of the

organized combos are entitled to re-

troactive increases and which are

not.

MCA-Finley Trial Set
San Diego. Oct. 1(5.

Federal Judge MfcCormick set Jan.
12' as the starting (late for Larry
Finley's . $3,100,000 anti-trust stilt

against. Music Corp. or America.
Case will be tried by jury with

two weeks' booking on the Federal
court calendar.

6-Day~AFMWk.

Cues Fla. Blowup
Miami Beach, Oct.. 16.

As expected, the decision of local

055, of the American Federation of

Musicians',' to install a six-day work
week for musicians in this area
touched off an explosion. The union
has been meeting with officials of
the Florida Supper Club Assn. and a

compromise may be reached.
Union has made an offer of a

choice of granting musicians
. two

weeks' vacation with pay each spring
or using one" relief man nightly

during the height of season; which
normally runs about 12 weeks, with
club placing the two-weeks' coin in

escrow if that js the. choice. This
propos/U. laid out at a confab last
rwgBkr applies 'only to year-round
clubs and' it seems likely that it will

be accepted. It will be decided at a
meeting Friday (.19),

Spots operating only during the
season have been told to negotiate
separate deals if and when they are
ready to open.

E'

NQ BAR TO DEALS
National Assn. o£ Broadcasters,

NBC, CBS and Broadcast Music, Inc.,

all combined during the past two
weeks to stymie the aim of repre-
sentatives of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publish-
ers in setting up a new reciprocal
performance rights deal with the
Argentine performing rights society
i SADAIC) . However! according to

word received in N. Y. late last

week,, the ASCAP men ' how in

Buenos Aires have concluded an ar-
rangement -with SADAIC which will

supercede the current 8MI deal.

That the radio interests concerned
with the original, establishment and
subsequent operation of BMI des-
perately tried to forestall a SADAIC
deal with ASOAP is contained in

cables from B. A. BMI also offered a

much ' more sizable deal than its

current agreement, which expires
Dec. 31, 1946. This pressure, appar-
ently, was unsuccessful in combat-
ing the ASCAP offerings, which
must have been extensive since
Leslie Boosey, head of the Perform-
ing Rights Society (British); Francis
Salabcrt. president of the French
performing rights group (SACEM),
and Eduardo Marquina, of the Span-
ish rights society, converged on B. A.
a|ong with John G. Paine, general
manager of ASCAP; Herman Fihkle-
stein, the Society's attorney, and
Wallace Downey, ASCAPs S. A.
rep. :

They concluded- an arrangement
with SADAIC that sets up a seven-
year reciprocal deal between the
two societies, which will be unilat-
eral until SADAIC'S' BMI contract
expires, that is, until the. end of 1946
SADAIC will represent ASCAP

(Continued on page .48):

See Tunesmiths Asking Full 2c Rate

After Snarl on Decca Multi-Song Plan

Ted Cooper's Shift

Ted Cooper, formerly with Jewel
Music, has left that to become gen.

mgr. of Indigo Music, BMI affiliate

owned by Charley Barnet.
: Cooper's first plug tune is from a

Republic Picture of the same name,
"Tell It To a Star."

Col. Plugs Disks

By Local Airers
Columbia Recording Corp, is going

in heavily for exploitation. It j is

setting up a 'series of quarter-hours
on local radio stations throughout
the country, which will, feature the

recordings of CRC artists. As m,c.

Columbia has signed Martin Bio' 1
:,

director of the "Make-Belies. e-VJuU-

room" on WNEW, N, Y., and m-.c.

of the NBC Chesterfield broadcasts
with Perry Como. -

Block's duties will be to record in-

troductory spiels lor Columbia
diskings, which will call for specific

recordings to be supplied by the sta-

tion. Shows will start in January on
44 stations, as yet undesignated.
Columbia last week also com-

pleted a tieup with the makers of

Wildroot Hair Tonic, which spohsors
Woody Herman, one of Columbia's
contractees. Via this arrangement.
Herman and . Columbia will be
plugged in all drugstores handling
the hair-goo, and Wildroot .will get

reciprocative attention in all' disk

stores handling Columbia recordings.

A situation has developed ,be-

i tvi'cen Dccca Records, certain music

I

publishers and most of the top song-
writers of the country, which many,
in the music trade feel will culmi-
nate in an unqualified demand by
the songwriter faction that all re-
cording companies pay the full stat-

utory royalty rate of 2c. per. side,

for all recordinj's.

It's all a pretty mixed-up aft* ir,

but this is how it seems to go'. About
three years' ago Dccca recorded a
series of the top times penned up
to that time by the best writers in

the business, ineluttirtg Irving Ber-
lin, Jerome Kcr'n,: S'gmund Rom-
berg, Oscar Hammi rstein II, Rich-
ard Rodgers, et a). Apparently, the
company had an idea of marketing
these tunes in a '"lilts of the Cen-
tury" series, or some such way .'Dcc-
ca refuses to reveal exactly how
they will be marketed, whether
singly or in album form, or who
made them). At any rate, the songs
were cut three to a side, which has
been done before. But

.
in this case

Dccca seemingly cut them at ran-
dom; that is, one of Berlin's, one of
Kern's and a Rodgers and Hammer-
stein tune might occupy the same
side. Heretofore tJ in the little double
and triple cutting made in this man-
ner every tunc oil. a side was by the
same writer.

Decca didn't ask for a license fo
market the,!.: tunes until recently.
When -it 'tlid, it's said, most publish-
ers involved gave (heir . consent.
Hou-cver, the writers of the songs
involved heard about it, sat down
to figure that at l'ic, royalty per'

side, which is- split 50-50 with their
publishers, they stood fo gain one-
ouartcr of a cent from each side
Decca sold. ' They hit the ceiling,

i Continued on page 46)

wphu

A HARMONY TRI-00MPHI

ON VICTOR RECORDS
JUST RELEASED NATIONALLY

; tY VICTOR

"WILL THE ANGELS PLAY
THEIR HARPS FOR ME?"
AND

'

"HOMESICK" :!\

#21734

SOON TO IE RELEASED

"ON THE OTHER SIDE OF

THE RAINI0W"

"A LITTLE STREET WHERE

ON THI AIR

WFAf-NK-Mondoy Thru Fiidoy 12;4S f.m.

(Vvtst-Sfarrtd

NATIONAL IARN DANCE-COMMAND PERFORMANCE

CHESTERFIELD SUIWR CLUR-KATE SMITH SHOW

PERSONAL APPEARANCES

IN TOP THEATERS

AND HOTELS

THRUOUT THE COUNTRY
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Teddy Hart Suit Vs. ASCAP Over

Brother's Royalties Dismissed in N.Y.

American Society of Composers.

Authors and Publishers tool; the de-

cision in suit against it by Teddy

Hart to recover accumulated roy-

' allies •iimounlins to over $29,000 held

bv the Society since the death, of

his brother, lyricist Lorenz Hart.

Supreme Court Justice Paxton Blair

held that ASCAP is entitled to

judgment on the merits and dis-

missed the complaint, yesterday

UOi in New York.
; \

Will of the late* lyricist provided

that all sums due him from ASCAP.

torncy and Richard Rodgers were
named as executors in the will, with

Kron receiving a 30V, interest in

the estate.

In order to protect their rights

to the posthumous royalties, the cxt
j

editors and trustees have applied
j

tor election to ASCAP as successor
]

members, according to the laws of .

the Society. Election was withheld
j

by ASCAP pending the decision by ,

Justice Blair.

Court ruled "In lieu of the practice I

adhered to in the past by the direc-
|

Singer With Miller's

AAF Orch in RCA Pact
Johnny Desmond, sinner who

created a rep among GI's in the

ETO while with the late Major
Glenn Miller's Army Air Force

orchestra, has concluded an agree-

ment with RCA-Victor. He will

sign a recording contract with that

company upon his discharge from

the Army.
Desmond is being managed

General Amus. Corp.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

by

be paid to executors and trustees of tors of ASCAP. there is no reason

his estate or to any legal entity | to suppose that when they take ac-

which may be organized by them j ti'on on the application by. the ex-

undef the provisions of the will. No
such legal entity haying been or-

ganized, the executors and trustees

whose names do not include the

plaintiff.. _gre prima facie entitled to

the royalties.

Teddy Hart under ,.the will
.
was

left 70r
< of the residue. He sued to

recover his snare of the royalties

held by ASCAP.
\ In dismissing the suit, Justice

Blair held "Since the plaintiff can-

not point to any language in his

editors and trustees under Lorenz

Hart's will—action until now with-

held in deference to the court—
they will proceed to elect plaintiff

a successor member and set at

naught the expressed desire and in-

tention of the testator." Adding "If

an event so unlikely shall take place

in the future the plaintiff may se-

cure the posthumous royalties with-

out the need of invoking the aid

of the court.'*"

Louis Frohlich. of Schws-rtz

Song Distrib Ups

Rack Order to 75G

1. I
Till End of Time (8) (SantlyV.

(Polonaise (T)

2. I'll Buy That Dream, ti) (Burke'),....,..

3. ill Loved You <10> (T. B. HarmsL .

i. Along Navajo Trail (3> (Leedsl. .'.."..

5. I'm Gonna Love That Guy (71 (Bourne).

6. Atchison, Topeka, Santa Fe (14) (Feist).

1. That Feeling In Moonlight (5) (Paull) .

.

8, It's Long Long Time (2 i (Mori is). . . .
.'.

.

9. Paper Moon ((>) (Harms) ..... .... . . ...

10. That's For Me <U ( Williamson i . . . .

S Perry Como Victor
'( Carmen Cavallaro . . .Dccca
Harry James .....Columbia

(Perry Como , ..Victor
(Bing Crosby ....... .Decca

( Bing Crosby . . ... . . , .Decca

\ Gene Krupa ...... Columbia
Perry Como . ; . . ; . . .Victor

1 Bing Crosby .

,'-.'

.... . , . Decca

j Joliuny Mercer Capitol

Perry Como . . . . . . . Victor

\ Harry James ... . .Columbia

(
Bing Crosby ....... .Decca

Ella Fitzgerald,. Decca

Tommy Dorsey . ; . , . .Victor

brother's will bestowing upon him
|
Frohlich. represented ASCAP

greater rights that he would have
upon an intestacy, and since the will

itself in language which the testator

aware of the restraint upon a free

disposition of royalties consequent
upon his membership in ASCAP.
took care to cast in precatory form,

bestowed the rights to royalties upon
his executors and trustees, the plain T

tiff has no locus standi to assert

against ASCAP any claim to post-

humous royalties."

William H. Kron. the lyricist's at-

TOMMY REYNOLDS
nnd His Orvlirstra

•
Opening Friduy, Oct. 19th

METROPOLITAN
Providence, R. I.

oxk nk;ht*:ks to rot.i.ow
wkkk M>vkmi:i:ii sS'K

APOLLO, NEW YORK
ri:usos\i. m.vn.miksikst:

\*.«><-iai«'il Booking Corp.
JOK tll.ASKIt. I*rt-Mi<lr»t

The Millennium! Service

Maestros Bemoan Loss

Of Sidemen Via Discharge

Due to the speedup of discharges

to sideman in variofls service or-

chestras, leaders of the latter are

how going through what civilian

macstroes experienced during the

war. They are having trouble keep-

ng their bands fully staffed.

So far. no service dance band has

been released as a unit to take up

in civilian life where it left off in

uniform. Nor is any likely to come
out of service as a unit, either, due

to the different qualifications each

uniformed sideman might have for

release.

As individuals get out they'll be
absorbed by top civvie combos. This

past week, for example, 10 of the

men in Sam Donahue's Navy band
were discharged on the basis of de-

pendency credits. Donahue and the

others remain in uniform. Of the 10.

Conrad Gozzo. Dick LeFave and
Johnny Best, two trombonists and a

trumpeter, are said to be joining

Benny Goodman. Don Jacpoy, trum-
pet, went to Les Brown, trombonist

Gene Leetch went back to teaching

music.
Remaining group to leave Donahue

: are Dick Jones, former arranger for

1 Glen Gray: Al Horeslv., guitar:

I
Charlie Wade, sax, and Barney

!
Spieler, bass.

Moe Gale-Saul Innnerman's Song
|

Distributing Corp. has increased I

sheet orders of tunes selected for I

its 10.000 racks from 50-(ib.000 copies
|

to 75.000. Hopes to make it 100,000 by
j.

year's end. Hypo expected after Nov.

I,When American News Co. promo-

tion men again take to the road in

cars.-
"

Immerman is also increasing the:

capacity of each rack from 14 lo 20

songs with the aid of a metal insert I

dividing six of the pockets. Latest

additions to the repertoire are "Some
|

Sunday Morning." "I'll Buy That

Dream'
-

and "It's Been A Long Long
|

Time." 'Immerman reports a 90',

Sale of "Bell Bottom Trousers" and
j

an 80'; sale of ''Sentimental Jour-

ney." '. 1
Combined with the International

News rack string and other small

ones, the initial order to publishers

of songs earning rack attention is in

the neighborhood of 400.000 copies.

That's a -'.considerable- -sm.ou.nt-. of

money, approximately $80,000.

Billy Bishap was named Honorary

I

Police Commissioner of New Or-
I leans (with solid gold badge) for

the Bishop band's work at an an-

nual Policemen's Benefit.

GOODMAN DICKERS

TERRACE ROOM, NEW'K
Benny Goodman's orchestra may

reopen the Terrace Room. Newark.

Nov. 29. thereby putting back into

operation the spot given up six

months ago by Frank Dailcy. now-

back at his own Meadowbiook.
Cedar Grove. N. J. Goodman is talk-

ing with the new operators of the

Terrace Room. Irving and Max
Rosenhaus, owners of the Mosque
theatre building, in which it's

housed. They've offered a .
substan-

tial, undisclosed guarantee and a

sizable percentage of the profits.

The Rosenhaus brothers purchased

from Dailey only two weeks ago the

liquor license and title to the Ter-

race Room, negotiating for each sep-

arately. They at first were having

trouble securing a band, in coming
up with Goodman they secured an
outfit that is not tied to any booking
agency, since the" leader recently

bought his way out of a Music Corp.

of America contract, with which he
had been arguing for some time.

Rosenhaus Bros, have also ap-
proached Tommy, find Jimmy Dor-
sey on playing the spot. .

'.

2 By-Law Changes Up

Before ASCAP Member

Meet Tomorrow (Thurs.)
Two amendments to the by-laws of

the American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers vvere pre-

sented to the Society's board of di-

rector): last week, in .meeting .prior

to the semi-annual membership get-,

together, which takes place tomor-

row (Thurs.) at the Ritz-Carlton

hotel, N. Y. One of the proposed
amendments was rejected by the

board, the other okayed.

Rejected item was one by Pinky

Herman, who for several years has

endeavored to install a writer-in-

come distribution system of his own
Each previous time the board re-

jected it: however, this time Her-
man has secured the signatures of

15",' of ASCAP's full membership,
which, according to the Society's by-

laws, permits him to place his pro-

posals, before the membership con-

clave in N. Y. If it's okayed at the

meeting, it then goes lo a vote by
the entire membership by mail, the

results- subject to' a weighted vole.

Herman's idea, briefly, is to re-

move 20'; off the top of the So-

ciety's distributable writer income
and distribute it on a seniority ba.^s

from the bottom of. the Society's

|
writer, lists upward. These sums
would be in addition to the writer's

regular ASCAP income and .would

never lessen whether the writers
rating ever was lowered or not.

Second amendment proposed i<

one that has been defeated twice^be-

I'orq. both times when sponsored by

Saul Bornstei.rr, Deems Taylor,

ASCAP pre*., is sponsoring the third

try. It would eliminate the ASCAP
regulation which forbids the settling

of any problem held over from a

previous board meeting unless- sub-
sequent meetings are composed of

the same men who sal in on the

original discussions. It has hap-
pened that problems demanding de-

cision have been deferred for

nionths due to the fact that board
members that originally sat in judg-
ment on them were missing from
later, monthly meetings. ASCAP
heads Want to empower any board
meeting that attains the necessaiy

quorum to settle any questions.

TED COLLINS, R0BB1NS

TALK MUSIC PUB DEAL
Ted Collins and Jack Robbins.

head of the Ro'obins-Mctro combine,

are currently discussing a deal by
which Collins will go into the music
publishing business with Robbins.
If negotiations are satisfactorily con-
cluded, the resultant firm will lie

along the lines of several Robbins
has set up for other artists,' among
them Gene Krupa^
Kate Smith, whom Collins man-

ages, assertedly would have no in-

terest in the firm.

Michel Michelel assigned to score

"Diary of a Chambermaid" for Ben-
edict Bogeaus.

TOP HIT OF VISTWDAY

GREAT POPULAR
STANDARD TODAY

/
j n M-G-M *

„ QEYMOUR SIMONS,

RICHARD A WH.T-NG

For fi*w artist, copies and

arrona«»neni*, wrile or phone

PHIL KORNHSS€ft, Manager,

Standard Exploitation D«p!

The ftlg 3, 1619 Broadway,

New York 19, Circle 6-2939

A DREAM GOME TRUE IN ONE GREAT SONG!—"^V, .
..**=..

. =5= E
====+

By the Composer of "Till the End of Time"

WITH ill HUM
- (Ml noov M\)

Lyric by BUDDY KAYE—Music by SAM MEDOFF Recordings: Sammy Kaye (VICTOB)—Ray Noble (COLUMBIA)
< TRANSCRIPTIONS:

LANG-WORTH . . . Vaughn Monroe NBC THESAURUS ......... Sammy Kaye (

'.".„- -' '

' Randy Brooks MUZAK Stan Keller V
Lennie Herman STANDARD Freddy Martin

WORLD ... . . . . . . ,> . . . Nat Brandwynne MacGREGOR. . .... . Dale Evans :

'

HLir MUSIC CORP., 01)7 Fifth Avenue, Sew York 17, i\. V.
HAL FEIN, Gen. Prol. Mgr. FRANK ABRAMSON AL COMPARTE BOB BAUMGART JACK SCHtfTMAN >

NEW YORK + CHICAGO + HOLLYWOOD
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t Inside Orchestras-Music
Amateur songwriter.-, who are forever beefing that- they never get a

hearing for tunes that are "just as good" as most of the hits, might tear a

page from Irving Berlin's experience, it was pointed out last week by Dale

Harrison in the Chi Sun. who dug up statistics showing that the "most

prolific of. contemporary American songsmiths" cat) claim only 10', of his

output as successes. "In other words." Harrison added, "the top man in

his business misses nine times out of 10 . . . and M owns his own publish-

ing house, too!" .

Four .songs Berlin has written tor the filmization of his life. "Blue Skies."

brings riis total lifetime production, to a total of 800—"a modern record,"

Harrison said, adding, however, that Franz Shubert, although he had a

brief career, "ripped oft about 2.000 tunes-without-words."

Teen-age followers of top* bands and singers have increasingly been

amazing tradespeople with their inside knowledge of the business. Their

know-all. it seems, could only have been gleaned from trade papers. They
know all about publicity stunts, movements of artists, disputes, theatrical

terms, etc. •: ;-l

Topper, occurred recently when a 14-year-old put a question to Jill

WUrren, band mag columnist, on the ..ABC net's "Saturday Senior Swing."

At. a q. and a. session, the youngster asked her, "Why hasn't Johnny John-
ston gotten a movie break before. Hasn't MCA (and initials were used'')

been pushing him?" Another wanted to know whether "Artie Shaw's
agency trouble " vvas the cause of his failure to play often in the east..

Operators of the Log Cabin. Englewood. N. J.. Which resumed a napic

band policy last Wednesday U0> with Les Elgart's orchestra, found them-
selves in an unusual position opening night. They were forced to ask

music -business people, who went to Elgart's opening for dinner, to go
somewhere else to cat. Due to some unexplained mixup. the spot had no
food. A number went to nearby spots for dinner and returned later.

Monroe's Music Firm

Has 1st Tune Slated
Vaughn Monroe's music publish-

ing firm, set up sometime ago by

Burke-Van Heusen, will go into ac-

tion soon, it's first tune to be "Some-
thing Sentimental." H was written

by Monroe, Frank Ryerson, his

trumpeter, and Irving Taylor, lyric-

ist. Monroe recorded it for RCA-
Victor. - : •:

Monroe deal witlv B-VH. under

which the latter undertook to pub-

lish and plug all material placed in

Monroe's firm, called Monmar Music,

contained a clause demanding full

attention to any Monmar song in the i

event any- material from it, recorded

by Monroe's band, drew sheet sales

reaction. ''Something Sentimental"

came under that category.

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s
llmti*

Hal Aloma*. . ..

Chuck Foster"..

Stan Kenton...,
Emil Coleman*.
Art Mooney. ...

Shop Fields. . . .

,

Tommy Dorsey.
Vaughn Monroe

H.lel
.Lexington t300t 75c-S1.50) . ..

. New Yorker (400; S1-S1.50) .

.

. Pennsylvania (500: S1-S1.50).

.Waldorf (550; $2). ........ ...

. Lincoln (275: S1-S1.50). . . ., .

.

. Roosevelt (400; $1^1.50)

.400 Club (850: $1-$1.50> . .

. Commodore (400; $1-$1.50). .

.

„,
" Covert

Tlnrnl Week
. 52

10

i 5

1

5

3

5

2

2,025

1,850

2.650

3,600

900
3,275

4,500

7,375

Total
Cove™

On Dm,
92,175

17,825

13,200

5,000

4,125

11,125

26,750

5,975

The Mutual Music Society advertisement in •"Variety." last week (Oct.

10). misspelled one of the songwriter's names. It should have been Larry
Stock, not Stook.

EDDIE WOLPIN RESIGNS Realtor Harry Engel

FROM DREYFUS GROUP Is Ex-Music Publisher
Eddie Wolpin. for the past eight

years head of Chappell Music, re-

signed from the Dreyfus combine
Monday (15), His future plans are

indefinite.

Wjolpin up until about two months
ago concerned himself solely with
the Chappell firm, part of a group

|

operated by Dreyfus, which includes
Crawford Music, T. B. Harms. Wil-
liamson, et al. When Larry Spier
was made general manager of the
whole works recently. Wolpin was
moved in as his assistant. .',

Harry Engel, who is prez of Radio
City Realty Corp.. the Sunset Blvd.;
(Hollywood) outfit on which site!

will be housed Earl Carroll's new
j

7.000-seat picture theatre, is the i

former music publisher and Republic I

Pictures casting director.*

Starting with Jack Robbins, as
partner in Robbins-Engel and later '

of Engel. Coots Si Davis, the music
man was Coast music head for
Broadcast Music, Inc., and latterly a
Rep Pics exec until going into the
realty biz.

Loft-Marmor-Brown

Start Firm by Buy

Of Another Co/s Tune
Solly Loft and Eddie Marmor, .

part-

nered in a new music publishing

house with maestro Les Brown,

started their firm last week with a

song bought from another company.

Tune, titled "We'll Be Together

Again." is by Frank Laine and Carl

Fischer (no relation to publisher of

that name) and was being marketed

on the West Coast by the writers'

own, Foremost Music Co.

Loft & Marmor has combined with

Brown's old Broadcast Music, Inc.,

setup. RenowMi Music.

• Asterisks indicate a supporting
1

floor show,. -New Yorker has ice show;
Lexington, an Hairniian floor show. ,

Chicago
Les Brown (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.). World

Series mob and butter-and-egg conventioneers helped a lot. Swell 6.700

for Brown and the Meade Lux Lewis-Joe Sullivan combo.
Krnie Heckscher (Mayfair Room. Blaekstone hotel; 350: Sl.50-S2.50 min.).

Phil Regan and Dick LaSalle's band moved out Thursday (11), sharing

great 2,900 with Heckscher, Myrus and Victoria Cordova, who opened,

Clyde McCoy (Boulevard Room. Slovens hotel; 650; S3-$3.50 min.). "Su-
gar Blues" is sweet b.o. music here. McCoy is held over for new revue
including Bob Hall. Whitson Bros.. Coriune St Tito Valdez. LeBrac & Ber-

nice. which opened Friday (12) and split 7,300 with the move-out layout.

Kmile Petti (New Walnut Room. Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-S2.50 min.).

Steady 3.100 tor Petti, Bill Gary and Fernando & Fair.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador: 900; $1-$1.50). Week in, week out, same

sock biz and same crowds return for Martin to tune of 4.200 tabs.

Ted Straeter (Biltmore; 900: $£-$1.56). Took slight spurt and went up to

3.800 covers for good coin.
1

.

Max SchaD Shifts

Max Schall, former band manager
\

who joined Bourne, Inc., in N. Y„
about six months ago as a contact
man. shifts to the Coast for that firm
the end of this month. He will work
in Hollywood with Herb Lutz, just
out of service who will handle ABC
Music, sister firm.

Schall was last" with Charlie
Spivak.

J. P. Johnson's Sked
Jazz piano recita} skedded by

James P. Johnson for Oct. 25 will

include rarely-heard compositions
of his late protege Thomas "Fats"
Waller, as well as a group of George
Gershwin songs.

Johnson and'Gershwin made piano
rolls together many years ago for
Aeolian, when Gershwin specialized
in Oriental numbers.

LOUIS PRIMA SIGNS

NEW MAJESTIC PACT
Louis Prima signed a new long- I

term contract with Majestic Records
]

last week after delays which ex-
j

tended through three months, ' This

delay was due to various terms in

the pact, perhaps the main one being

the leader's desire to make certain

of increased Majestic production pe-

-fore re-signing Prima's old contract

still had a year to go.

. Prima's orchestra, now playing

one-nighters in the east. is. skedded
to open at the Sherman hotel, Chi-

cago, tomorow (Thins.).

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago) -

Gay Claridge (Chez Paree: 650: S3-$3.50 min t. This one's the talk of

the town: tables on the floor, joint jammed for the 2 a.m. sbow, no reser-

vations for three weeks, etc. Danny Thomas, biggest draw since Lena
Home, is the reason. Sock 5,800.

Harry Cool (Blackhawk: 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Cool. Amazing Lady Esther

& Dr. Jester, and the Novellas, drew big 4,000 again.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter: 700: $3-$3.50 min.). Harry Richman, ably

abetted by Shaw, Billy Vine (latter replacing Radio Aces and Ambassa-
durcttcs) and Don & Beverly, tipped his topper to 5.200 this time.

\,
(Los Angeles). .

Jan Savitt (Palladium. B. Hollywood, 4th week'. Fleet's in and business

immediately hypoed to 24,000 admishes.
Al Donahue (Trianon. B, South Gate. 1st week). Went into a dip for

the initial stanza of Donahue with 7,500 customers.
Matty Malneck (Slapsy Maxic's. N, Los Angeles. 5th week). Even the

turnover can't get more than 4.000 in here on. the .week.

Bobbie Ramos (Trocadero, N.. Hollywood. 10th week),
but no show to draw rates only 1,500 covers.

Knric Madriguera (.Giro's. N. Hollywood. 2nd week),
public to pay off here with hefty 2,950 tabs.

Band pleases,

Getting lots' of

HERE COMES NAVY DAY OCT. 27
Aboard and Program

FIGHTING SONS OF THE NAVY BLUE
VANGUARD SONGS

1509 N. Vine Street
HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

1o19 Iroadway
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Tommy Dorsey Holds

Contest With 800 Gals

Every female between 10 and 50

j
in the country apparently wants to

be a band vocalist. A "contest" to.

i secure a girl singer for Tommy Dor-
! sey's band recently turned up over

;
800 females at the 400 Club. N. Y..

• where Dorsey is playing and where
| the auditions were held.

! In the group were women and
! girls of all sizes and ages, from ele-

|
mentary school kids to gray-haired

J

50-year-olds. And they went
through auditions in all seriousness.

Johnny Morris Band

Backed by Robbins
Add Johnny Morris to the list of

orchestras being backed by music
publisher Jack Robbins. Latter is

said to have tossed $10,000 into the

pot as a Starter. Morris opens at the

McAlpin hotel. N. Y.. Oct. 1!) for

four weeks, with options. , ;

Robbins has backed a small num-
ber of bands in the past, through his

Robbins Artists Bureau, now being

run by Howard Richmond. He is

behind Gcorgic Auld and George
Paston,. among others.

Listen to GUY LOMBARDO on Chelsea Cigarette Program

Tues. (Oct. 23) 9 P.M. E.S.T., WJZ and ABC Network INTRODUCE

TAKE CARE

WHEN YOU SAY TE QUIERO
y HENRY PRICHARD
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LONDON MUSIC CORP.

JOE SANTLY, Gon. Mgr., 1619 Broadway, N. Y. 19 .

Tungsmiths
L'onlinuril trom p;<sc 43

LES BROWN, N.Y. PENN

END TIFF ON SALARY
After months Of argument over

salary, Les Brown's orchestra has

been signed to return to the Penn-

sylvania hotel, N. Y. He opens there

early in December, following the

current Frankie Carle, who suc-

ceeded Stan Kenton last night

i (Tues.). It's Brown's third shot at

1 the Penn.
Had Brown and the Penn been

! unable to arrive at an agreement,

j
the spot probably would have been
filled by Randy Brooks, who goes

into the Pepn in February. Benny
Goodman was a possibility for the

time. too.

and in some cases the fact that their

publishers gave Decca a go-ahead
signal on the releasing of the tunes

at the usual 1%C. royalty price start-

ed nasty relations.

Berlin is the only known Writer

|
to refuse Decca license to use his

I material in this way. He is the only.

I
one who could be contacted. He
feels, as do many major publishers,

that the use of three songs per side

at the minimum royalty charge will

set a precedent that might have a

very bad effeit on the music busi-
ness. Decca, on the other band,
minimizes the entire situation, claim-
ing it has had no complaints and
cannot see what all the hullabaloo
is about.

[

One of the results that publishers
fear has already occurred. After
Jack Kapp, Decca prez, sent out let-

ters requesting permission and li-

cense to release the disputed tunes,
one of them came to the attention
of Columbia Recording execs. Lat-
ter immediately advised all publish-
ers that in the future it would ex-
pect the same consideration as to

royalty rates on multi-song diskings.

Smiley Burnetts eleffing two songs

for -"Terror Trail" at Columbia.

THE International HIT

THE

BLOND
SAILOR

Ah OuMaiiilinr Keleiiw *t».v

;
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MILLS MUSIC. INC.

Hit Kreadway. N«w York. N. Y.
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WE ARE PROUD TO BE THE PUBLISHERS OF

NMMITZ AND HALSEY AND ME
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

Words by Copt. GORDON BEECHER

799 Seventh Ave., N. Y. 19

Music by RALPH BARNHART
JERRY JOHNSON. Gen. fral. Mgr.
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Shangri-La, PlaBy, Takes AGVA To

Court for 'Interference in Dispute

Philadelphia. Oct. H>.

Dewfv Vesncr. operator of the

Shltfifti-i'-La nitery here, has filed suit

i„ Common Pleas court against the

Philly local qt the American GuiUI

or Variety Artists, asking the union

be. restrained from "interfering"

with the club's business. .;.

Shangri-La has been on AGVA's
unfair list following a controversy

over $8,000 the union claims is owed

Noel Sherman, former producer at

the .spot. Since then the club has

•been Wns acts- and presenting solely

an orchestra as an attraction, with a

resultant drop in business.

Yesner asked the court, in addi-

tion tb a restrainer. Cor: damages

caused by AGVA's action plus "pu-

nitive damages."
"As a result of the 'defendant's

.unlawful acts." says the complaint

*'tjie business of the plaintiff's

been virtually destroyed."

Yesner claimed that

was a "booking agent" and hot ii

performer and as such the case \v'a*t

mnie of the union's affair. He said

that. he. would not be "coerced" by

the union, which demanded Yesnci-'s

claim be' paid .in full before any act

would be allowed to play there.

As for Sherman's claim for $8,000.

Yesner declared instead that the ex-

producer owed the spot money." and

said that the controversy should have

been adjudicated in court, not by the

union. Sherman is not a member of

AGVA. Yesner pointed ollt.

Night Club Reviews

Mafettnt-iH: N. Y.
v (HOTEL ST. REGIS)

Dorothy Sliuy. L«s:to (Leslie*

Miller. George Koch ' mid Lnr.lo.
c

. .

Orchs: $3.50 dinner.$150 mtitiiiritni.
,| g^ar _

having been shuttled oh* on a
;

;

: ' '
|
sidetrack somewhere.

Dorothy Shay is a fave in the - Bob Hall pavs his standard extem-
Maisonettc. a smart room, for all its. poraueous rhyming tribute to * the

off with gals in street outfits on the

42d St. dock ready to lake off on a
luxurv liner. Production number,
to "New York's a Helluva Town,"
segues to Chopin's E-Flat Nocturne
for some ballroom spins by Tito and
Corinne Valdez. <

First cruise slop—"Bermuda, Isle

of Bicycles"—spots LeBrac and Ber-
nice in their ceiling-scraping uni-

cvcle stint. Guv's unusual balancing
o"f hat. cane, hoops and finally his

vis-a-vis got them off big. whereupon
line takes over again for a South
American salute with gaudily tinted

samba to "Dan/a Luiaimi," Dance
team are calciumeri again for some
bumps and grinds while the band
gives "Bahia." a conga beat. Whit-
son Brothers didn't answer the roll

call at this juncture, their risley

brighter lighting which militates

against its former intimacy and the

attempt to re-create a time-hon-

;
orfcd aura of La Petite Maisonette

i
des Comedions Russe. the formerly

j
filmed Paris boite: From the Mai-

I sonette Riisse. this room has also
I gone through an Hawaiian transi-

j
tion and now emerges a rather or-

has. ' (hodox room, with the brighter light-

ing showing up the warm ceiling

Sherman |
decor a bit too much. By and large.

of course, considering the high-

standard St. Regis, it still is a bar-

gain environment for a $3.50-$4 din-

ner, hence no wonder maitre August
and his aides have their hands full

handling the traffic,.

As stated. Miss Shay seems to

come Willi the lease/ She's no wow
as a chantobsey. but has a nice man- Istdlrnwi
ner. and her Dixie drawl seems- to

register, particularly in the hillbilly

specials like "Uncle Fud." "Peudin.
Fightin'. Fussin'"; also recalls for
• Rum and Coke" plus "Good Good
Good." "S'Wonderful." "Sweethearts
Again" (burlesque ballad). "Mooa
Indigo." "Changes Since Mother Was

Cubs.- Hilton hotels, ringsiders. etc.,

with the "Tea for Two" background.
Tribute to the old-timer's nonstop
word Derby is enthusiastic as ever.

Session closes with production num-
ber spotlighting the Valdez duo
again in an ostrich feather adagio

and the line in a feathered hula cos-

tumes. Radium - treated plumes
form an unusual pattern in this one.

done in front of a palm-spattvrcd set

piece that hides the band.

McCoy's orch and Mischa Novy's
reliefers, h.o.'s. supply neat sweet-

to-hdt act backing and dansapation.
- Afifce.

Harry Jenkins in Civvies;
aSietal, lo^- i|:iliai Gon .

• Harry "Jenkins, vaude and nitery
; tinental flavor) Miller heads the rc-

comic. has been discharged from the- |j,.f combo to George Koch's larger

•Army and will shortly resume work,
j
band, and also gives, out .with a

Instead of doing his former single
;
Stcinway specialty ol "Warsaw Con-

he will do a double with Mary Kane,
j
eerlo" and "Chopin a la 52d St."

dancer, whom he married while in i

Koch plays a good show accomp.

I> Itulutn Bleu. >. V.
WlifsperiMfi" Joe* SmWU Afn.vi.ae

itttpyu JVchoii. .Monica
Bovar; Cedric Wallace^ Eddie Gihbs.

Gartmid Wilson; $3 Minimum, '

McKinley Sq., N. Y.,

Reverts to Realtors
McKinley Square theatre. Bronx,

N. Y.. which recently folded after

several weeks of bands and vaude

shows, has reverted back to its own-
ers. McKinley Square Really Corp..

which will reopen the house next
month with similar policy.

Realty concern had instituted dis-

possess proceedings against former
operators for. non-payment of rent

during the period house was closed

after vaude foldo. Matter was even-
tually settled out ot court.

When house opened with the col-

ored vaude policy, it was declared
opposition by Frank Sehiffman. op-
erator of the Apollo, Harlem, which
has used a similar policy for years.

This meant that the Apollo would
not play acts that worked the Bronx
house until a year after the McKin-
ley date.

Decision Reserved In

FB Injunction Suit

Against Charlie Yates
Decision on injunction suit

brought by Frederick Bhos. against
Charlie Yates has been reserved and
is expected to be handed down Mon-
day (22 >. Hearing, was held Friday
(12) in N. Y. Supreme Court at
which both sides presented affidavits.

Frederick Bros, is seeking to en-
join Yates from working elsewhere
while a 10-year contract between
them, signed in 1942. is claimed to be
in effect. Yates left FB in July to

join Joe Glaser's Associated Book-
ing Corp. It's claimed that Yates is

irreplaceable.

NEW LONDON CLUB, N Y,

LINING UP NAME ACTS
'Jack. Harris' London club. N. Y..

which preemed last' night (1(>.) with

show (topped by Connee Boswell. has
lined up Yvette and Phil Regan as

subsequent headliners. Yvette is

expected to start around Nov. 11,

when Edwards and Diane enter the

show. Regan 'bows Dec. 18 or 25.

Spot formerly operated as La
Conga. ..'•;• '

:

.

the service. and both OK for the dansapation.
Abel.

The
Drunkenest
Drunk You
Ever Saw.
The
Laughingest
Laughter
You Ever
Heard.
Put
Together
It's

STEVE
EVANS

fl'KKKM'I.Y

CONTINENTAL CLUB
Chesapeake. Ohio

MllT.—MATT* KOSKN

The chi-chi clientele of this class

cubicle can now let down its hair.

With • Whi.-pering'' Jack Smith con-

ferenciering in place of Julius Monk,

considerable softening of atmosphere I

has taken place. The. crowd comes
j

in with a community sing when
.
Smith knocks oil an oldie. It's done

i without an invitation to give put. and
proceedings are less formal than a,t

|

any time since the club opened.

The boite still remains an ace tal-

ent showcase. Clicks of hist season

arc still around, resulting in a smooth
I show with considerable variety and

( lull Bwnrwv. H'wmid ibeaucoup entertainment,

Hollywood. Oct. 10.
I

Headliner is Maxine Sullivan, the

Carlos 'Nobis* Orch (7). Georoe !
petite Negro songstress with a prize

Beany. Lorraine De Wood, Jnclc
I

assortment of folk madrigals— Mo
'J>

Shea. Donroyettes (6) : minimum, $1 |

Malone and Loch Lomand -along

.eeUdays; ?2 Saturday.
j

wUh-I, Neve,- Cned^o Much ,n All

Opened on the site of the old' Qomedy is by Me'rvyn Nelson. His

Pirate's Den. Club Donioy apparent- : work is familiar to the patrons, and

ly is shooting for the not-so-ritzy !
lie lets the crowd pick out his selcc-

customcr trade with corn as the j
lions. Doing satires on a kid s health

piece de resistance of the show.
|

pageant, a lecturer and a burlesque

George Bealty. who is a proprietor !
show lor groovy results,

as well as performer, handles emcee
|

Monica Boyar. San Dnmingoan
chores with routine material, but is

\
singer, -imports a torchy. intimate fta-

sharp on the ad libs and does his ;. vor to Latin numbers to get over

own style ol clowning on a series
j

strongly. Jose Melis. pianist of con-
of . slightly risque tunes that get

j
cert calibre, impresses with his dig-

across nicely with the audience. ] ital dexterity in classical renditions.

Lorraine De Wood, who took over I
Repertoire and demeanor are per-

the thrush spot for Dorothy Dan- 1
haps too serious for nitencs but

dridge who is ill, sings Latin tune

I

and a couple of torch numbers with

Penn. Booze Rations Now

Only 10% Off Prewar
Harrisburg. Oct. 16.

Although whiskey rationing will

be "continued in Pennsylvania for

some time, nitery operators this

week got a 10"!, boost in supplies.

During the new rationing period,

begun..-this week, licensees will be
permitted 90';. of pre-war supplies.

Nitery ops. have subsisted on an
80";, basis for. nearly four years', with
the current boost in supplies the

first since Pearl Harbor.

Colony Club, Chi, Dumps

Talent Umpteenth Time
':.•' Chicago. Oct. lti.

Flesh shows last week went the
way of all flesh again at the Colony
Club here, famous during the past
10 years for changing hands and
policies so often it's never referred
to. without the phrase "checkered
career" being used. Malcolm Pfael-
zer. owner, who also runs Pfaelzer
Bros, meat supply house, has ter-

minated its career as a theatre-
restaurant.

This time, however; it's . not be-
cause of government demands for
overdue income tax. or due to
AGVA or AFM jerking talent, el al.

Pfaelzer. who revamped spot's old-
time talent policy six /eeks ago,
after a year without it. bringing in

Blair & Dean. Dorothy Blaine. Paul
Risini and Athena, plus two small
orchs. reported the $2,500 talent nut
was too much for the 300-scaier.

Bee Kalmus was announced two
weeks ago as the headliner follow-

ing this layout Friday (12). but pact

with the singer was cancelled out by
mutual consent when Pfaelzer de-
cided against vaude.

New San Jose Dancery
San Jose. Calif,. Oct. 16.

New ballroom and recreation

center valued at $150,000 is sched-
uled to open around the middle of

February here. John P. Silva. proa

of Attractions. Inc.. says the spot

Will provide dance-wiusic five nights

a week, with Fridays set aside for

college students.

Building will be situated at cor-

ner of Notre Dame and Carlyle
streets.

I
audience pays rapt attention

The Ccdric Wallace Trio
fine voice, but some gestures that

|
are too artificial. Jack Shea's turn

I

as "The Mad Auctioneer" gets plenty
of laughs and participation from the

I

customers, but it should be trimmed

with
Eddie Gibbs. and Garland /Wilson,
provide music during lulls. Jose.

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
DAM K lll MOIttNTS

Now AnneitritiK CASINO I'Kt'A

Kin l>r .litn|er», Br«'H

N>» York Aililrrss. MAY JOHNSON

to keep good pacing of the show.

Donroyettes. six terpers, do some
doleful routines that were new too
many years ago and are unneces-
sary to the entertainment at large:

Carlos Noble's orchestra is just
about adequate either for dancing or
the show. Hills.

' HwHlrvartl Room. I'hl
(STEVENS HOTEL, CHI)

Cliicoflo. Oct. 12.

i Bob Hall, LeBrac & Bemice, Tito
i & Corivve Vuldez, W/ittsbn Bros.

|

(2). . Boulei'dr-Deor* (12). Clyde
McCoy Orch (17), -Mischa Novy

j
Orch 15); $3-$3.50 minimum.

EMSEES WANTED
t«» u»y

FUN-MASTER GAG FILES
N«s. 1 llim't:t '

.

^
1.1 OlflVn-ill ^. t ipls Hi H| .0,1 l ji. li

Sl'KK-t'JRK. StK'K CO.MKWK'-MM I.KIAI.

PAULA SMITH. 200 W. 54th St.

N.MV York ("Ity. I»

!
Dorothy Dorben's usual format of

splashy color and movement «ets the
works jiri this vivid, overloaded-
with-terping-and-acro. fresco, to send
the customers away with the feeling
they've got their money's worth. ACt
coutrements.for acts and the line,

sumptuous and. doused with stroblite

j
throughout, are standouts, as are the

i
two backdrops emoloved—one nauti-

l
cat. the other tropical.

1 Titled "Shapes Ahoy." layout tees

TITO CORAL
Golden Vo»ce ol Latin-Americas

Inaugurating New Name Policy

Opening Wednesday, Oct. 17

The Smart EMBASSY CLUB, Phila., Pa.
P«r..Mg». SEN1A GAMSA

U19 Sra^way. Ntw Yxk CO. 5-4210

: N. Y. Nitery Followup \

La Martinique's IN. Y.) late show
has all the elements ol a nightmare

come to life. It seems that the old
law of retribution has caught, up
with B. S. Pulley--whdse deeply in-

digo material as headman of the
team of Pulley and Gump attracted
police attention ,some years ago.
Dario and Jim Vernon have him

j

under wraps here to the extent of
having ordered him to refrain from
even an ofl'-color story. Ordinarily,
he's a guy that has to punctuate. con-
versation; both on and off the floor,

with unprintables. Result is that
never before has a performer
sweated so much to so little results.
His struggle is really pathetic. Sole
concession by management is their
permission to let him bark whenever
he feels a bad word coming on.

Withal— it's not a bad booking for
the spot. Those who remember his
previous work are enjoying his
struggle, but newcomers aren't hep
to the situation and are a little con-
fused.

'•La. Martinique's operators had lit-

tle choice in the booking. Lou Holtz.
comic at the earlier shows, isn't

|
staying up for the late show, and B.

: S. (Become Sterilized ) was available
and: so in lie went.

i Rest of the show is up to usual La
Martinique standards^ Jose.

ASCAP-S. A.
Continued from page 43

;

Shir!ey Burke to Gale
Shirley Burke joined the Mne

Gale agency as ..assistant to Gale
Monday (15). She will work in

radio, vaud.- fields, etc. .

Miss Burke was until recently
with the Treasury Department, su-
pervising radio shows. Before that
she was for eight years casting di-
rector of the Theatre Guild.

works in the Argentine, but ASCAP
won't represent SADA1C here until

the expiration of the BMI contract.

No other details of the deal were
included in the cable to ASCAP in

N. Y. advising of the arrangement.
Consummation of an agreement

with the Argentine just about closes

ASCAP's campaign for foreign
rights deals. There are those who
have thought for some time that the
Society was extremely lax in al-

lowing itself to be beaten repeatedly
by BMI. These critics felt that
ASCAP was exhibiting a too lofty

attitude in refusing to compete with
BMI for reciprocal deals, instead
sitting back and waiting for the for-

eign groups to come to it; meanwhile,
BMI stepped in and corraled them.
In this way ASCAP last year orig-
inally lost the Argentine group to
BMI. It also lost the Brazilian so-
cieties to the radio outfit the, same
way. Both have now been recovered.

"Variety's" story of last week, in-
dicating an ASCAP deal had been
concluded with- SBAT, * the top
Brazilian performance group, is now
confirmed:
That the SBAT deal .was closed

was kept a fairly strict secret by
members of ASCAP's; board of di-
rectors. It was cited in last week's
"Variety." however, as having been
a possibility. At that time, no con-
firmation could be obtained, but it's

now known that the Society's board
approved a preliminary draft of the
new contract at its regular monthly
meeting two weeks ago. Deal is for
live years ending Dec. 31, 1951. tin,
til the expiration of the current ar-
rangement with BMI. which occurs I

Dec. 31. 1946. it. too. is unilateral I

With the Argentine. bt>th Brazil-
ian societies. England, France and
Spain . tied up. ASCAP now holds
reciprocal rights deal .strings, on all

the major sources of foreign >music.
This was accomplished in six months.

GAGS! JOKES! GAGS!
PATTER! WISE-CRAX! STORIES!
r» »»u«« oil. clubs, r.d.. M.C.'i. tingles.
d»n»l«i. anmuneers. tradncers. dUo Jockiys.
directors, bind leaders, speakers, etimlrs.
sleeaes. maalelans, ventrlloa, cuiiimentalors,
writers, carteonisls, etc.

Fyn-Moit»r Ga« FiUi Nat. 1 Thru 13
$1.05 Par Script, Fostago Prcpait)

Each File Cvntaiiii Over 100 Sock

_ Gags ! !

Muks f.iircl.» l*ii>»l>le la

rAULA SMITH
Mull to "tTuii-Mitiiler"

:<MI W. Mth St.. New York t'Hjr 1», N.¥.

1^, 1D,1^W€1 pramn',

MUKtl 'Of UCSI tieSTA0*«N'

WEST. EDWIN P.—Wish to
contact Edwin P. tThomp-
son) West of Montgom-
ery & Wost. Communicato:
Paul T. Davis, 70 Pino St..

New York. Dlgby 4-568S.

ALWAYS WORKING

"WHITEY" ROBERTS
Now on 7th Big Wook

MUSIC ROX. SAN FRANCISCO
Mr.: W'.M. AlikKKIS
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U.S. Agents Foresee Stiff Competition

From Europe in Lush S.A. Bookings
A merican; agents do not expect the

good neighbor policy to have much

bearing once European competition

enters the South American talent

market. It's expected that the Eu-

ropean percenters will put up a stiff

fight to put their talent into Bra-

zilian casinos as .soon as transporta-

tion from Europe is. available,

Bookers here figure they'll be han-

dicapped by high prices demanded

by talent Tor South American jaunts.

The casinos, currently paying lop

prices, therefore, will be wide open

to sets from France, Sweden and

Italy more frequently because they

can be delivered cheaper.

Prewar there wasn't much com-
petition of this kind inasmuch as the

American variety market was work-

ing under deflationary conditions

aiid could compete in price with for-

eign turns. However, the war has

changed the price structure and, as

a result, agents despair of starting

up any extensive talent operations

in SA. *
.

It's expected that foreign acts will

. be shipped there shortly. Airlines

are already operating between Eu-
ropean points and Brazil, So far no
importations have been made as

overseas percenters are busy build-

ing up the variety houses in their

own countries. But once that's ac-

complished, they'll turn to South
America.
Showmen here believe that those

conditions may be offset if additional

time were opened up on the sister

continent. There are no immediate
prospects as Brazil appears to be

; the only country that can afford im-
portations. Argentine theatres pay
lower salaries than is prevalent in

Bio de Janeiro, while Venezuela and

Chile have little playing time for

imported turns; --'--.'

While acts might be persuaded to

reduce salaries for other countries,

it's not likely because of the fact

that the Rio casinos pay two-way
transportation. If they accept dates
for other, spots, the casinos will not

pay the return fares.

EVELYN NATIONS
and Her Musical Creations

The rripla-rreat girl who tinqt and
ployi piano and accordion. Rc-
cmrly featured at Now Yorker,
Lexington, Alter and other promi-
nent hotels, coast to coast.

Now:
MacFudden De.au ville. Hotel

Miami Bench, Florida
Tluinkli to VI KAKKKTT .

KftfliiNli-r M»aag*m«*Mt

:

WILLIAM MOKKIS AUKM'V. Tec.

Political Cabaret Bows

In N.Y„ Show Pitched

To Boost Wm. O'Dwyer
The continental idea of a political

cabaret lampooning the current state
of affairs has been brought to New
York by Leo Shull. publisher of
sundry showbusiness tip sheets, who
preemed Chez When in the Diplo-
mat hotel, Friday <12).

This is Shull's second nitery ven-
ture. His first was Genius, Inc;,

which closed after a brief run in the
St. James hotel. His second venture
is a smoother operation, but it seems
handicapped by the fact that it would
be economically .unprofitable to af-

fect any major changes in the barn-
like room. Club is open only from
Friday to Sunday and it wouldn't be
worthwhile to spend a bundle lor
refurbishing. Hence, a paint job is

about all that can be done to make
the premises inviting.

Talent end is held up by a quartet
of comparative newcomers who on
opening night, played to a crowd
sympathetic to the aims of the room
and the ideologies expressed. Line-
up consists of Muriel Gaines. Negro
songstress, last, seen at the Village
Vanguard, N. Y.; Millie Weitz. come-
dienne in "Pins and Needles." pro-
duced by the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union; Bob Slobin,
singer, and Bernie Heme,, comic.
They perform individually and in

sketches on political topics consist-
ing of bright songs on the Jimcrow
theme and a pitch for O'Dwycr's
election. Music is by the De Paris
Bros, orchestra <6). which cuts the
show nicely and is. solid lor dance
purposes.

Price is for the proletarian trade.
Admission nick of $1 and $1.50 on
Saturdays along with low-priced
drinks starting from" 15-cent beers
is regarded to be sufficiently attrac-
tive for the type audience spot seeks.

Jose.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac. Oct. 16.

After a two-month bed siege and
three blood transfusions, Loew man-
ager Len Grotte beat a very serious
rap. He has been slightly upped by
his medico. • ,.>.-.

May Tail, theatre cashier, in from
Rosedale, N. Y., as a newcomer at
the Rogers. A little run down and
needs this Adirondack attention.

Inez Liverpool, who did time at
the Rogers, is now continuing the
"cure" in a private sanatorium near
Boston.

Ann Comcrford handed an excel-
lent clinic report and allowed mild
exercise.

Among the old-timers who beat the
rap and are how Working* here are
Marty Fisher, ex-burlesquer; Helen
O'Reilly, choruster; Lew Pettit, bass
player; Arthur Alverez, film sales-
man; Tony Anderson, theatre man-
ager: Pauline Russell, musician, and
Pat Edwards, singer.

•

After a brief stay at the Will
Rogers, Elsie Prushinski left for
N. Y.-ttrresuTTic" work.

;

Jordie McLean got a surprise visit
from Myron Taniienbi.um, Who mo-
tored in from Times Square.
Charles Smakwitz, of Warner Bros.

Albany division, bed-siding and chat-
ting with James Wotton, who is

progressing O.K.
Benito Collada shuttered his Cres-

cent Bay camp after an enjoyable
summer vacation. He is now hiber-
nating in Greenwich Village. ,

. Emerson Buckley, conductor of the
San Carlo Opera Company, who beat
it here, will open his season in Phila-
delphia. Made many friends here.
Rase Goldstein, formerly of this

colony, opens this month as assis'ant
manager, under Menasha Skulriick.
Hurry Freedman. who saw too

much bed here, now flashing an all-
clear O.K. He now manages a Brook-
lyn theatre.
Stanley Ranch quits the theatre

after leaving here and will be con-
nected with Jules Bache in Wall
Street.
Write to those who ere ill.

AGVA to Get Tough With Agents

Who Stall Arbitration Hearings

Wee Georgie Wo 3d in U.S.

On Stage Lighting Deal
Wee Georgie Wood. British vaude

headliner, .whose last Broadway ap-

pearance was in '29, at Keith's

Palace, is on his first. U. S. trip since
'33-'34, when he lectured in Canada.
But this time it's on behalf of a

London stage lighting invention in

which he's interested. It's designed

for any type theatre, department
store, etc., with a spring exhibition

in the States on the agenda.

It took Worid nine days to come
over on the S. S. Jutlandia. being
compelled to dock in Philadelphia

because of the N. Y. longshoremen's
strike. He returns Nov; 3 to London
by air. • :

CHI LQ PAYS OPA

RAP, DODGES SHERIFF
Chicago, Oct. 18.

Balance of $2,789 on a damage
judgment rendered against him in

an OPA overcharge suit, plus $31.12

court costs, was paid last week by
Ralph Berger, operator of the Latin

Quarter, thus clearing Hitter's debt
with the Treasury Dept. and making
it unnecessary for the U. S. Marshal
to proceed under a Writ of Jcvy pre-

viously served on him.
Writ was served on Berger Oct. 4

for failure to pay balance of a $3,289

judgment entered by Federal Judge
Michael L. Igoe on Feb. 16. Damages,
and an injunction were 'ordered after

the OPA accused spot of overcharg-
ing from 25c to 50c on each of 245

food items per week during a 27-

weelc period.

Proceed With Murder

Trial of Lammed Minn.

Night Club Operator
Minneapolis. Oct. 16.

District court here has ordered the
murder trial of'Rubin Shetsky. man-
ager and part owner of one of the
loop's leading night clubs, the Casa-
blanca, to proceed in absentia, Dur-
ing the trial Shetsky, out on $20,000
bail, mysteriously disappeared. His
wife and counsel think he was
bumped off. State and police offi-

cials believe he took it on the lam
and the court is proceeding on the
latter assumption.
Shetsky shot and killed a union

organizer during a fi^ht in the night-
club, said to have been precipitated
by a quarrel,over the part that or- Carmen Miranda has been signed
ganized labor played in electing the for jhe Rojty theatre. N. Y.. for a
present mayor, who has put an air-. january dale. It's the second time
light., lid on the town. He claimed she's -played this house, first time

After All the Shooting,

Comic Artie Dann And

Agent Tenner Make Up
Sol Tepper, talent agent and Artie

Dann, comic, have worked out an

amicable settlement of their dispute,

temporarily at least, which has

prompted the agent to drop his ap-

peal of a previous negative arbitra-

tion board decision on the contro-

versy. He had asked for rehearing

via American Arbitration Society.

Under previous arbitration, held at

American Guild of Variety Artists last

month, it was ruled that Dann be

allowed to abrogate an AGVA con-

tract with Tepper, and recommended
that all other contracts existing be-

tween artist and agent be cancelled

upon payment of $2,000 by Dann to

Tepper at a rate of 5% of his weekly
salary. Tepper filed notice of ap-

peal with AGVA. Since then, how-
ever, both principals have gotten to-

gether and it is now agreed that

Dann will pay off the due sum at

$200 from every working week.
There is also a matter of S500 un-
paid commissions additionally in-

volved, which new deal will take

care of also..

Tepper has booked the comic for

two weeks at the Club Mayt'air. Bos-
ton, where he opens tomorrow night

(17) and may also set up additional

dates.

American Guild of Variety Artists

intends to get tough in the future

with agents who apply for arbitra-

tion of disputes with • performers
under contract to them, and then
stall off hearings. AGVA will have
no more of it because the delays
work a hardship on the performers
involved. During the time the
cases are awaiting adjudication the
talent is without proper agent repre-
sentation. It's pointed out that dur-
ing that period their own agents
naturally are'nt working for them
and others shy clear until the con-
tract dispute, is settled one way or
the other.

Agents have increasingly stalled

off arbitration on a variety of
grounds. They beg off on claimed
inability to secure an arbitrator to

represent them on the board, urgent
business, etc. AGVA, however, now
takes the stance that hereafter when
arbitrations are scheduled the agent
involved will be ready and waiting
to defend his case or he will find a
decision awarded to his opponent on
default. AGVA feels that the agent
is usually more available than the
artists in such cases, since the latter
have out-of-town dates to contend
with constantly.

Tranezer Sentenced
Buffalo, Oct. 16.

Robert P. Martin, 22, a trapeze
performer, was sentenced to two to
four years in the jug on a plea of
second degree assault in Supreme
Court here.
Martin was charged with corrupt-

ing the morals of a six-year old girl
while appearing with Mills Bros.
Circus at SpringviJle, near here, last
May.

D. Hover presents

CARMEN MIRANDA SET

AGAIN FOR ROXY, N. Y.

sell-defense.

y sh
© U ¥WQ 0(5

PHILLY LATIN SPOT TO

COMPETE FOR NAMES
Competition among Philadelphia

jniteries for name draws is expected
:to be keener with entry of the Latin
Casino into buying, headlincrs to

Jack Lynch's Walton Roof and the

'.Coronet club, which have been con-
j

isislent users of names and conse-
j

Icjliently now get most of the play.

Last week operators of the Latin
j

Casino pacfed General Amus. Corp.

: as exclusive booker. Harry Kilby.

cafe department, head, has already
lined up Miguelito Valdez to start

Nov. 16 and Mills Bros.. Feb. 15.

having been on a lend-lease arrangc-

I ment from , :he 20lh-Fox studios.

.She's reported getting $8.500.. Sur-

i rounding talent on the bill hasn't

|

been, set yet. *
,

'-.'..

i
Next show at that house will have

j

"Mr. District Attorney" i Jay Jostyn t.

Dave Apollon. and Nicholas Bros,

with subsequent display having
Beatrice Kay. Gomez and Beatrice,

and Maurice Rocco.

'AIR CONDITIONED

HOUYWOOD
AMERICA'S FOREMOST RESTAURANT
•433 SUNSET R1VD.- HCm|Ht«Ml 23RI

Ciro's, America's foremost restau-
rant, presents America's foremost
alt tactions

:

Cannek CavalUiro. Emit Coleman,
Xanier Cugat, Duke Ellington, Henry
King, Ted Slraeter,
De Muicos. Tito Guiz'ar. hibbij Hot-
mail and Josh White. Danny Katie,
Marina KoslietZ. Joe E. Lewis, Cur-
ios Ramirez, Rosario and Antonio,
Dornthif Shay. Jon and Somira
Steele, Veloz and Votrmda.

Photographers
FOR

STAGE-SCREEN-RADIO
Phone Circle 7-3505

154 West 57th St.N.Y.C

BOSTON STUDIO-LENOX HOTEL

Phone for Appointment: Kenmore 5-300

'Society for Prevention

Of Stale Gags' Formed
Boston. Oct. 16.

"The Society for the Prevention of

the Utterance of Cliches by Night

Club Masters of Ceremonies" was
born here recently. It's the brain-

child of George Clarke. Boston

Record columnist.

Clarke explained that the aim is

the killing of such remarks as. "If

you've heard this, don't stop me

—

t want, to hear it again myself" or

"I spent $1.1)0 on a date with her—
that -was all she had'' and countless

others.
, ,.

':'•

Charter members of the. society

include Joey Adams. Lenny Kent,
Harry Riehman, Henry Nad'cH,

Henny Youngman.
A companion society is in the mak-

ing—exclusively for baritones—all

pledged to refrain from singing il)

"Old Man River." '2> "That's Why
Darkies Are Born," and i3> "Watfon
Win. els."

TJlWUUS
LOEW
BOOKING
A G E N C Y

eiut»Ai ixtcuiivi ofnets

.... LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
; 1*0 W. «* Sf.. N. Y. C. • Myant V-7N9

N ; w YO a. X BOS T O N
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House Reviews

Apollo. IV. V.
Jimmy Limcc/ord Orch (17). Leon

Collins, Milt Brook;', Pattern" &
Jackson, Tina Dixon, 4 .Step -Bros.;

"Cisco Kid in Olci .New Mexico
(Slow. ;,V

:

;': : '
•

The Apollo show this week is a

potent cor.cocaon : of solid swing,

. tei psichore and gags, right up the

alley of this theatre's - jive addicts.

Mixed well and served up by the

genial Lunceford,. who emcees the

show besides directing his orch, the

entire works received an enthusiastic

reception from the audience, who
were standing in the aisles at the

late Friday (12) show caught.
Despite the next-to-top billing

given the 4 Step Bros., the Patterson
& Jackson act is the outstanding act

of the show. A couple of rotund
characters whose weight belies their

amazingly fast tapping talent, the

duo
-

is equally good with fast patter,

mugging and vocalizing, Takeoff on
the Ink Spots* "If I Didn't Care"
even broke up the band Brought
back repeatedly, they had to beg off.

Step Bros., in top hat, white tie.

etc., excellent with rapid-fire taps

and aero splits. Leon Collins, an in-

dividual tapster, also draws : repeated
bows with His sliding steps, hand-
springs and tapping set to Latin
rhythms,' •

"

Billed as the "Bombshell of the
Blues," Tina Dixon is all of that.

Her Betty Hutton-like antics before
the mike wows the customers. She
works hard with renditions of "Stuff
Like That There" and several racy-

blues. Milt Brooks, featured vocal-
ist pf the band, draws squeals from
the bobbysoxers with "There's No
You" and "If I Loved You." A sepjan
Sinatra, he specializes on softly-sung
ballads with good results.

Lunceford's band of five reeds,
eight brass, and a four-man rhythm
section, demonstrate again why it is

one of the top combos. Varying the
program, presented last week at the
downtown Loew's State to meet the
tastes of the Apollo's predominantly
colored audience, the orch gets in
some fine licks pn four hot numbers
besides its good work backing up the
other acts. The band's quartet

; muffed its two numbers by standing
too far from the mike, thereby forc-
ing the audience to strain.

Earlc. IMiillv
Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Cab Calloway Orch : (17) until

Pearl Bailey, Dotty Sautters, Molce
&: Poke, Three Poms; "Dangerous
Partners" (M-G).

ing of ''Caldonia" brings hefty re-

sponse.' : .

',"'';''

Dolores Brown, vocalist, gets over
neatly with "Can't Help Lovin' That
Man" and "Tabby the Cat."

Dance team. Pitts & Pitts, mixed:
pair, are plenty fast with the taps.

Both are garbed in white tux coat

and dark trousers, and as a team
and singly they impress :

with their,

fast toe and heel stuft. as well as

their rhythm hoofing. Garner hefty

hand. • .;/" /
Comedy pair. COnway & Parks,

work hard and effectively with their

singing, comedy.! talk, and fast wind*
up as they pace through a strenuous
routine of eccentric terps. Solid hit.

"Deek" Watson, formerly with the

Ink Spots, has assembled a quartet,

the Brown Dots, one of the singers

accomoanying on the guitar. Top
tenor "resembles Bill Kenney, both
in appearance and With his falsetto

warbling. Watson gives out with the

personality, while on the harmony
side the new combo is plenty okay.
Boys get over well with "Begin-

ning 'to See the Light," "I Love You,"
"For Sentimental Reasons." "Glub,
Glub. Glub," and "Just in Case You
Change Your Mind " all okay. .

: Hawkins band closes with a torrid

version of their recorded tune. "Tip-
pin In," to a rousing hand; Hold.

'

:
; Ton er. K. €. ;,;

Kansas City, Oct. 12.
Bernie George, Beatrice Fung Oye,

Helen Arden, Jean Hamilton, Tower
Orch (9) with Mike Carll: "On
Stage, Everybody" (U) and "Out of
the Wight" (PRC).

Current Tower layout ties in with
top half of dual screen billing, the
40-minute stage revue featuring sev-
eral entertainers from the film and
air "On Stage. Everybody" casts.
Bernie George, mimic, easily Is

the standout of the bill with his top-
flight impreshes, of radio and screen
stars. His subjects include Ted
Husing. Fred Allen. W. C. Fields,
Edward G. Robinson, James Cagney,
Humphrey Bogart and Peter Lorre.

Beatrice. Fung Oye. attractive
Chinese gal, warbles "Everything
I've Got Belongs to You" in a pleas-
ing voice, and gives way to Helen
Arden, brunet soprano, who does
"Italian Street Song" and a medley
from "Oklahoma" in neat fashion.
Jean Hamilton, boogie - woogie

pianist, closes bill with some hep
eight-to-the-bar rhythm to the de
light of the groovers.
Biz average when caught. Earl.

closes show with "6nc O'ClocU
Jump" featuring most of the mem-
bers of the crew,

Jackie Gleason has them literally

rolling in the aisles with his brand
of comedy although a goodly por-

tion or his gags and stories are of

the tried and true variety and fa-

miliar. Nevertheless the quips com-
bined with his kidding of radio pro-

grams, the burlesque carbons of

Bover, Peter Lorre. Durante and
others, and the musical nonsense
with Dorsey is top entertainment.

Derby Wilson and Frenchy cotir

tribute a neat session of tapology.
Woman hasn't much, to do and is

seen only briefly in some torso shak-
ing at the beginning a«d end of the
act. In between Wilson carries the
load with some neat tapping with
eccentric touches and an iinpresh of.

Bill Robinson, who has just played
the house, all interspersed with com-
edy chatter for big returns.. Morfy

Orplu'iiiii, 1« A. :

.>
'

Los Angeles. Oct. 12.
'

Sally Rand, Brookins Sc Van, Nino
Milo, The Latinos (2). Larry Evans.
Ann Garri Girls (10). House Orch
(12) ; "Behind City Lights" (Rep).

Sally Rand is headlining an okay
variety bill at the Orpheum this

week.. Fan and bubble dancer is still

using the Same routines and they are
still as sightly. Act is introed with
ballet bit by the Ann Gain Girls
(10), seguing into, some bubble toss-

ing by Miss Rand. She's : back with
her fans to close the turn for gener-
ous applause. ; •

•.

;

Bill opens with Al Lyons front-

ing the pit orch fOr : a medley, fol-

lowed by Larry Evans baritomng
"Stormy Weather" and "Besaihe
Mucho." Garri Girls whip together
a boogie-woogie routine for fair re-

sults, paving way for wire- walking
act of the Latinos. Latter turn is

standard, well-done and liked. Nino
Milo. out next, tries to turn on too

much personality in singing Latin
tunes and imitation of Al Jolson.

Midway routine- of the Garri Girls'

is an oriental number, appropriately
costumed, featuring Ann Garri.
Brookins and Van. colored comics,
get laughs with gags, piano playing
and soft-shoe work. Brog.

New Acts

Old Papa Time d«sn't seem to
have slowed down Cab Calloway
even a little bit. He's beating out
the hot licks ath the Earle this week
in his own inimitable style and the
customers are eating out of his hand.
And for the first time Plnllv fans

are getting an eyeful of the little gal
with

, the different singing, style
which is selling her. platters like the
traditional hot cakes—Pearl Bailey.
She- rings the gong with her lazy
way of vocalizing little items like

"Fifteen Years," "Straighten Up and
Fly Right,"' "St. Louis Blues," and
"Tired." Latter tune she duets with

' Calloway. ...

',

Cab's other femme canary, Dotty
Sautters, likewise is plenty

.

groovey
with "Caldonia" and "Atchison, To-
peka and Santa Fe." Cab supplies
the zing in the male vocal depart-
ment himself with "Minnie the
Moocher," "Smokey Joe," "St. James
Infirmary" and "Jumpin' Jive,"
keeping the customers hopping in
their seats to the rhythm,

' Band numbers include "Russian
. LuLlaby"

. (in strictly' non-Russky
rhythm), "Maybe It's Dinah " and the
"Blue. Serge Suit" finale,

.

Moke • & Poke, as .usual, .knock
themselves out trying to please with
their comic terping and clowning—
and they dO.
Dance , team of Three Poms, a trio

of agile gal boofers, rounds out the
bill neatly.
House jammed when caught (Fri.

afternoon). ..'
" Shah

':,; AiloHis. i\i»wark
Newark. Oct. 11.

Sammy Kaye Orch (16). Betty
Barclay. Bi ly Williams. Arthur
Wright, Susan Allen, Tubby Silvers;

Cy Reeves. Mack & Desniond; "Man
from Oklahoma" (Rep).

National, l/ville
. Louisville, Oct. 12,/

•

ErMzine Hawkins Orch (18),
Dolores Brown, Conway & Barks,
Pitts & Pitts, Brown Dots, Jimmy
Mitchell, Ace Harris; "Charlie Chaii.
Sricer Claw" (Mono).

Erskine Hawkins has a strong
combo currently, and the "Tuxedo
Junction" colored maestro has. pro-
vided himself with some sock acts,

which round out a fast-moving show-.
Personnel consists of eight brass, five

sax, bass, guitar, drums and piano,
plus Hawkins himself, who gives out
on brilliant trumpet stuff, and m.c.'s

the hour-long session in a' dignified
manner '•:.,>;.'

Band makes the best showing with
recorded tunes, "Tuxedo" naturally
having the hepsters jumping. "Gotta
Be This or That" gives Jimmy Mit-
chell, sax mail, opportunity for

, smooth vocalling, and he follows up
' with "15 Years." Band's piano man.
Ace Harris, keeps 'em watching an-
tics at the ivories, and his hot sing-

Sammy Kaye sets a fast pace in

this neat package. Emphasis is on
melody—sweet and hot—throughout
and the house couldn't want a better
Show for its more staid customers.
Only playing the maestro "does is

in opening,; with a hot arrangement
of "Gotta Be This or That," Arthur
Wright tenors "Till the,End of Time"
and Susan. Allen contribs "My Head
on. Your Shoulder" and 'Til Buy
That Dream."

:
With a change of tempo, Tubby

Silvers shouts, a verse of "Caldonia"
a. la Harlem, then plays jt on his
tenor sax. Betty Barclay waxes cute
in "Paper Moon'" and ."I'm a Big
Girl New" for plenty guffaws, then
teams, with Billy Williams ; in.- "My,
Dreams Are Getting Better," Wil-
liams clicks solo on "Navajo Trail"
and ' I'd Do It Over Again." ;

.

Cy Reeves trots out his familiar
comedy act,

.
centering around a

jived up ' Old Man River." for Micko
results, The Mack-Desmond dance
team mingles smart tapstering with
boogie-woogie pianoing for . solid
hand. Bran:

RUTH NEAIi
Songs-
8 Mins.

'

Cafe Society Downtown, N. ¥...

Barney . Josephson. having .discov-

ered a clicko in his . Cafe Society
Downtown with Susan Reed, has fol-

lowed her up with another bal-
ladeer, Ruth Neal, a comely gal who
indulges in old English and Ameri-
can folk-tunes while accompanying
herself on a guitar. .

Miss Neal is a competent singer
who needs to acquire ease and pol-

ish before going uptown.: As she
currently presents 'herself, accent is

on her voice rather than the inter-

esting ballad content: She should
try greater emphasis on her ma-
terial. ' Jose.

:..'v'

;

Oriental. Chi :;.

'..'.'' ': '.Chicago. Oct. 12.

Jimmy . Dorsey . Orch (19) with
Gloria Stark and Dick Culver,
Jackie Gleason, Derby Wilson &
Frenchy: "Guest, Wife" (VA>.

House inaugurates* Thursday open-
ings witlr the current bill headed by
Jimmy Dorsey's musicrew who are
big local favorites Dorsey gang, is

hot enough at times to satisfy the
moat avid jazz addict but .can be
equally,, sweet on occasion as is

proved in the accompaniments of the
vocalists. The Outfit, is sock, all the
Way.../,'. ..

Band opens with torrid version of
"This .Can't Be Love." followed by
Gloria Stark's nifty .warbling of
"Come To.Baby Do" and "I'm In the
Mood for Love" to score. Karl Kift'e,

18-year-old drummer, brings down
the house ; in the next spot, with his
speedy drumstick ability in "I Got
Rhythm" and "My Drums Are Get-
ting Better All the Time'' chalking
Up a solid hit.; Another ace is bari-
tone soloist Dick Culver, whose
pleasing pipes and manner of doing
"Till the End- -of- .-Time."-- "Fit Buy
That Dream" and "Talk of the Town"
has the femme customers gaga, Band

RICHARD DARNELL
Songs
12' M us.
Gayety, Montreal
Possessor of .a rich lyric .tenor,

Richard Darnell really socks his lis-,

tener's with such, items as "Giannina
Mia," "Donkey Serenade," "Ber-
ceuse," and some pop

,
ballads,. A

little self-conscious, experience
should easily clear this up.
Looks promising for high-class

spots. Laza.

VarIe

t

y Bills
WEEK OF OCT. 18

Numeral* In connection with Mils below Indicate opealng day ot
whether full or wilt week

NKW YOKK CITY
Cunlfol (IS)

Oene Ki'Utia We •

l'uniela lti-IIU.ii

Wesson Jlros. •

.Senov V\ fiK't's

W«l» (T8>
Ma»-\ oletios
Baclio AcTO
Ken Whinner

Jah»M.>' Morgan,
Diirolhy DoneBun
Vhil llrllii ... .

< mill ui (ih>
K rers At Doloref*

,

i)l*l«»iiati'«f|.'

F.osa &, t.aTMen-e
.lin'iniy Hosp
SI an KiMlVer

Paramount

XKW YORK CITV
l'ltramount (ITi

Andrews Sisters
Kaneh Show *

.

Till) Herbert
Vic Sehoen Band
('ha's Lel«)u6n
t>iitmeat SlarUliam
Kurt Massey

BITFAt.O
Hufl'ulii (til

Sanun\ Kaye. Bant!
c.i ltee.ves
bane & CTare .-

C'MICAWO
thiraKoMl-.)

'I'iiv Tap & Toe
Freil * l.owcry *

Dorotlli f.ae
Claudsniilli H.ox

.laek- Cuvehs ••*

Wliltson Hi'««
Kejiiil tm

Kraliine 11a vvliins . B
K.lwa 'il.« Sfslera .,

iloweli Bow ! er
Moore & Viv'.&:\ .

MIAMI
. Ol.vmiilii (17)
Pat Hill & .loan
.Sliiela Rogers t

.1 1> A. T Maciv

.Nil)! I.one Jr
4 ratttmos

. OMAHA
.Oi*i>lieiini (ID

Count Basic Band
Shorts Kavis .

|iust> I'^eU-her
Itoilie'ta

RKO

ltOSTON
ItnHlmi (IH)

Flames ,

4' Evans
Sibyl Hotvan ,

I.aive Bibs.
Peggy Kjau

COl.l'MKI'S
l'lilnil- (SS-«4)

Winter .Sisters

l«niii«8 « ..lan.vce
Lionel Kaye
Marion Uuilon
.l.a'uiberti

tlaut;i<>i''s Brlc'lil'ttrs
Tilt- l.itlle.iolins

l'ATKKHON
Mnjosllc, (I*-)! I)

CayMneties l!u
(SS-S4)

Orlando Sis :

.PatH 1'arl.ev
llarry Hose
Tanit Alien
I'llll.ADKI l-III.X

C'urmilli (III)

t.uolii
. Oirls

Ndna. Kf Tiyon :

Don * 1. II i mond
Bud Sweeney
l'KOVIOUXCK

M<-lr»|>ulllau <m-2i
Timimy.. Reynolds O
Wartlia.Kay ''...

Jai l* lie J,eon '

KOCKIOKO
I'lilaie (IH-sci)

Ford Harris * ,1'ue,,
Hooney: I'layinutes
Don Marlowe •

.Tripoli 3

t'llAs Raino

'

.SI'KINtil IKI.O
Court .Sq. (lg.jjj)

(trace Dr.vs(l.ale.
Freddy

. Morgan
Al Castle .Co
Kileen .lean «• Dotly

Cabaret Bills

NEW TOBK CITY
'Hill's «u.t *«-•

ffitliel Gllberl
("liarlen SI rk it la nd
lacli Ryan,
Harold WlUartl
Jimmy Burn*
Bill Kelsey

,

Clay .»»> OllarletU
Mine Aiiijel

Evelyn Knigtit
liHvili Corey
Boflo. Al.urpby
Helen Howe
Chlttison liio

I'ale ftni'telT

<Qownto'.\n)
.

.Tack White

.Dolores Man in
,

.

iiuiMieno Coca \

Benny Morton ore.
t'iife Society
,
(liptonn)

Paula Laurence >

Alauue, lie Kiyel
Susan Kecd
Mary Lon William-
Sana Souei Baucerj"
Kdinuml Hall Ore.
Gene Field

Carousel
Nttn Blalislone.
Hal Hi son
Vince Vernon

Arnold Shoda
CTiucls Foster Ore
isunny Raye
Hotel rnniia.Ttvanla
Frankie Carle Ore

Hotel Pierre
Gall-Gall
DiGatano & Adam
S tan ley Melba Oro

Hotel I'lnza
.'inc-uy Savo
lUihifif &: Beatrice.
Garwood Van Oro
Mark .Monte Ore

Hotel Knnsvtelt
Shen .Fields Ore

Hotel St. R>k «o
-Xiovoi.iy , s u.

\

Cei.rry Kocli
1 • >n O-c
George Arnold
.lea line Sook •

Brinkman Sia
Woody Spears
Paul Sparoc
.Theodora Brooka

Hotel Tiifl
Vincent Lopez Oro
Hotel \Vnl(lorr-,\

BcrRei) & McCartlijr
A :»n:in.ary X'ickey

'

i'tnll Coleman Oro
Misclia Borr ' Bd

Booking for the .

Most Ditcriminatinq of

Independent Theatre Owners

1S01 \ Broadway-Paramount Blag,AGENCY Now York
"The Outstanding Agency" BRyant 9-6352-3-4

<'I.KVJHI..\M>
. ruluee (IH)

4 Siiaiin'K Mactis-
Viri»:inii|. Austin
(111 Lamb
ilarcy Mcljuire

,

BiHKoWtisbtr

SAN l'RANCrst'6
(icloVh (jute (17)

II u I terbeck Ore
The .1 livelya
Hernia n Hyde
Dnpi'ec & Cliarlo

Warner

MSW YORK -MTV
HI rand (III)

Rus.s Mni'iiun Oi-e
'rimmy Dix
i Sioobcs

i'iie (ii-aysons
rim Mini.i'tii.v

lirirle (til)

ll.'il .Wi'lnlrye Ore
lii'orslu' Gibbs

Independent

News-Comm'ls
-—^ Continued fium page 1

and after, .each, news show, a 15-

se.cond commercial is aired. , Al-
though Coca-Cola didn't sign up for.

ally of the commercials, for the sake
of the experiment Telecast obtained
some Coca-Cola Copy and used it

just to get- audience reaction: An ad-
vertising executive from one of the
major radio ad .agencies was invited
to sit in on the show at the Rivoli
to get first-hand response. The
spokesman informed "Variety" that,

on the whole, audiences were pas J

sive. - There was one Instance where
a patron called out, ' Coca-Cola get*

in on everything."
Still in the nebulous stage, plans

are to have the commercials screened
ir. either still or animated fashion
during the newscast, However,
should; the:' producers decide to., pro-
ject animated commercials, theatre
managers iec! the idea of the news-
casts will defeat its purpose, since
people will devote more attention
to the screen than they will to the
announcer's, news, thus distracting
from the original intent.

Among the. ad agencies approached
to give their comments to the news
innovation are : .those representing
Procter & Gamble,- Lever Bros,,
General Foods, General Mills. Lig-
gett & Myers, P. Lorillard, Philip
Mortis. .: .

'

:

Mill' YORK CITY
.Mlihio Hall ( IH)

llati'lcia Bowman
Rudolf Kroellei
Lucy Brown •

Bolt Kv-ans
T & 8: Harlucll

.

Kflward Releiieri
Waiter Graf

Roxy (17)
C'iiri Huvhmh •

Itoaaiia & Antonio
Copiicalianti Bci- :

I,OX(i ISI.ANIJ
rlumuirii (IH-SI)

Del Martins
The Mirths
Bert 11 envy
Kil Lntfibeit Co •

A I & .1 Johnston »

Snslia Leonoff
Murray lloyt
Boh .Wilwai'll's

IIROOKI.VN
FluthiiHli (aO-lfl)

rcBto Ta.vlor
,

Fields,& Burns
CAJIONN

Toliei-K (l»-i!l)

I.uverue & Jon
Lou * I. Berntird
The Bee),' mans
I i 1 1 ; v Rose
'Coco Steve it hiddy

• CHICAGO
Oriental (IH)

.Tiuitiiy Uorscy Ore
Jackie Gleason
W'ilKOu J'renclH'
KliMllX'tll (1S-IM1

!.<•• Bolin
t'i.ii/.ii'Cth Canines
il'oll.v wood Slepiiers
Kci.sseH Farrar
l,)nl S'tone

IIAKTFOKII
Slate (i ii-: i»

Kina Cole ,i

Andy Kirl. (ire,

Beverly White
Men n: Rhythm

,'l'iiii Tinkers

tOU VOGEL.

MAITAO l l,l<«

4 01.1 MIU S. <.V
Msl.: HiKlilJ Allen

Dir. : ICODJ H SM ITll AG ISNC

V

raruiuouiil BIiIb.. New Vork

The Barrets .,

Siishii Lco'nofr
Edith Valle

R.Vl.TIMOUr
Hippnilriime (111)

The ReddiiiBions
Miriam. .Burrotiwl is

Yost'S iiiiutt Men
,le(in. Carroll ...-.

ROynt (til)

Jimiuy JiUhceforfl
Leva Dixon
Leon Collins
SU>p Bros

State (lH-'!0)
Nyles.&.Neai,' •

Diamond Bros :

"

(!!1-2I)
.Terry: jerome:

,

Al Mafcia & Gloria.
HOINO BROOK
Rrook (•>«-:: I)

Paul Brilliant
,

Jo Ami .Sumnier
Bob Edwards .

The Kayos

: .

:..KA'KSAK: CITY ':.

Tower (l|)i
J & J West

'

Mol llalJ ,

'

V«l Williams .

i.oimsvii.i.i:
Natlonul (18/

Tex
. Hitter tfrtit

MII.W'AIKKK
Riverside (IH)

iVoorty Herinau Ore
Don C-uminintia-
Sti ic t 'ond os
Murtah Sisters *
•' XJiHAKK •

Adnms (10) "
,.

Jdltnny Jblinstoii' •

liiiecu Barton
S

.
I'ttchnien

,

Jlorey Amsterdam
Keiiios., & JUdBeis '

Jorilau & Pafvis
'

NK» ORLEANS
St. Charles (IT)

Allan Jonea
Ted Smith ;

l-'i-' d Keating,
Lillian Filz|;erald
I'atricia Brcn:

I lub liOiulon
.Connee Boswe.U
Alan Gaie
Kiic Victor
Lebnarda & Ga la tile

C hop Ch oo Job IKSOil

Jack Harris Pre
Coiiaeiibann .

Joe 1>; Leu-is '

Dorothy Clatra
Kirk AVc.o.i

*

Miriam Lava lie

BeAngelo & Vaiiva
liusso l.»o Pandelro
Joel lleri'On Ore
Noro Morales C'rc
King Cole Trio
Dillmond Horseshoe
Joe K Howard
Watson Sis
Frl.tjiii Sciierr.

'

Ann Pennineton
Willie Solar
Mr Ballai.tine
Jacqueline Hurley

"

Michael Edward
Bill Acorn.
Emma Francis'
Mitt-he'l Brolher
Jiiinii:. Allison
Bill .Moore
1- our Rosebuds
Vincent. Travers Or
Morty Reid Ore. :

.400 ReMnurniit
Tommy Doi-sey Ore
ti'wli-li Village lain'

A I Trace Ore
Ann Paige.
Joittuvy & George
George Barr I

llnvnnn-Mndrid
Biosa Costeilo . .

Ci.lto l>.ai.

l'anclio & Diana
.

0 Varolii Bd
Hotel Ambassador
Louis Botaneourl P
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Astor
Jose Morand Oic
Hotel Bcllnonl

IMiixa
Lean Martin •

'

Bobby Baxter \
Fay Carroll
Kathfyn Duffy Dera
Nino Morales Ore
lieu- Fields
Bert Stanley .

Pay son Ko Ore
Hotel Bil (more

Bob Grant Ore
.Lillian Cornell
Rusm-11 Swanu
(ardini :

F & 13. Barry
•Tose-ih Si'lh Orch
H tel C on) inadore
Vaughn Monroe Ore

Hotel nixie
Teddy King Ore ,

Lion Williams
Hotel Ldlson

Gloria P i : k->r Ore
Essex Eionse

Stan. .Keller Oro
Jean T.iglte. -:

Hotel l exlnglon
Moral Kal .

Ta mi Katia
Talitr.a
Malle -',;;.V

Mokihana
Harold Alotnn Ore

Hotel Lincoln
Art Mooney Ore
Hotel New Yorkei
Joan .Hyldoft .'

Terry Brent
Phil Romaina
Neil . I?6ntain« . ,

':.':'•• (Continued

Iceland
Boyd Heathen
Be t l y Jane Moore
LeBron & ritnipbell
Jim Wong Troupe .

Lou Martin Ore
Kelly's Stable!

Jtai cia Baye "
-

Botty Keid
Noma Mali Jia
Betty Maxwell
Pete Brown .

l.a Murllnliiue
T.ou Holta

'

Jo Stafford
Larry Stewart
Kenny I.e. Boy
Ernie Slew-art Ore

Latin Oiiartei
Belie Baker
Pat Iloonev
Dick' Buckley
Noel Toy
Ming Linar
Boo Sheo
Siiiela. Bond ;

B Wells 4 Faya
.Marianne :

War.ger Girla :

Wini Walsn
Marty Beck. Oro

l.eon & Eddie'*
Gall! Sis -'.

I'aul Drayjin
Allan Hood
The Claytons
Glavaii Heh-on
.Mtii.i Jo Malt
Art Waller Ore

Madison Cnfo
Hope Emerson •

I'onj (,'iaig

JudilH Arten
. Monte Curio

Dleli (iashnrre Ora
Jean I- Murray,
Lady Anne :

,

'1t.fi ":< ' 'om iiiio O
Old Romanian

.Tin-kit Philiim
Sailie Banks
Mimi, Kclierman
ii Claire Sis
Helen BoW'cr
Joe La Porte Ore

tivK.rrs .Coi-iier'

Hum-' Letcourt. Oro
Clark's Hatvailana ,

Harold Green
,

Freshmen
Mars Trio
Korn Kohblers .

Slg Schatz Ore .

Riibnii Bleu
Monica Boynr '

Jack Smilli
M^axine Sullivan
.To.se Mc.Iis .

• .'-

Merv. n Nelson *

Ceduc Wallace Trio
Garland Wil.'-on

Rush Krelclia
Blar.ka
Basil i-'.-.-. cei. ' •

.'

Sari .G.6'rof'-'.

Misclia Uzdoiniir
Irene. T'eOdora
.Barn Hum
Kai-avaeft .

Spivy'* Root
Snivy .

Carter * Bowla
Jayne Manner?

Storh Club
Morales Oro •

liniie Hoist Ore
-

:''''.; Vcratilllee '

.

Carl t-SrisSon:
"'

Jiiti'my Carroll
Darlene Kilo 1

.Tacit Harwood.
Gloria Davis
Kendall Kelly
Miriam. Sea bold '

.Too Ricardel pro
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EQUITY ON A SPOT
Equity's council has the Frank Fay miseries. It's beset with

charges that involve Communism- and religious bigotry, despite

the off-declared principle that the association of legit actors

stands for freedom of beliefs and creeds.

Frank Fay is deeply religious, and that's to his credit, but the

brilliant actor may have allowed his religious zeal to confuse

him in his complaint against five fellow members. It all appears

to have been a mistake, judging by the letters to Equity from
persons of varying faiths. An honest mistake, perhaps, but
nevertheless a mistake. '.'-,.'

It s been declared that the aforementioned quintet were not in

Madison Square Garden when a speech by the British economist,

Harold J. Laski, came over the loudspeaker in a pipe-in from
England. They had gone to their respective sho.ws at 7:30 for the

evening performance. They could not have heard Laski's attack
on the Roman Catholic Church, much less applaud his address.

The five had been charged with applauding Laski's alleged dia-

tribe against the Vatican.

Bert Lytell stands in the middle of the argument. Equity's head
is a member of the National Conference of Christians and Jews.
He has often expressed contempt for racial intolerance. It was
he who persisted, until Equity wrote it into its books, in devising
a rule that no Communist or fascist-minded member can ever sit

in the council or be employed by the association; That was his
reaction following Congressman Lambertson's "red" charges
against Equity several years ago.

Equity will not chastise Fay for defending Catholicism. Con-
trary to the opinion that seeped out because of an unfortunate
press release sent from Its offices, the actors' union admires
Faysy. However, it aims to aid the five members accused and
cleanse its house of bigotry charges.

Met Opera to Await Consular

Reorg to Import Foreign Artists
Although Swedish tenor -»Jussi4

Bjoerling is back, and another Scan-

dinavian tenor, Torstcn Ralf, as well

as German conductor Fritz Busch,

have been added to its roster for

the new season, the Metropolitan
Opera Assn. doesn't expect to import
European artists again until the U.S.

consular service is organized. War-
time restrictions still obtain.

Same reasons are given as expla-
nation why no new productions are

scheduled for the flew Met season.

Although priorities came off last

August, such material as wood, hard-
ware, canvas, etc., are unobtainable.
The Met will continue to present
staples and revivals, having to put
on" for another season contemplated
plans for Verdi, Mozart and French
works.
Mi l's 61st season, opens Nov. 26

wilh Wagner's "Lohengrin," Busch
conducting. Helen Traubel and Rait
as leads. Season w ill run 18 weeks,
as last year; prices will be same,
with $7.20 top < 20'.^ tax included),
and subscription prices as low as

$1.50. Met emphasizes that "there
will be a more formal atmosphere
this year because evening gowns,
tophat.s and white tics will be the
mode once again."

Besides Bjoerling, Arthur Kent is

back. New singers, besides . Ralf,

include Dorothy Kirsten. Pierrette
Alarie. Thomas HayWard, Joel Ber-
filund, Robert Merrill and Welling-
ton Ezekiel. Merrill, a baritone, won
the Mel's "Auditions of the Air" last

season. The Met's operas will again
be broadcast Saturdays, starting Dec.
1, wilh the Texas Co. sponsoring.
Edward Johnson begins his 11th

stason -as- director at the Met. Ho
believes he's "Americanized the- com-
pany^ in the past five years, proving
there -.was plenty of talent in Amer-
ica who needed only training and
experience. Tie cited Leonard War-
ren and Eleanor Sleber as examples.
Johnson-says the Met is now a more
homogeneous company, with better
teamwork than in the past. The
orcheslra is bitter; the chorus has
been rejuvenated. Physically and
srtuittoHyr-s.
h* improved in . the past decade'

CHRISTIE-GLEASON IN

WAXMAN'S 'DUCHESS'
Audrey Christie, recently featured

in "Voice of Turtle." has been signed
by A. P. Waxman for his forthcom-
ing musical production. "The Duch-
ess Misbehaves," for which Gladys
Shelley wrote the book and lyrics
and Dr. Frank Black the music.

Miss Christie will play the till?

role, with Jackie Glcason featured
opposite.

Pitt's Switcheroo
Pittsburgh, Oct. 16.

Theatre Guild-American Theatre
Society's pie-season prospectus here
will have to be altered consid-
erably as.' a -result of a couple of

imminent casualties; Both "The
Tempest" and 'A Bell for Adano"
had been promised this year to .sub-

scribers, but "Adano" is folding in

N.--.-Y, Oct. -27 and won't lour while.
"Tempest." a .disappointment on the

j

load, is ending its travels in Detroit
same night.

.

Two brand, now 'shows will prob-
ably be substituted; As things stand
»ow, Guild-ATS subscribers will
have, more then half their rations of
five p'ays consumed. .Nov. 5 when
"Hasty Heart" comes in. They've
•''ready had "Winter's Talc" and
"Foolish Notion.".

Musical Mgrs.

Mull Pub Snag
, A session of musical-show pro-
ducers was held in the office of

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hani-
merstein, 2d. recently to consider
ways to combat the encroachment
of music publishers in respect to

legit show song royalties. The mat-
ter will probably be placed in the
hands of the Dramatists Guild with
expectation of a basic contract be-
tween producers and composers on
one side and publishers on the other.

At the present time producers re-

ceive 2c per copy for sheet ' music
and iS'.i on the mechanical rights,

writers getting 50'i of the overall.

It ap'pears that publishers are offer-

ing contracts with stipulations to

managers, and while the 2c royally
is present they propose to discon-
tinue such royalties alter three years
from the date of production. ;..

So far the publisher proposals
have been made on a take-il-or-

else basis. Some are reported want-
ing to eliminate mechanical royalties
entirely from managers, others aim-
ing to stop such payments after two
or three years.

Another complaint against the.

publisher* is—their reduction in ad-
vance royalties from $4,000 to $1,500.

That coin was used by managers to

defray the cost of. orchestrations.

So steamed up was Lee Shubert thai

he's proposed that producers go into

the song publishing business, an idea

he engaged in before but with little

success.
..

Shuttering Dates Set

For Stage Door Canteens
New York's Stage Door Canteen

shuts Oct. 26, Cleveland, two days
later and Philadelphia, Oct. 31. Can-
teens in Washington and San Fran-
cisco are slated to cease functioning
during the Christmas holidays or

shortly thereafter. Merchant Sea-
men's Club in N. Y. is dated to go
off the beam Nov. 29.

While the policy of the Wing for

the coming year or more has not

been definitely decided, general plan

is to discontinue entertainment cen-
ters such as the CahWens and con-
centrate on Army hospital shows.

Chi Figures In Big

Wildberg Plans
Chicago, Oct. 16.

"Anna Lucasta's" advance sales

totaled, as of Saturday (13), were

$53,000, which proves good enough

reason for John Wildberg, producer,

and Harry Wagstaff Gribble, direc-

tor, to do some long-range planning,

with Chi the focal point of their

plotting.

Besides lining up two additional

companies here—one for London,
another for the west coast—they are

so enthusiastic about Chi's reception

of "Lucasta," plus sock sendon" given
the Louis Singer-Eddie Dowling
"Glass Menagerie" here a year ago,

they're decided to preem their next
venture here, rather than on Broad-
way, a la "Menagerie." Pair are mul-
ling a couple of scripts now, with
intentions of casting and rehearsing

in N. Y. but bringing the new show
into Chi's Civic theatre afler the

"Lucasta" run.

"Lucasta" advance as of now,
Wildberg pointed out last week, is

more here than it ever was in N. Y.,

despite the fact that there were a

number of factors that indicated his

lease on the Civic might not work
out.

First of the strikes against it was
the location. Civic is way off the
beaten track—outside the Loop and
hard, to reach. Also, Civic Opera
House management, which also runs
the Civic, would give him only a

year's lease, thus more or less sub-
stantiating rumors that they might
turn it over to one of the four major
networks for an audience studio.

Thirdly, lessors wanled a "class"

attraction to keep the Civic in the
same groove established for it by
"Menagerie," afler a succession of

flops—and they weren't too sure
"Lucasta" was it. All three factors

have been beaten down, however,
inasmuch as the play looks set, with
Opera House management willing to

renew for as long as Wildberg wants
it. .

Accused Equityites Explain Their

Part at Rally During Fay Hearing
By JACK PULASKI

Frank Fay appeared before the
Joe Kennedy's 2,800-Seat
ui 4- CS'A T T«. a.

'" « council at Equity yesterday (16) os-

E<aSt felde Legit lneatre; tensibly to explain why he charged
While it has been announced sim-

ply that former Ambassador Joseph
P. Kennedy plans building a 2.800-

seat theatre on Lexington avenue be-

tween 46th and 47tli street, New York,

it's not disclosed that the policy may
be legit, If so. it would be (he most
radical yeering-away from the

Times Square sector yet. :

Legit houses have spread north .to
»ot bccn *> hasty an censoring fel-

the Cosmoplitan (International) and low motors ,Equity,tes aver. That was

Century (Jolson), and east to the emphasized by The Commonweal,

Zeigfeld on Sixth avenue and 54th
I

a Cathohc weekly, which

street, but never as-far east, as Lex-
j

'cached the newsstands. Monday

ington. .At one time the Century i

Roof (now the Century Apts. on I Hearing of charges against Fay
Central Park West and 63d street) [.was not completed by Equity's

jwas a Shubert music hall. council yesterday (16) and the ses-

Kennedy, City Investment (R.'.J. sion was put over until 10 a.m. to-

Dowling) and Louis Lotito (who day 1 17). Five players involved by

five members, with having applauded

criticism of Catholicism by British

economist, Harold J. Laski, during a

rally sponsored by the Spanish
Refugee Appeal, anti-fascist group.
The situation within Equity, which
includes Communism • allegations,

might not have arisen had the star

operates their legit ventures) are

tied in on all such theatrical realty:

Theatre Parties

In High Gear

Fay declared they did not attend
the Madison Square Garden rally

with any political motives and
would not be present at any gather-
ing of an anti-religious nature. Un-
derstood that Fay was unconvinced
and that he remained adamant.

• In an editorial, The Commonweal
I staled: "Remarks made by Harold J.

I Laski on the Vatican and the Cath-

I

olic church in Spain, radioed. recent-
•

|
ly to a Madison Square Garden

Theatre party business >s.bacK
;

,n
: meeting (

were not arTattack 0n re-
i.gh gear along Broadway despite .

oh There would have been
the paucity of new standouts. The

no ^ comment on this had not
par y agents.appear to have no dif- mlmber o£ prominent Catnolics
ficulty making the ticket package
deals, many of which are arranged
almost as soon as productions start

rehearsal, if not before. Indications

are that organizations which go for

theatre parties take a chance on the

quality of the shows, depending
more on the standing of the man-
agers whose attractions are con-
cerned.

• Some claims on the number of

parties sold are exaggerated, "Polo-

naise," Alvin, N. Y.. being an ex-
ample. Up to this week there were
22 and one half parties contracted,

although nearly four limes that num

immediately seen in Mr. Laski's- re-
marks a vicious attack on the church
as such, and this reaction we de-
plore.'

"What Mr. Laski attacked was (he
discipline and politics of the church
in Spain and not the church itself

and it's a sad thing when Catholics
so easily earn the dislike of their
neighbors by "*the assumption Ihi.t

any criticism of any aspect of tiie

church is inadmissible.

"We must ever be • watchful
not to allow our faith to serve as

a cloak under which we strive- to

ber were first reported 'the record smother political discussion. The

JACOBS SUCCEEDS

MEYER AT LEAGUE
Officers of the League of New

York Theatres were re-elected at the

annual meeting last week but there

was a new member placed on the

board, after a contest. Morris Jacobs,
representing the Music Box, was
elected in place of Lester Meyer, of

the Empire, who was on the regu-
lar ballot. Meyer attended few if

any meetings in the past year, the
reason he was supplanted. *

•Financial statement showed that

the association has a surplus of

$20,000, largest on hand since the
League was formed. The officers:

Marcus Heiman, president; Lee
Shubert and Brock Pemberton, vice-

presidents; Gilbert Miller, treas-

urer; Herman Shumlin, secretary.

Others on-Jioard: William A. Brady.
Vinlon Freedley, Louis Lotito, Max
Gordon, Lawrence Langner, Norman
1'incus, Rowland Stebbins, Harry
G. Somers ami Dwighl Deere Wiman.

for such deals was set last season

by "Seven Lively Arls." around
60 parties being arranged, not all

sellouts). There are 37 parties for

the new "Therese," Biltmore, sev-
eral such attendance groups par-
tially figuring in the play's strong
first Week's gross. "Deep Are the

Roots." Fulton, has contracted for

25 parties to dale.

Such deais are not always to the

show's advantage, as shown last

week, takings for "Roots" being $1.-

000 less than the 'previous week be-
cause of concessions to the party
agents.

Party people are required io pay
$500 in advance before tickets are re-

leased to them from the boxbffice,

and then pay off in installments

prior to the date of performance.
Parties are benefits for organizations,

or at least it's so claimed. For that

reason the ticket scale is frequently
boosted. °

(Continued on page 55)

LAFAYETTE, DETROIT, IN

SNARL WITH ATAM
Union trouble again involves the

Lafayette theatre. Detroit, with
Dave Nederlander, who operates the
legiter, the main hurdle.

Currently, the house is not ten-
anted but soon relights with- '"Life

With Father." Prior to the opening
the theatre will be picketed by the

Assn. of Theatrical Agents ' and
Managers unless the present argu-
ment is settled.

ATAM insists that a union house
manager be on the job, as per Ned-
erlandcr's contract with the union.

Manager insists that the post be kept

open until his son Jimmy is out of

the Army. Young Nederlander may
be discharged before "Father" ar-

rives but ATAM aims to have Ned-
erlander use a union substitute until

the son is in civvies. •

If ;,n ATAM-er isn't engaged, the

union will demonstrate in front of

the theatre, It has the full support

"State of the Union."new Howard |or ofher unions, including the stage-

Lindsay-Russel Crouse comedy due ,
hands; who would refuse to cross the

in N Y. Nov. 14 (Hudson), boasts i

picket lines. Shuberts are partners .

47 backers, most of them from show Nederlander but are said not . to

47 BACKERS INVEST

$74,250 IN 'UNION'

3d Cast Member In

'Dark of Moon' Dies
Three performers in "Dark of The

Moon." 46th Street,'. N. Y.. -passed

away this autumn, all withfh a

month. Latest . casually is Ross
Matthews, who collapsed in his dress-

ing room and was dead before an Am-
bulance* could lenitive him to a hos-

pital. Previously; Guy Bi.les. also

of the '"Moon" cast, died in a hold.

Third obituary was.' . for Sammy
Teaman." a .

musician with the show,

who played accordii.il on the, stage

during pcrfonnance.

Shows in Rehearsal
'•The Joyous Season" (revival)

—

! Arthur. Hopkins.
'

: .

'

!-. "The Mermaids Singing"—Alfred
. fie Liagre, Jr.

.

"Billion Dollar Baby" ' There She
Goes")—Paul Feigay and Oliver

Smith.' .

' "Keepsakes"—-Rita Hassan.

"A • Sound of Hunting"—Irving
: Jacobs. .

"The Rich Full life"— Gilbert
Miller. . .

"tast Houfr on (he I.ttl"—Viola

i
Rubber.
"The Day Before "Spring"—John

iC. Wilson.

biz and several from the play itself.

Investment totals $74,250. Ralph
Bellamy and Ruth Hussey. its leads,

are in for $7,500 and $.'!,7.
r
>0. respec-

tively; Minor Watson, featured

player, put in $750. Producer Leland
Hayward chipped, in $7,500; director

Bretaigne Windust and company
mgr. Harry Es-sex, $750 each.

Other investors: John Byram.
Martha Hodge,. Lester Meyer, Ami

subscribe to his present stand.

"Father" has played Detroit four
times. It is booked in for a month
at $2.40 top. '•:

'State of Union' Nut

Precludes Small House
"Slate, of The Union." by Howard

l

Li'ic'say and Russel Crouse. which
Golenpaul, Walter Wagner, - .John . LVland Hayward is trying out in

Monks. Jr., Fredric March. Alfred i r-.hiladr Iphia, is aimed for the Hud-
Knopf, Paul Osborn. Sain Jade, $1-

! srm. N. Y , but ' the show is . so
500 each: Herman Bernstein, Sallio

j

heavily hooked up that both authors
.Chase, Mortimer Becker. Harold L. -

!l(!f| producer would prefer a larger
Bloch, John C. Pinto. Rose. E. Wag- ;

ner. Florence Gordon, Paul Slreger.

Hannah Hunt Stokes. Pauline Eli - :

kine, Frank Sullivan,. Alexandrine
Larim'ore, Mildred Crouse. There e

•'

Lewis Robinson. Hubbell Robinson.
:

Jr., Katherine B. Day, Jean Adair, ;

Bernadinc Boyd, Kathleen Robinson,
|

Elliott Nugent. Mary' Baker, John

theatre. Whether the quest will be
«uccCf»fui is doubtful;, the larger

spots are berthed with musicals.
There ale two productions of the

latter type nearly ready to come in

but have not yet obtained booking
fir'traef s\ - ;'-;:-'

"Stale" hrs several players who
rre getting, around $1,500 weekly.

Patrick. Jane C. Ficke. Carl Fisher, (here being '20 in the east. Ralph
Florence Vandamm. John ' Horsey, • Bellamy and Ruth Hussey are

Francis" Cannon Hcivcy. $750 each. 1 starred. Performance is gfven in

Helen Mayes and Ralph F. Warren,
j

tn'ir interior sets, requiring 28 stage-

S'l'-.OOO each; Dorothy Kar'otf. $2,250; , b:- r>fls. In Philly . six of the crew are

Walter Wanfter, $6,000; Howard S. . viih I be show,".22 others being
Cullmtn, $'l,S00, - | locally engaged.
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Oris Battle of Critics

Chicago, Oct. JO.

"Battle of the Drama Critics" here is, strictly an evening paper affair,

combatants being Asliton Stevens of the Herald-American and Bob

Casey of the News, with Bob Pollak of the Times acting as referee.

It all started when Stevens, in his review of "Laffing Room Only."

described its non-existent plot as faintly resembling one of tyro

Casey's criticisms; whereupon Casey came back in his "Two Mrs. Car--,

. rolls" critique, opining it's not only a first-rale show, according to

present-day standards, but would have been that kind of a show even

ifi the days when Stevens was reviewing "The Two Orphans" at Hool-

ey's Opera House after the Great Chicago Ore. •

First round broke up with ah admonition by Pollak in the Times that

the boys shouldn't be feuding, "because we love them both." Stevens,

interviewed in his corner by "Variety." remarked. "My regard for Bob

Casey as a war corespondent is every bit as high as his for .me as av
banjo player." , ;

USO's 'Central Park' Repeats B'way

Success in Germany for a GI B.O. Wow
By MAJOR TED STEELE

(Public Relation's, USFET)

Wiesbaden. Germany, Sept. 27.

A.USO-Camp Shows tab version

of Mike Todd's "Up -in Central

Park." which has been touting, the

American Zone in Occupied Ger-

many opened last night (2tiv at the

Walhalla in Wiesbaden—ajjid if there

had been any tickets for sale, who-
ever sold 'em would be rubbing his

hands today.

Biz was sensational the first, per-

formance of the skedded four-night

run. with the house stacked from

apron

JOHN MASON BROWN

HEADS CRITICS CIRCLE
Although he is no longer a daily

paper critic, John Mason Brown was-

elected president of the N. Y. Drama
Critics Circle last week. Brown is

a columnist for the Saturday Review
of Literature

1

, commenting on first

nights for the "weekly in addition- to

genera! subjects: Ward Morehouse,,

critic arid- drama columnist for the.

N. V. Sun. was' named vice-presi-

dent; Thomas H, Wcnning. Ncws-
Roscmaund

sec-
to lobby and the rafters .week, treasurer, and

loaded. Marquee gawkers missed Qilder. Theatre Arts Monthly

such familiar first-nighters as Hope '
' .'"'/ "'

...

Hampton and Jules BrulatouV--but . R'ehard Watts Jr.. former cr.t.c

Sgt. Joe Blow was ther<*-by the j
-for the Herald Tribune and now con-

he had, more often j

heeled with Go. a guide mag. .was
t. re-elected to membership, both he
l and Brown having been overseas

TODD'S K.P. STAFF

TO PEEL 'HAMLET'
Mike Todd last Thursday (11) gave

a dinner party at Toots Shor's. N. Y.,

for Major Maurice Evans upon the

lattcr's affiliation with the producer
in the presentation, this season on
Broadway of "Hamlet".. Evans, de-

parting from the Army, in which he

I has been a Special Services officer

|
for the past couple of years as a
producer of stage* entertainment in

the- Pacific. ..is one of a number of

World War JI servicemen associated

with T.idd'.

Evans, whose GI "Hamlet" in the

Pacific was directed by Sgt. George
Schaefer, and whose sets were con-

structed by Sgt. Fred Stover for the

same production, will have both of

these, as civilians, doing the same
chores in the Todd presentation,

j

Then; again, there are Sgt. Bill Doll.
',

Todd's head press agent, due out of

uniform shortly and back into his

regular job. Army Lt. Dick Williams
is also out of service and has re-

joined the. Todd press staff. Mori
Nathanson. who has been acting for

Doll during the hitter's term in serv-

ice, is remaining among Todd's
praise rs. Sid Picrmont. chief booker
for. Loew's yaude until he went into

the Army as a eaptain in Special

Services, from which he was dis-

charged as a major, is Todd's casting

director. Bud Williams, Navy, is an

Evans assistant, . ..

Todd, -who planed to Hollywood
the same, night, kudoed Quentin

Reynolds, who was principal speak-

er, for bringing Evans' "Hamlet" to

Todd's attention through a Collier's

i magazine article; OnlV other soeak-

I er. was Moss Hart, outside 'of Evans.

|
Oh. yes—Todd. too.

Inside Stuff—Legit
Actors buying themselves out of shows appears to be something of a

trend this season, two being known to have withdrawn from casts because
they didn't think the plays would click, while another offered a goodly
sum to be released from his run-of-the-play contract, producer refusing to
accept, Sam Levene, back from the Coast, was cast for "Raincheck For
Joe," which Frank McCoy proposes to produce. Actor's contract called
for a guarantee of $500 for four Weeks, but after it was signatured. Levene:
wanted an out. McCoy accepted $1,000 from Levene. although under
Equity rules the manager could have demanded double that sum. Under-
stood that McCoy may drop "Joe" and if, so will be required to pay two
weeks' salary to the balance of the cast, a matter of $3,200. Actor is re-
hearsing with "A Sound of Hunting."

Jan Kiephra, co-starring With Malta Eggerth (Mrs. Kiepura) jn "Pol.
onaise." Alvin, N, Y., thought that the new musical should be kept out ol
town for a longer period. Horace Schmidlapp. producer of the show in

association with Harry Bloomfteld, thought differently. Singer offered'

$10,000 for his release but because of his run-of-the-play contract Kiepura
will probably slick in "Polonaise'' for the length of the engagement in,-

New York and on tour. His contract calls for a percentage of the gross.

Earlier this season Warren Ashe secured his release from "Make Yourself
at Home" at the end of the tryout. paying the producers $600, representing

two weeks' salary. Play was a fast flop on Broadway. '

James Barton is leaving the cast of "Girl From Nantucket." a musical
now trying out in Philadelphia, but there is no cash settlement involved.

Barton served the usual two weeks' notice, saying that lie felt his material

would hardly be suitable for a starring part.

thousand- -and he had, more
than not. an unidentified nifty from

the Red Cross, WAC or UNNRRA.
Mink was scarce, the haut monde is

running to O.D. this season.

Strictly rush seats—and the rush

looked like a homesteading contest

on the Cherokee Strip. But from
th.e overture, executed by the 254th

Regiment Band with three added

starters from USO Camp Shows:
conductor Eddie Steinberg, lead sax

Tom . Hudson and skinbeater Gary
Gillis, straight through to the exit

march, the. customers were for it

Todd has a bigger hit here than at

home.

George Young in the Wilbur
Evans role and Marjorie Cooke as

his ' Rosie" did well by
berg score, although the orchestra-

tion of "Pages in a Book" tended to

throw Young in the last lour bars

and should be rescored to give him
some cue as to where that tricky last

bar is heading. He muffed his top

on it consistently last night, but not

his fault. Steinberg should fix that.

The Dorothy Fields lyrics were
solid with the GI audience, who also

went overboard for Dean Myles. lis-

some looker who does standout
"Currier and Ives" number with
hoofer Paul Haakon. Haakon's
artistry is a wonderfully exciting

flash of Broadway in this bomb-
blasted burg.

If the show needs anything, it's

more solid comedy lines. Book
looks awful thin when you take

away the trimmings of Broadway
production and play it on a stage

about 12 feet deep with sets strictly

from improvisation. But stage man-
agei—Ar-t-Maybeifry has done a fine

job of getting a lot oh in a few
square feet. Outstanding numbers

—

and really amazing to find in a war-
zone road troupe—are the Maypole
dance in th2 second act opening and
the "Currier and Ives" ballet paced
by Haakon. In both these, the cos-

tumes were worth—and got—a ter-

during the war, Watts. for the Office

of War Info and Brown as a naval

lieutenant. Other new members:
Irene Kittle of Cue. Harry A. Bull

of Town and Country, and Joseph
T. Shipley of the New-Leader.

6 B'way Preems

Week of Nov. 5
Wick of Nov. 5 is due to see the

the Kom- i
heaviest premiere card op Broadway
since the opening of the 'son, six

attractions being scheduled to arrive

between Monday and Saturday (10 >.

Two shows are listed for Nov. 10,

attractions being the musical, "Arc
You With If," -Century, and "The
Rugged Path", Plymouth (latter

house has "The Ryan' Girl," which
is operating profitably).

"The Rich Full Life" will relight

the Royale, its debut having been
moved up. and also due are "Caviar
to the General," Cort; "The Secret

Room." Royale, and "Keepsake.'
Belasco. Among other possibilities

is "The Girl from Nantucket."

rific hand from the guys out front,

Deep bows to wardribe mistress

Lila Gerald. No wardrobe ever
looked fresher or crisper at a 44th

j

Street first-night.

Of course What really set up the

show was the line: nine honeys, all

working hard and looking like they
were having a helluva good time,

and playing to $6 customers instead

of a strictly cuffo house. They were
clean and talented and American—
and the* best argument seen here yet
agaihs fraternization.

Net, net. net—-it all adds up jjt° a

bang-up job by Special Services,
|

^

USO-Camp Shows, cast and produc-
j

Broadway
tion staffs. Plus this: that a good, ! one of

honest book show with sincere per-

formers sits a million times better

with GI audiences than does blue

material, burley wheezes and too

much blimps and grinds. Any GI
still in Germany would give plenty

to see the Century '. (N. Y.'i produc-
tion of "Park" [since, shifted to the

It's About Time to Call

It 'Sugar and Old Lace'
Howard Lindsay, actor-manager

sidekick of Russet Crouse, both of

whom produced the fabulously suc-

cessful "Arsenic and Old Lace."
wrote the backers of the comedy last

week, the angels still being on the
collecting end. Lindsay's note was
accompanied by profit checks which
represented "100% of your invest-

ment plus 2514 more. This is ab-
surd." meaning that nobody thought

Markova-Dolin's

Unique Schedule
Alicia Markova and AntOf»»Dolin,

of the Ballet Theatre, will tour this

season with a dance group of eight

and a music ensemble, in a unique

booking arrangement. Star duo, now
with the Ballet Theatre for its Met-

ropolitan Opera House engagement
in N. Y. following last season's ap-
pearance in Billy Rose's "Seven
Lively Arts," will start their own
tour Nov. 13 in Durham, N. C, when
Ballet Theatre's N. Y. run ends.

Bullet Theatre will also go on tour,

the. two groups touring concurrent-

ly, with arrangements made that

both reach Chicago same date, so

that two groups merge for the windy
city engagement Dec. 25 to Jan. 6.

Then the two groups part, to meet
again in St. Louis, San Francisco,
Los Angeles and one or two other
cities for a similar combination.
After their final separate tours, both
will meet in N. Y. again for Ballet
Theatre's spring season.

This is the first time such ar-
rangements have been made. This
is al>:6 first U. S. tour for Markbva-
Dolin. They teamed similarly in
England as heads of a touring ballet
ensemble about eight years ago, be-
fore coming to this country. Mar-
kova-Dolin troupe will make about
00 appearances of its own, under
S. Hurok management.

Playwrights -Russet Crouse and Howard Lindsay are miffed -at an inci-

dent pertaining to reviewing of their new play, "State of the Union," at

the Walnut St.. Philly. Wed. < 10). Seems that both morning paper critics

(Linton Martin. Inquirer, and Edwin II. Schloss. Record) asked to attend

live previous night's dress rehearsal, Crouse agreeing, with the expecta-

tion the critics would be back for .opening night, to get play's perspective

before an audience. Schloss was ill. and film critic Lee Morris subbed at

the rehearsal. Then authors heard Wednesday that the critics weren't
planning to come back for the opening, but Would base reviews on the dress

rehearsal, as they've been doing for some seasons, on plea their early
deadline doesn't permit seeing a lull show opening night. Playwrights
and press agents did some frantic, long-distance phoning, as this was play's

world premiere, pa. calling Schloss at his home and Crouse phoning the
Record's managing editor, Walter Lister, to insure Morris' attendance.
Both critics showed up. •-•'•'

Situation is similar to recent beefs from other Broadway producers and
authors on opening in Philly. either because morning paper critics leave

after One act of an opening, or come to dress rehearsal the night before

and write reviews on that basis. Jed Harris, with "One Man Show";
George Ross with "Sophie"; Cheryl Crawford with "The Tempest." and
Mike Todd, with "Up In Central Park," have been latest to complain or

threaten not to bring further shows in.

the backers would keep slicing mel-
ons long alter, the show was off the

American boards.

Around $75,000 in profits was dis-

tributed, the sum having accumu-
lated over the summer. Mast of the
money w.-is from the picture version
tut »Ko included Irish and Engli-'h

loyalties, plus a share of the profits

from the latter,

"Arsenic" is still playing in Lon-
don and a company is touring the
provinces. There is also a company
playing in Paris. '

-'•'

DeLiagre's Corp.
Alfred DsLiagrc, Jr., and associ-

ates have 'chartered the A. DeL.
Corp. to handle their producing and
investing interests, instead of work-
ing as individuals as formerly. Com-
pany has a c-i.pital stock at 2,600
shares. 2.500 preferred at $100 and
J00 common at $1. DeLia'gre. Samuel
G. Schwartz and John F. Wharton,
attorney, are the directors, with De-
Liagre putting up most of the money.
Subscribers with one share each are
listed as Howard Kaplan. Benjamin
M. Schankman and Sol Klerman.
-Group's first venture- is the forth-

i

earning John van Druteh play. "The
I Mermaids Singing," with Walter
1 Abel, due at Emoire theatre. N. Y.,

j
Nov. 27. .Group had invested some

L money in Nib Gertrude Macy pro-
duction. "Forever Is Now," which
folded out of town recently. .

Although the notices for "Therese," which opened at the Biltmore. N. Y.,

last week, were mixed, Louis Lurie of San Francisco offered to take over

the show. Warners is the principal backer. Lurie proposed paying the

production cost plus $10,000 profit, picture firm to retain an interest, but

no deal was made. First week's business was excellent and it s understood

that the cost of production was virtually earned back out of town, where
"Therese" drew record grosses. ,

Under the title of "Therese Raquin." the Emile Zol»- play was presented

by Edward- Relkiii. in Yiddish, at the Thalia theatre, on the Bowej-y, N. Y.,

35 years ago. In the east were Jenny Lipzin, Maurice. Moscovitch and
David Kessler. Theatre Guild's "Medea," listed for showing this season,;

was also done in Yiddish at the Thalia, where it played over 300 perform-

ances. That version was adopted from the Greek by Jacob Gordin.

Victor Payhe-Jennings has 25% of "Therese" because he dug up the

English version of the Zola play, which Thomas Job adapted. He and
Barney Klawans are "presenting" which means Warner Bros, owns 75%
of the show, as the film company backs Klawans.

Louis Maeloon's presentation of "Suds In Your Eye," a flop on Broadway
but a freak; click in San Francisco, got.around $50,000 in its first two weeks.

In Los Angeles, however, the average weekly takings have been puny,
count being around $6,000. Explanation is that in Frisco "Suds" benefited

by costly exploitation, which included radio plugs, Macloon- having a tieup

with a local brewery that went to town on the show's behalf. There was no
similar publicity in L. A. "Suds" plays a repeat for two weeks in Frisco

starting Nov. 5. then goes to Chicago.

Macloon, incidentally, has sold the Australian stage rights on a percent-

age basis. • Deal was completed in Los Angeles by a representative of the

Tivoli Circuit.

President Truman took Friday afternoon (12 > off to see his first play

since becoming the Chief Executive. He saw a special matinee perform-
ance of Spencer Tracy in 'The Rugged Path," by Robert E. Sherwood,
literary adviser to President Roosevelt.'
Sherwood's play revolves about the war. Scenes are laid in an ante-

room of the White House, a newspaper publisher's office, a destroyer in

the South Pacific, and a jungle in the Philippines.;
The President was accompanied by the First Lady and their daughter,

Margaret, as well as members of the President's staff. A large block of

seats were set aside for convalescents in Army and Navy hospitals. After
the performance the cast were guests at a White House tea.

Extra-space ad on "Polonaise." Alvin, N, Y.. which appeared in the

N. Y. Daily Mirror, carried a sketch of the show's heroine. In the lacy-
bodice effect the artist worked in words that read: "Don't read John
O'Donnell." repeated several, times. To delect the trick the sketch had to

be turned upside down.- . . .. .
..'-..-..' ... ,

The O'Donnell referred to is the political columnist for the Daily News,
a commentator fiercely critical of President Roosevelt during his admin-
istration and since his demise. Same ad appeared in the Sunday; News
but the hidden message went undetected.* 5

A week ago Sunday (7). the day after Beatrice Kaufriian died suddenly
at 53. George S. Kaufman's Park avenue (N.Y.) apartment was the gather-
ing' place of. the cream of the town to extend condolences. Moss Hart,
Ellin and Irving Berlin, Lillian Hellman. Oscar Levant, the Bennett Ceils.

Herman Shumlin. the Billy Roses, Dorothy Paley, Edna Ferber. Harold
Rbss. FPA. Max Gordon, Jerome and Ed Chodorov. Marc Connelly, Harold
Guinzberg. Joe Hymau, Bernie Hart, and others, all came to express
sympathy. •

Ed.1. And take it from
em—the boy s. appreciate

Todd & Co.'s bringing over such- a

reasonably exact facsimile. Almost
; ulomaticaily, one corporal said to

another as they left whistling
"Pages" last night: "Now if we can
only get a taxi . . .

That means that for a little while,

he was home, brother . . .

Liebman's 153G Tuner
Jed Harris will probably direct

"Shoolii/ Star" which Max Liebman
"lans- producing.

It's a musical western of "Billy
the Kid" (modernized!, with score
by Sol KaoUm. lyrics by Bob Rus-
sell. Budgeted at $150,000.

Another planned musical is "The Night Was All to Blame," by Monte
Carlo and Grace Sanders. They date back to "Tangerine" (produced in

1921) as musical comedy writers, hut in recent seasons their jiames have
not appeared on Broadway house boards. Duo also wrote a musical called

"The Chiffon Girls," and also composed songs for the late John Mc-
Cormaek. Hall Shelton is named as'the producer of the new show, staled

for out of town showing in January.

First bazaar, which is to be an annual event oy the Assn. of Theatrical
Agents and Managers, has been set back to Nov. 8 at the Henry Hudson
hotel, N. Y. Members have aroused considerable interest iu the baz:im'

and have received liberal support in the way of program ads from show-
men. To date there ale 90 pages of ads contracted. Proceeds will be
devoted to ATAM's welfare fund.
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Chi Smasheroo; Ming' Wow

$43,700, Jones* 28G, Tempest' 19^G
Chicago, Oct. 1G.

Smash biz in almost all situations'

here last week is cued by reseating

fit several instances. Weekend top,

for instance, for "Carmen Jones,

'

which got $28,000 again, is tip from

$4 20 to $4.80, and the Civic theatre,

with "'Anna Lucasta" the magnet,
added another row of $3 seats, lipp-

ing scale for week to $17,800—and
capacity is what i,t got. .

"Laffing Room Only," hypoed by a

lot of typical 01sen-&-.Johnsonish
publicity gags, bit off $43,700, best to

date tit's scaled for $45,000); "Two
Mrs. Carrolls," prodded by word-of-

mouth raves, scooted $3,000 ahead of

last week to $24,000; and "The Tem-
pest." in next-to-closing, went up to

$16,000.
:Good Night. Ladies," got an-

other weak. $9,100, and folds here
Saturday (20). Long-termers "Dear
Ruth" aTid "Voice of the Turtle" got

$17,800 and $17,000, respectively.

Scaled at $105,000 tor 16 perform-
ances. Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo

pulled out of town last week after

chalking up a record-breaking $101.-

700. That's $22,700 more than it got

last year, when the take was $79,000

for 15 performances—all of which
cues a hypoed interest in ballet here,

built up, it's generally agreed, by
longhairish antics in pop musical
shows.

Estimates, for Last Week
"Anna Lucasta," Civic (3d week)

(900; $3.60). Rescaled. capacity is

now $17,800, and that's what it got.

"Carmen Jones" Erlangcr (7th
week) (1,500; $4.80). Still cruising
along briskly with $28,000.

'."'.'
"Dear Ruth," Harris (26th week)

(1.000; $3.60). Upholding long-run
tradition of the house with $17,800.

"Good Night, Ladies," Blackskr.ic
(10th week) (1.200: $3); Folds Sat-
urday (20). Only $9,100.

"Laffing Room Only," Shubert (4th
week) (2.163: $4.80). Just- $1,300
short of $45,000 capacity—great $43.-

700.

"The Tempest," Studebaker 12J
week) (1.246; $3). Fine $16,000 ( with
house scaled at $19,500) in next-to-
cibsing,
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls." Great

Northern (2d wk) (1.425; $4.20). Too*
a $3,000 spurt over last stanza to

$24,000. Looks like a long run.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Selwyn

(54th week) (1,000: $3.60). Lik3
"Dear Ruth," this long-termer is

helped considerably by overflow
from the newer hits. Got $17,000.

Small's 'Merry-Go-Round'

Weak $16,000 in Frisco
San Francisco, Oct. 16.

Paul Small's "Merry-Go-Round,"
emceed by Jay C. Flippen, pulled a
very weak $16,000 at $3 top in 1.776-

seat-Curran.
Next door, "Adam Ate the Apple"

grossed a poor $9,000 for the week
at $3 top at 1.550-seat Geary.

Bellamy-Hussey

SockB^Philly

LA. GROSSES MODERATE;

mACKOUTS' $15,40(1
Los Angeles, Oct. 16.

Legit, grosses were pleasant last
week, but only Ken Murray's "Black-
outs of 1945" held up to capacity fig-
ures. Revue at El Capitan- took in

. the usual $15,400 for the 171st frame.
First week of "The Only Girl" at the
Biltmore got a royal panning from
the press and took a sorrowful $8,500.
"Suds in Your Eyes," at the Belasco,

was sold out for four nights to thea-
tre parties and collected, over $8,300
on the fifth stretch, which' was a drop
from the previous week. Another
slip was "Motel Wives." which
garnered $3,200 for the 10th week at
the Musart and was $700 off its pre-
vious mark.

Philadelphia. Oct. 16i .

There was no change last week in

the phenom quality of local legit biz.

In fact, the three legiters all did
land-office trade, regardless of crix
notices or other conditions. •

•
•

Show '.hat everybody is watching
here is "State of the Union." new
Crouse-Lindsay comedy (with Ralph
Bellamy and Ruth Hussey ). which
prcomed at the Walnut Wednesday
and pocketed a sweet $13,500 in six
per-formances. Sellout the end of
last week, indicates near capacity in

this, its getaway session. -

Actual leader last week, and sur-
prising, too, in its way-was "The .1 st Phi'ly (22-27)
Hasty Heart," which got a soeko $23.-

500 in its second and final week . at
the Shubert. and that was on ATS
subscription, too, which held the fig-

ure down some. Remarkable in view
of lack of big marquee names but
management cashed in on film pop-
ularity of John Dall, aiid the bobby-
soxers were strongly in evidence.
Last performances were near sellout.

Last week's other opener—also &
proem—didn't fare well with the crix
but collected an okay $23,300. This
was "The Girl From Nantucket." at
the Forrest—first musical of the sea-
son, and that fact probably accounted
for b.o. activity. James Barton leaves
cast this week and management de-
cided to pull show out Saturday and

| j 22-271!
cancel third week, which hadn't been
advertised anyway.
Only one opening this week—"Are

You With It." another musical which
preems at the Shubert tomorrow
( 17) lor two and a half weeks. There
will be three shows next week, in-

cluding "Spring in Brazil." which
opens at' the Forrest Tuesday (23)
instead of the 29th, change being
made possible by cancellation of final

week of "Nantucket.'' Other new-
comers next week will be "Caviar to

the General." in for two weeks at

the Locust (dark this and Inst week),
and "Life With Father," fifth visit

here and also two weeks, at the Wal-
nut.

Current Road Shows
(Period Couering Oct. 15-27)

"Adam Ate the Apple" —- Geary,
Frisco (15-27).

"Ansel • Street" — Center. Norfolk
(15-17); Acad., Roanoke (18); Aud.,
Charleston (19); Randolph -Macon,
Lynchburg (20); Township, Columbia
(22); Mun". Aud„ Augusta (23); Er-

langer, Atlanta < 24-271.

"Are You With It?" — Shubert,
Philly il7-27).

Ballet Russe Highlights — Cox,
Chin. (22-24); English, Ind'polis (25-

27). .
.. .

-

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo

—

Parkway, Madison ( 22); Music H„
Kansas C. (27-28).

"Beggars Are Coming to Town"—
Wilbur, Bost. (15-20).

"Blackouts of 1945"— El Capitan,
Hollywood (15-27).

Blaekstone — Cox, Chin. (14-20);

Artier;. St. Louis (22-27). ..

"Blossom Time"—Lyceum, Minne-'
apolis tJ5 1 : City And., Bismarck
i 16): Babcock, Billings (18); Grand;
.Gr. Falls 1 19); Fox, Butte (20); Mar-

,
low, Helena (22); Wilma, Missoula
1 23): Fox, Spokane t'24); Capital,

Yakima (25): Temple, Tacoma < 26):

Metro. Seattle (27).

Boston Grand Opera Co.—Lyric,
Bridgeport (18); Court Sq., Spring-

field (16-17); Aud., Worcester ,U8-
19): Aud.. Portland (20); Opera
House. Bost. -22-27). •

"Carmen Jones" — Erlanger, Chi.

115-27).
'

"Caviar to the General"— Play-

house. Wilmington (18-20); Locust

Broadway Zooms; Therese Sock

$17,000 in 1st 7 Times, 'Polonaise

Capacity 33G, 'Central Pk.' $4X600

"Day Before Spring" — Shubert,

New Haven (25-27).

"Dear Ruth"—Ham's, Chi. (15-27).

"Dear Ruth" (2nd Co.)—City Aud..
Pueblo il5); Chief, Colo. Springs

(16); Aud.. Denver (17-20); Biltmore.

L. A. (23-27).

"Desert Song" — Aud.. St. Paul
(15); Lyceum. Minneapolis (16-20);

Orpheum, Davenport (22); Shrine
Aud.. Des Moines (23); Omaha.
Omaha (24); Mus. Hall, Kansas City

Business boomed on Broadway last

week. Ticket agencies were minia-
ture madhouses. From Thursday on
everything sold out, there being an
influx for Columbus Day, Friday.
Also, plenty of visitors came to. town
for the football games. Biggest jump
was scored by "Up in Central Park.''
which went up $7,500. Six more
shows opened out of town this week
and five new ones went; into re-
hearsal.
"Therese." only new play of the

week, drew mixed notices but tak-
ings in the first seven times were
impressive, around $17,000. First week
of "Polonaise" was virtually capacity,
close to $33,000.

.

Estimates for Last Week
-Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drain,,).
CD iComedy-Drnma), R iRevne),
M i Musical). O ' Operetta)

.

"A Bell for Adano," Colt (35th
week ) ID- 1.063; $4.20). Instead of
folding this week will not close un-
til Oct. 27: business better topped
$14,000, nearly an even, break.

"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield 1 59th
week) iD-1.041; $3.60). Playing to
standees most performances, with
gross topping $20,000. ;

;

"Bloomer Girl," Shubert (53d
week) 'M-1.328: $5.40). One of last
season's standouts, that have passed

|

the year's run mark; great pace,
more than $32,500. •.

"Carib Song," (Adelphi (2d week)
(M-1.434; $4.80). Colored-cast musi-
cal drawing well though not selling
out: approximately $18,000.

"Carousel." Majestic (26th week)
(M-1,681: $6). Musical tops all,

again more than $49,000, not counting
an Actors Fund matinee last week.
"Dark of the Moon," 46th Street

(30th week) (D-l,329: $4.20). Sun-
day performances accounted for an
increase to around $12,500; best fig-

ure since last spring.

"Dear Riitli," Miller (44th week)
(C-930: $4.20). Another holdover

to fairly strong business with pac«
quoted around $13,600; planned for

REVIVAL
"The Red Mill," Ziegfeld (M-1,626:

$4.80). Another musical from the
Coast; presented by Paula Stone and
Hunt Stromberg, Jr.; opened last
night 1 16). '

'

125-26); Convention Hall, Tulsa (27).
|

going -strongly here and out of town;

Dunnigan's Daughter"—McCar- : around $17,000.

ter. Princeton (19-20); Nat'l, Wash
!

"Deeper* the Roots," Fulton (2d

Kay Francis-'Windy'

Nice $13,000, Balto
Baltimore, Oct. 16.

:
Ka .V Francis proved a potent drawm spite of mild critical reaction for

"Windy Hill," at Ford's here last
week, with a nice total of $13,000.
In currently is frequent return of
'Life With Father," with plenty of
interest still indicated oh strength
of advance sale. Set to follow is Max
Gordon's production of Mary Chase's
•The. Next Half Hour," starring Fay
Bamter, staged by George S. Kauf-
man.

Ruth' 20€, K.C.
Kansas City. Oct. 16.

Eight performances of "Dear Ruth."
second attraction of the season in- the
Music Hall of the Municipal Audi-
torium here, grossed a hangup $20.-
000 last week. House, seating 2.572,
was scaled to $3.
"Desert Song" bows in Oct. 25 for

two night shows and one matinee.

Tallu 12G, Buffalo
Buffalo. Oct. 12.

Tallulah Bankhcad in "Foolish
Notion" grossed close 16 sock $12,000
"i four nights and matinee at the
trlanger last week. Top was $3.60.
Considering ATS - Guild special

rates to season subscribers, figure
represents nearly capacity.

Shumlin's Weintraub B.R.
William H. Weintraub' ( agency ex-

ec* is the biggest backer in the new
Robert Ardrey play, "Job."' which
Herman Shumlin is to produce.
Play now being cast.

TRACY-'PATH' RUGGED

$29,500 IN WASH.

"Foolish Notion'

20); Hanna. Cleve. i 22-27)

Gilbert * Sullivan—Opera House
Bost. (15-20); His Majesty's, Mon-
treal (22-27).

"Girl From Nantucket" — Forrest.

Philly (15-27).

"Good Night, Ladies"—BU'.ekstonc.

Chr. (15-271.
~

"Hasty Heart"—Community, Her-
shey (15): Rajah, Reading (16):

Lyric. AHentown . (17); Strand.

Ithaca (18): Aud., Rochester (18-20);

Erlanger. Buffalo (22-27).

"LalTing Room Only" — Shubert,

Chi. (15-27).

"Life With Father"—Ford's. Balto.

1 15-20); Walnut, Philly (22-27). •
.

"Next Half Hour"— Nat l, Wash
(15-20); Ford's Balto. (22-27).

'

]
week) (D-946; $4.20).

! sold

With parties
.. at a concession there was a

Cass., Det. (Id-
i difference or around $1,000 in the
! pace: $18,000, capacity.

"Follow the Girls," Broadhurst
(79th week) iM-1.179; $4.80). Up to

nearly S30.000, practically capacity
through week.
"Harvey." 48th Street (50th week)

(C-925: $4.20). Prize-winning com-
edy close to year's mark and looks
good for another; gave extra mati-
nee o„p Columbus Day and in nine
times went to around $21,500.
"Hats Off to Ice," Center (66th

week) iR-2,944: $1.98). One of ah.e
few attractions that played an extra
performance on Columbus Day and
in 10 times, skied to nearly $40,000.

"I Remember Mama," Music Box
I

1 53d week). (CD-940: $4.20). Sock
: comedy drama packing 'em in as it

]
did last season: rated over $21,500.

i "Late George Apley," Lyceum (42d
[week) (C-993: $4.20). Looks good

Berfe-'ftraal'

Hot 36! 2G, Hub
;'• '' Boston, Oct. . 16;

' Despite apathy of Hub critics. lh«
customers still overflowed the Shu-
bert, where a hefty gross of $36,500
was hung up for the second week of
the Milton Berle "Spring in Brazil."
Show opens in Philadelphia next
Tuesday. ..

Switch in booking permits opening
of new musical, 'The Girl From
Nantucket," for one week at the Shu-
bert starting Oct. 22. No successor
announced for James Barton, star
quitting show this Saturday night in
Philadelphia.

"Assassin,'' in final week at the
Plymouth, got only $3,500, very week
for Irwin Shaw's Admiral Darlan
drama. Gross ' at " the Wilbur up
again, with the first week' of "Beg-
gars Are Coming to Town" claiming
$10,000. Gilbert and Sullivan's first

week at the Opera House got good
$25,000. "Ten Little Indians" in its

seventh week at the Copley slipped
to $10,300. Second and final week of
•Winter's Tale," $18,000.

Washington. Oct. 16.

Spencer Tracy in "The Rugged
Path" did $29,500 for the eight per-
formances last week at the National.
Robert S. Sherwood has been busy

j
Lake C. i26).

rewriting the drama. The part
|

"Rugged Path" — Plymouth
played by the nurse. Annette Er-

| < ] 5

"Oklahoma!" - Bushnell, Hartford !
"'>t'l the holidays; registering goodly

.15-20); Colonial. Bost. (22-27) |

profit: , got nearly $15,000 last week
Bijou 1306th
Bounced up

run leader went to $10,500:

langer. has been written out. also
the character played by A. P. Kaye.
who plays the chaplain. -The cast
has been collaborating with, the
author and director on numerous re-

visions made here.

Fay Bainter in "The Next .Half-
Hour" has a healthy advance sale.

"Dtiilnigau's Daughter.'' first attrac-

tion of the American Theatre Society
under Theatre Guild auspices, comes
in with a $15,000 guarantee.

Rebecca" - Strand Vancouver I £f ^fwKlwl
(15-16); Metro, Seattle 1 17-22 ); ! a j, a in;
Piimey. Boise (24); Capitol, Salt

j
very gooti in small house

1 "Marinka," Barrymore (13lh week)
Bost.

j
(0-1.115: $4.80). Making some oper-

ating profit but whether it. can stick
'. into Winter not sure; over $22,500.

"Oklahoma;", St. James 1 133d
I week) (M-1.522; $4.80), Looks sure
i of breaking all musical run records

J7).

Ballet's Boff B.O.

"School for Brides"—Bijou, Knox-
vilie (15): And.. Chattanooga (16);

Ryman. Nashville (17); Coliseum.
Evansville '18>; Aud., Memphis '19-

20); Temple, Birmingham (22);

Carolina. Greenville (24); Carolina,

Spartanburg '25): Mun. And., Savan-
nah (26-27).,

"Spring in Brazil"—Shubert. Bost.

(15-27).

"Strange Fruit" — His Majesty's.

Montreal .1 15-20); Royal Alexandra.
Toronto '22-27).

"State: of the Union" — Walnut.
Philly (15-20); Nixon, Pitt. '22-27 1.

"Student Prince" — Hanna, Clove.
(15-20 ): Hartman, Columbus (22-24);

-Studebaker, Chi. (15

;• - •'. Detroit. Oct. 16.

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, fin

ishing a week of eight performance., ..,

in four cities, racked up a $48,757 !

Fox. Cum. 25-2, ).

gross, as follows: Louisville. Mon.4 'Tempest

18). 554.496: Cincinnati. Tue. and Wed. !
20): Cass. Detroit < 22-27

1

19-10), $7,500; Dayton, Thurs. ill*. I "Ten Little Indians"—Copley, Bos
$4,730: Detroit, Fri.-Sun., four perl , |

ton (15-271: •

$31,971. • "The Bad Man"—Amer., St. Loui
Previously, in Chicago, in. -14 per-

1 15-->0

)

formancos 12 days (Sept 26-Oct.7) l

|

^ ' 0„, Giri"-Bi)tmore, L. A
a), Civic Opera House, ballet troupe

I . -

.-'el up a record for the house, with !

,n
."
zu

$101,686 Lake. )

'Blossom' 12G, Mpls. r

Minneapolis. Oct., 16; !

Playing its annual engagement al •(

the 2.300-.seat Lyceum, scaled at-.$3 i

top. the perennial "Blossom Time"
got a neat ^2.000 for three nights
and two matinees.
Aided by half-price tickets dis-

tributed throughout the city and
daring advertising, the $3-scalcil

"Maid of the Qzarks" pulled a good
$8,000 at the 1,300-seat Alvin, Critics'

pannings apparently didn't affect

takings.

The Secret Room"—Shubert. New
Haven 1 18-20); Wilbur, Bost. (22-27).

"The Winter's Tale" — Colonial.

Bost. (15-20); Davidson, Milwaukee
122-27). .

"Tobacco Road"-.- Davidson, Mil-

waukee i'15-2Ct)i TbWn Hall, Toledo
'22-27 1.

"Two Mrs. Carrolls"—Gr. North-
ern. Chi. 1 15-27).

"Voice of the Turtle

Chi. ilS-271.

[.on Broadway; over $31,000: capacity.
1 "On Hie Town," Beck (42d week)

I

-i M-J.214; $4.80 ). Improved with the
' field and the. gross bettered $30,000
easily, should go well through -new
season

.

"Polonaise," Alvin list week) 'O-
' 1,33.4; $4.80). Despite a so-so press,

! first week was capacity: .-everal

j

parties, count being close to $33,000.

"Song of Norway," Imperial iKOth
1 week ) I O-1.427; $6). Coast-made
operetta: is .'as popular as ever and

' the' show continues to clean up;

;
nearly $41,000 last week.

;
"The Assassin," -National (D-1,164;

;$4.20). Presented by Carly Wharton
j
and Martin Gabel; written by Irwin
Shaw: meller opens tonight (17).

I
"The Glass Menagerie," Playhouse

1 28th week) iCD-865: $4.20). For-

i
tune being made by this hit, which

' betters $18,500 every week. • .

I "The Ryan Girl," Plymouth 1 3d
: week 1 'F-1.075: $3.60), Doing fairly

j
well: Edmund Goulding drama mak-

I
ing

,sonic coin but '.'The Secret Room"
I

listed for the house in a few weeks;
! however, improved to over $14,500.
• "the Voice of the- Turtle," Morosco
; '80th week) <C-939: $3.60), Selling
! out . right along; three-person play
i has amazing draw; over $19,000.

,

"Thrrcse," Biltmore (1st week) (D--
: 920: $4.20). Another newcomer that
drew divided opinion but excellent

I business: around $17,000 in first seven
Selwyn

I

times: theatre parties a factor

j

"Up in Central Park,

'OKLA!' SENSASH 32G

IN 3D NEW HAVEN TRY
New Haven, Oct. 16.

In its third visit here, including
the show's original break-in in
March, 1943, "Oklahoma^" carried off
the sensational approximate gross of
$32,000 for a one-week stand. At
$4.20 top for eight performances,
nothing like it has ever been heard
of at local Shubert.
House has another flock of new

ones lined up for Oet„-Nov. Current
lest half U8-20) has "Secret Room"
preem and next week ' gets baptism
of "Day Before Spring" (25-27). Nov.
1-3 brings break-in of "The Rich
Full Life": Nov. 8-10 offers preem of
"Mermaids Singing" for four per-
formances: "Billion Dollar Baby"
makes its initial bow on Nov. 15-17.
Preem of "Baby" will mark ninth
tryout in a season of 12 attractions
to date.

Trince* Terrif $19,100

In Week at Toronto
Toronto. Oct. 16.

With latter half of week doing
turnaway business, "Student Prince"
grossed a terrific $19,100 at the Royal
Alexandra, with 1,525-seater scaled
at $2.50 top. It was the biggest
gross scored by this Shubert pro-
duction in the past six years of its

annual engagements here.
Toby Durst, in the title role, was

out of the show for first five per-
formances here, because of laryn-
gitis. Thomas Corley substituted. Ed-
ward Schtirman, from the chorus,
took over Coiley's role of Capt.
Tarnitz.

,

Broadway
'37th. week) 'M-1.900; $6). Varies

, now and then bur a champ in its
20); Colonial.- Akron. 1212); Shea s,

, cl!,ss , lvav lip to $43,800.
You Touched Me," Booth 1 2d

•Windy' H«M"~Nixon, Pitts. (15-

Jamcstown (23); Aud., Rochester!

'Road' 13iG, St Louis

, St. Louis. Oct. 16.

' Tobacco Road'' completed its 18th

week in a dozen visits here at the
American theatre Saturday (13) and
left town after nine performances, at

S2.44 tcp. with approximately 513.500.

John Barton, as Jeeter, copped posies
from the crix. He has played the
role in more than 3.500 performance*.
A good advance indicates a profit-

taking engagement for "The Bad
Man." with Leo Carrillo in the lead
role. Opened a one-week stand at

the American Sunday (14). It is the
first time the piece has been pre-
sented here. The 1,700-seat house is

scaled to $3.05. •

BLACKSTONE 15G. INDPLS.
Indianapolis. Oct. 16.

The road show season has had a
hangup opening, at the English '1.500

here) with two consecutive $15,000
weeks. "Tobacco Road," the curtain
raiser, playing its 10th week here,

did it. Sept. 30-Oct. 6, and Black-
stone's "Show of 1.001 Wonders,"
drawing'.heavily on the family trade,

repeated Oct. 7-13. Both clayed to

virtual capacity at 60e-$2.40 scale.

House is hard up for attractions,

with nothing in line now until Mas-
sine's -Ballet Russe (25-27) and "The

> 24-25);' Park, Youngstown '26-27). I week) (C-712; $4.20). Going a)ong I Desert Sotus" (,30-Nov. 3),
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Plays Out of Town
.Sum v of ihv 1'iiion

Philadelphia, Oct. 10.

lielioSd Huywirnl product inn of comedy bj

MutfiiVd J.indfiiy ami itujwcl C'Kuifse, stars

Jililpll Ifltamy' mill K»U> '
Hiiswy: le.'iturcs

JMvriii Mil'orniic'i. SHuiiv WlllMl unci Kll,v

Johnson. Staued .by )!rot,.lr;nc Wlndus'i;

t -itinwt-. KtiyitiopiV Kovey. <,M,KMie.<r.'»t. Wnl-

rfill Strewl Theatre. I'Mlitdl'lpllia, CH|. 10.

•1.'.. *::.Ti' iiy.
_

James t:onbi c -. . . Minor SViiti'tn

.-mike .MoMinms. ...Myron Met 'i.niiicl.
.

Imiv Tlim'liilxkc. '..'..Kay JollHNHI

(irain MtrtrlHw*;,.- .'— ilnlui lselluut}'

Noroh. .
,,'. ... ...Jit-ten Kay

Mary JluttliPsvf. truth Unices
Stevens • • Ul1 "' Kane
linUhne; I.lotyjird tlraliuiu

Walter. , • .Mobl'VI- Toms
Ham Vanish... V* I lii'lu-i i lli-ycs

HAensun. . . • • Vwd ('ell' n
.ludrje Alexitudu :'.Xi. Albert Smltu
iln. ^lexamier ...Uuklcl TwKt
ilCUHjte .". Madeline Kim;
Mr*, l'rajier .tlcrtrude Hrytin

WUlln-ii HUVi'lJ .Victor Su.lliei land

Senator i.auicibuel. ...Oolite l.cssoj

There seem to be only two hurdles

between "State of the Union" and
success. One is the normal fault of

most new plays—overlcngth—which
apparentlv can be remedied, in this

case, without difficulty. This and
tightening direction in certain parts

can be taken for granted. .
The other

danger faced by this new Russel
Crouse-Howard Lindsay comedy is

that its very quality of being, out of

today's headlines may militate

against its lasting success in --'ctse

certain features of the national and
international scenes change over-
night as they are apt to. Lindsay
and Crouse, writing shrewdly and
vividly of events, trends and people
we're reading about every day, might
just conceivably find themselves
stymied even by the tinier the show
hits New York. Otherwise, "State"

looks like a major sock.
Totally different in genre from

their "Life With Father," this one
treads the dangerous field of politics.

Grant Matthews is a big airplane
executive, conscientiously and hon-
estly afraid of what's going to happen
during the postwar period and pos-
sessed of some sound and sane ideas
on remedies. He is talked (or pos-

sibly thinks himself l into a possible
presidential candidate in 1943. Fact
that he's a brilliant speaker lends
authenticity to idea.

It so happens, that Grajit is. at the
time, not on full-time marriage terms
with his attractive wife. Mary, who
believes, and quite rightly,. that he's

cheating, lady in question being Kay
Thorndike. a publisher. Political

wiseacres assure him that domestic
felicity is positively necessary for a

presidential candidate, so Grant and
Mary are reconciled and she accom-
panies him on a whirlwind tryout
speaking tour. Grant's ideas don't al-

ways jibe with those of the slick

politicos, but ' he's influenced by
them, and especially by Kay Thorn-
dike, to hedge on some of his beliefs

and credos. This irks Mary, who is

genuinely in love with him. Finally,

at a dinner party, partly through re-

gret at seeing him lose his integrity

but mostly because of pure female
jealousy. Mary proceeds to get
stinko and makes an impromptu
speech that really upsets the apple-
cart. At first Grant is furious and it

looks like curtains for ihe marriage
but in the end he ha senough com-
mon sense (and love lor his wife)
to see that she has the right idea.

So he throws the party leadci s over-
board to go out. presumably on his

own, to present his ideas to the peo-
ple of America.

There is much more than snappy
and sparkling comedy in "Stale."
Its authors are admittedly serious in

their statement of a belief that
Americans are not taking their poli-

tics seriously enough, especially at

this crucial time. References to la-

bor-capital troubles, suspicion by-

many Americans of Russia, anti -Eng-
lish cult and many other topics of
the present-day scene are constantly

..being made. Crouse and Lindsay
have a message but it is. not de-
livered from a soapbox: they be-
lieve that people, both as citizens

and as individuals, must, right now
especially, adhere closely to a code
of integrity and democratic toler-
ance.

It's a-whale of a east that producer
Leland Hayward has assembled, but of

them all Ruth Hlissey is tops as the
warm-hearted, human, lovable Mary.
Ralph Bellamy, too. is capital as
Grant Matthews—an ideal choice.
Minor Watson is outstanding as the
political boss and Kay Johnson (the
other woman) and Myron McCor-
mick, handyman and publicist, arc
tine. Eretaigne Windust's direction,
save for a couple of Spots. in Act II

and possibly a minute or two at the
end. is impeccable. Raymond So-
vcy's three rich and impressive sets

(it's no light .show to 'stage mechau-
icallv) "are also top-drawer.

Winery. .

Strang*' Fruli
Montreal. Oct. 13.

Jose Ferrer prodlletlon of drill) a ill .two
acta and I.Yscenes by Lillian Smlili. inlaw-
ed from lief novel, l'rndnei Urn under super-
vision of Artliur S. Friend. Xiivel drama-
tized with* assistance of Kvllier srtniili. Set-
tings designed uud linhteil by Ceorne.len-.
kins; costumes by Vulrlcla '.\liMi;:;nmery.

Opened at His .Mnjcsi* 'a. Montreal, Cel. 111.

•43: SCI.82 top.
(l'KOMHU i<:>

Trrtey Deen.
Henry Mcintosh.
Mamie Mcintosh.
.\ I.ltile ,-tUrl

Alma ] teen ......
l.nurn Deep. . .. .

.

Ten Mcintosh,

. ,1'eler At ii ill fit itTitll

,UieHiird VV. VVlllttmw
lOillni Tlionins

i'liyllis Ji- lids
:".

. . .Vova Allen
. . .... , ; Holly I .en Kejm

...b>n iv'tttilll

IX TI1H Vl,.\X (IK VKAKS I, VI Kit)

A .Mill Hand.,.. \.
Another .Mill Hand. .,

I'M Anderson
Little Miss Nobody:....
Preacher Dumvdouie;.,
Tom Harris.
Dee Cassldy ...

ttabe
Harriet Harris......,,
Tracy ,

Deen
Crazy (.'arl.

Charlie Harris. .'.

no'ns • •••

Alma Deen '..

Sam Ferry,' '..

l.ulira Heen....
Tut Deen
Corpora t. ;

Xohnie Anderson . .-. . . .

Kess Anderson .

.

.lto-kie. .........
Henry Melntosli
Salamander. . . .

.

ChueU. ..:

Miss Sadie
Miss V.elle. . .

A Colored Man.
A atiitd.'v . ......
Ches.

Miirra.x' HaiiiilKm
. ;i'!ot*fl HaiiKOtt

. . . .'tlforwe lj. ('liver

....... ..-.l>i'ris Itlotdt

. .-. . . . ;Siepheii- Chase
..... Ita l|di Ttieailoru

Toil Yaryan
, . . . Vtine/.ii 1 lusti li

,'. .'.
i . I'illKt'illll lta ivls

ilelela.r Keiver
. Unlnnson STonc

...... Cram-is 1. 'Hon
, .Jav iN'orrls

Veltf Allen
. . . ..lit.aJltt I leriianthv.

.. . . .charlotte Keaile
!• i a nl; Tweddell

. . , . . .Her I el t iltniiov

...........lane White
... . .'..Hi.i'tO hy Carter
Ittait .lose llei'tftinUoic

............ Kail .lone»

i . I Itnisou VV: Whins
Tttllnlt 'Meeker

... M:ir\ I 'leii.her

Ksi her Sniilh
... .I'HIsu.nlh AVriKlu

I inris .I'.h eh
. . . Murrn.t I la'jiiHloji

Ih.hen tlassMl

ducer, and he has permitted no cheap
melodrama to creep in. It is a prom-
ising first effort. Luza.

Tli<> i\>xl Half Hour
Princeton. N. J., Oct. 13.

Max Gordon J>rtid(ll*titlil-*Ol' drama In three
ttets by Mary Ctlaso, * Slais l»';i.v .Halnler.
SlaKed by (leorKu S. KaiM'iujiii: sell inn's,

I'ldward Glllierl: fostumes. Alary .I'erey
Sehendi. (Tpenod at .MeCarter theatre,
IM'lnectun, N. J.. Oel. |!!, .'•t.'i.

Harney Hrennair. Cmii ad .Tunis
Mai'Knret Hrtihntin, ... r'ay llainler
Pot llrennon. ...... .-.laeh Klllh
Kranees Urennivn ............ I'.iinela It I vers
Pcler O'Neill I'VtulCin Couloloii
.Tiinies O'.Nelll ..An Smlili
Htislo. Hlj.'Kins. . .

.'. •i.i'lslbe.f (livens
Jessie Slloeinaker. . .

.'.
. . .v. .Tiiehua S.. Imee.

lti idKct O'Neill .".'.
, .. ..lean Adair

A . l'olleeinnil. . , . I .arr> , Oliver
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Lillian Smith has dune a faithful

job in reconverting hei-'nbvel for the
stage. Her legit version contains all

the narrative elements that made her
book a bestseller. The Georgia story,

in which the problem ot the "poor
whites" are played up perhaps even
more than that of the 'Negro, is

painted in bold, cruel strokes. Yet
the play reveals that Miss Smith has
not yet achieved the qualities in her
playwrighting that made her a ucst-
selling novelist.. The stage version
suffered heavily from overlehgth at

the premiere, taking almost lour
hours. The first act alone, which
contains seven scenes, took two
hours.

The pace is uneven and some-
times tiresome, though occasionally
this production suggests a near-
greatness. There is much pruning
necessary, and a great need to orient
the important and eonUoycrsiaT"nies-
sage in keeping with the elements
ot good theatre, before '."Fruit" can
become a hit. The publicity attend-
ant to its novelized form should be
a boxoffice help. There's nothing
here for pictures, obviously.

The play, as does the book, tells

the story of Nonnie Anderson, col-
ored, who finds she is to have a child
by Tracy Deen, her childhood sweet-
heart, who is the coilegc-edueatcd,
ne'er-do-well member of one of the
solid white families of the Georgia
community of Maxwell. Tracy, a
cynic, returns to religion and at-
tempts to make the customary ar-
rangement by having his faithful
servant Henry marry Nonnie. Non-
nie's brother Ed bitterly resents the
treatment of the Negro in the South,
learns ot this, kills Tracy and flees

north. Henry is blamed for the crime—arid lynched. Through al! this. Sam
Perry, the Negro doctor who re-
turned to Maxwell because his peo-
ple needed him. has played the game
according to the white rules. During
the lynching he turns on his white
benefactor. Tom Harris, and cries
out his torment and pain—and that
of his race. In this, scene .Titan Her-
nando/., who plays Perry, achieves a
notable bit of acting. ;>„•.'.

Hernandez creates a character that
interprets the complete psychology
of the southern Negro's minority
status. .Ralph Theodore, as Tom Har-
ris. Perry's white confidante, is com-
plete master of his role. As the faith-
ful servant Henry, who, lis lynched,
Earl Jones gives a top characteriza-
tion of the completely confused man
who is a victim of circumstances he
does not understand.
MeIchor Ferrer (no relation to

Jose) turns in a socko job as Tracy,
but his transformation from the
cynic to the man wh<> returns to
the fold.could be a little more round-
ed. Jane. White, as Nonnie. gives a
sensitive performance completely in
keeping with the mood of the play.
Stephen Chase is effective as
Preacher Dumvoodie. the revivalist,
but he should avoid falling into the
comic hamminess of the movie-ver-
sion revivalist. Another great per-
formance is by George B. Oliver,' as
Ed Anderson. All the others turn in
sturdy performances.
This is Ferrer's first effort as pro-

Although Mary Chase, in "The
Next Half Hour." hasn't flic potenti-
alities of her "Harvey," she lias writ-
ten a fast, suspense!'ill drama that
should have a substantial following
among those who enjoy a happy
blending of fantasy, amusing satire
and a touch of the uncanny. It gives
a phase of life among oul-of-the-
ordiriary characters and. as such, is

engrossing entertainment. It should
be surefire screen fare.
As presented before a discerning

MeCarter theatre audience it drew
divided opinion, indicating it will
have definite enthusiasts and dis-
senters—no half way—depending
upon whether one likes his theatre
factual or highly imaginative.
Of American locale, its story and

characters are colored with the lore
of early Ireland's legends ancl quaint
superstitions, its banshees, and its

forebodings. If one believes there
are those with the inborn gift for
"peeking over the edge of one day
to see another"—and their numbers
are legion—it will amuse vastly.
Ditto if one likes a fantastic talc well
spun. Producer Max Gordon, author
Chase and director George S. Kauf-
man have devised something dis-
tinctly novel in tense drama for the
new season and have provided a
flawless cast to give it life.

Margaret Brennan (Fay Bai liter)
has the prcmonitive "feel" of im-
pending doom on a particular day.
And convinced she has the power to
foretell these forebodings, her con-
suming fear is that her errant son,
Patrick, will come to an untimely
end in his didoes with a married
trollop who pursues him. Margaret's
tea leaves point unmistakably to im-
minent misfortune: the card of death
is turned time and again; her elderlv
sombre aunt; always to her a por-
tentous symbol of doom, pays an
infrequent visit: she hears in her
imaginings the wailing of banshees,
visitants who .unfailingly have fore-
told death.
Death does strike-^-and twice—that

night! In that household and among
her own loved ones, but to the to-
tally unexpected. They might have
been avoided, these visitations, had
the family kept to an even course
and hot tempted the fates. We bring
our own misfortunes—that seems to
be the author's moral. Let the future
care for itself—that "next half hour
belongs to God!"
Mrs. Chase has given her intriguing

story the widest possible assortment
of attention -holding characters,
among them two humorously bel-
ligerent uncles: a prim I v imperious
aunt_of ghoulish delights, al bitter
odds "with her relatives:' a slinky
minx of negative morals, and a
witchlike, demented Rosie, all of
whom keep the interest at high pitch.
Kaufman's skillful touches are evi-

dent throughout; his meticulous care
to details extending to providing a
copy of "Danny Boy" on the piano
of this superstitious Irish household.
Miss Bainter. although her voice

projection seemed uneven in so large
a theatre, scored well, as did Jean
Ad.air, the black-garbed "Calamity
Jane" Aunt Bridget: Thelma Sehnee,
the chiselling wife: Francis Compton
and Art Smith, the self-asserting
uncles; Jack Ruth, as Patrick, the er-
ratic son; Pamela Rivers and Con-
rad Janis. the more compliant brother
and sister, and Esther Owens as
Rosie Higgins. the demented neigh-
bor, who so closely resembles a witch
one expects her to mount a broom-
stick and zoom away.
The action takes place in a single

day. Edward Gilbert's distinctive
one-setter is typical of the 1913 pe-
riod and ideally sets the mood of the
P'ay-

,
. Kane.

The Girl from 'Sunt nrkei
Philadelphia. Oct. 9.

.Henry Adrian prtufiifl ion nl' mnuicul cum.
Stars .ltimi-s Barton: Ct-aTlllea .lack

Dutant, Kvelyn Wyekoff. &ue Kean. Helen
Bayrooiid and Hub Keiitieilv. nn„),- Fred
Thompson ami Bni-ue tiiletr rfrtflilfvnjii rtla^
Job, Darnlcl 8hariiia.il ; music in- .lai-aucs

,7,'n
,

; ' y,
' iw" by.Ka.v T,,v,m„., ;' KCtilliKH

unci lighting l.y Allvn AtiliTiMiii: oivd runesby I.ou Klsele; boo).'. tliiiTlr<1' l»r Kiltrartl
CMarkc- I,in.'y; dances |>j v : ,i ilnsel: pro,.
Auction >tai;pcl and xnnerviierl In Adrian-
orchestra conducted li> ihnic l.evani'
Opened at Forrest, IMtilnilellliilji, Wit V
is. ¥a.72 top. .

.Michael Nicolsnli. .". '.', ,,',lliib Kenncdv
Motty Hills (ilvidyii \\ > cUoirTom .Andrews. . .

.

;

Uli'ill'Hi' li. lleaille
Ann Mills ...>.......... Marlon .Vile
IXXhw Kllis..., ,i,ii'„, K.'an
Ke«lah (letchel. ........ . . , lu-icn itaYiuohd
Jlldee PtSleg. .T„l„,' u„],h
(aiitain Matthew- Kills ...lames ISartui!
Ulek. Oliver Dufnrit
Kurico Nlcoletii •. . .ftii.«ulfl Cleniens
Cornelius B. Van VN'luklei , ..Norman kolaiid
Hoy, Caleb, Kto .lohnhv Kauer
The Four Buccaneers I'aul Sliiei-s. Joint

Panter, Don Cortex. Joseph ('. Ciinncff
Dance Specialists. .Kirii and Kulliy Caviies
Solo Dancer , Tom Ladd

Philly's first musical this season

looks very doubtful. "Girl From
Nantucket" sounds as if it might be
another of those nostalgic pieces but
management takes care of that by
stressing it's a "modern musical
comedy."^ It might have been better
if laid in an earlier period—say
around 1900, when Nantucket meant
more to vacationers than now. Cer-
tainly it's not very "modern" in
treatment or format. It's way over-
board oh book, and it will take ti-

tanic efforts to sharpen it up enough
for Broadway.
Idea has possibilities and some-

times they manage to break through
general stodgincss and old-fashioned
style of the yarn. According to
scripters, Nantucket residents decide
it would be fitting to have murals,
celebrating history of the famous
fishing port, painted by some well-
known artist; they would have a
place of honor it) the town's new
museum. Unfortunately, Captain
Matthew Ellis, retired seaman, is

sent to New York lo secure the
painter. Matt- is bibulous and none
too sharp; it winds up with (lis get-
ting a house painter instead. Latter
happens to have met and fallen in

Jove

-

.
rwitlr"Captain Matt's niece in

fcjew York but doesn't know she's in

Nantucket. That takes care, of ro'-

mancc. and comedy—what there is

of it—is" eked out by attempts of

hero and his brash -manager (who
really put the deal over with Malt)
to keep from being exposed as
frauds. •

Given an Outstanding score or
something terrific in dancing. "Girl
From Nantucket" might have over-
come the "book" hurdle, but Jacques
Belasco's tunes, while moderately
melodious in some cases, oiler nothing
promising. Best arc a comedy piece
called "When a Hick Chick Meets a

City Slicker," "Fatal Fascination,"
and an unplugged number opening
second act called "Isn't It a Lovely
View." There is dancing of maiiy
kinds, but too much of it is incredi-
bly, conventional chorus routines
lacking any. imagination or novelty
at all. The "Whalers' Ballet" (a page
from old Nantucket) in Act II is.

good, although reminiscent, and
there's another historical dance of-
fering in Act I which has flavor and
color. Kim and Kathy Gaynes and
Tom Ladd take care of their dancing
chores with aplomb.
James Barton' is starred (as Cap-

tain Matt) and extracts every, bit

of comedy, possible from a not-too-
funny role. And what is not surpris-
ing, he .has a couple of inebriated
scenes and does them with his old
cocky assurance. Considering his
veteran status, it is little short of
amazing what he docs in a knock-
about dance specialty late in the
show with Jack Durant. This, by the
way, is strictly the show's high spot.

Comedy honors also go to Durant as
the hero's "manager"; latter has, in

the long run, more and better ma-
terial than the star. Dtirant ha* sel-

dom been funnier and never more
agile in prattfalls and nosedives.
Bob Kennedy (ex-"Oklahoma!").

as the male lead, is personable and
has a nice voice; he has seven num-
bers and it's a shame he can't trade
three or four of them for one real
smash. "Fatal Fascination" is the
nearest thing. Evelyn Wyckoff (also
ex-"Oklahorha!" ) is attractive and
fairly capable as the heroine; Jane
Kean clicks, although over-stressing,
as the sou'bret. George Headley has
a couple of chances to display a good
voice; Helen Raymond is raucous
and heavy-handed in a comedy role
opposite Barton, and Marion Niles
does one swell dance specialty.
Albert Johnson's stage settings

don't always look to be from his top-
drawer but there are a couple of
eye-fillers.

On the- whole Act II is .superior
to Act I, but both of them have
draggy stretches and it's doubtful,
even with strenuous doctoring,
whether musical can get more than
a tepid reception and short life;

Wafers,

Play on Broadway

TlWrrse
Vicliir .Payne-.lenninus and lternard

Tvfawans lu'-OUucffoii or melodrama id* two
acts (four seouesi j>y Tluuuas .loh. Iinseil
on Ktnile Zola's '"Therese llaouin." Klsr's
Kvn IXlullienno. Yjnlor Jnrv, liamp Mav
Whltty. Staged by Alai-gavel' Webster; se'r

and costumes by Itayituunl sover. Aijiened
at Biltmore, N. Vfl CH-I. », '«Sj $t.'J0 ton
(.Ml opetiiu^ nlfflin.

Camille TSerry Kroe/;cr
Madame Kaeiulu .....Umie May Whltlv
Tlicreso .Kva keOallieune
tourom, .Victor Jbrv
Madame l.onlse. Doris t'alston
Mr. Urtvet ....lolin l'' llaniillon
Inspeeloi- MtfljajlU ........... A verel L tfitttn
Suztuine. ...'.... . . Annei le Sorell

"Therese" has three star names
and some highly dramatic moments
in a well-staged production to pos-
sibly offset an otherwise dreary play.
Prospects are' for a fairly good run
and a recoup of its outlay.
Thomas Job, who wrote another

mcller, "Uncle Harry," based his
play on Emile Zola's novel, "Therese
Raquin," which was first, dramatized
in 1873. The play is old-hat, a dull
period piece. Another version was
presented in London last year.
The present version is set in the

Paris of 1875, in a tawdry middle-
class^ setting. A milliner's wife, in
love with her husband's best friend,
plans with him to kill her mate. The

two carry it off so successfully thateven the dead man's mother doesn't
suspect, and, in fact, encourages tho
lovers later to marry. The deadmans memory, however, comes between the pair to spoil the marriage
while the_mothcr, who cventuallv
learn.', of their crime, suffers a stroke
and is paralyzed by the news still
manages to trap them and bring
about their doom. .

fa

It would all be acceptable melo-
drama if the writing could sustain
it. But for the most part the play
is heavy, obvious and humorless it
gets off to a terribly slow start and
doesn't really waken except in tile
latter moments of two of i|s four
scenes. II does set a mood, but to the
accompaniment of an . unpleasant
ghoulish feeling. • .

What gives the play its s;tvin«
grace are the moments in the second
scene when the lovers disclose the
death of the milliner to his mother
and her. reaction, and the": final
(fourth) scenewhen the totally par.
alyzc." old woman brings aboui their
downfall. And, of course, the acting
It's a triumpl), for Dame ivjiiv Whitty
as the mother. Eva LcGaliienne as
the wife and Victor .Tory as her part-
ner-in-crime. Especially for Dame
Whitty. Holding the stage's centre
throughout, she rises to uncanny dra-
matic heights in the final scene,
where, helpless in an airmehair but
with eyes blazing forth her hate, she
dominates the situation so that the -

audience is breathless, aching with
anticipation and excitement.
Miss LcGaliienne and Jorv carry

off two unpleasant roles w ith' a great
deal of intensity and interest. Minor
parts are also good in a wcll-choscn
cast, with Berry Kroeger as the
stuffy milliner, Annette Sorell as a
flighty school-grad and John F.
Hamilton as a . checker-playing fam-
ily friend, in chief support.

Margaret Webster, in staging, .

hasn't overcome the play's static
quality, but seems to have realized
as much as one could. Raymond So-
vey's set and costumes are unobtru-
sively authentic, and the whole pro-
duction is on a liberal, painstaking
level. '••' Bron.

Wish Mi- I.ik U
M.'iiasba SkulniU prbduytUirt'ln 1'iio ni-ts

(II sceuest of. musical e'Ollicd> b> Jsi'Oov
Friedman and Israel HosenlicrH : siase.il by
Skulnlk: innslc by Abe I'Ulstein: lories,"
Jucob Jacobs and Isidol' Lillian; dancs,
V'alentlna BeioVlO seltliitts. Kdwiii'ti Sunil-
Ullisl; cnsllimes by Ciropjier. Al Sei'Oud
Ave. theatre, N. y.. reviewed Oct. 'it,
«:! inn;

Samni.e. Seymour nocbir.eit
Milton , Have l.nbritsl.y
Walter ,.. . . Jlon is Tark.vsky
T.eal). . , ;,,';, .Hose Cieenfield
Abraham. . . . .- Isidol* Friedman
Mvely it . , .... .Paula Klida.
Cecilia . .

.' .Ycita /.werlimr
sTOike •;. Menaslia Skutnik
David .''Mini I Sfcrebrtiy

Ractielle. . . . . .., Miriam Kressyn
M.4laV,:j

.
.", .*-.'. ....*....;... ...<', . Joaji,j.;icbay ;

Jacob Krasnoif. .
.'. "

. . IMoses Voder
Hebeeca Annie Touiasbel'sUy
Florence Anna Teitelbanm
Hell) Kt'ln Salznian
A Kabbl .' ....;...... Abe Zwei*

Despite a comparatively iarge cast,

"Wish Me Luck" is a one-man show
held up chiefly by Menasha Skulnik's
comedic talents and b.o. lure. Huge
number of benefits and virtually sell-

out houses attest to Skulnik's pop-
ularity on the lower east side no
matter what kind of vehicle displays
his talents. A perfunctory melo-
dramatic book acted to the hilt by
a capable cast only serves to point
up Skulnik's laugh-provoking abil-

ities.

Romantic interest centers around
Miriam Kressyn and Muni Sercbroy,
who meet while latter is on a trip

to Europe from his native America.
Romance is interrupted by the war,
causing Serebrov -to leave the con-
tinent on orders to report to the U.S.

Army. Serebrov. believing Miss
Kressyu to liaye been killed iu a

concentration camp, marries' but sub-
sequently rediscovers her while on
leave in Paris. The subsequent plot

is to bring her into the U. S. by hav-
ing Sliuhiik marry her. Ultimately';,

both couples are divorced for the
usual happy ending.

Skulnik's direction has endowed
the piece with a rapid gait that per-

mits him to wind in and out of the

proceedings virtually at will. There's
no complaint on .that score from the

audience standpoint. Other comedy
relief is by the veteran Yctta Zwer-
ling, while others in the cast provide

an even level of performances. Miss
Kressyn and Serebrov particularly,

go over, with the femme's singing a
standout.

Abe Ellstein has provided a gen-

erally catchy score, while Edward
Suhdquist's settings and Cropper's
costumes make for unexciting dis-

play. \ Jose.

PASADENA BOW FOR 'HOME'
Pasadena, Oct. 16.

Denison Cliffs new play, "Wen
Coming Home," will be unveiled to-

morrow (Wed.) at Jihe.—Pasadena—
Communityjlayhrjuvie.
Cast includes Lance Young, Lois

Kimbrell, Jerome. Shaw and Leta.

Bonynge, with ThoTrias "Browne
Henry directinfi.
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Literati
Certainly a Bit Biz

Just what boom business publish-'

ing companies have enjoyed in the

j ;,st two or three years is strikingly

ii fleeted by the rapid advance in

shares o( several leading publica-

tions'. Probably the greatest ad-

vance was scored by Time stock,

which has gone up from $19 in 1942

to its current price of around $120.

Esquire, Inc., listed on the N. Y.

Curb, lias gone to $17.25 this year

f10m a low of $7.75, and from a

lower figure last year.. Stock pays

(10c. cash dividend. Curtis Publish-

ing lias soared from less than $1 to

S24. Cuneo Press' advance -also has

been sensational, climbing from a

few cents to $50 per share.

bulletin which, with the October

issue, is being printed like a regular

mag. Original articles by Emil

Ludwig, Booth Tarkmgton, James

R. Young, Sigrid Undset and' one

by the editor highlight the edition.

Smorgasbord Slant

Victor Skaarup, "Variety's" mugg
in Copenhagen, and Kris Whither

have just issued in the Danish capital

a book on "Slang. USA" published

by Forlaget Commodore. It's a com-

pendium of Yank slang with Danish

translations (some of them quite

curious) with source credits to Ring

Lardner. Damon Runyon, Walter

Winchell and "Variety,"

Joe." Mayor F. LaGuardia may re-

ceive an award for his civic admin-
istration.

Affair will be broadcast for an
hour via NBC.

Settle San Antonio Strike.

A seven-week strike of printers at

S;m Antonio's three daily news-

papers ended Thursday ill) night

when an agreement was reached

between the publishers and the.

International Typographical Union.

Printers had walked off their jobs

Aug. 26. Terms of the settlement

were not disclosed. All papers had

been printing photo-engraved edi-

tions .
-since the walkout.

Expanded. Liberty

Liberty mag, capitalizing on end

of paper rationing, has a 116-page

issue on Oct. 27 first step in Liberty

postwar -expansion plans.

Edward Maher, editor, says the

new- Liberty will have more text,

pis, hew serial cartoon strip and

an enlarged "Camera Eye" section.

Corwin's 3d Book
Henry Holt Co. will publish Nor-

man Corwin's third book, "Untitled

and Others." book to contain "On A
Note of Triumph," "Passport for

Adam,'' "Undecided Molecule," two
of the series of eight scripts Corwin
did with Robert Young, and tour

from' a -series done in England. Book
'will"' be out in January.

• Note ot Triumph" was published

separately by Simon fc Schuster by
arrangements with Holt.

4 Stripe* Editions Left

With the closing down Sunday
1 14) of the London edition of Stars

and Stripes. GI daily newspaper,

only four editions are left in Europe.

Two of these, one published at

Pfungstadt and another at Altdorf,

both in Germany, will be consoli-

dated into one German edition

which is likely to carry on for some
time for occupation troops. The
Paris edition is expected to close in

December, while the Rome edition

should fold by Christmas. / V
The Pacific editions, most of which

were started recently, will also go a

long time, for benefit of troops sta-

tioned in that area. At one time

there were as many as 30 or 40. S&S
editions throughout Europe, opening

and closing ; as rapidly as troop

movements necessitated. In the last

six months there have been six,

Nice and London being latest casual-

ties.
;

'Red' Lewis' Big Sales

Sinclair Lewis' latest novel, "Cass

Timberlane,"- in
%

its first week of

publication, has already passed a

mark that his previous three best

sellers, "Babbitt," "Main Street" and
"Ai rpwsmith," only attained in six

months.
Novel, published by. Random

House had advance order of 114,000

coiiies. Book of the Month Clubjtin

one week took another 405,000
copies. When the publishers re-

ceived a reorder ot 12,000 copies the
first week, in addition to the 114^000

advance sale, they wondered what
brought that about. Likeliest an-
swer was. the stores must have mis-
calculated on book's demand, and
hence put in a quick restock order;

Metro' already is working on the
pic version. -

Raison's, Pollock's Books
Two pixers have bust out with

books. One is Milton liaison, cx-
B'way p.a. and H'wood scenarist,

whose "Nobody Loves a Dead Man"'
has just been published by Murray
>>t Gee, Hollywood. It's a N. Y.-Hol-
lywood whodunit with a drama crick
as the dick. '

Publicist Lbuis Pollock (United
Artists, etc.) has whipped up "Stork
Bites Man," with pictures by Carl
Rose (who had dittoed for Bob
Hope's, Bennett Cerf's and others'
books). World publishes at $1 a copy
and even an old maid will like the
adventures of the author and Cleta
'Mrs. P), not to mention Rose's very
funny pictures. Abel.

Authors Guild Tiff :

Revolt is reported brewing in the

Authors Guild, which is a branch of

the Authors League of America,
with an insurgent group trying to

unseat Rex Stout, League head, as

well as Luise Sillcox, exec secretary.
(Latter is a well-paid post, though
Stout's job is gratis,) Claimed
League holds no monthly meetings,
and shows no activity whatever.
There should be a meeting end of

October or early November, for
elections, at which time insurgents
plan mi nning John W. Vandercook
for Stout's post. Stout had been re-

nominated (usually tantamount to

election) but new group plans some
fireworks.

Billy Rose's S2.5t Logic
"Mr. Rose of Broadway," "The

"Mighty Atom," "The Bantam Bar-
num" or "King ' of the Diamond
Horseshoe" are among the titles for

Billy Rose's biog "which Maurice Zo-
lotow is scripting for Random House
publication. Rose favors the latter

on the theory, as he puts it, "If I

can sell dolls for $6 in my saloon,

my life should be worth $2.50 to a

lot of people.'*

Under his deal Rf»se retains , all

screen rights to his life—Jesse Lasky
once discussed a "Life of Billy

Rose" for the movies—with author
Zolotow getting lOt>' ;/ of the royal-

ties. Rose has a limited veto power
on any of the script, in which case

Ben Hecht becomes the arbiter, and
whatever he says sticks, willi no
beef.s from the subject or the author.

CHATTER
New semi-monthly in Greenwich

Village, "Village Chatter," edited by
Marguerite F. La Belle.

'George Frazier has signed con-

tract with Random House for a book
of his Life mag profiles.

Radio scripter Arthur Henley
scripted "How To Be A Radio Coiji-

edy Writer" for Facts magazine,

Phiiip Van Doren Stern and Free-

man Lewis elected veepees of Pocket
Books, Inc., by board of directors,

- Idwal Jones completed his 21st

book, "High Bonnet," story of French
chefs, for publication by Prentice-

Hall.

Erskine Johnson's book -of Holly-

wood personalities, "Stars in My
Hair," will be in the bookstalls

shortly. >•

George T. Delacorte, Jr., chief of

Del Publications, spent a week in

Hollywood gandering the film sit-

uation.

Hal Mills. ex-Shanghai 'Variety"

mugg, has returned to China after

a stint on the San Diego (Calif.)

Tribune-Sun. v
.

Bob Jeffers and Jack Anderson
collaborating on a newspaper strip

based on imaginary adventures of

Vera Vague.

New Home Library has skedded
for publication this month "Plot

Outlines of 100 Famous Plays" by
Van H. Cartmell.

David Brown, recently discharged

from the Army, has rejoined Liberty

as an editor. Had been on military

leave for last two years.

Lee Van Atta. INS war corre-

spondent in the Pacific almost since

Pearl Harbor, in N. Y. for a brief

visit before returning to Tokyo.
Gorham Munson, trade-book edi-

tor Of Prentice-Hall, Inc., giving his

36th course on professional writing

at New School for Social Research,

N. Y.

Alice Thompson, formerly with
Conde Nast and Look, new executive
editor of Seventeen. She has been
contributing to the mag since its in-

ception a year ago

ZEKE COLVAN
Zeke Colvan, 65, reputedly best

known legit stage manager, died Oct.

9 at his Hollywood home, fDllQwilij

heart attack. Once with the Shu-
berts and later with Florcriz Zeig-

fcld, Colvan -stage-managed produc-
tion of "Show Boat," "Rio Rita,"

"Rosalie," "Three Musketeers,"
"Whoopee," "Simp I e Simon,"
"Smiles" and "Ziegfeld Follies." •

Moving out of the Broadway sec-

tor, he functioned as general stage

manager of 97 productions for the

St. Louis Municipal Opera. Colvan
had lived in partial retirement in

Hollywood for the past five years,

meanwhile handling productions for

the Los Angeles Lij>ht Opera and the
Dallas and Detroit Municipal Operas.
While working in Detroit early this

year he was stricken with an ill-

ness from which he never recovered.
In-addition- to 'Stage work, he wrote
a textbook for students of the drama,
"Face the Footlights."

Surviving are his widow, Doris,
former actress, and a sister.

RICHARD F. BERGEN
Richard F. Bergen, 50, booking

agent, died in Chicago, Oct. 12. He
had been in show business in Chi-
cago lor about 25 years starting with
the Keith-Orphcum office as a pub-
licity man and later becoming a

booker with RKO.
At one lime he was a*partncr of

Al Borde in the Central Booking
Office and for awhile was, booker
for Balabati & Katz. In 1939 he be-
came associated with the WLS Art-
ists Bureau where he was employed
when he died.

Survived by a widow, sOn and
daughter. .

SAMUEL R. GAINES «

Samuel Richard Gaines, 75, com-
poser, dropped dead in Boston, Oct.
9. He Had just left friends and was
on his way home when stricken. He
had composed many musical works,
mostly songs and chorales. For a
time, he had been an organist
at a N. Y. synagogue and later was
a soloist at St. Thomas Episcopal
Church, also in N. Y.

His compositions included "Home,"
"The Corn Song," "Cambria." an
opera, "Daniel Boone." and "Fan-
tasy on Russian Folk Songs."..

He had married twice and leaves
a widow and two children.

TOM O'BRIEN
Thomas Brennan, 53, vaudeville

performer, known as Tom O'Brien,
died at Camp Cooke, Cal„ Oct. 15,

following appearance in camp show
with his two brothers.
Act was part of USO performance

featuring Joe E. Brown, Robert
Armstrong. Arthur Treacher and
Ann Jeffries. O'Brien comedy

MAURY BARRETT
Maury Barrett, 69. formerly actor

and theatre manager, died last week
in Bluefield, W. Va..

He was featured singer with Guy
Brothers Minstrels and later . .ftp-,

peared in "The Seminary Girl" and
"Buster Brown."

After leaving the stage he man-
aged motion picture theatres in

Roanoke and Christiansburg, Va.,
and in 1909 went to Bluefield and
opened the ,Bijou and Lyric thea-
tres there.

He leaves a widow and daughter.

WALTER B. COKELL
Walter B. Cokell, 57, treasurer for

Paramount Pictures, Inc., died Oct.

16 in the Lawrence hospital, Bronx-
ville, N. Y.. following a brief illness.

He i.s survived by his widow.
(Details in Film Section.)

team, known in vaudeville as "TheS.P^S^^u
U
/u
man

'.£
re'^n1

i

Runaway Four," had just completed
their act and were taking bows

Cerft Rolls On
Some 31 Hearst and other papers

carry the King Features syndication
of Bennett Cerf's "Try and Stop Me"
gag anthology, which Fred. Dickin-
son of the syndicate edits. Cerf's
"Try" will be exhausted by Novem-
ber, but his new "Laughing Stock."
a further collection ot gags, will

carry the idea for another six

months. :.•'. '..''•'•'

Arthur* Kober's 2-ln-l
Arthur Kober's two sagas about

his "Bella Gross" characters, pre-
viously published in two volumes
in the U. S. as "Thunder Over the
Bronx" and "My Dear Bella," have
been combined for English publica-
tion by Conjilabtej iXondon) as

-"farm Me."

Anti-World War III Mac ""

Eugene THlinger. erstwhile dircc-

iQi'^f-^eseartrr-of—-thc_Saciely for
the Prevention of , World WarHir,
Inc., edits the organization's monthly

Nire Payoff
Shirley Cunningham, just back

from three years' overseas work
with Red Cioss. has tidy sum
awaiting her Ir'orh royalties accrued
during her overseas stint on her

"The Pocket Entertainer." a Pocket
Book that has just passed million

copy mark.
Before joining Red Cross. Miss

Cunningham had idea for publishing

"Strange Fruit" tub-thumper, has
fiction piece, "Cinderella Annie" in

current Esquire; a show biz article

"Stuffing the Turkey" due *in De-
cember Coronet; and a novel ex-
pectei in the spring.

William Castle, director of the

"Whistler," Columbia pic scries, and
the more recent "When Strangers
Marry," collaborated with flacker

Robert Joseph on "Hero's Oak." a

folk-tale. Book will be published by
The Readers Press on Nov. I.

Corey Ford and Alastair Mac-
Bain's "Cloak and Dagger," story

ot the Office of Strategic Serv-

ices, now serializing in Collier's,

being published by Random House,
with Col. W. J. Donovan doing

the special foreword. It's also the

first production by U. S. Pictures

(Milton Sperling-Joe Bernhardt.
Emanuel R. Freedman, who last

month returned to the New York
Times cable desk after serving mure
than three years as assistant chief

of the Office of War Information's

foreign news bureau in Washington,
slated to go to London within the

next two. weeks to join the Times
bureau there as an editor and cor-

respondent.

when brother did not return to

stage. They found him in wings
fatally stricken. Trio were sched-
uled to Iqave for New York this

week to join Copaeabana overseas
touring unit.

In addition to brothers, he is sur-
vived by a son.

HARRY SCOTT
Harry Scott. 57, assistant film di-

rector, died Oct. 11 in Hollywood
following a heart attack.

He had been at RKO for three
years and worked with Leo McCarey
recently on "The Bells of St.

Mary's."

NORMAN BEREUS
Norman Bcrcus, 33, radio singer,

died Oct. It, while fishing near
Glendale. Cal. He was a member of

the Smart Set radio quartet.

Fred "Pop** Luff, 81, for 38 years
in charge of gate personnel at Pali-

sades Amusement Park, N. J., died
Oct. 13 at Palisades, N. Y. He started

in the amusement business at the
turn of the century as contractor for

Nick and Joe Schenck and left to go
to the Park.

Accused Equityites
Continued from naye 51

Spanish Refugee Appeal has stead-
j

that because there was an admission

lastly maintained that the rally had
|
charge or 50c, the Theatre Authority

nothing to do with religion, that the ! (theatrical charity), of which he is

purpose was to raise funds for
J
exec sec, would have to get a per-

MARRIAGES

Spanish Repubhcan refugees in

France and other countries."

Equity is in a quandary. It hasn't

any intention of disciplining Fay for

the defense of his faith but the five

other players have been "pilloried.

'

as indicated by hundreds of protest-
|

ins letters from individuals and or- Garden at 7:30 p.m. and could1 not,

ganizations. An examination of the therefore, have heard the offending

pile of communications showed that !
speech, which was heard some three

the sentiments were about 50-50 lor hours later,

and. again.st'.-Eejuity and the other.

centagc. No one in authority could
okay that arrangement, so the show
was scratched, Ferrer merely intro-

ducing the artists. Latter thereupon
went to their respective theatres for

the evening performances. According
to them, they departed from the

Charlotte Lorelta Aus to Pvt. Vin-
cent Bruno, New York, Oct. 14.

Bride is former nitery and radio

singer; groom batoned his own dance
combo before enlisting in army, -

Marie Hutchison to Larry Fodse.
a book of games, puzzles, quizzes,

| Pittsburgh, Oct. 2. Groom is

etc.. which she submitted to her McDonald. Pa . theatre manager,
bosses on Pocket Books, Bob de L t. Wanda McLaughlin, USNR. to

Graff and Pete Howe. Skeptical of Wayne Pseuxzi. .Pittsburgh, Oct. !).

idea at first, they decided tp take a Groom j s drummer with Pitt Symph
shot at the notion after looking over i Qrch.
photostats of the manuscript. "Pock- MaVy Mcader to Alex Bucket. Bell
et Entertainer" has since become Air'.'Md ..Oct.6.Groom is asst.mgr.
one of company's best sellers. 1

o£ Senate theatre. Hurrisburg, Pa.

Sonic prote-stants stated' they would
never attend a show in which any

ot the quintet appeared.

Fact that the rally was headed by
co-religionists of high standing

should have stopped Fay, it's indi-

cated on Broadway, but. he evidently

was not aware that Catholics; too.

backed the rally. Error, too, was

Ferrer Scores Fay
Montreal, Oct. 16,

Jose: Ferrer, whose production,

"Strange Fruit," opened here Satur-
day U3),. scored Frank Fay's rap at

the appearance of certain Equity
members—and "a certain council

member"—at Madison Square Gar-
den rally against the Franco, gov-
ernment. Ferrn: was. of course, "the

certain council member."
iii the manner in which he made
the charges. Matter could have been

J

c

threshed out at a council meeting, ! •
*«f revealed hel.e that J as an

but because the charges were made |

Equity member and councillor do

News Guild's "Front Page Awards"
When the American Newspaper

Guild presents its annual "Front

Page Awards" at Madison Square
|

Oct. 11. N
Garden. N. Y.. on Dec. '6. Eddie Con-
don will be honored for his con-

tribution to American jazz. Laurctle

Taylor for her role in "Glass Men-
agerie," Fredric March for "A Bell

for Adano" and Dnnny Kaye (who'll

be piped in from Hollywood) for his

comedy. .

-A... posthumous award to - Ernie.

Pyle for his contribution to journal-

ism will be presented to his wife or

to Bur'ges.s Meredith.who portrayed

Pyle in the- film. "The Story of G.I;

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mi's. Johnny Sinn, son,

Y. Father is exec, with
Frederic VV. Ziv Co i rsd'o package
group.

,

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Karp. son,

Pittsburgh. Oct. 5. Father is on
KDKA production staff and musical

director of Pittsburgh Opera So-

ciety.

Mr: and Mrs. John Hagan Holland,

ion, Los Angeles, Oct. 10. Father is

dialog director at Universal. •

Mr. and Mrs. George Siiuton. son.

Hollywood. OetrrC Father is 20th-

Fox- dirccto r -w r i t er. .

t an o;ien
.
meeting, the press \yns

afforded a chance to snipe, and the

issue, was: steamed . up daily all las',

week. Fay's version appears to have

been given out to the N, Y. Journal-

American the day before Equity's

open meeting, and that really start-

ed the whole argument.
That Equity and its leaders were

upbraided, too, .was the result of a

hastily phrased press release. Margo.

of "Bell For Adano" (Cort); Jean

Darling, of "Carousel" (Majestic):

David Brooks, of "Bloomer Girl"

(Shubert); Luba Malina. of "Marin-

ka" iBarrymore), and SonO Osato,

of "Orf tlie Town" (Beck), went to

the Gardens to entertain the gather-

ing pitior to the start of the rally's

agenda. Jose Ferrer was to' be m.c.

bill the show was called off when
Alan Corelli appeared and stated

not want to be guilty of the same
offense Mr. Fay was by discussing

Equity's business in public. There
are plenty of things I have to say

on the subject—but I believe in let-

ting Equity's Council pass on the

whole matter first."

Variety Bills
Continued from pace 3»
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TELEVISION A BOON TO FIX BIZ
Miami Gambling War Cues Seasonal

Gold Rush; N. Y. Cafe Ops In for Kill

Miami. Ocl. 23.

Season Uerc is boiling into an early

Start; with the gambling fraternity

already warring with outsiders

wauling an i«; apartment house

owners and realtors screaming at

open meetings tor removal of OPA
rent' ceilings, and hotel and cliib

operators opposing their views,

claiming removal of rental ceilings

would .mean unfavorable national

publicity breaks before the season

even started. As lor night clubs,

rumors have every well-known
New York bistro" buddha coming
here to get on the gravy train.

Gambling situation reached a head
with a bloody altercation a couple

ot weeks ago at local Tee Pee club

between syndicate and independent

operators. Move, though, is thought

by many to have been a smoke
screen to draw down law enforce-

ment officials on opening of a new
chance palace on Biscayne boule-

vard iii Miami, uncomfortably close

to a locally operated club, by New
Jersey money. Spot cost $250,000 and
not one of gambling fraternity here

was inyilfed in for a piece. The in-

tCoiitinued on page 62 )

Bingo-Garbo Duo
'..I

: '

- Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Grela Garbo will return to the
screen as. co-star with Bing Crosby
in a tui.eftlm, according to the grape-
vine radar on the Paramount lot.

Understood Garbo will play
countess and Bing a traveling sales-

man, with Billy Wilder directin

IRAILERS

INTO THE
', By ABEL GREEN

Television, which for

E

Pix Bond Drive Junket

Nixed Due to Transport,

Strike and Hotel Snags
Hollywood's Caravan tour, '-Stars

Over America," which was to in-
]

elude 30 film-stars on a junket

throughout the country starting at

the White, House, Oct. 29, was called

oil over the weekend because of the

Hollywood strike situation, trans-

portation arid, accommodation ; for

the players. Tour was actually can-

celled Friday afternoon (ISO but
Treasury Dept. War Finance Com-
.miltee, along with. War Activity

Committee execs, attempted to re-

suscitate the idea over the weekend
but without result.'

It was pointed out that because
of the strike situation, stars had to

(Continued on page 62

1

N.Y. Stock Exchange

Plans Film to Warn

Against Inflation

New York Stock Exchange plans
production of a motion picture to

tell the public the story of its func-
tions and limitations. Reportedly al-

ready worried by the forward surge
of trading and prices on the board,
the exchange hopes that the film will

prevent public condemnation of its

activities if inflation, in any marked
degree, should develop, according to

veepee Gene Lokcy.

Picture is planned to have "high
entertainment value" and the ex-
change hopes for wide distribution
both - in theatres and in private
showings, which will be arranged by
members throughout the country.
Gardner Advertising • Agency is

handling the film, which will go
into production pronto.

years has
been considered t>y the film business
as a potential anathema to its box-
office, may well be the means to

boost the pic industry to its greatest
heights. It's a thought sounded by
a number of show people of late,

* I and chief among them, is M. fit.

Aylesworth, former president of
NBC. ex-president of RKO-Radio
Pictures and former publisher of the
N. Y, World-Telegram. Aylesworth,
who visions in television a new en-
thusiasm in the modern world for
better living, sees it an actual real-
ity within tw-o years.

.
i

.

The video medium, emphasizes
Aylesworth, can be a very pertinent
factor not only in selling the picture
industry to the public, but also in

selling any Commodity.
Apart from this philosophy, in vi-

deo Aylesw orth sees a blending of all

the three major means of commu-
nication—radio, pix and press—and
something which should strengthen

(Continued on page 33)

Joe Louis' 20-City Dance
Tour at $2,500 Weekly
A "Salute to "the Champ" tour is

being arranged by the Qale agency

for Joe Louis, skedded to begin Dec.

50. District-wide celebrations, to be

followed by a dance in each city,

will be staged for the recctly dis-

charged Sgt. Louis at which local

mayors will officiate. Louis will give
a 15-mhutte sparring exhibition, and
will tour with but not front for a

Gale-managed orchestra. Orchestra
hasn't been chosen.

Louis will appear in 20 cities in a
»0-day period before going into ac-
tive training for his first postwar
"ftht with B illy Conn, just signed. It

Wffl actually- be his package, with,
Louis asking a- guarantee of $2,500
id each city. He'll bankroll the band.

STRANGE FRUIT' LEGIT

HAS SOME 115 BACKERS
"Strange Fruit," new Jose Ferrer

drama based on Lillian Smith's best
selling novel of the same name,
which opened at His Majesty's the-
atre, Montreal, two weeks ago!
boasts 115 backers, which brings it

Into most sliced-up venture in the-
atrical history categories. Chunks
are cut as small as 1/20%, or $100
worth. Authoress Smith owns 3% or
SK.000. with a number of her family
also holding ii and 1%.
Jose Ferrers family is also rep-

resented by better than a dozen
shareholders.

Army to Salute

Pix Biz's War Job
Plans are under foot, for the first

time, for an official all-round ac-
knowledgment by the Army of the
service the film industry rendered
dining the war by supplying pix to

GIs overseas.

The Army is preparing a dossier
on the ' terrific job the industry did
in providing films at front areas, to

make a complete post-V-J Day ac-
knowledgment, in i'orm of a recom-
mendation to the industry as a
whole. Event will be signalized some
time in November, at the Waldorf-
Astoria in N! Y., to be attended by
about 100 film people only, in addi-
tion to Army bigwigs and War Ac-
tivities Committee leaders. Barry
Buchanan, director of advertising
and publicity at United Artists, has
been appointed head of a film com-
mittee to handle necessary arrange-
ments. ,'.••••'

Hizzoner Has An Agent for Radio,

LaGuardia's MCA Deal at 3G Wkly.

'100 Years of Rooneys'
Pat Rooney. currently at the Latin

Quarter, N... Y,. is writing an auto-
biography. "100 Years of t*:e

Rooneys," with an assist from Don
Walsh. ...

.

Yarn will chronicle the doings ii

the Rooneys from Pat's pa to Pat
Rooney. 3rd, Marion Bent, Josie and
Julia Rooney. -et al.

Every Theatre Will Have

A Hit, If Chi Engineer's

'Health' Plans Go Through
. Chicago; Oct. 23.

A glimpse into an almost incred-
ible future for movie and legitgoers

was provided here last week by C.

R. Stover, district engineer for Gen-
eral Electric. According to Stover,

if builders don't include lockers and
chaise lounges in their plans forthat
w. k, "theatre of 'tomorrow" they're

crazy, and here's why:

Payees will buy their tickets, go
to the locker rooms, change into sun
togs, and then recline on lounges to

view the show. From overhead
(gosh, how the Florida Chamber of

Commerce is going to hate this!)

will come a flood of invisible,

health-giving ultraviolet rays!

This isn't somebody's idea of an

(Continued *n page 29)

GOT 30c PAYOFF ON

$11,395 SONG PLUG
Music publisher Perry Alexander

is sizzling over a 60c cheek received

by his firm from Broadcast Music,

Inc.. for

his songs. During the period cov-
ered, Alexander published six tune?,

exploitation costing $11.395.•"•
!

What embittered Alexander the
more was a- notation on his royalty
statement to the efi'ect that payment
included a bonus equal to the. royalty
rate guaranteed by his BMI contract.
In other w ords. Iris payoff w as 30c.

Mayor LaGuardia of New York,
it's been learned, is under /contract •

to Music Corp. of America, With the
latter offering the Mayor to pros-
pective clients at $3,000 a week.

It's a deal (though . on a larger
scale) corresponding to that effected
betwc -n the Wm. Morris agency and •

ex-N. Y. PoUce/Cphrmissfane* 'Lewis
J; Valentine, who 15 currently' apJi.,
pearing on the

. "Garigbusters" • show
on ABC (Blue) and has some pix
shorts in the offing.
'MCA. it's reported, has Mayor

'

LaGuardia all 'se;t for commercial
auspiCes, as of the day he checks

"

out of N. Y. City. Hall, at a price
'

said to be in the $75,000-$100.000
bracket. It would also permit him to
do a N.Y. local broadcast, exclusive
pJ his MCA sponsorship- deal,' at"--:.
1 o'clock Sunday afternoon, as a
continuance of his present WNYC
official "report to the people."
ABC (Blue) tried to wrap tip

LaGuardia for Jhis post-mayoralty
regime at $#»,000 a year, with Mu-
tual reportedly offering him. the
same amount, but the Mayor.by.
passed both offers for the MCA
representation. .

•'.*.-

sey In

'Pygmalion/ Starter Of
Aldrich N.Y. Repertory

Richard Aldrich, Socialite show-
man, who was a lieutenant com-
mander in charge of a. Naval station
in England during the war, heads a
group establishing a Broadway rep-
ertory theatre. First attraction is
"Pygmalion." The George Bernard
Shaw play is due shortly before
Christmas, after an out-of-town trv-
out.

Gertrude Lawrence and Raymond
Massey will be co-starred. Miss

performance royalties on
|

Lawrence is Mrs. Aldrich in private
life. "Pygmalion" is limited to

:

eight-
weeks in New York. :

Finish The Job
If showmanship ever faced a challenge, the

8th Bond Drive—titled the Victory Loan—is it.

The goal is $2,000,000,000 worth of E-Bond sales.

Realistic showmen won't kid themselves. It'll take

everyone's sweat and toil to "finish the job" and
come out on top this time.

Frustrations have cropped up: from the start,

as for instance the cancellation of the' "Stars

Over America" caravansary. Deprived of that

glamorous Hollywood teeoff, the getaway will be.

thatrwuchHharder.—Btit^ratValwa-^
ness' challenge—to hurdle obstacles. Exceplins

that it will just be tougher this time. Showmen

will truly have to dig deep into their bag of tricks

to find the public—and themselves—a gonfalon.

Ted Gamble's statistical story in this special
Bond section gives the inside on financing a w<*r

and a peace., Those figures are indisputable. But
they're not insurmountable.

Sure, it's going to be a hard pull. Show busi-

ness knows it. It knows, too. the drive must
go on. Bond-fatigue, like battle-fatigue, must be-

set aside. The goal of the 8th Bond Drive Is

-^OOOOiOQfMWO—hi- E-Bonds alone . It's an im-
posing, sobering battle standard. If it's to spell

true Victory that total must be exceeded.

Expected Fleet , Bonanza
Disappoints N.Y. Bistros
Bonanza business, which Byoadjj-ay

niteries expected during the Fleet's
visit to New York, has so far failed
to materialize. In fact the Stem
nightstops report a 10-15%. drop. .='

Reason is ascribed to the oversell--
ing 0/ the hotel shortage which/
scared away potential stayotils. Beth
press and radio warned otit-ofr
towner.s to stay put while the fleet'*

in town, Which many did.

What tar trade came to the cafes,
was orderly and no incidents of any
importance were registered.. Mo. t

'

ffobs came with longtime-no-see
relatives and --were on their best
behavior.

Overselling the 'hotel shortage h:td

ils effect also on the inns as most
kept a large number of rooms re-
served for families, of Navy person-
nel, but toward the end of the night,
started .selling them to anyone.
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State Dept. O'Seas Unit To

Sell 'American Way' Mulled by Benton
'.. Washington, Oct. 23.

Minimized overseas jn£ormati«M(J

and cultural unit is .
planned by

j

Williarh Benton, Asst. Sec. of State

in eliarge of public and cultural re-

lation*/ His plans, disclosed recent'}'

at an executive session of the House ,

This Week's Football
•j. By TED 11USING

Appropriations Committee, wore
made ' public last week when the

.committee released the testimony.
. :

Benton figures to have upwards of

4.0(10 people attached to the various

embassies to handle cultural activi-

ties and preparing material in,, this

country—which would include sUch

things as films, and radio—as a. per-

manent, peacetime unit. Whether
Congress will be willing to foot the

bill for ah organization as big a?

that remains to be seen, but the com-
ments of some House Committee
members were decidedly adverse.

i

Benton disclosed that the OW!'
overseas start, which he is now run-

j

hing, will be Whittled down to 4.0
1

.">

.

by June 30, 194G, and said this may !

be cut still further after that date,
j

However, it would leave him' with a
j

peacetime group of specialists aiic!
j

cultural attaches unlike, anything

'

this nation has ever known in peace-'

time.
* In addition. Benton has the OIAA

|

people in Latin America. He said
J

this group of payrollers is also biing •

whittled and will be down to 350 by •

the middle of 1946.
""

Just what such, a staff would cost \

to operate was not made clear during

the testimony, but it would appar- i

e'nt.ly hit about $20,000,000 or more !

annually, with material and equip-
'

men't included. Benton testified that

he had great interest, in cpntitvuiiv;
|

the shortwave radio work of OIAA
|

and OWI as a permanent function of
j

the State Dept., but mentioned films
j

only briefly.

WINNER
I Glymson
j
Army ; . . ....

Columbia
| Harvard

j
Holy Cross .

.

I Perm . . , ,-,

.

! Temple
|
Dartmouth .

,

Cornell ....

|
Alabama

j
Ga. Tech . . .

.

1

i.su
.
,: . >.-..

i Tulane . .. . v.

Tulsa ,v.. . .-,

Michigan ...

|
Minnesota .

.

Purdue ...

.

Noire Dame
Texas .

Baylor '.
.-. . ,

California . •

Oregon St . .

Oregon ... ;

.

Detroit

Packers
Giants .

Eagles .

Yanks ..
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LOSER ODDS

... South Carolina 6-5

. . . Duke

. , . Brown

. .". Coast Guard

.'.
. Colgate
Navy

. .. Pitt

. . . Svraeuse

...Yale

.;. Georgia
. . . Auburn
. , . Van'rierbilt

... SMU -

... . Indiana

. . . Illinois

.... Ohio Slate

. „ Northwestern

. . . Iowa

. . : Rice

...Texas A-M •

Nevada
. .-. College Pacific

.. . UCLA
Pro

. . . Bea rs

. .'.Cards '':' "V

. . . Washington

. . . Cleveland
. . . Pitt

9-5

13-5

6-5

7-5
5-8

5-6

6- 5

5-7

2-1

6-5

7-5
6-5

5-8

7-5

2-1

2- 1

5- 1

3- 1

9-5

2-1.

.2-1

6-5

9-5

2-1

6,5

Even
9-5

I75t!i WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1945"

El Capitan Theatre. Hollywood, Cal.

"It's the best show every year.
M urray is .great."

.

'
'

FRED MacMURRAY.

(SEASON'S RECORD)
Won 79: Lost 33: Ties 5: Pet.

ifleu Doa'l Count)
705

Boy Scout Drive Sets

Amusement Div. Meeting

HARRY GREEN'S CURIOS

TO GO ON EXHIBITION
Harry Green, the comedian who ;,

•has been collecting intaglios, cameos; <\

seals and 'snarabs for almost 35

years, is en route to London tovre-

turn with his collection which has_

been in British vaults for the dura-

tion. He will exhibit them starting

TSIpv. 15 at Gimbel's. New .York, and

in other .store? in Boston, Philadel-

phia and elsewhere.

The collection, which cost him
around $170,000 through the years,

is
' now estimated as being worth

over $400,000.

Green, since quitting Paramount
Pictures as a featured comedian, has

been quite a collector. He has an-

other collection o£ 2,500 choice

volumes in h'ls New York home.

Catlett Back to B'way

As a Very Live Ghost
Walter Catlett is back on Broad-

way, first time in 17 years, to co-star

.with Bert Wheeler in a new comedy,

"Of All People," to be produced by

Walter Batchclor and Monte Proser.

with Jed Harris directing. Ralph

Spence, author of "The Gorilla."

wrote comedy, with two ghosts i Cat-

lett and' Wheeler) meandering
throughout the action.

Catlett, longtime principal come-
dian for Florence Ziegfeld, Jr.. for-

sook Broadway many years ago and

has been in • Hollywood making pix

ever since. '.'...
:

. .

'; • /

To aid the formation of the amuse-
ment division of the forthcoming

Roy Scout Drive. Chairmen Emil

Friedlander and George Feinberg
have organized a litncheoa to be .Jpiaee because both of

Oberon-Ballard's Proxy

Marriage 'May Start New

Vogue' — Cole Porter
Chicago, Oct. 23.

Nobody kidded them when they

got married by prpxy. it was re-

ported by Merle Oberon and Lucien

Ballard, Universal cameraman,
while stopping over here Thursday
(18) en route to Boston to appear in

the William Randolph- Hearst "Pur-

ple Heart" show there. "On the

contrary," Ballard said, "it. was just

the other way around. .In fact, Cole

Porter told us it was a wonderful

idea—one that might start a new
fad."

Couple took some good-natured

-kidding in the dailies here because

Miss Oberon couldn't remember her

wedding date when prodded by a

reporter. Loss of memory was oc-

casioned because it was
.
a proxy

wedding, she explained, which took
them were

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
+-»* By Frank Scully **++*4...

BERLIN'S FINALE WITH

'TITA' IN HONOLULU

iven at the Astor Hotel. New York,
j
too busy to get away from their

Tuesday, Oct. 20. for 40 division '

jobs.
chairmen and representatives of all

j gnu said that after a two-week
amusement guilds. ...;' * vacation in N. Y. following the Bos-
Plans for further industry partici- : t0ll stint, they'll participate in the

nation in this national campaign will.' Canadian' Victory Drive,

be announced at this luncheon,
j

which will be an organizational

meeting and not a fund-raising ses-

sion. Last year this division raised

$15,000. and the . campaign, this year
is expected to exceed this quota.

Division chairmen and Guild rep-

resentatives who comprise the work-
ing volunteers are: Bert Lytcll, Wal-
ter Greaza. Florence Marston. Wil-

liam Morris, Jr., Jesse Kaye, Sam
; Ranch. Bob Wcitman, Fred Epstein,

j
George Heller. James Sauter. Mar-
cus Herman, James Reilley. Russell

Grouse. Howard Bay, Joe Newman,
Max WollT. Herman Maier, Oscar
Neti. Leo
A. Cohn
den. Mike Todd, Herman Shumlin,
Richard Maney. Solly Pernick, Wal-
ter Green, Joe Hornsteih, Abe

;

Schneider, Max Scligman, Harold

i
Rodn.er.- J. Stuart MacDonald, Harry

j
Nadcl. A. W. Dawson. Bill Friedman,

I

Fred Waring, Ed Johnson, Sol Hurok,

;
Gene Buck. Abel Green. Jack Ali-

coate, Grantland Rice. Mabel Roane,
' Dave Ferguson, Mrs. Percy Moore,
Walter Vincent and George Buck.

Moronica Falls, Oct. 18.

From right and left Hollywood has been hit recently, and attackers from
both wings have headed toward the same objective. It. seems they agree
that the audience I.Q. is the weak side of the line. Captain iO.S.S.) Milton
Sperling, an old Hollywood hand, told the prqduccrsjto quit catering t0
12-year-old minds or "face moral bankruptcy." Then. Maurice do Kobra
in bequeathing 17,000 Paris-stored books to Tahiti, oh the theory that A
towns are doomed by the A bomb, also let fly at Hollywood 1

.

It's been going on for years, but has anybody checked on the 12-year-old.
minds recently to see what they're up to? Well, I.have. After comparing
the pictures to the minds, I'm for citing Sperling, deKobra et al. for delin-
quency jn their juvenile researches. In fact I have not seen a picture
recently that has come within a light year of what 12-year-old minds are
up to. ;

'. - '• - •;

",

'

The other evening I looked over the shoulder of a 12-year-old reporting
on an Academy Award winner. "Well," she was writing to her 14-year-
old brother, "we saw the 'Song of Bernadetle' at last, and that was too
soon. What a bore! Don't go to sec it, even if Rogers and Hammerslein
remake it as a musical under 'No, No, Bernadette!'."

On grilling her for writing like that I cracked a whole code these J2-
J'ear-olcls have. They try to stump each other with names like Sir Scedric
Hardtack, Blink Crbssley, Hickey Looney, Barbed Hoke, Maureen O'Solo-
mon, Red Skelton, Buried Fitzgerald, Ginger Vitus, Moronica Pond, Presto
Sturgeon, Dames Gagney, Hunchback Bogart, Moregrit O'Yawn, Betty Hoy-
den. Suspender Tracy, Water Pigeon and Judy Garlic. They had lots more
of them, but I couldn't keep up with the satirical speed of their 12-year-old
minds. I felt discouraged but then I thought, "In a few years I may slow
down enough to become a producer," and that bucked me up again.

Where Vaude Has Gone .'..-..-

Next I peeked in on a school assembly at 29 Palms. * This is a place
'

peopled by writers of the purple sage. It is 50 miles further into the
Mojave Desert than Palm Springs. "Here." I thought, "we will find how
dumb 12-year-old minds really can be." What I found was where vaude-
ville has gone. It's gone into school assemblies. Don't they read Long-
fellow at all any more? There was a kid on the platform and he was
imitating someone called, by him. "Uptown Clothes." When I came in he
was selling his listeners a news, program at half price, "because," he was
explaining, "it's three years old but otherwise as good as new." Then he
began telling us that Japan never would attack America, though he wasn't
so sure about Roosevelt. It sounded like "Clothes" alright.

Thus the run of 13-year-old minds, as I found (hem. Surely pietuves are
not made for them. For 52-year-old minds, maybe. If the 12-year-olds
learn to do one thing I'll rate them terrific. If they'd only loam to pick
their clothes up olf the floor! •'•''.';.'.

There Are Kids, and Kids
Get that immoral guy on the screen. The young American.. Put the

guy with the whiskers and imperial air of an angered eagle in the museum.
Get the guy I'm talking about on -the screen not once a year but once a

week. '

There are, of course, a lot of kids who coast through life on their old

man's reputation, louse up the family name even, but there are others
who add to the luster of the name. Let's make pictures of these kids.

Once at the Ritz bar in Paris I saw one of these good natiired kids
exhibiting brand new thousand franc bills. He had just had a hit picture
and was celebrating. Everybody wanted to examine the bills. When he
got them back he only had 10. They wanted to lock doors and search
everybody. . .

"No," said the good natured gum chewing chump. "I'll do enough dam-
age with 10.000. Another one might have landed me in jail, with nothing
left to bail myself out. Besides, the guy might have really needed it."

What's wrong with making pictures of Americans like this?

Joe E. Brown Set As
The Coast 'Harvey'

Joe E. Brown has been signed by-

Brock Pemberton for duplicate com-
pany of "Harvey," Mary Chase's

current Broadway hit. Brown will

personate Elwood P. Dowd role, now
played on Broadway by Frank Fay.

Company will open in December
in town not yet set, and begin Coast

engagement at Geary, San Francisco.

Jan. 14. Show will play L..A. arid

other Coast towns till summer,
when Brown lays off -to fill a pix

assignment. It will then resume in

fall in Chicago.

Honolulu, Oct. 23.

Irving Berlin flew from N. Y. to

Honolulu Saturday (20), on tele-

graphic request from Gen. Richard-

son, theatre commander, arriving at

the Hawaiian metropolis in time for

the last performance of "This Is the

Army" Monday '22V night.

Berlin received tremendous ova-

tion from civilian audience of 18,000,

Lubin, Nate Spingold, Max I eaCh 0 j whom paid
'

$5. admission,
Harry Brandt. John Gol-

\
proceeds to be divided between Ship

Community Chest and Army Relief.

City and govt, officials thanked Bcr-

j
lin profusely, and magnificent

' flowers and leis were presented to

him and entire cast. Berlin gave a

resume of "TITA's" tour. Also beg-

!
ged audience to sing with him, and

i'they did.

Curtain marked finale of a three-

and-a-half year tour for Berlin's

soldier show. With the songsmith

there he will lour hospital installa-

tions for a few days.

Berlin is flying back to Hollywood
this week/where he will remain and
meet his GI cast on their return

Nov. 1 by boat to San Francisco. All

have enough points for discharge, so

will proceed to Camp Lee, Va„ for

.separation.

Since Berlin's show premiered

The Berle-ing Point

-By Milton Berle-

20TH (JESSEL) YEN

LONGHAIR FILM BIOG

As you approach Philly on the Perm Railroad, there's a sign that says,

"Philadelphia—the City of Brotherly Love". '. .They saw my brother Frank

—so they took down the sign... But Philadelphia is a wonderful town ...

Where else do traffic cops wipe your windshield before giving you a

ticket?, . .Saw my uncle—the successful lawyer who owns his own am-
bulance—and he's gone one step further. He has his own jury. Under-
stand that Roy Rogers would like to do a legit play. He should be swell

in "Rodeo and Juliet". . . (Ouch!) . . .Lenny Kent is a big hit at the Latin

Casino here. Lenny' says, "Philadelphia is a wonderful city. The center

of the publishing industry . . .advertising agencies. . .museums. , .libraries

—

and for entertainment—you're only two hours from New York". . . .Read an

Philadelphia^ Oct. 2:i.

article about a fellow who was able to live without a heart. . .He must be

an agent.
,

•

IIAItK Y-K AKI
When I was just a mere hit child,

My trumpet drove the neighbors wild,

I wish I'd practiced; I'd now he able,

To so around with Betty Grable!

G l!0 ''.se Jessel and 20th-Fox yen .»

j

longhair film biog based on Sol

i-Hurok's career, providing that th'j

i concert manager 'could: deliver m
,

package to Hollywood including his July 4. 1942. at Broadway theatre,

i Ballet Russe. Marian Anderson, Don N. Y.. the soldier musical has toured

I Cossack Choir etc. {nil global fronts and appeared be-

I

','
., . V , • j j . I fore almost 2.000,000 servicemen.

' „ Wh ' le efk Jes*4«l sounded out
| Sn • niade $1.0.000.000 for Army

Hurok on the idea.
, r .„ ,„ !« America., and

war funds in

ROBT.

Rose to London, Setting

'Carmen' and Maybe Gate
Billy Rose skedded to leave N. Y,

via clipper for London* by . Nov. 5

;

for six weeks overseas. Producer

will make arrangements fdr booK-

ing hi.s .musical "Carmen Jones" in

London and discuss possibility for a

duplicate Diamond Horseshoe nilery

i Emergency Relief in

j
$500,000 for British

i England.' 1

SHAW OUT
.

Dallas, Oct. 23.

Capt. Robert Goltschall of Army in the British capital.

Signal Corps has returned to civilian
. R0se also plans a trip to Nurcn

status after more than three years in
'

the service. Following a slay here
j

he leaves for Hollywood.
,

Prior to his enlistment he was
agenlcd by Zeppo Marx and under
contiact to 20th Century-Fox. iisitig

the stage name of Robert Shaw. I

berg. Nov. 20. for the war crimes

trials, returning home via Clipper in

mid-Decciiiber.

. Jack Hylton has been talking the

idea of' importing the drigin.il

"Jones" cast to London:

Ida's Blackout
Hollywood. Oct. 19.

Editor, "Voricty":
'

Didya hear about Ida's acci-

dent driving down to. Palm
Springs? With the mother of

my five daughters at the. wheel,
a wagonload Of hpy rap into

her. All three gals in Ida's car

were shaken up quite a bit but
not hurt, but get this for a

blackout: as they're lying in all

kinds, of awkward positions,

with the hay all over them. Ida

chirps up:
"Come on, girl?, make a wish."

Eddie 'Cantor.

THE GREAT WIT WAT:"'
Paul Denis knows a Broadway shounjirl who is so dumb she went to her

dentist to have two toisdoiu teeth put in. • '

.

Sid Pienuoitt tells Mike Todd: "You're pot nil (lie money I'll ever need.''

The lieadwaiter at 21 is now a used-car appraiser. If you can't pay'
bid he arranges a loan on your car. ' .'.',>•'.

Radio is a great educator. Kids used to ask their parents Questions. jV0u>

they send them into "Information, Please" and coiled a $100.
Tony Cauzoneri is being studied bu 'the Deparductit of Agriculture! He's

got the only cauliflower that can go for 10 days without loatcr. .

.

Mayor LaGuardia is moving near Cab Calloway tit Riverdalc. and Cub
has already worked out a swell deal. Fioreilo can lead the band if he, lets

Cab (jo to fires with him.
Have warned Jay C. Vlippen to stop eating at Tools Slwr's so regularly:

He's beginning to look like- TOots.

THEIBE S NO TRUTH TO THE RUMOR:
That

; W C. Fields falls asleep' by countingwhite horses inste;

... .That ErroL Flynn has joined a lonely, hearts club.', That
Boris Kaiioft pictures are given a scream test...That Fred,,

enough pouches under his eyes to open a. kangaroo orphanage.
Holtz admitted he was feeling line . . . That George Jessel has had his

pictures printed on his, annuities. . .That Leon and Eddie sleep on tlieii'

cash register after a big night.

ad of sheep
victims in

Allen has

.That Lou

OLD JOKES AT HOME:
Important note for purchasers of "Out of My Trunk." If you don't,

think the book is good—try holding: paft'e 14 up to the light.

. I know one Broadway producer who is so exclusive he has an un-

listed wife.

Hangnail Description of Fibber McGee and Molly: Johnson's Wacks.
20th Century-Fox made me a very interesting' offer. A contract to

make a picture not to he released this year with an option for two
pictures not to be released next year.
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. PIX OUT OF SHORT PANTS
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Krug Discloses Hollywood Plans New

Setups for Prod., Distribution, Etc.

The House We Live In
RKO Radio Pictures, which is distributing the Frank Ross-Mer-

vyn LeRoy non-profit, 10-minute short, '-.The House I Live In,"

starring Frank Sinatra, manifested its social consciousness by an

all-day grind it staged at its homeoffice last Wednesday (17),

There, four times per hour, from noon until 7 .p.m., educators,

social service workers, ministers, the press and others streamed in

and out of Projection Room B of the adjoining Radio City Music
Hall and saw this socko short.

Since, unfortunately, those who do not need any reeducation

on inter-racial or religious understanding usually see these »pix,

and those who need them most do not, something certainly

should be done regarding this potent film subject. The job is to

make sure that everybody who might be favorably influenced

should be exposed to viewing this pic.
"

That's probably RKO's idea via these marathon screenings.

But that's not enough. The exhibitors must rally to themes of

this nature as they rally to our War Bond drives or any other

major patriotic mission.

It's a non-profit short, with organizations active in helping

the xinderprivileged and delinquent juveniles supposedly bene-

fiting from the proceeds. But why not give it away and
minimize the work of these agencies so that they won't need
whatever proceeds are derived from the film. Or endow it. But
do something so that exhibitors in all communities get it as
automatically as they get their run of product. For, certainly,
juvenile delinquency is spreading, religious intolerance seems to
be manifesting itself anew. And when so worthy a short, with
so effective a missionary as Sinatra—and his effect on the bobby-
soxers and the juveniles is potent—is available, every channel
should be greased to expedite the widest circulation of such a
picture. Aoei;

Johnston to Cincy for Strike

Confab; Pickets Still Rioting
Hollywood. Oil. 2:1. 4-

Heavy lines formed again at

Warners, Paramount, RKO and Re-
pubiio this morning with minor
scuffles taking place at Paramount
when police cleared a small path
for workers to go through. Some
slaved in studio all night. At RKO
the studio is using busses to trans-
port workers through picket lines,

after picking them up outside the
j
only 28. These are playing to capac-

NOT ENOUGH U.S. PIX

TOGO 'ROUND IN BERLIN
Berlin. Oct. 15.

Although there are 47 theatres in

Berlin's Amcriean zone. AJ. S. has
been able to date to supply films for

lot al a prearranged point

Approximately 1,000 pickets
massed in front of Republic al 6 a.m.
while workers waited on opposite
side of street. Herbert Yates drove
up shortly afterwards and started to

enter the studio. Workers formed
in a line behind his car but he
stopped it and got out. He told the
employees the studio would be
closed today for all production but
would resume tomorrow. Then he
went into a huddle with Herbert
Sorrell who was on the line. After
a brief talk, and workers had gone
home. Sorrell dismissed all but a
token force of pickets.

In the conference between Yates
and Sorrell. the strike leader agreed
to let Republic stay open the rest of
this week if Yates would hall pro-
duction today. Latter did, • sending
crews home. Universal, anticipating
trouble, called in crews and casts
for two films and began shooting at
five this morning. However, the
early call was unnecessary as only

(Continued on page 29) •".

STURGES' WAR SATIRE

AFTER LLOYD COMEDY
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Preston Sturges is readying a film
based on Prosper Merime's "Colom-
ba. ' Its Corsican

.
feuding story is

satire on war. Merime is best
known for his lebretto to the opera
'Carmen."
This pic follows "The Sin of

Harold Diddlebock," which is bring-
ing back Harold Lloyd as a new
type of comedian. Latter is due lor
April release via United Artists.

ity biz. Germans crowding to see
films free of Nazi propaganda or
slant. Films being 'offered the civil-

ian, population, however, are more
or less old. authorities screening pix
carefully, motive, being to educate
back to democratic ways as well a,s

entertain.
:

' ' :

'

'Pride and Prejudice" is most re-
cent U. S. pix showing. Charlie
Chaplin's "The Gold Rush." old as
it is. is drawing big trade. The
Russians are supplying film to fill

void of houses unable to get U. S.

pix. the.se being Russ pix or non-
political German films okayed and
distributed b>' Soyusintorgkiiio. So-
viet film agency. Russians are glad
to offer film, and make swaps, and
have even asked for American
newsreefs to show in their Berlin
zone.

FOR lllS
Use of 16-millimeter picture?,

bright future of which already is

tabbed as almost a certainty in the
postwar domestic and foreign mar-
ket, promises to

:

figure importantly
as a vital adjunct to regular 35-mm.
film production. In fact some tech-
nicians believe that, in time. 16-mm.
films will revolutionize all picture
production and quite generally alter

present production setups.

The 16-mm. film promises soon to

be the sole medium in photograph-
ing

,
ncwsreels, travel and novelty-

shorts, and documentaries by the
simple process of blowing up the
.smaller, film stock to regular 35-mm.

! for theatre use. The rapid strides

I made during the war in taking

I

16-mm. pictures in color, and then
enlarging to 35-mm.. promises to

make the dream of a color newsreel
an actuality. Warners already -is

committed to a color newsreel when
it's launched, possibly next year.

Other ncwsreels obviously do not in-

tend to permit the new WB reel to

take the play away from them, and
doubtlessly will striflg along or try

to beat Warners to the punch.
With ncwsreels, use of the lighter,

more flexible 16-mm. camera will

mean fast, on-the-spot coverage of a

|
news event a few minutes after the
story breaks. On such stories as big
fires, explosions, accidents, etc.. it

will result in the newsreel camera-
man obtaining more sweeping cover-
age. . Newsreel photographers can

!
take the' 16-mm. outfits right up to

the scene of a news break, without
tlto usual delay encountered when'
using the heavy 35-mm. outfit. The
lensman would have a color camera
weighing less than 50 pounds instead
of the several hundred pounds of
35-mm. outfits. This small weight for
the 16-mm. includes tripods and the
"blimp" orsoundproof housing.
Successful blowing up of 16-mm.

color films has paved the way for
this development. Because there is.

art absence of grain in Kodachrome
slock, the development of the en-

(Continued on page 29

)

Pix Get Back 9 More Men
Hollywood. Oct. 23.

Nine men formerly associated with
the film industry were among the 44

officers recently returned to civilian

status from the Signal Corps Photo-
graphic Centre.

Returnees are Lieut. Col. William
S. Holman, Lieut. Col. Robert Lord,
Maj. Anthony D. Veiller. Maj. Har-
lan Thompson. Mai. A. Ronald But-
ton. Capt. Claude A. Binvon. Capt.
William C. Mcllor. Capt. Marshall
Grant and Lieut. Arthur Seid.

Krug Uncertam

On H wood Post

Memphis, Oct. 23.

J.
;
A, (Cap), Krug, retiring chair-

man of WPB. said here today that

the spot offered him in Hollywood

is not an MPPDA executive vice-

presidency, but is instead president
of a new producer setup, divorced
from distribution, and under a new
overall Motion Picture Institute

headed by Eric Johnston.
,

Krug called the new Hollywood
machinery "a proposed streamlining
Of the organization," with separate
presidencies for production, distri-

bution, etc.. but with censorship
continuing to operate under Joe
Breen. Said his post would be "a
completely new position'' which
would have charge of .a long-range
labor program, research work for
technological improvement of motion
pictures, and improved use of film?"

as an adjunct to education. Would
also be active in planning and de-
velopment oi a proposed Council of
Guilds. Crafts and Producers to
formulate policies for labor-manage-
ment relations within industry, with
Pat Casey rontinuing as the indus-
try's executive in charge of labor

Colmes' Whodunits Named
: Hollywood, Oct. 23.

.
Walter Colmes announced the six

Frank Gruber "Johnny Fletcher"
detective novels which he will pro-
duce for Republic release during
the next three years, starling with
"The French Key." currently in
work.

Slated to follow are "The Colt."
"The Laughing Fox." "The Mighty
Blockhead," "The Talking Clock"
"'id "The Gift Horse."

Trust Suit and H'wood

Strike Brake on Divvys
' Possibility of extra dividends this

year ^fc>r most picture company
shareholders now appears slim. The
current anti-trust suit and the strike-

situation on the Coast are given as

reasons for belief in Wall Street that

earlier hopes for upped dlyvys or
extra melons near the year-end aro

out of the. question.
. [

Film company directors are in-

clined to think that both the trust

suit and the strike, "with its un-
settling effect on production, make
a conservative dividend policy nec-
essary for at least six months. They
see the need for conserving all

financial reserves, just now.

Con.-Republic-Setay

Merger Approved in Del.
Stockholders of /Consolidated Film

Industries voted Friday tip) at their

adjourned special .
meeting at Wil-

mington. Del., to approve a merger
of the. company and Republic Pic-

tures Corp. into the Sclav Co.. Inc.,

which will change its name to Re-
public Pictures Corp. -

Herbert. J. Yates CSr-tay). presj-

denl of Consolidated and Rep., is on

the Coast but expected track in. New
York in three weeks.

New Lartigue-MG

Deal, Korda Exits
Sir Alexander Korda's resignation

as head of British film production
for Metro was not unexpected al-

though "ill health" is the announced
reason. Ben Goetz succeeds him as
British Metro head. He's been in
London right along as Korda's aide.
Korda owns the rights to many of

his films, such as "Private Life of
Henry Eighth," etc.. and Laudy
Lawrence has aligned with him as
general business head. The reissue
rights to these pix are worth plenty:
and in Europe, as the markets open
up their b.o. potential is big. Many
territories have never seen these
films, although basically the reissue
rights' values are what prompted
Laurence not to return to Metro.
He was longtime European head

for M-G. but Henry Lartigue has
been doing such a good job that
Major Arthur Loew. president of
Loew-International, has influenced
Lartigue to remain on under a new
live-year termer.

Lartigue is slated to fly back this

morning (24) to Paris after a five-

week o.o. of the American scene,

both in New York and Hollywood,
where he sojourned 10 days. It was
Lartigue's first trip back to the
States since before the war.
During the Occupation he proved

qulle a hero with the French Un-
derground, and materially salvaged
over 800 Metro pix- from '-.the Nazis
so that Metro was the first to jump
into distribution when the Libera-

tion came.

Hollywood. Oct. 23.

Capt. Julius A. Krug, head of the
War Production Board, Who has been
offered the $75,000 position of vice-

president of the Motion Picture Pro-
.

ducers & Distributors of America, in I

relations.

Hollywood. : according to inside I

Krug said he will decide next

sources is winging on whether to :
week whether to accept the $75,000 a

take the proposition or not. Job is !

>'ear P°st Offered by Johnston,

on a one-year contract • basis, with i
.
He stopped here en route to Wash-

Krug having an offer also from
|

lnSton ln an ***** Pla"e -
°n a tpur

Floyd Odium to come into the Atlas of industrial inspection'from Detroit

Corp. as an executive; also one from «'es* to Los Angeles. Belreves, from

Howard Hughes, to join Transconti- •

survey that irom a -physical stand-

ne-ntal-Western Airlines as an exec- 'l
01" 1 «* '""tal .reconversion of

utive in charge oi foreign opera-

]

b
-
S" lr°m war to Peace '

has been

lions. |

completed.
.

.
.

Both these spots would provide
]

substantial salary besides stock in-
|

terest which seems to have Krug
j

further perplexed as what to do.
"

He told an intimate friend before i

heading east Sunday that he did not
know who his boss would be in the
film job. and that he would confer
with President Harry Truman on the
proposition before announcing his

decision.

feel that he may turn down the film

offer.

Eric Johnston, new president of

the Motion Picture Producers & Dis-

tributors of America, continued his

reorganization of that body by sf-

fering Krug the post.

Krug's office, under the new pol-

icy, would place him in charge of a

long-range labor program for the

film industry as head of a council of

guilds, crafts and producers to

formulaic a system of cooperation

between labor and management, such

as is being adopted by many of the

(Continued on page 62)

ACAD PLANS EXPANSION

HERSHOLT ANNOUNCES
l

Hollywood, Oct. -23.

|
New program for the Academy of

i
Motion Picture Arts St Sciences;

j

announced by Jean Hersholt, re-

Thosc close to him here cen^y elected president, calls for

a permanent building, an enlarged
educational plan and expansion of
the Academy library. Hersholt de-
clared:

"Films made in Hollywood can tell

the American story in every part
of the world, and it is a basic pur-
pose of the Academy to underscore
the cultural values of American
motion pictures to the end. that the
story may be authentically and
forcefully told."

TED CURTIS WORLDWIDE

SALES V.-P. OF EASTMAN
Rochester, N. Y.. Oct. 23.

Maj. Gen. Edward Peek Curtis, re-

turning to the .Eastman Kodak Co.

after five years with the Army Air
Forces, much of the time as aide to

General Spaatz in England, has been
elected a vice-president of the com-
pany and placed in charge of sales

of professional motion picture film

throughout the world. He will be
generally responsible for sales, ad-
vertising and distribution in Europe,

according to company officials.

At the same time, Perley S. Wil-
cox, chairman of the board of the
Tennessee Eastman Corp., was
elected chairman of the board of the

Eastman Kodak Co., to succeed
Frank W. Lovejoy, who died Sept. 16.

Blumberg Due Back
Nate Blumberg. Univeral prest. h

[due back from his first Europutiti

trip Now 10. '

.,

i Joseph H. Seidelmah. prez of tj.nl-

! vcrsal-International, who accompa-
I nicd Blumberg, may extend his stay

(beyond that time.

20th-Fox's Pre-Prod. B R.

For Cantor-Karson Show?
Rehearsals of "Nellie Bly," Broad-

way, musical which Eddie Cantor is

producing with Nat Karson. began
this week without the comedian's
guiding hand. RKO's -'Conic 0"
Along." Cantor's new filmusieal, will

keep him on the Coast for several

weeks. With Karson handling the

Broadway show in the interim.

Indications are that 20th-Fox will

finance "Nellie" on a pre-production
deal. William Gaxtori, Victor Moore
unci Marilyn Maxwell have the leads

in the musical penned by Morrie
Ryskind and Sig Herzig.
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Gamble Cites Postwar Problems Of

Troop and Civilian Needs as Reason

Bond Drive Challenge Must Be Met
By TED R. GAMBLE

(JVdtioiifll Director, War Finance

Division,' Treasury Department)
There are a good many reasons

why we are having a Victory Loan.

I should like to discuss briefly a few
of those reasons for you. 1 should

!1 i Ice to tell you first why It is that

the .Government needs these huge
sims ul money that we hope to raise

during the period- of this Victory

Loan,
As. you all know, we had over

12,000,000 men and women in the

armed services on V-J Day. The
cost to our Government; at that

time, was just under $2 billion a
month lor the 'maintenance and' pay
of those 12,000,000 men and women.
Theoretically, even if most of them
were demobilized in a period of six

months' time, the expenditures for

thai six months' period would, not be
decreased a great deal." since up. to

$300 muslering'-oiit pay is given each
enlisted person who is released from
the services. Expenditures for mili-

tary pay and subsistence will remain
at a rather high level for another
six,' eight, or 10 months' time despite

the fact that we probably, will be
demobilizing at least 1.000,000 men
and women a month at the peak.

|

Travel expenses will, of course, also ;

remain high as the armed services

rush the demobilization program.
We also have tile problems of hos-

.
pltalization and rehabilitation to

meet in the. months that lie ahead,

and huge sums of money will be re-

quired .for. this' work! The admin
istration of the G. I. Bill of flight

WAC'sr Billion
War Activities Committee ot

the Motion Picture Industry is

hopeful
; of topping the billion

mark in E Bond sales. It's esti-

mated that so far around 900,-

000,000 in the series have been
peddled. . < •;."•!

Average number of sales for

each of the seven previous

driveswas from 70,000.000 to 80,-

080,000 bonds! Goat in this cam-
paign is hoped to top any pre-

vious .effort with sales of 100,-

000,000. .V
•.'.'"•"'

Swivel Chair Campaign Strategy Out

With Caravan Nix; It s Up to Showmen

Very Apropos
Chicago. Oct, 23.

Audience of several hundred
in Ben Bartelstein's Annetta the-

atre, in suburban Cicero, re-
mained calm one night lastWeek
when film exploded in the pro-
jection booth and filled the

house with acrid odors. Cus-
tomers left without confusion.

Pic was "Incendiary Blonde."

Films' $6,000,009

Estimated Cost
It's conservatively estimated that

cost to the motion , picture industry

in boxoffice receipts during the Vic-

tory Loan will total over $6,000,000.

Exhibs are expected, to provide at

least 15,000 shows on Free Movie
Day, around 8,000 free Kiddie Shows

; in addition to the regular Free.

I Movie day and more than 5.000-

I

miscellaneous showings. Total will

mount to 40.000 free showings and
figuring each show at 30c. to an

audience of 500. industry giveaway,
will amount to at least $6,000,000.

In addition, nearly 25',' 0 f the

MOLLY PICON
Thank you "Standard, TorOMOy

for liaving-xaid:—
".Molly .Picon's world fame is due

to a talent which transcends lingual
border and places her in the first;

rank el' musical comedy stars in any
language." ';-'•-,

William Morris Agency
Personal Representative

JACOB KAUSH
One University Place, New York

Pix Must Drive On

In Peace: Fabian
The motion-picture industry should

cooperate in peacetime as it did in

war for the achievement of common
goals, according to S, H. Fabian,
head of the Fabian circuit and Na-
tional Chairman of the Victory Loan
Committee. .

•

Fabian declared that one of the
most important by-products of the
industry's participation in ail the

nation's pix personnel are working
will require ' large sums of money, J oh the campaign! It's estimated by

too. We have, in addition to that. S.'H. Fabian, that 50,000 are working
j

Wa ''. L
?
an

,

D"V
?;
S

,

has been the

the problems of military occupation, on some phase of the campaign, .realization that all phases of motion

No. one-$nows. exactly, how many .Figure takes in over 16.000 theatre
|

Pictures - production, d.stribut.oii

men and vypmen are going to be re- 'managers, and other theatre, depart '

'

quired to occupy Germany and
Japan. We do know that it may be
a million or more and it is going to

cost a lot of money to keep those

men at their posts of duty.
Furthermore, it has been recom-

mended to Congress that over a

thousand combat ships be kept afloat

to insure the victory that has been
won. If it is decided to keep afloat

a navy of that size, the cost of main-
tenance might easily run as much as

$4 billion a year.

Redemption Problems
We have found in our surveys that

about three-quarters of the bonds
outstanding arc considered by people -

as capital investments and will be
liquidated only for such uses as

building a home, paying off a mort-
gage, or providing for education. The
other 25'i of the bonds seem to be
held as temporary investments and
their holders may redeem them to

. tide them over the reconversion
period or to purchase new con-
sumers' goods when they" become
available. On balance then, we
think that redemptions will remain
somewhere around present levels or

p.cxhaps slightly higher through the

rest of this fiscal year ending next

ment personnel. Numbering 20,000:

about 4,000 from the distribution

end; and nearly the, same number

j

from' Hollywood, National Screen
i Service exchanges, film deliveries,

;
lab workers and others.

L

Wainwright Sparks Bond

Drive Pitch of Pix Group

At Waldorf Breakfast

Many New Pix To

Hypo Bond Preems
At least 30 new features not pre-

viously released will be made avail-

able to distributors and exhibitors

as inducements for Bond premieres.
Ill many cases new films will be
shown for a single performance and
considerably in advance of the re-

lease date of the film. Heavy .?«-'

ploitation stressing "the opportunity
to see a new film far ahead of the
customary debut is expected to

produce a heavy number of bond
sales.

.

-,-
.

-

Victory Loan Campaign is, inci-

dentally, expected to bring out a
record splurge of giveaways in the
form of Bond Premieres. Kiddie
Matinees. Free Movie Days and Vic-
tory Shows. Such angles are being
stressed by national chairman S. H.
Fabian, campaign director Oscar A.
Doob, distributor chairman Charles
M. Reagan, and drive coordinator
Chick Lewis.

and exhibition—can be welded into

|
a single unit for complete cpopera-

I
lion. It would be wise, he urged, to

have that same spirit go- into peace-
time endeavors.

If such full cooperation is attained
i

on matters other than' those conV
nected with the war effort, then (hie

industry can band together to fore-
stall any future developments harm-

'

ful to the industry.

In an unorganized state, he de-
j

c tared, motion picture business .'can I

be knocked off in bits by outside i

factors because of weaknesses in the

Before 1.800 motion picture in .
^ustry. He opined upon comple-

I

dustry participants in the Victory I ^n 0 the forthcoming war loan .

Loan drive, Gen, Jonathan M. Wain- !

"' jve. logical time tor such organi- >

wright, hero of Bataan, urged the I

^.on w.ll have arrived. By then all

industry to assist the cause of the ! '"^f'J
Phases y." 1 bc «sed to in-

Bond drive. He urged all to do their
tia-trade cooperatmn.

, ;

bit to prevent recurrence of Pearl

Harbor, Bataan and Corregidor, at

a breakfast rally yesterday tTues.)

at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y..

given by N. Y. War Activities Com-
mittee. Said he in part:

•We must keep our guard up.

BOND TOUR OFF, STARS

TO PLAY HOSPITALS
Hollywood, Oct! 23.

Increased bookings for Military
Hospital tours by fop stars came as
result of cancellation of "Stars Over
America'' Victory Loan junket. Most
of the 25 stars already signed for

the bonder offered to go oil hospital
tours and USO-Camp Shows, and
the War Dept. was asked to map
schedules.

Immediate routing was requested
yesterday by Paul Muni. Constance
Moore. Dennis O'Keefe. Hugh Her-
bert. Billy Newell. Burl Ives. Ken-
ny Baker. Routes to be set in next
few days for other volunteers, in-

cluding Lee Bowman, Wally Brown,
Martha ODriscoll. Billy DcWolfe,
Olga San Juan and Robert Walker.

Swivel-chair spearheading of the
Victory Loan campaign is out, now
that the Hollywood. Caravan show,
"Stars over America," has .'been
nixed. Quest of selling $2,000,000,000
in "E" Bonds for the industry is

figured to depend now on the gen-
eralship of local showmen.

It's seen that individual competi-
tion, city by city, and state by state,
will be more intense than during the
last drive. Up to now, showmen
have relied to a great extent upon
the push carried by. star tours. In-
dividual initiative, it's figured, must
be substituted. Some areas which
hadn't been hopeful of the stars'
p.a.'s were cooking up stunts of
their own to obtain their quota, The
rest of the cities will now have to
emulate the example of the smaller
towns.
However, the entire industry

agrees that ballyhoo remains the
cardinal selling point in the campaign
and that industry is looking forward
to plenty in that direction because
of the fact that all exhibitors will
be pitting ideas against competition
in other cities. Parades, even with-
out benefit of the Hollywood pitch,
i re still figured to be the big thing,
whether they're centered around the
rehabilitation theme with purple-
hearts as the central attraction or'
other selling points.

War Activities Committee feels
that greatest emphasis will be placed
upon exhibition, since Hollywood
has been abandoned as the focal
point of interest. Staging of. con-
tests will assume an important
status. There are more than a dozen
such stunts lined up that have never
been pulled before in. any drive.

Many plans are being kept secret in

order to maintain a jump on the

competition.

Challenge to Showmanship
On the overall picture, S. IT.

Fabian, national chairman, is opti-

mistic, since all connected with the
campaign have pledged that they'll

attempt to outdo their showmanship
of previous campaigns. Fabian in-

dicated that; because of the compe-
titive spirit, he feels that the

$2,000,000,000 quota will be topped.

Charles Skouras has already
pledged $75,000,000 in the 650 houses
in his jurisdiction. Eight downtown
Los Angeles houses are staging
parades and he has set up mobile
units to carry bond-buying messages
to remoter regions. Also on tap is

the Victory Queen contest which
will allow buyers to vote for a par-
ticular candidate,

In Philadelphia, the Warner cir-

t Continued on page 29)

In addition, he declared, the film
industry, through participation in
efforts of the War Activities Com-
mittee, has become a vital factor in
community affairs. The exhibitor, he
said, is no longer regarded as an
itinerant, but a stable factor in corn-

All of this costs money, lots of it. |

munity life, whose advice and par
That, at least, is one of the reasons

j

licipation are needed in every
we arc now launching this Victory .

communal effort. He's there when it

Loan Drive. i

comes to Red Cross Drives, welfare
"I am vitally interested in this j

funds, and other local efforts.
June 30. and then will fall o a much

, Victory Loan, and who better than 1

(Continued on page 3 1) , you gentlemen, representatives of

I

one of the great industries of our

CTDIVr DAI ire IIIADMCDC i

S«at country, can help to put over

MKlKt BALKS WAKiNfcKa th, s victory Loan D)ive . Qn)y by
serving and by paying can we keep
down the power of evil; only by
paying the bill can we keep our
country prepared.''

. "You men of the Motion. Picture
Industry, with the wonderful fa-

cilities for publicity at

BETTE DAVIS BOND PIC
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

. Difficulties because' of current
strike at the Warner Bros, studio is

delaying production of the . second
Victory Bond production trailer,

"Uncle Sam Asks for 11 Billion Dol-
lars." Bette Davis, scheduled for

lead in the film, has consistently re-

fused to pass the picket line; 'sur-

rounding the studio;

Another trailer that- was set up
as a Clark Gable starrer has been
hampered because of fact that Gable
left for a vacation after completing
''Strange Adventure" for Metro.
Efforts are on to get a replacement
so that this trailer, scheduled for use
during the. sixth week of the drive,

can get underway.
Hollywood Victory

.
Caravan

It's while this communal good-will
is in it's highest state that nation-
wide organization of the industry
should occur.

TRADE PRESS DIVISION

HOSTING BOND EXECS
Trade press division of the War

your dis-. Activities Committee of the* "Motion
posal can do a great deal to assist

j picture
'

Induslry wiu nost the Tnd u

"

this worthy cause.
... , try ,s yigtory Loan Committee, of

..which S. H.. Fabian is chairman, at

CDCflAI DITfU AT i

;the A.stor hotel, N. Y., on Friday
JlttlAL til III AI |

'26). In addition to Fabian, others

mm II nAlin O 1 I no attending will include Oscar A.

RURAL BOND SALES; Tflf ^ir*ctor:

j
Cohen, assistant chairman; Chick

War Activities Committee heads Lewis, campaign coordinator-
expect rural and agricultural areas Charles M-. Reagan, distributor
to play a greater part in the forth-

| chairman, and six liaison men in
coming Victory Loan campaign.
Campaign management anticipates a
smaller margin of sales from metro-
politan areas because of the fact that
reconversion and strikes have clcci-

, ,

two-reel short made by Paramount,
j
mated incomes from manufacturing

j jor'^John J
will be released Oct. 26 instead of i towns.

N. Y. headquarters representing re-
gional chairmen. There are Charles
Stall, for Charles Skouras of San
Francisco; Paul Levi, for Sam'' Pi-
nanski. Boston; .Joseph Ryan, liaison.

Fried), Minneapolis;

v.„ , ,„..,. . ., ,. ... „ _ ,;'-.'
, , ", j

Ralph McGowah for Harry Arthur;Nov. 1. Initial trailer with Fred To pick up this slack, greater em- st LouK . Hermah'Sehl eier for WarMacMurray has been completed and
I phasis will be placed on- sales to

1

' '

bcmeiei. foi Hai-

will bc released shortly.
;ry Brandt, N. Y., and Ray Benll.

I liaison for Bob O'Donnell, Dallas.

SAUTER'S BOND CHORE
James Sauter, head of the United

Theatrical War Activities Commit-
tee, has been named talent coordina-
tor I'm* the New York area for, the
Victory Loan Campaign. '

|

rural .residents. It's/estimated that
! around $18,000,000 in .sales will have i

to bc picked up through this region. I

A Plaque honoring Doob's chair-

In order to get greater returns i

waiwhip of the public relations divi

from farmers the War Finance Di
vision of the Treasury Dept. will or-

ganize hillbilly units to nab this

dough. Arrangements are still to be
completed.

sion in a previous drive will be pre-
sented him by George J. Schaefer,
WAC chairman.

Jack Alicoate, trade press divi-
sion chairman, will preside.

Hollywood Viclorv
laravan

riii-a mount. iTlPdfe uf I.imMm ilurrlfl
JH-oiilu l toll f<n- Win- .Vi-1lv.iti*S (Nllll-
iniU'-«
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^->'i ,
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Paramount lias contributed a
grade-A job with this two-
rceler. "Hollywood Victory Cara-
van." Short carries surefire en-
tertainment values to propel the
Victory Loan pitch to certain re-,
suits. The spiels are wtsely
based on common-sense values,
since the emotional appeal of the
war is gone and will go well with
any basic bond-buying program
which individual exhibs have
formulated for their particular
situation.

Story is necessarily on simple
lines, having Diana Lyiin des-
perately attempt to get trans-
portation from Hollywood to
Washington in order to visit her
wounded brother in that city and
ultimately inveigles Bing Crosby
and Bob Hope to share a lower
in order to leave space for her.
Studio background gives both

comics a chance to be seen in
their native habitat and allows
sequences of Betty Hutton sing-
ing "Plain Jiine Doe" and Car-
men Cavallero ivorying "I Got
Rhythm." Short winds up with'
a Vicloi-y show in the nation's
capital with Hope's comedies and
Crosby's warbling of "We've Got
Another Bond to Buy" with
vocal backing from the Maritime
Service Training Station chorus.
Humphrey BogJU'tmakos^ sensi-
ble pitch on the campaign's be-
half.

In all. ' Hollywood . Victory
Caravan" is a must for all exhibs
both from an entertainment and
patriotic standpoint. Jose.

L. A. to N. Y.
Barney Bala ban.
Joe E. Brown.
Michael Curtiz,
Bebe Daniels.
Howard Dietz.
Dave Franklin.
Y. Frank Freeman.
Cedric Gibbons..
I. R. Gwirtz.
Howard Herty.
Arline Judge
Kurt Kreuger.
Harry Kurnitz.
Jules Levey.
Bob Light.

Ben Lyon.
Louis Marlowe. '-,•'

Norman Z. McLeod.
Liliie Messinger. r. :

Albert Morln.
Wally Purcell.

Mitch Rawson.
Henry Rogers.
Nicholas M. Schenck.
S. Sylvan Simon.
Spyros Skrouras.
Dorothy Stewart
Voldemar Vetluguin.
Donald Woods."
Joe Zanft.

N. Y. to L. A.
Phil Cohan.
Jimmy Durante.
Eddie Jackson.
George Lait.

'

Harry Romm. '.;'•;•

Jack Roth: .'

'

Hari-y Stevens.

SAILINGS
(it. Y. to London)

Harry Green.
George Weltner.

tltf. Y. to Parh)
Jack Forrester.

Henry Lartigue.
• lLondon to N. Y.)

Sidney Bernstein.

Maurice Wilson.
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A LOT OF HELP
SO YOU CAN HELP

UNCLE SAM!

They're on the way to

you — if you haven't

already received
yours you will soon.

They're all in the mail

right now!
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With deepest admiration for

the work of America s theatre-

offer all our combined support

to finish the job.

STARS!

byi Columbk. Pictures
Inc., RKO-

iioyer Pictures,m^^^-
Warner Bros. Picture* Inc.
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0) f O U (O me names ©If Ameirkmn Showmen
I In fh® melon's losfr B©^d Drive 0

HAVE YOU SIGNED YOUR PLEDGE CARD?

VICTORY LOAN
They did their part! Let's finish the job!

War Activities Committee of Motion "Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, N.Y/C,
'
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Distributors Backing Ross-Federal

Anew to Bolster Cheeking Systems
Reported dls,satisfaction by both

exhibitors ami distributors over
|

Confidential Reports, set up last
j

s-priiig by five distributors to check

Pfrc.entage playdates, is back of the

move to reestablish Ross-Federal

Service in its previous role of all-

jhdusfry cheeking for the (Vim busi-

ness. Placing of Earle W. Hamrnons
in . the top managing director spot as

ngw proxy is understood one of the

initial steps in this move.
Squawks against Confidential,

heard in both independent and
major distrib circles, fit into these

categories: y :

For Once Cutting Paper

Dolls Ain't So Screwy
Chicago, Oct. 23.

Something new ill Chicago ad
campaigns—paper doll cutouts-r-was

inaugurated here last week by
Archie Herzoif of Balabaii & KM;/.'

publicity-ad dept., in connection

with campaign on 20lh-Fox's "Dolly

Sisters" at the Chicago.

HerzofT teed off blurbs on pic's

third week at the Chicago with 3-

column, 10-inch ads in the dailies

Miniature Reviews
'•Fallen Angel" (One Song)

(20th). Alice Faye, Dana An-
drews and Linda Darnell in

okay b.o. murder metier;

-

"This Love of Ours" (U).

Merle Oberon, Charles Korvin
and Claude Rains starred in

good boxflfl'ice drama.
'Don't Fence Me In" (Songs)

i Rep). Roy Rogers in ultra

musical western..-

"Stianse Holiday" ., (Elite).

Fair Arch Oboler item, about
American people's lethargy.

"L'Exti avagante Mis s i o n"
(French). Weak , French lan-

' guager. "
..

i
featuring dotted-line. stand-up cut-

_

<1) Some distributors- charge that
Hu(s <)f BeJt arable and June Haver,

the operation is too costly, and_ .2)
j aimoc] a( ,noppet trade, • vyith the

caption, "Make Dolly Sisters paperChecking of necessity, is being done
by comparatively inexperienced
workers, and (3) Independent ex-
hibitors claim the new company is

so completely dominated by major
companies that it enables these dis-

tributors to exchange highly confi-

dential data legarding what any
particular picture, or type of fea-

'turenliri in different- houses.

bast charge, whether true or not.

is believed by many indie exhibitors',

and is said, to be the reason Allied

•Assn. . is fighting Confidential at the

present time. Such complaint never
j

was made ' against Ross'-Federal.

which operated independently, sim-
ply being employed by different

major companies. Only thing ap-
proaching such charge against R-F
was from certain lesser exhibs, who
always fought any checking arrange-
ment because flaring what the ac-

tual counting of noses would reveal

as compared with percentage figures

turned in to the distributor.

Relative Costs

Charge by certain distributors that

Confidential work has been too ex-
pensive to date i.s made on the basis

cf what this service assesses a dis-

trib as compared with Ross-Federal's
rate per day. . Distribs have been
getting bills for $9.50 and $8.50 per
day for checking an accounting, with
some alleging it has gone as high' as

$12 daily. They contend that's con-
siderably more than Ross-Federal
charged, around $6-$7.50.

Chief grievance of distributors,

however, is that Confidential has
. been forced to use inexperienced
workers, some of them femmes. This
compares with R-F, which had been
operating for around 20 years, and
has had some 5,000 men ^in the field.

Ross-Federal, even with fairly new
workers, sent along another checker
to make sure the job was done ef-
fectively both for the exhib and dis-
tributor. Ross-Federal's attitude on
femme checkers has been that the
gals wore more inclined to take it

easy and take an exhibitor's word
on ducats rather than actually clock-
ing.

dollies . . . Mount on thin cardboard,
then bend back flap."

Bill Keighley's Local

Color Quest on Film

About Mrs. Jacobs-Bond
Chicago, Oct. 23.

Although Carrie Jacobs-Bond is

living on the west coast, Col Wil-
liam Keighley and his wife, Gene-
vieve Tobin, are making their head-
quarters in Chi for a few weeks
while, tracking down incidents in

neighboring midwest town's for back-
|
previous levels. However, even if

ground in Keighley's projected film i

,he senate okays its committee s

Congress Snarl

Snafus Tax Cut
Washington. Oct. 23.

Future of the wartime 20';. excise

tax on theatre admissions and nitery

tabs remained snafu today as the

Senate prepared to consider the new
lax reduction bill which' its Finance
Committee reported out last Friday
night Hi)).

The bill ditched the House action

of restoring the taxes to the pre-war
10'; : on admissions and S''! on
nitcries. permitting the present
levies to remain unchanged for the

time being. ;

A. fight may Be made on this in the

Senate in an effort to reduce the so-

called "luxury'' excises to their

Film Reviews
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ized his mistake but couldn't find
her.
Back to the present, Korvin con-

vinces the still-unforgiving Miss
Oberon that the daughter needs her
and, against the advice of Rains, she
consents to return to his home as his
"new" wife. Daughter, not knowing
the true relationship, refuses, to. ac-
cept Miss Oberon as her mother.
All comes out right, however. Pic-
ture fades with the thought that
eventually the daughter will be told
Miss Oberon is 'her real mother.
Film could have been a trite tear-

jerker but Dielerlc's expert handling
prevented that. Korvin seems to be
just what the doctor ordered for
the lonely-hearts club; and both he

[

and Miss Oberon. do well with their
roles. Supporting cast is outstand-
ing, with Rains and ...the diminutive
Miss England as the sensitive daugh-

I
ter, especially- commendable. .11. J,.
Salter's music adds much to the
mood of the picture. ':.

*;

Ikon'f !<>•««•*» Mv \n
(SONGS)

.In. Slurs I,.

I i.U.- !•: v..

Twentieth -Fox has made ait honest,
attempt to fill tiimdom's almiVsH. co'm-
plete void in nuirrier melodrama
with an intoicsfing and frequently
entertaining .mystery entitled "Fallen
Angel." With Alice Faye. Dana An-
drews and Linda Darnell heading
the cast. "Angel" should dp strongly
at the boxofj'ice.

There are lapses in "Angel" from
the story viewpoint and character
development, but these are few and
unlikely to militate against the film's

over-all entertainment values. Pie
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tor's aim is that he can pick up ! House and Senate bills go into a
more details from the archives than

j0j„t House-Senate conference corn-
by getting it direct from Mrs. Bond,
whose most famous songs are "I Love
You Truly." "End of Perfect Day"
and "Just a-Wearyin' For You."

Keighley,. whose last chore for

Warners before going to work for

the AAF on "Target for Tonight."
ajiiong others, was "Man Who Came
to Dinner," spent some time in

Janesville, Wis., where Mrs. Bond

mittee to have their differences com-
promised. House Ways and Means
Committee members believe they
can restore the cut which they favor.

Trouble is that the excise situation

is confused. A batch of higher taxes
on theatres, perfumes, jewelry,
liquor, etc.. was put through in 1943
with a proviso that they should ex-
pire six months after the termina

was born in 1862 and where she tion of hostilities is proclaimed by

made her first public appearance at

the age of eight. He plans holding
world preem of the pic at the Myers
theatre in that city, where Mrs.
Bond wrote "Truly" after her hus-
band's death.

Also on the itinerary was Iran
River, Mich., where Dr. and Mrs.
Bond lived seven years. Latter came
to Chi in 1896. when she became a
protegee of Jessie Bartlett Davjs.

For Badly Wounded Yet
Toledo, Oct. 23.

Local theatre managers credited
with aiding in the collection of $3,-

foh^SiaThiCh wL5t&^^!
"d^a,^/^rf. SU* iured war veteran; In a week's

as liquors, meat, cosmetics, etc.. al-
ways has leaned on picture playdates
as backbone of its organization. It

was formed primarily for that pur-
pose, and had worked out an ap-
parent foolproof method for check-
ing theatre receipts.

ITS $2,955,829 NET

FOR 39 WKS. ABOVE '44
•Universal Pictures' consolidated

net profits for 39 weeks ended July
28. 1945. aggregated $2,955,829 after
»1) taxes.

.
.... v

.This compares with $2,413,507 for
the corresponding period of the pre-
ceding fiscal . year. Before providing
for taxes, consolidated net profit

amounted to ' $6,653,829 compared
with $7,566,507 in the like period last

yveir.

drive this sum was collected by
means of wishing wells and collec-
tion boxes placed in lobbies of
downtown and naborhood houses.

Howard Feigley, manager of the
Rivoli and chairman of the theatre
men's committee handling the proj-
ect, is also on the seven-member
citizens" committee administering a
fund of over $20,000 collected to
finance construction of a home for
the soldier, who lost two legs and
his right hand in Luxembourg.
Jack O'Connell, owner of the

Loop and Ohio, reported $601.32
from Winzeler Week in his theatre.

either the President or Congress
These are the excises which would
drop to pre-war levels under the
House tax bill.

On the other hand, a number of
wartime excises were put. through in

1941 and 1942 which did not. carry
that provision. They cover such
things as taxes on stoves, photo sup-
plies and autos. The Senate Finance
Committee felt that all wartime ex-
cises should be considered in a single
batch and that some should not get
preferred treatment over others.

In fact, A. H. Robinson, asst. treas.

of the Eastman Kodak Co., appeared
before the Finance Committee last

Wednesday (17) to ask for a cutback
in the rates on film and photo equip-
ment. He made out a good case for
his company's product and impressed
the senators. He pointed out that
"the heavy bulk of film is purchased
by the film industry, which is already
subject to a substantial admissions
tax."

The Senate Finance Committee
also voted to wipe out the excess
profits tax. effective Jan. 1. 1,946,

whi,ch will help film studios, particu-
larly the newer ones. It also eased
the tax burden slightly for small
corporations which should aid small
theatre owners whose net is under
$60,000 a year.

The Finance Committee action on
individual income taxes for 1946 will
benefit medium earners somewhat
more than the House bill did. How-
ever, the high salaried show biz stars
and executives—those making over
$50,000 a year—would be worse off
than under the House bill.

then get's bumped off, The yarn re

volves around which of her ad-
mirers committed the deed. Linked
to the plot is the story's basic ro-
mantic tieup between Miss Faye and
Andrews, the former as a respectable,
wealthy small-town gal who is ripe
for the takings, and Andrews is the
giiy who starts out to do the tak-
ing, even marrying her to do it, his
idea being to get enough moola so he
can cop the other gal. .

This is Miss Faye's first straight
dramatic part and she handles her-
•self well, generally, though her one
dramatic scene could have gotten
better direction. Andrews remains
one of the Coast's better young dra-
matic actors in this film though his

.•run

sir.
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Repviblie must have dug deep into

its budgetary .sock for this ultra

western, with a resultant lavishness
that grooves it for better-thnn-nver-
age trade. Credible &lt>\y\ together
with currently-popular sonys and a

leggy chorus line, slant it for the
adult, as well as kid audiences, aj-

though the producers continue to so-
licit the Parent-Teacher backing of

Roy Rogers by restricting his ro-
mancing to a mild peek on the cheek
now and then.

Script pokes plenty of fun at hoary
western plots and is a good con-

character us not always loo- clearly struction lob. keeping the pace fast
defined m the writing. Miss Darnell

| and sustaining interest.
looks the trollop part and plays il

well.

Charles Bickford. as a dick: John
Caiyadine. in a' more or less bit part,
as a phoney psychic: Anne Revere.
Bruce Cabot and Percy Kilbride
head the able support.

P'reminger has both produced and
directed. The film's pace could have
been speeded in several spots, but
generally this film has enough of

Story is about a nervy femme pic-
ture-magazine photographer from
Manhattan iMiss Evans), assigned to

dig up the facts about Wildcat Kelly,
a six-gun. western bad man who al-

legedly Was shot and buried 40 years
before. At a dude ranch run by
Rogers. Miss Evans meets an old-
timer tGabby Hayes), who claims to

have known Kelly when. After com-
plicated goings-on, in which Hayes

what it takes to command audience i
is sllot °y gangsters and plays dead

interest. Krrfi n.
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Monroe, Chi, Extending
Its Beet's on Clearance

Chicago. Oct. 23.

Monroe theatre's arbitration case

vs. McVickers theatre — second

clearance complaint ever filed . here

involving. Loop hotises^halted last directOrWrniaih .

week when Alexander Keehn. at-

torney for complainant James Jpvati

Kitiin.
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Borrowing a story from Italian i, ''"'-" h!""-

playwright Luigi Pirandello and a
director (William Dieterlei from-Da-

to decoy the culprits into the open,
I it turns oiit that Hayes is Wildcat
Kelly and that a former sheriff, in

collaboration with the gang leader,
buried another body in Wildcat's

|
grave to collect the state's reward,

j

Interspersed, of course, are the
i rough-and-tumbles and wild chases

j

through the sagebrush to catch the
villains of the piece.
John English's direction keeps the

I
action and comedy moving rapidly.
Rogers, Hayes and the curvaceous
Miss Evans do creditably in the
leads, and the supporting cast, no-
tably Moroni Olseii. Douglas Fowley

| and Lucille Gleason. are top-notch.

I

Besides Cole Porter's title song. Rog-
i crs with Bob Nolan and his Sons of

the Pioneers, give out with such
popular western ballads as "Last
Roundup" and ."Tumbling Tumble-
weeds." Miss Evans, who also sings
for her supper over the ether, ren-
ders the current Hit Parader, "Kiss
Goodnight." . in pleasant fashion.

$irang<> Hoiiifny
f #r.-l. iu.ul

Golden Options 'Queen,'

Col. Also Buys Airer
'.'•• '- - Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Edward Golden took an option on operator .of the Monroe, asked for

"Queen for a Day,>" radio show, for I » continuance in order to bring in

possible filming. If a pending ideas- !
all the Balaban & Katz first-runs,

ing deal goes through, production
j

also RKO's Palace and Grand, whose
will start in January.. clearance he also plans attacking.

Golden recently filmed "Tom McVickers is owned by Jones, Linick

Brenemaii's Breakfast in Hollywood" j* Sc.haefer. No date Was set for

for United Artists release. ' .the new hearing.

Unable to amend his original com-
plaint because of American Arbitra-

j

tion system's ruling on that score. I

Keehn. who has been arguing that
|

McVickers has unfair advantage in
'

playing a week ahead of the Monroe,
said he's going to seek a stipulation

from, all parlies to consolidate both
eases juid have them heard as one.

Gene Zukor Back
After four years ill the Navy Cdi

Eugene Zukor returns to the Para
mount studio. •

He will be associated wilt, i»i»n <
vlci °' Sclznick. Universal added ni-ne win no associated with talent most $2,000:000 of its own to this

1

j
surefire combo and cS.me up with, a
pic. that should do well at the box-

|
office. Merle Oberon, Charles Kor-
vin and Claude Rains are starred.
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Columbia bought "One Life Too
Many." radio story, written by Max-
well Shane and Alex Gottlieb, and
assigned Leonard Picker to translate

It to the screen.

Yarn' was 'originally used oil the
air in a "Big Town" broadcast by
Edward G. Robinson and Claii'e

Trevor.

Hollywood, Oct. 23.

. Otto Preminger,. renewed, 20th.

Woody Bredell, cameraman. V.
Doris Dudley, actress, Metro.
.Hugh Cummipgs, dialog dir., 20lh
Harry Brown, actor. Universal.
Helen Walker, actress. Republic.
Loren Tindall; tctor, Columbia.
Arthur P.ierson. dialog dir.. 20th.
Allan Scott, writer-prod., Sclznick.
Billy Wild 'iv renewed. Paramount,
Bill Barninn. actor. RKO..
Hairy Brown, actor. Universal.
John lloysradl. actor, Paramount.

Most commendable feature is', thf
plot's originality. Korvin' plays a -fa- | 'iV^'iiiinV
mous doctor whose young d'auahier

|

li»ii.v :

.
. ,

.

i Sue England) has' sanctified' the •
''•"> i"flr-ii<l

memory of. her presumablv-dcad
i

mother. Visiting a Chicago nitery Here's an instance w'-herc a theatre

while attending a doctors' conven- I
audience could close : its eyes- and

, . MllKni K il

..Will ' Vviiiif

. . Vviillte -Mi. In r

Mnrliil Kn.'li'l<

.l.'ilMflilll -I;."""'

lllivi.l IllU'lfu"!

i
tion. Kor.vin meets. Miss Oberon win swear it listening to a .

radio

it turns out, is his "dead" wile. STic i

show—which is to be expected, since

is working as accompanist for Claude I
A'l*h Oboler, one of radio's top crea--

Rains, an artist who does Hash !

live writers, penned, produced and
sketches of the bistro's patrons She directed '-Strange Holiday.' Anil

tries, suicide after the meeting and where the script might have gone
Korvin saves her through an

'

hit ri- I
<>vc'i' via the ether. Oboler has put

ciile operation, Then." 'rtii llashback' I

tdo many words and not enough
it's revealed that, he had left her !

aC,i011 111,0 H to make it top screen

with his daugjilcr 111 veins previously entertainment.
alter gossips convinced 'him his wife Film was originally produced m
was cheating on him. He Hitor real-

|
'(Continued on page 3b)
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Zukor, Freeman, Rodgers Take Stand

As Govt's Anti-Trust Suit Resumes
Trial of the Government's anti-

trust suit which resumed Monday
(22 1, after a 10-day recess, went into

its third day of defense testimony

today (Wed.) as assistant U. S. at-

torney-general Robert L. Wright

prepared to cross-question Y. Frank
Freeman. Paramount v.p. in charge

of production, on the degree of com-
petition engaged in by the major
companies in securing talent and

stories.- ••'.-. ;./'
.

"• .-,'•':;'•

Yesterday (Tues.) after-noon,
Adolpli Zukor, chairman of the

board of Paramount Pictures, denied

the Government's accusations point

by point. He unfolded the biography

of. Paramount from its inception as

Famous Players-Lasky, through its-

battle with First National Circuit

which allegedly forced it to build

and operate its own theatres, to the

present day scene where "A" pic-

tures tost $1,500,000 to $2,000,000

each, as against $40,000 to $00,000 in

the early '20s.

Y. Frank Freeman told of his

climb from v.p. in charge '.of theatre
operations to heading studio opera-
tions from December, 1938 to Octo-
ber; 1944. He described the Para-
mount studio, declared that it en-

compassed 250.000 feet of stage space,

occupied 30 acres and employed 3,500
people! •''-:;'•''.'

Fiecman revealed that Para-
mouht's production costs last Year
were $28,000,000. He explained that
this covered 28 to 30 pictures, the
current annual production schedule
of Para mount. Whereas the pre-war
schedule called for 55 to 60 features.

Freeman, like Zukor. traced the

rising cost of production, declaring
that a "top bracket'' picture todav
costs $2,500,000 to $3,000,000 to pro-
duce. .'

Outlining competition among pvo-
'ducers. he pointed out that multiple
bidding had boosted the purchase
price of stage play, film rights to

from $50,000 to $500,000 each and the
price of novels to as high as $150,000,

Freeman also explained the pro-
duction structure of Paramount, in-

cluding the acquisition and mainte-
nance of stars. As proof of com-
petition in keeping stars he cited the
case of Fred MacMurray who signed
a contract with 20tli-Fox over a year
and a: half before his pact with
Paramount was due to expire.

.
'The majors have never retarded

production by in'dependcnts." Free-
man said, "and as a matter of fact

there are over 40 independent pro-
ducers in Hollywood today or many
times the number there were when
1 returned to Hollywood in 1938.

Bill Rodgers on Stand

William F. Rodgers. v.p. and gen.
sales manager of M-G, was the first

witness called. He was put unde,r a

lengthy and tedious examination in
a move intended to lay a foundation
for all defendants. This he did by.
defining trade terms, enlarging on
runs and clearance, and explaining
the structure and duties of a film
distributor. Rodgers was thoughtful,
calm, patient. He explained that
M-G made an' average of 300 to 350
copies of a print- with a low of 200,
or as in the case of "Gone With the
Wind" a high of 500. He also re-
vealed that major cities play as
many as 18 or 20 runs, while New
York is divided into 20 to 25.

Rodgers pointed out that people
will pay for the privilege Qf- -seeing a
picture first. He also explained block
booking and stressed the advantage
to exhibitors of percentage booking,
adding that he supervised 180.000
separate contracts for feature pic-
tures annually. Metro is represented
by John W. Davis.
Davis then queried Rodgers on

each of the 92 cities in the U. S..

which have populations of 100.000 or
more. Rodgers, guided by a list,

named all first-run theatres in each
of these cities, their affiliation, and

'.which; were M-G customers. As
Monday's court session came to a
close. Rodgers said he believed there
are 100 cities having affiliated, thea-
tres in which M-G films are only
booked to indie exhibitors.. He said
he also knew of .31 cities in which
M-G^prrrduct was' sold to -both first-
run indies and affiliates.

.
'V.',

The trial opened yesterday (28.)

Vi'iUi Rodgers still on the witness
stand. He made numerous cor-
rections of his previous testimony
relating to theatre affiliations. Three
other pieces of evidence were ad-
mitted including a copy of an M-G
company magazine in which ap-

(Coirtinucd on page 27j

Freeman Retops Research
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Y. Frank Freeman was appointed
for another term as chairman of the
Research Council of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.
Appointment was made by Jean

Hershott, Academy prexy. with
Unanimous approval of the members
of the Council.

LA Film Boffo

flits $13,905,297
Los Angeles. Oct! 23.

First-rim theatres in Los Angeles
Set a new record of $13,905,297 esti-

mated gross for the season of 1944-

45. topping the 1943-44 mark .by $1.-

332.590. Largest, single grosser was
the Los Angeles theatre, with a
year's take of $1,351,937.. on a single
bill policy. In second place was
Loew's State with $1,282,300, a drop
from the previous season, the result
of the holdover policy for some pic-
tures. Following is a roundup of
boxoflice returns for the two years:
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SMPE ENDS POWWOW
WITH KUDOS FOR MANY
Ten members of the Society of

Motion'. Picture Engineers were
elected as Fellows of the Society at

the three-day semi-annual confer-

ence Which closed in New York last

.Wednesday (17). in recognition of

outstanding achievements in their

branches of the industry.

In addition three film research

men were honored by presentation

of the 1945
' Journal Award. They

were Herbert 'E. Goldberg. Charles

J. Kunz and Charles E. Ives.' all of

the Kodak Research Laboratories.

Rochester. N. Y. This award was
made for a paper entitled: "Improve-
ment in Illumination Efficiency of

Motion Picture Printers." of which
the three research men were co-

authors.

Donald E. Hyndmatj. president of

the SMPE. elevated the following to

Fellowships; George L. Carrington.

Altec Service Corp.. N. Y. C:
Charles E. Ives. Kodak Research
Laboratories. Rochester: Charles F.

Horstman. RKQ. N. Y. C; Charles

L. Lootens, Paramount. Hollywood:
Jack A. Norling. Loucks & Norling
Studios, N. Y. C: Lt. Col. John O.

Aalberg Signal Corps, now in India

on leave as sound director of RKO
Pictures. Hollywood: Herbert Bar-
nett. International Projector Corp..

N. Y. C: John G. Bradley, director

Motion Picture Project. Library of

Congress: Major Lloyd T. Goldsmith.
Director, Pictorial Engineering Sc

Research Laboratory Division. Sig-

nal Corps. Photographic Center.
Long Island City. N. Y.: and G. T:

Lorance. International Projector
Corp.. iY. Y:.C. >, ; .

The largest conference attendance
in the society "s history was attained,

it- was revealed by William C. Kunz-
mann. convention v.p.. with the reg-
istration of 400 members arid guests.

Wall St. Unconcerned
Over Anti-Trust Outcome
Even if the Government wins its

anti-trust suit against the five major
companies having theatre subsidi-

aries, belief in Wall Street is that it

will not have an adverse effect on
motion picture shares. Should di-

vorcement of theatres: result from
the suit, stockholders would presum-
ably receive shares in both divisions:

production-distribution and theatres.

Thus far. the anfi-trust suit has fol-

lowed the usual pattern in Wall
Street, . with the action having no-

adverse effect oh film stock.*.

If such an arrangement were-. fol-

lowed, air predicated' on the belief

that the Government would perforce
have to allow shareholders an equal
stake in production-distribution as

well as theatre end .of a company's
business, it would" merely mean
splitting up shares. Thus the holder
of 10 shares of common in a major
picture company, would conceivably
receive five in the producer-distribu-

tor corporation and five in the cut-

loose theatre alignment.; '

-

While initially the five, producer-
distrib company shares might show
a comparative slump with : certain

companies, on the other hand earn-
ings of the theatre company shares
undoubtedly would show an ap-
preciably higher rate of return. In

this way. with the average major
company so affected, the stockholder
would continue to obtain about the

same rate of return in dividends.
Universal. United Artists and Co-
lumbia, with no theatres, of course,
would not be. affected by any such
split-up. :

:

Cuffo Manna From the Ether Warms

Film Industry's Heart, But Radio's

Competish Potential Causes Jitters

Mono's $165,161 Net
• - Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Gross profits of Monogram for the

year ending June 30 were $401,764,

j

compared with $546,835 for the prfc-

|
ceding year, according to a report

released by W. Ray Johnston. Com-
pany .prexy.

Net profits/ after taxes and other
charges, were $165,161. as against

$177,822 for the year before. •'"

Hartford Theatres

Losing $1,200 Daily

Due to Curb on Jives
Hartford. Oct. 23.

Repercussions at the/ disastrous

Ringling circus fire of 1944 have
placed Hartford theatre, managers in

a quandary as the result of a law
enforcement drive.. Meantime, a

police sergeant and the chief of

police are passing the buck as to

who is responsible for the campaign
keeping Hartford theatres devoid of

a great majority of youngsters.

While the police .sergeant and the

police chief pass the hot potato

around. Hartford, theatres are esti-

mated to be losing a minimum of

$1,200 per day.

An old state statute, limiting the

age of those attending movies and
other amusements/ specifically for-

bids anyone within places of enter-

tainment if they are without escort

and if they are under 14 years of

age. This proviso applies for the

afternoon. In the evening, girls

must, be 16 years of age or be

escorted, while boys can .get their

own ticket if they are 14 or above.

Anyone, under the above ages, in

order to get into the halls of en-

tertainment, must be accompanied

by parents or guardian or some
"adult" person authorized by the

parent to attend "such child."

Last, week Sergeant Thomas Ran-

kin of the Hartford Police Depart-

ment ordered the arrest of Martin

Kallagher. owner of the Princess

theatre here, on charges of violating

the law. He had found four un-

escorted youngsters in Kallagher's

theatre. Kallagher in a subsequent

call to the police chief was told, by

the chief that he had issued no spc
cific orders for a campaign. He did

state that it is the duty of the police

to enforce any and all laws. He
ordered Kallagher's release, with

warning.
Following Kallagher's trip up with

the gendarmes, all of Hartford thea-

tres were visited by Sergeant Ran-
kin and warned of the law and of

possible implications if there were
violations. The statute carries a

proviso for a $50 fine.

!
Darmand Joins Schlager

|

In New Indie Co. Via UA
Hollywood, Oct. 23. i

Bert Darmand was elected secre-

i tary of 'American! Films Corp. at a
|

board meeting in Phoenix yesterday

!
(Mon.i. . :

|

Darmand will function as associ-

ate of Sig SchlageiV proxy, in op-

eration of firm which begins produc-
tion on .''Remington" for United
Artists release Dec. 1.

Canadians Favor Duals;

Cities Strong for Them
Toronto. Oct. 23,

Slightly over 60<; of Canadian

film patrons prefer double bills, ac-

cording to a survey completed . by

the- Dominion Bureau of Statistics.

Pcripd of the poll covers 1944. Only
live of Canada's provinces pre-

ferred single bills, these being 'Con-

fined to the . maritimes and the

prairie areas.

Dual bills are given preference in

such population centers as Ontario,

Quebec and the Coast. The poll

doesn't reveal why duals arc liked.
' Findings show that Canada's ap-

proximate 12.000.000 population

—

60. 4'i are for the double feature and
3!l.6'.c for the :dlo bill. .

Randforce Wins

State Trust Suit
Decision of vast importance to the

motion • picture industry was handed
.down last week by Supreme Court
Justice Bernard Botein in -Nev
.York, who ruled that the New York
Stale ! Donnelly p anti-trust act could
be invoked against motion picture
distributors who singled out specific

theatres to exhibit first-run pictures.

, In what is believed to be the first

decision of its kind in New York
state, Justice Botein dismissed . the
Leader Theatre Corp. suit against

2pth-Fox and Randforce AmUs.
Corp. Suit charged both defendants
with conspiracy to violate the

State's anti-trust laws by restraining

trade through, licensing by 20th-Fo>:

of its first-run product to the Rand-
j
force's Culver theatre. Brooklyn.

i Court was convinced that "no bad

j

faith, or monopolistic situations are

: here involved."-

The plaintiff', operator of thr

Leader theatre. Brooklyn, asserted

that, pursuant to trade practices, a

run or clearance once enjoyed by a

theatre remains with a theatre, "in

a manner of speaking, adheres to th<.'

brick .and mortar of the theatre."

Fox and Randforce contended that

in the motion picture industry rev-
enue is generally the principal fac-

tor in determining who is to have a

run and in determining the matter
of clearance.

Justice Botein held that "the de-

fendants marshal an impressive ar-

ray of facts and consideration in

support of their contentions that

Fox. in selecting Randforce with its

Culver theatre, as the customer to

exhibit first run. in the neighbor-

hood, made 'an ordinary decision'

in the usual course of business, ani-

mated primarily by revenue poten-

tialities of the two theatres."

In deciding for the defendants,

court said, "since the skill, integrity

and reliability of the competing ex-

hibitors are very important factors

in their revenue potentialities, there

is justification in the choice by Fox
of its customer of long standing in

preference to a new and unknown
exhibitor." He added that the his-

tory of the two theatres before and
after July, 1944, indicates that the

Culver consistently attracted more
patronage and dollar revenue than

the Leader.
Leopold Storch. operator of the

Kent. Brooklyn, acquired the Leader
from Randforce last year. This

house had 20th-Fox features but. af-

ter the Randforce dropped the

house, the Leader owner charged

that there was a conspiracy in re-

straint of trade for the old circuit

owner and the film distributor to

seek clearances in favor of the

Culver theatre. Latter was a com-
peting house of the Leader and was
owned by Randforce.

Attorneys for the Leader an-

nounced (23) that ah appeal would
be taken to the Appellate Division

I of 'the Supreme Court, and stated

that, while the court had .decided

|

against the Leader on facts in the

j
anti-trust case, the theatre had been
[upheld on the point of law which
; makes it possible for exhibitors to

[obtain quick trials and quick de-.

icision.' in N..Y, state courts on siiri-

; ilar cases

Osa Massen on 'B'way'
;:'. Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Columbia inked Osa Massen. for

the top femm'e role in "Lullaby of

Broadway," slated to start next

week.
Geolge: Sherman is director and

Alexis Tluirn -Taxis produces.:

.
Hollywood.. Oct- 23.

. The film industry, as never before,

is capitalizing on the cuffo exploita-

tion advantages that radio offers. ;

The studios tockn' are in fhere

pitching on all cylinders. It's a

recognition that only . in recent

months has'-'crystallized itself to a
point where the pix companies now
have their own radio directors work-
ing out of the ad-pubficily depart-
ments. R-i'iht now they're going-
through the process of learning all

the tricks: they're already grabbing
off nice chunks of exploitation pay-
off—and they're getting it free. .

The pix boys tin the whole have
a pretty deep-rooted appreciation of

the powerful impact, of. radio as a

I sales medium. In some high Holly-

|
wood quarters there might still be
a tendency to laugli off. say. an air

adaptation of one of the top pic

l

grossers of the year (a laugh par-
,

lially conditioned by fear, too), but
they're not underestimating, the ter-

rific value of radio as an exploita-

tion medium in selling pix product.

The inevitable poser: "Do those air

adaptations via 'Lux Radio Theatre,'

'Screen Guild Players.' 'Theatre of

Romance.' etc., hypo the b;0. poten-
tial of .picture.-! or lessen their com-
mercial value'."' is still pretty much
being kicked around. The radio
gang, frequently disturbed by the re-

luctance of the picture boys to turn
oyer the adaptation rights for cer-

tain sock films ("Lux" and the rest

still have their troubles in this re-

spect ). say they can quote facts and
figures, not to. mention two of the

lop Hoopcrating shows in all radio,

as the convincer that an air treat-

ment can translate itself into dyna-
mite boxoflice. The picture boys
say they can refute it just as simply.

.
Learning Fast

'

But in capitalizing on radio's ex-
ploitation' advantages, they're learn-

ing fast. David O. Sel*hiek's staffers,

for instance, have found that lor a .

$6,000' investment they are able to

channel cuffo disks to the local sta-

tions throughout the c'ountry to

traiieri/.e the new Alfred Hitchock

pic, ''Spellbound." They're gotten up
so that they can be used in either

one-minute, five-minute, or .15-min-

ute segments, wrapped up as an en-
tertainment package, but it's a give-

away *hat translates itself into a ter-

rific plug for the picture.

It's surprising that there's still

some hostile feeling among top guys

in pictures toward radio, and that

radio is viewed as a menace to the

b.o. potentials of their pix-star prod-

ucts. Louis B. Mayer has repeatedly

nixed radio deals involving Metro

stars, exercising his "exclusive" on
such personalities as Judy Garland
and the Keenan Wynn-Lucile Ball

teamup. at a time when top-budgeted

package deals were in the making.

As an illustration, too. Sam Gold-

wyrt is still highly disturbed (and

many in and out of the radio-pix

inner sanctum feel it's with justifi-

cation I over the Danny Kaye entry

into the radio sweepstakes. Goldwyn
still questions whether Kaye is for

radio, but what's more disturbing is

his realization that, perhaps in the

process of finding out, Kaye may be

doing incalculable harm to his pix

prestige. Some say Goldwyn would

be a much happier man if Kaye just

forgot the whole thing and stuck to

pictures.

On the other hand there's the

equal realization that, since Kaye
still feels he's potentially sock radio

material and is determined to give it

a full try. Goldwyn. or the rest of

the boys, isn't passing up an oppor-

tunity to cash in on the radio ex-

ploitation angle. That's pretty much
the set up right on down the line.

Schenck Again Heads v

March of Dimes Drive
- • Hollywood. Oct. 23.

- President Truman invited Nicholas

M. Schenck. chief of Loew's. Inc.. to

serve another year ,as national chair-

man of the motion picture commit-
tee for the March of Dimes cam-
paign.

. Lock's will a\>o be represented on
the committee by Chailcs C. Mos-
kowitz. Joseph R. VoSel. Oscar A.
Doob. Ernest Kmerling and Edward
Dowden.
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LA. Plenty Hefty; 'Waldorf Hotcha

$75,500 in 3 Houses, 'House 92d'

Big 57V2G. Kiss' 49G, Pierce' 2d 54G
. Los Angles, Oct. 23.

' Local lirst run biz is hotly all along

the line lb is week with throe sock

new bills and strong holdovers.

"Weekend Waldorf' is grabbing a

potent'.$75,50(1 for the first frame in

ihree houses, and "House 9211(1- St."

is' fl big $57,500 in three spots, and

-Kiss Tel)'* hefty $49,000 in two.

'•Mildred Pierce" in three theatres,

second week, is, going; great $54,000.

"Love Letters," on the third, is a

. smooth $27,500 in two spots. "South-.

• enter'.* closes third and final Week

'.with a nitty $24,000 in £our bouse*.
.

Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills Music Hall '.Blumcil-

feld-G&S) (824: 55-$l > — "South-

erner"' (UA) (3d wk). Nice $0,500.

Last week, steady $4,400. ..

Carthar Circle (FWC) '1.518; 50-

$U—"Night With You" 'tl> and
"Strange" Confession" (U). Fair $5.-

500. Last Week. "Shady . Lady" ' U I

ahd "Men in Diary" tU ), fair .$5,500.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2-,048; 50-

$1 ,_»Hoiiso 92nd Street" '20th > and
i

"Divorce" (Mono). Bi g; $ 15.500. L:<sl

Week. "Statu Fair" (20th) and '-Mama
Loves Papa" (RKO) i2ri-vvk-6 days),

slipped to $8,900. •
;

Downtown (WB)l 1.800: S0-S1 )—
. "Mildred Pierce" <WB) < 2d wk i.

Steady $22,000. Last.' week, smash
$27,800.
Downtown Music Hall 'Blurnen- I

•fold ) '900; 55-$1.20>—•'Southerner'
1

j

iUA) 1 3d Wk). Neat $12,000. Last]

week, steady $15,900.

Egyptian (FWC) (1.538: 50-$l >—
"Weekend Waldorf" iM-G). Great

|

$20,000. Last week, "Vines Tender
|

Grapes" (M-G) (3d wk-4 days). $4,-
j

300. .

j

Four Star (UA-WC) '900: $D- !

"Shady- Lady" 'U) and "Men in!:

• Diary" (Ul. Okay $3,500. Last week. •

"State Fair" 020th ) and "Mama Loves
j

Papa" (RKO). excellent $4.30;).

Guild (FWC) '908; 50-$l )—"Nissht

:

» Willi You"' (U) and "Strange Con-

!

jession" (TJ). Weak $3,500. Last:

week, "Shady Lady'" <U) and "Men 1

in Diary" (U). (lull $4,200.

Hawaii (G&S) (950: 55-$D—
|

. "Southerner" (UA) (3d,wk). Steady
$5,000. Last week, smooth $5,000.

Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 50-81)—
••Mildred Pierce" (WB) (2d wk).

Hefty $16,500. Last week, record

$25 200.

Hollywood Music Hall (BlUmen-
feldl (475; 55-85) — "Southerner"
(UA) ''3d wk). Okay $3,500. Last

week, nitty $4,300.

Loew'ii State (Loew's-WC) '2.404: I

50-$t>—"House 92nd Street" (.20th)

and "Divorce" (Mono). Socko $30,-:

000. East week. "State Fair" (20th)
I

and "Mama Loves Papa" ( RKO)
(2d wk). dropped to $18,200.

Los Angeles (D'town-WC> (2.097;

50-si )— -Weekend Waldorf" .(M-G).

Bolt $40,000. Last week. "Vines
Tender Grapes" (M-G) 1 3d wk-4
days), $11,400. -

.
.'..

Orpheum (D'town) '2.000; 05-85)

—"Lady Confesses" (PRC) with
Hunt/. Hall-Bobby Jordan, the Vaga-
bonds, on stage. Okay $22,000. Last
week. "Behind City. Lights" (Rep),
'with Sally Rand on stage, stout
$20,300.

Paiilages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)—
"Kiss and Tell" 'Col) and "Falcon
in Frisco" 'RKO). Smooth
Last week. '.'Wonder Man"
(3d wk), closedwith $13,000.
Paramount. <F&M) (3,398

Love Letters" (Par)

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
'

.This Week . ... ....... . S«IT,I)00

i Based on 17 tlieat res)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year. ............. $522,20(1

t Based on 15 theatres)

'HOUSE 92D -VAUDE

STURDY 30G, WASH.
Washington, Oct. 23*

"The House On 92d Street" will

top "Washington's downtown grosses

|
this week.' touching $30,000. It may

I hold over.:
.
"Duffy's Tavern" is a

I lively entry and Loew's Palace is

packed [
with

.
early-morning cus-

tomers. A reissue , of "Northwest I

Mounted Police" is doing' well at the
j

|
Metropolitan, heading towards $11,- i

Stars" (RKO) (4th wk). See neat
$5,400 after big $6,800 last stanza.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—

"House on 92nd St," '20th). Indi-
cated great $12,000. Last. week. $8,500
for "1st Yank in Tokyo" (RKO) and
"Jealousy" l.Rep), good.
Orpheum (H-F.) '2,000; 45-80)—

"Lady on Train" (U) and "River
Gang" (U). Indicated swell $13,500.

!
Last week, "Rhapsody" fWB), in 3d

|
wk, 6 days, hot at $9,900.'

t'alomar 'Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)

—"Toll It to Star" (Rep) plus stage
show, marking return of latter after

out nearly 4 months. Anticipate
great $10,500. Last week (25-50)

woundup successful straight-pix

policy with $5,200 • for. "Cheaters"
(Rip) and "Shanghai Cobra" (Mono),
fair.

Paramount ( H-E) (3,039: 45-KO)—
"Wonder Man" iRKO) '3d wk) (5

days)'. Big $8,000 after ..getting big

$13,000 last week. .

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
"Rhapsody in Blue" ( WB) 1 4th wk).
Moveover from Orpheum. Sweet $6.-

000. Last week, "GI Joe" (UA), in

i 3rd wk, big $5,500.

Winter Garden 'Sterling) '800: 25-
50)—"Corn Green" (WB) and "Bring
on Girls" 'Par). 3d run. Expect: big

$5,000. Last week. 3rd run of "Valley
of Decision" (M-G) and "Zombies on
Broadway" (RKO). good $4,700. .

'Pierce' Strong in Mpls. at $13,000,

'House 92d* 11G, 'Rhapsody 2d %
Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross -.'...

This Week . . ... $2.7(16.100

(Bused on 21 cities, 175 Uien-

f res, chiefly first runs, including
n. y.Y
Total Gross Same Week

Last Year. ......... $2,394,500

( Based oil 22 cities, 172 theatres)

'AngeF Paces Huh

000.

Esdmatcs foe

il>ilol (Loew)(

"House On
va udeville
hold over

This Week
13.434; 44 72)—

92d Street". (20th) with
Sturdy $30,000 and may-
Last week. "The South-

erner" 'Loew I. over $24,000.

Columbia 'Loew) '1.234; 44-72)

"H'ishnexs and Bellboy" (M-G)
About $7,500. Last week,
Aweigh (M-G). $7,400.

Karle (WB) (2.240: 30-901—"Over
21"* 'Col >. On second' week will get

$17,500. Last. week..$24,200.
•

Keith's (RKO) U.800; 44-72 )—
"Johnny Angel" (RKO). Will get

$11,500 on. second' week. First week
a surprise $10,500.
Metropolitan ( WB) '1.800: 44-72)—

•'•Northwest Mounted Police" (Par).
Headed for lively $11,000. Last week.
"It All Came True" (2d wk ). wound
up with $7,400.

Palace (LocwV (2.778; 44-72)

—

"Duffy's Tavern" 'Par). Customers
pouting in: will gross sturdy $24,000.
Last week. "State Fair" <20l.h) (2d.

week i. wound lip with $15,000.

$23,000. ^ 0(f0

'

(RKO) *HUUU

50-$D
and

"Swingin' on Rainbow" (Rep) (3d

.
wk). $18,000. Last week, hefty $25.-

700.
Paramount Hollywood ( F&M ) (1.-

451; 50-$l )—"Love Letters". (Par)
.(3d wk). Good $11,500. Last week,
stout $14,400.
RKO llillstreet (RKO) (2.890:

50-80)—"Kiss and '.Tell" (Col) and
"Falcon in Frisco" (RKO). Hefty
$20,000. Last week, "Wonder Man"
(RKO) '3d wk). (inaled with $14,200.

Kit/, i FWC M 1,370: 50-$l)—"Week-
end Waldorf" i M-G). " Big $15,500.

Last week. "Tender Grapes" (M-G i

. (3d wk-4 days), $4,200. ,

United Artists (UA-WC). (2.100:

50-S1 >—"Night With You" (U) and
"Strange Confession" (U). Slow
$9.000,. Last , week: "Shady Lady"
(U) and "Men in Diary' i(J). fair

$10,200.
Uptown

'—"House
"Divorce''
Last, wee!
"Mama Loves
wk.). $5,400.

Vosue (FWC) '885: 50-$l )—"Night
|

With You" 'Ul and "Strange Con-!
fession" iU >.

' $4,000. Last week, i

"Shady Lady" (U) and "Men in
Diary" (U). $4,100.

j

Wilshire (FWC) f2,29(i: 50-$ll—
!

"State Fair" (20th) and . "Mama
Loves Papa" 'RKO) (2d wk ). Okay
$4,500. Last week, okay $6,000.
Wilteru (WB) (2,300; 50-$D—

"Mildred Pierce" (WB) (2d wk.).
Husky '$15,500. Last week, record
S22,800. .

i

'Vines' Tremendous
$18,000 in Seattle

Seattle. Oct. 23.

Big local news; is return this week
of. vaudeville to the Palomar. after
3'i months' intei :lude. Prices revert
to 45-80c. with same range as major
first runs.

Estimates for This Week
Blue House iH-E) (800; 45-80)—

"You Came Along" (Par) (3d wk).
Hot from Fifth. Indicated $5,800,
good. Last week. 5 days of "Frozen
Ghost',' (U> and "Jungle Captive"
(U.) light $3,400. ,

Kirth Avenue 'H-E) '2.349: 45-80)
j

—"Vines Tender Grapes" (M-G) and I

"Hidden Eye" (M-G). Anticipate
tremendous $18,000. Last week,

;
"Came Along" (Par) and "Loves
•Papa" (RKO I. in 2nd stanza, four

I
days, swell $7,700.

;

Liberty .(.i-vH) (1.650; 45-80)—
; "Over 21". (Col) (4th wk) and "Bos-
ton Black ie's Rendezvous." Expect
okay $6,500 in six days, winding up

J
oke rem, Last week, "21" with
Power of Whistler" (Col), nifty

Music Box i H-E* (850: 45-80)—
Johnny Angel" (RKO) and "Radio

Boston. Oct. 23. .

The fleet's in and witli.it good biz

all o\ rer town in all.'film houses as

well as legits.' nileries and whatnot.
Good weekend weather cut. into what
looked like terrif biz earlier, "johnny

Anchors I Angel" plus stage show at the RKO
I
is making best, showing, close to $37."

000. but "House on 92nd Street." day-
date at Paramount and Fenway. 'anil

"Uncle Harry" at the Memorial, are
big, too.

Estimates for This Week .".

Boston (RKO) (3.200; 50-$1.10)—
"Johnny Angel" (RKO) plus Peggy

! Ryan, others on stage. $36,000.

I
smaeko. Last week. "That ..Night

i Willi You" (XI ) plus Tonv Pastor
orch on stage. $35,000. >'..

Fellway (M-P) (1.373: 40-74)—
! "House on 92nd Street" ( 20th J and
"Capt. Tugboat Annie" (Rep). Big
$0,000. Last week. "Pride Marines'"
iWB) aiid "Scotland Yard Investi-

gator" ( Rep). $7,500.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 40-741—

"Uncle Harry" <U) •and "Men in

Diary" (U). Good $24,000 on first

week, tremendous. Last. week. "State
Fair" ' 20th) and ••Strange Confes-
sion" (20th), $25,000. third and 1'maJ.

Metropolitan (M-P) '4.367; 40-74)
— "Duffy's Tavern" 'Par) and "Ad-
ventures Rustv" (Col). Okay $18,000
alter great $31,000 first.

Orpheum (Locw) (2.900: 35-75)—
"Vines Have Tender Grapes" (M-G)
and "Hidden Eye" (M-G). Steady
$28,300. Last- week. "Anchors
Aweigh" (M-G) (3d wk). $20,000.
Paramount (M-P); (1,700; 40-74)—

"House 92nd Street" (20th ) and
"Capt. Tugboat Annie" (Rep). Off
to big start for close to $18,000, ca-
pacity. Last week, "Pride Marines"
(WB) and "Scotland Yard Investi-
gator" (Rep). $15,000.

State ' Loew ) (3.200: 35-75 I—"Vines

'VINES/ DUALED, HEFTY

$22,000 IN ST. LOUIS
: St. Louis,- Oct, 23.

"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes."
(earned with "I Love a Bandleader."
is copping the heavy gravy with a
wow $22,000. "House on 92ud SI,"

and "Woman in Green" also hefty at

S21.000. Biz on the upbeat with cool-
er on tap.

Estimates for This Week"
Loew's (Loew) (3,172: 30-60)—

"Vines" (M-G) and "I Love a Band-
leader" (Coll. Sock $22,001). Last-

week. "Over 21" (Col) and "Boston
Blackie Booked on Suspicion" (Col)

(2d wk). $14,500.

Orpheum (Loew) (2.000; 40-60)—
"Over 21" (Col) and "Blackie Sus-
picion" (Col). $6,500, Last week,
• Bedside Manner" (UA) and "De-
lightfully Dangerous" (UA). $8,000.

Ambassador (F&M) (3.900; 50-60

)

I—"State Fair (20thX VI.O. will tack

on big $14,500 to $18,000 grabbed for

I
initial stanza.
Fox (F&M) (5.000; 50-6(11—"House

92:id Street" (2(i;h) and "Woman in

Green"( U). $21,000, swell. Last week.
"Johiiny Angel" (RKO> and "West
of Pecos" (RKO). $22,000.

Missouri (F&M)" (3,500: 50-60)—
"Johnny Angel" (RKOi and "West
of Pecos" (RKO). $8,000. Last week.
"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB). $8,000.

St. Louis i F&M) (4.000; 40-50 1—

"Christmas in Connecticut" (WB)
I and "You Came AlonS" 'Par). $>3.500.

I
Last week. "Out of This World"

I
i Par) and "Back to Bataan" (RKO).
$5.500..

Tender Grapes'* (M-G) and "Hidden
Eye" (M-G i. Enormous $17,500 in
this locality. Last week. "Anchors
Aweigh"' 'M-G) (3d wk), M 1.000.

Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)—"War of Wildcats" (Mono) and
"Body Disappears"' (Mono) (reis-
sues). Excellent $4,000 for old bill

here. Last week. "Walking Dead"
(WB) and "Behind City Lights"
( Rop ) ( reissues

), $4,000.

Philly Biz Terrific; Ballyhoo Ups 'House'

To Great $35,000. 'Pierce Fine Ditto

(FWC)- (1.790: 50-$D—
92nd. Street"' ( 20th ') and
(Mono). Great $12,000.

. "Slate Fair" ( 20th) and
Papa" (RKO) (2d

Philadelphia. Oct. 23.
Biz ft terrific in Philly with plenty

of new product aided by exploita-
tion, particularly lor "Hotisr5 on 921id
St," Plenty of wallop- is being packed
by "Mildred .Pierce" and "House;"'
All holdovers 'and moveovcrs' a I si)

reporting smash biz. • • .»

Estiniates for. This Week •

'.'",

Aldine (WB) ' 1.303; 40-85)—
"Vines" (M-G) t2d wk). Holding up
nicely at $14,000. Last week, potent
SI 7.000.

Arcadia 'Sablosky) (700: 40-35)—
"Rhapsodv iri Blue" ' WB) (2d run ).

Good $6,300. Last week, fine $6,500
for second run:. '

'

'
.

•*

Boyd (WB) (2.700; 40-85 )—"Mil-
dred Pierce" . iWB). Making big-

splash with sock $35,000. additional
gotten $5,500 for one-day stand at
Earla Sunday (21). Last week. "Over
21" (Col) wound up 10 days with
fairish $21,000.

Earle (WB) (2.760; 50-95)—"Shady
Lady" (U) with Hal McIntyre or-
chestra and Georgia Gibbs on stage.
Okay $21,000. Last week, "Danger-
ous Partners'' (M-G) plus Cab Cal-
loway's band snared bolt $33,800.

Erlanuer (Goldman) d;89t): 40-85)
—"Wonder Man" (RKO ) (2d wk)
Nice pace,at $20,500. Opener last
week, which unshuttered house,
grabbed bu'sky • $26,800.

• Fox (Fox) (2.250; 40-85)—"House
,92nd Street" (20th). Smart exploita-
tion for pro.micre hypoing this due
to great $35,000,' ahead of "GI Joe."
which how hojds house record. Last
week. ."Stale Fair" (20th) racked up
line $14,500 Tor third and final week
Karltou (Goldman) (1,000; 40-85)—

"Junior Miss" '20th > (2d ruiv), Good
$6,800. Last week. "Incendiary
Blonde" (Par.) hit sm)trt $6,500 lor
second week of second mil. . .

Keith's (Goldman) (2,200: 40-85)
—"Hurricane" ( FC) and "Arrow
sm'th" (FC). dual of oldies, fairi-li
$0,000. Last week. -China Sky"
'RKO). poor $3,000 for second run.
Mastbaum i.WB) '4,692 ; 40-05)—

"Love Letters" (Par) (4th wk). Trim
$19,500. Last week, fwicy $25,000.

Stanley (WB) (2.760: 40-85)—"An-
chors Aweigh" i M-G) (3d wk). Great
$20,000. Second trip sweet W4.000.

'

Stanton (WB) '1.475; 40-85)—
"Uncle Harry" (IT) i2d wlA M«U-
one $8,500. Opener hangup $15,800.

'Angel' Big $18,000,

Tierce 26iG, Denver
Denver. Oct. 23.

"Johnny Angel" with "Radio Stars

on Parade" at the Orpheum. and
"Mildred Pierce" and "Senorita from
the West" at the Denver, are- tying

for top money in town tor single

houses, but latter double bill piled

up most: by day-dating also at Es-

quire and Webber. "Duffy's Tavern"
stays a fourth week at Dcnham.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—

"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB); after

week at each Denver, Webber. Es-
quire, Big $10,000. Last week. "Guest
Wife" (20th) and "Crime Doctor's
Warning" (Col) (m.o.), good $7,000.

Dcnham (Cockrill ) (1,750; 35-70)—
"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) (3d wk).
Nice $13,000 and staying. Last week,
big $15,500.
Denver (Fox) (2.525: 35-74)—"Mil-

dred Pierce" (WB) and "Senorita
from the West" (U), day-dale with
Webber. Esquire. Big $18,000. Last
w-eok, "Rhapsody in Blue" (WB),
same as Webber, Esquire, big $17,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74 >—"Mil-
dred Pierce" (WB) and "Senorita
from the West" i.U). day-date with
Denver. W.ebber. Nice $4,000. Last
week, "Rhapsody in Blue" (WB),
same as Denver. Webber, big $4,500.
Orpheum, (RKO) (2,600: 35-74)—

"Johnny Angel" (RKO) and "Radio
Stars on Parade" (RKO). Big $18.-
000. Last week, "Anchors Aweigh*'
i M-G) (2d wk) and "Hidden Eye"
i M-G). good $13,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200: 35-74)—

" Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" (FC) and
•"Pennies from Heaven'* (FC) (re-
issues). Fine flO.fJOO. Last week.
"Fir i Yank. Into Tokyo" (RKO)- and
"Blonde from Brooklyn"' (Col), good
$9,000.

ftialto (Fox) (878: 35-74)—"Guest
Wife" 1 20th) and '"Crime Doctor's
Warning"' (Col), after week each at
Denver, Webber. Esquft'e, Aladdin.
Nice $<},500. Last week. "State Fair"
(•20th) and "Shanghai Cobra"
'Mono) un.o.), big $5,000.
Webber (Fox) (750: 35-74)—"Mil-

dred Pierce" (WB) and "Senorita
from the West" (U), day-date with
Denver, Esauire. Good $4,500. • Last
week. "Rhapsody in BliieV (WB),
same as Denver. -Esquire, poor $2,500.

r Minneapolis, Oct. •>:

There are only two important
newcomers currently, "Milred Pierce*
and "The House on 92nd Street," and
both size up as boxofflce winners
Holdovers are very much in evidence
again. It's the fourth loop week for
both "Duffy's Tavern" and "Dorian
Gray" and the second for "Rhapsody
in Blue" and "Johnny Angel," all of
which have exhibited Outstanding
boxoffice strength. Oiit-of-towners
here for the Minnesota-Northwestern
"Homecoming" football gaiiie last
Saturday, drawing a 55,000 capacity
crowd, helped swell week-end thea-
tre attendance.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900: 15-25

"Woman in Green" (U) aiid "Mama
Loves Papa" <RKO), dual first -run*
In for five, days and reaching.' for

-

good $2,200. "Flame of West" (Mono)
and "Fatal Witness" (Rep) open to-
morrow (24). Last week, •

• Why
Girls Leave Home" (PRC) and
"Beautiful Cheat" (U), dual first-
runs, big $3,000 in six days.
Century (P-S) ( 1,600; 44-601 •-

"Johnny Angel" (RKO) (m.o.). Mere,
after big week at Slate and still go-
ing strong. Good $5,200 indicated.
Last week. "Lady on Train" i U i '2d
wk), mild $4,800. making good $i7-
400 tor loop fortnight, including week
at Slate. "

. •:

?
.

Gopher (P-S) 11,000: 401—"Bed-
side Manner" (UA). Mixed opinions
regarding this one and (air $3.0(10';

looks j.bout art. Last week, "I Love
a Bandleader" (Col) yanked after
six bad days. $1,800.

Lyric (P-S) (1,100; 44-00)—"Duffy's
Tavern". (Par) (4lh wk >. Finishing
its long and prosperous run in creat
shape. Climbing to fine $5,000 alter
hefty $5,500 third week.
Orpheum 'P-S) (2.800: 44-00)-*"

"House on 92nd Street" i20lh >. Ef-
fective exploitation, and critics j>nd
cus'omcrs' praise, outline this one
on ice. Big $11,000 in sight,. t.:.st

week. "Georijc White's Scandi.ls"
i RKO). fair $8,000.
Radio City. (P-S) M.OOl): 44-601—

"Rhaosody. in Blue" iWB) 1 2d wk).
Continuing at fast pace. First week's

'

takings held clown by feature's
length, which prevented full Wc"J<-
end turnovers. Flying high tow.-'-d
good $9,000 after teri-ilic $19,000
initial canto.

Slate (P-S) '2.300: 44-601—-V<\.
dred Pierce" (WB). A lure -for the
feminine' trade' mid the turnstiles
cb'ck merrily. Picture favorably re-
ceived. -Fine $13 000 indic'.-'I.ed. L ist

week. .. "Johiiny Angel" (RKO), big
$13,000. •

TTplown (Par) (1.100: 40-50)—-
"Slorv of G.I. Jne" (UA). First.

nri"hbnj4iood showing. Looks like
hi" .$4,800. Last week. "Incendiary
Blonde" (Par), light $2,500 in-live,
dsys. House closed for reriovalion-
two days.
World (Par-StelToO i350: 44-80)—

"Dorian Gray" (M-G) (4th wk).
Running out its Kn? string after de- -

liverim; at boxoffice in big wiiv.
Should finish to $2,000, okay. Last
week, good $2:400.

'Romance' H.O., Sock
$16,500 in Montreal

Montreal. Oct. 23.
"Thrill ot a Romance" is the h.o.

this week with "Naughty Nineties"
closing after fair showing in second
week.

Estimates for Thin Week
Palace fCT) (2,700; 35-02). "Son

of Lassie" (M-G). Nice $10,000 in

'Eddie-Kaye Orch Set

Buff. Pace at $25,000
Buffalo, Oct. 23.

Buffalo Him biz is holding up
strongly this week. "Captain Eddie*'
and Sammy Kayo's orch on stage
pacing the town.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) 1.3.500; 40-70)—

"Captain Eddie" f201.li ) and Sammy
Kayo orch on stage. Rousing $25,000.

Lasl week. "Duffy's Tavern" 'Par)
'2d wk). topped nifty $13,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) '3,000: 40-70)—

"Slate Fair" (20th). Bright $19,000.

Last week. "Rhapsody in Blue'* ' WB)
(2d wk). neat $13,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-701—

fy's Tavern" (Par) (m.o.: 3d
Satisfactory $8,000. Last 'week,
bott & Costcllo in Hollywood
G). Good $9,500.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,300: 40-70)—
"Kiss and Tell" (Col) <2d wk I. and
"Adventures of Rusty" (Col). Dandy
$13,500 and holding. Last. week.
"Kiss and Tell" (Col) and "Blaclvii s

Rfiiriezvous" (Col), lofty $22,000.

20th Century (20th Cent.. Inc. I '3.-

000: 40-70)—"'Spanish Main" (RKO)
and "Mlig'gs Rides Again" (Mono)
'2d wk). Sturdy $12,fjJ0. Last week,
>.ock $23,000.

Duf-.
wk I.

•'Ab-
iM-

second week after boff $14,500 open-
ing.

Capitol. (CT) '2.700; 35-02)—
"Naughty Nineties" (U) and "Easy
to Look At" lU). Fairish $9,500 in

repeat session after sock $15,000
openci'.

Loew's (CT.) (2,800; 35-67)—"Thrill
of Romance*' tM-G). Holdover with
sock $16,500 in first week. Last week.
"Corn Is Green" < WB), nice $10,000
in second week.
Princess (.CT) (2,300; 35-47)—

"Flame of Barbaiy Coast" (Rep) ami
"Swinging on a Rainbow" (Rtpi-
Nice $0,500. Last week, "Fighting
Guardsman" (Col) and "Gay Senor-
iia" 'Col), m>-so $5,500 in »*cornl

week. r :
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Chi Biz Healthy; 'House 92tf Strong

Opener at 27G, 'Vines Sweet
Chicago, Oct. 23. -f

Grosses are holding up to a healthy

level all over due to perfect ^how-
going weather and strong attractions,

and receipts will further be hypoed
before the end of the week by the

addition of "State Fair," which opens

at the Roosevelt tomorrow (241. and
'•Rhapsody in Blue," which succeeds
"Love Letters

-

' at the State-Lake on
Thurs. '25).

•House On 92d Street opened
strong at the Garrick with sock $27,000

in sight, and two Warner reissues,

"Born for Trouble" and "It All Came
True." are drawing at the Grand for

line $12,000. "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes." another fresh entry, is

headed for brilliant $30,000 at the

United Artists.
Estimates for This Week .

Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 55-95 >—
"Capt. Eddie" (20th) (2d Wk). Neat
$10,000. Last week, $14,00tt ..

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-95)—
"Dolly Sisters" (20th) (3d wk ) and
stage 'show headed by Jack Owens.
Sturdy $55,000. Last week, big $63.-

000.
-

Garrick (B&K) (900; 55-95)—
"House on 92d Street" (20th). Sock
$20,000. Last week, "Abbott-Costello
in Hollywood" (M-G) and "Hidden
Eye" (M-G) (3d wk). Nice $10,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,150; 55-95)—
"Born lor Trouble" (WB) and "It

All Came True" (WB) (reissues).
Fine $12,000. , Last week, "East Side
of Heaven"' (U ) and "Imitation of
Life" (U) (reissues) (5 days. 4th wk
in Loop ) . and "Born for Trouble"
(WBi and "It All Came True" (WB)
(reissues) (2 days), pert $9,500.
Oriental (Ii'ocuiciis) (3,240; 55-95)—

"Guest Wire" (UA) and Jimmy .Dor-
se v orcth on stage. (2d wk). Healthy
$42,000. Last week, strong $50,000.

Palace (RKO) (2.500; 55-95)—
"Ladv On a Train" (U) and "Mama
Loves Papa" (RKO); Sharp $23,000.

Last week "UncJe Harry" (U) and
"Easy to Look At" (U) 5 days, 2d
wk. and "Ladv On Train" (Ui and
"Mama Loves Papa" (RKO) 2 days,
snug $23,500.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 55-951—
"Pride of Marines" (WB) closing 5

days of 3d wk today (23), and "Stale
Fail" (2(llh) cnening today. •Rons-
inn $25,000. Last week, pleasant
$1S,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 55-05 i

—

"Love Letters" (Par) closing 6 dav«
of 5th wk Wed. (24), and "Rhapso-iv
in Blue" (WB) opening Thurs. (25.)

1 da v. Great $30,000. Last week.
"Love Letlrrs" (Par) (4th wk I.

Bright $25,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1.700: 55-

95 ) "Vines" (M-G). Brilliant $30.-

000. Last week, "Anchors Aweigh"
(M-G) (5th wk), fancy $19,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1.200: 55-95 >—

"Johnny Anfd" (RKO) Mth wkj.
Trim $18,000. Last week, smart
$19,000.

Strong response figured at $19,000.

Last week, "Abbott & Costello in

Hollywood" (M-G), fairish $13,700.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240:

25-74)—"Johnny Angel" (Col) plus
vaurie. Nice $18,000. Last week,
second of "Kiss and Tell" (Col ), held
well at $13,200. "•.*..
Keith's (Schanbcrger) (2,460: 20-

60)—"Duffy's Tavern" (Par). Opens
tomorrow (Wed). "That Night With
You" (U) preceded and all right at

$12,200.
May/air (Hicks) (980: 25-55)—

"Men in Hei' Diary" (Par); Average
$3,500, Last week. "Paris Uncler-

|
ground" (UA) in similar slot at

$3,300.
: New (Mechanic) (1,680: 20-60)—
"State Fair" (20th) (4th wk). Wound
up with consistent $5,200 after some-
what better previous round to $C100.
House closed for extensive rebuild-
ing.

'•'••'
•

Stanley ( WB) (3.280: 25-65)—
"Love Letters" 1

.
(Par).

.
Attracting

okav trade at $17,000. Last week,
third or "Rhapsody in Blue" (WB ),

steady at $12,400. • ,

Valeno'a (Loew's-UA) (1.840; 20-
601—"Abbotl &. Costello in Holly-
wood" (M-G ) (m.o.). Drawing
slightly better than average $5,000.
Last week. "Captain Kidri" (UA) In
m.o. was just fair at $4,200.

Cincy Steady; 'Tavern'

Socko $22,000, Tierce'

17G, 'Southerner' 10|G
.

Cincinnati, Oct. 23.

Every doVntown house is reflect-

ing autumn splendor, three of them,
with firstruns. the brightest. "Duffy's
Tavern" socko and "Mildred Pierce"
plenty slout, with "Southerner" ex-
ceeding expectations.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)—"Mil-

died Pierce" (WB).' Strong $17,000.
Last week. "Spanish Main" (RKO>.
terrif $22,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 44-70 1

—

"Southerner" (UA). Surprising with
a swell $10,500. Last week, "Rhap-
sody in Blue" (WB) (3d wk). lively
$7,500.

Grand (RKO) (1,430; 44-70)—
"Spanish Main" (RKO) (m.o.).
Pleasing $7,500. Last week, "Kiss'and
Tell" (Col) (2d run), smacko $9,500.

Keith'* (United) (1.500; 44-70)—
"Rhapsody" in BJue" (WB). Switched
for fourth downtown chorus. All
right $5,500. Last week, "Men in

Diary" cUj. and "Caribbean Mystery"
(20th), so-so $5,000.
Lyrie (RKO) (1,400; 44-70)—

"House on 92nd St." (20th) (m.o.).
Okay $6,000. Same last week for
fourth front-line sesh of "State Fair"
(20 th).
Palare (RKO) (2,600; 44-70)—
Duffy's Tavern" (Par). Socko $22.-

000. Last week. "House on 92nd St."
(20th ). great $16,500.
Shnbert (RKO) (2,100; 44-70)—

Kiss and Tell" (Col). Third stanza
on main stern;. Sweet $5,500. Last
week. "Highness Bellboy" (M-G)
'2d run). $5,000, no complaint.

'House 92d' Nifty 19G,
'Angel'-Vaude 18G, Balto

Baltimore, Oct. 23.
New entries, after fairly consistent

run • of b.o.s, clicking steadily hero
with good action reported for "The
House On 92nd Street," at Lcetv's
Century, and "Johnny Angel," at the
combo Hi pj>;, Nice going also for
'Love Letters" at the Stanley.

• "INl'mafes for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3.000: 20-

60)—"House On 92nd St." (20th).

K.C. on the Upbeat;

'Duffy' Leads, $20,000
Kansas City, Oct. 23.

Grosses at the deluxers here are

on the upbeat, with perfect fall

weather helping to lengthen lines at-

the wickets. The pacer is "Duffy's

Tavern." which is socko at the New-
man alter the biggest opening there
since "Going My Way." "The House
on 92nd Street," day-date at the Es-
quire, Uptown and Fairway, looks
big.

Estimates for This Week
Ksquire. Uptown and Fairway

(Fox-Midwest) (820, 2.043 and 700:
40-60)—"House on 92nd Street"
(20th k. Tall $16,000. Last week.
"Lady on Train" (U), lively $12,000
but below expectations.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—

"Southerner" (UA) and "Naughty
Marietta" (M-G) (reissue). Robust
$16,000. Last week, "Vines Have
Tender Grapes" (M-G) and "Hidden
Eye" (M-G >, rugged $18,000, over
hopes.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 46-

65 )—"Duffy's Tavern" (Par). Socko
S20.000. Last week, "Pride of Ma-
rines" (WB) (2d wk). mild $7,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 46-65)—
"Spanish Main" (RKO) and "Radio
Stars on Parade" (RKO). Lusty
Si 4.000. Last week. "Christmas in

Conn." ( WB) and "Falcon in San
Francisco" (RKO) (2d wk), neat
$12,000.

Tower (Fox-JoIVee) (2,100; 39-80)

—"Road to Alcatraz" (Rep) and
"Gaiigs of Waterfront" (Rep) plus

Trim $10,500. Last week, "On
Everybody" (U) and "Out of

(PRC) with stage show, about

vuude.
Stage.
Night"
s:'me.

'Pierce' Fine $9,500,

Tavern' 16G, L'ville
Louisville. Oct. 23.

New product. "Mildred Pierce" at

the Mary Anderson and "Duffy's
Tavern" at the Rialto, are pacing the

town for swell takes. H.o. cf "High-
ness and Bellboy" at Loew's Stale is

having a healthy second week, while
•'.Judge Captive" and "Ffo/.cn Ghost"
at the Slr»nd are shaping as a sturdy
b.o. combo.
Opening of fall race meet at

Churchill Downs Saturday (20) will

put shekels in circulation, but not

expected- to have any appreciable
effect/on downtown b.o.'s.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,100:

10-60 (—"Captain Eddie" (20th ) and
• Radio Stars on Parade" (RKO) On.
<>.'). On second downtown session,

jikelv $3,300. Last week, "Wonder
Man" (RKO) and "West of Pecos"
(RKO) ( m.o. ) medium $3,700.

. Kentucky (Switow) (1.200; 30-40)

—"East Side of Heaven" (U) and
"Imitation of Lite" (U) (reissues),

split with "Wilson" (20th) and "Main
St. After Park" (M-G). Average
$1,800. Last week. "Dillinger" (Mono)
and "Where Go From Here" (20th),

solid $1,900.
• Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300: 40-

60)—"Highness & Bellboy" (M-G)
and "Dangerous Partners" (M-G I

(2d wk). H.o. picked up momentum
to snappy $13,000. Last week, wham
S20.000.

Marv Anderson (People's) (1.000;

40.60) — "Mildred Pierce" (WB ).

Swell $9,500. Last week. "Rhapsody
in Blue" (WB) (4th wk). brisk $5,000.

National (Standard) (2,400: SO-

TS )
—"Sunset in El Dorado" (Rep)

and "Cowboy Jamboree." stager,

with Tex Ritter. others. Big follow-

ing locally lor this type of show, and
pasing off nicely. Aiming for stout

$13,500. Last week. "Charlie Chan
Silver Claw" (Mono) and Erskine
Hawkins orch on stage, medium
$12,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40-
60.1—"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) and
"Scotland Yard Investigator" (Rep).
Result from this combo will be up
there with some of the best previous
weeks. Flock of names in the cast is

bringing in the customers. Shooting
for big $16,000; Last week. "Captain
Eddie" (20th i and "Radio Stars on
Parade" (RKO), modest $IL000. and
m.o.

;

:

'

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
40-60 1—"Jungle Captive" (U) and
"Frozen Ghost" (U). Steady $5,000.
Last week. "Love. Honor" (Reo) and
"Fatal Witness" (Rep ) (5 days), .light

$2,500.

Pitt Big; 'Joe'

Tops at $16,<

Pittsburgh. Oct. 23.

Big football weekend, via Pitl-

Noti e Dame game, flooded the Golden
Triangle with out-of-towners, and a

lpt of their extra dough went to the

theatres. Results very pleasant gen-

erally. Session's smasheroo is "Story

of C.I. Joe." going great guns at Har-
ris ' and' sticking, with : "Anchors
Aweigh" still in big coin in fourth
week rhoveoyer to the Ritz. "Duffy's
Taveni," only other new picture in
first-run sector, doing nifty biz.

"Wonder Man" beginning to slip at
Fulton but should, get another week
anyway.

.

',

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-65)—

"Wonder Mail" (RKO) (3d wk).
Drooping a little but snagged a good
breather over the weekend, which
should be enough to insure at least
$8,500 and another, stanza. Last
week, second, "Man" got better than
$11,000.

Harris (Harris) (2.200: 40-65)—
"Story of G.I. Joe" (UA). Getting
terrific play. Had swell buildup to
begin with and rave notices are
merely adding to the gravy. Won't
be mare than a few dollars under
$16,000. which is super here. Last
week, third of "State Fair" (20th).
in 4 days, okav $6,500.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 40-65)—

"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) (2d wk).
Just getting by on the h.o., and won't
do more than $21,000, not too good
for such a supposedly important pic-
ture. Hardly rated second week, in
tact. Last week was around $25,000.

Rita (WB) (800: 40-65)—"Anchors
Aweigh" (MrG) (m.o.). Smash musi-
cal in fourth week downtown but
still going strong on mounting word-
of-mouth, Around $3,800 in sight
here, okay for this small-seater.
Last week. "Along Came Jones"
(RKO). second week m.o., not bad
at $3,700.

Senator (Harris) (1.750: 40-65)—
"State Fair" (20th) (m.o.). Lot of
moola left for this swell entertain-
ment. Apparently 18. days at Harris
previously didn't begin to drain it

completely, for $4,500 here is good.
Last week.- reissue of "Mounted
Police" (Par) in 4 days of 2d wk..
$2,200.

Stanley (WB) ' (3.800: 40-65)—
"Duffy's -Tavern'' (Par). Radio show
has its . following and, of course,
galaxy of stars in cast isn't hurting.
Should hit big $27,000, better than
house has done in several weeks.
Last week. "Highness and Bellboy"
(M-G) for $17,000.
Warner (WB) (2.000: 40-65)—

"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G) (m.o).
Ton many heavyweights against this
lightweight, and won't do more than
$9,000, only about average for m.o.
here. Last week, third of "Anchors
Aweigh" (M-G), in big money at
$12,000.

B'way Slips But Biz Still Hefty

With All H.0.s; laldorf Wham

$125,000 in 3d. House 92d' Sock 84G
Lack of holiday business, which

accounted for the exceptionally high
grosses of the preceding week ( Co-
lumbus Day), shows this week's
Broadway total/take to be on the
downward trend for most houses.
Lack of midweek business, plus
warm weather and the tree attrac-
tion of lighting. ships in the Hudson
undoubtedly hurt matinee business
around town... especially over, the
weekend. However, this influx of
visitors was a boon for a few houses,
which reported heavier night
crowds. .*T*»>'

Since the holiday total was re-
ported, to be up 25"{... the 10' <• to
20% drop of this Stanza is still way
above normal expectations. To sum
up. the mornings and matinees were
off, generally speaking, but the night
business shot b.o.'s way up above
holdover figures in .most instances.
Outstanding among the holdovers

were four from the same company.
UA—"Guest Wife" at the Criterion.
"G. I. Joe" at Globe. "Paris Under-
ground." Gotham and "Blithe Spirit."
Winter Garden.
Music Hall led the parade with

the most consistent business as com-
pared with the previous week. The
third week reached $125,000. slightly
over the opening frame.and formid-
able when compared to the holiday's
top of $130,000. "Weekend at the
Waldorf" thus holds indefinitely.
"Duffy's Tavern" is making practi-

cally a permanent home at the Para-
mount, sharing honors with the An-
drews Sisters. Tim Herbert and Vic
School's orchestra on stage. Solid
$60,000 reported for the seventh
week.
Another long resident of the. street

continues for a fifth week—"House
on 92nd SC." (20th). at the Roxy,
with the Copacabana Revue on stage.
Very fine $84,000 reported from the
house on 50th St. The Capitol has
a new pic coming in tomorrow. "Kiss
and Tell" (Col): The Palaee ako
has a new one. "Yank Into Tokyo."
but the big news was the unusual
number of holdovers noted this
week.

Estimates for This Week .

Ambassador (Siritzky) (1.250; 65-
$1.20)—"Marco Polo" (FC) (2d
week) (reissue). Still doing very
well and will get over $11,000. Mav
hold third. Last week, fine $15.00U.
Astor (City In v.) (1,300: 70-$L40>—"Wonder Man" (RKO) (20th wk).

About the same as last week. $22,000,
remarkably good for length of run.
Will pull out Oct. 31 as "Spell-
bound" (UA) opens followihg day.

Capitol (Loew's ) . (4.820: 60-$l.l0)—"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G),
Gene Krupa Orch. Senor Wences
and Wesson Bros, on stage. Ends
3d week tonight (Wed.). Estimated
$62,000. Last week, with holiday
gross, hit $74,000. New pic, "Kiss
and Tell" (Col), starUs Thurs. with
Henny Youngman. Les Browyi and
orch and Gaudsmith Bros, on stage.
Criterion ll.oew'n) (1,700: 60-

$1.25)—"Guest Wife" (UA). Ended
first week with stout $22,000. Holds
indef. Last week "Shady Lady,"
(U) did oke one week for $20,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,418; 70-$1.50)—

"G.I. Joe" (UA) (3rd wk). Nice
$19,000. Last week's gross slipped
from estimated $25,000 but readied
$22,000. Continues.
Gotham (Brandt) (900: 60-$1.20)—

"Paris Underground" (UA ) (1st wk ).

Opened Friday (19) and clicked for
$10,000 in four days. Should do
$15,000 for full- week. Holds. Last
week, final of "G.I. Joe (UA). poor

'House 92d' Strong $31,000, Detroit;

City Lights'-Barnet Orch Big $22,00

J

Detroit, Oct. 23.
Fox and Downtown lead lists .tin's

week, former having much-publi-
cized "House on 92nd St," latter "Be-
hind City Lights," with Charlie Bar-
net orch on stage. "House" got line
critical support. General business
good in all houses with "Wonder
Man" holding steady in sixth week.

Estimates for This Week
. Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000:
60-85)—"Hold Blonde" (Par) and
"Flame of West" (Mono.). Moderate
$21,000. Last week. "Pride of Ma-
rines" (WBj and "Sensation Hunt-
ers" (PRC), satisfactory $26,000.
United ArtisU (United Detroit)

(3,000; 60-85)—"Highness and Bell-

boy" (M-G I and "Hidden Eye"
(M-G i (3d wk). Modest $12,000, af-

ter good second wk. $15,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,-

000: 60-85)—"Vines Tender Grapes"
(M-G i and "Vampire's Ghost"
(Rep i. Solid $22,000. Last week.
"Abbott-Costello in Hollywood"
(M-C> and "Silver Fleet" (PRC),
mild $13,000.
Broad way-Capitol (United De-

troit; (2,800; 60-85)—"Pride of Ma-

rines" (WB) and "Sensation Hunt-
ers" (PRC), moved over from
Michigan for fine $15,000. Last week,
"Blood on Sun" (UA) and "Phantom
42nd St." (Mono.), okay $12,000.

Madison (United Detroit) (1,800:
45-55)—"Endearing Young Charms"
(RKO) and "Salome. Where Danced"
(U). Nice $5,400. Last week, "Valley
of Decision" (M-G) and "Royal
Scandal" (20th), good $S,250.

Adam* (Balaban) (1.700; 60-85 1—
"Wonder -Man" (RKO) (6th wk).
Holding steady at about $14,000. Last
week, stout $13,000.

Downtown (Balaban) (2,800; 60-
90)—"Behind City Lights" (M-G),
with Charlie Barnet orch.. Gil Mai-
son. Walt Green. The Gienus on
stage. Solid $22,009. Last week. "Fa-
tal Witness." and Peggy Ryan, Mills
Bros., Henny Youngman on stage.

Wow $25,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000: 60-85)

—"House on 92nd St." (20th) anil

"Gay Senorita" (Col). Dr. I. Q. on
stage one night. Sock $31,000. Last
week. "Ladv on Train" (Ui and
"Crimson Canary" (U), $27,000.

$6,500 at reserved seat advanced
scale.

''

Hollywood (WB) (1,490; C5-$1.10)—'-Rhapsody in Blue" (WBT- (18th
wk). Good $16,000 for 17th . week
ending last night (Tues.) and holds
another month anyway. Last week,
with holiday, strong $18,500.

Palace (RKO) (1.700: 60-$1.20)—
"George White's Scandals" (RKO>
(2d wk). Final week for mlisicuj
took a drop to $20,000 with matinees
away off. Final two-week stanza for
this one. Last week, opening, heftv
$28,000. Opening today (24) "Yank
Into Tokyo" (RKO) for 13 days, then
"Spanish Main" (RKO) starts Nov. 6.

Paramount (Par) (3,664 ; 70-$L20)
—"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) (8fh wk ).

Should get $60,000, very big for this
length of run. Andrews Sisters. Tim
Herbert. Vic Schoen .orch. con-
tinue as stage show. Last week $70,-
000. NO end announced for layout.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 60-$1.10)—"Weekend
at Waldorf" (M-G) ami stage show.
(3rd wk"). Despite fleet's attraction,
claiming terrific $125,000. greater
than first Wk. Last wk, $130,000 with
holiday. Indef. stay.

Rialto (Mayer) (594: 35-85 1—
"Strange Holiday" (Elite). Will get
very satisfactory $9,000 for one week
ending Friday. (20). Last wk. "River

i Cang" (U) acceptable $7,000„ for sec-
ond week: In .Fri. will be "Pursuit
to. Algiers" because of prior com-
mitment. '.'•";""

I It vol! (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.2f»—
"Love Letters" (Par) (9th wk). Slick
$38,000 with help from increased
night crowds flooding Broadway.
Last week sweet $40,000.

'

Roxy (20th) (5.886: 65- $1.10)—
"House on 92nd St." (20!h) plus
Copacabana Revue on stage (5th
wk). Still drawing 'em with socko
$84,000. Fourth week soaring
$105,000. Holds for filth and final
week, then "And There Were None"
(20th) with Nicholas Bros..' Dave
Apollon and Jay Jostyn on stage.

State (Loew's) (3.450; 43-$i.l0)-~
"Incendiary Blonde" (Par) (2?d
run ) with Phil Brito, Dorothy Done-
gal) and Johnny . Morgan on stage.
Off somewhat to $27,000. but still all
right. Last week (2nd ' final ) "An-
chors Aweigh" (M-G) with Willie
Howard, Mildred Bailey and Prof.
Alberti. roaring $34,000. Next pic,
"Over 21" (Col).
Strand (WB) (2.756; 75-$1.20>—

"Mildred Pierce" (WB) and Russ
Morgan orch plus Three Stooges
(4th wk). Should go one more
week and gather $50,000 for this
week. Very neat after soaring
$60,000 last week. "Confidential
Agent" (WB), with Vaughn Monroe
orch on stage, starts Nov. 2.

Victoria (Malirer ) (720; 78-$1.20 >—
"It All Came True" (WB) (reissue).
Opened 19th and should' hit $13,000.
Holds indef. Last week, 3rd of "Fall
of Berlin" (Artkino), wound up
with fair #9,000.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60-

$1.50)—"Blithe Spirit' (UA ) (3rd
wk). Too many customers over
watching the battleships as "Spirit"
took drop to $29,000, Will go four
and postsibly five weeks. Last week
reputed $34,000.

'Blessed'-Basie Orch

Roaring $18,000
Omaha, Oct. 23.

Count Basie and his band-revue,

plus "Twice Blessed," mowing them
down at the Orpheum to the tune of

$18,000 or thereabouts. Rest of the

town not so hot, with "Captain

£-adie" a disappointment at the Para-

mount, where it will be lucky to

gross a light $8,000. "Uncle Harry,"

at the Omaha, surprised everybody

with a big $9,500,

Estimate* for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000:, 20-70)—"Twice Blessed" (M-G) and Count

Basie band-revue. Roaring $18,000.

Last week, at 16-60, "Junior Miss"
(20th) and "Caribbean Mystery"
(20th), fine $11,800,

Paramount (Tristates) (3,000: I8-
60)—"Captain Eddie" (20th). Weak
$8,000. Last week, "Pride of Marines"
(WB), not so hot $8,700.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-20 1—
"Uncle Harry" (U) and "Boston
Blackie Rendezvous" (Col). Sur-
prisingly big $9,500. Last week.
"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G)
(m;o.) and "Adventures of Rusty"
(Col), satisfactory $8,500.

,

Brandeis (RKO) (1.500: 16-60 1—
"Spanish Main" (RKO) pins "Radio
Stars on Parade" (RKO) (2d wk).
Healthy $7,200.

Stale (Goldberg) (865; 15-50 •

—

"State Fair" (20th) (3rd run ) and
"Come Out Fighting" (Mono) (1st

run). Nice $3,200 for six days. Last
week, "Incendiary Blonde" (Par)
(3rd run), good $2,300 for six days.
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Review
of a publishing hit !

THI PUiLISHINO INDUSTRY SALUTES HOLLYWOOD

WITH A NIW SERIES OF BOOK AND FILM TIEUPS

HANDSOME ILLUSTRATED EDITIONS OF

MODERN MOTION PICTURE CLASSICS. EACH

9~M

OLLYWOOb and vine have, beenone way streets

long enough! After many years of watching Holly-

wood turn the pick of the best seller crop into exciting

film fare, one of the denizens of Publisher's Row has

decided to return the compliment.

In presenting the film classics library, Grosset A
Dunlap has borrowed a leaf from the motion picture

producers-and after a touch of traditional gilding-it

now returning it with plenty of interest. The interest,

in fact, seems to be nationwide. Read, for example,
what Arnold Gingrich, editor of Esquirt Magazint,

says about these books:

"The new series of Film Classics that Grosset A

These are the first 6 books in the series

Dunlap are publishing at last redeem 'movie edi-

tions' from their quondam bargain-basement status.

Grosset & Dunlap ate performing a great service by

issuing some of the more distinguished of the newly,

filmed books with all the dignity and decorum
formerly reserved for original editions.

"The Film Classics Library also accords Holly-

wood a new measure of respect. It indicates that

books, as such, are not above being heightened

rather than diminished in their interest and statute

by the process of being screened. It serves as recog-

nition that the motion picture, as an art-form, has

come of age."

CHICK THIS! fifffitlitktge FEATURES

LOVE LETTERS
By CHRIS MASSIF. The dramatic story of a beautiful girl suffering from amnesia.

The motion picture is a IUI Wmllis production presented by Ptttmvuttt, starring

Jfn/t'tftr Jours and Joseph Coileu.

STATE FAIR
By PHIL STONG. The delightful story of in Iowa family's joyful dip into pleasure

at the State Fair. 20th Ctntury-Fox has made a lavish KoJftri b Hnmmtnttin
Technicolor musical of it.

OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES
By GEORGE VICTOR MARTIN. A tender, heartwarming story of the "Little

Norway' -

region of Wisconsin. The M-G-M motion picture stats Hdtrrud G.
RetimoD and jVUrg«ru. O'Britti. -

.

:

...
•

"

TOMORROW IS FOREVER
By GWEN BRISTOW. The unusual story of a perfect wife whose first husband,
reported dead in the first World War, returns after twenty years without revealing

his identity. An SnternstUaml future distributed by RKO and starling <J*».hue
Colbert, Orson XPttte$ and Ctor%e Brent,

WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF
Norelizid ly CHARLES LEE. A fast paced and hilarious weekend «t the Waldorf
with the most charming people you've ever met. The M-G-M picture stars Ginft
Refers, Value Fidteoit, L*n4 Turner and l\t» Johttstin;

'

AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
By AG.VfHA CHRISTIE. Terrific suspense as an assorted group of "criminals",
all beyond punishment by law. find themselves on an isolated island by invitation
of a host they do not know. Directed by. Rene Clair, the 2<)lb Ctntury.fox piuunt
stars Bury Fitzgerald, Walter Huxitul and

GILT STAMPED CLOTH tINDINGS

PANORAMIC HAMPERS

EXHIBITOR HELPS

* WINDOW DISPLAYS

* SOOKMARKS

i( ADVIRTISINO

MATS

DISPLAY ADS

^PUtllCITY

A CUTOUT DISPLAYS

2-COLOR PHOTO ILLUSTRATIONS

GROSSET & DUNLAP

FILM CLASSICS LIBRARY
LOOK TO KlffifW F»R THE BEST IN BOOKS AT THE LOWEST IN PRICE

GROSSET ft DUNLAP INC, 1107 BROADWAY, NEW YORK It) STAINED TOPS
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Music's Intl Charm
Paris. Oct. 23.

Fact that music is the international language was amply demon-
strated here last week, when the American Embassy threw a party to

French drama critics, with the GI-USO combined cast of "Time of Your
Life" present.

Whole affair was headed for a bust, due to GI limited knowledge of

French and Gallic inability to solve Yank humor, when suddenly five

GIs suddenly broke into Negro spirituals. Then they switched to

title song of "Oklahoma!," and to Gi astonishment, the Frenchmen
joined in. Party was a roaring success 'thereafter, with group going

from one song to another, getting high on jazz. Celeste Holm's be-

lated appearance, to join in, just clinched it. She was one of the

leads in the original Broadway company of 'Oklahoma!''.-

'Blithe Spirit' to End Nearly 5 Years

Of London Run in Nov.; 'Adano' Folding
London, Oct. 15. -4'

After nearly five years run, Noel

Coward's "Blithe Spirit" will fold

at Duchess theatre next month. This

constitutes biggest run of any
straight show in London's West End.

"Spirit" will be replaced by new
revue produced by Edmar Produc-
tions, . lessees of house, owned by
Glover Trust, Ltd.,. which also re-

cently acquired the Duke of York's
theatre and is still on the .

lookout
for more theatres. Show, titled

"What's in a Name," has been
written by Nina Warner Hook and
Reggie Purdell, with songs by Eddie
Horan. Arthur Young, Ian Grant
and Michael Can-

.

Cast is headed by Marianne Davis
(American) and director of theatre,

Marie Marion (Clifford &>. also
American; Avril Angers. Leigh Staf-

ford (American). Joe Laurie (not

/the -ex-Yank vauder) and Terence
Delaney. Show opens at Sheffield

Oct. 22, with four more weeks in
provinces to follow, after which it

comes (o the Duchess.

"Bell for Adano," despite lavish
notices by most of the press, is due
to fold Oct. 27 (same date for fold
of N. Y. Company). It will have
run just over five weeks. Producers
H. M. Tennent, Ltd., will replace
with Sir Arthur Pinero's "Dandy
Dick." starring Sydney Howard.
This Is first West End revival in 45
years for "Dick."

With Alfred Esdaile having ac-
quired the Garrick theatre from
A. E. Abrahams, looks like Linnit
& Dunfee will have to look for an-
other house to transfer "Madame
Louise," which is one of the biggest
hits this firm has had at this house
in years. Esdaile wants the house
for continuous revue, a la Phyllis
Dixey. and intends to move in before
end of year. Likely L. & D. will
take "Louise" to the Vaudeville,
where their "No Medals" is now in
its second year. .'J.,

,,-
•"

Cafe de Paris; London,
Not Anxious to Reopen

London, Oct. 16. .

Understoood that Fausto Stocco,

lessee of Cafe de Paris, which is

still controlled by Nuffield Trust for

soldiers' entertainment, is not anx-
ious to obtain possession just yet.

One reason is the spot has al-

ways been recognized as a high-
class rendezvous and under present
food regulations the most it could
charge for dinner is around $2.50,

which would include cover and mu-
sic charges. This would mean small
profit. Another is the present diffi-

culty in importing American talent,

always ode of the big attractions at

this top nitery. •> .". •

Cantinflas Eyes Revue
Mex"ico City. Oct. 23.

Mario Moreno ( "Cantinflas" ) plans

to return to the stage, where he
made his start.

Reports are that the comic js' to

do a full season as star in a revue,

said to be the biggest Mexico has
seen to date. He is reported anxious
to rest from film work. , - .,

QUEENSBERRY SERVICE

CLUB INTO 4TH YEAR
London, Oct. 16.

Queensberry All-Service club, the
old London Casino, where Clifford
Fischer used to stage his mammoth
leg shows, starts its fourth year
shortly. Club was founded fey the
Marquess Of Queensbeiry in 1942.
and has spent, annually, around
$180,000. which includes annual ren-
tal of $60,000 and 'dance bands cost-
ing nearly $20,000.

Non-profit making, and without
distinction as to color or creed, it

has catered to over 4.000.000 of His
Majesty's and Allied Fighting Serv-
ices; used over 900 dance bands, with
personnel of 12,000 men; 312 stage
bands: 5.850 artists, and has made
over 2.500 broadcasts, which have
been relayed to the forces all over
the world. To support the club,
boxing matches arc promoted once
monthly: These already number 56,

with figlUors having been paid $240,-
000 for their services. Club has
raised close to $800,000 in war chari-
ties.

25 Moscow Legit

Preems in 2 Mos.
Washington. Oct. 23.

Moscow is swinging into the post-,

war theatrical season, with no less

than 25 premieres slated for the

next two months, the Soviet Embassy
here reports.' Four new theatres will

be opened before the season's end.

Moscow Art Theatre has already
opened with "Tsar Fedor Ivanovich,"

which has played there almost every
season since 1898 and which was
pei formed in this country/ by the

company in 1923. The Bolshoi Thea-
tre of Opera and Ballet is slated to

reopen shortly with a new "Cinder-
ella" ballet, with music by Pro-
kofieff. •.: - —~-

Lillian Hellman's' "Watch on the

Rhine '-and . "Little Foxes" are still

running, and Somerset Maugham's
"Penelope" and "The Circle" are due
for the winter season.

Interesting angle in the Moscow
season is the emphasis on plays deal-

ing with former Czars and warriors

of Russia, indicating the strong

swing back to nationalism, which
has been going on in the country for

the past couple of years. Among the

plays are: "Great Monarch." highly

laudatory of Ivan the Terrible: Tol-

stoy's "The Tiyjng Years." also built

around Ivan: "The General." dealing

with KutuzOv. who beat Napoleon
in 1812. and others along this line,

Another group of Russian plays to

be offered this season feature the

late war arid reconstruction.

Royal Command Show

Resumes Nov. 5 For

First Time Since War
London. Oct. 15.

The Royal Command Performance,
annual event abandoned during the

War, is being resumed this year. It

is in aid of the Variety Artistes

Benevolent Fund and takes place at

the London Coliseum Nov. 5.

Artists chosen for the occasion are

Tommy Trinder, Will Hay, Sid Field,

Webster Booth and Anne Ziegler,

Douglas Wakefield and company,
Maurice Cblleano and family (Amer-
icans), Wilson. Keppel and Betty
(Americahs), Jules Adrian and Grace
Spero, George Doonan, and Delya.
Lafter's selection has surprised the

trade, as she is a newcomer and has
never appeared in the West End,
although she has often broadcast.

Also on the bill, probably occupy-
ing entire second half of progr.am,

are Vic Oliver (American), .Till

Manners and Roy Mitchell, The Nine
Avalons and Bird's Eye Ballet, with
Beryl Kaye. These will appear in

scenes from the Coliseum show, "The
Night and the Music," in which they
are toppers.

BBC has made arrangements to

broadcast show for two and half

hours, longest British airing of any
event. This is first full broadcast
since show played at London Pal-
ladium in 1936.

Broadcast arrangement has given
plenty of trouble to West End show
and picture managements, as well
as provincial managements, feeling

that it will have tremendous effect

on the night's takings. Managements
were quite prepared to reimburse
the VABF not to broadcast. This
would have involved them paying
$4,000. which , is amount the BBC is

donating for the privilege.

Choice of
.
program" has caused

plenty of headaches in the biz. with
many artists who have entertained
the Forces abroad having fully ex-
pected to be included in this show
as reward for their efforts.

60-Hours Maximum byPlane Brings

All Foreign Film Operators Closer

To N, Y.; Gould's UA Coordination
— '

;

' — ——; -4 Streamlining of United Artists*

CJ's in^outh France NowTf6,etg0 fes po' ides
' "^TT_ _ XT j

I of. the plan to keep New York the
Uet Better JNeWSreelS

j

global film sales center was strength-

/ Nice, Oct. 15. Uned bv Walter Could, UA foreign
Complaints from GIs in southern . ..

France against newsreels shown !

onager; appointing
.

three new
foreign territorial managers sched-

uled to operate out of the home of-

fice. This new organizational setup

them, claiming they were edited

down for GI consumption or were
old stuff, have brought results. Word
is received here that Special Ser- . .

vices Motion Picture Division is now .'" » ne t0™*n department coordi-

making arrangements to ship by air nates UA's foreign distribution fa-

from New, York regular weekly is-
I cilities and indicates, according to

sues of current 35 millimeter hews-
'.j<30u

']

d
'

an expansion program be-
ree'.s. Distrib companies will rotate

i
, ... .

•',-.
shipments. '> i

yond their pre-war scale in the

Sufficient prints have been or- world market,

dered, according to Special Services,
j

Al Lowe, general manager in

to enable at least, one newsreel
j
South Africa, has been appointed di-

showing per theatre each week, vision manager of the Far Eastern,
Subject to weather conditions, they
say, newsreels should be on Army
theatre screens four days after, is-

suance in the U. S.

Arg Stock Crisis

Ups Uruguay Pix
Montevideo, Oct. 15. !

It looks as| though Uruguay may
'

reap some benefit from the Argen-
tine film crisis',- caused by prolonga-
tion of U. S. restrictions on the sale

of raw stock to Argentina. . Unless
some sensational change occurs soon
in Argentina's political setup, many
Argentine stars will be transferring

j Cohen ;

"
foreign"""pGblieity director!

their activities to these more derho- xhe new app0intees will make trips
cralic shores. to their respective territories but
Uruguayan producers have long maultain N . y. headquarters and all

hovered on the brink of gi eater
10l

,ejgn branches' will report directly
activity, ever since Argentina s per-

, lo the Home office No j r wffl

Australasian and South African
zone. William M. Levy, recently re-
leased from the Army after 29.

months . as Films Advisor at Allied
Force Headquarters On the Con-
tinent, will be division manager' of
Europe and the Near East. Sam
Seidelman, the company's Latin-
American specialist, was named gert-

eral manager of Central and South
America, ;•

To Tour Field

' The three division managers will
headquarter in N. Y. and effect

closer collaboration between the
overseas field staff and the home
office foreign executive staff; Tom
Mulrooney, assistant- foreign man-
ager; Harry Schroeder, foreign sales
manager; Emanuel Silverstone, spe-
cial representative, and Samuel

neutrality" policy and war ,

lne fle ,d offices t tQ Manj]a
raw stock I . — -

CARR SETS DISTRIB CO.

sislent

priorities reduced U. S.

|

shipments for the Buenos Aires

I
studios. Uruguayan capital, which

I is none too plentiful, however, hesi-

I tatpd at the tecoff, fearing that a

sudden change in Argentine policy

j

might leave it holding the bag. Now,

I

since the Argentine crisis seems
likely to go on indefinitely, Uru-
guayan bankrollers are becoming

Shanghai or Bombay, for ^example,
but will cable directly to the divi-
sion managers in New York.

Other global divisions will be
created, UA's foreign chief stated,

as rapidly as postwar reconstruc-
tion permits. In addition there shall

be established "publicity outposts"
in various key capitals and sev-

I
bolder and have started a search for I

eiaI exploitation teams of Ameri-

ntin j imnrr /lAiiwmiPP i

buildings suitable for improvised I

can experts will go to Latin Amer-

H)K 4"Nl)Kafc LUUNIKlhS stucUos^^nd^aiiJr^giiayaii .version i
^a to adapt tested promotional

- '

'
' (JfTrTl^Tmr^ this

to be the first production. '.""""" ' [country. - <— —

—

isr^-:
The list of Argentine talent trek-

I

"Today, no foreign outpost is

WB's Greek Manager

In N.Y. for Product
Vietotv Michaelidcs. manager for

j

Warner Bios, in Greece, is in New
I

York to select : product to take back
,

to Athens for reopened Greek the- ;

aires when restrictions are lifted
j

Otlier.plans for distribution through- :

out nothern Greece and to spine. sur-
1

rounding islands, and the type of
,

Picture to be. offered to Greek ex-

i

•hibitors. (jnce ifjcy arc permitted to
'

hook American pictures will require
several weeks at the home office. :]

It is not planned for the Athens
;

branch to service accounts other
than Greek. • • 1

Comedie Francaise Row

Still On Over Control

Par.is, Oct. 9.

The Comedie , Francaise difficulties

look a new turn when a number of

"Ponsionnaires" resigned like some
of the prominent "Soeietaires." who
make up the inner ring. Minister, of

Fine Arts Capitahl has named a

committee presided by Andre Obey,
head of theatres at the Ministry, to

run the theatre until some satisfac-

tory arrangement can be .found.

Committee is made up of officials,

journalists, three actors of the

Comedie. Denis d'Ines, Pierre Dux
arid. Jean Meyer; and includes Gas-
ton. Baty, Louis Jouvet and Claude
Ve.rtnorcT.

Comedie Francaise is .-till run on

basis of the charter given by Na-
poleon I in his- Moseou'deirco. which
is obsolete. Real trouble comes from
complaint.-; that;, boulevard actors

make far more money.fHan. members
of the Comedie. who are tied up by
their contracts; rinri that as in prac-

tically every in-titut ion in, France at

prcson't.-
' members of the company,

are split into two groups, one claim-

ing that there has not been a suf-

ficient eljiiiination of collaboration-

ists.

London. Oct. 16.

Teddy Carr, head of Eagle-Lion
Films, just back from five weeks to

Denmark, Finland. Sweden. Holland
and Norway irdicated to "Variety"
that he has formed his own releasing

organization in four of the countries,

but that in Norway he has concluded
a tieup with "Kommunnenece Films,

semi-Government body which con-
trols 95% of the theatres there.

Deal there involves sole distribu-

tion of company's product, with eight

films already shown there. These
include "Way Ahead." "In Which
We Serve" and "The Gentle Sex."
Substantial remittances are being
arranged between the two govern-
ments.
Carr also reaveled that Sweden

has 2.000 theatres: Holland 381. Nor^
way, 252; Finland, 4A0. and Denmark,
250.

His company is prepared to release
any British pictures there, whether
made by Rank's units or not.

"

Expects to go; to Italy and the

Balkans before the. end of i945. •

to Mexico, Cuba," Spain and more than 60 hours by air from
France is meanwhile growing longer
than a government payroll and caus-

ing a stir in the local press. Not-
withstanding all this. Argentina Sonq
Film refuses to let plans be stymied

New York, and this will help us
achieve maximum operating effi-

ciency,'" said Gould, "In pre-war
days, field men supervised their

territories from a centrally located

by talk of raw stock shortages, and foreign base which meant that for

has announced plans for 15 pix to

be produced in the next six months,
starring Nini Marshall, Zully Moreno
and Pedro Lopez Lagar. Plans are

i'lso- being mulled over for several

months at a time they were not
available for home office consulta-

tion arid advice. Improved air trans-

portation and elasticity of the for-

eign, executive staff will make pos-

historical pix, which always run into
j

sible picture premieres in every cor-

considerablc footage. At the moment I

ner of the globe simultaneously with

I it look's doubtful whether these plans their release on Broadway."

; will ever get beyond the paper
J

lGmm. Ax Well As 35mm.

]

stase
-

'
... Still on the theme of expansion

San Miguel Studios are getting UA gl()ba , head announced two
set to release the first Argentine .

()(her pr6jectSj serv icing lUmm . fl1m
mulUstellar production T h i s is i

tQ forej bl.anches and the opening
'
Ca - 1

of a special service organization in

Paris. Remote areas will receive
partial service of 10mm. film but
no special department will be set

up lor these pictures. They will be
sold by the same salesmen who now

! mino del Infierno). directed by Luis

i
Saslavsky and presents Mecha Ortiz

Denmark Cafe Maestro

To Make Musical Pix
' Copenhagen. Oct. 11.

Cafe maestro Hugo Gyldmark is'

forming a new company, the Vic-
toria Film CO.. with a musical revue
for. the. f'U'st picture, II .will include

hit numbers. soiigs. sketches,
daiiccs arid .original casts from the

five biggest Danish revues,

Karl Gerhard. Swedish . revue
king, may land a star role 'in the

film. . v '

/
'

. . '/'C:

Elsa O'Connor (of the legit "Gas-

light" local production). Pedro Lopez
Lagar, Amelia Bence, Alberto Bello

a.jd Angelina Pagano
.

, peddle the 35mm. features in for-^^°^Sn
c
aiS k« ^"ds. This is . in keeping with

|
his idea of giving the customer mer-
ehsfldise in all sizes.

The proposed service organization

Home on Mono Int'l Board
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

David D. Homo was elected a

member of the board of directors

of Monogram International Corp..

meanwhile functioning as assistant

treasurer. .

Other board members are W. Ray
Johnston, Norton V. Ritchey. George
D. Burrows. Peter -D. Fricihofl. N
Witting and William B. Jaffe.

completion of San Miguel Studios

"colossal" production of "The Pro-
|

tliusl" ("La Prodiga"). starring Evita
|

Duarte. Director Mario Soffici has
j

been making desperate efforts to

overcome friction in the cast.. There
j

have been several walkouts and
trouble of all kinds. .

/.'.•''

Baires Films has signed up Lise-

lott-Rcgor-Jacob. German refugee .

actress, who formerly directed- the ,

independent -German Theatre .in.'.

Buenos Aires. Argentina Sono Film
plans screening the "Loves of

George . Sand" with Zully Moreno
,

in: the lead. Meanwhile, the blonde
star is. completing ''Christine,'" under
Francisco Mucica's direction, with

Kstcban Serrador and Alberto Clos;if. •

This studio's . "Two' Angels 'and a.
.

Sinnw" had nr. unprecpdentcd six-

in Paris would be apart from the
sales organization, and function as

a central unit for dubbing, proces-
sing, shipping prints, and printing

accc.-sorics. in many languages of

Continental Europe' 'and the Near
East. UA's producers also could call

uporr this agency for technical' re-

search, data, photo layouts or process
backgrounds. '.' .'•'/' ' '

/
To tie this postwar program- to-

gether Gould,, with the respective

"

dj vision managers, will hold a series

of international sales meetings. The
fjM is scheduled for Australasia.

Depending- upon, availability of
transportation, the UA foreign man-
ager, will visit as many offices as,wrek run rt the Arizona theatre

Pampa Films , is putting finishing . Possible in a sW'ing over the south-

louehOs to "Journey Without Tietnni" eyi half of the globe. He will leave
' i"Via.ie sin Rcpreso'"!.' directed by . with Lowe for Sydney ,in early No-
Pierre Chcnal. also with a top cast, • 'vtmbor. At the same time Levy will

i one of this unit's most ambitious
i
fly to Rome and Seidelman to Mex-

I ventures. .
-. .

•

J ico City.



Executive Producer ROBERT FELLOWS • Directed by RAY ENRIGHT 'Screen Play by Edwin Harvey Blum
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PIRITED adventures

of a live, jealous

ghost ... his

fickle
w
widow". .

.

Crooning Wolf!

FORTUNIO 60NAN0VA :

n HAVE YOU SENT IN YOUR VICTORY LOAN
PLEDGE? LET'S FINISH THE JOB!
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Tugend Details Pars Plan to Buy

Story Ideas, Then Payroll Writers
Topflight novelists, playwrights

and short story writers—and also

a few not so well known—will have
an opportunity of finishing their

creative work while on option to

Paramount Pictures, according to a
plan advanced in New York by
Harry Tugend. executive assistant to

Henry Ginsberg, head of all studio
-production of Par.

Some pre-production and pre-
publication deals have .been made
or will be made by the Paramount
.story dept.. before Tugend - returns
to the Coast Friday ,1,26). And while
this operation may look like and
probably is a chance for authors to
dip into the trunk and come up
with an idea that did not jell for a
play or novel, bjjt does have screen
possibilities, it is designed for pro-
fessionals and their agents and no
amateurs need apply. Basically this
is just the Hollywood sales tech-
nique of telling a story to an inter-
ested editor or producer or submit-
ting a li^pagc outline of a story
idea or characterization. .

Among the fust deals made by
Par under this hew plan was the
optioning of Elmer Rice prior to the
completion of his forthcoming play.
"Dream Girl." A sliding scale based
upon length of the run of the play
will determine the final purchase
price over and above the advance
payment made to Rice. .

Another successful story venture
•was the arrangement made with
Capt. Ernest K. Gann for the outline

at their Weslport tConn.l home and
]

send the ideas developed from the
original short sketches out to the
C«ast studio. A similar method was
employed with John McNulty, whose
sketches grew into the Par picture,

"Third Avenue," starring Barry
Fitzgerald. Here, aga.'n. no complete
screenplay was submitted, but the
studio became interested in a char-
acterization and commissioned Mc-
Nulty to write some sequels.

Par did not fare so well with pre-
proditetion deal for the stage play,

"Oh, Brother!" which had a short
life, but all the other stories are
deemed by production executives to

be top screen material.
Tugend expressed the opinion that

film critics should not be too literal-

minded in criticism of biographies,

because liberties nad to be. taken
with many life stories, and this dra-
matic license is what accounted for

the boxol'fice success of many biogs.

of "Blaze of Noon,
has been accepted.
Another novel that has been sub-

sidized, "The Rake," a period story
which James Norman Hall will take
a year in the South Pacific to com-
plete. This deal is also valuable from
the publisher's viewpoint because
he is assured of a carefully worked-
out and complete novel which Hall
•wilt -write on Paramount's salary.

In the field of character sketches
the outstanding arrangement to date
has been made with New Yorker
writer Ruth McKenney and her bus

Al Green Takes Over

'Jolson' Director Job
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Conflicting commitments caused
Bruce Humberstone to withdraw as
director of "The Al Jolson Story," to
be produced by Sidney Skolsky al

Columbia. Alfred E. Green has taken
over. .

On loanout from 20th-Fox, Hum-
berstone was assigned to the "Jol-
son" picture with the understanding

This novel since j
that it would start long before this.

LOEWS $1,500,000 BUY

OF ROCHESTER THEATRE
Rochester. N, Y.. Oct. 23.

Loew's has taken over its 4.000-

seat .Rochester house... for around
SI..100.000, approximately half of its

cost when built , in 1027. The film

company 'assumed an SiM 5.000 mort-

gage held by Marine Midland Co. of

Buffalo and paid ahout $750,000 in

cash, lii itddilton to the theatre, the

purchase made through the Clinton-

Court Corp. includes 18 stores and 12

offices.
•'

: Fenyvessy interests were largely

responsible - for.. building the theatre,

but it was taken oyer in 1927 by the

Greater Rochester Properties, Inc.,

of which Max Katz of Buffalo was
president and Harry Hall of Troy,
vice-president.. It tried big yaudfilin

shows in competition with the East-

man and RKO Palace, but the three

large theatres were too much for the

city, Loew's taking over in August,
1!)29. at $165,000 annual rental, later

reduced during the depression when
the film company, t ireatened to quit

trie city. The Eastman, after a try by
Publix. became a concert hall. •

', Loew's has operated the house al-

most entirely with straight film

policy, adding stage shows only
rarely, and at least part of the time
it has been a big moneymaker.

PAR TESTING 'WEEKEND'

IN LA. AND N.Y. DATES
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount

veepec Til charge of distribution, is

experimonUng with "Lost Weekend"
by opening it in Los Angeles on

Dec. 1 and at the Broadway Rivoli

some time in November. ;

Reagan plans to utilize both key

city -campaigns as a cue for subse-

quent national selling of the picture.

Julius Gordon Gives
Four Weeks' Bonuses

Beaumont, Texas, Oct. 23.

Jefferson Amus. Co. gave all of its

employees with more than one year's
service, bonuses equal to four weeks'
wages;
Bonuses were given as a reward

by Julius Gordon, prez of the circuit,

who has just returned following
three years' service in the Air Corps,
as a reward for service and due to

U Sets Serial Leads
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Universal inked Janet Shaw as

femme lead in its galloping cliff-

hanger, "The Scarlet Horseman,"
with Peter Cookson hastening to

the rescue at every Saturday mati-
nees.

Chapterplay will be produced by
Morgan B. Cox and director chores
will be divided by Ray Taylor and
Lewis D. Collins.

band, Richard Branstcn, who write wartime restrictions against raises.

Michele Back to Paris
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Michele Morgan is expected to
leave for Paris next month to star
in a series of films to be made by
the newly organized French; Film
Alliance. .

*

Actress has been signed to star in

three French films to be produced
by Joseph Bercholz.

Omaha Judges Holding

Delinquents' Parents
- .-. Omaha. Oct. 23.

Municipal .judges are starting to

hold parents responsible ."for...acts of

vandalism in theatres on purl of

their children. Anhoiiheemcnt by
municipal bench during week is that

parents must keep their young de-

linquents under control or they

themselves will be held responsible.

Juve acts consist of breaking: or

stealing light globes, slashing seals,

disturbing audiences, burning holes

in rugs and defacing varieus. objects

d'art in show houses.

Used to be that these .outbursts

occurred only alter high school loot-

ball games by celebrators. Now
everybody's doing it without any
special incentive.

Bingo Looming

Big Again in NW
Minneapolis, Oct. 23,

Downtown bingo clubs are new
and heavy opposition for local
movie houses. They're drawing ca-
pacity crowds, with players pre-
dominantly feminine who ordinarily
are the hottest film fans.

Operators of the games are under
scrutiny following the police chiefs
charges that the game, legalized by
the last state legislature f</r chari-

table purposes, threatens to become
"one of the worst and most lucra-

tive: rackets -eyfcr to exist in the

city," ••;

The mayor's advisory law enforce-

ment committee claims that organ-
isations have been formed for the

purpose of "cashing in'' on the law
and that in most instances only small

percentages Of profits are going to

Charity.

It was reported that one organiza-

tion, running six days and seven
nights a week and attracting crowds
numbering close to 1,000 people, is

clearing more than $5,000 a week on
the bingo. ' v 1 '-,-"'<

.

One Way to t'nrb Vandals

Toledo. Oct. 23.

Following, ah annual custom,

managers of neighborhood film

houses are offering free admission
to children, accompanied by adults,

on Halloween: this year. Move is

believed to have cut down, consid-

erable vandalism and Halloween
pranks in respective neighborhoods.
To keep children further out of

mischief, the city recreatjon depart-
ment and civic leaders have organ-
ized community parties affd carni-

vals for that evening. Such affairs

last year had a total attendance of

more than 150.000, according to L.

Wallace Hoffman, chairman of the

civic leaders organizing the Hal-
loween program. Since Toledo has

a population of about 55.000 chil-

dren, each youngster on the average
attended three parties (including
afternoon events) during the holi-

day.

Marx Slates Another

Pair to Roll in Jan.
;

.
Hollyfood. Oct. 23.

Sam Marx, Metro producer, added

two pictures to his filming, schedule

for January, "Jenny Was a Lady"'

and "My Brother Who Talked to

Horses:"
'

Jan Clayton, currently in "Ca-

rousel" on Broadway, will star as

"Jenny," with S. Sylvan Simon
directing. Butch Jenkins, moppet,

draws top role in "Brother," to be

directed by Fred Zinnemam

Renoir Goes RKO
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

RKO signed Jean' Renoir, French

director, to work in that capacity on

the psychological whodunit, "De-

sirable Woman."
Filming starts early in November

with Val Lcwton as producer.

*
FINISH THE JOB ... IN A BLAZE OF ACTION!

*

VICTORY
IN THE

VICTORY LOAN!
REPUBLIC PICTURES CORP.
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BOTH U• Am /
The best in reviews ... the tops in business ... go to Ernie Pyle's "Story of G. I. Joe

and Noel Coward's "Blithe Spirit"! With record grosses and enthusiastic acclaim

from the New York press, these two U. A. hits are setting the pay-off

pattern for every future engagement throughout the nation!

TWO HITS FROM THE ONE AND ONLY U. AJ
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Inside Stuff—Pictures
CO-OP THEATRE GROUP

ELECTS PAWLEY PREZ

LeRoy
i president

• Los Angeles. Oct. 23.

A. ' Pawley was elected

the newly organizedof

Walter Gould, United: Artists foreign manager, recalled an incident of bis

fust European sales supervisory trip years ago thai 'convinced him that

the pre-war systenv invited duplication and delay in closing, contracts. The

iiireanvliiUng: Of his organization, started last week, would prevent a rope- ,

,S of this earlv experience. -The UA' exec: was sitting in the office of
.Co-opcratiye. Theatres. .Inc.. with

u Stockholm branch when a wire came from the Denmark manager. 1
George Dia^os as veopoe Stanley

This had to be sent to Paris and cabied to the N. Y. home office. Then !' ;f«^ B Dicksmi
back Came the reply a week later, relayed through ,N. Y., Paris. Stockholm,

j ^ \

l™f '

* VppMdted
By that time the exhib had. changed his mind and played an opposition ™^K \,YhvT^i£%
picture.

.. ' ; ,• .
, :ii'r. buying and booking.

Fact that death hf Walter' B. Cokell,- Paramount Pictures' treasurer. jhad ! '

PurPPse of the. new group, as ex-

: a suicide angle, was not known to Par exacs who were notified last Wteek. I

Phuned by Tot

However, the next day Dr. Amos. O. Squire; Westchester County (N^Y.)

medical examiner, upon investigation, listed the case as "stticide—white

temporarily mentally ctisturbed
f

" Death in the Lawrence hospital, Bronx-

ville. N, Y.. was attributed to an overdose of a sedative:
.

' *
'

. N. Y. Paramount associates then .recalled that a year ago Mr, Cokell

had what appearerl to be a nervous breakdown but seemed to have re-

covered. His death could not be attributed to any single factor, . Funeral

services were held Friday (1.9) at the Dutch Reformed Church, Bronxvilie.

Wabash to Have New $120,000 Theatre*

Other Areas Spark Building Activity

present its exhibitor shareholders in

]
their dealings with distributors of

;.
motion pictures and to protect the

i established tun, clearance and op-
'oraling policies of its . members.
..Corporation starts operation Nov,: I.

:,Ti'tes Levey's recently completed production., originally known 'as 'Abi-

lene" and later switched to "Scarlet Angel," will be released' by United

Artists .without the- angelic title. 'Col. Jason Joy registered an unjoyful

kick with' the Producers: Association, declaring the tag conflicted -with the

.2fith-Fox production, "Fallen Angel." Although some 50 screen titles have

lised the word "Angel." Levey agreed to drop it, rather than start another

controversy in the film industry. lie believes in peace, now that the

war is over. So the picture will be released as "Abilene Town," which is

also General. Dwight Eisenhower's home town'.

N Y. Ops OK 15% Pay Tilt

And Alternate Choices
'' All is serenity in New York thea-
tre, booths following action taken by
Local 306. Moving Picture Operators

j
of New' York, at a special midnight

[

meeting. Thursday, (18).. 'when the
: membership approved the report .of

the negotiations committee, to accept
';.-',.•", ,'

~
" •'•

' an increase of 15 r
;, from ail circuit

Warners' exploitation staff in Pittsburgh, got Mayor Scully to proclaim
] and de luxe theatre* whose contracts

"Oscar, Levant Week" in Smoky City in honor of the pianist-coin-
| expired Sept. 1.

'.*'

poser, who was born, there. Fact that "Rhapsody In . Blue," the George
Gershwin picture, which features Levant, happened to be playing Penn
theatre at the time was by' no means just coincidental. Levant left Pitts-

burgh 20 years ago, but has regularly returned there to visit his mother,

who died 'only a short time afto. Two brothers, oho a physician, and the

Other a: dentist, still live in Pitt. : •

:

.'.' ,' '':, .';,-

' Wo Accuse.", the,:documentary depicting tin; Kharkov war guilt trials,

opuisat the Stanley, N. Y, tomorrow '.(24) without "hejl" and "damn,"
which' were in the original print when it jiremiered: at theTXiltle Car-
neg'iVi A'. Y.. two month's ago. ......

'/„•'

The Motion Picture Association (former Hays office) slates that the film

was never banned, However, if did p'.a'y the' Little. Carnegie without a seal

and now that the two expletives are eliminated, opens tomorrow' with a
rroduelioirGo.de seal. '.'•'

< :.'".-
.

• •

•'.' .'

' Buttle' bctwy-'n Lucille Bell and Metro, over a $500 salary boost is threat-

ening to block .the renewal of the star's contract. Understood actress is

figuring. on checking off the Jot when' she completes her current co-starrer

With John Hodiak.."Time For Two." Animus is added to the quarrel by
the report that Metro nixed a recent, offer by J. Arthur .Rank to star Miss
Ball in a picture to be made in England.

; This action of the operators el.imi-

l.nateri the necessity to take the trade

|
union, .action Friday (.19) against

i
N. Y. circuit, and : de luxe houses

i which the members had voted upon

j

Oct. 1.

: There was; a 50-50 compromise on
I the "request clause," so that the
theatre.- 'would have the risht to fill

the first vacancy when one occurred
by .'requesting a particular, operator

and then the union would name the

second operator so as to prevent dis-

crimination against- members vh'.i

seniority. Alternate selection's, from
then on. .

:
.', :

;

Wabash. Ind., Oct. 23.

New $120,000 house will be built

on the site of the old Tremont hotel

in Wabash. Ind., when leases expire
on April 1, 1946, announced P.. H.

Dickson, owner of the property.
Dickson already owns two other film

houses in Wabash, both ofWhich are
operated tinder lease by' Rembusch

j

Theatre Corp.. Franklin. Ind. . That !

firm will lease the hew .theatre, also, !

Dickson .stated., Present' plans, are,:

to have the hew house ready for use

by December. 1946.

Building' permit has been granted
at Maumee,. near Toledo, for, con-
struction of a $1,500,000 community
shopping center Which will include

a modern 1.500-seat motion picture

theatre. Construction of the project

will ultimately cover four blocks of

property in Conant street and the

Anthony Wayne Trail. Owners are
Anthony Wayne Development Co.,; of

which George Howard Burrows, of.

Cleveland, is president. Burrows /is

also architect for the development,'
The theatre- will be leased by Jack
O'Connell, Toledo, who is a director

of the Wayne firm. House will be
equipped for television, he said.

O'Connell .operates1 the Loop. . in

downtown Toledo,: and several na-
borhood stands..: " •'

since February, .
1943. and overseas

since . August of last year, but ex-,

pected home next month. .His wife,

Mrs, Margaret Carter, has been as-

sisting' Shiflot in operation oi both

theatre?.

'

New Texas Houses
S. G, Fry, owner and operator for.

the past .13 years of the Palace,

Tyler. Texas, purchased the build-

ing housing the theatre. House is

operate.! for Negro pa'trons. Com-
plete remodeling

,

expected to .start

within next several weeks. Fry also

operates the Joy here, as weil as

the Ritz in Brov.-nsborb and the

Grand in Grand' Saline. -

New 700-seate.r to be built, in Lan-
caster, Texas, by Mr.. arid' Mrs-.H. V.

Post," owner arid operator for the

past five years of the Grand. Post
was with Interstate prior to. branch-
ing out on his own. :

Anti-Trust Suit

i Continued from page 13

peared a two-page . statement of

policy directed to M-G. sales man-
agers by Rodgers. Following an ob-
jection by Wright. Davis admitted
the material had been printed for

• the suit. Other defendant lawyers
j

questioned Rodgers. with Whitney
Seymour being most deliberate in I

his interrogations as he attempted to !

show that bookings were conducted
j

(

"in the field" without supej vr.lnn of
j

•
'

j.^'
(

Wayne's Producer-Star

Teeofl" at Rep in Big Way
Hollywood, Oct.. 2?,.

John Wayne will cover a. lot of

territory hi his first producer-star

chore at Republic; . with the King
evidently decided on a strategy of

i. Ranch. Texas, picked as the loca-
nol revealing witnesses in advance.

(
lio „ al.oa )m . "That Man Malone."

although it is quite customary tor-. Ran'dV is the largest in the country,
tlie defense to furnish the witness

;
j.-,xt.ep t for a. few interior shots on.

list as a courtesy.
j
qw llon(e i ot , ine picture will be

'Little r Move to Dismiss j
filmed in the great open spaces

Borden Chase, scripter

his lis*, of. rebuttal Witnesses, but
the film company barristers have

the homeolVice and that bookers had
no knowledge of when and where
competitive product had been
licensed.

Wright objected to Seymour's
questioning. asserting that the
questions called for conclusions
which, should be left to the court.
Judge Hand assured him that both
sides had already drawn a good
many conclusions.

Edward a Raftery. for Universal
and United"";Artists, drew Rodgers
out on other producer-distributors,
got him to name PRC. Republic and
Monogram.

Wright began his cross-question-

As anticipated, the trial, reopened
Monday (22) with the "Little Three"
(Columbia. Universal and ' United
Artists) motioning for dismissal.

Before Louis D. Frolich could make
liis motion for Columbia. Judge Au-

-N. Hand cautioned him
a prolonged motion, indicat-

Chase. scripter. recently

returned from Texas where he made
arrangements for the first Holly-

wood production on the King family

estate .-'".'

New Philly Cinema .-

Philadelphia, Oct 23.

Stanley Woods has purchased a.

plot in North. Philly to build a new.
theatre and a number -of stores.

Ground assessed at $171,000. ,. \

'-"A new building project including

a filmer is planned for Barren Hill

in Montgomery County. '
.

The Fox. Burlington. N. J., op-
erated by Atlantic Theatres, Inc.,

reoperied last week after extensive

rebuilding, following fire about five

months ago.

New Beach House

Raleigh. N; C, Oct 23'

A modem fireproof theatre to cost

$100,000 will be. constructed at Myr-
tle Beach. S. C. in the near future

by F. L. Taylor and H. W. Tallevast.

Arcade Will also house a drugstore

and haberdashery. Patrons will pass

through the arcade before^they en-

ter the main part ot the tneatre.

Bryan Shiflet and C. B. Carter

plan a 1.000-seater on the lot they

own at "Brevard; back of the Co-ed

and Clemson theatres. They own the

Co-ed arid Clemson, and the -new
house will' replace the Clemson.

S'it. Carter has been in service

New 850-Seater
_

Stanley Sobelson, operator qf_two
houses in Newark and one in East
Orange. N. jr., will start construction

soon on a new 850-seater in the busi-

ness section of Bloomfieid. N. J.

Berk & Krumgrild. N. Y. theatrical

real estate brokers, in conjunction
with Whitney H. Roddy. Inc., of

Bloomfieid handled the deal.

.Plans by John and Drew, Eberson
call for Colonial design/with air-

conditioning, television equipment,
etc. Parking area in -the rear will

accommodate 500 cars. Stanley So-
belson, Jr., recently dis»harged from
the Navy, will operate the house.

Stone Skeds Four Films
Hollywood/ Oct. 23.

At least three, and probably four,

pictures will make up Andrew
Stone's ' production program for

1946. with the producer functioning

doubly as director.

Schedule . opens with ' "Petticoat

Lane," to be followed by "50 Million

Women" and "T Man," and possibly

"Miami Nights." -

COMM'L" PIC'S TELE ANGLE
"More Selling Power to You,"

short, completed by Variety Films

for Crosley Sales Institute. Warred
Murray directed. .

Producer rates the short a? repre-

senting a departure from usual in-

dustrial picture technique, being a
step in the direction of television.

j

tug that decision would be reserved

Ion the motion even before, it was
: made At which point John W. 'Davis,

! of Davis. Polk. Wardwell. Sunderland
: & Kiendl. asked that all evidence
-not relating to his company lLoew's)

he stricken- from, the record, and
' Whitney N. Seymour and Judge
I Joseph B. Proskauer made similar

i motions for Paramount and War-
]
tiers respectively. Decisions were re-

served on all these motions.
The three judges, now obviously

better acquainted with all phases

of the case as well as related court

]

decisions such as the Schine. Inter-

! state and Crescent trials, cross ques-

ing, artd for the first time during the'1 li(,ncd Wright as to the effect of

trial's course, displayed a '..flair for
;

the alleged distributor monopoly on

the dramatic as hri nrtrrimfcri fn per
suacle Rodgers- into contradicting
himself on the value of .blockbook-
ing and his designations of theatres
as (irst-i'Lin

.
.when, they actually

hadn't ' played
. , first-run films for

years,
:

'.-,

' Among the courtroom spectators
were John O'Conner. v.p. of Uni-
versal:. Arthur Sackson. WB v.p.:

Robert Mochrie. RKO sales' head;.
W. J..Ku.pper and Andy Smith. 20th-
Fox sales execs;. Leonard Gol-jensou.
v.p, in charge of Paramount, theatres;
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount v.p.

and gen, sales mgr.; William A. Scul-
ley, Universal v.p. and . gen
rilgr.; Earl J. Huds'on of the United
Delroit Theatres, and Martin J;.'

j

Mtflli.il.. of the M. &• P. New England ,

Circuit, .- . -

J

Seymour has indicated that In- will !

call 14 witnesses for- Param'ounl. and
announced that his portion of the

;

case will requite a month or more in

court.. '.•: "., ;

No Lists of Whocssrs
Meanwhile, assistant attorney gen- !

era! Robert L. Wright became an- :

noyed as the defendants tailed to
'

provide him with even a p.'irt':al

iist of their anticipated wilne;- es.

Wright had made a deal with rl •-

fen-e lawyers to-trade such a list for,

Wffgtn declared that market con-
trol places definite restrictions on
production opportunities, inasmuch
as . independent producers must de-

pend upon the major companies for

wide enough release of their prod-

uct . to recoup production costs.

Wright admitted that the Govern-
ment, hadn't entered specific evi-

dence to prove a production re-

straint caused by distribution con-

trol. He also admitted that com-
petition exists in the acquisition of

story properties, and to a lesser

extent in securing of talent. How-
v., l ever, he .insisted that indie produc-

!

,ion wouid be encouraged and great-
" '

ly' cxoaiided if there ;wer? 20 or SO

distribution companies instead of t!ie

existing eight.
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|
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Pickets Still Rioting
Continued from page 3

a token picket force 'was outside lot.

At Paramount the first -'fighting

broke out between pickets and

workers with several being injured

-.when police were forced to quell

brawling with clubs. Several arrests

made.

Clarifying the statement made
Sunday (21) night that Richard

WjiNh! IATSE prexy, had caused

breakdown of strike-peace negotia-

tions. . Eric Johnston, pre? of the

Motion Picture Assn., revealed

yesterday that both the Conference

of Studio Unions and the IATSE had

submitted settlement
,
proposals ae-

eVpluble to producers, but not

wholly satisfactory to one another.

Johnston made the statement just

before leaving for Cincinnati to meet,

with the AFL's labor executive

council. Johnston emphasized, "The
move from Hollywood to Cincinnati

means that negotiations have gone

from the first to the second phase.

Negotiations have not broken down
in any way. We have merely finished

the fust round." :

Johnston made this statement fol-

lowing protests from Walsh over re-

ports published Monday morning-
placing the blame for lack of settle-

. mem on Walsh. Roy M. Brewer.
International representative for IA.

speaking for YTalsh. declared the IA
prexy had proposed at a meeting
Friday night with Johnston that all

strikers be put back to work im-
mediately and replacements be re-

tained until jurisdictional dispute is

settled. Brewer claims Herbert Sor-
rell. CSU head, nixed the proposal.

Johnston was accompanied east by
Donald Nelson, president of the
Society of Independent Motion Pic-

ture Producers; Joyce O'Hara.
Johnston's assistant: Merrie Smith,
his secretary; Richard Walsh and
Frank Feiiton, AFL organizer. John-
ston had stated in an interview with
the press Monday night that purpose
of trip was to seek cooperation of

International presidents of unions
involved in the walkout in Speeding
up a settlement. When asked
whether he thought the International
presidents should assume control of

the striking unions. Johnston said. "I

. think the
1

Internationals certainly
must assume some responsibilii

Strike leaders interpreted this to
mean that Johnston would attempt
to urge Internationals to grab con-
trol of carpenters, painters, ma-
chinists, etc.. with Sorrell being re-
lieved as strike leader. Sorrell told
Johnston he would return all strikers
to jobs immediately and arbitrate
any . disputes with IA, which was
satisfactory to producers, but not
entirely to Walsh.

Some progress was made, however,
Johnston insisted, with Walsh agree-
ing to let the disputing committees
meet concurrently instead of sepa-
rately which would have stretched
out over two months. Asked why he
had not ordered men back to work,
regardless of Walsh disagreeing.
Johnston countered. "There is more
than that involved." Asked if Walsh
had threatened to 'jerk projectionists
if men returned to work, Johnston
said. "Mr. Walsh didn't make any
threats to mc." "

.
:

Walsh. Johnston added, had
agreed that if jurisdictional matters
could not be cleared up within
reasonable length of time he would
recommend appointment of an arbi-
trator and both Walsh and Sorrell
were in approval on permanent arbi-
trator being set up. "•-,'•

Krujj and Pat Casey
Commenting on offering of J. A.

Krug, exec, vice-prexy post in Holly-
wood, with the MPPDA, Johnston
said There will be one man under
him whom I. have not yet appointed."
indicating this man would have
charge of actual physical labor ne-
gotiations, with Krug dictating poli-
cies. Johnston, when pressed as to
whether this would mean executives
currently in charge of labor negotia-
tions would be out of picture, he re-
Pbed in the affirmative. Pat Casey.
Producer labor contact, has handled

,
labor situations for years, but dur-
"ig the current seven months the
strike strategy "has largely been
called*% the producers' attorneys in
cooperationWith certain company
executives.

Par and KKO Picketed V
;

Mass picketing hypoed again as
strike leaders added Paramount and
RKO to the list of lots blocked by
large lines, along with Warners, and
it is understood all studios are slated
for the same treatment before tlje.

week is out. Mass action caused no
violence at Warners, but concentra-
tion art other two lots caused several
""juries and arrests.
.Paramount 'reported production

continues on five films before lenses,
despite over 500' pickets at the
Marathon and Lemon Grove en-
trances. Personnel on lot reported
cut about 35',,: mostly secretarial,

still camera force and the still. labo-
ratory workers who didn't get in.

Although director Lewis Milestone
failed to get on the lot. Byron Has-
kins took . over the meg chores on
"Love Lies Bleeding."
Approximately Ave picketswere

arrested at Paramount and one
sympathizer taken to the hospital
with injuries after several workers
tried to crash the lines. One girl at

KKO was arrested when reported
she threw a cup of colTee in face of
people trying to get into the studio.
Meeting called for today (231. of
strike leaders and producers to-

huddle with board of supervisors' of
Los Angeles in hopes of obtaining
agreement to discontinue mass
picketing and violence. Sorrell
stated. "We will be glad to partici-

pate, However, if the producers
abide by present laws and end the
lockout, the meeting will not be
necessary."

A restraining order. limiting
pickets and forbidding violence and
name-calling, was signed yesterday in

behalf of Columbia Studios. Sorrell
•also ordered to appear before
Superior Judge Henry M. Willis next
Monday ,to show cause why he
should not be held in contempt for
allegedly inducing pickets to violate
court orders limiting pickets at
Warners. Contempt of court action
was asked yesterday (22) by Warn-
ers.-' ,'

' '•'•':-.,.;

Mayor Paul L. Brown of Bur-
bank made a request of Gover-
nor Warren for martial law; the
Screen Actors Guild made a demand
for the return of strikers to their
\obs without prejudice; Eric -John-
ston, chief of the Motion Picture
Producers & Distributors Associa-
tion, went into a huddle with Don-
ald Nelson, president of the Society
of Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers: and Richard F. Walsh,- pres-
ident of IATSE. stymied negotiations
temporarily by a demand that juris-
dictional problems be ironed out be-
fore calling oft the walkout! •

Mayor Brown's call for state
xrps was based, on his declaration

that the strike situation in Burbank
was out of control. His appeal for'
help evidently made no impression
on the powers in Sacramento. .

Screen Actors Guild, which had
maintained a state of neutrality dur-
ing the strike, came out Wednesday
with a demand that all studio strik-
er-- be reinstated immediately.
Production of four films is" going

ahead at Paramount today with a
fifth one working on dance re-
hearsals on normal basis. Three oiit

of six films are shooting at RKO
with production expected to resume
on others this afternoon.

16-mm.-lo-35-mm. color process al-
most defies detection excepting to
the highly-trained professional eye.
Hugh Harman is so sold on this use
of original 16-mm. color slock that
he's announced that, in future, all

his 35-mm. color cartoon shorts will
be photographed originally, in
16-mm.

The development of 16-mm. -to-35.
process has not been confined to
Technicolor arid Eastman' Kodak's
Kodachrome. Cinecolor has been
right up in front ranks of this .evo-
lution. In one instance when Ciasa
Films of Mexico made a feature with
16-mm. color, it was processed on the
Coast by Cinecolor.

Technical men say that the -wide-,
j spread use of this setup for features
will depend on what refinements can
be achieved in the process of en-
larging from 16-mm. color to 35-mm.
Just what actual usage of this
method, now employed extensively
on color .shorts, will mean to feature
production can be readily seen. It

would eliminate many of the present
heavy props, cranes, etc.. in the
studio and make for more actipriful
scenes in many features with a big
saving on a picture's budget.

'

Chi's 'Health' Plan
Continued from page 1

April Fool joke. It s the result of
many months of level-headed, scien-
tific research put in by G-E engi-
neers, and something that, according
to them, will completely revolu-
tionize show-going, besides tossing
back in their teeth all the criticisms
about "cooping people up" in thea-
tres that health cranks have leveled
at show-biz for 'many years.
("Those horrible double features!"
etc.)

Only thing that's keeping it off

the market now is shortage of ma-
terial. G-E is lacking enough of the
particular kind of glass, needed for

manufacture of the lamps to go fuii-

i

swing into production right now.

|

This "black glass," Stover explained,
; cuts down harmtul-to-the-eye radia-

|
tion. but doesn't minimize the ef-
fects of the Vitamin-D rays, which
come from the 20- and 40-watt
fluorescent sun lamps G-E has de-
veloped. Stronger wattage can be
provided, of course. . Besides that,

the "light''- won't 'cause extra illumi-
nation, but will permit theatres to

remain as dark as they are now.
G-E expects to have the "invisi-

ble" lamps—which may be installed

in ceilings, or lower, depending on
how strong a dose of ultraviolet ray
it's decided will be best to dose the

public with—on the .market some
time during 1946.

16 MM Film
Continued from page 3

larging process has gone forward
during the war. Probably the out-

standing use of 16-mm. color camera
film was on "Fighting Lady." a Navy
documentary; produced by Louis de
Rochemont and released as a feature

by 20th-Fo.\. The entire action-

packed feature film was done in

16-mm. color and blown up to

35-mm'. for use in theatres'; .:

Successfully Used
Lawrence M. Landsburgh was one

of the first to successfully use 16-mm.
color lor standard 35-mm. pictures.

His "Rover's Rangers." color short

tor Warners, was done this.way. And
he's done many other successful

pictures via the same method. Walt
Disney made use of the same setup

on "Saludos Amigos." a feature.

Disney camera crews took 16-mm.
cameras loaded with Kodachrome
color stock into South America to

obtain the travel material. This was
enlarged, to 35-mm. and then com-
bined with Disney cartoons on the

Coast for the completed version of

the picture. :

Warners recently has been pro-

ducing its shorts in 16-iiTm. color for

35-mm. pictures with successful re-

sults. Gordon Hpllingshead and Ira

Genet, of .that studio, began several

years ago-'making shorts by means of

this enlarging process, and WB is

rated the largest producer in th.s

field. While initial efforts of 'about

four years ago: left plenty to be de-

! sired, recent shorts such as •-'Devil

i Boats." made by WB under auspices

! of the Armed. Forces, 'and others,

rare credited with being strong, in all

{•del-ill.-.
'-''.

I

'

It's freely • admitted that the

Swivel Chair Campaign Strategy
Continued from page 4

cuit is counting on special Purple
Heart booths to bolster bond pur-
chases, while the Interstate Circuit
in Texas is relying on special disks
made by stars to magnetize buyers.
Slated for platters are Ginger
Rogers, Ann Sheridan. Linda Dar-
nell. Dana- Andrews and others. ,

In Little Rock. Ark., exhib state

chairman has Ralph Edwards and
his "Truth or Consequences" sot f.li-

the Municipal auditorium Oct. -29.

Admission to the show. Buy Bond
only. '

; .

•..-.' ;-\- '.'..'.

'.-', More Stunts

Howard Jamieson. state exhibitor
chief for the Kansas City vicinity,

has Gen, Wainwright lined ' up to

head a special parade Nov. 8. SI.

Louis
.
papers have already carried

1.200-line ads with local thentrcmen
footing the bill. In Iowa and Ne-
braska. -Russell Prase r of the Tri-

State circuit has lined up radio sta-

tions and music stores to spol Bing
Crosby's rendition of "Buy Another
Bond Today." while Detroit is hav-
ing a torchlight on the Court House
lawn for the duration of the cam-
paign.

Minnesota is repeating the "Queen
for a Day' contest inaugurated in

the last campaign. Femme selling the
most boftds will gel a year's pass to

any theatre and a complete clothing
outfit. South Dakota is concentrat-
ing on children as salesmen, tieup
with school boards furthering the
plan. North Dakota is going in for
Merchant's Sales Day. with local

storekeepers and operators cooperat-
ing in staging special entertain-
ment, Ohio is coming through with
"Mayor for a Day" contests. Atlanta
is directing its guns on returned vets
to dress up Victory day parades.

'

Connecticut has lined up more than
50 Victory shows, while numerous
towns are staging Navy Day parades.
Bond Premieres and Kiddie Shows.
Campaign toppers feel that innate

showmanship of those connected
with the drive will come through to

more than offset the loss of the Hol-
lywood stars.

I

and .will hit Wilkcs-Barre, Atlen-

I town. Reading and Harrisburg be-

fore attending the Philly shindig.

STRANGE iilSTORY OF

'STRANGE HOLIDAY' PIC
Strange history behind "Strange

Holiday." ^krch Oboler film, was
brought to light: when the picture

opened last Friday ( 19 > at the Rialto .

on. Broadway. It's reviewed in this

issue. ;
The story was originally a

radio script. "This Precious Free-
dom," which won an Ohio Slate

! award in 1940. Oboler then made
i it into a picture at Souhdmast'ers;
Inc.. -in 1942. and sold it to General
Motors fo lv use. as. a war"production
incentive film.

GM execs later shelved it. without
public explanation, s:q Oboler bought
it back "and sold it to Metro. Latter
also held it for a year without re-

leasing it. Oboler then, together

with Claude Rains, star, purchased
it from Metro and formed Elite Pro-
ductions to get- it released, Now a
deal is under

,

way with one of the

top studios for national release of

the film. . -

'

; '

-':

Pennsy Gets Rollins

Philadelphia. Oct. 23.

The film industry's Victory Loan
Drive in Philly gets under way next
Monday (29) with a luncheon rally:

at the Ritz-Carlton hotel.

All exchanges along Vine street

will be closed from noon to 3 p.m.
Speakers will be members of a trav-

eling caravan, headed by John
Nolan, exhibitor chairman for this

region. The caravan starts its tour
of the upstate area today (Tues. !.

Koerner, Back From
Europe, Heads West

Charles W. Koerner; .RKO's pro-
duction head, landed in New" York
Monday (22 > after a month's survey
of the European fieJd. Koerner is

due to return lo the Coast, today
(24). but has been subpoenaed to

appear at the anti-trust suit and will

be back in N. Y. within a week.
RKO's first production with J.

Arthur Rank will be James Hilton's

best-seller. "So Well Remembered."
to start some lime next summer.
Sscond Rank picture will be a melo-
drama. - - '

White in Europe.. Koerner set a

deal with Pathe to make two bi-

lingual pix in France, using RKO's
frozen funds: He reported that con-
ditions hi Germany are still too un-
settled for any definite plans there.

Bischoff Buys 'Attorney'

Hollywood. Oct. 23.

Screen rights to the "Mr. District

Attorney" radio series were pur-
chased by Sam Bischoff. who will

film it independently for Columbia
release.

Bischoff is negotiating with Fran-
chot Tone, Adolphe Menjou and
Michael O'Shea for top spots.
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The Scandalous Whisper

Thar Will Become a Box Office

The electrifying story of

the theft of the fabulous

Mono Lisa vividly por-

trayed in a dramatic mas-

terpiece of thrilling

action and breath-

talcing suspense!
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Gamble Cites Postwar Problems
Continued from page 4

lower level until maturity of the

bonds-'.

Jn addition to redemptions of sav-

in.*, bonds, we will have to provide

for redemptions of savings notes and

lax notes as well as tor maturities

of other obligations that are not

turned in for new securities; but are

paid oft in cash. The $13 billion

estimate I mentioned above allows

lor ' all of these cash requirements

. w'Hch are in the nature of refunding

operations.

Needs 21 Billions
'

In the six months following .the

Victory Loan we will thus have $21

billion of requirements in all—S8

billion of estimated deficit and $13

billion of maturities and redemp-
tions! This total is not far below
the requirements in other recent six

months' periods. We have a nob that

is not inconsistent with the tremen-

dous task that you have been asked

to perform in comparable periods

all through this war.

Thij coining Victory Loan should

be approached with all of our previ-

ous vigor and enthusiasm in order to

measure up to our, achievements and
contributions to the civilian econo-

my during the war.

1 should like to tell' you briefly

what effect the job that has been
done has had on the economy. Our
Government has called upon the

Treasury Dept. to pay out, from the

time 'his program of ours started

in May of 1941 through the end of

the 7th War Loan, a total of $314
billion, of which $287 billion went
directly for the cost of the war dur-

.-' lug that period of a little over four

years. The other $27 billion included

$1<> billion paid out to service and
public debt, to pay veterans' bene-
fits, and to pay refunds " under our
wartime tax structure. Including

these "aftermath of war" expendi-
tures, over 96c out of every dollar

of Federal expenditures were at-

tributable to the war.
The Treasury had receipts—most-

ly from income taxes—during that
period, of $128 billion, leaving a defl-i

tit of $186 billion which we had to

meet through the sale of bonds from
May of 1941 to the end of the 7th

War Loan—July 9, 1945. Actually.
vc sold more bonds than that. It>

addition to meeting the deficit, we
increased the Treasury cash balance
by about $20 billion during that pe-
riod of time, so we actually sold

$206 billion in securities:

Turning now to the most impor-
tant group of all— individuals—we
borrowed $49 billion net from indi-

viduals through the end of the. 7th

War Loan. In other words; after ma-
turities and redemptions, individuals

still held on July 9, 1945. $49 bil-

lion more" in bonds than they held
in May of 1941. Now. this $49 bil-

lion represents half of the $98 bil-

lion that all individuals had for I

liquid savings after , they had paid
their living costs, after they had paid
their income taxes, and after they
had transferred funds to insurance
companies, savings banks, social se-

curity funds, and paid on their debts.

The $49 billion of individuals' new
funds, available that we did not ab-
sorb and which went into currency
and commercial' bank accounts was
by no means all available to us.

r Let's take a look at the ownership
of checking accounts by individuals.

:

t
for example. Out of individual hold-
ings of $34 billion in checking ac-
counts, in the nation's banks at thj
end of the 7th War Loan, about $10
billion were owned by individuals
operating unincorporated businesses.
These individuals had many of the
same problems to meet as corpora-
tions and thus added to their liquid
reserves.

We find' another $5 billion of those
checking accounts in the hands of

farmers, and farmers, of course, also
• had some of the same demands for

cash that confronted both big busi-
nesses and little businesses. A good
part of that $5 billion was needed
to help increase production on the
farms and was not available to Us

,
through the sale of securities.
The net of all our studies on how

good a job has been done in the field

of sales to individuals results in our
believing that most of the money
that was available in America dur-
ing the; war to cause inflation was
absorbed by the War Finance Com-
mittees of the States through the
sale of $49 billion of War Bonds to;

individuals during that period. That
j

accomplishment alone was a signifi-

cant contribution in; keeping our
|

economy sound here at home dur-
'the war. and in keeping prices

in check. . >

'

How Inflation Looms
Now. as to the problems to be '

ocalt with in the period of the Vic-

tory Loan. We are going out in the
Victory Loan to raise something
over the $11 billion which wc have
set as a goal. The Government's
financial requirements in the six
months' period following the loan
will total $21 billion, and the re-

quirements which are not met by
the Victory Loan will have to be
met in other ways. With consum-
ers' goods and services still not
available in sufficient, quantities to
satisfy the' demand and with the
huge backlog of liquid savings, we
have a greater threat of inflation

than during the war: and that dan-
ger is, perhaps, aggravated further
by the fact that people are a little

detached from the problem now that
the war is over.

.

-•''',
''

People are just naturally going to

feel, a little freer about spending
some of their money. The goods
and services are not going to be
there in sufficient quantity, how-
ever. The retailers of America tell

us that their shelves this Christmas
will be barer than they were in 1944.

They tell us they will have less to

sell. They have told us already,
through their associations — the
American Retail Federation, the Na-
tional Retail Dry Goods Association,

fhe chain stove organizations, state

and local retail councils throughout
the nation—that they will be able
to give us more support in the Vic-
tory Loan than they were able to

give us last year. '

There is no question but that the
threat of inflation is going to be
imminent during this period, and
we dare not do a less effective job
in absorption of the right kind of

funds during the period of the Vic-
tory Loan than we did in the, im-
portant 7th War Loan drive.

Now, those are real and tangible
reasons for our conducting a success-
ful Victory Loan.
But there are even longer run

economic considerations involved in

putting across this Victory Loan in

the way in which the war loans suc-
ceeded. Today, individuals own over
$160 billion of liquid assets in this

country. The largest group of as-

sets in this total consists of govern-
ment securities. Individuals as a

group have, absorbed $49 billion of

Federal securities during the war
and today they own about $60 billion

of "such securities.- Moreover, the
way in which these securities were
sold has had an important effect on
the distribution of liquid wealth
among individuals. More than 900

million E bonds alone have been
sold to 85 million people.

The fact is that we have been able,

through this program of ours, to

persuade folks to avoid pushing up
prices and to save during a period

of shortages brought on by the tre-

mendous expansion of our war out-

put. The fact that they have put

aside these funds either as perma-
nent investments or to pour back
into the economy as we return to a

more normal period of consumers"
goods production is a great con-

tribution to the nation's welfare and
will likely have an important effect

on our economy for some time to

come.
The motion picture industry can

take considerable credit for its share

in making our national economy
what it is. Through the unselfish

and aggressive efforts of the exhibi-

tors, with a splendid record in bond
sales: through the production and
exhibition of short subjects and
trailers during the seven loan cam-
paigns, members of our' industry can
carry with them to the end of their

days a deep satisfaction: the satis-

faction of knowing they have done a

job well.

The support of all branches of our

business have been outstanding.

And. as one of the branches. I can

refer to the generous campaigning
and space allocations of the trade

press.

I know that every usher, every
projectionists, every manager, every
advertising and publicity man. every
owner, the heads of the companies,
the distributors and producers, will

support Si Fabian. Oscar Doob.
Charlie Beagan and others of the

national Victory Loan Committee.
We are faced with our toughest

drive. With the complete backing

We have had before, we can finish

our war job in a, blaze of glory.

AIPERS0N PREPS 'BEAUTY'
Hollywood. .Oct. 23.

... Edward Alpcrson. indie product".',

moved into PRC to. make "Black

Beauty." the first- of a scries of fea-

tures for 20th-Fox rclpa>e:

''Beauty" goes- into work Nov.. 1.".

will) '/.ion Myei> functioning as asso-

ciate producer.

S^G Would Oust SPU;

tatter's Answer Nov. 15
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Screen Extras Guild filed a peti-
tion with the National Labor Rela-
tions Board asking that body to va-
cate the certification of the Screen
Players Union, claiming that SPU no
longer represents a majority of
screen extras.

Mike Jeffers. SPU business repre-
sentative, said he would ask NLRB
to dismiss the petition, declaring it

"was merely filed to confuse the
situation."' SPU has been directed
to file an answer by Nov. 15.:

Sonja Admits Divorcing
Chicago. Oct. 23.

Sonja Henie admitted on her ar-
rival here last week to rehearse foi-
lier new ice show that she'll soon be
filing a divoorce suit against Mat,
Dan Topping, wealthy eastern
sportsman. '. "

.

They haven't seen each other for
three years, she explained, inasmuch
as he's been overseas with the Army
and her film and skating engage-
ments' have kept them apart even
for the short intervals that he's been
here.

200 NJJabes#ow Wired for Telecast

And Going Nat'l; Televish Prelude?
Approximately 200 neighborhood

film theatres in the New York
metropolitan area have been wired
on the QT for the news innovation
introduced by the Telecast Corp. of

America, as reported exclusively in

last week's "Variety," All these
theatres are receiving telecasts

(newscasts in small doses) daily on
an up-to-the-minute sustaining ba-
sis. '.'....." ',.'"'

. j

.' '•'

No concrete plans have been for-

mulated as yet for inclusion of com-
mercials, according to spokesman
for the enterprise. Nor will there

be any final commercial plans set

until TCA has completed its cover-
age of. picture theatres on a na-
tional scale.

A'l this is said to be a prelude to

television in theatres, with or with-
out commercial sponsorship.

The feeding of newscasts to pic

audiences in the 200 neighborhood
N. Y. theatres will continue until all

the operational kinks have been
ironed out. Idea is to continue ex-
periments until the national blue-

prints have been crystalized, so ihat
when TCA is ready for advertisers

to step in, operations will go off

without a hitch.

. It is reported that several million
dollars are behind the venture, and
offices and newscasting stations are
being established throughout ,the

country. TCA has signed up UP and
AP wire services. Audience response
to the news service in the majority
of the pic houses was "gratifying"
to TCA spokesmen.

Marx Stuck With That Dog
Hollywood. Oct. 23.

Sam Marx drew production reins
on the third Lassie picture, over pro-
tests that he has produced "Lassie
Come Home" and "Laddie. Son of
Lassie" and wants to get otjt of the
dramatic doghouse for a while.

Next Lassie picture will be localed
on a sheep, ranch in California, a
switch from the two earlier films,

which called for British back-
grounds.

fewtu Fresh I

Sing out the good news! Here at long last is a ready-to-serve

Dry Martini that tastes every bit as freshly mixed as the kind

you make yourself. A Dry Martini that stays fresh-'

no matter how long it takes you to use up the

bottle! Keep this Hiram Walker lltll

triumph on hand, to pour out a m
welcome that's always fresh! Y

|g£ aN0

dry martini

66 proof

Hiram Walker & Sons Inc., Peoria, III. Cupr. 1915
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Aylesworth On Television
Continued from pat* 1

all of them, notably the screen and

broadcasting. The daily press really

may have something to worry about,

ju' his opinion, when you think of

the hoiisewWe who will suddenly

drop her broom and dash down to

Jfacy's or her local Big Store and

get that *5.98 model she just saw am

the telescreen. Tliaf.s -pretty -tough

opposition lor a daily newspaper's

acs. .'.'"-.. '-
. .

-

Maybe it won't be that severe, but.

so far as mov it's are concerned

Aylesworth is reminded of the tlipt's

'

when' he', was 'president of RKO
.
Ra-

dio Pictures, and . at a Hays office

meeting he urged the film tycoon.?

to get in on.lhe then .relatively new-

fangled radio. The picture executives

l0o[Ced askance at him, suspecting

thai., because of his- NBC back

ground, he was' still ' carrying tlv

torch for radio.

.

Stimulant—Not a Menace

It. lias since been proved that radio

)s opposition to nothing. Firstly, the

Church came to Aylesworth in the

laic l!)2()s and early '30s and can

tioned that too effective radio pro

grams on the Sabbath would discour-

se church-going, 'lie pointed out

since they weren
,

t
r going to church

A Radio Biog
Helen Wordcn, former N. Y.

Woild-Telegram feature writer,

now doing stuff for Reader's

Digest, Satcvepost and the na-

tional mags, plans a bipg on
Merlin Hall Ayleswofth.

.
;

Through Dcke—his father was
a deacon, hence the cognomen

—

she visualizes projecting the en-
tire radio broadcasting story

from its inception, since he was
so long NBC prez.

anyway—anything from golf to au-
tomoblling had been the menace until

this point—why not get some religi-

ous programs on the air and see if it

might not work in reverse. Instead

of people staying homo and gettijbJ

their sermons bedside it did stimu-
late interest i.n relijiorf.

And so on down the line. Baseball,

football and racetrack attendances
were never bigger. Radio stars didn't
kill the boxoflice: in fact, when
booked at fabulous personal -appear-
ance fees, they hypoed, grosses to

record-breaking results.

Jack Benny. Bing Crosby. Dorothy
Iiamoiir, Dinah Shore, Edgar Befgeil.
Bob Hope, Jeanetle Mat-Donald, Lau-
ritz Melchior, Jose Ituibi, Patrice
.Mnnsell. any of the name bands—all
' are the answer to their b.o. panacea
for straight comedy pix. lilnr musi-
cals, opera and concert. Radio not
only stimulated the movie biz but
it created stars for the cinematic
marquees. It has even glamorized
the Met.' :

Which- brin us Aylesworth to tit;

next
. prognostication—.just as the

then Hays office erred in buckim;
radio he thinks the present Eric
Johnston office (Motion Pictures
Assn.) would err in bucking televi-
sion. He says this in face of the still

.lingering- suspicion fro in pix versus
radio. In fact, he admits, let the pres-
ent-day boomtime boxoflice "fall off
to just normally good, don't be su

what would be more effective than

to gel a trailer into your home and
hearth, perhaps tricked up a little

more so as to really stimulate

the b.o." '• '

.

The most foolish thing, of course,

would be to try projecting a two-

hour movie '-feature. Besides, who
would pay the $3,000,0(10 that would
be lost with any -such wild stunt,

since that could keep people home
and, in one fell' swoop, kayo the na-

tional market potentials of a. feature

him. But shorts, yes.- . . . : .

'.

.

Not only cartoons, but 16mm. edu-

cational and pictorial news events,

under sponsorship, along with, com-
ics are. the ideal celluloid for - tele-

casting, And just as radio developed
literacy, a yen far liner music and
.the .like, so •must these short filii-fs'

stimulate a wider interest, in the

cinematic industry.

Aylesworth foresees a new era of

•'advertisi'ng-js-news," via television.

Just like the ads in '.the Sateyepost,

lor which many buy that weekly,

are newsworthy, so will, the illus-

trated commodities projected over

the video assume exaggerated

values, of a news category, I
Inci-

dentally, that's where the British

and the Americans never saw eye-
to-eye, since Our English cousins

could never comprehend the ad ap-

peal. I

Aylesworth is a public relations

counsellor and aside from a healthy

enthusiasm . in a new art-entertain-

ment potential there is. no gimmick.
David SarnofT is his. friend, yes, but

RCA is not e,von one of his clients.

In fact, the Associated Press which
might fall into thai newspaper cate-

gory which he visualizes as. per-

haps, most likely to feel television's

inroads, is' one of his clients. So is

RKO Pictures. .. along -with Cities

Service and the DuPonl Foundation.
But he holds to. the principle that

"the public is dumb enough to be
smart,'' and it good trademarks like.

RCA, Emerson. Majestic, Phiico.

Stroniberg - Carlson.. Westingliouse,

General Electric and the like are to

be found on television sets, the pub-
lic will stampede the . market. Their

faith in our w.k. American trade-

marks- TJ^nolrto- be denied, and thus

video programming will ' fdllow-

thvoiign as a .
matter of cour.se.

He recalls that ..in the early days
of radio it was expected that these

sit jnanufacliii-crs would 'underwrite

radio broadcasting but it wasn't long

before' not even 'one set manufac-
turer wiis oil the air. Although many
came in. institutionally, later on. of

a higlW.jlibre such as Atwator Kent,
RCA, GE. Phiico. but very realistic-

ally then as now there are others

who underwrite radio.That" is. Gen-
eral Motors. General Foods, the

nostrums, tobaccos ahd the like

foot the big bills that make to-

day's ultra-commercial radio pos-

sible.

Sees :'..0mUMI0 Sets in 1 Years

Thus, let the Federal Communica-
tions Commission make tip its mind
in the next month or two about

our video wavelengths, which will

give the public some security on its

television for a limited number of

years, and there will be no holding

television. All the public needs is as-

and Anally, after the television set

manufacturers attune themselves
with video bands and programs, they
will merchandise tele ««•«'

Not so in America, contends Ayles-

worth, who points to our inherent

efficiency and highly geared com-
petitive methods of merchandising.
New gadgets and refinements in

electric refrigeration, automotive
production and similar big business
always sweeps aside any attitude

toward taking any market for

granted. Before you know it, he
argues, there will be 18 or 20 manu-
facturers bidding for the home-
television dollar, and large-screen
sets will be down in the $115 class,

within reach of almost anybody.
Having already spent millions for.

experimentation, he thinks televi-

sion will cash in faster than any re-

cent .scientific-art: entertainment
such as the talkies, radio and the
like.

More people are sold on television

now than they were on. radio at its

inception. Radar, electronics- and all

the wartime magic of communica-
tions lias dramatized this phase for
the entire world, and for once here
is a market .with which manufac-
turing may not be able to keep pace
for decades. This figures when you
consider that the home-cabinet
tele-screen, for all its impressive-
ncss, may. be comparable to the yes-
teryear cat's-whisker detector radio.

Incidentally, Aylesworth concludes
that television is not radio, except
that it pA'ttigcts over the airwaves.
In his opinion^" video is closer ,to the
cinematic type of entertainment than
the radio mike.'

Returning Vets Resume Old Theatre

Posts; Other Distributor Briefs
Chicago, Oct. 23.

Returning vets cued move of

Helen Bolstad from Balaban ti

Katz's publicity-ad dept. last week to

National Assn. of Retail Druggists'
publicity. Among the returnees,
now back from the Armed Forces,

the B&K have promised their old
jobs to, are: Eddie Seguin and Jack
Garbeiv from the Army, and Waldo
Baill, from the Navy.
Also pack on the civilian market

is Ray' Elwart, formerly with the
circuit's art dept. Only one of the
former flacks not heard from is

Bob Emanuel, believed still overseas.

F. W. Maury Back
Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 23.

Franklin W. Maury, who was as-
sistant to manager Jack O'Rear, of
Wilmer & Vincent's Colonial here,
prior to Pearl Harbor, has returned
to his old job following his dis-
charge from .the Army.

Mm in Boston papers for Arnold Van
Leer, Par's exploitation manager in

the Hub-area. .
•

Van Leer engineered the row by
planting .a favorable review in the
Smith College paper and one pan-
ning Gardner in the Wellesle/ rag,
with the result that the girls aife>now
fighting over which school should
revise Webster. .

Deal 1945-46 Schine-Republie

James R. Grainger and Edward L.
Walton, his executive aide and as-
sistant general sales manager of Re-
public. Gloversville, N.Y.. to set the
1945-4(1 program with Schine. Grain-
ger left Gloversville Tuesday night,
flying to Kansas City to attend the
EJmcr Rhoden testimonial dinner
Wednesday evening.

Van Camp's Chore
Minneapolis, Oct. 23.

Walter A. Van Camp, Minnesota'
Amos. Co. (Paramount) executive
for 16 years, named managing direc-
tor for the St Paiil Victory Carnival,
Feb. 23-March 6. The "Winter Car-
nival" is an annual St. Paul celebra-
tion the same as the Aquatennial is

a yearly summer, festival in Minne-
apolis. :

•

St, Paul hopes to gain a wider
northwest and national participation
in the Victory Carnival through-

a

new and enlarged committee under
Van Catrfp. .

•

Film Reviews
Continued from page 12

prised if exhibitors- and, producers' surance for only live years and "eiiv !

alike start that old radio bugaboo
again, but then it would be another
defeatist attempt to find a patsy."

- Tix Trailers in lldine
Films are a natural, for the video,

he argues, and Aylesworth, goeis so
far as to predict that the Holly'wo id

producers will be buying time to
telecast their trailers into the homes, .-

"After all. they • pay plenty to
those fancy National Screen Service :

S«rnHii«' HoImIhv
1940 for General Motors which
shelved it. Oboler then sold it to
Metro, where the picture received
the same treatment until the writer,
together with Claude Rains, bought
it back arid released it through the
independent Elite Productions.

Picture is the screen version of
what Oboler has been doing on the
air during the last year—striving to

I awaken America's interest in domes-
tic and world affairs. Story has

I
Claude Rains as a typical postwar

I American, believing that "we won
the war;, what do 1 cure now what
happens to Germany and the Gtrr-

! mans?" Returning from a holiday

]
tit an isolated noiith woods spot,

j

Rains discovers that American Nazis;
taking advantage of this lethargic at-

j
tiludo. have gained control- of the

I country. .Follows some melodrariiat-

i
ics in which Rains is beaten se.ti.se-

i less ;il'ter his Nazi "examiner"' boasts

;
that 'the! Americans caused their own

: downfall. Denouement has Rains
shouting through his cell bars that
America "must fight to regain its'

' freedom." followed by a montage
1 shot of typical American landscape
with President Roosevelt's voice

I enunciating the Four Freedoms.
1 'Oboler achieves remarkable sus-

I ponso during f lic first. 15 minutes but
' the picture thereafter falls Hat. Rains
practically carries the plot and does

I
a fine job. with ample support from
the rest of the cast but the picture's

; faults, coupled with the very leth-
' argy against which Oboler is fight-

ing, will make it a tough one to sell

: to the public. Typical comment from
, a sailor, overheard at the Rialto after

the show' caught, boars out Hie au-
, trior's thesis: "I just came back- from
i winning the war— I don't want to see

his kind of stuff alter that.".

D. John Phillips Rejoins Par
D. John Phillips, recently dis-

charged from the Army Air Force,
has rejoined Paramount in former
spot as ad and pub manager of short
subjects and newsreel, it was an-
nounced by Oscar A. Morgan, short
subjects sales manager. . George
Harvey, who subbed for Phillips:
remains with Paramount with new
duties later.

Paramount Pep Club holds annual
dinner-dance Friday (2fi), in the
Hotel Astor. N. Y. Bob Weitman,
Paramount theatre managing direc-
tor, will book the show. •

Naturally

Upper Sandusky. O, Oct. 23.
-NJnabelle Cross, 38, former school-

-

teacher who saw her last movie be-
fore she became ill l-GVi years ago,
and who believes she was mirac-

[

ulously cured by a vision last Sept.
28, saw her first talking film last
Wednesday (17). Leon Jones, owner
of the Star. Upper Sandusky., was
host at a private theare party for
Miss Cross, her mother, and a few
friends. The film? "Song of Ber-
nadette.". •

Kan.-Mo. Kxhihs Meet Nov. 27-8
Kansas City. Oct. 23.

Kansas-Missouri Theatre Associa^

|

(ion holds its annual convention here
I Nov. 27-28. Among subjects to be
discussed will be film prices and
group buying of supplies.
Commonwealth Theatres. Inc., has

["purchased the Midway. 700-scat nabe
j

in Kansas City. Kan's., from Harry
Horrocks. •-.'....-

A'an Leer's Steam-Up
Mild skirmish between Wellesley

and Smith Gals over the merits, of
Ed "Archie" Gardner's "witty seisms"
in

.

'.Paramotint's "Duffy's Tavern"
gained columns of publicity for the

Takes Over Glens Falls House
Glens Falls, N. Y„ Oct. 23.

Sale of the F. W. Mausert property
to the Rawal Realty Corp., N. Y., has
been closed and the new owners
have taken possession. Transaction
includes the State theatre, 13 stores
and several other buildings,

Schines' Sweet Sideline

Albany, Oct. 23.
Former State Senator Harry F.

Dunkel, Gloversville attorney lor the
Schine interests, in announcing the
theatre chain had not selected a
manager of their Ten Eyck hotel, as
successor to Frank H. Brown, re-
signed, effective Oct. 17, revealed
that the circuit had separated the
candv. business from theatre opera-
tions

The Hildemart Corp., formed by
the Schine people in Florida and
certified to'do business in N.Y, State,
was organized, said Dunkel, to sell

I candy in Schine theatres. This is

i
reputed to be one of the Schines'

' most profitable sidelines.

Th« Jubilant Story of

George Gershwin

"RHAPSODY IN BLUE
Warner Iros. Crowning Glory

Coiid inmm ft Peif«ri»» ih-«>s

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
Air-Conditiantd

* Broadway at Slit Street

dilation" will come. In two years,

ire feds, there will be 3.000,000 tele

sets in American homes, and within

two years more there will be 7.000.-

000 more. With 10.000.000 television

receivers, before 1050 that under-
writes commercial television for nil

time.

Aylesworth deprecates the British

idea of -first let's refurbish and re-

build old sets, debilitated by' war

*KxIrava j»nul<- Mission
("The Queer Assignment") .

(FRENCH-MADE)
Paris. Oct. 10. .
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"MILDRED PIERCE"
WARN£R IROS. SENSATION

S(Hi;ripif

JOAN CRAWFORD
JACK CARSON
ZACHARY SCOTT

Tt» fVrwoii

RUSS MORGAN
w.i'ut /! Ih Orchfffil ra

THREE STOOGES
TOMMY, lll.V

B'way at 47th St. STRAND

DANNY KAYE

"WONDER M4N
fn Tccrmfcolor '

H'««y KCTAD rmiliniioim
A 4MU St. r\OL\jri r0,Mi(«r VrUe*

I

KORNZAPOPPIN
NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Farmer Boy Golden Jumbo Super-hybrid Corn
Bags • Boxes • Salt • Seasonings

Write, Wire, Phone Today.'

It takes the quota and rosiiltint!

absence of opposition lei understand
the possibilities, if any. of this type
hi production. .Some:burlcsqned : an-
tics and some jokes may draw a lew,

laughs iii the sticks: but direction is

remindful of - penny arcade days,
photography so pool- that the girls',

faces are often blurred! And sound
is bad. Jean Tissier, does' only a mi-
nor part, that of a ship doctor.: with
Henri Ouisol on the screen from
start to finish.

•'Action mostly takes, place on a

liner, which Guisol boards thinking
lie has .been commissioned by a

banker to impersonate a rich marquis
and thus carry safely lo the Far East

some important papers. The girls

]
oii board nester him. He eventually
discovers that he has been used by. a

crook to carry some stolen money
j
away. He finds if difficult- to. gel rid

i of to escape arrest, but finally- •
sue-

j
ceeds. also wins a girl.

I
Entertainment value is supposed

I to come from Guisol's al tempts to

, set rid of the stolen money: treat'

inept of The sloi'y make these at-

I tempts took like a series of deUu-hed
t-omic sketches. Mvxi.

RADIO CITY
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Church Show Ruled Off Air by CBC

To Go On Over New Montreal Indie

Montreal, Oct. 23.

Ail ing of Sunday evening Protest'

ant . church services, sponsored by

the Centra] Broadcasting Committee

of Montreal, will again be resumed.

Tlie programs will be heard over the

new indie CTAD '•sometime in No-
vember or early December." Morn-
ing broadcasts will continue to be

aired over a government-owned
national net.

CJAD will begin operating Oct. 28.

Owner-operator will bo Arthur

Dupont. who earlier quit the CBC
to organize his own station.

Decision to air the evening serv-

ices over CJAD follows a top-notch

scrap of years' standing between the

Protestant committee and the CBC.
Fight began years back when eve-

ning service broadcast was booted

from the CBC Sunday air to make
room for the Jack Benny show. .The

CBC stood firm on its ruling to keep
Benny broadcast despite thousands
of protests.

When CBC last tall decided not
to pick up Benny show any longer,

the committee asked to have church
broadcasts' again on the CBC air.

Request was refused, with general
manager August .Frigon stating that

the CBC does not feel justified in

devoting this valuable Sunday night
period to one religious group.
CBC kept to its stand, and Sunday

eve church broadcasts were put.

CJAD will work on a frequency of

800 ki. with 1,000 watt power output.

Cantor in Segue

If OK With RKO

Flock of WHN Resignations
A."wave of resignations seems to

be sweeping WHN. N. Y. Bill Shap-
ard, senior staff announcer with
more than 1 1 years* service, left re-

cently to take over special shows at

WFAA. Dallas.

Ed Stokes quit a staff. . spieler's

job to handle one of Coca-Cola's
"Spotlight Band" programs. Bea-
trice Strom, in charge of the sta-

tion's classical music programs
("Music to Read By." etc.) departed
Friday 1201 : Sheldon Rothman, in

charge of popular music programs,
exits this week (27); and Lucille

Sloane, assistant to promotion man-
ager Robert Anthony, walks soon, to

f) eelance.

Someone Said No
Skedded for Monday's (22),

"Reunion, U. S. A.," ABC (Blue)

sustainer. scripted by the Holly-

wood Writers' Mobilization, was
a show based on the atomic

bomb. But web execs said no
dice and nixed the script./ •

One feeling was that the fun*
to-your-cellars continuity veered

too close to the Orson Welles

scare technique, and ABC con-

tended it wanted no part of it.

New Set Market

South of Border
Washington, Oct. 23.

The U. S. will have a greatly ex-

panded market for radios, radio

parts and allied equipment in Mex-

ico during the next few years, Com-
merce Dept. predicts. In 1941. last

pre-war year of full production; this

country exported $3,000,000 worth of

equipment to Mexico.
Latest estimates show between

650.000 and 700.000 radio receivers

in that country. With the' govt, try-

ing to raise wages and standards of

living, it's believed many more of

the country's 21.000,000 people will

be able to afford sets.

Hollywood. Oct. 23.

Eddie Cantor will, take radio
troupe to Mew York for six to eight
weeks next month, if he can get
RKO to agree to postponement his

picture "Come On Along." Produc-
tion start on the picture is held up.
due to the studio strike, and Cantor
has been unable for the past few
days to contact execs on. the lot.

Til ! picture is. due for 19 days'
outdoor location and, with the. rainy
season imminent. Cantor feels it's

wise to put off production until Mav.
.

Reason for going to New York'1 moled to chief of the German net-

would be compliance with his !
warK with headquarters at Bad

client's request, and to head up Vic-
j

Nauheim. He takes oyej- two jobs

• tory bond Rallies through the east, vacated by Al Hollender and Col.

If Cantor goes cast, he'll repeat the
I

Samuel F. Rosenbaum.

recent Arch Obolcr broadcast. "Mr. Ravotlo's work requires operating
Miller." for Life mag which wants

\ Radio Frankfort and to prepare tor

it for a layout.

Ravotto Heads Network

In Germany, Succeeding

Rosenbaum, Hollender
Bad Nauheim. Germany, Oct. 9.

Joseph D. Ravotto. formerly with

the U. S. Forces' radio section, a di-

vision of the department of informa-

tion control. Munich, has been pro-

Old Soaper Tiff

Still Bubbling
Chicago. Oct. 23.

The. suit by Emmons C. Carlson

against Irna Phillips over ownership

rights to a soaper took on a new
light last week when Justice Grovcr

C. Niemeyer of the first district Ap-
pellate Court of Illinois reversed an

earlier decree and. in effect, favored

Carlson.

Carlson brought suit against Miss

Phillips in August, 1941. in the Cir-

cuit Court of Cook County, claiming

a half-interest in the soap opera.

"The1
" Guiding Light." originally

named "The Good Samaritan." which

was sponsored by Procter & Gamble
for several years beginning in De-
cember. 1936, and broadcast over

NBC. Carlson had asked for an ac-

counting against the defendant as

owner of the remaining half interest

based on an oral agreement for an
equal division of the profits, alleged

to have been made in September,

1936. to collaborate in writing the

script for a show combining his ideas

and the Miss Phillips' outline. Ac-

cording to the charges, Carlson was
paid a total sum of $2,000, purporting

to be his half of the profits from
January 25 to June 7, 1937. after

which Miss _Phillips claimed the

show as her sole property and dis-

puted Carlson's claims.

One court referred the case to a

master who. after a hearing, report-

ed in favor of Carlson. Then Miss

Phillips filed exceptions to the mas-
ter's report, and her side -was sus-

tained. Carlson appealed, with re-

sult that Justice Neimeyer upheld

him. Next move is up to Miss

Phillips. :

VET-ANGLED DRAMAT

the transfer of the head of the web
|

operation from Luxembourg to

Frankfort. Radio ' Frankfort studios
I are currently established at Bad
I Nauheim, but will be transplanted

TO Ri? AlPCn RV PRQi to lhe former Frankfort studios in
lv DC JlilVLlF DI LDjjthat city. These operations may.be

"Assignment Home." sock Army- completed by the end of 1945.

CBS dvamai which for a year and The new appointment puts Ravotto
a half led the parade in shows ; in close contact with Jerry Maulsby,
angled toward rehabilitation of the I

who is chief of radio, successor , to

returning GI. will go back on the
sir at the end of the year, tied to
the work of the U. S. Veterans
Administration.
"Assignment" folded Sept. 8. its

job as a clarion call having been
done and. by trade reactions, done
superbly. Latest plan is to revive
it with the cooperation of Gen.
Omar N. Bradley, head of the Vet
Admn.
General idea will be to drahiatizc

the vet's problems, basing shows on
ease histories and sticking to realistic
handling. No title has been chosen
yet. Show will bow sometime
Dec., with Bob Heller directing.

Col. Adrian Murphy. Ravotto expects
to leave Germany the end of this

year. .
,

-Ravotto is ex-"Variety" mug;
Psris. Rome. Madrid and Lisbon

in

Wine Firm Romances

Negro Trade Over WJJD

Miss. Valley Farm Hour

Debut Off Till Nov. 12
Chicago. Oct. 23.

Debut of the Mississippi Valley

Network's farm hour, originally

n [skedded to get under way on Oct.

29, has been postponed until Nov. 12

to allow more time for exploitation
and publicity of the unique, pro-
gram, a portion of which will inter-
jmitlehtly originate from all of -the
'.715 affiliates. Outlets include all sta-
itioiis of the North Central Broad-
casting System, and - many othersChicago. Oct. 23:

First program to be directed to

Chicago's Negro population by a

major local, outlet made its debut aimed at the- requirements of both
last week, when Marshall Field's

,
rural and small' town listener.,

WJJJD started - airing the "Bronze-
,

Show will be heard Monday through
ville- Brevities."- Show is heard

|

Saturday from 6 to 7 a.m.
.'"

Monday through Friday. 3:15-3:30; Further expansion of . the North
p.m. and is sponsored by Mission. : Central Broadcasting System has
Bell Wine.

.; brought Jerry Stanley into the or-
Program ' is conducted by Frank ganization to work out of the local

Marshall Davis, editor of the Asso- office as an account exec under Bill
ciated Negro Press, and an authority

. Ware. Western division sales man-
on American jazz music, who com-

j

agor. Stanley was formerly a sales
meilts on the recorded selections 1 and merchandising advisor with
played on the show, all by Negro Marshall Field & Co. and previously
bands and vocalists. One of the tea- : was veepee and general manager of
lures of the. series is the introduc- i the Texas State Network, and
lion each week of the most recently

j

president of Recorded Lectures, Inc..

published tune by a Negro composer. ' Chicago,

'Moon River' Alumni

Flock to Cincy For

Show's 15th Birthday
Cincinnati. Oct. 23.

WLW had. a halo in readiness for

the lath anniversary Saturday (20

1

of "Moon River." its midnight slum-

ber program In all that time the

half-hour show had not missed a
single airing. It is the station's

standout fave with romancers, as at-

tested by bales of mail about the

writers' marriage proposals and ac-

ceptances; By contrast it also has

been No. 1 on the "final request" list

of death-doomed inmates of peniten-

tiaries in a lot of states reached by
outlet.

For the anniversary shot, which

was stretched to a full hour, WLW
corralled some of the talent con-

nected with or heard on "Moon
River" that has ascended to radio's

stardom. First among them is Ed-
ward' A. Byron, who wrote the

"Moon River" poem, always read

to the air excerpt from Fritz Krcis-

ler's "Caprice Viennois."

Byron was WLW's program direc-

tor back in October, 1930, when
Powell Crosley. Jr., then owner of

the station, suggested a soothing and
restful program for an appropriate
sign-off in preference to the usual
jazz band music of the time. Byron
has since done a. Navy hitch in

World War II. is head of the New
York radio-producing firm bearing
his name, and co-author, producer
and' director of "Mr. District At-
torney." Accompanying Byron here
for the anniversary program was

First programs will originate from Jay Jostyn. former "Moon River"

WLOL, Minneapolis, with formal |

narrator and now "Mr. D. A.". .'.
.

Harry Holcome. radio director for
Grant Advertising, Inc.. Chicago,
came to re-enact his original role
of reader on the show.

64 FM Station Grants in FCC's 1st

Okay Since Wartime Freeze Lift

Grubb New KGO Mgr.
San Francisco. Oct. 23.

Don Serle. ABC vice-prexy in

charge of Wast Coasl operation,

heads for Hollywood office follow-

ing confab with KGO biggies, ;

While in Frisco "lie announced ap-
pointment of Gayle V- Grubb to

KGO manager. Grubb was manager
of WKY in Oklahoma. City for 16

years. . ..'
,

Grubb succeeds T. . B. "Bev"
Palmer who has been promoted to

the newly created post of Manager
of Technical Operations for ABC
Western Division, Grubb takes over
duties at KGO, Nov. 15.

At NBC Hdqs.
Promotional and operational

changes have been made at NBC.
Roy Porteous. assistant manager of

program sales division, has been ap-
pointed audience promotion man-
ager. He will Work with Charles B.
H. Vaill, recently named sales! pro-,

motion manager. •,
•

Francis C. McCall. manager of op-
erations, will supervise all news and
commentary programs, with special
emphasis on the development of op-
erational and on-the-spot news fea-
tures. Adolph J. Schneider, assistant

manager of operations, will develop
and supervise all special events pro-
grams. Joseph O. Meyers was named
assistant to the director of news and
special events.

Justin Miller to Help

Mark Radio's Silver

Jubilee at N. Y. Meet

Juclf

Washington. Oct. 23.

Justin Miller, new NAB
proxy, will address a testimonial

luncheon at the "Roosevelt hotel.

N. Y„ Nov. 10. given by the Citizens'

Radio Anniversary Committee to

wind up National Radio Week,
Sponsors of the affair will include:

American Legion Auxiliary. Ameri-
can Women's Voluntary Services.

Association of Junior Leagues of

America. General Federation of

Women's Clubs. Girl Scouts. Na-
tional Board of the Young Wom-
en's Christian Associations. National
Council of Women. National Council
of ' Y.M.C.A.'s. and the National
Federation of Business -and Profes-
sional Women's Clubs.

Bill Keighley Seen As

Permanent Lux Producer
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Permanent job as Lu». guest pro-
ducer is expected to. go to William
Keighley. picture director recently
out of Army.
He's understood to be choice of

Lover Bros, after trying out dozen
other producers and directors..

.

SCRIPTERS INVITED

TO TRY SCANDINAVIA
.

' Gentofte. Denmark. Oct. 16.

Scandinavian broadcasting com-
panies, starving for good radio
scripts, are urging American radio-
writers to send : scripts to stale-

controlled stations in Denmark,
Sweden and Norway for considera-
tion and distribution.' .

One-hour scripts will, bring an
author $200. Should the script be
repeated, the author will get another
$200 check. In Scandinavia, the
author gets 50 per cent of the fee.
and the translator gets the other
5o

r
;

.

Johnson to Head Coast

Radio for Lyons Agency
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Walter Johnson named to head
Coast radio for A. & S. Lyons agen-
cy by Harry Ommerle. radih direc-
tor of agency. Johnson takes over
Nov. 1, succeeding Frank Healy.
who recently resigned,

Johnson, who moves from spot as
program director of Don Lee net
prior to service with Marines', was
Coast radio director for MCA. No
successor in Don Lee spot has been
named.

San Francisco — Sidney Roger,
Pacific Coast domestic and short-
wave news analyst, returns to the
air in ,a regularly scheduled com-
mentary Mondav through Fridav
over KYA at 6:15 p.m.

""
.

Washington, Oct. 23.

FCC yesterday (22) announced
conditional grants of 01 new km
stations to be located in 21 stales.

They are the first new commercial
FM stations to.be okayed since the
war-time freeze policy on new con-
struction waS adopted in. 1942. FCC
must still act on about 600 additional
FM applications, with new ones
coining in daily. There arc now 48
FM stations in operation with five
more under construction.

:

"Effect of these conditional
grants," said the FCC statement.- "Is
to announce the fact that the com-
mission has examined the qualifica-
tions of the. respective applicants,
has been satisfied with respect there,
and has made available a channel
for each grantee. The commission
will now examine each application
for its engineering details, and in

each individual circumstance a .

grantee may be requested to file

'within a period of 90 days such ad-
ditional engineering and other data
as may be necessary."

New licensees and call letters of
standard stations some own:
Alabama: Johnston Broadcasting

Co., WJLD, Birmingham.

Arkansas: Donald W. Reynolds,
Fort Smith.

California: J. E. Rodman. KFRE.

.

Fresno.

Florida: Gore Publishing Co.. Fort
Lauderdale, Florida Broadcasting
Cp., WMBR, Jacksonville; Miami
Broadcasting Co.. WQAM. Miami; A.
Frank Katzentine. WKAT. Miami.
Beach: Pinellas Broadcasting Co.,;

WTSP, St. Petersburg: Tribune Co.,

WFLA, Tampa.

Georgia: Augusta Broadcasting

Co., WRDW, Augusta; Georgia-
Alabama Broadcasting Corp., Co-
lumbus; Middle Georgia Broadcast-

ing Co., WBML, Macon: Southeast-

ern Broadcasting Co.. WMAZ.
Macon: Frank R. Pidcock. Jr.,

WMGA. Moultrie.

Idaho: Boise Broadcast Station.

KIDO. Boise.

Iowa: Burlington Broadcasting Co.,

KBUR. Burlington: Central Broad-
casting Co.. WHO. Des Moines;

Dubuque Broadcasting Co.. WKBB.'
Dubuque.
Kansas: The World Co.. Lawrence:

Farmers and Bankers Broadcasting

Co., KFBI, Wichita.

Louisiana: Alexandria Broadcast-
ing Co.. KALB, Alexandria; Times-
Picayune Publishing Co.. New Or-
leans; Loyola University. WWL,
New Orleans.
Maine: Portland Broadcast ing Sys-

tem. WGAN, Bangor.
Minnesota: : Southern Minnesota

Supply Co., KYSM. Manknto; KSTP,
Inc.. KSTP, St. Paul: WM1N Broad-

casting Co., WMIN. St. Paul.

Missouri: WHB Broadcasting Co..

VVHB, Kansas City: Missouri Broad-
easting Co.. W1L. St. Louis: Thomas
Patrick, Inc.. KWK. Si. Louis.

Nebraska: Inland Broadcasting Co.,

KBON. Omaha.
"

Nevada: Nevada Broadcasting Co.,

KENO. Las Vegas: Reno News-
papers. Inc.. Reno.
North Carolina: Alamance Broad-

casting Co.. WBBB. Burlington: .

Durham Radio Corp.. WDNC. Dur-
ham; Greensboro News Co.. Greens-
boro; Telecast. Inc.. Roanoke -Rapids:

WCBT. Inc. WCBT. Roanoke Rap-
ids: Josh L. Home. Rocky Mount:,
William Avera Wynne. WEED.
Rocky Mount: Tar Heel Broadcast- ,

ing System. WRRF. Washington:
WAIR Broadcasting Co.. WAIR.
Winston-Salem: Piedmont • Broad-
casting Corp.. WSTP. Salisbury.

Oklahoma: Koma. Inc., Koma.
Oklahoma City; KGFF Broadcasting
Co., KGFF. Shawnee; Fred. Jones

Broadcasting Co.. Tulsa,
Oregon: Mrs. W. J. Virgin. KMED.

Medford; KXL Broadcasters. KXL
Portland; KOIN, Inc.. KOIN. Port-

land; Pacific Radio Advertising

Service, KWJJ, Portland.
South Carolina: Surety Life In-

surance Co* WIS, Columbia; Textile

Broadcasting Co., WMRC. Green-
ville; Greenville News-Piedmont
Co.. WFBC. Greenville.
Texas: KRIC, Inc.. KRIC. Beau-

mont; Brownsville Herald Publish-
ing Co., Brownsville: KLtlF Broad-
casting Co., KLUF, Galveston;
Houston 1 Printing Corp.. KPRC.
Houston: KTRH Broadcasting Co..

KTRH. Houston: Walmac Co..

KMAC, San Antonio; KCM"C. Inc..

KCMC, Texarkana.
Virginia: WTAR Radio Corn..

WTAR, Norfolk: Portsmouth Radio
Corp.. WSAP, Portsmouth: Havens
and Martin. Inc.. WMBG. Richmond.
Wyoming; Frontier Broadcasting

Co.. KFBC, Cheyenne.
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CHICAGO RADIO GASPS FOR AIR
4-Net Sales Again Slide for August;

8-Month '45 Totals StiU Top 1944

For' the second consecutive month, estimated gross time sales for the

four major networks took a. sharp nosedive during August, once again

flipping under $15,000,000. In July the four-web gross billings were 4';,

under the same period last year; in August they dropped even sharper

i6'<.) as compared with August, 1944. ABC (Blue) suffered the biggest

dent, 22' «, with CBS down 6%, NBC Vf„'under; while Mutual alone topped

the previous year's intake with a 13*;/ hike for the corresponding period.

August billings totaled $14,503,306 as compared with $15,542,833 for the

same period in .'44,

On the cumulative side the four networks were still 1% ahead of last

year in estimated gross time sales for the first eight months, with the

S124.4y9.904 comparing with $123,922,092 for '44. ABC (Blue) Was 4'i

ahead: NBC 2'/o ahead, while both CBS and Mutual trailed last year's

figures by minus 2V« and minus 5%. respectively.

NETWORK GROSS TIME SALES
(Estimated)

FOR AUGUST
;•»'.'• IS45-.., v..s.

ABC (Blue) >; . . . . . $2,700,102 $3,488,298 —22
( ulumbia .... ......... . . 4.074,709 5,321,947 — 6

Mutual .... ... .... ...... 1,702.407 1.504,388 + 13

. .
'...' ..' ,'.'

. 5,126.028 5.228,200 — 2

'

$14,503,306 $15,542,833 — 6

FOR THE FIRST EIGHT MONTHS
1945 1944 Pel.

ABC 1 Blue) .. .. $26,326,249 S25.29 1,789 -1- 4

Columbia. ...... . . ... 43.490.465 44,212,178 — 2

;

"'.- 12.272.639 12,911,542 : — 5

. . 42.410,551 41,506,583 + 2

$124,499,904 $123,922,092 + 1

Economy Hits ABC Program Staff;

First Wave Lops $158100 Off Pay
Virtually the entire ABC (Bluet

programming supervisory setup has

been eliminated in the drastic or-

ganizational revamp-at the network.

It's reported that in salaries alone,

savings approximating $158,000 a

year have been effected, t ABC as-

serts considerable overlapping in

programming dept.. has now been

eliminated, permitting for a smooth-
er-running operation.)

As far as the creative end of the

programming setup is concerned, it's

been reduced to skeleton form. Henry
Cox. alone, is remaining of the su-

pervisory staff. Checking out this

month arc Ben Bodcc, Stuart Bu-
chanan. Tom McDonnell. George
Brengal and Jack Byrne. Cyril Arm-
brister resigned from the web.

Revamped programming dept.,

with Adrian Samish at the helm,

hoped to spot At Pearce, currently

heard Sunday afternoons on aii ABC
I regional I western) hookup, but

I
Pearce turned it down, reportedly

j
over the amount of coin entailed.

The web was also planning a

"True Detective Stories" scries, a

"Movie Quiz" audience participa-

lion.er and a "Dr. Kildare" series, but

what happens lo these projects ap-

pears to be still in the conjectural

stage.

Noble Pays Off
Ed Noble paid off S1,C00,000 last

week to become sole owner of

ABC (Blue) network, buying: up
the U':.'-0 ($500,000) which was
owned by Chet LaRoche, ex-exec
vice chairman and director, and
12 of Time, Inc.

When LaRoche and Time in-

terests came into the ABC picture,
the web had an $8,000,000 working
fund operation. In addition to the

$1,000,001) LaRochc-Roy Laiscn in-

vestment, Noble put up $3,000,000
dims giving the network a capital
structure basis of $4,000,000), with
the remainder of the money bor-
rowed from the bank. Following
the recent inner-sanctum revamp,
LaRoche, on behalf of himself and
Time inag, offered to buy up
Noble's investment and take over
the web operation, but Noble de-
clined.

Republic Steels

Top-Coin Musical
ABC i Blue) deal with Republic

Steel—for a high-budgeted half-hour

nighttime "musical show appears to

be practically set. If deal is con-

summated, Tom McDonnell, who is

i checking out of the web's program-

j

ming supervisory setup, will pact his

signature to a steel company con-

tract, to produce the show. Repub-
lic has an option on any one of three

choice cream time segments on the

network.
Show auditioned for the company

spots Lyn Murray and a 65-piece

orch, with choral group, plus solo-

ists, with Walter Kieran as com-
mcntator-emcec. Program was put

together by the web, with format
based on' request for old time song
fit yes; .,.''

It would mark Republic Steel's

initial venture into network pro-

gramming. '

-

.

FAILS TO REALIZE

POTENTIALITIES
By GEORGE ROSEN

Chicago, Oct. 23.

Chicago radio is gasping for

breath.

The exodus of network shows has
given the picture here a macabre
tone, Chicago local radio too, with
but a few sparse excepions, is.

pedestrian and uninspired.

A dozen years ago, when Chicago
radio had a vitality comparable to

that of New York and the Coast, it

was freely predicted that the Loop
was destined to become the "nerve-
center of American radio," just as

it is the railroad hub and the focal

point for other commercial-indus-
trial activity. It not only haso't*ap-
peried, but the decline is setting in to

a degree that's causing considerable
alarm. The wholesale flight of shows
and talent to either New York or

the Coast has caused so much per-

turbation in Chicago radio circles

that an investigation has been
initiated by the American Federa-
tion of Radio Artists and the Radio
Writers Guild in an effort to dis-

cover the causes and the cure. A
few months ago. both AFRA and the

RWG appointed committees to sift

the siluatio.n, but today the prob-
lem is deemed of such importance
that the RWG Midwest Regional
Council is acting as a committee of

the whole on the matter.
Delving into the problem of l-ariio

in Chicago, one significant aspect ap-

Gabbers-Vs. 'Dies' Fight Starts

Thought Control' Mobilization

'Ma Perkins' Exodus
Chicago, Oct. 23.

Newest Chicago casualty

ainorfg network originations will

probably be the "Ma Perkins"
show. Inside report is that Vir-

ginia Payne herself is the one
who is agitating to have "Ma"
moved to New York as she feels

herself isolated from the main
current of radio events and is

thus jeopardizing her career.

Indications are that "Ma" will

exit from Chi about the first of

the year.

Reports that "Breakfast Club"
is all set lor a Chi-to-N. Y.

segue are vigorously denied,

howev er. Result of such- a move
would necessarily mean a

change in the character of the

program, which has attracted

studio audiences from the great

farm areas surrounding Chicago
whfii these rural folk invade the

big town. A ticket to "Breakfast
Club" has been standard equip-
ment for a good time in the

metropolis for the yokels.

Coincidentally—

r

Several sidelights developed in

radio's fight against the cam-
paign begun by the House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activi-

ties.

One was '.the fact that "Va-
riety" made the Congx-essional

Record. Last week's (.17) "Va-

j

riety" story and editorial on the

issue were inserted by oppo-
nents of the "Dies" group.
Second was that counsel for

|
one small station in New York,

. Sandor Cohen, of WOV, silently

told the "Dies" group off. He
did not submit scripts of com-
mentaries by Hans Jacob, even
refused to acknowledge the

committee's official request.

Coincidentally, 'however-

, it

was pointed out that both Jacob
and a second of the gabbers,

William S. Gailmor, had received
notice they're going off the air.

Pearson-Serutan

Divorce; Gabber

In $5,000 Class
As of yesterday (Tues.) deal

was practically set for Lee Hals,
through the Weintraub agency,
lo inherit Drew Pearson and the

7 o'clock 'Sunday night slot on
ABC (Bluel, when Pearson and
^Scrutan rail it quits.

Pact is said to call for between
' SOW and S.

r
>,000 a week for the

commentator.

.'also finds Carol Irwin staying on,, at
least for the present, but it's re-

Ported that she has other plans for
the future. Bob Wambolt also slays.

Some drastic revision, of the net-
work's sustaining fare is looked for

Wider the skelteonized operation. In
view of the economies being ef-
fected, the question being posed is:

what happens to a number of sus-
tainers already on and some that
were contemplated by Samish for
an early bow.
The web is dropping the Chet La

Roche-Hubbell Robinson inspirted
'Best Sellers" cross-thc-board (3-

•5:30) show, it's reported, and had

Football Remotes Jam

CBS Sat. Aft. Skeds;

'Books' Shelved Till Dec.

The annual football remotes are

jamming Saturday afternoon pro-

grams oh the CBS network. With

the Philadelphia Symphony at the

afternoon's end, the web favors

early-starling games.

"Crime Photographer" at 1:30-2

p.m. is likely to lose a couple of

broadcasts between now and
Thanksgiving. Meanwhile John Ma-
son Brown's literary criticism ses-

sion. "Of Men and Books," has been

abandoned until Dec. 1 and the CBS
sustainer from Washington, "Adven-
ture in Science," is also interrupted.

pears to stand out—that the decline

of radio is of - a pattern with the

whole cultural life of the city, which
has taken a noticeable nosedive dur-

ing flic past five years, at a time
when Chicago was becoming one of
the world's greatest production

centers. •

It's There

. .
What makes it all the. more as-

tonishing, so far as the radio picture

is concerned, is that the seething

life. .of this- rough, tough city lends

itself so peculiarly to the creation

of innumerable brawny. radio shows
—Ira-life -dramas, programs of the
folk music of Chicago's 2,000.000
foreign-born, or foreign-influenced,
etc. . Nothing. of the sort has hap-
pened. .

I('s ii situation that stems not from
the fact that Chicago lacks talent

lot ''here is an. abundance of it, but
It. lias its roots in the lethargic pat-
tern of the city's radio setup, which:
fails t<> provide an incentive. By the
same token that Chi has in the past

been . I ho incubating ground for

many of l he top men in the industry

today, the same quota of potential

leadership prevails here currently.

But because of current conditions,

those with the talent arc eyeing
greener pastures.

It's fell that with a measure of

constructive activity, particularly by
the networks and the indies, the

whole tide could still be turned in

favor of a "Greater Chicago Radio;"
that the opening of sustaining time

(Continued on page 46)

Drew Pearson, heard Sunday

nights at 7 on ABC 'Blue), is part-

ing company with his soonsbr.

Serutan. and the Washington com'r
menlnlbr is currently being offered

for Sale.

However, just who's doing the
offering created some sort of a snarl

which has tied up negotiations on
one deal, at least.

ABC (Blue) put a $3,000 weekly
tag on Pearson (who. incidentally,

mushroomed from a starting scale

of $750 several years ago). It looked
like a deal had been set through
the Franklin Bruck agency for Pear-
son to retain the same Sunday night
spol for Bowman Gum. but when
Pearson's personal reps heard about
it they, in effect, questioned ABC's
right to set a $3,000 price on the
commentator, suggesting Hint they
may deem Pearson worthy of a

higher coin bracket.

Squibb's Itch

For Dramatics
:, Restrained feuding is going on be-

I ween the radio departments of.

B.B-DKO. and Geyer. Cornell &

Newell over the' Squibb property.

The Squibb organization has already

made it quite- clear that it wants a

program "like" 'Theatre Guild' or

•Screen Guild, Players' " and wants

. lo get away from the- musical

. format.

. BBD&O formerly handled radio

j.
activities for Squibb,' when Lyn
Murray and his aggregation were

' featured. Currently, Jimmy Carroll,

,
singel . and 'an orchestra are doing

:

somewhat similar chores for Squibb
over CBS thrice Weekly, Mon.-M'ed.-
STucs. 6; 15-6: 30 p.m.

I The hitch, of course, is the lack of

;
a suitable half hour, . It has been

;
reported thai as soon as BBD&O can
find the lime, Squibb will return to

i the original fold. Until then, it will

!
combine to air thrice weekly with
Geyer, Cornell & Newell at the

I helm.

By SACL CARSON
Radio and films, backed by some

of the most powerful AFL and CIO
group's in and out of show business,
and supported by other organiza-
tions numbering uvith their affili-

ates » more than 1.000.000 members,
have organized a "Mobilization
A;;Vinst Thought Police in the
U. S. A."
That's the net result to date of the

steps taken by the House of Repre-
sentatives' neo - "Dies" commilte;>—
officially the Committee on Un-
American Activities—which has re-
quested a look at the scripts of
seven radio commentators.
The "mobilization" (that's an in-

formal title, the official name being
very mild. "Continuation Commit-
tee") was formed Monday' night (22)
at a meeting at the Hotel Astor, New
York, presided over by Norman
Corwin. He was selected chairman
of the "Continuation, Committee." It

was a closed meeting, attended only
by delegates from some of the most
powerful organizations interested in

preservation of civil liberties, espe-
cially as expressed through the air,

pix. the stage and arts.

Reason for keeping the meeting
closed was simple. There was no
secrecy involved or fear to oppose
the "Dies" group which is controlled
by Representative Rankin of Mis-
sissippi. Instead, it was the consen-
sus .of the delegates that the moves
they plan would be stronger after

|
such steps are sanctioned officially
by executive councils and boards of

j

the organizations which could not
i be convened soon enough. There
j
was no. doubt, from the nature of

.] representation at the meeting, that
i formal approval would result.

:
A number of immediate steps

j i Continued on page 46)
'

Censorship Rapped

By News Analysis
The Association of Radio News

Analyses, w'bich includes many of
: the topflight gabbers in the country,
:
with Lowell Thomas as proxy and

j
H. V. Kalteirborn as chairman of the
executive committee, has come out

j

flat-footedly aj'airiist any and ail cen-

j

sorship by anyone and everybody.
|

For the first time in its existence,
i-ARNA Irst week adopted a code of
' ethics which it circulated to the
!
radio trade'. There were six points

1 in the code, some of them touching

j

on other touchy issues, like "plug
;
urlics" etc, But shortest of the six

!
articles of faith was the sixth and

j
last, reading:

I

"The association opposes all cen-
! sc'ship of broadcast material."

|

Tr.'c'e circles immediately noted
I t lib brevity of that point and ifs

i
all-inclusiveneM from the very fact

that it rhimli.mcd no source of pos-
sible censorship but^spceifieally in-

cluded "all." ',

Officers of. the association, and
member's, who were' known to have
f'i.vcussed every dot and comma in

the code for at least two weeks,
(Continued on p.-go 46)

LEWIS OUT OF APRS,

DEFERS FUTURE PLANS
Hollywood, Oct. 23,

Col, Tom Lewis, who 'activated
Armed Forces Radio Service and has
been its cQmmandr-nt since May of
1IH2, .was returned, to civilian life

Friday (19) aflcr being processed
out of the Army at Tomey General
hospital at Palm Springs. He had
been, on the desert for two weeks
following a long

: bronchial illness.

Mfij. Martin Work was named com-
mandant at AFRS. a pro-tern assign-
ment until a -regular Army officer

take s over.

Col. Lewis said that beyond a two-
month vacation his plans arc indefi-

nite. For a time it was believed he
would cither return to Young & Ru-
bieam to resume his old post as radio
director or join Chet LaRoche at

ABC (Blue). Now that LaRoche has
left the chain it is reported hell
(iiher join him in a new venture or
r< turn to Y & R.
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New P & G Air

Dept. Seen As

Nighttime Trend

KPO Projects Trisco Plan ' As Reply

Of Radio To U.S. Juve Crime Pleas
San Francisco. Oct. 23.

Speaking before the Radio Execu-

tives. Club in New York last week,

United States Attorney General Tom

t'.^!T^^l^^S^I^
,

^\-?iS?^lAj^^rH.^^^^ Pointed.- up the tremendous

possibilities afforded radio in corn-

has the impact to present the whole

sition of being in the midst of the

most interesting and notable ex-
periment in America today in com-
bating the problem of juvenile de-
linquency—an experiment that, in

its way. is as remarkable and as

noteworthy as the "Springfield

Plan."

Because of the overwhelming suc-

cess of the San Francisco School De-
linquent Parents, based on the the-

\

dry of its founder and' originator.

time radio spender in the country

With ,
iteming and afternoon pro-

grammlng-time billings running in- bating juvenile delinquency, assert-

to approximately $10,000,000. is going I ing, hj effect, that no v othcr medium
to expand its steadily mounting
nighttime programming on. the .air.

;: problem
Cue to the new policy was seen

| Qddi.v enough, what Tom Clark I George Jarretl, the S. F. Examiner
this week m the upping of G. A. Ral-

j
was telang the N . y; radio execs was ,p reportel, that ..jhe correct re .

ston. former Compton agencv man nothing more than addenda to the suU lies in correcting the. cause.!'
thinking — and action — that's been Elwood now feels the time is ripe
going on around KPO. John El-

j
ya showcase the "Frisco Plan" to the

wood's aggressively-operated NBC
|
entire nation via KPO and a weekly

station here. For Elwood has long
; half-hour show.

known that the' acute problem of
j

Nearly 100 other cities are already
juvenile delinquency, a problem . looking to S. F. for guidance in set-

I
inevitably intensified during the war

j
ting up similar measures to cope

(years, must be tackled nation-wide ! with juve delinquency. That's the
as perhaps No. 1 on the , postwar

j
convinccr to Elwood that radio can

i "sociological reconversion" agenda.
| make a notable contribution to pub-

I That's why Elwood and his am-, 'lie service programming in spot-
• -bilious' programming staff, headed

\
lighting the niethods by which

up by Wendell Dixon, have been I parents are reintroduced to their

taking the bull by the horns. They
j

children oo a new, more wholesome
find themselves in the peculiar pq- |

and comradely basis, proving thai

who's been with . P&G now for

nearly four years, into the post of

director of radio in charge of night-

time programming.
W. M. . Ramsey, radio director for

the. soap outfit, stays in his' job and.

the official pronunciamento says,

"will represent the company in

broad matters of radio policy which

concern both daytime and nighttime

shows/' Ramsey, at the same time,

wil. also continue to be responsible

for trie daytime airers.

The- latest addition to the P&G
afternoon radio, sked is "Queen for

a Day." the Coast-originating MBS
show, which this firm is going to

. split come the end of the year w ith

Miles labs of Chicago,
Nighttime programs already spon-

sored by P&G include the Mon.-
Fri. strip on CBS (Jack Kirkwood.
"Mommie and the Men." Vic &
Sacle. and Jack Smith ). Rudy Vallce,

"Lite of Riley," the Ralph Edwards
'Truth or Consequences." and "FBI
in Peace and War."
Neither Ramsey nor Ralston would

talk about any new nighttime plan-
ning, latter declaring that insofar as

he knew no new shows were in the
making "and if we did have some.

the best answer for control of ju-
venile delinquency lies in a school
for delinquent parents.

For two years now the "Frisco
Plan" has been in operation, a plan
under which parents of the offend-

ing kids are "sentenced" to eight

weeks of compulsory attendance at

the Parental School, where, under
the expert guidance of trained

psychologists, the neglect, lack of

control, ignorance and irresponsible

home life of the adults are
thoroughly sifted to arrive at a solu-

WMCA-Assoc.Tie

Hypoes 5th Web,

Helps Affiliates

Associated Broadcasting Corp.,
which bowed officially as a national

net on Sept. 16, made a genuine
pitch for coast-to-coast status this

week (22) when it signed up WMCA,
New York; as an affiliate. ••.-:'

With this .move. Associated has
not only opened the largest mctrn-

tion of the individual problems. *
. .

•

. .

-KPO has already patterned the ?.

ol,tan district to pos's.ble. new na-

framework of its series. The intro-
' 01la advertisiw sponsorship, but

ductory program, auditioned for
a,so P« '*sril >« Position to hypo

Nile., Trammell. NBC prexv, and ! i!
s Programming setup with top pub-

scripted bv Eleanor McKinney. a ,

l'c service shows as. well as through

KPO staffer, was documented from lgmatl0n of entertainment pro-

file files of the Parental School and 8'',ms of major importance,

tabbed. "Delinquent Parents." It s a When Associated went on the air

hard-hitting presentation. Attention
;

a? a national net last month. WMCA
isn't focusseri on the entertainment I

was announced as a "cooperating"

aspect; it bares some ugly stories.

But as a challenge to thinking

Americans in coping with one of the
nation's greater problems, such a
series merits immediate attention.

NBC Radio Recording

Facilities, Staff Rise

To Double War-Size

Ezra Stone Back as Henry
Ezra Stone returns as Henry Aid-

rich on Nov. 2, after an absence of

more than four years. Stone was.

inducted into ,the Army July 23, 1941.

and was recently discharged as a

master sergeant.

Others who have replaced Stone

•In"addition to more than doubling

its engineering facilities when the

organization occupies the seventh

floor at 30 Rockefeller PI., in N. Y.

next month. NBC's radio recording
j

Ives, who bows out on Oct. 26.

Radio to Be Enlisted As

Government Aid in Sale

Of Surplus Property
Washington, Oct. 23.

The Government will seek to de-

station. It was common knowledge
in radio row that Leonard A. Vcrs-
lui* president of Associated, had
been angling for WMCA for many
months and had got the cold shoul-
der from Nathan Straus, prexv or
that N. Y. indie.

WMCA finally came into the net-
work fold, and entirely on its own
terms. Its contract is for one year.
All extra expenses -'resulting' from
branching into network operation
will be borne by the net. Any spon-
sored network shows to be aired
over WMCA will be paid for at
regular web rates—while the station.

Norman TOkar. Dick Jones' both of velop radio as a regular medium to on the other "banc! being an affiliate

. . . . , •„ . . •. •
i , ,

rather than a flagship, is not obli-whom were induc ed, and Raymond aid it in the sale of surplus prop-
gated to car|.

y „» „», shou. which

division will have increased its sales

staff , more than 100',';. While opera-

I

we don't know where we'd put
|

tions 'are. being stepped up in the;
them." ' '

,
.

.

•
.

I branch offices of the recording divi-

j

But the mere expansion of the sion in Chicago. Hollywood, San.

I

Francisco and Washington, the!
greatest amount of activity is going
on in New York, where all produc-
tions emanate.
During the war, when, several men

were talten on as military replace-

ments, it was with the understanding
that the original holders of the jobs

would get them back . once dis-

charged. However, productional
operations have grown so. it has

radio department and the naming of
one exec specifically for the night-
time operations indicated that the
firm intended to do more with the
night air than has been mentioned
to date.

'Program Farm'

Outlet Planned

By Lee Segall

adopted as standard policy by the
agency.
"Upon receipt of your letter." Sy-

mington wrote. "I have given in^

striictlons that a constructive surplus
property information program for

radio dissemination be developed.
The radio networks will then be ap-
proached with the request for free

time," ','-

McDonough talked in terms of ra-

dio advertising and it is possible

Lyman, who left the air force as, the appUcation filcd with , the FCC
j W&fc* advertising may. also

ptam. joins RRD as assistant; to
; fo , . a new jndie radio station here

be dcvelopcd -

Houston. Oct. 23.

What appears to be the first con-
been decided to keep -all the military '

stl
.uctive attcnlpt to run a radio sta-

replacements on despite the return ' , • •:

of the ex-service-men. :

11011 for the express purpose of us-.

Among the new men who have i
ing it as» a "farm'' to build up shows

joined or rejoined the staff are:
j
instead of personalities, is seen in

Tom Lyman, who left the air force as

a ca

erty, on the basis of a suggestion by
Rep; Gordon L. McDonough (R.

Calif.V.

McDonough, who represents Hol-
lywood in the house, got word yes-

terday (22) from W. Stuart Syming-
ton, [chairman of the Surplus Prop-
erly I Administration, that the use of

radij) for the purpose has been

by the Lee Segall Broadcasting Co.
j

Station • would have no national i

Toronto Symph Snares

Bankroller for Series

Via Trans-Canada Web
Toronto. Oct. 23.

The Toronto Symphony Orchestra,
under direction of Sir Ernest Mac-
Millan. goes on the air Oct. 26 for
the first time . as a commercially I

William R. Seth. Jr.. promotion
sponsored venture. Paying the shot ! director: Danny Schmidt, as member
for the 94-piece musical setup is the of syndicated sales staff: William

.;. an
-
iliation but be a locaI lndie> wi(b

Robert Simpson Co Ltd.. big local Young. Jr. who joins the commercial
| all program§ produccd ln Houston,

department store, which has signed service sales dept. Youngs lather
, Pur e accol.d i ng to segall is to

the deal for 24 concerts, emanating was manager of the Washington
j have a provin nd {oy dcVVibp-

from CBL and to be carried over branch of RRD before he died. Don
; new radio ideas . Agcncics , say S

the Trans-Canada network of the Mercer who came out a first lieu-
; s all s , a from jdeas as a

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Toron- tenant, also loins the syndicated sales
; rule . preferring names as a more

.

to Symphony has had occasional sus-i service stan.
.

! solid monev draw. Although be-taimng tenure in the past, but this The most important technical im-
| |ievi in t

'

h ,
, -

is the first time aggregation has had
\
P^WM «}c division will have

gaI1 >ntends tha{ h| h
.

•

c

&
an entalion

a commercial sponsor. achieved will be having its; own
; be . oblained w i lh o,,t them and cites some of

Deal was made by Harry E. (Red) processing department, which will
j °n, « !«h h !' rrlferl

Foster, young agency head who. "y
|^Z^ltZ^T* T "Truth ' or Consequences" and "In- I broadcasts, the first move in th

his recent "raiding' tactics, is caus- !

day interval between the actual re- , formation Pi^-\s cxamples . i
rection was made las, week by Sta-

it happens not to want for one rea-

son or another. An incidental bene-
fit to the station is that it will now
have a 20-pieee house orchestra, in-

The Fight Goes On
Now that Associated Broad-

casting Corp. is« going to have a-

New York outlet, a real fight

may take place between Asso-
ciated and American (Blue)
webs for use of the initials ABC
as identifying tag.

,

The argument has been going
on for. several months, with
federal court action skedded for
early next month. But there
was' possibility for another suit
by Associated, since it will be
able now to bring suit in New
York, home office of American.

ROVING GABBERS HYPO

LOCAL CHI NEWS SHOWS
Chicago, Oct. 23.

While it was generally agreed sev-
eral weeks ago among local radio
news directors that some new ideas

lieving in the value of names. Se- |

would have to be used in the pres- i

of newscasts to uphold I

ing consternation in Canadian adver- I

cording of the transcription and the
j If his application is granted, says

tising circles. Hypo to the Toronto l'™ the pressings are produced- for i S1) jd

"
' .,, -

tnSymphony will be the engagement subscribers. Hitherto all processing .^4,

'ia^i

W
„t '?i/-i^^-1

L^
of guest conductors, withT Arthur was takei1 ca ''e of by RCA's Camden «Srrie IwawH «icM k

moneyed

Fiedler of the Boston Symphony \\ .

^ production plan,
| ^LlTln 5° ye^SpSleadUlg °R

- - I reX tTZ? ballc |

^eloped in aTdittoTto'^r'

Thesaurus recording library num-
bers 5.000 selections/ The depart-

| and ,.g. „

NBC coast mm^-^^ss^sx.
I

„s —
. NBc ,p^SS^:\ PROBST SUCCEEDS HOWE S"weach seating 340. will be ready for

| . „ Levy, attorney, as secretary.

BREAK GROUND FOR
Q." such programs as "Vox Pop

"Fish Pond." "Carton of Cheer

stead of the previous 14-man group,
and the extra cost, will be paid by
thc network.

While on the surface it looked as
if WMCA had got all the best of the
deal, trade circles were quick to note
important benefits to the new net
and its other affiliates from the ink*
ing of WMCA.
The New York station has some

. . the intensified listening in- I

well-thought-of public service shows,

terest built up bv former war news I

and that s ejtactly what Associated

di _ |

and some of it'; affiliates need. Such
shows as "Labor Arbitration." "Bus-
iness Forum." "When He Comes
Home." and "Halls of Congress" may
now go net and help build up the
public service record of Associated
stations.

Gabbers like Frank Kingdon—-who
!Ot national billing when he subbed

tion WMAQ. In an effort to step up
its local news coverage Sheldon W.
Peterson, a member of William
Ray's NBC Central Division news
and special events department, has
been assigned as a roving reporter

|

covering the major news outlets in

AS CHI UNIV. AIR HEAD,
broadcasting shortly after first of the I

year. Ground, was broken last week-
\

end. with western division chief. Sid Chicago. Oct. 23. i

Strot/:. turning the first, spade of
|

George E. Probst' Has been ap-

I

earth .While stars on the network ! pointed head of the University of
jChicago radio office, succeeding

the city, giving the local news pro- j

lo1 ' Wa| ter Winchell during August
grams the added advantage of on- !

—an.d J - Raymond Walsh may now
the-scene reporting.

j

oc heard in the sticks where voices

000 and includes him-' Station WBBM is expected to in- j"

.

l;e tncil '

s seldom penetrate. Spe-
A, Smith, stifute. a similar procedure this week i

cial evenls can now originate from
except that it intends to .alternate

'New
'
Yor

.
k -- .frequcntfy •. the' -central

four or five men from Everett Holies' !

qpo1 ior sucn P'osrams.
news department on street assign- I

Another benefit to the Associated

Willia

ah'ed and oh'ed for the cameras.
Studio annex in rear of Radio City

is a $350,000 project.
'

KUTSCH LEAVES SWIFT,

JOINS REGIONAL WEB

WNEW 'Ballroom' Leads

John P. Howe, who has become exec- I Chicaso Oct '3

-i w!n!,
as'^a

'V
l° Aistl

,

Scc
-
ol' StaU William J, Kutsch has resigned 'as

|

William Benton. Benton
: was .

for-
| radio director of Swift & Co a

,i
mcrly a veepee o! the university,

.

; position. he has held lor the past two
As head of the radio office, with

j
years, and is joining the North Ccn-

T> n • i> n •" Wnich he has been associated since : 'ral Broadcasting System on or be-
:•-' rOr FeriOdS KatinPS

'

!

,

y;i9
'
Pl'

obiil ' wi" °c concerned withi fore Nov. .1. as
;

vice-president in
•

"w^'- "**•»•, Ihe production of the University of charge of sales, with headquarters
•••According to the September Pulse 1 Chicago "Round Tabic" program*. 1 Were;

report. WNEW's (N. Y.t "Make-
j

heard over NBC. and "The Human
Believe Ballroom" during the across- i

Adventure" aired by Mutual under 'Boler

ments, eventually picking the best
suited for the permanent job. There
is no doubt that the portable film

affiliates was seen in the fact that,
starting from scratch, some of itie

WMCA features, especially Kingdon
recorder will be used extensively in i

and Walsh, can be built into profita
covering spot news happenings here ble cooperative airers. The experi-
tn the future, to be Worked in with |

cnces oi b0th the American (Blue)
the regular news broadcast, from I

anci Mutual, net co-op departments
indications already noted.

Flamm in Station Bid

have shown that spielers are among
the most, lucrative packages: for
them.
The Associated-WMCA pact goes

into effect Nov. 5. the New York
station designating Time hours daily

the-board hours of 10-11:30 a.m. and
5:30-7:30 p.m. has a better average
rating for the 14 quarter-hours than
any other station in its area during
the same period.

Current average ratings for the
other four leading N. Y. stations are:
WABC. 3.4; WEAF, 3.4: WOR. 2 7-

WJZ, 2.6. WNEW's is 4.4.

Revere Copper sponsorship.

Robinson Authoring
Hubbell Robinson. Jr.. recently re-

signed production head of the ABC
(Blue) network, is writing six-

articles for Esquire on assignment.
First due in November, and all

with a radio-showbiz flavor.

. .
Washington. Oct. 23.

Donald Flarrim. former Owner of i

,ween 9 a m
' and midnight for

WMCA. New York, has applied to '

netwo'H Programs. Meanwhile, last

Move is, in line with prez John ;

FCC for a construction • permit for i

Monclay m> - WMCA started beam-
' plans for expansion of the a new standard broadcast station to

'
ing its Brst Associated feature by
taking on the Adam hat-sponsored
weekly. Monday night boxing bouts,
with Sam Taub as sportscaster.

network. be operated in New York He has
Kutsch joined the packing com- asked for a 5,000 watt, unlimited sfi-pany in April. 1942. and. as radio tion on 620 kc-

'

director, has had supervision of the Westinghousc Radio Stations. Inc.company s activities on the ABC
"Breakfast Club" program and di-
rection of the firm's radio spot cam-
paigns. Previously he was advertis-
ing manager of the Staley Mfg. Co.
at Decatur, III.

has asked permission to step up
KEX, its station at Portland Ore
from 5,000 to 50.000 watts. KMPc]
"Station of the Stars." at Los Ange-
les, has filed an application to go up
from 10,000 to 50,000 watts.

'

San Francisco — Norman Paige.
ABC war correspondent, in this
week from Tokyo after nine months
of Pacific war reporting. Leaves for
N. Y.. where he will confer with
network officials.
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BING-KAPP DISKERS' SLAPDOWN
Seven Indies Hold Out Against BMB,

|ty|j|Y ftfF£Qf {Radio's Postwar Job Aimed at Schools

Want Circulation Figures Shown
Chicago, Oct. 23.

Jn an effort to iron out objections

raised by.seven independent stations

againsl certain phases of. the Broad-

cast Measurement Bureau, Hugh

Feltis, prexy, and Leslie C. Johnson.

District NAB Director, have called

a meeting at the Palmer House for

Thursday (25) for discissions with

the holdouts. The stations, WIND,

W.J.1D. WGES, WAIT, WAAF.
WSBC and WHFC. constitute an Im-

portant bloc, and BMB is anxious to

net them into fold..

Following Feltis' meeting here

several
1

;
months ago, when he en-

rolled many stations in this district

in the BMB, the dissenting Chicago

outlets objected to the primary, sec-

ondary "and tertiary terms being

lised. suggesting tnat these coverage

terms, be abandoned and in their

place actual circulation figures be

used, which can be projected from
tabulations of the -controlled sample
ballots to be used in BMB's opera-

tion. They also: objected to the tak-

ing of an arbitrary percentage to de-

termine primary coverage.

The independent stations suggest-

ed a solution that would give a

county breakdown, showing the

percentage coverage for each coun-

ty and eliminate the disadvantage to.

the industry of BMB's formula by
which a measured station in a met-
ropolitan market could have an in-

dicated circulation greater than

some of its competing newspapers
and still not even show a tertiary

coverage.
.

Objections held that, if radio sta-

tions are to compete with newspa-
pers, 'hey should have correspond-
ing circulation figures to show their

clients, and their audiences in a

given area should be shown in the

best possible light.

ALL JOCKEYS
Lawyers representing Bing Crosby

and Jack Kapp, president of Decca

Records, are currently working out

a formula which may ultimately

draw in the reins on the cuffo use

of name talent on recorded radio

programs.

For the first time since the emer-

gence of disk shows as big business

in radio programming operation,

lawyers spearheading the Crosby-

Kapp deal are confident that they've

now got the thing licked legally,

without Government interference.-

In past years, such top recording
personalities as Crosby, Paul White-
maiT, Fred Waring, etc., have tried

to prevent the use of their records

on disk jockey and transcribed

shows, but legally they c^idn't have
a leg to stand on. If, as the lawyers
now think, they've got, the Crosby
deal wi'apped up with full backing
of the Fair Trades Commission, it

may result in similar deals involv-

ing recording artists and have a

vital bearing. on local station income
from sale of disk programs.

How H Would Work
Here's how the deal shapes xip:

Crosby would; be sold to a single

sponsor, who wfltrra have exclusive

use of all Der Single's Decoa re-

leases, including a catalog of 275

sides currently in the Decca library,

to which The Groaner would supple-

jnent his banter routine, etc. If a

station wants to use a Crosby re-

cording, he'd have to do business

With thepptmsor:-- It's- felt that the

Fair Trades Commission would fall
Wednesday night (24) at a meeting

ilHwit/ such a„ -exclusive." since
called by Thomas Freeteirn-Sroitlv -the"^ponsioi-ship.' aegis would bring

Cavalcade of Stooges
Getting a top-billing spot on

the Elgin Watch two-hour
Thanksgiving Day show will be
a "Cavalcade of Stooges" in

which the guys in nightime pro-
gramming who contend that
without them the name, stars
would be dead ducks will battle
it out for supremacy.
Idea is currently being worked-

out. As in past years, Carroll
Carroll -will head lip the writing
staff tor the brace of Elgin star-

studded holiday shows (Thanks-
giving and Xmasl. Producer not
yef set. In past years Tony
Stanford copped the J. Walter
Thompson assignment, but he's
currently at the production helm
of the Eversharp "Maisie" show
for the Biow agency.

Radio Directors

Mull Natl Setup;

Chi Organized
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

First move by Radio Directors

Guild to perfect a national organi-

zation and compose differences be-

tween New York and Hollywood

memberships will be initiated

Highlights Chi Teachers Conference

Tyler Invites Ideas
The Institute, for Education by

Radio takes up at its old stand,

the Deshler-Wallick hotel in Co-
lumbus, next May 3-6. following

a war year sabbatical, the travel

restrictions and gas ban' having
forced a cancellation of the 1945
meet. ......

I. Keith Tyler, director of the
Ohio State. Univ.-sponsored In-

stitute, is currently inviting sug-
gestions 61' topics and personnel
lor general sessions and group
meetings. Early exploration of
ideas is seen as a move to- elim-
inate overlapping agenda.

New Nip Net

Reported to Go

Commercial

Chicago, Oct. 23.

"Radio has the greatest power for
bringing the nations of the world

I

together to promote a better under-
standing of how the other fellow

I lives. A vital, postwar job awaits
! the free democratic radio organiza-
iolis of the world." So said Charles
Brewer, North American director .of

the British Broadcasting Corp., at
the luncheon meeting of the Assn.

j
lor Education by Radio at the Hotel

j
Morrison Monday (22 ).

In reviewing radio's difficulties

during the war years. Brewer gave
several examples to illustrate the
ingenuity of people in countries oc-
cupied by the Nazis. He told how
the French people outsmarted Ihe
Gestapo when they forbade the
playing of music by Jewish musi-
eians or compositions by Jews. One

|

femme disk jockey, knowing the

I

people wanted to hear Benny Good-
man recordings, merely announced
the selections as by "B. Bonhomme."

I Brewer described how the BBC'S
|
school broadcasts operate and said
that despite the handicaps of. war

|

they grew in number so that more
i than 12,000 schools in Britain now
Use broadcasts which are integrated}
into the school curriculum. One ol
the principal reasons for the success

Japan is going to have commercial
radio for the first time in its exist-

ence, according- to a copyright story,
j

of the broadcasts, he said, is that
datelined Tokyo, sent Sunday (211 the programs are prepared tar in
to the New York Herald Tribune by advance to meet the requirements

of the schools and are produced un-
der the supervision of school direc-

I
tors. British children, he said, are-

Frank Kelley.

Japan

AFRA's Chant Vs.

Riggs and Boome
It's costing George Washington

Hill, sponsor of the Jack Benny and

''Hit Parade" programs, exactly

S1;000 a week for the services of

L. A. (Speed) Riggs and. F. E.

Boome, the' two boys who weekly
wrap up (he opening and closing

tobacco auctioneer's*' chant. And at

the rale of $500 apiece for what
approximates a minute and a half of

work, that makes them two of the

highest paid guys in radio, in terms
of performance time.

While the Benin- show originates
from the. Coast, the RiggVBoomc
chant is piped in from NeSv York.
It's .strictly a .walk-on for the duo.
requiring no rehearsal or prepara-
tion, and adds up to one (jf Ihe- all-

time "cinch" jobs in radio"1 They're
>>" "a an "exclusive" lor Hill on a

52-week basis and. despite the $50,-.

000 animal "'lake,':" they still regard
the commercial as a sideline :lo their
regular seasonal tobacco . market
auc-linneering job,

Pur some tin)e now. the Ameri-
can Federation of- Radio. Arl i>ts, iuis
been asking- "how come"'; the hoys
have never been AFRA-tized. the
radio actor's union contending tin
two hold the status of performers.
But apparently IiiggS and. Boonu-
think otherwise' for yet they hold
.no membership card. .

-

protein head of the Los -.Angeles

chapter.

Session, to be held at CBS, will be

attended by William N. Robson.

RDG prexy, and Jerry Devine, one

of the leaders of New York organi-

zation, recently chartered by AFL.

The Hollywood contingent is re-

ported unsympathetic to any con

cuffo use of the recordings under the

heading of unfair competition.

Support of James C. Petrillo and
the American Federation of Mu-
sicians is reported, since the musi-
cians would share in the sponsor-
ship coin on the basis of the num-
ber of times a recording is played.

It's reported that the Crosby-
Decca disk deal would be part of

templated strike action by their I
package transaction for (he bank-

eastern confreres, believing that such [roller who latches on to Crosby's

a drastic move at. this lime is ill-! live show. (Everett Crosby, brother

advised in view of the lack of a
' and manager of the Groaner. says

cohesive organization. Local direc- .
the crooner .definitely won't be back

tors are also said to, have been j
on the air for Kraft: that, the seven-

miffed because of the N. Y. group's! year clause in the California state

acceptance of an AFL charter with- • laws will support the contract void-

out consulting with the Coast chap- ' ing and that Crosby, after 10 years

ler.
' with the same format and lor the

Network directors and assistant
|

Siime Wn*»'. is convinced that it's

directors in New York are Guild-
;

affiliated, but no such alignment has
been effected here. Agency produ-

is one of the most radio-
conscious countries in the world, es-

j

timates of the number of homes hav-
ing received sets running as high as

1
95%. The country had two, .strictly

I

vegimented networks' 'before Gen.
TWScAr-thur took over. One of those
nets is now- being used by the U. S.

Army. Presumably. Kelley's report
refers to the other web.

According to Kelley. bankrollers
of the new Nip net would be 24

manufacturers of radio sets and
electrical equipment, nine major
newspapers., five magazines three
theatre and pix concerns, two disk
outfits and eight department stores.

Kelley reported also that experi-
mental television broadcasts would
be started in Japan "this year"with
permission of the Allies.

cers of Hollywood programs are
generally agreed - -that, until

time as chains accept Guild mem
bQishjp for their directors, and

to the mutual advantage of both

himself ' and Kraft that the divorce

become final )

,

For the privilege of buying up all

such 'Crosby recordings, the client would
! pay . a reputed $750,000 over and
I above the cost of the live show. Ac-

Piess Get* Transmitters
Washington. Oct. 2.1'.

The Stale Dept. yesterday <22>

released three of the ' Government
shorlwa.ve frequencies on Ihe Coast
so that the American press associa-

tions can have additional channels
to pipe' news to Japan and the Far
East generally.

Action was taken by Asst. Secre-

tary of State William Benton "in

I line with the department's policy to

; help American commercial enter-

prises which are distributing Ameri-
I can information abroad."

Cording to Crosby's manager, there

, are actually about 20 potential

! sponsorship deals on tap for the

isinger. but nothing will be done
I until the Kraft situation has been
cleared up.

olifl front, is resolved in New York
Hollywood and Chicago, there can

i be no.^concerted actioni lor their de-
! mauds.' -

Tomorrow, night's (241 meeting '!

wiU
. be Concerned largely with i

!
clarification, of Guild's purposes and.? ,

!
intents, and crystallization of senti-". jur , f>> |\ I

jment.for compact national organ iza- K6ySt0ll$ D Casting LfealS
(ion. Coast directors are expected to >

|

make
,
bid lor national .headquarters

j

• ii) Hollywood on. grounds that' pro-
!
duccrs on more important shows are

• based here. In east more importance
i. is attached to network producers.

Guild was. organized in New York
'Continued on page 4(i

Welles to Permanently

'Stooge' for M'Carthy
.'. Hollywood. Oct. 2M.

Orson Welle,*, has been sit as reg-
ular on the Charlie, McCarthy show
starling >joV . 25.

.

He will continue hi" Sunday
morning cninmcniarv scries Tor Lear
Badio on ABC 'Blue).

ABC's Pub. Relations Setup

..A now division- of public relations

paralleling, the already existing

publicity- dept. has been set up by
Hobi rl V. Kwitnei', vVcpee .of the

ABC i.Bluei -.net. ,'

•.Division. ' is being headed up by

i
Robert Sididok. iVvho steps into the

[job from position of manager.of net's

• sales service.

Saudck has hem with fin

i

since if was divorced Irorh ib

i

i:.(1!lii'tion. a nd was ''previously with

! NBC w hen if carried both file old

!"BJu«." ;,nd "R<d" nets. For a linn-

New Evidence That Lid's

Off on Small Markets
Chicago. Qct. 23.

.Indications that manufacturers,
now' that they are swinging into full

production. .. 'are- again' .eyeing illic

small markets --.'was evidenced last

Week when Naylor Rogers, Keystone
Broadcasting. -System v. p. in eharpe
of westerh salt's, sold two 52-week
contrkets to national advertisers for

(irtie.-o)i the entire Keystone net-

work,
,

. Sterling-; Drug. . through Sherman
&. .Marquette. Chicago. \\ ill use five

onp-Dliputo; -p it announcement** -a

week over 200 stations, a total of

i-,000 , each wee k-; U>. advertise. Dr.

!
Caldwell's Laxaf ive Senna, and the

web
;
Dr. L, D. Le.vei.r MedicineXTo. (.stock

NBC
i
remedies) are ..-.pon'sorlng » fiyc-miu-

ule iram-crlbed program. "The Hay-
den Family,", three times a week
over (he chi lli. Latter account wav

WDGY, Mpls., Bought

For Upward of 300G]
.
Omaha. Oct. 23.

j

Mrs. George W. Young, widow of
i

Dr.. G. W. Young, pioneer broad-!

j
caster, announced the sale last week f

of WDGY. Minneapolis. Price Was!
over $31)0.000.

Purchaser of the station was the

Twin -City Broadcasting Co.. which
is owned by. Charles and James
Stuart, operators of KOIL, Omaha,
and KFOR, Lincoln.

Lee Whiting, commercial manager
of WDGY, was appointed to the post

of station manager by Mrs. Young.

learning much about America in
their classroom radio programs
Which help them visualize more
easily activities in the U. S. He ex-
pressed the hope that soon children"''
in their classrooms in many lands
would have .radio to bring them vign-
ettes of life in other countries. -

.

TOO Teachers Register
More than 700 teachers registered

for the two-day conference here, its

ninth annual, indicating that the na-
tion's educators and public school
teachers are becoming, more consci-
ous of the importance of education—
by radio.

Highlights of Monday's (22 ) meet-
ing, besides the talk by Charles
Brewer, of the BBC. was the joint
discussion by the radio chairman and
PTA delegates on the subject "in the
public interest, convenience, and ne-
cessity." and an FM demonstration
presented by WGNB, operated by
WGN,
Keying the joint session on Paul

Porter's recent American Broadcast-
ing magazine article, "Radio must
grow up," was Harold M. McCarty,
national PTA radio chairman and
director of WHA. University of
Wisconsin, who presided. He fabb«l
some answers that took the discus-

sion out of the realm of the school
conference and into the commercial
category.

Mrs. Norma Stiegelmeier, Illinois
N

stale PTA radio chairman, said she
believed broadcasting should be left

to professionals and not to organ-
izations, but that in her travels
three points on radio invariably crop
lip amongst almost all ot the unit
groups she has visited.

First, strong opposition prevails
against obnoxious, long, loud .and

(Continued oil page 44)
.

Jordans Go Gallivantin'
,' Hollywood. Oct. 23.

The .Jbrdaris—Jim ami Marian -

radio's most chronic s!((.V-a1 -In-nics.

are going visiting next wOck.-and out

of the country., too. They've ,bci .11

asked by tlx? Canadian -government
to help out ' wilh the forthcoming
War Loan Drive so their broadcast
of Oct. 30 will come from Toronto

After the big bond .pilch

swing down to Now York for an air-

ing of "The McGees,' and ehroule
home drop off in (he old-home town

WJJD Pacts Eison For

Sponsored Ballcasts

Chicago, Oct. 23,
Exclusive contracts, were signed

yesterday (22) betweon WJJD and
Bob Elson, recenHy released from
the Navy, that will bring the w.k,
b;;sehaH. announecr back on the air

next summer as play-by-play an-
nouncer of the Chicago White Sox
ball games to be a i reft by the Mar-
shall Field outlet. / v .

Games, sponsored 'jointly' by the
Walgreen Drug chain and Old Gold
cigarets. were done for many years
by Elson before he joined the Navy.

. Elson has also been signed by the

they'll Chicago- Daily News, to call the

j
broadcasts of the .25 home game* to

;
he played by the Blaekhau ks hockey ,

team from the Chicago Stadium
IduVilig I'h- war.' be -v.-m ki-cl v. it h .sold

jOW'l at AB.SIK, in Lomiou. I
lt.olid

through Siomionos &
-, ClJc;,go,

Sim of Peoria

I.Day,". ;..

for "Fibber and Molly starting Oct. 31 and running into

March, to jjo out over station WIND.
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"HIS HONOR THE BARBER"
With Barry EHxgerald, Barbara Ful-

ler, Eco Cleary, William Greene,
Dawn Bender, Onie Cates orches-

tra: Frank Martin, announcer
W:riter-»irecl<ir: CarUun E. Morse
Producers: Johnny Christ, John

Morris
:!(» .Mins.: Tues.. 7.:;« p.m.

r. b.m.lwtim: & son
WliAI-NBC. N- V.

,:....'. (Ji Wo Hi'/ Tlio/iipsoii)

, . BHititniint" is serving Biii'r.v Fil/,-

geiald as.-lisiencrs Ulinvv him on live

snroi.,' lie's a s^iUiine-ntal soiil who
ir. always' moved, to. help others out
of their dill'icull ios— thoti ho wants

\tlu»- deeds dismissed. H's a charae-
lerixiition the whole family will con-
sider toveable. although BalUintliic

:

"is. lor the adult members.

'Eilxgeriitd. listeners are reminded.
i> sm Oscar w mnei plays 'the role

.of Fiu. a mail of I wo occupations:
the .community judge and: barber.
There are. no .ureal court scenes .in-

volved. JudRo Fitz. • as Carlton E.

Morse de'piet's him. is the radio male
eotmterpart of Dorothy Dix, helping
the little people solve their little

problems. There's some over-writ-
ing of the main role. However. Fitz-

gerald overcomes this handicap by
giving his. lines effective nuances.
He's stubborn and mulish one min-
ute: mellow and whimsical the next.

. and always telling the young to
marry although lie himself is a con-
firmed bachelor. .'; " ' .- ,

Much of tile opening program was
sketchy and. unsatisfying dramawise
because, no doubt. Morse wanted,
listeners to gel a hundred and one
impressions of both his honor and.,

the barber. He wanted listeners. to
know that when Judge Fit/, decides
to fine the defendant $1.25 Tor. a
minor misdemeanor, the plaintiff
will be expected to spend the money
on Ihe three-in-oiie special (shave.

.'"haircut and shampoo I after the court,
session. There's Barbara Fuller w;ho
plays his charmingly domineering

niece. And Lwi Cleary portrays the
belligerent and always fuming sher-
iff, with whom Judge Fit/, is always
feuding - just for. tending's sake.
Youngsters who despoil public prop-
erty are properly chastised in some-
times legal words 'one wonders how
they ever understand.
Nevertheless it's all gelling- oil to

a good stall. The program is adult,
if at . times a. little too. s.fcharine.
Fitzgerald's acting doesn't lose any
of its charm before the mike. He's
one of the few. actors who can do
as much with' ins voice as -Lou
Chancy could once do with his face.

His film followers certainly have no
reason for chagrin.
The O'pie

,
Gates orchestral t ie-ups

contribute . to the generally lively
spirit of. the show,. Frank Martin
competently handles the Ballantine
commercials! .-" ',

.

' t'EE'B TIME"
With George Beverly Shea, Gospel

Singers, Jay Allen, Beverly Taylor
Writer: Howard McKenl Barnes
Producer: Hem v Selilljci

IS Mins.: Sat., 9:15 a.m.
C1A1B ALUMINUM PRODUCTS
WES-ABC, Chicago

, i-Trade -Dive opment Corp.)
For those who are entertained or

rather comforted and inspired by a
session of hymnal singing this weekly
stanza will obviously please and in
time find . its nieh'e among listeners
the same as "Hymns of All Churches."
On first program a mixed group of
choralis'.s. under the musical direc-
tion of Don Hustad. and featuring
George Beverly Shea, . bass-bai i'lone,

sang "Hark, Hark My Soul." "Come
Thou Almighty King." "Eternal
Father, Strong "to Save." and "On-
ward Christian Soldiers" and before
the sigpoff Beverly Taylor read the
91>t Psalm. All numbers are done
to organ background. Jay Aricn does
a dignified job as announcer-narrator
and Ihe short commercials, at Ihe be-
ginning and end of the la minutes,
are in good taste. Morg.

"AX EVENING WITH ROMBERG"
With Sicmund Romberg and •rch.

Irene Hill. Frank Farris; Frank
» Gallup. Jack Costello, announcers.
Producer: Don Gillis

Writer: Mora Bash
SO Mins.; Wed,, 8::',0 p.m.
BROWN * WII.MAMSON
WEAK-NBC, N. V-

iRus.sc! Ml Seeds Co.1

There's .something ingratiating

about a ;s'igmuj)d ..Romberg program,

a : son of . slightly schmaltzy, .some-

what nostalgic, but always pleasant-

ly- tuneful .
session of gay or sent i-

mental music served up with snap

and dash. Wednesday's (17 ) open-

ing airer was pretty much that. The
genial Viennese composer-conductor

.

was in forth: his orchestra of 52
pieces was in fine fettle, and the
program, went off to the queen's
taste, ..'-•. .'.

'i
•'•',':,

. The half-hour' was quite, varied,
with Strauss and Tschaikowsky
thrown in as well as Romberg.
Which is just as well. Romberg
doesn't make the mistake of play-
ing all of his own tunes, although
frankly, he's been so prolific a com-
poser that he could very well do so
in sufficient variety for a few pro-
grams anyway. The Strauss contri-
bution was the ever-charming "Tales
Fronvthe Vienna Woods" waltz, the
Tschaikowsky, being a medley of
themes from the Piano Concerto.
"Nutcracker" Suite, "Marehe Slav"
and "1812 Overture." arranged by
Romberg. The latter was a little

overlong and pretentious. but
then some listeners don't care for
hodge-podge medleys of any cow-
poser that givo'brief themes and sec-
tions in distorted tidbits, with their
bewildering change of tempo, mood
and sentiment.

The Romberg tunes were ail right,
from the snappy opener "Kiltie's
March." to the vocal numbers. Irene
Hill lent a. clear, light lyric soprano
to "Alice Blue Gown"; Frank Farris'
full baritone boomed forth "On the
Broad.. .Highway." and both soloists
made a charming duct of "Down
the Winding Road." .

: V' '•'

There was .no opening or closing
commercial, but two fairly full ones
between various numbers, well writ-
ten, and satisfactory as to content,
style and. delivery, Bron.

«i 7 PRODUCES LOGH SHOWS

OF NETWORK CfcUBRE
UT «*

... maliy ,hows pro-

• n.view" i« W*'
one

r „ ,,-„, drowofna-
••Nevs "> K*1""'

. a halt-h*1"

J! bV ^ -h weeV.£^ ^
v«« Pop. Cavolcaa* ot *™

network
pro-c,»a.

"DINNER OATE AT CIRO'S"
With Jack Steck, m.c, Don Renaldo
and orch, Gloria Mann, guest stars.

Writers: Si Shaltz, Gertrude Golden
Producer: John Sehrur
IS Min.; Tues. and Thurs., 6:15 p.m.
< IRO's
WK1L, rhilailelphia

(Adrian Batter)
If this one can hold up to standard

of show caught Thursday evening
il8) and some of thetrough edges
can be smoothed, it looks to have
something. Names and talents of
guest stars will have much to do
With clicking possibilities and as
Phillys legit fight now is going
along on high. 'with a full booking
sked. producers shouldn't have
trouble in getting talent with local
niteries to help out.

Format of
.
the show is an inter-

view of stage stars with discussions
of their vehicles, with local drama
and film critics participating. First
session had Leonore Bushman, movie
critic of Daily News; with Ralph
Bellamy and Ruth Hussey of "State
of the Union." smash legit click lo-
cally, as stars. Sleek handles the
interviewing which isn't just limited
to. the stars but includes ringsidcrs
both celebs and just plain customers!
Musical interludes provided bv

Renaldo and his boys and bv Gloria
Mann are distinctly above "average
and keep show, on even keel elimi-
nating possibility of too much gabTheme is "Chasing Rainbow:

s" which
refers, to the Rainbow Room of Giro's
from which the program emanates.
Whole show is along line of
Breakfast in Hollywood." with
management giving orchids, theatre
ickets and other gifts to ringside in-
terviewees. Start was creditably
smooth, with, still need for a little
more informality and ease.

. Waters, v

"FIRST NIGHTER"
With Barbara Euddy, Olan Soule,

Willaid Waterman, Bobby Ellis,

Hope Summers, Geraldine Kay,
Phillip Lord, Ed Prentiss, Art
lleai n g.

Writer: Virginia Suffoul Lynn*
Director: Joe Aillley

SO Mins.: Sal.. «::!« p.m.
CAMPANA SALES CO.
WBBM-CBS, Chiraso

(Walhic-K'-Feri-y-Hunh'il)

. Return to the air of this pioneer
series is marked by two changes,
larger cast <, and an Orchestra double
the size ( 18 )

. ol that last heard on
ihe show. Barbara liuddy and Olan
Soule arc again playing- the regular
leads' each week and have been
joined by Ed J'reutiss as "Mr. First

Nighler." Format remains Ihe same
with, plav split in throe acts and
Prentiss arriving at the "Little Thea-
tre Oil Times Squai'e"' in. his auto,
with accompanying street noise sound
effects.; being ushered- to his seat and
thereafter explaining the, action of

the play. There are commercials
before and .after the play and be-

tween, the. ae'.s with a good selling

job delivered by Rye Billsbiiry, ,
,

"A Sign of Love," opening play of

the new series had to do with a
young couple awaiting their final

divorce decree. The day before it is

to become filial Ihe abbut-to-be-
divoreed husband lOlan Soule I pays
a visit to his wile (Barbara Luddy)
jdst as their son i Bobby. Ellis ) breaks
out with a rash that the doctor doesn't
diagnose at the moment. The hus-
band bundles them all off to his Aunt
Elvira's "(Hope Summers I place in

the country and lacks up an. old
scaVleline sign on the door leading
them to believe they are quarantined,
all. a part of his scheme for time to

leconciliate if possible. In the mean-
time, fiancees of both Ihe husband
and .wife (Willard Waterman and
Oeraldine Kay) come to the house
and are forced to' stay: Aunt Elvira
does a little scheming of her own and
by t|ie end of two weeks when the
hoax is revealed the two have been
brought together again and decide
to start .all over.

Virginia Safr'ird Lynn's script was
particularly ' good - and had several
amusing twists thai added up to good
listening and Joe Ainley's direction,
kepi the action moving at slick pace.
Casting was perfect and half-hour
was made , more enjoyable by the
music of Caesar Petrillo and an 18-

piece orch. Morg.

HAL WINTER
Witfi Ruby Newman and orch; Bob

Hit*, announcer
Producer-Director: Ace Ochs
Writer: Madeleine Clark
15 M'ns.: Mon. to Fri„ 4:3» p.m.
Suslaiiiinc

WABC-CBS, N. T.
CBS' policy, of building tip fresh

personalities new/to radio brim's
forth a good prospect in Hal-Winters.
Singer, preeming Monday (22> on a
dvoday-a-week stint, disclosed a
very attractive lyric tenor, nicelv
styled. Voice is small and not too-
robust, with a sweet appealing qual-
ify, especially in the high' register.
Singer is a. little uncertain af Uines
in his production, at start of a phrase
but picks up quickly to smooth elfect.
Handled two ballad tempo standards
well in "If I Love You" and "Star
Dust." with good change of pace in
the rhythm number "If You Believed
in Me." ,'

Ruby Newman and his orchestra
offered some neat backing, with the
band's orchestral arrangements par-
ticularly a- standout. Orch also held
-center of stage with its rendition of
"Falling in Love With Yiui." fjtwt.

"BREAK THE BANK"
With John Reed King, Bud Collyer
Hank Sylvern

Writers: Wait Kramer, Joe Kane
Producer: Ed Wolfe
Director: Jack Rubin
,'!0 Mins.; Sal., !):3t p.m.
VIC'KS
WOR-MBS, N. Y.

.
(Morse Iiifeniatioimli

With possibility of a .single • con-
testant, winning more than Sl.llliti un
this program, question arises how'
much higher can . radio sponsors go

.

in their giveaways. If it goes any
further, it- can safely be assumed
that inflation is here to stay. ;..•'

:

Bui aside filim the awe-iiispiiing
sums handed away lor a fairly good
IQ. "Break the Bank" shapes up as
a well-built and. 'compact show that
sustains listener interest. Spark-,
plugged by John Reed King... show
contains frequent humorous inserts .

and goes along at a fairly rapid clip.

Under present format, a contestant
can reach the top figure of $1,000 '.

plus whatever is left in the. put by ,

previous quizzee irt nine 'easy quts-
tions which start at. $5 for the tirst

and continues until' the top figure is

hit. If contestant fails in one spat,

he has the opportunity of continuing
but loses credit for the last ques-
tion answered correctly. It he tails

again, he carries oil all money earned
on successful queries. Quest ions are,

based on corporate names, such as

Paramount, Lockheed., etc.

Bud Collyer. aside from ooulribut- .

lug to the banter with Reed, delivers

a pair of short commercials. Haute—^,
Svlvern supplies organ background

.

for the musical end of the queries.
Jose. -;

TOMMY HARMON
Director: Dick Lewis
Producer: Vic Knight
Announcer: Jay Sims
15 Mins.; Sat., 7:45 p.m.
CLIPPER CRAFT CLOTHING
WOR-MHlual, N. Y,

. lEmi/ Mogul)

Tommy Hai mo.n has finally added
ajtcw twist to the old and hackneyed
sportscasting routine. The Michigan
pigskin Prince and ex-Army flyer

made his' network radio de.but in-

auspiciously. but with a dome-on that
could lift his program high on the
sport-listeners' lists. .

Harmon seemingly ; rates , himself
an expert player but not an expert
commentator. As a result he takes
a seat about half-way back allowing
Ihe listening audience to furnish the
remembrances.. predictions and
prognostications. The payoff for con-
tributions used is a Clipper Craft
suit and the payment winners' local
newspapers would make at space
rates. (This will disillusion an aspir-
ing few when checks reveal the puny
space rates most papers pay, I

Harmon reads the contributions,
orobably smoothing out a paragraph
here and there." His delivery is

pleasant and straightforward: he has
a good mike voice. For a finale, he
predicts next week's football scores
with the aid of "a little birdie." who
is actually present and doing an all

out chirping job. The bird must have
hung around goal posts almost as
long as Harmon..because its prophetic
accuracy isRemarkable, based on the
second week's results.

Commercials are simple and sub-,
slant, lat, with.local sponsor identifica-
tion at the end of the show. Pro-
gram is in an appropriately good
lime slol. . and Harmon's name plus
the audience participation angle
should secure heavy listening.

"RED BARBER REVUE"
With Red Barber, Carol Bruce, Allen

Roth's orchestra and chorus
Writers: Richard Hanser, Ron Reid
Producer: David W.' While
Director: Russell Armbruster
15 Mins.: Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:30 p.m.
schaefer
WEAK, N. Y.

..(B.B.O. & O.V
.Red Barber is whiling his time
away on this expensive 'little opus
For three evenings a week, he chit-
chats, reads commercials, a guest
sings, and Alien Roth's orchestra and
chorus play the supporting roles. As
tar; as the - script . is , concerned, the
only thing stimulating about it is the
skilli'ul manner in which Barber
spiels commerei-il-: Rest of the chal-

j

tor is dismissihle. •
:

1
- Carol Bruce. \vhb's in N. Y, for the

i Helen Morgan role in "Showboat."
was, oil hand Il7 i with a counle' of

i songs, hut rendered them unfeelingly.
,
.although, one of the: numbers was

I

"The Lord's . Been Good to. Me."
i Seh 'el'er's beer plugs .vetniistled lis-

yjvne'ri of the slogan: "Our hand has
' neyei lost its skill."

"HYPNOTISM CAN BE FUN"
With Ralph Slater, Lew Eehr, Dr. C.

Peters; Tom (Slater) K-nigh:-, an-
nouncer •

Director-Writer: Herbert Rice
Producer: Bob Novak
Music: Henry Sylvern
SO Mins.: Wed., 10 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-MBS, N. Y.

Phillips Carlin. MBS veepee in

charge of programs, has been strug-

gling with this show for a long time

now. When: it was ready, to how
over the web several months ago,

formal was deemed vague and un-
substantial for air fare, and there

was some fear of audience reactions

to - mass hypnotism. A new format:

was worked out. and Carlin tested it.

in Pittsburg over KQV; he found
audiences, belli air and studio, re-

sponsive, and decided to re-sked it

for the web.
The new package, as heard last

(Continued on page 40)
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Radio Reviews
limtiiim-tl from page 38

week il" i. is ;i Mvolj and Sometimes
.tasciuii linu display of stiowmanship.

Listeners should bo attracted to the

sols because ol the mystery and ex-

citement the medium: of hypnotism

holds. It holds more Hum that, the

wav Cai'lin .
foods it.now. It has cotri-'

ody. human . interest and the stamp
of authori'tv branded.
Ralph Slater hypnotised - three

Servicemen and made »hom yet like

chorus girts in a room with a couple

of 'mice running around; a nervous

»in«<bfi cab driver tenured without
any feeling of .mike fright under
Slater's spell. For a specialty. Slater

pulled the prisl-hypnntic-suggostion

act,' and had .his subject scattering

peanuts at the audience after he w as

"dispelled.'' Special attraction was
Lew Le.hr. who was permitted to

order three subjects around, latter,

of course, under hypiio. Bad pro-
duction tinting snafued laughs for

this bit. ' " ".;

.
Slater, had subjects, recall early

childhood incidents, tilings persons
wouldn't recall under normal condi-
tion. Last but not least. Dr. C. Peters
was called up from iuidiciice to wit-"

ness that all subjects were legii-
'matoty under hypnotic power. Which
dismissed any aura of phnniness.
There were lots of errors' on this

first stanza.. Subjects "couldn't be
heard half of the time because of
poor mike placement. Slater him-
self talked too fast, sometimes in-
coherently. While it was necessary,
perhaps, for him to leave mike mo-
mentarily while "operating" on the
subject, mike stancing should have
indicated that more "obviously. It

sounded as if he were unconsciously
off mike. However, accompaniment
of the Organ music helped to give
eaeii "act" an air of suspense;

'; No doubt show will improve. Once
it does get rolling, it should bring a
sponsor under its spell.

I.AM) Ol TUli LOST"
With William Keenr. Bettv .lane
Tyler, Kay Ives. Waiter Vaushan,
Dolores Gillcn, I'loyd Buckley

Writer: Isabel Manning Ue.wson
Director: Cyril Armhrisler
:;tl M lis.; Sun., 10:.'.ll a.m.
Sustaining
WOK Mutual. X. Y.

Mutual lost no time grabbing this

kid show when ABC (Blue) dis-

carded it several, weeks, ago because
it was unable to snare a sponsor for
the series. Perhaps the clincher in

Ed Kebak-Phil Carl in & Co. adding
it to the Mutual programming mill

was the overwhelming response from
kids, adults. • clergy and educators
alike, when. Isabel Manning Hewson.
the seripter. invited reaction from,
listeners during, the closing weeks
of its ABC run'. In view of those

I

thousands of squawks over tormina-
j

lion of the program, it's still an I

enigma why a bank roller hasn't I

latched on to the show. You. can't
get more positive proof of 'listening
pull. The Mutual sales. boys have a

good talking point there. . : ,

But even if it remains a sustainer.

Mutual rates a bow for keeping the
series alive. An all-too-small seg-
ment of radio is devoted, to the right

type of kid programming, and its

absence from the air would leave a

definite void. The saga of Red Lan-
tern. Isabel. Billy, etc.. provides ex-
citement and thrills in a charming
and wholesome manner. The under-
sea. fantasy is good entertainment for

the juvc listeners, and remains with-
in the scope of their imagination.

The Mutual opener (it's heard net-
work Sunday afternoons, with WOR
<N. Y.i carrying it transcribed the
following Sunday morning) reprised
the initial stanza of the story of

Isabel and Billy's intio to the "Land
of the Lost." Aside from some quips

which .must have gone over the heads

of the kids, and certainly didn't en-

hance the value of the show, the

production and the story remains
superior to most other listening that
radio provides moppets. And you
can't ignore what is probably it's top
asset—that it's a healthy departure
from (he over-stimulating excitement
of the blood-and-tlumdcr-law-brenk-
ing - cops - and - robbers motif that
dominates kid show skeds. Rose,

By Way of Thanks to;

PHIL WMGLEY . . . for explaining about

monkey wrenches and their relation to

"America In The Air."

LIS ATLASS . . for only taking 5 for

"Five After The Hour."

W LL LOCHRIDGE . . . for support, moral

and otherwise.

mm PETRILLO . . for a fast down-

and SAL STOCCO
. /. for assorted arpeggios and cadenzas.

ELSIE MARTIN, LORRAINE WERNER
and all the others who have made my past two

years, in Chicago a good go.

Les Weinrott

HHILADKI.PHIA ORCHESTRA
With Kugenc, Ormqndy conducing,
Dorothy Maynor soloist; Hail Mc-
Donald, commentator

Writer: Ben Hyams
Producer: James Fassett
Director-announcer: Xorris West
CO Mins.; Sat., 5 p.m.
Sustaining
W.VBC-t BS, N. Y.

The Big Three in orchestras (Bos-
ton. N..Y. Philharmonic and Phila-
delphia) was completed on the air

Saturday (20) with the return of the
Philadelphia Orchestra to the ether
for CBS. What makes this brilliant

aggregation lack a sponsor as against
the other two orchestras is something
of a mystery, since the Quaker city
band has long been recognized as one
of the world's great symphonic en-
sembles, with a great bo. draw
(especially in its recordings) and
known far and wide, along with the
Liberty Bell, as Philadelphia's chief
advertisement. Likeliest answer is

in the time allotted, from 5 to ti p.m.
Saturday afternoon,' when program
finds itself occasionally dropped for
a major football broadcast, or com-
petes with the Met opera series. It's

known that three sponsors have, been
angling for the group, but they want
a night spot. Cosl for net charges
and musicians for 20 weeks would
be $-185,001), and a sponsor able to
lay out that money on a prestige
spot wants a better hour. At that,
the orch's afternoon, rating comoarcs
favorably with some evening shows.
Orch, in its season's proem Sat. I20>
under its regular conductor Eugene
Ormandy. showed to tine advantage
in a brilliantly-performed program.
Dorothy Maynor. Negro soprano,
sang the "Dove Sono" recitative and
aria from Mozart's "The Marriage of
Figaro" with dramatic fervor and
unusual lyric beauty. The orehes'ra
performed the scldom-nlayod but no
less appealing Haydn Symphony No.
31 in D (the "Horn Call" Svmph'onvl.
and a modern work, the "Four
Churches" symphonic poem by the
contemporary Brazilian composer,
Francisco Mignon,e. This last made
a more vivid impression than most
contemoorarv confe-t ions, in :i sturrtv

impressionistic study of the sacred
and lay festivities of the Latin-
American, churches.

Harl McDonald, the orchestra's
manager, gave an interesting inter-
mission talk on the varied playing
stylos of different orchestras, snenrl-
ing some time on the PIvilado'nhiMis"
brilliant string section. Bran.

Follow-up Comment

Television Review

"Sing Out. Sweet Land!," last sea-
son's Theatre Guild musical oil

Broadway, was condensed into an
hour version tor the Guild-U.S.
Stool's Sunday night (2.1) ABC
i Blue • program^ It was otie of the
more successful stanzas since the
series bowed in. certainly one of the
most. adaptable to date of the Guild
presentations to radio.
The utter simplicity of the ballads,

with the flawless rendition by Burl
Ives; seemed move suited to the in-

timacy of living room listening than
the more elaborate and larger stage
presentation. The legendary life of

the wayfaring stranger, projecting
the best that American ballads have
produced could not have been given
a warmer portrayal than that ac-
corded by Ives. It was a rewarding
hour of Americana -that may have
boon enhanced by the fact that the
narration was reduced to a smooth,
connected commentary that did lit-

tle more than introduce . the Songs.
"Sing Out" provided an amplitude

of ballads to adequately span the
houi! without reprises or extra chor-
uses. Productionwisc the Guild
struck its stride, and the casting
could not have been improved upon.
Arthur Godfrey bandied the nar-
rating jol) with a fine sense of tim-
ing, and Josh White was a natural
with a couple of his top faves. But
it was Ives who* set the tone, created
the atmosphere and proved the affin-

ity between a minstrel arid the peo-
ple. Rose.

.

It's hard to figure who went all-

out for whom last Wed. night (17»

when Bob Hope did his stuff from
the South Dakota. Admiral Halsey's
flagship, in San Francisco Bay.
As tar as Hope was concerned, he

opened his show wide to Navy
guostars ranking from a mere three-

striper who happens to be Comman-
der Dave McCamble (and wRdi tnf
cidentally. almost ran away with the

show, with his dry. twangy kidding
of Frances Langford) to a full ad-

miral. Halsey himself. In between
and in addition, there were the bat-

tlowagon's skipper, Capt. E. P. For-
restel. and on the mufti side the

stuttering "Sad Sack" who for some
people's dough-is one of the funniest

guvs on the air.

But the Navy did right by Hope
too. The $80,000,000 ship was
turned almost topsidc-to for the

show. A 40-foot stage was on the

aft deck. Floodlights hung from
three lti-inch guns. Waves and Spars
hung from superstructure 60 feet up.

Even the moon hung up its brightest

lor Hope's fust open-air show. The
setting must have had its effect upon
him. for the- show sounded as if

on Hope the
.
trimmings were not

wasted.

"I.AUGHTIME"
With Buddy Hackett. IIildcga.de

llalliday, Marcella Murk ham, Paul
Brilliant, Herbert Graham

Writer: Billy K. Wells
I'rodUccrs-Diiectors: Bud Gamble,
Robert Loewi

jets: James. McXaugbt'on
Cameras: Howard Hayes, Ralph War-

ren
10 Mills.; Tues., 8:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WCBW-CBS, N. Y,

First CBS tele show to bo directed
by nonstatt' members. "Laughlime"
bowed in last week (Hi) with the
direction handled by Bud Gamble
and Bob Loewi. who packaged (he
.show for the web. It is understood
that outside program packagers are
fearful that. CBS' former policy of
having all outside package products
directed by Staffers would give the
web's video division a good portion
of the ownership rights. Producers
insist, therefore, that CBS take the
'creators along with the show". .

Featuring Billy Hackett, a Lou
Costel.lo-type comic, whom Gamble
reportedly discovered in a Ol enter-
tainment unit, proem performance of
"Laughlime" was a take-riff on the
blackout act of old-time burlo-que.
including the baggy,-trousott'd ' wag.
prcttygjrl walk-on. ct at It's ques-
tionable whether the fault lay with
the directors or script, but. the show
evidenced .that CBS' forme)- policy
might : have been better.. Too-old
gags and too-familiar action caused
I ho show to sag lower then the

|
comic's pants.

Cast tried its- best, but rover ' had
: a chance. Haekctl's mu'i'iing and
}

liming were
.
creditable, and the

! youngster should. go places with bol-
tor material.

Judy Lang, singer-pianist whoso
previous song' stanza. "Postcard
Serenade" held a Sunday evening
slot on WOH. N. Y.. for past several
months, has been moved up to Sun-
day mornings in the 11 a.m. stanza
on same station. She's now spon-
sored by National House and Farms.
Inc. On teeoft' session Sunday (21)

the singer gave out pleasantly with
•her- theme. "On the Sunny Side of

the Street" seguing into "Some Sun-
day Morning." "If 1 Loved You."
from "Carousel." and "The Wish I

Wish Tonight." all in splendid voice
and making for a refreshing inter-

lude. Frank Waldecker handled
commercials for sponsor's new realty
development, a brief but well pointed
sales pitch.

Oboler's Navy Day Show
. Hollywood. Oct. 23.

Official Navy Day show, tabbed
"Task Force." a tribute to the Navy-
men who did not come back, is being

;
scripted by Arch Oboler for broad-
east, over ABC (Blue) on Saturday
(27).'

j

It'll star Henry Fonda, Robert
' Taylor and Admiral Nimitz,

Enlisted personnel got their

chance Monday (22) to thank USO-
Camp Shows performers for a job
wolf done, on the "Pacific Serenade"
show (ABC-Blue). While much of

the material hero was a. repetition
of., the sentiments expressed last

week on the Army Hour by the
brass for the swell job done by
actors under the most trying condi-
tions, there's, no denying the. sincer-
ity or their attempt. They described
conditions ranging from the blister-
ing heal of the jungles to the Arctic
climate ol Kiska. When they needed
relief from monotony and lighting
most, there Were Camp Show guv's
and gals to bring relief to them.
They really meant it when saying
IJSO's efforts Were appreciated."

Col. Philip Wilson, Special Serv-
ices head in Tokyo, shortwaved his
thanks for an outstanding job. The
program's orch and Buddy Moreno,

i vocalist, dedicated tunes to various
units, identifying them by number
instead of by personnel, but paid
special tribute to the comparatively
unknown performers who made up
the bulk of the, entertainment per-
sonnel. • -.•

NBC's ''Welcome Homo" cut its
Ift'sl birthday cake last Sat. (20).
with a maturely-programmed' half-
liour show that gave sufficient evi-
dence of the value and need for Con-
tinuing the air break idea at leasl
through a second year. Format con-
tinues, to be an exclusively GI and
ex-serviceman package, 'and the
birthday session recalled at least one
ease where an ox-GI landed « job
in radio through "Welcome Home."

There. were. laughs, songs, imitations
and drama to balance a well-roiuuled
3(1 minutes of entertainment which
would have made any radio pro-
fessional cast proud of having done
il. Show provides the hope of an
open sesame to radio as a career and
should be continued as long as there
are ; draftees who- haven't donned
Johnny-suits. :

Margaret "Maggie" Mardonald ami
company picked up all IJ,ie necessary
accoutrements and did a broaduist
last week (IK) from Ft. Dix. N. .(.,

one of the big separation centres in

the oast. (The Maedonald opus is

heard over CBS for P&G's Crisco.)
The program was perfectly limed for;

the chapel services for the Service-
men' just about lo be given theii final
discharge papers.

Introduction for the program,
scripted by Florence Houseman; in-

formed femme listeners of what their
husbands, brothers and relatives
actually go through before receiving
the gold button. This wove grace-
fully into • the arrival of men at

chapel for benediction by chaplain,,
all in background, with pertinent re-
marks ad-libbed by Miss Maedonald.
Jose de Donato. in charge of the
production. did a remarkably
smooth job. Hon Rawson's reading
of the first and only commercial
(only one long plug for this occa-
sion i was nicely handled.

Squeak Squawk Lifts

WBBM Pique to Peak
Chicago. Oct. 2:'..

For five weeks CBS engineers here

fought WBBMIins (that's a new kind

of pest, something like gremlins).

They tried every remedy known to

their profession to get rid of the

trouble: nothing helped. Every time

someone approached the mike in the

station's studio one. there was a

faint— but always audible—squeak.
People wrote in about it. Mikes

were changed. Still the squeak per-

sisted, "This (squeak I." said the an-
nouncer, "is Station (squeak ) WBBM
i SQUEAK! )"

They looked for mice. They
spread Paris green in the corners.

Cheese. Bacon. DDT. "Embrace
me 'squeak >. my sweet embrace-able
you (squeak!)" sang the ehirpstv-ess.

Their pique reached a peak. Week
after week you couldn't speak with-
out that unique squeak.

Finally, last Thursday, chief en-
gineer Jim Bolongy discovered the
cause, as a result of which WBBM
will be minus its best non-audience
studio for a month while some reno-
vation lakes place. Work will con-
sist of tearing out the floor of the
studio — a loom - within - a - room

—

which has been supported through
(he year by—guess what.
Springs.

Boston — Ted -Ross. WEEt an-
nouncer for past year, has been ap-
pointed to its production staff by
Manager Ray Girardin.

ONE OF AMERICA'S
OUTSTANDING MEN

RALEIGH BOOM." NBC, Tuna..
10:% P.M. rmonal Manager: ANNA
SOSENKO. B9nk«d by MUSIC

m. CORP, OF AMERICA.



During the first nine months of 1945, WOR has

carried 23% of all spot accounts placed on all New

York Stations.

More specifically, WOR carried more than twice as

many spot accounts as were listed for any other

station in New York

*According to National Radio Records, whose reports on

spot advertising come from 96 advertising agencies whose

spot business represents 70% of the total dollar volume.
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Inside Stuff—Radio
A couple of weeks ago Alexander Griffin, WIP-Mutual hewi . spicier,

made mention in his broadcast of the hundreds of shut-ins all over the

country who monitor ether shows for Radio Reports. Inc. v.

Gi-iffjn, who was a former shut-in himself when- he suffered a severe

case of arthritis, declared that the work brought a terriffie moral and
mental uplift ,to the bedridden, giving them a feeling that they were doing
a useful piece of work. He declared that there, were monitoring jobs

open for oilier shut-in invalids.

This plug has apparently borne fruit. Last week Radio Reports notified

Griffin that it had received 130 applications from shut-ins for radio, moni-
toring jObS. '

. — .

•;'

Arnold Hartley's "Dr. Hopkins' Atomic Bomb," presented two month's ago
as one of the special scries of documentaries on WOV, the N. Y. indie of

which. Hartley is program manager, has been chosen as the "Script of life

Month" byv the Writers War. Board. Program was reprised last Sunday-
(21 1 . by WNYC. the municipally-owned New. York city station.

It marked the second time a Hartley script rated the WWB accolade,
last July his "Loving Cup for Murderers'* being selected.

Ex-Capt. Luther D»vis did his first radio original for Helen Hayes last

Saturday, a play called "Cho'.xstieks" and both Cavalcade and the Theatre
Guild of the Air are now after .him to script for them. Warners is also

interested in a film version of the Hayes broadcast.

CBC Renames Morin

Montreal. Oct. 23.

Rene Morin of Montreal was again
named to a three-year term as gov-
ernor and vice-chairman of CBC,
government-owned net.

Howard B. Chase, also from Mon-
treal, and Mrs. T. W. Sutherland of

Revelstoke. B. C. were also renamed
as governors for the three-year term.
Appointments date' from Nov. 1.

Bob Pollock Due Out
Major Robert Pollock, former

Public Relations Officer with the

the Armed Forces Network in- Lon-

don, latterly in Hollywood, • is

awaiting discharge some time this

week.
He plans to make his home in

New York Nov. 5, from- where .he

will announce his plans in radio

production.

Merry Christmas
Roc Rogers, one of the "bad

men'.' of radio who as an actor

has specialized in touglt guy

roles the was on "Mystery Thea-

tre" two years straight) is lin-

ing up all of radio's toughs to

help some real hard guys, in-

mates at Clinton Prison, Danne-
mor.a, N. Y.; the state's hoose-
gow,- for its roughest law-
breakers.

It started when Rogers got a

request for a Christmas dona-
tion from the institution's chap-
lain. Rev. A. R. Hyland. The
actor immediately started his

own "Father Hyland Christmas
Fund" from radio, stage and film

people, including artists, techni-

cians, ushers, office workers, etc.

But pride of his assemblage is

his inclusion of radio's "bad
men." cops and crooks, includ-
ing. Lewis J. Valentine ("Gang-
bus.tei's"), Staats Cotsworth
("Man from G-2"), Sydney
Smith ("Ellery Queen"), Chuck
Webster ("Abbott Mysteries"),
Ed Begley ("Charlie Chan"),
John Griggs ("House of Mys-
tery"), Barry Thompson ("Dick
Tracy") and Bud Collyer ("Su-
perman").

Boston—Earl M. Lord, formerly
from WORL, is the new transmitter
operator at WCOP, replacing Ver-
non Wilson, who has joined the

Merchant Marine,

South Enters FM Race

With Tenn., Miss., Bids
Memphis, Oct. 23.

Applications for FM are begin-

ning to flood Washington, from this

urea. WMC has one on file there;

WREC entered a bid last week.

Former is NBC, latter CBS outlet

in Memphis. •
.

Birney lines. Mississippi newspa-
perman, has scut applications for

FM okays in Clarksdale. Columbus
and Tupelo, A number of others are
said to be in the mill or en route,

WMC has also begun construction
of a new 10,000-watt transmitter at

a cost of $40,000 in order to have it

ready for operation upon the antici-

pated FCC approval early next year
of the station's request to step up
from 5.000 watts lo 10,000.

Actress Sues Rudy Vallee

Claiming; Contract Breach
Hollywood. Oct. 23.

Sara Berner. radio actress, filed

suit in Supcrior-Tourt against Rudy
Vallee for $19,500, charging Vallee
failed to keep his promise to put
her in his radio show at $500 week-v
ly. in addition to receiving air credit

for shows.
;

Miss Berner alleged Vallee made
an oral agreement last June to set

her for 39 weeks on series begin-
ning Aug. 30.

New Civilians

Bob Blake has returned to his post
at WOR (N.Y.) as night publicity
editor, following four years in the
Army, bowing out as a staff sergeant
Blake was with the public relations
Office of the 9th Air Force.

Marjoric Sable has joined WOR,
N. Y.. as feature news editor, re-
placing Murry Salbcrg. who has
been appointed trade news editor.
.Miss Sable recently returned to U. S.
after 2!i months as a Red Cross
worker in North Africa. Italy,
France and Belgium. Before joining
the RC. she was an assistant syndi-
cate manager of PM.

Ralph M. Lambeth has returned to
his duties as manager of radio sta-
tion WGBG, Greensboro, N. C. after
receiving a discharge from Army
Air Force. A cryptographer, he
served 27 months overseas, and re-
ceived several decorations. J. R.
Marlow, -acting manager during
Lambeth's absence, will remain with
the station as assistant manager.

Dick Bard, discharged as capt. af-
ter five years in Armv. rejoins
WNEW, N.Y.. on Nov. 1, as director
of special events. Jo Rarlson will
head up publicity under an expan-
sion setup separating the two diva-

.

sions. '.;

N. C. Rorabaugn, founder of Na-
tional Radio Records, back at post
after 3% years' naval service in

Africa and Italy,

Jack Farnell has been discharged
as a captain in the Army and plans
returning to radio. Farnell is ex-
production man on Ralph Edwards'
"Truth or Consequences." .

James Campbell, discharged from
the Navy, has joined B.B.D. & O. in

the radio commercial dept.

Ira If. Knastcr. radio scripter just

out of Army, and Harriet Wolf, au-
thors' rep, have opened an office in

New York. Khaster has sold nine

scripts this month.

Fred Carder, Jr., who spent four

years in Army photo-reconnaissance,

is back in the sales promotion de-
partment of WMC. Memphis.

Sgt. Louis Valentine has received

his honorable discharge from the

Army and following several weeks
stay in San Antonio will rejoin the
Grant Ad Agency in Chicago. Val-
entine was the original "Dr. I. Q."

Jerry Gates has joined the staff

of WFAA-KGKO. Dallas, as staff ar-

ranger following his discharge from
the Army. Gates is a former band,

leader, composer and arranger and
was with the Eighth Service com-
mand headquarters in Dallas.

. Jack Lloyd has returned to WTHT,
Hartford. Now- serving as PRO for

the station, lie was a former an-
nouncer. He served some three
years with the Army as a glider

pilot, holding the rank of flight of-

ficer.

Carroll Hansen and Bert Buzzine,
both former KQW. San Francisco,
newsmen, returned lo their ex-posts
this week. Hansen, former head of

that station's news bureau, left staff

in 1942 to join Marine Corps. Now
rates sergeant stripes, having partici-

pated in most of major Pacific en-
gagements. Buzzine left KQW staff

in 1942 to become Intelligence offi-

cer in the U. S. Navy. Rates Lt.

Senior grade.

T/5 Frank Fenlross returns Oct,

29 as WNAC, Boston, control mart.

He was a member of the famed 2nd
Armored Division, holds five battle

stars, Purple Heart, and a "Belgian
government decoration.

Art King is the third WEEI, Bos-
ton, man to return to its announcing
staff. King saw- service with the
Marines in the Southwest Pacific.

James Seller has shed his lieu-
tenant commander's uniform and
returned to his old job as promotion
manager for WRC. the NBC-owned
outlet in Washington. Seiler re-
places Albert V. Cole, who has trans-
ferred to television promotion for
NBC in New York.

Gene Rubessa. who recently came
out of the Army with a rating of

lieutenancy, has returned to WNEW
(N. Y.) as a staff announcer, the job
he held when he enlisted two and a
half years ago.

1

Friendly Salesmen
RESIDENT salesmen .... ready to go!

Ready to sell your products and serv-

ices throughout New England's rich, six-

state area.

Not one or two high-powered men—but

23 local, friendly salesmen who enjoy the

confidence and esteem of every family in

every market throughout New England.

Yankee's "home-town", home-managed
local stations guarantee you local accept-

ance. This is the kind of acceptance that

produces results—the kind of coverage

which delivers the full impact of your sell-

ing.

Dollar-for-dollar, The Yankee Network is

by far your best buy in New Englandl

rtccejttOHU U THE YANKEE NETWORK'S 'PmhcUUok

THE YANKEE NETWORK, inc.
Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System

21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC:
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Philly Canteen

ForJuntos FM?
Philadelphia, Oct. 23.

The site of the Philly Stage. Door

Six IDE Platters Done,

13 Shows Set on Indies

The first six iiistiillmi-irts of ihe

10th series of 13 Institute for Dom- I

ocratic Education broadcasts are now
available to indies throughout the

U. S... Alaska, Hawaii' and Puerto
Rico; The institute, a non-profit nr-

Canteen in the .basement of the
j
gahizfuidn, packages the transcribed

A,,,,en,v of Music, may be con-/^ titled. "Lest Wo F..r«e, These
•

rt
• Great Americans, and loans them

verted into studios for an FM radio
froe (o Jra|j^ „;,,.,. ,,„

:

A public

station. .

I

service basis. The balance of' the

The-iite Is beuig eyed b;? the Junto. ! 13 'shows will be sent to the indies

adult education organization, which -.within a month to guarantee 13

hU filed an application for an FM consecutive weekly performances,

sennit with theJrC-iEh^Academy '

•

'
Featured on the series are: Melvyn

IV .wned by a corporation Of which !

Douglas, Quentin Reynolds. Ralph

Fredrick Lewis is president. Morgan,. Wendy Barne. Myron

is also head of the Junto, McCormick, Sam Jaffe. and others.

whose lives.

Bo-n-n-g-g-g

Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Joan Davis, who is as flip with
a quip as any of her gag archi-
tects, dropped this one off at re-

hearsal the other day: That THE.
Crosby, idling in the sagebrush
of his broad Nevada domain,
should wire his sponsor, "Bing
will be a little late this year."

Adding her own quotes. "I said

it and I'm glad."

Don't Sell Subsid Rights Short'

(Viz.: Cases of Corwin, Burrows)

Shifts at WBT

John
Levy is is

The Junto, in its petition, said that

jt would use its station for public

.service and education, and would

not compete with established com-

mercial outlets.

Personages whose * lives, f.re dram
atized for the series include; Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson.
Wendell. Willkir. Alfred E; Smith.
Jane Addams, arid the late Justices

Brandeis and Holmes, ......

j

The Roosevelt program has been
I
produced in both the IfHminute and

I halfrhour format, ami features Ray
|

Block and. his orchestra. -
.

".

I
The board uf governors of IDE

j

includes: Norman Corwin, ...Paul

! Lazarst'eld. I. Keith Tyler. James

Plan of .a radio station here to
j

R; Angell, .William P. B;;ul '<".

cash in on the hullabaloo occasioned
j
Lyman Biyson. ."Daniel FT ivtars.n.

Play, Ballyhoo Flops
Chicago, Oct. 23

last we,ek in the dailies by a report

that .)igoo».s in the Loop are spread-

ing a fatal
' disease among human

Beings'. was stymied when the birds

refused to cooperate.

Device, cooked up by Jim •Hurl-

but. WBBM-CBS special events

chief, was to "interview'.' the pigeons

on a wire recorder and insert it in

John Harrington's 5:30 p.m. news-

cast, along with a live

with Dr

Bruno W. Randolph
B. Summers.

and Harrison

Rochester Dept. Store

Courts School Youth
• Rociies.er. Sf. Y.. Dei. 2:;.

McCurdy's department store is go-
ing after the high school agers with

interview.i a program oyer WHEC. It will lea-

Herman N. Bundrscn. city ture 'news- from 23 high schools' in the

health commissioner, who said the ' area Monday through Friday, from

feathered minority group snould be; 5: 45. to 6 p.m. Each school will be

disposed of because a laboratory \ highlights in turn, with one or more
technician here traced a disease I

youngsters spouting straight news,

closely resembling pneumonia . to •' interviews or dramatized happen-

them. Birds were supposed to coolings. , ...

back at Bundesen, thus giving' both
j

Mrs,: Pauline GalTney has been

sides of the controversial issue. i
added to the store's advertising de-

They wouldn't coo. however, when
I

partment especially to co-ordinate

Hurlbut descended on one of .their
j

efforts of the correspondents and
Loop hangouts with the recorder. ' help prepare scripts. Bill Adams of

An amateur ornithologist, on the i;WHEC will direct.
'

.sideline explained the reason for .

— —

-

their silence:
!

Memphis — Bob Pique. veteran
Pigegns don't coo in the fall—only

|
Memphis newspaperman; has joined

•in ij:u: spring, when romance is in
j
WMC as news editor for the station

the air, '.'
j staff. "

.

'

HEAP BIG CHIEF PARTY

HOSTING BIG STUFF IN CHI
Chicago. Oct. 23.

Pany throwers were falling all

over themselves here last week try-

ing to keep their dates,, from clash-

ing. ;,'

Heaviest Chi shingdig—schedule in

years included one thrown by Ros-
well Metzger, Ruthrauff & Ryan
radio chief, at the Tavern Club for

Boris Karloff, here for a p.a. on
"Those Websters": backstage party
at the Erianger, staged by Billy

Hose, celebrating beginning: of the

third year for "Carmen Jones";
Community &' War Fund's party , for

trhimiy Duijuit!.._G«H-—Mporg^and
Jeri Sullivan at the Ambassador:
Chi "Variety " staff's party for radio
ed George Rosen, also at the Am-
bassador; and. Frank Bering's hail-

and-farewell for Bebe Daniels and
Ben Lyon, attended by Gov. Dwight
Green of Illinois and Mrs. Green.
Sheets Gallagher and his wife, John
Bala ban among others.

Miss Daniels accompanied Lyons
to M. Y. after the party to see him
off for his overseas stint for 20th-
Fnx, after which she'll return to the
west coast for her producing chore
for Hal Roach.

Raleigh. N.'C, Oct. 23.

Announcement of several appoint-

ments at WBT. Charlotte, has been

made by Charles H. Crutchfiekl.

general manager. Larry Walker,

formerly assistant program director,

has been named program director.

Mrs. Thelma Haigler, lor six years
personal secretary to Crutchlield, is

now assistant prograi i director.

•Ed Connelly, formerly with: the
promotion department of Radio
Sales and the Columbia-owned sta-

tions, has been appointed director

of promotion and publicity for WBT.
Jack Knell, director of news for the I Africa
station, has been given' the added
responsibility of director of special

events. ... •'.

.

50.000-Watter for Alberta

Edmonton, Alberta, Oct. 23.

The Alberta provincial govern-
ment has applied for permission to

build a 50000-watt transmitter at

Red Deer. Alberla.

Application followed a refusal of

the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
board of governors to grant a: com-
mercial lieen.',e to CKUA, the Univ.
of Alberta station.

The value of subsidiary radio

rights is evidenced by Norman Cor-

win, who urges writers not to sign

away perpetual rights on any radio

scripts in their eagerness to get into

the field. He points to his own "On
a Note of Triumph" which V-E
show so far has netted him $12,000
in subsidiary rights alone.

In *««J{-fw-ra^it.so!d 50.000 copies.
Recording by Colu"m"bia"""sol(r'lO,»)00

albums, at $6, of which Corwin gets
a 5%- .royalty.;..'-.'Drama groups, col- }

leges, etc;, are paying $25-$50 for
stock rights to the script, with pub-
lishers Simon & Schuster sharing
Sft'i. in the proceeds. A further in-
come is due from foreign rights,
such countries as Switzerland. Swe-

Deiimark, Norway, South
and Australia always in-

terested in themes of this type. All
these nationals watch U. S; radio
propvhi is closely. ..

-'„.'.

Warning is important, in light of
other authors' experiences.. When
Bennett Cerf (Random House)
wanted to publish the scripts of ABe
Burrows' "Duffy's Tavern," latter
found he didn't own any of his
rights for a IP the five years he
worked on tiie show but that agency
in question: did. ':'••'-.

Bandsmen Back onWSMB.

Get Retroactive Pay
.New Orleans, Oct. 23.

WSMB announced last Wednesday
'17i signing a contract with a six-
man band, thus ending a union dis-
pute of- long standing.'
Harold M. Wheelahan, general

manager and vice-president of the
station, said the contract became ef-
fective immediately, and the band
members would be paid the "regular
Union scale."

The musicians are members of the
American Federation of Musicians
' AFL) and had been demanding re-
troactive pay to last July 1. Charles

they ran short of cans for the jHartman, president of the local, said
cornbeef hash the Cavanaughs weinfThe"- bawl—had-,h$!en_^disfmssek:15'
plugging. .

I months ago. r r* —r
•

Cavanaughs Back On

Air for Sifer Syrup

Chicago, Oct. 23.

After, an absence of three months.

Eddie and Fannie Cavanaugh, veter-

an local radio team, return to the

air over Station WGN on Oct. 29 for

the Sifer Chocolate Syrup Co., Mon-
day through Friday. 1:15-1:30 p.m:
CST. when they revive their "Radio
Rhymsters" program.

Contract, for 52 weeks, .was han-
dled by the George H. _ Hartman
agency, and shows will be . aired

from the Crystal studio located In

the Chicago theatre.

Pair were forced off the air twice
within the past few months due to

war conditions. Sawyer Biscuit Co.
had to drop them when they couldn't

get enough boxes. Tor their product
to enable listeners to send in box
fops on a giveaway gimmick, and
Illinois Meat Co. had to cancel when

-word success story

The Army needed pianos for hospitals and troopships.

Needed them badly.

On 39 broadcasts, devoting a minute-per-broadcast

to the appeal, Phil Cook asked his listeners to

contribute pianos:

Thev did . . .
J

590 of them!

This is not an unusual story around WABC-a great

station w hich believ es in moving people to do

something worthwhile about worthwhile causes.*

Bi mitthvr. Arthur X^odfr(ijh'\*M<s\\.s',

"\1ar«arrl ArImi\rM>riKii!liii£ drier for

thcWAC. and rliil Cook's

"Books l<)r'S,)>rcicrm<:u"?

WAB
Cetotufcia's Key Slatiw

NEW YORK • 50,000 Watts

COLUMBIA OWNED

Rvp>'«\siMit«-U by Radio Sates, tli<- STOT Broadcasting Division of CBS
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From the Production Centres

f/V NEir YORK CITY ...
Major Ted Silverstein, radio writer, back front the wars. .. .Helga Preis-

.man of>WHK, Cleveland, visiting Manhattan this week. .. .Mary Hunter,

who staged the Katherine Dunham musical "Carib Song" resumed as a

radio actress when the "Easy Aces" subbed for Danny Kaye Robert

Hudson, new exec in CBS education division, is commuting to New Jersey,

no space being available on the tight little island. . . .Actress Leonore

'Kingston Conn back in N, Y. with her Navy hubby, who has been de-

mobbed and returned to NBC television. . . .Sgt. Charles Kebbe now a

civilian. He did acting chore on CBS' "It's Maritime" Oct. 16. Latter is

now written by William K. Clarke and directed by Dick Sanville. .,

.

Juclson LaHayer, •ex-WICC, Bridgeport, back after Navy job publicizing

Chaplain Corps. . . .CBS reference division partied chief librarian Agnes
Law on Oct. 17 on account of 18 years with the company.

Fayette Krum. has left CBS program writing division for Compton
agency. She'll supervise couple of agency's daytime .shows. ., ; Vincent

MeCohnor taking two-month leave front CBS program writing job to sit-

in on rehearsals of his play, "A Joy Forever." starring Guy Kibbee....
Oliver Barber taking on direction of P&G "Mommie and Her Man" show
for Compton on freelance basis. ..: Bernadine Benning, Chi writer, has
moved to New York..:.Lee Bland, in charge of Victory Loan Drive for

CBS under net policy of rotating supervision. .. .Gordon Fraser. ABC
correspondent, bought by Iodent Tooth Paste live times weekly (7:50-8

a.m. > on web's N. Y. outlet, WJZ. .. .U. S. Steel-Theatre Guild Sunday
night dramat show Hooper climbing—from original 2.3 to 5.4.

Winifred Wolf, radio actress, engaged to Jack Gordun, playwright of

"Sweet City," skedded1 for Broadway shortly .. r.Bette Ben field, just back
after 16 months overseas as a Red Cross hospital worker, has joined WOR
as picture editor ...On WNEW's midnight "Milkmaivs Matinee" (Oct. 30)
night-liferswill be invited to lift a 125-pound calf owned by the Borden
company. Among those to be invited: Walter Winchell;; Earl Wilson, Abel
Green. Danton Walker, Louis Sobol. Franklin P. Adams, Ed Sullivan. Gag
is to find out which newsman has the .muscles. .. .New trade contact man
at the ABC (Blue) Hackery is Jack Paeey. He was formerly radio editor

tor Wall St. Journal.

Don Douglas, actor on "Gang Busters," "American School of the Air,"

"Washington Story" and other shows, into his 10th year in radio this week.

Bob Stanley, conductor at* WOR. N. Y„ for" 12 years, has been made as-

sociate conductor to Sylvan Levin, and will collaborate with latter on all

musical shows originating in N. Y. for the Mutual network. Stanley will

also conduct the Queens Symphonic Society Orchestra of 85 pieces at For-

est Hills High School auditorium Friday night (261 Dan Russell has been

assigned to direct the live-a-week "Dick Tracy"; .Strip with Wylie Adams
taking over "Terry and the Pirates." formerly directed by Cyril Arm-
brister. . .Susan Thorite to be featured 011 "Grand Central Station" Satur-

j

day (27). ,. .Johnny Olson's tlve-a-week audience participation show.

I
"Ladies Be Seated" (ABC) has hung up a record of playing to more studio

! fans per w eek than any show emanating from New York. . Radio and stage

I

actor Stephen Chase got good notices on the Montreal opening of "Strange

i Fruit" in which he plaved Parson Dunwoodie.

Roger Bower checks off the "Can You Top This?" show as of this week,
with Ward Wilson taking over. Bower wants to expand his radio direc-

tional assignments. .. .Father of Ray Knight died in Boston Monday (22).

same day that marked his return to the air with an early morning ABC
1 Blue) show.

Ed Kobak. Mutual proxy, off for week's tour through midwest for client

huddles, etc., with South. Bend stopoff this Friday and Saturday to attend

meeting of Advisory Committee of Notre Dame Graduate School, of which
he's a member.. . . ."Stella Dallas" serial starts ninth year Oct. 25. .. .Ara
Gerald. Jack-*Arnold. Harold Huber new trio on "Barry Cameron" ...: Jean
Southern. Dan Ocko, Evelyn Varden added to respective casts of "David
Hartim,"."BacKstage Wife" and "Young Widder Brown". .. .Richard Ham-
ilton joins "Lora Lawton" players. .. .Leonard Carlton, ex-WLIB program
chief, father of a daughter. .Paul Gardner, former mag ed, for ABC,
now editor of Tune To mag. . . .Larry Haines new male lead On "Joyce
Jordan". . . .Harold Gross, proxy of WJIN, Lansing. Mich., in town last

week huddling with attorneys and engineers about station plans for ex-
pansion of facilities.

Radio's Postwar0

m HOLLYWOOD . . .

ni
tor jour 8*s

,

ro
.„r ans*«f

*,s hS 406,580
l«01>te,

First indie station to prepare for the imminence of frequency modulation
and television is KFWB. G. MeGuire Pierce, recently out of the Marines,

has been engaged to shepherd the two new electronic arts and act as assist-

ant ioHHBrry Maizllsh. ' general' 'manaffefrrT.'TIdir 'llU!i|JCl;"
;

OTsl.whttcHSNBS'

publicity head, moving to Hollywood from Chicago, but his plans are-under
the rose .... Adrian Samish due in next week for program chatswith Don
Sarle, J. Donald Wilson and other top holers of the American network....
Hank Ladd, onetime straight man to Bert Wheeler, now whacking out gags
with Henry Hoople and Fred Fox for Judy Cauova . . . . Jeannie McKeon
back warbling with Jack Kirkwood after three weeks in the infirmary.....

Wynn Rocamore packaging Hollywood quiz show built around Anita Colby.
"The Face." and Harry Crocker, local columnist. . . .Ensign Dennis Day
in from the Pacific and assigned to the Navy operation at Armed Forces
Radio Serving. . . . Network heads toted the tab for a luncheon to Col. Ed.
Kirby and Mai. Bob Pollack .... Nate Perlstcin blew in from the east to
supervise the substitute shows for Danny Kayc. .. .'Guests at KNX 25th
anniversary party were souvenired with silver dollars. Promotion stunt
set CBS back better than $300. but Don . Thornburgh figured it generated
enough talk to be well worth the outlay ... .Stanley Cohen, radio rep for

Marx. Miller i& Marx agency, got his greetings to report for induction.
Rik Vollaerts. writer, on "Duffy's." fathered a six-pound girl. . . .Wyllis
Cooper around to case the television scene for Compton and the 4A's video
committee of which he is a member. .. .Carlton Alsop drove out en solo

from New York in four and a half days. Reason he made it so fast he
couldn't find a place to sleep enroute. .. .Indie station manager, known to

the trade for his charitable deeds, hired a blind war vet to sit at home and
report on his trahsmitter's__pr'ograms. . . .Dick_McKnight soon a -civilian

jjfgain amf-^aamtpifcAjp^ with. JSCSfrgtir-Pishci' at ti4esrU^e\y£lter for Jack
Xarsoiu.. . .Lou Costello "has " asked his client (Camels ) for peTlii lMitm to

do six shows from Miami this winter, which won't set too welf with the
boys at the Chamber of Commerce. Wanderlust has also given the restless
urge to Ginny Simms. who wants to do a little honeymooning in New York
after the holidays Radio Directors Guild will settle a lot of pulsating
problems at this week's membership meeting. .. .Eddie Cantor winds Up
the guest series for Danny Kaye. . . .Returned war vets are finding out
that know who is more important than know how in getting back to
their civilian pursuits. .. .Del Sharbutt has been taken in by the climate
and is hunting a house to buy . . . .Betty Lou Head, formerly in traffic at
NBC in Frisco, has turned Efctress and already landed dramatic roles on
three programs. . . . Virginia Cooke doing three scripts a week for Elsa
Maxwell's Mutual series, a reversal of the usual procedure of having the
writing done in New York for Coast shows. .. Charles Vanda producing
"Suspense" for two weeks, while Bill Spier vacations. . . .Bob Bums' way
take his show to New York for four weeks late next month.

17V CHICAGO ...
Norman Ross will 'return to the air Nov. 5 over WMAQ. after 2% years

in the Army Air Forces, to conduct the Northwestern 400 Hour Chester
M. Campbell. Jr.. has joined Jack Ryan's NBC press staff replacing Elliott
Robertson who has joined the production dept . . .Ervin Lewis. W.LS asso-
ciate news editor, has been called t6 Tulsa where his mother is seriously
ill. .. .Don McNeill and the Breakfast Club will appear at the Detroit Ma-
sonic Temple on Oct. 29 in conjunction with the Victory Loan Drive...,
James Connelly, of ABC Station Relations, New York, currently in Chi-
cago.

Frank Blotter is a new member of the WLS production staff, as is Floyd
Newman, a former student of Northwestem's Theological Seminarv
Ade Hult. Mutual v.p. in charge of Midwest operations, has been laid up
for several days with the flu . Burridge D. Butler, publisher and owner
of Prairie Farmer and WLS, will leave Oct. 25 for his home in Phoenix"..,.
Twenty-two femme members of AFRA are competing for queen of' the
eighth annual "AFRA Antics'" to be held Nov. 10 in the Stevens hotel
.. .Jack Owens, crooner on "Breakfast Club." replaced Phil Regan on
the Chicago theatre bill when Regan had to leave town. ..Ruth Lewis is
a new member of WIND'S program dept.. coming from the Purdy Adv
Agency, Austin. .. .Bert Houser. MBS director of cooperative programsm town from New York to confer with the Midwest offices' new director

1

of co-ops. Charlie Goodman..
Boris KarlofT. who guested on "Those Websters'' last Friday nh'ht was

cocktailed at the Tavern Club by Ros Metzger, Ruthrauff &' Ryan radio
majordomo.

. .Niles Trammell. NBC proxy. c've here, next 'week I

Frankly n MacCormack. "Hymns of. All Churches" narrator is organizing
40 of his colleagues, who are pilots, into a Radio Flyers Club. .. .Jimmy
Durante and Garry Moore were honor guests at a party thrown at the I

Ambassador West Friday night (19) after their War Fund Victory broad-
!

east from Orchestra Hall. Wauhillau LaHay hostessing

SB Continued .from page 37

poor taste advertising. It was about
time, she said, the commercials
started being as good as the pro-
grams. Another thing they complain
about is that some of the Worth-
while educational programs are aired
cither too early in the morning or
too late at night for most to hear.
Lastly, something should be done
about the very lean, thin fare now
being put out under the guise of
children's programs.-.;'

.• Radio Must Control Program
Max Karl, public service director.

WTGN, Minneapolis, upheld her.

first remark by saying that radio
for the good of itself must take con-
trol of programs from advertisers.

Other salient points were brought
up by Gertrude Broderick, secy..

Federal Radio Education. who said
the thought of 5.000 FM stations in

the future whs frightening and . did
not necessarily mean better broad-
casting, unless an awareness was
created on' the part of the public
to take part. I. Keith Tyler. AKR
pre/... said we Were living in an
atomic age and in the race for lime
we cannot serve two masters. Now,
not tomorrow, was the time to ac-
knowledge public service broadcast-
ing.

.. v'.- ; /

Monday's meeting wound up with
a frequency modulation demonstra-
tion by WGNB in the casino of the
hotel during which a 20-miiiute color
sound film, produced by General
Electric, explaining the technical as-

pects of EM. was shown. This was
followed with interviews by Eloise
Keeler of the leading educators pres-
ent, a musical program and a sound
effects demonstration after which a
panel of FM experts chairmaned by-

Walter J. Damni. prez of FMBI,
answered questions from the audi-
ence.

Today (23) A. D. Willard. Jr.,

exec. v.p. of NAB. delivered a lunch-
eon address titled "The American
System of Educational Broadcast-
ing." after' which Harold B. McCarly
was presented the award of merit
made each year by the exec, com-
mittee of the school broadcast con-
ference by Judith Waller.

Tihie forblasting tales curves upward

is the kind of lime Weed & Company'

stations offer and Weed men sell.'

Time buyers across the nation rely on

Weed for help in spoiling hoi m«r^

kels and influencing ihem through

topnotch availabilities.

( '.< )\iP\\}

NEW vot.n . hOi'ON • '.HtCVGO

DfU Oil • ' C /.NC'SCO • hOU* WO0O

NEW EXECS AT WMFF
Plattsburg, Oct; 23,

;

Four new executives have been
appointed to heacl up various depart-
ments at WMFF.
They are: Jan King, for past two

years in NBC's engineering dept..

named station manager: William
Chamber's, also formerly with NBC,
appointed program and production
manager; Betty Smith., formerly
WMFF program director, now con-
tinuity head and woman's editor;
William Petit, recently of N. Y. po-
lice dept. radio division, made chief
engineer.

Available Now PRODUCER-DIRECTOR
Experienced . . . Night-Time Dramatic. Musicals,
Variety ... Daytime Strips . . . Transcriptions,

Network

Produced and Directed Special Programs With:
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Frank Sinatra, .Fibber
McGee and Molly, Dinah Shore, Eddie Cantor,

Joan Davis, Danny Kaye, Fred Allen
'

' AVICITK
TED SUSKI—Larchmont Acres

Larchmont, New York
Or Phone CO. 5-6500. Extension 615
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Montreal Artists

Get AFL Charter
• Montreal, Oct, 23.

Montreal radio artists have re-

ceived a federal charter as AFL Lo-

cal No, 23,888. Known as Associa-

tion of Canadian Radio Artists, Mon-
treal (AGRA*Montreal), their char-

ter will follow closely that of

ACRA-Toronto.

The union is open to actors, "'an-

nouncers, sound-effects men and
script-writers. Officers are: George
Alexander, pres.: Gerald Rowan,

v.p.; Alec Baird. Ircas.;
.
Phyllis Car-

ter, secy: Lamont Tilden i'CBC),

member-at-large. Press relations is

Kay Sisto.

Coast Music Program

On Air for 19th Year
San Francisco, Oct. 23. :

The Standard School Broadcast,

one of the oldest educational pro-

grams in radio, started its 19th year

on NBC on Oct. 18 at 10 a.m. (PST)

over the NBC Pacific Const network.
Carl Kalash .conducts" the orchestra,
which will interpret the music used
on the weekly programs. .:'

Standard .of' California, which
sponsors the School Broadcast and
the Standard Hour, twin programs
of symphonic music concerts.- heard
Sunday nights . at 8:30 ( PST) pio-
neered in the establishment of these
two programs, and claims the rec-

ord of presenting theworld's longest
uninterrupted radio project of mu-
sic education and entertainment.
Both programs have won a number

. of awards.

RELIGIOUS SHOW DIRGE

FOR ACTOR-SCRIPTER
Chicago, Oct. 23.

Howard . McKent Barnes' first

script for "Club Time." a new re-

ligious program sponsored by Club
Aluminum - Products Co., bowed on
ABC Saturday morning (20). The
61-year-old author, actor and play-
wright never heard it. He died the
night before.

Beverly Taylor recited the 91st

Psalm on the 15-minute airer. A
choral group sang four religious

songs. Barnes' initial script, for

Trade Developments Corp.. agency
handling the show, jfaacl- become h i s

own funeral "dirge. H
Barnes' body was' found in. his

north side apartment. He lived alone,

and no. relatives could be located.

He was born in Baltimore, educated
abro,ad, and came to Chi in 1929. A
spine injury ended his acting career,
and he took up writing as a pro-
fession.

Among his writing stints were
"Mother's Millions," produced by
Universal in- 1931. and the stage play.
"Her Unborn Child."

ST. LOUIS FM APPLICANTS
St. Louis, Oct. 23.

Seven applicants for commercial
FM stations in St. Louis and one
in East St. Louis have filed lor li-

censes from the FCC.
The-St. Louis applicants arc KSD,

KXOK, WEW. KWK, KMOX. WIL
and the Globe

:
Democrat Publishing

Co., which is planning Us own. sta-
tion. The- East St. Louis station i'sjl

WTMV. 1

Terror' Platter Moved

To Craig Dennis Office
Chicago, Oct. 23.

Full rights to the "Stay-ftmed-for-
Terror" five-a-week transcribed
show, formerly held by Johnny Neb-
lett •organization, reverted to the
Craig Dennis Radio Productions last

week. Rights to the series were
acquired by Neblett' when Jimmy
Doolittle. originator of the stint,

joined the Neblett outfit as sales man-
ager last February. Doolittle recently
resigned to form the Craig Dennis or-
ganization with Berle Adams, local

booker. —
New setup also plans lo offer the

show .as a live program in addition
to their sales distribution of the
platters.

They Have a Point
"Variety" last week announced

that all ships carrying service-

men from Europe to America
will be provided with radios to

carry shortwayecasts from the

American Forces Network sta-

tion in London, and that, when
these ships arrive in New York,

the announcer will say, "This

was the' American Forces Net-

work. . .handing, you over now,
to National. Columbia, American
and Mutual broadcasting, com-
panies." Now indies have raised

a howl. .

Typical of the protests is one
mailed by Ted Cptt, program di-

rector of WNEW (N.Y.), who
said: "We here at WNEW would
like to welcome back the thou-

sands of our listeners, and we
are not too . happy to have the

Army return them to NBC, CBS,
ABC and MBS. Could something
be. done about modifying this

'. announcement to include- the

lively independents who" have
given their, time. . . (and made
contributions) for various Army

. needs?

WCAM (CamdenJ. J.) in Middle Of

Sales Jam; Faces Loss of License

Y&R's Mexican Pitch

A branch office of Young & Rubi-
cam has been set up in Mexico un-
der the name of Young & Rubicam.
Mexico, S. A., with a service depart-
ment established in Mexico City for

the agency's clients who are con-
sidering the Mexican market.

~Acrmg supervisor-of the new
branch will be William F. Geeslin.

of N. .Y. office, who will be assisted

by Edgar M. Huymans, of Mexico
City. Huymans has also been ap-
pointed assistant treasurer and sec-
retary: .

'""; '•' : '

.

-.;'

Mon«9«m*nt

LAWRENCE GOLDEN
Hi Fihh Avtnu* . N.w r.rli li.M.r

AP = UPMI

5 60 Kc. 5 DOC WATTS

FCC Okays 5,000-Watter I

For Jamestown Web I

i

Chicago, Oct. 23.

Construction permit h"as been is-

sued by the FCC to the Jamestown
Broadcasting Co. for A 5.000-watter.

full-time station on 600 kilocycles at

Jamestown. N. D1

.

Station KSJB has been operating
on 600 kc for the past year on low
power of 250 walls day and 100

watts night on a conditional grant.

Outlet is affiliated with both CBS
and MBS. and is a key station of the

|

North Central Broadcasting System.

Vinylite Accents Air,

Starts Buffalo Drive
Radio will come in for 'the biggest

share of the expenditures set aside

for the promotion of the consumer
products of Bland-Charnes Mfg. Co.'s

Vinylite. The Lester Wolff ad

agency appointed to handle ad-

vertising for B-C's consumer divi-
sion, is starting radio spot announce-
ment campaigns in Buffalo on WGR
and WKBW.
The agency's radio department is

also contemplating a series of 15-
j

minute transcribed programs for air-
;

ing on indies and regional webs in J

all sections of country.

Polly Malone, WCAE,

Lands New Commercial
Pittsburgh, Oct: 23.

Polly Malone. WCAEWomen's ex-
perl, has landed another new com-
mercial oil local 'He'ii st Station. It's

being bankrolled by Weaver Candy
Co., and will be a 15-mimit> shri.v.

two mornings a week, called -' Hos-
pitality House." Miss Malona will

offer game hints for parties, taod
lay-outs and other helpings' of - ad-
vice for hostesses.

'

She'll have Johnny Mitchell' vi\h-
her at the organ for musical accom-
paniment, and Olio Krcnn doing the

spiels for the sponsor,,

Chi Trib Pulls In Horns
Chictfgft-Oet-33^

Texas Theatre Firm
Airs New Program

San Antonio, Oct. 23.

Interstates Theatres are sponsor-
ing a new series of transcribed pro-
grams over KABC here, as well as

in. other key Interstate cities. This
is in addition to its regular Sunday
Texas Quality 'Network half-hour

show, "It's Showtime."

The quarter-hour programs feature !

the music of the Art Van Damme I

quintet and the songs of Louise
Carlyle. Airings are heard here on

j

Tuesday and Thursday, and have 1

been set on WFAA, Dallas, op I

.Monday. Wednesday fand Friday. ;1

Philadelphia, Oct. 23.

WCAM, the city of Camden'*
municipally-owned station, may go
off the air on November 8 unless it

succeeds in abrogating its contract
for selling lime, held by a Camden
agency.
So ruled the Federal Communi-

cations Commission last week in re*

fusing , to renew Camden's petition
for renewal of its temporary license.

Tlw-JECC-ruled that the contract
was unfair to the' real owners of the
stalion—the taxpayers of Camden.

.
The contract, made with the Mack

Sales Co., gives the latter a virtual
monopoly for 10 years for the sale
of commercial time. It was signed
in. 1938. .

.

William Markward, manager of

the station, said WCAM must apply
within 20 days 'for .'a permanent li-

cense aiid show that if. alone will .

control the. time. The 20-day period
expires Nov. 7.

The courts have declared the con-
tract with Mack Sales valid and have
directed Camden to abide by it. The
city has asked the Stale courts to
set aside this decision, made in 1943,
so that the city may abide by FCC
regulations. ...

/

Markward also revealed that the
stalion. is in line for additional time
on the air. It now broadcasts ap-
proximately 30 hours a week.

If WCAM fails to gels its license
renewal now, Markward said, 'it-

faces the prospect of going off the
.

air -, permanently-- as other stations
are waiting to grab the wave length
under, which the station has been
operating.

'Marching Home' on KRNT
Des Moines, Oct 23.

A new series of programs, "March-
ing Home," highlighting the names
of returning* veterans, has been in-
augurated by KRNT, with Jim Kele-
han as narrator.

Names of returning veterans are
also spotlighted on the Gene Emer-
ald show and on all major newscasts
from WRNT.

Sharp Joins Ludgin
Chicago. Oct. 23.

Jack Sharp, formerly in charge of

radio commercials at the RulhraufT
tf Ryan agency, has joined the Earle

Ludgin company in a creative capac-
ity. As a niember of the Ludgin
staff, he will work on radio and tele-

vision-shows in conjunction with the

firm's radio director, [Vincent Bliss,

in addition to writing commercials.
Sharp was a member of the con-

tinuity .department of WGN for Iwo
years, and previously was program
director and continuity editor of

WCLS. Joliet.

C00LEY WITH WHAS
Louisville, Oct. 23.

Frank H. Cooley has been ap-

pointed agricultural coordinator at

--W_HAiL_

One of the few occasions when the

Chicago Tribune took a back seat
in terms of promotion took place
recently when it" was announced
that the. umpteen million dol-

lar WGN-Mutual-Tribune postwar
building plans had been abandoned )

in favor of a smaller project. J

Originally the Trib conducted a
,

contest for suitable designs, lo be !

used for an ornate structure to be
j

erected on Michigan ave. and the
|

Chicago River. Instead it will build
a seven or eight story building just

back of the present WGN theatre
studio and adjoining the Chicage
Tribune building as far back as the
next block.

OWENS' STIFF STINT
Chicago, Oct. 23.

Back in harness again after a
three-month siege of rheumatic fe-

ver, brought on by' overwork, Jack
Owens, 'cruising crooner" of ABC's
"Breakfast Club." is carrying an-
other hefty schedule. Besides the
early morning "BF" stint, he's on
NBC's "Tin Pan Alley" Saturdays,
doing five shows a day at the Chi-
cago theatre, and wriThig songs, lut

Pitt's Gimbel Soaper
.'- Pittsburgh, Oct. 23.

Town's first local soap opera in

almost a decade is hitting the air

here over WCAE with a Gimbel's
bankroll. It's a serial called •'Happi-

ness Ahead," dealing with the trials

and tribulations of a young married
couple, and goes on two afternoons
a week. Monday and Friday, for 15

minutes. " .

''•-

Script's being authored by Pearl
Bentel and produced by Lionel
Poulten, who also acts in it. Other
players are Adelaide Lasner Sachs
and Bill Brant. Last strictly Pitt

soaper was "One Man's Family." an
Ed Harvey brainchild, 10 years ago.

also on WCAE.

He will be heard on the station
J

daily except Sunday at 6:50 a.m., and
i

will' also be spotted on- "Kentucky
j

Almanac." a noonday show slanted
|

toward the farmer audience.

est being "Mistletoe Song," which
he started with Charley Tobias
while ill. Hi\ former tunes include

"Hut Sat Song" . and "Louisiana
Lullaby."

LABOR-MANAGEMENT FORUM
Bridgeport. Ocl. 23.

Labor-managemfnt forum series,

believed first of its kind, tees Friday
(26) on WICC under joint auspices

of station and Bridgeport. Hcnrtd.

Reps of industry execs and Cnv
ploypp grmipi T"'l p rn.anfijfiii lo-

cal and national economic issTTBsr--

Ralph A. J. delia Selva is produc-
ing add directing halfrhour. He also

handles weekly forum for Connecti-

cut Yankee network stations.

• T;'
~

'h—
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LOU CLAYTON

To The Health Of

4,747,621 Folks
Who listen to our Music each Sunday at 6:30 p.m. EST on WJZ and ABC Network

Phil Davis and Orchestra



Gabbers vs. 'Dies' Fight
Continued from page 35

were taken up by the delegates.

These include all-out support 16 a

group of liberal Congressmen in

Washington planning to have the

"Dies"-Rankin group killed by offi-

cial action of the House of Repre-

sentatives; an appeal to radio net-

work executives, to the National

Assn. of Broadcasters, and others

from radio's business side to support

the fight against the Washington

group's actions: a public rally, or

a series of them, to include at least

New York. Chicago, and Hollywood;

and a possible delegation to Wash-
ington to interview Congressional,

leaders and. perhaps, seek support

from the White House. •

'

K.C. Juke-Box Maker

Sponsors Philharmonic

Kansas City, Oct, 23.

The Kansas City Philharmonic Or-
chestra, with Efrcin Kurtx waving
the baton, will hit the ether .with

the first of 20 weekly half-hour pro-

grams Thursday night, Oct. 25, via

mentai'y steps taken by Rep. Ellis

I D, Patterson of California, backed
The '•mobilization" was the direct ! by Rep. Helen Gahagan Douglas;

result of two meetings held a week
;
rtep. Emanuel Celler. Hugh Pe-

ago. to discuss mettiods for backing
j
Lace.y and several others,

seven radio commentators whose
August and September scripts' were
requested for scrutiny by the. House
committee's counsel, Ernie Adamson.
The commentators are:. Raymond

in welding the show biz people in

the move against "thought police." I

One delegate at the meeting re-

ported that Adamson had told

Washington newspapermen that 2,-

000 scripts of broadcasts by 50 com-
|
R.MBC, the CBS outlet here

mentators. would be '•reviewed ' by •

B;lnU ,ollel. ^ the Ail.con Mamifac-
hirn and that the Rankm-dom mated tm .in c which produced elee-
group objected not only to tlle ci

,"
v

; | Ironic ectuipment for the armed
tents of some of those scripts but

,

f(^ durlng tUe last : war, but
"also to the voice .an which these : u ,,lidl nQW is retooling to make juke
commentaries were delivered.

bexos'
The "mobilization" move to sup- . -:

.

port Congressmen seeking. -to' kill

the "Dies"-Bankin group wiis di-

rected especially to support parlia

Chicago Radio Gasps for Air
Continued from pace 33

by the webs for Chi originations, the

protection of its capital investments

by studio construction and expan-

sion of engineering equipment, etc..

could be the hypo to restore Chicago

to its once prominent place in the

nation's radio picture.

As the flight of network origina- I

did Local 10 of the American Fed-
eration of Musicians. The coopera-
tion of all these elements without
bickering in itself is noteworthy.
Recently a very hush-hush meet-

ing was called between the AFRA
group and Chi execs of the four net-
works. The AFRA people, it's, ac-

tions to New York and the Coast ported, were told that originations

continues, a o.o. into the situation '" Chicago had been abandoned bc-

would appear to emphasize the fol-
|

cause talent cost the same in Chi as

i lowing pertinent factor

Censorship
Continued from page 35

scrutinizing the meaning of the

windage as professional analysts,

refused to discuss the code beyond
|

letting - it' stand on its own merits.

But in view of the., efforts by the

The group of Congressmen, it be-
came

,
known, has reserved a bloc

of time to debate: the work of: the
] Mouse Committee on Un-American

••Dies"-Rankih group on the floor
j Activities in Washington (the "Dies"-

c r„ii r,.w„ m™,,™« ,of the House today (24 1, They are
: RaM ,. u) Committee) to put some

Swing. Cecil Brown, Johannes Steel.
|^ rcccivmg the support of a hum-

j
rMym commentators on the spat. In-

bcr of members of the U. S. SenateJ
c|udiiig some members of ARNA. (he

who can't participate in House de-
j
one-sentence nix of all censorship

bates but can bring pressure from
their side of the Capitol.

Sidney Walton. Hans Jacob. J. Ray
mond Walsh, tind William S. Gail-

j

itior.

A hot statement calling the House
|

committee ''"un-American." deelar-
j

ing it was building toward estab-
)

lishmenf in the U. S. A. of;

the/type of "thought control"- typical

!

of the defeated Axis countries, and
|

calling for its dissolution .resulted.;

from Monday's night's meeting.
Reports were made of the plans

j

of the Washington group to- go after
j

Radio Directors
Continued from pase i"

was considered most -significant.. Es-

pecially was this so when viewed
from the angle that the majority

of ARNA's members are men who
—to say the -least—do' 'not' see eyo-
lo-cyc with the spielers whom
Washington witch-hunters dislike.

Only three of the association's SI

1. The growing maturity of radio

lias brought a closer interplay of

talent among radio, pictures and the

legit theatre. Radio actors, once
considered pariahs by the legit field.'

are now .becoming stars in the visual

media, as well.

2. The . tendency to emphaNize
names and personalities in all shows
has forced agencies and sponsors to

move the shows where the stars are.

3. The ambitions of agency execs
in Chi to get Coast or New York
jobs has provided the spur lor the

talented to press for removal,
4. The breakup of the Blackelt-

Sample-Hummert agency practically^

killed the soap-script originations..

The B-S-H agency was the anchor
that held them here in years past.'

5- The role of the independent
stations as a testing lab for shows
ultimately moved to nets is not evi-

dent in Chicago. The Chijindies,
almost without exception, are with-

out daring or originality. There is
three years ago by 40 directors, its , members were among the seven I no Chicago indie, for example, that
functions then being purely social.

| ,. ;,bbcrs whose Aug.-Scpt. •
. scripts can compare with New .York's'

the -scalps of newspaper columnists. produc.cvs cluo
Guild', in Hollywood stemmed from

in addition to radio commentator
Last summer, the group had already
started what, delegates at the meet-
ing called a witch-hunt against Hol-
lywood. And that fact has resulted

then a
.were "requested" for "Dies" com-

1

group.

@ 4

luncheon J m jttee scrutiny by counsel for thai

group. They are Johannes Steel.

STATS

.. Chi Joins AFI.

Chicago, Oct. 23,

A Chicago chapter of Radio Direc-
tors Guild (No. 23.865, AFL>. was
formed at a meeting of 42 producers
at the Continental Hotel here Sun-
day, night (21 f.

'.*•'

Questions of wages and hours
were deferred until a later dale—

who happens to be associate secre-

tary of ARNA, Raymond Swing, and
Cecil Brown.

It's true that ARNA started dis-

cussing' . its code before the ' Dies"--,

Rank'tri group started sharpening,

the axe against commentators.
I ARNA members are understood to I

j
have become fed up with War Dept.

j

I pressure against discussing the
j

atomic bomb, with Army Counter-

560 Kc. 5000 WATTS

WNEW, WMCA, WOV or'WQXR.
Complacency

The altitude of the network execs
appears to be a complacent one.
One agency exec expressed the
widespread attitude in the man-
agerial strata when he said that the
removal' of the originations to other
centers brought about a lowered
overhead for both networks and
agencies in Chicago. CBS. NBC.
ABC (Blue) and Mutual in Chi seem
content to let the production head-
aches go elsewhere. They're raking

well I

m llle ^iavv '
anyway.

• for the independents, their lack
tiative is in keeping with the

A Vote*

In Your Future

JOHN TILLMAN
CBS Announcer

Serving in the Array

probably in a week or ten day
at which time a committer appoint-

! [imTdate outspoken gabbers. „
ed at Sunday sjconfab to Jay out a I as with network and_station censors ,

A
.

S
?

constitution and bylaws- will present bluepencilling .their _s^)isIW>4^ ""
,

. the—Chicago locals setup..^s—ap-a^je^he'-tbc of some sacred -cow is
' general tenor of the totality of radio

proved by New YorkT Officers artr

also expected to be elected at this

next meeting.
v

Burr Lee. freelance director
"Bachelor's Children," meanwhile,
chairman.

'Directors of all nets, except Mu-
tual, which has only one director
here (Phil Patton, • who was out of
town) were present, working over
questions of autonomy in the local
constitution as against the N. Y.
setup.

The Chicago local's constitution,
with only a few minor changes, is

expected back from N. Y.—approved
—-in about a week.

. danger of being stopped tl(R>irf^*cag°- , Perhaps. the biggest d.s-

i'» Nevertheless, now that the code is
appointment "is- -W.TJD: of which

adopted,' it goes against the House ml,tn was expected when Marshall

of committee too. •
Field took it over. It's coining lots

t»v# «r r-wi« 4 of Pl'ofit—but program-production-
lexi ot code

| wise. WJJD remains in the same rut.
The lull code of ethics, except for Field's aggressive Chicago daily.

the final, anti-censorship clause,
follows:-

"The Association of Radio News
Analysts, desiring to maintain the

the Sun. plugs some of the shows
which WJJD evidently thinks are
worthy of public attention, but
when you succumb to the ads and

independence and prestige of -the I tune 'in, -you're -shocked 'by the -dull-

The Champagne

Music

Of

profession, and to improve th

standards of analytical broadcasting,
and to protect the best interests of

the public and the industry, has
adopted the following Code of Ethi-

cal Practice: -

"The association expects and re-

quires of the radio news analyst
painstaking accuracy in his public
statements.

"The association expects and re

quires of the radio news analyst tlv

exercise of sound judgment an:

good taste, and the avoidance of

sensationalism in both the substance
of Ills broadcast material and the
manner ot its presentation.

"The association believes that the
inclusion in any radio news analysis
of commercial, or 'institutional', ad-
vertising material in the guise of

news or personal opinion is" unde-
sirable.

"The association believes the read-
ing of commercial announcements
by radio news analysts is against the
best interests of broadcasting. It

requires its own members to refrain
from this practice. The association

deplores the interruption of a news
analysis by commercial afinoun.ee-..

meats.
"The association endorses the

standards of the National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters restricting tho
time allotted to commercial an-
nouncements in connection with
news broadcasts." .:

' :
.

In addition to the officers named
above, other heads of ARNA are:

exec committee, George Hamilton
Combs, Jr., William S. Hiilman.
Quincy. Howe and Cesar Saerchih-
g'er; veepees, John W. Vandercook
and H. R. Baukhage: treas., Max-
Hill: sec.. W. W. Chaplin, .

••'

Other members are: Upton Clo-e.

Johu Daly, George Fielding Eliot.

John Gunther, Bill Henry, Charles
Hodges. Ernest K. Lindley, Carey
Longmire, Edward R. Murrow, Wav-
erley Root, Robert St. John. Paul
Schubert, Eric Sevareid, William L.

Shirer, Lcland Sto\ye, Robert Trout,

Leigh White, Gfegor Ziem'er.

less and stale atmosphere of ever
thing the station docs.

About the only spark of life in the
indie picture comes from WCFL. the
Chicago Federation < of Labor outlet,

which seems to have a .little more
open-mindedness about' program-
ming. For instance, there's still talk

about the unprecedented Labor Day
show which the station put on.

called "The Last Bomb." a l ull hour I

review of American labor history

|
frbfn its "earliest origins. It was re-

portedly offered to the networks and
|

turned down, so WCFL produced it
j

under auspices of the Chicago Fed-
eration of Labor, in cooperation with,

the RWG. The top people from
|

AFRA contributed their services, as

in the New York and Coast centers

—the implication being that if a dii-.

ferential could be set up. the shows
might start' coming back. This,' of.-.,

course, would have meant a general

wage-lowering drive throughout -the'

industry in its ultimately working
out: Those questioned here say that;'

it doesn't hold water, because an

AFRA actor Who received more than

scale will receive a greater sum over

scaJe in New York than. he will in

Chicago, ''.','
'"';•'•

A probe into the transfers in and

out of Chicago AFRA reveals thai

in the four months -starting June 1.

1945. three times as many members
checked out of the Chicago local as

transferred in. .

.

' Meanwhile, the list of'.agency-pro-

duction emigres to either N. Y. or

L A. continues to mount. Alex

Gruenberg. Martin Magner, Jimmy
Whipple. Virginia Smith. Gordon

Hughes. Max Wylie. George Fogel.

Lee Crosb.v. Owen Vinson. Pauline

H6pkins--"hese are a • few of the

names that come to mind of those

who in recent years found that their

future in radio lay elsewhere than

in Chi. Charles Irving, one of. the

top Chi announcers, making a re-

puted $1,000 a week, has just left

for N. Y. He has been a top soaper

in Chi. Marvin Mueller jlet't some

time ago. And so on down the line.

LITTLE GENEVIEVE
(TED MORSE)

riijler p.sclnsivf onf- year c«htv«rl wit-It

Tin* W. K. J-uiik: <•(».. C'Ulraifi», for ' lr«ii

H(-i'l|>tU>h» . . . pvuvlitjy HuiL "a
va n »vli hreuO.

Ajtenl: Vic Brown, (iilruiro

SECRETARY, dependable, efficient;

7 yri. secretarial exp.; has qoed

909 sense; desires secretaryship

with radio comedian or 909 writer.

Please contact %/iqt. Arnold Gross,

2nd AAFBU. lolling Field, Wash-

ington 20, D. C.

"Ah-h-h, there's stood newt tonight I"!
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DISK COMPANIES YELP FOR HELP
Terrace Room, Newark, Finally Sets

Up in Opposition to Meadowbrook
Terrace Koom, Newark, N. J., gets*

under way next month as a name

band spot working in opposition to

Frank Dailcy's Meadowbrook, Cedar

Grove N. J. Benny Goodman's
;
or-

chestra was definitely signed for the

spot late last week to open Nov. 27

for four weeks. ' -
.

Prior io Goodman's run, however,

there is as yet unsigned deal via

which tlie room will • debut with

jimmy Dorsey. He would come in

Nov. 9 and close Nov. 21. This, if

the dates are correct, would leave a

week open between Dorsey and

Goodman. Latter is- said to be

drawing "approximately" the price

ci'ted i" last week's "Variety"—

$4,000 weekly against 30'f of the

gross,"; :-
-

'

-.
.

,'

'

Irving and Matthew Rosenhaus.

owners of the Terrace Room and

the Mosque theatre, in which it's

situated, plus station WAAT, and the

Scrutan company, have spent many
weeks in an effort to get the Ter-

race Room going and have poured

considerable coin into the operation.

It has been completely refurbished,

in" addition to the cost of buying the

liquor license and name from

Dailcy, who operated the spot for

more than two years while his

Meadowbrook was closed. Disagree-

ment over the lease forced Dailey

to close the operation last summer.

While the Terrace Room's own-
ers have only Goodman definitely

set. and Jimmy Dorsey tentative, a

deal is also" being discussed with
Tommy Dorsey, who is booked into

Dailey's Meadowbrook. Nov. 22 for

eight days. This would mean that

Dailey will have Tony Pastor,

Tommy Dorsey and Sammy Kaye,
who follows, to buck Jimmy Dorsey,
Benny_ Goodman , and whoever fol- i

lows him. In so far as the remain-
ing top combos are concerned,—Dailey. is .said^o_haxe_oj)tion' agree-

j

ments with them that will keep them
'

at Meadowbrook for some time.

Sy Oliver in Contract

With Cosmo Records
Sy Oliver, arranger for Tommy

Dorsey and who has been i Si the

Army for the past couple years,

signed a contract to record for Cos-
mopolitan Records last week. He
will cut with a 17 or 18-piece com-
bination, at first devoting himself

exclusively to recording. Later he

may take the baud oh regular com-
mercial dales.

Oliver is now in the process of

being discharged from service. :

"

Wm. Morris Gets

Lunceford Band

GAC Aims For

Broader Film Rep.
Hollywood, Oct. 23.

General Amus. Corp. branch in

this area is enlarging its film sales
division and intends going after that
type of'business in a big way.
Agency is signing writers, directors,
producers and talent and eventually
figures to turn out packaged units.

Agency last week -.signatured
Vivian Blaine, actress, and has made
deals with Bill Rankin, Nick Rave
and Boris Todrin, writers, as a
starter.

Robbins' Nitery Song

One of Few Pop Hits

To Emerge From Cafes
Robbins' "No Can Do," the Lalin

excerpt by Nat Simon and Charlie
Tobias, from Monte Proser's current
Copacabana .i.N; Y.) show, is one of
the few latter-day song hits to
emerge front a nitery revue.
Plugged like a major tune, it has
gone over 300,000 copies.

Dating back to the prime Gus Ed-
wards days, it was not unusual for a
big hit to stem from a cabaret, as the
nite clubs were theri called. ''For
*ou a Rose." from an old Reisen-
weber's revue, was among the
earliest by 'Edwards. Harold Arlen
and Ted Koehler's "Stormy Weather"

-is but one of .several smashes which
were first part of the old Cotton
Hub floors!) ows.

;
! V.

But latterly any special material
for a cafe show was either risque or
olhei-wi.se -limited for mass appeal,
whirl Robbins hooked up "No Can
Do" with the Copa, to big dividend-

"Rose Room." the late Art Hick

-

hian'.s tune, was not part of that
Frisco nilery's score; it was merely
a melody he dedicated to the loca-
tion job with which he was so long
identified.

Jimmie Lunceford, sought by
every major agency in the business

since it became known .several

weeks ago that he had split with his

manager, Harold Oxley, was cor-

raled by the William Morris agency
last week. Morris signed him to a

long-term contract which must have
guaranteed the leader considerable

concessions since .he had presented

demands to rival agencies seeking a

contract with him that in at least

one case were rejected.

In his demands. Lunceford re-

quired the agency that signed him to

guarantee a N. Y. theatre, a N. Y.-

location within one year, «ross earn-

ings for the next 12 months which,

if not met. granted an automatic re-

lease from the contract, plus restric-

tions on the playing of one-nighlers.

These terms are said to have
stemmed from the manner in which
he. had been working the past

couple years. . Lunceford worked
more one-nighters during that

period, in the face of bad transpor-

tation facilities, than any other band.

He has probably played every
whistle, stop between N. Y. and
Seattle.

Lunceford has nol played a N. Y..

location,- for example, since before
the war and has not recorded for

that length of time. That he was
able to stay in business was due to

the fact that lie played dates few
so-called name bands ever went
'nea r.

ART TATUM MOVING

INTO CONCERT FIELD
Art Tatum. blind Negro jazz

pianist, is going longhair with a se-

ries' of concerts being lined up by
the William Morris agency. Tour
will wind up with a showing, at

Carnegie Hall. N. Y„ January - or
February. Coleman Hawkins and
Dizzy Gillespie will share the
podium.

Dat»s already set include Or-
chestra Hall, Chicago, Nov. 11:

Municipal Auditorium, Cleveland,
Nov. 18. and the Academy of Music,
Philadelphia, Nov.. 20.

Tatum is being sold on a guar-
antee and. percentage arrangement,

Paine Due in N. Y.

Today From S. A.
John G. Paine, 'general, .manager

of the American Society of Com-
posers.- Authors and Publishers.- gets

back into N. Y. today t Wed. I from
his South American trip. .With him
is Leslie Bopsey. president of f,h:,

Performing Rights Society, and Ed-
uardo Marquinav of the Spanish per-

formance rights group, who. aIon '4

with Francis Salabcrt, of the French
society, helped Paine arrange a scv-

cn-ycar reciprocal rights contract

with SADA1C. Argentine society.

Salabcrt got into. N. Y. late last

Wcfk; having preceded Paine's party,

which included Merman Finkejstein.

ASCAP attorney, and Waited'
Downey. Society's- S. .-A. rep.

All except Salabcrt laid over m
Miami a lew clays. They got Into

that area ovoi' the weekend.

DELAY PROD. TILL

AT LEAST WINTER
It isn't likely that the major re-

cording companies will be able to

get into full production stride until

well into the coming winter, possibly
not until early spring, unless un-
usual things occur to speed the re-

turn to normalcy. AH companies
are still experiencing major head-
aches in their efforts to maintain
production figures anywhere near
what they must to take care of de-
mands for certain artists and ma-
terial.. V

It's estimated that the average
overall production increase by all

companies since the end of the war
hasn't exceeded 30 r

; . This is due
principally to the inability of in-

dividual companies to train workers
fast enough to take over idle press-

ing machinery. It seems that the

experienced pressors and other pro-

duction men, who left the recording

factories after the start of the war
for more lucrative jobs in war
plants, have not returned. Their

places have been taken by a suf-

ficient supply of men. but they're in-

experienced, and even after training

need more working experience to

approximate pre-war production per
machine.

.
, .

.:'

All companies, RCA-Victor, Co-
lumbia and Decca, in all plants from
the east coast to Hollywood, have
workable machines idle. As a re-

sult, production figures have been
climbing very slowly. RCA-Victor
is said to be far in the lead in ship-

ping figures. 1 This company is able

to market close to 3.000,000 disks

monthly. Decca is second, hot too

liar short of 2,000,000 monthly. Co-
lumbia, which has had more trouble

than the other two. only recently

! got its Kings Mill. Cincinnati, plant

going and is slowly catching up. Its

figures are unavailable.

Of the indies, Capitol Records,

pressed by the Scranton Manufac-
turing Co, in the east, with some

j

produced at Allied on the Coast, is

I
said to be getting somewhere
around 1.400.000 disks monthly from
both plants. No other indie ap-

|
proaches that figure as yet, although

Majestic is readying full-scale

operation.

As far as artists are concerned,

none of the majors is apparently

happy with what they have. With
icach company, of course, there is a

! certain top-line group that gets the

majority of current output, because
' sales demand it; but each has a

I foster in the smaller sales brackets

that they would like to dump. In

many cases, pay-or-play contracts

!are involved that cannot be dropped
easily. But they will be when they

expire. All.' of course, are on the

lookout for good new talent to re-

place worn names now in existence

who have maintained their places

only because no new ones rose dur-

ing the war to challenge them.

Sinatra, Steifel, Two

Songwriters Said To

Back Coast Dancery
Hollywood. Oct. 23.

Sam Steifel, manager of Andy

Russell, Mickey Rooney and several

others, along with Frank Sinatra and

songwriters Julie Styne and Sammy
Calm, are said to be interested in

plans for the construction of a huge

ballroom in the North Hollywood

sector. Whether the proposition

"will go through is not yet definite.

There are a number of ideas in the

blueprint stage for mammoth spots

in this area, designed to combat the

Palladium Ballroom. How many of

them will sec the light of construc-

tion sites is anybody's guess, Even
without them, the Palladium is hav-
ing trouble enough' securing major
talent under its low salary budget.

Dorsey Bros.'Larry Finley combina-
tion, operating Mission Beach. San
Diego, and Casino Gardens, Ocean
Park, along with Meadowbrook Gar-
dens : i old Casa Manana), Culver.

City, are snawitig mo.-t of the top

names via belter coin deals.

Major Publisher Plans to Crack

Payola Evil by Open Plug-Buying

Daughter Sings With
Frankie Carle's Orch

Mary Hughes, currently singing
with Frankie Carle's

f
band at the

Pennsylvania hotel. N. Y„ is his

daughter. Her husband plays piano
with the outfit. He's Hugh Bachen-
stone, who subs for Carle when the
latter is off the stand.

Carle's daughter started with the
outfit last Tuesday < 16 ) when it

opened at the Penn.

Byrne, 0. Tucker

Prep New Bands
New-band situation, as a result

of former maesfros being discharged
from service, is gradually improv-
ing.- .;:-/•'.!

,-'

Orrin Tucker, now out of the

Navy, will debut his new band Oct.

26. His first date will be a private

party in Boston, followed by the

Raymor Ballroom in that city on the

27th. Outfit is currently being re-

hearsed in N. Y. Al Pollack, former
first trumpeter for Abe Lyman, is

managing Tucker.

Bobby Byrne, who gave up his

band to g
ro into the Army not long

after Pearl Harbor, is out and mak-
ing plans for a new combination, to

be financed by music publisher Jack
Robbins and managed by General

Amus. Corp., which had him pre-

war.
Tommy Peterson, who was in

service but who left Gene Krupa's
orchestra weeks back with the in-

tention of organizing his own combo
under GAC, has temporarily side-

tracked his plans and has gone to

work as a sideman for Charlie Bar-

net.' He had several arrangements
written tor the combo he wanted,
calling for 30 men. Since this was
out of tire question for a new combo,
he shelved plans until a later dale.

Buddy Morrow, trombonist last

with Jimmy Dorsey, is rehearsing his

band in N. Y. He was not in serv-

ice. Eddy DUchili, just released

from the Navy, is planning a re-

sumption of maestroing, however.

Both are handled by Music Corp. of

America. '„•>'.

,
Payola situation in the music bus--

ness is on the verge of being cracktd

wide open, for better or worse. One
of the largest publishers in the fiekl,

one who has long protested to the

Music Publishers Contact Employees

union about the "evils" of the song-

plugging racket, is currently making

plans to' combat ''fire with fire." He
intends, and may have started oy

this time, to buy performances open-

ly in defiance of MFCE regulations,

in hopes of creating a situation that

will force a showdown.

This publisher, along with many
others who seemingly have been try-

ing to work legitimately, has felt for

some time that the MPCE's restric-

tions are "crucifying" those who
have been abiding by them, while
at the same time they have n-)t

penalized or curbed those who have
operated as if the rules didn't exist.

Other publishers, aware of what is

brewing, fear the opening of a real

"pay" war. They feel that such a

course will inevitably snowball, if

they , are to stay in business, to the

point where everybody will be pay-

ing and performances from artists

will be based strictly on the highest

offer. There's no doubt that in such
an event the smaller publishers will

be forced out of business in bunches,

since they will not be able to com-
pete with the majors.

'

One of the angles said to have in-

fluenced the"' publisher planning a
"pay" campaign is

-

the $48-per-*plu«

publishing setups sponsored by

Broadcast Music, Inc. These ven-

tures have unquestionably been re-

sponsible for a great amount of the

violations, but not all. Many ASCA?
outfits, and top ones, too, are as-

guilty of infractions in various ways.

RESERVED DECISION IN

AKM SUIT VS. ASCAP
Move by the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers,

for summary judgment and dismis-

sal of the $1*0.000 damage action

brought by the AKM, Austrian

Music Publishing Society, drew a re-

served decision last iveek in N. Y.

supreme court.

Suit, bt»»£M 'W Harry M. Piod-

per. as temporary receiver of AKM.
asks for an accounting of loyalties

held in escrow by ASCAP. from the

licensing of AKM songs in this coun-

try.

Receiver contends - that, certain

sums are due under a written cotv

tract in 1933.

ASCAP contends that the Alien

Property Custodian has issued an

order vesting in itself all claims be-

longing to AKM and. by reason of

that order, plaintiff has no property

interest in the assets.

Propper alleges that since the end
of 1936 and up to the end of 1938,

at which time Propper! asserts con-
tract terminated. ASCAP failed to

account for royalties actually col-

lected under.the 1933 agreement.

In' the meantime, pending decision

on ASCAP's motion, the receiver's

motion to restore the suit for im-

mediate trial is held up. Suit was
marked off the court calendar in

May, 1942. until three months after

termination of the war. Propper
asks the court to restore the suit

asserting that by reason of the Presi-

dents proclamation all 'hostilities

have ceased.

College Band

Budgets Rising

Band agency one-night bookers

have noticed a distinct boost irr the

price quotations for name bands in

all classes from college buyers, a

field thoroughly awakened since the

end of the war. ,Upped- scales for all

classes of bands are being accepted

without much argument, vanying, of

course, with individual budgets.

Tommy Dorsey, for example, is

drawing a flat $4,000 for a hop at

Syracuse U., N. Y. D«. t.

Detroit Disker, Owner

Of LQ, Will Launch 2

Ideas With One Deal
Detroit, Oct. 23.

Tom Safl'ady. new owner of the

•Latin Quarter, Detroit nitery. is. go-

ing in tor a name band policy for

his club combined with a new. angle.

This calls Tor double-barreled deals:

via which the bands he buys for the .

club will record for his new Vogue

Record label, providing, of course,

they' are not contracted to another

recording company.

Safl'ady rpcently bought the Latin

Quarter, which Tony Morelli will

manage for him. He is also the in-

ventor of! a new record pressing ma-
chine of a revolutionary type which

will produce an unbreakable plastic

disk .marketed '

in various color
^

schemes to conform with the style ot

music each is inscribed with; for

example, blue for blues, red for hot

music, etc. They will be made at

an already completed plant outside

Detroit claimed to have a capacity

of 100,000 disks daily. :i

Safl'ady is the 28-year-old owner
of Sav- way Industries, formed to

exploit and manufacture hundreds of

iiis- own mechanical inventions. In ,

installing a name band policy at the

L. Q., he .will be bucking Lee 'N'

Eddies, which
,
has been using title-

ilium! priced name combos for some
time.
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Vote Small Rights

ToASCAPonTele
American' Society »f Composers.

Authors . and Publishers Via;, had

a'.siaable jreUlfri of its letters to

music publishers and songwriters, re-

questing that it be granted "small

'

performance, rights: hi the field of

television. Those returned, of coursr

gave the society affirmative answers

on the question, or they would not
|

have been filed. They have not been I

tabulated as yet. however, so the ex-

|

. act number is not known.
ASCAP demanded that each signa-

ture returned be notarized. This [\a.< I idea' proved a huge success when
caused delays among members t«> the high schoolers were permitted

' whom notaries are not easily avail-
} to dance free to a big band. -

Hub City Fathers find

Answer to Halloween

Mischief in Dancing
Auburndale. Mass., Oct. 23.

The juvenile delinquency problem,

especially oh Halloween Nighl in

this section, is being eased by Totem
Poje Ballroom. .

'

burins' the past 'three years,

school authorities conducted games
and shows for the school, kids, to

keep them off streets on Halloween
and thus lessen property damage.
However, youngsters showed little

interest in bobbing- for apples and
charades. !

I It was suggested that dancing
might be the answer so arran.se-

|

incuts were made- last year with
I Manager Roy Gill of Totem Pole.

10 Best Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending Oct. 20)

Till End of Time. .. .'. .. .Santly
I'll Buy That Dream,..,.Burke
It's Been Long Time. .. .Morris

Along jNava.io Trail Leeds
That Feeling In Moonlight. Paull
Atchison', Topcka, Santa Fe. Feist
That's F,ov Me; . .

,

'.'. .Williamson
Paper Moon , , . .Harms
Gonna Love That Guy, .Bourne
If I Loved You ..... .T. B. Harms

able, and so some okays have not yet

been returned. *
. ;. -,-

When all returns are in. the com-
mittee named by the ASCAP board
weeks back to study television, will

". In polling younger kids in the

junior high schools, however, about
their likes and dislikes regarding
various games, teachers were sur-
prised to learn that they also prefer

proceed with the unraveling of tiU'Uo. dance. Therefore the 12 to 15-

situation. No clear picture of how
|
vpai-olds this year will also dance.

the field will be administered

yet been drawn.
has

Requiem for Billy Hill

• When Elton Britt recorded four]

Sides for Bluebird last \Vcek.' he iu-i;

eluded "Candlelight and - Roses." I

which will be billed on records and]
sheet as "Billy Hill's last song."' I

Also disked by Britt were "Ridirf
j

With My Gal." "Someday You-ll

Want Me To Want You" and "i'm

All That's Left of That Old Quartet."

They'll have I heir party, aided by a

jukebox, in the Normandie Room,
also at Norumbcga Park where
Totem Pole, is located., j

To Gill that is an indication that
his future patrons may range in

ayes from- 12 to 22. instead of the
average dancing age of 17 to 22.,

'

Miami Tooters Vs.

Clubs Developing

Into Hot Battle

NBC CBS, ABC Mutual Plugs
TITLE PUBLISH!-

»

Along the Navajo Trail ...Leeds

A Stranger In, Town . . 4Steyens
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe—f'Harvey Girls" Feist

Autumn Serenade . Bobbins

But I Did . ... Remiefc

Escucliame ....... JPemora
Gee. It's Good to Hold You. Criterion

Gotta Be This or That .Harms

Homesick That's All . .. . . . ..... .Morris

How Deep Is the Ocean;.........-.......... Berlin

I Can't Begin to Tell You BVC
I'd Do If' All' Over Again.. Shapiro

If I Loved :Yo.u—""Carousel". . , .
... -. ....... T. B. Harms

I'll Be Yours Hj'Atlendrai > ...Harris

I
I'll Bu>v That Dream—t"Sing .Your Way Home" ^Burke

.

I'm Gonna Love That Guy.. ...... ':'
:.' .':':.. Bonnie ;

•In the Middle of May. .Crawford

It's Been a Long Long Time. ........................... -Morris

It's Only a Paper' Moon, Harms

Just a Little Fond Affection -...,'..'...; .'...' ' Shapiro

Love Letters— i -Love Letters" ........................... .Famous

Mere Than Yesterday . :
....' • •• • •

Marks

That's For Me-*"State Fair" •'• .Williamson

The Wish That I Wish Tonight. Witnarii

Till the End of Time ............,....:'..-. -Sajitly

Wailins; For the Train to Come In'. . . . •
Block

Walkiii" With My Honey. . .............. .......... ,'.'. .
.
i-Republic

You Came Along— f'Vou Came Along". . . »'. ... Famous .

> Filniiisical. Legit Musical, t B.M.I. Affiliate.

TOP HIT OF YESTERDAY

GREAT POPULAR
STANDARD TODAY

GABRIEL DUE TO BLOW

INTO HOTEL LINCOLN
,
Erskine Hawkins band pacted for

an-e'ight-week stand at Lincoln hotel.

N. Y., beginning Feb. -15 for second
stand in that spot.

Hawkins currently on theatre tour,

Miami Beach, Oct. 23.

Representatives of local 655,

American Federation of Musicians,

meeting with Florida Supper Club

association members Friday .119)

found the operators nixing their

own verbal okay made last week

to proposals that union musicians

work twelve, weeks through Season.
|

seven days a week, taking accrued i

time oft in straight vacation with i

pay in spring, or using relief men
nightly during height of season, with
club owners placing two weeks coin

in . escrow to insure payoff on all

counts. - > Novel question of law arose

j

Word of operators negative rie- N. Y. supreme court Monday (22) in

cision brought vote by union mem- \ a suit between two .owners of a

bers the same day. to enforce six?

day week here: also, if any agree-

Court Mulls Outcome Of

Novel Action Between

Co-Owners of Old Song

Kitty Kallen Quitting.

James, to Solo for GAC
Kitty Kallen. who finally decided

to cut adrift from the Harry James
orchestra and work as a single,

signed a contract with General
Am us. Corp. last week. GAC as yet
has no dates lined up for her.

Miss Kallen leaves James at the

end of a current one-nigbt tour,

about the middle of November, and
immediately comes east.

Tommy Dorsey Party

merit is reached in future, such

agreement to be retroactive to Oct; 4.

! Club owners ..say they will bring

in out of town bands and pay the

10' . union tax rather than meet
demands of local 655. Supper club

association members who made this

decision included seasonal, as well

as year 'round operators. •

Both Clover Club and Kitty Davis"

(open all year) have placed .their

orchestras on two weeks notice,

pending further decision on either

side. Five O'clock Club closed

Sunday night (21) (for refurbish-

ing) and Barken Bros., operators of

this class..spot have made it plain

that Hal Wayne unit, playing there,

will not return under current union
proposals. AFM members say_.-they

will hold out no matter what, claim-

PHIL Ki

Standofd

The Big 3, U\9 Broodwoy.

n*

, Monafler,

«rtiOn 0«pt.

N«w York mm?

f\n Uanil'd 10th Anni 1 m'S that - not all the spots will do
*»«»lu » AUl» A,U!I

i

t ) le business they expect, and that

eventually they'll come around to

union demands, rather than pay the
10'; tax.

Meanwhile, most every club in

town of fair si/.e, dickering or sign-
ing Latin-American type bands to

feature, and planning on adding lo-

cal musickers to fill out units with
instrumentalists necessary to cut

shows.

One big hitch in negotiations is

operators claim that they are al-

ready paying union men $,') per hour
overtime from one a.m. on, plus dou-
ble for leader.

Virtually every name performer

in N- Y. showed up at the 400 Club,

N. Y.. Sunday (21) night at a party

given to Tommy Dorsey on his 10th

anniversary in the band business.

Highlight of the proceedings was a

broadcast over CBS, originally

scheduled as a regular band remote,

in which Frank Sinatra, Roy Rogers.

Jo Stafford, Frankie Carle, Cab Cal-

loway and Gene Krupa all took a

hand by making one tune announce-
ment apiece.

A piece of a huge birthday cake
was given to every customer. First

cut was made by Dorsey's mother,
in N. Y. from her Coast home.
Both Sinatra and Krupa, on Dor-

sey's payroll in the past, worked out

with the band. Krupa's entire band
took over the stand for the Jast set

of the evening. In addition to the

above names, Vaughn Monroe.
Wesson brothers, Ray McKinley.
Romo Vincent, Phil Brito and Rusts

! Morgan were in on the celebration.

copyrighted musical composition.

Justice Dennis Cohalan reserved de-

cision in the suit brought by the

Jerry Vogel Music Co.. Inc.. against

Miller Music. Inc., both joint owners

of the song "I Love You California,"

to compel Miller to account for 50';.

of the proceeds from the licensing

of the tune for film use.

Miller, represented by Julian T.

Abeles, .contends that although both

are co-owners of the song, they are

tenants in common and that as a

matter of law either tenant can

license its use to a third party with-

out accounting to the other tenant.

It's also asserted that in the absence

of a contract. Miller is under no ob-

ligation to account to Vogel lor the

proceeds..
.

Vogel represented by Milton M.
Kosenbloom. of O'Brien, Driscoll &
Battery, contends that there is an

equitable obligation between both

parties.

Trial started and ended Monday,
lasting about two hours. Only docu-

mentary evidence was submitted by

both parties.

"California." was composed by the

late A. F. Frankenstven and S. B.

Silver wood. Upon renewal of copy-

right, heirs of Frankensteen assigned

to Vogel and executors of the estate

of Silverwood assigned its rights to

Miller Music.

Tune-Dex's Longhair Yen
George Goodwin, adding a new

twist to his CleC Award activities,

this time, penetrating the classical

music field, plans to present 20 Clefs

to composers of winning songs in

the more recognized of the nation's

classic music contests, which number
approximately 100 annually.

Affair skeddad 'for: Carnegie Hall,

N. Y.. in the form of a spring music

festival. Sponsorship will be coop-

erative, with classical pubs sharing

the nut.

CAN'T THEY ADD?
The Phil Moore Four, actually

originated as a sextet, is currently a

quintet, and will not become a four-
s'omo until it heads for the Coast to

make a Columbia picture.

Act currently broadcasts on the

WHN (N. Y.) "Gloom Dodger" show.

ASCAP OK in Neb.
American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers has com?
pleted the licensing of all radio sta-

tions in Nebraska for the use of its

repertoire.

Nebraska broadcasters negotiated
agreements with ASCAP on the
basis of the recent repeal of that
slate's anti-ASCAP Jaw.

TOMMY
REYNOLDS

nlirt Hi« OrHlfMru
' •

W..k N»».mb.r 2nd

APOLLO. NEW YORK

F,irlu«ivr HunuKcioriit

:

Associated Hooking Corp.
JO»; Gl.ASJOlt. rnMtr.ut
WS llfth »w 1'ork lt:i

Eddie Condon
Now in hii 5th concert se»»on will

present a typical Amaricondon group
of famous jarx artitti «t Town Hall.

Saturday, November 3 at 5:30

A HIT in PERFORMANCES, SAlES, JUKE BOXES and RECORDS!

Did You Ever Get

THAT FEELING IN THE MOONLIGHT
1657 Broadway. New York 19

By JAMES CAVANAUGH, LARRY STOCK, IRA SCHUSTER

PAULL PIONEER MUSIC CORP.
MAX MAYER. fre«.

Chicago Irving Ullman
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Bands at Hotel B. O.'s

Hal Aloma*
Chuck Foster*.

.

Frankic Carle. ..

Emil Coleman".

Art Mooiiey

Shep Fields...

Tommy Dorsey.

Vaughn Monroe

.

Coiere Total
Week* rmt 1*<iv*i>

Hotel I'lHjed »Vefk On Out*
.Lexington '300; 75c-$1.50). 53 1,950 "94,125

New Yorker 1400: $1-?1.50) ...11 1,875 19,700

.Pennsylvania (300; $1-?150). ....... 1 2,725 15,925

.Waldorf ( 550; $2) .
,'.

. 2 3,575 8,575

.Lincoln i275; $1-$1.50). ............. 6 1,025 5,150

.Roosevelt < 400; $1-$1.50). .......... ; 4 3,050 14,150

.400 Club (850; $1-$1.50) ............ . 6 4,275 31,025

. Commodore i400; $i-$1.50) < 3 2,100 8,075

'.Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show. Neio Yorker has ice show;
I.'«ai/iy(o", «« Hfiioniimi floor show: Waldorf, Edyur pefutri.

Chicago
Ernie Hecksclier iMayitajr'-Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $1.50-$2.50 mm.V.

Slough-on* to 2,400 for Heekscher, Victoria Cordova and Myrus,

Clyde McCoy I Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 050; $3-?3.50 min.).

McCoy-Bob Hall-Corinne '& Tito, Valdez-LeBrac & Bcrnice-Whitson Bim-
layout did a little over 7.000.

fMAie Oliver (Empire Room, Palmer House; 700; $3-$3.50 min ). Fair biz

for Oliver, John Sebastian, Paul Winchell, Jcre McMahon, et al.; 5,800

tins time.' •'
/

Kmile Petti I Walnut Room. Bismarck, hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.50 min.). Petti,

Bill .'Gary' and Fernando & Fair, clicking along with 3.000.

Louis I*rim* 'Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min).

Prima. C-Ulrcnee Slytcr and Harmon icats, opening Friday 1 19
), split great

(1,700 with Les Brown, who closed.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $i-$1.50). Never varies from constant

crowd; 4.200 covers.

Ted Straeter (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50K Dipped just a mile but not cry-

ing with 3,750 tabs.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
'CWciioo)

Gay Clariilge (Chez -Pa roe: 650; S3.-$3.50 min.). Danny Thomas still the

.biggest draw in town, w ith 5.800 on tap here.

Harry Cool (Blackhawk: 500; $2-$2.50 mill ). New floor show—Novellos
and Joey Rardin—helped Cool keep it up around 4.200.

Buddy Slmw 'Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min. i. Shaw. Billy Vine and
Don & Beverly helped Harry Richman, in his nexl-to-elosing. pull in 4,900.

'Los Airyeies)

Jan Savilt 'Palladium, B, Hollywood, 5th week). Standing firm at 24,000

admissions.. <. .

Enric Madriguera (Giro's, N. Hollywood. 3rd week). Super-capacity biz

with the covers climbing to 3.150 last frame.

Top Tunes for Youi Books

An All-Time Favorite

SUNNY SIDE
OF THE
STREET

Music by .

.

JIMMY McHUGH
Published by

SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN

MUSIC

• Li*

BOURNE, Has®.
79» Seventh Ave. New York 19 N. V.

Valdez s Disk Deal
Miguejito Valdez. who racked up

a reputation' while with Xavic'r

Cugat's orchestra and has been do-
ing a single for some lime, was
signed to a three-year contract last

week by Musicraft Records. Agree-
ment calls for a minimum of 12 sides
yearly, the first to be made in N. V.

next month.

Valdez, currently finishing work
on "Glamor Girl'' for Monogram,
conies east next week for three

guest shots on Chesterfield, one on
the Jack Smith broadcast, a week
at Loew's State, N. Y. 'Nov. 1 >. a

date at the Latin Casino, Philly.

ivhere lie opens Nov. .26, and an-
other at Giro's, Miami, opening in

December.

Dorseys Sateveposted
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey will be

profiled in a forthcoming issue of

the Saturday Evening Post.

Yarn is being written by Richard
English, who is also penning the

script for the Dorsey Bros, film, to

be titled "My Brother Leads a

Band."

LIL GREEN FRONTS BAND
Lil Green, singer, lias formed a 16-

piece male orchestra of. her own,

which she will front on a two-

month string of one - nigbters

through the south. Colored singer

debuts with the all-Negro combina-

tion Oct. 26 at Ashvi.lle, N. C; and

from there continues jnto Florida,

Georgia, etc. r :
.

She's drawing in the neighbor-

hood of $75.0 per against percentages.

Buddy Rich to Start

Own Band Shortly
Buddy Rich is figuring on starting

his own band soon. Tommy Dorsey
has had various drummers trying
out for Rich's spot the past week or
so at the 400 Club, N. Y., where the
Dorsey band is currently on an II-

w'eek run, ending Nov. 21.

Rich has had plans blueprinted for
some time on a band of his own. He
will be booked by Music Corp: of
America and personally managed by
Arthur T. Michaud.

BORNSTEWSJOK BREAKS

Bourne, Bogat and ABC All In The
Big Bracket's'

Saul Bornstein, who split with
Irving' Berlin six months ago. avers
that the business divorce stems lo

have benefitted both parties. Born-
stein now has three publishing
houses (Bourne, ABC and Bogat).
and points but, as evidence of his

expansion, that his personnel now
numbers twice as many as the
firm employed when Berlin- was a
partner. •

Bourne has gone over 450.000
sales on "Tni Gonna Love That
Guy." Bogat (Bornstein and Xavier
Ciigat) is plugging "Say It Over
Again," while ABC is going alter

the Sunny Skylar-Randy Ryan song,
"Put That Ring On, My Finger."
Bornstein received two pleasant

surpluses last week when national
release of Dianna Durbin's "Lady
On A Train" caused a demand for
copies of. "Give Me a Little Kiss.
Will You, Huh?", while Decca re-
leased an Ink Spots' recording of
"I'd Climb the Highest Mountain," a
22-year-old Bornstein tune.

ASCAP Membership Meeting Livelier

Than Usual Due to P.H. Plan' Scrap
Semi-annual, membership meeting

of the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers last

Thursday (20) ;n N, V. produced a

degree of excitement not too far be-

low what was expected..

Pre-Mceting dope had it that

Pinky Herman, who has been cham-
pioning a writer payoff plan of his

own for years, would lift the roof
with 'his arguments for a change in

ASCAP by-laws in favor of his

ideas. Week before, the ASCAP
board had rejected his proposal, but
due to the fact that he had acquired
signatures of 15% of the member-
ship he was allowed to present his

plan at the meeting, but not before
President Deems Taylor.allegedly
tried to halt him again. .;

After a second clash, with Taylor
over his attempt to reiterate a dam-
aghtg""' aTJcTnatioii aga'ifisr""Hgl'mii n
Starr, head of the Warner Bros,
music combine originally made at

the recent Coast meeting. Herman
was allowed to proceed. As a re-

sult, his idea apparently is headed
into full-membership balloting chan-
nels.

Herman's plan is to take 20% of
the writer's 50'i, of ASCAP's an-
nual income (50% goes to publish-
ers) and distribute it to the writer
faction on a "'Seniority of Works"
basis. His blueprint is difficult to
digest without a thorough knowl-
edge of ASCAP's distribution scale,

but writers familiar with and in

favor of it claim that it will benefit
all writers from top to bottom

classes by making 20% of the writer-

distribution automatic, with the re-

mainder subject to error. He claims
to have considerable writer backing
for his idea?. .

Herman's talk was answered by
Louis D. Frohlich, ASCAP attorney,

!
who asserted the plan was illegal

according . to ASCAP by-laws and
that it would entail the complete rer

writing of all contracts between the
Society and writer-members, .

;
;

Only other proposal to come, up
at the meeting was one by Gene
Buck. Latter -wants to increase the
writer and publisher representatives
on the appeals board from fh ,-ee to.

five of each and. instead of both
.'yojps sitting as one on all eases,

split' the: board so that writers f.p-

penr* before writers and publishers
before the publisher faction in mak-
ing anneals—from—classifications. It

will go to a full-membership vote.

Jack Bregmarj, ASCAP treasurer,

made his semi-annual report. He
pointed out that the) Society's in-

come for 1045, based on the current

pace, would reach approximately
$8,700,000 overall, TWs is before

the usual domestic and foreign ro».;
allies • deductions. It was also

pointed out that the Society is hu\tf

composed of 243 publishers and
1,716 writers.

Signature Records has set up the

Roberts Music Co. to hold copy-
rights on original music released on
its disks. '

,
.

This year's No. I

Continental Love

Ballad has finally

arrived in America.

Recorded by

HILDEGARDE
(Dcecol

JACK SMITH
(Mojeitic)

Additional record-

ings soon ' to be

released.

I'LLK Yl
(J'Attendrai)

By Olivier! and Potorat English Lyric by Anna Soitnko

Chas. K. Harris Music Pub. Co.. Inc.

161 ? Broadway *'".; Ntw York 19

TH E NEWEST BAVG DALLAS

B lL y E
l.jrl.- I,, mi K ,,,,1 ( II w H\'\V

Mn«ii In U1N IK »II \ IK
§TAUil©HT MUSIS e©.
11119 I<ri>iui><n> NeM York
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10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1. \ Till End of Time (91 (Santly >........ . (Perry Como Victor

( Polonaise (8i ( Carmen Cavallaro ...Decca

2,.ni Boy That Dream <5> \(T. B. Harms).. Harry James .....Columbia

V '. I Harrv James .... .Columbia
3, It's Loug Long Time (3

1
(Morris) . ......

j Bin „ Crosby ....... . .Decca

.,, • • ,, I Perry Como Victor
If I Loved You (11 > <T. B. Harms > ...... >

0ing Cvofby DeCca
'"

.

'.:• „ ., , , r ,
( Bing Crosby ... Decca

: 5,
:

Along Navajo Trail U. (Leeds... .......
(
Gol .

(, Kvi ,p ., Columbia

6. I'm Gonna Love ThatTSuy (8 i (Bourne >. Perry. Como ... ...... Victor

7 that Feeling liv Moonlight (0) (Paulh . . Perry Cbma ........ . Victor

8. Atchison. Topeka. Santa Fe (ltf) .iPeisi" . Johnny Mercer . .... .Capitol

9. That's For Me ('21 (Williamson >. ........ Artie Shaw ....... . . .Victor

10. Paper Moon (7 > (Harms). . . . . . .. .v. Ella Fitzgerald. .
..'.-.: Decca

VARIETY Wednesday, October 21, 1945

Charles Goldberg took over the

professional manager spot at Chap-
pell Music, vacated last week by the

resignation of Eddie Wolpin. He has
been with Chappell for years, nutcTi

of the time as Boston rep.

Wolpin's plans have not yet been
solidified. .-..,,''

Inside Orchestras-Music

ESSEX HOUSE, N. Y.TO

RESUME NAME BANDS
Essex House, .N. Y., is due to re-

turn soon to a name band 'policy.

Richard Himber or Al Donahue are

mentioned to open the spot some

time next month. 1

-

,

Spot has been on a non-name
"policy, insofar as its Casino-on-the-

. Park is- concerned, since last year.

Incidentally, reported a Boston

syndicate is dickering to buy or is

virtually set to buy the hotel.

New Operetta
Vet et/ii/Pli.-tr Maeeo Pinkard's

operetta. "New World Fantasy," will

pveem at- 'the/Mosque theatre. New-
ark,. Nov. 2, before an all-veteran

audience: the following night it will

be played at the same theatre for

the public. Carnegie Hall. N. Y.,

performance is set for Nov. 4. after

which the musical will tour on one-

nighteiv.

Show deals with the American
Reconstruction period following the

Civil War. and has practically an all-

Negro cast. .:.;'.'-..:>/'

GAC's Frisco Office
General Amus. Corp.. is preparing

the J'installation of a San Francisco

•branch office. No personnel has

been selected for its operation, but

the site is said to have been ac-

quired.

Office probably will be supervised

from Hollywood. : .

[ABC Books 'Scat' Davis
Johnny "Scat" Davis orchestra

j was signed to a management con-

j
tract last week by Associated Book-
ihg Corp. Agency takes over the

I band's bookings after Nov. 16.

Davis plays the Earle theatre.

I
Philadelphia, this week (26).

The High Note In The

Entertainment World

More Legahstics

Over 'Doll' Coin
Hamilton, O.. Oct. 23.

The fortune in royalties originally

expected to accrue to the estate of

the late composer, Johnny Black, of

Hamilton, through sale of his post-

humous song hit. "Paper Doll," last

year amounted to $9,545, it was re-

vealed through filing of an in-

ventory in Probate Court here last

week. •
.

-
-

With the composer's share finally

arrived tit, the bitter suits over it

in N. Y. are being duplicated some-
what here. Of the $9,545. $1,800 was
set aside for Sally Black Waldo,
composer's widow. This is being
protested by Maxwell Finkelman.
Middletown, O.. administrator of the

estate of Jennie Huber. who was
Black's mother, on contention that

client's estate is entitled to one-

eighth of the assets. He asks that

widow's allowance be reduced to

$800. Under the law. the widow is

entitled to three-fourths of the net.

with the parents or their estate re-

ceiving the remaining one-fourth.,;

Willie Icia Black, composer's first

wife, now residing in Chicago. - re-

ceived a pail of the royalties, elim-

inating any further claim against the
estate on court allowance that she
was a partner in the "Paper Doll"
publishing contract.

Will of John L. Black, composer's
deceased father, named as sole bene-
ficiary Etta Mae Williams, daughter
Of the woman with whom the elder
Black made his home in latter years.
Her share has not been determined.

Black, the composer, although al

one time comparatively well-to-do.
was virtually broke at the time of

his death,- resulting from a head in-
jury sustained in a fall after being
struck during an argument with, a

patron in a small nitery he then was
conducting.

Harry S. Wonnetl. local attorney,
is administrator for the composer's
estate.

MURPHY

• RADIO
WEAF-NBC, Monday Through Friday

at 12:45 P.M.. . .

And Guest Starred on
NATIONAL BARN DANCE. Command

Performance
CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUI

f KATE SMITH SHOW
• RECORDS

Victor No. 21734, Just Released

WILL THE ANGELS PLAY THEIR
HARPS FOR ME and HOMESICK

• PERSONAL APPEARANCES
LEADING THEATRES. NIGHT CLUBS
AND HOTELS THROUGOUT THE
COUNTRY

Per. Mgt.: AILEEN STANLEY
1619 Broadway. New York 19

Barclay Beekman, the N. Y. Mirror's society editor, coupled Mrs. W;
Averill Harriman and LI. Cdr. Eddy. Duchin romantically in a so-called
"exclusive," and the next day ran a complete denial. Attorney Sol A.
Rosenblatt, for the Harrimans, phoned the Mirror's night city editor and
read him a formal telegram he was sending the paper's publisher/with
result the original story last week was yanked after the bulldog (pink i

edition, with the lawyer stressing that all news service and syndicates us-

ing the Mirror's news as source material should be likewise stopped so
as not to further extend the damage. The denial ran in a comparable
edition the next day. '.-'.:}

.
..

-

Mrs. Marie Norton Whitney Harriman.. 'wife of the U. S.' Ambassador to

Russia, had been a close friend of the late Marjorie Oeliiciis (Mrs, Duchin)
who died in childbirth some seven years ago. and when the bandleader,

now a Naval officer, was away, she always took care jf their child. Peter.

Their friendship, somehow, gave the tabloid's society reporter a distorted

idea of things." '-Y
';

Only after Adm. Chester W. Nimitz recited the verses to "Nimitz and
Halsey and Me" over a WOR mike at his Oct. 9 reception in the Waldorf-
Astoria. N. Y.. was it revealed that the lyricist is an established songsmith—

•

Navy Capt. William Gordon ("Slim") Beecher. A member of ASCAP.
Capt. Beecher has penned more than 116 songs, one of which, "Song of

Old Hawaii." was a 1938 hit. He is now commanding. a group of destroyers

in Tokyo Bay. v

Immediate public response to the Nimitz broadcast set music publishers

after the song, with Mrs. Beecher finally giving the nod to Robbins. Ava-
lanche of phone calls and letters forced WOR to rebroadcast the words-
four times in 12 hours after the admiral spoke. Ralph Barnhart. WOR
composer, then set the words to music, and Hugh Thompson first did

"Nimitz" as a song on the station's 11 p.m. newscast the same night—the
first time .in memory of a song on a news sho\v.

Harry Sosnik*. Hildegarde's maestro on radio and disks, states that back
in August. 1941. he had experimented with Sonovox in Hollywood, having
done a "Voice of Music" audition for Pepsi-Cola under Free & Peters

auspices, but the war disrupted any commercial consummation. Sosnik

was then maestro for Gracie Fields and a recording director at Decca.

He even experimented with separate musical chambers, as part of the

Sonovox idea, which has since been utilized by Walt Disney, on radio pro-

grams, in pix. etc.

This is in line with a similar idea with which Meredith Willson is cur-

rently experimenting in Hollywood.

Ina Ray Hutton's dispute with the Frederick Bros, agency over a release

from her—management contract with them is up before the American
Federation of Musicians' executive board for adjudication. She wants an
out from her FB contract on the grounds that it carried a rider, orig-

inally approved by the AFM, granting her automatic release if Charlie

Yates. \vho handled her,, ever left the FB agency. He did so several

months ago, but is now being sued by FB for breach of contract.

It's claimed, but not confirmed, that the AFM has ordered that no such
riders to contracts ever be approved by AFM officials as a result of Miss

Hutton's case.
'

Galveston's Big Sked
Galveston. Oct. 23.

An extensive local musical pro-
gram has been promised this year
by the Town. Hall Series and the
Civic Music Assn., two membership
orgs.

Town Hall will present Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo. Miliza Kor-
jus. Yehndi Menuhin. William Ka-
pell, Paul Draper. Larry Adler. St.

Louis Sinfonietta, a "Beethoven
Festival" with the Houston . Sym-
phony Orchestra, North Texas State

College a capella choir. Mary McCor-
mick and Dalies Frantz.

Civic Music has booked Cincin-
nati Symph Orch. Blanche Thebom.
Anna Dor.t'man. American Ballad
Singers. Eaoul Jobin. and the Apollo
Boys Choir of Dallas under Coleman
Cooper's direction.

One of the industry'.-; more jazz-minded leaders recently finished a set

at a major N, Y. hotel with few people on the dance floor, although the

room was crowded. Wheii he finished, a three-piece relief combo took over
and immediately the floor was jammed. Jazz leader later took exception

to the difference in terp showing, half-seriously suggesting to the relief

combo leader that he and his big band were supposed to be the attraction

and that the trio's commercial music made him look bad. In the same
vein of semi-seriousness the reliefer cracked that, after all. he had been
at the spot for eight years and the people on the floor were his followers.

Victor has an interesting Vaughn Monroe album of 10 sides, captioned
"On the Moonbeam." for the following obvious couplings, which also indi-

cate, on the label, the respective hits of the respective years: "Moonlight
and Roses" (1925> paired, with "It's Only a Paper Moon" (1933; incident-
ally now being revived i : "Moon ol Monakoora" ('371 paired with "Moon-
low" 134i: "Blue Moon" ('34) coupled with "Shine on Harvest Moon"

(1908; since revived ); "Carolina Moon" ('28) with "Moon Love" ('39 ); Mon-
roe's theme song. "Racing With the Moon" coupled with "Moon Over
Miami."

Beethoven Breaks Lease
Regit ia, Sask., Oct. 23.

Contending that the. court of

appeals was reasonable in hearing
complaints of landlords about ob
noxious tenants, a Rcgina alderman
told city council lie knew of a case
where a landlord had been allowed
to evict a tenant because the latter
insisted on playing Beethoven for
a couple of hours every day.

"I can understand that." said an-
other alderman,

,
"I would rather

listen to boogie woogje than to the
way some people play Beethoven

L. A. PHILLY SEASON SET
Los Angeles, Oct. 23.

Wilfrid Davis, manager of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, an-
nounced that its 27th season, consist-

ing of 86 concerts in 20 weeks, has
been sold- out.

Alfred Wallenstein will continue
as resident conductor, with three
guest conductors and 17 soloists

booked.

Sam Monte, a new combination in

Youngstown, is now house band at

the Elms- Ballroom, supplanting Bill

Ost orchestra..

Band Review X

RANDY BROOKS ORCH. (Mi)

With Lillian Lane, Billy Usher
Meadowbrnok, Cedar Grove, N. .1.

Randy! Brooks' orchestra, still' a
comparative newcomer to the field

despite six months or so al Ihe
Roscland Ballroom. N. Y.. is by far
the best of the newer combinations.
Playing its first major date here, the
combo of four trumpets, three trom-
bones, five sax and three rhythm,
plus the leader's excellent trumpet-
ing, makes a great impression.

Brooks' fovle. in addition to his
own horn work, is his arrangements,
written by John Benson Brooks (no
relation), who has an interest in the
band, a sort of a setup, incidentally,
that will unquestionably be often re-
pealed as the new postwar bands
start forming. Brooks has written
unusually colorful arrangements, all

with good taste. He pays special at-

tention to standards, with which the
library is well equipped, in addition
to jump originals and pops.

What's most important, however,
is that the band doesn't lean too
much in any direction. It employs
a ballad style that's often reminiscent
of Claude Thoi iihill. which means it

has an unusual, catchy appeal. Light
rhythm material is played with an
easy beat, and hot stuff with equal
attention.. '.

Musically, the combo is unusually
neat. 11 is well rehearsed, and the
emphasis is more on unit work than
on soloists: Brooks' horn takes care
of much of the spotlight work. De-
spite its, yoiithfulness, the outfit plays
more like » veteran combination
than many of the so-called name
outfits currently available.
Brooks has tw'o good vocalists with

him, too. Lillian Lane, once with
Claude Thornhill. Is an excellent
choice. Billy Usher likewise.

WoodT

I.t. Kenny Gardner,, former vo-
calist with Guy Lombardo and hus-
band of Elaine Lombardo. rejoins

that orchestra upon his discharge,
due around Xmas. '

PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS

rrap/a

Unsurpassedin Quality at anyPrice
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Joe Marsala septet opens at

Dixie hotel, N. Y., Nov. 7,
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Cargo Freighters May Prove Bridge

To Europe for U.S. Commercial Acts
Difficulty in getting regular, air or

4

boa t
transportation to Europe is

causing N. V. agents to investigate

possibilities of shipping acts on.car-

go vessels. Negotiations are already

on between Swedish representatives

o£ Hans Lederer of the Clifford C.

Fischer agency, and Scandinavian

lilies for passenger accommodations

{or acts-

Agencies both here and abroad

have so far been stymied in get-

ting inter-continental bookings go-

ing because of transportation scar-

city. So far all available shipping

space is being reserved for military

matters and important civilian mis-

sions,

If the Scandinavian shipping plans

comes through, Lederer says that

he'll be able to offer acts between

10-K weeks through Norway, Den-

mark and Sweden. From there it

will be possible to hit France, Eng-

land Italy, and possibly other coun-

tries. By the end of one of those

jaunts, it's conceivable that trans-

portation through regular channels

will be available..

p-e-war. freighter transportation

Xvas widely used for passenger

service.

Johnny Dugan 111

Johnny Dugan, head of Music

Corp. of America's N. Y. theatre de-

partment is recovering from virus

pneumonia. He was brought down

by the attack last week. His condi-

tion is described as favorable.

He's expected to be away from

the office for several weeks.

Hot Skaters
Milwaukee, Oct. 23/

Harold Steinrhan's "Skating Vani-
ties," which acknowledges Milwau-
kee as its best town, had nearly

$80,000 in the till before it opened
its three-week, run at the Audi-
torium, and at the -end of the. first

week nearly- 30,000 customers had
attended. Few empty seats in the

4.500 seat hall, and last perform-
ances are expected to be capacity.

Soph's Celebrity Gag
Celebrity nights at L*a Martinique

will take on a new twist during
Sophie Tucker's engagement at that
spot starting tonight (Wednesday).
Sunday night shindigs will be tabbed
"Some of These Days" nights with
Soph attempting to get everybody
mentioned in her recent tome into
the spot.

• Doubleday Doran, publishers of
the book, are assisting with mail and
advertising promotion.

(ZtWlCHtlcf I

MONTE PROSER'S

COPACABANA
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PRINCE OF THE RUMBA

PHSONAl MANAGEMENT

BOBBINS ARTIST BUREAU I

1 61 9 B'WAY, NEW YOIIK 1» |

LQ, Del, Must Pay

Martha Raye's 8G
American Guild of Variety Artists

this Week notified Tony Morelli,

manager of the Latin Quarter, De-
troit, that the club must pay $7,935

due Martha Raye comedienne, on a
contract cancelled-out last month.
According to AGVA, settlement in

the matter will be made this week.

Miss Raye had been booked into

the nitery for a 10-day engagement
at $17,000. Morelli claimed pact was
made by . former owners (Lou Wal-
ters, el aD'and wanted to repudi-

ate the agreement. Miss Raye filed

a complaint with AGVA to recover

the amount. Meanwhile, the Wil-

liam Morris Agency set up some
;

valid e dates for the comedienne with
j

understanding that the Latin Quar-
j

ter would have to make up the difr
|

ference between amount earned on

vaiide tour and the' $17,000 claim.

The $7,935 is it. : :

Malt Shelvev, national head of

AGVA, long-distanced Morelli,
whose attorney said the matter

would be taken care of this week.

There are several other contracts,

including one with Benny Fields,

that are in controversy and for

which AGVA will also insist upon

payoff if Morelli fails to play them.

Latter, however, has been maneu-

vering with their talent for setback

dales. AGVA is' agreeable to this

if the performers are and will not

move in on these matters until

actual cancellation is made and the

performers involved file claims.

JOAN EDWARDS SET

FOR WALDORF H, N.Y.

Joan Edwards has been set for the

Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y.. start-

ing Monday (29) succeeding Edgar

Bergen. Length of stay will be con-

tingent upon date Frank Sinatra will

start at that hospice,

Danny Kaye will follow Sinatra.

Although pacts with Sinatra and

Kaye haven't been inked, Music

Corp, - of America, bookers of the

room, are certain they'll go in.

Kaye is presently touring Japan

with Leo "Duxochcr for USO-Camp
Shows.

PALOMAR, SEATTLE,

RESUMES VAUDE BILLS
Seattle, Oct. 23.

Paiomar theatre, Seattle, has re-
sumed vaude bills. This followed a
truceWith American Guild of Varie-
ty Artists, which had declared the
spot unfair last summer when Ster-
ling Theatres Corp., operators of the
house, refused to compensate acts for
extra midnight performance on Sat-
urdays. After controversy the Pai-
omar, only vatide house in this ter-
ritory went straight pic policy.
New pact signed with AGVA gives

performers an additional day's pay
for the midnight show and also a
closed shop agreement at the Rivoli
theatre, operated by the same chain,
also iii Seattle. Latter house had
operated during controversy with
tab shows, performers of which
come under membership of the
Burlesque Artists' Assn., rather than
AGVA. Under new agreement house
will.have similar policy but will em-
ploy only AGVA members.

Harry Squires Quits MCA To

Set Up Own Concert Booking Biz

10th Year in Spot
Chicago, Oct. 23.

Here's Chi's contribution to that

list of long-run engagements:
Recently, Carl Marx, mazda-

schnozzled clown of the Sherman
hotel's Panther Room, started his

10th year at the spot.

Missing Nitery Op Is

Convicted of Second

Degree Murder in Minn.
Minneapolis, Oct. 23.

Rubin Shetsky, one of the owners
of the Casablanca, a leading loop

night club, Was convicted last week
of second degree murder in absentia.

Out on $20,000 bail, he disappeared
mysteriously during his trial and no
trace of him has been found. His
counsel believe he was bumped off,

but the court, ordering the trial to

proceed without him, held he's still

alive and ran out.

Shetsky shot and killed a union
agent in the club during a quarrel
over the part that organized labor
played in electing the present mayor,
who has put a lid on the town. He
claimed .self-defense.

Harry D. Squires, has resigned as

head of the Music Corp. of America

concert department, to go in busi-

ness for himself, and will handle
Phil Spitalny and Sigmund Romberg
for concerts.

While parting with-MCA is ami-
cable. Squires left the outfit because
he felt that he should handle artists

assigned to him completely. Under
present MCA procedure, branch of-

fices are in charge when orchestras

or artists play territory under their

jurisdiction.

Squiresj who left for Canada to

supervise" Spitalny ;
s Canadian tour

starting Monday (22) at the Maple
Leaf Gardens, Toronto, is a pioneer
in the pop concert field; being among
the first to exploit the fact that's
popular attraction given a longhair
aura can succeed in spots like Car-
negie Hall, N. Y. lie started this

field with Sigmund Romberg while
at the William Morris agency which
lie subsequently resigned to go with
Century Concerts. He came to MCA
a little more than a year ago.

FALK'S CONCERT BOOK
Jules Falk, associated with Atlantic

City Steel Pier for 21 years as music
director and public relations head,
has resigned la open an independent
concert booking office in- Philadel-
phia.

An Orchid to

Roily Rolls at

the Roxy, New
York."

Walter Winchell
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Bidders Open Auctioned Trunks And

Find Out What Happened to Vaude

y'llie when .talking movies reach' a

higher stage of -efficiency and dis-

tribution is now a matter of concern
to numerous gasmen and hoofers."

the buyer read aloud.

At which point the auctioneer in-

terrupted with, "Going. going.

Chicago. Oct. 23.

' Bidders at an auction here last

week really found out what hap-

pened to vaudeville.

A classified ad. promising that "all

triniks and suitcase^; to be .sold have

never been opened," brought a mob

of over 200 to the Hubbard, .
old-

time theatrical hotel, which was re-

cently sold, Management was get-

ting rid of a bunch Of trunks and

suitcases which have; been cluttering

up the basement anywhere from five

to .25 years.

One gal opened her bag oil the-; cisco

spot and found a stag, dagger.^fe^W^

HAZEL SCOTT AFTERMATH

PAUL SMALL ATTACHED

BY LA. HOUSE IN S.F.

Los Angeles. Oct. 23.

Paul Small, stage producer, was
tagged by the sheriff of Snn Fran-

with a $5,000 attachment,

bear, three lead pipes, tennis 'ball,

rubber exercise belt, pair pf men's

long underwear, dog collar, and a

book. "Introduction to Yoga.' An-

other hump-backed trunk with

wooden ribs and "Madame Hilda"

painted on the sides brought $12.50.

but the buyer wouldn't open it. An
onlooker at the sad event, however. .

remarked that "Hilda" used to saw V

a lady in half. Trunk labeled
\

"Happy Hyman" went for $6.
i

Another one had a California'

chauffeur's badge for 1927. assort-
|

ment of bullets, picture frames, some ! . jwav
unpaid bills, and a .section from the
Jan. 6. 1929. edition of the Chi Trib-
une, titled "Hoofers Argue Talkies

Effect on Vaudeville."

accounting of boxoltice receipts

from Small's late show. "Fun Time." i

in which the theatre corporation i

was a limited partner. Attachment
included the producer's current 1

show, '.The Merry-Go-Rounri" cur-

rently at the Curran. San Francisco,

his bank account and his car.

Understood Small asked for .the I

freedom of his car. so he could drive
[

between Mhe theatre and his resir
|

clence. but the sheriff discovered

that he lived at. the Sir .
Francis

Drake, only two blocks from the

plavhotise. and told him to go thal-

AlUcks on Constitution Hall and

; the D.A.R,

Washington, Oct. 23.

Rep. Helen Gahagan Douglas (D.,

Calif, i introduced a bill in the
House last week to strip Constitution
Hall, here, of its tax immunity, if

it persists in barring out artists on
race or color grounds. Hall, owned
by the national D.A.R., recently re-

fused a booking for Hazel Scott.

Negro pianist, and announced that

Negro artists would all be barred,

j
Bill provides that Constitution

I Hall would be required to pay taxes I

• unless it removes the color bars.
j

|
Rep, Douglas' action climaxed a'

heated row which was aired several;
times in Congress and which also

caused Rep. Clare Boot he Luce ( R„
Conn. ) to threaten withdrawal from

i

her home local of the D.A.R. unless!
it passed a resolution of censure

;

against the action of national head-

j

quarters.

Moke & Poke Suit Oke-Doke, Act Splits

Into Coke & Poke and Moke & Doke

"What's going to happen to vaude-

Big Vote on AGVA

Dues Tilt Proposal
Referendum on American Guild of

Variety Artists' plan to tilt dues of

members classified as principal per-

formers in vaude theatres and ni-

teries has met with greater vote re-

sponse than anticipated, according to

Matt Shelvey. head of AGVA. Union

Ohio Booze Board Will

Continue Permit Freeze
.'-

, Columbus; O., Oct. 23,

Night club operators throughout

Ohio hailed last week's long-awaited

decision of the Ohio Liquor Board,

which refused -to lift restrictions on

the number of night club permits

how existing, or to defrost the num-
ber of permits to sell hard liquor.

However, the board lifted all re-

strictions on the number of permits
it could issue, at its discretion, for

the sale of beer and wines for con-
sumption both on and off the prem-
ises, and for the issuance of permits
lor liquor sales in private clubs.

Latter was demanded by some vet-

erans' organizations, who contended
returning GJs could not open beer
parlors, restaurants; or organize
private clubs.

headquarters has been deluged withGypsy's Luck Still Bad
Stuttgart. Germany. Oct. 12, j mailed ballots on the proposed tilt

A jinx which has plagued Gypsy of from current $1.65 monthly to $2.

Markoff. accordionist, in her over- , effective Nov. 1. Union has asked

seas ventures—the Lisbon ' Clipper \
Associated Actors and Artistes of

, . ,
'

. ., . America, parent body, to set up
crash and a siege of pneumonia this ... , ,

. ...
,

-, ....
2- v* •'.••'_ -iT' i .u tellers to tabulate the votes this

summer— nit again here when the . .

truck carrying the instruments,; .' .: _..

props and costumes for her "Fun AGVA has 22.000 "principal

With Music" USO troupe plunged 60 |
members and an additional 14.000 in

feet down an embankment. No mem- i

chorister classification. Latter will

bers of the show were in the supplv j-not be affected by the lilt. How-

truck at the time of the crash.' The .'evel' figured that if the majority

two GI drivers* were injured and :
ot

_?
he 22.000 PVincipals^^tify^ the

taken to a hospital.

NOW 7?H WEEK
ZANZIBAR, NEW YORK

boost it would mean an added yearly

income of $176,000. Shelvey has

scotched the idea that the increased

income would be used as a "war
chest" to resume campaign for a

six-day week in the niteries. claim-

ing such a move is not on the im-

mediate agenda. He explains that

i
' Tpart Of the increased revenue would

;

Billy Eckst;ne orchestra, : Negro i be used to amortize a debt to the

outfit formed last year by the ex- | Four A s encumbered by the previ-

. Earl Hines singer, has been booked ' ous administration of the union and

|
into the Adams theatre. .N. Y.. for

j

remainder to increase coverage via

j

sometime in February. This is the, setting up AGVA locals in now im-

Show will lay off in Heidelberg
for a week, waiting for replacements
for the damaged props, and then
will pick up its Seventh Army area

tour. Troupe's due to leave for the

States Dec. 30.

;
j
band's first white theatre job. properly covered key cities.

Have been very busy these

many months playing Thea-

tres and Clubs around the

country . . . Just got back to

New York and was immedi-

ately booked into the State

Theatre for a return engage-

ment . . ..- Thanks to Jesse

Kaye.

KEN

WHITMER
That Humorous Musical

Professor

Currently

LOEWS STATE. NEW YORK

Personal Direction

MILES INGALLS

HOTEL ASTOR, N. Y.

3 U.S. Unions Rescue

Stranded Tin Up Girls'

From Mex Pact Fiasco
Mexico City, Oct. 23.

Due to the aid of three unions,

the "American Pin. Up Girls" unit

was able to leave Mexico City (Id)

tor the U.S.
'

Held in Mexico for five days by
failure of Jose Valencia, local

booker, to pay salaries and expenses,
the girls appealed to the. unions.

Latter wired $1,500, the musicians'
union $1,200 and the local union,

headed by Mario Moreno (Cantin-
flas). came through with $700. This
enabled the troupe of 35 to pay their

I bills and secure transposition to the

j
American border.

Meantime, the show headed by

j

Harry Rogers and Thelma White.
I filed charges at the American Ern-

j

bassy against Valencia for four

|
weeks' salary and transportation,

j
Situation developed shortly after,

j
arrival, when the troupe refused to

|

|

play the Waikiki, "B" night club;
j

j
Their contract, according to Rogers; I

called for four weeks, with option;

]
at the Iris, a "first-class night spot/'
"From then on, our troubles b'>

ga'n." said Rogers. 1 was threatened.
I

the girls molested, .and finally I had
to take cuts of $300 one week aiid

$800 another to keep the acts out of

the Waikiki and guarantee the per-

formers enough to eat on. We were
forced to join the STIC union, riv.il

of Cantinflas'. which looked on and
did nothing as Valencia broke agree-

ment after agreement.
"Payoff came when Valencia didn't

pay us for the final week, and still

he wanted to go through with ;i

four-week option to play the prov-
inces. We told him if he'd pay the

week owed, put up another week in

advance, plus transportation ex-

penses in a reliable bank, we'd do it.

He refused and we quit" Roger-
said Valencia's bond in Hollywood
would cover the week's salary. "Wc
particularly owe a debt of gratitude

to Cantinflas." Rogers said. "Al-
though we didn't do business with
his union, he saw to it that we were
able to get out of (own. He said.

T want you to go back to the United
States with good feeling toward
Mexico.'

*•'

Name of Moke & Poke as a stand-
ard vaude act passed out of existence
last week via an out-of-court settle-
ment of a suit between original
members of the act. Two offshoots
of this turn will now be called Coke
& Poke and Moke St Doke.

Settlement was arrived at . when
attorneys for Leon James, original
Poke, who brought suit against
Fletcher Rivers, original Moke, made
settlement which forbade use of the
name of Moke & Poke under which
Rivers had been operating with a
new partner. Rivers agreed to pay-
ment of cost of litigation. '•.,;.•

Mixup started when Rivers broke
with .lames and subsequently teamed
up with Lew Brown. James picked
up Harold Cromer and christened
him Coke, but objected to his former
partner operating under the original
team name and subsequently brought
injunctive proceedings.
Coke & Doke bowed last week

at the Apollo, while Moke & Coke
are scheduled for the Paramount,
N. Y.. Nov. 7 with the Frank Sinatra
show. -..-'•'"

Nat Nazarro. who handled the
original team and now controls Coke
& Poke, said that settlement of the
name angle does not e,nd the. issue.

He still has a $1,200 'suit pending
against Rivers lor unpaid commis-
sions and advances he claims lie

made to him.

.

I.ee Simmons, of the old vaude
team of Chick & Lee. back last week
frorn a second USO lour of Europe,
signed up for still another, this one
Tokyo-bound. He leaves Oct. 29.

Original

ROY
ROGERS

Atomic-Comic

Currently

STEUBEN'S, Boston

Flying Nov. 12

CASANOVA CLUB
Panama '''.'.,

l>lr. : MATTY KOSKN—HKV SIIANIN
r.tniiiMniiM Mils;.. »sv York

Borge's Big One-Niter
Buffalo. Oct. 20.

Victor Borge. exploring the pos-
sibilities of one-night stops in the
long-hair field, came up with a defi-

nite vote in the affirmative as. a
result of his showing at the Klein-
hans Music Hall here.

Scaled at $2.50 top, Borge drew
capacity and standing room a,t the
swank 3.000 sealer Thursday night
(18). '"'•'"•'•":.:

TITO CORAL
Golden Voice of latin-Americas

Inaugurating New Name Policy

Currently

The Smart

EMBASSY CLUB
Philadelphia, Pa.

Per. Mgt. SENIA GAMSA
!<>!•; HrouillVH.v, Nrw Vork CO. ft-tSHI

GAGS! JOKES! GAGS!
PATTER! WISE-CRAX! STORIES!
For vaude. nlt« eluka, radio M.C.'t. cintiei.

doubles, announcers, producers, disc Jockeys,

directors, band loaders, speakers, comics,
stooges, magicians, ventrilos. conimentaturs,
writers, cartoonists, ate.

Fun-Matter Gag Files Not. 1 Thru 13

$1.05 Per Script, Pottage Prepaid

Each File Contain* Over 100 Sock

Gagi I I
."*

:

; .

Miskr Checks rny»l>l«> (o
" I'AULA SMITH •

'.

Mail to "Fun-Muster"
200AT, Mils' St., Srw York Clly 1». N.V.

Tommy BROOKINS and .Sammy VAN
Cowed, Song, and Daaces Wm. Morris Agency
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Hartford Circus Blaze

Figures to Cost R.B.&B.

Close to $3,000 000
Hartford, Oct. 23.

Based on awards m:ide to dale,

representative.? of the Singling

Brothers Baraum antl Bailey Com-

bitted Shows, Inc.,- estimate that the

circus fire, of July, 1314, will .epsi

the ciivus some. $2.9 10:317.15. Fig/

urcs are close to/ the- first estimate,

made within .a week of the .blaze,

that the total loss to the eire'u-

would be approximately $3,000,000.

:fo date a total of 679 da i ms have,

been Hied, of -which 185 have not

been submitted to arbitration. Thus

far 207 eases have been disposed 'of.

with some 323 yet to ba heard,, in-

.' eluding 21 death claims.

\ compilation of the circus claims

to dale is as follows: 148 judgme.its

in death cases. S1.2S7.800.05: 22

judgments in ,mjiu:y -eases. $183,301):

one death award not entered for

judgment.- $14.01l0:
: 80 awards for per-

sonal injuries not entered for judg-

ment $377,757: 90 small : claims

Settled. $12,134.30: 15 .-mall claims

ft tiled, but not paid. $1,025, Average

award in death (14<U cases. $8,730.91.

MHo Barrett, Toledo baiidjeader.

celebrating his tenth year conduct'

ins; the orchestra for .square dancing

every Tuesday evening in the Tri-

anon' Ballroom, Toledo.

New Band Spot
Cedar Rapids, Oct 23.

Ike Lawlor, night club operator of

Sioux Falls, S. D., has acquired con-
trolling interest in several amuse-
ment properties here valued at more
than $100,000. A 40-acre tract, in- i

eluding a dance pavilion known as

(he Palms, near Lake Okoboji, is in-

cluded. ;•/:'."
'

lie will remodel and decorate the

place with a View of booking bis;

name-- bands. He takes possession

Nov. 1.

The
Orunkenest
Drunk You
Ever Saw.
The
Laughingest
Lauflhter
You Ever
Heard:
Put
Together
It's

STEVE
EVANS

(ll'RMMi OCT. t»

ALPINE VILLAGE
CLEVELAND. OHIO

rOK :t W KKKN
M<iT.~MATTY, KOSICN

M.P/S $4,000 NITERY

SHAKEDOWN NIPPED
San Diego. Oct.; 23.

Attempts by two military police-

men to extort $4,000 from Sherman's.
San Diego's biggest nitery. were clip-

ped short by th'e FBI this week, and
1 the two suspects were taken to Los
: Angeles to await possible court mar-'
• lial. . ..-

.-;'; ;.;';. :
:

!
In Army custody a ro Master Sgt.

i E. N. Bi a'dshiiAV -and Sgt. Gene Keif,

I the latter a former S. D. cop. Ac-

|

cording to William Murphy, local

; FBI chief, J. e: Griffith. Sherman's
manager, reported Bi'adshaw ap-
preached him for » $4,000 shakedown

i to fix Navy Shore Patrolmen when-

J
-ever latter might have . complaint
tickets thai could lead to place being
declared out of bounds.

Griffith promptly informed FBI.
and agents seized Bradshaw as he.

was sealed in Griffith's car for pay-
off. Rcif was picked up and admitted
he had contacted two Navy S. P.'s,

who were to have shared take. They
had reported (leal to senior patrol

officer and were exonerated.
Assistant U. S. Attorney Mrs.

Betty Marshall Graydon was pre-
sented the facts by the FBI, but
she decided- it was a. case, for the
Army to handle.

Reeves-Singer Arbitration

Of Pact Disprte Delayed
America:) Guild of Varie.y Aitists

arbitration on whether Cy Reeves,
comedian, should be permitted to

cancel exclusive agency contract
held by Johnny Singer, has been
postponed until December. . .

...

Arbitration had been set up: but
Singer was unable to attend hear-
ing. He was called out of town.
Reeves, also, has seven weeks of
vaude dates to play, all out of town,
and will not be available until these
are played. AGVA agreed to set
matter back until then.
Reeves has asked an out on the

contract oil grounds "that Singer
has not been giving him complete
representation and has hot been
working in his best interests." .

'''.*•

Plenty Pesos for Argentine Niteries

And Talent; $2,000,000 for Acts
By XIO EMBER

Buenos Aires. Oct. 15.

Niteries are enjoying a .socko busi-
ness in 'Buenos Aires, in what looks
like a "back-lo-ihe-good-old-days".
goldrush for Hispano warblers and-
lerpers. This is due to the great
popularity established in the. .last

couple of . years by the Spanish-
type niteries known as !colmariosM

Roughly translated "colmado" means
full-up, and full-un. they are.'

Scarcity of good pix and public
displeasure with dubbed Spanish pix

I have helped to put the colmarios

J
on the entertainment map. More-

!
over, as .all the dansapation is on

I

the stage and not among the patrons,

|

latter include a very large section of

;
well-to-do burghers and wives who

' have passed the age for "boogie" and
I
"tango.".but enjoy ail evening over

i
the glasses with a modicum of

t cheesecake and music throivn in...

' These' patrons have plenty of pesos
for entertainment.

The "coliiiados" don't hesitate to

(Continued on page 54)
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Fischer Sailing Nov. 1

For Paris on Business
Clifford C. Fischer sails Nov. 1 for

.Paris on the French Liner S. S. Ore-
gon; which takes -.nine days from

j
New York to LeHav're. Despite the

l

showman's recent ill-health and the
i untimelincss of the weather, Fischer'

has been anxious to revisit his favor-

ite Paris, where he still owns, a

home.

His long-time business associate.

Henry Lartigue. returned to France
yesterday (Toes.) to resume us

Metro's French boss. Fischer is

bringing back Lucienne Boyer and
Maurice Chevalier for American
contracts.

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
l»AX( K III MOKISIS'

Now .\|>|M-:irlii K CASINO I IK 1A
II Ul III. .Imil.nl. Itni/il

New Vork Ail,lr..-.s,. M A V .KIIINSON

POP A
a

T"
w

'
A A W T P A

'

JULES and HENNY

KIE1WMAN

WfRB OR WHITE I>KI T. U.

Saranac Lake
,

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake. Oct. 23.

.Toe Cowan, ex-colony ite. received

the- grand O. K. from Dr. Edgar
Mayer. N. Y. specialist, so Joe tips

and signs up for a USO tour in the

South Pacific.

Helen Grupp handed a; mess <Sf

added exercise, including being tip-

ped for meals!

Freddy Stone, musician and
former graduate of this colony who
is now employed in Syracuse, here

attending funeral of his mother.

Joe Klein., after a long bed rou-

tine was handed a 10-day furlough.

Benny Ressler, between rest

periods, well again to act as Frank-
lin County publicity chairman dur-

ing the coming Victory Bond drive.

Edna Hagan has' been given visit-

ing privileges: Victor Gamba was
lipped for dinners.

Attn Comerford, handed mild ex-

ercise and an added meal to her up
routine, after seeing too much bed
routine. '

•
-

. Hunling season, here, with rooms
in the colony at a premium.
Jack Planning, pint-size acrobat,

back to Reading. Pa., -after a sum-
mer vacash here: dfttoTor Jack Phil-

lips, niiery • m.c.. .who .
molored to

Boston. Both packed a niedico'sn.k.

paper. -
.

.

•'.;.',.';-,' ;

Dickie Moore, a : vet at the ' bed

routine, sui^'iuinded .with r'elatjv'es

from Philadelphia and Atlantic City.

Boy got a tKrill as it. was the first

collective visit in year;..

. Helen Olse'n Phelps fiashing -par-

excelient-' clinic reports., which also

goes for Kay (RKOl Laus: belli, pen-

ciled in for inildv exercise.

Dr. Max . Ecker. .aceonipaiiied by

Dr. and Mrs. Segal, in from Glen

Gardner. N. J.. In bedside and dial

with Mathea Merr> field, who is

perking up with o k. reports.

Write (« lhi»>e who are ill.

AL BORDE
PRESENTS

THE KING OF JESTERS

BENNY

KATHEEN McLAUGHLIN
AND

CHAS. MARIANO

NOW 2nd WEEK GLENN RENDEZVOUS

October 13, 1945
Cincinnati Enquirer -

Glenn Jteiidezvous

As . versatile an artist as you
will find anywhere irt your night

clubbing. Benny MerofT opened a

two-week engagement . at the

Glenn last night. MerofT has a

repertoire that runs from joke

telling to juggling, singing, mim-
icking, baton twirling, dancing and
horn playing. It took him a little

while to warm-up the opening-

show audience.' but his jokes and

clownish antics ^soon had the

Glenn patrons guffawing heartily.

Benny is ably assisled by Kilty

McLaughlin, a better-than-aver-

age tap and acrobatic dancer, and
delightful midget. Charlie Mari-

ano, whose mischievous, buffoon-

cry proves a high spot of the act.

Cincinnati Post

Benny MerofT, the comedian
who is currently topping the bill

at Glenn Rendezvous, went over-

seas for a three months' USO tour

arid stayed 15 months on the invi-

tation of the 5.000.000 QIs he en-

tertained. And 5.000.000 GIs can't

be wrong.
Benny has his charming wife.

Kitty McLaughlin, and midget

Charlie Mariano with him. Kitty

has several agile tap routines and

play's straight to her • husband's

.gags. Mariano is funniest as. a

heckler. M. J.

Cl<»nn Rendezvous
Newport, Ky.

This in imate 180-seater con-
tinues to attract its share of the
cream tr'aje in Ihe Cincinnati
area: and the new floor layout
which opened Friday <6> should
keep their looming. Headlined is

Benny Me.fcff. with dancer Kitty
McLaughliil and the half-pint
Charlie Mariano. His personality
and versatility make Benny a
natural lor emcee duties,
Benny MerofT and his support

round off the program with a

sound display of variety and com-
edy. Meruit fares the emcee niche,
running his .usual gamut .of gags
and bits supplemented by his

mimicry, juggling, playing of

various musical instruments and
(he like. Stubby Charlie Mariano
works the bits and runs comedy
interference throughout the turn;
Much of the turn's success lies in

the showmanly dance work of the
lovely Miss McLaughlin, who also

does a good job of straighting lor.

Benny.' Sound milting greeted the
trio at the wind-up. BILL SAX.

OPENING OCTOBER 30TH

CLUB CHARLES
BALTIMORE, MD.

CENTRAL BOOKING OFFICE, 203 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Night Club Reviews
Y«*r)*«ill«*s. >". I*.'!

Carl Brisson: Maximilian Ber'fiere

ami Pepilo Lope; Qfcli: .*10 pre-
miere; $3.51), Hiiiiimiim.

hi former years if Sophie Tucker.
Bee Palmer; Tot QlimUcis. Clayton,

Ja.ck.sOn & .Durante,: Benny Fields.

Blwssonf Seelcv. the CtnslU.% »»*.*' &
.KwrftftiaV fed Lewis. Texas. Gniua'h.

Tohimv' Lyman. Harry Rictiiwi.n a nil

a Cow. others .of that, calibeis Ciiiw

out of the saloons in- the sawdust
joints it was a freak. Today the
v'bsts are lailhred »n Hie norsonali-

t it'.-. The olstro belt rn tins ou> arm
jit>e . is.- a regular sphere of oeeupa-
•tioii,- by no means a eafch'-as-catch-

cah fo'untamhead of talent for the

more dignified stage, screen ai'id ra-

dio, Not to mention the television of

the future. ' :- " " '

'
' '

'-.' Today hotels like the Plaza build

rooms for chanlooseys like Hildc-

gardc. And bonit'aees like N.irk.and

Arnold and Johnny Boggiano put it

on- t'ae line for. lush Dorothy Dra-

pcresquo environments like the new
Versailles, which is brighter; lighter,

gayer, suaver. yet. not: .wholly

stripped of its. Louis Quartorze at-

mosphere, And all for one satellite.

Carl Brisson, who. singlo-haiuied.

with Danish charm, he-man teeli-

hiquc and a portable mike-in-hand
Will soon amortize the umpteen
thousands of dollais that the. new
East 50th boite obviously cost ;

: Sans.floorshow. .sans the usual

hors d'ouevre. the sole show is Bris-

so.iv. doing his stuff twice
.
nightly.

I And tomorrow (Thursday i.. inci-

dentally, the Plaza's Persian Room
in N. Y. will induct , a new policy

of a one-nightly show when llildc-

gardo returns for,: the season. I

Brisson can hold the "our for 45

•minute's with some 20 or MO fliUte*.

move or less, and still leave 'cm
hungry. :

.'

Qne -of the two or three soekicst

boxol'l'iee draws on the saloon cir-,

cnit, Brisson's seasoned showman-
ship is .iflanifest throughout. Inci-

dentally his juvenile appearance
fully belies his years and, consider-
ing that. he's now. been wildly pub-
licized as Rosa-livid Russell's father-

in-law.
:
and a grandpop to boot, it

can well be capitalized in his favor
This reporter some seasons bad:
billed Brisson as .the older girls

Sinatra (ah. t her'-. Karl Wilson.!-),

but -. fepertorial accuracy dictate.:

that he can croon for any ot 'cir.

From Iris new. and good opener.
"Hello. There." he runs ll*" .gamut
from ''Love to Live.'' "I'm .

G!ad
There Is You." "Sun Comes Up" (in,

Danish and English), "Story of Two
Cigarels." "Who' Can It Be?" (nov-
elty i. "Lilettc," "Music Maestro."

' "Magdclu" (another Danish ditty),

''Paper Moon" (a la audience num-
ber!. "No Can Do." "My Heart
Sings" (including, a line parody kid-

ding himself), a saucy "Marfeiileis:-"

song. "If I Loved You." "Last Time
I Saw Paris" (with postwar vcr-

.

sion ). etc.

Impeccable in tails, the dashing;
Dane is a dignified but not loo ac:;-

tere trouper who lends the --right
' fillip to the nitery which has al-

ways prided itself on perhaps the
largest average check in. town.. He
goes exceedingly well with the
Versailles' new-season policy of

"leisurely dining" : and •"leisurely

supperclubbing." as he capably tils

an hour's interlude at both sessions.

Otherwise, per usual. Maximilian
Bergere dispenses his usual brand
of compelling riansapation. besides
working well with the star. Pepif-i

Lopez and His Rhumbas make with
the Latin terps: Robert is the om-
nipotent oom at the tape, running
his room well, and Nick Prounis.
Arnold Rosstield. et al.. will have
nothing to do all season bill count
their profits. Abel.

i information about persons thai leave

I

them llabbergusled, . Solid hit.

: lleckscher's new .orchestra (he just
.

! got out of the Army Air Forces' i

with instrumentation composed of)

j two pianos ( lleckseber at one ). bass, ;

I drums, three saxes.and three violins
j

, will work out all right when the'

;
iiieii .have Worked " together . a little ,

i more. At present the combo is a

'

\
little w obbly on. tempos, a fault, eaS-

,

i fly remedied. . In Bob Kirk the band .

! has a definite singing -asset.-. K irk !

[
posses <os a .nifty baritone that has

j

I the dancers clustered, about the
;

oandstaod when he sings. Mory, I

Detroit Oct. 17.
.

i

Diitnin'y Sisters (3). Jack Carter.
Cliiyary, Bfox., The DeMarlas. Baro
& Rovers. Dorothy Dprbek Dancers
(12). Phil Brevt off Orch IT2> : -(Iti'iV

iter'*:from $1.50. corer )cec/,;(l(i|/.s $1.

weekends $1.50.

Mayfair IKooiti. 4 hi
(BLACKSTONE HOTEL) '.

. . Chicago. Oct is:

Victoria Cordova. Myrus. Untie
Heckscher Orch (JOl trilh' Bob
Kirk: $2.50 minimum.

'Dinning Sisters arc "show stoppers
at Hie Latin Quarter. The trio

j

(tiimitiiite a fair, rather slow-paced
i

revue. -:

Gals open; wilh hep version of
"Bell Bottom Trou-ers," change pace
on "Where Or When", and follow
with- "Topeka and -Simla Fe" and
"Blue Heaven,"^ Gals are poised,
good lookers and click ail the way.
Calgary Brothers with their ta-

Uliiliar slow motion drunk act, and
ieyeii 'slii We'r-nint ion fist light, still

I

draw laughs. The DeMarlos. suave
I
d;:nce team: have an audience-
catching kiss finish to a sophisticated

^interpretation ot "My Song of Love."
I They follow with a more exciting
i l.atin-rhythmcd number, but finish

[

weakly on a dull routine to "Ain't
Mece.isaiily So,'.'.' Baro and Rogers.
Iiurlesqirlng senhistn'ate dancing, are
just

.
fair : in the i'asi company '

here.
!
Jack C; rter. com.e. scores with eorn-

,
eily chatter anil niimicry. Doi ben

j
Dancers are spotted .iii a brace of

, hifl.v production numbers.
Phil Brestofl'V orch cuts a neat

|

show and okay also for customer
j
dan.sgpalion. '

.

! l.oittloii < hih. \. V.
Co'n'nev Bosa-i'lJ. Alan Gale, C/ioo

Ctfoo Johttsoit. Eric Victor, Lcoii-
: (( :•('«.•X Galamc. James Je.icell. Line
I
Hi).' J'ick ;/iirii. ; Orch, Machiw's
Rnmhit Band: viht. $">.50.

,l:;i-k Harris' abandonment of the
'tood-neighhor. policy with change-
over from La Conga to the Loud. in
Cub has resulted in a cafe wliich'
while being neither Broadway nor
cast side is pulling out a strong bid
lot the. moneyed set frecpienUng the.
across-thc-lown spots. In addition
he's trying for other types ot payees
with Connee BoswelJ to line the
Broadway trade. Chun Chop ' .lohre.
son and a sextet of lookers for the
playboy element and esoterics to be
(aught by Eric Victor, a newcomer
who;,has already made a rep in con-
cert circles.

Trade is waiting to. see if the spot
«'!•• ivercoine a siTalued opening,
night i when crowd'; were so
thick thai tables were put up on all
available (loorspaee. which made it

almost impossible to present the
slum:. If. the mib forgives the man-
agement, they'll have a good room
for nocturnal .prowling.
Show, although in need of some

.-harp editing, has the makings of
-olid entertainment. Connee Boswe'll
is a top sdng-seller, while Leonards)
and Galante hit with, a smart set of
ballroomology with' startling lifts

and spins that bring out the applause
instincts. Team was recently at the
Plaza, billed as Leonora and Gallant.
Production by Al Siegcl is extreme,
ly careful. He lias written a set of
risque lyrics for -the beauts- which
amply hides their terping deficien-
cies aiid he's scattered them about
the (lour in a manner designed for
.decorative purposes onlv. V
Major fault is Alan Gale, whose

Yiddish stories and. dated material
just doesn't til the modern English
atmosohere. His ' material, does get
laughs, but it's ;ii the expense of the
itmosphere management is trying to

across the Hoor at Louis Prima 's

Pipetting; in the Panthei Room, and
with' reason. Guy with the scratchy
tonsils is really putting on. a show
tor 'em.

Outfit---.') rcod-8 brnsK'-4 rhythm-
jives it all .the way down the line,

fi-om "While Cljlls i)f Dover" to

"Brooklyn Boogie '•'—an<l the cus-
tomers love it. Leader is very much
in evidence at all times." of course,
jittering. . declaiming in that lialt-

cliarged-selt/.cr-boltle voice, mauling
songstress Uly Aim C'tirol. etc.

Prinia's sage musiciausiup, via Iris

own wild I runipet -and mellow bieno-
ingsof brass and. reed iu.Jine.h stand-
ards as "Aiigolina." "Robin Hood."
"Please No. Squeeze Da, Banana;"
"Felicia No Caiiicia.-' etc.. is always
in evidence, however, despite the
ea.yort.in lis And the -s^-Iciihmi are
swell loii's for'lils jmripiiig-jacx lue-
tics. Only •complaint—and a minor
one— is thai there's loo. much of the
paisan chidter, which ina.'.y of the
payees don't understand,:
Miss Carol pipes.a clean, melodic

line, gelling excellent backing vocally
and ii'.slrumentally from the band, in

"I Wanna Get Married," "Don't
Wiiuia Be Loved," an.d "I Got It

Bad." Clarence Skier's blitzed magi
si int. including standard drooping
lily. Whiskey-to-ink .switch,, leaping
goldfish, and vanishing Cigarettes,
beer glasses and alarm c'oeks. clicks,
as do the niouth-oreantjes of the
liarmoniciits, male trio, in ".Holiday
lor Sfrines." "Rose Room." "Ritual
Dance of Fire.".and "Boogie Woovie."

College Inn Models parade prettily
to T. Dorsev, Goodman. James, etc:,

themes. Carl Mai'x. now in' his ltlth

year' here., continues to scare the
lingsiders with . his illuminated
schiiozz. •'' Mike.

IN'HiMock I nnri. S.

(MARK IIOI'KINS HOTKli)
.Sim iVf'iic ixeo. Oct. 18.

Cnincti'Cnrullcro Orch 1 14) u:ilh

Gloria Fos/cr; im iiiiuijiniiii: cof'cr

$1 "iveek ildjrf; $1.50 Saturday*.

Carmen Cavallero is chalking up a

territic bO.x office score at this swank
-pot. Sure to take place among all-

time S:ui Francisco .favorites.

Dance floor is always filled with.

iK'Wly-madc fans from Wall zers to

bobby-socker's arid ;
the Cav.allerd

piano wizardry pas dancers around
podium five deep listening -and
watching him play. Saturday night
has 900 paying customers rotating in

000 capacity room with extra rear
salon open for overflow.

Gloria Foster sings well and in-

troduces boss for show.'
Cavallero plays three numbers. De-

bussy's "Clair fie Lime" after hot
"Voodoo Moon" and closes with
"Polonaise." which is high-mark of
trio. Many fans crowd, bandstand
for autographs.
Band makes good appearance and

Cavallero has plenty of, personality.
Ih.mdles himself smarlly. lie can
come,back to San Francisco as often
as he wants for nice high stack of
blue chips.

bow, otters, a pleasing style that is

less frenzied than some of bands that
preceded it. Their "society" style
smacks somewhat of the late Neil
Bondshtt, but at the same time is

fuller and has a class thai fiddles
add. Outfit scored heavily opening
night Hayes is a' personable maestro
who is also an accomplish/oil violin-
ist. ' ; / -

;

Joe. Lou and Atieen Cailes reach
far- enough into, the • Pat Roiuiey-
Eddio Foy era to bring a. nostalgic
lump to the throat; Their act is a
brother and sister tap a (fair,, very-
standardized until it presents
"Pappy" Cailes and the piece de re-
ristaiiee. The elder Gates gets a big
hand for Ivs precision footwork.

The Roosevelt Guardsmen, .a five-

I

piece combo of ex-Coast Guardsmen
--piano, bass, drums, sa"x and trum-
1 pet—-pia.v everyt'uing ftom t>oi>gie

[
woog ;

e to the classics, with the piano
i the' standout. Quintet contribute three
' numbers and net plenty of palm
pounding.

.

: Gaynor and. Ross present a thrill-
ing skating bit that's fast and fiashv
for good let urns. Martha Tanner,
native 'daughter, is a lookerwith a
nifty chassis. Her . vocalizing yets
over iiicely.. •.-.,.<

Henry Grant, vocalist: nets pro-
longed applause and had to beg off.
Singer scores heavily with "Show*
Boat" medley, "If I Loved You." a
novel "Rhapsody in Blue," "The
Glory Road." "Donkey Serenade"
and other* He also does. capable job
of emeeeing,

j

w-vos outfit keeps floor crowded

ERIC VICTOR
Dances
••0 Mills,

London <:lub, N. Y.
Eric Victor is : unotthodoN bo(j j u

appearance and dance prescntalion
wdh a carefully cult hated Van
Dyke and an amazing set of "rou-
tines the likes of which haven't been
seen on a nitery .floor. iFoi commer-
cial purpose^, he'd do belter to
eliminate his opening Indian fakir
number, his cigaret abstraction and
a queer item in whicl) he attempts
to- strangle himself. But once he gets
down to terping in a commercial

;

vein -he's; in a class by himself. .

i
* Victor knocks off piodigious leajis,

!
does some rapid turns ami tap.' with .

split-second .speed. Stamina is•truly
remarkable. Despite the. (aligning
nature ot iiis work, he's still strong
al 20 minutes on the tlnor. although
he must lose several pounds during
his turn to judge from the amount
of perspiration. He's got a nice some
of. comedy, a pleasing personality
and a literate manner of explaining
his numbers.

lie has already been seen in ni-
tfries and at least one N. Y. longhair
concert. Jose.

during dance sessions. Liu~.

)

Plenty Pesos
Continued from pusr 53

, Curfent layout which is marked i ,.,,„.,,„ ,.v„i, .
;

-.•.-—•=• -
by local debuts of .Victoria Cordova

1

'
,V

•

;,. , / ,, .1- ^ I v'rr
"^

and Ernie Heckscher's orchestra and '!
"" e,lul« (,) ^ k '"« a fw-th*

the return, alter a ses'en-year a'oa ses'en-year
sence. of Myrus. is perfect for this

iiitimate swanky spot.
Miss Cordova, a striking Spanish

chanleuse. has them in the palm of
• her hands from the first note with
her delightful vocalizing. She sings

in Spanish. French and English,
switching from one language to an-
other with perfect, ease, .sometimes
starting a song like "J'Atcndrai" in

French, then going into English
lyrics . and back into . French and
"Nocha de Ronda." which she does
in both Spanish and English. Other
times include "Good. Good. Good."
"Amor," "There- Must Be a Way."
"I'm Gonna Love That Guy." "Sib-
oncy" and "You y Belong t<j My
Heart." all done w ith .charm; She
makes a stunt) ins appearance iii a

•white vacant midriff outfit 'and has
little trouble in ringing Up a hit.

Myrus, who hasn't been around
these parts since 1938. when . he

j

played the College Inn. amazes, with.;

his demonstrations' of (bought trans-
j

ferehee and mental wizardry, Draw- I

ing initialed questions, previously 1

written by the audience, from a •

glass bowl he calls out names, gives I

or (lie
servicemen present. This gimmick
has been overdone to the. point
where it's, embarrassing even to the
uniformed men. It's about lime en-
tertainers cut it out.
Major discovery in cafes is Eric

Victor—a true dance find (New
. Acts i—who displays sonic remark-
ably-, executed routines, but who

;
iiecds..;.furlhe!:..dev

e
elopment' :

o'f com-
merciat elemonls of his offering.

; James Jewell (New Acts)- displays a
I powerful bary in the production
: numbers, a.nd Miss Johnson, (also
New Act-:) is a luscious item strict-

• ly for display purposes. ;

Boniface
. Jack' Harris, who ba-

j
toned in smart London niteries some'

j

years ago. is fronting the 12-piece

I
orch, while Machito's rhumbas. give
ample excuse for hip-cxerciSos.

Jose.

51 llimilrcd < Ink. (iii
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J(in Murruy, Dan, Daren & Dusk.
Dovyce Drcic. Fifth Anl'nue Models
(6>. Duke Yelliinoi Orch (Si. Qaieo
Brti'bosa Orch (4i; $1.50 ii/im'mitm.

Low-budget sh.ow doesn't stack lip

to standards set by preceding lay-
outs. Line, for instance, .whose
praacings should put some punch in

the proceedings,, are just so-so.

Erneeed by Jan Murray, who could
use some new material, gals kickoft'
with Latin terps to "Bala." .which
cue a need for some harsh words
from (he dance director, so lacka-

,
daisically do they work. Doryce

]
Drew does a trio of twirllap staples,

! getting off effectively with a pa-
triotic pitch to "Yankee Doodle
Dandy" and "Pack Up Your Trou-
bles."

Mitt-pounding is noisiest for Day.
Dawn & Dusk. Negro "trio whose
solid piping is backed up with some
enthusiastic business. Thev- jam
"Shortenin' Bread." "Gotta Be This
Or That." "Bcltz" (something they
picked up on an overseas USO lour),
Quartet from "Rigoletto," and "Fare
You Well," latter being a jazzed up.
eq-sy-iisteiring spiritual..

.

': •

Murray busts up trio's "You Tell
Me Your Dreams," coming on nois-
ily, but he has a tough time break-
ing the ice with some not-too-new
quips.' This north side spot's cus-
tomers like it rough-and-tumblish.
and it isn't till the long, lean comic
gets into his "Russian Jerk" and
"Laugh. Clown.'- Laugh" routine that
they really get off their mils. Then
it's a mop-up. '

. .

Models close with "I'v.e Gol You
Under My Skiti." Duke Yellman
and the Oulco Barbosa rhumba beats
continue listenable. Hike.

l*an<li<»r llooiii. Chi
Ctiicauo, Oct. 19.

Lewis Prima Orch 118) irifli Lily
Ann Carol: Hannonicals (3). Clar-
ence Slater. Caltene Inn Models (8>,

Carl Marx; $I.50-S2.50 minimum.

Autograph collectors were lined up

Blue P:iK»iu. X. O. .

IHOXKI. KOOSKVKI.TV
New Orleans. Oct. 17.

CarUt'on Hayes OrcV. Joe, Lou &
Arleeii Cailes. -'Roosevelt Guardsmen,
Gaynor &. Ross." Martha Tanner.
Henry Grant:: vo cover..'minimum
$1.50 iceel;duys: $2,50 icefj.-i'mi.'!.

After the firs!, night rough spo Is

have been ri'otiOd out and no doubt
they have been by now—the new
show, which puis no strain mi the
budget, can Vie with the best pre-
sented here jii recent months. ; '

:

The Hiiyef, crew, making ils local

spend up to $25,000 on talent month,
ly and their grosses take carp of the
considerable outlay. The.vv take Tare
of the many Spanish entertainers
who have been (locking to this beef-
plenty world since the war in Spain
turned to war -in Europe.. Mexican
or other Central or South American
warblers and dansapators have also
dmie excellent trade at the new nit-
eries. and the tango vocalists, need-
less to say, have been unhocking
their tuxedos and laying 'em in the
aisles. .

,

Latest of these niteries to start
business is the Principe,' where trade
seems to be brisk and profitable and
whose operators are throwing about
wads of cash for talent: Argentina's
jtop tango vocalist. Libertad La-
I marque, is under contract there. The
i Principe, is installed in What was
i
formerly the British community's

j
Prince George's Hall, and the trans-

i formation, from an escutcheoned,

I

Empire' Assembly room, to a Span-
i isli tavern asplash with toreador
luurals ptoves really startling. Apart
from Lamarque, Mexican warbler
Tulio Maristany, Spanish tenor Gar-
cia Guirao and • crowd of lesser
talent are drawing crowds to this,

bistro. ..'".
.

'

Talent Crowds Boats

Of the H i s p a n o entertainers
crowding every boat putting Into
th.e River Plate port, one of top
ones: is the Flamenco singer. Nino

1 Marchen a. under contract to the

(

Tropin, wliich is on the Avenjda
I
Corrienlcs, the Argentine Bi-oad-

i
way. The gypsy will take in plenty.
Radio outlets are competing to get

.
him on the air.

.

; There is a great market in this

|

millionaire city for the. eastanet bri:

|

gade. Carmen Amaya, an old B. A.

I

favorite, js at the barracks-like Ave-
j)iida. with .Hispano lovers forming
|

queues to see her. A Spanish show
;

has been built around the Amaya
i
family. Another of the new crop of

j
niteries is Luba. which- has been

I

featuring another fiery Spanish
dancer, Carmen Salazaf. -.

The colmario Operators are already
signing up Spanish talent for 1940.
with deals being dickered totaling
$2,000,000. One of the possibilities
.for next season is Miguel de Molina.
Who Was in B. A., when the 1943
revolution set up a military dictator-
ship which promptly expelled him
for "moral turpitude.'' This bah is

now lifted. Imperio Argentina is an-
other possibility reported for next
season. "

,

The colmados are: Argentina's
only answer to the fabulous fees
paid to entertainers by the Rio de
Janeiro casinos on the strength of
their profits from the tables. Tycoon
Joaquin Rolla, operator of the Urea
and Quitandinha casinos, plus sev-
eral oilier lush entertainment spots
in the earioea world, is able to pay
what ;iii B. A^ seem fabulous talent
costs.:

Pablo' Palitos. an Argentine come-
dian rated as only second-rate in
B. A„ has established himself as
tops in Rio and forced the Goyescas
colmado in B. A, to treble jiis fees.

U, S. or Euro|)ean entertainers
have not yet come in under the. col-
mado vogue.

ACE GOODRICH
Comedy songs
9 Mins. "'

;-•

Cafe Madison, N. Y,
Ace Goodrich isn't new to N. Y.

audiences, having entertained pre-
war as Ace Newell , at the intimate
bar. in the Fairfax hotel and at the
Diamond Horseshoe. Now he's a
comparatively new civilian who still-

has, to get used- to the idea that he's

Wearing . mufti, lie's got. a reconver-
sion problem. of his ow n. This portly
gent proved himself a capable come-
dian while in the Army as chief
laugh-provoker in the - GI revue,
"Stars and Gripes," but wasn't able

to summon his proven ability lor

his postwar preem at the Hotel
Madison's, cafe..

When caught he was extremely
nervous, with the result that bis

risque material didn't hit its mark.
Some of the stuff". is over-indigo, but
generally okay for cafe work. Once
his stomach settles down, he'll prob-
ably do well on the -in lime nitery

circuit. Jose.

DIANE COURTNEY
Sonus
10 Mins.
Cafe Madison, N. Y.
Miss Courtney has been around in

radio and niteries for some time lint

isn't listed in "Variety's" New Act.

files. For the record, she's an ac-

complished singer with a knowing
use of pipes that can put over a bal-

lad or rhythm number with equal
ease. Choice of songs is varied
enough to retain interest throughout
her slay.

Spat, however, hasn't learned (o

properly present talent. Lighting
doesn't show her off to advantage
and she didn't get the proper iplro..

However, she overcame that bad be-
ginning to score solidly, especially
after rendition of Bizet's "Habanera,"
which segued into: the modern ver-
sion. "Dat's Love." Jose.

CHOO CHOO JOHNSON
Singer
8 Min.
London Club. N. Y.
Choo Chop Johnson, who, among

other tilings, is a constant Broad-
way columnists' item, admittedly
one of the top models around,
doesn't need any talent to make Iter

an asset for smart cafes. Mere pres-
ence is sufficient to justify her sal-

ary since she's a lure for (he play-
boy element.
But she does attempt to earn her

fee with vocal contributions in

the production numbers. Songs are

in' the 'recitative -manner with, smart
lyrics by Al Siegel. Major assign-
ment is presenting the gals. That she
does nicely. Jose.

JAMES JEWELL
Songs •','-.-

.-;
,

-

S Mins.
London Club, N. Y.
James Jew-ell's assignment here, is

working in production numbers
only, but he shows promise of devel-

oping into' a workable single pos-

sessing a powerful baritone punc-
tuated with good phrasing but weak
on diction. . — . - • ••....-.: ..

He's a good-looking chap wha
makes a pleasing appearance in tails.

Once he pays more attention to pro-

nunciation, he'll be a better bet.

: ;•' Jose, s

New Chi Nitery
Chicago. Oct. 23-

New Randolph Street duplex nit-

ery will be built soon by James J.

Amies, Loop restaurateur, across

from Sherman hotel, City Hall and

Apollo theatre.

Now occupied by a chain drug-

store, spot, which adjoins. Armes'
restaurant, will be renovated to .the

tune of $100,000. he said, with bars

and stages on the main floor and in

the basement. Plans to seat 300 or

more.

I
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House Reviews

State, N. IT.

Phil Brito, Johnny, Morgan,

Dorothy Donegan, Radio Aces, Ken
Whitmer- Marvelettes (6), Ruby
Zwerling's House Orch; "Incendiary

Blonde '. (Par).

. plenty of vaiiety in the standard

vaude layout at the State this week.

Kubv Zwerling and his lads are back

in trie pit again and do their Usual'

niftv iob of backgrounding the acts.

Comedy motif is rampant through-

out with three of the six acts ring-

ing' the bell in the mirth department

and the remaining trio sufficiently

diversified to make things jell.

Marvelettes, femme aero
.
sextet,

orovide lively pace in opener with

an admixture of tumbling, balancing

and pyramid feats to appreciable re-

ception. Ken Whitmer follows and

clicks with making* music from prop

instruments, accompanied by line of

comedy chatter in a pleasing manner.

He tops it all with some legit tooting

on the Tommy Dorsey, Hairy James

and Clyde McCoy signature tunes for

solid hand.
, , . , ,,

•

Radio Aces, vocal trio, also add to

the comedy element with a brace of

special numbers, "What Does the

Public Want?". and "That's What the

Public. Wants 'to Know," which, be-

sides registering on vocal, quality,

.gives them a field day lampooning
radio shows and other coined ic antics

for near show stopping results.

Dorothy Donegan, sepia pianist, is

socko with nifty key boarding of "Tea
for Two," "Embraceable You," which
she vocals. Some torrid boogie-

woogie sends her off to solid hand.
Johnny Morgan, comic who headed

the Ballontine show on radio, rings

the bell solidly with his comic re-

partee and clownantics. Lad has
smooth delivery, and salesmanship
far better than some of his gags.

Phil Brito, baritone, closes and
whams them- as usual with nifty

vocalizing. Tees off with "You Be-
long to My Heart." segueing into "If

I Loved You" from "Carousel" and
"Till the End of Time." for vocifer-
ous palm-whacking, fie encores with
"Sorrento" for top returns. Edbd.

Orplittiiiii. I~ A.
Los Angeles, Oct. 19.

Hunt: Hall & Bobby Jordan, 4
Vagabonds. Joe Wong, Tari Vance,
Lorry & Lynne. Al Lyons Orpheum
Orch (15); "Lady Confesses" (PRC).

pups as usual are a click part of the
bill.

Keaton and Armfleld are okay in

their slot. Act is a combination of
hoofing, a comic strip tease and a
lot of banter anent blind dates.
Biz good when caught. Shal.

Apollo, X. V.
Cab Calloway Orch (18), Pearl

Bailey, 3 Poms, Dotlie Su alters,

Moke & Doke; "Fatal Witness"
(Rep),

Combo boxoffice stimulants in the
form of Cab Calloway and Pearl
Bailey should keep the wickets turn-
ing here. :
The Cab is showmanship all the

way. He opens with a medley of
three that he made classics: 'Minnie
the Moocher," "Kickin' the Gong
"Around" and-"Jumpin' Jive." From
curtain up to curtain down, he's the
best feature of every act. and he's

thataway so smoothly that he adds
to, rather than detract from, the
quality of the performers.
Three Poms - (p r 6m oil nee d

"poems") are a femme trio who dis-

play okay tapping talent. Act could
be smartened somewhat by new,
rhore appealing costumes. As is, two
of the gals wear slack suits, and
these don't help appearances. Dotlie

I Saulters . warbles "Atchison, Topeka
1 and Santa Fe" and "Caldonia." duct-
ing the latter with Cab. and then

doing a smart but effective jitterbug

pantomime with him.
Moke and Doke draw lots of

laughs, climaxing house hysterics

with a dance in which Doke appears
in a dress.
Pearl Bailey is a clever sons-

stylist. In an apparently effortless

interpretation of shopworn tunes

such as "Straighten Up and Fly

Right," "St. Louis Blues" and "Fif-

teen Year's and "I'm Still Serving
Time," Miss Bailey gives them a

slick lift via expert salesmanship.

When caught, she had to beg oft'.

Calloway's band does a good job

of backing up the acts n'nd earns
laurels of its own in a mellow ar-

rangement 'of "Don't Blame Me." It

also gets in some hep licks on a

number called "Maybe It's Dinah,

and blends gracefully with Cab'sart-

ful vocalizing of his own. creation,

"If This Isn't Love."

patrons and western film fans. Paces
through "There's- New -Moon . Over.
My Shoulder," "Green Grow the
Lilacs," "Jealous Heart" and "You
Two-Timed Me One Time Too
Often." Nice applause returns.
Lower floor filled when caught

(Friday night), Hold.

1IKO. Boston
Boston, Oct. 19.

Foiir Evans, Ben- Beri, Sybil
Bowan, Lane Bros. (2) Peggy Ryan;
Larry Flint's House Orch (14);
"Johnny Angel" (RKO).

Variety Bills
WEEK OF OCT. 25

Numeral* In connection with bills below Indicate opening dn» of show,
whether full or aplit week

It's a lightweight bill on the Or-
pheum stage this week. Top acts
are combo of H-untz Hall and Bobby
Jordan, film "Eastside Kids." and the
Four Vagabonds, knockabout comic
musical foursome.

Hall and Jordan act offers contrast,
former taking care of the roughneck
antics while Jordan is the smoothie.
Boys have talent but need much bet-
ter material and more assurance be-
fore turn takes on a professional pol-
ish. Jordan sings "Dream" and
other numbers, participates in gags
with Hall, while latter concentrates
on clowning.
Vagabonds gag up their vocals and

instrument work for plenty of laughs.
Group is made of two guitais, bass
and accordion and hits a mean
rhythm beat to back up the gagging.
They open with a Hawaiian number,
swing into "You Are My Onlv Sun-
shine," make "Dark Eyes" a laugh-
fest and are then brought back for
Rancho Grande" and "Corinna."
Joe Wong, Chinese comic in. appro-

priate costume, lends an Irish tenor
to his voealling to please. His imi-
tations of Crosby, the Ink Snots and
Sinatra also sell but his oass could
stand a little cleaning. Tvi Vance
does an ordinary tap routine and
sr.me goes for high cycle work of
Larry and Lynne. Al Lyons has
moved pit band to stage for ihe week
to give musical backing for the acts
and opens with mcdlev from
"Carousel." '..-/ Brog.

FaHo. i-iiillv
P/iilndelp/iia! Oct. 19.

Fhil Mclntyre Orch (17) with
Kuth Gaylor, Frankie Lester. John-
ny Turvbxill; Georgia Gibbs. Keaton
& Armfield, Paul Sydell; "Shady
Lady" W).

Straight vaude show, and a clicker
down the line, current bill's drawing
great houses. Fleet's in town which
helps things along, but. biz at this

I spot has been terrif for weeks.
Four Evanses, in familiar tap

routine divided between young
couple and old-time pair, work
themselves right, into a beg-off at

the start with their neat terps show-
ing Contrast between new and old
with final fast pas de quatre to

screw the top down tight.

Ben Beri, next, wows wtih com-
edy juggling and Sybil Bowan. al-

ways a steady attraction, does like-

wise with her ' imitations. Lane
brothers follow with feats of

strength and balancing stunts that

go
.
over mightily with the pew-

holders, and Peggy Ryan winds it

I up with combo song, dance and pat-
ter routine.
Young film actress rather over-

docs the kid stuff with a little loo

much mugging, but is anything but
kid-stuff in her sharp, loose-ljnibed
dancing. She sings novelty songs
mostly, like "On Stage Everybody,"
"That's the Spirit" and "Men in Her
Diary" which are likewise un-
juvenalia in their implications, but
there's no denying she goes over big.

Elie.

Loew

NKW YOKK CtTV
t.'iipMol (?5)

l.cs 1 Ki-hwn Olvh
(JjiiHlsniilh Urns
Hfnn.v VuiltlKtmin

Slate Cir>)

Bill ai.it:unn Oicli
.1 uilfl l.n rt-n ine-

r.c*' jlHVis
Hurry srniUwrll -

. WASHINGTON
fiuiitoi iaft)

:| Kilivfirils tiros
liny; l)av-ls

Phtuela KHlloii
Arthur Blake

Paramount

NKW YOKK CITY
ruraiiMHinl i-l)

.A ihIi-mws .Slaters

VI.- SHineii IJil

I'urt Masfcy
Tim Hi-i-ln-i-1

I'lKint'-ti.t M-iii-Uhtun
Hints. l..'i«hn)n

( lilt \(.<>

<liiiilR«> (4-1.)

Or lliilYtnitn
.

Plirl.imea
1*11 U I KfllHlS f'O

. IllvTKOIT
Mieliimin CM)

.1 inilrty I 'orsi-y j.ll

.Ijii-kip. Oti'ason \ .

Wilson X- l-'viin, hy
MIAMI

Olvmpiu CU>
V(cl6j:la. Ti'.oMpe
Al KMk'iW .

Tilly .V. -l.on .

Mel Jlunay
.

-lin k l.coiut rUi
William*' :i .

-

MINNK.WOI.JS
tlriihenin i -:i i

Cnurii- knsie lid

IHisly l''li-ti-lier
:

slioria l).av.l»

:i Knrkeis

Hippodrome, Hallo
Baltimore, Oct. 21.

Jean Carroll, The Reddingtons (3),

Marian Burroughs, Ben Yost's Mimic
Men (3), Felice Tula House Orch
(12); "Johnny Angel" (Col).

RKO

St. Charles CM)
Hilly Hubert
I'jil ri'-ia Morriaon
The ll'M-zofj's

I'ATKRSON
MiiJeMic CJ5--58)

.lorry Jerome

.Hutiliy Lon/f
rtnssell it Karrar
Uoy Rogers
UtUlle .lack & Belly

Doi) Doilson.
Tli.e liiil 'lies-

('eorge Kreoms
Alston &*-Youn(?

I'AWTK'KKT
(,'a|)l(.il 1*5-47)

J rulyert Sho\y

I'llll.ADKI.I'HlA
t'arnian (*J«) .

Williams .>: Dail
('a'-iiey lloberta
Hl-ui-e Hayes
Duke A rj,

l-HOVIOKNCK
UrlrulMilH'n (26-48)
3 SloOKes
Milt Mi ll lot) Ore
D » r. Iti.moiiil
(One to till) '"

•

KOrHI'OKO
1'ulnee (46-48)

Audrey Allen
Sharkey, rhe Seal
Freddie Strllt ...

DurlH bupimt -.

srn>N<,i ii:i.i>

< ourt S<|. (4S-48)
Roberuta firetis
'ronilny Wonder
('an.dy Stevens
Itetiee . .t Jllii ..

steye ^lnrray
The Mirths
.WASHINGTON
Hon aril (46)

<*ab I'allouay ore
I'etir! isalley .'

Moke Vi 1'oke
:1 Poms
I V>l ly Saulters

Cabaret Pills

NEW IOBK CITY

ItOSTOX
Kosloh (tR)

K ill|t ' *nli*

Andy Kirk Uroh
Tinuiiif KnKPrs '

Aleii of Rhythm
liovi'rlv While!

I .anilicri i

<OI,l,MBVS

Hchi'v HiisKe Orch
Mhi'v Sin « 11"

Hill Bailey
.

Kills Oii.t VO'i

l^lhel Gilbert
(diaries Strtcliland
tack Ry:m
FlarolO- Wllhird
Ilmmv Burn* v

nill Kelsey
flay \W* tjiuirifii*-

Blue An»cl

:

Kvelyn Knight
Irwin <""orey

llose Murphy
M^len Howe .

Chiuison Trior'
Vnfi' Atu-lrfT
(l)fiwnto'vn)

Talinia
M aile
AhiMhaha
'Harold Aloma Ore

II.x.i l:lii«otn

Art Mooiii'y Ore
ll«tl«J N>u Vnrkrr

.loan Hyldoft
Tor*-y Brent
l*hH Komaine
Neil r-'ontaitit-

Arn-uld Shoda
Sunny Raye
.lohnny Louk Ore-

.

Hotel IViitir*vtninl»
l'"ran)'.io < ?arle Ore

rapilol. Wash.
Wasliitigton, Oct. 18.

Ross & La Pierre, Dave Drury &
John Scott, The Debonaires: Evers &
Delorez, Sam Jack Kaufman's House
Orch Milton Slosser; "The House on

92d Street <20tli).

Sam Jack Kaufman's orch opens

show with overture. "Bahia," featur-

ing Stan Fisher, harmonica virtuoso.

Milt Slosser follows with organlog

for audience community sing.

Evers and Delorez, mixed team,

follow with balancing and other

antics on tight wire for nice re-

turns.' The Debonaires quintet also

click with song and dance act. Their
"Assembly Line" number is still a

gem of remarkable precision danc-
ing. -

On the comedy side top honors go
to Ross and La Pierre, man and
gal who keep 'em happy with nifty

clowning. Dave Drury and John
Scott, table tennis champs, play a

swift game, punctuated with the cus-

tomary amount of humor along with
the skilled exhibition to close bill.

e- A rke.

Nice layout, well balanced for tal-

ent and paced just right. Jean Car-
roll, as femcee, keeps things on the
beam and provides a punchy niche
of her own in the next to closing slot.

Has nice stage presence and plenty
of talent as a gagster and vocalist,

too. : .

Reddingtons open with solid
trampoline stuff utilizing the invita-

tion to the stubholders for a volun-
teer for bouncing around to bring
on male member. Femme handling
mike sells the tricks strongly and
youngest member, also a femme,
closes with good tumbling. Set mat-
tens for Marian Burroughs and her
violin in the deuce. Highly legit

handling of the fiddle gets bell-ring-
ing response with Gypsy airs and
Jerome Kern medley.

I Miss Carroll utilizes okay material
for laughs and gives with a brace of
parody medlies which send her off

|
to good returns. Mimic Men close I

with good three-way hannonv in

tunes from "Oklahoma!", collepe
songs, and a potpourri of radio imita-
tions done comically enough*for solid

applause.
Biz very good. .

- Burm.

ret
A & E N C Y

"The Outstanding Agency"

Booking for the

Most Discriminating of

Independent Theatre Owners
• .

I SOI Broadway-Paramount Bldg.

New York

BRyant 9-6352-3 4

tl.KVUI.ANK
I'ulnre (4!i)

Winters Sislers
Ifruri'k.s A .lanyee
Lionel Kaye
.Minion ilulion

SAN VKAN.'IS.'O
.;»Men «»»le (44)
Kay llerl.eek Ore
Tile .luvel.vs
rh a-/, t'.haso

l.)ul>ree i liarlo

Warner

Sf.W YOKK CITY
Sti ll nil (411)

Russ Morgan Oreh.
:! Sionjres .

Tommy llix
Tlio Cii'flyxons

I'll 1 1,Mil I I'll! A
Km-le (4(i)

J Seat Oa-vis Ore-
Heal riee Kay
I.atld l.yoj'i .

-

'

Jeanne. Rlanehe.

First appearance here for Georgia
<->ibbs appears to be successful. Sing-
ing to the cold Friday afternoon
audience, the gal succeeded in pro-

-^'^/Jg-the-l ift-ttj-get- tbe-pcvvaiojders
off their hands.
She scores nicely with her throaty

renditions of "I'm Gonna Love That
uuy," "My Heart Sings." "Gershwin
Medley" .and "Sunny Side of the
Street. -

Hal Mclntyrc's band lacked its
usual zing at the getaway show and
Really didn't begin to, sparkle until
l-rooncr Frankie Lester stepped to
me mike. The little guy is a home-
town product and had a huge con-
tingent of his rooters in the pewswho whooped it. up each' time the
kid finished a .tune.
At initial show he ran;.' Ihe boll

mightily with "I'll Buy That Dream;"
and "Suniiv Side of the Street."
Uther vocalists with Mclnlvro's crew
are Johnny Turnbull and Ruth Gay-
er, neither getting much of a chance
io show with the competition from
Lester and Miss Gibbs.
Paul Sydell and his phenomenal

National, L'villo
Louisville. Oct. 19.

Tex Ritter's "Couiboj. J(iiiil)orec,"

toith. Wesley Tultle. Slim Andrews,
Laura Lee, Dub Taylor. . Sarah &
Shelby Linville, Phil Morris; "Sun-
set in El Dorado" ( Rep).

film cowboy, Tex/Ritter. has sur-

rounded himself with several tal-

ented co-workers from western
films, and gives the folks a generous
assortment of western tunes and
comedy which is much to the liking

of patrons.
Slim Andrews, film comic, has the

folks with him all the way. Gives
out with Home corral chatter, then
plays an assortment of odd musical
instruments for nice hat\d.

Ritter next brings out Wesley Tut-
tle, cowboy singer, who gets rousing
hand for his singing of "I Dreamed
That My Daddy Come Home" and
"With--Tears In My Eyes."
On stage""" du-r-iag. the proceed-

ings are Sarah and" Shelby Lin-
ville, known as the "Fiddling Lin-
villes." Gals are plenty proficient

with hillbilly style fiddling and give

good musical support to the vocal-

ists. Laura Lee gets over nicely

with her warbling of "Darling What
More Can I Do", and "Oklahoma
Hills." .. y
For years a sidekick of Ritter in

western hoss operas. Dub Taylor still

has plenty on the ball When he does

his stuff on the xylophone. Turns, in

with some sweet tunes, and shows
plenty of dexterity. "CannonbaH"
garners laughs with his chatter. Rit-

ter straighting for the comic, and

bows off to hefty applause..

Closing the show. Ritter strums
tunes on his .

gui.ar. and gives

out vocally with a rich.' low pitched

baritone, well known to juke box

Adams. rV'owai'k
Newark, Oct. 18.

Johiinie Johnston, Eileen Barton.
More)/ Amsterdam, The •Pitchmen'
(3). Joe Ramos & Toy Boys a). Joe
Fecher's House Orch (15) : Jordan &
Paruis, "Road to Alcatraz" (Rep).

Independent

Johnnie Johnston emerges top man
iii this sesh. He gives out niftily on
"I'll Buy That Dream," "There Must
Be a Way" and "If I Loved You." all

pips. Then he coaxes a gal in audi-
ence up on stage for some repartee
and leads her through a rumba to

I "Tampico" for solid returns.
'Eileen Barton, radio songstress

smartly dressed in a bouffant white
iob with a pink sash, sends with "I'm
Gonna Love That Guy," "If I Could

|
Be With You," a revamped oldie, and

[
"Pat-a-Cakc Man." Grabs rtice ap-

j

plause. Morey Amsterdam clicks
with his comedy antics, also his hit

parader. "Rum and Coca-Cola" Tor
solid returns.
The Pitchmen comrjrise two vocal

tricksters and a pianist. The imita-
tors obtain strange effects with
bazoo-style lip instrument?, rating
best when parodying military bands.
Ramos and his midgets, acrobatic

|
in behavior, duplicate turn seen here
before! Jordan and Parvis nip
through several keen routines, the
girl making her effects easier than
her partner. Brun.

NKW YOKK < ITY Itud Sweeney
Music Hall (25) :i :la.n«leya

I'alrieia How-man CHI('A..'«
Rudolf Kro.-ller Orleiiful cifi)

l.ney Brown Allan Jones
Hob KrajiR- The Xoijeiialanfs
!•• * s Marine!) .-• llll .Unison
Kihraiil Heleliel't T, Willys
Waller dial I'onsuello * ^h-lhn

Idixy (M) KJ 1/, \i!I-:tii
Carl liavazwi l.lbnly (SB-3H)
Itosa rio & A rilonlo • Kllon l-irill

Cijuaea liana Key Fields * Unms
Hollv Itolls . Wymi- Clair

'

I.OMi ISLAND Tlje Heeknians
.lainaiea Cili-'iH) Alan Slone

rtariiary i'si Hoys II Alt 1 1 'OKI)
Taiilt IJtao Slate (:!«-«)
lllson \- Joy Hal Melntyre Ore
Dyiiamile Jefferson tieornia. llilibs

lOiie io All) Joe Termini
CiS-211) ii jriil-yi'leltes

I'afl Conway HOI.YOKK
Joe Ceskey Valley Arena (28)
(Two in llll) l> .V- L Ita.vumnd

AKRON Martlja Have
I'nlaee (2«--!!(| A * i* l-'ii nl on

Siiloniy Kaye Ore VViioily H'erfituh Ore
Cy Iteeees l Three., to llll I

RIGOLETTO BROTHERS
AND

AIMEE SISTERS
lYrsmiit I >Inii:t|£*> n)*'>>l

KIHMK SMITH \<.|>)\t V

Tower. K. r.
Kansas City. Oct. 19;

Mel Hail, Sabiv's Persouctlos, Jack
& Joue West. Bob McElroy. Val Wil-
I i

a

/) t ar. Tower Orch ( 9 ) w ah' Mi ke
Car'l; "Road to Alcatraz" :<Rep) and
'Gangs of the Waterfront" iRcp).

A n ieely -balanced. lryout of stand-
;

-iird acts, is on tap at the Tower this
I

wteh. adding up to 40 mlnnUs of-!

sjnooth-playin.o; fare which clicks,
with the pc iron's.

Vi'l Williams, m.c, inlrocs acts

over an ofT-sta^e mike. H'H's: 1 band
j

tecs off with "June Brainy, Out
(Continued on page 62)
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Critic Peels Hayward for Allowing

M to Go Unpealed in Chicago
Chicago. Oil 23;,. -f

• Leland Hayward is- t lie target in

the new gunning sea'soti for- Broad-

way producers here. Last; year the

Theatre Guild was the object of the

guulire. for "neglecting trie country

west of Hoboten," Bob Ppllak. Chi

Time:- drama critic.' sounded the call

'"to- arms for the new hunt last week,

to wit::

:

.
.-It now appears that when 'A Bell

for Adano" closes on Broadway, it

"will close ...for good, Last summer
f'redric March told me he- wouldn't

toiir in the dramatization of John
Kersey's tine novel.; but it never oe-

', curred to me that the play's life

would end because March chose to

leave it. His performance ot the

leading role was sincere and honest.

.but halt a dozen other actors .could

do "it
;
as wetl._~ - —• --•

- -
. Bro'adwav-:. manager's are huddling

"If reports from producer Leland * •-.•*•

Hayward's office are , corrects the
;

witli the scenic artists over a de-

'Tempest' Fugits
.;••'. Chicago. Oct; 23.

Howard Newman. advance
man for. t'The Tempest," had to

sit on this one lor three weeks.,

buthe finally got if off his chest.

Consensus is that it had to come
out sooner or later.

In-., advising that the. show's
tour will close in Detroit Satur-
day .(27), Newman wrote the
dailies:

•' 'Tempest' fugits."

B'WAY MGRS. HUDDLE

WITH SCENIC ARTISTS

hinterland, which of course Include

Chicago, the Great Roadstop. will

be deprived of one of Broadway's
ii'6'M respectable hits, a play that

has lost none of its timeliness in
.

We |
stead of the present eight hours.

'"" but expect the same amount of

maiid for. shorter hours that, would

increase the cost of painting"Settings

fit!'; -oyer the present rates."Paint-'

brushers want a six-hour day jn-

Memphis Al Fresco To
Expand After Big Season

Memphis. Oct, 23.

Jubilant over its final emergence
from debt, the Memphis Open Air
theatre's directorate voted last week
to expand the annual Overton Park
season of summer music from six

weeks to eight.

The MOAT is already conferring
with city officials regarding a possi-

ble $100,000 construction program
for the Park's amphitheatre. .

Directors authorized the manage-,
merit to negotiate for a restoration

of business relations .With the Shu-
berts, with whom there was a break
in 1938 over disagreement concern-
ing, the payment of a costume bill.

General ." Manager .Joseph Cortesc

was also instructed to spend more
money for talent if liccossarj-

Hillsmau Taylor, prominent Mem-
phis attorney, was reelected presi-

dent of the organization, along with

all the officers and directors. The
final audit report showed a surplus

of. $13,309 on hand after all past and
current debts' had been liquidated.

The 1945 season broke all records,

both for -attendance and receipts.

spite ol the end of the war-

are again the victim of somebody's,

w-him, just as we were hi the case of

Thornton .Wilder" s .'The Skin, of Our
. Tcet h." .a prize-winner, that never
came within 980. miles of the Loop.

•'What's the answer to this kind

of indifference to the theatrical de-

sires of the country west of Hobo-
ken'.'Why was Mr. Hayward in such

a hurry to make a good play into a

bad movie, a pale and diluted ver-

sion of the book and the subsequent
drama'.'

:

'In a hectic era like this one, a

time when theatrical entreoreneurs
are' making more money than they

know what to do with, do they ever
pause to think of their artistic re-

sponsibilities', if they can. conceive
j
dllclic„ !s set wi ,-';„ rehearsal or soon

of such, or to consider the bumble-

i
wages. Producers say that not only

will the cost of settings be skied but

the time necessary to ready back-
stage -investiture be lengthened.

Costume workers are also said to

be angling for a further increase that

would amount to :a higher percen-
tage boost than the scene painters,

but there have been no union de-
mands as vet.

Maney, Bernstein Pace

P.A.s in No. of Shows
With most of Broadway's fall pro-

peasants who can't afford to go to
due in N. Y., the lineup of press-

New York and couldn't gei a hotel !'agents and their-shows is taking posi-

room ther* anyway
'"As a citizen living under the Bill

of Eights Mr. March can Jolty well
refuse to tour and Mr. Hayward can
retire to his Hollywood agency,
there to peddle flesh and pay high
taxes.. But as of this week they can
hardly expect us to feel very
friendly."

Claudia Cassidy of the Tribune
.Chipped in with this:

.

."Recurrent but not choice is the
idea of organizing a Chicago Drama
Critics Circle to' award prizes lo

shows and actors. I still think that
considering the, age and condition
of most New York's prize shows by
the time they reach Chicago, our
best bet is to give them a bottle, of

tarnish remover so they can 'shine
up their plaques."

tive shape. Current leaders are D'ck

Maney and Karl Bernstein, with
three snows each, the" former expect-
ing three additional shows in. and
the latter two more. Eventual leader
of the pack, however, is likely to be
Joe . Heidi, of the Theatre Guild. '.

He.:dt. just out of the Army, takes
over two current shows. "Oklahoma!"
and' "Carousel." with- four more
lined up for the .season: "Dunhjgan's
Daughter." "The Winter's. Tale."
"Medea" and "O Mistress Mine."
When Heidi, went into the Army, be
had only one show, "Oklahoma!".
Of Maney's three current shows. "A
Bell for Acla.no" leaves this week
<27.» and "The Assassin" was re-
prieved, from last week's intended
closing, with only "Therese" likely
to linger oh. Coming in are "The
.Sla'.e of the Union." "The Rich. Full
Life" and "Lute Song."

Bernstein has "On the Town,"
"Polonaise"' and "Carib Song." with

Someone Will Now Get

An Idea to Present

'Lucasta' as a Musical
Chicago. Oct. 23.

Confusion that has always existed

in the minds of Chicauoans :

;
as to

which is the Civic Opera House and

which the Civic theatre was never

more apparent than it is now'. Willi

the hit "Anna Lucasla." in for a long

run at the latter house.

Civic Opera House is oil the Madi-

son street end of Ihe 20 North

Wacker Building, with Civic on the

Washington Street end. and, because

•Of the similarity in names, b.o. men
are harrassed plenty.. Chicago

Opera Co. is now in for a run at the

big house—as a result ot which it

wasn't surprising last week that

Clarence Jucobson. "Lucasta" com-

pany manager, picked up the phone

and got the following:

''What night are they singing

'Anna Lucasla".'"

Memphis Seeks 'A Tennessee Williams';

Would Finance His Prod, on B way
'.'•;•'. ". Memphis. Oct, -2:;

The search is on here foe ai,-
-otlveT'Tennessee Williams. '

"

", Art.s Appreciation, local i,..,i -

profit Cultural organization backet
principally by I. L. Myers, wholesale'
paper dealer, has announced a hunt
for an unknown playwright residing
in this area, with the promise

. thai
his play will be taken to Broadway,
if it proves slagcworthy ii, Ik'"',
phis tryouts. '!:' '•'•'"•'

Myers declared there must . lie

some would-be authors in every re-
gion who have' no means of -gelt inn
attention, for their efforts: He"
pledged proper production onstage
at Ellis auditorium of the best script
submitted by Julie 1. 1946, with a
New York run to follow if. the local
reaction is good. He pointed out
That Tennessee William.-,' work went
unnoticed in his home area, Missis-
sippi and Tennessee, for many years
and said there must be others of
similar promise in a similar prediea-

or more, stepped into the part aVicT """tlVj «,.,.. . .. '
.'".'

'

/,His. Aits Appreciation is the: or-

Paging Prof. Einstein!-
Princeton, N. J.. Oct. 23,

Although the .Theatre Guild's

''Duiiiiigan's Daughter" is billed

as a comedy, bet ween-act. lobby
•commentators at Princeton pre-

miere Friday night < 19) dubbed
it a problem play.

Said one dowager: "She tells

her husband she ' wants babies:

They're gabbing so incessantly

tr/icii would they find the time'.'"

FOY INJURED, GILBERT'S

QUICK 'MILL' FADE-IN
Eddie Foy, Jr.. tore a ligament in

his leg last Friday ( 18) and was in

such pain that he could not appear
in "The Red Mill." Ziegfeld. N. Y..

that night. Show's director. Billy

Gilbert. Who weighs in at 300 pounds

Inability to Get Dancers
Stalls ENS.A Troupe

Forest Haring, who has readied a ;
last-named skedded to depart Nov. 3

unit for ENSA. the British oulfit ! Due in. however, are "Billion Dollar
whicli supplies entertainment to en
listed men. is still unable to stall the
show for Australia, being unable to
secure a brace of dancers—tappers,
aero or ballet—ot British citizenship,
which is a requirement. Unit, is

called "High Time."
Haring sought a duo in New York

Baby" and "Nellie Ely.:"

Maney • and .'Bernstein are thus
likely to have four shows by mid-
season, which scale would be tied by
Mike Mok". Latter, with two hits. "I

Remember Mama" and "Dear Ruth."
likely to run the. season, has two ap-
parent surefires eii route in. "The

Horton Will Revive

'Clarence
7

At Montclair

Edward Everett Horton will re-,

vive Booth Tarkiiiglon's "Clarence"

at the Montclair theatre. Montclair.

N. J., for al least two weeks, start-

ing Nov. 12 .

Horton did the comedy for 44

weeks on the Coast (Majestic. L. A.)

in 1923. .;.;.'.'

Horton returns to Montclair for

two weeks of 'Springtime tor

Henry" -.starting next Monday (29 1.

He's already played
.
latter -show- at

Montclair for two weeks (Oct. 8 and
15) to big biz

Jersey Holdovers
Newark. Oct. 23.

Both North Mersey legit shops.

Paper Mill Playhouse and Montclair
Theatre, have decided lo keep attrac-

tions for longer periods.

Paper Mill is running its current

"The Student Prince" info a live-

week stretch, first of the season,

although earlier productions could

have played longer than lour weeks.

n 'd £ T'*n
to eana^ but Secret. Room" and "Showboat" An

no. dice to date. Dancers will re-
ceive salary, all expenses being paid

Sully for N. Y. Legit
Pittsburgh, Oct. 23.

:

Robert Sully/local actor. who quit
Hollywood after two years to try. his

,
,

luck on the stage, has been signed
! Leo Vi

tor a role in the new John Cecil
Holm comedy. "Brighten the Cor-
ner.", which Jean Dalrymple is pro-
ducing .as a starring", vehicle

,
for

Charles Bulterworth. Sully, with-
out any previous acting experience,
crashed the Coast in 1948 -when Mrs

|

other .agent, with two shows current

i-is.-.C, P. Greneker of the Shu belts.

|w:th."Dark of the Moon" and '''.Song

nf Norway-." with "Spring Over
! SrazM" headed in.

I Other a tents with two cu rent oi

,
ihecming shews are: Jim Proclor.
Deep Are the Rools" ard "Marihka":

dmaii. "The Ryan Girl" and
."Caviar to the Gcner;:l":. Jean Dal-
ry.m.ple. ••Voice (if t;h'e' Turtle" and
• "The Mermaids S nging";'Harry For-

,
uood'. "Lii'e V/ith Father" and "Beg-

i-gars Are Coining to Town"; Willard

l
Keefe. "Bloomer Girl" and "Day Be-

, fore Spi'ine.'' aiid'-Bill Doll. "Up inWt'C ^,Vel
:.

,V
'.
le

:

°J W^ y-'m" "^"- iCentrrl Park" and" "Would-Be
ager. here, sent him to her brother
Director Leigh Jason, who in turn

,
'introduced the would-be actor to

an agent.

A contract with M-O followed. He
was there • 18 months, switching: to'

Hal Wallis. for .whoni lie appeared
briefly in "You

.
Cyme Along" and

"Love Letters" before heading east.

WATKINS' PLAY
Perry Watkins will prnr.uce "Til

Sergeant Was a Lady" by Wa'Ile

Chafle.s Roberts, with Da\id Alex
ander skedried to direct.

Some casting has already bee'

done, with Louise Campb.'ll and Ap'.ey

George Church tabbed for the leads
|
Fathe

Gentlemen,"

Springfield (Mass.) Sked
Sprin-field.'Miiss., Oct. 23.

Playgoers: of Sprin.gtield opened
sersoli a" Court Squn e theati'e, pre-
ronii'iig Boston Opera' Co. this week.

. Oilier attractions already booked:
"I'm Up Girl Nov. 0 a>:d' 7: '-Ten

Litile'' IncjaiW." Nov. 13 and 14;

"Bell I'm Adano," Nov. 19. 20 and 21:

Ethel Ba!'ryino;-e production, un-
titled. , Nov. 27 and 28: "The Tem-
pi's:." Jan. H and 9: "Late George

Jaii.'la and 10: "Life With
Feb. 6.

Denver's Hefty Sked
.' ..'Denver. 0;-t. 23.

Fall season opens in: Denver this

week with "Earl Carroll's Vanities"

playing at the .auditorium, tor two
days arid a-, hi all nee. Advance sales'

indicate a big season. .' --'-. -

;—

.

Arthur M. Qberfel-c'er, impresario,
has abqul 15 >ho\' s lined - up with
definite dales for this winter, and
a half dozen more for spring. "Dear
Ruth" opened Oct. 17. for four days:
"Rebecca." Oct. 3! -Nov. 1: the Bill

Robinsoii show around Nov. 12;

"Ballel Russ de Molile Carlo." Nov.
2-3: ".Uncle Tom's. Cabin." Nov: .21-

22;' "Student Prince." NoV.-' 2.7-28;

"Angel Street." Dee. 11-1.1: "Skating
Vanities," Dec. 'ifi-.tru. ,'i: New York
Civic Opera. Jan. 10-12: "Blossom
Time." Jan. 10-17: Ballet .Theatre.

Jan. 18-19; "Voice of. the Turtle."
Jan. 28-29'. and. San Carlo.-, Opera
Co.. March 11.

For their two concert :• erics. Qbeiv
felder & Slack are sold out ;on season
tickets. 83'; of whicii are renewals
year after year. In .'the concert series
will be James Melton.

.
josephine

Antoinc. Artur Riibeiu-lehi. Helen
Traubcl. BartleK and Roiiinson. Paul
Draper and. LartrfAtMei . Paul Robe-
son. Blanche Tnebom. Isaac Stern,
Minneapolis Symphons

. Orchestra.
Dorothy May/ior; I,f(niuld Warren.
Szigeti and Ca.-a<losui:

stopped the show. Gilbert bur-

lesqued the Foy assignment and with

ihe aid of the cast got away, with Ihe

job. Indicating what the "Mill"

outfit thought of Gilbert were the

plaiidils ot the company. Eddie'

Ward, boss of the pit. dropping his

baton to clap hands.

At Saturday's packed matinee it

wasn't certain whether Gilbert' or

Foy would a|)j3ear. Gilbert !
hurt

the arch of one foot and. a doctor
strapped up the injury, but when
the director-actor tried to stand he
let out a yelp. Foy was hustled

from his hotel and gimped through
that performance and also the night

show. •'"<•

"Red Mill." from, the Coast: got;

off to a great start and turned 'em
a Way, by the end of ihe week.
Operetta is booked into the Ziegfeld

for_eight weeks, after which "Show-
boat" will be revived there, bul on
the basis of the business another
house will be found for Pr.ula Slone
aiid Hunt Stromberg. Jr.'s. revival

of the Victor Herbert musical.

With the Ziegfeld set with "Mill"

until "Showboat" is ready in De-
cember. Billy Rose -will leave for

London, there to ready, the presen-
tation ;o.f "Carmen Jones" at an as

yel imdetermined date. Show is

current in Chicago, Boxofl'iee stall'

at the Ziegfeld has been on the job

continuously from morning to night

because of the rush of "Mill"

patronage, and the > ticket-selling

stair has been increased from three

to four people.

J. M. Brown, 'Road'

Settle Toledo S iag
Toledo. Oct. 23.

John Mason Brown, vet drama
critic, scheduled to open the 1945-46

Town Hall lecture series in the new
Town Hall theatre, Toledo. Friday
(20 I, created a booking conflict with
"Tobacco Road." booked for the legil

house for the week opening Sunday
'21 i.

Mrs. Flora Ward Hineline, man-
ager of the theatre and sponsor of

the Town Hall lecture series, came
dp with a solution agreeable to all,

Brown, who will discuss "Grease
Paint and Printers'- Ink," will, speak
at 7:30 p.m. On the "Road" set. and
the play will start that night at

around 9. or as soon as the lecture
audience can move out and the- play-
goers move in. . ..

'
'••''

ganizal ion thai presents a series of
free concerts for children with top
artists each year, provides scholar-
ships for a number .of promising
young, musicians, makes numerous
contributions to the artistic life of
the town.
The show lie seeks, from a south-

erner deed hot have a southern lo-
cale. The only restriction is that the
author come from the Memphis area;

GILBERT PLANS 'SALLY'

REVIVAL; STAGED 'MILL'
Billy. Gilbert", who staged last

week's revival of Victor Herbert's
"The Red Mill" rZiegfeld. K. V.) for
Paula Slone and Hunt Stromberg,
Jr.. plans to stage and produce ou
his own a revival of "Sally:" one-
lime Marilyn Miller-starred musical,
using a cast of coast people similar
to that in "Mill."

Believes revival will be strength-
ened by forthcoming' films dealing
with Die late actress, same being
Warner Bros.' "Marilyn Miller" and
Metro's "Till , the Clouds Roll By,"
Jerome Kern biog. in which Miss
Miller figured.

Boston OKs Dramatic

'Fruit,' Banned as Book
Boston. Oct. 23.

Although Lillian Smith's contro-
versial novel. "Strange Fruit,-* was
banned in Boston, the drama version
produced by Jose Ferrer was ap-
proved by John J. Spencer. Boslo'i

city censor. Latter found, no objec-
tion to presentation of t-he play,
booked for the Plymouth theatre,
starling Monday (29).

Spencer saw the play in Montreal'
last week. Although the Mass. Su-
preme court had ruled Ihe .novel

"obscene, indecent and impure,"
Spencer said he found no such ob-
jectionable scenes or actions in tiie

play version. He did ask for elimi-

nation of "certain profane use of tha
name of God" which will be carried
out.

Nix 'Cabin' in Illinois

"St. Louis. Oct. 2:1.

'Beggars' to Came To
Town in Plenty Style

When the Coronet, formerly the

Forrest. N. Y.. opens Saturday (27)

with "Beggars Are Coming to

Town," it .will be a virtually new .

legiter. It is the latest theatre to

!
come under . the operation of City..

; Investing Co.. Shuberts having had
The slage- -presentation of -Uncle I the house' previously. Exterior lias

Tom's Cabin" in -the Orpheum; thea- i been, resurfaced and enhanced by
Ire. Spririglield. 111., was' nixccl last ! iron griU ' work. Dressing rooms,
week by Hix.zoner J. W. Kapp after

j have 'been rebuilt, there being suites,
strenuous beet's against the. presen-' j with -kiirhenett.es for three' leading

-

tatipn were made by the Sprihglield
]

players.

Chapter of the National. Assn. for: When City acquired the Morosco
the Advancement of Colored People

I
("The Voice- of The . Turtle") dress-

ahd the 'Sprihgfielct Ministerial Al- ing room suites for the three-person
llance, a -Negro- organization, The

j

play were similarly . installed:
east of the piece was . assembled .'by

the Music Corp. of America. '{'•'••; '
.

The Orphcum is a link, r.l' the
Publix-Great Slates. .Circuit. .

GRISMAN'S B'WAY PLAN
Hollywood. Oct. 23.

Sam Grisman. legit producer,
bought Michael. Dyne's new play.
'Mr. Hennessey's. Pocket," for show-

!
ing .on Broadway in December.'
Dyne, currently acting in 'T Take

This Woman" at Paramount, leaves
for New York next month for' cast-
ing and rehearsals.

Susan Peters' Vauder
Hollywood, Oct. 23;

Susan Peters, screen a circs*-, "in-,

vatided by a spina! injury, will a i-

pear' on the stage, doctors peririil-

ting. in a 15-rninule sketch in Ken
Murray's "Blackouts of 1945" at Bf
Capitan theatre.

Serious sketch has been si ream-
lined from a one-act play writ I en by
Robert Middlemass as a starrer f(»'

Bert Lytell. titled "The Valiant."

Murray, hiiiiself, will play the iuale

role.
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Frank Fay Receives Equity Censure

For Rap at Five Fellow Members

by

By JACK PULASKI

Frank Fay .Was censured on Sat-

iirtis.y '20l by Equity's council.

Clru-es against liim for conduct

prejudicial to the ...association',

brought by five tollpw-autors, were

upheld. ...

'

The Equity controversy provoked

Fay, star of "Harvey." 4Kth

Stint. N. Y., was started when he

accused Margo. Sono Osato, Luba

Malina,. David Brooks and Jean

Darting »< applauding anti-Catholic

sentiments of. Prpfqssov. Harold J.

laski. British labor leader.during a

recent Spanish Refugee Appeal

meeting at Madison Square Garden.

Fay's rap started a religious, hornet's

,lt..st in actor circles and among the

clergy. .'
:

-V- ':".' /'

. The .Saturday - session was the

ill'th special couneil meeting called

to clarity the situation. A score of

councillors were present and there

was no dissenting vole on the reso-

lution, but Matt Briggs resigned

from the body rather than signify

Equity members preferring
charges, pledged themselves not
to make any individual state-

ment to i lie press.

"However, because of the -ex*

irenwly unfavorable position in

which, the five members pre-

ferring charges have been
placed, the Equity Council feels

it. necessary that the following
staU'tnent be given by the Coun-
cil at litis time, without prej-

udice concerning it final deci-
sion. ' ' '

-' ' *-

•'"The council is completely'
convinced that these five mem-
bers, jrnwely, Margo, Sono Osato,
Jean Darling, Luba Muliiid, and
David Brooks,' were in no iciiy

(i piirl of ati attack upon any
person's faith or. religion; that.

Ihvy 'Were not even present at

the Madison Square ' Garden
Meeting when the speech of Pro-
fessor Laski. which has aroused
sq much . comment, occurred.
They were at '; their respective

toward hint "an appalling lack of
due process" to his request for an
investigation of the five players
whom he claimed were entirely in.

accord with -the' attack on the Catho-
lic church.. He also claimed that the
Equity procedure "not only snuffed
out debate on my proposal for an
investigation but - prevented me
from giving full expression to it."

Fay charged the council 'with "ex-
onerating" the live members:
"Whether they attended the meeting
before or after Laski s speech is un-
important.... The fact remains they
participated in a rally without justi-
fying or condemning a slur against
my faith." .

Equity's statement of censure against Frank Fay is as follows:
; --

.,

'The Council of the Actors' Equity Assn.. after live full hearings, has

sustained the charges preferred by Margo. Luba Malina.. Sono Osato,

Jean -Darling and David Brooks against Frank Fay and censures him.

"While -the council admires any man who courageously opposes what
he considers to be an attack upon his faith, the council ol Equity is

convinced that Mr. Fay erred, speaking as a councillor of Equity, and
identifying live fellow Equity members as participants in that attack

and in claiming that in their appearance at the Spanish Refugee Rally

they said they spoke for the members of their companies, without'

authorization. Evidence which he has not contested has proved to the

council that these lived members were not present when the disputed

address was made and knew nothing about it. They arrived at their

theatres at eight o'clock and were occupied with their performances
until 11:30 p.m. Professor Laski's speech was made at 9:30 p.m.. New
York Time. . . . Under the circumstances, the council, composed of

men, and women of all faiths, could do nothing less than sustain the

charges against Mr. Fay.
"But when Mr. Fay challenges the integrity of this council in its

..conduct of this hearing he is derelict to his obligations as an Equity
. member and certainly as a member of the council itself. And when,
in addition, he continues to denounce his live fellow members in the
public press, as he does, it is the judgment of this council that his con-
duct is both unjust and reprehensible."

his ballot. Walter N. Greaza also re-

signed from the council: he's Equity's

assistant executive secretary. Some
councillors evidently found it con-

- venient not to attend the meetings,

tinder the guise of indisposition.

Several who voted the reprimand are

cf the same faith as Fay's.-1
'

'

Fay refused to attend the meet-

ings after the first session on Tues-
day i IB) of last week but continued

to state his position in the press,

particularly the Journal-American
(He nst ). where the story was a

daily serial for at least two weeks.
Charges had been, li led against Fay
by the players he accused but who
were entirely absolved of allega-

. tions marie verbally by Fay. ,-r;

"Not" in Sympathy"
Under oath those accused declared

H was not their intention to attend
a

r
meeting wherein anti-Catholieism

was a topic, and they swore they
were not in sympathy with the Laski
comments. Aside from the council
hearings, Beit Lytell. Equity's head,
asked;. Fay what his position would
be if it was proven that the quintet
was not present at the time the of-
fending speech came over the air
from London. The star said in that
case he would be in their coi ner, but
the next day changed his mind and
demanded an "apology."
Fay's almost daily statements are

indicated as having been inspired
by his lawyer. Godfrey -P. Schmidt.
A telegram sent Equity, by the actor
explaining, why he

.
did not attend

the council meetings ihe is on the
council

) was couched in legal
Phraseology. Fay saying the pro-
ceedings were not according to "due
process of law." He also asked for
8 bill of particulars."
At Friday's

theatres at or nbottt 8 p.m. atid

from then on icere engaged in
their performances: Professor
Laski's speech was broadcast
from.. London; England, at or
(iboia 9:30 p.m. New York time.

Further, these five members have
staled e.vpticithj that they did not
and would never participate in

tin attack by anyone on any per-
son's fui.h or religion:

"The foregoing facts have been
established 10 the unanimous
satisfaction of the Equity Coun-
cil composed of nieW and
women: of varied faiths, includ-
iny Protestant, -Caihplic and
Jewish." -

Schenker Suit Vs.

Singer Due Shortly

On 'Menagerie* Cut
Suit of Joel Schenker. who claims

the right to a 10';, ownership to

"The Glass. Manngerie," Playhouse.
N, .-;Vn against Louis' J. Singer, co-
producer of the Tennessee Williams
drama with Eddie Dowling, is on the

N. Y, Supreme Court calender for

the fall term. Schenker and Singer
were associates in a number of deals

but it's alleged that .when the former
was out of the country on a gov-
ernment ' mission

.
the latter weiit

ahead with "Menagerie" without
participation by Schenker, who con-
tends he has a legal right to share
in .the- hih •• ;

: .

Understood that a number of wit-

nesses from Chicago, where "Men-
agerie" was first tabbed as a bit,

will appear in support of Schenker's
claim Also reported that the liti-

gants may arbitrate their differences

rather than try the case in open
court. V- .'"'..: .'..'

.-'

Schenker is a .
pre-fabricated-

house expert and is due in France
soon along with a $15,000,000 cargo

of manufactured homes.

BERLE DOESN'T LIKE

SHUBERTS FINGER
"Spring in Brazil," the musical

starring Milton Berle. was reported

considerably improved before the

show jumped from Boston to Phila-

delphia over the weekend. How much
longer it will take to get the show
into shape lor Broadway isn't clear,

and il's possible that "Brazil" will be
sent to Chicago before coming to the

main stem. .

•

Arguments between Berle and Lee
Shubt%t, are said to crop up spas-

modically but there never were any
punches traded, as first reported.

Shubert did shake his finger in

Belle's kisser, and that made the

comedian warn the manager to lay

oir that stuff.

Monte Proser. co-producer of the
show with Shubert',' is pretty much
iii charge of changes being made in

the routining, . "Brazil" represents
an investment of $224,000 and of

that amount Proser put up $100,000
along with others said to be asso-

ciated with him in his operation of

the Copacabana. N. Y.

Raymond Peck Now Head
Lambs, Hoffman As 'Boy'
The Lambs, at its annual meeting

and election of officers Thursday
1 18 1, unanimously nominated Ray-

to be Shepherd for the
next year. He had been the Boy

Broadway Situation Looms Tighter

Than Ever for Musical Shows

Lost to the Theatre
Chicago. Oct. 23.

Lost to the theatre forever
is the has been who accosted
comedian Frank Libuse oil State
street one night last week when
latter was en route to the eve-
ning performance of "Luffing
Room Only" at the Shubert
theatre. Former actor, who knew
Libuse years - ago when latter

was starting out here, panhan-
dled the comic for a couple of

bucks and then said:

"You know something. Frank?
I think I'll get out of this lousy
show business!"

meeting the resolution
was drafted and at the time Briggs »»• editorial in Equity

s

objected to the word "censure." monthly, before the resolution of

Each councillor took a copy of the censure was adopted. Lytell stressed

resolution home, having been asked the seriousness of the Fay episode
*° Propose another word. There was adding that tor the first time in

"o, substitution, however. Briggs I
Equity's 30 years of existence, -the

Previously said he didn't object- to •' association, .Was\..l'aced with a dis-

Jbc term "reprehensible conduct'' on j
Pute replete with, both religious .and

;Ws part',: then also changed his i

political significance. Explaining
]

Greaza did not vole on the "'at Equity-ilex have a wide

ineligible because
j

um c

the - previous,'

Il's reported thai bodyguards were
on hand to protect the accused who
have received many threats, through
the fnail and otherwise. Also re-

ported that on two occasions stran-

gers had insulted Margo and Miss
Malina. and that a punch was
thrown at one of the victims by a

stranger. Fay's claim that all named
by him were supported by their

respective casts was not upheld.
However. Margo did have the sig-

natures of those in "A Bell For
Ada no" i Cort), headed by Fredric I ihOnd Peck
March, but. it was explained she sup-
ported the anti-fascist demonstra-

j
and business head of the house com

tion alone, and certainly not the
|

mittee for the past 10 years and
religious attack...

f \ succeeds Shepherd John Golden, the

The rally to raise funds for Span- j incumbent for Ihree terms,

ish refugees had a Catholic com- Other officers elected were: LI.

municant as its chairman. Go). Harold G. Hoffman. Boy; Bobby
After he-was informed - of theiC'ark. corresponding secretary:

Equity reprimand. Fay announced
j

Jack Wifhing. recording secretary:

his intention of continuing his per- 1 treasurer. James E. Meghan; li-
j

sonal fight, adding "now we can I
brariaii. John S. lOle) Olsen. New

choose sides." intimating hisiobiec- directors for three years are: Wil-

tion to some members of the coun- j

'' ;'nv P. Adams. Frank Fay. John

cil. ..'.'.-•. Alexander. J;.y Jostyn. Otto Kruger
and. fur two years. Russ Brown.

Shows in Rehearsal
the (.'miner—Jean DkI-

-Herbert H.

-Alfred

on
to ; radio show

mind

reprimand, bcin™ wasn't present
day. having gone
rehearsal.

;
.

Council was convinced that the
nve involved by Fay were innocent
W- improper conduct, as shown by a
statement sent the press which read:

Take Pledge
"Due to the highly coufrorcr-

*'»<! issues in connection with
«t« hearing now before Ifie

.
W(i'a Council ali members of
the Council, as Weil, us i/h> /ire

"fihghten
rVmple.. '

....

"The Fienrh Touch"-
irnrris. ' .'/. :. ;'-,' :

'"
:

" '••;';

"The Mermaids Singing"

lati- ' de Liagre, Jiv. . ...
" :

of interests and d>. .i>.fs they
|

"The .loyous Season"— Arthur
may practiee as private citizens,

i
Hopkins.' '.

.'.'..'-..'-:-.

Ly1t.ll emphasized, the -crcrtn—o-|'-t)Trj—-fW.Hton. Dollar Baby"— Paul. Fei-

as'oeiation. "It has never inquired
.
gav ,ind Oliver Smith

as to race, religion, color oiKpolili-
[

"The Rich Full Life—Gilbert Mil-

cat beliefs of its members." .He ap- k r.

]lOM<M lor "loiti ance and under- j . "Last House on the Left''—Viola
' Rubber.standing which Equity lias ahya.\s

given freely tu others." The appeal

was "not only to our m.etiibur's but

lor the great public, which su,ppo'r1.-i

rii.e theatre." -

. fay in his wire to Eqiut.y. '.'n;i-

'< tided 1 hi.it ci'i'o council ill li! i ill stud'

".Sky ilr iff.' o
-Ha.'-Mii).

"A Sound of

.lili'tjljS.

. "Slwrcfifi" e Is for Single Pciiple"-

li.iih Ho'dt is . :.d Virginia Krouberg

Keepsake") — Rita

Hunting"- Irving

DowKng-Singer Play,

'Passing Show' Slated

For Chicago Premieres
:

; Chicago. Oct. 23.

Announcements of. two important
legit preems for Chicago in the ileal'

future—one positive, the ol'ier in-

definite—were made here last week,
underlining the recently hypoed in-

terest of Broadway producers in Chi
as a teeofl spot.

ShoWs are the Eddie Dowling-
Louis J. Singer "St. Lazar's Phar-
macy,", by Miklos Lazlos and Dowl-
ing, starring Miriam Hopkins, inked
into the Studebaker Dec. 23, and the
Shuberts' "Passing Show." starring

Willie Howard, also scheduled, but
tentatively, for the Christmas holi-

days. Theatre hasn't been named
for the latter as yet, although it'll be
one of the six Shubert houses here.

Preem of "Pharmacy" here has
pinned back the ears of several

local drama critics, inasmuch as they
waxed indignant last year when
Dowling and Singer pulled their hit.

"Glass Menagerie." out of the Civic
theatre ui its 13th week. When it

was hitting top grosses, in order to

bring' it to N. Y. Pair at that time
promised that, in view of the initial

success of "Menagerie" here, their

next would also be produced here.

-Dowling, besides being listed as

co-author with Lazlos. will direct.

Plot centers around a small French-
Canadian village. With the excep-
tion of Miss Hopkins, Dowling said,

entire cast will be composed of

French -Ca uad i a ns.

Dowling-Singer bid for Chi's

favor follows last week's announce-
ment by John Wildberg and Harry
Wagstaff Cribble. • whose "Anna
Lucasta'' is also having a phenome-
nal run at the Civic, same house in

which "Menagerie" mopped up, that

they'll preem their next here, and
cues interest of the Shuberts in the

town's legit-starved populace.

"Passing'Show" will be the 17th in

their long line of Winter Garden
(N. Y.) revues of the same name.
Besides Howard, who appeared in

the first show bearing the title 'in

1912). cast includes Bobby Morris.

Sue Ryan. Dick Buckley. Bob Rus-
sell, Masters ft Rollins. Betty Luster.

Mimi KeHerniaii. Ruth Davis. Ruth
Clayton, Gil Johnson and Sylvia

Russell.

Lunts to Open London

Hit in Toledo Pre-Bway
Toledo. Oct. 23.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Foutanne
will give the initial American per-

formance of their play, known in its

London engagement as "Love in

Idleness." by Terence Rattigan. at

the Town Hall theatre. Toledo, Dec,

20-22. Play will be known as "O
Mistress Mine." and is being pre-

sented jointly by the Theatre Guild
and John C. Wilson/ Broadway
opening j.s scheduled for Jan! 22.

Choice of Toledo for opening' was
said to be based on long-s.anding

friendship between Lunts' and Mis..

Flora Ward .Hiuelinc. liiah.agor of the

recently-opened house.- :.

avlonth's lour .will precede the New
York .opening. Following Toledo,

play w i 1 1 go to Milwaukee, M:id.i-pn

and Washington,

Krrolfe Male Asks. Divorce
St.. Louis.. Oct; 23.

Milrthe Errolle. eoncerl soprano
anil slar' o.f the .Muiiie.piil Theatre
Assn.'s allVeseo. prodtict'ons for

several seasons. - last. ' w.eek was*

napved defendant in a' divorce ac-

tion tiled in 'he' local e ; reiiit court

hy hir -hu.-bapd, William K. Gal-'.,

laglif r.

The musical-house shortage looms
again, and ihe,, situation seems
tighter than ever. If the new mu-
sicals playing, out of town and being
readied are as good as indicated
there will be plenty of managerial
headaches before they finally land en
Broadway. There are at least seven
oh Broadway. There are half a dozen
song-and-dancers involved, only two
being definitely booked in. those at-
tractions to replace a brace that are
doing excellently at this time.
Revival of the Cast-made "The

Red Mill" appears to be a surprise
click at the Ziegfeld but is limited
to eight .weeks there, because of
"Show Boat's" prior booking for a
December debut. "Mill" could be a-
po.-sibility for. the 46th Street, which
the Shuberts have lied up with
"Dark of .the Moon." If 4-he. houye,
isn't made available 'and "Mill's""
business holds, up. it's not, unlikely
that it will be forced to tour. City
Investing owns the 4Glh Street. Un-
dustcod the Shuberts will vacate if

allowed to book the theatre for the
balance of the season, which would
give them a slice of the profits. City
firmly reject s_,t hat idea. _
"Polonaise" is doing big business

at the Alvin but cannot remain there
beyond Dec. 19, when "Billion Dol-
lai Baby" is booked in; Parties are
helping "Polonaise" and expectations
arc that its pace will drop during
the pre-Christmas lull.

There has been no pi'ovision for
"First Day of . Spring," which
opens in New Haven Thursday <;35),

originally booked into the Broad-
hurst, where "Follow the Girls" Is

still collecting plenty. Score for
"First Day" was highly lauded dur-
ing rehearsals. "Spring in Braiil"
( Milton Berle> is reported being
rounded info shape after a ragged
start and it may be a holiday ar-
rival, house not yet disclosed. It was
slated for the Winter Garden orig-
inally but that house changed policy
to pictures. The Imperial was the
alternative but "Song of Norway"
is doing smash busincs-s in its see--
ond year there.

"'Are You With It?." which won
favorable reports out of town, will
open at the Century Nov. 10. The
Adelphi, which is also outside Times
Square, will be available, as "Carib
Song" has been booked for the road
after another v. eek but that hardly
solves the musical show s'.Suation,

although "Girl From Nantucket" Is

pencilled in there.

.

TRACY RECANTS ON

QUITTING RUGGED'
Robert E. Sherwood's "The

Rugged Path," starring Spencer
Tracy, will open at the Plymouth,
N. Y.. Nov. 10, it is stated by the
Playwrights Co., after a previous
announcement that the play would
lay off until a replaoement was
found lor Tracy, who wanted an
out. When the drama opened in

Boston last week the star handed in

his notice, saying that for one rea-
son he was arraid to open in New
York,

Press was- not favorable in the
Hub but after the first showing

; there Tracy told the playwright th»t

i
he would come to Broadway in

I

"Path." Sherwood having don* coin-

i siderable rewriting of the script.

I

Despite the press "Path" sold out
i at all performances at the Plymouth
I there.

j
Whether the columnar drubbing

! given th.= play and author by George
! Dixon, Washington political com-
mentator for the N. Y. Daily Mirror,

|

had an unfavorable reaction on

|

Tracy is hot indicated. Dixon, a

I

humorist, wasn't being funny when,
ihe wrote about the Sherwood play,

j

He was good and mad, Dixon did it

I again Monday '22> but was only
angry then around the edges.'

When "Path" comes to town "The
|
Ryan Girl", will probably move to

• another house. The Edmund Gould-
'

tng mellei- is hot a smash but is

.aming an opcr;:ti':ig profit at Ihe
Plymouth,

Hariw rcke Wes'ics Up
Fox Pact. Then 'Antigone'

H));.ywooti. Oc). 23.:

Sir Ce.iric . Hardwk'kp washes up'
his. 2Dtli-F.>x conil.ai.T Nov. iff. after

which he will'' 'r'tk-'lo.' New '.York to
.".;:!•' in '.lie Giibt-vt Millfr stage

produe' 'mi. "Ant;gonfv." Ijusfd *>n a
ciirrt nt Pa.-.ijt hit.

.

.',' ",

' Giirreii'ly Hf'.7t,-/icke Is v.orfcing

on I .iVnotit- ai I'an mniiiit in "Take
Tty
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played here since, is practically the
same production seen in Los Angeles
last spring, and brought here intact.

Producers Paula Stone and : Hunt
Strombcrg. Jr.. haven't spared on
costumes and cast, supplying a Rood
ballet ensemble, both a male and fe-

male well-schooled vocal chorus,

s .line good singing and dancing
.
prin-

cipals', and a quintet of droit comics.

Seemingly no Stone has been left

unturned. to make this a sue'eos*. with
Paula's father Fred, who played in

the original version iwith Dave
Montgomery), no doubt sitting in on
production as he sat in for Tuesday's
premiere, and Paula's sister. Dor-
othy, and tatter's husband Charles
Collins, taking two of the principal

roles'. Result is a slightly halting but
good-natured evening, full of spirit

"and nostalgia, with'
,
sbme

.
of the:

quaint charm of a daguerreotype.
Much of the success of the show

comes from its comics, who gel wads
of fun out:*i.Jis feeble material.

Eddie Foy. Jr., of the riibbo.r .
legs

and. vitus-dance face, roams all over
the stage and has himself a field clay

for one of Broadway's funniest

comics since. Bobbv Clark. A much-

Trie young season's flop crop con- I

"jati'ivd but no less charmitv; Odette

tinues to.be as abundant as ragweed. Myrhl is. a fine toil, .bringing in .much

Last week's drama entrant, "The j

0 - her fine comic flavor, and even

Assassin." hasn't a chance. ' ,?
sKn

"\V°!
1 1

VVi°
'

„ . . ., . . . . . . ,. for old times sake. Michael Obhea.
-The Assassin was intended to be £rom fllms . teams nicely with Foy as

a me odrama by its author but af er
hj pal.

tllc,. in . tun . and Frank Jaquet
gunplay in .act one it settles down .

^nrl Geargo- Meader also help. :

to wordy dialog that is more docu-
, Al A^ alld Thomas Spengler.

mcntary than dramatic Locale is Al-
d Lorna Byron and Edward Dew.

giers, story deahng^with the assassi-
j
form tw0 handsome romantic couples

I who act pertly and sing well, espe-
cially the last-named, whose solo.

! ''Every Day Is Ladies' D»>

the agile comics, Chuck O'Neil and
Billy Nelson.
Among the younger set, Margaret

McGrath makes a good impression
for looks and songs and cover-girl
appeal, and Jean Inglis shows con-
siderable promise in the same line.

Show was well received on the

opening night and looks like it'll run
to long-term business. It hits the j the show's book, which forced closing of the show in L. A.
current West End need for cheer
luxury.

•Bfd

("The Seducer")
• Paris. Oct. 10.

ShVnine* Hfi-v'tftu- pi'oduiiU«M of .ilii"''i-at'i

(•(inVoiU' !>>' Ailtlrt- Itil'ill'tMiU. Stars l^r.in-

cuis.' Unsay anil. Ainlf^ llrulp; I'eaturi's .1.

.riaiay, .MitretttV : Tlcauchamn .aint -li.

Si'ik'l. . SihkoO by ,lar(iuo.s FnytTnr: s.-tnnn.

Siinutnslo*. Al t ho. .THeuttv' Anlnino. l'Ulls,

nation of Admiral Darlan. following
the U. S. invasion of North Africa
in 1942. The admiral's name, as such,
is not among the characters; the bill-

ing is that of one Vespery. a traitor-

ous French .admiral. ."'''
.> •

.. Among the numerous characters
arc royalists, secret police and Com-
munists, amid rather crude counter-
espionage^ Principal scene is within
a ginmill but the plotting isn't there
altogether. Vespery assigns his chief
of staff to check up on sundry .char-
acters who infest the saloon!- and.
then has his gestapo man' secretly
report on the former. The copper
switches one way or another, being
strictly a coin guy.
The chief-of-staff schemes the asv

sassination of Vespery in a radio sta-

tion, and the fellow who does the
shooting, a royalist who has been in

detention, is promised freedom. But
the c. of s., a general, is a double-
crosser and the youth ends up on the
wrong side of the firing squad.
Theie are 26 speaking parts pro-

grammed, featured player being the
Swedish actor. Frank Sundstrom.'who
is under contract to David O. Selz-
nick for Hollywood. Sundstrom
speaks with virtually no dialect and
does his hero job, the triggerman,
as well as the script permits.
Among the others are Harold Hu-

ber, the secret policeman who is sup-
posed to be considerably mussed up
and evidently bumped off, but he
turns up in act two just as gabby
as ever, with no explanation of his
comeback. Lesley Woods is fair as
the hei'oine, sudden lover of De
Mauny, the assassin. She has had
small parts in several plays, this be-
ing her first lead. Among the others,
some of whom are forced to fee

windy, arc Karl Maiden, Roger De-
koven, Robert Ober, Clay Clement.
Carmen Mathews, Peter Gregg and
Henry Sharp. The characters they
play are not convincing: /bee.

show-stopper. Dorothy Stone and
Charles Collins mince about a bit

too much but make up for it with
some very fine dancing. An attrac-

tive dancing chorus adds tvvo charm-
ing ballet numbers, with a couple
of Unbilled girls in standout bits.

Most surprising .is the charm and
flavor, as well as strong reminiscent
quality ' of the Herbert melodies,
esneeially such endurim! tunes as "In

Old New York." "When You're
Pretty and the World Is Fair."
"Moonbeams" and "Because You're
You." Each one belongs on a hit

parade.
The book, which is least important,

js set in Holland and deals with a
girl in love with a sailor, the tyrant
father who wishes to marry her off

against,her will, and a pair of harum-
scarum Americans who uoset the
cheesecart. Fortunately, it doesn't
intrude too much. Broil.

Francoise Rosay's marquee pull,

excellent acting all around, the cur-
rent craze for amusements and ii

small nut may hold this rather far-

fetched and unlikely story longer
than is the case of most seasonal
openers. Billing is very unfair since

young Clancy, "who -though only . 23,

has already been with the Comcdie
Francaise and holds a part fully as

important as that of the two stars,

with the last three names holding
just bits.

Despite the play's title, it has noth-
ing to do with any love' affair, except
in the dim past when Mile. Rosay.
as a. provincial and unsophisticated
girl, surrendered to a man who pre-

tended he was a prominent writer

arid disappeared promptly before the

birth of her child who is 17 when
the play opens. Mile.. Rosay.tie vet-
told Clancy, who acts the son. that

she had been the victim of an im-
personator, and he believes himself
to be the illegitimate 1 son of the

writer, whom neither of them knows
and who has never heard of them.
Mother and son are vacationing

on the Riviera when the writer hap-
pens to come there." Hearing his

name, the son believes he sees, his

real lather and, much to the moth-
er's distress, becomes very fond of

him. So she tells the writer her true

story and he agrees to leave. But
the "son feels so unhappy about it

that he finally makes an impassionatc

(Continued on page 59)

Inside Stuff-Legit
Theodore Bachenhcimer, co-producer and director of the musical, "Sons

Without Words," produced in Los Angeles Aug. 20, advises he had to turn
down a booking offer from the United Booking Office for the Century
theatre, N. Y„ because of difficulties with Frederick Jackson, author of

:, which forced closing of the show in L. A. According to

|

Bachenheinier, Jackson filed a claim against him stating he (Jackson)
didn't approve the cast, and in Bachcnhcimcf's absence from L. A. an at.

f bitration meeting was held which ended with a ruling , by the Dramatists
Guild that the show had to close Oct. (i,

|

• Bachenlieimer. who says he got notice only two days before the hearing,
so that he couldn't make it, claims Jackson approved the whole cast at

I first rehearsal, that the cast sent in affidavits to the Guild so stating, and
that Jackson's beef, came later because he (Bacheiiheimeri wouldn't en-

i gage one of Jackson's friends for a role. Actors Equity ih L. A. has pro-
tested to the Guild and asked for a second hearing so Iba.t Bachenhcimer
might: appear. Bachenhcimer advises he' still plans bringing the musical
to Broadway.,. ...' " V ; :

'.
'

•
.'''

Burton Rascoe. the N. Y. World-Telegram aisle-sitter, has a penchant for

attracting attention, now and then, through his reviews. It happened
again last week when he covered "The Assassin." National. N. V. Though
in accord with the critical field in thumbing down the meller, he went to

extremes in panning the direction of Martin Gabel, play's co-producer
wilh Carly Wharton. - - '

.

'
' .-

.

.

Gabel was complimented by at least four critics. Ward Morehouse, Sun,
Who saw the play in London, said that the direction was better than that

given the "Assassin" over there. Rascoe said that the direction was the
"worst I have seen in five years," but another reviewer wrote: "Gabcl's
casting and directorial jobs fate cheers."

"Assassin" was announced to close last Saturday (20). after a midweek
opening, but over the weekend it was decided to continue. John F. Whar-
ton, of the Playwrights, husband: of Carly. Wharton, is underwriting pos-

sible losses this week, so that the show can have a chance to catch oh.

I

Some 'curious writing marked John Chapman's review of Irwin Shaw's
' play. "The Assassin." in the N. Y. Daily News Thursday (18). The head

I

(which, of course. Chapman didn't wrjte) read: "Juvenile Writing Louses

I

Up Plot of X Shaw's Meller, 'The Assassin'." But Chapman's review
'contained wordagc like this: "The program says that he (Frank Sund-
|
strom. David O. Sclziiick's Swedish star) appears by courtesy of David 0.

i Schmaltz or somebody, who, I presume, is a Hollywood movie producer5

and wants—us—theatregoers to damn well understand that Mr', Sundstrom
! is merely oii loan to the stage and will be transported to the screen as soon
as Mr. Schmops. oi whatever his name is, decides we have given him

I enough ol a buildup.

'

I Chapman's longtime stint for the News in Hollywood was generally a

|

happy association, so the drama critic's cracks at pix surprised both the

film and legit bunch.]- , '.

The ICod Mill
Paula Ktnne-Hunt Stromliet R. Jr.. revival

of unerfita in two arts (three scenes).
Jlusie l.y Victor Herbert. Original Ijuolt ami
lyrics by Henry P,!ns8om. Directed by Billv
liSlbert: dances by AKIa Brdadbent : scenic
and UHhtfn* supervision by Adrian Await:

.
orclMsIra directed by RtHTnrd Ward. Opened
at Xiegtm, N. Y.. Oct. 10, •4,".; $J.8» top
(Sill oK'niiiur' nit?lit i.

Town Crier ,

M illem
l^tanv. .

Tina
Rill-I'i.slcv. .

'.

l'lora. . . . ......
Lena

.
, .

Dora'.....,

The hurRtmiajster,'
A Hailnr.. .'.

Juliana...
Ocm Kidder- . . ...
Jvid Coimej-

. lirvlclicn. .

Ilctwhil; Va:n Itanin.
<!asion ,•,',-,',

I'ennyi'eattu'r, . . .

MlulaTMP I,a l-'lcttr. .

.

Cleoriiette... . . . .

.

Suzpttc, ..... .
.'-;

.... .

.

JPleurelle
Naiie'ite.
laicflle..... .........
Yvelte.. >

Tlie Ouvernor

Billv Griffith'

Hal lJrlce

...George Meatier-
. . . .porotby Stone
. . . .Tom Httll)g:in

Tope O' Brady
. , . . . . T.oi.s Potter
. ... . .\tardi Bayne

. ;.. . .tVanJv Jaquet
.Tholmis Spengler
... . .Lurna Byron
...Michael O'Shea
. . .Wddie foy:, Jr.

Ann Andre
. ...Koberl Hughes
. . .Charles Cidlins
.....Billy Griffith'

Odette Myrtil
. Phj lljs Batemait
. . . Nouy l'Vatdilin

. . . .Kathleen Kills
. ..Taoiitielinc Kills
;Pittricttt Gardnc.i"
. . . .Joan Johnston
. . . . . Kdtvard Dew

The current "Red Mill" revival is

a pleasant old-fashioned operetta
model, whose 40 years wear very

' well. Its stolid book and corn-fed
,
gags are fortunately in the back-
ground, so that its charming music,
well sung and danced to, dominates.
Add a lavish, honestly treated pro-
duction with a great deal of flavor
and fun, and one has a. revival that
seems sure to stay on Broadway
much longer than the allotted eight
weeks at the Ziegfeld. Originally
planned for the road thereafter and
a stopgap at the theatre till "Show-
boat" comes in. "Red Mill" is likely
to run on and on once anotherjiouse
is found.

.

The Victor Herbert operetta, first

done on Broadway in 1906 and not

Fine Feathers
London. Oct. 12.

or

Nesbil I.

n-l, I'.ucb;

K

« lui

na ii.

Tout Arnold produ.
pans (Id scenes! by
devised and diterled.' Si;iis.
KtUeJ Kevueli. DotiRl.is Wat
Tommy. Hudson. Ts'ikki Pentls. M
Hubert Knnor. Billy Nelson. I'ltut

Margaret Slctiralb. Jtoy JclTries, Dnnl-ei
and ensembles .b.v .loan l>avis. Bml.l\ Brad
ley. music. Harry l'arr )»ii\ is. Vivian Kills
Phil Park: lyrics by Phil 1'iirl,, .Alan t,M
ville. Vivian Kills.

. At Print i> ol Wales
l.ondoji, C>cl. 11, ' \5.

'O'Shea & Foy Better

Than Montgomery And

Me'— Fred Stone
By "SENATOR" ED FORD

In some instances a show means
more than just a show. Through
some association it goes far deeper

than mere entertainment. This re-

lationship obtained for four of us

who attended .the opening of the

Broadway revival of "The Red
Mill" last Tuesday (16). Fred Stone,

Mrs. Stone (Aleen Crater), my wife

and I weren't' merely spectators at a

performance. We were looking at a

reminder of a milestone in the lives

of all four of us.

Fred and Mrs. Stone were living

again one of their greatest histrionic

triumphs, in which Montgomery &
Stone, Aleen Crater, Juliette Dika,

Neil McCay and others made thea

Trend towards increased service by railroads to show biz is demonstrated
in case of Theatre Guild's "The Winter's Tale." moving from Boston to

Milwaukee Sunday (21). Production, with two 70-foot baggage cars, ar-

rival in Chicago Monday morning (22), with two hours' maximum allow-

ance tor switchover from LaSalle to Union stations. In order to insure

show's arrival in Milwaukee on time, the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul
and Pacific RR had arranged, if local traffic snarled the switch to the usual
10:30 outgoing train, to put the baggage cars onto its streamliner, the
Chippewa, leaving Chi at 12:45. This is the first time in the history of the
road that such a concession has been made. Show thus wouldn't have
arrived in Milwaukee until 2:05, with stagehands not hanging show until 3,

but it would still have given them time to open.

Predominant star of this revue,
reputedly costing $70,000. is one who
doesn't take a bow at curtain fall

—

Robert Nesbitt. whose equally sump-
tuous director effort. "The Night and
the Music," is SRO at the adjacent
Coliseum. - .

Nesbitt has sized up the public
hunger for unlimited glamor. He
showers torrents of beauty, clothes
and sex appeal on the stage, and
lights it in magnificent color. ''Fine
Feathers" is a show of outstanding
presentation.

Honors are divided between Ethel
Revnell and Jack Buchanan, but Miss
Revnell. well known in the halls for
her eccentric partnership (Revnell
and West) gets most of the meat.
(West, by the way. has had to lay off
owing to illness.) Miss Revnell. who
knows every trick of the old, bawl-
ing music hall with no microphone,
is a cross between Carmen JWiranda
and Charlotte Greenwood for noisy,
high-kicking hilarity, and the British
comic. Max Miller, for innuendo and
iniquity. In vocal range she is any-
thing from a piercing falsetto to a
deep-in-the night bass—if that's pos-
sible—and her satire on sex appeal
is the real rough stuff of a vaude-
ville that has gone.

Buchanan has one good sketch, a
beachcomber scene. "The Back O'
Beyond." but is not otherwise too
well served in wit. His lap dancitig
shows the customary artistry, and
he looks, as usual, about the only
well-dressea man in London. He has
one number, "When Will They Lib-
erate London?" which is the hit of
the show—lyric and music by Vivian
Ellis.

Douglas Wakefield, oldtimer with
a Yorkshire line of talk, takes over
for the late Harry Tate in a motor-
ing act brought up to date. "Back
on the Road." . Max Kjrby has an
agreeable moment of nostalgia in
"Ending in Smoke." a tilt at the cur-
rent tobacco shortage, which opens
to scenic splendor from Turkey and
Egypt. Kirby is well supported by

Although Theatre Guild's touring "Foolish Notion." starring Tallulah
Bankhead. has been cleaning up on the road and could probably stay out
very profitably all season, Philip Barry play won't probably go much
beyond first of the year. That's because star wants to do another picture
for 20th-Fox in January and John Emery, her ex-husband, who came on
from the Coast to replace Henry Hull in the cast, also has a couple ol

film commitments. Doubtful if Guild will replace Miss Bankhead in

"Notion." since she's the big draw. Play is withering the »ld adage that

an entertainment which didn't go on Broadway won't make the grade on
the road either. Barry work lasted only about nine weeks in NY, but in

Wilmington. Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, three towns it has played so far,

biz has been practically capacity.

Series of flops at the Belasco, N. Y. ("Live Life Again" was the latest)

revis es comment in the trade on the house's owner. S. S. Krellberg. Known
trical history. Try to imagine what i that several better plays were kept from the house because of Krellberg'f
was going on in the minds of Father
and Mother Stone firstnighting at a

revival of "The Red Mill," produced
by talented nnd lovely daughter
Paula, with charming and gifted

daughter Dorothy, and son-in-law
Charles Collins in the cast. No won-
der there was lacrimal reaction.

The revival is beautifully ' done.

That grand trouper Odette Myrtle,

in the role created by Juliette Dika,

is superb. Michael O'Shea and Eddie
Foy. Jr., in the Montgomery & Stone
parts, are hilarious. After the show,
Fred turned to me and said, "Those
two boys are funnier than Mont;
gomery & Stone were." And what
memories Eddie Foy, Jr. conjured
up. What a heritage! In the humble
opinion of this writer, Foy, Jr. is

one of our topflight comedians.
The first-night audience ate it up,

and the long lines at the boxoffice
since testify to the revival's success.

To the bride and me "Red Mill"

has a different significance. In 1907

we were "going steady" and I took
her to. see "Red Mill." It was our
first Broadway show together. Es-
corting her home after the show,
we decided to find out if two could
live as cheap as one. We later found
out that it couldn't be done.
However, in 1908 we started on a

trip o'er the seas of matrimony with
no squalls. At least no serious ones.
Perhaps it all might have happened
anyway, but we still like to think
that "The Red Mill" had something
to do with it. It did something more
to contribute to our happiness. It

brought the Stones and the Fords to-

gether in a strong bond of friend-
ship. Last year the entire Stone
family attended our wedding anni-
versary, with Victor Herbert's tune-
ful "Red Mill" score as the party's
theme song, .'

. Viva la "Red Mill!"
\

rep of being too tough on terms, asking two weeks', advance while house
still dark, and getting only the dubious tryouts as result. Krellberg's re-
ported to have turned down "Harvey" on terms dispute, the Mary Chase hit

going into the 48th Street theatre. Reported, too. that "Caviar to the

General." new Theron Bamberger production, bowed out of a Belasco
booking over similar terms argument.

Milton Lazarus, a reformed Broadway press agent, is now collecting

royalties for the books of two N. Y. hit musicals—"Song of Norway," im-
perial, and "The Red Mill," Ziegfeld. In 1940 Lazarus did a complete re-

write of Henry Blossom's original "Mill" book. Edwin Lester presented
the show for the Civic Light Opera Co. of Los Angeles and San Francisco
and put it on in the Coast cities seasonally until this' year, when Paula
Stone and Hunt Stromberg, Jr., took it over. Under their management
it opened in Pasadena before going to the Biltmore, L. A.

, Last Friday (19) there was a cocktail party tossed b.v the Theatre Guild
in greeting the return of the USO "Oklahoma!" company, which toured
the Pacific theatre of operations for nearly a year. It was announced that

two of the cast would be engaged for the New York, company at the

St. James.
Those given contracts are Bonita Bimrose and Jimmie Parncll. Far-

flung "Oklahoma!" was cast and handled entirely under Guild direction,

then turned over to USO as a complete package.

Monday (221 evening Arthur M. Wirtz, Sonia Henie and William H.

Burke hosted at the Center, celebrating the start of the fifth year of skat-

ing revues in the Radio City house. Party was to have been held about
two weeks ago but the date was set back until M.ss Henie could reach town
from the Coast, Wirtz and Burke coming on from their Chicago head-
quarters. .

-•'_'.-
1 ;

',

Phoebe and Henry Ephron, who wrote "3 Is a Family," have completed
a new comedy tentatively called "It C.ouldn't Happen to Nicer People."
A couple of producers, .are' said to be interested in the script. Duo'i
"Laughing Water," which John Golden tried out last .season, is still in

process of revision. ..':;.•'

Critical raves for Rose Inghram in the otherwise panned "Polonaise"
(Alvin. N.Y.) recalls that the soprano had the romantic singing lead in

"Up In Central Park," the Mike Todd hit, when it tried out in Philadelphia
last year, only to be yanked from the musical before it reached N. Y-
Maureen-Cannon replacing.

Scenic designer Major Donald Oenslager is on terminal leave awaiting
discharge from the Army Air Forces after three and a half years of

service. For a time he headed a camouflage unit, then was transferred
to Combat Intelligence. Artist recently returned from Guam, where he
was Intelligence Officer for a B-.29 bomb wing.
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ladies' Quits in Chi With $10,200,

Tempest' 19G in Closer, 'Carrolls' 24G
Chicago, Oct. 23. *

Two Of the town's legit attractions

closed last week—one, "Good Night,

Ladies." folded alter two months'

weak business, and' the other, "The
Teinpest." went to Detroit for a

week, after which it, too, is skedded

to fold—but takes on'the Whole were

as smash as ever. •

Status, queers' remain "Carmen
Jones " "Anna Li Icasta" and "Two
Mvs Carrolls." with great $28,000,

$17 800 and $24,000. respectively;. In

the brttcr-tlian-ever groove is "La fl-

ing Room- Only," up. from $43,700 to

$44 200. Same goes lor "Dear Ruth,"

with $18,200. which is $400 better

than last stanza. "Voice of the Turtle"

got $17,000 again.

- Incoming are- "Student Prince."

Studebaker, Sunday (28); "Winter's

TftUV Blackstone. Monday (29);

•"Desert Song," Civic Opera, and
'•Foolish Notion." Studebaker, both

Nov. ' 19: "St.. Lazar's Pharmacy."
Studebaker, Dec. 23: and "Hasty
Heart, " Blackstone. Dec; 24,

Estimates for Last Week
"Anna Liicasta," Civic (4lh week)

(900: $3,001. Packing 'em in. $17,800.

"Carmen, .lones," Erlanger (8th

w eek ) 1 1.500; $4.80 ). Billy Rose Opus
still doing sellout $28,000.

••Dear. Ruth," Harris (27th week)
(1.000; $3.60 >. Fine $18,200 this time.

"Good Night, Ladies," Blackstone
filth week) (1.200; $3). Folded
with $10,200.

"Luffing Room Only," Shubert (5th

week) (2.163: $4.80). Up to fine

$44.200~bost yet.

"The Tempest," Studebaker (3rd
week I (1.246: $3). Got near-capacity
$19,000 in closing stanza.

"The Two Mrs. Carrolls." Great
Northern (3rd week I (1,425: $4.20).

Another great $24,000. •
•

"The Voire of the Turtle," Selwvn
(55th week) (1.000: $3.60). Still go-
ing great guns with $17,000.

TALLU'S 'NOTION'

WOW 28G, DETROIT
Detroit. Oct. 23.

Tallulah Bankhead in Philip
Barry's "Foolish Notion" closed six
evening and two matinee perform-
ances Saturday (20) at the Cass with
every scat in house sold out for all

performances: for $28,000 at $3 top.
No other legit in town last week.
. Cass reopened Monday (22) with
"The Tempest" for one week fol-
lowed by week of Gilbert and Sulli-

. van. ;..»-.. ...

Blackstone Mystifies

Cincy for Neat $14,000
Cincinnati. Oct. 23.

Reopening last week after fort-

night of darkness since season's start,

the 1,300-seat Cox feasted with close

to $14,000 on Blackstone's magic
show at $2.40 top. Five of the nine
performance's were .capacity, and it

was Blackstone's banner Cincy date.

House has "Ballet Russe" for first

half this week and "Student Prince''

the last three days, both at $3 top.

Kay Francis-'Windy Hill'

Weak $11,000, Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh. Oct. 23.

Legit
; season got going again at

Nixon with "Windy Hill" alter a
week's lapse but the news wasn't
too good for the Kay Francis show.
Eyerj the star's big pic following
didn't come out. in numbers too great
once the critics had plowed into the
new comedy, and it had to be con-
tent with a weak $11,000. That was
at $3 i including tax).

Started out
.
pretty well, that is for

an
. opening night for a brand new

play, but showed practically no im-
provement right, down the stretch.
Balcony and gallery—the cinema
crowd-—got a pretty fair run but (he
downstairs was no sale. Nixon cur-
rently has "Slate of the Union" and
next week gets^ Tobacco Road" back
again instead of the tcntativolv.
bonked musical. "Girl From Nan-
tucket." ."

. :,

'Father' Neat $13,000
In Baltimore Repeat

Baltimore. Oct. 23.
"Lite With Father," making an oft-

repealed stjitid at Ford's here last
week, got a neiit- $13,000. In cur-
rently is Max Gordon's production of
Mary Chase's "The Next Half Hour."
s arr,mg Fay Baintcr and directed b_y
George S. Kaufman.
"The Girl From Nantucket" set to

.follow.

'Ruth' 8i/
2 G, Denver,

For 4 Performances
Denver. Oct. 23.

Dear Ruth" piled up a good $8-
500 in three nights and a matinee

.

at the 3.215-scat auditorium with a
S3 t<u>. ;-.

,

Rain on closing niuht dampened
gross slightly.

'Okla.!' 64G, Hartford
V.. . .—Hartford. Oct. 23.

,
Completingjts lOCth touring week,

'Oklahoma:'' 'grossed approximately
$64,400 here at Bu-hncll Memorial
last. Week. First full week in history
of house. Top was $3.50.
To dale "Oklahoma!" has grossed

$3,400,000 on the road.

Tracy-Tath'

$21,000, Boston
Boston, Oct. 23,

Spencer Tracy in "Rugged Path"

opened Monday (15) at the Plymouth

with pretty mixed but not especially

favorable notices. Show' is sellout

on strength of his draw, and is in

second and final week now.

Forthcoming long-term engage-
ment of .touting "Oklahoma!" "t which-
originally opened here under title

"Away We Go" and was missed by
practically everybody—who now in-

sist it never did come here) likewise

a stir 'on rialto. Ticket sale at Co-
lonial box-office. Monday (15)

brought queue a block long, result-

ing in complete sellout for first

month of engagement. No ads were
placed in Boston papers until day
before to prevent futile b-o- rush.

Prospects remain ' exceptionally
bright, the list now reading like this:

"Strange Fruit" (viewed .by Spencer,
the censor, out of town and deemed
suitable for viewing by Boston,
though novel is still banned here),
Plymouth, Oct. 29: "Day Before
Spring," Shubert, Oct.. 30: "Last
House On Left." Wilbur. Nov. 5:

"The Joyous Season." Plymouth.
Nov. 12; "The Mermaids Singing."
Wilbur, Nov. M3: "Billion Dollar
Baby," Shubert. Nov. 18: "Hamlet,"
Opera House. Nov. 26: "The Would
Be Gentleman." Wilbur. Nov. 28; an^
"Brighten the Corner," Plymouth,
Dec. 10.

With the fleet in and close to 10,-

000 footloose Pacific veterans swarm-
ing around town, all legit shows did
good biz latter part of week to hypo
otherwise moderate takes, with
"Spring in Brazil" doing best after
poor couple of days beginning the
week.

Estimates for Last Week
"Beggars Are Coming to Town,"

Wilbur (1,400: $3). Second week of
tryout of not-too-well received play
held firm, near $8,000, through enor-
mous street crowds in downtown
area to welcome fleet.

Burnside's Gilbert and Sullivan,
Opera House '3,5O0: $3). Final Week
of opera repertory by this well-
eslablished company here touched
$25,000 again, very good. Stanford
Erwin's Boston Grand Opera Co.
opened here last night (22) for a
three-week stand.
"Rugged Path," Plymouth (1.450:

$3 60). Sellout for first week at

scale means $21,000. estimated, with
similar situation for current week.
Show goes into New York with
Tracy.
"Spring in Brazil." Shubert -0,500;-

$4.80—$6 Sats. >. Dropped to $29,000
on third despite last-minute hypo.
Moved out to Philly and was re-

placed last night by "Girl From Nan-
tucket."
"Ten Little Indians," Copley (1.200:

$3). Eighth week very steady at

$8,000. a little less than last week
but good, . :

"Winter's Talc," Colonial 1 1.500;

$3.60). Gained excellently on second
and final week to nice $20,000 follow-
ing $18,000 on opener. "Oklahoma!"
opened here last night. '.;>'

Carrillo-'Bad Man'
Fair $12,500 in St. Louis

St. Louis, Oct. 23.

Mixed reviews greeted "The Bad
Man," with Leo Oarrillo in the top
role, and the piece did only fair biz
during the one-week stand at the
American theatre, winding up Satur-
day (20). The 1,700-seat house was
scaled to $3.05. and nine perform-
ances grossed approximately $12,500.

Blackstone, the magician, moved
into the American Sunday 121) for
two weeks.

BAINTER-TOR' BIG

$26,700 IN WASH.
Washington, Oct. 23.

"

. "The Next . Half-Hour." with Fay
Ba inter, starred, got $26,700 in eight
performances at the National thea-
tre. Washington critics said the play
needed a lot of fixing but George S.

Kaufman, director, is attending to

this detail.

"Dunnigan's Daughter," first of the
American Theatre Society plays
under Theatre Guild auspices, comes
in with an ample subscription list.

"Slate of the Union" comes in Nov.
6 (Tuesday ), jumping from Detroit,

Willie Howard in the "Passing
Show of 1945-46" is booked here for
Nov. 12. It will be followed by "The
Late George Apley" Nov. 19. prob-
ably under American Theatre Society
auspices. '.,

'•

The Navy Helps Float Broadway

Boom; 'Red Mill' Looks Plenty

Black at $30,000 in 1st Seven

'Strange Fruit' Ripe

$16,000 in Montreal
Montreal.' Oct. 23.

"Strange Fruit." Jose Ferrer pro-
duction, which preemed here last

Saturday 1 13 >, closed a week's book-
ing Saturday night (20) at the 1.524-

seat His Majesty's for a ripe gross of

$16,000. The play now moves into

Toronto for one week, then to Bos-
ton for two weeks', after which it-

will hit Broadway.
New- York opening is skedded for

Nov. 15...
.

Paul Small Vauder /

lftG in San Francis ;o
San FranciM;!). Oct.' 30.

Paul SmalKs "Mcriy-Go-Round,"
eineced bv. Jav C. FUppcn. pitHed.

ordinary f 16.0(10 af $3 lop in 1.770-
' scat Curraiv;
! Next door, "At'sm Ate the Aool''."

i grossed a pour $7,200 for t ho week at

I $3 top at 1.550-scat Gi;..y.

LA. Grosses Just So-So;

'Blackouts' Nabs 15|G
Los Angeles, Oct. 23.

Business was just ample this week
and nothing more. ..-Top grosser again
was Ken Murray's "Blackouts of
1945." which went through its 172nd
stanza with the standard capacity
figure of $15,400. At the Biltmore.
"The Only Girl" wound its second
frame with $10,000 in the till and a

total of $18,500 for a slow run of two
weeks.
"Suds in Your. Eye" racked up

$8,500 for the sixth week with one
week left to go.before heading north
again. "Motel Wives" took $3,100
for the 11th stretch at the Musart
but advance pointed to more coin
this week.

'Maid of Ozarks' Big
14 «/2G Despite Mpls. Pans

Minneapolis. Oct. 23.

After complaints from patrons.
Mayor Hubert Humphrey ordered
^'Matd of Ozarks." playing a three-
week engagement at the Alvin here,

to delete some of its lines and stage
business. He refused, however, to

stop the show. . .

.<-

In face of critics' panning?, at-

traction has been doing sensational

business. It grossed $14,500 its first

week in 1.400-seat house at $3 top.

including tax, but with town plas-

tered with two-for-ones. Show's
newspaper advertising copy has

been more daring,, if anything, than

the play itself.

'Song' 18G, Mpls.
. Minneapolis, Oct. 23.

Town has had two legit roadshows
opposing each other for first time in

many a moon. For a starter it. was
"Blossom Time" vs. "Maid of Ozarks,"
with latter doing sensational business

at Alvin. Last week "Maid" ran up
against "Desert Song."
Lauded bv critics and winning cus-

tomers' enthusiastic approval, too,

"Desert Song." scaled at $3.60 top in

2.300-seat Lyceum, built by leaps

and bounds after disappointing open-
ing and finished to good $18,000 for

five nights and a matinee.
Despite critics' psnnin.es. and plas-

tering of town with two-for-one's,

"Maid of Ozarks" held up well its

second week at the 1,400-seat Alvin
with a S3 top. garnering big $10,000.

First week brought in a sensational

$14,500 instead of much lower figure

previously estimated,: .

•PRINCE' SRO, OMAHA
Omaha. Oct. 23.

"Student Prince'- sold out com-
pletely two weeks ahead of play
date.

'

Oct. 24. Mail orders alone

nearly took care of the whole house:
Enough turned back to assure sec-

ond night, which is impossible.

Plays Abroad
Continued from paKe

plea for theni to get. married, be-

lieving' that they were former lovers;

and in order not to deceive him
th'ty agree' to do so.; The? first act- in-,

troduc.is the characters: the second
shows 1 he voulh di vetoping a liking

Tor the older: man.: the third brings

the curtain, on the rather tin tonViae*
i;K' slofv; which is all set ir. the un-

pretentious hall of the Riviera hotel.

.Clancy
:

gives a very creditable

jit rformance in a •ihnt;t ditVi-'Ult, part,

.'i.inc.w hat akin to that of the sun in

"J'l.'i 17 An>" 1 "I Am 17" 1. inwhich
her lover not to.

!r< rsc.il and lose

vivY. thr nW; days
• t'v -writer very
ire • nvcr>hn(ld.\U<'d

a y. .1 irtv, f|C

h. t ak the !

'

is H Kijce.t; .V

ini.tinir i.-'o'

n"c(. 'y: .but .'-1 Ih

i,v l'f.MiV's p rsonalily v.bcm ver she

is on the stage. - Maxi.

The Navy has taken over the.town
and the Broadway boom is as strong
as ever. Most shows eased off last,

week, but some went up a notch
or so. Again the last half of the
week was murder around the agon-,
cies. Hotels are so - jammed with
gobs that even influence won't get
room reservations through this week.

"The Red Mill" came, in from the
Coast, and while it didn't get a
hearty press, business is excellent
and built to capacity.."The Assassin"
was panned but continues.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Cowed//), D i Drama)-'

CD (Comedy-Drama),- R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta). .

('A Bell for Adano," Cort (D-1.063;
$4.20 L Final and 37th Week; over
$13,000; won't tour: next attraction
"Caviar to the General." Nov. 4.

"Anna Liicasta," Mansfield (60lh
week) (D-1.04I: $3.60). Even those
interested in the colored-cast runner
are surprised at continued capacity
business; over $19,500.

"Beggars Arc Coming to Town,"
Coronet (CD-1.0B0: $4.80). Presented
by Oscar Serlin; writen by Theodore
Reeves: opens newly named theatre,
formerly the . Forrest, on Saturday
(27). •

;• .-;

"Bloomer Girl," Shubert 1 54th
week) (M-1.328: $5.40). Still among
the -top-demand shows in agencies
despite long stay; close to capacUv;
$33,000. i .

' ;
"Carib Song," Adelphi (3rd week)

(M-1,434: $4,80). Going to road-after
another week; slipped to $1.4.500:

"Girl from Nantucket:' may follow.

"Carousel," Majestic (27thweek)
(M-1,681; $6). Always over $49,000
and statements will "be that way for
a long time,, judging from- advance
sale.

"Dark of the Moon," 46th Street
1 31st week) (D-1,329: $4.20). Some-
what improved because Sunday per-
formances have been added; oil' to

$11,000.
;

"Oear. Ruth," Miller (45th w:eck>
(C-930; $4.20), Another click that is.

approaching a year's run; ' should
easily go through winter; back to

capacity: $18,500 quoted.
.

"Ileep Are the Roots,:' Fulton 13rd
week) tD-946: $4.20). Best draw
among the new dramas: helped by
theatre parties but excellent grosses
indicate a run: ocer $19,500.
"Follow the Girls," Broadhurtsl

(80th week) iM-1.179: S4.80). Going
along to excellent business and may
go through another season: $30,000.
"Harvey." 48th Street (51stWeek)

(C-925: $4.20). Will pass the year's
mark scon; all the house will hold in
eight times. $19,300.
"Hats Off to Ice." Center (67th

week) (R-2,944; $L98). Fifth sea-
son of skating revues-in Radio City
is still profitable; "over $34,000 in nine
times. ':

. .

.'-''...

"I Remember Mama," Music Box
(54th week) (CD-940: $4.20). Living,
up to forecasts and figured through
new season: over $21,500.
"Late George Apley," Lyceum

'43rd week) JC-993: $4.20). Al-
I hough business improved and show
is making money, due out in four
weeks, after which "The Next Half
Hour" will follow; $13,000.
"Life With Father." Bijou (307th

week) (C-G30: $3.60). Run leader
doing plenty alright and will enter
seventh year next month: $10,509.
"Marinka." Barrvmore 1 14th weekl

"0-1.115: $4.80). Making fair operat-
ing profit: aimed into winter- bid
may be booked out; eased off to

$21,000.
'. "Oklahoma!". St. .lames . (134th
week) (M-1.522: $4.80). .Changes in
cast don't affect the capacily-plus
pace of musical run leader; over
$31,000.
"On the Town," Beck i43rd weeki

(M-1,214; $4.80). Another run mu-
sical that surprised ,-ome i>f .

the
managerial talent; 'around $30,500:
great for this one.

,

"Folanaise." Alvin (2nd week)
rq.-l.334r $4.80). Theatre parties fig-

ure strongly in the grosses so far.

which are excellent: around $32.50(1.

"Song of Norway," 1 Imperial Ifilst

week) (0-1,427; $0). One of the
most favored run muMcals, which
continues to clean up: around $41,-

000 again
"The Assassin," National (1st

week) (D-1.164; $3.60). Opened at
midweek: was. first announced to

close but .-'till lighted: around $5,500.
first live times.

;
..

"The Glass Menacerie." Playhoi'se
1 29th week)

. (CD-865: $4.20). No
change in . Capacity -pace of .clfamli
that attracted much attention la.st

season: $18,500 and njorc. ,

"

"The Ryan Girl," Plymouth .(4th

week) 1
K- 1,07.); $3.60 1; Jf business

hold.', another house may be chosen
for rrteller: slipped to $13,000; "The
Rugged Prth" due ill Nov. 10.

"The Voice of the Turtle." Moros-
co (81st weel?) iC-83!!: $3.ea<. Has
made a fortune and piling up 'mi , t
coin witli eoriti'iuanci' )hi'oU;;h hew
rt; son a cincr: !)1.0 (I'f'l p!i s,

•

"Tlie-ce." BiKrno e iZtirl week 1

'D-S2C; $4.20). Parlies a fr.clor in

strong business and in first full week
the count was over $19,000.

"lip in Central Park," Broadway
1 38th week) (M-1,900; $6). Predic-
tion of run going through new sea-
son look.s good; among the list's top
grosser*; off somewhat but big
$40,000.

"'You Touched Me," Booth (3d
week) iC-712; $4.20). Bit off but
pace not materially affected: tak-
ings last, week approximated $12,000.

' REVIVAL .-

"The Red Mill," Ziegfeld '1st

week ) 1 M- 1.626; $4.80), Fair press
lor. opener but business built to ca-

pacity during week; got nearly $30,-

000 in first .-even' times.

'State' Wham 25G

In 2d Philly Wt.
Philadelphia, Oct, 23.

As expected, "State' of the "Union"/ •

became the talk of the local rialto

in its second and final stanza at the

Walnut. New. Lindsay-Crouse com-
edy w'ent into the capacity bracket

two nights after its opening Wednes-
day (10) and kept that pace through-

out. Gross was over $25,000 at $3,72

lop.

Last week's sole opening, the sea-
son's second musical, was "Are You
With It'.'" which bowed at the Shu-
bert on Wednesday il7). Crix all

liked the show except lor inordinate

—

length (1st night curtain at 11:50).

It should have a much happier time
here in its. two and a half weeks'
tenure than 1st tuner. "Girl From
Nantucket," did in its fortnight. "Are
You With It'.'", in five performances,
reported $16,000 and should easily
hit $30,000 this week.

"Girl From Nantucket," after a
neat first week in the face of adverse
notices, thanks to . a good advance,
slumped to about $18,500 in final

stanza.

In addition to "Spring in Brazil,"
which opens tonight (23) at the For-
rest, this week's arrivals include
"Caviar to the General." which re-
lighted the Locust Monday night for
two weeks, and "Life With Father,"
which came into the Walnut (also
last nisht.) for two weeks—its 5th
local visit. .

SECRET ROOM' FAIR

$6,400 IN NEW HAVEN
:,:,:': New Haven, Oct. 23.

Tryout of "Secret Room" at Shu-
bert la.-t Weekend (18-20) brought
fair, but not capacity biz. Good
notices and favorable word-of-mouth
boosted the ante to an approximate
$6,400 for four shows at $3 top.

String of break-ins continues cur-
reritly. with "Day Before Spring" in

for last half (25-27). JE>i;eeiri list con-

[
tinues with "The Rich Full Life" (Nov

.

1-3): "The Mermaids Singing" (Nov.
8-10): "Billion Dollar Baby". (Nov.

I 15-17). Ethel Barrymdre is due Nov.
I 29-Dec. 1.

Monte Carlo Ballet SRO

HGJ'wWRoad'eG
Milwaukee, Oct: 23.

"Ballet Rrsse rie Monte Carlo"
j
did three: nights of absolute capacity,

i
at the Pabst theatre for a take of
$11.00(1;

I

"Tobacco Road," playing the
' Davidson theatre for the 10th time
: or so. had ;. mild week of $6,000.

'Uncle Tot»' Nifty

$16,000 in Indpls. Wk,
^Indianapolis, Oct. 23.

i 'Music;. 1. version of "Uncle Tom's
,

. Ci.biu" took extra good $16,000 in

five pc'formnnce.s. at the Mu'rat.
i 1,900 seats) under Page & Byrne

I management Oct. .18-21. Showed at
' $3 lop and opened with $11,000 ad-
vauce .-: le. Representatives of CIO

.and National Assn. for. Advancement
• ol Colored Pcon'e protested to the
thri'lre, cif.V officials, etc., but noth-

. in", hanpened Advance is good for
"Ricoletto" (22) and "B;.llet Russe
H- blights" '25-27). both at English,
!;•!•< r .catching benefit of school-

; ina'am trade here for state teachers
eon vi litir,!!.'

'Rebe ca' 21G, Seattle
.
;• S.'i't:le, Oct. 23,

Dii lid. Bariymol'c lit "Rebecca." at
|!-( 'l.adfi-si; t M'tropolits'li, s aled
: I did food «"-?!.000 last week, in

,-ix cays 'two matinees).
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In- "Duiinigah's Daughter" neither
-thi> Theatre Guild hor the gifted

S. N. Be-hrnian hits measured no to

their customary high mark, at least

n oi at tonight's wartnup. Playwright
Behrmari, in fusing entertainment
wiili the ..good-neighbor policy in •«

Mexican mining-town locale, has
written an. extremely wordy play

with very lUJ'e action and tew reg-

istering comedy touches to re'icve

the long, drawn-out plot. Its box-
on ice chances are questionable on
the basis of its opening perlofmancc.
the McCarter

.
thcrtrc premiere

.

fiutdiency received it with little more ! Dink -who. finds Russia too consorva

I night together and then part. The !

I slim plot almost founders in a s.-a

|
of words. Mueh . of 1 he dialog is

i bright and witty while quite a bit of

|
it is t'riYneeessarv.. As it now stands,

|
"Caviar" is not ready lor Broadway,
and even popped up it impresses as

a play with limited appeal.
The best oarl of the play is the

- inevitable drinking scene in the scc-
i ond act. with, the lpvcrs-tn-be get.-.

I ting high on vodkay While oyor-
'lontr. the scene is well written and

'. played to the hilt by Miss'Lcontovieh
and Sidney Biackmer, ;"

[ Plaeknv-r. as the business man. -is

;
a dependable performer. Although
he is a foil, for the star, through most

i of the play he both looks and acts

|
(he part, of y typical hard-headed

I

businessman!'. -.'."•

I. Mijis Lonnlovich ' hardly- can be
'[ blamed for writing herself a nice,

i juicy role. She. carries the .burden
1

of the 61a v oil her capable shoulders.
• turning in a vivacious and cohvine-
i'' in." -performance.
1 Marty May litis some good lines

i as a '"soy" for the businessman. The
[.play could stand move of his brand
i'ol nonsense. Leila Ernst is lovely,

but miscast as the daughter, a parlor
'

In

H :

thaB lio-scrvicc politeness and it

would follow that less discerning
theatregoers, outside et the subscrip-
tion guarantee.. -groups, may find that*

the astutely chosen wordagc and phi-
losophy nlBehrman will swoon sky-
high over their heads. As it now
stands, with words urion words and
nothing much done about it. its pic-

ture possibilities seem dubious un-
less strongly, hypoed,
The story diverges a bit. unevenly

info two sources: Feme Rainer
(Virginia Gilmore) finds that in her
marriage to Clay Rainer (Dennis
Kingl she has reached the twilight

• zone of cas'uaTriess,- is "swimming
alone in unlighted seas." Her hus-
band has impenetrable power, pyes-

j
l"t".i,"

• tfaie; an abundance of sureness. She b»»
' was once of a lower social stratum. - [>y

the daughter of .one Dunnigan. a po-
] Jjj*

lilico who died bv his own hand in i d'„i,

j.?il. She had married Clav as a sur- ! m.-i.-

case to her humiliation. She has iin.i ,: -

ethereal duality with her 'greet i *"j

beauty—and a conscience to match..

it. There comes to the mining town
I

Jim Bayard, onetime friend o£ Feme
and now a suitor of Zelda, tcmoeslu-
ot's-daughter of Clay by a former
marriage. Bavard, learning that. the.

all-powerful Clay, through oolitical

briberies, is diverting for his own
mining properties wateroowcr sorely

needed for irrigation of the impov-
erished natives' farms, determines to

clip these injustices. Feme, forced

to a decision, relinquishes her sect.tr-

i(y and its' striped-trousers snobbery
to ioin him.
The play, in an lfi-hdur soan. is

largely carried bv the decorative,

well-poised Miss Gilmore and King,

both of whom have exacting roles

and carry on with credit. Glenn An-
ders, as a Mexican artist with
amorous ofopeiisities and a p.hilos-

ophv of his own vintage, is continu-

ally slithering into the living-room
at crucially argumentative moments,
with almost, the suspicion of keyhole
peeping! At lea ct his apnearanees
have an uncrhnv timing.. Anders, in

semi-Mexican dialect, doesn't ouite
gel over, many of his observations
being neither profound nor amusing.
Ann Jackson, as Clay's self-willed

dailghter! anpears a bit too bouncy
and buoyant, and Arthur Franz as

Bavard has assurance and an easy
delivery.

Elia Kazan has come through with
another of his adroit directorial jobs,

and the one-set mounting of Stewart
Chanev is everything one can cxnecl
from the always-iii-good-tas'- The-
atre Guild. Kane.

live. for her tastes. Lyle Bcttger has
litlle to do as her romantic interest.

John Marriott. ?s the Negro servant,
and Maude Russell, 'as the Russian
Negro soldier, are also amony the
assets iii the supnovtihs! east. Stt-w-

art Chanevjs sin"le setting .is well
done. Robert Henderson., co-pro;

|
dueci-

. h'"vd!ed the staging,

j
Both the authors and directors

j have tntsv days ahead if they intend
| to serve "Caviar" on Broadwaw

K/cp.

An* You Willi Ii?
Philadelphia. Oct. 17.
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clicks persuasively as (he hero, do-
ing some hoofing, sinking, plenty of
comedy and neat love-making.

Surprise hit. however, is Lew
Parker, formerly here in "llellzapop-
pin'." As the earuy racketeer, he
gets every laugh coming and many
of them are of the belly variety,
especially in a riotous scene in which
(he hero predicts the' numbers com-
ing up on the wheel of fortune, and
so nearly ruins the carny guy's con-,
cession. i

Dancing is a big asset, with chorus,
principals and specialists all sharing
honors. Among latter are Duke Me-
Halc and Lou Wills, Jr.. who have
one show-stopping number in Act I

that's a riot; Bunny Brjggs clicks a

couple of times. in no judecisive man-
ner, arid Kathryn t.ee learls the bal-
lets and also.1ms- a neat solo near the
opening. Then there are a chair-tap-
ping specialty by Hal Hunter, and a

standout song and dance -number by.

(he. standard vaude midget act of

Olive. George and Richard with
Buster Shaver."
Harry Revel's score has plenty of

oossibilities. ".lust Beyond the Rain-
bow" and "Po' Little Me." sung by

.j

buxom June Richmond, are good, its i

are the sentimental numbers. "Slight-
\

ly Perfect.'' "This Is My Beloved" la.-i

"Hit Parade" prospect i. and "Here
I Go Again." On the comedy side
the standouts are "In Our Cozy Little

Cottage of Tomorrow." "You Gotta
Keep Saying No." with "Send Us
Back to the Kitchen" and the show's
ooener. "Five Minnies More in Bed."
also potent.. . The lyrics by Arnold
Horwitit are above avera'.lc. being
neatly, delivered by both, principals
and chorus.
Sinuous and seductive-looking Do-

lores Gray, as, a carny dancer, puts
plenty of oomph in"You Gotta Keen
Saying No." and rings the bell with
Parker in the "cottage of tomorrow"
affair. Jane Dtilo i* a capable second
femme lead. Miss Dulo clicks strong-
ly on "Five Minutes in Bed " and
"Back to the Kitchen." which in-

augurate acts one and two.
Jack Donahue has done a slick job

in chorus (raining, and that chorus
is. about the best-looking seen here
in several seasons; Raotil Pene Du
Bois' costumes and George Jenkins'
sets are nifties. Waters.
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Long on chatter and short on plot,

is •'Caviar to the General/' new cm-
edy bv George S. George and Eu-
genie Lcontovich with the latter as
star. Thcv started out with a good
comedv " idca—nlace a Red-hating
Arfieriean brs.iness tycoon in Siberia . ijquor. anq onus tin o\
with the idea of»getting a JLOOOOPO

| the catnv lot. where
conlract from a Russian woman gen-
eral, and both sides maneuvering fdj

the : best passible advantage..
In the course of their business con-

tacts th"V fall in love, snerd. t 1 '

SAMUEL FRENCH
KIM'K IKttH

I'hiv Brokers and
Anlliors' Reprcsenlalivos
2.-. We-I IHIt Htrert. Nc« Vnik
HI I «>sl -!!> Slrret. l.o« Ailxel«-»

Philly's second musical of the sea-
son rates—and deserves—plenty of
attention. Caieful fixing should carry
it, places. Over-length is the major
flaw of "Are You With If." and
that's even more noticeable than
usual, as can be . seen . by fact that
first-night -final curtain didn't fall

until 11:50. Odd angle is that Act I

curtail) didn't drop until .well after
10:.'10 which, with intermission, meant
only about, an hour's running time
for Act II. That seems to indicate
cut should be made in first canto,
but . Act I. however, will be plenty
tough to slash:- it's ideal entertain-
ment in its rowdy, youthful vaudc-
ville-ish way. Solution blight be the
transfer of some numbers. to. Act II.

which, as. it now stands, can be shorn
of a couple of numbers that won't

| be missed. Present-day' fetish of
musicals having a ballet in every act
is observed, and iii this case the Sec-
ond one. although novel, comes alto-
gether too late and drags.
"Are You" has the advantage of a

!e1lor-th;>n-ordinary book and it's a
shame that part of it has to be
thrown overboard. Georee Malcolm-

]

Smith's novel. "Slightly Perfect"
i .'Show's first title) concerns a serious

I
young employee of a Hartford insur-

j

ancc company who annually wins
; awards for hi's efl'ieiency. However!
lie commits the "grievous" crime of

[misplacing a decimal point
. and be-

comes, as a result, a pariah. He
j

meets tin. in. his misery, with a car-

|

nival slicker, hits his first shot of
'iquor. and ends tip by hiring o.ul on

his tinea nny
ability, to predict .movements of the
wheel of fortui'e—to say nothing of
other games .of chant e. as well as
the weather probabilities and other
tricky m-'liers—make him a tiniaue
figure,. ' That situation allows for
olcntv of laughs as well as turther-
iii" the romantic intert'vt,

The prticliit'C's have galhered a
cast that doesn't boast a single hi",

marquee name but is plenty strong
on you ih and vitality.' Joan Roberts,
original L'aurey in "Ok'ahoma!" but
new hore; is a ootv-otiable and tal-

ented' heroine (wjlh plenty of son "s
to sing), and Johii'ny. Downs, of films.

Till* S«MT*«I IIOIMII
New Haven. Oct. 18
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An interesting melodrama always
has a good chance to register. An
interesting case history has ditto, and
same applies to a play (hat starts dis-
cussion of a timely topic. This sums
up chances for "The Secret Room."
which possesses the nucleus of a
click in the- above three categories.
Despite a number of negative items
at break-in stand, indications are
that responsible parties will tie up
the loose threads in time for enthu-
siastic Broadway and Hollywood ac-
ceptance.
Most mellers of the psychopathic

type are content to score an audi-
ence and let it go at that. This one
goes a step further by building on
an authentic, rather than a contrived,
foundation Instead of merely rais-
ing gooseflesh. "Room" raises a point
that has a vital bearing on the situ-

ation of war refugee.-; being taken
into American homes. The third, or
case history, angle is an interesting
combination of writing and acting
that tells the story of the after-
effects felt by a highly sen-alive
woman who had been caught up in

the maelstrom of the Nazis bestial
rampage.
' As of its opening, a rewrite of act
one. play's dullest stanza, is in order.
Fact that suspense mounts to a good
climax indicates they're on the right
track here, but numerous. humus and
hollows must be leveled off before
production can be classified as
grade-A.
Play ' opens with young psychia-

trist. Dr. Beverly, about, to go into
Army service. His wife and two
small daughters face the prosoect of
eonipanion.shin with Leda Ferroni.
matronly Italian concert pianistwho
had been violated by a .

group of
Nazis and whose resultant baby had
been taken away from her. leaving
her the victim of an overwrought
mother comolex. She had been rec-
ommended to the. Beverlvs' Ameri-
can home by a mutual friend. Dr.
Jackson, in the hooe that such sur-
roundings might eliminate a neurotic
condition that, was an mil growth of
her humiliation and tragic separation
from her child.

When Dr. Jackson indicates that
he will turn her case. history, which
he has lh a notebook, over to Dr.
Beverly for guidance in handling
hor. the refil'.Te kills Jackson in a

fit of oanic over revealing her past,

life. Then she hides the notebook in

a secret room shown to her by the
two children, who are the only ones
aware of the room's existence. Plot
development shows the'Woman's al-
most successful attempt to alienate

the children completely from their
own mother, and tier eventual men(al
crackup when an abortive kidnap-
ping falls through.
Carrying the difficult role of the

pianist, Eleanora Mendelssohn (urns
in a highly competent job of acting.
Part calls for murder, motherly love,

musical ability and insanity, all of

which is certainly a varied assign-
ment. She registers each mood ex-
pertly. Malting her stage debut,
Frances Dee contributes an ingratiat-

ing, performance. She gives warmth
and appeal, to (he. character of the
young mother, lighting first to hold
the love of her children against- the

sinister influence of the refugee, and
then hihtirig for their physical pro-
tection against (he demented woman.
Tsvo juvenile sparklers in the' Ctfst

are Jane Earle and Fuzzy McQuade.
playing the Beverly children. Young-
sters lire brilliant in lengthy and im-
portant roles. Stage and -screen
careers are bright prospects oh the
horizons, of this pair. Reed Brown.
Jr.. makes a personable Dr ;

Beverly,
and Grace Coppjn's family sister role

is Well done. Ivan Simpson. Juanita
Mail,. Albei t Bergh lend capable sup-

,

porl.

Moss Hart, lias stepped into a new
,

field in staging this one. His I'unda-
'

mental skill should enable him to i

chalk tip aii eventual winner in (his i

melodrama classification if the prom-
|

Ise evidenced at the premiere, is any •

criterion. Despite a heavy mellcr i

theme. , he has eliminated scenery-
|

chewing from the opus and has built
j

and sustained suspense in a well-
modulated manner. His direction of

the moppets js. aces.

A handsome living room setting,

with a- secret room cleverly worked
in, makes an attractive background.

Bone.

Mi'ii ( omiiisc Home
Pasadena. Oct. IB.
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Ambitious in its theme. "Men Com-
ing Home" endeavors to compass
four generations of an American
family welcoming its menfolk back
from the wars this country has
fought since 1865. Denison Clift has
limned his characters somewhat
skelchily in order to cover as much
history as possible, and the play at

times sags because of too much con-
versation. However, with a tighten-
ing, it miglit make a go of Broadway.
Plot concerns the Green family,

which welcomes its Union officer

member back from the Civil War
and then greets the various sons
home from the Spanish-American.
World War I and World War II.

Theme shows the dilliisionment fit

these men and their inability to re-

adjust themselves to peaceful living.

The object lesson is tha( wars merely
express man's greed and ignorance
and have all been futile except for
I his last one. which should point the
way to world peace by organizing all

the nations through compulsion.
Top performances' are turned in by

Glance Young as the mother of the
brood, James Shaw as a liberated
idavc and Lois Kimbrell as a Civil
War bride. Supporting cast is good.
Thomas Browne Henry's direction
keeps the play moving at a rather
fast clip, although there are slow
moments. Rita Glover's setting of a
Massachusetts home, changing fur-,

nishings through the- years, is very
impressive. .'.: Huts.

Sell Dinehart Scripts

Hollywood. Oct. 2S.

Sale of manuscripts and rights to

plays owned by the late Alan "Dine-
hart will be held Oct. 30 at. the
home of his widow. Mozelle Britton
Dinehart. -

Best known of the plays are
"Separate Rooms," "In Love Willi
You" and "Applesauce." Among the
vaudeville sketches to. be sold are
"The Great Lover" and "The Mean-
est Man' in the World."

A 'Brave' Medley
Radio scripter Arthur Laurenis

has authored "Home of the Brave,"
which Lee Sabinson will produce on
Broadway.

. ...

It's a war play, involving psycho-
neurosis, and also touches on anti-
Semitism.

Current Road Shows
(Period Coloring Oct. 22-Wor. 3)

"Ailum Ate the Apple" — Gearv
Frisco (22-3).

"Angel Stieef—Township, Colum-
bia l22>:,Mun. And,, Augusta (23j;
Erlanger, Atlanta ( 24-27i : Mini. And.'
Savannah (29 >; And.. Tliumasv.ille
(30); Albany. Albany (31); Aud.. St.

Pete (ii: And., Lakeland (2

1

: Aud..
Tampa t.'l).

.

"Amia l.ueasla"—Civic; Chi, (22-3>.

"Are You With It?" — Shubert.
Philly (22-3)..

Ballet Knssc Highlights — Cox,
Cinn. (22-24); Kiiglisli. Iud'polis (Vfir

27): Mem.. Aud.. Louisville 1 23
1

;

Hartman. Columbus (29-31)'; Colo-
nial. Akron (1 ); Erlanger.. Buffalo
(2-4).

'

Ballet Kiisse lie Monte <:ar| ()—
Parkway. Madison (22 1; Music II..

Kansas C. (27-28). ;--

"Blackouts ol 1915"—El Capita!!.

Hollywood (22-3J.

Blackslone—Amer.: SI. Louis (22-

3).

"Blossom Time"—Mnilow. Helena
(22): Wihna. Missoula (23): /Fox.
Spokane (24): Capital. YaUiuia KS);
Temple, Tacoma l2(ji; Metro. Seattle
i27-3>. ;••' ..'' '-.

;

Boston Gi'dihI Opera Co.—Opera
House, Bust! i22-:t).

"Carmen Jones" — Erlanger, Chi.
(22-3V .'-

"Caviar to the General" — Locust
St.. Philly i22-3). r;--..

"Day Before Sprins" — Shubert
New Haven (25-27); Shubert, Bost.
(29-31.

"Bear Ruth"—Hariis. Chi. (22-31.

"Dear KUth" (2nd Co. I—Bilimore,
L, A. (23-27).

"Desert Sunn"—-Orpheum. Daven-
port (22): Shrine Aud.. Des Moines
123); Omaha. Omaha (24); Mils. Hall.

Kansas City i25-2(>): Convention
Hall, Tulsa (27); Coliseum. Evans-
ville (29): English. Iud'polis (30-3)

"Dunnigan's Daughter" — Nat'l

Wash. (22-3).

"Foolish Notion"—Hanna. Cleve.

(22-27): Cox. Cinn. (29-31); Hartman.
Columbus (1-3).

Gilbert & Sullivan—His Majesty's.

Montreal (22-27): Royal Alexandra,
Toronto (29-3).

"Girl From Nanluekel"—Shubert,
Boston (22-3i.

"Good Night, Ladies"— Blaekstone,
Chi. (22-27).

"Hastv Heart"—Erlanger. Buffalo
(22-27): Hanna. Cleve. (29-3L

"l.alfine Room Only"—Shubert
Chi. (22-31.

"Last House en the Left"—Bush-
nell And.. Hartford (2-3).

"Life With Pather"—-Walnut, Phil-

ly (2::-3i.

"Next Half Hour"—Ford's Ballo.

(22-27).

-•Oklahoma!" — Colonial, Bost.

(22-3).

"Rebecca"—Metro. Seattle (22);

Pinney. Boise" (24 > : Capitol, Salt

Lake C. (2K>; Univ. Wyoming. Lar-
amie (29): Lincoln. Cheyenne (30>;

And;. Denver—t.'tl-lU Chief. Colo.

Springs (2): Cily Aud.. Pueblo (3).

"Bugged Path"—Plymouth. Bost.

(22-27).

"School for Brides"—Temple. Bir-

mingham (22); Carolina. Greenville

(24); Carolina. Spartanburg (25);

Mun. Aud.. ' Savannah (2(i-27i; Er-

langer. Atlanta (29-3 i.

"Spring in Brazil"—Forrest. Phil-

ly (23,3).

"Strange Fruit"—Royal Alexan-
dra, Toronto (22-27>: Plymouth,
Bost. (29-31.

"State of the Onion!'—Nixon. Pitt.

(22-27-): Cass: Detroit (29-3). .

"Student Prince"—Hartman. Co-

lumbus (22-24); Fox, Cinn. (25-27);

Studcbaker. Chi. (29-3).

"Tempest"—Cass. Detroit (22-27).

"Ten Little Indians"—Copley. Bos-

ton (22-3).
.

"The Rich Full Life"—Shubert,

New Haven (1-3 ).

"The Secret Room"—Wilbur, Bost.

(22-3). .;-'•:.
.

1

- -.

;

::;.-;

"The Winter's Tale"—Davidson,
Milwaukee (22-27 ); Blacks(one. Chi.

(29-3). -.

"Tobacco Road"—Town Hall. To-

ledo (22-27); Nixon, Pitts. (29-3). ..

"Two Mrs. C'arrolls"—Gr. North-

ern. Chi, (22-3).

"Voice of the Turtle"—Selwyn,'

Chi (22-3)

.

"Windy
'

Hill"—Colonial. Akron

(22); Shea's. Jamestown (23); Aud.,

Rochester (24-25): Park, Youngs-

town (26-27):. Davidson. Milwaukee

(29-3 V- '-'' -'"
-

" ;

'Suds' to Blow LA.
Los Angeles. Oct. 23.

Seven-week run of ''Suds in Your

Eye" at the Belasco theatre closes

Oct.. 27. to be followed by a return

engagement of three weeks in San

Francisco, where it did heavy busi-

ness in a previous run.

Show will do a series of one-

nighters in the Bay area before

shoving off for Chicago.
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Bautam'it First 29

Bantam Books has gotten up its

first 20 titles in the 25c. edition,

which includes the first time Zaire

Grey has okayed, himself for a two-

bit seller. Others include "Grapes

of Wrath," "What Makes Sammy
"Kim.'' "Last Time I Saw Paris,"

"Seventeen," "Rogue Male," "Oil for

the :
Lamps of China," "Great Gals-

by." etc. -

Ian Ballatitine is president of Ban-

tam.Books in which he, Curtis Pub-

lishing. Grossctt & Dunlap and
Book-of-tho-Month are partners.

G&D, hi turn, is jointly owned by

Random House. Little Brown, Scrib-
'

ne'r and Harper, having taken over

that company as a reprint outlet.

Baliantinc, whose father is E. J.

B.illantine. ihe actor, and who is a

nephew of -Saxe Commins, editor of

Random House, was long associated

with Penguin Books as the U. S.

manager for that British publishing

firm.

Ted Friend Goes 'Variety' Mugg
The Ted Friends 'Dorothy Kuy>.

are now "Variety's '' .muggs in San
Francisco. A sort of family combo,
paralleled only by Herman and Flor-

ence. Lowe in Washington, who like-

,
wise, do a double for this here rag.

Since Friend, former N. Y. Mirror
amusements editor, forsook Ihe nit-

ery bell for Susanville, Call, where
he bought—and has since sold—the

»)most-oentiiry-old Lassen Advo-
cate, they, have settled down in

Frisco. That's Dorothy's' hometown.
She, too. was quite a Broadway gal

with' a number of bigtime accounts

until they hearer1 the call of the west.

But they can't lose, the habit;

they're back in the show biz orbit,

via their "Variety"
.
assignment.

celebrate the occasion with a dinner,

at which "The Challenge oi the

Atomic Bomb to Peace, Freedom and
Economic Security" will be dis-

cussed. Leon Henderson is chair-

man of the dinner committee. Feast

will be held Dec. 3.

Turner's Own Sheet
A newspaperman's dream conies

true next week when Carl Turner
departs International News Service
after 22 years, to operate his own
newspaper and printing plant at

Clinlonville. Wis.

Turner, who only last year was
appointed INS promotion director,

recently purchased the plant to-

gether with Ward Risvo.ld (who also

leaves INS). Turner is best known
for his management of the Colum-
bus. O.., bureau of INS where he dis-

covered and developed such .widely
known newspaper names as Joseph
Bors, Larry Newman and Pulitzer,

|

prizewinner Jack Vincent. '•

mmmm

has done it
-ATLANTIC MONTHLY

again

STIRLING NORTH: "Never befo

has he written so well about women
. an adult navel which should

enrage, edify and even help civilize

millions.''.

Rush Shirley's Autobiog '.'

Garden City Pub. Co. advancing
publication date of Shirley Temple's"
autobiography, "My Young Life,"

from Nov. 5 to Oct. 25, iii N. Y. city

.because her latest picture "Kiss and
Tell." will open at Capitol, on Bi oad-
way; then.

Fred Smith Joins S&S
Fred Smith, former v.p. of Ameri-

can Broadcasting Co.. has joined
Simon & Schuster as advertising di-

;

rector. Jack Goodman formerly,
ad director, who recently became a t

v.p. Of. S&S. will become executive!
editor, working with Quincy Howe,
Maria Leiper and Henry Simon,']
senior editors, under direction of M.
Lincoln Schuster. '.-.'. '"

I

^N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE; "For

sheer craftsmanship, Lewis has

never done better. A novel so

good that one must go back to

Dodsworth and Arrowsmrth to

find anything comparable."

^BOSTON GLOBE:
"You will be fascinated by
this novel. There isn't a dull

page in it, nor I might

add, a dull sentence."

. Susan Peters' Articles •

Susan Peters, who was badly hurt-

in a hunting accident last year, and
who has been in a wheelchair ever
since, has been signed by Photoplay
to write a scries of articles about
Hollywood people. Starts in the De-
cember issue.

- Nation's 80th Annf
For the 801h anniversary of The

Nation, publication's associates will

'Esquire' Case Up For Review
Supreme Court yesterday .(221

agreed to.review the "Esquire" sec-

ond class mailing privilege case. The
request was carried to the tribunal

by the
.
Justice Dept. for the Po.<t

Office Dept. \ which asked clarifica-

tion of its authority to withhold sec-

ond class permits.

On Dec. 30. 1943. former Postmas-
ter. General Frank Walker revoke!

(Continued on page 62)

^CHICAGO NEWS:
"Lewis is his old :

.'

blistering self in thje

devastating, utterly

frank commentary on

modern marriage." m PACES, $2.7!

A BO0K-OF THE MOSTH
CLUB SELECTION

RANDOM HOUSE

Pay up, Hepe!
WE were scrabbling around among our royalty

records the other day and we found to our as-

tonishment that every dime of the $154,371.00 earned

in royalties by Bob Hope's 7 Never Left Home went

right to the National War Fund as the single largest

contribution that they have ever received from any

book.

This doesn't sound like the Hope we know, but

those are the cold facts.

We found, further, that Hope had taken the precau-

tion of transferring the whole darn contract to the

National War Fund—undoubtedly in the fear that if

any of it came to him direct, he wouldn't be able to

resist having a little of it stick to his fingers.

Anyway, the fact is that as a result of the publica-

tion of 7 Never'Left Home, the National War Fund is

in $ 1 54,3 7 1.00. And the net financial result of the

book to Bob Hope is that he owes us $8.45 for authors

alterations.

This brings us to the real purpose of this advertise-

ment: Hope, why don't you pay that $8.45?

Simon and Schuster, Publishers
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HATCHER HUGHES
Hatcher Hughes, 64, "professor and

playwright whose play, "Hell-Bent

For Heaven" won the Pulitzer Prize

in 1924. died Oct. 18 in New: York.

At time of death he had been
assistant professor of English at

Columbia' University in New York.
Hughes was born in Polkyille.

N. C, which were the settings of

his subsequent dramas. He later

came to New York and was instruc-

tor in English at Columbia Univer-
sity from 1909 to 1912, when he
organized a play-writing course. He
wrote his first play.- "Wake Up
Jonathan" -in collaboration with
Elmer Rice in 1922. Other plays

included "Ruint," produced in 1925;

"It's a Grand Life" (written in col-

laboration with Alan Williams),

1930. and "The Lord Blesses His
Bishop." 1934. In 1932 he testified

before the House Committee on
Patents, which was investigating

the condition of the theatre in New
York. He said at the time that he
believed drama critics should be
selected through examinations taken
after a p/escribed course of train-

ing.

He was a former president of New-
York Center of the Drama League,
and as chairman of the National
Council on Freedom From Censor-

Monaco turned out scores of top
tunes, among which were "You Made
Me Love You,'.' "Oh. Mr. Dream
Man",, and „"Ro\y, jlow, Row." In
New York he wrote songs for
Broadway musicals including "Zieg-
feld Follies" and shows starring Al
JoIsoiy, Eddie Cantor and others; In
Hollywood he did scores for Bing
Crosby's earlier pictures. Recently
he completed a two-year contract
with 20th-Fox where he collaborated
with Mack Gordon on new numbers
for "The*Dolly Sisters."

. Surviving is his widow.

HALBERT W. BROWN
Our dearest one who entered into

eternal life three years ago. Never
to be forgotten by his wife and
daughter Barbara.

Love's greatest gift—remembrance.

partner of Herbert Allen In the
ownership of Preview Records.

Mother of Sydney Eiges. manager
of press dept. of NBC, died last week
in New Kensington. Pa.

MARRIAGES
Maude Butler Shreffler to Leroy

Carlson, Kansas City, Oct. 17. Bride
is production manager at WIBW.
Topeka, Kas> groom is arranger and
music librarian at same station.

AnnaBelle Taylor to Wayne St'itt,

Kansas City. Ocf , 8. Groom is an-
nouncer at KCKN in that city.

Ava Gardner to Artie Shaw. Hol-
lywood, Oct. 17. Bride is fitni ac-

tress; groom is orch leader.

ship took an active part in the fight

against censorship of motion pictures
and the stage.

Survived by widow and daughter.

. CHARLES HARRISON
Charles Harrison; 60. former legit

actor, died in Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct.
19. Since retiring from the sta:;c

some years ago he haci conducted a

private detective agency in that bor-
ough. • ..

Born in Boston, he had appeared
in stock companies in that city and
later directed and operated stocks or

his own in Allentown. Pa., and
Newark, N. J, ; He also had appeared

\

in Corse Payton and the Spoontr
stock companies in Brooklyn and
later appeared in productions of
Cohan and Harris and other

, man-
agement's..

Survived by son and daughter.

WILLIAM A. BLEES, JR.
Lt. William A. Blees. 30. legit ac-

tor who appeared in "Brother Rat"
and Other plays on Broadway, died
Oct. 9 in the typhoon that struck
Okinawa. He was commanding a

landing craft when the storm broke.

Surviving are his widow and two
children. His fatlier. William , A.
Blees, is v.p. of Young & Rubicam
agency in Hollywood. Another son,

David Hughes Blees. raciio actor,

died four months ago.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Gold, son,

Hollywood, Oct, 19. Father is as-

sistant director at Universal. •

Mr. and Mrs. Les ' Zimmerman,
daughter, Oct. 20. N. Y. Father is-

head of the publicity department of

the William Morris agency, N, Y,

HENRY ARMETTA
Henry Armetta. 57. legit avid

screen actor, collapsed during per-
formance of legit revue "Opening
Night" in San Diego Sunday (21 land
died of heart attack shortly after at

. Mercy hospital.

Armetta. who was natfve of Paler-
mo, Italy, came to this country ;>.t

age of 14 as a stowaway. He started

as a barber's helper at Lambs club.

N. Y., where he was discovered by
Raymond Hitchcock. Who gave him
small role in "The Yankee .Consul.''

He stayed with Hitchcock three-

years, then continued with stage ca-

reer until 1929. when he started

work in films in "Lady of the Pave-
ment." He appeared subsequently in

such films as "The Climax," "Little

Accident," "Poor Rich," "Magnificent
Obsession" and "Thank Your Lucky
Stars." He had also made occasional

sojourns in vaudeville between pic

assignments.
Survived by widow, two sons, cur-

rently in Army, and a daughter.

JAMES A. WEEC'F.
James A. Weece. 61. owner of the

Galva, Galva, Til., died in that city

last week.
Weece began his motion theatre

exhibition career in 1917 when he
opened a house in Pinckneyville. 111.

He later acquired houses in Metrop-
olis and Farrroington. III., before
purchasing the Galva.
He retired as president of the First

National Bank of Galva last January.

Miami's Gold Rush

AUGUST WEINGARTEN
Angus* Weingarten. 70. piortee

film exhibitor and father of Lau-
rence Weingarten. Metro executive
producer, died Oct. 16 in Hollywood.
He was associated with Joe E.

Howard, actor and song writer, in

the ownership _ and management of

the Barrison theatre. Sioux Falu-,

S. D.. as far back as 190".

STUART DOYLE
StuaVt Doyle. 48, whose death

from heart failure last weekend
grieved the Aussie show world, had
planned to live in New York next
year and told "Variety" that he
would set about operating television

stations in Australia coast-to-coast
via the Frank Albert-Stuart Doyle
commercial network.

PAUL SOI. Kit

Paul Soler. 29. former pianist and
arranger with Xavier Cugat's or-

chestra, died in Hollywood. Oct. 16.

He went to the Coast several
months ago after having been with
the Cugat organization for eight

years.

Survived by mother and brother.

AUGUSTS BOSC
Auguste Bosc. 82. composer, died

in Paris. He had been manager of

the Opera Balls and had composed
I
many of the musical hits current

Doyle, former topper of the Great-
j there in the 1900s.

er Union theatres, visualized a
j

He was the original founder of the
worldwide cinema chain staffed by

|
Bal Tabarin; some of his tunes arc

robots. He was regarded as one of \ still played there daily.
Australia's finest showmen and had •

'

great admiration for American I JOHN LOMBARD,
ideas. Doyle cleaned up a fortune

I John Lombard, 76. who had been
during the war years with his fire- in vaudeville for many vears. died

in New York, Oct. 17.proof petroleum iank for aircraft.

He is survived by a widow, daugh-
ter and brother, who heads RKO
here. .

'/.-•"•''

JOSEPH LEVY
.Joseph Levy. 52. head of the Cen-

tury Lighting, Inc., died in New
York Oct. 17. His company had
manufactured theatrical lighting de-
vices, many of which he had in-

. vented.
Prior to forming his own company

he had been with the Display Light-
. ing Co.- He had held patents on nu-
merous widely used stage lighting

devices and during the war designed
an ultra-violel-ray spotlight for use
on aircraft carriers. .

Survived by his widow, mother,
son, two daughters, two brothers and
two sisters.

james v. Monaco
' James V. Monaco. 60, pioneer of

ASCAP and one of the screen's top
composers, died Oct; 16 at his home
in Beverly Hills, following a heart
attack,

In his 30 years as a songwriter,

He had done an act

brother.: Dick Lombard,
with other partners.

with his

and also

HOWARD McKENT BARNES
Howard McKent Barnes, 61. actor,

playwright and radio writer, died
in Chi Oct. 19. after a heart attack.

Details in Radio section.

— Continued from page 1 'js;

cident led to closing down (tempo-
rarily) of all casinos in the area -by
sheriff's office, which has been pres-

sured by local citizens' newly organ-
ized Law Enforcement League.

Nite club situation is in state of

flux, with rumored changes arjd tie-

ups of operators. Beach Paddock
Club, pre-war late spot, and a beer
joint in recent seasons., is supposed
to be taken over by Abe (Pops)
Brown, whose Mayfair club. Miami,
was closed recently by court order.'

which revoked license. Jack Fried-
lander, co-partner and manager 61

swank Mocambo club, opposite. Ho-
tel Roney Plaza, is said to be a part-
ner in Paddock setup.

Walter, Poser, Et Al!

Hottest rumor around is that LoU
Walters, now in town and denying
any plans for local operation this

season, will be associated with Ben-
ny Gaines in new theatre-restaurant
being erected on choice corner in

the heart of the Beach; Gaines giv-
ing up the Pago Pago room in the
Vanderbilt hotel, opposite the new
club site.

Monte Proser is also due to open
a spot here.. It will be located in Lou
Walters' old Casanova .club, just re-
leased by Army. Question most club
owners 'round town are asking is:

"Who uses the Copacabana name'".'.

Murray Weinger a-nd associates • at
the Copa, across town off Venetian
causeway, having spent over $65,000
rebuilding ancl reconditioning place,
with Ritz Bros, and Joe Es Lewis
sej. for season.
Other spots around building up to

money-filled crowds. Clover club,
one of the smarter boites, has sked-
'ded Billy Vine and Alan Gale for
early-season dates. It's already pre-
senting lavish productions and filling

room. Beachcomber (Copa compe-
tish) lists Jackie Miles and Belle
Baker, among others, to attract the
tourists. Kitty Davis' Airliner is set
to beat Mocambo (which intro-
duced ice shows to Miami last sea-
son to pull cliib out of red) with
an ice revue opening Nov. 2 for six
weeks with options. Mocambo. busy
rebuilding and air-conditioning,
won't open with new edition of
skate-show until Now 27. Five
O'clock club's Barken brothers,
who always thought small-budgeted
shows would draw in their intimate,
swank room, are getting ready to
spend more money. Answer is that
with soldier-navy trade gone, they
see the handwriting on the wall.
Admission by operators that they'll

need good acts, and plenty of. them,
is attested to. by presence in town
of more agents than at any time in
years, and that includes several
"borscht belt" bookers.

Literati
Continued from page II

(he privilege on the grounds that

certain "immoral" matter had been
printed. In doing so, he overrode
a three-man committee appointed by
himself to take findings in the case.

"Esquire" took its fight to the Fed-
eral District Court here and lo.-t.

Then it carried an appeal to the D.

C. Court of Appeals. In June 4. 194,1,

the appeals court found in favor, of I

the magazine ancl delivered a scath-

ing opinion in which it slated that

the Post Office Dept. should not .try

to '-compel acceptance of its literary

Or moral standards."

Co-op Mag Takes Shape -

New co-op digest monthly, pro-

mulgated by name magazine writers

who will have share in ownership,
is reported shaping up rapidly. No
title yet,

.*

Meeting of authors interested in

the project — Carl Carmer among
'em—has been called by Jerome El-

lison, former editor of Liberty.

Writer's investments' range from
$500 to $5,000.

Gingrich's Pinch-Hitlers
With Arnold Gingrich in Europe

for the Es<3u* 1
'

e-'Corone t combo,
veepee Ik Schumann. ex-New
Yorker, and Bruce McClure, fiction

editor, are running things, chiefly

out of New York, although pub-
lisher David Smart has headquar-
ters in Chicago.
Gingrich is on an extended talent

search and getting circulation mat-
ters set for the time Europe is ready
to import American mags agn.i.n.

London as a writer and also quon-
dam-Variety" mugg there, hopes to
be back soon for a coast-to-coast
o.o..

Theodore Pratt to Boca Raton to
loaf all. winter in Florida, Say's he's
two books ahead of his publishers,
•Duel I. Sloan- & Pearce. so he's going
to take it ,easy.

Jo Davidson, Frank Sinatra. Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt and Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower, to receive 1945
'"Page -One Awards" of N. Y. News-
paper Guild Dec. 6.

Because of squawks oil recent
Richard Watts, Jr., article "1 Hate
Ballet,"' Go mag has asked Anatoie.
Chujoy. dance news editor, to write
rebuttal, "I Love Ballet," for Nov.
issue.

.Mrs. Elizabeth Crcgar, mother of

Laird Crcgar, completed two books:
an autobiography. "Make Me a Child
Again." optioned by Metro, and a
novel, "She. In Armor Clad." to

be published by MacMillan. v..'

Pix Bond Junket
Contiiincd from page I

Highbrow Pitch
Promotion department of Sat. Re-

view of Literature is making the"

mag boys and ad agencies raise eye-
brows because of the innovation in

the N. Y. daily ads. Purpose of the
ads is to dramatize mag's content
and reader-reaction, without discuss-

ing at all anything pertaininjg to

mag's circulation power, type leader

it's aimed at. etc. Several weeks
ago. Review ran a full-page ad on
editor Norman Cousins' editorial.

"Modern Man Is Obsolete." A half-

page 'ad followed -that.

Last week. Review did a Co-op
promotion with Macy's dept. store.'

with latter saying in the copy.

"Macy's makes it easy for you to get

one of America's most talked-of

magazines." Ad was run in four

N. Y. dailies—Herald Tribune. Sun.
World-Telegram. Times. Current
plans arc to have similar "Review

'

arrangements in other metropolitan

cities throughout the country in the

near future.

be around the studios in case activ-

ity resumed, while those unaffected

by. the work-cessation had. to be

around for. retakes and because

work on some features could not be

halted at this time.

-Tour's' cancellation came after six

advance men had gone out to Jay:

the groundwork for the campaign.
Parades and mammoth receptions

had already been set in some major
cities where the caravan would stop.

Lined up for the tours were Alan
Ladd, Fredric March. Robert Walker,
Shirley Temple, Wilde Twins. Vir-

ginia O'Brien. Kenny Baker, George
Murphy, Billy de Wolfe. Lucille

Bremer, Laraine Day. Gail Russell,

Carmen Miranda. Lina Romay. Rob-
ert Preston. Olga San Juan. Wally
Brown. William Holden. Marsha
Hunt. Phil Silvers. Virginia Mayo,
Paul Muni and Martha O'Driscoll.

leider original plans, entire caravan
would have converged on Washing-
ton and then- fanned out Into six

separate units.

SI ill under consideration is a tour
apart from the Hollywood unit.

Charles P. Skouras. regional chair-

man for the 11 western states, is

dickering to assemble a list of filni-

prominents for a junket around his

area. Plans in this direction are
still incomplete.

The industry was set to lay out
$75,000 to cover expense of the tours.

Igntitz Mayer, father -of Harry
Mayer, talent booker for Warner.
Bros, theatres and Lee Mayer.. War-
ner's New York salesman; died Oct.
18 in New York. Private funeral
services .were held Fridav flili at

West End Chapel, N. Y,

Mother, 50. of Jon ' Hall, screen
actor died jn Hollywood. Oct. 20.

Mother, 67. of Harold Stevens,
branch manager for Paramount Pix
in 'Chi. -died in Lynn. Mass., Oct. 15.

Harold Yorgason, 39, independent
record manufacturer, died Oct. 17 in

Inglewood, Cal., following a heart
attack. For six years he had been a

Variety Bills
Continued from page .'>:,

odora

Frisco Press Club Extends. Mai
The San Francisco Press Club is

]

continuing to act as magnet for the

hosts of war correspondents who are

returning from the Pacific theatre,
i

The famous long bar at the club last

week welcomed a representative

group of newshawks who came in

with Bull Halsey's Third Fleet van-
guarded by the U.S.S. South Dakota.
Among the newsmen who have

checked back in the USA are: Mal-
colm Johnson. New York Sun: Ken
McCaleb, INS; Hamilton ' Green;
Graham Stanford, London Daily

|

Mail: Raymond Call. Jr.. Honolulu
Advertiser: Robert Wear, Fort Worth
Star; Tom Priestly, Universal News-
reel; Jack Mahon, Mutual Broadcast-
ing:. Joe Hainline, NBC; John Car-
lisle, Detroit News; Frank White,
Indianapolis Star; William Dicken-
son, U. P.; and Norman Paige. ABC.

Krug Uncertain
Continued from page 3

. Token Release on Paper
Paper restrictions going off on

books means nothing, as a realistic]
proposition, judging by the instance I

of the Modern Library. This adjunct I

to Random House has 3.500.000;
copies in back orders but can't get
production thereon, hence tht lifting

of paper curbs at this stage is just
a theoretical unloosening.

larger industries. It he accepts, the

job also calls for leadership in re-

search, both for technical advance-
ment and national education. John-
ston explained:

"The proposed labor-management
setup is evolutionary and not revolu-

tionary. It is part of the general de-

velopment of the modern economic
structure. We have had political

democracy. This part of the process

is industrial democracy."
Krugs nomination was unani-

mously approved at_.a...meet ing of

studio chiefs. Joseph Brecn.'vcepce.

in charge of the Production Code,

will continue in office. No informa-

tion: was divulged on the .future

status of Pat Casey, for years labor

contact for MPPDA, or of.Fred Pel-

ton, labor administrator, if and when
Krug comes in, . .••;

''''.'
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CHATTER
Hal Block's first book, "I Write

Ad-Libs," due this winter.
Frank Fay's .book. "How to Be

Poor," dne-Nov. 12 via Prehtice-Hall.
Florabel Miiir writing a yarn for

Satevepost about dog thesps in Hot'
l.ywood. '-.-- .'/''-.-.

"My Life in Bugs' House," by.
Louise (Mrs. Bugs) Baer. is a breezy
feature of the November Today's
Woman.
Kay Campbell turned out a book-

let for femmes, "Fashion Hints from
Hollywood Designers," published by
Western Family.
Jerome Weidmah. just out of OWI.

has holed in on Richard L. Simon's
<&. Schuster' estate at Stamford.
Conn., working on a new novel.
ilayden Talbot, long-domiciled in

House Reviews
Continued from, page !>."•

All Over." Mike Carll. front man,
doing the honors with his trumpet.

Jack and Jane West take over for a

two-part adagio routine, opening

straight and then going into a take-

off on exhibition terpcrs. OR' to a

nice hand. .

Sabin's Personettes registers nicely.

Male partner makes introes via p a.

system, and Miss Sabin pulls the

strings which manipulate the dolls.

Figures include"a singer, an oriental

dancer, a skater and a striplcaser.

all handled with unusual cleverness.

Bob McElroy. ventriloquist, gels

laughs with his wooden stooge, and

gives way to Mel Hall, who scores

with his' unicycle riding. Handling
the wheels with apparent indiflcr-

enee. Hall never misses a trick. For

a finish he rides upside clown, bal-

ancing on his shoulders and pedaling

with his hands. Two bows and «

beg-off,

House nearly full when caught.
Earl.
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Broadway
They wi'1 be racing at Pimlico Un-

til .Nov. 30. ;•;

Fred Spooner. not Wolfe Kaufman,

cressagenting "Strange Fruit.*'

Mike Wear ("Variety") confined to

Fiikms hospital, Asbury Park. .

Col Charlie MacArthur audition-

ing his new civvies around town.

R„hin Adair, ballerina back from

USO tour in N. Africa and MTOUSA

"'coletle Lyons and Buddy Ebsen

signed for forthcoming "Showboat"

1C
Dorolhy Johnson out ahead of

"The Winter's Tale," replacing Dick

W
Jonas Arnold quit Par pub dept. to

complete a history of Westchester

C
°S«t

y
Abe Feder, who designed

lighting for "Winged Victory," oilt

0f
JMir'"in F. Bennett reelected presi-

tient of the Warner Club for the

fourth term. / ;

. -

Sidney Foster, concert pianist, re-

placed Zadei Skolovsky In "Polon-

aise" t'Aiyin). -

±
. :

Jane and George Lait motoring to

(Ire Coast with some State Park

scenic detours.
Lonnen & Mitchell's Mann Holiner

in
' from Hollywood on radio-tele-

Vision business.
.

Scribiier's will publish "Deep Are

the Roots" (Fulton), with a preface

by the authors, '.
- ...

Harry Lang due east. Vet vauder
domiciled on (he Coast in radio and
piv tor some time. , ...

'

Elizabeth Rannclls, asst. drama ed

of Ciii Sun, in' town for a week lamp-

ins the new shows.
Pvt. Sol Jacobson, cx-D.a.. arrived

from overseas Friday (19) and out

of the Army next week.
M, Peter Rathvon, RKO president,

back at his desk Monday (22) after

conferences at the studio.

Lt. ( jg) Herb Golden, ex-"Variety."
now in Philippines, due home and
out of Navy around Xmas.
George Baxter (last in ''Devil's

Galore") replaced Robert Chisholm
in "On the Town" (Beck).
George W. Harvey, new head of

Par's pressbook dept., guest at Sardi
lunch tossed by associates. '>

Lenore- Lonergan leaving 'Dear
Ruth" for "Brighten the Coiner,"
new John Cecil Holm comedy.

Elizabeth (Liz) Meal's., daughter of

John Henry Mears, now a casting
director lor USO-Camp Shows.

:'. John B. Kennedy hosted at 21 Fri-

day (19) by INS, marking his join-
ing the news service's by-liners.

Joe Laitin. Reuters and "Variety"
nuigg in Manila", also doing some net-
work news broadcasting for NBC.

Col. Igor de Navrotzky, ballroom-
ologist when not in the Army, ex-
pects to be out on points in a coupla,
months. ,

.

Abraham (Saul) and Ashby
'George) have changed the name of
their farce to "All On Account of
Herman.''

Sgt. Leo Brody returned from the
Air Corps Monday (22) and resumed
his job as fan mag contact in Par's
pub dept.
Peggy Phillips/Theatre Guild p,a„

completed book for musical titled

"A Flaming Torch," which Guild is

considering.
Art Franklin, Moc Gale's chief

flack for six years, going on his own
but will continue to handle many
Gale clients.

Oscar A. Morgan. Par short sub-
ject sales manager, awarded life
-membership in the Amateur Athletic
Union of the U. S.
George Jessel was telling Mark

Hellmger that "If you get back to
the Coast ahead of me don't give my
regards to anybody."
Merle Obcron is in New York for

a vacation with her husband. Lueien
Ballard, who photographed her last
two Universal pictures,.

Lt. Col. George Kirksey, ex-Hearst
newspaperman and husband of ehan-
toosey Ethel Shutla, expects to be
out between Nov. 15-Dec. 1.

Jennie Grossinger was cited by
Gen Ralph rjc Voc commandant of
Halloran hospital, for her overseas
canteen package gifts to GIs.
David Workman may portray his

real life role of photographer in the
Josef Cherniavsky farce. "Oh.. that
Melody.'' skedded for spring produc-

Frank Sinatra to speak at Inde-
pendent Citizens' Committee of Arts.
Sciences & Professions' dinner for
«?• Davidsoji at Hotel Astor Sunday

Frank V. Kennebeck vacationing in
Omaha, following resignation from
-far International, where he was re-
cently j,cn . m „r jn British West
Indies. -

Maggie Teyt,e. British soprano,
makes her first- New York appear-
ance in many years with an all-
rrench urogram at Town Hall next
Wed. 131 i

Mrs, John C. (Courtney) Flinn on
from the Coast while her husband,
the S1MPP executive secretary, Is

recovering from an operation in Mt,
Smai hosp. '..
Tony Gablik. Warner Bros, adver-

tising. art director for past 15 years,
•resigned to reestablish own Gablik
Art Studios. Warners will be a
client of the new outfit.
Rene Clair, former French ' pro-

•rtuccr-direetor, back in N. Y. from
,

l aris, and remains here until his
latest, "And Then There Were None."
opens at the Roxy in . a couple of
weeks.
Glcndon Allvine, of the MPPDA

office, addressed the Motion Picture
Council of Springfield, Mass., last
Thursday (18), on the subject of
"mption pictures for international
understanding."
Lloyd Shearer salutes the radio

comedians' alter egos (Bill Morrow,
Marvin Fisher, Jack Rose, Sherwood
Schwartz. Dick MacKnight, Frank
Galen and Al Lewis) in a Sunday
Times mag article this past weekend.
M/Sgt. Ezra Stone; the original

"Henry Aldrich" of radio, discharged
at March Field, Calif., after four
years and four months in the Army,
including ah exec stint with Irving
Berlin's "This Is the Army." Back
to acting pronto.

In honojL- of the Third Fleet, the
Cafe Zanzibar has become the "S.S.
Zanzibar," with a miniature gang-
plank and crow's.nest erected in the
lobby. • Nautical signs representing
the various portions of a ship have
been hung all over the club.
At the 178th consecutive weekly

irtght (last That's.) for service men
at the Lambs, officers and sailors of
the U. S. Carrier Enterprise were
entertained at dinner and show. Ad-
miral Jonas Ingram and .Vice-Ad-
mirals Charles Sherman and George
Giffen were guests of honor. Bob
Hawk t.oastmastcred and Jack Davis
the host.

London

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

.

Chaz Chase doubling . between
vaude at Golden Gate and camp
shows; :'' -'-

Mack Millar and wife here for Bob
Hope show and to visit son, a fresh-
man at Stanford.

Life Magazine's photog Farbman
shooting fleet.s-in pix all over town.
Plenty to shoot at.

Bob Alderman carrying on as

emcee of Stage Door Canteen, also

directing Ross Valley Players re-

vival of "The Sap."

Don Searle, ABC vice-prexy In

charge of West Coast operations, left

Hollywood after confabs with KGO
biggies. While here appointed Gayle
V. Grubb, of" WKY, new KGO man-
ager.

| Norman Paige, ABC war corre-
! spondent, in this- week from Tokyo
I after nine months of Pacific war re-

porting. Leaves for N, Y. with the
missus, where he will confer with
ABC officials.

Dr. George J. Altman.' Berlin pro-
ducer and director, sells home here
End heads for L. A. soon. Altman
did over 500 plays on the continent
prior to Hitler regime. His wife' is

the former Alice Hall, top German
legit actress. .

• —-•'••:'

Jack Oliphant syndicating new
feature titled "Piccadilly Nights."

Tom Arnold has lifted his option
on Derek Roy for new musical in

November. '

William Pepper, out of Royal Air
Force, resuming post as general
manager for Warners' theatre.

Margaret Lockwood and Stewart
Granger signed to

:

co-star in "The
Magic Bow." Gainsborough's film of
the life of Paganini.

John Macadam, former sports
writer for Sunday Dispatch, has
written boxing play which is going
rounds of producers.

Jay Pomeroy dickering with au-
thors Erie Maschwitz and George
Poslord for revival of "Balalaika" to
replace "A Night in Venice" at the
Cambridge.
While she was touring the prov-

inces, Polly Ward's apartment in
Park. Lane was burgled, with thieves
getting away with $16,000 worth of
jewels and furs.

Sir Barry Jackson, for many years
a governor of the Memorial theatre,
Stratford-on-Avon, has been ap-
pointed Director of the Shakespeare
Festival, succeeding Robert Atkins.

Besides barring German and Japa-
nese acts from coming to England,
Variety Artistes Federation is watch-
ing certain acts on the Continent
which collaborated with the Ger-
mans during occupation. Among
those listed are Manley Brothers and
The Daros.

fully recovered from recent illness
and back on job again.
Gladys Swarthout concert at St.

Paul Auditorium during week that
witnessed five other concert attrac-
tions in Twin Cities pulled disap-,
pointing attendance.
Beth Cusling, member of "Desert

Song" cast, held up as she left Ly-
ceum theatre by. bandit who took
her purse containing $70. but re-
turned $4 for "lunch money:" .

Hollywood

Chicago

Copenhagen
By Victor* Skaarup

Ingolf Madsen, manager for

United Artists here since 1934. has
joined Eagle-Lion in. similar
capacity. Mogens Elleman. former
salesman for Metro and UA. takes
his place at UA.
Timme Rosenkrantz is back in

i Copenhagen with 3.000 new swing
'platters. He "expects to have the

I

new disks on the market by Christ-
i mas at $1 each, compared wijh cur-

j
rent price of $5.

Kjeld Abel!, whose play, "The
Melody That' Got Lost." had a short
run on Broadway. N. Y., is now
rated leading play right here.. He
also has set up Victoria Film Co. to
produce pictures.

Fin Olsen. who left Denmark be-
fore the war. is back after having
been in N. Y. and at the front as an
entertainer. He sang and danced in

"Front Show." ai the Odd Fellow
Palaet. with 150 Allied troops in the
singing chorus.

Noel Coward's "Private Lives."
With Berthe Quistgaard and tCtrud
Rex in the leads, is packing the Frcd-
eriksberg theatre after a short, but
okay, run in the provinces. Play,
which was a flop in 1934. ran for a
year when produced in 1944.

Detroit
By John Murray

Norman Meyers new publicity
man at the Downtown theatre.

Penobscot Club's Janie Palmer
back from a-vacalion in North Caro-
lina.

Tommy Raft. Lou Laurie and Bari-
tone Nino Ripepi headlining nevv

:

show. at Club. Top Hat,
Paul Webber is drawing rave re-

\iews for his organ work at the
Wardell-Sheraton Sapphire Room.

I Kay Pearson, former associate' city

i
editor

.
Detroit Free Press, now

handling publicity for the Latin
Quarter. '. V,

; ;
.

Mildred Lee. singing pianist at the
Tropics, likes to ronienTber playing
lor Gene Kelly when he conducted
a dancing school in Pittsburgh.
Sammy Diben. maestro at Ted

Lipsiti's Supper Club, played a . re-
quest performance on his. xylophone
at the banquet celebrating William
S. Knudsen's return to civilian life.

Russell Barnes and John M. Car-
lisle, WWJ newsmen, have been hon-
ored by the War Department, the
former getting an Exceptional Civil-
ian Service Enfblem for OWI work
in the Mediterranean, the. latfer get-
ling a Bronze Star for war cover-
age in the Pacific.

Miami Beach .

By tarry Solloway
Fritz Kreisler opens Miami . Civic

Music association concert season on
Noy. 5.

Benny Street opened smart cock-
tailery in his Grand hotel on the
Beach.

Riptide also bidding for late
crowds, with Barton Bros.- skedded
to-open room after extensive altera-
tions.

Every big hotel on the Beach be-
ing released by the Army, planning
dine and dance rooms, with local
musicians lining up for contracts.

Ned Schuyler, who will, run the
Beachcomber this season, will also

, operate huge Albion hotel on the
Beach with elaboraU1 room called
The Glass Hat a feature.

Frank Fishmail, former midwost-
ern operator, sold his holdings' in

that sector and will concentrate on
his Miami interests: the Fiesta, Sky
"Club

-
and Grossinger 'hotel.

Buddy Allen, local agent, escorting
Louis Donadio, Panama littery own-
er, around town. Allen signed ex-
clusive booking deal for Donadio's
Happy Land there, recently.

Leon Prima orch set for Paddock
Club by Dave Weiner. who took over
spot with Jack Friedlander last

week. Plans to make it a late spot
for stay-ups and performers.

Al Nimitz, who owned Al's, favorite
eating spot with performers and op-
erators, oiit of Navy and dickering
for Carousel room in Town House,
now occupied by Army but to be
given up on Jan. 1.

. Benny Gaines, long-time operator
of. Pago Pago Club in Dempsey-Van-
derbilt. .

building new Blackamoor
room across the street. Will give up
Pago Pago when Blackamoor ' is

ready taboul Dec. 1). '•
'

Lou Wallers flew to Cuba for

weekend with Johnny FJinck, who
took over his Terrace, restaurant on
Beach, announcing that a Latin

Quarter unit would be featured in

the spot lor the season.
Twenty-second street, center of

smaller and sophisticated spots for

night, owls, shuttering for next two
weeks, with Five O'clock. "22" and
Bill Jordan's "Bar of Music" closing

for refurbishing in anticipation of

big season.
Walter Winehcll arrived here

Thursday 1I8I afternoon lor seasonal

stay at Roney Plaza, and managed to

catch late show that night at Clover
Club with Art Childers. Little Palm
Club and Flagler Gardens op-
erator. Winehell will air his Sunday
broadcasts "from WGBS.- ...which is

now ABC station for the area.

Betty Hutton and Ted Briskin are
due back this week for a visit with
his folks. .

'

'

Sonja Henie lias checked in town
to start rehearsals for her annual
ice show skedded for the Chicago
Stadium in December. .

Dorothy Donegau follows Harry
Richman in the Latin Quarter lineup
Thurs. (25). Jerry Cooper will also
join the show on that date.

Dick Barstow out of the Army and
back at the Empire Room of the
Palmer House as assistant to Merrie)
Abbott in staging shows there.

John Wildberg, producer of "Anna
Lucasta," and Lou Levy are thinking
of filming "Memphis Bound" starring
Groucho Marx and the Andrews Sis-
ters.

;

Charles Leonard, of Cagney Pro-
ductions, here lai special work in
connection with opening of "Blood
On the Sun" at the Oriental Thurs.
1 25). ':''-.: .:':•; '-.

20th-Fox threw special screening
of "House On 92d Street" for radio
and newspaper reps at Stevens hotel
last, week followed by snacks and
cocktails.
Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels, who

were in town last week, haven't been
here since they appeared with Skeets
Gallagher in "Hollywood Holiday" at
the Selwyn theatre, some 10 vears
ago.

Phil Regan had to cut his Chicago
theatre engagement short on Oct. 18
because of previous commitments.
He opens at the Mounds Club. Cleve-

i
land, Oct, 27, followed by the RKO

' theatre, Boston, on Nov. 8, and then
three weeks at the Latin Quarter,
Boston, beginning Nov. 18.

Rio de Janeiro
By Kurt Redisch

Tito Guizar. Gloria Warren 'and
Carlos Ramirez OK attractions in

town.
Laurette & Clymas in a l«cal

casino "direct from the Persian
Room, N. ' Y."

.
Jean Sabloh at. the Quitandinha, 4»

miles from Rio. which is biggest
hotel in S»uth America.
"The Rainbow," one of the first

Russian pix shown here, well re-
ceived by public and press.

"Mrs. Parkington" off after three
nice weeks, but not to be compared
with former Greer Garson hits'.

"Tomorrow the World." "thing ago
shown in Sao Paulo), "Blood on the
Sun" and "And Now Tomorrow"
currently here.
Some French execs in town, giv-

ing interviews and. having sales
huddles. Current French exposition
has a cinema department.
Several cinemas showing the new

French newsreel's special number
about the Nazi concentration camps,
at' the Cineac for three weeks.
"The Goal »f Victory." Brazilian

football picture, had nice success,
which means something as natives
generally do not believe in local pix.
Pariscnese renewed showcase, af-

ter 8 weeks of "Three Caballeros"
here called ("Have You Ever Been
to Baia."') new showing "Lady in
Dark" in its 4th week.

Sooth Africa

Minneapolis
By I.cs Rees

Orpheum gets Count Basic Oct. 26.

M-G-M club held fall outing last

week.

Harry Hirsch 'back from a vaca-
tion in Hollywood.

Emmett Callahan back with "Des-
ert Song" at Lyceum.

Blackstonc, the Magician; spotted

into Lyceum Nov. 5-8.

Hotel Radissoi\ Flame Room hold-
ing over Duncan Sislers,

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo here
for live performances at Auditorium.
Grace Moore Sunday afternoon

concert drew 3.000 people to Audi-
torium.
Joan Merrill. Hal Habers and

Georgia Dale into Hotel Nicollet's
Minnesota Terrace.

Bill Sears, Jr.. Orpheum's. man-
ager's son and former local theatre
man himself, expected home after
three years in Navy.

C. B. Stiff. Minnesota Amiis. Co.
supervisor of Twin City theatres,

By Joe Hanson .

M-G-M "Picture of Dorian Grey-
also strong grosser,

"Road to Calvary." being staged at-

Alhambra theatre, Cape Town, by
I local players.

Thomas. Malthews (violinist) and
wife Eileen Half ipianiste) on con-
cert tour here.

Drive in progress to find much
ni edecl talent for local studios with
African Theatres cooperating by or-
ganizing tadio. talent competitions in

|
major towns, •'

: "•'•'
.

I

Senator Clarkson. Minister Of
;
Posts & Telegraphs in S.A. Govern-
ment, back after visit, to England
where he huddled with BBC on
broadcasting problems.

.

End of war has already affected
show business here with troop de-
mobilization and closing of war
plants and attendant, layoffs causing
slackening up of former spenders.

Columbia's "Song to Remember"
hit new high in Cape Town with
live weeks' run at. Colosseum, Also
breaking records in Johannesburg
where it's in seventh week of big
biz.

Building restrictions likely to con-
tinue for some time, according to
government announcement. Film in-

dustry bluntly told, that cinema ex-

|

pansion must wait until after urgent
housing problems are settled.

Jerry Hoffman laid up with infec-
tion,

.'f-
;'. •

,

Gary Cooper to Idaho for deer
hunting.

N. Peter Rathvon in town for RKO
huddles. .,'-.. :

George "Gabby" Hayes laid, up
with hives.-

. Grad Sears, in town for United
Artis'.s confabs. '•'.,'*'.' ':••; • v.
Ramsay Ames to Chicago for an

j

Army camp show.
Ted Stracter, bandleader, laid up

with throat infection.

Betty Hutton and her groom, Ted
Briskin, to Chicago.

Lauritz Melehior to Canada on a
10-day hunting trip. . .:. ;

'

Alan Ladd and Sue Carroll sun-<
ning at Palm Springs.

Clark Gable back in town after
vacationing in Oregon. :

.

Don McElwaine resigned as pub-
licity director for PRC. -

Rae Lynn, Universal publicist, re-
covering from surgery.

Claire James tiled suit for divorce
agaiusTRayinoiid"Dor"sey. .'

Arthur' Eddy bought a new home
in the Sunset Strip area.
Bernie Luber checked out of Para-

mount's talent department.
Lloyd Bacon vacationing on his

Northern California ranch.
Margaret Ettinger back in town

after business in New York; ,
-

Margaret O'Brien and her mother
vacationing at Palm Springs.
Jean Stevens, screen—actress, ,di-

'

voiced Grant Richards, actor,
Basil Wrangell, Metro director, re-

covering from major surgery.
Ben Brown out of the Army and

into A! Rackin's indie ftackery.
Leo Spitz out of the hospital after

eight days of physical check-up.
Cmdr. Eugene Zukor returned to

Paramount after four years in the
Navy.
George "Gabby" Hayes galloping

the canyons again after a siege of
hives. '.,.''
Jack Jacobs resigned after 20

years in Metro's Los Angeles branch
office.

Stuart Hcisler resting from hi«
director labors on a ranch near
Carlsbad.
Greer Garson and her husband,

Richard Ney, returned from an east-
ern vacation. .

t

Russell Pierce in town on business
tor the Motion Picture Society of

]
the Americas.

!
Robert PreSton resuming his

|

thesping at Paramount after three
' years in the Army.

Darryl Zanuck elected to the
board of directors of the Woodrow
Wilson Foundation.

Ella Raines tiled suit, for divorce,

charging cruelty, against her hus-
band, Kenneth Trout.
Nancy Coleman's illness caused

postponement of filming on "Once
and For All" at PRC.
George Dembow, general manager

of National Screen Service, in from
New York on business.
Bruce Newberry shoved off for

Sydney as Republic's Far Eastern
i and Australian manager.
I Frank Rosenberg transferred from
: Columbia's home office to Hollywood
I as assistant to Whitney Bolton.

Floyd C. Henry, former Philippine
manager for Paramount, in town
after release from a Jap prison camp.
Jinx Falkenbui-g to San Francisco

to meet her husband, Lieut. Col. Tex
McCreary, home from the Pacific

area.
Frank Ross and his wife. Jean Ar-

thur, sued bv Joseph Finkel and S. E.

I
Teller for $50,000 on a real estate

deal.
Isobel Katelman resigned from the

William Morris office to join the

band department of Frederick

Brothers.
Vivian Delia Chiesa, opera singer,

sued for $49,105 by Concha V. Sav-
age for asserted loans during the

songbird's student days.

Reginald Owen motorcycling be-

tween "Monsieur Bckucaire" and
•Take This Woman" at Paramount
and ''Chiny Brawn" at 20t.h-Fox.

Pittsburgh

Bv Hal Cohen
Variety Club will elect officers for

1946 on November 13.

Infant son born of Bob Posts died

a few hours after birth. .

Valentine Donne out of the Navy
and returning to WB staff.

« Major Herb Morrison. ex-WCAE
announcer, home on furlough,

;'Y" Triangle Players will open
season with "Night'Must Fall."

John Montague in town beating

the drums for The Hasty Heart."

Frankie Eli a, who operates the

Club 636, is eyeing a summer spot.

Capt. BiU'Zeilor. former manager
of the Harris, home after two years
in Europe. ,. ,

'.'"•.

Joe Tucker has begun 10th -con-
secutive vear of hockey broadcasting
over WWSW.
Pat Burke and Sylvia Rhodes into

Vogue Terrace with Bob Rhodes'
band Friday (26».

Dancing Chadwicks booked for a

USO tour of Europe following Ter-
race Room engagement.
Maurice Spitalny has chartered a

plane to. fly his band to Indianapolis
for a club date next month.
Margie May. captain of the Danc-

ing Cocktails, back on the job
again after a week in the hospital.
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irene delmar
World-telegram

. Smashing over their fin*

harmonizing." :

>, '"'v

KAHN
•VARIETY'

. . Inspiring harmonies."

GENE KNIGHT
JOURNAL-AMERICAN

"... Sock act." .

GOLDEN
< , , - *.\ -Y- *. -

1
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LEE MORTIMER
DAILY MIRROR

". . . Solid as over, 'Jericho*

earning a juicy hand . . . 'The

General Jumped At Dawn,' a
,

sizxler."

PAUL ROSS
BILLBOARD

". . . Golden Gate Quartet is

splendid."
LOUIS SOBOL

JOURNAL-AMERICAN

. . Golden Gate Quartet, a

sock act."

EARL WILSON
NEW YORK POST
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STOPPING EVERY SHOW
At the

ZANZIBAR
New York

The House Of* The Stars

HELD OVER INDEFINITELY
PERSONA! fyANAbf. "A t N >

M tRRAAN M. LEVI
'i East 57*h Street N»w fori.

DIRECT/ON

4 5 Fifth Avenue. N®
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NIX U. S. PK FOR RAH-RAH BLAH
American Plays Sought for Germany;

Seek to Internationalize Repertories

By U, Col. WARREN P. MUNSEJLL -f

(Col. MifflSell, before euLeriny the

Army, was General Mgr. o) the The-

atre Guild. He's now partnered with

Louis Dreyjus in London and N. Y.

. legit 'production.)

Theatrical producers in Germany
licensed by the U. S. Army to pre-

sent plays are crying for American

productions. German producers are

conscious of the necessity to inter-

nationalize their repertoires. They

are anxious to get away from the

restricted list o£ plays which they

were forced to present under Hie

Nazi regime during the past 12 years,

and" they wish to produce American,
.British,' Russian and .French plays

in their new schedules.

; Theatrical business in Germany
is booming though on a limited

scale. .Wherever plays can be pre-

sented, even though they may be
"did, the audiences manage to get to

the theatre to sec them. Only a few
theatres remain undamaged but
plays are presented in "high-school"

! ''-'(Continued on page 24)

Wired Radio In

;': Store Pays Off
Indianapolis, Oct. 30.

Use of music and other entertain-
ment via a many-purpose public ad-
dress system has paid off in practi-
cal results, especially during the
war period. Ace Cox. advertising
manager of the Marott Shoe Store
here, declares.
A, compact unit built for Marott.

largest show store in the country on
a volume basis, by Bell Sound Sys-.
tem has been in operation Ave years.
It can broadcast to all seven floors
or any combination of floors in the
store and was used extensively to
keep customers quiet while ganging
up and waiting for service during
the clerk shortage.
"Put some music on before these

people start biting each other." a
floor manager would call to the of-
fice. Cox, in charge of operations,
would select a soothing item from
their library of approximately ,1.500

(Continued, on page 01

1

Hobo With a Tophat
A Sixth avenue (N. Y.) cob-

bler, conducting his business on
the street for the past quarter-

celilury, thinks the avenue's new
monicker—Avenue o£ the Amer-
icas—is much too fancy. To him
Sixth avenue has always repre-

sented ''mass" America.
"Why. that's like a hobo with

a tophat," he avers.
.

'46 Pan-Am. Expo

Mapped for Mex
Mexico City. Oct. 30.

U. S and other showfolk. from
longhair to vaudevillians, have a big

break in the offing here for a seem-
ingly long date in this town, with
the revival of plans for the staging

here of the first Pan-American ex-

position. The exposition will feature

pro-theatrical and concert entertain-

ments, in a large open air theatre

and de luxe stage pavilions.

New plans cSll for-the exposition

to be inaugurated during 'Ytiletide,

1946. Plans got well underway in

the early days: o,f the war, but they

had to be suspended for the conflict

(Continued on page 21)

Joe Brown's Bronze Star

Now Worn Beneath Wife's

Gold Star for Their Son
Chicago, Oct. 30.

U. S. Army's highest award for :>

civilian— the Bronze Star— wis
awarded Joe E. Brown at a ceremony
here last week that turned out to be
one of the most unusual ever held in

Chi.

The comedian was invited by hi.-

friend Edward J. Fleming, prez of
the Fleming Coal Co., to emcee a

" (Continued on page 2sJ>

Eddy Duchin Wants To

Retire in Order to Be

With His 7-Yr.-0Id Son
Lt. :

Commander. Eddy Duchin,

US.Wpresentsa novel "first" in sho.v

business where, with $12,500-a-week

vaudfilm dates, a radio commercial;

$2,500-$3,000 guarantees on dansapa-

tion one-nighters, etc.. awaiting him.

now. that he is. out of the Navy, tie

wants to retire. Reason: a desire to

be with his scven-ycar-old Son.'

Peter, for the next five years .11

least. / .

Duchin has enjoyed peak earn-

ings since- the lush mid 1920 s at the

old Central Park Casino, N. Y., and

today, at 36, lie is independently

wealthy. So the appeal of any re-

duced tax structure in the immedi-
ate future, permitting him to keeo

more of his boom band earnings is

not. sufficiently a lure.

Duchin argues, further, that hU
(Continued on page 31)

Selling America around the world,

via films, is one thing, but selling

rah-rah jingoism and the fact that

"America won the war" seemingly is

something with which the U. S. film

distributors will have to cope hence-
forth. On top of the "Objective
Burma" (WB) tabu in England now*
comes a siirjilar blackout on Lester
Cowan's "Story of GI Joe" (UA) in

London.

While "CI Joe," the* Ernie Pyle
story, is no flagwaver, in the "Ob-
jective Burma" idiom, a cabled dis-

patch from London yesterday
(Tues.)' mentions that Arthur Jar-

rett's ABC Circuit (425 cinemas, in-

cluding its affiliates) Wouldn't book
it after first agreeing with UA to

give it a West End tryout.

It's apparent that film fans around
the globe are so war-weary that

they want sheer escapology in all

their entertainment, and the purely
pro-American theses which Holly-
wood has~~ so "effectively- "latmched-

must be bypassed. . .

Both Murray Silverstone, presi-

dent of 20th-century Fox Film In-

ternational, and Henry W. Kahn.
newly appointed head of the Export
Corp. for Holland, stress the neees-

(Continued on page 24)

Lew Ayres Into Ministry?
Hollywood, Oct. 30.

Lew Ayres is out of the Army af-

ter 3!-. years but can't make
up mind whether to resume in pic-

tures or prepare for the ministry.

If he decides on films it will be on
the production end and not as an
actor.

.

Rimers and Radioites SweD Trek

To Legit, Drawn by B way's Prestige

A Song and a Prayer
• London, Oct. 30.

New type of sermon has been
inaugurated by the Reverend
George Pollard at his church in

Derby. Sermons are based on
song titles, all in the best-sellers

class.

Teed off with "Don't Fence Me
In."

Tracy Sees 'Duty

To 'Rugged Path'
With Spencer Tracy definitely

opening in Robert E. Sherwood's
"The Rugged Path" at the Plymouth,
N. Y.. Nov. 10, certain misconcep-
tions about the play and its lead are
.now' clearing up: There has been no
pressure brought again^^a^wrrglir
or actor because of political slant of

play, and if there were, it would
have been disregarded.

. Complaint was heard that a line

supposedly spoken by Tracy:
"American newspaper policy is con-
trolled by the National Association
of Manufacturers," had been taken
out because of complaints. The line

was never spokerrty Tracy, but by
another character in the play, and.
the line is still in. The two columnar
diatribes by- George Dixon (N.Y.
Mirror), who saw the play in its

Washington tryout. have had no ef-

efect in swaying slant of play.

First scene was cut out, then put

(Continued r>" page 3D

Legit, the most hazardous and
least remunerative (comparatively
speaking) of the three great enter-
tainment media—films, radio and . the
theatre—has become increasingly of
late a mecca for artists from the
other two fields. Film stars and
radio personalities are steadily
(locking to Broadway, with the trend
more marked this season than ever.

The reason, in both media, is the
same—a matter of prestige—with
other factors pertinent to either
field. The strike, with its slowdown
of pix production in Hollywood, was
an important additional cause for the
Coast exodus, while a growing dis-
taste for the anonymity behind the
mike impels the trek from Radio
City to Broadway legit.

The film" odyssey. in some in-
stances, is also a case of arrested
development, with actors finding
themselves in a rut in Hollywood
and needing a buildup from a Broad-
way hit to enhance their value to
~ (Continued on page 31)

Pres. Truman's White House Powwow

On Pix Aid to Reconversion Program

Ives' Midnite Recital

An experiment in recital.?' will tat;',

place Dec. 1. when Burl Ives, Airiei
'•-

can folk singer, performs, at Town
Hull; -N. Y„ from 11:15 p. m. to 12: 15

a. ni. The odd hours become neces-

sary because the hall is booked sol-

idly for the entire season.

Al::o experimental are the price-,

scaled to $3.60. Usual top for 111!:-

type of recital has been $2.40.

Hollywood, Oct. 30.

Meeting of the heads of the major
film studios and: the two producers"
organizations has been called for

Thursday (1) in Washington by Re-
conversion Director John W. Snyder
on an order from President Truman.
Session is' to be: Hold in the East
Wing of the White House and it's

understood that Truman will take

part in the discussion on how the

pix industry can be of help to the

Government during the reconversion

period.

Presidential, summons went to Eric

Johnston, Donald M. Nelson; who
will be proxicd by his aide, David

Noyes. Nicholas M. Schenek, Barney
Bala bun, . N. Peter Rathvon, Spyros
Skouras. Harry M. Warner, Ed Ral-

ert.v and Harry Colin. Jack Colin

mi-j/ht come in from N.Y. for the

meeting. Harry Warner left for the

east Ibis afternoon and Noyes plans

to. fly oiit tonight (TucsJ.

WHITE-NEGRO PROBLEM

FACES SINATRA IN CHI
Chicago, Oct. 30.

Acid test Of Frank Sinatra's ability

to straighten out racial 'difficulties

will be watched with interest here,

Thursday i.l t when The Voice is

skedded to meet with striking stu-

dents- of a high school in nearby
Gary, Ind.. in an endeavor, to iron

out troubles existing between white
and Negro students. Pupils of the

Indiana city's seven other schools

have been invited to attend the
powwow.
Sinatra was requested to come .here-

by Mayor Joseph E. Finerty, of Gary,
and the Ameriflpn Council on Race
Relations. Singer replied he'll come
to sing and "hold informal disciis-

(Continued on page 31)

Argentine Show

Biz Plenty Snafu
Montevideo, Oct. 20.

Constant street disturbances and.

unexpected and rapid-firing political

changes have thrown Argentina's
flourishing showbiz into a state of
tension.

Apart from the outrightly prq-
dernocratjc attitude adopted by all

the country's entertainment folk,

which is certain to earn for them
the hostility and vengeance of the
Peron dictatorship, boxoffice re-
ceipts have fallen zero-wards. Citi-

zens are afraid to venture out to

theatres or films after dark. Riots
have been frequent inside theatres

between bands of anti-Peronistas
and the small but noisy minority
which is always ready to shout
"Viva ''Peron" in the hope of creat-

ing trouble and so bringing in the

pro-Peron police force, with its rub-
ber truncheons always ready.

All theatres throughout Buenos
(Continued on page 29)

Paul Robeson Spices

Songs With Political

Fire and Is Burned
.

' Montreal. Oct. 30.

Singer Paul Robeson was the
target here Wednesday (24) of the
longhair crix who scallioned him
for using the concert platform to

propogandizc his political ideas.

At his recital Tuesday (23) night,

Robeson took the occasion between
numbers to deliver blasts at tba

Franco regime, the capitalistic sys-

(Con tinned on page (51)
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Canteen Does Fold After 3^ Year Run;

Cast of 42,000 Quit Due to Space Lack
N- . Y.'s Stage Door . Canteen— •

playsround of 3.000,000 servicemen,
j

epitome of Broadway glamour to

myriads of kids, and inspiration for

» song and a film—closed down for I

good Sunday.-night '28) after three-
j

and-a-hair years. .
' . ..

' •>
,

:

|

'
It wasn't for lack of talent, or be-

cause the work was done. Talent

Was in there punching more strongly

tlia.ii evtr, to a greater degree than

This Week's Football
By TED IIUSING

WINNER
Cornell ...

.

Pcun . , . ,

Army

College
. LOSICR

. . . Columbia

. . . Princeton

. . . Villanova

iir
'

the high-pressure war days. ! I'enn State.-. .... Syracuse

ODDS
1-2

2'.-i-l

10-1

2- 1

"Where, the American Theatre Win!.'. !

the Canteen's sponsor, used. 16 run
.

thank-'you ads in Vakikty to the
|

25.00(1 entertainers who were con-
j

iriby tiiiy their services regular-
i

ly. the count had now jumped to ,

42.000 re.'.'ul.-rs. It wasn't, as Canteen
j

Signs
,
boldly ; said on closing night,

|

"bee:. use anyone is weary."
Hinterland Canteens, like Phila-

j

delphia, Pittsburgh, _ and Boston
j

had. finished, their usefulness. But I

there was much N. Y. still could !

do to G!s coming home, or gobs on
|

leave, or recruits passing through on
their; way out and across. •,

;)

It was simply a case of no home,
j

no place available for a permanent
|

headquarters beyond a 30-dny no-
tice. A pent-up building boom was

i

starting: the Canteen had to get out .!

'-•Of its. Krst. home. .(44th St. theatre

basement) because the building .was

'.com ins down; it»coiildn't stay in its

temporary quarters (Hotel Diplo-
mat), and no other suitable spot
could be found. So it folded

But. as a marine private from
Brooklyn put it. closing night: "It's

a damn shame." He couldn't see
why some citizens committee or

something didn't make somebody
open up one of those big, empty
houses in midcity for a canteen.
Will somebody lell'him?

In three-and-a-half years, the
Canteen entertained 3,250,000 men.
In addition to talent, the eorp^ of
junior hostesses. 150 present daily,

danced 10.000,000 miles or more.
Closing night 128) 3,000 Allied serv-
icemen were guests and 1,000 stayed
for the last dance, till 1 a.m. On
hand for the Bnal performance.

Temple Lafayette

YaieV. — ... . Dartmouth* .

Duke . . . . .v. .. ! Georgia Tech.
Alabama . . . .... Kentucky
LSU. .

.'. ... .»'!'. Mississippi

Tenn. .......... North Carolina
Tulane Miss. State .

Illinois' .... ...... Great Lakes"
Wisconsin Iowa
Michigan Minnesota

I Notre Danie.. . . jUaxg^J. •

'

j

Ohio State. ..... Northwestern
I Purdue . . . . Pitt

' Arkansas ..... . Texas A.-M
': Baylor .,...' . Southwestern
. Okla. . . . . TCU
! Rice .......... . Texas Tech.

;
Texas .......... SMU

! Calif Wash. St.

j

St. Mary's USC
i Wash Oregon
!,

:

- -.

";
:

;

.•'; Pro '

:

I Packers . . .-. . .
.'. Bears.

Lions Yanks -

I

Rams Giants
> Eagles Steelcrs
Redskins .......Cards

SEASON'S RECORD
I Won 9fi: Lost 43: Ties 6: Pet

(Ties Not Counted)

9-5

8-5

1-2

4-1

9-5

8-5

6-5

4-5

12-5
0-5

5-7

6-5

8-1

8-5
9-5
6-5
7-5

ff-5

5-12

9-5

9-5

.
7-5
2- 1

9-5

9-5

692

1 7.6th WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1945"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

"The Greeks bad a word for
l.laikoiil.s'—T'rri ileal." .

'.'

PARKYAKARK US.

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
»»-»»> By Frank Scully 4

.''".'.-'. Hollywood, Oct. 26.

The helping hand having supplanted the hand-grenade in world aHairs,
it's about time .someone tipped off 'screen writers on likely story material'
For instance, take the show the Waves put on for the inmates of San
Quentin.in gratitude for the work the prisoners did for the Navy.

Firstotf one of the big Navy buses broke down between San Francisco
and the Big House. On it was half the quiz team of the Waves. Their
absence was holding up the Nut Cracker Quiz between service girls ami
inmates of Buffy's Tavern. Warden Dully loud-speakcred for mechanics
.to repair the bus, Hundreds volunteered.

Well, tlie Waves put on a revue with tap dancers, accordion players,

piano duets and beauty parlor quartets. The rest of the Waves talent,

squad still not having turned up, the inmates took over and entertained.

Then the bus; arrived and the final quiz contest began. The Waves "won.

RKO KOERNER'S $15,000

[
FOR FRENCH SONG HIT

!
Charlie Koerner, RKO production

i chief, just back from an European
' o.o. with Phil Rcisman, foreign head

I

of the company, among other things

j
bought the film rights to "Sympho-

|
nie," the current French song hit.

i
au.hored by Alstone. Latter, a Ger-

j

man refugee, was Siegfried Alfred
which ran five hours, were many o£

j

Stone, but better known in the
the stars and hostesses who helped I

Riviera niteiies as Alstone (one
in the first show, March 2, '42.

I ncme) where he catapulted his own
Duke Ellington and Russ Morgan

bands played: casts of "Carousel''
and "Zanzibar" entertained; June
Havoc sang; Brock Pemberton.
chairman of Wing's branch canteens,
spoke. London canteen would stay
open; Washington and San Francisco
would close by end of the year. The
Wing has $600 000 left. That would
go for continuation of Wing's hos-
pital program. The Wjng might.£0
into a postwar activity—so far some-
what hush-hush.
And the'last dance was over, and

a juke-box played "Good Night
Sweetheart.", and the Canteen was
done. Hail and Farewell.

tune to hitdom.
When the movie execs were

abroad last summer, Russscll Hol-
man wanted' to buy it for Paramount,
including the publishing rights via
Par's subsid Famous Music Corp..

but Francis Salabert, the French
publisher, had already ceded it to

Chappell. Of the $15,000 price,

around 5G goes to Chappell.

Gobs on Good Behavior
In N Y. Pubs, Clubs, Etc.
The current Navy Day..celebration

in New York, thanks to the hyper-
efficiency of shore-patrols, which
stood theatre managers and bold-
faces in good stead during the war
years, is a good-=humorcd al fresco
for the gobs.

v Whenever servicemen feel the
urge to cut up in theatres or niterics,

all the usher or waiter has: to do is

quietly mention the fact that if he
doesn't pipe down he'll have to ask
the SPs to intercede. It works
very, nicely.

Frances Farmer Again

Discharged as 'Cured'
Seattle. Oct. 30.

Frances Farmer has been released
from the' State Hospital, again
"cured."

She will not attempt a picture
comeback at this time, but will seek
a job. incognito, in some smaller
town in this state.. in the hopes that
such a situation will help her regain
a permanent cure.

Irene Kubn Praises

Recorders, Raps Films,

Musicals Sent to GIs
Widespread use of wire and film

recorders will increase the scope of

the radio correspondent, according

*o Irene Kuhn, NBC correspondent,

back in N. V, from a two-month
round the world tour.

Advantages of the recorders are

such that great masses of detail that

occur during spot news stories can

be "canned" for later transcription,

and the same spools can be wiped
oil' for use for subsequent assign-

ments. The recorders were widely
used by the Army and Navy in cov-

erage of the war. They will prob-

bly be must equipment lor every
adio assignment. ',-.'•

But despite perfection of mechani-
cal elements, radio's greatest ad-
vantage lies in the speed in which it

can give out the news. Newspapers
will still be needed for analysis and
greater detail.

The war. Miss Kuhn declared, has
accentuated reliance upon radio as a

news disseminator, She pointed out

that Americans in Jap prison camps
risked death to get news over, the

air. She revealed that in several

prison camps, sets were built from
scrap parts. In one known case,

one American was executed for il-

legal possession of a radio. She told

of a case where a Jap guard asked
an American to fix a set. The re-

Technicolor film. Sid Skolsky, pro-

pairman snafued the set so that it

would work temporarily, each lime
telling him that another part was
needed and swiping the discarded

part. He had his own set in a few
days from parts inadvertently sup-

plied by the Jap. It. was good

No Kidding!
Remember a commentary here on Harold Fendler, attorney in a suit

Harold Lloyd has in the hopper against U? I had told how Grace fendler;..

his mother, had sent him to law .school and 12 years later he won a ver-

dict in her favor in "The Bird of Paradise" case? I thought that the story

of a boy's best friend being his mother's troubles might make a good
piclurt;. . ,' .•'

.
...' '''.

.
• ''-.' '•:

Well, Mrs. Fendler tells all of you headline hunters not to bother. She
has had a play all about it sewed up since 1933. It's called 'fl'he Steal."

As for any plagiarism, innocent or intended, Mrs. Fendler's lawyer's name
is Fendler—remember? ,;

Minority Report
. In the current American Mercury, where Mencken, Nathan and Nod
used to reduce monkeys to the level of men, Joe Laurie, Jr., listed as

everything but a 'V.mukiy surrey with the fringe on top, sweeps the

"Tom Show" into the plush box as "The Theatre's All-Time Hit" It is a .

highly entertaining piece, but when he sweeps out "The Drunkard" among
his arsenic and old lace along with "The Old Homestead," "Rip Van
Winkle," "Abie's Irish Rose," "Pinafore," "Life With Father" and "Tobacco
Road<? I'm for calling on the overture of "William Tell" to give him a

little chase himself. ..'-
' "

-.

"

While ; there's no doubt that the. corn in "Uncle Tom's Cabin" is very
sear, it is not as old as "The Drunkard" by at least six years. As JL. Jr.,

points out, it opened in Troy, N. Y.. as a sort of Trojan Horse for the Civil

War and did 100 nights, but when moved to Chatham Square it folded

in a few weeks. Was that in 1852? Its subsequent gross playing time
may have exceeded "The Drunkard's" but, after all, these were revivals

and none of the revivals ever approached "The Drunkard's" latest which
bas .playe<r at the local Theatre Mart since July 6, 1933. That's 12 years,

nearly 5,000 consecutive performances in one house, not counting 150

Sunday performances in three years, for free, for service men and women.
"The Drunkard"' was first produced by P. T. Barnum in New York in

1846. That's six years before G. V. Aiken moved in on Mrs. Stowe's novel
with an unauthorized play version. The author of the coming "Here Lies

Vaudeville" says that at one time more than 200 companies were playing

Tom around the country. Well, that doubles "The Drunkard," which never

had more than 100. But to bring the issue up to date, "Tom Shows" are

gone, whereas "The Drunkard" is still playing to capacity at the Theatre
Mart, half-way between downtown Los Angeles and the intersection of

two streets known as Hollywood. Practically every Hollywood star has
seen "The Drunkard." Most have joined the east for an evening.

In closing his Mercury opus Laurie writes he wishes somebody would
revive Uncle Tom all over again, quite as much for his own pleasure as for

the children who have never, seen it. As one who numbers among those

millions, and obviously much younger than Joe Junior, I not only have
never seen it, but don't like bloodhounds, icebound rivers, or Simon
Legrees. Or, for that matter. Uncle Toms who will not sock the Lcgrees
the first time they raise a whip over any animal, man included.

enough to pick up stations ir

Francisco and Australia.

But while Americans will

.Continued on page 21)

San

take

The Berle-ing Point

—By Milton Berle

Antipathy to Newsmen
Chicago, Oct. 30.

Unusual spectacle of a drama
critic refusing to let any newsoaoer
people cover his lecture to a wom-
en's group was on tap here last

week, when John Mason Brown told

the ladies of Chi's Drama Lc
that he wouldn't talk unless

ladies called the press and told them
they couldn.t come.

Apparently Brown had lots to say

shout drama critics. His subject

was "Grease Paint and Primer's
Ink,"

Grade Fields Says Not
Retiring, 'Needs a Rest'

•Gracie Fields has cabled friends in

U. S. from Bombay denying recent
newspaper stories that she plans to

retire on grounds of being "too old"
at 47. Actress, however, is vt,jry
tired from her current soldier-camp
tour, and needs a rest. Has been on
the go sjnee June 1, when she ar-

rived in Australia, and has just fin-

ished second part of her tour, in In-

dia. She's en route now to her home
in Naples for a week's rest, her first

layoff. '

- ;/
Actress will then go to England,

guc
j
followed by tour of Germany and

•the i France, before finishing her stint in

March. Although he* tour is re-

stricted to camps and hospitals,

actress did 25 civilian benefit con-
certs: in Australia and New Zealand,

clearing $200,000 for charities.

Billionth Technicolor

Foot Set for Jolson
' Hollywood. Oct. 30.

Somewhere in the shooting of

"The Al Jolson Story ' at Columbia
will come the one-billionth fool of

ducer. is arranging the schedule so

that this particular fool of celluloid

will show Larry Parks acting as Al
Jolson.

The 12 inches of film will be cut
from the picture and presented to

Jolson. with ceremony and publicity.

Philadelphia, Oct. 30. .

The City- Council down here has passed a ruling that says all pigeons

I

found at City Hall will be executed. . With "Spring in Brazil" here, there's

|
enough corn for them to eat themselves to death... Was very gratified at

j
the $5,900. we did for one performance at the Forrest Saturday night ..

I Up to then business was so bad they were selling loose cigarets in the

lobby ..The big hit. in Philly, of course, is "Are You With It?'*.". It gets

such enthusiastic applause the stagehands have to come out and lake at bow
.. .Yesterday I got a phone call and the voice said, "This is Lew Parker-
Arc You With It?" I said, "This is Milton Berle— I'd like to be!"'

TELEPUN -

.

Wiiile everybody in the radio

trade wonders where tclev :

. ion

stands, the funnies are taking it for

granted. New feature in current

Bed Ryder Comics mag is a fantasy

called ' Telecomics," featuring Tc'e-

tnan, Teleboy and Telegirl and new
gadgets in Teleworld.

Stephen Slesinger, Inc., is syndi-

cating. '•',-

John Huston's Pky
Mai. John Huston, recently dis-

charged after four j'cars in the

Army, is now working on a Broad-
way play stated to go into produc-
tion next spring. '..

,

Huston was Under contract at

Warners before joining the motion

j

picture section of the Army Signal

;

Corps, for whom he produced the

i
now-famous "San Pitftro."

Cantor East for Bonds,

B'way Show; Pic Delayed
..Shooting on Eddie Cantor's new
filmusical for RKO. "Come On
Along," has been postponed for some
time to enable the comedian to come
to N. Y. to begin work on "Nellie

Bly," Broadway musical which Can-
tor is producing with Nat Karson.
Deal with 20tlvFox to finance

"Nellie" on a pre-pi-ocUiclion" basis. is

still pending.
Cantor plans to spend about 10

weeks east. He is slated to do sev-

eral bond shows in the east and will

probably attend President Truman's
dinner Nov. 13. .]

THE GREAT WIT WAY:
If La Gnardia would have been in office much longer, the LIUIe

Flower would have become a Century plant.

Got the shock of my life the other night. Saw a lady in Lindy's with
a cloth coat.

My brother (the one who has the knife-sharpening' concession in.

Tokyo) now has two positions. Silling up by day, lyint rio.wn by night.'

"Weekend at the Waldorf" has started a new cycle.. I know a
quickie producer who is bringing out a thing called, "Double Bed at
the Dixie."

Doug Whitney wires me from the Coast that Bob Hope is buying
two Superforts from the Government—so he can fly his writers around
wherever be goes.-

W. C. Fields must have a great deal of lore for his grandparents.
Got a letter from him saying- he spent an entire evening with Old
Grand Dad.

V .' •-'.-:, -"'-'''•..''-.

ro'Ahem
S to fie struck yirls most of all,

Make me shudder teilli St. Vitus,
They trti to talk like Luitren Bacall, <

But sound more Itke-Laueen-Gytist .

6-YEAR-OLD PIANIST'S PIC
Chicago, Oct. 30.

Frankie ("Sugar Child") Robin-
son, Chi's 6-year-old boogie-woogie
piano prodigy, was pacted for Metro
last week by Maurice Golden, mid-
west talent rep for the studio.

I Negro moppet is skedded to ap-

|

pear in a Joe Pasternak film, to go

I
into production next March, Golden

jsaid:

THERE'S NO TRUTH TO THE RUMOR:
Mike Todd flies back and forth from N. Y to L. A. to get his name in

the Variety box.
. .That a theatre in the Bronx -is giving away dishes 'w'iih

chopped liver on them . .That "Out of My Trunk'' is being chosen by the
Book of the Month Club. . .That John L. Lewis will join General Motors
as a vice president.. That the New York Central has asked Johnny Mcreer
to do something for them . That Charlie McCarthy gets drunk on wooil
alcohol .".That Ken Roberts gargles with Carbona before doing spot an-
nouncements,

.

Of.D JOKES AT HOME: ;

r '

I.en Stern wonders if all jokes now take the road to Cerfdom.
Joe Reiser knows an agent, who has so many gold teeth in his mouth,

be sleeps with bis head, in a safe.
N'irk Kenny has a new way of getting Coast to Coast plugs for his

songs. Martha Raye sings them from the top of the Enipire, State

Building.
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A'S INT1 MEAT TO RAN
Film Stars Insistence on Selection

Of Stories Boosts Quality—Hazen
joe Hazen, veepee of Hal Wallis

Productions, was formerly a chief

counsel for Warner Bros., hence he

is authority when he says that "what

Bctte Davis did in an heroic way,

When she sued Warners for the right

to selection of her stories, is now a

common- practice, „ Result is " that it.

must redound to the constantly im-

proved quality of film production."

Next year, aild thereafter, despite

the lowered tax structure, the people

in the higher brackets, such as pis;,

stars, will still find that the money

equation' is secondary. This, coupled

will) the ruling giving studios a 7-

^year limitation on contracts, can

create a constant talent problem all

the time, in that any star can in-.

'dulse in. a no-work (sitdown) strike,

and the studio can never penalize

him or her. That's Hazcn's conclu-

sion.

Jus: high salaries to writers and

directors and producers, as well as

stars, aren't enough, therefore any

individual can balk at the choice of

story.- or any other circumstance

which might be construed as impair-

ing the quality of a new : film, pro
-

-

' ducUon'.' '.
''"'-'.;" ".'" '.'

..The disintegration of central studio

control has thus started and will

probably be gone forever, except-

ing of course as regards the more-
tnan-willing newcomers and or

secondary people. But once they

taste the heights, they may balk too.

This setting up of a hyper-critical

standard, of course, can work both

ways when a star's judgment isn't

good. It's happened already but,

by and large, the desire to maintain
standard by insuring him or herself
with a topnotch vehicle can only
average , up on the plus side.

This, of course, ties in with the
current ..vogue of independent pro-
duction. Talent can shop around
and get good terms. The footloose
indie star today is the creme de la

creme; instead of being a layoff,

sans permanent tie, as was a former
attitude. .

-

Hazen points to more and more
such tendencies and, from his view-
point as a producer, it's naturally
more frustrating and spells more
travail for the front office.

'The Hunk' Comes Home
Hollywood, Oct. 30.

Victor Mature, once known as the

big hunk of man bilt now matured
after four years in the Coast Guard,
signed^ a new .contract with 20th-

ZFoxtjgihwp'-hP hajQ>j>acl^gt6rgJig;
put on a- sailor's unTftomT^^^^^ ~

Actor's first job will be the ro-

mantic lead in "Three Li ttle Girls
in Blue," which features four little

girls. '--,. V.

CUE SEEN1
LAWRENCE TIE

Sir Alexander Korda's .'. bowout
from Metro, as British production
head, has been brewing for some
time, and the alliance of Laudy
Lawrence with him is the forerun-
ner of what is expected to become a

threat to J. Arthur Rank's inter-

nal ioiial. film ambitions.
, ... ;.._;_

Kordxi^-alte^dXiriwell established

Raftery to Be Quizzed

By David 0. Selzniek

In Chaplin's UA Suit
Examination of Edward C. Raftery,

president of . United Artists, was
granted last week to David O. Selz-

niek, defendant, in a suit by Charlie

Chaplin and other stockholders for

$1,000,000 and an accounting of

proms. N. Y. Supreme court Justice

Bernard Shientag okayed the exam.
Chaplin seeks an accounting of

profits from Selzniek from a deal
that latter made with 20th -Fox for
sale of three literary .properties.
''Keys „To the Kingdom," "Claudia"
and "Jane Eyre." and loan of talent.

Chaplin, suing for himself, and other
stockholders of UA. charges that
profits from that deal belong to UA
treasury,, Selzniek having borrowed
SliOO.OOO from UA, in order , to buy
stoiies and talent.

% Amus. Tax

Continues Indef
Washington, Oct. 30.

The 20% tax bite on theatre ad-
missions and nitery tabs, remains as

is in the law for an indefinite period.

House and Senate tax. conferees
finally decided Saturday (27) as they
completed action on the newi. tax
reduction bill.

The House today passed a com-
promise version of the tax bill by
a_vote. of 297 lo 33 and the Senate
probably wilt "vote"' "t>li "the

-
:bilt

Thursday. The original measure,
which the House passed about three-

weeks ago. would have cut back the

amusement levies to their pre-1943
levels, effective July 1. 1946. How-
ever, the Senate knocked this out.

and the conferees upheld the Sen-
ate action.

The 20% on theatres and niterics

is slated to end automatically six

months after either the President oi

Congress rules that hostilities have
terminated. The way it looks now,
show biz will have to wait for that

to come- along before it gets back to

the lower taxes. ' (

The compromise bill saves corpo-

rations and individuals $5,920,000,000

on their 1946 earnings.

Show biz corporations benefit un-

der the tax bill by two provisions.

One eliminates the excess profits tax.

effective Jan. 1. 1946. The other

reduces the normal and surplus cor-

porate taxes.

Individuals get moderate 'reduc-

tions all the way up the scale, The
big earners in the entertainment field

will save some money on their taxes

but not as much as they could have

saved under the original House bill.

As the measure iiqw stands, a $50,000

man will save $2,800 on his 1946 in-

come tax: a $100,000 executive or

star will save about $6,300. Th"
$200,00()-a-year person will pay about

$13,800 less taxes next year than this

year.

and with plenty of means, is in po-
sition to .mop up further with the

release or reissue of recent and past
Korda pix. Many have never been
seen in the European market, and
many are very valuable for re-

issue worldwide. Lawrence, long-
time Metro boss in France, knows
these markets fully.

Furthermore, where Hank is pri-

marily the financier, Korda is both
a practical film-maker, with an es-

tablished success record, as well pos-

sessed of sufficient funds to con-
summate any worldwide ambitions
as an independent producer-dis-
tributor.

This phase is in the offing. More
immediate is Lawrence's sales take-

over of Korda's properties.

Korda also owns 50% in a Conti-
nental film producing company -in

Paris and, while for the time being
lie' may choose to ' concentrate on
distribution income, the bi-Iingual

pi'trditction—phase, is almost inevi-

table, ' ';"'':' ••' .•"''•

Korda is going to the West Indies

on. a vacation shortly before on-

gaging in 'any other business deals.

Pix Strike Finally Settled as Fum

Contingent Huddles in Washington;

Accord Assures PromptWork Return

Not Total Loss
Los Angeles, Oct. 30.

One educational result of the
film strike is- a ^Bmm.~ffJm.
adopted for training purposes
by the Los Angeles Police De-
partment. ..'',.

Picture, titled "Riot Control."

shows rookie. cops how to handle
mass picketing or other public
disturbances.

Col. Roulier's Memoirs
To Be Filmed by Korda

Memoirs of Col. George Roulier.

former leader of the French under-
ground, to be* published by Whit-

tlesey House, .. with first volume of

thr,ee - tome manuscript due next

spring. Sir Alexander Korda will

film the story in England.
Roulier, now a member of Gen. de

Gaulle's executive staff, established

a network to maintain contact with

underground agents throughout oc-

cupied France,, and with de Gaulle's

wartime London headquarters. On
one occasion he was forced to un-

dergo face-altering plastic surgery

when the Nazis gained his complete

description.; •.•'•':

See Rank-U Deal In

U. S. Permanently
It's expected that when . Nate

Blumberg gets back from his Euro-
pean o.o. which, incidentally, is his

first time over, the Universal presi-

dent will have more to say about
a permanent J. Arthur Rank dis-

tribution setup in America. .

Rank is a 25% owner of U, and
already an interlocking personnel
buildup is going on, especially in the
foreign sales market. :

* •

CARUSO BIOG RESEARCH

WILL STALL PIC A YEAR
Hollywood. Oct. .30.

Long preparation and research,

will delay start •of the Jesse Lasky-

Waller" McEwian filmed biog of

Enrico Caruso for at least a year.

Hence a second picture; sliJI ' un-

detected, will be sandwiched in be-

tween "Thanks God. .Take .It From
Here" and "Enrico Caruso—His Life

and Death" at RKO.

Rene Clair's Next French

Pic to Get Korda Distrib
Rene Clair, 20th-Fox's producer-

director, will take time off from his

Hollywood chores next summer to

\
write, produce and direct a French

film in Paris for Regina-London
Films. Recently returned from his

I fust trip to France in five years,

Clair signed to do the picture with

Georges Lourau, Reg-ilia prexy. Sir

Alexander Korda's London Films

will handle its overseas distribution.

Expecting to work both the

French and American markets in

Ihe future. Clair also conducted an

extensive survey of the French ex-
' (Continued on page 61 > '.

..;-
:
.

Rank's 12 Via Universal

r London, Oct. 30.

Universal 1 and J. Arthur Rank, in

a joint statement today, announced
the long-term extension of a dis-

tribution agreement between Gen-
eral Film Distributors, Ltd., and
Universal International Films, Inc.,

by the terms of which GFD will con-
tfeue^.to.-be'the exclusive distribu-

tors in the United Kingdom of the
entire Universal studio output.

Universal, in turn, will distribute

in the U. S. and So. America 12

British films from the Rank organi-
zation, the first of which will be the
Gainsborough production,. "Madonna
of Seven Moons."
Representing Universal in London

(Continued on page 61)

-. Washington, Oct. 3«.

The Hollywood film strike Is finally

settled.

Arriving belatedly by specially
chartered plane from the Coast, a
Hollywood studio contingent, headed
by Eddie Alannix, Y. Frank Freeman, ..

Cliff Work, attorney Maurice Ben-
jamin, 1ATSE president Dick Walsh,
and Frank Fenton, personal repre-
sentative for..American Federation of
Labor prexy William Green, huddled
with Eric Johnston.
' They wanted to know from the
Motion Picture Producers & Distrib-
utors of America president just what
was the interpretation of the Cln- '

,

cinnati agreement Insofar as it con- I

cems the. Hollywood studio strikers
returning to work immediately, v

William . Uutcheson, president of
|

the Carpenters A Joiners union (1A i , ,

flashed the word to Hollywood at
around- 7 p.m. tonight (Tuesday),
for workers to return to the studios '

tomorrow (Wednesday).

The interpretation of the strike ,V
settlement agreement sustained last 1

week's 'conclusions, as agreed upon '

'

by Johnston with Donald; Nelson,
president of the Society of Independ-
ent Motion Picture Producers. • and-
Herbert Sorrel], president of the-

Conference of ' Studio Unions. In •

short; . i
:

: .
;.'• "•-''<.'' :.'•': ."

PIX DIVIDENDS BEHIND

1944 BY $1,100,000
Washington. Oct, 30. .

Pix industry dividends are run-
ning $1,100,000 behind last year on
basis of returns for first nine months
<•!' 1945. according to U. S. Dept. of

Commerce figures. - «

"

The stockholders' melon for the
first three-quarters oi: this year
totulod $15,100,000, contrasted with
SHi.200.Oeo for the same period last

year. September figures themselves
were oil. During that month the
industry paid out $3,000,000 in divi-
dends, as against $4,300,000 for the
same period in 1944.

Johnston Still Huddling

Krug on $75,000 Film Job
"'

:';
,

-'-,'. Washington. Oct. 30.

Eric Johnston, back in Washing-

ton, is watching carefully develop-

ments in the Hollywood strike but

"Will not make any statement at this

time since it might tend to compli-

cate the situation." his assistant

Joyce O'Hara said here yesterday

(29). Johnston and O'Haia returned

to Washington Saturday (27 *.
•

Johnston spoke briefly on the

phone yesterday with J. A. Krug,

who has. been considering a X75.000

offer as MPPDA vice-prexy. The

two are expected to get together

cither tomorrow or Thursday to

thrash out the situation thoroughly

before Krug makes up his mind

whether or not to accept.

INDIE BUYING POOLS

AS LOW AS 2 HOUSES
Minneapolis. Oct, 30,

Independent exhibitors . in this

territory are starting to combine
•tlvir operations in groups of as small

as two in order to put themselves

|
into a better buying position. Their

I theatres are just combined for.

booking and buying, but are owned
and operated otherwise separately,

and they've put to strike better

bargains.

It's a new sort of -pooling opera-

tion for the independents here.

They're the boys who feel that they

can buy more advantageously them-

selves than by joining the regular

buying and booking groups, two of

which already are in operation. .

Setting the pattern are two ,of the

younger and more successful inde-

pendent circuit owners, Donald Gutt-

man and Paul Manns, who have

eight houses. Their circuits will be

operated as a unit while continuing

under individual ownership except

in St, Paul where their three the-

atre? will be under common owner-

Goldwyn's Sellaway

From Chi B&K Gives

Loop Some New Ideas
Chicago, Oct. 30.

Trade here is watching with in-

terest what happens when pix like
' Wonder Man" (Goldwyn), bypasses

the Balaban & Katfc first-run Loop
houses^ for Essaness' Woods. B&K
had turned down Goldwyn's per-

centage demands for the pic.

Indie nabe houses are thereby
benefiting by B&K's ukase Essan-
ess' north side Sheridan, for in*

stance, gets the pic for two weeks

—

an unusual run for that house; same
circuit's west side Byrd and Craw-
ford get it for a week: as do two
indies—Ben Banowitz's Ken and E.

I. Bloom's Jackson Park, Ads/ of

course, are giving it a big play:

•First showing outside the L°°P.
r

etc. And admishes arc up. Ken and
Jackson Park's evening takes being

60c. instead of the usual 44c.

Same situation as applies to an-

other Loop indie—Iroquois Manage-
ment's Oriental, which has first-run

claim on United Artists product

j

through a recent agreement, having

I
already flagshipped "Story of G.. I.

I
'oe." "Guest Wife." and "Blood on

the Sun." amonj* others, is also being

watched. Deals for outlying situ-

ations hp ven't been lined up as yet

for
.
these UA items.

- Tile replacements are liquidated.

The old employees get their jobs
bad; iu every studio.

The replacements will get sever-

(Continued on page 24)

ASTAIRE PLANS PR01V

AFTER YEAR'S REST
Fred Astaire. who announced he

will retire from dancing at the con-
clusion of his present picture at

Paramount, plans to rest a year or
two, and then may go into the pro-
ducing end of the business.

Dancer is presently winding up on
"Blue Skies" at Par, co-starred with
Bing Crosby. His contract with
Metro still has 14 months to go but
that studio has agreed to grant him
a release, providing he returns to

the Metro fold should he ever
change his mind about retiring.

16 NEW BUNGALOWS

FOR M P. RELIEF FUND
.;' Hollywood, Oct. 30.

Motion Picture Relief Fund,

headed by Jean Hersholt, approved

plans for 16 new bungalows at the

Motion Picture Country Home, to be

constructed, as soon as materials are

available. .

'.'.''
...

To date, funds have been sub-

scribed for 12 of the 16 units.
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. . It wot a big world

before World War XL It

stittia But H* distant points

are giving way to the element

of time, coupled with the genius

of American invention. Show

Business is an important part of all

this. It means; Tomorrow Is Much 1

Nearer. It means your furthest playing
j

date may be 12,000 miles away, yet it wiB
]

take you only 60 hours to get there. Post- ,

war Show Business, of which you are a
\

part, takes on a greater global aspect than j

it had before. And, just as it did during the
j

war. Show Business holds a mighty important *

position. Its war record is beyond reproach. ;

*
International competition, no matter where you.

j

are, comes much closer to you, whether you want ;

ft to or not Variety' has long tied together this

farfiung market and, with the advance of

aviation, brings it to you much faster.

::
: ...

: ".
i

As in the post. 'Variety's' editorial text, news and
'

reports on trends will be a guiding factor in shaping
;

Show Business tor the New World market.

While the entertainment field has always been International,

it approaches a much more competitive period in its life.

The postwar INTERNATIONAL FORECAST is the theme \

of the . . .
*

j

40th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER
of

TO BE PUBLISHED SOON
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NO FEEDING TELE INTO CINEMAS
Studios Concern Over 16mm.

Hollywood, Oct. 30.

Major studios are taking a serious and, in some cases, apprehensive

view of the 16mm. field, opened throughout the world by the American

armed forces. Most of the big Jots have stopped sending out their

35mm. feature for narrow-gauge reproduction and1 are making plans

to do the reduction themselves. ' 7
'<

Producers are also listening with interested ears to talk about pre-

fabricated theatres in small communities, a new market for 16mm. Alms.

Foreign Documentaries Still Lead As

Top Grossers inU S. 16mm. Distrib Field

Foreign documentaries continue to >
be best grossers in the U. S, 16-mm.

'

distribution field in both theatres

and concert halls. An influx of these

pictures is expected as soon as more
countries are opened for activities of

independent " producers and camera-,

men.

American production crews are

now in Africa and India shooting for

one of the leading distribs, who
books legit and film theatres, audi-

toriums and concert halls. Several

other 16-mm. cameramen are wait-

ing ror clearance to get into central

European countries.

With color development and im-

provement in projection equipment,

. 16-mms. are reaching larger audU
. ences than before. The handicap of

limited projection has been elimi-

nated by use of arc projectors so

that. instead of a throw. of 60 or 70

ft. with a lamp, these projectors give

clear image to a distance of 185 ft.

This makes possible showings in the

largest civic auditoriums and con-

vention halls.

There i

Major Distribs Endorse

Confidential Reports'

First 6-Month Record
As far as five major distributor

sr.les managers are concerned the
checking service which Confidential
Reports started in April "his
emerged from the stage of growing
pains and is functioning in a highly
efficient manner."

,

One sales manager summed up the
first six-month's record of the new
reporting service in the following
terms: "We believe thtt Confiden-
tial has done a remarkable job and
are entirely satisfied with their per-
formance. They have a high cls.ss'

personnel including some of the
most trusted and representative men
in each community.

"This service simply assures the

distributors an honest count and was
believed necessary b;sed upon past

a steady, demand how l

experience. In fact, the honest ex

for foreign made and U. S. produced
documentaries but preference of

most customers is for color features.

Most of U. S. prints are in black and
white and new foreign documentar-
ies being produced in color will get

a large share of 16-mm. business.

One of the pioneers in this field

is Adventure Films, which reports

nation-wide bookings for three most
successful documentaries to be
shown in the U. S.: "Pledge to Ba-
taan." "Kukan." and "Here Is Ire-

land." This latest arrival in the

V. S. is an all-color feature pro-
duced and directed by Pat Stanton
in Eire and now pelting its national
release both in theatres and con-
cert halls.

hibitor welcomes this checking aide
now supervising the interest of both

parties with some 6,500 men in all

exchange centers."

It was stated that no offices of

Confidential Reports were located

on any film rows in the interests of

maintaining the independent char-

acter of the branch offices of the new
checking service.

ED McEVOY SUCCEEDS

HERMAN STERN AT U
Edward- L. McEvoy, Universale

short subjects sales manager, has
been appointed by William A.
Scully, v-p. and gen. sales manager,
as manager of Universal's non-
theatrical dept. succeeding Herman
Stern, who retired after 30 years'
service. Stern had been special sales
representative and Pittsburgh branch
manager, and 15 years ago organ-
ized the non-theatrical dept. which
today handles all Universal business
With the War and Navy depts.

Company execs honored Stem
with a testimonial dinner last i

Wednesday (24) at Hampshire House, ;

N. Y.
. I

MORE PIXERS JOIN

TELEVISION ASS'N
Entry into the Television Broad-

casters Association of the Research
Council of the Academy of Motion
Picture Aits Sc Sciences and the

Eastman Kodak Co. .
indicates a

growing interest in television by
leaders of the pix industry. Par,

RKO, 20th-Fox, and Cecil B. de
Mille are already affiliated with

TBA.
Research Council of the Academy

has named John P. Livadary and
Gordon S. Mitchell to represent

them in TBA. while Donald Hyndam
and Waldo Potter will represent the

Eastman interests.

IT

Moulton Hiked by Par
'

To Top Int. 16mm. Dept.
Hollywood. Oct. 30.

,
Herbert Moulton. producer of

'Miniatures" and "Passing Parades."
at. Metro tor three years, has been
shifted to the studio's International
Department, in charge of the 16-mm.
division «.". ..• :-

Chore calls for the coordination
of production on narrow gauge ver-
sions of regularly: produced features
and shorts, lor foreign distribution.

Photo'ing Your Finish
Hollywood. Oct. 30.

Hollywood Turf Club signed Con-
tract with Telefilm Studios for the
M'ntinuance of film coverage on all
races at the Inglewood track.

Joseph A. Thomas, studio prexv.
declared that 16mm. filming of races

If
i>0 lunger an experiment but ci

AFL Theatrical Union

Reelects Prexy Greer
Toledo. Oct. 30.

. Slate convention of' Itie AFL The-
atrical Stage Employees '& Motion
Picture Operators, meeting here, re-

named Robert Green. Columbus, as

president.- R. A. Mills. Springfield,

renamed executive secretary, and
William. Finhigan, Cleveland, named
to the union executive board.

William P. Raoul. international

secretary-treasurer, discussed .the

union's participation in television in

the future.

Streamlined 'Abie'
Hollywood. Oct. 30.

' Abie's Irish Rose" will ' get' a

streamlining Cor its picturization by

Anne Nichols. Bing Crosby and Ed-

die Sutherland.

Long run stage champ is 23 years

jold. /-.:'- -
: -v.'"

"fixlu re 111 race supervision;"

I
LEONARD GETS 'LUCKY'

Hollywood. Oct. 30.
'

j

Metro picked Robert Z. Leonard

Ur direct' the next Clark Gable

I starrer. "Lucky Baldwin." a tale of

[pioneering and horse racing in early

;
California;

Everett Riskin is doing the scrcen-

I play for December filming.

Speculation among film exhibs
that their entire program would
someday be piped into their houses,
via television, was scotched by
Ralph B. Austrian, exec veepee of
RKO Television?; who branded the
idea as "economically unfeasible and"

nb'i if! the" public lJvterest" . Tele-
vision will become a welcome and
even necessary adjunct of straight
film fare, Austrian believes, but no
system of video production can ever
replace the present operating meth-
ods of pix houses. .

With wartime developments in'

television rapidly being brought to

light, exhibs had opined that, some
system was in the offing whereby
one television projector at a cen-

tral point could, service some 500 or

600 houses with the same program.
If this proved true, the exhibs
thought, it could substantially re-

duce their operating costs in two
ways: they could dispense with the

two or three projectionists they are

now forced to keep in the booth and
could get lower film rentals, since

pix companies would not need as

many prints in circulation, which
Would lower the over-all cost of

production,

Rather than effecting a savings by
use of such a system,' exhibs would
find their operating costs upped
greatly. Austrian said. Instead of

being able to dispense with projec-

tionists, house managers would prob-

ably need several more to operate

and service the intricate television

receiving equipment. Cost of set-

ting up such a "celluloid network,"

moreover, including both transmis-

sion and receiving facilities, would
add far more to the ultimate print

cost, since the added expense would
have to be met by either the pro-

ducers or exhibitors. And. as Austri-

an pointed out, print cost today,

when broken down into the price

for each showing of the print, is

somewhere near the negligible sum
of $2.50.

Time element aiso enters into the

picture, according to the RKO exec.

Today, he pointed out. nabes cater

to different classes of trade, mast

(Continued on page 60)

N. Y. to L. A.
William Wyler.

Charles W. Koerner.
Howard Herty.

Charles W. Koerner.
.

Louis Lurie.

Sir Simon Marks.

Jules C. Sleln.

Arnold Grant.

L. A. to N. Y.
Harry Brandt.

Eddie Cantor.

Thelma Carpenter.

Bert Gordon.
Leonard Sues.

Donald W. Thornburgh.
Frank Samuels.

Carl Leserman.
Eddie Sehnitzer.

Monroe Greenthat
Grad Sears.

Irving Berlin. .

Harry Brand.

Jim Denton.
Jerry Devine.

Michael Dunne. ,-
:

A I Durante.
Warren- Gorldard.

Joy Harrington.

Louis Herscher,
Edward Everett Hortoti.

Louis Hyman.
Sir Alexander Korday
Sam Kre-s. .:

Jules Levej

.

Joel. M'arslon,

Lillie
' Messinger.

.

.'
,

Boris Morros.
Seymour Nebetizal.

Gerald Q'Connell.

Grad well. Sears. ,

'

..

Bill Thomas.
Harry M. Warner.
PI11I10 Yordati,

'-

Joe Z.irftanich. .

David Noycs.

H. M, Warner.'
'

SAILINGS
1 K. V. to London 1

Billy R<we.

Georgie .
Weod:

Morris Goodman. •

Lush Markets Loom Abroad for 16Mm.

Commercial Pix When Distribs Are Set

Kelly's UA Streamliners
gollywood, Oct. 30.

Deal- has been completed between
Charlie Chaplin and Arthur. W.
Kelly for the latter to produce a
series of six streamlined pix for re?
lease by UA.
Kelly Is slated to leave Thursday

It) for N. Y., after a stopover in San
Francisco to line up story proper-
ties. • : '.'-.v

Aug, Taxes Indicate

B.O. Dip But Biz Still

Ahead of Previous Yr.

.
Washington, Oct. 30,

The nation's boxoffices did an $18.-

500;000 dive in August below the
July figures, on the basis of admis-
sions taxes around the country.

The 20% bite collected during Au-
gust amounted to $29,589,568, which
was $3i700,O00 below figures for the
previous month, Internal Revenue
Bureau figures show. However, the
drop was largely seasonal and the
August tax collections were nore
than $500,000 over those for August,
1944.

On the basis of the whole year to

date, 1945 is running ahead of 1944.

Broadway fell off with the rest of

the country during August, but was
well ahead of August, 1944. which
was a very tough month for Man-
hattan theatres. Collections for the

3d Internal Revenue District of New
York, all of Manhattan above 23d
street, amounted to $3,437,065 from
theatres. This was $600,000 below
July, but $2,000,000 better than Au-
gust, 1944.

Manhattan n'iteries. which some-
times have months in which the ex-
cise taxes go above $700,000, paid
Uncle Sam $397,353 on August biz,

almost $300,000 below July, but $95,-

000 better than in August, 1944.

DE MILLE ENTERS

INDUSTRIAL PIC FIELD
Hollywood, Oct. 30.

Cecil B. DeMille is branching out

into industrial, educational and re-

ligious films, in addition to his regu-

lar chores as producer of entertain-

ment pictures. New project will be
handled by the *Cecil B. DeMille
Pictures Corp., in* which DeMille is

associated with Lt. Col. Ralph Jester

and William C. Thomas, who will

continue as co-producer with Wil-
liam Pine in the Pine-Thomas unit.

Announcing his entry into the new
Held. DeMille declared that the mo-
tion picture is a potent force in the
world's future trends, adding. "Trade
follows the film." New company is

purely a production unit and will

not attempt distribution of its prod-
uct. Pictures will be made in 16-mm
or 35-mm. according to the client's

order.

RepublicorTwifPick

This Up for a Chiller

Chicago. Oct. 30.

Harry Bert, transportation man
for RKO here, usually spends his

time beating his brains out snagging-
spaee for studio and sales office big-

gies in and out of town. and. as a

result, is full of. interesting stories

about quirks of ..stopover celebs.

Grimmest thing that's, happened to

him yet, however, is last week's in-

cident when a cop in Dearborn Sta-
tion asked him to watch a few pack-
ages for a lady who had just stepped
inlrf a phone1 booth. :-.

"What'.- she got in the bundles'.'";

he asked.

"Youil. never giie^s in a thousand
years." '.replied the officer, who, was.
hotfooting it to keep" the mobs away
from the Super-Chief gate.

Finally the lady came back.

"What's in the packages'.'", asked
Bert.

"Oh." she replied, "one's my
uncle and one's my grandmother.
They were just cremated and Tin

taking thorn home to California". ..

Foreign market for 16-mm. npri-

theatrical films is expected to experi-

ence the biggest boom in history

after major film studios set up distri-

bution facilities abroad. Once out-
lets are lined up, advertising agen-
cies, and large commercial firms are
set to take advantage of the ex- •

panded market and come through
with large production schedules in

16-mm. subjects. .Many of these will

be produced in major studios.

It's also possible .that distribution
and

.
production deals may ,be set up

with foreign studios if market in any
particular country warrants such
procedure. But this is still in the
embryonic stages and most produc-
tion, for the time -being, will be done
in this country.

Program by business firms is still

waiting reconversion and greater
availability of raw stock. Many,
won't enter the field for the time be-
ing because most manufacturers are
still making 1942 models of their
products, but when new designs
come through, the audio-visual
16-mm. film will be used extensively
as a major advertising medium
abroad.

Advertising agencies concede that
the 16-mm, subject as an advertising
medium is one of the most powerful

.

for foreign consumption. By making
films , with no direct dialog and
language commentaries, they can hit
every consumer nation effectively.

There - was considerable activity
abroad in this line before the war.
But most were made along institu-
tional lines with little direct adver-
tising copy. At that, the films
effectively created a market. Since
the war, non-theatrical films have-
proven their value in Latin and
South America, Australia and India.
Elgin Watches recently produced a
subject "Time" which had wide
showings in those countries.

With improved techniques certain
to develop when the major film
studios enter the field in a. big way,
it's seen that 16-mm. commercial
films will improve to the extent that
they'll be easily sold to most business
firms doing business in foreign
countries. So far activity in this

direction has been confined to outfits

such as Ford, General Motors, Inter-
national Harvester and others with
similar Dun & Bradstreet ratings.

Once effectiveness of this medium is

proven, others will come into the
fold since advertising men believe
that audio-visual advertising media
may eventually exceed other forms.

SKOURAS, RICKETSON

HEAD U S. CANCER DRIVE
Kansas City, Oct. 27.

National Theatres Amus. Corp.

will spearhead a national drive in

1946 on behalf of the American

Cancer Society. Charles P. Skouras

and F. H. (Rick) Ricketsori are
he'ading the campaign, which will be
launched next Easter Sunday..

The campaign will be conducted
similarly to past infantile paralysis

drives. Half of the funds collected

will go to the national society, and
the remaining half will be retained

in the communities in which they

are obtained.

Moray (WB) 16mm. Plan

Stalled by the Strike

Hollywood, Oct. 30.

Norman Moray's enthusiasm for

16mm, production of Warner shorts;

for which Moray is chief, was cooled

by the studio strike because of his

inability to meet with Harry M. •

Warner for the go-ahead on his

Brooklyn studio project. Studio's

short subjects chief hung around for

two weeks but the Warners were
loo involved in the strike and picket-

ing riots to give any thought, to

Moray's pleas for immediate start of

the narrow gauge production.

Moray will get his chance to put
over project when Warner visits the

home' office soon.



This message was prepared and inserted in the Trade
Press by: Columbia Pictures Corp., Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Pictures, Paramount Pictures Inc., KKO- Radio
Pictures, Inc., Twentieth Century-Fox Corp., Universal
Pictures Company, Inc., Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
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In your town
The spotlight is

On your theatre—

The final campaign

Is the one they'll remember!

More parades ! More stunts

!

More flag-waving! It's patriotic—

And it's smart to earn the respect

Of your fellow citizens.

Wind up your war effort

In a blaze of action! m mmmm
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U.S. and Films' Co-op Cuts Trust Trial

From Possible 6 Months to 4 Weeks
The U. S. anti-trust suit went into

its 12th day today tWed.) and indi-

cations are that it may be conclud-

ed by next Friday <2>, thus making

it the .shortest anti-trust trial in Fed-

eral Court history, Slicing of the

trial time from an anticipated six

months to less than a month is cred-

ited to U. S. Attorney-General Rob-
r, Wright's willingness to allow

stipulations in place of direct testi-

mony. '•;..-

Just before the conclusion of yes-

terday's (Tues.) court session. John

F. Caskey. representing 20t.h-Fox.

told the court he would only call

two more witnesses for direct exam-

ination and enter the balance of his

defense by stipulated agreement. He
has already entered testimony if

Fox's A. W. (Andy) Smith and Tom
Connors in such a fashion.

Earlier. William J. Kupper, Fox
sales exec, underwent a lengthy ex-

amination by Wright, on clearance,

'.. runs and admission prices. Kupper
admitted the frequent omission

,
of

admission prices in Fox contracts

with affiliated theatres; blamed it o;:

inadvertence.

Under questioning by . Caskey.

Kupper reiterated that 20th didn't

trade any screen-playing time with

the other defendants, and made the

routine denial of ^Oth film licensing

being conditioned on the mutual li-

censing of other defendants' films in

Fox-affiliated theatres. •

Defendants in the suit are Loc.w's,

20th Century-Fox, Paramount,- War-
ner Bros, and RKCvOrom whom tlv>_

Government seeks divorcement of

their theatre interests. Of Columbia,

United Artists and Universal,- with

no theatre interests, the Govern-

ment asks injunctive relief.

Paramount on .Monday (29), before
- resting its case, called John .1. Frietll.

president and g.m. of Minnesota

Amus. Co.: E. C. Bealty, president

of the W. S. Butterfield Michigan

Theatre Co., and Butterfield-Miehi-

gan Theatre Corp.. with Martin J.

Mullin, president and g.m. of M. & P.

Theatres Co. and New England The-

atre Co. Both Paramount affiliates

resumed under cross-examination by

Robert L. Wright, Government
counsel.

Fried! testified on direct exami-

nation by Seymour that although

Par owns all the stock in Minnesota

he negotiated for licensing of all

films tor the 94 theatres from his

offices in Minneapolis. The theatres

he said were acquired in 1929 from
Finkeistein & Rubin.

"We are only interested in our own
theatres, we negotiate for all prod-

ucts of major film companies, Para-

mount, as - well as Monogram. Re-

public and PRC, without interfer-

ence from Paramount,'' he said. "We
never discuss negotiations or ar

rangements for film licensing for

our respective theatre interests in

meetings of operating heads of Para
mount Theatre interests."

Wright cross examined Friedl on
pooling deals in Twin Cities, St.

Paul and Minneapolis. Friedl said,

"We call them operating arrange-

ments. The need for these agree-

ments .were made because -competi
tioh was so keen there. The
agreements worked out very well

and helped 'us cut our overheads
E. C. Bcatty followed Friedl as a

Paramount witness, testifying that

his companies operated 116 theatres,

in Michigan; Paramount holding a

25% interest in Butterfield: Keith,

10'I> and remainder owned by Bijou
Theatrical Enterprises and associ-

ates. In Butterficld-Michigan. all

three own an equal one-third share
There are 12 directors in both com-
panies, Paramount represented by
four. Keith by two and remainder
Bijou directors. He testified that he
receives no instructions from either

Paramount or Keith in the manage
merit of the theatre interests, as to

the exhibition of all major and in

dependent produced films for the

theatres. He does all his bookings

from his office in Detroit.

Seymour, resting his case, said he
was prepared to call operating heads

of Paramount interests all over the

country, if necessary, but in order

to save time and not burden the

court, with the same line of testi-

mony, he would include in the re-

cord stipulations as to their testi-

mony, if it meets with the approval

of Wright, who agreed.

Caskey,- defense counsel for 20th-

Fox. started by reading into the
j

record testimony in the form of

questions and answers of Spyros P.

Skouras, president of 20th. Testi-

mony stated that Skouras was presi

(Continued on page .21)

COLUMBIA'S ANNUAL

NET AT $1,945,167
Columbia Pictures' net earnings :

for the fiscal year ending June 30.
j

1945. were $1,945,167, or $4.43 per
\

share on 393,902 shares Of eomTrrorr-f

stock outstanding, after taxes,
j

Hollywood Influence?
~* Chicago, Oct. 30.

Another sign of inflation:

Asking price for the painting

by Ivan Le Lorraine Albright,

Illinois painter, which keynotes

Metro's "Picture of Dorian

Gray," is $200,000. It's on ex-

hibit at ihe Art- Institute here,

but no takers yet.

amounting to $1,529,687.

For the prior fiscal year .which

ended June 30. 1944, the net earn-
ings were $2,005,834, or $4.89 per

share on 369,161 shares of common
stock outstanding, after taxes
amounting to $4,229,625.

The baldncc sheet shows current
assets of $24,960,174 and current lia-

bilities of $3,244,758, resulting in

working capita] of approximately
$21,715,000.

The above figures were submitted
subject to completion of the audit

of the accounts of the English sub-
sidiary.

More New Theatre

Bldg.An Over U.S.

San Francisco. Oct. 30.

New Fox-West Coast deluxcr will

be built in the heart of a residential

district here, regardless of protests

by a group of property owners in:

the. neighborhood.

City planning commission ap-

proved the circuit's request for per-

mission to use the site for a theatre

and parking' lot.

Levey's Trip to Germany
For Eisenhower Preview
Jules Levey, indie producer lor

UA, announced yesterday (30) that

he had been personally invited by
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower to show
his latest, film, "Abilene Town. "'.to

Eisenhower and his staff at U. S.

Army headquarters in Frankfort.

Germany. Levey plans to leave for

Europe some time in December for

a month's stay.

Film is the story of how Abilene.

Kan., birthplace of Gen. "Ike," was
cleaned up and settled during the

last century, Levey told Eisenhower
about his plans for the picture dur-

ing the latter's visit to the States last

July and promised at that time to

bring the film to Germany at the

first opportunity. Film will be re-

leased nationally in six to eight

weeks.

Chief purpose of Levey's visit to

Europe is to establish distrib plarss

for the picture with William J.\Geil,

his foreign sales representative. Pro-

ducer will also conduct a search for

talent and story material in Europe.

Levey plans to give the film his

personal attention in its major preem
showings. He has already screened

t in Chicago for Dr. Milton Eisen-

hower, the general's brother airJ

president of Kansas State College,

and major midwestern circuit heads.

He plans to go to Toronto today (31 I

to screen the film for major Cana-
dian chain heads and plans a tour

of all key UA exchanges throughout
the country before leaving for Eu-
rope.

Levey declared that he visualizes

a great future for 16-mm. pix and
retains all 16-mm. rights to his pro-

ductions. He is slated to make two
pictures under the same indie deal

with UA in One is a technicolor

fiimusical entitled "Conspiracy in

Jazz" and the second will be a Ran-
dolph Scott starrer.

Vets Flan Chain

Dallas, Oct. 30.

New 700-seat house underway
here, being built by Col. Franck C.

Merrill and Maj. L. N. Childress, ex-

pected ready about Dec. 1. Both have

previous theatrical experience and

HHHK++*+ »»»» M *

laurie's Notebook'

tf»+4vf 4- By Joe Laurie, Jr. -»+++44-++<

One of my dad's favorite sayings was "The apple doesn't fall far from
the tree." The revival of "The Red Mill'' at the Ziegfeld theatre, N.. Y,
proved he was right. \

The musical revival is currently being presented by Paula Stone and
Hunt Strombcrg, Jr. Paula is one of the charming and talented daughters'
of that grand guy, Fred Stone, of the famous team of- Montgomery and
Stone, who originally played in "The- Red Mill" back in 1906. The ingenue
of the show is another of Fred's daughters, Dorothy. And the comedian
of the show is Eddie Foy, Jr., the very expert and skillful fun-making son
of the late and great Eddie Foy.

We have had many great families in the theatre. The Barrymores—
Maurice, Ethel, Lionel and John—were the royal family of legit. Ethel
played many weeks in vaudeville with "The Twelve Pound Look," Lionel
toured on the Orpheum circuit with MeKee-Rankin in "The White Stave,"

and papa Maurice did 1 a sketch way back in the early days of Keith's Union
Square. N. Y. I don't believe that John ever played the two-a-day,
The Stones—Fred. Mrs. Stone (Arleen Crater), Paula, Dorothy and Carol

—are the royal family of musical comedy—all grand performers and one
of the finest famil ies of show business. The Four Cohans—Jerry,. Helen,

Josephine and George M.—were vaudeville's royal family. until they abdi-
cated and went into musical comedy, where they reigned for a long time;
then Jerry and Helen retired, Josephine went on tour in the legitimate

with her husband. Fred Niblo, and George M. became the American the-

atre's number one man and held that spot until the day he went to the
eternal Green Room. The Stones replaced the Cohans as the kingpins of

musical comedy.. v '' \> ••

';."•

After the abdication of the Four Cohans from vaudeville, the scepter
was taken up by the Mortons. Sam and Kitty, who brought their princes
and princess—Clara, Paul and later Joe and Martha, to the varieties, and
ruled for a long time with their comedy, songs and dances. The dancing
family of vaudeville were the Mosconis—senior Mosconi (who looked
younger and was better than any of his kids). Charlie, Louis, Bill and
Verna: They danced on the stages of the world and ruled in a kingdom
of the rosin box for years. Then there was the Barry family. Bill Barry,

plan a small circuit of houses. the elder, was one of the greatest Irish comedians in America; his off-

Raymond Willie, assistant general spring, Bobby (still around). Lydia. Clara, Emily and Bill, Jr., were not
very far behind him in talent. Remember them in a sketch called "The
Younger Generation"? Lydia later doubled with her husband 1 (Felix it

Barry), and Clara and Emily joined the act; Bobby worked with James
j. Corbett besides playing George M. Cohan parts in musical shows. An-
other great Irish family were the Rooneys. Pat Rooney the 1st never
played with his children, but the kids did pretty well for themselves.
Pat Rooney II first worked with his sisters, Mattie and' Katie, then with
Marion Bent (Mrs. Rooney), and their son Pat 3rd was put into the act as
soon as he could dance to "Rosie O'Grady." Then there was the Sully
Family, a swell gang of able comedians and dancers. The act split and
the boys became the male members of the acts Sully and Houghton and
Sully and Thomas.

manager -of Interstate, announces
construction will start soon on a

nabe house in Galveston.

Ohio's New Ones

Columbus, O., Oct. 30.

Plans for new theatres continue.

Most recent is 1.000-seater on Liv-

ingston avenue, which will have a

number of new features, according
to Troy A. Feibel, attorney, and will

be que of the finest nabes in central

Ohio.

Livingston Enterprises, Inc.. ac-

quired site for new theatre at cor-

ner of Livingston and Geers, to be
completed in late summer, 1946.

New drive-in being planned in

Toledo, to be of latest design with
individual speakers for each car.

Toledo • Drive-In principals are
Josephine H. Dusek, Ruth L. Rogat
and Stephania Wilk, and attorney
being A. E, Gordon, Cleveland. Com-
pany took long lease on the prop-
erty at Monroe street, and Talmadge
road, and starts construction im-
mediately. Theatre development will

be followed later by a community
shopping development.

The Mueicul Cully*

NEARLY 250 DO HONOR

TO ELMER RHODEN IN KC

Memphis' New Houses

Memphis, Oct. 30.

Two large new suburban theatres
are included in commercial devel-
opments currently seeking okays be-
fore the City Board of Adjustment.
M. A. Lightman is proposing a

1,400-seater and quarters for 14
stores in a $200,000 shopping layout
at Cleveland and Overton Park.

And a large nabe house financed
by Webber Hall, the Fox Movietone
newsreel cameraman, is contem-
plated for a residential spot further
out where another group of pro
moters is seeking permission to build
up a second commercial area.

Kansas City, Oct. 30.

Nearly 250 filmlte associates and
friends of Elmer C. Rhoden, presi'

dent of Fox-Midwest Amus. Corp.,

here, honored him and his 25 years

in the industry with a dinner and
reception at the Muchlebach hotel

last Wednesday night < 24 ). Ben
Shlyen was chairman for the fete, New York stagehands, at a special
and Arthur H. Cole, veteran Para-

lllectjng Sunday , 28)> voted to acmount exchange oil icial, loastmas- .

t'e'fedT'r
|Ccpt Hie agreement made by their.

Among leading film - executives I

exMutive,.councn. 'with- Loew's and

who came to K. C. for the ci'lebra- j RKO circuit heads, and with man-
tion were Charles P. and George lagers of the Broadway deluxe film

A very artistic and talented' musical family were the Musical Cuttys.
James C. Morton (Morton tc Moore) did a family act with his wife and
three children. The Five O'Connors were brothers and sisters as were
the Six Reillys. What a sweet bunch of hoofers all these kids were! Joan
Blondell worked with her parents for a while. Her dad. Ed Blondell,
"The Lost Boy." was a fine comic. His breaking-lhe-sugar-bowl bit has
been perpetuated by many a comic. Busies West, one of our eccentric
dancers, played many a vaudeville date with his mother and dad, as Wells,
Virginia and West. When his mother retired he did a double with his pop,
then went into musical comedy. He's still one of our great dancers. The
Diamonds—mother, father and sons—were a show-stopping act on any
vaudeville show. :

»

Speaking of dancing families—who will, or can, forget the Four Fouls,
Max, Johnny, Dora and Mabel, sisters and brothers. The girls were the
first female dancers ever, to do a "wing" and challenged any other girl

dancers to even try it. They were the tops for years. Johnny married
Eva Tanguay, the girls did a sister act, then retired. Ida May Chadwick
and dad were also a fine hoofing act. She had the Fox Medal (the Police
Gazette Fox) for wooden-shoe dancing. Then there was the Dooley Fam-

'

ily; Gordon and Bill worked together and Johnny and Rae were the other
two of this comedy foursome. Johnny worked with Yvette Rugel, then
became a musical comedy star, and Rae, after doing a minstrel girl act,

became one of Ziegfeld's best comediennes. She married Eddie Dowling
and retired. Kow about William Morris and family in an act called "All
the Horrors of Home"? Chester Morris, now the picture star, was in that
one witli the family. Mitzi Green worked with her dad and mother (Keno
and Green), doing imitations of Moran and Mack before she landed in Hol-
lywood. Hyams and Mclntyre had their daughter, Leila, in their act before
she became a Jiollywood star. Herman Timberg. of "Schooldays" fame,
taught his son well while merging the Rooneys and the Timberg'family in
an act. His son, now known as Tim Herbert, is one of the better young
comedians and eccentric dancers. The Doners are another theatrical ramily
—dad, Kitty, Ted and Rose, The Swor brothers were the tops in black-
face—Bert, John and Bill. Arthur Byron and his wife had their daughter
break in as a maid in their act, "Tea For Two." Three DuFour Bo.vs
worked the two-a-day with plenty of class hoofing and singing. Ross
Wyse. Jr., was with his parents, and how that boy could stop shows.
Another show-stopping kid in his parents' act was Young Harrison (Jarvis
& Harrison). ^Another theatrical family was the Havels—O'Brien, Puggy

Numerous additional projects are
in the talking stage for Memphis,
but thus far these are the principal

| „,.jn
l ""'

/

™ey d <»«•»<». talk, mugg and play instruments,
ones to reach the stage of action.

N Y. STAGEHANDS OK 10%

TILT NOW, 5% LATER

Skouras. Bob O'Donnell, A. H.
1

Blank, Ben Kalmcnson, Mori BIu.m-

enstock, Rube Jackson and William
Gehrig.

Gifts presented to .Rhoden in-

cluded a- gold watch. and an order
for a stationwagon.

houses having stage shows, pro-

viding for a 10% wage increase*
Theatre representatives and the
committee from Local No. 1 spent
two days last week in huddles in

the otl'ice of Major Leslie L. Thomp-
son. RKO labor relations director,

and will meet again to go over some
minor' changes in working condi-
tions in individual theatres and sign-

Contracts.

, The new agreement calls .for 'a
yesterday (Tues.) before he goes oil'.

I )rr ; increase retroactive to Feb. 1.

on an inspection tour that will cover
j m^ until Feb. 1. 1946, when an-

the company's South American
.

tier-
j

other increase of 5'i will be due.
ri.tory. •

I'When contracts are signed this

He'll be gone with .Mrs. Sears-] agreement will be in force until

snriie 214 jwonths, • I Sept. 1, 1948. -V,

So many others come rushing to mind. There are the Ritz Bros.. The
Hanneford Family, with the inimitable Poodles. There were many circus
acts comprised of families, and many billed as families had, maybe, a few
of the lannly and then added "students'' to make it a big troupe. As a
typical vaudeville family, how about the Four Marx Bros.—Chico. Harpo,
Double Zeppo and the one and only Groucho! And the witty, talented
and delightful Nugents—J. C„ Ruth and Elliott.
And so back to where we started—Eddie Foy and his Seven Little Foys—

Brynie. Charlie, Mary, Dick, Madeline, Irving and Eddie, Jr. The kids
were a riot on and off the stage and put New Roehelle oil the map.
Brynie is now one of Hollywood's ace producers. Charlie is a big cafe man
in Hollywood, the gals are happily married, Irving and Dick are managers
of big picture houses, and Eddie. Jr.. was just "discovered" as one of
Broadway's top comics when he opened in "Mill."
The younger generation sure carries oil. its histrionic legacy;

'

Grad Sears Back in N. Y.
Gradwcll Scars, United Atrfsts'. .

sales chief,, got back in New - York
j

Hettinger's Hemingway
:
Mark Hellinger's first for Univer-

sal will be based on Ernest Heming-
way's "The Killers."

Hellinger's first independent
,
pro-

duction for U is scheduled for early
spring. • ;•. ' •'•'

.

v

"The Killers," one of Hemingway's
most, famous stories, appears in more
than .20 anthologies, and will be the
fourth story of this author to reach
the screen. The others were "Fare-
well To Arms." "For Whom The
Brll Tolls" and "To Have And Have
Not."

Studio Contracts

St.

Hollywood. Oct. 30.

Clair McKelway, writer. Col.

Margaret Banncrman. actress. 20th.

Leon Ames, renewed. Metro.

'•Warner Anderson, actor, Metro,

Charles Drake, actor, David T.oew.

Kirk Douglas, actor, Hal Wall is.

Richard Nash, writer Paramount.
Starr Perot, writer, Paramount.
Joseph Wechsbcrg, writer.

Richard .Brar.sten, writer.- Pa*.

Ruth McKeiiney, writer, Par.
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Film Industry Veers to Radio More

Than Ever as Hypo to Bond Sales

Radio is being used in the Victory

Loan drive with greater frequency

than ever before, with greater atten-

)i,( n being devoted to coasl-tq-coast

programs throughout the drive.

Networks and radio stations are co-

operating to the fullest extent to

provide a record-breaking series of

plugs during the campaign.

Supplementing the networks, an

"unprecedented, number of local spot

announcements and special program

tie-ins is being planned. Campaign
got under way Sunday (28 r with

the four major chains presenting

their, best, each web doing a special

program simultaneously at . 7:30. An
ail-slur program from . Hollywood

wa< broadcast; Monday (291.

. Every possible outlet has been
tapped, according to S./H. Fabian,

campaign, chairman, to acquaint: the

listening public with the fact that

the picture, theatres are the most
convenient and accessible places to

Ijtiy bonds. It's also been pointed

out that exhibitors have splendid
opportunities to arrange local plugs

on ..station's in'thcir own communities
at the end of the broadcasts calling

ail.'iition to their own theatres..'

Tuesday (30>, Carl Rigrod. head
of the drive's* radio activities,

arranged . fur a national broadcast

from the deck of the battleship

Missouri. Fredrie March, Katharine
Hepburn. Eileen Drew, Capt. John
Murray of the; Missouri, and others
participated. Armslice day. Mutual
Will carry a one-hour Hollywood
Bond show; from 3, p. m. with Fred
M. Vinson, Secretary of the Treasiiry.

giving a talk: Another big show is

scheduled over CBS Thanksgiving
d.-v-: ..

.

A series -of special 30-ihinute
shows, two each week of the drive,

is.being set up. It's planned to work
these into broadcasts to salute var-
ious cities and give local theatre
groups an opportunity Jo put on
special bond-selling activities dm ing

.that time. Scores of spot announce-
ments urging listeners to buy bonds
at movie theatres -are assured
through cooperation of such pro-
grams as the Bob Hope show, Eddie
Cantor. "Duffy's Tavern." "Blondie,"
Pabst Blue Ribbon show. Joan Davis.
Kraft Music Hall. Jack Carson.
Request Performance, "Mayor of the
Town." Frank Sinatra. "Sherlock
Holmes." Dick Haymes and "Great
Cil.lersleeve." . •

In addition, the War Activities
Committee is working on other,
major programs. .

All film Arms with time on the air
have agreed to add a motion picture
bond plug to their announcements.
Radio chairmen have been set. up
in every state and will secure fur-
ther tie-ins with all broadcasts in
order to plujj bond sales in theatres.'

Page Ripley
Boston. Oct. 30.

Press agents won't believe,

this, but movie publicists called

Upon Boston's Sunday editors to
throw out all "film publicity and
use the free space for Bond sell-

ing plugs.
' Edtors are still unbelieving,
but they're doing it.

Pa. Exhibs Aver a Fastie
Was Pul ed on Sunday Pix

Harrisburg. Pa., Oct. 30.

.
Harrisburg theatre owners are still

seething over what they call a last
one prilled on them, with approach-
ing Election Day only bringing the 1 .'

feelings to a boil. Apparently;
though, they've had their hands tied
for Uvo years; in the matter of a
referendum on Sunday films, wilii
the powerful News (evening* and
Palriot (morning) newspapers, which
led the light, scoring a clear victory
over them. '.' -'.'

Recently the Pennsylvania. Stat-
supreme court unanimously upheld

j

.a decision of. the Dauphin count
v

'

court.- barring a vote on the question
jof Sunday movies for Harrisburg on

the November election ballot. They
.affirmed the lower court ruling that
petitions signed by 7.000 voters
weren't legally executed, because
they weren't supplied-. .with afficiii-
v '! s - Theatre managers claimed no

.

affidavits were needed under the
state elections code, but they lost
Out. •'. .-•'•,. -.

•

:v.Casc Was taken to court bv the-

INews-Palriot ownership (largest
combined circulation in Harrisburg

.which has been fighting
ku.pday movies tooth and nail, and
which had been running page one
editorials recently calling theatres
<'_nd operators "saboteurs . of the
Lliristiun Sabbalh" and "spurioir,
and deceitful destroyers of the Hoii. e
of Cod tor private gain.'"'

Substance of fight is thai theatie-
owners can't appeal the Supreme
twirl decision, and have to wait two
V'Mrs lor another try at placing tii •

Sunday question on the ballot.

Need for a 'Rebirth of

Showmanship' Stressed
'"

Toronto... Oct. 30.

'

The return of peace must, be j ac-

companied by a "rebirth of show-,

manship" as necessitated by ail al-

ready, evident levelling oil of film

houses' business, according to Leon

Bamberger, sales promotion head of

RKO. He was addressing the annual

luncheon-meeting in the King Ed-

ward Hotel here of tlic Motion Pic-

ture Theatres Association of Ontario.

Bamberger said that "free and
indiscriminate: spending by the pub-
lic" was slowing down and that

picture patrons were beginning to

shop for their entertainment. He
said this was apparent in the manner
in which the sale of loge seats and
otliej' . Jiighev-pficed locations have
dropped since shortly after V-J Day.;

that the situation called for close

cooperation between distributors

and exhibitors. ..

Mayor Bob Saunders welcomed
the nearly 300 members of the asso-

ciation which embraces 291 Ontario
theatres. 97 of these independents.

Other speakers included J. J. Fitz-

gibbons. A. H. Jolley, Joseph Gar-;

boriiio. William : Summerville. Jr.

Nat Taylor, association president,

was chairman at the luncheon.

With the executive to be elected'

within the fortnight, the following
directorial board was elected: N. A.

Taylor. Morris Stein. Herb Allen.

Floyd Rum ford, Jack Hunter, Ed
Warren, Joe Garborino. Ralph Dale,

Sam Fine. E. S. Meehan, William
Suninterville, Jr.

WB's 'Saratoga' Bond
(Also Pic) Bally in NX
A miniature railroad in the Co-

lumbus Circle. N. Y„ area is being

contributed by Warner Bros, to aid

the Victory Loan drive. Line will

be known as "Saratoga T> unk" Vic-

tory. Line and wiil start operation

Nov.. 15.

Secretary of the Treasury Fred
M. Vinson has accepted the presi-

dency of the midget, railway, while

tentative list of honorary engineers

include Benny Goodman, Morion
Gould, Jane Froman, Nanette Fabray
and Al Goodman. Honorary con-

ductors will be Irving Berlin. Eddie

Cantor. Walter Damrosch. Adrienne
Allies. Perry Como and Morton
Downey.

Annamary Dickey. Met soprano,

will inaugurate the line with promi-

nent bond buyers comprising the

first set of passengers. . Children

purchasers will make up the second

load. .
--.

PfiRtisfr VICTORY LOAN

Trotti Puts on Tights'
Hollywood. Oct. 30, .

Lamar Trotti draws producer chore
on "Mother Wore Tights," based on
the Miriam Young novel recently
purchased by 20th-Fox. Book deals
with a family of vaudeville troupers,
dated about 1900.
Filming starts when Trotti com-

pletes his current production, "Cap-
tain From Castile." '

•

Hypoed Exploitation Seen as Industry

Need in Putting New Loan Drive Across

D.C. GOING STRONG FOR

'VICTORY BOWL' BONDS
Washington, Oct. 30.

Washington theatres will again use
the "Victory Bowl" idea' in selling
war .bonds. Each purchaser of"

a

bond in the theatre tin denomina-
tions of $25 1 can have his name
placed in . the r Victory Bowl. ' four
Mimes it"he purchases $100 in bonds.

Some theatres have
;
arranged

i giveaways
. of valuable merchandise,

'such, as an automobile iWB Earlei

;
and an airplane (Locw's Capitol and

;
Palace ). Originated by • Warner

i Bros. "Victory Bowl" plan has, been
[accepted by theati'cs in; Maryland
J and Virginia,

j

Enterprising merchants are anx-
! ious to see their names on screen
! trailers, and the Theatres have been
|

able to capitalize on this promotion.
A fur merchant gave $1,000 bond in

the last eampgain. and claimed it

got him plenty of business. ...'•'

There will be several special
events on the Victory Loan cam-
paign here. They are trying to 'ar-

range a football game between
nationally-known teams, for which
bonds will be sold. Organized labor,

through the Washington Central
I Labor Union, will sponsor concerts

|

by the National Symphony orchestra
i at which admission will be bonds.

Gag Bond Pitch
George A. Peck, publicity

chief in New York for the Vic-
tory Loan Drive, assigned Bugs
B^er and George Sokolsky Of

the committee to send press

matter to the columnists. That
was done, both signing an ac-

companying letter, over the line:

"We the undersized." Letter
read in part:

"We could have played a dirty

trick on you by putting you on
the committee.. On sober sec-

ond thought ' we decided we
would Kther -. have your help.

Pictures will be held up until

we get the Varga Girl back from
the Supreme Court. Statistics

come from the Treasury Dept.

Don't go looking around Central

Park for verification. Every',

guy on a p: rk bench isn't Bar-
ney Baruch."

Baer. . initialed his name in

Chinese: So he thinks.

So. Cal. Theatres' Bond

Goal: $75,000,000
Los Angeles, Oct. 30.

Southern California theatres. 050
in all. set a goal or $75,000,000 in "E"
Bonds in the Victory Loan drive
which opens Oct. 29. Committee pro-

I mot ing the campaign in this sector

consists of J. R. Rogers. Lou Gold-
berg. Rube Wolf, Edward Mack and
Mort Goodman, under general su-
pervision of Charles P. Skouras, exr
hibitor regional chairmen for 11

western states.

Drive will consist of an eight-

theatre Los Angeles premieres,
radio-screen bond combinations, mo-
bile bond-selling units, - children's

matinees and other promotional de-
vices.

"•

Asst. Chief of Pictorial

Service Gets U.S. Honor
Washington. Oct. 30.

Legioii of Merit has been, awarded
to Col. Chailes S. -

Sto.dl.er. of the

Signal Corps. Assistant. Chief of the

Army Pictorial. Service, and liaison

officei' With the Research Council

of the Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences. His citation

says "fli part: '-' :-"'\ ''•'-.
,

"He was responsible for orienting

and harnessing for War Dept. pur-

poses the creative genius and

myriad .special talents of an indus-

Uy: devoted solely to entertainment

in order. lo. produce motion .pictures

designed not, to amuse but to in-

doctrinate and teach..' His previous,

experienceWith .'the motion picture!

industry, his keen understanding of

it's problems, an uinisual perception

of the abilities and capabilities of

various individuals and organiza-

tions within .the industry combined
wilh the exercise of an unusual tact.,

enable- him in an unbelievably

«ho)t perlo.d of time to command the

cooperation of the industry and the

reorientation of its top executives to

the needs of war."

U. S. Army Cues Japs On
Type of Films to Prod.

, . Tokyo. Oct, 19.

U, S. Army authorities have given
Jap film producing companies in-

structions oh future pix which
would . promote - freedom of speech
and religion, and erase all mili-

tarism and nationalism from Japan.
Representatives of the Shochiku.
Toho. Daiei and Nichiei film com-
panies have received directives on
drama and news films, as follows:

Dramatic pix to be encouraged
are those showing Jap troops resum-
ing civilian life. Japs cooperating in

peaceful construction of country,
agricultural or national life pix,

peaceful organization of labor

unions, pix encouraging free discus-

sion of political questions, showing
j
of

Sells 15,000 Loews;

Other Stock Sales
Philadelphia, Oct. 30.

After several months of slack

trading in amusement stocks, biz in

this type of security took an upturn
during the Sept. 11 -Oct.' 10 period

made public by the Securities & Ex-

I
change Commission; Biggest deal

during that period was the sale of

15.000 shares of Loew's. Common, by
David Bernstein, Loew's v.p. and
treasurer, bringing his holdings

clown to 39.850 shares.

Harry Cohn disposed of 1,300

shares of Columbia Pictures stock,

leaving his holdings at 96.917. Four
trusts lisled the following acquisi-

tions of Columbia stock: Ralph Cohn
Trust. 3.000 shares: Joseph v

Cohn
Trust. 1.500 shares; Jeannctle Cohn
Trust. 1.000 shares, and Robert Cohn
Trust. 1,000 shares.

Only transaction listed in Para-
mount stock was sale of 1.050 shares

by . Maurice Newton. New York.
Newton's Trust also reported hold-

ing- 9.190 shares.

Monogram Southern Exchanges
reported disposal of 200 shares of

Monogram stock. Arthur C. Brom-
bcrg. Atlanta, reported holding 1,086

shares. • while W. Ray • Johnston,

Hollywood, disclosed his holdings as

of last August were 18,991.

Gordon E. Ycungrhan. N. Y., pur-

chased 1.500 shares of Radio-Keith-

Orphcum warrants for common
slock.

Activity in Universal Pictures

slock included sale of 4.000 shares

of common warrants by William A.

Scully, and disposal of 1,900 shares

by CUM' Work. :
'.-

:

:

Harry Brandt. New York/brought
his holdings in Trans-Lux stock to

50.915 by the sale of 2,000 shares

during the report period. His wife

reported 14.700 in her name. The
following holding companies report-

ed having Trans-Lux stock: Helsel.

Inc.. 2.500 shares: Broadyork. Inc.!.

1.000. and Hard.ay Operating Co..

1.400.

J. E, Brulutor. Inc.. Fort Lee.

N. J.. report ed hold ing* 32.646 shares

Associated Motion Pictures In*

rights of individuals, tolerance for I dustries, Ihc: The Fort Lee firm

races and Classes, and those drama- | also reported the sale of $35,369

Uzing historical figures who. repre- I, worth. of 3% notes in AMPI.

sen ted. freedom and. the people. " «•..———1> —
,

.

News, films approved should wipe! ....

out all elements encouraging past,
j
Borzajfe S TrtD Republic

present or . future 'militarism. - and
should present facts and news, faith-

ful to Potsdam Proclamation, .Those
would include Speeches by govern-
ment leaders attacking war crim-
inals and discussions of • present
problems, as well as actual war ex-
periences by demobilized soldiers. .

Pic Does Titular Segue
..; Hollywood. Oct. 30.

What went into production at Re-
public as "Concerto

-

' goes on the

marquees as "I've Always Loved
You." This musical is the studio's

high-budget: champ. Title change
was made after 90'' of the exhibit-

ors canva-iscd nixed the longhair tag.

Borden Chase wrote the original

Which is being produced-directed by
Frank Borzage. .

'

More Bond Shorts
Example of industry unity in sell-

ing bonds is- illustrated in the pro

-

j
duct i'o'n of 'he, trailer. "Uncle. Sam

i Asks for 1 1 Billion Dollars." sl'.r-

i ring Rosaliiid Russell. Film is bcin;.;

j
niade at RKO studios by Leon Gold-

' berg from material tentaliveV prc-

I pared by Gordon Hollingshead and.

DeLeon Anthony of Warner Br.v.

Bob Faber of the Hollywood Write,
Mobilizal ion wrote the script,

Edward Arnold will . narrate an-

other Bond trailer, "Now We've G

V

to Pay for It." being produced a: AmiMig thiise in the ciiltjng rooms
Metro by Frank Whitbeck. fr..m a -are "B'U.idj': of Sh'ei'wond Forest."

script by Robert Lees and Fre.l
' ".\1\ Name Is Julia Ross" and "Gal-

Rinaldo. | lopjlg Thundei
."

Col's Heavy Backlog
Hollywood. Oct, 30.

Columbia is increasing its celluloid

'lacklog: with 12 films, in the editing

rooms, four in the process of dub-
bing., live,currently before the lenses,

nid eight more slated to start dur-
ing Novehibei:,

Need for greater showmanship in

achieving the goals set by. the Vic-
tory Loan Drive of the War Activi-
ties Committee was stressed at a
luncheon given by the trade press

Friday (26) at the Hotel Astor,

N. Y., group heading the current
drive!

More than ever, the entire indus-
try will have to depend on their

own ingenuity to put the final ef-

fort across, according to speakers' at

the a Hair. Stress upon native
home-grown showmanship, was made.,
since cancellation of Hollywood's
"Stars over America" caravan tours

left drive executives in a greater
hole than way getierilly imagined,
since the. caravan units were to be
pegs upon which local workers were
to hinge their,, greatest effort.

Parades, receptions and other shin-

digs had to be blacked out ' when
tour' was abandoned.
The. Astor luncheon paid tribute

to the Committee hea^_ iiychjding

S. H. Fabian. AatiorSaTchinriiian. ai.icT"

Oscai-,~iSr1TSW6'b. campaign director.
,

George ,1. Schaefer, WAC chairman;
presented . a plaque to Doob lor his

services as chairman for the Public •

Relations Division' of WAC. - In pre-

senting the plaque. Sehaerer de-
clared that he hoped WAC would
continue as a public service organi-
zation in peacetime. Jack Alecoate,

chairman of the trade press division,

presided.

Fabian paid tribute to the trade

press in -stimulating campaign
workers in achievirig Bond sales

goals, while Francis Harmon. Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors of

America executive vice-president

and1 former WAC coordinator and
vice-chairman paid tribute to the

volunteers who made WAC a sue-,

cess. " i ,

Doob.. in-accepting the plaque, de-

clared the tribute Was not for him-
self, but as an expression of appre-
ciation for the work that lias been
done for the WAC by the vast field

force in the entire industry who re-

ceived little or no recognition tor

their efforts.

Final tribute was by Walter T.

Brown. WAC associate coordinator,

who said that the trade press had
done its duty well, beyond call of

duty. "Your decoration is the grati-

tude of the men wilh whom you've

worked so unselfishly and tirelessly

through the four years of war. such

as the men you honor today."

He also declared that the work of

the motion picture industry during

the war years would not go unap-

preciated. "WAC's record is a

proud one that will go down in the

golden ledger kept by our revered

dead in the battlefields of Europe

and the Pacific. This committee

which enlisted the voluntary serv-

ices of 16,000 theatres pooled its

talents to establish one of the most

sought after civilian elforts on the

home front."'

The motion picture industry

throughout the nation teed off the

Victory Loan Drive, Monday (39)

with a series of free shows, demon-
strations and parades in a manner

thai exceeded the opening of previ-

ous campaigns,
Large.-t program came off in N,ew

York where a two-hour show fea-

turing talent from the Times Square
(Continued on page 21)

Gen. Wainwright Tees

Off Philly Bond Drive
Philadelphia. Oct. 30.-

High praise lor the motion picture

industry's contribution to the war

effort .was given .Monday (29) by
General Jonathan Wahuvright, hero

of Balaan and Corregidor. address-

ing the luncheon teeing off the film

industry's Victory Loan campaign at

the Ritz-Carlton hotel.

"The film industry has done nobly,

in, bringing the war to the home
front.'' said Gen. Wainwright to the

jampacked ballroom. "It is the only

medium which can -present the true

facts to the people, and it can help

prepare America so that Pearl

Harbor, Bataan and Corregidor can,

never happen again."

The General i'lso called upon film

men lo exeft every effort, lo put, the

Victory Loan -over the. top. ..

It was the largest turnout Of indus-

try since war-boi'd campaigns began,

with more, than .600 from Easte ti

Pennsylvania. Sout^ ...Jersey, and
Delaware present. Fdm Ro.v was
shut down from tidon to 3 p.m. in

honor of the occasion.
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The Success Story o

BAtTIIWORE Hippodrome ^ 5i^$« 2 Mree«rs' business of any

Columbia Picture.

BUFFALO Lafayette • Top opening-week Columbia gross of all

time. Held over for 3rd week.

CINCINNATI RKO Palace • Tops every Columbia Picture ever

to play Palace Theatre. How in 4th great Cincinnati week.

COLUMBUS LoeW'S OMO • Ranks with top Columbia grossers.

DALLAS Palace • Sets Columbia non-holiday week record.

INDIANAPOLIS LoeW'S Palace • Tops all Columbia Pictures.

LITTLE ROCK Arkansas • fops every Columbia Picture.

HI St. & PailtageS » How in 2nd week after

c outstanding 1st week's business.

HAVE YOU SENT IN YOUR
VICTORY LOAN PLEDGE?

LET'S FINISH THE J0B1



NIAGARA FALLS Cataract • Top Columbia gross of all time.

OLK, VA, Newport & Colley • Biggest Columbia gross.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL. Senate • Breaks 15-year bouse record.

Naturally, holding over for 2nd week.

SYRACUSE LoeW'S State • Record week of any Columbia

Picture. Holding over for 2nd week.

TULSA Orpheiim • Columbia top for any non-holiday week.

/WACO , TEXAS WaCO • Top business of any Columbia Picture.

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

A GEORGE ABBOTT PRODUCTION . * * * F. HUGH HERBERT

»,$MIFyTFMPIF=
Jerome Walter Robert Porter Tom

COURTLAND • ABEL • BENCHLEY • HALL * TULLY

Produced by SOL C. SIEGEl • Directed by RICHARD WALLACE
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H.0.s Steady in LA; 'AngeF Big 38^G

In 4 Houses, 'Blimp' Deflated, 24V
2
G In

{ Hampton Orch lips Intruder to 41G
Los Angeles. Oct.' .30.

Tirst-rutV biz continues husky
though there are only two new bills

in town. Holdovers are steady..

"Johnny Angel" is sighting an ex-
cellent $38,500 in four spots, while
"Colonel Blimp" is light at $24,500 in

Jour houses. Among the extended
runs. "Weekend at Waldorf," in its

second frame, has a potent. $57,500
coming up in three theatres. Third
week of "Mildred Pierce'' is lusty at

$47,500 .in three spots. "House on
82d" is big with $47,500 for the sec-

ond frame in three houses after a

giant $64,900 the first week. "Kiss
and Tell" is sighting $35,000 ror the

teeond week in two spots while
"Love Letters" should close fourth
mid final session in. two house's with
$21,000. Lionel Hampton orch on
stage at . the Orpheum is .shoving

_"Danjuirflus .Intruder' 1

to a tremen-
dous $41,000.

Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills Music Hall (Blumen-

feld-G&S) 1824": 55-$l >
— "Colonel

Blimp" i UA >. $3,500. Last week.
. ".Southerner" (UA ) • (3d wl\). nice

$3,500.'.

Tar/iav Circle ' FWC ) (1.518: 50-

$J)—"Night .With You" (U). and
"Strange Confession" (U) (2d. wk").
Slow $2,000. .Last week, okay $5,200.

Chinese rGrauman-WC :

i 2.048: 50-
$1 i

—"House 92nd Street" (2QlhT and
. "Divorce" (Mono) i2d wk ). Potent

$13.(100. Last week, .zoomed way
. abc ye estimate' to gigantic $18,400.

.
Downtown iWB) (1.800: 50-$l >—

"Mildred Pierce" (WB) (3d wki-.l
'Lusty S20.000. Last week, boll' $22.-!
000. '

I

Downtown Music Hall iBlumen-i
feld (900: 55-S1.2Q,—"Colonel Blimp"
(UA) and. "River Gang" t'Ui. Fair
$12,500. Last week. "Southerner"
(UA > (3d \vk), $11,800.

-Egyptian ( FWC ) (1.538: 50-$l >—
"Weekend Waldorf" iM-Gi (2d wk).
Big $15,000. Last week, great S19.700.

Four Star (UA-WC) <900; 5(1-$1 )—
"Shady Lady" (U) and "Men in
Diary" iU) (2d wk), $2,000. Last
week, okay $3,500.

Guild (FWC) (968: 50-S1V—
"Johnny Angel" (RKO) and "Radio
Stars on Parade" (RKO). Good $6.-
500. Last week. "Night With You"
(U i and "Strange Confession" (U).
dull $3,300.

Hawaii (G&S) (956: 55-$l )—"Col-
onel Blimp" (UA) and "River Gang"
<U >. Okav $5,500. Last week. "South-
erner" (UA) (3d >vk). steady- $.4,900.

Hollywood IWB) (2.75K: 50-$4 )—

-

"Mildred Pierce" (WB) (3d wk). Big
' $13,500. Lfist week, great $16,650.

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-
ield.) (475: 55-85)—-"Colonel Blimo"
(UA) and "River Gang" (U). .$3,000.
Last week. ."Southerner" (UA) (3d
wk ). $3,300.

Loew's Stale (Loew's-WC) C2.404:

50-S1 )—"House 92nd Slreel" (20l.li)

find "Divorce" (Mono) (2d wk).
Great $24,500. Last we< '". wiiv above

' oiiginal outlook to bolt $32,500.
Eos Aneeles (D'town-WC) (2.097:

50-S1 )—"Weekend Waldorf (M-Gl
(2d wk). Big $30,000. Last week,
great $40,300.

'

Orpheum (D'lown) (2.000: 65-86)—'"Dangerous Intruder" (PRC)with
Lionel Hampton orch on stage. Giant.
$41,000. Last week. "Ladv Confesses"
(PRC) with Hunt/. Hall-Bobby Jor-
drn the Vagabonds on stage, okav
$22,300. •

. ..-
.—~—

-PantaRf.s (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)—
'•Kiss and Tell" (Col) 1 2d wk) and
"Voice Whistler" (Col). Neat $16.-
500. Last, week, with "Falcon in
Frisco" (RKO). slightly above aver-
age at S20.200.
Paramount (F&M) 1 3.398: 50-$l

)

—"Love I.-tleis" (Par) and "Swing-
in' on Rainbow" (Rep) (4th wk).
Closed with $13,000. Last week, $16.-
700..:

Paramount Hollywood (FtfM) U.-
451: 5.0-S1 )- "Love Loiters" ( Par )

(4th wk). Finales with $8,000.. Last
week, steady $9,900.
RKO llil'slreet (RKO) (2.890: 50-

8(1)— "Kiss and Tell" (Coll (2d wk)
Slid "Voice' Wliistlgii' 1 Col ). Good
S8.500. Last week, with "Falcon in

Frisco" <HKO>. Good $24 300. v..

- Ri(: (FWC) ( 1.370: 50-S1 1- "Week-
end Waldorf" iM-G ) (2d wk ). Ro-
bi'.-t $12,500. Last week, fancy $)«.-

200:
,

United Artists (UA-WC.) (2.100:
5(l-$ 1 1

— "Johnny Angel" (RKO) and
"Radio Stars on Parade" . ( RKO i.

Solid J 17.500. Last week. "Night
With You." IU) and "Strange . Con-
fession" 1U1. dull S8.S00.

Uptown 1 FWC ) 1 1 .790: • i)0-$l )-

.."Douse 92nd SI reef" (20th 1 and "Di-
vorce" (Mono) '2d wk ). Rugged
f 10.(100. Lasl wee k, Doff S14.000.

Vogue 1 FWC) (885: SO-Sl).—

.

"Johnny Angel" (RKO) and "Radio
: Slurs on. Parade" 'RKO). Smooth
$5,500. Last week, "Night Willi You"
<U) and "Strange 'Confession" iU).
$4.00(1.

Wilshire (FWC) '2.2.%: 50-S1)—
"Ji h.ntiy Angel" (RKO) ;>"d "Radio
Stars on Parade" (RKO). Hefty
?9,000. Last wet k, "Slate Fair" l3l)tft)

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ; ... \ . . . .$3,898,300

(Based on 23 cities, 184 thea-
tre's, chiefly first runs, including
n. v.)

Total Gross Same Week
l.a*t Year . . . ....... $>,327,600

(Based on 22 cities, 178 theal-res)

and "Mama Loves Papa" (RKO) (2d
wk). $5,000.
Wiltern (WB) (2.300; .

50-$ 1 >—
"Mildred Pierce" rWB) (3d wk).
Socko $14,000. Last week, second-
week record at $10,600.

"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) (3d wk)
(moveover) held up at $8,500.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Kiss and Tell" (Col) (3d wk) and
•Girl Limberlnst" (Col). Rosy $10,-

00(1. Last week, "Kiss and Tell" (Col)
(2d wk) and "Adventures of Rusty"
(Col), smacking $15,000.

SOth Cenliirv (20th Cent.. Inc.) (3.-

000; 40-70)—"Spanish Main" (RKO

I

(3d wk). Healthy $10,000. Last week,
breezy $15,000. " .

Waldorf Whammo

in Frisco
San Francisco, Oct. 30.'

"Weekend -at Waldorf-' at.theFpx
is one of the biggest b.o. grabbers to

hit town.
Estimates for This Week

Fox (FWC) (4.651: 55-85)—"Week-
end -at Waldorf" (M-G). Opening
day (Wed.) attendance broke thea-

tre's record. Heading for wham
$45,000. Last week' of "State Fair"']
(20t.ll) im.o. to Stale) very good

j

$28,000. ....
Warfleld (FWC) (2.656: 55-85)—

"Mildred Pierce" (WB) (3d wk).
Still strong at. $22,000. Last week
(2d), a sock $30,000.

Paramount (FWC) (2,646: 55-85)—
'•Highness and Bellboy" (M-G) (2d

i
wk ). Cool $9,000. Last week, very

I good $27,000.

St. Francs (FWC 1 (1.400; 55-85)—
"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) im.o.) (4th

I wk). Fair $13,000. Last week, weak
$15,000.

State (FWC) (2,133: 55-85)—"Stale
Fair" (20th). Move-over from Fox
still poLent at $14,000. Last week,
strong $28,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.448; 00-95)
-"Spanish Main" (RKO I and stage
show (5th wk). Strong $28,000. Last
week (4lh). excellent $34,000.

CRAWFORD-TIERCE'

TOPS D.C. AT 27G
.. Washington. Oct. 30.

Joan Crawford in "Mildred Pierce"

is the topper this week, putting the

Earle over $27,000. "The House on

924 Street,!.' when it hit $32,000, was

held over for a second week. "Rhap-

sody, in Blue," moved over to the

Metropolitan, will do $1 1.000. "Dully 's

Tavern." after a $25,000 week opener,
will go off to $17,000. -

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 44-72)—

"House on 92d; Street" (20th (2d wk),
with vaudeville. .When turnstiles in-

dicated $32,000. it was held over. On
second week will get $25,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1.234: 44-72)—
"State Fair" (20th). Will hit $9,500.

Last week, "Highness and Bellboy"
(M-G). iust over $9,000. "'."

Earle (.WB) (2.240: 30-90)—Mildred
Pierce" (WB). Women are seeing it,

will hit $27,000. Last week, "Over
21" .(Col) (2d wk). $15,300. ...

Keith's (RKO) (1.800: 44-72)—
"Thai Night With You" (U). Modest
$13,000. Last week, "Johnny Angel"
(RKO) (2d wk). $11,500.
Metropolitan iWB) (1,800; 44-72)—

"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB ).' Gaited
for $11,000. Last week. "Northwest
Mounted Police" (Par) (reissue),

$10,900.
Palace (Loew) (2.778: .44-72')—

"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) (2d wk)..

Okav $17,000 after, neat. $25,000 last

week. '* •"'

Football Crowds Score Mpk B.O. T.D.;

Basie-love Big 20G, letters' 18G

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross

This Week. . ..... . . .{606,500

(Based on 17 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ...... ... $653,200

(Bused oil 16 theatres).

'Highness' Buffalo

Leader at $20,000
Buffalo. Oct. 30.

Buffalo biz is holdup all along the
line. "Highness and Bellboy" is set-
ting the pace.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3.500: 40-70)—

"Highness and Bellboy" (M-G) and
"Dangerous Partners" (M-G I. Sturdy
$20,000. Last week, "Captain Eddie"
(20th) and Sammy Kaye orch on
stage beat wow $28,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000: 40-70)
—"State Fair" (20th) (2d ' \vk).
Cheerful $14,000. Last week bettered
stout $19,000,

<lipp (Shea) (2.100: 40-70)—"Marco
Polo" (FC) and "Hurricane" (Par)
Lrc issu es). Dandy $9,000. Last week.

'Brewster's Millions'

Snappy 13G in K. C.
Kansas City, Oct. 30.

Biz at the firstruns here is spotty.
"Duffy's Tavern," in its second round
at the Newman, continues to lead
the parade. Top new entry is.

"Brewster's Millions," day-date at.

the Esquire.. Uptown and Fairway.
"The Spanish Main" holds at the Or-
pheum. teamed with "Radio Stars on
Parade."

Estimates for This Week
Esquire, Uptown and Fairway

(Fox-Midwest) (820. 2.043 and 700:
40-60)—"Brewster's Millions" (UA).
Snappv $13,000. Last week. "House
on 92nd Street" (20th). Lusty $15,-

000 but not quite up to figure ex-
pected.
Midland (Loew's) (3.500: 45-65)—

"Abbott & Costcllo in Hollywood"
(M-G) and "Dangerous Partners"
(M-G). Mild $12,000. Last week.
"Southerner" (UA) and "Naughty
Marietta" (M-G) (reissue), robust
$15,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 46-

65)—"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) (2d

wk). Tall $16,000 and third week
after socko $20,000 first stanza and
biggest opening since "Going My
Way."
Orpheum 'RKO) (1,500; 46-65)—

"Spanish Main" (RKO) and "Radio
Stars < on' Parade" (RKO) (2d wk).
Bl ight $11,500. Last week, stout $15,-

000. above hopes.
Tower (Fox-Joflee) (2.100: 39-60)

—"Why Girls Leave Home" (PRC I

and "Beautiful Cheat" lU) plus

vaude. Nifty $11,000. Last week.
"Road to Alcatraz" ( Rep) and "Gangs
of Waterfront" (Rep) with stage re-

vue, average $10,500. .

Tines' Big 25V2G

Leads Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Oct. 30.

' Only new picture in town this

week is "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes," at Penn, and it's doing big.

way above expectations,. "Story of

G.I. Joe" -at Harris and "Duffy's

Tavern" at Stanley best of the h.o.s.

while '"Wonder Man" is petering out

at Fulton and will wind up there

tonight (Tues.) alter four weeks.
Estimates for This Week

Fulton (Shea) (1.700; -10-65)—

"Wonder, Man" (RKO) (4th ^vk>.

Taking a sharp dip and winds. up tills-

session. Not a bad run but still not

what evei vbody had
,
hoped

.
lor.

Around $5,800. weak, in prospect lor

the windup. Last Week. Danny Kaye
starrer did better than $8,000. Nearly

$40,000 on. month's engagement.
Harris (Harris) .(2.200; 40-65)—

"Story of G.I. Joe" (.UA) (2d wk),
Slipping and will probably get $8,000

on h.o. "Uncle Harry" (U-t follows

it in. Last week, "'Joe" was good lor

smash $15,000,
Penn (Loew's-UA) ( 3.300: 40-65)—

"Vines Tender Grapes" (M-G). Nice
surprise though it's only hew film

in Golden Triangle. Started big and
with rave notices kept on growing.
Sock $25,500 in sight and holds. Last

week, second of "Rhapsody in Blue"
aVB>. off lo $17,500.

Mix (WB) (800: 40-65)- "Highness
and Bellboy" (M-GV ( m.o.). Landed
here for 3d downtown

v
wk. via Slan-

ley-Warner-Ritz route, and fading
at the tag-end. Maybe $2,800. Last

week. 4th downtown for "Anchors
Awcigh" (M-G), big $4,800.'

Senator (Harris) (1,650; 40-65)—
"On Stage. Everybody" ( U ) and
"Fighting Guardsman" (Col l. Double
bills like this usually don't do much

I here. This one's no exception. Looks
like $3,700. Last week. 3d for "State
Fair" (20th). sood $4,400. •

Stanley ( WB I (3.800: 40-65)—
"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) (2d wk).
Doing very well, much better than
these all-starrers generally fare

around here. Should bang out $17.-

500 on current session, very good.
Last week, $27,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000: 40-65)—

'•Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) ini.o.).

Got away to fast start here and on
top of heavy weekend should ac-
count for pretty close to $9,500. ex-
cellent. Last week. "Highness and
Bellboy." also a m.o., but only in

second week against "Rhapsody's"
third, did about $7,800.

s

Philly Hot; 'Tavern' Big $51,800,

'Back Bataan' 17G, Diary'-Vaude 18G
Philadelphia. Oct. 30.

• "Duffy's Tavern," roundly lambast-

ed by the critics, is getting a terrific

play from the cash austome_rs this

week and. running far ahead in the

b.o. stakes. "Back to Bataan" also
is getting plenty of attention, as busi-
ness continues hot around town.

Estimates for This Week
Alcline (WB) (1.303; 40-85)—

"Vines" (M.-G) (3d wk). Nice $13,-
000. Last week, robust $15,000.
Arcadia (Sablo.-ky) (70Q: .40-85)—

"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) (2d run)
(2d wk). Nice $5,800. Opener, last

week of. this run snared good $6,000.
Boyd (WB) (2.760: 40-85)--"Mil-

dred Pierce" (WB) (2d wk). Fin?
S24.-550.- Last Aveek, Joan Crawford
hie Her. made plenty of noise with
$31,500 pi lis hefty $3,900 for Sabbath
showing af Earle.

Earle (WB) (2.760: 50.-05 )—"Men
in Diary" i U) .• With Johnnie Davis
and Beatrice Kay. Fairish $18,000.
Last w<ek. "Shady Lady" iU», with
Hal Mclnlvre orch and Georgia
Gibbs slightly better at $18,500.

Ei lunger itJoldmani (1.890: 40-85)—"Wondo Man" ( RKO) t3d WK)

Looks like $13,500 for this trip. Last
week's take oke $19,000.
Fox (Fox) (2,250: 40-85)—"House

92d Street" (20th) (2d wk). Robust
$23,000 in sight. Opener smashing
$34,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 40-85 1—

'State Fair" (20th) (2d run). Fine
$10,000. Last week, "Junior Mis.-"
(20th). fair $6.000' for second run.

Keith's (Goldman) (2,200: 40-85)—
"Over 21" (Col) (2d run). Satisfac-
tory $6,500. Last week dual of oldies
"Hurricane" (FC) and "Arrowsmith"
(FC), so-so $5,500.
Masthaum (WB) (4.692: 40-85)—

"Duffy's Tavern" (Par). Getting ter-
rific $47,000 plus neat $4,800 for Sun-
day Earle showing despite pasting by

I crix. Last week, "Love Letters"
(Par) bowed out fourth week with
line $18,000. '''.'..

'

'
Stanley (WB) (2.760; 40-85)—"An-

chors Aweigh" (M-G). (4th wk).
Finale good for okav $17,000. Third
sesh trim $19,500. "Weekend al Wal-
dorf (M-G) preems toniorrow
< Wed. ).

Stanton i WB) d.475; 40-85)—
"Back' lo Balaaii" i RKO I, Robust
$.17,500. Last week, "Uncle Harry"
(U), n.s.li. .^8,800 loi holdover. ,

'Tavern' Sturdy 20G

In Balto Getaway
|

Baltimore, Oct. 30.

Mildisli reaction to ...current list,

mostly h.o.. With lone newcomer.
"Duffy's Tavern." rounding out a
top week at Keith's. Of repeaters.
"The House on 92d Street." at Loew's
Century, and "Love Letters," at the
Stanley, are standouts.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-

60)—"House on 92d Street" (20th)

|
(2d wk). Holding well at $14,000

i

after solid starter lo $17,800.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240:

25-74)—"Johnny Angel" (Col) (2d
wk). Maintaining pace at $13,000
after strong initial round at $17,300:

Keith's (Schanberger) (2.460; 20-
60)—"Duffy s Tavern" (Par) (2d
Wk). Starting second, round tomor-
row (Wed. ) after booming getawav !

to bofl'o $20,000 estimate.
Mayfair (.Hicks) (980; 25-55)—"The

Cheaters" (Rep). Average $4,000.
Last week. - "Men in Her Diary"
(Par) less potent at $3,200.
Stanley (WB) (3,280: 25-65)—

"Love Letters" (Par) (2d wk).
'" StiH

strong at $14,000 after lilting debut
at $17,700.

Valencia (Loew's-UA) d.840: 20-
60)— "Dangerous Partners" (M-G I.

Fairish $3,500. Last weclc. "AbboU
ft Coslello in Hollywood" (M-G)
(m.o.) held, well at $4,800 after good
week immediately preceding in
downstairs Century.' *•

HERB BERG QUITS UA
TIerb. Berg, aide to Tom Waller,

director of publicity at United Art-
ists, ..has quit the firm. Me was
formerly J radepress contact until
Lew Barasch succeedf-ij him.

Resignation effective as of Friday
120).

Minneapolis, Oct. ;io.

Swollen weekend business again is
helping total takings. Stimulus once
more was provided by out-of-(<.nVn
football fans who, for a second suc-
cessive Week, jammed the university
stadium 57,000 strong for the Ohio
StatevMinnesota game. It was an-
other case, too, of holdovers pre-
dominating, the only important new-
comers being the Orpheum combina-
tion of Count Basie orch or stage
and "Love, Honor and Goodbye" on
screen, and Radio City's "Love Let-
ters." Both zooming. Holdovers
still in the money include "Duffy's
Tavern." "Rhapsody in Blue," "Mil-
dred Pierce" and "House on 92n cl
Street." It's the fl'flh and thud
weeks, respectively, for "Tavern'"
and "Rhapsody" and the second for
the other pajr.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer ) (900: 15-25)--

"Easy to Look Al" (U) and "Falcon
in San Francisco" (Col), dual fitsi-
rtins. In for six days and headed lor
.iwee-_S2^0_^Lai;t, .week, "Woman in
Green" (U) and "Mama Loves Papa"
( (RKO) split Willi "Fatal Witness''
(Rep) and "Flame of West" (Mono),
all dual first-runs, • okay $2,200 in
seven days.
Century (P-S) (1.600: 44-60)—

"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) ini.n.i.

Here alter two '.stunning weeks at
Radio City, there's still plenty of life
here, good $6,000' .'indicated'. Last
.week, "Johnny Angel" (RKO) i2d'
wk),

. fair $4,500, good $17,500 for
fortnight, including week at Stale "•
Gopher (P-S ) i -1.000; 40)-"Di-

vorce" (Mono). . Given big advertis-
ing and exploiiation campaign i( iicl

may reach good' $,'1,500 despite mixed
opinions. Last week. "Bedside Man-
ner" (UA), good $4,000 in, eight davs
Lyric (P-S ) (1,100; 44-601—

"Dolly's Tavern'' (Pav) (5th wk).
This should wind up sensationally
successful run. Excellent $5,000
finish in prospect. Last week. One
$5,000.'

Orpheum (P-S) (2,800; 44-70)—
"Love, Honor and Goodbye" .Rep)
and Count Basic orch on stage First
time here for Basie. but plenty of
tame . has preceded him and, without

,

any help from the picture, he's keep-
ing the ticketsellers busv. Big $20-
000 in sight, with entire credit due
to the Count and the rest of the -face
array. Last .week. "House on 92i'id
Street' (20th), big $12,000 in eight
days. *

Kadio City (P-S) (4.000: 44-60)—
"Love Letters" (Par). Notlliiii mtich
in the way of new film opposition for
this one and it's profiting in conse-
quence Good reviews and favorable

Jm,, r'
f " mollln aifli ng. too. Hot $21.-

wr,
La
,^

vvee
,

k
:
"R hi| P-""dy in Blue"WB

J.
2A wlc)

-
b, S $10,000 after,

smash $19,000 initial canto

j
S

J,

al«. iP 'S > '2.300; 44-60)—"Mil-dred Pierce" (WB) (2d wk). Ex-
inbited a powerful boxnffice wallopand s ill going strong. Big $8,000 ontop of. boff $15,000 first week latterbeing $2,000 above orieinal es'timate
.Ur-Mw* (Pan (i.ioo: 40.50)--Over 21 (Col ). First neighborhood

wTk "lp
r

Gt
;

OCi
-
$4

V
5()" MfWled; Last

World (Par-Stefles) (350: 44-80)
louse on 92nd Street" (20th) .mo.).-Here after big eiyht <lay.s S | Or-
"&• r?

m
%

$3 '500
' ^ A

i«hort
ai c'ia-y' 'M-G) (4th wk). ai,:

Blood Sun' Nifty 14 '/2 G,
'Nob' 14G in Montreal

"v i „,,., MoJVtreal. Oct. :i0.
i>.ob Hill' and "Blood On the

!L
a '^,"1e oi B ones herethis week,

with -Thrill of Romance" sailing
along nicely in third week. New
policy -here sees Princess price boostand taking A films.

Estimates for This Week

Hi I" VZa

?

V I ,2
'700: 35-«2-)-"Nob

,}. ' '20th >.- First week doing $14.-
UOU and. going into second. Last
ween. -Son of Lassie" iM-6.», $!l.500
tor second week,

.

-

.Gapi'tol (CT) (2,700; 35-62 )-•'Blood

?Jl-
S
ii)[

'UAi and ."Swing Out Sis-
)ei (U). Socko $14,500 for openerand repeating. Last week, "Naughty

OTrtononHi
a,Ki " Ei,s

-V 10 Look At"
( U >, $9,000 lor second week.

n
XMW'» (CT) (2,800: 35-67) "Thrill

al Romance" (M-G)'..' Nice $10,000
loi second week and going info third. -

Last week, lush $16,000.
Princess^ (CT) (2,.'100: 30-53)-
Back lo Bataan" (RKO) and "Riidio

tfi/nn °f r,"'!,t,e".-' 'RKO), Nice

u.::%.' .-*eek, "Flame of Bar-
be ..v Coast. (Rep) and "Swinging on
Rambow'jiRep,, average $(i,000.

Sgt. Jose Lopez Pic
';.:. San Antonio. Oci. 30.

A motion picture based on Hi*
wartime feats of Sgt. Jose Lope/, of

Brownsville will soon get. ilnderway
at a Mexican film studio in Mexico
Cily. Lopez will leave li is home thi*
week to stail work on the picture.
He won the Medal of Honor by

killing 100 Nazis singJchandtd.
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'Blood Sim -Allan Jones Neat 53G

To Pace Oii, 'Rhapsody Okay at 27G
.-"'-. Chicago, Oct. 30.

Although the Loop has a batch of

i.e* pictures, they are not drawing

.. well as expected. Biggest sur-

ni ise at the boxofflce is "House On
92d' Street." breaking all-time records

»t the Garrick. Schedule of house

was changed from eight to 11 shows

i day to handle the crowds: Fol-

lowing a terrific $27,000 for the first

week, pie is expected to hit . strong

f> i odi) for second stanza.

"Rhapsody in Blue." at State-Lake,

is headed for stout $27,000. atid last

fair, davs of "Lady On a Train."

closing Mon. (29), followed by three

days of "This Love of Ours," open-

in'- today (30). which is a world

premiere! should keep the Palace up
around $25,000. Oriental, with "Blood

On the Sun" and stage show headed

by Allan Jones, looks like $53,000.

though Jones was out two days due

to illness, nipping earlier optimism.
Estimates for This Week

Apollo (B&K) (1,200: 55-95)—
"Highness Bellboy" (M-G). .

Neat
$14000. Last week. "Capt. Eddie"

t20th l (2d wk), $9,500.

Chicaso (B&K) (3,900: 55-95)—
"Dollv Sisters'-' (20th) (4th wk) and
stage show. Bright $47,000. Last
week, with stade show, staunch $52,-

000.
Ciarrick (B&K) (900; 55-95)—

'•House on 93d Street" (20th) (2d

wU). Strong $21,000. Last week,
terrific $27,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,150: 55-95)

'Born lor Trouble" (WB) and "It

All Came True" (WB) (reissues) (2d
Wk). Slick $10,000. Last week, fine

$12,000.
Oriental I Iroquois) (3,240; 55-95)—

"Blood On Sun" (UA) and Allan
Jones headlining stage bill. Neal
$53,000. Last week, "Guest Wile"
(UA ) 1 2d wk) and Jimmy Dorscy
orcli on staffe, healthy $40,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 55-95)—
"This Love of Ours" (U) and "Men
in Her Diary" (U). opening foclaV
(30) CI days), and "Lady On Train"
(U) and "Mama Loves Papa" (RKO)
last 4 days. 2d wk. closing (20).
Snappy $25,000..,: Last week. "Lady
On Train" (U) and "Mama Loves
Papa" (RKO). Good $20,000.

Keosevelt (B&K) (1.500: 55-95)—
"Shite Fair" t20th). Brisk $23,000.
Last week. "Pride of Marines" IWB

)

(5 days. 3d week) and "Slate Fair"
<20lhl (2 days), about same.
Stale-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 55-95)—

"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB). Stout
$27,000. Last week. "Love Letters"
(Pan Id days. 5th wk) and "nhnp-
4odv in Blue" (WB) (1 day).' big
$30,000. -

. .

United Artists (B&K) (1.700: 55-
9.i*-' Vines" (M-G) (2d wk). Trim
$18,000. Lasl week, sweet $25,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200: 55-95)—
Johnnv Angel" (RKO) (5th wk).
Perl $16,000. Last week, smart
$18,000.

Tugboat Annie" (Rep). Down on
second to $12,000, following dandv
$18,000 first week.

Stat* (Loew) (3.200; 35-75)—
"Vines" (M-G) and "Hidden Eye"
(M-G). Second week finds drop to
about $12,000 alter neat $17,000 first.

Translux (Trahslux) (.900; 30-74)—
"Shadow of' Terror" (PRC) and
"Monster Maker" (PRC reissue!.
Steady $5,000, about right for this

spot. Last week "War of Wildcats"
(Mono) and "Body Disappears"
(.Mono) (reissues). $4,500.
Tremont (Brandt-Mage) (1.400:44-

80)—"Capt. Kidd" (UA). On top as

attraction, but small capacity holds
gross to around $14,000, great at

scale.
I Majestic I Brandt-Mage) (1.500: 44-

801—"Hurricane''; <UA> and 'Raf-
fles" (UA) (reissues). Revival of
"Hurricane" doing nicelv with about

I

$7,000.

'Rhapsody H.O. In

Cleve. After 26G

'Rhapsody Tops

Boston, Good 30G
' Boston. Oct. 30.
General letdown this week, with

holdovers apparently responsible'.
•Rhapsody in Blue" is doing most of
the town's biz at the Met. and "Cap-
tain Kidd." billed into the Tremont
and Old South, also very big. but
smallish grosses are result of low-
capacity houses with grand total of
mere 1.400 seats. "Scandals" plenty
disappointing a t Memorial, and
,
Vines and "92d Street" moderate oil

holdovers, football, Navy Day and
autumn foliage provide outdoors
competition.

estimates for This Week
^ Boston (RKO) (3,200; -50-SI.10I—
Johnny Angel" (RKO) plus Andv
Kirk inch. King Cole Trio on stage.
Althouijh-illm is h.o., new stage show
and dim s draw retain boxoffuv
punch for a swell $30,000. Last week
villi Peggy ..Ryan, others on stage.
$37,500, i/
• Fenway (M-P) (1.373: 40-74)--

4
House on 92d Street". ^Oth^Tmri
Capt. Tugboat Annie" (Rco>.
Dropped to about $5,000 on .second
w eek after close to $8,000 on first, y
Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 40-74)-

C.eorge White's Scandals" (RKO)
and "Crimson Canary" (U>. Not so
good as expected at about $24,000 on
first week. Lastweek. "Uncle Harry"
(U) and "Men in Diary" (U). $23.009

;

Metropolitan (M-P) (40-74)--
Rhapsody in Blue" (WBi. Very

good $30,000, but a little off. consid-
ering, pix's ballyhoo. Last week.
'Duffy's Tavern" (Par) and "Adven-
tures Rusty" (Col), $18,000' second
week. ;

'•

Old South (Brand-Mage) (700: 44.
.80)—"Capt. Kidd" (UA). First rim
in this ncwsreel theatre with capaci-
ties, but small seating facilities hold

I grosses to about $6,500.

•a?1*"*""* <Loew) (2,900: 35-75)—
vines Have Tender Grapes" (M-G

I

»"d "Hidden Eye" (M-G). Slipped
on second week to $21<600 following
mte $281700 first. -V'
Paramount (M-P) (1.7O0: 40-74)-
House 92d Street" (20th 1 and "Capt.

Cleveland. Oct. 30.

"Rhapsody in Blue" is giving Hipp
heaviest, crop of clover it has reaped
this season; hitting estimated $26,000.
being set lor a stayover. Second
ytania of "Duffy's Tavern" also boffo
at State, although topped by combo
of "That Night With You" and
Marion Hut ion on stage at Palace.
Latter RKO de luxer. which has
been doing spotty biz with vaude. is

d nipping it tomorrow (31) to play a
scries of high percentage films, start-

ing with "Dolly Sisters."
Estimates for This Week

Allen (RKO) (3.000: 44-65)—
"Spanish Main" (RKO) im.o.K
Hearty $9,500. Last week. "George
Whites Scandals" (RKO), smart
$9,000.

Hipp (Warners) (3.700: 44-65)—
"Rhapsody in Blue" <WB). Started
with standees and pulled long b.o.

lines over weekend: terrific $26,000.
Last week. "Spanish Main" (RKO).
extras fine $17,800.
Lake (Warners) (800: 44-65)—

"George While's Scandals" (RKO)
(mo,). Fair $2,300. Last week,
"Johnny Angel"' (RKO) on shiftover.
oke $2,800.
Ohio (Locw's) (1.200: 44-65)—

"Highness and Bellboy*' (M-G). Slick
$6,000 for third week downtown.
Lasl week. "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes" (M-G) (m.o.), also swell
$6,000 for fourth stanza.

. Palace (RKO) (3.700: 50-90)—
"That Night With You" (Ul plus
Marion • Hutton, Prof. Lamberti.
Lionel Kaye on stage. Satisfactory
$26,000. Last week. "Shady Lady"
(U) plus Bill Robinson. Gil Lamb.
Marcy McGuire on stage, bright

|

$23,500.
Slate (Loew's) (3.450; 44-65)—

"Duffy's Tavern" (Par). Sizzlinc
$10,500 on h.o.. with great $22,000
for last week.
Stiliman (Loew's) (2.700: 44-65) -

'•Southerner" lUA). Good $9,000.
Last week. "Her Highness and Bell-
boy" (M-G) .(m.o.). brisk $10,000.

Abbott-Costello

Zowie 17G, Prov.
Providence, Oct. 30.

Loew's State's "Abbott and Cost el

-

lo in Hollywood" is leading the list

this week. Running second are Ma-
jesties "Rhapsody in Blue" and RKO
Albee's "That Night With You.;'

Schools closing latter part of last

^week helped all around to swell

start. -

Estimates far This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-60)—"That

Night With You" (U) and "Pursuit
lo

.
Algiers" (RKO). Steady $13,000.

Last week. "Scandals" (RKO) arid

"West of the Pecos" (RKO) (2d wk),
nifty $12,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400; 40-50)—"Southerner" (M-G) and "Gay Se-
norita" (M-G) (2d run ). Good $4 -

500. Last week, "True Glory" (M-G i

and "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes" (M-G) (2d run), snappy
$5,000.

Fay's (Fay) (1.400; 40-50)—"Christ-
mas In Connecticut" (WB I (2d run).
Steady $7,000. Last week. "Arson
Squad" (Rep) and vaude. good $6,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2.200: ,.43-60)—
'Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) (2d wkh
Slill hefty at $13,000. Last week
same bill hit sock $16,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3.100; 44-

85)—"Tiger Woman" (Rep) and 3
Stooges heading stage bill with Milt
Britton orchestra. Peppy three-day
weekend run socked snazzy $7,000.

Last week. "Song of Prairie" (Rep)
and Martha Raye heading stage shoiv
with Tommy Reynolds and orchestra,
also nice $7,000 in three-day run.

State (Loew) (3,200; 43-60)— "Ab-
bott-Costello" (M-G) and "Danger-
ous Partners" (M-G). Leading pack
to zowie $17,000. Last week. "South-
erner" (M-G) and "Gay Senorita"
(M-G), nice $15,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2.200: 44-60)

—'Love Letters" (Par). Opened
Monday (29). Last week. "Duffy's
Tavern" (Par) (2d wk), good $9,000.

Cincy Remains Brisk;

Sisters' Pace With 24iG,

'Weekend Waldorf' 20G
Cincinnati. Oct. 30.

Biz for major -stands continues to
roll along in high gear. "Dolly Sis-

ters" is an Albee wow and "Weekend
at Waldorf" lush and close behind at

the smaller Capitol. Other new-
comer. "First: Yank in Tokyo." is

doing okav at the Palace.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3.100: 44-70)—
"Dolly Sisters" (20th). Smash $24.-

500. Last week, -'Mildred Pierce".

(WB). swell $17,500.
Capitol (RKO I (2.000: 44-701—

uWtHJke-nd-a4,--Wa4doi-.t'"--iM.rG..). Lush
$20,000. " Holds. "Last week. "South"-"

erner" (UA). dandy $10,500.

Grand (RKO ) (1.430: 44-70)—
"Duffy's Tavern" (Par ) I m.o.). BolT

$9:500. ' Last week. "Spanish Main"
(RKO) (2d run >..slick $8,500.

-Keith's (United ) (1.500: 44-70 )—
"Mildred Pierce" (WB) (.m.o,). All

right $7,500. Lasl week. "Rhapsody
in Blue" (WB). fourth downtown.,
stanza, solid $5.000,, .'

Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 44-70)—.

"House on 92nd St." (20th). Holding
on move-over. Okav $5,000 after

pleasing $6.0tK) last week.
Palace (RKOi (2.600: 44-70 >—

."First Yank ' Into Tokyo" '(RKO).
Good $12,000. Hypoed with regional
tie-in on WLW and p.a. opening night

of Jane Greer and others. Last week.
"Dufly's Tavern" (Pur), socko $22.-

500.

Shu belt (RKO) (2.100: 44-70 i-

"Spanish Main" (RKO I. Third

anchoring on front line. Fairish

$4,000. Last wee*. "Kiss and Tell'

(Coli. third downtown sesh. sweel

55.000,

'Kiss/ Dnaled, Neat

$19,000 in SL Lonis

St. Louis. Oct. 30.

Holdovers are garnering large

grosses but "Kiss and Tell" and

"They Met in the Dark," a new offer;

ing. will skim off the cream with a

swell $19,000. Of the h.o.s "Our

Vines Have Tender Grapes" and "I

Love a Bandleader" will grab ' the

most, $16,000, after a sock $22,000

stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's < Loew) (3,172: 30-60)—

"Vines" (M-G) and "Bandleader"
(Col ). H.o. Good for $16,000 to tack

onto swell $22,000.

Orpbeam (Loew) (2.000; 30-60)—
The Great John L." (UA) and "Ad-
ventures of Col. Blimp" (UA). $9,000.

swell. Last week, "Over 21" (Col)

and "Boston Blackie Booked on Sus-
picion" (Col), $6,600.

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000: 50-60)

—"Kiss and Tel!" (Col) and "They
Met in Dark" (Cap). $19,000, hefty.

Last week, "State Fair" (20th) and
shorts (2d wk), $15,500.
Fov (F&M) (5,000; 50-fiO)—"House

on 92d Street" (20th) and "Woman
in. Green" (U). H.o. Will grab neat
$14,000 after swell $23,000.

Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 50-60)—
"Johnny Angel" (RKO) (h.o.) and
"Pride of the Marines" (WB). $8,500.

Last week. "Johnny Angel" (RKO)
and "West of the Pecos" (RKO).
$8,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000: 40-50)—
"Big House for Girls" (Cap) and
"Flame of West" (Mono). $6,500.

Last week. "Christmas in Connecti-
cut" (WB) and "You Came Along"
(Par), $7,800.

Navy Day Helps Nip B'way; 'Kiss
'

. • - • V

Plus Youngman-Brown Orcli Strong

'Yank Tokyo' Fair at 18G
Navy Day (27), with millions jam-

ming the town, hurt matinees in all

picture houses and increased Satur-
day night business in only five spots.

Generally speaking, the weekend
business was the same capacity 'gross
that has been normal all season, but
11 pictures were off on week days
and reported lower grosses than the
previous seven days.

Music Hall had the busiest cashiers
in town with another socko $125,000
reported. After the Saturday mat-
inee slump the night crowds stood
tor hours along 50th to Fifth ave..
and the big weekday business was
the same as last week. The Capitol
was the only other house to have a
better week due no doubt to the new
pic, "Kiss and Tell." which gathered
a strong $85,000. The - Paramount
Strand and Victoria held to the same
figures as previous week, despite
their holdovers. "Duffy's Tavern." at
the Par. in its ninth week, held to
$60,000 and was the fifth pic in the-
atre's history to achieve a like run
recoi-d. The Roxy wound up a wham
five weeks to $70,000. only six other
pictures in its 18 years having reached
the same run there. Another five-

week record holder was "Mildred
Pierce." at the Strand, where the
take was $51,000. "It All Came True,"
at the Victoria, brought in $22,000.
within a few dollars of the previous
week's gross.
Seven new pix are lined up for

openings this week: "This Love of
Ours" at the Criterion, "Spellbound"
at the Astor, "Old Dark House" at
the Ambassador. "Dangerous Part-
ners" at the State. "And Then There
Were None" at the Roxy, "Confiden-
tial Agent" at the Strand, and "Un-
der Suspicion" at the Rialto. 'The
Spanish Main" comes into the Pal-
ace Nov. 6.

"Spellbound" opens tonight (Wed.)
at the- Astor with a million-dollar,
•Victory Bond premiere arranged by
the War Activities Committee, re-
placing "Wonder Man."

Kxtimates for This Week"
Ambassador (Sirilzkv ) ( 1.250: 65-

$1.20)—"Marco Polo" <FC) (3d wk

)

(reissue). Fair $10,000 for closing
week, and Navy Day not much help.
Last week. $11,000. "Old Dark
House" <U) (reissue) opens tomor-
row) (1st) for one week, then 1st

run, "My Name Is Julia Rose" (Col ).

Asfor (City Iqv.) (1,300; 70-$1.40)
—"Wonder Man" (RKO) (21st wk).
Only $17,000. Last week good at $22.-

000. Bond premiere will usher in to-
night (31) "Spellbound" (UA). star-
ring Ingrid Bergman and Gregory
Peck, for run.

Capitol (Loew's) (4.820; 60-$1.10)
—"Kiss and Tell" (Col) (1st wk ) with
Henny Youngman, Les Brown orch
and Gaudsmith Bros, on stage.

Rousing $85,000 for one of few places
Navy Day helped, and holds over.

Last week (3d). "Highness and Bell-

boy" (M-G), Gene Krupa orcli, Se-
no'r Wences and Wesson Bios, on
stage, not bad $60,000.
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700; 60-

$1.25)—"Guest Wife" (UA) X2nd
wk). Ended last night (30 > and
dropped to $18,500. Last week, ex-
cellent $22,000. Opens today (31)

with "This Love of Ours" (U).
Globe (Brandt) (1.416; 70-$1.50)—

"G.I. Joe" (UA) (4th wk). Navy
passed up "Joe" for only fair $15,000

but holds for fifth week anyway.
Last week, $19,000.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; $1.50-$2.40)

—"Paris Underground" (UA) (2d

•Wk). Just fair $10,000 for this meller
but holds over. Last week, '$13,000.

Hollywood (WB) (1,499: 65-$1.10)—"Rhapsody in Blue" (WB) (19th

Detroit Whammy; J. Dorsey Orch Ups

'Man Alive/ 40G, 'Rhapsody 22G
Detroit. Oct. 30.

"

- lMi^Miciiig^x_h.a^„Jimmy Dorscy's
orch and "Man Alive" dfawlTig-soe4t:

business. The Fox holds up fine on
second week of "House on 92nd."
which had a terrific first week. All
houses report general upswing.

Estimates for This Week
'Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000; 60-85)
—"House on 92nd St," (20th) and
"Gay Senorita" (Col) (2d wk ) plus

Dr. I.'.Q. ending seven weeks of one-
nielli stands Monday (29). Sock..$:)2.-

(100. alter terrific first week $40,000.

Michigan (United Detroit > (4.000:
60-90)—"Man Alive" (RKO) and
Jininiv Doi'sev orch plus Jackie Clea-
sim on stage. Sock $40,000. Last

week; "Hold Blonde" (Par i and
"Flame of West" (Mono), moderate
$22,000.

United Artists (United Detroit ) (3.-

000: 60-85 )—"Rhapsody in Blue"
(WBi. Solid $22,000. Last week (3d

)

"ilighnc-s and Bellboy" (M-G I and
• Hidden Eve" (M-G I, modest S13.000.

Palms-Slate (United Detroit) <3.-

000; 60-85 >—"Vines Have Tender

tlr~p^"-"TM-G7
—

a -vampire's
Ghost" (Rept ?2d wk ). Good $137-

.000^ after first week $22,000.
Broadwxv-Capitol (United Detroit)

(2.800: 60-85)—"BoTn - for^Trouble"
(WB) and "It All Came True" (WB).
Neat $16,000. Last week, "Pride of
Marines" (WB) and "Sensation
Hunters" (PRC), over from Michi-
gan for okay $14,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1.800:

45-55)—"The Clock" (M-G) and
"Belle of the Yukon" (UA). Good
$5,700. Last week. "Endearing Younu
Charms" (RKO ) and "Salome Where
Danced" <U). satisfactory $5,400.

Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 60-85 1—
'Wonder Man" . (RKO). Still hold-
ing steady in seventh Week for about
SI 1.000.

Downtown (Ba)aban) (2,800: 60-90)

—"Don't Fence Me In" (Rep) and
"White Poiigo" (PRC), with Bill

Robinson. Marcy McGuire.: and The
Komniys on stage, (;ood $19,000. Last
week. "Behind City Lights" (M-G >.

with Charlie Barrict orch. Gil Mai-
soh. Wall Brccn. The Glenhs an
stage. Solid $21.000

'

wk). Good $15,000 for 18th week
ending last night (Tues.) and still

holds indel'. Last week slightly bet-
ter at $16,000.

I»ala«e (RKO) (1.7O0; 60-$l.20i—
"Yank Into Tokyo" (RKO) (lsl wk >.

Just fair $18,000 and. crowds on
Broadway didn't help Navy Day mat-
inees here: Last week. "Georga
Whites Scandals" (RKO> only $20.-
000 for end of 2nd week. "Yank"
booked 'for 13 days, then "Spanish
Main". (RKO), Nov. 6.

raramoanl (Par) (3.064: 7()-$1.20)

—"Dufly's Tavern" (Par) (9th wk );

Starts final week today (Wed.). Nice
S60.000 for week ending last night.
Andrews: Sisters. Tim Herbert. Vic
Schoen orch' wind uo stage show.
Previous week, $60,000. "Opening
Nov. 7. "Hold That Blonde" (Par ),

plus, on stage. Frank Sinatra and
Jan Savitt orch to celebrate 19th an-
niversary of house.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5.945; 60-$l.lOWWeekend at
Waldorf" (M-G ) and stage show (4th
wk). Still terrific for street's win-
ner at $125,000; Navy Day helped
night business here. Last week hit
same mark. Starts 5th week Thurs.
(Nov, 1) and holds.
Rialto (Mayer) (594: 35-R5 (—"Pur-

suit lo Algiers" (U) (1st Wk). Good
S9.000 for one-week run. Last week,
"Strange Holiday" (Elite), not ca-
oacity but worthy $9,000. Opening
Friday (2d) is "Strange Confession*'
(U>. •

' Kiroli (UA-Pai) (2.092: 60-$1.2»>
—"Love Letters" (Par) (10th wk).
Holding up nicely with hefty $33,000
and stay indef. Last week, climbed
to $38,000 because of increased night
biz., ,

oxv (20th) (5,886: 65-$1.10)—
"House on 92nd St." (20th) plus Co-
pacabana Revue on stage wound up
record run of five weeks last night
(Tues.) but slipped to $70,000. Last
week excellent $84,000. Opening to-
dav (Wed.) "And Then There Were
None" (20th.) and on stage Carl Ra-
va/./.a, Nicholas Bros.. Jay Jostyn
.('Mr, District; Attorney"), Dave
Apolion. ""'. "'" "

Slate (Loew's) (3.450: 43-$1.10)—
"Over 21" (Col) (2d run") with Bill

McCune orch and Harry Stockwell
on stage. Couldn't get near theatre
Navy Day because Broadway parade
crowds blocking lobby, only taking
$20,000 for frame. Last week. "In-
cendiary .Blonde"- (Par) (2d run),
okay $27,000. with. Phil Brito. Dor-
othy Doncgan. Johnny Morgan on
stage: Opening Thurs. (1st). '"Dan-
gerous Partners" <M-G) olus stage
show, John Calvert, Walter Dare
Wahl. Miguelilo Valdes.
Strand (WB) (2.756; 75-$1.20>—

"Mildred Pierce" (WB) and Russ
Morgan orch plus Three Stooges on
stage (5th wk). Winding up run
Thurs. to fine $51,000. Last week,
strom; at $50,000. Ooenins Fri.. ^Con-
fidential Agent" (WB) for run with
Vaughn MunrOe orch- on stage.

Victoria (Maurer) (720: 70-$ 1.20 »—
"14, All Came True-' (WB) (reissue)

(2d wk l. Holding big at $22,000 and
should be good for lour more weeks.
Last week, boff $23,000 but through
typo error figure given as $13,000.

Winter Garden (UA) (1.312: 60-

$1.50 >—"Blithe Spirit" (UA) (4th

wk). Sailors not very spiritual, so

only $22,000 for this session. Last

week belter matinees added un to

$28,000 total. Fifth week starts

Thurs. (1st) and continues indef.

'Kiss' Terrific 18G

To Set Indpk Pace
Indianapolis. Oct. 30.

It's feast or famine at local ticket

wickets this week, with two strong

attractions getting most of the gravy.

"Kiss and Tell." at Loew's. is one of

the big draws of the, year and a hold-

over 'is assured. ••Duffy's Tavern,"

at the Indiana; also is" gc'U'uVg Tm-
'

poi tant dough. >

F.sf mates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2.800:-.32-55)—

"First Yank Into Tokyo" (RKO) and
"Radio Stars on Parade" (RKO).
Only fair $9,000. Last week. "The
Great John L." (UA) and "Bedside-
Manners" (UA), so-so $10,500.

Indiana ( Katz-Dolle I (3.300; 32-55 V

—"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) and "A
Guy. a Gal and a Pal" (Col).

Saving $16,000. Last week. "Along
Came Jones" (RKO) and "Sleppiil'

in Society" (Rcpi; Sturdy $13,000.-

Keith's (Indie ) (1.200; 35-80.)—"Dr.
Cyclops" i reissue) (Par ) and vaude.

.

Oke $5,000 in weekend run.

Loew's (Loew's) (2.450: -35-55 )—
"Kiss and- Tell" (Col). Terri/ic S1R.-

000. . Last week. "The. Southerner"
(UA) and "Mr. Emmanuel" ( UA ),

thin $9,500.
'-.-'

Lyric ' K-iU-Dolle ) (1.600: 32-55 i—
"Along Came Jones" -(RKO ) and
"Rlenpiii" in Society" (Rep ). Slick
$6,000 on moveo\ , ci-. Last week,
"Rhausocly in Blue" ( WB ), oke' $5,500,
also on moveover.
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• Every fan in America is

going to know about Nixie in"She

Wouldn't Say Yes" through the magazine

' campaign in 58 publications reaching 200,000,000

readers . . . through the huge merchandising tie-ups

involving more than a thousand retail outlets.
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ADELE JERGENS - CHARLES WINNINGER
HARRY DAVENPORT - SARA HADEN

Screenplay by VIRGINIA VAN UPP, JOHN JACOBY and SARETT TOBIAS

Produced by Directed by

VIRGINIA VAN UPP -ALEXANDER HALL
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ABC Circulation—First 6 months 1945

1. TRUE CONFESSIONS ^1,959,3*7
(Bvt current salts arm wtl ovtr 2,000,000 copied

2. Mc CALL'S

t%» LADIES 1 HOME JOURNAL

f. WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION '
:
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'David O. Solziii.cli has "devisod

tiniquc production values for this Al-

lied Hitchcock-directed version of a

psyehcJbgica] mystery novel with

tlie result that top grosses should b:'

assured, especially in the first-runs.

Inmid Bcryman and Gregory Peel:

on the marquee arc Dltis factors also.

The story, employing as it does

psychiatry and psychoanalysis in a

minder mystery, would not lend il-

sclf for anything b_ut a skillfully

blended top budget product ion. Even
though these terms, and those more
clinical, flow through the diulog.-

donVlet the scientific words fool

you. While an adult picture all right,

beautifully played and photographed,
it's still for the women patrons.; con-
taining all the suspense and charac-
terization made to order lor them.

The science of analysis during
mental illness has been touched on
before in "Lady in the Dark." but
never the scientifically. "Spellbound"
is based on the novel. "The . House
of Dr. Edwardes," written by Hilary
St. George Saunders in eollaboral ion

with Leslie Palmer, and published
under the pseudonym of Francis
Eeeding. Alfred Hitchcock worked
wilh eminent English psychoanalysts
before the adaptation was turned
over to Ben Hecht for the screen-
play; •

.

Gregory Peck, suffering from am-
nesia, believes that he committed a

murder but has no memory of the
locale or circumstances surrounding
the crime. Ingrid Bergman as a psy-
chiatrist in love with Peck tries des-
perately to save him from punish-
ment for the crime she is certain he
could not have committed, and in do-
ing so risks her career and almost
her life. Both Peck's identity and
the solution to the mystery arc dis-

covered by psychoanalysis and Hie
most important solution stems from
the analysis of one of Peck's dreams.

Salvador Dal i designed the dream
sequence with all the aids of fu-
turism and surrealism in his sets.

These sets, chairs and tables have
human legs and roofs slope at 4fi-

degree angles into infinity. This is a
new screen treatment for the solu-
tion of a murder mystery by the
scientific interpretation of* dreams,
and the customers should be greatly
intrigued.
Some of the concluding action

takes place on a .ski run where the
suspense and accompanying musical
score create such a tension that the
audience at the preview was liter-
ally bound as by a spell.
Miss Bergman as the female psy-

chiatrist gives a beautiful character-
ization of the scientist who discovers
her heart really rules her in treat-
ing the mental ills . of the strange
youth she blindly defends. Peck han-
dles the suspense scenes wilh great
skill and has one of his finest screen
roles to date. An outstanding per-
formance is scored by Leo G. Car-
roll as the doctor who is a victim of
the ills he treats in his patients, and
his closing scene is one to bring .the
fans to the edge of their seals. John
Emery and Michael Chekhov turn, in

.
ii'W ".performances as the associate
doctors.'

'

Alfred Hitchcock has handled his
- players and action in suspenselul
' manner and. except for a feu- epi-
sodes of .much" 'scientific dialogue.

;

maintains a steady pace in keeping
the camera moving. Photography i.=

of the highest, as are the sels com-
mented upon above. •

Latest Sherlock Holmcser from
Universal will not disappoint albeit

slightly below par for the course.
Introduction of four songs adds a

novelty note in the detective meller
series. Marjorie Riordau sings three
of 'em and Nigel Bruce clears his

throat with "Loch Lomond" for at-',

eeptabl'e chuckles.
Action takes place for the most

part on ship bound for Algiers and
since this setting limits the action

somewhat there are lapses' wher*- the
yarn becomes too wordy. Produc-
tion values of ship sequence very
good, however. Naturally RatlVbpno
and Bruce are the focal points so the

tepid romance between Marjorie
Riordah" and Leslie Vincent is

secondary.
Basil Rathbone is expert as Holmes

and Bruce continues to"- blunder
along as the amiable Dr. Watson.
Marjorie Riordan is the thrush from
Brooklyn, an unwilling "agent for

jewel thieves. Vincent is heir to a
mythical kingdom! Rosalind Ivan
has a comedy characterization of an
athletic female passenger and chief

among the conspirators who board
the steamer at Lisbon is Martin
Koslcck.
Production, direction and camera

work are all okay within limitations

of story, and suspense is maintained
until hist footage.

Tin* S«'v<'iiUi Veil
(BR1TISII-MAI)E»
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3D PIC FOR N.Y. GARDEN
"The Man In Gray,'' Gainsborough

production being released by United
Artists under J. Arthur Rank deal,
is the third UA feature to play the
Winter Garden, New York, instead
ot "Adventure for Two." previously
scheduled.

'Johnny in the Clouds" goes into
the Garden, after the current "Blithe
Snirit."

Bobbysox svvoonat.rn fans and jive

hounds-—beware! For here—mag-
nificently and intelligently done—is

an exposition of the way English

kids are put and kept in their b'uee.

It's due for good b.o. on both sides

o( the Atlantic.
'

In adult American eyes the merci-

less discipline to which a teen-age,

sensitive orphan girl is subjected by
a grim bachelor guardian will doubt-

lessly smack or sadism. In England
"The Seventh Veil" should arouse, no
such audience reaction. Caning of

kids of both sexes by school teachers
is an everyday occurrence in

Britain, and in the home the inn
subjection of youth to age is also

plenty rigorous. So this pic w ui'd

be of major imoorlawcc if fur no
other reason—and there ar.a plenty—
than it brings into sharp contrast a

fundamental difference between the

two countries.
Presented bv General Film Dis-

tributors as a Sydncv Bo.s-Grtus

production, directed by Coniplon
Eennett. and scripted by Muriel end
Sydncv Box. "Veil" has for its b.o.

appeal only the names of ils two
stars,, Ann Todd and Janus Mason.
BUI the results of the team of tech-

nicians should make them all assume
a greater stature.
Aoart from the engrossing storv as

it surges swiftly to its tromendmi-
climax Iherc is* a feast of harniony

by Ihe London Symphony -Orchestra,

conducted' by Muir Mathieson. ac-

companying an uhidentiiled piano
virt.iii'sa—ostensihlv^JVlisS Todd

.

Ti'tfeM'efers. to the screen every
Ininvin uses to hurdle his innermost
thoughts. Like Salome, ordinary,

prflple' will remove one .
or two—ov

more—veils for the benefit of

friends, sweethearts, spous.s. But,

unlike Salome, nobody ever sheds

the seventh veil. -How Miss Todd is

made to do this is the backbone of

the .pic—and it« achievement .
is

(il inert niaghifibchtly.
Although primarily .Miss Todd's

pic. vvithotif in any wav dctractiiv.'

from her superb performance it

must be said that she has no mo-
nopoly of the acting honors.. Herbert
Lorn, the young Czech spotled a. year
aeo as a potential Valentino, gives

to the role of the psychiatrist—who

Miniature Reviews
"Spellbound" (Selznick-UA\

Psychological mystery drama,
starring Bergman. Peck, directed
by Hitchcock, good b.o.

, ''Pursuit to Algiers" (Songsi
(Ui. This OK Sherlock Holmescr
further distinguished by four.'

songs.

"The Seventh- Veil" (British ),

Ann Todd- and. James Mason in

British-made boxoffice click;

okay for U. S...

-'•; "Latin Quarter" (British).

British-made drama ' that'll go
only, in England, if there: ho
names for TX S.

"Skeppar Jansson (Swedishi.

Good Svensk film, should do
,
well in arty houses.

-

induces Miss Todd to cast aside the
seventh veil and bare her mind to

him—a degree of great authority.
Mason does more than hold his own.

:"-»'. T((!b.
.
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"Thunderbolt." distribution of

which is still to be decided by the

War Activities Committee cf the

Motion Picture Industry, seems anti-

climactic in view of the fact that

tactical procedure depicted in the

lilin has lost much of its timeliness

with the end. of the war. However,
film can serve the practical purpose
of acauainting the lay strategist with

a little known phase of operations,

and. more important, serve as a re-

minder anew that war is not a pretty

thing.
Film, itself, is a superior produc-

tion made in Technicolor from a 16,

mm. original photographed by auto-
matic cameras installed in various
parts of the combat Thunderbolts
used by the 57th Fighter Group based
in Corsica. Documentary concerns
the air operations surroueding the
American and British advance in

Itrly, The ground troops were
stymied at Cassino rftcr air assaults
leveled the city-. The fighter com-
mand then decided that air-power
was not used correctly and decided
In bomb enemy supply lines behind
the Gustav line. Thunderbolts
equipped with 501 lb. bombs, then
made bridges, railroads, roads and
shipping their targets, unt-'l enemy
vvrs weakened bv lack of supplies,
and t>iis effectively paved Hie vva"
for a 250-mile advance by the ground
troops.
Graphically the film can stand on

its own as a supporting film. Col.
Wyler. now a civilian, directed so
that human interest -was not lost,

despite nccent on the combat onora-
tiors. Pvoduc'ion sneer's lot of
time w'th the clean-cut kids com-
prising the. fie liter ivrouo. "s a subtle
iori" of saying, "bon't let i' ivip.

pen .again.'' Jose.

(BRITISH-MAnE)
. London. Oct. 17.
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Leekinf in name values for the
U. S. "Latin Quarter" will hit a

; ood number of British provincial'
screens. But this is no meritorious
adjriitibn to native product.
Derrick -de Marncy. starred, is

also resoeiate producer. Produc-
tion is adequate. Opposite him—as

a homicidal maniac sculptor—is tall,

cadaverous •very English-looking
Beresford Egan. who makes ho at-

tempt Whatever to live up to the
name of the character—Minetti. He
suggests an Italian about as much
as a ..glass of pale ale: Frederick
Valk. in his usual role as an omnis"
[Ki i t psycftiutrjsl ;—;1though this
breed hadn't, hit. the headlines .in

111!.!.'!, period of the pie—turns in a
workmanlike p'crformatice. sorely
handicapped as. .he is by dialog
studded with cliches. Joan Green-
wood, as the ballet dancer who turns
niof'el only to be strangled by the
sculptor, is easy to look at.

Direction by Vernon S<-wcli

matches the. script of his authorship.
Except for two utterly ext'tmcoit •

sequeneesr—a long, drawn-out ballel

rehearsiil and a hysterical masquer-
ade party in which nearly-nude girl

guests are carried about on the
shoulders of semi-nude young souses
—the director's tempo, is funer." Ily

slow. -. - Tfilb.

Inside Stuff-Pictures
John Chapman, in his Sunday (28 » N. Y. Daily News column, la-shed out

against program listing of actors in Broadway shows "by special arrange-
ment with" film producers or agents. With a bow to VAHirrv—"this pieea
is appearing by special arrangement vvlth V.vrikty which gave me the idea"
—Chapman went on seriously to say he was tired of reading such credit
lines, claiming that whenever he did, he couldn't help losing some interest

in the player and the play. . ..
'.

"For .1 know." he said, "that if the show is a bit. the player will be
called back for a movie contract before* the year's or two years' run is

oyer, and that the chances arc that Chicago and other generous followers
of the stage won't be allowed to see the little-darling or handsome lug on
tour." Chapman admitted that good roles are"actor-proof, "but it is human
to want to, see a show, if it's a big hit, with its original cast, and

:

road
cities have been complaining for two .generations about aecond-hand com-
panies, masquerading as 'the Original Broadway Cast'."

War and Navy depts. revealed last week that Lt. Joseph P. Kennedy, jr.,

son of the former -showman aiid ambassador to Great Britain, was killed.

Aug. 12. 1944, when his radio-controlled Liberator explodsd over England.
Co-pilot Lt. Will'ord J. Willy. Fort Worth, also died in the explosion, aiid
both received the Navy Cross posthumously last February.' but details bX
their deaths had been withhold. '-'.':

Rigged as a i emote-coutrol plane, 'Liberator was crammed with . 11 tons
of explosives which Kennedy and Wiily wci e to

:
fly over aii English; field •

iliid then bail out,-' Two patrol bombers were then to set the explosives'
fuses and aim the Liberator at a German V-2-.'-launching site on the Nor-
mandy coast, Navy inquiry- into the, - cause of the explosion was incon- •

elusive. -.'."',' :.'.'..'.'••':•
':'

Nelson Rockefeller elected chairman of Rockefeller. Center's board of
directors and Barton P. Turnbull succeeded him as president at a board
meetin.e Thursday (25).- Rdckofelk r recently returned to the Center alter
five years' leave of absence, during which he cerved as coordinator of

:

Inter-American Affairs and Ass't Secretary of Slate iii charge'*oi: American
Republic affairs. Hugh S.- Robertson continues as executive manager of
the Center. -.;''

• ;:, . .

.'

Paramount Studio Club is. sending 388 Christmas boxes to studio em-
ployees now in the armed forces, although the war is over. To date 78
packages have beeii sent to soldiers in the European and Pacific areas.
Those for sailors, coast guardsmen and marines will be dispatched this
week. Shipment to former Paramount workers stationed in the United

,

States will be made on or before Dec. 1. Number is smaller this year
because of recent discharges. .

-
,

•

''

Marines don't go in for film, acting, according to a survey by. Do-re
Schary, producer, and Edward Dmytryk. director, who tried to line up a
cast of young Leathernecks for. speaking roles in "The Dream of Home."
Result was 14 Army veterans, three from the Navy, three from the Mer-*
chant Marine and one from the Royal Canadian Air. Force, but .not one
Marine. Top male roles will be played by Guy Madison, just out. of the
Navy, and Bob Mitchum, recently released from the Army.

New device to speed up Technicolor, cameras has beep invented by
George Sidney. Metro director, for his forthcoming picture, "Cabbages and
Kings." Heretofore Technicolor; with its three colors, has not been able
to- register fast movement with any. degree of certainty. Sidney lias

devised several photographic im.irovements currently in use in the motion
picture industry. - One

. of; them- is '-known- rs' the "Marcsphere camera,"
used for underwater shooting in Metro's "Bathing Beauty,"

Universal spent three days on rehearsals of thespians. musicians, special
effects men and mechanical crews for one, complicated shot in "Because
of Him." Action runs continuously tor 5Vs minutes, with Deanna Durbin
and Franchot Tone leaving a hotel room and traveling down an elevator
to the lobby and out through the revolving door. Shot is even hiore com-
plicated by Miss Durbin s singing of Tosli's "Goodbye."

So many sets and so much detailed art work will be required fur the
Frank Ross production of the Lloyd C. Douglas book, "The Robe." at RKO
that filming will not be able to start until at least five months after the
end of the studio strike. Ross has completed the screenplay, except for a
^jnal polish, but must await solution of the current labor problems- before
getting under way on art and set designing,

Church tower built by International for its New England picture, "The
S.tranger," is the highest set erected on a film lot since the war began.
Tower.reaches a height of 125 feet, the limit under the Los Angeles build-
ing code for motion picture layouts. Structure is permanent and cost

$100,000. Highest set in Hollywood history was built by D. W. Gri.Tth for

an ancient sequence in "Intolerance."
.

Odd situation on "Connecticut." *Vvith two houses publishing unrelated

tunes bearing the same title'. Variety Music, a Robbins-Melro Subsidiary, is

promoting one by Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane, writers of "The Trolley

Song." while Abner Silver's* Starlight Music published a similarly titled

tune by Nick and Charles Kenny last month. Silver isn't a member of

MPPA, hence not restricted in. ils u^e of the title.

Latest March of Time. "18 Million Orphans." deals with the present pre-

dicament of the Filipinos, who are to be given their independence next
July. Title is derived from the fact that the islands are in a desperate con-

dition after the war, but the United Siaies hasn't decided yet how much help

to give them once they are released from their roles as a U. S. protectorate.

Ski'ji|»2ir JaiiNNon
("Skipper .laiisson")
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. "SkOppar Jiinsson" is- the gay sKu-.v.

[.'•of, a '
coilniving old sea-dog who ic-

i turns from fie stweir se^-f jtisulojig
i enough to. set things straight in his

i
little native village—and then .sets

sail again. Written, directed and
sli.rred in by Sigurd Wallen. noted
Swedish character actor, it's one of
the best new Swedish film's ar.d

I
should do- top biz in the arty houses.
'Picture is filled with the sally humor.

I
of

. the Swedish archipelago's fisher-

lolk and where the English sub-

|
titles leave much to , be desired, ex-
cellent acting makes the simple plot

I easy enough to follow.
I Story revolves around Skipper
1 Jansson (Wallen i, an almost lcgcnd-

;ry character to his native, villagers

because of his reputed exploit* on
the high seas. Returning to the vil-

lage after having allegedly discov-

ered buried treasure in Bermuda,
Jansson finds the two fanfilies to

Whom he's related feuding over the

deed rights to a field conncctiuij

their two farms. Naturally, the son
of one family loves the daughter of

the other family and naturally, leo,
t

both families play up to Janssofi,

hoping some day to get a cut of his

money. It turns out. however, that

what the skipper has brought back
rrom his travels is not pirate treas-

ure but some simple philosophy and
the ownership deed to the d'spt ted
field, both of which he uses in pur-:-

su::dlng his relations linall.v to

-.-Jifti'lT each other Over a Swedish
schnapps;

Wallen. is excellent irftherler.tl rc.Te

and his skillful direct'on keeps the
pace consistently fast. Douglas Huge,
lending

,
just the right touch to his

portrayal of . the
.
.skipper's senti-

mental old crony, runs him. a ch>se
second for lop acting honors. The
sweeping panoramas,of the Swedish
island and fjords are an eye-treat.

Good bet for Hollywood: winsome
Gunnel Brostrom. doing a fine job
;>s the gal frpm Stockholm, who tries

to lure the fisher-boy avsay from
his hometown sweetheart.
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Capitol, X. Y.
Los Brown Orch <18) irilh Doris

Day, "Batch" Stone, "StnmDU''
Brown; Caudsmilh Bros.. Kenny
Yoti>lj>»t(M; "Kiss miri Tell". (Col)

reviewed in Variety. Scpf. 12. 111.45,

N Y.
is. ap-
show,
i Col).

'

Tliat 'the act situation '
m

theatres is not good current ly

parent in this new stage

coupled to "Kiss and ".Tell
_

Cap uses a dog act on its pit .elevator,

the lype that normally plays Loews
State While the turn, consisting 01 the

Caud'smith Bros, and two
.

French

poodles sets -'.over, .solidly, lf.doesnt

seem to tit the house and seems to

have difficulty performing i s vaned
tricks Nevertheless, the gags ol the

men and the antics of tile hi'ihly-

trained pooches, capped by. a threc-

iri'.'h stand with a mult on top. con-

viiiced a full-house when caught -that

jt.had been entertained.
_

Les Brown's bis. hand, consist ins ot

five trumpets, four tromnoi.es. live

sax and three rhythm, plus the lead-

er's clarinet and son. is a crack

combo. It delivers, excellent music

and breaks tip the pace nicely with

a couple of turns by Butch - Stone,

and Stumpy Brown, the .
maesiro's which

young brother, who pli'ys trombone. Hieing

These two combine, in leathered cos

movins into "Flyin' Home." Final,

number is beat out for. lull 10 min-
utes followed by three and a half

minute encore to leave Hie ptttroits

happy. It's live leader's personal
showmanship and antics even more
than his- music that srab attention

and sell his particular brand of

rhythm.
Dinah Washington, oreb's sleepy-

eyed vocalist, gives' top selling 10

"Atchison. Topoka and Santa Fe"
and "If I Love You." Another
canary. Madalyn Green, is on for

"No Can Do" lor lair results. Rim-
mer Sisters are a pairof. fast tap
dancers that pleased. Red and Cur-
ley, comic dancers, -complete the bill.

';
.'. Brog,

Oi-|»Im'iiiii. Mftls.
2«.Minneapolis', O. i

.Coiyiit Bils'tH Orch-'< 17.1 irit/i Ann I Vocal
Moore & James .Rush !>!{». Shuf-M-I sized

Daris. Dust;/ F etcher., Three Rock
els.- "Lore, -Honor and; Goodbye
illep).

It

i Count
a belated lirsi vis.il here fur

Basic,' but: the manlier in

his fame has preceded him is

attested by the lar.se outpour-
nri ovations to greet hi hi . His

throes, ib work over the new novelty

sons "Chickcry Chick" -and the pice
winds up as tiie highlight of the en-

tire hour's business.

Brown s. arts 0(1' with. "Hip. Skip
and a Jump,", then, lends witli his ace.

Doris Bav> perhaps the oulstandins
band vocalist of the day. from several

angles i any camera angle would look for

sood on this sal ). doing "Sentimental his

Journey." "Paper Moon" and "That's

for Me." Following the dog turn,

there's a blues medley, activated of

course, by Gershwin's "Rhapsody."
and including "Serenade in Blue,"

"Blue Skies." e:c. As a finale to the

band's main part, there's a produc-
tion bit built around Brown's ar-

rangement of 'B'zet Has His Day."
affording the drummer a eye-catchy
-solo using phosphorOscently-treated
sticks.'

Henny Youngnian rounds out the
show. In the past, this gity has been
guilty of too much old material. This
lime, however, he combines the crack
''Heath cliff" routine and sundry
strong oldies' with .sonic good new
stuff, a Darftdy on "Atchison. Topeka
Santa Fe" and another of Chopin's
"Polonaise." and winds up strong.
He gets a cons'ant flow of lau"hs
through his material despite the fact
that this show he messed up a- couple
good cracks with bad timing.

Wood.

ItKO. Itosioii
• Boston, Oct. 26.

Andjj Kirk Orch (171, Business
Men of Rhythm (21. Jinimie Rogers,
.King Cole Trio; "Johnny Angel"
<RKO> .

:"

Andy Kirk band. evidently
powerhouse with young teeners,
anchors current show starring King
Cole Trio, and clicks okay from the

tuneoutset, which appears to be
called "Together."
General idea of band here is. to

haul off and flatten all ears, with
enough decibels to endanger ma-
sonry.. Everybody roars up and
down the scale, puffing and huffing
like mad through such bouillabaise.s
as "Give Me Some Meat'' while six
or eight brass bear down on heavily
augmented chords. It makes a good
deal of sense to any one under 15.

but the late evening crowds don't
set it. Beverly White docs "What
More." "I'm Gonna Love That Guy"
and "Somebody's Got to Go" and
clicks mightily.

Business Men of Rhythm do usual
taps (tnale-ing with tumbles and
falls, and Jimmie Rogers does "Har-
lem Yank." "Fla-ga-la-pa" and
"Good Deal" for a nice recepsh.
King Cole Trio takes most of the
kudos with their neatly patterned
and rhythmically vital stuff, in
which the melodic line, though in-
.ventively embroidered, is always
there. They do "We Three." "Era-
braceable You." "If You Can Smile"
and so on. for socko plaudits.

Big' crowd at opener and biz
steady lor h.o. of film "Johnny
Angel." ; Etie.

Oi'|»Im*uiii, :;•

Los Angeles. Oct. 26.

Lionel Hampton's Orch (19) /ear
hiring Dinah Washington, Herbie
Fields, Madalyn Green; Rimmer Sis-

ters -<2j," Red & Curlcy; -Dangerous
imritder '. ' PRO,

hot swing band lops a fast moving.,
lively sepia, revue studded with
boogie woogie and hoi jive, blues
and oilier singing al their best,. red-

hot stepping and ' a bit of (unmak-
ing. It all proves palatable, espe-

cially to jive addicts.

Basie demonstrates convincingly
localitcs on this occasion why
aggregation is rated superior in

its particular, field. Every number
is a miniature, jam session, with the

Count performing at the piano and
individuals and groups spotlighted.
The Basic arrangement of his mu-
sicians, with (ho eight brass on- one
side of the Count in the center and
the five saxes and three rhythms on
the other, seems to produce swing
that's not. only infectious with a

smattering of tunefulness to some of

it. but rhythmically flawless.

The Count's own arrangement of
"B Flat" is a sizzling starter. Then
Shorts Davis displays skill, speed
and endurance during his unusual
tap routines that include some acro-
batics and hand-and-foot hoppihg.
"Tipping on the Q.T.' is another tor-
rid band number preceding the ap-
pearance of Ann Moore, jive song-
stress, who enlivens the already
lively proceedings with "Jivin Joe
Jackson' Joe Jackson" and then a
ballad. "Devil' and Deep Blue Sea,"
also neatly handled.
"Red Bank Boogie" features Basic

at. the piano ' and. of course, he's
plenty good dishing out the boogie
woogie. Dusty Fletcher returns to
spill laughs, his drunk portrayal,
business with the ladder and eccen-
tric dancing being as funny as ever.
Illinois Jackie hits a jam pack with
a bit of extraordinary saxophohing
for "Jumpin' al. the Woodsidc." Then
Cat, roly polv Jimmy Rushing slops
the show with inimitable, and orig-
inal blues vocalizing, both of his
numbers, "Jimmy;* Blues" and
"Boogie Woogie." landing solidly.
The Three Rockets are ace precision
tapsters who also •,induce consider-
able hand clappins and other ap-
proval demonstrations. The band

State, X. V.
Bill AlrCime Orch Willi Belli/

Buckncr and Tiny Morris; Harry
Siocku-ell, June Lorraine. Wilder
Nielson, Lee Davis; "Over 21" Col).

Stale, this week, comes up with a

pretty bland vaude presentation that

fails "to bring an overall punch be-

cause of even quality of perform-
ances and a .steady succession of

singles which needs the punchier

shoVbacking of Ruby Zwerling's
house orch and some, reroutining to

bring out greater effectiveness.
Band on lap is that of Bill Mc-

Cutie, who impresses a.; having en-

larged a cocktail unit to a 12-nian

crew that isn't heavy enough to till

the house musically. His straight

musical pieces are workmanlike but
unexciting, while the. pop-bottle con-
certo isn't -strong enough to- carry."

arc by Tiny. Morris, a king-
chap.

.
who also stresses the

I novelty department without major

|
effect .Oil the house, and Betty Buck-
ner. a nice-looking item who passes
iiu'ister with "Love Letters." .

Ho;td|iher' is Harry Stoekwell.-late
of "Marinka" and "Oklahoma!", who
wasn't up to par . at., show, eaughl.

I

When leaving the musical numbers;
"Oklahoma!" and "If J Loved You."
lie flattens out "Navajo Trail." "Till

End of Time" and "Bell-Bottomed
Trousers." latter being a faulty se-

lection, orch haying opened with
that number as a Navy Day tribute
to tars present.

Bulk of the entertainment vita-

mins are by June Lorraine and Wal-
ter Nfclson: . Miss Lorraine's imper-
sonations are laugh provoking, while
.Nielsen's trick unicyelirt.s is good for
similar results. Bunching these two
acts at the beginning of the show
made a stronger start, but .subse-
quent acts couldn't keep up the pace.
Lineup is comqje'.ed by Lee Davis,

comic, still in dire need of material.
•

. Jose.

working and routines are mixed with
clever lifts and turns,
Nonchalaht's knockabout acrobatics

spiced with comedy chatter are
standard and go over big. Mofy.

f'npiiol, WjisIi.
Wnshiitprpn, Oel, '25.

| Pamela Brit ton, Arthur Blake, Kd-
ivurds Bros., Roy Douglas, Sam Jack
Kaufman's House Orch; "The House
on 92d Street i20lh>.

Stage show goes nautical this week,
with the orchestra dressed in Navy
blue. Dwight Rover, William Ray-
mond, Gene Archer and James Beery
sing sea chanteys, including "Halsey.
Nimilz and Me."
Pamela Britton, songstress from

films.- clicks for solid hand with
"Bring On the Men," .-"I'm Gonna
Love That Guy" and. others to slop
the show.
Arthur Blake lampoons Hollywood

notables. His satirical impressions of

Belte Davis, Frank Morgan, Katha-
rine Hepburn, Gypsy. Rose Lee;
Lionel Barry more and others go over
big. Act is solid all the way.
Edwards brothers cohtrib nimble

acrobats and tumbling .that wins,
heavy milting.

;

';
' .' :;•:;' •

Roy Douglas, and his dummy Ed-
ward, swap swift patter. The humor
is above average for this type of act.

Both duct a number, for getaway to
plenty of applause, A ike,.

ftarttv IMiilly
Phi/tidelphio,*Ocl. 30.

lohnny (Seal) Dnuis Orch uiith

Dinuiy Bn.vtcr, Satlw Lang, Beatrice
Kay, Ladd Lyon, Jeanne Blanche;
Men in Her Diary" ft/).

Nobody sleeps in the audience
when Beatrice Kay is on the stage.
And you can't exactly hap when
Johnny (Seat) Davis is whipping
thing's up. Between the two there's
very little lag. in the current Earle
offering.
Miss Kay, abetted -by her talented

pianist-husband. Sylvan Green, holds
down the closing spot of the fast-

morning bill and the tiny sal has to

do two encores before she's allowed
to beg off.

Teeing off with a comic novelty
titled. "They Stuck Me With a
Bustle." she follows it up with "Eva
Tansuay's "I Don't Care." "Put Your
Arms Around Me." a tear-jerker
lagged "Saloon." and winds things
up with "Take Me Out to the Ball-
game." Her ad-libs, asides with or-
chestra-leader Davis, get a hilarious
response from the pew-hblders. She's
dynamite for any bill.

Maestro Davis sets the mood for
Miss Kay with his robust scat-sing-
ling of old faves like "The Sheik."
I

"I Can't Give You Anything But

.V«ianiM, Newark
Newark, Oct. 25.

Charlie Spioalc Orch (. 16 ) teilh

Jimmy Sauiiders; Sybil Bowau, Coco,
[Steve lc Eddy, Lyn Shirley; "Rilch-

|

hike, to Happiness" (Rep).

Charlie Spivak orch toplines bill

and is wowing them as usual. He
makes 'em sit up and take notice
when he gets his valve horn going
on "Summertime'' and "Santa
Lucia." .

For straight work the orch digs
into "Danny Boy," "Caldonia" and
"Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe."
with plenty of bounce and an espe-
cially good trombone section.
Jimmy Saunders, vocalist of the

outfit, really sends with "A Long.
Long Time." "End of Time." "There
Must Be a Way." "Beautiful Lady,"
"Smoke Gets in Your Eyes" and
"Santa Lucia," backing Spivak. Off
to neat hand.

.

Sybil Bowan scores with socko
material, including sharp impreshes
of a Nordic prima donna, a volun-
teer nurse, Bea Lillie doing "I've
Been to a Wonderful Party'
Gracie Fields yelling about
ter" for solid returns.

Coco. Steve and Eddy go
nicely in amusing acrobatics.
Shirley, fetching in light blue scan
ties, contribs neat dance routine.

[Iran.

Apollo, N. V.
Geonjie Auld Orch i|5) triifi

Lynn- Stevens; Red Caps iU). Ted
Kelly, George Williams & Roseoe
Dyla. Hop, Skip and Jump; Bculuh
Bryant; "Lady Confesses" (PRC).

When an ofay band plays tin's

Harlem house, it has to be a par-
ticularly strong unit liberally sprin-
kled with expert jazzmen. The
Georgie Auld outfit didn't quite
make the grade, being weak in lone
and coordination when caught open-
ing (Friday) night. Auld himself is

an expert saxist, but everytime one
of the crew soloed, results were dis-

appointing. Lynn Stevens, band
I warbler, does an ordinary job.

Rest of the bill is colored. The
Red Caps are a solid vocal act who
register; on showmanship as 'well , as
warbling quality. Already we.tl-

I

established locally in the jukeboxes,
they render. "Who Threw Whiskey In

Well." "Accentuate P o s i I i v e . '

'

"Learned a Lesson" and "I'd Do It

All Over Again."
"

j
Bctilah Bryant is' a singer ot sorts

'who depends on her' mountainous

j

figure and sex lyrics of the uiisubtle

variety to sell her.. In any case she
I went over nicely * when caught.

Williams' and Dyla,'two-man team,

inject the comedy relief for near-,

show-stopping ' results,.: They have
smooth delivery and their mussing
and timing are lots better than some
of their, gags.
Lineup has two tap acts, one a

single by Ted .Kelly, who was ob-

viously suffering from stage I right,

but who knocked himself out-on a

long, albeit, steadily smart routine.

Other tap chores rendered by Hop,

Skip and Jump, a vevy neat and

precise male threesome who appear

a natural for downtown theatres.

Band plays "Airmail Special.

"Concerto for Tenor," and "Stomp-

ing At The Savoy." Crew was gen-

erally inattentive to acts, following

the lead of Auld, who was offstage

more than he was on. - '„
.

26.

The
Toy
Lou
Wit-

' and
"Wal-

over
Lyn

Kchli's. Inilpl*.
Indianapolis, pel. 27.

j

Prof. Backwards, 3 Melodetlas,
[Ford, Harris & Jones, Cliff Winehill.
i Four Skating Macks; "Dr. Cyclops"
"reissue) i Par).

winds up. proceedings warmly with
|"One o'clock Jump."

In addition to performing al the
j

piano, Basie emcees the, show, in a I

commcndably restrained fashion
that's in good taste. Rees.

Orpbeum is packed with rhythm
fans Ibis week to see Lionel Hamp-
ton and. bis orchestra give, out with

' the hot notes. From his opener- with
"Airmail. Special, a driving, rhyth-
mic, piece. Hampton nevcr.--lefs tip

on his specialties. Curtain rings

down after sustained "Flyin' Home"
to wrap up a satisfying show that
gives full' money's worth. —

;

. '.'Airmail" holds spotlight for close

to eight minutes liefore Herbie
Fields, featured .saxophonist, fakes
over on "Stardust." Next band spot
is Hampton's piano solo on '."Hump's
Boogie Woogie." followed by "Hey,
Baba—Re-Bop." Latter piece is not
as sharp as predecessors until Hamp-
ton and his bass man takes over, and
winds up with a drum duel between
leader and oven's regular skin-

bejater. Hamplon also solos "Body
. «nd Soul" on the vibra-harp before

Xalional. I.'ville
Lonisnille. Oel. 26.

Tale's Canines, .Jim Penman &
Co.. Bill Casledo. Southern Sisters,
The Shuberts. Rinehart. magician,
Joe & Wanda. Joe Demon: "Shadow
of Terror" ( PRC) and "Dangerous
Intruder" (PRC),

It s a long bill this week, what
with eight acts of vaude turns and
dual film program, but the customers
don't get restless.

Shuberts. male and femmc contor-
tionists, go Over nicely as openers.
Next on are Joe and Wanda, dance
team, who contrib a neat routine of
stepping that's plenty okay.
Joe Denton, tenor, clicks with his

warbling of "How Deep Is the.
Ocean.'' "If I Loved You." and "You
Made Me Love You."
Standout of the bill is Rinehart.

magician, who has been playing local
niterics. Makes neat appearance in
top hat and tails, and his femmc as-
sistant is plenty easy on the eyes.
He does three routines, opening with
card tricks, plenty slick and smooth,
followed by cigarette manipulating.
Closes with rising . card tj-ick to
garner nifty hand.

Bill Castc.Mo. in exaggerated G.l.
garb, tells some old gags, and sings
a song anent coming home to the

I U.S.A. Folks here liked it okay, but
his stuff seems geared more for sol-
dier audiences. Southern Sisters
"register with their aero-dance 'stuff,

and Tate's Comedy Canines get over
big With the kids in (lie audience.
Elders liked 'ein.' too, particularly
the dog which could apparently add
and subtract. .

Jim Penman m.c.'s the show, and
does his own turn, a juggling ses-
sion that's okay. Handles rubber
balls skillfully, but his running line

of corny gags were what the cus-
tomers liked most.
Lower floor filled at last show Fri-

day (26). ' • Hold.

Love" and "Caldonia.'
Danny Baxter. lays aside. his horn

for a turn at the mike with okay
warbling of a couple of ballads.
Blonde Sally Lang takes care of the
femme voealing ably.
Jeanne Blanche does a fair turn

at dancing after essaying a tune at
the mike.-
Ladd Lyon and an unbilled stooge

present a clever and unusual bal-
ancing act which Ladd winds up
with an odd bit of tap-dancing on
his hands. S(i«(.

Oriental, Chi
Chicago; Oct. 25.

Allen Jones, Consolo & Melba,
Gil Maisou, Nonchalants (3). 5 Wil-
lys;- "Blood. On-fhe Sun" tVA).

Following a series of band shows,
management is presenting a straight
vaudeville layout for the second of
its longer run shows under new
policy in. conjunction with first-run I j»y.'{f~^«£' Xiuie

V
'SItt«f8

United Artists product. Current bill

headed by Allan Jones, is in for
three weeks.

Despite fact that Jones labored
under the handicap of a heavy cold,
he manages to wham over a healthy
hit with his singing of "June Is

Bustin' Out All Over." "This Heart
of Mine,-';'- "Night and. Day." "If I

j

Love Y-ou" if.id .6* <'tHft'sc; ." '©a^key
£

Serenade."
Five Willys give bill a fast start

ft ith
.
their, flashy Indian club and

I

colorful radium.-.lreated hoop .jug-
gling. Outstanding is still the two-
high juggling trick on unsupported

!

ladders. A hit,

Gil Maison. keeps the. laughs roll-
ing with a smartly-paced and nicely
cued routine with a monkey and sev-
eral dogs-.ranging from a Mexican
hairless to a Great Dane. Couple oif

balancing and acrobatic tricks' are
done with the monkey and dogs, but
act is geared mostly on Maison's
chatter with the animals and .their
ignoring of his commands. Clicks,
Consola and Melba register with a

neat routine of dance patterns, open-
ing with a smooth waltz followed by
a sprightly routine to "Turkey in the
Straw" and then one to "Vieni Su"
and closing with a. Mexican polka.
Cbuple have an easy manner of

Keith's, which dropped vaudeville
for the summer, took it up again to

start the current, stanza. It offers a

neat five act bill with emphasis on
comedy. Biggest response is won by
Professor Backwards.- who -amuses
cm with a line of drawled-oilt gags
and then amazes em with his knack
of pronouncing and spelling words
backwards.
Clyde Winehill. who doubles as

emcee, keeps the house in chuckles
with his brand of dry humor. He's a

versatile chap who goes in for nov-
elty uongs and ventriloquism on the
side, finishing turn by pacing- his
dummy through "When Irish Eyes
Are Smiling" while smoking a
cigar.

Ford. Harris and Jones, dance
team plenty fast on the feet, close
the show in fine style. Four Skating
Macks, featuring some speedy and
hazardous routines on wheels, get it

off to a lively start in the opener.
Three Melodettes. an attractive har-
mony trio, register nicely in "The
Joint Is Really Jumpin' Down at
Carnegie Hall," ''Sentimental Jotir-

and

i'liieago, Mil
Chicaoo, Oct.

Thiiifc-u - Drink .Hoffman.

Pitchmen 13), Paul Remos &

Boys (3), Eddie Osborne,

Breese Orch (15) with Jevu

liams; "Dolly Sisters" (20tli>.

Fourth week holdover of "Dolly

Sisters" necessitated booking ol new
stage show lor final' stanza of inter,

and layout proves entertaining fare

with Think-a-Drink Hoffman as

headliner.' World's highest paid bar-

tender, as he continues to be known,
working before a small bar and,

aided by two femines, amazes the

payees with quick concoctions of

any drink they call for. A solid hit.

Paul Remos and midgets contribute

tap dancing by the boys, balancing

and aerobatics, tops of which is a

baekbend by one of the midgets as

he is balanced by Remos and the

mouth-to-mouth trick with sticks,

closing with the boys playing the

xylophone and doing acrobatics atop

a novelty apparatus for hefty returns.

Eddie' Osborne, making his first

appearance since leaving the Navy,
is tops at the Hammond organ on
"Hawaiian War Chant," "Ca.-ey

Jones" with trimmings and a medley
of college and service songs tor neat

milting. The Pitchmen click with

their, kazooing, particularly when
they do impressions of Clyde Mc-
Coy. Henry Busse, Wayne King and
Guy Lombardo.
Opening the show Lou Breese and

orch plays "Gotta Be This Or That"
and Jean Williams vocalizes on "Till

the End of Time" and then accom-
panies herself on the piano for

'Paper Moon" to nice applause.
Mortf.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, Oct. 26.

Al Fisher, leith Tiny and Lou;
Victoria Troupe (4). Mel Murray,
Jack Leonard, Hermanos Williams

Trio, Les Rhode House Orch (ID.

Boogie-Woogie Bugle Boy.'
Biz fair when caught. Corb.

Tower, K. C
Kansas City, Oct, 26.

King tc Zorita, Don. Marlowe,
Mipiione, Bill King. Tower Orch (9)

with Mike Carll and Frank Alunun;
.'.'.Whiju, Gitls -I>n,ns., Ffouie" i.PRG)
and "Beautiful Cheat" \X11.

Plenty of variety in the 40-mihut.e
layout on tap at the Tower this
week;
Tower orch. with Mike Carll and :

his , trumpet, open show with "I'll

Buy That Dream." Frank Altman
tenors, the vocal effectively;

Bill King, juggler, breezes through
a fast se.sh with Indian clubs and
balls, and gives way to, Mlgrtoiie.
nifty control terper. who registers
with her agility and poise.
Don Marlowe, who doubles as

ni.C.. gels laughs with a .running lire

of gags in his own spot
King and Zorita 'close with a

psychic demonstration: Working
(iiit in the aisles, man Tires questions
from stubholders to be, answered by
woman, blindfolded, on stage. All
gagged up for plenty of fun.
"Biz good when caught. Earl. 'act.

Current bill is an odd blend of

ntfery acts (from local spots) and

vaude, with the recruits from the

former scoring in surprise fashion.

Al Fisher, with Tiny and Lou. jit-

terbug trio, booked in from Kitty

Davis', click nicely. Fisher, a nice-

looking lad, was a bit blue in the

first show (cleaned up for subse-

quent performances) and garnered

plenty of laughs. Heckling routine

from audience by his mite-sized part-

ners also adds to merriment. Panto
routine by Fisher and Lou. with An-
'u"rewS' !'.Sisters'. "rei!bi'o'ing'"bf •Massa-

chusetts" backgrounding, solid. Trip
finish with torrid terp routine for.

plenty applause. '..
'.'

.

Victoria Troupe (4), English
cycling act (reported first to bit the

U. S. since war), won't lack work in

this country. Their standard stuff

on wheels is done well and sends
them away to heavy applause.
Another recruit from the bistros.

Mel Murray, turns in a dynamic stint

on the piano, combining singing with
ivory pounding that has the audience
yelling for more.
Topping bill is Jack Leonard, ro-

tund comic, 'who does a nice job

introing the acts. Also clicks in own
spot with fresh line Of gags and
songs.
Hermanos Williams trio close. Cos-

1 timed gaticho type, the male mem-
bers hand-balance, with femme -sing-

ing Lafinairs. All adds up to neat
Soil.
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Cut Trust Trial to 4 Weeks
Continued fruni pasc 8

dent of Fox since 1942; that he and

his brothers; George, head of. Skou-

ra< Theatres Corp., and Charles, own

5(>'V of Skouras. Corp. and the other

50'V is owned by Metropolitan Play-

houses. Inc. The only connection

Fox has with Skouras Theatres, is

on a franchise for exhibition of Fox

Films at its theatre interests, which

expire in 1948. .

Testimony further

slated thai Skouras. and his brothers

have no interest in Randforce

Amusement Co. The only connec-

tion' is on a similar contract. The

franchise agreements were made in

1931. RandfOrce is controlled by

Metropolitan and , Samuel Rinzler

and Associates, each having a 50%
share.

Caskey called William J. K upper,

general sales manager of 20th. who
testified in great length to the work-

ings of the sales department of Fox.

telling about the money spent for

advertising and exploitation of Fox

film, [';'. / .^' ;..;.': '/
:

Government counsel objected to

the line of questioning but was over-

ruled by Judge Hand, allowing Kup-

per ..to continue. Caskey explained

his procedure, in order to show that

there was competition among all

distributors. Kupper, describing li-

censing and clearance policies of Fox,

first run pictures, said. "We treat

them all alike, whether they are in-

dependent exhibitor, Paramount af-

filiates, or theatre operators affili-

ated with the defendant producers."

He testified that at the present

time. 18.4(58 theatres are in opera-

tion, with Fox licensing close to 16,-

000 on some pictures, and as low as

5,000 on others.

During 1943-44 season, he said,

"Sweet Rosie O'Grady," a Fox film,

was exhibited at 15.527 theatres,

with 12.208 on percentage basis.

"Heaven Can Wait" in 15.000 the-

atres. "Buffalo Bill," 15,582 and "The
Suliivaris." 15,640- theatres, with
about 75'.'; on a percentage or par-

ticipating arrangement. He. also

stated that one print of "O'Grady,"
in Technicolor cost Fox $344.29.

Last week Charles M. Reagan,
Paramount's sales v.p.: Leonard Gol-
denson. Paramount Theatres . v.p.;

Austin C. Keougli, v.p. and general

counsel, and Martin J. Mullin. part-

ner with Paramount in theatres in

New England, testified as Paramount
witnesses under direct examination
by Whitney N. Seymour. Paramount
trial counsel. Y. Frank Freeman
also resumed under cross-examina-
tion by Robert L, Wright, assistant

U. S. attorney-general.
Reagan denied that there was

favoritism .in the licensing of Para-
mount films to defendant's theatre
affiliates or independent exhibitors.

He testified that one print of a pic-

ture was good for at least 45 to 60

engagements and that Paramount
makes about 235 prints. Production
costs run from $150,000 to $3,500,000

per film.

The earnings from rental of first-

run films run as high as $150,000 and
as low as $10 for subsequent runs.

Paramount licenses its films to about
14.500 theatres in the U. S., he said.

Under cross-examination by
Wright, Reagan was queried about a

dispute between Paramount and
Loew's during the 1943-1944 season,
which was finally adjudicated, but
which had held up subsequent runs
to other exhibitors. Dispute was in

the exhibition of Par films . in

Loew's house in the metropolitan
N.Y. area, during which time Loew's
played the films without a contract.

Reagan also, testified that in many
cases independently produced films

were bad investments, and also

pointed out that. in other eases, the
gross take of a film was tremendous.
He said "High Wide arid Hand-

some," independently produced, dis-

tributed by Paramount, had grossed
less than $1,000,000. The cost, was
$1,800,000, contrasting with the Leo
McCarey-Bing Crosby film. "Going
My Way." distributed by Paramount,
which cost $1,000,000 and grossed
over $7,000,000. In answers to a

question by Judge John Bright, if it

was because of Crosby, Reagan said,

"It was the picture' itself." '.

Goldenson testified that Para-
mount had an interest jn 1.550 the-
atres, covering 40 states, in 500 of

which Par. has more than 50% con-
trol, with a'total value of $63,000.-

000. Goldenson denied, giving in-

formation on grosses to the Par dis-

tribution departments, stating that
the theatre and' distribution depart-
ments of Paramount were two sep-
arate organizations.. "I don't know
how Paramount licenses its own the-
atre interests." he said.
Under cross - examination by

Wright, Goldenson admitted that

i
many, of his company's affiliated

j

theatres were part of statewide cir-

cuits; that it was the circuit operator

I

and not the local manager who made
film bookings. '

.

Keough -testified that' in order for

producers
. . to guard themselves

against the possibility of exhibitors
"ganging up on them." they needed
theatre interests. He said ft assures

litem an outlet and also lets them
exploit its film over a wide area, as

an inducement to exhibitors.

Keough" described Paramount's
headaches, during its receivership

and reorganization between 1932
and 1935, at which time Paramount
lost some of its theatre interests, and
had difficulty iri resisting competi-
tion of solvent producing companies.
Keough .said that provisions fox"

fixing admission prices and clearance

j

began in the early '20s. wild some
of the contracts beihgTtbe1 outgrowtHr

I

of national meetings between pro-

I ducers and exhibitors. -

i Wright pressed Keough for fur-

fher information ill two anti-trust

i suits which arose after Paramount
lost certain theatres in Taunton,

I Mass.. and Gary. Ind,

In Die recent Taunton ease. Wright
|
asked Keough if it were true that

i
Par refused its products, to Don
Jacocks. ' who bought the Strand,

Taunton, formerly leased by Para-
mount. Keough admitted it was
true, but denied that the other de-

fendants had refused Strand its

product. Suit had also named Par
theatre affiliates in New England,

Monogram. Republic and PRC.
Keough also denied his own testi-

mony in the Gary. Ind.. suit, which
was won by the defendants. Para-
mount also lost theatre interests

there and refused the independent
exhibitor access to its products.

]
Beach will parade up Broadway and
|then play in front of the theatre, and

|

topflight names from stage, screen,
i society and armed forces are ex-
pected. Entire proceedings will .be
broadcast over WNEW from in front
of the theatre and the lobby. "Spell-
bound" begins its regular run at t+ie

Astor on Thursday (1 ).

Returning Theatre Mgrs. Not Problem

Anticipated; Other Key City Briefs

Exploitation Needed
Continued from page 9

legit and vaudeville theatres and
night clubs plugged Bonds under the

refurbished replica of the Statue of

Liberty. Those contributing in-

cluded the Roxy theatre band with

Carl Ravazza. Henny Youngman,
Tommy Dix. Harry Stockwell. Jan

Kiepura. Tim Herbert. Andrews
Sisters, Edith Fellows. June Havoc,

Nanette Fabray. David Brooks. Lucy
Monroe and others. Entertainment

will be held daily from that plat-

form.
In Detroit, the largest parade in

Michigan history with 60 massed
bands opened the drive with thou-

sands of singers taking part in a

ceremony around a 50-foot torch at

the parade's end - at City Hall.

Cleveland had a parade featuring

Gen. Eisenhower's personal Army
band.' A concert and outdoor show
in Public Square with talent from
theatres, clubs and hotels followed.

Portable booths have been spotted

in front of theatres with costumed

town criers making continuous

pitches for Bond sales.

A huge rocket display put on by

the Navy was featured in Miami as

its opening of the campaign. Down-
town Miami put on a large Army
and Navy parade which ended in a

mass meeting in Bay Front Park.

Here again portable booths are set

up in strategic spots throughout

town.
The film industry .were Ihe only

ones to set up bond booths at the

City Hall speaking platform in Bal-

timore where the Victory Loan
paraded. Over 5,000 gas stations have

asked theatres to be their issuing

agen*s.

In Bristol. Term., a merchants'

rally was featured, while Ft, Worth
theatres displayed prisoner of- war
at kiddie shows.

Many towns are planning further

festivities on Nov. 5. A march will

be held in Wilmington. Del., while

Ted Gamble, head of the War
Finance Department of the Treasury

Department, will speak at a gigantic

rally in Detroit. ... ,' v
'

'SpellboundV Big Bond B.O.

Victory Bond preem Of "Spell-

bound" at the .Astor theatre. N. Y;.

tonight . i Wed.) has gone over the

top. with a complete sellout netting

$1,314,500 in bond sales. Motion Pic-

ture Industry War Activities Com-
mittee announced. Ticket sale was

conducted by leading Broadway,

theatres. Saks-5tli Avenue, and the

Statue of Liberty Bond booth .in

Times Square.

PreCm, is expected to be the most

colorful event on Broadway since

before Ihe war. with all the neces-

sary accoutrements for a "Hollywood

opening." U. S. Coast Guard Train-

ing Station Band from Manhattan

"Duffy's Tavern" Tees Off Chi

Chicago, Oct. 30.

Victory Loan campaign teed off
here Monday <29> with bonds oh
sale in all State Street department
stores. Buyers of bonds in the $500
denomination or higher get ducats!
for the Chi preem . of Paramount's
"Duffy's Tavern" at Ihe Chicago
theatre Thursday '(.1),with Kay
Kyser and.orch on stage, latter mak-
ing a special trip here for the show.
Balcony seats go to purchasers of
bonds from $100 to $500.,

Willard W. Cole, prez of State
Street Council, thanked Balaban &
Katz last week : for donating the
theatre for the performance, which i

starts at 8 p.m.. and exhorted Chi-
agoarts to buy bonds for the show,
staged by Treasury Dept.. War' Ac-
tivities Committee and Loop de-
partment stores, "in order to finance
the rehabilitation of our wounded
and to bring our soldiers home."

. Problem of titling discharged. serv-
ice, men. into former ranks in the
managerial eiid of New York Him
circuits is not much of- a manpower
and personnel headache, as is the
case in some other departments.
Most of- the men who have returned
thus tar left from assistant manager
jobs, and most of the managers of
the larger housesWere older show-
men above the draft age or with
enough family deferment points.

Many of the returning employees
are going back to bigger theatres in

assistant manager status and being
groomed for managerships, so nt)

large-scale reshufflng of managers
is necessary in the larger circuits.

Irene Kuhn
Continued from page 1

necessities such as news in any way
that it comes. Miss Kuhn declared
that greater care must be taken in
presenting film entertainment. She
described an . instance where the
first American . film the boys got a

chance to see was "God Is My Co-
Pilot" which was shown before an
audience consisting mainly of fliers

who had been in Kunming, locale of
the film. --.Hollywood's conception of

that spot was nothing like the real

thing and consequently the boys
laughed derisively. They also
laughed at the neckties and razor
sharp pants creases Of Raymond
Massey who played Gen. Chennault.
In fact it was so phony that most
walked out. ' *

The same was true, she said, of

some light musicals that were sent
for overseas consumption. The boys
like cheesecake and music, but it has

to be well presented. They walked
in the middle of one musical.

She declared that many potential

customers were lost by showings of
poor films overseas. Many saw their

first picture after liberation, and got
some poor product. They figured
that they had been without films for

so long and. if that's the best Hol-
lywood had to offer, they can live

without pix for a long time after-

wards.
She also pointed out that Holly-

wood -had better be careful in set-

ting down the locale of foreign

countries. Too many GIs have been
abroad, and unless sets are authen-
tic, they'll be laughed off the

screen.

Four Texas Returners
Dallas, Oct. 30.

Four returned servicemen, for-

merly employed by Interstate Cir-
cuit, received important assignments
here by James Owen Cherry, city

manager of the circuit ..'.-', -

Forrest Thompson, former master
sergeant in the Air Corps with a
long overseas record, became man-
ager of the Majestic, succeeding
Hackler Rhyffe. resigned.
Francis Bariv former Marine com-

bat sergeant from the Pacific area,

rejoined city publicity dept.
Henry Long, former Army ser-

geant, new manager of the Melba
and Tower.'
William Elliott, private, first class,

who served in North Africa and Eu-
rope, resumes his place as head of

the art department.

fond, assistant chief barker. Harry

.

Lamout, who lives in Albany and
operates theatres in Philmont. Green-

j ville and Woodstock; property mas-
' ter, /Eugene M. Lowe. Monogram
manager; chief dough guy, James P.
Faughnan. contact manager for War-
ner theatres.
Bucky Harris has assumed his new-

duties as director of promotion for
RKO in Albany exchange district,

!
the first man assigned here perma-
nently. Alan Wider, 'covering Al-

!
baiiy and Buffalo territories, will

j
henceforth concentrate on the latter.

Cbt.'s Press Dept. Revamp
Al Rylander appointed manager of

special events dept. of Columbia Pic-
tures, and Harry McWilliams. man-
ager of the exploitation by David A.
Lipt.on, pub-ad director.
With transfer of Frank Rosenberg

to hew duties at Columbia's Holly-
wood studio,- Rylander will super-
vise both special events and the ex-
ploitation department. Henry Spiegel

|

will be his assistant and George
Ettinger heads the radio department.

Texas Allied Reelects
Dallas. Oct. 30.

Allied of Texas re-elected Col, H.
A. Cole. Dallas, prez; Rubin Frels.
Victoria; C. D. Leon" and H. R. Mc-
Lbndon, Dallas: Mrs. Marthe Mc-
Spadden. Electra, and Mrs. R. N.
Smith, Mission, vice-presidents, and
A. W. Lilly. Commerce, secretary-
treasurer.
The business sessions were taken

up with open discussion of film sell-

ing terms, with the benefits of inter-

change of market infomation, plans
for remodeling and construction as
soon as labor and materials become
available, and reseating of prices
from war boom levels.

A resolution w-as passed commend-
ing Attorney General Tom Clari<

and the Justice Department on the
"firm stand" against monopolies in

business and the motion picture in-

dustry in particular.

Rutherford Aides Toups
Memphis, Oct. 30.

Howard Rutherford, formerly, wilh
both Loew's State and Palace here
and with Loew houses in Atlanta,
discharged from Navy, where he was
a Chief Petty Officer.

He is joining Rodney Toups. man-
ager of Loew's State, New Orleans,
as assistant manager.

'46 Pan-Am. Expo
Continued from pace 1

was longer than had been expected.

Now, say the sponsors, there
, is

nothing in sight to again block the

proposition,

Pascual Ortiz' Rubio. ex-President

of Mexico, has been pencilled in as

chairman of the executive com-
mittee.

Fred Schwartz Back
Fred J. Schwartz, veepee of

Century circuit, returned last week-
end from Germany where he aided
OWI in establishment of film dis-

tribution system.
Roy E. Brasher, traveling auditor

for Par. announced retirement after

30 years with co. Started in Pitts-

burgh exchange. V
Lt.-C'dr. Walsh's Post

Mort Blumenstock. director of ad-
vertising and publicity for Warner
Bros., appointed Everett Walsh, for-

merly art director of MacFaddcn
Publications. Liberty mag. and Bu-
chanan & Co.. to post of art super-
visor. He recently completed nearly
four years' service as Lieut.-Cdr. in

U. S.' Coast Guard.

PRC's Appointments
Robert Goodfried appointed west

coast publicity director of PRC
Pictures under direction of Arnold
Stoltz who headquarters in N Y.
Goodfried heretofore general assist-
ant to Stoltz and liaison between
coasts. '

;.

Also announced recently was the
appointment of Grover Schaefer as
sales executive and assistant to
Lloyd Lind, assistant gen. sales man-
ager.

.
Goodfried succeeds Don McEl-

waine. Saul Bernie resigned as chief
of music department. Studio also
handed dismissal notices to three
members of McElwaine's publicity
staff, Joe Sullivan^ Earl Hampton and
Rose Blue.

Returns to Albany Theatre
Albany, Oct. 30.

. H. Warren Caulfield, who served
as a first lieutenant of paratroops
arid participated in the invasions of
Sicily. Italy and Normandy, has re-
joined the Fabian fold at the Palace
theatre, Albany. Caulfield. wearer
of five battle stars and the Purple
Heart, was chief of ushers before
joining the Army five years ago.

Pittsfield Takeover
Pittsfield, Mass.. Oct. 30.

;

The Cameo, subsequent run, is now
under management of Larrow and
Hughes, two Pittsfield men new to
film business. E. M. Lowe circuit
had the theatre for quite a while.
Later, Fred Lucier operated it..

Jefferson Adds One
Greenville, Texas, Oct. 30.

Jefferson Amus. Co. purchased
building which houses the Rita, and
plans to rebuild house, destroyed by
fire. Circuit's new Neches', now
Hearing completion at Port Neches,
will replace present Lyric, which
will be closed.

Canadian Kxpo
Toronto, Oct. 30.

Reconversion of the Canadian Na-
tional; Exhibition building and!
grounds., used as a training depot

|

by the Royal Canadian Air Force,
|

Royal Canadian Navy and certain

army detachments since the Spring

of 1940. will get underway next May,
when all armed services there will

vacate; but there will be no Ca-
nadian Exposition until 1947. ac j

cording to Elwood Hughes. CNE
»nv -;•''

Restoration of the buildings, with

the Federal government footing the

bill, will cost $2,195,000. As service

units move out of the various build-

ings, the work of renovation will

get underway, progressively, said

Hughes, with the Federal govern-

ment making interim payments, to

permit inauguration of the recon-
j

version—but no expo for a couple

of years' '.at 'least.-.

ELENA VERDUG0 ON MAT
Hollywood. Oct. 30.

Elena Verdligo draws the top

femme role iii the Abbott-Costcllo

starrer. "On the Carpet." which rolls

this week at Universal.

William Seller is director and

Allied'* Spread
Chicago, Oct. 30.

Spread of Allied Theatres circuit

through Illinois was underlined last

week when Allied, for the first time,

entered the downstate field, taking
over buying and booking for Adolph
Szold's : Avon, Peoria, and James
Butcher's Mar, Wilmington. , ;

Also added to the circuit was the
entire Gollos chain here, including
Ark, Midway. Chelten. 63d. Victory,
Ray and Woodlawn, plus Leonard
DeGratZa's Ohio and Sam Chernoff's
Main—all in ' Chi—and Calumet
Amus. , Corp.'s Calumet. Hammond,
Ind., and J. B. Rubin's Hawthorne,
Cicero. 111.

'•'•.•--

With 94 houses now in the chain,

it looks like prexy Jack Kirsch will

have gathered 100 into the fold by
the beginning of '46.

Smakwitz Heads: Albany Tent
Albany, Oct. 3i).

The new slate -of officers for Tent
9. Albany Variety Club, is headed
by Charles A. Smakwitz. assistant

zone manager of Watner upstate
theatres. Smakwitz. Who had been
first assistant chief barker, arrd chair-

man of the Denial Day Committee
(raising funds for the summer Boys'
Club project), was named to succeed
Herman L. Ripps, Metro district-

branch manager.
Serving with Smakwitz will be:

first assistant chief barker. Clayton-
Eastman. Paramount manager: sec-

Texas Exhibs Convene
San Antonio. Oct 30.

In a series of regional meetings-
held here, as Houston and at Lub-
bock, members of the Texas Theatre

|

Owners, Inc., discussed postwar
problems facing the theatre owner

]
and operator, taxation, Checking, new

!

equipment, popcorii and popcorn
: supplies. Meetings were presided
|
over by Henry Reeve, president of

;
TTO.

|
E. H. Elkins will represent Rcpub-

;

lie in South Texas, headquartered
, here. Formerly with Astor Pictures.

Palace theatre building bought by
R. N. Gresham and 'associates from
Lee Ransom and estate of Bob Sils-

bee. Interstate operates the Palace,
which 'has a five-year lease on the
building it occupies.

Harry Painter to Associated
Toronto, Oct. 30'.

With Associated Theatres Ltd. ag-
gressively planning to enlarge its

postwar coverage. Harry Painter has
resigned as general manager of the
Toronto branch of Empire-Universal
Films to become general manager of
Associated. Painter was formerly
associated with Paramount and War-
ner Brothers in Canada.

New N. M. 700-Seater
Big Springs. Texas. Oct. 30.

Richard Lee Bull and Gene Hen-
don, owners and operators or the
State and Texan, building 700-seater
at Roswell. N. M. A 15-year lease

has been obtained by the duo on the
location with a Universal franchise
signed for first-run pictures.

Kiisih-J. Buluban Head Bond Drive
,-•'. Chicago. Oct. 30.
'

-..'Jack Kirsch. Allied Theatres of

Illinois, and John Balaban. Balaban

I

& Kalz. are co-chairmen oi the Vic-
tory Loan campaign. .

j
Louis." Machat, formerly manager

'of World Playhouse. Cinema and
.Maryland theatres here, back In

town to push some foreign films.

I

Clifford Farmer, formerly assistant

:.at the Symphony theatre, back in

(Conlinued on page 55)
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BING CROSBY • BETTY HUTTON • PAULETTE GODDARD • ALAN LADD - DOROTHY LAMOUR

'

BARRY FITZGERALD - CASS DALEY - DIANA LYM V VICTOR MOORE • MARJORIE REYlWI

Ann Thomas • Robert Benchley • William Demarest • Howard da Silva • Billy De Wolfe • Walter Abel • Johnny

Original Screenplay by Melvin Frank and Norman Panama • Based on CHaract«
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i(GOING MY IVAY'\ DID IT-
' LADY IN THE DARK'' DID VI-

AND NOW 11DUFFY'S TAVERN ' IS THE
THIRD SHOW IN HISTORY TO

A

At N. Y. Paramount-

Just One Week Short Of All -Time

Record Held by "Going My Way" And

"Lady". . .Typical Of The Exceptional Values In

PARAMOUNT'S " - .

FIRST BLOCK

t

4

EDDIE BRACKEN • BRIAN DONLEVY -SONNY TUFTS • VERONICA LAKE • ARTURO dk CORDOVA
DS • BARRY SULLIVAN - And Archie (Himself)—ED GARDNER • With Charles Cantor - Eddie Green

Coy . Miriam Franklin • Olga San Juan • Gary, Philip, Dennis and Lin Crosby • Directed by HAL WALKER
created by L]d Gardner • New Songs by Johnnie Burke and Jimmy Van Hetisert -
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Fix Strike Finally Settled
Conliniifd from page 3

«m-* ..}>«!» 'ciilciiliitrd on Ihv bfisis of

10 wet'fvs us of hist .VVwfii'esriiii/ i24).

11 oilywood. Oct. 30.

A chartered plane, piloted by Paul

Mantz. (lew out. for Washington

Monday '29 > night with Metro's

K.J. Mahnix,•'-'; lATSETs Richard

Wals.li and Frank Fenton. personal

iep for AFL prexy William Green,

and a group of studio execs aboard.

A stop was -to be made at Indianapo-

lis to take on h: P. Lindelof, head of

Painters union, and perhaps at Cin-

cinnati to pick up minutes of the

AFL executive council 'meetings.

Purpose of conference is to. ask

prexy William Green to interpret

the directive of the AFL executive

council ordering termination of the

seven-month strike. Conference' of

Studio Unions leaders claim the di-

rective ordered that strikers be re-

turned to their jobs, with statiis as

4)f March 12, which they said meant
restoration of contractual obliga-

tions, etc. Walsh and IATSE leaders

insist the directive merely ordered

the return of strikers to their jobs

and nothing was said as to disposi-

1km of strike replacements em-
ployed by IA-

Other problems remaining to be

ironed out include Screen Office

Employees Guild, etc, but it was
believed these hurdles could be

cleared if an accord is reached on
replacements and status quo of

strikers,

.
Postponement of the return-to-

j

work order tor 6.000 studio strikers \

has been deferred till Wednesday
(31). The statement issued following

the all-day session of the major
producers admitted confusion, by
saying,. "In an attempt to clarify

certain confusing issues, date of re-

turn to work has been postponed
until Wednesday ' 31 J morning by
mutual consent."

While all pickets have been with-
drawn, a notice was served on pro-

ducers that unless a settlement was
reached, strike leaders*' were prc u

pared to throw 15.000 pickets around
the studios Wednesday. The state-

ment came alter company execs met
and contacted Eric Johnston, prexy
of Motion Picture Producers fc Dis-

tributors Assn., by long distance

telephone and talked with both

. Richard Walsh and Herbert Sorrell.

Donald Nelson, head of the Society

of Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers, and who played a major
part in the Cincinnati settlement by
the American Federation of Labor,
also huddled with the producers.
Johnston talked briefly on the

phone Monday with J. A. Krug, who
has ' been considering the $75,000

offer to become executive veepec of

the Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors Association, . and prob-
ably will confer w ith him tomorrow
or Thursday. Johnston declined to

comment on the 'strike situation,

since it might lend to complicate
things. He was accompanied to

Washington by his assistant, Joyce
O'Hara.

Pat Casey Called Back: ' -

Pat Casey, who had been pretty

much by-passed during the seven
months that producers and (lie

IATSE made a pitch to keep studios

operating with strike replacements,
was called back into the picture lasi

weekend. When it appeared that

Erie Johnston's Cincinnati settlement
was going to explode before the
execs could even learn what the

deal was, the ball was tossed to

Casey.

The Cincinnati proposal hit the

first snag when unions insisted on
restoration of the contract as of
March 12. Next came the demand

|

of Sorrell that strikers be paid tor
injury and damages during the War-
ners riots. Proposed disciplinary
action against whitecollarites who
crossed the picket -lines furnished
another obstacle.

Little or no mention was said to
have been made as to studio (lacks.

Leaders apparently taking little in-
terest in the future of the Screen
Publicists Guild, where most of
those employed in major studios
have already returned to work.
Consensus of opinion seemed to be
to let those observing the picket
lines return to work' and then let

the group chart its own future
course. Understood that some strike
leaders insisting that prosecution- be
called off on some 300 pickets ar-
rested at Paramount and RKO.

SORRELL SHOT AT BUT

BULLETS MISS MARK
Hollywood. Oct. 30.

Poor marksmanship by would-be
assassins saved the life, of Herb
Sorrell, head of the Conference of

Studio Unions, when their death
slugs went wide of mark as the

labor leader was backing out of a

garage at his home in Glendale,

Monday 1 20) night. Four to six

shots were tired from a passing auto,

but Sorrell wasn't even pinked.
Sorrell told police he had received

anonymous death threats since the

studio strike, but this: is the first

time anyone took a shot at him.

System of 'Seconds'

Backs Connors Drive
Integration of publicity, advertis-

ing, radio and exploitation depart-

ments is booming the current Tom
Connors drive at 20th-Fox into, one
of the most successful campaigns in

the history of the firm.

A system of "seconds," introduced
during this campaign, has various
department heads backing up the

sales managers during the drive.

Rodney Bush, exploitation manager,
thus seconds W. C. Gehring, central
sales manager; Jules Fields, pub-
licity manager, is backing A. W.
Smith, Jr.. eastern sales manager;
Christy Wilbert. ad manager, is be-
hind Herman Wopber, western sales

manager; while Ted Lloyd, radio
manager, seconds Harry G, Ballance,
southern sales manager.
Drive heads believe that strong

lineup of pix including "House on
92d Street." "Dolly Sisters," "State
Fair" will put the campaign over the
top. ....

•

Mix U. S. Pix

CLEVELAND PALACE

INTO STRAIGHT PIX
Cleveland, Oct. 30.

Vaude departs RKO Palace's stage

for approximately, two months, ef-

fective tomorrow it>. when "Dolly
Sisters" i20th) inaugurates a straight

policy of high-percentage pictures
for the deluxer.
Reasons lor dropping vaude. ac-

cording to Harry Schriebor RKO
zone manor •', are U) that the house
has a large backlog of major large-
budget movies which must be played
off, and <2). "a dearth ot suitable
eels" before the Yule season.
Bert Unger's pit orchestra and

stagehands' crew are starling an en-
forced two months' "vacation" after
today's < 31 > closing of current, hill,

consisting of Marion Hutton, Prof.
Xamberti and Lionel Kaye on stage
plus "That Night With You" (U).
Following "Dolly Sisters," Schlei-

ber is penciling "Kiss and Tell."
"Pardon My Past", and "Wonder
Man'' for -indefinite runs at the Pal.

a Continued from page I —
sity for merchandising non-war and
definitely straight, entertainment pix.
Gaumont-British and Odeon cir-

cuits, which have first call on UA
product, bypassed "GI Joe," and
Jarratt's ABC chain was in the mood
to dicker, but experienced a change
of mind. GB's balk, however, was
more on the question ot terms and
straight commercial negotiations
than any political significances.

On the criticism that too many
pictures of strictly American themes
were being produced, and this made
it difficult for foreign distribution
managers to select an adequate pro-
gram for their releases. Silverstone
said that he thought new product
would not be so sectional in appeal.
During the war it was the duly of all
studios to stress Americanism and
democracy, and the sudden cessation
of hostilities may have found a
larger number of American stories
in work than might be the; normal
quota. But, speaking tor 20th-Fox,
he said that his company, was not'
worried about its foreign program
because it has a diversified schedule
and the pictures that were American
were designed on a broader scope
than mere local interest. The' whole
world happens to be interested in

America "and everything that per-
tains to this country is believed to

be of interest abroad, but when :t

comes to film programs the foreign
departments arc selling entertain-
ment, and Hot propaganda and must
guide themselves according to the.

preferences and prejudices of the
various countries serviced.

Ex-GIs Want Escapist

Pictures Exclusively
Minneapolis. Oct. 30.

Returned servicemen want thrill-
ers as well as musicals and comedi.N
for their screen tare in this spot, as
far as local exhibitors have been able
to determine from their patronage

in 194b, probably in Technicolor. and their comments in response »
.

Musical has been made twice by queries put directly to a number jf
Universal, once with Laura La them

Freed Steers 'Show Boat'
Hollywood. Oct. 30.

Third Miming of "Show Boat," with
Jerome kern tunes, has been as-
signed to Arthur Freed's production
program at Metro, for shooting early

Managers Guild-Cinema
Circuit Huddling Nov. 5
Hearings scheduled to be held

today i Wed.) in New York in the
office of the State Labor Rela-
tions Board on contract negotiations
between the Motion Picture Theatre
Managers & Assistant Managers
Guild and the Cinema Circuit of
11 N V.- houses were adjourned
until Monday i5).

Representing the Guild will be
manager George Dunn and Harold
Daly and their attorneys, Hyman
Glickstein and I. Philip Sipser. Ap-
pearing for Cinema Circuit will be
'Charles Fishkihdi manager; Erwin,
Hummel, relief manager, and attor-
ney Abraham Mopper.

The Guild has an appeal now
pending before the National War
Labor Board against the directive
issued by the N. Y. regional board
as a basis for negotiations with the
RKO circuit. The Guild seeks to
have a 40-hour week certified instead
of the directive for 48 hours issued
by the regional board, but not ac-
cepted by the theatre circuit.

Two N. Y. and Brooklyn circuits.

Century and Randforee, now have
instituted one and a half days' week
ly leave for managers in houses
where there are no assistant man
agers.

Flattie and once with Irene Dunne
as femme lead.

JOE BEBNHARD BACK EAST
Joseph Bernhard. president of U.S.

Pictures i Warner Bros, release I, iv-

tuned to New York .vesU*rda;.'

(Tuesday) from conferences at the
studio with Milton .Sperling, his pro-
ducer-part nt-;.

-

in the. new' company.
Their first picture is based on

"Cloak and Dagger." OSS story by
Lieut. Co). Corey Ford and Major
Alasiair MaeBairi.

Ex-servicemen seem to fight shy of
war pictures and the more serious
-tuff, the surveyors say. They say, in

effect, they've had their fill of . war
and "want to forget it." .

Purpose of the survey was lp de-
termine, it possible, whether the
servicemen have any special Mm
preference, The gist of a number of
responses was that they'll take in

whatever, pictures their wives and
sweethearts want to see. Some de-
clared that "a picture just has to be
good" to get their money.

Fox-WX". Managers' Move
Hollywood, Oct. 30.

An immediate petition to certify
the Associated Theatre Operating
Managers as a bargaining agent for
Fox-West Coast managers and as-
sistants has been made to the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board by at-
torney Aaron Sapiro. He also rec-
ommended to the NLRB to consider
the affiliation of the F-WC managers
with a major organized labor group.
Sapiro sounded a plea for Federal

investigation into the bookkeeping
methods of certain theatres on be-
half of the ATOM, declaring, "I
think it is time to ask for an in-
vestigation of the methods of book-
keeping by which local theatres
charge oir depreciation at a rate
that would cover the entire invest-
ment in four or live years and then
continue deductions lor, depreciation
even after the amounts set aside for
depreciation exceed the total cost of
the original investment."

BEP SETS SCHINE DEAL
Republic closed a deal for 1945-415

program with Schinc Circuit, cover-
ing 120 theatres in Albany. Buffalo,
Cincinnati, Cleveland and Washing-
ton branch territories.

Deal was closed with Schinc in
Gloversville. Edward L. Watson.
J. R. Grainger's executive aide and
asst.- general sales manager, accom-
panied hitter, while the circuit was
represented by. chief film buyer
George V. L\nch and assistant chief

llilm buyer Louis Goldstein.

American Plays Sought
Continued from |>ai;e 1

auditoriums, former picture the-

atres, radio broadcasting and con-

cert halls, as well as in theatres

where daylight sometimes can be

seen through walls and roof. Travel
is difficult, so each theatre becomes
almost a neighborhood house. The
Berlin subway is being repaired,

and in other cities streetcars are

running, so the transportation con-

dition is gradually changing for the

better.

Except "Our Town," no American
plays have been released for Ger-
many as yet. Latter drama was
withdrawn from the Russian zone
Of occupation', after four per-

formances: deemed too depressive.

Since last March General Robert A.
McClure, chief, of the Information
Control Division. U. S. Forces Euro-
pean Theatre, has been pleading- tor

the early release of American plays.

The Yank legiters are urgently

needed to help"" in the re-education

of the, German civilian population.

In order to expedite arrangements.

Gen. McClure instructed the writer,

who recently returned from Ger-
many where he served under Gen.
McClure as theatre and music con-

trol officer for German civilians,: to

negotiate with the Dramatists

Guild, authors, authors' representa-

tives and managers (or German lan-

guage rights to American plays for

Germany. He hopes authors will

willingly: lease their plays when they
understand the Army's need for

them.
Terms Simple

The terms and conditions are quite
simple. The plays will be produced
in German theatres by first-class

German managers licensed by the
U. S. Army. Only competent man-
agers have been or will be author-
ized to produce American plays.

The Army will supervise collection

of the royalties and will arrange for
payment to be made to the authors
at such time as blocked marks are
available for exchange into dollars.
For the present blocked 'marks will
be deposited by the Army Finance
Officers in segregated bank accounts
to the authors' credit. The Army
will supervise;, the translations if

they wish, and will check perform-
ances and attendance figures with
boxoffice statements. Royalties may-
be whatever figure an author de-
mands. Usually, however, they are
10% of- the gross receipts, with, not
more than V'r of the gross receipts
deducted for the translator and
adaptor.

Conditions within Germany are
similar to super-stock leasing in the
U. S. The play is released for one
company for presentation in one the-
atre, in one city. There are no other
rights involved. There are no
travelling companies, and all com-
panies at present do repertory pro-
grams with from three to six plays
in the program. These repertories
are now being built Up and it is

therefore important for American
plays to be available at once in or-
der to secure proper representation
in the repertory. British plays are
available and the U. S. Army is in
the ambiguous position of being able
to present British authors* plays in
the U. S. zone before it can present
plays by American authors. On the
othor hand, the British information
control officers are working in the
closest cooperation with the Ameri-
cans, and arrangements have been
made whereby plays by both coun-
tries' nationals will be available un-
der the saine terms and conditions in
both zones. Similar arrangements
are being discussed with the Rus-
sians and French.

Old AfrnU Anxious to Renew
No German agents are operating

for the release of foreign plays as
yet, though at least three of the old
agents are anxious to renew asso-
ciations with American authors.
British authors are using German
agents but Ashley Dukes, British
Control Officer, has agreed with this
writer to allow German agents only
iO'',, commission. .'Formerly agents
took 50';, of the royalties, out of
which they paid, perhaps, 25* i. of
the royalties to the translators and
kept tire

, balance for themselves.
This, then, is an opportunity to
change what was an unsatisfactory
arrangement for the representation
of non-German authors. The .sug-
gested arrangement is not unfair to
German agents since they win ac-
quire new properties without paying
an advance, and will be able to con-
duct, business finder military aus-
pices, which has not 'been possible
heretofore. Agents, cannot legally
lease 'old American plays, which they
contracted lor prior to )»:!:). us
American play production was pro-

hibited in Germany in 11)33, and the
rights under, their old contracts have
lapsed.

The number of theatres available
to Germans is gradually being in-
creased. The troops have first pri-
ority at all times. Some theatres
give performances for Germans at
one period of the day, and per-
formances for troops at other limes.
This is particularly true of motion
pictures and symphony concerts.

In Berlin there is one legitimate
theatre in the U. S. zone, the. Hebbel,
Another company is being organized
to play in a hall in Zchlendorf. The
Nollendorf Palast, just repaired;
plans to present first-run pictures
and a short revue on the stage by
the .Sea la company. The Tinmia
Palast is used primarily for troops,

but has Sunday symphony conceits
tor Germans. The Russian zone has
more theatres than any other zone:
Admiral Palast, where opera is pre-
sented; Deutsches theatre, for dra-
matic repertoire; Kammerspicl, small
productions. There arc also one or
two outlying theatres in the Russian
zone where plays can be presented.
The British have the principal first-

run picture houses, some of which
have stages large enough for legiti-

mate ..productions. The theatre Des
Westens is used for opera and sym-
phony concerts end plays.

Dozens of Niterits
There are dozens of cabarets and

nightclubs running and about 200
undamaged motion picture theatres
in Berlin. Other cities are not so
fortunate. Munich has two legiti-

mate theatres which serve for opera,
concert and plays: Stuttgart, one;
Frankfort, none; Wiesbaden, one;
Kassel, none; Nuremberg, one, which
is very badly- damaged on the out-
side but curiously intact w ithin. The
Bayreuth Festspielhaus is undam-
aged. It was said by the caretaker
that an American artillery spotting
plane flew over the Festspielhaus
during the attack on Bayreuth and
directed the artillery tire elsewhere.
Where the political administration Is

assisting, as in Bavaria, and the mili-
tary government permits, the Ger-
mans are repairing the theatres. The
large opera and dramatic companies
and orchestras are fairly intact, for
though the members played only for
the trOops during the last year of the
war, they were on the government,
payroll during the whole of the war.
The companies have not suffered loo
severely from military losses in the
German army or from expulsion on
account of Nazi affiliations by the
U. S. Army-
There is in every principal city a

nucleus, of good actors, singers and
musicians for the immediate produc-
tion of plays. More and more the-

atres are becoming available. Ger-
man, British and some other foreign
plays are accessible. The Army now
needs good American plays.

SHOW BIZ GOAL IS 50C

FOR BOY SCOUTS' DRIVE
First organizational meeting of

amusement division of volunteer
workers for the Boy Scout Drive was
held yesterday- (30) at the Hotel As-
tor, N. Y., with 40 division chairmen
and representatives of all amuse-
ment guilds present in addition lo 25

honor scouts from Greater N< Y.
troops.

Drive chairmen Emil Friedlander
and George Feinberg announced that

the committee hoped to reach a cpi'i-

ta of $50,000 as show business share
of (he total of $800,000 set for this

campaign. Importance of this proj-

ect and complete industry support
was stressed and pledged by speak-
ers Feinberg, Nathan M. Oh roach,

Emil Friedlander, William C. Bates,

Max A. Cohen and B. S. Moss.
Surprise addition to luncheon pro-

gram was screening of the 10-minute
RKO Radio short starring Frank-.

Sinatra. "The Hoii.se We Live In,"

the muchly praised documentary on
Americanism.

,

:
,

Geo. Lait Aide to Cowan
Hollywood, Oct. 30.

|
George Lait has arrived here from

,

j
N. Y. to take over as general assist-

ant, to producer Lester Cowan'.
During the war Lait served over-

seas as a foreign correspondent for

International News' Service.

COL 'S 25TH AKNI
Columbia Pictures Corp. cele-

brates its silver anniversary begin-

ning Jan. 1, 1946, marking its. 25lh

year as- a producing and distribution

company.
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Topping all 20th's musicals

in aJI its first dates!

Watch Roxy, N.Y.C. soon!

A record -setter, a precedent-

breaker in biggest houses

from Boston to Los Angeles!

overs and extended runs! during the Tom ConnOfS DflVe!

LET'S FINISH THE JOB! VICTORY LOAN... OCT. 29—DEC. 8!
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P50DUCS 0 St TKf I0ITORS Of TlfeSB

FULL PAGE ADS IN
LIFE and TIME

Each one reaching 25 million ticket-buyers!

LOCAL SUPPORT
Subjects which stores, groups, newspapers

everywhere are glad to pre-sell FOR YOU

!
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'Follow the Girls'

Sock in London
. London, Oct. 30.

01 two new plays that opened

l,ere fast week. Jack HylUm's lavish

production of "Follow the Girls,"

which bowed in at His Majesty's.

Thursday (25), looks like a sure bit,

Show, a version of the
.
current

Broadway hit;'-..-Starring. Gertrude

Nieseu. received kudos from .an

e l'jj P fii\st -night audience. Hits were

scored l)v Arthur Askey,-. Evelyn

Dal) and Wendy Toye.

".' -Tlie Forrjgafl Reel," an eerie, fan-

tasv Denned. by' .Tames Bridie, opened

at Sadler Wells Wednesday (241.

Show is splendidly acted and pro-

duced, and also, received a good re-

ception at the preem. but its popu-

larity will probably be limited to:

the "artistic circles.

G-B'sm Divvy

For 1944-45, 262G

Over Previous Year
London. Oct. 'f5.

Oaumont-Brilish, company formed

by Isidor Ost re r. which he sold *ut

to Arthur Rank two years ag». has

declared a 7|-!
r

,
dividend for year

euding- -March '31, biggest divvy .since

its inception. It's fa'- more than

last year's. .'.

Company has issue of $12,000,000

. capital, in pound shares, with profits

this year amounting to $1,031,7114.

$21.2.448 m»re than last year. .

As result •( announcement, ordi-

nary pound shares have been lipped

by 25c t» $4.30.

ALMY TO TOP WARNER

SALES IN FAR EAST
Cliff Almy. former Manila iiuin-

'
as-er for Warner Bros., lias been ap-

pointed by Wolfe Cohen, v.p. of

Warner's International, to b" the

foreign sales ma naffer \ for China.

Japan and the Philippines. Almy.

wlio spent three years in the .Tap

prisonI famp at Santo Torhas. was

released lust .May. After a

rest he spent a month at the

bank studios and arrived in

York last week.
.

Almy Mies to the Coast Nov..

catch the first boat to Manila and

from there to Shanghai where he
. will make his headquarters, Thomas
., Flores. his assistant in the Manila

branch, is acting manager lor the

Islands.

While'.here the Far Eastern man-
ager will confer with home office

; executives about plans for reestab-

lishing branches in Hong Kong.
Shanghai and other port cities of

China and also in Japanese, cities as

soon as the Army gives the okay. As
far as the Philippines are concerned
business has progressed to the point

Where 77 out of 350 .theatres have
been reopened. When the Japs took
Manila they grabbed all prints save
» few the OWI. later reclaimed so
there is a four-year backlog to select
from in New York.

RUGGLES CASTS 'LONDON

TOWN' FILM FOR RANK
London, Oct. 30.

Greta Gynt. featured in "Mr. Em-
manuel" (Eagle-Lion) as the Nazi
chieftain's Jewish sweetheart, gets
the femme lead in "London Town,"
which Wesley Ruggles . will film in

England for J. Arthur Rank.

Sid Fields Will have comic role,

and Kay Kendall, new Rank dis-

covery, also take part. Male roman-
tic lead not yet picked.

Aussie Show Biz

Hit by Strikes
Sydney. Oct. 30.

Big industrial strike is seriously

affecting Australian show business.

Electrical power strike is respon-
sible lor closing several city film

theatres, plus many nabes. Only
those houses with their own power
plants are continuing business un-
disturbed. '«.'

Melbourne has been tied up with
coal and transport strikes, while

other Aussie cities suffer from other

industrial strikes. , . ..

* Trade unions are bringing pres-

sure for a 40-hour week.

SIRITZKYS TO IMPORT

FRENCH PIX INTO U.S.

Sam and Joe Siritzky. operators of

the Ambassador and Esquire, New
York, have formed Siritzky Interna-

tional Pictures. Inc; for the pur-

pose, of releasing French produc-
tions in the U. S. and distributing

American: films in 'France. .Their

father. 'Loon; Siritzky, : will head the

Paris office.
:

First imports to be "The Welldig-

ger's Daughter" and "Nais" by Mar-
eel Paguol. and theatres, will be

leased tlm.iighoul the country., to'

establish first-run audiences for the

French- product.

French Playwrights In
Bad Way Over Coin Setup

Paris, Out. 15.

Because of ukases on foreign
holdings and foreign incomes,
French playwrights are now unable
to cash their royalties abroad, ex-
cept at government offices, which
means a terrific' loss on the ex-
change;

Numerous playwrights are cur-
rently finding life' difficult, about
40 being sued forbad debts. Main
reasons are Overtaxation, abnormal
duration of some plays, some being
held »ver .for several seasons, and
production on several stages of for-
eign plays. Far less French plays
are now produced every year than
there were .10 years ago. '' '

,.

' ..

A committee of officials and of
present legit managers is being
formed here .to pass on future appli :

cations to •Main new legit manage-
ment, licenses. This is in line with
current tendency to exert stricter
control »f all enterprises.

Idea is to restrict new licenses to

applicants who are either authors,
actors or stage managers.

RYDGE TO LONDON FOR

0.0. OF PIC PRODUCTION
Sydney. Oct. 30.

Norman Rydge, Greater Union
Theatres prexy, is slated to fly to
London this week on his first- visit

to Britain for a major o.o. of. British
film producers' postwar, plans. Rydge

iWill hot go on to. the United States
i but plans to fly back to Australia to

I set the ball rolling for the proposed
expansion of his circuit next year.
Besides heading the GUT chain,

Rydge is also prez of British Empire
Films, the lop Aussie

:
independent

distribution unit, which handles
Ealing product and Associated Brit-
ish, as well as Republic and Mono-
gram pix.

short

Bur-
New

14 to

Kerske Sails to Reopen

RKO's Philippines HQ
Arno F. Kerske sailed Sunday._f.2t! i

from New York for Manila to reopen

fl KO Radio's exchange in the Phil-

ippines. In 1934 Kerske joined the

Shanghai office, operated by Leon
Britton. distributor of RKO product

When this agency was taken over by

RKO, Kerske became manager for

China. He was recalled to U. S.

Navy duty in 1!M0, and taken pris-

oner bv the Japs when Corregidov

fell,

Released in February of this year.

Kerske returned to the home office,

and was recently appointed to .Ins

new post bv Phil Reisman. head of

the International dept.....
.

Sid Bernstein's H wood

Trip Before Lecturing
Sidney Bernstein. British theatre-

owner, arrived in the U. S. over the
weekend, docking in ' Halifax on the
Queen Mary-. He goes to Hollywood
lor a month next week, before,

starting a lecture tour in the U. S.

universities on international, film re-

lations. Tour is strictly from -an

academic viewpoint, devoid com-
pletely of any' business.

Bernstein, although a. Britisher,
f was chief of the Film Section,. Psy-
i
etiological Warfare Dept. for Gcn-

! cral Eisenhower, and also film ad-
viser to the British Ministry of In-

formation, in New York.
His brothers. Cecil and Max. are

running the 35 Bernstein theatres in

|
and around ' London. Latter, a

;
sergeant, is just out of the British

: Army after six years.

Arg . Pic Men Fe'e

Exhib—Foe of Peron
Montevideo. Oct. 23.

On. Saturday, Oct. 27. the Argen-
tine pix industry will fete its first

''decorated" member at. a luncheon.
This will be an affair in honor of

Domingo Leone, manager of the
Orafi Cine Opera, who was arrested

:.W Jailed • Unit Saturde v i Oct.
'• 20V

by order of the head of the Federal
Police. Coronel Filomrno Velazeo. a

henchmen of Argentina's dictator,

.
Colonel Peron. '.;.'•"'

The cops refused to give any state-
ment of the reasons for their arrest,
of the Opera manager, whom they
released some 48 hours later. How-
ever, his detention followed a series,
of near-riots in the de-luxe 3.500-

.
sealer. r

As the majority audiences, in most
nr.-st-run and all- but a few nabe
theatres arc anli-Peronisfs. the pres-
ence of the trouble makers has al-
ways -causer)

..scurries- and' an inter-
rupt hm of the performances;
Leone had repeatedly hail to deal

with the group of Poronist cheer-
leaders-; who operated as a clique.
'<"'. the military regiVpe. Hi-' own
sentiments Wore only too well known
an 'l the government stooge- have
always done what thev could to
Provoke hi,,',. This fur lly 1,'d to- a
Miowdown light, in which the Por-
onist element came off -second be. t.

Another M-G British Thesp
Hollywood. Oct. 30.

Helen Campbell, signed by Metro's

British Films. Lid.,, arrived on the

Culver City lot to make her Ameri 1-

can bow in a film still to be an-

nounced.
Actress was originally pacted for

! seconc( femme lead in a Vivien Leigh

[starrer in London, but the film was

I cancelled because of Miss Leigh's

! illness.

Max Mendel's U Post
Max Mendel.' for eight years with

'Pa'ramouni's N. Y. sales dept.. ap-

pointed by Al Dalf. v.p. of Universal

.International - Fii.t.tis. .to supervise,

sates for Denmark. Sweden. Norway,
and Finland.

.
Starting in the motion picture

business in '1927 in Berlin. Mendel
has represented at various times,'

Paramount. ' UFAr Metro and Co-

lumbia in all Central. European
countries.

Gould Set to Go
Walter Gould. United Artist-

foreign sales head, has his Aiistra,-

iV;m visa and is all set. to take oil'

within 10 days on .hl's Far Eastern

o.o. .. v-."'

He will he gone three months in

Al ssie. New Zealand. China. Japan,

etc, -/;/.' ;V,«'/'-
:

'.;'.>
.

Krouh's WB Egypt Job
. P ris. Oct. 30.

Jo e'ph S. Hummel, v.p. of War-
ner International in Charge of coii-

lineilt il. Eurooe. h > aimo'iplcd

J'acriuc.- Krouo aV. in, 'linger for Iv.'.ypt.

Succeed.- -Einile Do Leon.

Par's 1st Aussie Sales

Conv. Since the War
First Paramount International

sales convention to be held since the

war in Australia has been set for

Nov. 14 in Sydney by J. E. Perkins.

Far Eastern and Australasian divi-

sion manager.
With district manager Harry

Hunter presiding. 00 mapage rs and
bookers from Australia and New
Zealand will attend.

Odeon Pays 25% Divvy
London, Oct. 15.

Oneon Theatres, for first time

since founded in 1037'. is paying 25'<
:

dividend, its biggest ever, and 5%
mOi'e than. last year." •'. V .

This . year's profits arc dowii by

'
f(itii).(i32 to $3,585,524 .-against $4.-

243.15(1. but there's a saving in taxa-
i lion of- $75()'.80(), the allocation being

r-'2J 19.200 against .$1876.000...

The reserve Vis also raised from'

j

S.';i)(i.l()0"t<y $048,616.

I According to J. Arthur Ranks' siate-

! mehl. the tax position has not yet
< been agreed to in detail by the In-
' land ' Reveni e. but he luui every
hope ' thai', a,', 'complete- agreement

,

wnuld be reached. during the.current
!

year.

.. '' Ca'rr«ll-MaH£r>ye 8% IHvv.y

Sydney, Oct. 1.

Cavn'rii-Mi isgi-ove Theatres., oper-
' ,'iling Prince Edward, theatre ' here. !

I'oramount's show - window.- ha* i

tin ned in profit ol $(i(i.4il0i with dlvi-

den'd rale al 8',

.

Prmcc Rdvv.eird i- (ii.'iinigild b.V Mel ,

I.'v.t'Mi .under direction of Dan Crr-.l

I
loll.

|

American Pix Out of Czecho, Yugo;

Shun Biz in Gov't Monopoly Lands
American film companies will not

|
do business in any foreign country

where- government monopolies exist,

according to Murray. Silverstone,

prex of the M. P. Export Assn.. and

prez of 20lh-Fo.x International. First
.

countries whose supply of U. . S.-

procluccd. films \y,ill be eliminated
will be Czechoslovakia . and-' Yugo-'
slavia, whore the film business has
been taken -entirely . under govern-
mental wing.

"We are unalterably opposed to.

supplying pictures tor distribution
in Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia."
said Mr. Silverstone, "because Of

conditions existing in tiiose countries
where restrictive, measures have

'Bataan' 1st U. S. Pie

In Liberated Shanghai
.

..

•'.-.; •.'.
.

. Shanghai. Oct. ^10.

First American picture to hit

Shanghai since the liberation was
"Bataan" (M-G 1. Film is being
shown at the Boxy here...

European Artists

Still Faves in S.A.
Rio de Janeiro, Oct. 20.

, With the December elections due. i
he«u initiated, to the disadvantage of

political and social uncertainty is

almost as great here as in Buenos
Aires, and. showmen are nonplussed
for the time being on the outlook
for international talent exchange.
They can think little about acts in

view of the current unrest.

Feeling persists that Fremn. Ital-

ian and Spanish talent will regain its

show biz hold here, as before the

the maintenance of a free and in-

dependent film, business." Hence
offices designated for distribution of

the product of eight major com-
panies have been closed and no new
product will be shipped abroad. .:

"There happens to be a backlog of

pictures there including about 40
features shipped to the OWI by the

industry. In all some 200 features

war. as soon as clipper and- ship 1
are involved in this situation,

travel eases. While U. S. .talent i
"The American film industry is

(bands like Eddy Duchin. chirpers
like Evelyn Knight, dancers . like
Paul Draper 1 are a novelty in the
smarter spots. particularly the
casinos where the moneyed interna-
tional set congregates .'and it's fash-
ionable to be au eourant with things
American, none the iess, .for the !

masses, the European artists have a
j

prime appeal, if only because Of the!
linguistic equation.

.

Still, all this is up iii the air until
the Peron mess in Argentina and
the Brazilian - elections clear the
atmosphere. .....

Meantime, certain U. S. plays like
"Voice of the Turtle," "Native Son"
and "Claudia'' are continuing to en-
joy good boxofl'ice in the legits.

Goodman Abroad As

Schwartz Returns
.

Morris Cbo.lman." newly-electe;i
veepee of Motion Picture Export
Assn.. flew to Europe Sunday f28>
night to supervise film distribution
in- the American zone of occupation.
He replaces Fred Schwartz, v.p. of
.the Century circuit, Brooklyn, who
returned Thursday (25. after serving
as chief of film exhibition-distribu-
tion for the Army's Information Con-
trol Division: -

'.'" *"

Schwartz will not return to Eu-
rope, but will confer with U. S. film

execs on proposals for the inter

'

change of films between the U. S

,

Russian. British and French zones
iii Germany and for pooling of film

manufacturing resources a b ro a d.

These suggestions will be sent to

General Eisenhower's headquarters
within a week.

big enough, strong enough and im-
portant enough to stand on . matters
of principle and to take drastic

action against such undemocratic
and coercive measures as a state-

controlled film business. ...
;.'

:

";

"There- is an overwhelming' de-.

manci .for American pictures all over
Europe and the peoples of the
continental countries are eager and
anxious to see American features.

"Further evidence of this desire

to see American product is gained
from the report of the first new
feature shown in Paris since libera-

tion day which took in at the box-
office in one theatre 60** of the na-
tional distribution gross previously
received from all of France prior to

the war. This picture happened to

be a 20lh-Fox feature, "The Rains
Came," originally Shown In Paris in

1!)4(). It has just completed a seven-
week engagement at the Gatirnont
Palace and it was this reissue that,

gives conclusive evidence of the de-
mand for American product."

'Nazi Spy' Plenty

Big in Scandinavia
"Confessions or a Nazi Spy." War-

ner's pre-war release, is one of the

biggest current hits in Norway,
Sweden and Denmark, according to

advices received at the Warner home
Office from Thorlief Aas. manager
for Norway.
Operations are almost back to nor-

mal' in the Oslo and Copenhagen
branches, aceordong to Aas. Condi-
tions in Denmark, where Miss Toiii

Lehnsuger is in charge, remain the
same as last month, with no. new
American piets being distributed be-
cau.-e of a dispute over terms, and
old films are still

,
rationed.

Hwood Greets Chile Prez
si.;, •;';.

.

Hollywood. Oct. 30,

Jiiat: ' Antonio Rios. - president of

Chile, first Latin-American chief ex-
ecutive to vh,it Hollywood, will be
honored guest at a luncheon to be
tossed by the I'notion picture , in-

dustry tomorrow 1 Wed. 1 at the. Bev-
erly Wilshire hotel. .

Top execs of the celluloid drama
will be on the joo to welcome El

Presidei) 1 c and 20 consuls reprosanf-
jitg republics south Of the borrier.

Newest Pix on List

For Dutch Fans; All

8 Cos. to Share Take
There will be no trademark fa-

voritism in., the selling and distribu-

tion of major- company pictures in

Holland \v*ere the first, operations

of thy Motion Picture Export Ass.ci-

alion will be centered, states Henry

W, Kalin, in charge of this pioneer

effort for the eight companies in the

association.

Kahn wound up his duties as si>e-

cial .
hom«r-nffieifr representative un-

der Tom Conners, v"p' in charge of

dlstribitlion . for 20th-Fox Monday
i30i. and moved to the MPPDA
offices. A?"soon as he has selected

the first 50 prints out of the total

200 available, for distribution in Hol-

land lu: will leave for Amstet darn

via England. Th'-re he will set. up a

distribution organization in The
Hague, with '.branch manager and
salesmen to po appointed locally;

The pictures will not be suld by
companies and there will he no fa-

voritism according ty the Holland
managing director. Each rc-iture will

be sold on its merit of story and
(;•.-! and by the type most suited for

exhibition in each locality.

The latest pictitres v/ere ' selected

from lists, submitted by each com-
pany and no Old features will be -'in"—

.

cluo'td' in .the first schedule, of 50 to

55 which Kahn is picking for his

opening program. Many of these,

prints will be available .xiiniiltane-

riu'sly with or ihitnediatety follow-

ing, their Broadway runs.'

. All. types of. pictures are included

in Hie Hohand list compiled to cater,

to flic Dutch film preferences.- West-
erns, local proliii m theses and tiiose

excessively talky .would not appeal

to the majority 01' Hollanders.

: As an example of industry s did-

nrity it is interesting to note, that

j
eight companies are sending one rep-

EICHEY TO PARIS
.

London. Oct. .10,

Norton V. Richey, prez of Mono- : re:fent!itive to sell their product- in

gram Intf-ruutuiiial. plans to leave
j

Hc/llanri. Each of the follow/ug
London lor I'.iris and other po.inls on 1 companies will have 25 features on
live Continent this week to survey '

t he list : Columbia. Paramount. Ms tro,

the European pictuio situation. He'll
j
RKO, 201 li-Ko.x. Universal, United

appoint' rep- en route.. I, Artists, and Warners.
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and Edward Arnold • Phyllis Thaxter

Keenan Wynr* Robert Benchley

lean Ames * Lino Romay Samuel

S. Hinds • A Robert Z. Leonard Pro-

duction • Screen Play by Samuel and
Bella Spewack Adaptation by Guy
Bolton • Suggested by a Play by
VickiBaum • Directed by ROBERT Z.

LEONARD • Produced by ARTHUR
HORNBLOW, Jr. • An M-G-M Picture

Week-end Business Every Day in the Week!
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Have You Sent in Your Victory Loan Pledge?

IET S FINISH THE JOB!
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Joe Brown's Bronze Star
Continued from pace 1

testimonial dinner for another pal of : in 1942), Gen Sebree revealed that

his! Federal Judge Michael L. Jgoe. only 'one other civilian—the late

The Blackstone hotel affair turned
j
Ernie Pyle—has been similarly' Hon

(Hu to be a double-barreled tcsti-, bred by the War Dept.

inonial, however, as well as a com-

plete surprise on Brown, when Briij.

Gen. Edward B. Sebree interrupted

his tribute to Judge Igoe to present

dim with the medal. As he pinned

ii on. Gen. Sebree "read this War
Dept. citation

And, said
Gen. Sebree, when Gen. Devers
learned lie couldn't be in Chi for the
occasion, he called on Sebree, and
said: -i."

"When you pin the Bronze Star on
Joe. tell the people about something
that only a few of us knew at the

Meeting a gruelling schedule o( . time—and that is that Joe was so ill

performances in North Africa, Sicilvvi during most of the time he was en

-

and Italy from Jan. 5 to Feb. 6. 19*4,
j

tertaining the troops in Italy he had

during adverse weather and despite
j

to be hauled around in an ambn-

liis own severe illness, Mr. Brow i> ! lance."

brought pleasure and cheer to more
j

Most sentimental blowolT was when
than 100.000 American soldiers. With

]
Brown turned to his wile, handed

8h unsurpassed display of energy
j
)lel. the awardi and told her: 'Here,

and sincerity he contributed
^
im-

, dear , you wear both' stars."- where-
me;>;-tirably to the welfare of. the

j

lipon she pmned the Bronze Star un-
troiips " derneath the Gold Star she wears in

Goji_Sebree, representing his com- I memory of their son.

ma'nding officer," Gen. Jacob ;L.V

Devers. commanding general of .-the

Army Ground Forces and termor

commanding general of the 6tlj Army
Group. ETO, then told the 162 dinner

guests: "Joe E. .Brown and 1 first

.broke bread in a foxhole we shared

on Guadalcanal, when he was. visit-

ing (|ie boys there. I know of no

one more deserving of this honor."

Argentine Show
mmmm Continued from pastn

Aires city were closed for two days
on Oct. 18 and 19 while Col. Peron's
gangs of hooligan "strikers" roamed

t

the streets and attacked property.

Brown, completely taken by sir- : As no guarantees f>S security from

prise, choked up and couldn't make ' these marauders could be obtained

a response for a few minutes. Final- i from the complacent police, the So-

jv he managed to say: ,-j'ciety of Emprcsarios decided to stay

"You're seeing the raw edges of l-f'osed until things had quieted

Brown the comedian—and I doi

KIDNAP THEATRE SAFE,

TAKE 16G CASH, BONDS
Washington, Oct. 30.

Thieves Wed. (24) lowered an 800-

pound theatre safe down a flight of

stairs and escaped with it. Police

said the Highland theatre safe con-

tained $1,225 cash and $15,050 in

war bonds. ,

According to the police and house

employees, the cylindrical brass

standard on which the "standee"

ropes are hung were used by the

burglars as rollers to move the safe

across the sidewalk. The standards

were left outside of the theatre.

House manager said a smashed door

at the bottom of the stairs indicated

that the safe had broken loose while

it had been lowered.

Police believe the thieves' entered

through a trapdoor in the roof. A
hammer, a screwdriver and a flash-

light : were left behind. Manager
Wineland said burglars . failed in an
attempt to rob the theatre last

spring. The would-be thieves forced
the safe then but found it empty.

feel so funny now. I'm thinking of

the thousands of men I knew who
didn't come back, and of the thou-

sands who came back and didn't find

a medal waiting. Those are the men
who fought this war and won it. I

feel small beside them, and 1 accept

this honor for them. I'll ask you
never to forget those men and •/hat I from power, is only lurking in the

thev did. Don't look at the ribbons
j
background until his probable rein

down. The Society is still mulling
over the possibility of staying

closed unless things get less tense in

the next few weeks.

As far as the film distributors are

concerned, they find that they are

still subject to the dictates of Don
Alfredo Bolognesi, entertainment

czar, who. far from being deposed

on their chests—just look at their

'uniforms. They all were heroes,

everyone of them." .

He then expressed his regret thai

his wife couldn't be there to .share

the wonderful surprise with him—
upon which Katherine Brown, who
was flown from Los Angeles for tie."

occasion, stood up in a gallery over

the heads of the diners. She wa-
with Brown's brother, Paul, and th •

latter's wife.

statement. Inquiries from distribu-

tors as to whom they shoidd address

their notes on censorship matters

met with the reply that pending the

appointment of a Director of Enter-

tainment, they could continue to put

Bolognesi's name at the top of their

letters.

j
Newsreel camera crews took excel-

I lent shots of the last week's events,

! but the chances are that U. S. audi-

I ences will see them whereas the

'Dolly Sisters' B O. Ballyhoo To-Do

Makes Chi Go Big for Preems
: Chicago. Oct. 30.

Chicago as a world preem site

apparently has pi.x-makers intrigued,

in view of 20.th-Fox's recent super-

ballyhoo on "Dolly Sisters." and. of

course, the resultant boffo receipts.

Universal took an encore with

"This Loye of Ours" at the RKO-
Palace Tuesday (30), and there are

others in the offing, one being

United Attists' "Diary of a Cham-
bermaid." which Camden Pix (Ben

Bogeaus-Burgess Meredith-Paulette

Goddardi announced recently they'll

tee off here. - ..' -

'

' .

Long neglected as a kickoff spot,

Chi really let itself go for the Betty
Grable-June Haver opus. A number
of standout incidents included break-
ing of the Chicago theatre's b.o.

window by excited fans, who stood

in line from 8 a.m. on for a glimpse
at the p.a.'ing stars, etc.. but what
really got Sid Blumenstock and

some of the other home office 20th-

ites here for the opening was the way
Mayor Kelly and the State Street

Council pitched in for them.

As Blumenstock remarked. "Im-
agine Mayor LaGuardia letting us
rope off 42d and Broadway for this

premiere!" Which just about sums
up what happened here. Balaban *
Katz and 20th went to work on the
politically potent Council (composed
of State Street department stores),

convincing them it would help busi-

ness if they would get the Mayor
to rope off State and Madison
Streets for the parade, etc. During
the war, that honor was reserved
solely for War Bond pitches.

It turned out, of course, that the

stores were jammed, as B&K and
20th said they would be, inasmuch
as the theatre couldn't possibly hold
the thousands who came down to

the Loop for the big event. So it's

a cinch the merchants will continue
to bend an ear to future propositions
of the sort.

Anybody who thought it might all
]

Argentines- themselves won't for

have been a p.a.'s dream was com- years to come. •.•

pletely convinced of the authentic)-
j

ly of the scene by the real human
emotions—meaning tears, increduli-

ty, etc.—not only on the part of

Brown and his wife, but also amony
the numerous guests, including

Mayor" Edward J. Kelly. Judges
Philip L. Sullivan and Walter La
Buy. States Attorney William J.

Tuohy. Sheriff James Mulcahy, and
Board of Education prexy James B.

McCahey. Brown himself couldn't

talk tor fully five minutes after Gen.
Sebree pinned the medal on.

Theatre Collections

For Al Smith Memorial
Entertainment division of the Al

Smith Memorial Fund met at the

Hotel Astor last week to work out

national plans for raising its share

of the $3,000,000 goal. Money will

build a Smith wing to St. Vincent's

hospital, N. Y.

Motion picture branch of the di-

vision is planning on theatre col

In making the presentation to I lections in N. Y. Drive opens to-

Brown (whose son, Capt. Don. was
I
morrow < 1) and will last approxi-

killed in a California bomber crash mately two months.

Pi^SOHWAIiy Speaking by XAVfER CUGAT

Drawings by Mr. Cug*t

The Rbiimba King

1 — Onct zi sifliriUs would have
nuzzing to do with Cugat. Zen a

friend give me advice'..-.'

3-1 iii! And now I'm hot stuff

wiz ze pepitas. For sink, queedt

shaves, try ze Personna Blades'.

2—"CM|i»" say this hombre,

"You'll be a satin Latin if you try

Personna's dost, smooth shaves".

HERE'S WHY PERSOMH* Blades give

you luxury shaves:

1 - Made from premium steel.

2 - Hollow-ground for keenness .

3 - Rust-resistant for longer use.

Personna, 599 Mad. Ave., N.Y.C.22

i PERSOHNA

io «•* *1

fresh t! >

a d a i

y

'

% 1

(j jLi6u-^lvtidte

!

Here at last is a ready-lo-strve Dry Martini

withJresh-Jrom-lhe-shaker flavor!And—praise be!—one thai

flays daisy-fresh in the bottle right down to the last drink

you pour! Always keep this Hirani Walker miracle OH

hand . . . and you'll always be ready to serve that

"unexpected guest" a Dry Martini that's reallyJrtshl

dry martini

Hiram Walker 6 Sant Im.. Peori; III. Copr. 194f
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Filmers and Radioites
Continued from paje 1

pix producers and the film b.o. This

happened long ago with Betty

Grable arid Katharine Hepburn, who
were either film flops or, b.o. poison

before clicking in a play, as it has

occurred most recently with Victor

Jury, who now . is being sought as-

siduously by pix producers on

strength of his recent Broadway
roles. :

' The radio trek to legit is also in a

way tied into films. Radio actors

are tiring of networks and the mike.

They work in complete anonymity,

with no billing on the many shows

or soap-operas in which they ap-

pear, unknown except hi the radio

trade.. They want to be seen: they

wairt'live audience reaction. If their

legit appearance is in a hit, they

make a rep, and they are estab-

lished three ways, in radio, stage—

and for films. They thus can g&t

billing on radio shows. Their legit

appearance is publicized—whife fur-

Producers Too
Four radio actors are, pro-

ducing Broadway legit shows
this season.

List includes Richard K611-

rnar. radio's "Boston Blackie."

whose new musical "Are You.
With It?" debuts Nov. 10; Mar-.

. tin Gabel. who co-produced
''The Assassin"; Martin Blanc,

planning, a musical, "You Only
Twinkle Once," and George
Heller, former ' actor more re-

cently AFRA asst. executive sec-

retary, co-producer of "Deep
Are the Roots."

thcrmore. being a showcase for pix.

through talent scouts catching their

work. It means prestige, more
money, more work all around in

the long run, offering the induce-
ment to offset the immediate lesser

coin and greater gamble trying legit.

From Hollywood
This season, coming from Holly-

wood ~into plays already on Broad-

way or about to arrive, being now
in tryout. or rehearsal, are: Ruth
Husscy, Ralph Bellamy, Kay John-
son and Minor Watson, in "State of

the Union": Frances Dee (in her
legit debut) in "The Secret Room,"
and Walter Abel, in "The Mermaids
Singing." Returning stage vets are
Fay Bainter in "The Next Half-
Hour"; Paul Kelly and Adrienne
Ames in "Beggars Are Coming to

Town": " Edmund Lowe in "The
Ryan Girl"; Sir Cedric Hardwicke in

"Antigone." and Sam Levcne in "A
Sound of Hunting." Spencer Tracy
is due to come to Broadway Nov. 10

in Robert E. Sherwood's "The Rugged
Path." .

,

.Otto. Kruger is reported lined up
for <-Laura"; Brian Alierne for '•The

French Touch"; Walter Huston for

"January Thaw"; Marjorie Rambeau
for "And Shadows Fall"; Miriam
Hopkins for "St. Lazar's Pharmacy";
Betty Field for "Dream Girl"; Vir-
ginia Weidler for "The Rich, Full

Life," and Carol Bruce for "Show
Boat." On Broadway now are Ed-
mund Gwenn. in "You Touched Me";
Dame May Whitty and Victor Jory
id . "Therese," and Michael O'Shea
and Eddie Foy. Jr. in "The Red
Mill," Kay Francis and Roger Pryor
are on extended tour in "Windy
Hill"; Jean Parker is playing road
stands in "Guest in the House," and
Edward Everett Horton goes on and'

On in "Springtime For Henry." „
From Radio

As to radio peopler^all of them
names important to the trade or be-
cause of the many shows they ap-
pear in or their prominence on
them—the £ollo\virig are just part

of those entering legit this season,

or who came in last year. " John
Archer, who was The Shadow in that

named serial, is. in "The Day Before
Spring": Gordon Heath; WMCA an-
nouncer, is the colored lead in "Deep
Are the Roots." Howard Smith, the
Will of the Aldrich Family hour,
is a lead in "Dear Ruth": Barflett

Robinson, radio's Perry Mason, is in

the same legiter. Producer Martin

Gabel brought a troupe of actors in

from radio for Irwin Shaw's re'
cent "The Assassin," including
Lesley Woods, lead in radio's "Bos-
ton Blackie," Harold Huber (also
from films), Florence Robinson and
Frances Chaney.
"A Bell For Adano," which left

Broadway last week, had Everett
Sloane from radio's "Mr. District

Attorney" (George Abbott has just

copped him 1 to do the directorial

job on Arthur Koestler's "Twilight
Bar" ). "Adano" also had in it Mario
Badolati. who has a radio program
of his own; Jack Smart, from the
Allen players, and Glenn Langen.

Other important radio names now
in legit are: Laitie Cordner. in

"Bloomer Girl": Mervyn Vye. in
"Carousel": George Baxter, in "On
Die Town."

Rambeau Breaking
20-Yr. B'way Fast

Hollywood, Oct.. 30.

Marjorie Rambeau is returning to

Broadway for her first stage show
in 20 years in the Howard Lang pro-
duction of "Where Shadows Fall;" ;

Lang wanted to open in December
but the stage-film star has asked
more time to recover from a recent
injury which put her on crutches.

Likely that piece will be ready by
early February. .

V Ashley Mulls 'Hunter'
Edward Ashley, star at Republic,

is muUing-an offer to play the top
male role in the Harriet Hinsdale
play, "Home Is the Hunter," on
Broadway this winter.

Acceptance of the deal- depends on
the actor's ability to get the studio's

consent. Recently he completed a

role in "The Madonna's Secret."

Tracy's 'Path' Duty
Continued from page 1

,

Sinatra
Continued from p»;« I

New York Theatres

CHARLES BOTE*
LAUREN RACALL

fn Warner's .New Hit I

"CONFIDENTIAL AGENT"
lii Person

VAUGHN MONROE
and His. Orchestra

.

"~
... KXT It A;

Sondra larrott • Fred Sandorn

B'way at 47th St. STRAND

The Jubilant Story of

Georg* Gershwin

"RHAPSODY IN BLUE"
Warner Bros. Crowning Glory

Coni It'll.>in l'err»rii>nii<>r>
[

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
Air-Conditioned

Broadway at 51st Street

SAJIllCI. I.OI.IHVYN prexrali

DANNY KAYE
In

"WONDER MAN" v.

tn Technicolor

ll'VVliy m CT/MJ Colli ilUlOHH
A AMU SI. AOlUn roniil.tr IVU*»«

i Rene Clair's 1

| And Then There Were None 1
A "Wli' (Vtmirjr-I'ict

I'utiliar JMftutrs J'linllli'l jiin . B
1 Plus on Singe—Carl Banana, lay Jutyi

Niclialai 8n>.. Extra! Dava Anallan

sions" with the students, but that he

won't make a formal speech.
*

For the past few months whife

students and their parents haye been

demanding segregation for Negro"

students and for removal" of Richard

A. Nuzum as principal, charging that

the latter has discriminated in favor

of Negroes. A "Committee of 13"

named to find a solution to the prob-

lem admitted Monday (-29) that little

headway has been made, but ashed

and received a vote of confidence

directing them to continue their

efforts. .

'

'.

Illinois state law permits segrega-

tion, as long as Negroes are provided

with facilities and opportunities

equal to those^given white students,

it was pointed out by Frank Spy-
chalski, attorney-member of the com-
mittee, so that there. is no relief from

that angle. He also said that the

Board of Education has adopter.} a-

"do-nothing" attitude, hence calling

in Sinatra, one of the leading lights

in the national race-equality cam-
paign, is the best bet. In the mean-
time, 1.000 of the 1.125 whi'.e students

are cut on strike.

back in altered form; two scenes
in the second act came out; but these

were the usual rewrites and changes
in a play on tryout, and done for

dramatic improvement. No disputed
line has been affected, it's claimed,
or tenor or theme of play chahged.
Play is no less emphatic than before.

Up in Boston Tracy publicly gave
his two reasons for at one time
wanting to quit the play— (at he
didn't have the courage to open in

N.Y. because of stage flight, and
lb) he didn't think the play was
ready. He has since had a change of
heart, and lost his stage fright. He
thinks it's his duty to go through with
his assignment, and he'*- strength-
ened in his resolve by the fact that
the play has been greatly improved
by Sherwood since it opened.

Hub Critic Talks Up
Boston, Oct. 30.

Marge Adams, Globe 01m critic,

let go with double-edged typewriter
in her column this week at Spencer
Tracy and Katharine . Hepburn, fol-

lowing Tracy's non-appearance" at

Wednesday night performance of

"Rugged Path" at the Plymouth on
account of. sinus. After mentioning
Miss Hepburn's appearance '

at the
opening of "Secret Room" at . th'e

Wilbur, she wrote:

"Co-star with Spencer Tracy in

•Without Love.' Miss Hepburn has
been his constant adviser. She was
present in Providence early in the
month when he tried out his new
play and has been in Boston nearly

all the time* he wts here. Mrs.
Tracy, his wife, was in town for a

brief period.

"Temperamental Miss Hepburn,"
she continued, "has been blamed by
some people for the 'on again, off

ag .in' policy of the rugged stage star

in his shifting attitudes about

•Rugged Path.' If is by no means
certain, say representatives of the

theatre, that he will go into New
York even now."

The Plymouth, according to Miss

Adams, had already made its de* .

posit in the bank when Tracy re-

fused to go on Wednesd y night and
"a
-
*near-riot resulted while Henry

Cbote, manager of the theatre,

rushed around borrowing money
from his friends and acquaintances

to pay off disa ppointed seat-holders.

Thursday matinee
;
and evening also

cancelled.

•Path' in N. Hi Rehearsals

Cast of "The Rugged Path" re-

turned from a Boston tryout Mon-
day (29) and is rehearsing in New
York pending the premiere, dated

for Nov. 10. Spencer Tracy, starred,

musing a heavy cold, remained in

the Hub over the weekend but' was
due back yesterday <Tues;>.

Show had rehearsed the full four

weeks allowed for dramas so that the .

Playwrights Co., which produced the

drama, will be required to pay full

salaries this week and next. Robert

E. Sherwood^ who authored "Path,"

has considerably revised the script

since the Washington, D. C, debut.

BUV MOBE
BONDS Roxy

NOW - ROXY

1 AMERICAN MARCH
| BEAUTY

of TIME

w kiss : Lrsrsow

and TELL '• mm
SHIRLEY TEMPLE ' Milam!
Hai Honeymoon HII Hi*

RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL
' "WEEK END AT
THE WALDORF"

Spectacular Stage Production*

'woyat
Slit Si. CAPITOL^

WALT DISNEY'S '

Woitilerfiil A<lvrntiir*M of

P I N OCCH I O
TECHNICOLOR

Distributed by HKO Radio Pictures. I«:

3
r,| ICmiy Olsl Si.

Mi-iry REPUBLIC """"• "'"'"
M« 1itl»!V

,-rM,,1-»u
' 8:110 A.M.

Also Poll Spieling

Philadelphia, Aug. 30.

Frank Sinatra is branching out in

his •"Americanism" campaign.
In addition to his tolerance theme.

The Voice has added the problem ot

"voting apathy" to his speaking
agenda.

Sinatra will address more than
i 20.000 students of public, parochial

and private secondary schools at

I

Convention Hall on Friday. Nov. 2.

urging the moppets to see that their

! parents come out and vote on Elec-

i lion Day. thai following Tuesday:
Stunt is a non-partisan effort of

the Philly Boosters Association,

which is seeking a maximum turnout
at the polls regardless of party.

There has been little interest in the
coming election, w.hich is for munici-
pal officers only.

Eddy Duchin
Continued from page 1.

'On Snvru

J*
'I' I t.(i vs.. K(»v, 1

I »t- Ni V, Sliowina

'Dangerous
Partners'

.i.\.Hi-x rh.\i«
II.VM.HO

IS I'KltSON

JOHN
CALVERT

Anil Hi* Kr't'iitv

. .-.Extra

aihiM-lirii

VALDES

P-ramount w/eats ED GARDNERS
"DUFFY'S TAVERN"

FtatiiriDj ?2 Hallywoa! Slars

. IN PERSON
TIMS AMIKMVS HISTKK9

' TIM lll.llltl H I

VIC SCNOEM anal Hit B««*ioo Or.hestra

"B WAY &
47th St.PALACE

ATOMIC BOMB HITS JAPAN!

"FIRST YANK INTO
TOKYO"

Tom Neol larboro Half
. Air KKfl ti;;ifill I'iflilie

albtinw of old disks, reissued by Co-

lli mbia as nostalgic pieces, are

ing better thtih, when he ' first mane
th era,: so hb st i 1 1 can .enjoy the %\&r
that comes lyith rcniainms a cor.-

tinuin^ public, ngure. . In the mean-
time ;ive would establisli some tc.-s

itinerant business in New York (ir

i lollywood—preferably the latter, :r.

he lias j"l I t.r. production ambitions-

•

iiiul t.'ius insure a more . jnthnal''

home life.

Mrs. Duchin. the former MarjorV-

Oeh'iclisi New York, socialite, died

:vi ('hi'dbirth'; and the maenlro's 'cpv-

.rrn over his son's welfare Was a

iroblelh from birth, in light of V.u:

•itliy'a e:ii'ly delicate years. Dciiiiio

the oftfimes grave aspects in th:

baby years, the boy today is.robud.

BY* ORDER OF.'..,.._ ......

'

loughborough

playhouse'
Limited

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION ON WEDNESDAY,

DEC. 12, IN THE ESTATE AUCTION HALL AT

22 KING STREET, ST. "JAMES, LONDON SW1

(Unless Previously Disposed of Privately I

THE HIGHLY IMPORTANT GROUP OF THIRTEEN

FREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLD LONDON
THEATRES AND CINEMAS

All well known and many famous and occupying well-

selected sites in densely populated districts. -

PALACE. CAMBERWELL GRAND, CLAPHAM

EMPIRE, ISLINGTON . EMPIRE, KILBURN

EMPIRE. CROYDON HIPPODROME. CROYDON

HIPPODROME. LEWISHAM HIPPODROME. PUTNEY

HIPPODROME. ILFORD HIPPODROME. WILLESDEN

HIPPODROME. ROTHER- PALACE. HAMMERSMITH
»;

.
HITHE vV'

- COLLINS MUSIC HALL. ISLINGTON

Together with the valuable properties adjoining, which

afford scope for extension and development.

TO BE SOLD AS A WHOLE OR IN SEPARATE LOTS

Particulars, plans and conditions of sale

Ifrice. 5 Shillings), ot the auctioneers.

GODDARD & SMITH
Head Office and Estate Auction Hall

22 King Street, St. James, London SWI
(Telephone: Whitehall 2721

1

Or of the Solicitors

Messrs. BARTLETT & GLUCKSTEIN

199 PICCADILLY, LONDON Wl
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THE HOUR OF CHARM All Girl Orchestra
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H'wood Directors Getting Over Peeve

And All for Forging Ties With N. Y.
Hollywood. Oct. 30.

Radio directors, some 100-strong.

held their first important meeting last

Wednesday since formation of

the Radio arid . .Television Directors

Guild of Hollywood and. if nothing

else was accomplished, a stronger tie

with the New York Guild has been

bound. Insignificant as that may
seem, it was the major issue before

the control room czars. Next in im-

portance was the signing of 41 new
members, swelling the Hollywood
total to 98, with another 15 or 20 ex-

pected to join up before the next

meeting Tuesday night (30 ».

Constitution for the Hollywood
Guild lias been drafted by attorneys

and copies mailed out to members,

active and prospective. It's at vari-

ance with the N. Y. bylaws only on

minor points easily adjusted. Of-

ficers will be elected at the next ses-

sion, at which time the constitution

will either be accepted in tolo or

subject to amendment. Thomas Fre-

bairn-Smith is pro tern chairman of

the Guild ' and understood he docs

not relish top office of the organiza-

tion. -•' " . :

So that the impression of a New
York, domination of the national

body does not gain currency, the

proposal has been offered by the

Hollywood Guild, and said to be

agreeable' to the N. Y. chapter, that

an executive committee of nine be

formed with three members to serve

from the N. Y.. Hollywood and Chi-

cago groups.

William N. Robson and Jerry!

Devine s poke at last week's meeting

"and -sounded a plea for unity and
harmony. The ill feeling cngen-

i

dcred by the N. Y. chapter accepting I

an AFL charter without consulting i

the Hollywood directors has been

considerably eased and a national

organization of some 450 members
certain to be welded aiter some of

the constitutional bugs have been
flitted.

The Fleet's In
When Johnny Dale did. the

chat chores on the WNEW "Milk-
man's Matinee" last Thursday
(25 1. the watch crew of the Mis-
souri called up for "Knock Me
For a Kiss." Dale obliged anjtl:

. two mmutes later the crew on
watch for " the Enterprise tele-

phoned. "Now ''•that ^ou've
played a song for a "peacclul

ship, how' about one for a real

fighting ship." Dale complied
with "Stompin At The Savoy."
Marine Corps outfit stationed

in Bayonne. N. J., said they felt

neglected and asked for "Relax-
ing At the Touro."' It didn't

take long and the Army Air
Corps called in for

;
"You're a

: Character. Dear:" This was fol-

lowed by a request by the Lan-
ding Craft Vehicle Personnel for

"Baby Me." for "the men who
really get On the beaches."

Webs Take Anni

In Slow Stride

"National Radio ' Week." set for

next week (3-10) as thff celebration

of the industry's 25th anni. is going
to receive some special attention

from all the major nets, but so far

little stariling by way of special

showmanship has been announced.

Mutual has skedded a' number of

special shows running through the

week.- starting with Boy and GirJ

Scout programs on Saturday (31

and closing with a planter recording
the music of the Air Force. Navy
and Marine bands. In between MBS
will salute advertisers and put on
youngsters as "stars of tomorrow."

CBS will go into radio as a world
contribution on its Sunday (4)

4
"Transatlantic Cay." will reprise

Norman Corwin's "Seems Radio Is

Here to Stay" the following night,

and will close Saturday O01 with
exeprp's from "grertcst broadcasts."

One of the week's shows. on ABC
(Blue > will b;- built around Paul
Whilcman's orch. with' the web's
prexy Mark Woods, correspondent
George Hicks i'nd national program

.
director Charles (Butll Barry

'
Ear-

t/icipnlih'g.

NBC's 'Clarence L. Menser '«?«
[mulling; plans for .'his ,'ncl's. special
anni shows." Mcariwtiile'i on the web,
Ec'die Can lor jumped the silver,

jubilee gun by skedding for tonight
(31.1 a s serial show . titled "II Could

"Or!y- Happrn in- Radio/'

Among the NBC "pla"s
:
:Sre\'anni-

vei--avy angles -On the Fred Waring,
and "Fun and Folly . With Ed- aiicl-

Polly" shows, a : "Do You Re'.mom-.
btu'V" series

. of . .half-hour shows.
'8:lf>-S;-!.-| ;\m.. Mon.-Fii. of jubilee
week: and sncc'al shows on throe
public service urograms. Sat. . (\6>.

loiter
•'

beinf. "Home Is What You
Make It." J) a.m.: ''Consumer Time."
'•12:M h.m,: $hd "O'tr Fdroign Policy.".

7 p.m. -

'
-.'• -

.'

'Photog Fits CBS

Saturday Parlay
An interesting sequence of script

shows has t'onverted late Saturday
morning and early afternoon on
CBS into a parade of fairly for-

midable ratings. This is the array
of strength to which Columbia's
program department has hitched its

prime mystery package. "Crime
Photographer." written by Alonzo
Dccn Cole. Latter show has been
on network some time, hidden away
in one of the ll:30-to-midnight seg-

ments, but last summer got its fust

chance at a more normal time and
bounced through with Hpoperatings
of around 8.

CBS has hopes that the program
will pay off in a sponsorship deal in

the new Saturday slot following this

lineup:

11.—"Let's Pretend'' — Cream of

Wheat
11:30—Billic Burke—Lambert
12— •Theatre of Today" — Arm-

strong.
12:30—"Stars Over Hollywood"—^

Dan-Rich ,

1—"Grand Central Station" —
Pillsbury

1:30—"Crime Photographer.''

Lesley Woods, following fold of

the legit play "The Assassin." is due
to return to the femme lead on
"Photographer." in which Staats

Colsworth plays Casey. John Dietz

directs, and Robert J. Landry super-
vises.

Philly Takes No Chances
Philadelphia, Oct. 30.

' Philadelphia's City Fathers aren't

ruffling the feelings of' broadcasters
in welcoming a homecoming gen-
eral.

Yesterday (Mon.l the city gave a

gala welcome to General Johnathan
Wainwright, hero of Corregidor, to

tee off the war bond drive, and the

owners of every Philly station, in-

cluding the one-lungers, were on the

welcoming committee, and in the

car cavalcade.

A couple of months ago when
Generals Spaatz. Bradley and 50 or

more brasshats and heroes came to

Philly the welcoming cavalcade in-

cluded only one radio exec, while
the publisher of every daily was on
the official reception committee.

STARS LINED UP FOR

ELGIN HOLIDAY SHOWS
Elgin Watch this week set the stars

for its annual Thanksgiving and
Christmas Day two-hour shows on
CBS. with J. . Walter Thompson
agency lining up a roster that should
attract lots of holiday attention.

Listed so far for the two shows are
Ken Carpenter. Don Ameche. Ginny
Simms. Bob Hope, Vera 'Vague.
"Falstafi" (Alan Reedi. the Chariot-
eers. Artur. Rubinstein. Edgar Ber-
gen with Charlie McCarthy. Fibber
McGcq Sr Molly-. -Jimmy - Durante.
Garry Moorci Cass Daley. Liua
Romay. Elsie Janis. Lauritz. Mel-
ehior. and Malty Malneck with his
orchestra. •'.

.. . .

As usual Carroll Carroll heads up
the scripting contingent.

Revere Venture

In 'Adventure

SpartaChanges
Revere Copper & Brass. Inc., spon-

sor of "The Human Adventure," is

dropping that University of Chicago-
backed show for one of its own. to

be done along the same format but
under the title "Exploring the Un-
known." ,

New package will go on Mutual
beginning Dec. 2. and will take over
MBS' Sunday evening 9-9:30 slot

which has been held until now by,

"Adventure." Last airing of latter

under Revere sponsorship will be on
preceding Sunday. Nov. 25.

Meanwhile, "Adventure" will con-
tinue to air out of WGN. Chicago,
the University of Chi staying on as

backer and the station . footing the
bill. Effort will be made to clear

Mutual network time for the stanza,

considered for several years, as one
of the best among radio's dramatic
educational shows.

While reports from Chi indicated
radioites in that city satisfied with
WGN's insistence on keeping "Ad-
venture" there as a step in the di-

rection of keeping vital radio alive

in that city, a rap against Chi's
showmanship was taken by Victor
Van Der Linde. radio director of St.

Georges & Keyes ad agency, which
has been handling the show for
Revere.
Van Dor Linde said he had found

that WGN had an agreement with
the University of Chcago to keep the
show in Chi only after the agency
had decided lo move the program to
New York "where competent writ-
ers, talent and name performers are
always available."

"Chicago radio." he said, "is life-

less. Shows originating there lack
the sparkle of showmanship neces-
sary for a high-priced package."
"Exporing the Unknown." will be

backed by authoritative prestige
names, when it's aired from New
York, just as "Adventure" had the
prestige of the Univ. of Chi. The
new show will be plugged as a
'dramatic documentary illustrating
the romance of scientific research."
Sherman Dryer, producer-director

of "Adventure." will move to New
York with the new show.. At the
same time, he will also freelance on
other - shows in New York. .

Plenty Controversial Stuff Got To

GIs Overseas; Nixes 'Pollyanna' Claim

'Eye»' Have It

Chicago, Ocl. 30.

"Radio eyes." a. new kind of
disease, has been uncovered here
in a suit filed by a Miss "Esther
A. Buileen in U. S. District

Court against the Federal Bu-
reau of Investigation. Miss Bur-
led!, who prepared and tiled the
suit herself, charged the FBI
with "malfeasance of duty'' in

allowing her to be tormented
by "radio eyes, electric shocks,
rays and voices," which she al-

leged are caused by un-Ameri-
can interests paying the way for
anarchistic rule in this country.
She first began to notice the

symptoms in Newark, N. J . ac-
cording to the suit. She then
moved to Wheeling. W. Va., but
the "eyes" followed her. She
tied to Chicago. Again they fol-

lowed her.

She wants the court to force
J. Edgar Hoover. FBI. chief, to
produce all records on the ray
and compel him to "untwine the
mystery." ! {;,

•-";'-,

Radio Back To

'Sell Goods Era
An important turnover in radio is

portended within the next six
months, predicated principally on
the "sell goods',' equation. Shows
will be built in relation to the com-
modity and how much merchandise
can be moved off the shelves. High
ratings, it's felt, take a secondary
position with the rank-and-file radio
and also among the top-bracket pro-
grams. ;•

'

Package foods, particularly, are
pointing to that, and the glamour
about big names, if not also good
salesmen for the merchandise, will

not be as important as during the
prestige-maintaining and keep-otir-
tradeniark-alive era of the war
where, also, the highly-taxed war-
profit dollar, was an equation.

MOT EMMEBT T0.W0AI
San Antonio. Oct. r>'>.

Merf Emmert has-been named
director 'of. the WOAI Farm and
Ranch Dei a new .post.

. .

Emmert comes here from WEAF,
K„w York. He' was also with WLAV.
.Cincinnati, as asst. farm program
director.

MBS, Newsweek Collab

i

On News-Dramat Show
.
..Mutttals programming department.
in cooperation* with '.the editors of

Ncw.-weck mag: will.'.experiment on

I

a new sustaining series ' tilled "You
land the News." beginning Nov. 15,

j

10-10:30 pi rn. Program will be
dramatic in. format... olong the lines

"of "March of Time." 'but will have
one episode utilize the half-hour,

j
rather than several . abbreviated
failures. .'.--.

' Tony Loader will produce the pro-
~ grain and JUdd Phillips will script.

i
Seattle'—-Bill Corcoran, one of the

;

Corcoran twins ( Brother Jack now
;
being a lieuf, j.g. >. has 'just been

I

promoted lo program manager and
| chief ai'.nounccr at-KIRO.

WGN to Unfold $2,000

Weekly /Chicago Story'

As*Public Service Item
Chicago. Oct. 30.

Station '.WGN is shooting the works
on probably the highest priced pub-
lic service show ever to be aired by
a Chicago station, when it proems
"The Chicago Story." a weekly half-
hour dramatic program, tomorrow
night (311. 9 to <):3C p.nj, iCSTl.

Stint is budgeted at 52.000 a week
and. although the scripts will . depict
Ih'e significance of the City's great-
ness and will, report on its people,
neighborhoods and institutions, tak-
ing in both .t'ljrreiit .and historical
aspects, a subject thai can be very
dryly done.- shows will be basically,
radio cntr-i tainmenl. according- to
William McGuincas.' WGN sales
manager, .-. .-: - . >

.

First program, wrilteii by Fran
Couglin. will survey theJtdty.'s phys-
ical characteristics, and delve into"
its. historical background

[ and
growl h. Series wi II 'be divecicYl by ':

Jack LaFrandl'e, who -H?iir also 'al-

termiU- cm the '

rcri'its. Large dor
niestie casts and a 17-piece orehpstra
conducifd by llobert Trencller syij.l

be used.

CBC AT LONG LAST -
GETS FULL-TIME CHM.

Montreal. Oct. 30.

A. Davidson Dunfon. editor. of the
Montreal Standard and ex-general
manager of the now defunct -War-
time Information Board, was named
lull-time chairman of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.. government-
owned national net. Diirtton will

assume his duties Nov. 15. A salary
of $15,000 yearly is said lo go with
the job.

Appointment completes the most
important recommendation made on
the CBC since a parliamentary com-
mittee investigated the body in
July, 1944. Dunton is 33. •

The committee -'suggested division
of authority in the CBC to include
the following .posts: (a) a chairman
to act as interpreter of the Board
of Governors policy and handle all

public relations: (bi a general man-
ager to handle internal matters, ad-
ministration, technical operation. Dr.
Augustin Frigon. former asst. gen-
eral manager, was a few months
ago raised lo the post of general
manager.

Purina Expands, Buys

Mutual's 'Opry House'
Ralston Purina Co.. which al-

ready sponsors a eross-lhe-board
series' titled '"Straight Shooters'"
over Mutual, has signed ' a 52-week
contract for the full-hour program
"Opry House. Malineo." hoard Sat-
urdays. 1-2 p.m. Contract calls 'for

I 139 stalions, '-;•
:

'
. .; "

.

First half of the program will he
sponsored by -the company's farm
food products, effective Jan. 5: sec-
ond half oi; the program, commer-
cials eredlting the cereal division,
will be sponsored beginning Nov.
17. Show is wriltcn. produced and
directed by Charles Brown and
originates from WSIX. Nashville.

Akron—Knight Ratiio Corp.. Ak-
ron, headort-by' Jxihn S. Knight, edilor
and publisher of the Beacon-Journal
and the Knight Nenvspapers, Inc., h:«-
asked the FCC for authority to oper-
ate an FM station in 'Akron.

Survey of the activity of the Edu-
cation Unit of Armed Forces Radio
Service, which sends information
and education material abroad for
airing on American Forces Network
stations, seems to answer satisfac-
torily some criticism leveled against
the Unit on the grounds that it sent
only innocuous aiid no controversial
or stimulating material overseas to
GIs.

Some instances of questionable
judgment seem to be sustained, and
some censorship, but general belief
Is that within limitations, AFRS did
a good job. Its job was to create
programs and send them out. AFRS
however, having no control of ma-
materiafs use, this depending cn-
-tirely on personnel of the various
AFN stations. Statistics seem to
prove that two-thirds of the sta-
tions used key series, such as "This
Is The Story." and used them at
peak hours.

Complaints were heard that cer-
tain programs were not used.' such
as Norman Corwin's "On A Note of
Triumph," requests for which came
in to the nets and to Corwin by
thousands, with Corwin reported
sore at the turndown. "Triumph"
was reported nixed right at the top,
at Washington's Pentagon. on.
grounds of certain objectionable
lines, like its inordinate praise of the
Soviet Union, and its comparison of
the MeCormack - Patterson - Hearst
combine to fascist Nazis.
AFRS officials, however, stale that

"Triumph" was nixed because it was
"overcmotionali/.ed." citing other
Corwin pieces like "We Hold These
Truths," "The Long Name None Can
Spell" and "Dorie Got a Medal" as
more controversial, yet programs
which they used.

• AFRS. which started activities
with the African invasion, sent news
and entertainment at first, but didn't
plan education programs till Janu-
ary, '44. First programs were sent
overseas latter part of '44. Two units
contributed, a Troop Information
Unit which dramatized such things
as the GI Bill of Rights. Jap soldier,
major speeches at San Francisco,
and the Education Unit's work.

.
Latter 's program started with the

series "This Is The Story.." about
the war aiid its background. AFRS
used such network stuff as Corwin's
nan-fed above, and Arch Oboler: pro-
grams from "Words at War'

-

and
"Cavalcade of America:" special
programs like "Murder of Lidice."
"Battle of Warsaw Ghetto." -Free-
dom of the Press." and AFRS orig-
'inals like "Alaska. Bridge to Asia."
Series, on continuously since Sept.,
'44. is' still going on and has had
good distribution.

Series Still Going On.
AFRS also sent abroad a science

series. "Science Magazine of the
Air," mostly human adventure
stories, some created by APRS but
most picked up rrom the nets.
Sources included "Assignment
Home." "Human; Adventure." "Sci-
ence Frontiers." "Words - at War."
etc.. with titles like "Einstein The-,
ory, ' "Penicillin." "Human Birth,"

(Continued on page 43

1

t

Ed. Aleshire, Out of Navy,

New Kastor Chi Head In

Move to Bolster Setup
Chicago. Oct. 30.

Ed Aleshire. recently discharged
Irom the Navy, was named general
manager of the II. W. Kastor agency
here this week. Aleshire was radio
director of the outfit when he joined
the Navy in September. 1943.

;
Move follows several weeks of

indecision, by Kastor partners on
how to strengthen agency's persons
pel after mass exodus of Ted Mcrtz
and others who handled the Drcne
(P & Gi account. Mcrlz's departure

j
forced Kastor partners to move

) major portion of. firm's activities to

New York whore separate ' organi-
zation was set. up under the name of

Kastor. Farrell. Cheslcy & "Clifford,

Future plans of Kastor agency

I

here, which is a separate corpora-
tion, are still in the guessing stage
with company being forced to make
move very sotm : as to disposal- of

their entire. 12th floor" sp:>ce in the

London Guarantee building, plus

space on other floors, all of which
is now largely vacant.
John Eurico, .former' assistant ac-

count exec of the J. Walter Thomp-
son agency, who litis been No. 1 man
at the local office pending '

straight-

ening out of the Ch!c::s;o picture,

will continue \yith the firm.
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RETURNING VETS POSE PROBLEM
Corwin, Lampell Lyn Murray, Et Al

Setting Up Own Packaging Outfit

One of the most unusual teamups

for packaging-production comprising

some of the top creative guys in

-.-radio, is iu_ .the process _ of being

formulated". In "some respects ifs

a radio counterpart of the Play-

wrights Co., legit venture on Broad-

way, lor the self servicing of the

.dramatists^ own plays via their own
production aegis.

Behind the new venture are Nor-

man Corwin, Jeff Alexander. Lyn

Murray. Bernard Herrmimn. Millard

Lampell. Howard Teichniann, and

Earle McGill. For the present

the venture is being hushed-hushed

until final details have been

ironed out, but the operational for-

mula has progressed to a stage that

will be crystallized in the next few

weeks. Through their, own pack-,

aging-production organization, they'd

eliminate a "middle man" or agency

connection in selling deals for either

collective radio endeavors or in

servicing their own individual shows

or deals. It's Celt, too, such a setup

would .eliminate • interference in.

striving for qualitative * program-

ming.
Collaborative etl'orts of the group

in the past has produced such no-

table radio conlribs .as "The Lone-

some Tram" cantata, which Corwin
produced a couple of seasons back,

on his. CBS series. It has a Millard

Lampell libretto (Earl Robinson

wrote the score though he's not iden-

tified with the new venture), with,

the Lyn Murray orch and the Jeft

Alexander Chorus also prominent.

'Monitor' Makes

With the Mike
The Christian Science Monitor,

whose business operation is of the

same conservative pattern as its

editorial policy, which shies away
from anything suggesting gimmicks
or stunts to hypo interest ill the

paper, has bought a network show
in a move to boost it* circulation.

Daily has purchased the Saturday
•evening 8:15-6:30 slot on ABC (Blue)
for a program emanating from Bos-
ton, which will spot its editor,

Envin Canhan, in a news eommcn-
.taiy session, to be supplemented by
.a dramatization-documentation of

special events headlined by the
paper.

It'll be a coast-to-coast show,
though not lull net. hitting alt the
key cities. Commercials will be
geared strictly to hypoing circula-
tion. Series start Doc. 1.

SCHOENFELD INTO

ABC'S N.Y. HDQS.?
"""Merritt- Sehoonleld, asst. general
•manager of ABC (Blue) in Chicago,
huddles with Mark Woods, network
proxy, in New York today (Wed.) on
his future status w ilh the web.

Expectations are that: Sehocnfeld,
whose sales records and contacts
have been an important factor in

ABC Central Di\•ision operation,
will be brought into the N.Y. office
to operate out of hdqs. sales dept.

.

Recent visit of Woods to Chi cul-
minated in ABC proxy giving Ed.
BOrrbiT, Central. Division general
manager, vote, .of confidence and
making him Up boss of operation.

Putting Heat on Chi
Chicago, Oct. 30.

- It -may be true that many Chi
radio people are leaving town
for the greener pastures of N. Y.
and Hollywood, but there's one
guy here « ho hopes he never
sees N.-.y. again. He's Walter
Schwimmer, h .ea d of the
Schwimmer &, Scott agency.
Schwimmer went to the big

town last week to see some ABC
(Blue) officials, an Esquire mag

'.eel, and a freelance radio writer.

He made the dates to see the

guys but never showed up. They
called his hotel and a couple of

ba'rs but couldn't locate him.
Finally the calls to the hotel

became- ".so. -persistent ..that-- a

house dick went up to his room
to see what gave.

Exec was found locked in his

bathroom, where he had been
imprisoned for hours by a door
that became .jammed by the heat

generated by his shower.

All-Vet Symph Of

100 Men, Women

Prepped As Airer
Jacques Singer, recently discharged

as a warrant officer from the Army
and the first person to conduct a

symphonic concert on Corregidor

when it was liberated by the Allies,

is negotiating with web and ad

agency exee.s for the formation of

an all-veterans symphony orchestra

of 100 men and women musicians.

It's reported that NBC is interested

in underwriting the entire proposi-
tion which is estimated to come to

$450,000 to $500,000 per season of 2(i

weeks of one-hour broadcasts;

Should NBC decide in favor of the

venture, it's understood that the

"Congressional Medal of Honor."
current all-vet show, will be drop-

ped.

The ' plans also include a six-

month concert tour of the country

lor the entire aggregation, wilh

broadcasts to originate from cities

where orchestra is playing. NBC
feels it can obtain a sponsor who
is willing to mark off the cost of the

show to good will. However, it was
pointed out . thai a good portion of

the expenses would be taken care

of by the concert receipts. NBC is

considering: presenting the plan to

newly-formed Kaiscr-Fraser Auto.

Co.. lalter evincing interest in night-

time radio..

Singer was a violinist with the

Philadelphia '.'.Orchestra when Leo-

pold. Stokowski. was Its head. H was
Stokowski who recommended him
lor the conductorship of the Dallas

Symphony Orchestra, which lie held

for live years prior. to his enlistment

in the Army in 1°43.

EVIDENCE OF

UNFAIR DEALS
In the light of experiences viewed

after the return of the initial con-
tingents, the whole question of re-
turning war veterans is Currently
being re-surveyed by radio execu-
tives, who realize their responsibil-
ity toward the "new Civilians." Thus
far it has presented a multiplicity of
problems resulting from restoring
of the vets to their civilian occupa-
tions. Recent activity in radio
circles would appear to indicate that
the situation may present serious
stumbling blocks.

Already there is evidence of re-
sorting to unfair practice, due pri-
marily to the difficulty arising
from adhering to the law, which
entitles a vet to return to ex-serv-
ice payroll if he files application
.'Within tiO-clays. :

The expected expansion which re-
sulted in the announcement by net-
work officials some time ago that
they would absorb all wartime re-
placements after the .vets return,
has as yet not materialized. As a
result there have been instances
where competent" men have been
dropped, with the facts later proving
that the "new civilians" 'didn't quite
fit into the changed picture. Yet
adherence to the law demands that
the employer retain his ex-GI for at

least a year.
In instances where replacements

are not being ousted to make way
for the returning vet,' the situation
in general has made for a competi-
tive sweepstakes, with one pitted
against the other. There are cases
on record where execs have been
encouraging this situation, with the
motive of climaxing this competi-
tion by fair means and foul.

There are cases, too, where vets
have been re-hired upon applica-
tion, but not restored to the. jobs
they held before donning uniform,
with the hope that the menial duties
assigned to them will discourage
them from continuing on the job.

. Thus the difficulty in solving the
problems with due fairness to both
the returned vet and the wartime
replacement has forced a number of
employers in radio to search for an
out. with a few of the unscrupulous
ones "cutting corners'* in doing so.

UAW's Spot Announcement Budget

In Wage Tiff May Cue Nationwide

Use of Technique to 'Sell' Labor

'So Free and Easy'
L. A. (Speed) Riggs and F. E.

Boonic. who chant the Lucky
Strike's auctioneers' signature
on "Hit Parade" .and the Jack
Benny show, sahg a song down
the union- • trail . yesterday
(Tue.s. ». :

,'/ They joined APRA.
The union setup for the men a
special category, "announcer-
auctioneer."

Vajui:tv revealed a week ago
that, in spite of their X50,000-a-
year take from radio, they did
not belong to the organization,
considering their weekly "liiU
Parade"-Benny stints as a side-

line, to their "regular" jobs as
auctioneers. :-.. :•

'• -
: -'• .-

Bodec Joins Rockwell;

Heads Up Radio Packaging
Ben Bodee, who lias checked out

°f the ABC (Blue) program-talent
supervisory setup, joins General
Amus.. Corp. as veepec in charge of
radio heading up agency's radio
packaging division. .'

Bodec succeeds Douglas F. Storer,
GAC riKij0 veepce. who is returning
,to independent radio producing and
packaging. He takes with him Bob
K'Pley, Dale Carnegie, "Renfrew of
the Mounted," among others. He'll
also continue to work wilh radio
talent under contract to Tommy
Rockwell. (lAC prcxy.
Bodec checks in tomorrow 11).

Here's the Spot Facing

'Here's Morgan: Kidding

Plugs Hampers Co-cp Deal

ABC (Blue) is in a quandary

about its buildup of the Henry Mor-

gan "'"litre's Morgan") .show, cur-

rently: heard on the network on par-

ticipating sponsorship basis in the

6:15.6:30 p.m. cross'-thc-boarri slot.

Web wants to spot him in the 6:45

niche on a co-op basis; 'confident that

the guy will fake up where he left

off before going into the service:

Bilt.'a co-op show, with its strictly

local commercial spiels, will snafu

the Morgan kid-thc-commcrcial rou-

tine thirty-save him a pre-war rep. •

It's a (iii.'stion of revising his format
j

nr forgetting about the v h:>lc: thing i

• and ABC is thinking seriously of

the latter. ,
"-'.

I

Joan Brooks, CBS Part

Company, Singer's 25G

Coast Deal With Kerner
Alter nearly three years with

CBS. most of which time she'd been

spotted as a sustaining artist in the

11:15-11:30 p.m. slot. Joan Brooks is

divorcing herself from the network

iuifl leaves lor the Coast. Dee^-A
under a deal -which nets her a $25.-

000*a... -.wiar<«guarantee. Singer is

skedded to check oft' her web show
on Nov. 16. at expiration of her
contract, but may: stay on an addi-
tional two weeks while the net lines

lip new. progi am.
The CBS-Miss. Brooks parting is

amicable, with the singer motivated
primarily by the feeling that the
latc-cvcning .spot was beginning to

reach day-afl.cr-day-year-after-year
••.-crial" proportions and she faced

the risk of being typed a late-night
singer, flcccnf captioning of her pic- I

lure as the* "Lullaby Lady" was the
clincher in Ivor...decision to scram :

I he spot: - • ..';.-."
v ;

Miss. Brooks; has been pacted to a

f500 jn week deal by Samuel Kerner. •

witli a pie
:

deal. in'-.the offing, a date
al the Troc.-ydc.ro

• in Hollywood set

and a commercial airer ".tentatively

due for a lir.-l-of-the-ycar prccm." 1

BU'orr leaving Tor the Coast she .

does 120 songs for the Longworth
,'

.transcription library.

15G Frigidaire

Show Will Spot

20th-Fox Stars
Deal is currently being wrapped

up, with: signaturing likely before
end of the week, for the new $15,000
weekly Frigidaire show which will
tie in with 20th-Fox stars and prop-
erties. Exploitation-wise, it adds up to

one of the most unusual pix-radio
tie-ups to date on a commercial
airer. There's no financial remun-
eration involved for (ha 20th studio,

but it'll reap the benefits of weekly
plugs in the ere: m Sunday after-

noon 2:30-3 CBS slot, w here show is

headed about the first of the year.

Film stars to be spotted weekly
will be paid on the basis on their

regular salaries. Coast negotiations

lv-vc already been set, but. deal is

being held up pending an official

okay from 20lh home office execs in

New York. Harry Brand,- studio

publieily.-adv, director, is- currently

in N Y. to gel home office crown
approval.

Tom McAvity is packaging for the

client through Foote. Cone & Beld-

ing.

Harold Smith's Chi Spot
Chicago. Oct.- 30.

,\'cw .asst.
.
mgr. of NBC central

divi.-ion advertising-sales promotion
dhisiou is Harold A. Smith.

lie replaces Donald McDimicll,
who resigned Oct. 1 because of ill

health, • Smith will function under
Eitunohs Caik.on. .-"'*'

'

Comedy Parlay

Ties Hope, Fibber
It's strictly a comedy parlay on

the top five shows in the. new
lloopiiat.ings just released, with

Bob Hope and Fibber McGee and
Molly tied Hp at 27.fi lor first place,

.lack Bonny, with-22.1 has the run-

ner-up position ill to himself. Fred
Allen and Fldgar Bergen are ncck-
and-neck behind Benny at 20.5 and
20.';!.. respectively, indicating that

the Sunday night: NBC comedy, par-
lay with the Benny»A1 len-Borgen
integrated .-colli iiufity is paying off

in bo(f listener reaction. Lux Radio
Theatre .is tied, with Bergen.

NEC cops 1! of the lop 15 shows
on Ihc bi'sis of the new tabulations;

Trade surprise is the nh>entre
_
of the

.loan " Davis from the Top 15 (she

was spoiled No. 13 on (tic previous
Houperi liv>gs i. allhoii'-'h Jack Haley,

hcr W-pmnnc r on the Srv Itcsl show,
femajns iii.Mo. 14 position:

Here's the post lineup:- -:.

Bob Hope. . . . I
' ......

.'

:

27.fi

F'iblje.- McCi e i.nd Molly . 27.0

Jack B( .iiiv...
. , . :

."".•; ... .:. 22.1

F/rcd Alien.....':.. . 20.5

Bdgar Bergen McCarthy. . . . 20:3
:Lu\ rfidfn Theatre. ..... 20.3

Mr. District Attoriuy. .... . 19.2

wilt. r vyinciK-n. .....'....'. ia.n

HiMojRtre'r . ; ... 3,«.fi

"..Screen Cttm Phivrrs. . ..... 16.flI:

takd li ' r v ft....... 10.5

Vuios 'n Ata'y . . ... ... . . . 10.4

Wle C: n'or. Ui.fl

Jack H.'lcy. ....:....... 15.fl

Great Gi.ldi rsleivc I5.U

Detroit, Oct. 30..

The United Automobile Workers
(CIO) is taking to the airways
through spot announcements to tell

its story of the auto workers demand
for a 30',) wage increase.

Deal has national significance be-
cause if it works in Detroit, the auto
capital, ol her "nationwide unions may
adopt it ..to rouse opinion to their
side in management-labor disputes.
The campaign designed to drip,

drip.' drip away .the. stone of the
well-organized opposition calls for
lour, .weeks ending Nov. 10 of a
two-a-day spots on four Detroit sta-
tions and one Windsor (Ont.) sta-
tion. Budget is about $12,000 with
account handled by Boss-Luekoff-
Waybum ad agency here. Campaign
is timed to coincide with current
strike voting under Smith-Connelly
Act-
Over WWJ. .--pots are 100 word

live and interspersed through half-
hour song and music program wh:oh
features- many commercial- breaks.

:

Time i.s 9:30 a.m. and 1-prm.
The other stations run recorded

breaks: On 'WXYZ and CKLW they
arc limed/to chain break Spots twice
a day; over W.JLB and 'WJBK, same
deal. In addition on Irttcr two sta-
tions, Al Saylor, Intern fttfon'al. UAW
representative assigned to radio, has
two five minute casts daily—at 5:40
p.m. over WJLB and 12:40 p.m. over
WJBK. -

Saylor and ad agency men. write
copy, theme of which is to dramatize
specific case histories of auto work-
ers whose lake-home pay has been
cut by war's end. Spots dramatically
claim, for example, that a veteran
working at present auto wages can-
not give his family of wife and two
children as adequate a diet as they
could have under his-allotmcnt home
as a private in the Army.
Lou Luckoff. agency man in

charge, is gauging response—so far
goofl—in hopes of selling the UAW
ona more optimistic schedule of radio
appeals. - - -

:"'
"'

.

•"We've never reached • the people
properly," Saylor "pointed out.
"We're out to use media to bring
the facts of labor's ease to the pub-
lic. There's no reason why the UAW.
or the CIO as a whole, or any large
individual union, should not have as
good a radio representation as the
manufacturers.''

Timed wilh radio campaign, are
one-column information ads irt dally
papers, budgeted" at $5,000 for the
four weeks, and street car ads run-
ning about $1,000. Remainder of ap-
proximately $20,000 budget goes for
miscellaneous expenses such as re-
prints, etc. Saylor's (ivc-minute casts

.

are picked up from the newspaper
ad.

Bach or Boogie

Format for RCA
New RCA Sunday afternoon NBC

show replacing the Tommy Dorsey
airer .bows in on Dec. 2. Format of

show.; headed by Raymond Paige, is

based on a "Baltic of Music" < swing-'
slers vs. longhairs) show, Paige did •

buck iii 1941 on his "Forecast" scries,

when' "Albert- Spalding was pilled

-

against Frankie .layers/'

The new half-hour program is a
Prige-Manny Rosenberg package,
with the latter in charge of produc-
tion. Joe Bigclow.and Frank Wilson,^ the J. Waller .Thompson agency,
which handle's the RCA account, look
set for the scripting job. along with
Heiiiy Dcnker. of the Transameri-
cap a'.'ency. Paige will " Wield- the
baton for both the symphonic and
jazz orehc -tri.l contingents,' with.

Kimiy' Dolmt.r as the referee. In

addition there will' be a enuple of

spoke.:- mi n. represLnting the "Bach
<ir Boogie'' faet'ons, : with .George'

t'faykr and Lcciard Feather among
t.'Yi/.tt Dili j led for the swingsfcr seg-

ine'ti iiiil- Sigmund Spaeth and
De.f«>s ''avlnr. aniong those in line

;.s Ihc I' ughairid Vcpsr '.
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•QUEEN FOR A DAY"
Jack Bailey, emcee
Producer-Director: Bud Ernst

t* Mins., Mon.-Fi i.. S:V,0 p.m.-

MILES LABS
WOR-MBS. N. V.

( Wade '

• After hilling impressive llooperai-

inas- in six months as » sustainer,

"Queen" went commercial this

week, kicking ofl (or Miles Labs*

Alka-Seltzcr and OjlCra-Day tablets

last Monday (29 1. Beginning Dec.

31. Procter AV Gamble will start

sharing the stanza's bankrolling.

•And, , judging by the preem. both

sponsors will have bought some-

thing with a real payoff.

Jack Bailey knows how to handle

this audience participalioner and

keep it going at a fast clip. Between
producer-director Bud Ernst, and
Raymond B; Morgan, who packages
the show, they seem to know how to

line up giveaways of everything
from expensive jewelry to frocks

and cosmetics, Result is that the

hundreds of women who flock to the

show, in Hollywood, feel they are

really competing for something
Worth getting.

From several runners-up. Bailey,

with the help .of the audience,
chooses the day's "Queen.'' and she I

really gets taken care of in royal

•style! Members of the women's jury,

and nearly everybody else con-
cerned, get gifts galore. By the time
the half hour Is over, everybody
feels rich, and the air audience

—

undoubtedly femmes mainly — feel

they had thrilled to some of the

. fantastic gifts, at least by proxy.
Through it all. the sponsor's prod-

ucts are brought in for plugs, di-

rectly and indirectly, but the com-
mercials are as easy to take as the
rest of the package. Cars.

CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHES-
TRA

With Desire Dcfanw. conducting
Writer: George Kuyper
Producer: Kred Jacky
60 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m.
CHICAGO TITLE & TRUST CO.
WCFL, Chicago

(Enrle Ludoiii & Ca.l

For the first time in Jl years the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra is be-
ing bankrolled for a scries of regular
weekly broadcasts bringing listeners

in the Chicago area not only one of

the major symphonic organizations
of the. country but a classical pro-
gram in the middle of the week when
such music is not ordinarily -heard
over the air. During 194.1 and 1944

NBC carried five Saturday -afternoon'
sustaining concerts over the chain
and back in the summer of 1934.

Swift &.Co. paid the bills for after-

noon and evening airings by the or,

chestra from the Swift Bridge at the
Century of Progress. Chicago. Pre-
vious to that, hi 1930, the outfit was
sponsored by the Standard Oil Co. of

Indiana over WMAQ. Chicago.

"MURDER IS MY HOBBY"
With Glenn Langen, Norman Fields,

Joe Duval, Jean Leighton, Tom
Collins; Rod O'Connor, announcer

Producer: Jim Morgan
Writer: Richard Hill Wilkinson
:'• Mins.; Sun., 4 p.m.
KNOX CO.
WOK-Mutual, N. Y.

(Raymond Morpaiil .
«../'

"Murder Is My Hobby' 1 'presents , a

good half-hour's whodun.it',> well writ-
ten, with good suspense, and a re-
freshing lack of accompanying weak
comedy. True, series has the in-

evitable stuffy police inspector, but
he isn't made out to be an imbecile
or given jokes from Joe-Miller's book
to perpetrate. Series, like so many
others, is built around an all-know-
ing private detective, but in this case
Barton Drake is less omniscient and
overbearing than most, and quite ac-
ceptable.

Sunday's (21) stanza was an inter-
esting, baffling.' chapter about Egypt-
ian mummies and present-day mur-
ders, concerning a pseudo-scientist
who killed his partner over a case of

Broil.

Opening program was broadcast
[
forged hieroglyphics,

from the Studebaker theatre with Commercials, at opening, middle
others to emanate from the Eighth and close, were fairly ample, but
Street theatre, with plans to feature ! always okay,
familiar classics with semi-classical
and an occasional pop tune thrown
in. As long as the selections do not
go too longhaired in future pro-
gramming, the hour has a swell
chance to pick up a lot of listeners.

First program included the Over-
ture to Berlioz's "Benvenuto Cellini,"
Sibelius' "Swan of TuoneW Schu-
bert's "Unfinished Symphony^ and
Jphann Strauss' "Wine. Woman and
Song," all conducted in Desire De

Platter Shows

"STAGE 46"

("Skyscraper")
With Alan Pearce. Tommy Tweed.
Don Masters, Budd Knapp, Cosette
Lee, Jane Mallet, John Drainie,
Bernard Braden, Fletcher Markle.
Headly Ra'nie, Grace Andrews,

_J''i^rnlr^eddyr1inci»-Agostini-oreli.
Producer: Andrew Allan
Writer: Bernard Braden
30 Mins.: Sun.; !» p. m. [' •'
Sustaining
CBL-CBC Trans-Canada, Toronto

Audrew Allan's "Stage" playlists

(initial year. 1944, was "Stage 44."

and so on) have always gathered

Canadian radio play dialers around

the receivers in swarms, and this

year's list should be no exception.
But each 3'car, for some unfathom-
able reason, Allan tees off with what

Transcription shows today add up
to bio business. Ill the aggregate an
approximate $6,000,000 twin' spent
during -.tbe past flefe in toleii t-VTQ-

diiclipii costs alone to wrap up fie

fauw's spirited manner. Commercials
j

series of five - minute. 15-mtMiiU'.

are in keeping with the dignified etc.. star-slanted programs sold to

aura of the program and are im- local -stations .throughout the count ry

pressively delivered by Vincent Pel-ids advertisers reali:e (lie postwar
lctier, who also reads the program j potentialities of the smal'er markets.

notes prepared by 'orchestra- man-
| Because more and more radio

ago George Kuyper. Morg. \ nllmes are lending thcmselres to
'— -.: platter sHoios, "they're noil) of siij-

„L^. ,„ ,„„._, _A„ „.._._ IfiHeiit importance to warrant re-

. ?£
M£ V W"AT ™V

*J. / i
nietPins and with this wecl-* issue

W^.JBe »" S
*u*\.

Ku
Z
io

'Z-
Varimy inaugurates a "planer shoto"

W;lda Hinkel, Kerrait. Muidock, >

r.„lew coiUmn
Ralph Comargo, Horace Braham;

reMeR column.
V.. .v ;

. v •

Don Geddard, narrator; Ray Bar-
rett, announcer

'

Writer: Lou Hazam
Director: Howard Keegan
t!0 Mins.; Sat., 9 a.m.
Sustaining
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
NBC's traditionally solid ' Home Is

What You Make It." Sat. morning
show, one of the University of the
Air series, has started off to a slow
pace so far this year. It opened
early this month (61 with a stanza
purportedly devoted to dramatic
definition of the word "home." The
idea was good, but the half hour re-
sulted in nothing more than a recital
of quotations from various sources,
including Roget's Thesaurus. How

"FOR SERVICES RENDERED"
(Victory Bond Drive)
With James Stewart, Thelma and
True Boardman, . William Tracy
Moore, Mawrie Murphy, others

Director; True Boardman
Writer: Millard Lampcll

Mins.; Sun,, 7:30 p.m. (28)

WABC-CBS, N. Y.

Jimmy Stewart, in his initial per-
formance since bowing out of the
armed services, played the lead in

the CBS half-hour conlrib on Sun-
day night's (28) five-network cur-
tain-raiser of the Victory Loan Cam-
paign. If, as dramatic fare, it didn't

measure up to previous bond drive
programming, there are extenuating
circumstances. Radio in general dur-
ing the seven wartime campaigns
milked itself dry of ideas in arousing
public enthusiasm. Furthermore, the
element of drama in the present
drive is pretty hard to conjure. Pre-
senting a bill for services rendered
raises little more enthusiasm than
payment of any bill. Realizing these
difficulties, CBS presented facts in a

question-and-answer skit and re-
duced all reasons to the ordinary talk
of the soldier returning to visit his
neighbors!

•

Even though the five reasons for
buying victory bonds given by Stew-
art (as the returned vet) were sim-
ple and spoke for themselves, it still

made for a lot of talking. The cut-
ins to England and a veterans' hos-
pital in no way heightened the dra-
matic impact. It may be that radio
assumes that the public doesn't have
to be sold on investing in America
and. ill this instance, chose to let
facts speak for themselves. By the
lime Secretary of the Treasury" Vin-
son came on for the five-network
appeal, his speech, although ably
presented, was a mere reprise of
what had gone before.

Stewart's characterization , was
natural and of a tenor of the or-
dinary GI.- Rose.

"EASY ACES" -

With Goodman and Jane Ace, Mary
Hunter •"'

Writer-rroducer; Goodman Are
IS Mins.
1J5 Stations

(Frederic W. Zin'i

- Listening to "Easy Aces" as it is

produced by the Ziv e.t. packagers

"A LADY TAKES A WALK"
I Victory Loan Drive)
With June Havoc, Joe Boland. John
Thomas, Sylvia Leigh, Ronnie Liss,
Irving Morrow, Tom Holland,
Johnny Graff, Tommy Hughes,

, Grace Lannard, Charida Bauer.
Charles Mullen, Bernard Green
orch.

.

Writer: Ira Marion
Director: Dan Russell
to Mins, Sun.. V.Zt p. m. (t»)
WJZ-ABC. N. Y.

Basic idea of ABC (Blue) program

nalured victim of the household's

ever, it was a promise. Listening

turns out to be, invariably, the weak- ior ,he realization of that promise
est script of the list, and this year, on the third airing (Oct. 20).. „
again, should prove to be no exeep- when the script dealt with "Making

j te|T who plays Mar;;e , their roomer,
tion. Kickoff play was "Big Magic." School a Happy Experience.

| lavs the straight rc ie of the good-
by Lister Sinclair, an item that tried bi ought, some satisfaction

to fly through an intellectual strato-

sphere with equipment for nothing
greater than hed_ge-hopping. Item
three on "Stage 40" was "Skyscrap-
er." an intelligent, entertaining script

by Bernard Braden. Why Allan in-

sists on holding scripts like this unfit

after the list gets under way is one

=^iret^S^ la=n^e ^or Toan drive is

iT^weTslXs^But theVof 'course, JjW'»«$g: t^iXroct^T

the lady finds the people in this
country a pretty fine crew. Natu-
rally, she finds that some aren't, peo-
ple who have profited from the war
and care for little else, those who
object to taxes, and young hoodlums,
but the vast majority of people am-
ply compensate for these distasteful
citizens. There's the touching epi-
sode of a talk with a boy who's been

nit-witty, malapropish wife saying
the wrong things at the crucial time;

Goodman Ace is the patient and tire-

less husband Who suffers as once Job
suffered, and tries to inject a little

logic into their affairs. Mary Him-

But the show is still a long dis-
|
crises. i

.«•••- »•-• < «>•.> «*..«.-. un»
tance from the plays broadcast on

I Programs on the whole are very blinded during the war. a shopkeeper
the series last year, when many

]
well done, except for the occasional who lost his son in battle, a young

problems of current importance
j
(tuft's that puncture the smoothly K"rl trying to help others, and some-

were tackled with forthrighlness. i written vehicles. It would have been I
more that make her feel that she's

And it doesn't approach the excite- I better to retranscribe the particular
j

going back to her post at the en-
meivt. depth and significance of anv I Blatters in Question. Otherwise the 1 trance of a'pretty good country

—

number ot the Home Around the
|

local advertiser is certainly getting

summer. Here is one case where the
Warm-weather replacement was of

j
"LOVE NOTES",

quality far superior to the perma- I With Jerry Wayne, Ben Grauer, an
nent. resident. . nouncer

All this, however, is not to be WrUer: Kay Elliot

taken as adverse reaction to hist
Ottering (20) heard. Within the
ihlnner framework and narrower
compass, imposed upon the script,
the behavior of all—from producer,
scripter and director, to cast and
narrator Don Goddard— was all that i

ot the mysteries of Canadian radio
|

World" segments subbing during the |
his mcney's worth

drama. .

".Skyscraper" wasn't an original
idea. It carried on the "Grand Ho-
tel" theme and its "nothing ever
happens here" core to an uncomfort-
able perfection. It was the perform-
ance of the players that gave it a
place among the finest plays to be
heard on any network. Story teed
off with a city editor finding a mo-
rose reporter without something to
wriie about. Editor points to sky-
scraper across the street, where sev-
eral lights are still on (at midnight),
and suggests a human interest story
in- each light. Reporter goes .to sky-
scraper superintendent's office to
qui?, the sup., opening the way to. a
scries of blackouts, a few or them
unimportant, but most of them boll'

stuff. First were two charwomen in

312. both recently out from Russia,
comparing war experiences. Allan
and Braden kepi the item comfort-
ably brief. Then the sup. led the
script t'i the building-owner's office

Producer: Mildred Fenton
Music: Vincent Lopez
5 Mins. '

~

t'OHAMA FABRICS
248 Stations

• (Dorland International)

Topnotch performers, production
it should be. The homely lessons on land supervision have gone inlo "Love
what to do ?ind what not to do to j

Notes." a five-minute musical filler

help integrate the child's home and !
designed exclusively for local stores

school experiences were projected i

carrying Cohama Fabrics. Ben
sincerely and pointedly enough. 1 Grauer does the announcerial chores.
Further", theie. is no doubt that there 1 which cite Jerry Wayne's brief read-
are, many parents to- whom the i of a few phrases of romantic
show's simple lesson was a rcvela-

i

writings from the great poets. Coi-

tion. I lowed by his singing a popular or
What it comes down to is this:

' standard song in the romantic groove.
Judged as homilv. the show's okav !

Plushy orchestral arrangements are
But "Home" itself has shown -that i'COHducled-.-by. Vincent Lopez
radio can do better than sermonize

."..''•'.' Cars.

where the b-o was being threatened :

"~.

by a gunman who had been tossed
j

,. llolvf ftvli Knl, Kl ..„„
out of his home by one of the firm s .v aR.H i ,,, t « » titfU-
officials. In the basement were two i ""ft^vtStZiJ*

M°r'"' PalWh,h! '

colored men. one the janitor.;a Roch- ! w, 1f"
y»™i„ I"* « " ,

ester type; who in.sistcd throwln,-- ! '^^9^Vmdice was an art: the other the .new
, n0To\'D FOOD STORF-?'

elevator boy. college grad. who - b,-
j
ktsa San Anionin

lievcel it -was a science. This gave '

Anto,"°

Braden his chance to. ring in com-
edy, but it was none too tunny. Tho
penthouse brought in sophisticated I i
romance and cynicism, a bit where
the characterizations began to take
definite shape: rich playboy with se-
rious intentions • misunderstood by
playgal with other ideas, so the boy

: tosses out the gal.

Commercials, transcribed with the
performance, extol the colors and
quality of the Cohama merchandise.
Short bridges provide time for the
identification ot the local store carry-
ing it.

. - i Aifiol

i

Following .several weeks airing as
i studio sustainer, the llom-Ond
ood Stores has taken over sponsor-

ship of this low' budget studio par-
ticipation airer and at end of first

broadcast gave the program a re-
newal. It's a fast moving qui// pi'o-

,'raiii. with local Army pcrsojiucl' I
Sent

"IT TAKES A WOMAN"
With Frank ie Basch
Writer: Jean Carroll
Producer: Charles Basch
5 Mins.
.Nine stations

'Charles Buscli Package)
."It Takes a Woman'.' is the soap
opera counterpart of "1'hc Coi'onel
Stpry- Teller." Frankie Basch per-
forms in her best daytime radio

one worth buying victory bonds for.
These conversations were neces-

sarily episodic, but they were neallv
tied together by June Havoc as the
pedestrian lady, who gave a neat
performance in this role.
However, the program as a whoU-

paid a high degree of tribute to in-
telligence of radio audiences. It
accomplished a lot merely through
inference. Tic-in with the bond-
buying campaign was merely in-
ferred.

What was inferred came al the
last five minutes, when Secretary of
the Treasury Fred M. Vinson "out-
lined the reasons for "shelling oil!
during the Victory Loan campaign.

-..-'.• Jose.

NBC VICTORY LOAN KICKOFF
With Fred Waring, emcee; t«*
Pennsylvania^ Orch and Glee
Club

Director: Waring
3« Mins,. Sun. (28r,;7:3« p.m.

Sustaining •'{'

WEAF-NBC, N. if.

For its inauguration of the Eighth,
final. Victory Loan drive, NBC
pulled one of its best showcascrs out
of the daytime sked for beaming to
the Sunday evening (29 1 home
crowd. And Fred Waring with his
orch, soloists, glee club, and musical
montage did well by both bonds and
web. It was decidedly a half horn-
on the pleasant side of listening,
while at the same time the patriotic
motif was maintained at sensible,
and from the viewpoint of- bond
sales probably profitable, level. The
Fitch Bandwagon rolled out of the
way to make room for Waring's
group.

"What Are You Doing For Your
Uncle Sam?" was given a lively

reading; soloist Jane Wilson was
dreamy enough with "If You Are
But a Dream," and at the end the
Waring aggregation went to town
with a medley aimed to show that
the U. S. A. belongs to all religions,

races and creeds, mounting excerpts
from "The Lord's Prayer,"' "Swing
Low. Sweet Chariot," "Ave Maria"
and "Eli. Eli" in a manner that

proved the sincerity of the idea.

Through the show, Waring himself
kept making the bond pitches con-
vincingly, tying them in rfiftily with
the music, giving the whole a swift

continuity. At end, Sec. of Treas.

Fred M. Vinson's official talk on
bonds found the way for it well
paved. NBC and Waring and his

group deserve a bow for this initial

Victory Loan show. Cars.

"LETS GO VISITING"
(Victory Loan Drive)

With Brian Aherne, emcee; Margo,
Morton Downey, Jack Bailey, Don
Hurst, Allen Wagner. Paul Savage,

Tom M ley, Glenn Miller's AAF or-

chestra
Writer: Pvt. .Larry Menkin
Producers: Capt. R. Jennings, Tom

Slater
::• Mins.: Sun., 7:30 p.m. (28)

WOR-MBS. N. Y.

For its Victory Loan contribution.

Mutual lei the convalescent service-

men at the St. Albans Naval hos-

pital. New York, do the talking for

the most part. Interspersed with a

fine bill of entertainment, it pro-

duced a very salesmanlike job.

Brian Aherne's' emeccing chores
were interesting ones, asking the

various servicemen what their prob-

lems, plans and hopes were. Mor-
ton Downey, in his usual resonant,

musical-saw style, sang "I'll Be
Yours." Margo and Paul Savage, a

serviceman bent on being a Ihcspian,

performed in a play about the vet

who returns to his sweetheart with
ensuing complications.

From Hollywood. Jack Bailey, of

•Queen for a Day." did a capsule

cut-in of that program and placed

the crown appropriately enough on
an Army nurse's head. To make
the occassion a memorable one for

her. as well as for the impression-
able listener, enough big name ad-

vertisers were called in to shower
her with elaborate gifts. And the'

late Major Glenn Miller's orch was
on hand with spirited, musical em-
bellishments.

"LET'S FINISH THE JOB"
(Victory Loan Drive)
With Frank Kingdon. Steve Court-

leigh, Mort Lawrence. Maurice
F ranklin, Wendell Holmes. Richard
Coojgan, Tony Barrett. Clarice
Blackburn: Jerry Sears orch

Allen Stewart, announcer
Writer: Michael Sklai- -.'-.

Producer-Director: Joseph Gottlieb
Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m.

Sustaining
WMCA-Associated, N. Y.
The WMCA-Associated network

hitch doosn t lake place officially un-
til Nov. .5. but if this show, piped to
all affiliates; as a courtesy gesture is
any indication of the forthcoming
quality 'of ,- Associated network pro-
grams, .some quality competition ism the ofliiig. One-shot Victory I^oaii
package shaped up as a well-built
and compact; show that sustained

acting let hniqua the role of Frames i f!^r?'^:»'Jd °<!<^ keyed it

melodramatic narrator
to a high emotional pitch.

and civilians participating. ' Contest- >
written by Jean Carroll. Miss Car- I

riit l« ft^^orR^fcw^teiw^l^Production and performances were ants are selected at random prior to mil. incidentally, script, tho web t,f dramatic bils which snioed at s c-hswell. Voices evidenced boll castinc the broadcast. There are a total of -nap opera "Our Gal Sunday." Mis,- I unpatriotic motifs as h,'
job and superb production tied in

j
five questions asked each contestant Basch read? capstfli stories thai por-

with remarkable characterizations. I. with each correct answer worth %'>.

Item three on "Stage 46" made up
J

The final question is. worth S2 or $10,
for. the lack of entertainmcnl in the so the contestant doesn't lose cvery-
teeofi' show of the series. If Allan I thing.
can keep on this level, or even go

i
Pat White is the Kwiz Master and

beyond it, he's got something -that
will put his new playlist above even
his previous okay work in Canadian
air drama. ; Gorm;*-~

keeps. the show moving along:
Commercials are handled ably by

Bud Luis-- and are for overseas boxes
of food for servicemen. Andy.

ray valiant women in a sentimental
heroic light. One particular inci-
dent .told of a woman who lied to a
dying man in older to make his last

days happy ones. Ha died, however,
thanking her and lnformli.fi.hei: thai
he know of her fabrications.
This seiiesf'ta substantial enough

for dayiime local advertiser*.

now we re
gonna, have to fight Russia" and
'were sending everything to Eu-
rope' schooli of vocal jellybeanerv.
Narration, acting, musical back-

ground and iciipt content all dropped
into the very-satisfactory listening
groove, with the show gaining
strength through its fortright n<»-
ptinelies-pullcd manner of presenta-
tion.

'ADVENTURES OF HUCKLE-
BERRY FINN"

With Jack .Gr mes. Will Geei ,
Mau-

rice Ellis, Charme Allen, Bess Mc-
t amnion, Tom Hoier, Bennett Cerf

Writers: Margaret Halliwell, Marian
Waldman "<

Director: Frank Papp
Music: William Meeder
:i0 Mins:; Fri., 11:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WEAF-NBC. N. Y.

: Having, successfully depicted the

tragic mask of drama through the
powerful adaptations of Tolsltus
"War and Peace." NBC's "Great
Novel" series last Friday (26)

changed its mood to that of comedy
and began- a series of dramatization:-;

on. "The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn."

' ; .
-

'

Although a little slow in gciting

under way. due to the statically pre-

sented exposition, the. story soon
took on the lusty, humorous and
sometimes ironic overtones that have
made the Mark Twain novel an
American classic. After a narifttioiViil

opening, listeners learned thai, (luck

Finn is unhappy about living with

his nagging aunt'atid runs away, lie

is accompanied by Jim. her slave,

and they both head north, where
Jim seeks his freedom. Their eveni-
ful experiences up the "river high-

lighted the first installment.

.lack Grimes, who portrays fluek.

had a little difficulty transition in?-

from the narrating role to thick-

sounding ofl and on like the latter

when he should have sounded like

the former ,ind vice versa. Like the

play, once introductions were dis-

pensed wilh, Grimes fitted into the

characterization, giving it all the

adolescent nuances it called for.

Maurice Ellis' interpretation of the

Negro •was a superb performance or

restraint. And some Of his- lines

were either rewritten or pointed up

(Continued on page 62)
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PETRILLO TUNE CUES UNITY ACT
Quincy Howe, Broadway Legiter,

||)|||[[(|

In 'Dies' Quiz; Walton Menaced!
ftflflY BE TESTED

The House Committee on Un-

V

American Activities has requested

CBS to furnish scripts of commen-

taries by Quincy Howe, making the

latter the eighth in the number of

radio gabbers being submitted to

the committee's scrutiny.

The committee was reported dur-

ing last week also to have been in-

terested in examining the Broadway

legiter "Deep Are the Roots." which

deals with the theme of racial dis-

crimination against Negroes.

Sydney Walton, a,"commentator on

the New York indie WHN, one ot

the original seven tabbed by the

committee, has been threatened

with attack by men who have come

to his broadcasting studio and have,

later telephoned that "we'll get

Walton, but before we do we'll gel

his kids." lie is the father of two

children, aged three and nine.
v

These were some of the develop-

ments in the. last week, in spite of

show business and other organiza-

tions forming a ''mobilization against

thought police", which described the

House committee as an aide to fas-

cism. •'

'

Almost Cam-Hied
In the case of Walton, it became

known also that the sponsor of his

Mon.-Sat. commentary, Whitehall

Pharm'acal • Co.. had tried to drop

him after Die House committee had

called for a look-see into his Aug.-
. Sept. scripts. His station, however,

whose contract will) the gabber still

has. roiir-and-a-half years to run.

refused to let the sponsor ease out

of its pact, which still has nine

months, to go.

The "mobilization." officially

known as a "continuation commit-
tee." announced no additional plans

during the week. However, it was
backed up in Congress last Wed-
nesday (24) by a number of Con-
gressmen who opposed the Hou-e
commit lee.

Last Sunday night, at a meeting in

Ntw York honoring sculptor Jo
Davidson. Rep. Ellis D.' Patterson,

of California, whose district em-
braces Hollywood, came to the de-
fense, of the radio commentators and
members of the film, industry who
had been attacked as •Communist"
by the House committee. It was
known also that leading Hollywood

. writers, actors and producers had
asked members of the New York
committee to let them know how the
groups on both coasts can effect

closer collaboration in the light

against, the House committee.
Johannes. Steel, one of the com-

Continued on page 44.)

W. A. Blees Leaves Y&R,

Lewis Return Rumored
Hollywood, Oct. 30.

William A. Blees has resigned his.

vice-presidency of Young' &.. Rubi-

carri to join Consolidated Vullee

Aircraft Corp. as y.p. in charge of

sales with headquarters in San
Diego. He was manager ot the Hol-

lywood office.

Some talk that Tom Lewis, former
radio chief of Y&R. may return to

the company to head up the Holly-

wood operation. He shelved his

colonelcy last week after being
commandant at Armed Forces Radio
Service -for three years.

Downey's Hooper

Okay Sans N. Y.
.' Hinterland holler guys 1 are point-

ing to the latest daytime Hooper re-

port to support their oft-repeated

contention that "west of the Hud-
son" is the important radio market.
Rest of the refrain goes something
like, "forget about those New York
audiences and concentrate On listen-

ers out in the wide open, spaces—
that's the place to look for divi-

dends."

In' support of this theme the

"suburbanites" call attention to the

Hooper figures on Morton Downey's
12:15 p.m. cross-the-board Mutual
sessions for Coca-Cola. Downey, for

some reason known only to the coke

bottler in the Metropolitan area, is

not heard on' WOR the web flag-

ship in New York,

Despite I his. the Irish warbler

from the Nutmeg state has rolled

up a 3.7 Hooper (including a couple

of repeal broadcasts in outlying

cities I which rates him second

among all network shows in that

time slot. The Downey rating is,

lops for all Mutual shows between
8 a.m. and 1 p.m.. even without the

benefit of WQR's admitted large

audience, and ranks well up in the

roster of all Mutual's dawn to dusk
programs. "'•

.

'Sii|ierman' » Pushover

The singer's .3.7 stacks nip favor-

ably' alongside Fred Waring's 3.8

rlast 15-minutes) at 11:15 a.m. via

For the first time in its 25-year
history, the radio industry this week
seemed bent on forming a solid

united front" as a result of the
lifting of the broadcasting labor lid

last week by .James C. Petrillo,

prexy of the American Federation
of Musicians.

Petrillo threw an ultimatum at

radio last week by ordering AM
stations that broadcast over FM to

employ double crews of musicians
whenever the same line feed is to go
over both types of transmitters.

Immediate visible effect of the

order was the shutdown of FM
broadcasting bv the four major net-

works—NBC. CBS, Mutual and ABC
i Blue). Unable to buck Petrillo, in

fear of a genera! strike ot musicians,

and afraid for the same reason to

feed their FM stations with recorded
music, the nets preferred to shut

down their FM operations—at least

for the time being. •:•.' ".

For publication, that's all anyone
in a responsible position in network
operations would say. letting the

brief public announcements of. sus-

pension of FM speak for themselves.

But behind the scenes,- there was
a Scramble; of radio., execs, there

were huddles among the top layers

of the National Assn. of Broadcast-

ers, pressures were being felt from
network affiliates and indie station

operators all over the country, and
the trend Was all in one direction—

a fight to the finish against Petrillo.

WWJ, WXYZ Banning of Spots for

Frankensteen Candidacy in Detroit

Stirs New 'Censorship' Controversy

lehn& Fink's 'Blind Date

Goes to MXann, Erickson
Lehn & Fink, which split with

the Esty agency some weeks ago.

albeit on a friendly basis, last Fri-

day (26) assigned handling of the

Hinds ("Blind Date" Fridays. ABC-
Blue) and Etiquit accounts to Mc-
Cann-Erickson. while Grey agency
was paeled to handle the "Tuffy"

biz.

Lehn and Fink, in breaking with
Esty, is said to have, been satisfied

with the air show results, with the

split reportedly due to differences

over newspaper, mag service!

NAB Niche For

G. W. Johnstone?

(F)rightened (M)en
There's considerable appre-

hension, in 1he wake of James
C. Petrillo's separate-quota-ol-

FM musicians edict, among
many of the boys who were all

set to jump on the FM band-
wagon.

Reports from Washington are

that, many of those with applica-

tions on file are huddling with
lawyers and debating the ad-

visability of going ahead. A
number of those who only last

week received tentative grants

from the FCC are reported as

bavins; a change of heart and, .

unless the situation changes,

plan to bow out.

By JOHN MURRAY
Detroit, Oct. 30.

WWJ and WXYZ became em-
broiled in the middle of one of the
bitterest municipal campaigns :n

Detroit's history when both stations

turned down (26) ) paid spot an-
nouncements plumping the campaign
of Richard T. Frankensteen, United
Auto Workers (.CIO) vice-president,
for Mayor of Detroit.

Irving : Richter, UAW legislative

representative in Washington; .has
demanded an immediate hearing by
FCC ;ou the grounds that such "cen-
sorship" is unlawful.

'

Richter came to Detroit to help
mastermind: the Frankensteen at-
tempt to defeat incumbent Mayor
Edward J. Jeffries, Jr., three-lime
winner. Election is Nov. 6. /.•'.;

Because of FrankensteeiVs labor'
affiliations, campaign has waxed hot
and nasty on both sides. As part of
Frankensteen's campaign, which is

well supplied with PAC money,
Richter and associates came up with
300 spots on four Detroit stations to

be run during the last 10 days on
the election. .

'..
'.'

Spots, most of them recorded, are
saturated with ridicule. Examples:
a heavy snore, a quiet voice whis-
pering "who's sleeping," with the

;

answer. "Mayor Jeffries," and then
a loud voice: 1'Why are we whis-
pering. Let's tell the whole world."
Another has a boy yelling "Extra,
Race Riot" and Jeffries replying:

"Appoyit another committee." An-
other is entitled "Nuttin" Jeff.".

Richter explained the spots were
written by the Hollywood Citizens

Decish Due On

Waring Sustainer
Fred Waring's 26-week contract

with NBC for his morning cross-

the-board sustainer winds up latter

part, of November, and network
execs, who thus far; have been un-
able to obtain a sponsor for the

costly musical ayemer. may decide

this week on whether the show will

continue. Disposition of the com-
pany, as of the moment, is to keep
him on.

The $10,000. weekly sustainer, the

trade generally agrees, has added
up to one of the sock musical star,- Arts and" Sciences Committee. He

MBS institutions as "Superman.''

"Cnpt. Midnight" and "Tom Mix."

heard in the three 5:15 to 6 p.m.

quarter-hour slots across-the-board,

i

Further in support of their "hin-

!
Icrland" -theory, those observers

!
point out thai the program imme-

'

There's a strong possibility that J
'h'ately preceding Downey, with four

G. W. ("Johnny") Johnstone-.' j'm..
;

:

.wrre statics <m the network, rates

merly news and special events, di- .

27 ,he
>5-W"'\»«ff

« f

»f
rector at ABC (Blue) ncl work, mayj ll,e Coca-Cola stanza drops off. .to

wind up with the National Assn. of ,

11 , -7 -

Broadcasters in amove to bolster its
I

There's no way to estimate just

Public relations setup. • j
how the addition of WOR would af-

Willard Egolf has headed up the [feet Downey's Hooper, but it's rea-

divis.ion, but reportedly lias been suitable to assume a boost of. some,

burdened down with such a multi- sort Would result. Nevertheless, the
plicity of duties as to prevent, full- i

"forget about New York " guys seem
time operational functioning on pub- i to have a I airly, strong argument
he relations. Johnstone's entrance and. .in 'Downey. Ed Kobak's nct-

mlo.thfl NAB fold would also permit.'
Egoli to devote more time to other
duties. -

.Many broadcasters are of the
"Pinion that a more detailed ex-
ploration of NAB's public relations
would

; redound to the. industry's,
benefit, with many viewing John-
stones possible Joamup "with NAB
as a n,ove „„ n,e asso |. s ide. in view
of ,1ns .background, experience, etc.

It so happened that PetrUlo's

latest order to the broadcasting; in-

dustry coincided with the demise of

Frequency Modulation Broadcasters,

Inc. iFMBI) and the fusion of the

latter oiganizatinn with the NAB.
NBC and puts him ahead of such

I As of tomorrow (]). FMBI becomes
the FM department of NAB. Televi-

zas in, radio, either daytime or night

time, with the ABC (Blue) "Break-
fast in Hollywood" opposition one
of the major stumbling blocks in

Waring's inability to spiral his rat-

ing. ' •
, . .

Last Hooper report gave Waring
4.6 for the first 15 minutes and 3.8

for the .second quarter-hour, as op-
posed to Tom Breneman's 6.7 for

the initial. 15 mintues and 7.6 for

the second quarter.
NBC. however, still has hopes it

can wrap up a sponsor for the mu-
sical out/it.

New Writers Board

Setup Accents Radio,

Minority Group Issues

The Committee to Combat Race

sioi) is still organized in its own j
Hatred, the Radio Committee and

association—Television Broadcasters
j the Radio Script of the Month are

]

Assn. But there was little doubt I among the continuing activities of
j

that at least those members ot TBA
j ,, ,„ ., : _. ,'..-,

, ,

who -are members of the NAB-and
j

lhe Wnlers Boa,(1
'
fo.Werty known I

that category
,
includes two of the

j

as the Writers War Board. Organi-
j

major nets. NBC and CBS— would
j

zation has been re-financed, re-
|

follow whatever joint policy th* organised and removed to new of-!
NAB might develop lor a battle J

fi<
,es at Broadway and 42d street,

against' Petrillo.
. .

|
New York.

The situation
,
was rapidly, jelling

, Number of members of the Board
|

said they were used without protest

in Los Angeles in 1944 against Rep-
resentative Costello and that Cos-
tello attributed his defeat to their

barbed ridicule.

The Detroit News, an editorial

supporter of Jeffries, owns WWJ.
Richter charges the newspaper's
policy is behind the ban. The 30
shorts for WWJ were rejected, ac-
cording to Harry R. Bannister, WWJ
general manager, because they were
"poorly written, in poor taste and
not up to the standards of the sta-

tion." '....•'-.

Bannister's Stand

The 30 spots would have , cost

$889, Bannister said; "The Detroit

News as a newspaper has every
right to support a candidate for

publjc office or to eonoemn him.

WWJ as a radio station has no such
right. The decision to reject the an-

iContinued on page 40)

Hypnotism Can Be

A Headache, Too
Mutual is trying to turn the tables

on Ralph Slater and his •'Hypnotism.
airer, attempting lo

Art Miller Leaving CBS

work, seems to have a fairly
.
strong

contender . in the daytime .. sweep-
stakes.

ivuniuer oj meinueis oi uie oohiu j
r> tv.,.-

into avfight bet ween Petn o on the! nave resigned becaUse o( r)rcss <>f
j ^ "meH/e he latter Long enough toone hand and Justin Miller, new '„,,„;., ufTuu-o .mt-.hlv Paul fi-.l
im

',
nn ' ,/t ln€ 1,11 cr t!'ougn -o

president of N^B on the other
;Peliond "«"'*• """bly laul tat- u a <.0ntract dispute,pic mem oi on ine oinei

.
., ,co am Rita Kleeman. and another

|
c-i..,.., einn-nllv ie reoorted Let-There was no doubt in the minds m „mhr>1 . B„ h<.,.i Rotiatro ix-itv liftWi

eutriiiuy is repoiteo gei

of those in the radio ii.dustiv who L ,

Robei t Bellan e, wjsk lie I
. %m bl

.oa
-

dcast and leel.s highly

,1 ,,f u T±rl w:.b^'Wy :«i ,a Tokyo jeep accident.
; lm

'

derpll1d . He' is reported demand-

FIELD'S 900G DEAL

FOR KOIN PURCHASE

are hep to the labor situation that
PjjVsj. Frederiea Barech continues as

in „ c01ltract guaranteeing him
the fight would be a tough one. .v .„: „„..,.„,.,,.„ nihorwiw the 1 -„ , ; •

PetrMlo's move ai-nn-l KM was ,-Vr
secietdiy. Uttieiwise the

. sl 50 (, a week, with further S:>00 m-
Peti illo s move ai ? tM \s as i ec- Boa ,.(! s , C)|1 p|

.eUy nYttCh as crp ^ evc| . ^'ree or tour we< ks
ognizrd as only the latest in a scries . u„ r,„.0 R„h „,. ( i.„,» |„,,i,'i,„

eieases e\eiy un et oi. joui »n«»
,-7 <!,.„< orVinu „i'i it, u.,,.,, .„

befoie. Robci t J. Landiy heads HP - until he reaches a $3,500 figure. Mu-

he AFM's h,h £:fki sH
'

i

both. \he Script of the Month Com- lual exefcs are willing to offer a new.

u-ie- in' li.c fl m Ind Mrv 1 mit,oe and lhe Committee to Com-
; atld better contract than at present,

• bat Rtice Hatred. Hobe Morrison/ is
; but mnvh ore near Slater's (igures

ItXiot-s 'Way Back : Radio. Cpminiftee chairman.

Petrillo fought his way lo leader- I

ship in the. AFM on the basis of his
\

.battle.. as loader .of'thy musicians in;
• • Chicago, a.taihst technological' dis-

rortland. Ore Oct. 30. !

I>laccmcnl uf
.
musicians in the nio-

. ,
• .,'

. J l ion picture theatres,'by the advent
Fk'UI Kilttn)nscs, the radio opei -j,

if ^ s,„V|t , ylllVtl) (
. x( ,(

.s
.(ion of Chi s /Marshall Held, winch

; .]|( , j . .
t .

; j
, -

t
.

ct „, ,hink 'hat Pet.-iilu is

. already owns "\\ .1.1 D in ( Inciigo am
,,,,,.(„,; pi)]n{]ui , ,„ Uu .

Al>(1
.
i-WSAl, in CincinuMi-. has. bough.tj

j. „; no.' labor, union' ha,- ever
,

.

Ait
l
ur Miller, checks out of CBS

|
K 01N here lor *«7, ,

.
= , „,,,„ ,„ sU)p (..'ehnologictg de

/Oi; handling j,f S) eeial magazine
'

Publicity. He was • manager of the

CANTOR GROOMS SUES

ON FIVE-YEAR DEAL

jnag divisiiin i„ fBS press informa-
"on and bows out after a fhree-vrur
association.

Miiler prevloiisiy worked on "s
ntimlxT of !.rn,gs.

.
Hollywood. Oct. 30.

'.

Leonard Sues. 24-year-old Irum-

pei-piaying band leader, will get

star-grooniing by Eddie Cantor in

Tliose execs are pre'ss^ig !
the next -five years. Contract cover-

ing that period was signed last week.

Sues discovered l).v Cantor
sohiiilg with his frunipet at an i-ast-

ern resort and he immediately v. as
,
belongs to MBS, Ca.rlin ,mwy call in

fipproyah |
ing thcui; incluciing i'i cording and ' pu t under contract as maestro of tiis another hypnotist if Slater v,vik»

. Tl'e -iation is hx-ai outlet for CBS.
''

iCoifiii;y».^ cn"-pi ge 42) ' radio show, ..
.out. ;.

C, W. Mycr*. proxy i.ud principal i.yc.hipnti nt

'owner of KOIN. ci'iiifirnu ri the rietil.
(

now loi a. (hjish tight aeain-t
' fe-

l
insisting on the t e Clin ica lily that no , tril!o. Imping 'hat in the end. they

' sde' has as •.el' b<( n uiaoe. but only }will i.n.sen lYlrillo.'s hold on all

• "tenli tive agl ft'lin-nl" > ubjeet to pha.-< f of. the music industry afTect-

,: l)d

Cancellation of Slater's program
Wednesday f24). is reported due to

the salary <lispute. although web
spokesman claim ho was . ill that

evening. In place of "Hypnotism,"
wob broadcast a dramatic show
called "'l he . Clock Strikes."' which
was broadcast, once before as a oner
time test vehicle. :

'•

'

•

Slater's ctirrent .contract calls (Or

.even more broadcasts. It's doubtful

that
' Phillips Cariin, v.p, in charge

of prograYns, will permit ' show to

drop at end .of thai period, since

trade and audience reaction has bee-i)

good. Inasmuch as format of show
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is a successful

Alcoholic Beverages

Peter Breidt Brewing Co.

II, T. Dewey & Sons Co.

CaMRARF.LLI 4 D.4VRT0

Gvmbarei.i.i & Davitto Speas

Amusements
Warner Bros. Circi'it Manackment Corp.

Automotive

Anderson Co. (Slf.ktm aster)

At birn Ai to Sales Corp. of N. Y.

Gasoline and Oil*

Richfield Oil Corp.

TIDEWATER ASSOCIATED OlL Co.

Clothing and Apparel

Philip A. Singer & Bros., Inc..

Gotham Hosiery Co.

Drugs, Toilet Goods
and Cosmetics

Drags

B. C. Remedy Co.

Bell & Co.

International Vitamin Corp.

McKesson & Bobbins, Inc.

ToHet Goods

Bath asweet Corp.

Bristol Mvf.rs Co.

Co.nti Probk.ts Co.

Mari.in Firearms ( <•

The Mk.nnKN Co.

Cosmotics

OrGzma, Inc.

(.LAME Co.

Armin Varady, Inc.

station

made of?
Food Product*

Bakery

Hi (.an Brothers

Fischer Baking Co.

Cordon. Bakinc Co.

Pi um Bakeries Corf.

Dairy Products

Borden's Farm Products Co.

Borden's let: Crf.am Co.

Bosco Company •*

Bkkykr Ice Cream Co.

Horton's Mel-o-rol Ice Ckkak
Walker-Gordon Labs; (Milk)

Walker-Gordon Labs.

( Acidophili s Milk)

Moat Products

Arolph (.oiif.l. INC.

Illinois Meat Co.

Northwest eun Ti rkey Grower;.' Aw." *

Miscellaneous Foods

American Beverage Corp.

Beechnit Packing Co.

Canada I>ry Cinc.er Alf. Co.

Consolidated Prods.

Drydkn & Palmer Co.

Charles C.i iben Co.

S. <Ji mpert. Co.

Hash ant Soi p Co.

Ili i.»( rt's Fri it Products, Inc.

Kk.mp Brothers Packing Co.

Miscellaneous Foods (cont'd,}

V. I. A Rosa & Sons, Inc.

Kuf.rbank Canning Co.

S. A. Schonrri NN

Seeaian Brothers

Van Camp's. Inc.

Yanti Pa-Pi-A Corp.

m esson Oil and Snowdrift Sali.s * <>.

H inter Garden Carrots

Newark Cheese Co.

Piiii.a. Dairy Prodi cts
*'

Household Products

Ai me White Lead Co.

American Gas Machine Co.
,

Bigelow-Sa.n'pord Carpet Co.

Chemical Control Eastern Dis* Inc.

Coi,i.ate-Palmoliye Pi:et Co.

Omoratiye Cabinet Coup.

O'Cldar Corp.

Press-On, Inc. '

Radbill Oil Cm.

Spkim. -Air. Mattress Co,

Insurance and Financial

Bronx Cot Sty Tm ss Co.

Greenwich Sauncs Bank. .'

Mobern I mii .-trial Bank

National Safety Bank & Tim st Co.

IVorih American Accident InnI'rvnli. Cifc

P«'»\ ioen'i Loan Soul i y of >i. Y
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IT HAS been proven time and again that, as a business grows, it leans toward self-satisfaction

and smugness. It's inclined to be satisfied with the way things have been done, to shy from the

new and different, to close its eyes to those creative functions of both management and production

without which no business can successfully survive.

During nearly twenty-five years of growth, WOR has warily watched for any tendency on its

part to be satisfied with the usual, to hesitate to experiment with the new and different. For

WOR knows that while other businesses might commit this error and exist, to do so in the
:

v

mercurial, fast-changing field of broadcasting would be fatal.

This curiosity, this impatience with the dull and hackneyed, circulates through every moment

of WOR's programming day and, in the process, is unconsciously absorbed by its sponsors. Year

after year, surveys and success stories reaffirm that this is one of the most apparent things that

a successful station is made of.

Naturally, this vitality of outlook not only consistently attracts one of the most impressive

audiences in the greatest listening territory on the Eastern Seaboard, but has produced for

WOR one of the most complete collections of success stories in modern American radio.

On these pages, WOR, for the first time, publicly lists the names of 106 sponsors who so

grapiously cooperated with us in the tedious, but exhilarating,,task of preparing four to six page

studies of their successful use of WOR.

note: IFOR's 106 success stories have been approved by their sponsors. However, they cannot be

released for examination or publication without the permission of the companies concerned.

that power-full station WOR
Miscellaneous

Ciiii.ds Company

Delaware, Lackawaiwma
'

& Western Coal Co.

Empire Cold Co.

Ciiaceland Management Corp.

Cri en Watch Co.

IIartz Mountain Products

The Bookhovse For Children

Consolidated Prodi, cts Co.

Hyghade Sylvania Corp.

New Yohk Telephone Co.

Old Country Trotting Ass'n

Pilot Radio Corp.

at 1440 Broadway, in New York

MUTUAL

Miscellaneous (cont'd.)

Pi bi.ic Service of New Jersey

Refrigeration & Air Conditioning

Restland Sales & Management

Si ssex Colnty Boosters

Winter and Company

Oi »keh Oais Co.-Ken !. Prodi cts Co.

Retail Establishments

Adler Shoes

I.. Bamberger & C<>.

The Brass Rail. Inc.

Crowell Publishing Co.

Retail Establishments (cont'd.)

Howard Clothes, Inc.

Bkn Marden's Rixiera

Rogers Peet Co,
''

Semis Roebi <.k & Co.
:

Vim Electric Co.

Tobacco Products

M a h I a Cigar Co.

Philip MobrB 4 Co., Lid.
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From the Production Centres

fiV mW YORK CITY
"The Sparrow urVd the Hawk."CBS aviation serial, has :i iipiv Ihiwl; in

Dean Carlton. Michael Fitmnuiii'-e withdraw from pi ograin because of

commercial conflicts. ,. . Bitclieior blowout tossed last week ""in Manhattan

for J.'ProstOii (Pelei Peters, of station rep lirinil'rpi' & Peters, who is

marrying Virginia ClnuTh. daughter of Arthur Church of KMBC. Kansas

City ,", ^.Isabel. Manhi'tig Hewson's "Land of the Lost" book gelling an '

overseas printing: author signing contract last week with London publish-
_

iug firm of Hehieittaniiv Ltd - ... .CBS' Robert Trout represented in current

-

Saturday Review of Literature with satirical piece on gabbers. . , .Adrian

Samish 'to- Coast -to wrap up Al Pearce cross-tiie-board show for ABC;
(Bhie.i, .. .Natalie Core: and"' SteVeh Mill added to "Strange Romance of I

feyelyn Winters." while Henry Neely and Walter Vanghan: -rofft- "David
,

Harunv". . . . ABC iBluei expanding program sales force. Currently -. in
]

market lor (wo men. . . .Lylc Sudrow, Charlotte Holland ahriHclene. Dumas •

new 1o respective casts of < "Young Widdcr Brown." ••Romance of Helen
:

Trent," and "Second Husband." .'. :",. ' "
I

Dario Soria. CBS asst. director, sailed last week for Italy on two-months'
j

bii t rip in' connectjon with books published by Migliuresi. Rome linn owned
;

by hi,s uncle.' Also to. do musif scouting -for Columbia Concerts, of which.!

liis wife. Dorle Jarmel. is p.a.. . . .Harry Ranch, of Young & Rubicam.;

radio tlackery staff, has placed novel called "Slag" with newly- formed !

literary agency of Prilchce & Brandt.
.
It's his -'first hovel .. . .Thomas H..

[

Brown. Jr., joining DaiK'or-Fitzgerald-Sample Nov. 1 as evocutiVcT assistant' i

to Dancer. ;.' -. '-/•'. •:.'

.Dorothy Doi'ari. assistant to 'Waubillall La Hay. radio 'publicity director
]

at K. W, Ayer. leaves Nov. 1 for Hollywood where she will assist .lean
;

lVleFailaiid. Coast Ayer radio publicity head. She replaces Chet Brouwer.
j

who leaves Aver for Young & Rubicam. . . .Norman Corwin. tor the second j

successive year, and FrartT; Sinatra named winners of the New York!
Newspaper Guild "Page One Award" for 1945. Cofwin's award presented

|

"as tlie radio writer whose scripts continue to set' the pace in the field.""!

Sinatra is cited for using Ins position as an entertainer to combat, racial :•

intolerance: '_..'
•

1
.

That $50 offer for a name for the new house organ being put out at ABC ,

(Bluet has interested ail starters except writers. They prefer saving their
|

titles for their own shows. '.

. .It'.- radio scripter.' Winifred Wolfe (insists ;

the latter), who's engaged to Jack Gordon, and not the radio actress by.
same monicker..; .Among staff shifts at WHN in last year are reported to

have been Ave announcers and five engineers, in addition to slonogs and

execs. ...Wesley JKdson, public relations and sales promotion head for radio

slums and wired music of World Broadcasting System, has quit, Reported

to be preparing to go into video, ...Baukhage leaving Nov. It to cover

Nuremberg trials for ABC (Bind Manuel Komrolt. author on WNKW,
broke his ankle outside the studio alter recent broadcast. Now getting

around with a cast John McKay and King features have parted com-

pany, whji..McKay negotiating for opening of own offices, and Erich

Biandies taking over as director of promotion for King Features. McKay
is ex-NBC publicity director Milton Berle, Paul Whiteman, Martha
Til ton, .Toe Besser, Burgess Meredith. Paillette Goddard will entertain 500

vets from the General Hospital, who have been invited to attend the first

Philco convention at Atlantic City Nov. -I.

The Wm. Paleys (CBS> have separated \

'. . .Ma]. Lanny Ross, back from .

I

three years Of service in the Pacific theatre, makes his first radio appearance

on the Chrysler program via CBS tomorrow night ti l...Fred Smith (ex-ABC j

promotion mgr-veepeei to join Simon & Schuster, pub house 00 promotion
j

....Beginning' Monday (5) Tom Reddy replaces Walter Herlihy as' an-

|

nouncer on "Ladies Be Seated ".
. . .Russ Johnston, producer-director Of

"Harvest of Stars," will have to got another sotj of Xnras presents for

friends. He had ordered smoked Vermont .turkey's for holiday delivery.
]

Farmer sent them out last week.. ..Ann McCrane, secretary to WPAT's
flack Dave Golden, is now also a columnist. She's writing about radio for

the Passaic (N.J.) Valley F.xaminer. . . .Ed Kirby taking several weeks'
vacation before opening own public relations offices in Empire State bldg.

"Boston Blackie" lABC-Thursdays): iidw has Glenn Rings as- announcer
. . . .Don Douglas will record a series of 'one-minute spots for the Treasury
Dept.: in connection with the Victory Loan. Drive. . . .Bob Hawks, emcee
of 'Thanks To the Yanks," will guest on "We the People" Nov. 4. to do a

stiiniip on how he's been thanking the Yanks in the Armed Forces sihee

the war began. Rcmick Music Corp. is publishing. '"Thanks' To the Yanks,"
theme song of the program, as tribute to returning vets. .. .Bill Keene
into the' cast of NBC's "Archie Andrew's" Saturday (3) as a fast-talking

politico in anticipation of the municipal election the following Monday
... .Johnny Olscri, m.c. -producer of ABC's audience participation show.
"Ladies Be Seated.'' put on special: addition Thursday (26) 'following the

air show for representatives of International Pictures and RKO theatres.

Plan is to book Olsen and his unit into theatres in this part of the country.

International is interested in a short or series of shorts.

IIS HOLLYWOOD ...
.John Charles Thomas and. John Nesbitt flew to Pittsburgh to help KDKA

celebrate its 25th anniversary as the oldest commercial station in the
country.... Lou Fulton resuming as producer of the Cass Daley Band-
wagon, succeeding Cecil Underwood, who quit after words with the agency
on format changes. .. Bill Pcnnelfs packaged "Dispatch From Reuters"
bought by the Paramount theatres for daily airing on KMPC. .. Betty
Buckler, for 12 years with Benton & Bowles and now Mrs. Lyman Johnson,
became a mother last week! Another parent was Jack Sayers. Hollywood
rep of .•Dr. George Gallup. .. .Wendell Niles. Al Capstan" and Vic Hunter
bought a hayburner named Ann Dear and she'll run her first race at Santa
Anita. It the odds are right, say 80 to 1. the trade will risk a coupla bucks
... Al Durante shipped back to N. Y. after installing Joe Leighton as
Hollywood publicity director of J. Walier Thompson and Peggy Wood to
head, up a new promotional department. Leighlon swung over from
Young & Rubicam and succeeds Maxine Smith, who resigned to do free-
lance writing. New additions to the Y&R staff are Bernie Smitlv-just out
of the Army, and Chet Brouwer. who moved from N. W. Ayer. .. .Bernie
Milligan ggtting out and back to head up the Earle Ferris Coast branch. ...

Walt Disney the latest applicant' for a television license. That makes
umpteen. . . .Clete Roberts returned to the ABC news and special events
staff after two years as war correspondent for the chain. .. .Don Logan,
erstwhile radio ed of Oakland Post-Inquirer, joined ABC publicity staff,

replacing Joel Murcott, resigned Ralph Edwards took his "Truth or
Consequences" troupe on tour to hypo the sale of Victory Bonds Jimmy
Stewart making his first commercial radio appearance since the war on
Lux No. 5 in "Deslry -Rides Again". .. Jules Albeit around for a few days
and then back to N. Y. .'.,,. Hal Bock's lfi yjiars in radio being put between
book covers under the title of "It's a Living," with foreword by Bob Hope
and benediction by Rupert Hughes. .. .Col. Tom Lewis ate a hearty meal
at the Brown Derby and showed up a few hours later in the latest Bond
Street cut Alan Reed (FalstafV) and Ed Gardner (Archie) have parted
company. So have Rudy Vallee and Xavier Cugat . ..Hal Block set for
script duty on Eddie Cantor's next picture at RKO. . . .Norman Koehler
and Ted Lenz. creators of the one-minute variety show, have cut 20 records
of "Hysterical History of Old California" for Cal. Wine Co. spot campaign.
Their one-mihute variety show also gets a play on a future Jack Benny
show Neil Reagan, producer of "Dr. Christian." casts at least one re-
turned war vet every week. . . .Merest! th Willspn. who used to play a flute
with Sousa. will attend the annual reunion and dinner of the Soiisa Band
Fraternal Society. .

"
«.

•

US CHICAGO ...
Merritt Schocnfeld. assistant general manager of ABC (Blue) here has

been appointed chairman of the radio committee to govern policies of
WILL, the University of Illinois station at Champaign ... .AFRA local is
throwing press party at Actors' club on Nov. 1....C. E. Hooper will be
guest of honor at today's <3ii Radio Management club luncheon-meeting
at the Wiigley restaurant Joe E. Brown guests on "Those Webslers"
from CBS studios here on Nov. 2... .Edward W. Stevens, recently of J. P.
McKinney & Sons' local office radio dept., has joined the Chicago office
of Burn-Smith Co.

First television show to be produced by RuthraufT & Ryan under Fran
Harris' direction has been scheduled for Nov. 28 over WBKB for the
Acrobat Shoe C0....E. ft. Boron, v.p. ABC's Central Division: Gil Berrv,
sales manager, and El Henry, Chi press chief, will go to Omaha to partici-
pate in KOlL's affiliation with ABC on Nov; 1 Charles Irving, who

I recently left the local radio picture for greener pastures in New York
will fly back on Nov. 10 for the annual AFRA Antics at the Stevens hotel
•• • ;

-
Nikki Kaye, local sci iptei

, has planed east on business in connection
wit.h her writing activities ... .Richai ri "Two-Ton" Baker, heard overWGN. and his wife, celebrated their ninth wedding anniversary last week.
Capt, Jack F. Ficher. Jr.. son -of ,'t'he. prez of M. M. Ficher Associates

radio advertising, back in town after five years in the A.AF . . . >rof Back-
wards, who scored when he played the Sherman hotel, will play the Chi-
cago theatre, opening Nov. 9, before leaving for Now York ' for radio
buildup by NBC,

WWJ, WXYZ
continued from pace 37 =^

nouncemenls was made by me as
general manager of WWJ. Had thesa
announcements been - written as
commercial propaganda on behalf oC
toothpaste; cereal, gasoline or. any
other •- product, they would have
been turned down as thousands ot
similar announcement's have been
turned down in the past because
they did not comply with WWJ
standards," Bannister concluded.

Observers point Out a national
significance^ to the issue because the
CIO-PAC shows no signs of dim-
inishing its political activity and a
decision, here may . affect campaign*
in all key cities and slates for' many
years. ,"

:

Richter's counter strategy to the
WWJ ban is to include the spots
in Frankensteeu's paid-time speeches.

WXYZ's reasons for banning were
much the same as WWJ's.

W.IBK a'iid. WJLB, smaller sta-

lions. are running 10-one-minule
spot recordings a day. The former is

iislhg about; 100 in all. the latter

about 70. WXYZ is permitting a
score of 17-second spots but banning
the one-minute ones. Those banned
by WW.) are 17-second live spots

without sound effects. All The rest

are recorded.

Last move in the fight was a
scheduled ad' in daily papers for

Monday (29 1 in .which ad agency
involved, Bass-LuckofT - Wayburn,
was to tell the people to listen to

WJBK and WJLB to hear the
banned spots.

Liberal Parly's WSAY Injunction
Rochester. N. Y.. Oct. 30.

Angelo A. Rose. Liberal Party
speaker, was granted a mandatory
injunction here Saturday (27 1 com-
pelling WSAY to. broadcast his

scheduled addesses Sunday (28' and
next Sunday (4), for which contracts

were made Oct. 18.

Injunction was issued by Supreme
Court Justice John Van Voorhis,
who also ruled that the station was
not compelled to broadcast material
that might be considered as opening
the door to suits for slander or
libel.

__—"•--'"""'""•

N Y. Liberal Party's 3-Hr.

Air Spread on 7 Stations
Three solid hours of radio ovei

seven .New York stations were
hooked this week by the Liberal.
Party, one of the major groups in
this year's N. Y, ma\oralty cam-
paign; for its final campaign aii

rally next Saturday (31.

Monya Davidson Novik. radio di-

recto
r_ for .:ihe . party; lias ' taken time'

between 5:30 and 8:"0 p.m. on that
day on stations WOR. "W.I Z. WEAF,
WMCA. WHN. WOV and; WINS,
Among the speakers booked for

the air rally are Mayor F. II. La-
Guardia. Rabbi Stephen H. Wise,

columnist Dorothy Thompson and
actor Raymond Massey.

Olson, WOW, Repeats
On H. P. Davis Award

Omaha. October 30.

.

. Fi<r the second time in four years.

Ray Olson, production manager of

WOW. is winner of the H. P. Davis
National Memorial. Announcers'
award. Award designates Olson as
one of the ttip five, announcers on
XBC sla lions throughout the nation.
Announcement of award was con-

tained in telegram to Gen. Manager
John J. Gillin. jr. ot WOW from
Marjorie Stewart, director of Micro-
phone Playhouse. Hollywood. This
orgarii/atiKji has conducted the com-
petitions for 13 years in memory of
the late It. P. DaviSi "father of
broadcasting."

WFBR
BALTIMORE

WTMJ
MILWAUKEE

WTAR
NORFOLK

KDYL
SALT LAKE CITY

For

WILDROOT
CREAM OIL

TONIC

GEORCC E. HALLEY
TEXAS RAN4ERS UMAKY
MOTU. nCKWICK, KANSAS CITY, MS
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FCC Rules Take CBS Base on FM;

Commish Raps Counter Arguments
Washington, Oct. 30.

FCC last Friday (.26) announced a

revision of FM frequencies to exist-

ing licensees in Area 1. basing its

action upon the proposal laid before

it Oct: 15 by CBS. The Oct. 15

hearing was called at the request

o£ CBS. NBC and Bamberger Broad-

casting Service, whieh protested

their original allocations in the new
FM band.

;

Under the CBS proposal, more
channels assignable to New York
City will have approximately the

same coverage than under the orig-

inal commission plan.

At the same time, FCC rejected a

proposal made Oct. 15 by an appli-

cant for a new station urging that

no preference in frequencies be
given to the existing FM stations.

FCC said in part in its statement:-.-

"The commission has determined
to adopt the CBS proposal as a basis

for. allocating FM metropolitan sta-

tions in Area 1. It should be
pointed out that the proposal will

not be followed in. any hard and
fast manner by the commission, but
is published as a guide to people
interested in FM as to the general
manner in which the commission
expects to license FM. stations in

Area 1.

„ "At the heaving' on Oct. 15. an
applicant for a station in the New
York area objected to the' grant-
ing .of frequencies to -existing FM
stations. Two points were made. In

the first place, it was urged that no

frequencies be assigned at this time

to existing stations, but that such
stations should be required .to com-
pete with all other applicants for the

20 frequencies which are available

in New York. However, it should

be noted that existing licensees do
stand on a different' footing from
applicants.

"Had the commission, determined
not to move FM higher in the spec-

trum, no question - would be rajscd

with respect to the license status of

present licensees. The fact that, in

order to minimize skywave interfer-

ence, the commission moved the

whole FM band higher in the 'spec-

trum has no impact upon the status

of existing licensees and permitees.

"The second point raised was that

the best assignments should not be
given to the existing licensees, but
that applicants, as well as existing

licensees should be entitled to com-
pete for them, The answer to this

is that, under the commission's rules

and regulations, all of the New York
stations will have an opportunity
for equal coverage within the 1000
uv.'m contour, and this is the only
contour that is protected in Area
1 by -the commission's rules."

Hartford—Tieup between WDRC
and Connecticut College for Women,
at New London, has that school pre-

paring and projecting its own week-
ly forum program. The'air conclave,

which is heard Sunday nights at

10 p.m., has on it members of the

faculty of the college.

The latest series of 13 NBC— produced

made available en loan as a public service feature

the thrilling stories of our great men and women

Americans

STARRING
Quentin Reynolds

Major Melvyn Douglas

Ralph Morgan • SamJaffe

Wendy Barrie • Jay Jostyn

Neil Hamilton • Canada Lee

Myron McCormick • Everett Sloane • Donald Cook

THE DRAMATIZED LIVES OF

New Civilians

' Alex Buchan has rejoined KXOK.
St. Louis, in charge of special news
events, after five years with both

British Royal. Air Force and U. S.

Naval Air Force, in latter as lieu-

tenant. Fought in Europe and Pacific

theatres. Prior to service was with

KXOK as special events, news and
sports announcer.

Donald Briggs, after three years

in. the service as Executive Producer,

Army Air Forces Radio. Production
Unit, has returned to acting with a

featured role in CBS' "F.B.I. In

Peace and War." Has had 19 years'

experience in radio, stage. Screen

and is married to legit, actress Au-
drey Christie.

Don Hughes has returned to radio

after three years as a corporal in

the ETQ. He was original leading

"man" 15 years ago in CBS' '-. "toft
Pretend" and is resuming his caiviH'

on the same program.

D.C. Department Store's

Sponsored Civic Program
Washington, Oct. 30.

New experiment in retail store

radio advertising has been lined up
here by Julius Garfinckcl & Co.,

Washington's top department store.

Store has inked a 26-weeks" contract

with WINX. radio affiliate of the

Washington Post,, to sponsor a two-

hour music and civic show Sunday
afternoons.

'Format will be a pop concert mu-
sic program, with a civic message

about Washington by a leading citi-

zen each week. .
-' '

Petrillo

C'onlinrcd from page 37

George W. Diefenderfer has re-
turned to the NBC central division

as a network salesman on the staff

of Paul McCluer after 31 months
service in the Navy. lie replaces
Lou Tilden who resigned to bead
the radio department of Sherman &
Marquette.

Sully Michaels, radio scripter in

the Merchant Marine more than two
years, is getting his discharge early
in November and plans to return to
writing. A package of his. tilled

"Back to College," is now making
the rounds.

Aubrey Guy, now on terminal
leave from the Army, is expected to

begin announcing again. Nov. 1, on
WMC, Memphis.

Bill Bui-zzil. an AAF navigator,
resumed his announcer spot at WMC,
Memphis.

Corp. Simon Goldman, Vice-Presi-
dent of the James Broadcasting Ct>.-,

and, until his enlistment in 1943.

manager of WJTN. Jamestown.
(N.Y.). was honorably discharged
from the Army as of October 5. He
resumed his managerial duties at

WJTN two weeks later. Goldman
saw service in the Communications
Division of the 12th Army Croup
from Normandy to WeisbadOn, Ger-
many. He participated in five major
campaigns:

Annon Balber, skedded for release

as an. ensign from the Maritime
Service end of this week, will return

to his announcer post at WNYC. N.Y.

Merwin Bogue (Ish Kabbible) hfs
been honorably discharged at Pfc. in

the Army and returns to the Kay
Kyser program mid-November.

Dave Bacali out of the Army and
back at WBBM, Chicago, as staff or-
ganist.

Rolf Warner has returned to

WBBM, Chicago, as sales service

manager after a hitch in the Army
Air Corps.

Smith

Washington Carver

Willkie
.

ddams

HolmesXBrandeis

Jos. Goldberger

Samuel Gompers

Geo. W.-Norris

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franz Boas

Joseph Pulitzer

STATION MANAGERS!
Write today for this public service feature

\

of top-flight entertainment value, to:

The Institute for Democratic Education, Inc.

415 Lexington Avenue

New York 17, N. Y,

(In cooperation with Boston University Radio Institute)

Tom Casey has rejoined the ABC
(Blue) announcing staff after being
discharged from the Army where
he served as a public relations of-

ficer.

Walt Bodine has rejoined the an-
nouncing staff' at KCKN, the Mutual
night outlet in Kansas City, after
nearly three years of service in the
Merchant Marine.

Lt. Tony Ciraldi joins WHAM,
Rochester, N. Y„ promotion depart-
ment after five years of Army serv-
ice, first veteran returning to . the
staff. Advancing from private, he
served in the Pacific area. Capt.
Melvin Bartell, former WHAM an-
nouncer now serving as one of two
officers in charge of Radio Tokyo,
expects to return to the Rochester
station after his discharge.

John Laurence, former member of
the NBC singing staff prior to his
enlistment in .1941, will return to

civilian and professional life on
"Vivian Lane's Party," Saturday
night, Nov. 3, on KPO, San Fran-
cisco. Laurence was one of the few-

artists permitted to give a public-

concert during his enlistment.- He
appeared at the Community Play-
house and by special request of the
Crown Prince and Crown Princess
of Norway sang for them when they
were in Frisco.

video as well as broadcasting on

both AM and FM transmitters.

Backing up these "tougher" execu-

tives are known to be station op-

erators, around the country, who are

the' majority in NAB and who feel

they've been, as one put it last week,

"paying tribute to Petrillo because

the nets sold us down the river."

The hinterland broadcasters insist

that the nets should never have

played along with Petrillo's quola

system for affiliated stations which,

in the end. cost the local station op-

erators more money for musicians

which they insisted they did not

need. They contend that the only

reason they have tolerated the quota

system is because the networks
were afraid to buck Petrillo. They
point out that, in last month's moves
against NBC and CBS, when Petrillo

pulled out musicians on three net-

work snows, Petrillo won because

the nets brought pressure on local

stations in Chattanooga and New
Orleans which had held out on new
contracts With the AFM locals in

those cities. .

"It's time we stopped catering to

him." these broadcasters insist.

"Justin Miller can now show his

mctUe. That's what we have the

NAB for, to lead the entire industry

and fight for it."

The Line-Up

Cooier heads in the industry are

not so sure, however, that they can

win against Petrillo. They see other

double io the distance. They see

the possibility that Petrillo, whose
union belongs to the AFL, may get

the backing of two other powerful

AFL unils—the International Broth-

erhood .of Electrical Workers

tIBEW) and the American Federa-

tion of Radio Artists (AFRAh The
membership of the latter would s'up-

port—the—AFM" because, artistically,

there is a close affinity between the

musicians and the actors in radio.

Tlie IBEW has another stake. That
union has jurisdiction over electrical

workers, and would like to include

radio engineers and technicians. The
latter, on NBC and ABC (Blue), be-

long to the National Assn. of Broad-
cast Engineers and Technicians

(NABET), an independent union,

which only five weeks ago got a fat

contract with the two nets after a

quickie. 24-hour strike.

It is believed that the IBEW would
support Petrillo in any major labor

trouble. But some broadcasters hope
they would be able to play off still

another powerful union against both
the AFM and the IBEW. They have
in mind the International Alliance

of Theatrical Stage Employees
(1ATSE>. This organization, while
it is also in the AFL, has been mak-
ing a powerful pitch for organiza-
tion of the television industry, and
has incurred the enmity of the
IBEW because it has cast eyes on
workers which the latter claims. .

Through this complex situation,

however, Petrillo is talking in only
one way—by issuing .orders which,
so far, have been carried out. Tele-
vision

.
can't use films -with music.

FM can't operate through the use
of music engaged for AM broad-
casting, although the FCC had ruled
that FM broadcasters may use feeds
from AM shows. The quota system
stays in effect on network affiliates

throughout the country.

Just how much of a dent the
broadcasters' new "united front"
cati make in the labor situation is a
mailer of doubt even to some execs
who would like to slap Petrillo
down. As one highly-placed radio
man piil it: "I don't know what we
can do about Petrillo, just as the
coal operators don't know what they
can do about John L. Lewis. Still,

we'd stand some chance if we all

stuck together. But Petrillo beat us
on the quota system, he licked us on
the recording issue, he has won
every major fight because one of us
has always given in, forcing the rest
to do the same." .

Ohio Air Gospel's

308G Bldg. Payoff
Akron, Oct. 30.

Radio and religion will be com-
bined to bring the gospel to Ohioans
on a colossal scale, under plans 0j
the one-time rubber-worker pastor
from Kentucky, Rev; Dallas F.'-Bill-
ington. who announced . that con-
struction of a new $300,000 temple
will begin next spring.

Rev. Billington. who recalled that
his first service, held in an Akron
schoolroom in 1925, drew an attend-
ance of 10 persons and netted a $1.18
collection, has built his popularity
by radio. His present quarters, the
Akron Baptist Temple, built in 1937,
crowd in over 3.000 persons Sunday
after Sunday. .

Plans for the hew- building, which
will be wired 'for broadcasting, call
for a seating capacity between 4,000
and 6.000. Present staff of an asso-
ciate - pastor and four full-time
women assistants will be expanded
to more than 20 on the clerical staff

and three more assistant pastors.

Rev; Billington never uses notes,
either in his pulpit or over the air.

He prcaeh*s a :' hard-hitting gospel
learned through the extension school
of the Southern Baptist Church. He
tame to Akron .in 1925. at the age bt
22, to take a job in an Akron tire

factory, and preached his first ser-
mon at a Furnace St. mission there
three years later.

Venturing into the radio field in

1932. he paid for Tour broadcasts and
found that his listeners would pay
to hear him. He gave up his factory
job in 1935 and two years later

started his church building program.

MOSER'S 'ONE OUT OF SEVEN'
San Francisco. Oct.. 30:

James Moser, former reporter on
the San Francisco Examiner, now of

the ABC (Blue) news staff room in

Frisco, is author of a program caus-

ing much favorable comment here.

Titled, "One Out of Seven," the

subject being selected., top news
story of the week dramatized, the

program originates from KGO over
the ABC Pacific net at 3:15. p.m.,

Thursdays. ' '
.

MARKET

During tht lost s«a>en before gasoline

rationing more than 113,000 winter

•ports enthusiasts visited the Alta and

Brighton ski areas. 45 minutes from

the heart of Salt lake City. These

and other nearby areas, where skiing

is enjoyed from November ' to June,

are new being developed further to

accommodate 'the growing number of

persons who want fine skiing close to

a metropolitan city. The money they

spend means good business for Utah

merchants and service concerns

—

good business for everyone who sells

in the Utah Market.

Local Advertisers Know

KDYL Brings Results

Utah's diversified resources assure

substantial buying power. Local and

national advertisers have found by

experience that they get results when

they use KDYL,

powmBSMife; the station most

Utahns listen to

most;

N'ulioiuil Representative: John Blulr & €•<
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GIs On Pollyanna Stuff
=5 Concimiert from page 34

..Typ|H!.-'.
Jobs to Fit", and ' Story

, , .mitiaaW' used. Programs also

tacludfd -The Untesome Train" and.

"si akespoare In America.*-, llw
-. also still going on,

^ third series "Heard At-,Home
i5- a round table or forum, rits-

*u4i,fg public issues. The War Dept..

'L': ,;
^Lyfrom it at rirst sen.-s

being hai-i'«--l of all to put through,

hut II .was okayed. Series used Chi-

lian Rolindtable. American Forum

of the Air. and Town Meeting pro-

„.,m< ;1 committee of officers in

WaddWdn ,
"listening and picking

thou- thought, (host valuable. They

didn't dodge .controversies,' as

shmviv by first program sent: "Can

the Wallace Program Lead to Pros-,

uei-ity"" with- Senators Tatt and

jVnper debating; Cither current is-

sues as heard at home were -Are

Cartels A Menace to -World 'Peace?"

-Russia and the United Nations,"

'•The Road 10 Serfdom." etc.

•Fourth series was' "Our Foreign

Policv," exactly the way NBC pro-

duced U, presenting various view-

points on foreign policy. These tour

series were continuous and are still

on. -

.'
- ', > •

In addition. AFRS used some

short series' like '-Cavalcade." a his-

toricid. series. With ,
biographies of

Americans, none contemporary, and

"They Call Me Joe." a very eontfo-

vefsial series discussing contribu-

tion of minority groups to the U. S.,

such as the Nis.ei,.
; Negro, Irish, Fili-

pino; Jews.

AFRS also encouraged local sta-

tion's to put GIs on in roundtable
'

discussions by sending pamphlets
explaining. Each station got a

weekly booklet in addition, with va-
',' rious information as background.

/AH -programs . were checked by
scholars for misstatements, . with
facts checked. Otherwise. AFRS
exercised no censorship, did nothing
startling that was not done by the

American radio, but gave GIs a
pretty good representation of pro-
grams at home.

Returning Vets 'II Want
Comm'ls, Sez Col. Hayes
Anyone in Ameriean radio who

feared—or hoped—that the returning
soldier w ill "hate commercials" after

listening to nothing but noli.-eom-

mercial radio—w!iile_,Ji-u the armed
services, is. in for a disappointment.
That's the opinion of Lt. Col. John S.

Hayes, former assistant program
director of WOP, Mutual flagship; in i

N; Y„ .who has just returned: home
[

kftor serving as chief of the Armed' '

Forces Network in Europe..
, .

j

At a^.reception given tor him by
]WOR in New York Monday a29i. I

Hayes told of some of; the AFN
work, described the growth -of. the

'

net from five stations to 51, and ';

told, of- some • of .'the';.
.
programming

';

difficulties encountered.
• But as far as commercials arc

!

concerned, he said, the ex-GI will

not, be worried by them when he
j
hears them again on : the . home

' radio.. The AFN, too, had its "com-
mercials." although latter were plugs
for Government or Army sponsored
projects. -.''""."

. -, ;';' -'-.';':- .'.'•

ONE OF AMERICA'S
OUTSTANDING MEN

OF MUSIC

!» -
«••»•" NBC. Tue>.,

I»a0 P.M. p,r>M.I Maiuger: AMNA
SOSENKO. B»k,d k> MUSIC

CORr. OF AMERICA.

5 00 kc. j.j. . WATTS

7 Dissenting Chi

Indies Look Set To

Fall In With BNB
Chicago. Oct. 30.

Although' the seven independent
Chicago station holdouts against the
Broadcast Measurement Bureau are
not yet completely satisfied with
certain of the .bureau's operating
methods, constructive headway was
made at the meeting here last week
between management of the dissent-
ing outlets and. Hugh Feltis.. BMB
prez. With an early solution ex-
pected. The terms primary, second-
ary and tertiary having been aban-
doned by BMB, remaining objection

by the independents is BMB's 10','

figure as a yardstick basis.
:

.

Indies claim that a station operat-
ing in a met) opolitan market. Tor
instance, might have a i'i listening

audience of the total population. In

Chicago, for example. 9'.' listeners

of 5.000.000 would be 540.000. a
healthy chunk, yet it wouldn't show-
up under present BMB methods,

j

they say, and are asking that where
the audience ;is less than 10' r that
the figures be broken down to 1'^..

Feltis explained that this could
easily be done, that it was only a

matter of technicalities in reporting

and nipre intensive tabulation of.

ballots already on hand.' Matter is

being turned over to the organiza-
tion's Technical Committee" • for

study; will -then be turned, over to

the Board of Directors with Feltis

expecting to meet again with the

Chicago Stations shortly after the
first of the year to iron otit the re-

maining objectionable feature.

Feltis reported that the terms
primary, secondary and tertiary

would -no longer be used, neither

would the three colors they .intended

using on the maps to designate these

classifications be followed through.
Instead the name 13MB Station

Audience Index has been adopted
with a plan of. reporting station

figures by counties translated into

total number of radio listening

families. First the total number of

radio families in a county will be

decided upon by means of several

survey figures on radio set owner-',

ship already on hand. As an example
suppose a county has 5,0(10 radio

families. When the ballots are tabu-,

lated and show a station having

40 r
;. listeners among the radio lam-,

dies in that, county the station's

BMB figure instantly becomes 40*.'

of 5.000. or 2.000. In the Chicago
area, .within a 60-mile radius. .

BMB
has decided lb work out separate

reports, on. the City, of Chicago.

Cook County, the suburban, towns

of Cicero, Evanston and Oak Park:

cities of Aurora, Elgin. Joliet and

Kankakee, Ilk: Gary Hammond and

East Chicago, Ind.. Lake and Porter

counties. Ind.. Lake. Dupage. Kan-
kakee and Will County': III.: all

cities over 10.000 population outside

of metropolitan districts: all cities

where there are radio stations re-

gardless of size, and all counties.

Meeting w"as presided over by-

Leslie C. Johnson. NAB District

Director and was attended by two
members of the BMB Board of Di-
rectors. Mel Brorby. v. p. Ncedham.

Louis & Brorby. and Lowry H.

Grites. advertising comptroller. Gen-

eral Mills, and Robert Elrick of the

Technical Committee. • .Margaret

Wylie, of J. Walter Thompson, and

Mildred Sanders, of Mitchell-FauM.

also sat in on the ewlab.

Swezey Feels 'Pulse/

Finds Radio Programs

Could Use Fresh Ideas
The radio industry, "with all the

brains and ability" that it possesses,

still suffers from -'a paucity of fresh
program ideas and new talent." -,:,,'.

That's what Robert D, Swezey.;
veep.ee and general manager of Mu-
tual, last week i25) told .a group of

radioites and advertisers attending
the 'fourth annual luncheon of The
Pulse, Inc.,- in New York.

Speaking on "Public Service and
Commercial Radio," Swezey lashed
oiit at , various types 'of criticisms

directed at the radio industry but. at

the same, time, asked the industry to

put its own house in order.

"There is still: too much inclina-

tion. '' he said, "to follow the old

tried and true patterns, and to avoid
unpleasantness at any cost. Radio
faces the peril of becoming so com-
placent and stodgy that it will not

be able to meet the changing needs
and demands of the public.; '

.

"Strangely enough. . . if a show-
gets a fairly decent rating, there is

a tendency on the part of the agency,
client and facility to sit back and let

it go at that—rather than to make a

real attempt to improve the program
or substitute a better one. Year after

year, certain programs go on the air

without ever realizing their full po-
tential, and others continue which
should have long been Oft' the air.

This seems to be largely due to in-

ertia and timidity."

Swezey insisted, however; that
both radio add. the public must have
a' clearer understanding of what the
term "public service" means on the
air. He pointed out that a symphony
orchestra, or a commentator, are no
less a ''public service" because they
happen to be sponsored instead of

sustainers.

But in order to know' .what the

public thinks of the programs. Swe-
zey said, more intensive research is

necessary. "I. for one." he said,

believe we are falling far short of

our potential."

British Labor Gov't Seen Backing

BBC Heads on Com'l Radio Snafu

Sho-Biz-Quiz Renewed
Pittsburgh. Oct. 30,

Sho-Biz-Quiz program, which fea-

tures local critics answering stage

and screen questions sent in by.

listeners, has been renewed for an-
other six months over WJAS. Orig-
inal 26-week stretch wound up last

Tuesday arid it'll be bankrolled
again for" same length of time by
local Dimling's Candy Shops. '.

Show has George Heid as moder-
ator, with Kail K rug. of Sun-Tele;

Kap Monahan. of Press, and Harold
V: Cohen, of Post-Gazette, as regular

panel plus regular guest stars.
.

Okay 5 Developmental

'Stratovision' Stations
Washington, Oct. 30.

FCC last Wednesday (24) okayed
the application of Westinghouse
Radio Stations., Inc., .for five devel-

opmental stations to test broadcast-

ing through "Stratovision." Tests

will involve the use of planes about

five or six miles in the air to spread

FM and video programs over wide^

ureas, '

.- .'>....

"Under the proposed system." FCC
said, -four transmitters will be in-

stalled in an airplane operating over

a designated area at approximately
30,000 feet above the earth, two to

be itsed for FM broadcast tests, one
lor television tests, and one for re-

laying tests to another plane.

"A fifth station will be located on
the ground for the purpose of relay-

ing test signals, programs, or other

necessary communications to the
plane in flight. Appropriate fre-

quencies to be used will be' assigned

by the Commission's chief engineer
from lime to time, 5 kilowatts

power."

London, Oct. 10.

Contrary to expectations, fact that

England is now governed by Labor
Government has ma,de commercial
broadcasting less certain than ever.
Present government is strenuously

opposed to big business heads who
are the main instigators of commer-
cial radio and are likely to side with
the British Broadcasting Corp., whose
charter expires end .of this- year and
comes up for renewal.

It is of course a recognized fact
that present heads of the BBC do not
favor

.
commercial radio. But sur-T

prise recently revealed, although .not
generally known, is that British
Musicians. Uh.iop, which discussed
commercial radio at their private
meeting last year, turned it down
Hat. and. will readily support the big
section of BBC heads in their op-
position.

'Better Halts' Femme Bid
A comedy, quiz show now aired

over WOR. New York flagship of
Mutual, for a half-hour weekly
(Thursday nights at 10), is going to
be put on across the board as an
afternoon bid for femme attention
and possible network bankrolling.
Show is called 'The Better Half,",

and is angled on -compotish between
men and women. "

Edmund B. (Tiny) RufTner, com-
mercial program sales director for
the station, has been emceeing the
Thursday nighter, but thinks so
much of the program that he is quit-
ting his sales job to devote full time
to its development.

Columbus—Juanita Wilcox has be-
come director of the

.
continuity de-

partment of WCOL. replacing James
McGavran. resigned. She's been
with WCOL for two years.

Tlie Answer to Hbur

Newscast Reconversion Problems
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Dual Tele System Both Upstairs

And Down Feasible, Sez Porter
Cleveland, pel. 30.

Paul A. Porter. FCC chairman,

favors wide-open competition be-

tween black and white television

pictures' in the lower frequencies

and those in natural color in the

higher frequencies, he told members
of the Radio -Council of Greater
Cleveland in an address in Hotel
Cleveland (24V.- ' '".'-

.'"

While there is a suggestion before
j

the FCC to guarantee a 10-year
period of service for the lower fre-

quency pictures. Porter, himself be-

lieves in no such guaranty.
'

With regard to a current, sugges-
tion that directional antennae be
used in metropolitan centers to ill*

crease wave-length facilities for

lower frequency pictures, Porter

said that if this should prove feas-

ible all seven Cleveland applications

for television stations might be
granted. Currently there is only
room for four such stations.

The current opinion in the FCC,
however, is that a workable system
of local and national television will

depend on progress in the higher

frequencies.

Porter predicted the working out
of a dual system of television both
on the high and low frequencies.

Black and white pictures, he said,

are now ready for the public. The
higher frequency color, pictures are
still in the experimental stage.

Porter believes that in our life-

time we will see a sound, workable
system of . television established in

this country.

With regard to licenses to labor

groups for FM stations, Porter said

that ho favored such licenses, but
that such stations would be expected
to offer time to those on the other
side of controversial arguments just

as our standard stations now do.

Speaking of the coming FM radio.

Porter said the FCC now favored
the dual system Of programming in

which both the current AM stations

and new FM stations would carry

the same programs until FM stations

really get going.

He warned that educators should
accept the "heaven-sent" oppor-
tunity of applying set aside for non-
commercial educational stations or

forfeit these channels.

Porter complimented Ohio, refer-

ring especially to the work of Dr. I.

Keith Tyler of Ohio State Univer-
sity and that of the radio council

here, by saying the commission con-

sidered this state "the conscience of

the American system of broadcast-
ing."

STANFORD AT DISNEY

FOR TALENT SURVEY
. Hollywood, Oct. 30,

Tony Stanford, veteran producer,
has detoured off the main radio

highway for six weeks to do a talent

survey at the Walt Disney studio.

He'll index the . performers and
characters suited to radio and tele-

vision. • : '.-,'-
; '

Disney, one of the most video-

minded picture producers in Holly-

wood, may make a permanent spot

for Stanford at the studio. Stanford
for a time headed up television for

J. Walter Thompson.

WRITER - PRODUCER

DIRECTOR
Well known radio execu-

tive. Ten years major ra-

dio shows in all capacities,

agency and network. Long

list of successes. Expert

at starting new shows, dra-

matic, musical, or comedy.

Alto an idea man. If you

need expert help write

Bex 879, Variety,

154 West 46th St.. •

New York If, N. Y.

Coaching Via Video
Philadelphia. Oct. 30.

Here's a new use for televi-

sion:

George Munger. coach for Uie

University of Pennsylvania foot-

ball team, was in the University

Hospital with the grip on Sat-

urday when his club played that

all-important game with Navy.
Phi loo put a television set

beside his bed and he watched
the game which wax telecast

over "
Philco's station. WPTZ,

sponsored by the Atlantic Re-
fining Co.

By watching the game and
keeping in contact with his as-

sistant coaches via phone. Mun-
ger was able to help direct the

game. " : ; .

Par Video Will

Link H'wood-S.F.
Hollywood, Oct. 30.

First link in a coast television net-

work will be forged hy Paramount'^
video operation. WHXAO; if applica-

tion of Television Productions. Inc.

for permission to erect a transmitter
in the Frisco area gets favorable
action from Federal Communications
Commission. '.

Klaus Landsberg. director of the

station, made a survey of the bay
area and chose a spot atop Mt.
Tamalpais as the transmitter site.

Studios will be in the Paramount
building in downtown S.F.

Cleve. School Station

Preps Video Lessons
Cleveland, Oct. 30.

WBOE. Cleveland School Board
radio station, hopes to offer lessons

by television within 18 months, ac-

cording to Dr. William B. Levenson,
the station's directing supervisor.

"Although we gre not yet in a

po.sfl.ion to announce definite plans,

we hope to do daytime television

broadcasts in co-operation with a
commercial station," Dr. Levenson
said. "Cleveland's school station has
always pioneered, and we feel televi-

sion lessons should be included in

its schedule for the near future.".

Dr. Levenson's statements fol-

lowed announcement at a Cleveland
School Board meeting that WBOE
soon may be asked to change its

I wavelength.

The Champagne

Music

Of

A Ilisliiielive Style

For .Easy IJMening

Now leaving ... *

Engagement Extended!
In the Famous Mural Room

St. Francis Hotel, San Franeis'
•

f'oasf-io-4 o»s< ItroattoasiM

Management: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Image Orthicon Unveiled

By RCA; Sock Reaction

To Light Potentialities

Successful tests in N. Y. last week

of RCA's new Image Orthicon, a su-

persensitive television pick-up tube,

would seem to prove that video en-

gineers have by no means fully ex-
ploited all the facets of production
in the presently-allocated low fre-

quency channels.

New tube, so sensitive to light that

it transmits scenes illuminated only

by a match flame or a lighted

cigaret. opens up many new possibiU.
ities for development in the lower
spectrum and proves that some of

the long-sought-for improvements in

current commercial television may
be - forthcoming immediately. NBC
engineers say. Chief among these
improvements, of course, is a better

picture, which the Image Orthicon
has provided. Engineers argued that
a higher number of lines and a
higher frequency channel are not
necessary for better pictures and
that current talk in video circles of
scrapping further experimentation
on present equipment with a view
to moving eventually into- the upper
portion of the spectrum is prema-
ture.

Amazing potentialities of the new
tube, housed in a new lightweight,
portable camera, were unveiled
Thursday (25 t at a demonstration in

the NBC studios. With Commenta-
tor Ben Grauer emceeing. the cam-
era picked up and transmitted in
clear images scenes illuminated by

i
only a flashlight or a candle. Re-
ceiving set was then switched over

!
to Madison Square Garden, N. Y.,
where the-new tube proved its su-
periority over the presently-used
tube insofar as clarity under poor
lighting conditions and depth per-
ception is concerned. Engineers
climaxed the demonstration with a
gag stunt of television a scene in ap-
parently utter blackness, explaining
afterwards thai the scene was illum-
inated by invisible infra-red rays.

I Tube came through with flying
[colors in its first commercial test
j'ai' the ^Navy1 "iJay "Dinner in trie"

I Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y„ Saturday
127) and will be used again tonight
(31V on the NT... Y. Herald-Tribune
forum; Greatly .increased range of
light possibilities to which the new
camera responds without read.iust-
menV or loss of detail also permits
easy pick-up of moving objects un-
der mixed light condition's, such as
baseball players moving from sun-
light to shadow on the field.

Duane Jones Plans Tele

Plunge in Package Shows
For the pasi several months the

Duane Jones ad 'agency' lias been

quietly surveying the television field

and will spoil announce plans tor 'a

series of experimental shows. The

tele series will be put oil the air

before end of this year.

Walter Ware, agency's tele direc-

tor, is currently negotiating with

several tele show packagers to pro-

duce programs on a sustaining basis.

Tentative plans also, call for the

agency to foot major portion of the

expenses although the clients' prod-

ucts will be commercialized on the

programs. .

'

Under consideration for a series

is a show titled. "Is It Love?," created

by Jules Werner and packaged by
George Scheck, prez of Telecast

Corp. of America. Format calls for

a noted psychiatrist and newspaper
columnist to give advice lo the love-

lorn. Dr. Postley Madden and
Dorothy Dix are among those being
considered.

Quincy Howe
Continued from page 37

mediators attacked by Rep. John E.

Rankin, of Mississippi, leading mem-
ber of the House committee, as a

"Communist." issued a statement
saying he dared Rankin "to say that

about me. outside of Congressional
immunity, what he has been saying
while cloaked within that immunity.
I'll sue him for libel, and I'll win.
He knows it, and is too 'owardly
lo attack me outside of Congress.

- '

BBC Director Sees Radio

In Strategic Postwar

Spot to Further Peace
Cleveland. Oct. SO.

Charles Brewer. North American
director or BBC, told the Radio
Council of Greater Cleveland that

the postwar period
,
oilers radio the

opportunity to promote a better un-
derstanding of how the other fellow
lives. Certainly the maintenance of

*

peace is as good a reason for radio
collaboration between the nations as
was the winning of the peace,
Brewer pointed out;

Brewer said jt has always been
BBC's aim that radio be a vehicle
''or the furtherance of understanding
between nations and for promoting
freedom and liberty for the individ-
ual. .;.'.-"

Brewer revealed that -throughout"
the six years of War, school broad-
casts in England begun 21 years ago,

continued and grew.. Now more
than 12.000 schools in Britain, use
school broadcasts integrated into the
school curriculum. BBC school pro-
grams are prepared far in advance

'

under the supervision of school
directors. - :.

'

In Britain, said Brewer, children

learning about America in their -

classrooms have radio .programs
about a corn-husking contest or the

launching of a Liberty ship to help

them visualize more easily activi-

ties in this country.

San Antonio—Several of the na-
tion's favoi'ite radio voices will be
heard in a new series of programs
each Sunday beginning this week on
KABC. .The transcribed programs
are titled the "Radio Edilion of the
Bible" and are to be sponsored lo-

cally by the radio committee of the
San Antonio Council of Churches.

Congressmen Denounee
Rankin Group Tactics

Washington. Oct. 30.

The House Committee on un-
American Activities was accused
las* Wed. (24 » of trviim to'set itself

up as "Congressional radio-thought
police." as members of the House at-

tacked and defended its stand in

calling in scripts of several com-
mentators for investigation.

It was one of the dirtiest rough-
and-tumble sessions the chamber

~Tras witnessed in years, with racial

attacks fig'urtng iiv the debate and
Rep. John E. Rankin (D-, Miss.Y,

guiding spirit Of the committee,
making clear that the body would
try to force some liberal commen-
tators off the air.

Rankin accused two of the com-
mentators, Johannes Steel and
William S. Gailmor. of being com-
munistic, and went on to say:

"Some of those scripts ought not
to be drummed into the ears of. the
American people. Whenever things
go over the air that are dangerous,
we are going to investigate them."
"Does the gentleman mean to tell

me," asked Rep. Ellis E. Patterson.
(D., Calif.), "that he and his com-
mittee are going to take the respon-
sibility of riding herd upon the
thought of our people over the
radio?" ;•

.

Two of the Congressmen. Emanuel
Celler (D.. N. Y.i and Hugh De
Lacy (D., Wash.), disclosed that the
committee had even called in the
transcription of Phil Baker's "Take
It Or Leave It" show of Sept. 30.

'The Rankin Committee," De
Lacy said, "is selling itself up as a
Congressional radio-thought police.

Here is how the smear-fear tech-
nique works. Simply asking the
radio stations for radio scripts
spreads fear. Advising the press of
the request spreads the smear.
"The commentators whose scripts

are sent for are plainly warned that
they are under Government sur-
veillance, that their thoughts are
under House arrest'' .

Rep. John M. Coffee (D.. Wash.)
charged that the air was being
largely controlled by the National
Assn. of; Manufacturers, 'and added:
'T charge that there are pitifully
few really independent commentators
left on oui-r NAM-dominated Ameri-
can air waves."
"The Dies Committee and. the

present committee." said Rep. Pat-
terson, "have investigated the, mo-
tion picture industry in California.
The Dies Committee came up with
nothing, and I am sure this one will

have the same experience,"

San Antonio.—The latest additions

fe the staff of. KTSA include Dean
Turner, Texas Cosgrove and ., Bill

Lister. Turner takes over duties as

announcer, coming here from WOAl.
Miss Cosgrove goes into the account-

ing department. Lister has been
added to the entertainment staff.

Time forblaaling tales curves upward

is the kind of timeWeed & Company

stations offer and Weed men sell.

Time buyers across the nation relyon

Weed for help in spoiling hoi mar-

kets and influencing them through

lopnolch availabilities.

Washington—Ward W. Hubbard
has been appointed chief of the
radio recording division of WRC.
the NBC-owned outlet, here. He has
been acting chief for several months
since he left the Marines in which
he was a captain.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Presently emaloyed, sevea »»•«. I'le™r* •?*

nerlence. musical background, '"l«re,leov '11

changing to permanent position with N»w tarn

Arm. Could bring to the loh an «x!all«''l

sonality. ability to handle administrative »'

tall, good promotional sense, tlair for

and editing, and. above all. '"^"''VZju
work. Plea»e write fully. Box 493,. Variety.

154 West 46th Street. New York 19.
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Inside Stuff-Radio
Recently-broached project to add commercials to musical broadcasts for

department and other retail stores has been nixed by N. Y. office of World

Broadcasting System, due to difficulties involved. Switch, it was felt,

would necessitate a great increase in the present organization, as well as

adding an operation to current facilities completely foreign to the present

setup.

WBS spokesmen pointed out that commercial copy would have to be

different from copy currently aired over standard broadcasters. Because

retail purchasers can't be counted on to remain in a store any length of

time, musical selections would have to be short, and commercial copy

would 1 have to be spieled off as reminders—not as sales talk to customer,

but simply reminding him of something supposedly forgotten. Another

problem would be that of keeping constantly-changing inventories of mer-

chandise, to avoid mention of items temporarily out of stock.

WBS currently provides music for hotels, restaurants, retail stores,

manufacturers, business offices, banks, clubs, apartment buildings, doctors'

waiting rooms, etc. Franchisee! representatives are in San Francisco,

Miami, New Orleans, St. Louis. Toronto, New York City. Rochester, Buffalo.

Cleveland, Philadelphia, Houston and Richmond.

Goss Back on Strip

After Quickie Tiff

Chicago, Oct, 30.
j

Jim Goss, who was dropped from
j

the "Jack Armstrong" strip on two I

days' notice, after playing a ma jor I

role on the show for seven years; is

back on the stint following an .

arnicable settlement reached be-.<

tween Russ Nerf, of the Knox-
j

Reeves agency, and Ray Jones, local
j

AFRA executive secretary. Agree-
irtent guarantees Goss' appearance on

;

the show at least three times a week
|

for another 13 weeks.

Mj'xup was caused . when Goss'
j

part was written out of the show,
and agency failed to give him the

usual two weeks' notice as required I

by AFRA rules.

Peron Coup Cues Tougher Going For

Argentine Radio; Mobsters in Control

"Never was it more important than today to furnish a people with all

the facts, ideas and opinions as they emerge, furnished in a responsible,

courageous and fair manner," said William S. Paley, CBS pre?:, on resum-
ing civilian status Monday (29) after two years' military service abroad.

•'We face world-wide problems of peace no less serious than those of

War," Paley added, stating that utilization of wartime technical advances
in broadcasting called for careful planning, research, effort .and 1 ingenuity.

Paley also praised hbmefront workers, who served their country well

during the war,-.
"'

-

.

'

'-.

: i'

Paley, who left Oct., '43, tor OWI,. and was radio chief at Gen. Eisen-
hower's SHAEF offices, went into Army March. '45, as colonel, being
deputy chief of SHAEF's Psychological Warfare division.

Bing Crosby-Jack Kapp plan to restrict the crooner's records to one
sponsor on the air is facing the possibility of litigation in 47 of the 48
stales. Pennsylvania is the only state where a performer has a common
law right to his performance of any given copyrighted theatrical or musical
piece. Fred Waring won a legal action to that effect in the Keystone state,

but North Carolina nixed a similar case. In New York state a Federal
court ruled in favor of RCA-Victor against Paul Whiteman, WBO and
WNEW in a suit for the restriction of playing a mechanical reproduction
of an artist's performance, but the U. S. Court of Appeals reversed the
verdict. In 47 states a record, may be played by anyone at any time for
home amusement or profit.

.

-:

Writers' Board « ex-Writers' War Board V found itselfJa the middle of I

»u embarrassing situation this week when its support was enlisted by the
Motion Picture War Activities Committee for the scripting of a Navy Dept.
Victory Bond show from the U. S. S. Missouri, aired last night tTues.)
over the Mutual network. •

•'•..;

Writers' Board obliged and succeeded in enlisting the services of Raphael
Hayes, who did a 24-hour rush scripting job. Script was turned over to
the Mutual producer, who, in turn, did a rewrite overhauling of the entire
thing. Now the Board's trying to square things with Hayes.

Eisenhower Aims for Jan.

Preem of Frankfurt Radio
Bad Nauheim, Germany, Oct. 30.

Radio Section of the XJ. S. Forces'

Information Control Division: has

moved out of Luxembourg and will

.remain established in Bad Nauheim

until the new studios in Frankfurt
have been completed. Operations are

progressing slowly and studios

should be occupied in Frankfurt by

the end of 1945,

Gen. Eisenhower wants the proj-

ect completed by Jan. ), but the

lack of experienced Germans may
push the date into the middle of

January. The redeployment pro-

gram has left the Information Con-
trol Division quite understaffed. All

experienced American servicemen
are eager to get back to the States,

leaving the Radio Sections also un-

derstaffed. J. D. Ravotto, section

chief, points out that the only solu-

tion to the problem of keeping or-

ganizations well-staffed is by con-

verting some of the men from mili-

tary to civilian status and obtaining

other qualified Americans over from

the States.'

Isaac D. Levy, chairman of the board of WCAU, Philadelphia, and mem-
ber of board' of directors of Columbia Broadcasting System, announced the
sale of 1.301) shares of CBS class A common stock during the Sept. 11-
Oct. 10 period made public by the Securities and Exchange Commission
today 'Wed.).

His holdings in Class A stock was listed at 33,876 shares. Levy also
reported having 21,380 shares of Class B common,

- A

EXITED REXAIX DRI7G CO.
Fililny- CBS—10 p.m.. lSWX

Mlt. . LOU CLAYTON

.560 Kc. 5000 WATTS

GAG WRITER
T*K»iit<Mi younir mnu formerly iihno-
Jluled wllll iinlomiM, wl»lir« to cn-
»r writing 11,1,1. "A'ersi.tll.; In all
l>nn<e,. will i<o|l»liorut«.

Writ* LEO SILBER
HH Pnrkdl<l« Avenue, It'klyn 26, N. V.

DOES YOUR SHOW NEED
ADDED PUNCH ?

Experienced Gag and Situation
Comedy Writer Now Available

ADDRESS: IOX 13, VARIETY.
' 54 W. 4trh S». New York It, N. Y.

61 Hearings Set by FCC

On Station Applications

Washington,- Oct. 30.

FCC last week announced a total

of 61 consolidated hearings to con-

sider 231 applications for new stand-

ard broadcs*t stations and changes
in assignment of existing standard
stations. The applications were con-
solidated by areas.

"Due to the unprecedented num-
ber of applications now pending,"
KCC said, "in consolidating the va-
rious groups it was not possible in

every instance for the Commission
to determine the interference which
may be expected with existing

broadcast services or marginal proo-
lenis of interference with other ap-
plications for proposed stations.

]

"In some eases, therefore, specific

issues covering such' problems will

not" be included among t lie other

issues upon' which notices of hearing
are to be promulgated. Therefore,

if any licensee or applicants"believe

that; the granting of any of the appli-

cations involved in these hearings

would adversely affect their existing

or proposed broadcasting 'services

due to the probability of objection-

able interference, such parties, may
file petitions requesting intervention

and the enlargement of the issues in

such hearings, supported by appro-

priate engineering , studies to show

|
such objectionable interference, as

defined by the Commission's Stand-

ard of Good Engineering Practice.

All such petitions will be given care-

ful consideration by the Commis-
sion.''

:

.

Dates for the hearings have not

been set. •
'/ '

Hartford—WTHT has tied up with

some 16 high and secondary schools

ili this area to present a weekly Jun-
ior Town Meeting of the Air. First

is skedded to get under, way on Nov.

6. Euna King of WTHT will be
moderator. 1-

Montevideo, Oct. 15.

When the Farrell .regime reinstat-

ed in office the Argentine Director
of Radiodifusion, Don Oscar Nieri,

lini; who had been swept from t tliee

briefly by a clean-up decreed in the
Secretariat of Press and Propaganda,
consternation spreifH throughout Ar-
gentine's radio industry.. When his

reinstatement .was followed by pro-

.
motion to the • all-important Direc-
torate of Posts and Telegraph.--, the
consternation spread even to Army
circles. .' .

'

'."
'

.

Nieolini's appointment to this ail-

important post pointed to an agree-

ment between him and the vice-

president. Col. Juan Domingo Peron,
to control presidential elections

promised for next year by the Far-
rell regime. Anti-Peron army cir-

cles argued that Nicolini, an ex-
postman, is scarcely capable enough
oT dominating the all-important
communications and telegraphs of

the country. His connection with,

certain; radio folk which gained him
the ear of the all-important Peron
had allowed him to participate in

notorious rackets which have con-
verted him from a modest, low-sal-
aried postal official into an owner of

estancias, apartment buildings and
flashy automobiles.

The Posts and Telegraphs depart-
ment was the straw which broke the

camel's back and precipitated the ill-

fated revolt by the younger, officers

stationed at the Campo de Mayo gar-

rison, just outside Buenos Aires.

During the democratic interval,

the Farrell regime cancelled all' reg-

ulations and curbs which had been
operating against the radio networks
since the revolution of June. 194.5.

swung the Peron dictatorship into

power. This meant that in theory
the outlets no longer needed to sub-
mit scripts and all broadcast matt-
rial for approval by-censorship au-
thorities. In practice, however, the
curbs remained in force, as the nets

felt there was something artificial i-i

the air and, fortunately lor them,
refused to be too optimistic or take
advantage of the supposed change
until it Was certain that the military

regime was fully ousted.

Prominent radio personalities had

1 been most active in the democraric
I
meetings which led to the temporary
fall of. Peron, and they are now
awaiting fall of the axe as soon .is
the reinstated Peroni.st officials are

j

able to organize their .persecution'.'
When Peron's labor stooges called

a general strike Oct. 18, the nets
continued broadcasting. This they
had to do with .skeleton or impro-
vised stall's, as the transport stop-

'•

page made it impossible for many,
radio workers to get to their jobs,
Commentators, producers, talent and
especially orchestra leaders put i ieir
aiitos at the nets' disposal and keot
up a running service of transport to

and from workers' homes, '

Throughout the night before the
strike and that day itself, radio out-
lets were literally bombarded willi

threatening calls from strikers. Tht .e

staled they would destroy the nets'
property unless broadcasts were
in compliance with strike orders,
but the webs weren't intimidated, and
continued on the air with programs
as good if not better than those of
any ordinary day.

Police complicity with strikers waj
obvious, and repeated calls by prin-
cipal nets for police or fire protec-
tion, in case threatened attacks ma-
terialized, were quite unavailing. No
police protection was granted the
nets until after midnight, when the
strike had more or less subside. In-
cidentally, most of the supposed
"strikers" were 13- or 16-year-oUi
hooligans, particularly of type most
insistent in requests for free ducats
to air shows.
The radio industry foresees much

tougher going from now on, despite
the fact that at. the time of writing
there seems to be relative quiet: on
the Argentine radio front.

WGY's Farm Forum' 20th Anni
• Schenectady, Oct. 30.

WGY will mark the 20th anniver-
sary of its half-hour evening "Farm
Forum," featuring governors, lead-
Lug, industrialists^ national farm
leaders, educators and leaders .~n>
federal and state agricultural de- .

partments, with a broadcast by Gov.
Mu'rice J. Tobin, of Massachusetts,
Nov. 2.

Boston.— Bosloti University has

added two WCOP staffers to its

radio department: .
Harry Goodwin

will lecture on radio salesmanship

and promotion; Henry laindquist

will be responsible for the course in,

script writing. .

•

AT 10:15 P. M., NEW YORKERS WHO LIKE OLD TIME

MUSIC SWING THEIR DIALS TO WOV ...

EVER hear of a girl "hill billy" disc jockey? WOV
has one in Roialie Allen. And Rosalie does a

great job of selling her fast moving "Prairie Stars"

program and the products and services of her sponsors

to New York's tremendous radio audience. "Prairie

Stars" is broadcast every evening at 10:15,. Monday
through Saturday. It's an appealing, entertaining, re-

corded shew featuring hill billy tunes and America*

folk songs. A Jimited number of participating spots

are available. .'*"'.:

RALPH N, WML, ttntril M.n»i«r; JCHN I. rtABSON CO., H*it Hc».
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Variety Music, Bobbins Artists Bureau,

Latin Outlet on Pubs Expansion Sked
. UvKler an expansion ' program*

okayed by David Bernstein, v.p. and

treasurer of Loews, Inc., with Jack

Robbins, in whose music business

Loew-Mctro owns the 51% controll-

ing interest, the publisher is going

ahead with three major units added

to the basic bobbins. Feist and

Miller Music Publishing Cos. The

fourth unit is Variety Music, just

taken over by Metro from Arthur

Freed. Robbins International is the

Latin American music outlet, and

the Big Three Corp., which is the

sixth unit, will concentrate on pro-

moting standard music culled H orn

the catalogs of the basic three firms

—Robbins Music, Feist, Inc., and

Miller Music.

With active acquisition of Variety

Music, and segueing of certain copy-

rights' to strengthen that firm's

ASCAP rating, Phil Kornheiser has

been given the gen. prof. mgr. as-

signment. This is on top of vet mu-

sic man Kornheiser's chore of hand-

ling exploitation oh the standards

and revivals.

Still another branch of Jack Rob-

bins' activities'].* the Robbins Artists

Bureau which Loew's David Bern-

stein has okayed as regards two new
managerial contracts—Johnny Mor-

ris and Bobby Byrne. When How-
ard (Buddy) and Marshall (.Brother)

Robbins. his two sons, get out of

the service, they'll assume an active

hand in Robbins Artists Bureau.

Meantime RAB is being adminis-

tered by Howard Richmond, son of

Maurice Richmond, one of the vets

of the business, and uncle of Jack

Robbins.

Robbins-Metro idea with the Ar-
tists Bureau is,:, for exploitation for

their own songs and recording's, and
possibly with an eye to ultimately

build talent for Hollywood and 'or

television.

ASCAP Cops Duke

In Trust Appeal
. American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers finally beat
off all threat of legal action against
it as a "monopoly" in N. Y. state

last week when the N. Y. court of

appeals affirmed the decision of the
appellate division in a suit vs. the
Society by the Lincoln hotel, N. Y.
Latter had sued ASCAP under the
Donnelly Act, charging the Society
with being a monopoly. Fuss started
over ASCAP's fees for performance
of the music it represents.

Originally. Justice Morris Eder. in

N, Y. supreme court, delivered a
decision in ASCAP's favor. .Appeal
was made to the appellate division,
where the Lincoln lost again. Appeal
was then taken to the highest court.

John W. Davis, one of the foremost
anti-trust attorneys in the country,
handled the appeal to the high court
for the Lincoln. He is said to have
been brought into the case by the
Shubcrts, who at the start of the
action were part owners of the Lin-
coln witli Mrs. Maria Kramer.

Downey's Firms
Wally Downey's Toadamerica Mu-

sic firm has the French hit, "Sym;

phonie," for South America, the rights
haying been given him by Francis
Salabert, the original Paris pub-.

• Usher.
.

..

Toadamerica moans All-America,
and Downey's New York (inn, All-
American Melodies, is the clearing
agency for songs and . talent for
South America. He just returned

ac"
1 R '°^ Buonos Aires with the

ASCAP contingent which set im-
portant South American music deals.

Glen Island's 1-a-Wk.
Glen Island Casino. N. Y., is op-

erating oh a onc-night-a-week basis
sln?e folding its full-week summer
pohcy recently. It is opening only
-Saturday nights, using lesser-name
combos and intends to continue this
way through the winter, or as long
as it's feasible. .

Glen Isle used Shorty Sherlock's
orchestra through the summer, ex-
cept for the last few weeks of the
season, when a comparatively un-
known miriwcslcrn . band under
woj'd LaBrie was brought in.

Vogue (Detroit) Will

Start Disking by Jan. 1

Vogue Record Cols Detroit outfit

headed by inventor Tom Saffady,
expects to get under way Jan. 1.

Company has signed 14 "pieces" of

talent, including bands and singers,

one of whom is Clyde McCoy, and
claims that by the end of January it

will be producing disks at the rate

of 100,000 daily.

Saffady, whose plant will be
equipped with a new type pressing
machine which he developed, is

currently on the prowl for the
strongest names possible, but .will

begin production by January
whether he corrals any or not. His
new disk is of plastic, with an alumi-
num core which will -'be -produced
in various colors denoting the tempo
of music with which it's inscribed.

Each also carries pictures or pan-
oramas apparently impressed on the
core beneath the transparent plastic

surfacing. They will sell for 85c.

75c and 65c.

This Guy's Method Of

Ironing Out Domestic

Problems Is Unique
Chicago. Oct. 30.

A trumpet player who tried to

iron out the kinks in his domestic
relations by running a hot iron over
his wile like she was so much wet
wash was fined $50 and costs for

assault here last week in Municipal
Court. Musician. Reginald Ashbaugh,
who left a one-nighter tour in

Texas wilh a small band to make
a sudden trip home, was charged
with searing his. wife. Madeline, with
the iron when he heard her in a

telephone conversation with another
trumpeter.
Ashbaugh testified that when he

entered his home his wife was talk-

ing to the other musician on the

phone, and that, afterwards, she
was cool to him, going on with her
ironing instead of welcoming him as

a wife should. Mrs. Ashbaugh dem-
onstrated burns on her neck, arms
and wrist, which she said he in-

flicted -on her. although he Yeta Hated

that she ironed him first, besides

plodding him out the door with a

bread knife.

They Were Sharp
Chicago, Oct. 23.

Cee Davidson, maestro at the

Rio Cabanaj secured an order
from the OPA rent office here
Monday (22) restraining ten-

ants in a building he owns from
maintaining a nuisance in their

Hat. Complaint charged Dr. and
Mrs. Gotthold Steinfuehrer with
keeping a dozen noisy canaries
that disturb the maestro 's slum-
bers, as well as maintaining
friendly relations with hundreds
of neighborhood pigeons, which
they feed. -

OPA gave the Steinfuehrers

10 clays to tone down the feath-

ered symphony. Couple said it

was sour grapes on Davidson's
part. •

Daileys Meadowbrook-Terrace Room,

Newark, Tee Up Wire, Price War

HARRY COOL'S UNUSUAL

GUARANTEE FROM DISKS
Harry Cool, whose new orchestra

has been at the Blackhawk Cafe.

Chicago, for several months, worked

put an unusual deal with Signature

Records last week. He signed a

year's contract with the company

calling for the marketing of 1.000.000

disks within that period. If that

many are not produced for. him. he

is paid for them at an agreed-upon

royalty rate. There's no mention of

what happens if they are produced

and aren't sold.

Contract guarantees Cop) -
a mini-

mum of 24 sides the first year, the

first batch of which (4) will be .re-

corded next week. As far as Signa-

ture is concerned, the signing of

Cool is the company's initial attempt

at "commercially" grooved disks.

Heretofore, the company, run by

Bob Thiele. has ' confined itself to

jazz recordings.

Camp 1-Niters Off

With Army Folds

Army .camp .one-nightcrs. which

had come to mean a substantial

amount of income to orchestras and

one-night departments of various

bend agencies, are dropping (iff fast.

Government is folding many camps.

It's claimed, however, that a certain

amount will become permanent in-

stallations and these will probably

be consistent buyers of music. In the

past, it has been the larger camps,

many of which are being kept open,

that were the best band buyers;

Bookers are not alarmed over the

foldings, tilcy feel everything even.-;

up. pointing to the ever-increasing

resurgence of school and college

bookings, which were virtually a

dead issue during the war.

Ram, Criterion In

Song Steal Row
An unusually vitriolic dispute has

developed over two pop songs, and

it seems headed for legal action and

a charge of plagiarism. Argument is

between songwriter Buck Rani and

Criterion Music over similarity of

melody between Criterion's "Ridin'

on the Gravy Train" and Ram's

"The Moment I Met You," being pub-

lished by Tommy Dorsey's Embassy

Music, a broadcast Music affiliate.

Criterion is making the plagiarism

charge. ...

Mickey Goldsen, general manager
Of Criterion, claims Rani's song is

identical, musically, with his. and he'

and Ben Homer, writer of the song

(music), with Sonny Skylar and

Steve Graham (lyrics), tell this

story. Homer wrote the music, but

had no lyric; he showed the song to

Ram several months ago and Ram
allegedly wrote lyrics titled "The
Moment 1 Met You." These were re-

jected by Homer. Capitol at that

time already had the song.

Several weeks back, when Cri-

terion was preparing its tune for

publication with another set of lyrics

written by Skylar and Graham, word
of the Embassy song by Ram got to

Goldsen. He found that T.D. had
recorded the melody, and Alec Krae-
mer, widely known tune-detective,

was put to work comparing the two.

Kraemer allegedly found the music
identical, or nearly so. Gail Mere-
dith is listed as Ram's co-writer.

Criterion has advised all net-

works, RCA-Victor. which records

Dorsey, et al, that Ram's song was
subsequent to, and a duplicate of

"Train." Decca had already as-

signed Ram's song for recording
when it' learned of the Capitol claim,

but immediately cancelled the cut-

ting.

Van Alexander Will

Reorg for Bob Crosby
Van Alexander, arranger and for-

mer leader of his own orchestra,

left for the Coast Monday (9) to

work with Bob Crosby, who gets out

of the Marines soon and will reor-

ganize his orchestra. Alexander will

supervise the construction of the

band, its arrangements, rehearse it

and otherwise run the outfit that

Crosby will front.

Crosby will return to the air for

Old Gold within a short time after

the band is built, and when this oc-

curs Alexander will conduct the

outfit on the broadcasts. •

Hugh Charles' 1st U. S.

Trip; More Music Men

From Abroad Now Here
London, Oct. 30.

Hugh Charles, managing director

of Noel Gay Music Co., is due in a

week or so on his maiden trip to

America. ,, Although he has met.

many—U. S. .
music publishers oh

their visits to London, Charles is

best known* inf the States only

through his songs, such as "There'll

Always Be An England," "We'll

Meet Again," ''Silver Wings in the

Moonlight," etc.

Charles and Gay ("The Lambeth
Walk") are now in partnership as

publishers. -

, .;•

'

Berlin Making Solo

Song Deals Abroad;

Better for Writers
living Berlin is establishing a new.

policy for "outside" songs, i.e. tunes

not written by himself but published

by the Berlin Co. That is, no more

block deals for the foreign rights

but, instead, individual contracts to

the individual songsmiths, with .the

tunes pl#ced separately, and not en

masse. Thus,. Reg Connelly -has.

taken "Good. Good, Good" for Eng-

land (Campbell-Connelly Co.) and

paid S reported $2,000 advance, with

50',i thereof immediately going to

the: -songsmiths,. Alan Roberts and-

Doris Fisher. :

,

.* .'

Trade custom, for decades, has

bed) block deals whereby a British

publisher gives a, substantial ad-

vance for*w U. S. firm's entire cata-

log.. Frequently . the guarantee. - is

not met. and the diO-'crentirl thus be-

comes the "breakage'.' ,fbr the Amer-
ican music pub, with the writers not

benefiting from this coverage. .-:

Berlin, however, had special. deals

for himself on an individual basis,

when he was partnered with Saul

H. Bornslcin. and he is incepting

the sr.me idea of individual account-

ings to -the writers, per song.

Berlin Due in X. Y.

Hollywood, Oct, 30,

Irving Berlin is '.boUsc-guesUng.

wllh Joe Suhchek in Beverly Hills.

but due back in New York'
1

this

weekend.
The songsmith had flown to

Hawaii for the final performance.

Willi' his GI cast, of "This Is the

Army."

Boosey and Salabert Here

Leslie Boosey (Boosey-Hawkes),
head of British Performing Rights

' Society, and Francis Salabert, the

French music publisher, are in New
York. They came up from South
America with the John G. Paine-

Herman Finkelstein-Wally Downey
(ASCAP) party, which made new
licensing deals with the Brazil and

Argentine music, societies.

Salabert represented A. Willemetz,

the ailing head of SACHEM, which
is the French counterpart of ASCAP.

MAJESTIC RADIO-TELE

CONSOLIDATES IN ILL
Due to the sudden cessation ot w;u

work and the necessity for economy
until its radio manufacturing di-

vision and new recording setup get

going. Majestic Radio & Television

is consolidating as much of its ad-

ministrative personnel as possible at

its St. Charles, III., factory. After

Nov. 1 all sales, publicity and ad-

vertising people connected with Ma-
jestic Records in N. Y. will be situ-

ated there along with the radio

branch.

Ernie Anderson, in charge of rec-

ord publicity at Majestic for the past

six months' or so, will not move to

St. Charles. Other interest, includ-

ing the handling of Eddie Condon's

jazz concerts at Town Hall, N. V...

and other jazz units, keep him in

N. Y.

Catalina's Reconversion

Still Indef—Wrigley
Chicago, Oct. 23.

.Alt-hough it is probable that the

U. S. Maritime Service will.., turn

back the properties it has been using

as a training center at Avalon, Cata-

lina Island, Cal.. by the end of the

year, pirns .
for its reconversion as

» pleasure resort sire indefinite at

this time, . P. K. Wrigley said bci'c

last week.
While there is much remodeling,

repairing and decorating to be done

to get the various buildings in shape

lor public usage, the biggest prob-

lem is the matter of traosoor.tation

hinging on the return of the three

steamers that formerly plied be-

tween Los Angeles harbor and Ava-
lnn, which v-ere taken ovec by the

Government at the beginning of Hit

war. Wrigley intimated that the St.

Catherine hotel would never be re-

opened and that it would probably

be totn down to make way for a

new beach club. The Atwatcr,

I Island Villa and other host<fries are

j
due for renovation and refurbishing

' a* soon as a program is decided
i upon. .'.--.-

Imminent opening of the Terrace
Room, Newark, by the Rosenhaus
brothers, in opposition to Frank
Dailey s Meadowbrook. Cedar Grove,
N. J., name band stand, has already
developed a minor war over re-
mote broadcast wires. Owners of
the Terrace Room (they own the
Mosque theatre, in which it's

housed) also are the manufacturers
of Serutan and Nutrex, which have
been exploited commercially on
various radio chains, and when it

seemed like the tight wire situation
would make if difficult to secure
remote time for the bands booked
into the Terrace Room,, the manu-
facturers are said to have exerted
strong pressure on various networks
through the advertising agency that
handles the above products for com-
mercial radio.

Rosenhauses7have already set two
bands for their spot.. They have
Benny Goodman's orchestra down
for Nov. 29. There was a tentative
agreement with Jimmy Dorsey to
debut the room Nov. 9, a deal that
Was

.
up in the air until yesterday

tTues .). Dorsey will definitely play
the spot, it's claimed by his han-
dlers, but whether he will open
Nov. 9 or 13 isn't certain.

Capi tol theatre, N, Y., booking was
the original deterrent to Dorsey's
opening the room. He wa* originally
scheduled to go into the theatre Nov.
15 or 22; Had it been the 15th it

would hardly have been worthwhile
to go into the Terrace Room Nov. 9.

Now, however, the 22d date is def-
inite at the Cap. Remaining inde-
cision on the 9th or J 3th as the
band's opening date at the Newark
spot is due to the fact that the band
will take a vacation starting Nov. 4
and the musicians might not'be able

(Continued on page 48)

Name Conflict

Plagues Pubs
There are so many music publish-

ers now in existence that newcom- '

ers to the field, or established pub-
lishers wishing to set up subsidiaries,
actually have trouble digging up
unused names for their organiza-
tions. This difficulty for awhile
stymied . the registering of a com-
pany set up, by Ted Col liny, manager
of Kate Smith, and Jack Robbins.
Last week. Collins and • Robbins
finally settled on the name Carlton
Music Co. after having had other
tags rejected because they already
were registered.

Same difficulty recently was en-
countered by Capitol Songs when it

sought to set up Criterion Music,
firm which gradually will assume
all the publishing responsibilities
formerly handled by Capitol. In
fact, when the latter firm, subsidiary
of Capitol Records, was set up, an
attempt wan made then to select a
different name so as to disassociate
the publishing venture from the
parent recording company. An .un-
used -t+He; couldn't—ftuiekly>"=-be--

thought up, so Capitol was i/scd.

While the list of major publishers
constantly heard from is not too big,

many of them have subsidiaries that
arc no more than holding companies
for copyrights. American Society
of Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers lists 243 publishers, but there
are. at (erst that many more made
up of independent firms and those
connected with Broadcast Music,
Inc. .

'•-
-

Childs for N.Y. Carnival
; Peggie Childs has been set to

head an orchestra at the Carnival
Room, N. Y., opening Nov. 15 with a

show headed
,
by Martha Raye.

i Childs will lead a band composed of

I either 12 or 14 men, the spot having

|

signed a 12-man combo, making it

necessary for Childs to cut two
pieces . out of his band's library.

Childs "hasn't played in N. Y, in

some time.

Morrow's l*t Da'e
Buddy Morrow's new orchestra

plays its first d te Friday (2) when
it opens at Raymor Ballroom, Bos-

tnot. for two weeks. Outfit pbryed a

jleeier date at the 400 Club, N. Y,

j

Monday (2!». :
;'

Mmtow was trombonist for
' Jimmy Dorsey prior to formation of

hi.v own band. He joined Dorsey
' i.f I er eight months in the Navy.
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Music Notes

. Mill Stavin, of Shapiro-Bernstein sniff, taking .three months' leave of

absence to handle ' Harry Cool orchestra, which; he- manages, Harry

I'Wttffen Writing tunes for Metro's -"'Forever". .. .Barry Wood recorded

.Max • Sieiner's score of "Tomorrow Is Forever" for Cosmo as -part of a

bi« exploitation .tioup with 'live .studio. .. ..Jose Iturbi's concert- tour., off

originally because of his illness, starts at Phoenix. Ariz., ir. two weeUs,. . .

Scott Bradley
,

writing-bacUground music, for two Metro cartoons. -: ; .Max
- Sehall left ;.N. Y. Friday' for. Hollywood to represent Bourne Musics...

Harry Ruby's lft-ycar-old tunc, "Who's. Sorry Now," spotted in Marx

Brothers' new picture. "A Night, in Casablanca."

Tony Casey, the songwrtying managing cd. of Inc. Brooklyn (N, Y.I Citi-

zen, has turned out another novel tv UiiiV, "The Hick With the Hiccups."

Politics and Rhumbas
Jack Robbins. never known

for his subtlety, thought that

one of his songsmilhs, Noro

Moralos,
;

the bandleader, was

gottihs a little too tempera-

mental about a certain song,

"Thai's why you have so maiiy

ivvolutiuns down there. .'• You

Latins are- so full of tempera-

ment," the. music publisher

complained. , .

'

Dreamland Ballroom's

Nightmare Because Its

Fans Dance Too Close
Chicago. Oct. -30,

Nightmares were on tap in Dream-

land last week.

Nicky Gozzino. operator of the

onc-niglifer in suburban Stiekncy.

fill, was.,irrested by William McCar-

thy, newly appointed county high-

way police chief, for running "an

immiiial- dance hall." Also booked

and later released on bond (as was

Go/.zinol was Dorothy Cbnleo, Club

Elgin, Lyons,
,

111.,'"* on the same

charge,;

:

Bold spots are notorious, McCarthy
said, for permitting indecent danc-

ing. At a hearing set for Thursday
ti l at. Willow Springs;. 111;.- county

highway .station, McCarthy said he
will ask that dancers here stay at

least six inches apart while On the

floor.

JAMES P. JOHNSON HIT

IN N. Y. JAZZ CONCERT
Virtually every name jazz musi-

cian in N. Y. .showed up at Town.
Hall last Thursda.v i25V when James
P. Johnson'giive the first of a series

of piano recitals, with support by
Bud Freeman on tenor sax. and,

.G,eorge. Wettling at, drums. High-
I light of the proceedings was an im-
promptu blues composition played

by the trio.

Johnson started slowly with a

medley of his own compositions, in-

cluding "If. I Could Ba With You,"
"Old Fashioned Love.'' "Don't Cry,

Baby," and "Carolina Shout." His
|

musicianship was best demon's!rated

in the second movement of
\
his

piano concerto, "Jazzamine."

Program was well balanced: in-

cluded an "Eastern Cycle'' wherein
Johnson explored the styles of such
Harlem piano greats as Jack the

Bear; Lucky Roberts. Willie "The
Lion".Smith, and Eubie Blake, and a

•Western Cycle" comprised of im-
pressions Of widely known jazz

pianists including Scott Joplin, Jelly

Roll Morion. Earl Hines, and Pine-
top Smith. -.. ': ' ..'.

In all. it was a neat show, and the

.nearly-filled house loved it.

I

Pub-Djsker Joe Davis

i Now Into Dance Hall Biz
I Music publisher Joe Davis has bc-

|
gun construction of a dance hall at

New Preston. Conn., which will

feature name bands. Spot will cost

an estimated $85,000,

'"Davis plans an adjoining restau-

rant following completion of the

dance hall.

Gotham Symph, Organized

To Prove a Point, Ready
The Gotham Symphony Orch, com-

posed of musicians from N. Y. legit

houses and niteries, will make its

debut as a longhair organization at

a benefit at Mitchel Field. Nov. IS).

Organization was founded by Vin-
cent Travcrs, Diamond Horseshoe
maestro, who felt that these footers

were, getting file go-by on good pay-
ing radio jobs which they could an! •

ply (ill during oil' hours, because ajv

producers, clue to their association

with pop-stuff, think them unsuUed
for classical work.
Several radio producers will be

invited to the Mitchel Field shincUs.

Mcrros, Jr., Heads ARA
Hollywood, Oct. 30.

Boris Morros has turned over ac-

tive operation of ARA Records to

his son. Richard', recently discharged

from the Army, and will devote
his" energies to film production.

Young Morros. as vice-president

will have charge ofrecording and
talent for the disk company, with
his father functioning in an advisory
capacity.

Meadowbrook
, Continued from page 47

,
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to return in time for the earlier

opening.
Exactly what figure is being paid

Dorsey and Goodman isn't disclosed,

for B.C. a figure of $4,000 weekly
against 30'; of the gross has been
said .to be "approximately" correct.

As for Dorsey, there -have been two
different reports, one of $G,000 flat

weekly and another of $0,000 against
30'J of the take. Since the Terrace
Room owners must, have had to put
heavy coin ' on the line to interest
such leaders as Goodman and Dor-
sey. '..the, latter figure , is. probably
more correct lor both.

'

Dai Icy is
.
naturally perturbed

about the .Terrace Room, but seems
to be sitting fairly pretty as far as
bands and wires are concerned. He
has definite bookings well into next
spring and. with the addition of two
NBC shots (WEAF, ,'N; Y,i this
week, will have remote time on
every major network. 15 periods: in

all weekly. As for bands, he has
Tommy' Tucker following the cur-
rent Tony

. Pastor, then Tommy
Dorsey. Sammy Kayo. Frankio Carle.
Woody Herman. Stan Kenton.
Johnny Long. Gene Krupa. et at;

coming up. Also, a deal was made
wilh (ho William Morris agency by
him last week under which he will
use all of that outfit's top talent,
taking Vaughn Monroe, Charlie
Spivak. Hal Mclntyre. and probably
Ray McKinley, when the lat'ter's

band is ready. Not all of the above
bands are dated in that order.

Postwar Patriotism's

Silliest Dispute—Can
Anthem Get 'Hackneyed'

Cleveland, Oct. 30.

Red-hot battle is bubbling over ,m
Cleveland's symphonic front. Tli.v

question: "Should 'The Star-Spanglea

Banner' continue to be played .regu-

larly at the opening of each symph
performance, or should it be reserved

for special occasions, now that the
war is over'.'"

Sons of the American Revolution
have passed a resolution taking ex-
ception to the announeement of the
Cleveland Orchestra's management
that the national anthem should be
reserved for "glorious occasions" ana
that the orchestra will not. play it at
'every., performance, since too "fre-
quent renditions would cause the
anthem to become hackneyed."

TAD BRUCE
Baritone

I'iiM Ncifv V»rW A|»MfimiiM'«> Willi

TOMMY REYNOLDS
ORCHESTRA

APOLLO. New York
W.tk Nov. 2nd
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Eng. Judge Rules Bandleading Not

Trofession/ Not Excess Tax Exempt
London, Oct. 30.

Music circles here feel that the

British Court of Appeals ruling that

J.ie litw-'s, top English bandleader, i>

liable to an excess profits tax wil 1

have, a tremendous repercussion on
the earnine,*' of all British band-
leaders:.

'

.
Loss claimed exemption from tlv

tax. declaring that the profits de-
rived from his profession- depended

'-mainly on his personal qualifications

Judge ruled, however, that, Al-

though the profits made by Loss rir-

pended to a large extent on his per-

sonal skill and qualifications, baiid-

leadin.i; was not a profession, and hi'

was therefore subject to the tax.

Wald for llVood Pallad

Jerry VVa Id's orchestra goes into

the Palladium Ballroom. Hollywood.:
lor the. first time Feb. 5. He's, down
lor six weeks, following Gene
Krupa. '.

Wald will draw $3,500 weekly.

KATF SMIIH

Playful Kids' Spitballs Put
Rubinoff Out of Mood

Galveston. Oct 30.

Dave Rubinoff threw a tantrum at

a matinee performance for school-
kids here last week and the inci-

dent has become a social issue in the
columns of the staid Galveston
News. Seems the violinist became
vexed when his youthful audience
began throwing spitballs at one an-
other and making paper airplanes of

the program. He stopped his music
to verbally chastise the kids.

Letters to the newspaper for the

most part have eluded .Rubinoff for i

acting up, while some defended him I

on the grounds that no one could
j

be expected to play with such an
audience. Rubinoff was brought
here by the Lions Club for a charity

benefit. At the' evening perform-
ance, attended by grownups, no spit-

balls .thrown.

Abner Silver'* 'Wolves'
"All Women Are Wolves." by

songwriter-publisher Abner Silver,

skedded for publication Nov. 28 by
Readers Press, will contain varia-
tions on the theme by such charac-
ter witnesses as Hildegarde. Jimmy

|

Durante. Milton Berlc. Arthur Mur-
ray. Dale Carnegie. Tommy Man-
ville and Sophie Tucker. '

|

Twenty.full-apse illustrations con-
j

tributed by Russell Patterson. —

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
(Records befoio nre grabbing most nickels this weel; in jukeboxes

throughout the country as reported by operators to "Variety." Names of
more than one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in order of popu.
larity, whose recordings are being played. Figures and names in pnren-
thesis indicate the number- of weeks each tong has been in cite listings

and respective publishers.)

1. ( Till End of Time i lO) iSantly ).....

,

'.-
j: Polonaise (9> , .

.

....... iii .

2. It's Long Long Time 14 ) (Morris I

3. I ll Buy That Dream til) fT. B Harms).

( Perry Corao. . ....... .Victor
'( Carmen Cavallaro ...Decca

( Harry James .... .Columbia

'

\ Biirg Crosby Decca

Harry James.

4. If I Loved You 112' iT. B. Harms). . [
*£":y J?

ol"°
' ( Bmg. Crosby ..

,

5. That's For Me V3 ) iWiiliamson)
. . . . . .. . {

A«-tie. 1Sqa\v.-•.-;'...

|
Kay Kyser.

6. Along Navajo Trail (5> (Leeds).. j

B'hg CTosby ....

•( Gene Krupa .....

7. That Feeling In Moonlight (7) (Paull). Perry t'omo. .. ..

8. : I'm Gonna Love That Guy -i9> (Bourne). Perry Coino. '. ...

.

y. Paper Moon (t! ) (I farms i
. .. . ... . . . . Ella Fitzgerald. .

10. Blond Sailor (li Andrews Sisters.

• Columbia

... .Victor

• .
. Decca

. ... Victor

.Columbia

• • Decea
, Columbia

. -
. - Victor

.... Victor

.... Dceea

'.';•• TK-eca

BMJ S III? 17

1

1

ASCAP-SADIAC
Ccmtiniiotl from pace IK

.* **; i v ..-..-

the Latin societies a fixed sum but it

will add up' in the American So-
ciety's favor unless, by some chance,
we in the States become sudden ad-
diets of the tango, for instance, and
a lot of tango music is performed
here.

,

•

this
of Paine's trip with ASCAP attorney
Herman Finktlstein to Europe,
tv'here the British Performing Rights
S-o-e-i-c-t-JU thfc_Fr_e_n cJx__j>oeiety

t SAC-EM), the Spanish and Portugal
societies. Were likewise clarified

with new deals.

Accompanying Paine and Pinkcl-
stein to' South America were Francis
Salabert. Paris publisher and execu-
tive vcepce of the French society

(SAC-EM); and Lqslie Boosey (&
Hawkes). president of the Perform-
ing Rights Society of England and
executive veepee of the International
Confederation of Authors Societies.

(Dr. A.-—Willemetz. the French
librettist, now ill in paris. is head of

SACE-M and couldn't stand the
journey overseas, hence SalabertV
presence.)

Honors tu Nathan Burkan's Memory
Among other things, in the in-

terest of good-ncighborliness. both
the Brazilian and Argentine socie-

ties, pledged to extend the Nathan
Burkan Memorial, in honor of the
late legaj mentor lor the founding
fathers of ASCAP. This provides
for five recognized law schools in

e:ch country to donate $100 prizes
tor the best papers on copyright In

Brazil. UBC will publish these
papers: and in Argentina. SADIAC
will go a step further and donate an
additional $250 prizes M.000 pesos)
to the best of the five winners, in,

I honor of the Larrelta Memorial,
named after the attorney who was to

the Argentine authors and com-
posers what the late Mr. Burkan was
to ASCAP. ,

Thus ASCAP has extended 'its

worldwide coverage and clarified

many details. For instance, as rc-

igarcls the lesser South American

|

performing rights societies. Dr.
I Mario Bernard will work out of

Buenos Aires, as secretary for the

| International Confederation and
work out deals with Chile. Uruguay,
etc.'; . On the dramatic (grand)
rights. Dr. Hugo Ma'Ximo Furies will

j

likewise operate out of B.A. and
|
clarify these rights.

I
Jose Forties of SGAE (Spanish so-

j

cicty i
,
also accompanied the party.

VVally Downey, foreign expert on
Latin- American -music for ASCAP,
also made the junket. He. too, re?

turned... with Paine and' Finkelstein.

Paine will detail the Argentine
deal to the ASCAP board today
( Wed.) at the latter'.s monthly meet-
ing, deferred from the usual last

Thursday of the month for this pur-
pose. This meeting is not to confirm
the SADIAC deal. Before Paine and
his party left the U. S. the contract
terms had been agreed upon by the
board. Any major changes were to

have been taken up by cable. There
were none.

Ralph Peer, head of Pecr-Internaf
tional, which holds deals with
Mexico and Chile, returned to N. Y.
yesterday (Tues.). . He was in Ar-
.geutina, too, but made no headway
•against .the ASCAP party's offers. -

Hit Tunes for November

(Stevens)

Martha lilten—Cap. 114 • / Mel Teime—D»«. 111M

(Mil);

Feotured by Freddy Morlin, Charlie Jpivak and »•« Cheskin

(Valiant)

Jeny Paster—Vic. 201evJ • Guy lembardo—Dec. 11711

(our Chicks anrj (duck—(mhw 4JJ

(Marks)

Featured by Soy lambarde, Vau«hn Monroe una* Hal Alema

.(Compbell-Poigie)

Woyne Kinj—Vic. 20-1*71 • Jerry Wayne—Cesme -4JI

Run Marfan—Dec. 11701

IN TOWN i»
a / Mel Tac

GOING BACK HOME
Feotured by Freddy Martin, Charli

JOSE GONZALES
leny Poilar—Vic. 201HJ •

(our Chicks and Chu

MORE THAN YESTERDAY
Featured by Suy lembarde, Vau«hn M

REMEMBER WHEN
Woynt Km9—Vic. 20-1 473 • Je

Run Mer§an—Dec.

SAY IT OVER AGAIN
Kale Smith—Cc

SLOWLY
Ditlt Huymei—

D

STARS IN YOUR EYES,.,
lorry JtevetM—Vic. 20*149S • Guy l«mtMrd«—Dec. 1

frank Sinatra-Xovkr Cugat—Col, 34142 • fercy Faith—Dec

THERE I'VE SAID IT AGAIN
V*u<jhn Monro*— Vic 20-1637 • Jimmy Dority—Dee

Moderrtairei— Col. 36100 * Dick Drown—Guild

THERE MUST BE A WAY

(Para Que Sutras)
~ (lojof-Peer)

Kate Smith—Col. 24*21 • Xavier Cugat—Cal. 3*111

Jerry. Wayne—Coime dSS

(Kurjy Vallec Music)

Dick Huymei—Dec. • Kay Kyiec—Cel. • Chuck Faciei—Ceima

(toan la be released)

(Stevens)

Charlie Spivak—Vic. 101*45 • Jahany Jahmtan—Cap. 11*

Cannee laiwell—Dtl. I1M*

THIS IS IT ((helseoj

Featured by Cine Krupa, Randy Ireekc cind Cab Callaway

WALKIN WITH MY HONEY
Sammy Kaye—Vic. 201713

WAITIN' FOR THE TRAIN

(Republic)

TO COME IN

(Block)

leuir Primo—Maj 71 5* • Johnny Lang—Dec. 1 17) •

fejjy lee-Cap. 211 a Harry Jome»-Cal 3*117

the (Ml PIN 07 SHEET ic a special service la DraadcaSlers

issued manthly. II serves at a convenient and timely

reference te current Hit Tunas licensed by DMI.

THIdf'S A SMI MM.
ton tVfKY 1YM or MOW
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NBC, CBS, ABC Mutual Plugs
TITLE PUBLISHES

A Door Will Open ......... , .... . . . , , Dorsey
After All This Time;. ... . ... . ... . .

'.]
.

.'. ...... . ......... .Chelsea
Along the Jjavajo Trail ... . . ... ...... . . Leeds
And There You Are—

:

fWeekend At Waldorf*. ........ ... .Feist • : •

Alltel—v"Yolanda and the Thief". .........

.

: . .Miller
Atchison." Topefca arid Santa Fe—f'Harvey Girls". ........ .Feist
Autumn Serenade ... . . . .

.'.
, . . . . . . . ... . , Robbins '

Eut i Did
. .

;.; ; ; ;;;;;;;;;; ; ine^—
Dearest Darling .Advanced
Gee It's'Gopd to Hold Yon .•.,',

, Capitol
Gotta Be. This or That ... .

; ...\\\. Harms
How Deep Is the Ocean. ... 1 ............. 1

]

.. I.'.'.'.'.".Berlin .

I'd Do It All Over Again. 7 ......'.'.'.'.'...Shapiro •

If I Loved You—'"Carousel". ...... ..

- v.
... . t. B. Harms ••"

I'll Be Yours . . . .... .
...... ... ...... . . ;

'. .Harris
I'll Buy That Dream— j-Sing Your Way Home". .'. .'. '.

/ . ] .
'. .Burke

I'm Gonna Love That Guy.',, , i. ... .. . .. • .7 .... .Bourne
It's Been a Long Long Time . . .. ... ...... ... .

.

'

. [ .Morris
It's Only a Paper Moon, .

,'.-,

.

.

',',, . 7 > .Harms
Just a Little Fond Affection. . . ; . Shapiro
Love Letters— f"Love Letters'' .Famous
Promises; . . ,,, .:. ,;. , .Marchant • 7 '7

Say It Over Again. ..................... .. ... ..ABogat
'

That Feeling In the Moonlight. ... i.i >... . . . . .'-Pioneer '
'

'

That's For Me—
I "State Fair" .... ,'•', ...... ... .......... .... Williamson T:

Till the End 'tit Time .>./.'.,•;'. ... .. .7 ....... . .Santly '7.v.7.:'

WaiUn' For the Train to Come In .
. 'Block

You Came Along— ("You Came Along" v. '.Famous

Inside Orchestras^Mnsic
CoivU'ivrfial Records, one of the many indie disk companies, recently

withdrew from sale a dance tempo recording of "Clair De Lime" by its

Continental Dance Orchestra, after, a session with Eikins-VogeJ, Philadel-

phia, owner of the rights' 16 the tunc,' and the U.'S. Alien- Property Cus- !

todiaii. .Continental 'mawefe'd the disk under the' impression the meloi-'y !

was in the public domain.' "After Elkitis stepped in, Continental assertedly

attempted to -make the proper deal for the continued sale -

of' the disk, but

the copyright owners] refused' permission . singe the' melody 'was arranged !

; in dance tempo in' violation of' concepts governing its rendition.

This is a pre-war s'tb'ry of what went on among some bands back in 1940.
• Current salaries being what they are. it may be nostalgic.

' One singer worked at that -time with a lesser-known band, subsequently
graduating to a name combo, from which lie Went into the Army. While
with the .former, however, he* drew $28 weekly guarantee for a minimum
of three nights' work. If the band did four or live dates he drew $35.

For record' dates, he got an. extra $7 per. Once lie did a disk duo with the

. band's girl singer and drew an extra $3.50—because he sang only half the

song. . •
'

..' :.-•.,.*•';
' v"

V

Georgie Auld and his band lost- all their clothing, except what they had
on their backs, plus other personal belongings, when a bus transporting

them oh. a series of Pennsylvania one-nightcrs caught fire and was de-
stroyed. The machine was standing outside a, Monessen, Pa., ballroom
when it caught fire and ho one was injured. .*: . ..-.' ,

As a result Auld and' his men played a one-nighter at the 400 Club, N Y.,

last week, the night after the blaze, wearing the same clothing they wore
the night before. All had to scurry around N. Y. looking for new raiment.

10 Best Sheet Sellers
' Week Ending, Oct. 27) .

*

Till End 'of Time......... Santly
lit Buy That Dream. ... .Burke
It's Bc'e'ii ' Long Time. ... .Morris

That Feeiiiig-Mppiiiight' '.Pioneer

.

Along Navajo Trail. ..... .Leeds

.Paper Moon- . /.v. .. ; . ... .Harms
That's.'For' 'Me".7 .v.- .Williamson

Jl Might We II-' Be "Spring . . Harms
No Can Do. .-•„

;_,
.-. .'•'.

. . . .Robbins

Atchison, Topcka, Santa Fe. Feist

Dick Leiberl, organist at the Music Hall and on several radio shows,
figures he's played before 50 million people in the 13 years he has been
organ soloist at the Hall, which is since the day it opened. As a result

Leibert is now considering the..formation of a lat'ge band to give concerts
built around his organ music. . 777 . .

^ PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS

Cinuine6batP/iotograpIa~~~—1

Unsurpassedin Quality at anyPrice

EA

IOO 8"«IO"'» 6.°° I MOUNTED
iooo e>io"s55.oo enlargements

!888f«i
7
c««»s 1 28:88 1 3o«4o$ xs? u.

uTitii rhotoarouhci'j-

e^nch-ViH WiMiirt ItouUwiJ-J, itmly Hith, Col.

SCHWARTZ RESIGNS V.-P.

SPOT WITH MUSICRAFT
- Hollywood, Oct. 30.

Arthur Schwartz bowed out as
veopee; secretary and treasurer of
Olympic Record Corp., a subsidiary
of Musieraft Record Co., and closed
a deal for the transfer of his stock-

to the parent company. His contract
had eight months to run.

Cause of Schwartz's resignation
was his unwillingness to devote .his

time exclusively to recordings. He
will continue his music publishing
activities, which include the Pacific

Music Sales, Saunders, Maestro,
Royal and Martin firms. The parting
was amicable on both sides.

Army Band Stashing

Kitty to Finance Its

Civvy Start as Unit
Manila, P. L, Oct. 2.

It may be that most of the bands
in the armed forces won't stay to-

gether after discharge, but. there's

one combo in this area that intends

to and is already planning its civilian

future. Led by Sgt. Jimmy Coe, tli^

415th Army Service Forces Band has

started a kitty to finance its future

functioning as a civvy outfit, 'and

some $3,000 lias already been poured

into the pot by its 15 men. .

''. '.

: In prewar days Coe played .'ax

and arranged for Tiny Bradshaw's

orchestra. ;

.

•'"'

.

'{. ,

Kern Heads Acad Music
Hollywood, Oct. 30,

Jerome Kern has been named I

chairman of the music branch of

the Academy of M. P. Arts and.
|

Sciences. On committee to serve'
with him are Mario Tcdesco, Adolph i

Deutsch. R*y Heindorf, Louis Lip-

stone and Abe Meyer. • 1

LA. Doffs Sportshirt

For Tails at Opera
Los Angeles, Oct. 30.

Southern California opened its

ninth annual grand 1 opera season 1

at

the Shrine Auditorium last night

(MoiT.) with the male .customers

wearing high hats and tails for the

first time since Pearl Harbor. Sea-

son Will run for two weeks.

Opening' opera was Wagner's

'Tristan and Isolde," with Lauritz

Melchior and Helen Traubel as

toppers. Other vocal stars to be

heard during the season are Lily
Pons. R ise Stevens. Ezio Pinza, Sal-

vatore Baccaloni,
.
Lily Djanel and

Jan Peerce.

f Filmusical. » Legit Musical, t B.M.I. Affiliate.

SPA COMPLETES DEAL

TO PROBE PUB BOOKS
!

Songwriters Protective Assn. has
completed 'arrangements with certi-
fied public accountants and within

j

the next week or ' two will begin

|

going over the books of various
music publishers: Names of CPAs

J assigned to. the job of checking pub-
|lislier ledgers are

. not being dis-
closed and neither are the firms
they will work on.

SPA for some time lias been aim-
ing at looking over • publisher ac-
counts relative to royalty statements
to its songwriter members, but. un-

I til recently w as not able to under-

I

write such an undertaking. Organ-
ization possibly will make annual
I checkups in the future.

top hi? onrmi
ormi rotvm
STANDARD TOM

Featured i"
,

20th c*ntwy-Fox« 7

THE DOLIY SVSTWS

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

:

I've got the knack of picking hit

tm*t; picked detent with 100%
•ccurocy—IELIEVE IT OR NOT !

Cen yon use my ability? Write
len lercy. 4124 Perry St.. I. A.
33. Calif.

Lamarter to L. A. Symph
Chicago, Oct. 30.

Eric de Lamarter, formerly of Chi
Civic Orchestra and assistant to the

late Frederick Stock as director of

Chi Symphony, was appointed last

week assistant director of Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orch, of

which Alfred Wallenstein is head.

De Lamarter's job will be to form
a junior philharmonic organization

iii L. A., to train young musicians,

a la his stint' with Civic Orch here.

T. DORSEY'S MEX VACASH
Tommy Dorsey will take his first

real vacation in years after he fin-

ishes eight days at Frank Dailey's

Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. X,

Dec. 2. He intends going to Mexico

City for a couple weeks prior to his

opening at the Capitol theatre, N. Y.,

scheduled for the week before or'

the week after Xmas.

Dorsey is currently at the 400

Club. N. Y., being replaced Nov. 22

by Woody Herman. He opens at

Dailey's Nov. 22.

Key Lab in Allied Buy-Out
" Hollywood, Oct. 30.

'

Louis I. Goldberg, founder and
owner of Alli'ecl Record Manufac-
turing Co., . sold his business to.

;

Key
Laboratories, Inc., for' approximately
$400,000. ,

'

Business and personnel will be
taken over intact by Key Lab, with
Eugene Bedel) and Joseph Ellison

continuing as heads of the tran-
scription service organisation. Gold-
berg will remain with the new
owners as consulting engineer.

Ruby Newman's-Concert
Ruby Newman, the Boston maestro,

is planning a New England concert
tour in the spring with a "modern
American music" program.

The Records speak lor - themselw

I Can't Begin To Tell You
Lyric by MACK GORDON • Music by JAMES V. MONACO

From the 20th Century-Fox Technicolor Musical Hit

THE DOLLY SISTERS"
Starring

BETTY GRABLE
JOHN PAYNE
JUNE HAVER

Directed by

IRVING CUMMINGS
:
.

Produced by
GEORGE JESSEL

1619 BROADW
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British Best Sheet Sellers

(Week EWdtng Oct. 19.)

London, Oct. 19,

Two Sweethearts Dash
Gipsy . .Maurice
Said It Again ...... . . .Connelly
Just Prayer Away ....Connelly
Coming Home .... Maurice
Let Him Go . , .

-. Yale
Bell Trousers ...Connelly
Chewing Piece String. . .. .Wood
Pablo Dreamer ....... Southern
Don't Fence Me In. . . .Chappell
We'll Gather Lilac .... Chappell
More I See You Chappell

Wednesday, October 31, 1945

On the Upbeat
Russ Morgan cancelling and< rtefustng all dates around Xmas to enable

hiin .lt> spend holidays with his family in California ... .Stardusters vocal

group joined Jimmy Dorsey orchestra under the name of the Contrasted

...'.Meyer Davis booked combos under his name into the Roney-Plaza.

Robert Richter, Cadillac, and Shelborne hotels, all Miami Beach.-.. .Bob

Chester's band follows Shep Fields into the Showboat, new Cleveland name

band spot .'., ..Leonard Vannerson. former manager of Tommy Dorsey and

Beiiny Goodman and husband of Martha Tilton, in N. Y. prior to release

from Navy ... .Johnny ' Both well, saxist. opens at Three Deuces. N. Y„ to-

morrow (1 1 with six-piece band....Vido Musso joined Stan Kenton or-

chestra, .replacing Sammy Aleccia. . . Lillian Lane returned to vocalizing

with Randy Brooks orchestra. . . .Doc Perkins resigned as manager of Lake

Breeze hotel ballroom. Buckeye Lake. O.

Carol Dayton new vocalist with Lee Kelton staff orchestra at WJAS.

Pittsburgh. ... .Sam Lut?.. former manager of Henry Basse. Lou Breese, et

al., otiT of Army ...Boyd Raeburn 'orchestra to record for Jewel Record

Co., Coast indie. . . .Gordie Randall, maestro of WGY, Albany, staff band,

out of Army ... .George Olseu orchestra into Palmer House, Chi, Nov. 15

... /Harry James: .replaces Artie Shaw at Meadowbrook Gardens, Culver

City! Cah; Nov. 22. Benny Goodman may follow Jan, 3. . . :Eddie He.vwood's
" small combo plays Orpheum theatre. L A., week of Dec. 11. . . .Elena

. Verdugo singing with Xavicr Cugat orchestra, temporarily replacing Dul-

cilia Garcia,, who's doing a single at Club Brazil. L. A.. . . .Forty former

members of John Philip Sousa orchestra hold their! annual reunion in

L A. Nov, 4.

Top Tuts tor fmu Ittks

An All-Time Favorite

EXACTLY
LIKE YOU

Music by ...

JIMMY McHUGH
Published by

SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN

! 2 Leave Morris Agcy

.

Vi Barrett and John Crowley, both

! members of the William Morris

' agency band department, unhinged

themselves" from their positions last

week. Crowley, originally Music

Corp. of America representative in

Philadelphia. w;:s with Morris about

two years,, in the location booking

field.

Miss Barrett, formerly with Con-

solidated Radio Artists, was con-

cerned with the selling Of cocktail

combos under Joe Marsalais.

DEEP RIVER BOYS'

CHURCH-AUD TOUR
Deep River Boys skedded for a

three months' concert tour of

churches and auditoriums, to begin
one day after they wind up current
chores at the Regal theatre. Chicago.
Nov. 22. The first recital takes place
in Toledo. O.. and itinerary will en-

compass the southwest and southeast.

Programs will be a 50-50 mixture
of pops and spirituals.

EDDIE CONDON
MC0NCH(T-5lh SEASON—SATURDAY, NOV. 3 at 5:30

III II <%11 RESENTING A TYP1CAI AMERICONDON
1 OWI1 IIAll GROUP Of FAMOUS JAZZ ARTISTS

Jess Stacy Band, 4 Mos.

Old, Into Sherman H., Chi
, Chicago. Oct. 30.

Jess Stacy's new band, with Lee
Wiley (Mrs. Stacy), goes into the

Panther Room of the Sherman ho-

tel for two weeks, following Gene
Krupa. on Dec. 14. Cab Calloway is

due in following Stacy.

Stacy's band is just four jiionths

old. and has been playing another
Randolph Street spot, the Bandbox,
tor the past two months. And there'll

be just 'three weeks between his

windup there Nov. 22 and his bow
at the Sherman Dec. 14.

Bands at Hotel B.O.'s

Hal Alolna* Lexington 1300; 75c-$1.50) 4 ..,.54 2.025
Johnny Long 1

".... New Yorker (400; $l-$1.50i ....... .. 1 2.055
Frankia Carle. . . Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50). . . . . . , . a 2,850
Brail Coleman" . . .Waldorf (550; $21 S 3.600
Art Mooney Lincoln (275; $1-$1.50) 7 1,000

Shep Fields Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50 >........... . 5 3,075

Tommy Dorsey,.. 400 Club (850; $1-$1.50> ........... . . 7 4,000
Vaughn Monroe; . Commodore (400; $1-$1.50) . ........ . 4 2,250.

fatal,wn»
On
9fi,ise

2,055

3,575

12,175

6,159

17,175

• 35,025

10,325

'Asterisk* indicate a. supporting' -floor shou>. New Yorlrer lias ict show
Le.xingwn, an Hawaiian floor show. Waldorf, Joan Edwards.

:
'. -'. -.'

Chicago
Krnic Heck*cber (Mayfair Room. Blackstone hotel; 350; $1.50-$2.50 twin.),

Steady, so-so 2,400 for Heckscher, Victoria Cordova and Myrus.

Clyde McCoy (Boulevard Room. Stevens hotel; 650; $3-$3.50 min.'i.

fair 6,800 this time for. McCoy, and 'show. - •

Eddie Oliver (Empire Room, Palmer House; 700; $3-$3.50 min.).

little to 6,000. Gene Sheldon replaced John Sebastian Thursday
Oliver. Paul Winchell. Jere McMahon. et al, h, o.'s. :

trail* Petti (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-12.50 Ihiii.t

always about 3,100 for this early spot.

l.ouii Prima (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.30 min.'i. Stub
holders jammed the joint 7,000 strong for the Prima-Clarence Slyter Bar
monica layout.

Only

Up «
(2a ).

. It's

Lot Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador: 900; $1-$1.50). Hiked with influx of serv-

icemen to grab socko 4.500 covers.

Ted Straeler (Biltmore: 900; $1-$1.50). Climbed to biggest biK in weeks
with tremendous 5,000 tabs.

Location Jobs, Not in Holds
.

;

.

'- • (Cliicnoo)

Gay Clai-idge (Chex Paree: 650: $3-£1.50 min.). Danny Thomas is pack-

ing 'em in; 5,800 again.

Harry Coel (Blackhawk: 500: $2-$2.50 min.). Off a little, but nothing to

sob about. Cool, Novellos and Joey Rardin pulled in 4,000.

Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter: 700: $3-$3.50 min.). Harry Richman closed

Thursday (25), sharing fair 4.500 with Billy Vine,. Dorothy Donegan, Jerry

Cooper.

Morand Goes BMI
Jose Morand's entry into the BMI

fold of orchestra leader-publisher*
was marked by his plug tune C'Es-

cuchame"), making the 'most-played
list within three weeks after the
inception of his publishing house
Achievement was especially unique
because Morand's company, Peniora.

j

is inactive, having no professions! 1

(or any other kind ofi staff.
1

Morand is currently, at the Hotel i

Astor, N. Y.

(Los Angeles')

Jan Savitt (Palladium, B. Hollywood, 6th week). Took in okay 24,000

admissions for finale stanza. -

Al Donahue (Trianon. B, South Gate, .3rd' week t. Way. up for nifty

returns with 8,800 payolas.

Matty Maine* (Slapsy Maxie'i. N. Los Angeles. 7th week). Place only

holds so many people and that's tops al 4.000 customers.

Bobbie Ramos (Trocadero, N, Hollywood, 12th week i. Still in the run-

ning with 1,800 covers for the frame. .

Earie Madrixuera (Giro's, N. Hollywood, 41h week). Hit sock stride

with 3.150 tabs.

Boosey-Hawkes Drop
U. S. Selling Deal

Boosey-Hawkes. English music

publishers, who have had offices in

this country <N. Y.i for some time,

but whose music was sold through

Bel win Music, as selling agent, has

discontinued that arrangement.
Henceforth, all B-H material sales

will be handled bv that company
itself.

'.-'',

Currently, both Leslie Boosey and

Ralph Hawkes are in N, Y„ former

having made a trip to South
America with reps of the American
ocicly of Composers. Authors and

Publishers, while his partner is

here on a six-month visit.

HENRY SPITZER WED
Henry Spitzer. general manager

of the Edward H. Morris music

combine, was married last week
(241 in Las Vegas. New. to Jeanne

Harper. Pair were escorted by

Buddy Morris and his wife, them-

selves recent newlyweds.
Sptizers then returned to;, the

Coast, where they will remain sev-

eral weeks before returning to N. Y.

'TIT.V Troupe Back

.
. . San Francisco. Oct. 30.

"Army" company 160 GIs arrived

n San Francisco from Honolulu

over the weekend and are slated to

plane into LaGtiardia field, N. Y.,

today (31).
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Hipp Theatre, Balto., Wins First

Round in Suit Vs. Haymes Over Pact

Vny Rappaport and his Hippo-

drome theatre, Baltimore, won the

opening round last week in a suit vs.

Dick Haymes for the latter'? failure

to abide" by a contract to play the

house. Justice Vincent Leibell de-

nied a motion in U. S. district court,

N. Y" by Haymes' attorneys for. dis-

missal. Latter conlende'd
%

the con-

tract Was "incomplete, indefinite,

vague," since iL called for' a booking

by Haymes at a "mutually agreeable"

time and the two simply couldn't get

together, -
.

'-.

'

However, inscribed on correspond-

ence between the disputing parlies,

written at the time Haymes' date to

piny the theatre was deferred, were

notations, the gist of which was that

Haymes would give the .'theatre first

consideration w hen and if he played

theatre dates again. On the basis of

these exhibits. LeibcU opined, in a

six-page opinion, unusual in ~ the

hearing pi a dismissal pica, that

Haymes had an. obligation which he

hadn't lived up to, namely, he had

not advised the Hipp he was avai li-

able when he came east to play the

Boxy, N. Y., and other theatres last

summer. He ordered the case to

trial.

Rappapbrt's contract with Haymes
called for $500 weekly. He. is suing
for an injunction preventing Haymes
from ever playing another theatre
until he fulfills the Hipp agreement,
plus $8,000, the difference between
the contract price and what he re-

ceived weekly on his recent theatre
tour. I; Robert Broder represented
Rappaport; Wjlxih & HaJperin for

Haymes. : .
,'•" '

Trrr
CORAL

Golden Voice of Latin-Amtricai

Inaugurating

New Nam* Policy .

SMART

EMBASSY CLUB
PHILADELPHIA

HELD OVER
Gracias Amigos

My Friond and Manager

SENIA GAMSA
1*97 lroadway CO. 5-4210

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
l»AXCK III MOKISIS

Now A ppro ring CASINO I RCA
Klii ll« .IhiiI.to. Kniv.il

NfW York AililrrNN. MAY JOHNSON

Catholic Journal

Denounces DAR In

Hazel Scott Case
Chicago, Oct. 30,

.Scathing denunciation ..' of the

"Daughters of the American Revolu-
tion.- for their .."white' artists only"
policy in Constitution. Hall, Wash-
ington, is the - theme of an editorial

j

in' the current issue of America. i|i-

j
fluential Catholic weekly published

I by the Jesuit, order of dpriests.

- DAR action, according to the item,

j

"slutw-Sr^j^JaRlbii-atl^

]
to which, race discrimination, can

|
descend.; The ancestors of the good

i

ladies fought and died to rid them-
selves of the inequalities and injus-

tices of a colonial system. The
Daughters have apparently* decided
thai the rights and dignity of man
no longer* are of importance, now
that they themselves are not the

underdogs." .;•
.'/.'

:.

Justifications of the group for

barring such performers as Marian
Anderson and Hazel Scott are criti-

cized as . "specious," article pointing

out that the Constitution, "after

which the precious hall is named," is

based on the theory that man's rights

are not based on the- color of his.

skin. "Unfortunately." it continues,

"lhe DAB type of bigotry is not
confined to either the women's so-

ciety or even the; city of Washing-
ton. '

—_'.

"Rumors are heard at times -that

such discrimination is found even
in religious organizations which
proclaim belief in a Saviour who
died for all men without distinction

of race, color or nation. Such is the

inconsistency of the amateur de-
votees of the exploded cult of race.

"Theoretically they
.
admit the

principle of human dignity. In prac-

tice they prevent its application by
all sorts of specious reasonings

which point to only one conclusion:

that when a man is himself on top

he tends to forget the other fellow's

rights and grievances."

Really a Hoss Opry
Toronto, Oct.' 30.

Novel wedding on horseback,
complete with whooping cow-
boys for after-the-ceremony
celebrations, took place in Wild
West style at the Diamond F
Ranch just 'north of here when
Taylor Tuck, of St. Jo, Texas,
and June Fountain, of Toronto,
were- married Saturday (27),

Groom and best man, mounted
on Palominos, galloped toward
the straw bridal path as bride
and her escort galloped from
the opposite direction; Wedding
march was played by the Rocky
Mountain Boys' guitar orchestra

as wedding party, slowly walked
their .horses, to the altar. Bride's

pinto and groom's mount were
decorated with flower- wreaths.
Following termination

.
of -.the

ceremony, over score of cow-
";boys Whooped and galloped in

circles 'round the .newlyweds.
Only dazed participant was Rev.
Robert McKay, Toronto minister
who officiated.

Biggest ETO Gl

Cafe at Heidelberg
Heidelberg, Germany,. Oct. 20.

With a .trio of nightclub-wise
the -bifc.

AGVA Lifts Franchise of Agent, Plus

Fine for Assaulting Balto. Rep.

Walters' Produces Shows
For Miami Spot He Sold
Lou Walters, operator of the Latin

Quarter, N.-.Y.; who recently sold

the Terrace Room. Miami Beacfy to

Morton Hayman. will produce the-

shows for the Florida spot. Policy

will be similar to' that of the N,- Y.
cafe.

.

"•

Terrace Room is scheduled to

open for. the season. Dec. 12.

D'Angelo's Gopa Show
Pierre d'Angelo, who terps in the

current Copacabana. N. Y.. floor-

show (Joe E. Lewis), will stage the

next Copa revue.

Don Loper (and Maxine Barrett)

similarly started, first as the Copa's

featured dancer, then producer-de

signer of the revue, and wound up
as a Metro director.

LOEW
BOOKING
AG E N C Y

OINIHAI IXICUTIVt OfflCIS

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
; 160 W. 4*th SI, N. Y. C. • Myont 9-7100

BroadwayTTes at lhe .helm-

gest Gl nitcry in
v
the ETO, \vilh a

jamrncd-in capacity of over 2.000

has been set-- at-tlic.SladUiallap-here.

Joint, as yet unnamed, is being run
by Lt. Frank Shepard, ex-Leon and
Eddie's (N. Y. ) producer, with the

help of Pfc. Dave Harris, formerly
with the Diamond Horseshoe staff,

and Ray Mack, Spot can seat 800

on the main floor, and 1.200 more in

tables on a balcony that 'runs all

around the huge room. In addition

there's a huge cocktail lounge, a bar

and a sandwich bar.

It's for enlisted men only, with a

big sign, "Off Limits to Officers," on
the front door.

GIs are allowed to bring civilian

guests, including fraulei.ns, with the

admission-- tab one mark (10c).

Cognac, is the main drinking fare, at

a mark a shot, lor the German stuff,

and about 20c a drink for imported
French cognac. Harris has closed a

deal for 22.000 quarts of cognac a

month.
There are soft drinks and beer, as

well, and simple sandwiches are
available—but, unlike the liquor,
they are rationed as there's a regu-
lation against feeding Germans. If a
Gl wants to give his fraulein one of
the sandwiches he's,entitled to (at a

slight "service charge." as it's against
the rules to sell Gl food) that's

strictly his business and it isn't likely

that anybody will squawk.
The show runs 50 minutes, is

headed by Mack as emcee. He'll be
the only Gl in the proceedings. Rest
of the bill includes a chorus and four
sets: Willie Boos, comic dancer; 3

Kettner.s. acrobats who claim they
spent a lot of pre-war lime on the
U. S. vaudeville circuits; Werner
Sisters, pop singers, and Lisplotle
Diehl, a light opera singer. A 15-

piece German band plays the show
and for dancing.
There are a flock of waitresses on

hand for service, and even a hat-
check girl and a couple of maitre d's
—Fisher, ex of Heidelberg's famed
Europa hotel, and Lutz, a vet of the
McAlpin (N. Y.) Grill.

Joint is Sponsored by 7th Army
Special Services, with Shepard the
officer ia-charge. -

Lucienne Boyer Will

Play Copa, N.Y., Fischer

Commits .Her to Proser
Lucienne Boyer. top French c-han-

treusewho appeared in the U. S..

j
prewar.-j will.

, play the Copacabana.
N.. Y.. shortly after her expected ar-

rival in this country; Date is definite.

! according to Monte Proser. Copa op.

1 While deal' hasn't been signed.!

S

Proser said that Clifford C. Fischer.
Miss Boyer's" personal manager, who
sails for Europe Nov. 1, has com-
mitted her. to his spot:

Meanwhile,. Proser has signed Jane

Dave White, Baltimore talent

agent, found guilty of conduct un-
becoming a franchised- agent at
hearing held last week at American
Guild of Variety Artists headquar-
ters in N* Y, had his AGVA fran-.

-chise revoked and a fine of $500
slapped on hitn, in. absentia. He
didn't appear.

Hearing before the special trial

board was on complaint of Gene
Dover. AGVA's Baltimore rep, who.
testified the agent assaulted him
after he attempted to Upbraid While
for alleged '-unethical practices,
which included posing as an AGVA
deputy. White previously had been
convicted on the assault charge is

Baltimore and fined $25,

NITERY SAFECRACKED
Alt. Vernon, O., Oct. 30,

Safecrackers obtained $2,500 in>

cash at the - Sunset nite'ry last

Wednesday. (24) when they burned
the safe open with an acetylene
torch.

Fronian to succeed Joe E.' Lenis.
Lewis winds up in January.

Proser. currently involved with
his Teg it production. "Spring --in

Brazil" declared that it will, be im-
possible for him to get. around to

opening a Miami nilery. He hopes
to get in on the Florida scene next
scasop.

Donn Arden Signed To

Do Embassy, N. Y., Shows
Bill Miller has signed Donn Ardors,

producer of the New Yorker hotel

ice shows, to design_t.be _production,

at his Embassy club, N. Y, which is

scheduled to open around Nov, 27.

He previously signed J. Fred Coots

and Ed Eager to ao the music for

the show.

Although refurbishing of the spot
will soon be completed, principals
for the Show haven't been set be-
cause of the scarcity of available
names. Currently dicker is on for
Ethel Waters and Zero Mostel.

New club is located on the site of
the old Riobamba.

MONTE PROSER'S

COPACABANA

PRINCE OF THE RUMBA

PERSONAL MANACiMINT

ROIIINS ARTIST BUREAl

1*19 I'WAY, NiW YORK

MISSOURI'S NEW LAW
KILLS 'SETUP' CLUBS

St. Louis, Oct; 30.

' Setup" tiiteries in Missouri, which
serve no liquor and do not observe

closing laws applying to -places

where intoxicants are sold, re-

ceived a legislative jolt
.
last, week

when the lower House passed a bill

that will license such establishments

and subject them to the same clos-

ing hours and regulations governing

the other places.

Annual- license is fixed at $60, An-
other clause can boost licenses up
to $300, depending on the population

and also whatever regulations the

city may impose. Bond of $1,000.

approved by the Stale Supervisor of

Liquor Control, also will be required

before any person could obtain a li-

cense;

Passage of the bill by the Senate
is expected to drive a good percent-

age of late nitery trade across - the

Mississippi to East St. Louis, where
the enforcement of Ihe cloving law
is lax. .-

JAY
SEILER

"ECCENTRIQUE COMIQUE

AT PRESENT — HELD OVER

COCKTAIL LOUNGE — ST. CHARLES HOTEL
NEW ORLEANS. LA.

JUST COMPUTED

BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB - NEWPORT, KY.

LEE 'N' EDDIES SUPPER CLUB - DETROIT, MICH.

GLASS HAT, BELMONT PLAZA - NEW YORK

;^ NOVEMBER 16 TO DECEMBER 4
'

CHASE HOTEL, ST. LOUIS, MO.

SPECIAL MATERIAL

BURT MILTON

DIR. MILTON RUBIN - LEE MILES

RKO BLDG., RADIO CITY
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AGVA Membership Okays Dues Tflt,

Boosting Org's Annual Revenue 176G
American Guild of Variety Artists'

ra?nv£>er-ballQtii)K on a proposal to

tilt dues of "principal" Members as

of Nov 1. has been okayed. Voting

showed »0r<. of the balloting in

favor. Some_jj(i,000 ballots were
mailed to members.

Ratification means that annual

dues will be tilted from current *lti

to $24. Chorus members dues are

not alTected by the lilt. - Uppago w ill

increase talent union's revenue

S17H.OO0 per annum, part of which
will be used to amortize de^l to As-

sociated Aelors and Artistes of

America, parent body, of performer

unions. Another slice of the new
:

revenue, according to Malt Shelvey.

head of AGVA. will be used to

established branch: • offices of the

.'talent union in such; of the key

cities wherein AGVA has not had

full coverage.

Returned votes were tabulated by

special committee of tellers set up
in headquarters of the Four A's and

presided over by a board including.

Emily Holt. national executive

secretary of American Federation of

Radio Artists; Walter: N. Greaza.

assistant executive secretary of

Equity; Alfred Harding, assistant to

(he president of Equity, and Ralph
Townley. secretary to the Inter-

national Board.
In addition to the dues till refer-

endum also okayed rise of initiation

fees to $50 for principals and $25 for

choristers from the former .$10

which had previously obtained. \

iCERY SNAGGED BY

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS

She Simply Wanted To
Prevent Injury Actions

Chicago, Oct. 30.

Manpower shortages may be lol-

ling up- in Other cities, but in Pon-
tiac. Mich., (he situation is just as

acute as ever.

East week the WLS Barn Dance
gang played a vaudeville date at

I he Oakland theatre. Pat Bultram.
j

chief comic of the troupe, was
\

happy when he .saw- the line that i

slivtched halfway down the block

when entering the stage door, but 1

on looking the house over from the I

wings lie noticed there-were about
j

200- empty seats in "the balcony, i

Bul.trani , took ll up with the;.

[
house manager, who in kirn called '

I in the bobby-socked chief of usher- i

'. elles. "How come;.'" she was asked.
|

"Well." she said, "those are such !

terrible seals 1 didn't . think—

"

She was immediately relieved of

.

her flashlight and sent home.'

Cedar Rapids. Ia.. Oct. 30. ...

|

"Hollywood Ice Time." managed

I

by Margaret Williams, former Sonja

|
Ilenie skater, was temporarily tied

j

up here after closing! performance -.- _ M
i Mondav night (22i because of ("man-

j ilannv KaVA WAltfC 1.1c
Icial' difncultivs: Through a Cedar. Vmtty lUlye WOWS UlS

With Sinatra Defence;

Durocher's BB Panic
Manila. Oct. 10.

Danny Kaye and Leo Durocher

j

created a sensat ion here on the start

j

of their -Pacific tour aiid, G.Es . gen-
erally' rated them the No. 1 show of

The
Drunkenect
Drunk You
Ever Saw.
The
Laughingeit
Laughter
You Ever
Heard.
Put
Together
ItY-

.

STEVE
EVANS

CURRENTLY

ALPINE VILLAGE
CLEVELAN 0. OHIO

i on :< W KKhs
MG'i'.—MATT* ROSFN

Rapids attorney suit was filed in

district court
,
against Miss Williams

by A C. DeLuca and Ralph Dinie

of Akron. Ohio, for alleged non-

payment of money advanced to get

the. show going. They claim they

put up $5,000 of which SX.OOQ was
to be returned Oct. 7 and $2,000.

Oct! 14.
'"'•',

DeLuca also claimed he lent Miss

Willriims $4,195 for hotel bills and ;

tn* wai' >» *nis theatre.
, .

other purposes. Under the agree- i The pair- arrived several days be-

ment she was to pay, DeLuca and
j
hind schedule and Kaye complained

Dinie claimed.
1

... 7\i'.i of the net that at every Pacific island they
j

i prolits within three • months of the : stopped to refuel, the Commanding
opening date Oct. 5 at Topeka. Kan..

]
Officer would explain that it was

and every three months thereafter,
j

necessary to hold the 0-54 up over-
|

Show sponsored here by Lion \ night because of a typhoon. Then!
club'; grossed around $8,000 for four ! the. CO would suggest. "As long as

i

performances. Attorney said '.he un-
,
you're here anyway, why not put on

j

derstood contract was on '.a. 00-40 . a little show lor the boys'.'"

One untoward incident occurred
din ing the opening show in Manila,

but Kaye's sincerity made 10.000

new friends for him At Hie bullet-

pocked Rizal Stadium, 10.000 G.I.s

were listening to Kaye do a takeoff

on Durocher's baseball patter, and
lie happened- to make a passing men-

Chicago. Oct. 30. lion of Sinatra's "batting average."

required by Ole !
Mention of Sinatra's name brought
91

SALE OF CLOVER CLUB,

MIAMI, NEARLY SET
Miami, Oct. 30.

Odd twist to an already topsy-

turvy season is E. M. Loew's (New
England theatre operator who owns
Latin Quarter on Palm Island here)

dickering for Clover Club in Miami
with Erving Moss, who wanted to

buy the L.Q. last season, ready to

make the deal.

Moss, though his big room on
Bi.Ncayne boulevard has been doing a

good business, wants out on the
night club business. The deal .was

almost set. but a dillerence' of,

810,000, held tip. Might go through,
though, in the next few weeks.

I.oew, meantime! setting up a

spectacular show to open his Latin
Quarter. December 21; with other
swank spot opening dates set. among
them'. Kilt v Davis' Ice Show, Nov.
2; Fixe O'Clock Club. Nov. 15; Mo-
camba Club .with Ice Show. Nov. 28

and Beachcomber, Dec. 20. Most
oilier big rooms figure to open
around the Christmas season, whal
with Guifstream race (rack, opening
December 1, and running through
the holiday season.

j

basis and that everything would-be
settled satisfactorily.

Broken Ribs and Wrist

Dog laffin Room' in Chi

Sig Rosillianno Back

In Mufti; Reforms Act
Pittsburgh; Oct. 30.

Dancing Roslljiannos, Polish folk

and ballroom ierpers, are back- to-

gether again following Army dis-

charge of Sig Rosillianno. He spent
more than two years in the service.

For a while after her husband
went into the .service. Ludmilla Ro-
sillianno did a single, but gave it up
after a few months to await part-

ner's return. Team comes back in

November to William Penn hotel's

Terrace Room, where they played
their last d-ate together before

breaking up..
.

Grand Jury Refuses

To Indict Rodeo Man

In Death of N.Y. Cop
Biid Elmer Linderman. - the r;

f,j

Lodge, Mont., rodeo contestant at
Madison Square Garden, N. V.. Who
was involved in an altercation in tlie
Belvedere hotel. N. Y„ bar that re-
sulted, in the death of a policemaa
is likely to be top money wjnnei of
the rodeo, which Tmales next Sun
day (4). Leading 'contestant for

; the
meeting will collect between $(i.0ijt)

and $7,000. Liiiderman's winnings
for one week amounted to $2,800.

N. Y. grand jury relWed In indict
Linderman in -lilt' death of the cop,
who was in plain clothes and said
to have been inebriated. As a result,:
the homicide charge against the -

cowhand will •'; automatically be
dropped. .

One rider was killed and several
contestants were seriously, Injured/
last week in the rodeo. Homer
Cooke, I^ivingston, • Mont.. was
crushed against the wall of. a elude
and died of internal injuries. -James
Walden of Marietta. Okla.. fell from
a bronc and received a brain con-
cussion. Hurt oil', the ' .same night
were James Schumacher of Phoenix,
Ariz., and Curley Ilatchell of Alpine,
Tex..

Shenanigans
Olsen and Chic Johnson as necessary a » untayorable audible response

adjuncts of their current opus. Ii0,tl the audience, and Kaye.

"Lat'fing Room Onlv," resulted in i

stopped the act cold.

Joe Young, fall artist, spraining his I

"I i«st want fo tell you fellers that

wrist in a prattfall in. the "Poea-
I

t,iat
'

s
°_,
n« ^tlung I won't stand up

tello" skit with Ofc'J. Virginia Bar
rett, aero comedienne, subbed for

Young for five performances.
Also on the sick list—for a week

—

ere and take. Fraiikie is one of the

nicest guys in the whole entertain-

ment business. He's a good friend

of mine and I'll defend him all night

: was Charlev Senna, guitarist, who
I

here against anybody who opens his

tripped over a femme payee's foot i

ki
!?l

er a«a,n '
Kaye said.

Small Show for L. A.
Los- Angeles. Oct. 30.

Jack Pearl. Jay C. Fiippen and
Everett Marshall will head the cast

in Paul Small's new vaude revue.

"Merry-Go-Round ," opening Nov. 3

at the Mayan theatre.

Lineup includes Raye and Naldi,

Coriniia Mura, Clin Hall, Rudya,
Russell and Renee. the Peters Sis-

ters and the Snlici Puppets.

I

while jumping from the pit into the

j
aisle, Senna fractured two ribs, but

is now back with the show. ".

There was an embarrassing pause!
for a moment, and suddenly 10,000 !

G.I.S. broke out into thunderous ap-

plause. The show went on. and next
day everybody around Manila was
talking about what "a great guy"
Kaye was for defending his friend.

Durocher went over just as big as

He talked baseball, told of

his experiences on the diamond, and

RAY
BOURBON

STARLIT ROOM
HOLLYWOOD

!
Renee De Marco Resumes
As Soloist in St. L. Nov. 4

i
Renee De Marco, original half of

j

Kaye
the De Marco ballroom team, will his e:

j
resume as a single at tlie Park Pla/.a

i

brought the house down with this

hotel, St. Louis. Nov. 2. She previ- <
one:

i ously worked solo, but later worked
,

-'-'So I .was arguing with this um-

|
up an act with four male terpers. P''e and then he says. 'What was

. Former husband and partner. Hnat J-op said. Durocher'" So I told

I Tony, is still doing ballroomologv i
him that if he didn't hear me, he

with Sally Craven, now Mrs. De-
Marco.

New Cleve. Club

ALWAYS WORKING
"WHITEY"
ROBERTS
Now on 3rd Month

Muiic Box, Son Francisco
l>.tr.: WM. MOICItIS AfiKM'Y

could guess what 1 said—he'd been
guessing all afternoon."

Durocher also answered questions

from the audience on where the

favorite baseball players of yester-

year were now, and who would he
have on his all-star team.
High point of the evening was the

song-and-dance .Durocher did with

LADD
LYON

Cleveland. Oct. 30.

J

Art Warren, operator of the Cabin
! Club, and Chuck Marusic preem
j
their new Zephyr Room tomorrow

|
Kaye, something about old Brook-

,

t.31) with Ernie King's
.
orchestra, i lyn.

;
Swank supper club, reported to,

|
have cost $70,000. was designed by i

Nicholas Wade, N. Y. architect.
|

Otto Lermer, one-time manager of

;.the Gotham hotel in New _ York, to

manage the Zephyr. .

•

C0NS0L0
and

MELBA
Dance Arfists

Returning after a three-

year absence overseas,

where they entertained
our Armed Forces.

NOW AT THE

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO, ILL.

Far Three Weeks

OCT. . 25th—NOV. 14th

CHI LATIN QUARTER

REVIVES 3-A-NIGHT
Chicago, Oct. 30. |

|

"'Ralph Berger's. Latin Quarter,!

; after six months on a two-shows-a-
j

|

night. Shift; went back to three-a-

I

;
night Friday (26). Spot renewed

j

{-the 2 a.m. performance.
Lighter schedule was in- effect;

j

during the, recent. Ted Lewis and
!

Harry Richman engagements. Like I

I Sophie Tucker, Joe F- Lewis and a
j

j

number of other headliners here!
!

during the past year, Lewis and !

j

Richman nixed the late-hour Show,
j_ . , .

j

Allan Jones, 111, Misses 11
j

Shows at Oriental, Chi '

Chicago, Oct, 30. :

Allan Jones, heading the Oriental;
theatre stage bill, was out of the
show Friday and Saturday (26-27)

due to a heavy cold and missed 11

performances.
He opened Thursday (251 and

played the entire day despite a high
fever, but couldn't make the next
two days. He resumed on Sunday.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Bentvay

Frank Mimn. week-ending at

Lake Placid took time out to mitt

some of the gang here.

Ben Schaffer ago;: over a green-
light: clinic reports. He has been ap-
puinted.to deliver the papers at the

lodge to bed patients.

Valentine Parrera, hubby of Grace
'Moore, here' for a short stay, get-

ting that check-up and o.o.

Send birthday greetings to Edwin
Rehberg. Sam Lefko, Ben Schaffer

and Buftis Weathers, all Roger-ites.

Eddie Vogt. formerly Hurst &
Vogt, sacrifices most of his spare
time cheering up the . patients be-
tween his rest periods.

Your columnist "Happy Benway"
received his clinic report; the medi-
co's say we are chronic. After 17

j

years they tell me.
Gladys Pebbler is up and round

again after being de-tonsilized. She'
also was handed added exercise.

Halloween blowout at the Will
Rogers will lop all previous efforts.

Be.n-Sc.haffer is pencilled in as the
"Wilch of Salem," in a skit written
by Dickie Moore. '.

..After an.ioying a 10*day N. Yv
furlough and witnessing his nephew's
marriage. Joe Klein is back doing
the bed routine and looking better.

Ernie Burnett, that "Melancholy
Baby" tunesmith.

.
laughing at his

medicos. He now spends his ofltime
cheering tip the bed-ridden and the
needy, .; ..

.

Horace Bentley. who beat the rap
here at the Rogers, reports he is

now entertaining in a Boston nitery.

High-lights at the Rogers, Kay
Laos added to the shoppers list,'

while Helen Grupp, Alice Van Ness
and Ben Nadler now deliver the.

house mail: that's a mess of exercise.
Time off to hand E..G. Dodds. man-

ager Palace theatre,' Lake Placid, an
orchid and a mess of thanks for his
timely consideration of I he less for.-

Imiates of the show-world who seek
health here, . It's always open-
house at the Palace for them.

Dr. Homer McCreary, Roger's
medico, back feeling pukes after a"
fiiiiough in Middlebury. Vermont.
After a too-long bed routine

Dickie Moore has been upped for

suppers, first step toward unlimited
exercise.

Write to those that are ill.

Original

ROY
ROGERS

Atomic-Comic

Currently

STEUBEN'S, Boston

Flying Nov. 12

CASANOVA CLUB
Panama

l»ir.: MATTY KOSI.N—BKN NII.VNIN

I'MrHlHOHMl Kldff., NVw V»rk

GAGS! JOKES! GAGS!
PATTER! WISE-CRAX! STORIES!
Ftr vaurf»-nl1« cliibl, radio M.C.'t, linilfti.

doublci. tHntunceri. rtducrrs. disc |art(Rys.

dfrvclarf, bund l«ad«r*, sa.ihfr.. caniios,

stMflet, maoicianit, vrntrilos. cDmm«nlatui».
writcrt, cartoonists, «tc.

Fun-Master Goq Filet Not. 1 Thru 13

$1.05 Per Script, Postage Prepaid

Each File Contain! Over 100 Sack

Gagt !

!

Hiiko Checks I'ajuMt to

I'Al l.A SMITH
.

.Mail In "Fan-Master"
•.'till W. 64lh St.. Nrw ¥«rk t'iljr l». N.V.

PAUL
REGAN

Comic-Satirist

.lu»*t Krliiriii'ii Vroul Ovi-r«*-HM Topr

Currently

STATLER HOTEL
DETROIT
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Variety Bills
WEEK OF NOV. 2

Humeral* In connection with bill* below Indicate opening day or allow
whether full or ipllt week.

Loew

JIISW YOKK CITV
tapltnl (I)

I,os Blown
Heimy Youngm""
OaUdsniltH Bn*

. Slate (I)

The W'oi Umf n

yi Pure Watil

.MlSuV'llln VhIiIch

.lutiii t'tilverl

WANHINti'TON
« 'uphill (I)

RecliUngtoiiH •

1 1 orb Klllricr

MlMrril Hiifley
.

Milium ltuir<ni(il».H

Paramount

MR# YORK rjTY
l*urnmount (31)

.Andrews Slalom
Vfc ShO.PU lid

Tiru Herbert ••,'.<

rhns Ijellfhlon

Curt Wtwey
rik'nipiiL Mnrltham

<IIIOA<iO
Chit•«({« I!*-' >

Thk Ork Hofrhi«n

Berry Rro.s

A Intl. Drew
Uracil Sniiili

l.oelt-'Juw Jacltson
MIAMI

Oljmpiit CU}
A rii I In i t man
LOU Su Ifoh
.lean. Parker
4 rSYH i>«

The Armstrongs

Co

ilo Twins
Fiddling LinvMls :

I'ATKKSON
Majestic <l-4)

Crazy Show
Lament Four
Hilly Baitk
RUNf&lt S(st(T8'
Kdtlle Lambert
t K;<> s

(.'.-V)

P * W Lavolo
Siistia Leoiioff
Wtm'iej* .Sisters
.1 i mmy 1 lus.son
lid wards Bros
PIIILADFLPlll

A

('amm it U>
Pet?ffy Taylor a

Hobby Pinkus
Trtfivmy Wonder
(One. lo nn>

rKOVIDKM i;

Metropolitan
Lee Castle Ore
The Oraysons
Lenny Gale .

KOI kl OKI*
Pniac* «!-t>

'•fthyth hi" Unit
SI'IONO! Ihl.D
Court Mn, U-4)

Kdna Kf fiyon
1) <fc t, Raymond
Co).-y Worth
I ins-sell l-'ariiir

' WORf KSTKK
Plymouth (3IM)

Fdna Kenyan
UoliertnK cirrus
D '& L nayimmfl
- Sii (MUt-'iM

,

M l,s« A mr-rir-a *:

< VI ey Wori.li
'

Cabaret Bills

NEW CITY
urn'* nnj »o«

Ethel Gilbert
Hotel New Yorker

.loan Hyliloft

AGENCY
"The Oi{tstandiiiy Agency"

looking for lb*

Moir Discriminating of
Independent Theatre Ownen

•
1501 roadway-Paramount Bldg.

New York .

BRyant •-6352-3-4

pitchmen
Paul KeintM fo
.lettit Wllliiinifl

Reicul CI 1

1

I.uclty AfH.Uiul*'

TOI.KIIO
I'll I'll mount (2--I

)

Saltittry Kaye Jltl

•i'y }lffv*>*

I.jiik.' * t'inlre

RKO

BOSTON
Host an <1)

Woody Meiniiiii On'
Steve Comics
Don CuinmiiiKfl
Rons & La Pierre

COLPMIU S
I'nlnce (fi-i)

Sammy Kaye Ore

i'y Iteeves
Lmm * Claire

SAN FKAM'ISCO
(.olden loilf CU)

Hn.Mt Kflenuin Ore
Hnl h Davis
Nora Alii rt i n
Hi. 11 * Jordan

Warner

NBW VOKK t'lTV
Strand (•!>

VailKhn Minimi. On-
&oniir» Htirre-tt

Fred Sari'born

I IIIIMll-l I'M!

A

Karle («)
line*) MovRau t)l'0

HmI Stone
Danny Drayson

MOW \'OKK t'lTY
Music Hull (I)

Patricia lluwnuin
Rudolf Krocllcr
Lu'ey Brown
Kob Kvan«
F & S MlHtllKtl
Kdwartl Ueit-hert
Waller lirar

Kflxv dl)
Carl Kavaxxa
.lay JoyHlyn
Nicholas Bros
J)ave Aiiollon

Apollo (2)
Coeo Sieve At Ktl.ly

LONG ISLAND
» .Inmaieii (1-4)

2 Satmiel.s
'

I.ou I'K/Kibbona .

Harry l(,ise.

Lynn .Mayberry
(One lo lllll

<!-*)
Kko Ularthiolll
criHee to 1111)

IIROOKLVN
t'latbush c<-4)

llownll * lloww
I'Kouf to fill)

:t K«)war<l« Bron
(Hlt'AtiO

Orirntlll (I)

AMati .InheM
No'rt-i 'hii In ntn
llil MaiMoil
o Willys
Oonsolo A- Melba

Kl.'/ A II K i ll

liberty (1-4)
Paul Brilliant
'Tit nil IHiio
'1 Si a nteyn

"

Irene Wiley
Barry .V Sullivan ;.

IIAKTI'()KI>
Slate (4-4)

Monroe ,v- tlrant
Bl'liee Haves
Slnbliy. Kiiye
5 1 1 rays
Sully .t 'rliomaH
Cauline Albert

HOI.VOKK
Valley Arena (4)

Vineeld' l.oper. ore
iKour lo Mil)

~
INDIANAPOLIS

< irele (2)
lla) Melnlyrn Ore

2 IN 1

WALTER NILSSON
GAUDSMITH BROS.
CAPITOL. NEW YORK

THIS WEEK
IVi-K'tiliii M ii mi k fiiirn

t

rlHUI-: SMITH A4.K\rY

BAl/riMORK
t
"iniMMirome (I)

< Ma<-kH -

J
Jolly .lenUliiM Co.
Hud Sweciiev
Radio Avtn

- Royal <3)
' nb Calirtway Orepear| Uail fcy
* Poina

.StHt«*

£ & VV La vain
rayne P6«tct'

J
nailes Pii^e

'

J'he FaUalvs :

(4-7) :

"imparl- .V- liniUX
gi/rtcy Ctu-sun -

.Robby -Ilyj-on,

ill APi'lclfinp
BOt;yn urook

\, K«H»k (:t-4)

J«'-1ell Uros
Wallers ^ Diane
t^nree lo mil

n r.VMUKN

RVnics & )>oalr-y
Dodsoii

,V'e Maxlnew
»">mer & Uarrou

Man'y Mo<Julre
l.ou \y K- Hue
Joe Teriuint -

Ktllh'H V>.-i)

.I ^la.velloi?

|.i»rii' I>e
Kic.r.llt' SlViU.
.Toy Siwli'i'M

.11 Hill's Hums ''

kansas rrrv
TlUVIT <*>

tioi<ten Piifv-

(.'liarlntie Ainrsli

i.orisvn.i.K
NiMlmiHl (1)

Hill lNibinson
:t K lo^t*
i 'ooii**r sisters"
MarliiiM. Criiw
Saniiiels ,V* l.cia

NKHAim
. AiIhiiih < )

K Inn
1 Cole Trio

Andy K'h'l< OVe
.Men of It1)> 1 li in

'VUn Itufcerft

NKW OKhKANS
Si. ( harles (1(1)

Tex RlllPl-
hub Taylor
SI.'in Andrews

(Miarlos Slrtcklano
luck Itvan
Harold Witlard
Jimmy Burna
Bill Kelpey
(lay 9l!'a Oiinriett*

* Klite Angrl
Kvelyn Knfglit
I rwiu Ooiey
Rose Murphy
Helen Howe
Chlttlson Trio

rnr« ftowvry
(DoniKo'.Tii)

.losli White
Dolores Martin
I mopono Coca
Benny Morton oro '

Cttfo S«rl«*ly
(I ntown) :

Paula Laurence
Miiuive l>o Ulvel
Su«iin RooO
Mary Lou Williams
Beatrice. Kraft
Kdmund Hall Ore
Gene Field

Carousel
Nan HlakKi one
Ted Unnlor
Fred Keating
Diana Dale
.lohnny Easlninn
Patricia Itre.iit

I'lllb London
Con nee Boswell
Alan <!ale -

'

Kilo Victov.
Leonurda iV: Galante
choo ciioo .luhnson
Jack Harris Ore

roiuirubanii
Joe K Lewis
Dorothy tMaire
Kirk Wood
Miriam Lavalle
DeAngelo X- V:mya
Kiihko Do Pandciro
.Vickee Rfellards
.loel -Uerron Ore
No ro Morales Ore
King Cole Trio
Diamond llorsohoe
toe E Howard
Wittson sis
Kritizi Scheff
Ann Ponniiijjton
Willie Solar
Mr Ballantine
.lacn,uelin« Hurley
Michael Hflward
Bill Atom
Kij'i>', n Fninclp
Mitchell Hrother
Jimmy Allison
Dill Mooro
Four Uosebudn
Vhteeilt Travel's
Morty Keid Ore

4(10 R«>st:iiiriinC

Totmnv iJmsey Or«'
I. wit h Villuic« Inn
Suminy Walsh
A nn i'afpe
Johnny Genrjje ,

(jlfloi'Se Barr .4

'

Huvaiiu-Mntlrid
Di<i.sa **f«>stello

.

Cliito Kzar
Panoho & PlAne

Vavelii fid
Hotel AmbiiRNndnr
l.ouin Relnnroint ( %

lolea LanUe Ore

Hotel AKfor
l!o«e Sloraiid :Orc

Hotel Krlmoni
Plit».«

ffan Mar j In

Bobby Baxter,
Kav Carroll
Kii'lhryn DuTfy D.-rs

Nino Morales Ore
Lew Fields
Bert Stanley
Parson lie Ore

Hotel Hilttnnrr.
Roh lira nt Oro
.Lillian Cornell
Hiissnli Swann
<'nrdlnl
K St 10 Barry
,Ta S»'»lv Oreli

II iel i'oimnodiire
Cliar'ie Sjiivak Ore

Hotel nixie
Teddy King Ore
Kluu Williams

Unlet LdK.in
nioriiL Pinker Ore

K *.*•»'%* I^iMifie

Slan Keller Ore
Joan Ti^he

Hotel l.exintrton

Mom I k»i
To nil Kfiua
Tn lima
Maile . ' .

" ''

Moklhana
Harold Aloma fir*

Hotel UncMii
Art Mooivy Ore

Or

Terry Brent
Phil Roniayne
Neil Fontaine.
Arnold Shotla
Sunny Itaye
Johnny Long OrO
lintel IViiiisvtviiiii:

Frankie. Carle Ore
Hotel Pierre

Gali-Caii
DiOaiauo X- Adam
Stanley Mclhu Ore

Hotel IMn/.a
llildeKHide

Hotel Rnnnevelt
Ouy Loinbartio Ore

Hotel St. Regis
Dorol liy Shay
tieorffe Koch
La -1 io Ore .

C.eorfi'e A mold
Jeanne Suok
Bi'inkman Sis
.Woody Spears
Paul Sparoo
Theodora . Brooks

Hotrl Tall
Vincent Loptrz Or<
Hotel lVnldorrA

Joan 13d\vards
Mp rlo .v- Florta
13ml I Coleman Ore
Mlsciia Rorr R<1

Iceland
Boyd Heat hen
Betty Jane Moore
LoBron tt* Camphejl
Orecne &. Dooley

'

Jim Wnnu Troupe .

Lou Martin Ore
Kelly**. Sluhlep

Marcia Rave
Dotl„v Reid
Noma .Mali J la
Betty Maxwell
Jerry tiieen
Allan JacUson Ore

l.ii Miirllii1<|ii«

Sophie Tucker
iS&ene Baylos
Jiicltte FoniHine
Kntie Stewa rt Ore

l.iilfn Oitnrlet
Belle Baker
Pat Rooney
Dick Buckley
Noel Toy
M^ing Ling
lloo Sherj
Shiela Bond
B Wells 4 Fny»
.\Ta rianue
Wanger Oirls
Win) Walsh
Marty Deck Ore

I.eon A Rdille'i
Rddit! Dii vis

*

Jo Ann Sommers
Pa ul Dra yltn
Martingjijt'H
The < 'lay tuns
Arlyne Chiiodler
Siterr>-' Button
A rt 'Waiter Ore.

MadfMin Cafe
Diane ('uiutney
Ace dntidrleh

.1 udii h A i leu •

Montr Carlo
DlDli riiisparre Orr
Jean F Murray
La'dv A nne
Ki- .-.< • ' n-hiln O

Old Komii nlii n
Jackie. Pliilips

ShLc Banks
A I 'ml KeiN'ttnan

Claire Sfs
Helen Bower'
Joe I.a Porte;.Ore

Roger* Cotfin'i-

ll.'i i-r'y' Lercoirr) i

H

Clarli'n Hawallaiif;
ilarold Green
[''realnnen ,

" <

Mars 'I'rjo

iCoin Kolihlcra
Sig S.'hiitx .Ore

Rulian Bleu
Monica Boyar
Jitek Smit h
Ma.xihe Sullivan
J. ise Ah Ms
-M*>rv> ii ,V#d'soh

t 'edric Wa I In co Trio
HarJapd VVi.lson

ICnss Kretelm
Blah'.

a

•BifKM l-'eiii' en .

Sari (inihl
M is.-Jia Czdji nofT
I rr>n« I'cihIoi a
nark Bii-s«,

Kari'Taerf •

S|il»,v> Roof
Splvy- .

I'ai'fer & Rowle
Jayne Manners

stoiK mil'
Morales Ore
Frnle Hoist Ore

VAUDEVILLE 55

VerRalllet
Carl Brisson
Jimmy Carroll
Darlene Zito
lack Harwood
Gloria Davis
Kendall Kelly
-Miriam Seabold
Joe Hicardel Oro

Village Burn
Bert Sroue .

Patsy Lane
Al iriym tiwinn
Zeb Carver
Village Vanguard

Big Bill
Paul Villard
Bibl Osierwald
Schiriner Trio

Hlvfl
Lee Ross •.•

•Sbi'Ja Reynold!
T; e Carroll?
l\n'>rar

'

Ha. 'y Hortun Ore
Znnxlliur

Duke
. Kilington Ore

Loafs Jordan Ore
Golden Gate 4

Jesse & James .

Carter & Moreland
Claune tlopiiins Or<

/iiumcriiiiiu'H
W & J Brown
Wayne Thompson
Adrienne Parker
Bela; Zsiga.
Gene Kardos Ore

Exchanges
Continued from page 21

Chi alter several years at Saranac
Lake, N. Y.
Jack Rose, Indiana-Illinois Thea-

tre's prexy, is chairman o'f the
amusement and sports division of the
Community and War Fund.

Lieut. John Fett is out of the AAF
and back at his old job in Warners'
circuit purchasing dept. •'

"

Carroll Morton, former owner of
Skokie theatre, Skokie; 111., just re-
leased from the Army. He's cover-
ing western and northern Illinois as
salesman for Monogram.
John T. Ford, head of Warners'

Theatres mailing dept. for the past
12 years, retired last week. He's 74
years old, and prior to going to work
tor WB held a similar job for 36
years with Marshall Field's depart-
ment store here.
Milton C Officer, manager of Bala-

ban & Katz' Will Rogers theatre, is

|

new prez of the B&K employees'
j

club. Other officers are: Dorothy F
I Delre, Ted L. Regelin and Jimmy
Savage, veepees; Sam E. Stott, treas-
urer; Miriam Shayne, secretary; and
the following directors: Leo N. Bonn,
Charles Davidson, Anne Flaherty,
Myron J. Landry, and Laurence Wi't-
tiker. . :

Booze License of Det. Club Lifted

Pending Ownership Investigation

Bldg. Materials Shortages

Delays New Yacht Club
" Pittsburgh, Oct. 30.

Long delay in getting needed
building materials will postpone
opening of Little Jackie Heller's new
nitery here for several months.
Vaude and nitery .singer, who bought
a big building on . Liberty avenue
with his brothers, Sol and Bill

Heller, had hoped to be going by
holidays, but Feb; 1 looks like the

earliest VguesS now.
Hellers, who have been scouting

around for a spot ever since their

Yacht Club sank three years ago,

will use only two floors of their six-

story building, the first as a music
bar and steak house and the second
as a supper club;

:
.

'.:.« •
, . ..

Jack Rose Heads Chi Variety
Chicago, Oct. 30.

Jack Rose, of Manta-Rose Circuit,
elected chief barker of Variety Club
of Illinois, Tent No. 26, at the Black-
*tone hotel hq last Saturday (27).
John Balaban reelected doughguy.
Other new officers: Eddie Brunncil,
1st chief barker; Henry Elman, 2d
chief barker, and Harold Stevens,
property master. Irving Mack had
been elected to the latter position
but resigned to give another a chance
insomuch as he is national represen-
tative.

New board of directors comprises
Will Baker. James E. Costpn, Tom R,
Gilliam. Bill Hunt, Jack Irving and
Lester Simansky, National canvas-
man is Jack Kirsch, past chief
barker, with Rose and Brunnell as
delegates and Will Baker and Lester
Simansky, alternates. Chaplains are
Louis L. Mann, Father Frederick
Mariipn and Rev. Stanley Croslahd.

• Reading; Exhib's Son Ex-Navy
Reading, Pa., Oct. 30.

Lieut. Commdr. John C Glase, son
of manager Paul E. Glase, of the Em-
bassy and other Fabian and Wilmer
& Vincent theatres in Reading and
vicinity, has returned to civilian life

alter more than three. years' service
in the Navy He will resume the
practice of law with a Reading firm
later this month.

Mutual Airer Pushed

By MCA for Vaude
"Queen For a Day." Mutual's day-

time audience participation show, is

being submitted for vaude. Show
m.c.d by Jack Bailey, is sponsored
jointly by Alka-Seltzer and Procter

& Gamble, whiph started ba nkroll-
ing it Monday (29).

~
On Mutual five times weekly in

the afternoon, "'Queen" ran for some
time as a sustainer. It is being

handled for vaude by Music Corp of

America.

Ruth Barr Sets Up Org.

To Expand Club Bookings
Albany, Oct. 30.

Ruth Barr, booker of Lou Walters'

Latin Quarter, N. Y., has chartered

Ruth Barr, Inc. to conduct a thea-

trical booking agency in N. Y. While
she was put into business mainly
to book LQ shows for Walters, the

above action is a prelude to expan-
sion plans. She anticipates booking
shows into other cafes.

Directors beside Miss Barr in the

corporation are Sam Carlton, and
Bertha Friedman. Martin J. Desmoni
was filing attorney.

Nora Martin Dated
Nora Martin, former singer on the

Eddie Cantor show, starts a vaude
tour at the Golden Gate theatre, Sun
Francisco, Thursday (31V, and will

head to Loew's State, N. Y., Nov. 22.

Reported getting $1,250.

St. Louis Jottings
St. Louis, Oct. 30.

Lester Levy, former Monogram
salesman in. St. Louis, has been dis-
charged from the Army and will re-
join the slaff after a vacation.
A new 1.000 deluxe nabe for St.

Louis County is being planned by
Edward Dubinsky and associates.
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., for Fanchon

& Marco, has purchased the first-run
rights of "Divorce" for showing in
the 5.000-seat Fox.
Bob Gibbons, Dayton, O., has re-

turned to his stint after relieving
Milton Kauffman, manager of the
Orpheum, who was on vacation.
A short circuit in the lighting sys-

tem on the marquee of the Fox thea-
tre caused $50 damage.

2 I t. Wayne Deals
Fort Wayne, Ind.. Oct. 30.

Leases on two theatre. buildings in
Fort Wayne have been recorded.
KMK Realty Co. has given a 10-year
lease to the Harrison Theatre &
Realty' Co.. .Mrs. Helen M. Quimby
president and treasurer, at $1,500 per
month- until May 31, 1955, at which
time a five-year option Js provided
for at $1,666.67 per month. A second
fivcryear option may be taken after
April 30. 1960.

The other lease was taken by Har-
rison Co. on the Palace, Fort Wayne.
The -15-year lease provides that, as
partial rent, Harrison shall pay $4
per quarter to the holders of com-
mon stock in the Palace theatre from
Jan. 1, 1946. to Dec. 31, 1951. alter
which period the lessee will pay
$5.35 per share quarterly to suid

stockholders. Harrison Co. further
agrees to pav $4.00,1 on the mortgage

|
balance of $24,000 due on the builcl-

ng. ; -,

v
"• '.

Of Pittsburgh Switches
Pittsburgh, Oct: 30.

Pete DeFazio, recently disc'virged

from the Army, has joined Wii s; les

stiiff here, replacing Howard Minsky,
who resigned. He was with same
company, in New Haven exchange,
before going into the service. DcFa-

100G la. Vacation Center
Cedar Rapids, la., Oct. 30.

H, A. Ross of Des Moines plans to

construct, soon .
as materials are

available, a modern "family vaca-

tion center, with playground and
100 cottages at West Okoboji lake in

northwestern Iowa. It will be the

the first amusement center of the

kind in the Iowa area and will cost

about $100,000.

Ross has bought 68 acres on which
to build his project.

Detroit, Oct. 30.

Liquor license for Lee V Eddie's
Supper Club was suspended last

week (26) while Michigan Liquor
Control Commission looked into the
spot's ownership. Suspension, how-
ever, did not close out Ted Lewis'
band and show, which runs through
this week. '

.

Background 'of the case is police
suspicion of who is running what
bars and clubs in Detroit, one of the
nation's roughest towns in prohibi-
tion days. Lee 'n' Eddie's licenses
are in the name of Edward Casmer,
and a temporary, telegraphic per-
mit was issued recently to Phillip
Flax. According to Commish rec-
ords, Flax bought the spot from
Casmer on Aug. 8 for $40,000 in cash
and $20,000 in notes. .-.'•

'But behind the two men, the
Liquor Board sees the hand of Sain
Bernstein, part-owner of Turk's
Bar, show crowd hangout. Turk's
Bar, however, is listed as owned
by Herman Prujanski. The spot has
been in the police news recently for
alleged gun-drawing by customers
in disputes.

Another angle to the situation,
which makes police and Commission
investigators wonder if tough boys
are moving back into the field, is the
recent

, death, of Jerome A'. Rothen-
berg in an automobile accident.
Police are not satisfied with the "ac-
cident" explanation. Rothernberg
was attorney for Bernstein and
Prujanski.

Explosion against Lee 'n' Eddie's
came after Ted Lewis introduced
Bernstein as club owner. Lewis has
denied several times since the faux
pas.

Klotz Back to Glaser
Jack Klotz, who booked acts for

Joe Glaser before the war, was dis-

charged from the Army recently

and is back at Glaser'* Associated

Booking Corp. at his old routine.

Klotz will , work as assistant, to

Charlie Yates, head of the ABC the-

atre department.

Former Owners of LQ,

Det., Bounced Again By

WLB, Penalized 25G
Detroit, Oct. 30.

Former management of the Latin
Quarter last week was penalized
$25,000 in income tax allowance. Ju.st

several weeks ago the former man-
agement was ordered' to cough up
$38,000 for OPA overcharges. Latest
penalty stems from a probe of labor

"pirating."

Penalty was imposed by the Re-
gional War Labor Board, which
received complaints from other res-

taurants of Quarter pirating shortly

after the Club opened in March,
1943. Before WLB could crack down,
the club changed hands. A WLB
panel reported that an excess of

$300,000 in wages was paid in 1944

and 1945 and recommended deduc-
tion of $25,000 from the income tax

exemptions of the former operators

—Lou Walters, et al.—for the year
ending Dec. 31, 1944.

Present management comprises
Tom Saffady and Lou Morelli.

TISHMAN CORRALLING

MIDGETS FOR METRO
Irving Tishman, manager of Bus-

ter Shaver and Olive & George,, will

be up to his hips in Lilliputian per-

formers from here on in.

He's been commissioned by Metro
to procure 75 midgets for their

forthcoming production "Three Wise
Fools."

MET OPERA BOOKS MEMPHIS
Memphis, Oct. 30.

Arts Appreciation of .Memphis,

angelled by I. L. Myers, has booked
the Metropolitan Opera Company
for a two-day stand here in May.

Will mark the first time the Met
has ever played Memphis.

zio is a brother of Sam DeFazio, who
manages J. P. Harris theatre.

Doug Beck, RKO exploiteer in this

territory for the last year, is being
transferred to Washington district.

He'll switch jobs with Lou Carroll,

who's coming on to Pittsburgh.
McClui-e theatre, closed for several

years, has reopened under the man-
agement of Paul Brotlner. who oper-
ates the Avenue at uptown Fifth
avenue. Last proprietor of the
McClure was E. J. ( Manny) Golden.

Cpl. Matthew Ray, in the service
for three years, has returned to his

old civilian pob in the. Par shipping
department.
Mark Goldman, former manager

of Monogram exchange here and be-
fore that with Gaumonl-British, has
gone with PRC in Boston in a spe-
cial sales capacity. Most recently he-

was with PRC in Cleveland.

Fay's, Philly, Renamed,

To Use Negro Vaude
Izzy Hirst, burlesque circuit' oper-

ator, has taken over Fry's, Phila-

|

delphia, from the Morris Wax inter-/.

I

csts, arid will rechristen it Fan's
theatre and reopen Friday (2) with
colored vaude bills.

Iriitialer is "Harlem's-a-Poppin',"
featuring Lillian Fitzgerald, >

Lowry a Show Doc
Pittsburgh, Oct. 30.

Ed Lowry. veteran vaudevillian

and m.C.i has been signed by John
H. Harris for Arena Managers Assn.,

to do a special job for "Icecapades."

Lowry's assignment will be to sit

in as an observer on show for sev-

eral weeks and suggest added bits

of comedy, mostly of a visual nature,

fo '.the comics.

No specified time set for the

chore. Lowry, who was once m.c.

for Stanley here, has been living on
coast for last decade, and for two
years, until several months ago,

j
headed the western office of USO

' Hollywood Victory Committee.
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Night Club Reviews
I .a .11arliiii«|ii<>. > - Y.
Sophie Tucker with Ted Shapiro;

Jimmy Ames, Larry Stewart. Ernie
Stewart Orch. Sacasax' Latin Band.
Line: songs 'by Dick Roycrs and
Hiiglfie Prince: miisiVrtl arrimue-
me'uls. Buck. Wurnivk and Ted
Royal; $3,50 ni.iitttyiiiifi.

7.00 inmates. es-

It's a repri.-'e

Voice, looks and magnetism— that's

what Variktv said about Sophie
Tuekci back in 1909, wlicii she .was
a comparative unknown; In 1945'.'

The changes aren't so noticeable, ex-
cept' for liov great Iv enhanced bo.
value. Whether La Martinique, the
old Union Square days, or when she
was billed as Madame Sophie Tucker
in the swank houses. Soph remains
typical of the oldtime clan serving
as an object lesson to present rday
showmanship methods,
"The last of the red hot mamas"

makes one recall the old Victor
Moore-Emma Littlefield axionv. of

"Chanse . Your Act, or Go Back to

the Woods " in her .Current' date at

Dario and Jimmy Vernon's Lii Mar-
tinique. Miss Tucker is doing now:
material, and whether it's a straight
tune, one of those recitatives or an.

exchange of banter with her peren-
nial sidekick at the piano. Ted Sha-
piro, she's clicko all the way.
The current bill includes other

. people, of course.. Such as singer
Larry Stewart, a mechanical ballad-
is!;, jimmy Ames (lor the: last show:
only i. the nitty-looking linegirls and
the orchs of Ernie Stewart and Satv
•asas. But there's no pretense that
they're anything more than foliage
for Soph, who's appearing at the
dinner and midnight shows only.
. Miss Tucker is doing 35 minutes
and, when caught, could have stayed
on, all night. As usual. Jack Ycilen
has supplied her with clever special
material. And there's no denying
that stuff she gets away with emerges
as entertainment rather than the
ribaldry suggested by a casual read-
ing ol' the lyrics.

Soph's ihtro number, wherein she
tells of the changing times, is -sock,

though Iter followup, in .which she
re3ds from a diary (with a plug for
her autobiog. published recently), is

inclined to slow the pace of her turn.
It would be advisable for her to
achieve another means to link he

r

song chronology which, of course,
includes tunes with which she's be-
come associated through the. years,
winding no with the inevitable
'"Some of These Days."
Ernie Stewart for the show and

Sacasas for the Latin rhythms are
okay.
The production? Gowns, furs, jew-

els, orchids—that would be Soph.
Wotta production! Kcihii.

turned as various
cape from their fa.

of the shou . spotlighting Shore as a

whip-cracking ringmaster. Allen as

barker. Miss Clavijo as the moppet
try ing to' crash the show, etc.

Cee Davidson emcees cordially, and
his band and Don Chiesta's marae.i-

mau lei's are in their usual good
fonii; :'.', - MiJ.c.

4'lov«*r ( Ink. Miami
. M'tumk Oct. 24.

Jan Bart. Marcetta Hendricks. Ed-
wards k Diane. June Taylor Line

(7 ', Doit ..Ricdnrds Oreli Ull..' Mi.iii-

imim; $1.50, $2.30.

Though kicking comedy, new show
in this big. pleasant room scores

with what' looks like a mid-season
crowd. Standing out is small num-
ber ot uniforms, where heretofore

place drew the military in large

numbers (most of them shipped out I n-^ody
In recent- weeks). Despite rainy 1

weather, management was setting up
extra tables by show time when
caught. Customers weren't disap:

pointed.
•Jan .Barf, who heads up the welt-

knit production, clicks in top fash' I

ion with his tenorings.' Oversized
guy. introduced, by maestro Don
Richards, who emcees, quickly wins
audience with his ''ingratiating man-
ner. Stint is Well balanced. Bart
mixing pop. Irish and show tunes' in
smart" fashion. Slops show with his

"Rigoletto." then tops that spot with
lakeoITs on' radio singing personali-
ties, among them Crosby, Ink Spots
and Kale Smith.
Edwards and Diane are comers in

the dance-team brackets. Good-
looking youngsters, they're long
holdovers and don't often repeat
routines used in other shows. They
get rousing reception from audience.
Marcclla Hendricks.; nice-looking
blonde, who opens show, is' a bil

we: !; but improves toward end of

tier turn. She could use some ad-
vice from a coutourier on gowns to

lit her blonde looks. Best num-
ber is "If I Loved You." Room a

lough one for her type ot light voice.
June Taylor line is probably the

freshest looking and boasts the most
ingeniously conceived routines in

town. Understand they're leaving,
when this show closes, for other
bookings. Clover management will
have hard time finding' another line
as good.
Richards rates kudoes for his em-

ceeing, besides cutting show in' mas-
terful fashion. Backgrounding by
his orch of acts is tops in all depart-
ments, with the violin section espe-
cially effective for singers. Soil.

«1 least, the only one of the four

acts who wasn't suffering front open-
ing night jitters, loss of memory and
various other forms of snafu-enza,
Following a routine Selma Mar-,

lowo-dosigned beguiuc by the Latin
Lovelies, Jerry and Jane Brandow
oiler a duo of twirltaps to "Wrap
Your Cares in Rhythm" • and the

Rachmaninoff "Prelude.'' guy pick-

ing 'em up and laying 'em down in

rings around his partner. Neat,
clipped turn will be a perfect entry
in its .field when the gal gets ill the
groove.

In his first local nitery appear-
ance, radio singer Jerry Cooper dis-

plays his virile. Perry Cdmo-ish set

of pipes in seven pop tunes, includ-
ing "Love Is Sweeping the Coun-
try,". "It's Been a Long. Long, Time."
"Gonna Love That Gal." "Black
Magic" and "Irish Lullaby."
Dorothy Donegan is al her best

when she's beating out a hot
Gershwin olio. "Minute Waltz" a la.

Hazel Scott, and gutbucket "Tale of

Two Cities." When she sings, read-
ing the words to a "Trolley Song"

from a' sheet of paper
popped up on the piano, it's em-
barrassing. Otherwise she's solid.

Vine wraps it up with the yarn
about the femme jitterbug with a

wooden leg. Riehmpn impresh.
"Fanny" saying, goodbye to her sis-

I te'r in the LaSatle slation. Sinatraips-
itig to "You'll Never Know" with
two sidemeri holding him up. lim-
ning of a lush bemorning the loss

of his pals to "Old Gang of Mine."
and the bubbling "Rain" skit, which
could gel sacrilegious but never does
because of the comic's light, expert
touch as Rev. Davidson and Carol
Vance's earthy-but.-inirthfiil inter-

pretation of Sadie. RegolT.
Line reprises its dance with male

dummies from the last show to close,

tracing the history of terpsichore
from the Castles to Aslaiies. Buddy-
Shaw and Don Costollano's dish Out
rhythms capably. Mike.

r.O» rink. I»«»<r«ii
Detroit. Oct. 2(i.

Charley Carlisle. Belra White.
Chandra. Jti in & f.slelle. Tito Cara-
lero, Jane Steward D'tvcers ((it;

Jerry Varya. Lee Walters. Oreh (10) ;

cower 60c.

Itio I flbaua. CM
CWcooo. Oct. 24.

Willie Shore, Karen Cooper, Greb
& Lobe.r. Jne~ Ctanijo. .JoJni Allen,
Rio Crthami Loi'eliex (7 P. Ce« David-
son Oreh (!l). Don C/iiesta Orch (5):

$3-$3.50 minimum:

lVrsian K«M»m. X. V.
(HOTEL PLAZA)

}iildcyarde. with Salvatore Gioe at
piano: Arthur Ravel & Marl; Mantle
Orchs; $3.50 iiiiniinu/ii; $n premiere.

The freres Jacobson should really
do business with this one. what with
local boy Willie Shore. Greb and
Lober. a great new dance team. and.
the punchy vibratos of Karen
Cooper on tap. Not to mention
some uncommon touches by pro-
ducer Donn Arden that definitely
lift the Rio Cabana's latest harle-
quinade into the big time.
Shore is very close to the front in

j
|i|t e Lea

the race for title of best soft-shoe
tap-and-ballet number , in the busi-
ness (a limited field of endeavor, of
course), but when he digs deep for
elocutionary materials that would be
a swell basic ingredient for an Eliza-
beth Arden mudpack it's little short

1 of embarrassing. Smut is shoveled

| thick and fast in the ditty. "Holiday
" for G-Strings." saga on whal he went
through lo keep a chorine in minks
and baubles, and the in-between
quips..

His best stuff remains the Pat
Roo'ney soft-shoe to "O'Grady";
"Donegal" (half Yiddish, hall Ital-

ia h > : "Ail-American Shore." with
two football huskies stooging as

j

•candy butchers. Shore is too clever
a performer to have: to resort In blue
stun", even it the Rio: clientele likes
it that way.
Greb and- Lober. barefoot, -rag-

gedy-annish Calypso dancers, prove
a smash in a. couple of stints accen-
tuating midriff wriggles. Unexpect-
ed routines and get-ups have payees
clamoring : for more. Refreshing
young couple have to beg off.

Miss Cooper stirs iip plenty of ap-
plause with "Manana." "Lei Me Love
You Tonight." "Verv Thought "of

You." "If I Had You" and "My
Heart:* on a Binge Again." Plus a
surprisingly effective version of the
oldie. "When J Get You Alone To-
night." which the oldsters love. Gal
really knows her way up and down
the octaves.' and capitalizes on the
talent with challenging arrange-
ments.
Arden. with an odd-numbered line

—seven—achieves some soc'ko pic-
torial effects. Gals are all lookers:
costumes are ultra chic: Inez Clavijo
weaves in and out of the production
numbers gracefully: and John Allen
coiitribs vocals of "Dangerous Rli.-in-

sodv," "Don't' Feed the Animals"
and "You Bring Out the Beast in

Me." latter tunes backing up a clever
circus stint in which the gals, cos-

Hildegarde proved her showman-
ship anew last Thursday (25 » on her
p.eem at the Persian Room when,
before a chichi, dressed-up-to-go-
snooting. Navy Week turnout, she
worked for over an hour on the floor
and wore down the socialites. It was
or.e_oi.tlie more curious sights on the
nocturnal circuit, a difficult, rude,
too-elegant crowd who came to see
themselves and not any flooishow.
Hildy made 'em change their- minds.
The ehantposey from Milwaukee

and the Persian Room go together
& Perrins. so her click is

Charley Carlisle, comedian-emcee,
packs them in at this, nitery. which,
because of its near-border location,
draws a heavy Windsor (Out.) trade
Show starts at 9:30 p, m.. runs to 2
a. m.. with . Clixiisje doing his stuff

most of the time arid keeping.'up a
line of chatter that brings hearty
guffaws.
Belva White does a variety of

songs in the Sophie-Tucker manner.
"Some of These Days" and "My: Man"
scores heavily. She has a strong
voice and sock delivery.. Chandra
does a svelte dance with emphasis
on sex. but nothing exceptional in
her manner or dance,

Julio and E-tellc contrib Mexican
dancing and are a p'easing pair, but
a little off the beam for this audience.
Tito Cavalero. tap dancer, is not up
to the other acts. Jerry Varga singv
request numbers in a pleasing bari-
tone. The Steward dancers line is

pleasing and work hard. Lee Wal-
ters orch gives neat- support to

the acts.

with this package. Intimate, band-
boxy boite has been an off-and-on
proposition for the past two years,

till acquired recently by Malcolm
Pfaelzer, Chi meat, wholesaler, and
Jerry Pogel, formerly manager of
the Latin Quarter here, who've been
rebuilding its rep with cuisine and a

small band.
/

Since the crowds started coming
because of the latter factors, it looks

from here like their showbiz ven-
ture is in the bag.

Athena, jinxed by some incredibly

sour notes', didn't show up too

well at the opener. She's a Carmen
Amava-ish type, with little of the

Amaya lire, but there's enough cape
twirling and heel and Castanet, click-

ing to get the show off with a flash.

Dorothy Blaine, throaty thtush.

opens with "I Feel a Song Coming
On," and if the band felt that way
loo -everything would be lovely. De-
spite her weak backing, however,
plus a too-heavy-on-the-mike tech-

nique. Miss Blaine gets a nice ova-
tion for "Had to Be You." "Okla-
homa! " medley. "You Belong to My
Heart." and "I Wanna Get Married."

Blair and Dean, in trey spot, are

several lengths ahead of the field at

the. finish with their clean-cut. Iill-

ihs> ballroom terping. Gal's ballet-

skirled outfit is an eye-catcher, and
the quintet ol fast routines wind up
big with a cake-walk to "Alexander's

Ragtime Band."
Paul Rosini'S easy amiabdity in

selling the card-in-cigarelle. egg-m-

bag. rope and rings, and cigar-ni-cai-

tricks add immeasurably to a stint,

that's easy -to take, .
:

•.,
;,''.

Kiki. Ochart's boys know all: the

ins and outs of the rhumba biz. but

the Hoffman outfit needs a shot in

the arm. ''."
; M'ke.

f>on & K«lili<'*«- - X?
Eddie Duris. Martinyules (21. Paid

Dra-yliit. Arlyne Chandler. Claytons

(2i. Danny Roberts, Jo Ann Sum-
mers. Art Waller's Orch; Mill, $3.50.

Despite laryngitis and necessity of

i mining the place during partner

Leon's "absence. Eddie Davis is still

the premier entertainer on;
(
52d

street, capable of cutting down either

a tourist: „r native audience to his

size, His good-natural ribaldries

constitute sock entertainment, and
if he acquiesced to audience demands,
he'd probably still be on the floor.

He's heading a show made of up a

hair-dozen new acts on the street.

He's done a careful job of talent se-

lection, with the result that the show
moves al a fast gait and gives the

customers a fine entertainment buy.

In the new display are the Martin-
gales. Paul Draylin. Danny Roberts.

Arlvne Chandler, the Claytons and
Jo Ann Summers (New Acts I. with
Art. Waner's crew providing dance
incentives.
Sherry Britton. the spot's perennial

lure for visiting firemen, out this per-
formance because of illness Jose.

now a seasonal item for the record.
Variations, usually, are in the sup-
porting band and her repertoire. So
she has new songs, and Arthur Ravel
is the new baton backer-upper, in
lieu of Bob Grant. But that audi-
ence! It shouldn't happen to a bus-
boy. But it did last Thursday. The
management knew it was in trouble
when maitre d'hotel Fred at the
tape got grayer casting the tables
and their occupants. It was a bad
rundown because the regulars were
in left field and the come-out-once-
in-a-hlue-mooners .were on the ring,
with tare exceptions.

Noiftlheiess—she whammed 'em.
running the. gamut from "Till .the
End of Time." "Lover of Paree."
"June Is Bust! it'." "Cab Song," an-
pih'er Frenchy roundelay with fiddle
and accordion backup in the Mont-
martre tradition. "The-: Fleet's In"
(Very: appropriate for the Navy cele-
bration i.. "After You've Gone." a
special poo by Jessyca Russell built
around the columnists, assorted
tripping to and from the Steinv.-av.
hei isual assortment of self-admitted
corny gags ( which .she makes pay off
like Guy Lombardo). and the rest
of it. :<

.
..

Sartorially , Hildegaide's gown
might have gotten some of those AK
dowagers so ga-ga on the ring they
wouldn't give in, ; : Abel.

Satire IS «»<»... Tfi Y.
(HOTEL SHERATON!

Bruce Raebtirn, Eleanor Britton.
Roy C. Robinson Orel) (3): suppers
from $1.25; no winimiiiii.

I.mill Ouamer. 4'ki
Chicago. Oct. 26.

Billy Vine, with Carol Vance;
Dorothy Donegan, Jerry Cooper.
Jerry & Joiie Brandow, Latin Lore-
lies (8). Buddy Shuw Orch (11),

Don Cosfcdttiios Orcli (5): $3.50
miiiiniiilii,

Off the beaten path, the Satire
Room's intimate atmosphere, soft
lights and music make it a natch for
patrons seeking respite fr»m Man-
hattan's noisier niteries. Lack »f
activity during the late evening,
however, preclude its after-theatre
attractiveness. Room, reopened af-
ter six months' darkness, has been
redecorated with an eye to smart
decor, and a newly-cut entrance to
the adjoining bar makes for more
space.
Eleanor Britton. manager, emeees

the show, adding to the room's inti-
macy with her audience-participa-
tion gags. Present plans call for
Wednesday and Saturday -novelty
nights, when prize-winning dance
contestants will be awarded cham-
pagne and the losers dancing les. ons.
Show spotlights Bruce Raeburn. a
fave at the Elysee's Monkey Bar.
who doubles here nightly during the
cocktail and early evening hours.
His smooth baritone and deft piano
tfo well with songs and satire a la
Dwight Fiske. and he jfels hefty
laughs with a revised version of
"She Said No" and *)ixie," done
in French lyrics.

Roy Robinson's snappy trio fpiarui.
bass, guitar) supply neat dansapa-
tion, with Latin tunes thrown in.
Piped-in music takes over when the
orch leaves the stand. An enlarged
floor show could do much to help
Ihe Satire Room live up to its slogan
of "always something doing,"

New Acts

ANDRE, AN DREE A BONNIE
Dancing
U Mins.
Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y.
Andre, Alidrce and Bonnie are

surefire not only for the feiinnu
trade, btil are capable of giving the
hitter's escorts a full measure of. en-
tertainment as well.

They're novel righl from the be-
ginning. Attendants set the floor
with a milliner's hatrack and a full-

length dummy, and sneak in tuo
iemmes masked to look like tint

model. Male then docs a clever bit

of millinery creation with felt,

feathers and pins that would i'o

credit to John Frederics, and follows
with terps with gals still deadpan.

They follow with a strong set pE
ballroom numbers, in which lie does
excellent double lifts and spins: •

. Act is nicely dressed, with gab
expensively garbed, and male in tux.
TheVYe suited for smart spots any-
where:— j • Jose.

Hal Takaria. S. F.
San Francisco, Oct. 27.

Georye & Gene Bernard. Shirley
Dennis; Helene Huyhes Dancers.
Johnny Mack; Lee HttJ'eris Orcli

(10): no cover, $2 min.

Dave Vine's hoi -so-little boy Billy

saves the Latin Quarter's latest item
from mediocrity, just as Harry
Kichinan did the last one. . He was,

Colour 4 Ink. 4'kl
Chicago, Oct. 25. .

Dorothy Blaine. Paul Rosiui. Biuir
& Dean. Athena. Earl Hoffman Orch
(6). Kiki Ochart Orch <5r; $3 tniiu'-

tnuwi.
: \

:.'

'

Colony Club, near-northside 350-
seater where Hildegarde first started
catching Chicago's eye aboil I 10 years
ago, goes back to its flooishow policy

The traditionally sound showman-
ship of Tom Gerun provides an ade-
quate show for this popular night
spot with George and Gene Ber-
nard, and their phonograph panto-
mime routine clicking nicely. Com-
bining clever mugging and adroit
comedy, the Bernards take the ma-
jor chunk of applause with a series

of caricatures of the Andrews Sis-

ters. Bing Crosby. Mary Martin.
Danny Kaye and Betty Hutton.
Garnering hefty approval is Shir-

ley Dennis, who, in addition to "So
In Love" and "If You Were the Only
Boy," : Iso does a good job on "Take
Me Out to the Ball Game" and a

Latin version of "Good, Good, Good."
John Mack, in top hat and tails,

turns in. clever tapstering to good
returns. :

.''-'.;•"

.

Helene Hughes Dancers open the
show with clog-dance number, and
return later for another dance en-
semble.

,

THE MARTINGALES (!)

Adagio
X Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
The Martingales show a'h accept-

able but too frequently seen assort-
ment of adagio tricks. Most of those
displayed are standard equipment
wilh other acts of this type, and ate
presented in a straightforward man-
ner devoid of showmanship.
Theii tricks are well perfected but

heed greater punctuation with dance
interludes. Act here could have
been lighted more effectively. Sub-
dued illumination would h:wo set
them off to greater advantage. ,.-".-'

. .

v ''
; ,

"'. Jose.

THE CLAYTONS (2)

Rope-Twirlinj
* Mins. ;

Leon * Eddie's, N. Y.
This young, mixed couple in west-

ern garb show some trick rope-spir-

ning. effectiveness which was marred
on their opening night by .

the
femme's nervousness. Practically,

everything in the roping, line l as

been exhibited. Perhaps this pa r

should try to work up a gab routine
in an effort to set them off from
teams of this type.
They need further cxperiei.ee be-

fore they can show in family
vauders. Jose.

N Y. Nitery Followup
Weds wood Room of the Waldorf-

Astoria, N. Y., gets groovy, again
with Joan Edwards, who enlivens
this staid spot^ in a manner that does
credit to Lucius Boomer's capabili-
ties as a talent selector and George
Washington Hill, who hires her tor

his Saturday night Hit Parade. She's
a click from the first bar and runs
roughshod oyer the applause, in-
stincts of the audience.

She's expensively garbed in a
white- evening gown with ruffled bal-
let-skirt effect to set herself off

visually and. on opening night (29).
went into a song session that lasied
20 minutes and could have remained
oil longer. Of musical historical
significance is her medley of Hit
Parade tunes since she started on the
program in '42. Most tunes are
merely suggested for a generally
pleasing arrangement. Also does
some pinuistics in a clicko manner
with a Grieg medley, and injects a
nice sense of humorwith a gentle
rib of Lawrence Tibbett and an off-

slage recording of her voice with
which she duets. '. -

'• '

The Waldorf found itself in the
unusual spot of introducing talent
new to this town. Mario & Floi'ia.
originally scheduled, couldn't get out

PAUL DRAYLIN
Mag if

1(1 M'ns.
Lean * Eddie's. N. Y.
Paul Draylin impresses as lieing

ready for the family vauders imme-
diately. He's a clean-looking chap,
dressed iii tails with a smooth dis-
play of magic. Tricks are neatly
presented, are sufficiently mystify-
ing to provoke applali.se. and have
variety sufficient to maintain inler-
est.

He winds up a nice display with
the .cigaret palming in the Cardiiii
manner. With more original num-
bers he could play ace houses.

Jose.

ARLYNE CHANDLER
Sonts
< Mins.
Leon * Eddie's, N. Y.
Miss Chandler has far to go lo

reach
,
the moneyed brackets. Cur-

rently she seems to be catching < n
to the method of infusing color in'o
her tunes, but is far from her goal.
Delivery is acceptable and choice of
songs is okay, getting more than
polite hands for "Gonna LoVe That
Guy." "Embraceable Yon" and "That's
for Me."
Makes a nice appearance on the

floor. Jose.

JO ANN SUMMERS
Dance
T Mins.
Leon * Eddie's, N. Y.
Jo Ann Summers, with more sea-

soning, can graduate to vaude or pro-
ductions in the big league cafe e-"r--

cults. She's a pert. Hard'-worlnt'f?
number with a good' idea of the
effect she's trying to achieve in the
taps line,' -

Well-gowned, makes a good ap-
pearance and has a good set (if rou-
tines. Jose.

DANNY ROHERTS
Snugs
» Mins. •/>
Leon * Eddie's, N. Y.
Danny Roberts .as singer-emcee

does his work efficiently. He inlroes
the acts without slowing up the shou-
and pipings make for good listening
during turn on the floor. Does
rhythm numbers and ballads with
equal efrectivenesS.
Could be used in production num-

bers ih the tonier spots. Jose.

of a Boston dale hi time, ai d Music
Corp. of America found a clicko sub-
stitute in Andre. Andree i Bonnie.
(New Acts), which pleased to the
extent that they'll be back al tin's

spot when Frank Sinatra opes Nov.
20. M&F go in the latter pai l of the

week. Jose.
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Visitor Void Nips B'way Grosses;

Hotels Had Plenty Vacancies Too

Cohan Mass

Broadway grosses dropped last*

week, -climaxed by Navy Day, Sat-

urday '27 >, because the usual quota

of visitors was not in the metropo-

lis. Saturday matinees were par-

ticularly dented, people flocking

to the Hudson River banks to

.'see the fleet when' reviewed by

President Truman • or to Central

Park where lie made an historic ad-

dress* Broadway was jajnmed. too,

throngs awaiting the presidential

parly on the way back to the Penn-

sylvania station.

An idea of how theatres were af-

fected was gleaned from the drop

in takings of one hit that has been

drawing standees. Week's gross

dipped $1,000, all the empties being

Saturday afternoon. When Hie presi-

dential visit was announced patrons

with tickets for the -afternoon show
exchanged them for subsequent per-

formances.-
, For the first lime in years mid-

town hotels had plenty of unoccu-

pied rooms. Room clerks had

turned down "all requests for res-

ervations prior to and during Navy
Day week. Weekend last week saw
proprietors rubbing their eyes,

with several hundred .
rooms not

tenanted in each of a number of

hotels.
:''.-

By radio and other means poten-

tial visitors were told not to come

to the metropolis. For years every

weekend saw all hotels at capacity

but the percentage of occupancy

dropped so sharply that proprietors

inserted ads in out-of-town papers

early last week to the effect that ap-

plications for reservations were wel-

come and that plenty. of rooms were

available.

Through Navy sources New York
hotels were asked to set aside thous-

ands- of rooms in anticipation that

families of the Naval complement
-would come to town. Hotel people

complied, to the distress of tran-

sients, and then were caught with

the rooms on their hands. -

Chi Socialite Debuts
In Opera, 'Pagliacci'

Chicago. Oct. 30.

Unusual operatic debut here
Friday (26) was that of Louis

S'utUer. local socialite and former
prcz of the North Shore's toney
Saddle & Cycle Club, in the role

of Silvio in Chi Opera Company's
"I Pagliacci," opposite Giovanni
Martinelli, Leonard Warren, Carole
Stafford and Ludovico Alivero.

Baritone, who started singing in

college with the Yale Glee Club and
was coached for opera by Edith

Mason, drew mixed notices, although

most erix agreed he "shows prom-
ise " .

.

The 42-year-old '.tyro is head of

Sudler ti Co., local , realtors.

Solemn high mass, marking the
third anniversary, of the passing of
George M. Cohan, will be conducted
next Monday <5) 10 a.m. at the
Blessed Sacrament church, 71st
street near Broadway, N. Y. Here-
tofore Capt. Dennis F. O'Brien han- .

died the details, but because he's in-
disposed. Georgette Cohan, de-

|

jceased's eldest daughter, is in charge.
There will also be special prayers

j
in memory of Jere and Helen Cohan,
George Ue's parents, and for Jose-
phine Cohan Niblo. his sister.

Fay Claims His Position in Equity

Dispute Has Not Been Made Clear

'Carib' Folds In

N.Y to 100G Red

HEIMAN, ALEX YOKEL

UNDER MEDICAL 0.0.

Two prominent showmen are on

the sick list. They are Marcus
Hciman and Alex Yokel.

Heiman. head of the League of

New York Theatres and of the United

Booking Office, is in Harkness Pavil-

ion, Presbyterian Medical Center,

under observation. His vision has

been defective in recent weeks and

doctors advised that he enter the

hospital so a eheek on possible in-

fection could be properly made.

Showman has otherwise been in good

health. A diagnosis won't be com-
pleted for several days.

Yokel'* Cardiac

Yokel is reported seriously ill at

his home, and on the advice of his

physician will be moved to Lenox
Hill hospital. New York, this week
for cardiac tests. He was formerly

general manager of "The Glass Me-
nagerie." Playhouse, N..Y.. but with-

drew after a series of differences

with Louis J. Singer, co-producer of

the show with Eddie Dowiing. .

;

Yokel is slated to be a key witness

in the suit filed by Joel Schenker
against Singer, plaintiff claiming the

right to a 10"i interest in the hit, liti-

gants being former associates. Case
is on I he N.Y. supreme court cal-

endar but because of Yokel's con-

dition, '• Weismari. It Grant, .counsel

for Schenker, are expected to apply
for a postponement until January.

;'.',./'• 'Doc' Hunt in Polyclinic

Carl ("Doc") Hunt, who formerly
held an important post in the Shti-

bert office, Is in Polyclinic hospital.

N.. Y.. being removed there by the

Assn. of Theatrical Agents and Man-
agers. While the association has
hospitalization for members. Hunt is

among the first beneficiaries of

ATAM's new welfare fund. He was
considered well off at one time but
friends say he lost heavily when
Shubert stock dived. Understood,
however, lhat the Shuberts will place
him on the payroll upon recovery,

llammett and t.tr.
':

Mel Hammett and Al Lee. rospncr
lively company managers of "Anna
Lueasta," Mansfield, N. Y.. and "The
Glass Menagerie." Playhouse, both
of wihoni are seriously ill, have been
replaced pending their recovery.
Abe Cohen is now back with "Anna"
»nd Jimmy Hughes is handling "Me-
nagerie." Cohen was general rcpr'r--

Nentativc for the Shuberts in Chi-
cago, walking out some weeks ago,
after years on the job there.

Latest musical casualty on Broad-
way was "Carib Song," colored-cast

musical headed by Katherine Dun-
ham and Avon Long, which folded

at the Adelphi Saturday (27). Show
played four and one-half weeks,
gross slipping after a fair start, then

dropping to $12,000 last week. Flop
represents a loss of around $100,000,

principal partners being George
Stanton and Dr. Maxwell Maltz.

Former is new to show business,

while the latter is a wellknown
plastic surgeon; who was in on "A
Lady Says Yes," last season musical

presented by J. J. Shubert, which
ended well in the red.

It's a distinct reversal for Miss

Dunham over her appearances last

year. She opened in a dance show
called "Tropical Revue" at the

Century for three weeks.
Thereafter she went on tour

and fared excellently under the di-

rection of S. Hurok. Deal called for

Miss Dunham to supply her unit to

Hurok, and the same arrangement

was to have applied this season, but

the dancer bought back her contract

with the concert specialist to ap-

pear in "Song."

Report Schmidlapp

Walks on 'Polonaise

Despite Big Business

Insiders are talking about a curi-

ous mixup in the managerial setup

of "Polonaise." Alvin, N. Y. W.

Horace Schmidlapp, scion of a

wealthy Cincinnati family presented

the operetta, starring Jan Kicpura

and Marta Eggertb. in association

with Harry Bloomfield. The show

has done very well to date, but

Schmidlapp is reported having

.stepped out, leaving Bloomfield and

associates in charge. Former was re-

ported finished with Broadway, his

plans including going into the pic-

ture business. Although he was in

New York last week after a visit to

his home, he declined to comment.

Understood that "Polonaise" rep-

resents an investment of $260,000.

which would make it the most costly

musical of the season. Reported, too.

that despite his alleged bankroll.

Schmidlapp did not use his own
coin; Bloomfield is said to have at-

tracted backing from Newark in-

vestors. Earlier it was said that

"Polonaise" was hooked up so high

on operation that the show couldn't

make much profit, even if playing to

capacity.

Strong grosses are credited partly

to theatre parlies, aided by Kicpura's

draw, show's advance exploitation

also being a factor. Karl Bernstein

is the attraction's press agent.

Shdbsrts Reprise

Old Material For

'Passing Show'
The Shuberts are opening their

•Passing Show" at the Bushnell
Auditorium. Hartford. Nov. 9 under
rather strange circumstances.

"

Referred to in its publicity and in

various' newspapers and theatrical

guides as a "new edition of a famous
musical revue," the show is booked
into Washington and elsewhere for

November, and headed for Chicago

by Xmas for '. a likely extended run,

to exclude.any immediate prospects

for Broadway—a most unusual in-

stance for new musical tryouts.

Further mystery attaches itself to

the tact that while the publicity lists

the director, dance director and set

designer, no mention is made of

book, lyrics or music writers. The
Shubert press dept. claims it doesn't

know. The Dramatists Guild, which

receives all contracts between au-

thors and producers before a show

gets under Way, has had no word

on same as yet. although show is

in rehearsal and booked to open next

week. Guild has no knowledge who
the authors are.

Apparently the -show isn't a new
show at all. in the style of the old-

time revues whose name it bears,

but a salvage job, containing a lot

of material from previous musicals

that tried out on the road a«d failed

to come to N. Y.. or which ran

briefly or for some time on Broad-

way! It's understood the show is

using material from the last "Zieg-

feld Follies." "Crazy With the Heat,"

"Lady In Question" and others, along

with some fresh material being

supplied.

A lot of .shows failing to make the

grade had stuff in it worth saving,

and salvage jobs such as this seem

to have been contemplated often.

But the secretive part of the whole

business has been the puzzling fac-

tor, unless it was felt that the road

public would object to old stuff put

out under a new title as a.new show.

Surprising, too. is fact that a good

old name, revived after so many
years, should be used on a recondi-

tioned job instead of really a new
Broadway production.

Show has Willie Howard, Bobby

Morris. Sue Ryan .( who appeared in

the last "Follies''),- Dick Buckley,

Bob Russell and Masters and Rollirfs.

Russell Mack is directing: Carl Ran-

dall handling dances: Natalie Ka-

marova. the ballet. Watson Barratt,

who did sets for the last "Follies,"

is designer here.

Takes Argentinita Dates
Sol Hurok has signed Carmelita

Maracci and dance troupe of eight

to replace Argentinita, who died re-

cently, the South American dancer

now being on tour east from the

Coast filling Argentinita bookings.

Maracci troupe, offering satirical

and Spanish folk ballet, will have a

N. Y. engagement of several .per-

formances in January., then go on

tour again, with Hurok setting up

other bookings in addition, to the

Argentinita dates.

.

12-Hour Bazaar For
ATAM Welfare Fund

"Bizarre Bazaar," of the Assn. of

Theatrical Managers and Agents,
will be held Thursday (8), of next
week, at the Henry Hudson hotel,

in aid of its welfare fund. Accord-
ing to the agents and managers it

Will "combine the best features of

the Durbar at Delhi, the Mardi Gras,
New Year's eve and an Elk's picnic."

starting at 2 p.m., and extending
for 12 hours. Further set forth:
' It's mandatory that you attend this

rout and we hope you survive, it.

Should you fail to purchase tickets

for the carnival, memories' of your
malfeasance will haunt you until the

end of your days." . "
.

anteed the "journal." so the objective

15 Gs for the fund is in sight. '.-"../"

15 Gs for the fund is in sisht.

Chi Trib Red Rap

At 4 Equityites
Chicago. Oct. 30.

Paul Robeson, Philip Loeb, Aline
MaeMahon and Sam Jaffe are all

accused in a story datelined New
York, Oct. 28, in the red-bailing Chi-
cago Tribune, Monday (29), of at-

tempting to drive Equity into the

Communist parly line. Four thesps

are described by the Trib's reporter,

Frank Hughes, as being, "whips" in

the campaign to make fellow-travel-

ers of all Equity-ites.

Hughes, who is covering the

Frank Fay-Equity debate for the

Trib in N. Y.. reported that, besides

the above-nienlioned, "there are

many other leftist sympathizers in

Equity's 4,000 membership, but these

four, with Loeb and Robeson in the

lead, consistently carry the ball for

Communist policies."

Equity officers, Hughes said, ad-

mitted to him in off-the-record

statements that they have known
about the party line activity, and
that they "don't know how long they

can hold Equity to a middle course
against the pro-Communist group."
Fay is limned as a martyr by

Hughes, who says the actor recently

brought to a head the Communist
drive for control of Equity by pro-

testing an attack made on the Catho-
lic Church at a "Communist-front"
rally participated in by Margo, Sono
Osato, Luba Malina, Joan Darling
and David Brooks, at which Harold
J. Laski. British Labor parly leader,

attacked Catholic policy in a broad-
cast from London.

N.Y. City Center Adds

3 Opera Weeks to Skcd
With the N. Y. City Center's drama

repertory plan for this season falling

through,' and due to increased at-

tendance this fall for. the . opera sea-

son, the Center is adding, three weeks

to its current opera festival, begin-

ning Nov. .1.
•

Center has kept six weeks open

this fall for drama,' and. as yet has

found .mo bookings, for the other three

weeks now open. "The Tempest."

originally boolv«i for January, will

now come in weeks of Nov. 12 and

lit, due to fold mi road. ;

Shows in Rehearsal
"Dream Girl"—Playwrights Com-

pany.
"Nellie Bly"— Eddie Cantor and

Nat Kai'son.

"Brighten the Corner"—Jean Dal-

ryniple.

"The Mermaids 'Singing"- -Alfred

rie Liagre, Jr. ' -

"The French Touch "- Herbert H.
' Harris. '

,

i "The Joyous Season"—Arthur
Hopkins.

!

"Marriage Is for Single Pe qpj.e"-

-

j
Virginia Kronbcrg and Ruth Holdcn.

I "Billion Dollar Baby"— Paul Fci-

; gay and Oliver Smith.

I •'•Skydriff-'Rila Hassan. •

"A Sound of Hunting"—Irving Ja-

I cob.*.
:

- .

'

Candidates in N. Y.

Mayoralty Mum On

'1-Man Censor' Queries
Broadway showmen, through the

League of New York Theatres, have
queried the three mayoralty candi-

dates—William O'Dwyer, Newbold
Morris and Judge Jonah J- Gold-
stein — about their views on the;

license commissioner forcing shows
to close without due process of law.

such as trial by jury. Managers
were mindful of the alleged censor-

ship action of present commissioner
Paul Moss in the case of "Trio" last

season. No expressions were secured
from the - candidates although
O'Dwyer's campaign manager did

respond. Election is next Tuesday
(6). ':.•'

-
I

New York's Wales Padlock law ',

calls for a jury trial but stipulates

that stage depiction of sex perver-
sion may call for abrupt closings.

Claimed that legislation to amend
the Wales act is is being drawn up
by combined theatre interests, which
would prevent any future commis-
sioner from acting as a one-man!
censor. Bill along those lines is due

j

to be introduced- in the legislature

tri Albany next .-erson. .
' / -.

BOYD TRIPLETS' LEGITER
Boyd Triplets, daughter's ef the

Panamanian ambassador to Mexico;
have been signed by A. P. .Wax man
lot' "The Duchess Misbehaves." In

addition to a singing spot, contract

calls for a comedy .sequence based

on their triple identity.

Tin's is the triplets' first' legit, with

act . heretofore having play* d N. Y.
niteries and hotels such' as the' Wal-

dorf-Astoria and El Chico.

By JACK PULASKI
Frank Fay claims his position has

not been made clear in the recent

situation involving five fellow play-

ers- Originally Jinked — but subse-

quently absolved — to anti-Catholic

sentiments. Fay's statements to the
press and oil the floor of a recent
Equity open meeting—in connection
with the attendance of the five

actors at a Spanish Refugee Appeal
rally at Madison Square Garden

—

placed the council in the most
troublous situation it has faced in

years.
.

Star of "Harvey" < 48th Street,

N. Y.) says be made no charges
against the quintet but had asked
Equity to investigate them because
during the meeting an alleged anti-

Catholic address by Prof. Harold J.

Laski. British labor leader, was
heard by the gathering, piped in by
radio. The five were exonerated by
the council, of having applauded
Laski's talk, while their charges
against Fay resulted in his being
censured by the Council; The five

involved are Luba Malina, Sono
Osato. Margo, David Brooks and
Jean Darling.

Those Equityites spotlighted by
Fay disavowed any beforehand
knowledge of the Laski speech and
declared they did not, nor would
they, subscribe to any anti-religious

sentiments. Fay, however, says that

doesn't count, that the reprimand
was not warranted and he insists on
an investigation. Actor states that
he has obtained legal opinion that

he is within his rights. He refused
to attend another special council
meeting last Friday «26>. when a
factual account of the other sessions

was discussed.

Fay's Denial

Fay attended only the first coun-
cil meeting to consider charges
against him. At that time, when
asked what his opinion would be if

the five others disavowed the Laski
speech, he replied that he'd be in

their corner. Fay flatly denies hav-
ing made that answer, although it

was heard by more than 20 coun-
cillors present. It's held by some
members that it's possible he was
so agitated that he didn't realize

what he said, or it may be that he
doesn't remember. At Friday's
meeting, when the incident was
broached. Matt Briggs stated that
Fay gave that answer. Briggs, who
did not vote on the resolution of

censure, recalled his resignation
from council last week, as did Wal-
ter Greaza.

The Laski "attack" appears to
have been exaggerated. Britisher's

Offending remarks were: "Is a mon-
archy issuing from some ugly deal
with Franco (Spanish dictator) or
the Falangists likely to. tackle ag-
rarian reform? Is it likely to pre-
vent the Catholic church in Spain-
from remaining a rich monopolist at
the expense of mass poverty?" As
contended in Commonweal, a Cath-
olic weekly, the Laski speech was
not an attack on religion but on the
discipline and politics of the church,
and not the church itself.

The Garden affair is punctuated
by charges that the rally was
steered by Communistic-minded per-
sons, but Fay interpreted it from a
religious standpoint. At a meeting
of the Catholic Institute of The
Press, headed by Edward Mahar,
assistant city editor of the N. Y.
Journal-American, Fay *aid he
would continue efforts to have the
five actors disown the rally "and
condemn the attack. That's what T
started out: to get and until

satisfactory and just conclusion is

reached.- I'll never stop." The J-A
has been steaming up the dispute.

It's also claimed that while Cath-
olic, most of the Spanish refugees
are Communists, although regarded
to be Spanish republicans. As Fay
was judged to have conducted him-
self in a manner prejudicial to

Equity, the reprimand was a light

form of rebuke. The statement of
the five cleared members was con-
veyed to objecting clerics, whose
responses could not be classed as

liberal or satisfactory. '..-''"' -

Silimans 'Cinderella'

Los Angeles,' Oct . SO.

Leonard /Sillmaii is lining' up a

vast for a satiric -musical, "Cinder-
ella, '40." for production on Broad-
way in January. ' '

Score was written by Dave Rak-
s:n. ami book and lyrics by June
Carroll arid Robert Duke.
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Aussie Tivoli Circuit Plans To

Export Musical Shows to Bway

TOO MUCH 'CAVIAR'

Also Too Many Cooks Complicates
Bamberger Clay

Preparations have boon made by

the Tivoli circuit of Australia to

Export one musical show a year for

Broadway., exhibition, with original

Australian cast, and the book unalt-

ered by changes which might other-

Wise deprive the show ot the Aus-

steland flavor.

During his recent visit to the U. S..

David N. Martin, director of the

circuit, studied transportation dif-

ficulties, salary scales, boxoffice

grosses and . theatre availabilities.

His original plan was to start the

stage rolling with "Get a Load of

This." the James Hadlcy Chase-

George Black musical currently a

hit on the Brisbane-to-Sidney run.

Oddly, this offering was finally nixed

as the Broadway opener because of

its "American style and theme."

Plot centers about New York gang-

sters. : '.

Martin is said to feel that Aus-

tralian musicals would be natural

clicks in this country for several

reasons, the chief one being the

freshness of most Aussie acts. Vir-

tually imprisoned during the length

of the war, Australian performers

were forced to depend on their own
ingenuity for material; were unable

to style their turns in imitation of

American artists. The results have
been specialties that Martin feels

could equal the applause-gatherin;;

value of all comers in any country.

Australian talent is anxious* to

come to America, according to Mar-
tin, and he would like to produce
one show a year for U. S. consump-
tion for a patriotic as well as a profit

motive. He "thinks such a program
would strengthen mutual ties be-

tween the two countries; believes

that the treatment accorded Yank
servicemen in Australia during the

war was topnotch propaganda.
Martin, who returned to Australia

last week, visited New York.
Chicago and Hollywood while here,

to book American vaude and radio

acts and legit talent for Australian

tours of 12 to 92 weeks.

Blitzstein's 'Airborne'

Symph in N. Y. Debut
Marc Blitzstein's "Airborne."

4o»minute •symphony with chorus,

which he wrote in England" while a

sergeant with U. S. Eighth Air Force,
will have its world premiere'' April

1 with the N. Y. City Symphony.
Leonard Bernstein conducting.

Blitzstein. composer of opera-
drama. "The Cradle Will Rock," is

how. finishing music, and lyrics for

"Galoopchik," musical play about
GIs in the Soviet Union, with book
by Billy Friedberg and Marian Ain-
sley. Rehearsals are slated to start

late next month, with Jim Proctor
fronting for group of producers.

GFs JAZZED 'CARMEN'

TO PLAY PARIS OPERA

Repertory for Lunts

On Bway This Season;

ART's 300G Capitol Stock
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne.

returning to Broadway this year

after three seasons' absence, will not

only present "O Mistress Mine" as

announced, but will include revivals

of "A Month in the Country" and
"The Guardsman" for something of

a repertory season. Also slated to

do repertory on Broadway t h i s

season are Richard Aldrich and
Gertrude' Lawrence. heading, . a

group. Theatre Incorporated, doing
''Pygmalion" as a starter. Cheryl
Crawford. Eva LeGallienne and
Margaret Webster have also , char-

tered the .American Repertory The-
atre. Inc.. for a similar purpose.

The ART is issuing 600 shares pre-

ferred stock and 600 shares common
for capital stock of $300,000: Pre-

ferred shares are $500. 'with stock

issued in units of one share pre-

ferred plus one share of class A
common. Class B common, which
has all voting rights, will be issued

privately. Misses Crawford. LeGal-
lienne and Webster are directors, as

well as prez, v.p. and sec-treas., re-

spectively.
'

One third of the stock, according

to Miss Crawford, is already sold.

Victor Jory and Miss LeGallienne
have agreed to join the acting com-
pany, with two younger stars not

"Caviar to the General," George
S. George-Eugenie Leimtovich com-
edy which folded Saturday . (27) in

Philadelphia after one week of a

projected fortnight's stay there and
three days prior in Wilmington,
seems another case of too many
cooks. Comedy, with Miss Leon-
tovich as the star, was sold to Rob-
ert Henderson as a package. Heiwter-
son in turn giving up his option to

Thcron Bamberger for the latter to

produce, with Henderson as co-

producer as well as director. Bam-
berger took package on that basis.

There were reports, from Philly

about Miss Leontovich's indifferent

attitude to her play, and spats with.

Henderson, which couldn't be sub-
stantiated. Robert Garland, who
caught show in Philly Friday (26).

referred to Henderson's "amateur
direction" jiv his N. Y. Journal-
American column Monday (29).,

Production, budgeted for $50,000.

nicked backers for a reported $40.-

000 loss. A rewrite job on the play
is planned, although no details as

to play-doctor if any, or any other
factor, is yet settled. No Broadway
plans

' have been made.

Bremerhaven, Oct. 23.

When Tom Hoctor, ex-New Roch
elle Standard Star reporter, re

viewed the opening of the GI bur- decided on yet. One is still in the

lesque version of "Carmen," as

presented by 50 doughboys . at

Tauberbischofsheim, on June 9. for

the 63d Inf. Div. paper, "Blood and
.Fire," he praised the show highly,

but added that it would "probably
never reach the Paris Opera or the

Met."

Hoctor was wrong.

"Carmen," which now has over 80

performances under its belt, will

open a week's run in Paris on Oct.

29—with one performance scheduled
for the famed Paris Opera.

The jazzed-up version of Bizet's

classic, which seems to be heading
for an ETO record number of per-

formances, with showings in Brus-
sels and on the Riviera also pen-
ciled in, has already toured the 7th

Army area, in addition to entertain-

ing troops in Berlin and Bremen.
In all, over 100.000 soldiers have
seen it to date.

A little overboard on the bawdy-
side when caught .at the Stadt the-
atre, in Heidelberg in July, the show
has been fairly well laundered and
is now a fast-running two hours of
gags atid burlesque, with only some
of Bizet's music left to give it claim
to its title. But. from all hinterland
reports, it's the fastest and funniest
GI production to tour the ETO to

''

cit to.

The Paris -booking, under the
Seine Special Service office, will be
for a week—probably at the Em-
pire theatre, with -a one-night stand
slated for the Opera itself..

The' show stars. Cpl. Freddy.
Wayne, of Los Angeles, who as

Frederick Wiener was signed to a

Army. With nucleus of four leads

set. group will then decide on what
plays to do. They expect to get

going next season.

Hardwicke on. 'Pygmalion'

Hollywood. Ofct. 30.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke, signed to

co-star with Katharine Cornell in

"Antigone" on Broadway, will direct

Gertrude Lawrence in "Pygmalion"
before he reports to Gilbert Miller

for the "Antigone" chore.

Actor treks to New York as soon

as he finishes his current film job in

"Take This Woman" at 20th-Fox.

Vet Show Planned

As B way Musical
- ••. .Hollywood. Oct. 30.

Major Meivyn Douglas, screen star

before he went into the Army, is

cooking up a profit-sharing all-vet-

eran musical show. "Take It From
Here." for Broadway production
around the first of the year. Produc-
tion staff, writing, direction and
thesp talent will be G.I. graduates.

. Performers and. others contribut-

ing work to the show will be paid
minimum salaries but will be out in

on the profits on a sliding scale.

Approximately half the profits will

go to the former servicemen and
the rest to the bankrollers.

Douglas, who expects his release

from the Army shortly, will function

as producer and director, and will

go east in about two weeks to ready
the show for an out-of-town tryout

before invading Broadway. He. said

several film studios were interested

in financing the play as a package
deal, with production costs running
around $150,000. »• :

Talent will be drawn not only

from the combat troops but from
the auxiliaries, such as the WAVES,
WACS. Temme Marines, Red Cross
Workers and USO entertainers. Dan
Fuchs is working on a synopsis,

which will be ready for the dramatic
writers in two weeks.

Inside Stuff-Legit
Although figures have not been published, recent week's stand of Phila-

delphia LaScala Opera Co. at Kleinhans Music Hall, Buffalo, for annual
opera "festival." is reported to have wound up in deep red despite near-
capacity b.o. Event, sponsored yearly by J. N. Adam Dept. Store, has
developed into.striking combo of community service aiyjl publicity medium
for the store. In spite of increased salaries for -this year's imposing roster
of top Mettopol'ta'1 Opera stars and also upped general expense sheet,

previous top of $6.40 was retained. Engagement reliably reported to have
cost the sponsor between $25,000 and $30,000. but rated a bargain for the
wide publicity received. Event, originated by theatre-minded President
Albin O. Holder, former thespian, of the Adam Co., has proved outstand-
ing public relations gadget tor sponsor and genuine contribution theatre-

wise to community culture. ••'
-

-

Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse are going right into the lion's den
with their new road hit, "State of the Union." tor the two weeks preced-
ing the Broadway opening. Cities are Detroit, where show is now, and
Washington, where it goes next week, and it's loaded with dynamite for

both places. Entire second act takes place in Detroit and city is referred

to all through as a hotbed of industrial and racial strife and. of course, the

political nature of the piece, with the authors coming right out and calling

party biggies by their names, makes it a natural for the capital. Pittsburgh
critics last' week followed Philly reviewers in unanimously praising "State,"

and pic nibbles are already hot and heavy. Lindsay and Crouse say this

is one show for .which they'll listen to immediate screen dough since they
feel it's the sort of thing, because of the play's time element, that should
get in celluloid as quickly as possible.

There's a wrinkle in the basic contract between the Assn. of Theatrical
Agents and Managers and the producers. Rule affect's press agents. If a
showman decides he has a flop, after reading the notices, he may give
notice to the agent up to noon of the day following the premiere, and the

p.a.'s job ceases as of opening night; otherwise, he must be kept on the
payroll until the closing day. ;

• •

Another clause, however, calls for the advance man going to the road
two weeks in advance of a show. If the first part of the rule applies in

such instances it would seem that two agents would be required for the
final two weeks on Broadway. That was not the intention of ATAM nor
the producers. There will be a huddle to clarify the rule.

• Martin Gabel. radio performer who teamed with. Carly Wharton in pre-
senting "The Assassin" at the National. N. Y.. was interviewed by Mar-
garet Arlen and Harry Marble over CBS last Thursday (25). With two
exceptions the drama drew unfavorable notices but the out-of-town press

was good, including Variety's notice. (.Reviewer from the New York office

(Ibeet thumbed it down, however.)
After the weak press it was-planned to fold "Assassin" pronto, but the

drama was kept on a second week, when takings were so meager that

the show finaled Saturday (27).

8 FRENCH-CANADIANS

SET FOR 'PHARMACY'
Montreal. Oct. 30.

Eight Montreal actors have beer,

inked by Eddie Dowling for his next
prodution ot "St. Lazare's Phar-
macy." to be preemed at His Majes-
ty's theatre here Dec. 4. The play
will probably have a local two-week
run before going to Chicago and on
to New York.
Featured opposite Miriam Hopkins

is Fridolih, French .Canada's best-

known comedian. Others in the cast

will be Joy Lafleur, George. Alex-
ander. Guy' MaulTctte. Hug'uette

Cligny. Lucien Letondal, George An-
cycil. George Lajeunesse and Jean
Pierre Masson. They will leave for.

New York Within a week to begin
rehearsal, '•

Background of the Miklos Laszlo
play deals with two generations of

Warner contract before he" was o.o d
j

French Canadians in a small Quebec
by the Army. He plays the title

|

community. Co-producer, with Dowl-
role, and also handled most of the

|

i"g is Louis J. Singer,

production chores. Sgt. Joe Pollack.

who used to work with Wayne as a

63rd Div. comedy duo, is the show's
business manager.

Cleve. Ducat Ruling

,
Cleveland, Oct. 30.

Theatrical ticket brokers here had
their ears cuffed last week when the

city council okayed an ordinance de-

signed to prevent scalping of ducats
for legit shows and major sports

events.

NEW PARIS LEGITER
Paris. Oct. 20.

A new legit house, to scat 750. will

open in the Montmartre district be-

fore Xmas. To. be called Theatre
Verlaine, it'll consist of a former
picture house, remodeled, with three
stage:;.

First play to be produced theft:

by Mme. Valsamaki will be "Ahnee
and tiie Dragon." a medieval story,

by Raymond Caillave.

HUB OPERA VENTURE

BECOMES 100G FLOP
Reports from Boston indicate, thai

the grand opera venture at the

Opera House theje, backed by War-
ren Elmes, Chicagoan, is a costly

tfcip. Although there are over 130
people in the outfit and a 50-piece
orchestra in the pit, the average
nightly takings are reported to have
averaged $700 during the first week.
Attraction is now in its second week.
Longest the Metropolitan Opera Co.
ever played the Hub was nine days.

It's a four-wall deal for the house,
Elmes guaranteeing the Shuberts
$10,000 for three weeks. He's (jaying

all house and operating expenses.
Virginia Pemberton, lyric soprano
with the outfit, is Mrs. Elmes in pri-

vate life.

Estimated that the loss to date, in-
cluding those in eastern one-night-
ers, is around $100,000.

Theatre Guild is spreading the word around Chi that the Tallulah

Bankhead starrer, "Foolish Notion," is a much better show, now that play-

wright Philip Barry, who was too ill to attend the Broadway premiere,

has done a rewrite job on it. It's due into Ihc Blackstone theatre here

Nov, 19. Tub-thumping, it's felt. Is a sop for Chi drama critics, who spent

a good deal of their spare time last year lambasting the Guild for "shoddy"
road companies of Broadway hits. ..... :

.John Emery has replaced Henry Hull opposite Miss Bankhead, with
Donald Cook remaining in his original role, since the Broadway date.

Belt used in "A Bell For Ada no," stage version, was one of the most
stimulating effects on (Broadway. Actually there were two bells, one
weighing 1.000 pounds, the spare being 200 pounds less. Both were used
originally in "Fioretta." an operetta produced by Earl Carroll in 1929. r
The big gongs vrcre found in an antique shop last season but that place

has gone out of business, rental of $20 weekly being paid to Carroll. Show
closed at the Cort Saturday (27). the bells being crated and sent to the
Coast, Carroll wishing to present them to a California church.

Harry E. Gould, one of the co-owners of the Belasco. N. Y.. states that

the theatre never negotiated with Brock Pemberton to house "Harvey"
therein, and as for "Caviar to the General" going into that house, Sher-
man S. Krellberg, prexy of the new Belasco management, read the Theron
Bamberger script and "wasn't enthused." so no deal could be worked out.

("Caviar" closed for repairs in Philly this past Saturday.)

Betsy Blair Won't Go
On Tour in 'Menagerie'

Pittsburgh. Oct. 30.

Betsy Blair, here over weekend
visiting in-laws with her husband.
Lieutenant (jg) Gene Kelly, said she
would not go on tour in Julie Hay-
don role in road company of "Glass
Menagerie." Miss Blair, whose last

show was "The Beautiful People,''

made the commitment with Produc-
ers Eddie Dowling and Louis J.

Singer When it looked as if Kelly
would head for overseas, but when
V-J Day cancelled his sailing orders,

his wife pulled out of the proposed
road company,
However, she continues to under-

study Miss Haydon in the Broadway
production and will stick there until

Kelly gets his discharge from the

Navy, which should be around the

first of the year. Couple will then
live in Hollywood.

Dorothy Stewart, N. Y. rep for J. C. Williamson theatres of Australia-
New Zealand, and pop" song composer, who just returned home from a five

-.months' visit Down Under, flew 100.000 miles with no mishap. But-ou the
very day she landed in Los Angeles she slipped, receiving compound
fracture of wrist and badly sprained foot. During her Aussie stay she
managed Gracie Fields' tour.

Omitted from last week's story on press agents -with two or more shows
was Bernie Simon, who claims two hits opening recently on successive
nights. "The Red Mill" in N.Y. (Ziegfeld) and "Are You Wilh It?" ia
Philadelphia.

Lee Shubert Taking

Over Newark Legiter
Newark, N. J., Oct. 30.

Lee Shubert is taking over op-
eration of the Newark (N. J.j Opera
House as a legit theatre. New name
is the Playhouse. Takes over Nov.
12. Initial attraction will be a

week's run of "10 Little Indians,"

now playing Boston.
House has at various times ran

grand opera, Negro stage revues,
foreign-language plays and films.

Danny Hope, Newark musician
associated with Shubert in the ven-
ture, will manage the house. Prop-
erty is owned by Alfred Cerrigone.

Mary Elkins Buys Play
' Chicago, Oct. 30.

New play. "Perpetual Emotion" by
Edith S. Isaacs and Charles Leonard,
was sold last week to Mary Louise
Elkins, N. Y. legit producer, Leonard
announced here. It's a romantic
comedy, according to Leonard, spe-
cial rep for William Cagney Produc 7

tions in the east. Play was bought
under its original title, "Rim of the
Cup."
Mrs. Isaacs is the wife of Stanley-

Isaacs ot N. Y„ ex-borough prez
ol Manhattan and now a council-
man. •

'Brides' Co. in Wreck,

Several Hurt; New

Production Required
Split-week company of "School

For Brides." being toured by Frank
McCoy and J. J. Leventhal, returned
to New York early last week after

having been in a railroad wreck
en route to Little Rock. Ark. The
accident occurred in Kentucky, four
of the cast being injured. Produc-
tion was entirely destroyed but a

new setting is being assembled and
the show is due to resume in New
Orleans next week.

Those injured were Ethel Britton,

Crystal Ames. Charles Cohen and
Sammy Seigall. Miss Britton. who
is McCoy's wife, is* not expected to

rejoin the show, condition of one or

two others being in doubt.

MUSICAL SMORGASBORD
Kenny Raught. scripter of "Blind

Date" and Landt Trio's "Sing Along"
radio shows, is completing the book
for a musical comedy to be produced
in Sweden. ••

.Tentatively titled "Matrimonial
College." show's music is being done
on the Coast by Bert Reisfeld. with
Mickey Stoner handling lyrics.
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lucasta' $17,700, 'Jones 28G, Ming

$44,300, Tarrolls $23,600 in Hot Chi
Chicago, Oct. 30. 4

Two. openings- this week were
'•Winter's Tele," .first on The-

atre Guild-American Theatre So-

ciety subscription list for this sea-

son at the Blaekstone. Monday (29).

and "Student Prince." with one of

its best advance sales in years—
close to $20,000—at the Studebaker

Sunday «28 >. Town's biggest money-
makers remain "Anna Lucasta," with
close-to-capiifity $17,700; "Carmen
Jones," $28,000; "Lading Room
Only." $44.:i00. best yet: and "The
Two Mrs. Carrot's," $23,600.

"Dear Ruth" and "The Voice of

the Turtle" are still in the groove
with $18,200 and $17,800, respec-

tively, latter being up $800 over last

frame.
"Desert Song" opening at Opera

House has been pushed back from
Nov. 19 to the 20th so that it won't
clash with two other openings the

same night — "Foolish Notion,"
Studebaker. and ' Ryan' Girl." Black-
stone. Others incoming are "St.

Lazar's Pharmacy." Studebaker,
Dec. 23; "Hasty Heart," Blaekstone,
Dec. 24: Ballet Theatre. Opera
House. Dec. 25. and "The Late
George Apley," due at an as-yet un-
designated theatre. March 4:

Estimates for Last Week
"Anna Lucasta," Civic (5th week)

(900: $3.00). Negro opus good for a

year at least: $17,700 again, and. ad-
vances skyrocketing.
"Carmen Jones." Erlanger (9th

week) (1.500; $4.80). Neither sleet

nor storm, apparently, can stop 'ein

from jamming the house. Another
capaci'lv $28,000.

.

"Dear Ruth," Harris (28fh week)
(1.000: $3.60). Got fine $18,200 again.
"Laffinn Room Only," Shubert

(6th week) (2.163: $4.80). Upward
is the theme for the Olsen & John-
son laffe'st. with $44,300 this stanza.
•The Two Mrs. Carrolls," Great

Northern (4th week) (1,425: $4.20).

Only a slight drop, to $23,600—and
that's tcrrif.

"The Voice of the Turtle," Sclwyn
(56th week) (1.000: $3.60). Up $800
over last frame to $17,800.

Small's Yauder Closes

In Frisco to Poor 14G
San Francisco, Oct. 30.

Paul Small's "Merry-Go-Round,"
vaude revue, closed its Frisco run
Sunday ^28), at the $3 top, 1,776-

seat Cunan. A very poor run. Fu-
ture possibilities do not indicate
eastern booking. Final week did
estimated $14,000.

"Suds in Your Eye" opened at Cirr-.

ran last night (29). First playing
in Frisco for two-week run last Au-
gust showed big receipts. Present
run slated for only two weeks.
"Adam Ate the Apple" did a poor

$6,500 for the week at $3 top at

1,550-seat Geary.

'Next Half Hour' Mild

$11,000 in Baltimore
Baltimore, Oct. 30.

"The Next Half Hour," by Mary
Chase, staged by George S. Kaufman
and presented by Max Gordon, with
Fay Bainter started, played Ford's
here last week and drew mixed
notices and a mild $11,000.

"The' Girl From Nantucket" got off~

to a delayed opening tonight (Tues.

)

alter running into extra-heavy pro-
duction problems.

'DAY BEFORE SPRING'

HOT $15,000 IN BOW
New Haven. Oct. 30.

Favorable word-of-mouth built tag
end of "Day Before Spring" trvotit

to SRO at Shubert last, weekend (25-

27). On four shows at $4.20 top. gross
fell just under an approximate $15.-

000. big.

Proem of "Rich Full Life" is hold-
ing the boards this week (Nov. XS)
and next week gets another new one;
''Mermaids Singing." for. three-day
stand (8-10). Break-in list continues
with opening of "Billion Dollar
Baby." set for Nov. 15-17, followed
by curtain raising of "Dream Girl"
weekend of Nov. 22-24. Ethel Barry-
more brings "Joyous Season" here
Nov. 29- Doc. 1.

'Daughter' $24,000

In D.C.; Revisions Due

'Okla.' SRO 28G,

Hub; 'Room' 17G
Boston, Oct. 30.

"Oklahoma!" remains the biggest
let; it draw here in many a new day,
clocking absolutely top takes every
show at the Colonial, with advance
biz keeping Theatre Guild offices
and b.o. in a dither. First six weeks
a complete sellout. With waiting lists

for subsequent two weeks. "Rugged
Path" likewise a smash at the
Plymouth with Spe ncer Tracy draw
responsible for sellout during two
weeks', engagement. Missed -three
performances, however, through ill-

ness, Also catching plenty of biz
following socko notices at opener is

"Secret Room" at the _Wilbur.
"Strange Fruit" put off its opener
here until tonight (30) because of
production size, thus opening against
"Day Before Spring" at. the Shubert.

Estimates for Last Week
Boston Grand Opera, Opera House

(3.500; $4.20). Stanford Erwin's
troupe, consisting mainly of Virginia
Pemberton and Leonora Corona,
back for three-week' stand, off to a
bad start here with about $9,700
first week. Second week current.'

"Gill From Nantucket," Shubert
(.1.500: $4.20). Eight performances of
musical, which didn't get very en-
thusiastic notices but which got at-
tention from the censor, amounted
to approximately $27,000. fairly good.
"Day Before Spring " opens here to-
night. .'..'

"Oklahoma!". Colonial 1 1.500;

$4 20). Counting nut a l ittle paper
on opener this deal is a sellout
amounting, at scale, to about $31,000
Whanimo in any company. Remains
at., least eight weeks more with
similar situation for all weeks.
"Rugged Path," Plymouth (1.450:

$3.60). Continued at sellout level
for estimated $15,000 on 5 perform-
ances, second and final frame. Three
shows cancelled because of star's
illness. "Strange Fruit" opened here
tonight, okayed by censors,

"Secret Room,". Wilbur (1.400;

$3,110). Thriller drew wow notices
on 'opener lasi Monday (22) and built,

steadily for a fine $13,500 first week.
Final current.
"Ten Little Indians," Copley (1.200;

S3). Ninth week normal dropoff to

$8.5Qfl: can hold about another fort-
night. .

Berle 32G, Philly;

lith It' $28,500
Philadelphia, Oct. 30.

The musicals distinctly outpointed
the non-musicals last week, but of
the four legit offerings there was
only one flop. That dubious distinc-
tion fell to "Caviar to the General,"
which received both thumbs-down
notices and very dubious b.o. Therori
Bamberger sliced local stay to a
week, and called it a day last Satur-
day, after a week and a hall's tryout.
Show, will - emerge, as reported,
around the. holidays after, rewriting.
Last week's gross was $3,600.

:

On the other .end of the string;
"Are You With It?" musical at the
Shubert, W-'hich got generally fine
notices with only original over-
length held as a handicap, scored de-
cisively in its first full semester here,
grossing a hot $28,500. It is now in
its final local week, and looks to re-
peat even without the aid Of the
unprecedented Navy Week crowds in
town last weekend. Lack of mar-
quee names is only thing which has
militated against capacity figures for
this one.
Crix weren't at all in accord on

"Spring in Brazil." although big
-musical starring Milton Berle didn't
receive the hot raps here that were
accorded it in Boston. .- Show has
been obviously pretty well doctored
since, first pi'eem, However, first-

night reception wasn't any too good,
with three, weeks' stay at the Forrest
(it opened Tuesday) dependent al-
most entirely on Berle's personal
draw. In first seven performances
show got $32,000. which shows Berle
has 'plenty of followers here.

"Life With Father." in the first

week of its fifth local engagement,
raked in a satisfactory if not sensa-
tional $9,500. Perennial favorite
closes run. at Walnut this week.
Next week promises considerable

activity, with the Theatre Guild's
"Dunn igan's Daughter" at the Wal-
nut Monday, a' preero of "A Sound
of Hunting" at the Locust on Tues-
day and "Thp Ryan Girl" starting a
local return at the Shubert on Mon-
day. Last-named booked in when
"Rugged Path" .was cancelled. Mel.ler
could' have stayed four weeks instead
of two on its try out visit at the For-
rest last month.

B'way Off, Navy Day Influx NSG For

Biz, 'Red Mill' Capacity $37,500,

'Assassin' Exits, 'Ryan' lO^G, Out

Washington. Oct. 30.

"Dunn igan's Daughter." new ploy
by S. N. Behrinn.ii. did $24,000 as
the first play under . the American
Theatre Society 'auspices, last week.
Critics here found the play had loo
much sophisticated conversation,
not enough action, Behrman is here
working on. revisions.
"State of the Union" (for which

tickets, went on sale Monday) is

causing some Commotion on Capitol
Hill. The G.O.P. delegations in
Congress arc liable io send delega-
tions to see the drama, io find out
what the Crouse-Lihdsay play has
to say about the Republicans.

'

Willie Howard in "The Passing
Show" comes- in Nov. 12 to be fol-
lowed by. the "Late George Apley."
Nov. 19. "Spring in Brazil" is pen-5*1^^^^ Tour Country Seeking

Tempest' Solid 24G

In Week at Detroit

Detroit. Oct. 30.

Margaret Webster's production of

"The Tempest" pulled a solid $24,000

at $3 top in six evening and two mat-
inee/performances ending Saturday
(27).

This, .week has Ralph Bellamy and
Rulh.Hdsscy in "Slate of the Union."

AMERICAN LABOR PARTY

NOSY ON RUSS THEATRE
The American Labor Party of

;
N. Y. is .sponsoring a commission to

I be sent to the Soviet Union next
: summer to study the Russian theatre,

j

its cultural activities, building p'r'o-

:
gram and system 'of subsidy. Eight

' men : will comprise the group of

whom Clarence Derwc.nl. Sam .laffe

and Meyer Davis have agreed al-

ready to go. with Sidney Kingsley
considering. Eugene P. Connolly is

.

setting trip up.

ALP w^nts to know why • Russia
j

has 30.0(10 film and legit 'theatres,

with average scaling capacity, of

2.000. while the U. S. has only 18,000

such houses, with average seating of

800.

'Winter's Tale' MG,
Good, in M'w'kee

Milwaukee, Oct. 30,

.
'The Winter's Tale" plavrd five

mghts at the Davidson to $11,000—
'good business but. not capacity,

Reed La wi oil's production of
'Uncle Tom's Cabin" was given four
times at the Pabst theatre to moder-
ate business—$4,500. . The ' Negro
community

, made a . slight protest
"gainst the showing, .'•.'..

•Maid'i'^TMpls.
,

' Minneapolis. Oct. 30.
'Maid- nf the Ozarks" finished a

throe-week stand at the 1.400-seat
A»y»i at $3 top to a: good SH.500.
*"'st Mid Second, week grosses were
$14,500 and S9.200. respectively. .

..Thus, total take was more than
W0.0O0, considered remarkable in the
face ot newspaper critics* paintings
and despite use of two-l'or-oncs dur-
ing first week and deletions of line-;
and business ordered- bv police de-
partment after initial canto.

Talent for Army Shows
Major Frank McMullen and Pris-

cilla Nev.ton are on a cross-country

tour !o select talent for Army' Special

Services.

They're seeking 40 actresses
.
for

productions being cast for the Prcifie.

BALLET RUSSE 86. INDPLS.
• Indianapolis. Oct.. 30.

"Ballet. Ritsse Highlights" took a

nifty $8,000 in four performances
here (25-27) at $3 top. at the English

1 1.50(1 1; Show drew heavily on

teacher trade, hero lor annual stale

convention. - ':.• '.

' Advance is good foi "The Desert

Song." (Oct. 30-Nov. 31 and. "Foolish

Notion" (Nov. 5-7 >. only attractions

on English schedule- at present.

••Vanities'' BO. Dallas

. Da)la>. Oct. 30.

Earl Carroll's "Vauitie" (.'I'o.-si-l

around $fi,000 here at the Fair Park

Auditorium last weekend in tW> pc-
formanccs.

'Stude Prince' 10G, Cincy
'.-, Cincinnati. Oct. 30.

After "Ballet Rus.sc" laid a $3,500
egg in flic iirs't half last week at. the
I ,.,00-seaf Cox. "Student Prince"
ma.gneted close to $10,000 on four
p« rlormahcos the last three days for
a near-capacity marker. Both had
$3 top.

'-

House has Tallulah Bankhcad in

"Foolish Notion" the first hall of this

week at $3.60 top. Then "Tobacco
Road" wit h John Barton next week
at $2.40 .top, '

'Brazil' for Chicago
Chicago. Oct, 30. •

Another pie-Broadway visitor to.

Chicago', according
,
to -the local

'Shubert office, will be the Milton

Eerie musical. "Spring in Brazil,"

w hich ' opened in Boston four weeks

rai-'o. :,N.o date has been set yet.

i
Others are "Winter's Tale." cur-

rently at the Blaekstone: West Const

revival of "The Desert Song." due

: into the (,'i\ ic Optra House Nov. 20;

"and "St. L;>;'ar's Pharmacy/' at (he

.Studebaker, Dec. 23.

Expected Broadway influx for
Navy Day was not as heavy as an-
ticipated and there were lower
grosses last week than for the pre-
vious week, many attractions having
the same boxoffice reaction. Hotels
had plenty of empty rooms'- oyer
Sunday (20) and early last week,
regular visitors were warned not !

to come to the metropolis. Saturday
|

matinee (27) was Navy Day. bnsi- ,

ness badly :affected, late crowds
|

viewing the fleet.

• "The Red Mill" revival is drawing
|

sensational business with capacity
attendance at all performances, gross
going over $37,500. "The Assassin"
.went off after two weeks. "Beggars
Are Coming to Town" opened Sat- I

urday (.27) and "The Next Half j
Hour" bowed in Monday (29).

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comeilii-Dratiia). R. {Revue),
M (Munh-al) . O (Operetta).-'
"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (61st

week) (0-1.941: . $3.60). Standout
colored cast drama cleaning up here
and in Chicago: amazing business
but Saturday, matinee olf about. $1,-

000: count approximated $18,500.
"Beggars Are Coming to Town,"

Coronet (CD-I. 160: $4.80). Relighted,
renamed and refurbished theatre
formerly- called the Forrest opened
Saturday (27) night; unfavorable
press. .

"Bloomer Girl," Shubert (55th.

week ) iM-1. 328; $5.40). Advance sale
i

keeps run musical close to capacity
all times. 'and the pace last week
well over $32,500; only Saturday
afternoon affected.

"Carib Song," Adelphia. Closed
Saturday (27); played four and one-
half weeks": down to around $10,000:

tour off; "Girl.From Nantucket" next
week. •

"Carousel." Majestic 128th week)
(M-1.681: $6). Advance sale so
strong that changing conditions do
not affect gross; over $49.00.0.

"Dark of the Moon," 46th Street

(32nd week) (D-1.329: $4.20). Tak-
ings figured not tO' provide profitable

operation: around $11,000: held up.

"Dear Ruth," Miller (4filh week)
(C-930: $4.20). Came back to capac-
ity gait, with takings topping S18.000

as run approaches year's mark.
"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton ( 4th

week) (D-946: $4.20). Around $18.-

000; count would be higher but for

theatre parties sold at some conces-
sion: standees most times.
"Follow the Girls," Broad hurst

(81st week I (M-1.17P: $4.80.1. Length
of stay ' rather surprising and pen-
cilled road bookings scratched long
ago: around $27,500: off with the
field.

"Harvey," 48th Street (52r»d week)
iC-925: $4.20). Among trie list's top
shows as ..year's run mark was
passed: total is $19,300 week after

week.
"Hats Off to Ice." Center (68th

week) (R-2.944: $1.98). -Skating revue
gets excellent money consistently;
some variation last week but nearly
$32,000.

"I Remember Mama," Music Box
(55th week) (CD-940; $4.20). Among
the great hits of last season presen-
tation that arc holding up to ca-

pacity: $21 !5O0.

"Late tJeorge Apley." Lyceum
,

(44th week) (C-993: $4.20). Could i

probably stay longer but contracts
j

for road signatured: around $12,000
for class comedy- "The Next. Half
Hour" moves here from Empire
Nov. 19.

"Life. With Father," Bijou 1 308th

week) (C-030: $3.60), One of the

shows that eased off last week, when
count approximated $9,500: goes into

seventh year as of late this week.
"Marinka," Barrvmore (15th

week) (0-1.115: $4.80). Indications

are that operetta will take to road

soon: around $20,000; one of new
musicals will probably land, here..

"Oklahoma!", St. James (135th

week) (M-1.522: $4.80). Another
crack attraction unaffected

,
by

changing conditions; over $31,000

every week.
"On the Town." Beck l44tti week)

(M-1.214; $4.80). Eased off to around
$28,000. excellent money for run
musical; looks set through winter.'—

;

"Polonaise." Alvin (3d week)
(0-1.334: $4.80). Parties or not. this

i operetta getting bigger money than
l expected: $31,000.

i
"Sons: of Norway," Imperial (fi2nd

week) (0-1.427: S6). Another show
was slated to follow this autumn, but

business So good for top operetta

that It's in for ;,nother season:

dipoed to $38,500. but si ill great biz.

"The Assassin.'' National. Stopped
Saturday (27), alter two weak weeks:
"Day Before Spring.", intimate mu-
sical play, will, follow. ..:.'"

"The Class Menatrrrie." Playhouse
(30th week) (CD-K65, S4.20).

Strenclh of this holdover standout
keeps business at capacity: $18,500.

and more.
"The Next Half Hour," Empire

i.D-1.082; $4.20>. Prc-.cntcd by Max
(Gordon: 'wr.ilkn by Mary Covin
' Chase: big hu«'ne.'-v. out of town:
I opened Monday (29 I: doubtful prtss.

I "The Ryan Girl." Plymouth iF-L-

075: $3.60). Final and sixth week;
going out of town; dipped tc $10,500.
Will be succeeded by "The Rugged
Path'' late next week (10).
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco

(82nd week) (C-93S: $3.60). Eased
off slightly, but got

.
$18,500; great for

three-person play in third season.
'•Therese,' Biltmore (3d week)

(D-920; $4.20), Melodrama with ex-
cellent players gelling fine money
so,far; around $18,000: parties. ."

.

"Up in Central Park," Broadway
< 391 h week) iM- 1,900: $6). Goes'up
and down but still getting big
money: off last week, with count
around $36,000.
"You Touched Me," Booth (4th

week) (C-712: $4.20). Aimed into
winter: quite good for moderate-
capacity house: $11,500 estimated;
held up. .

REVIVAL
"The Red Mill," Ziegfeld (2nd

week) (M-1,626: $4.80). Looks like
sensational ' success, something of a
surprise: looped $37,500 first full
week; capacity. •.

'
-. -

: .

•.>•-

STATE' S0CKER00 IN

PITTSBURGH AT $25,000
Pittsburgh, Oct, 30.

One of the top hits of the season so
far -was registered last week, at Nixon
by new Lindsay-Crouse play, "State
of the Union." which grabbed
smacking $25,000 at $3.60 top. .

"Union" got away to just a fair

start, but following the rave notices
and word-of-mouth, ticket lines
formed immediately with result that
by mid week there wasn't a ticket to
be had. Downstairs went clean
every night alter Wednesday and
there were standees last few per-
foi'manees.
Nixon' -currently has "Tobacco

Road" again and then gets "Hasty
Heart"' with American Theatre So^
ciety backing. Following. that, there
have been some shifts. Milton
Borle's "Spring in Brazil" comes in
tor two weks, Nov. 12, followed by
"Dunnigan's .Daughter," pushing
back Willie Howard's "Passing
Show." originally slated to begin
fortnight engagement Nov. 19 to
Xniss and New Year's weeks.

'Strange Fruit' Fair

$14,300 in Toronto
Toronto, Oct. 30.

At week's end. "Strange Fruit" was
cut from four hours to two hours
and 50 minutes.-

,

B
Negro problem play did just a fair

$14,300 at Royal Alexandria here,
with 1,525-scaler scaled at $2.75 top. •

'Suds' Finaies L. A. Run
With 58G, 'Ruth' at 12G

Hollywood, Oct. 30.

Business was not • startling last

week, although the general run of

grosses was pleasant enough. "Suds

in Your Eye," finaled at the Bclasco

after seven weeks' with $6,800 for

the final frame. Show pulled in

$57,960 for the run. and netted over

$15,000. "Dear Ruth" took over at

the Biltmore, starting last Tuesday

night, and collected a neat $12,000

for the first six days, which caused

no complaints.

Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1945"

hit (he routine capacity figure of

$15,100 for the 173rd stretch at El

Capitan. "Motel Wives'' still rode

in the black with $3,100 rung up for

the 12 weeks at the Musart.

'Desert' 12G,K.C.
Kansas City, Oct. 30.

r "Desert Song." with cast headed
by Walter Cassel and Dorothy Sand-

'lin. chalked up a nifty $12,000 in two
! night shows and a matinee at the

1 2.572-siat Music HSU of the Mu-
"'iVieipar'Audltoriuiii here last Thurs-

Ldav and Friday (25-26). Top was

j
Bi.llet Russe dc Monte Carlo did

'a big $8,500 in two night perform-
,'ailccs in the Music Hall last Satur-

day and Sunday (27-28) at a $3 top,

!'. Dii-na Barrymore in "Rebecca"
. bows in Nov. 8 for four shows.

I' BIACKSTONE 13G, ST. I.

St. Louis. Oct. 30.

,
Despite stiff opposish from many

ouaricrs. including a three-night

.'land of the Ballet Russe and the

< pi ning of the local 1945-40 pro ice

! hockey season. Blaekstone wound
•up the first of a two-week" stand at

the American, theatre. Saturday (27),

. with a neat b.o. record.

. The 1.700-seat house was scaled to

$2.<4 and nine performances grossed

i.pprr :ci<Y),-.lc-ly $13,000. .Crix tossed

MiKlef at tliG magic presentation, the
first here outside nf fliekpv houses.
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Play Out of Town

.i.iiii

Day ll«'for«* Spring
New Haven. Oct. 25.
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•: Kva KolteW-
I
.lime Morris .

. . . . .Tom Holninri-
..Dub Mnjn
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'•The Day Before Spring" Indicates

a sumvy outlook at the boxoffiee.

AH." "1-Love You This Morning."
•God's Green World." "My Love Is

a Married Man," and "A .Tug of

Wine." Overall clefl'ing is consist

-

enily good and it gets capable vocal
backing, both individually and en-
semble. Latter includes choral work
used elTcetivelv in conjunction with
ballet. A musical Plato-Voltaire

1

-

Freud sequence/featuring Paul Best,

Ralph Glover and Herman Leopoldi.

I
furthers story development amiis-

I tngly '
.

.

, Dance portion of show majors in

two ballets, presently overiong but

I
good; Blending of ballets with book,

is, so well done that terps become a

vital cog in the story telling rather

than an extraneous insertion. Mary
Ellen Moykui and Hugh Laing carry

the leap-and-pirouet burden capably.
I Eleanore Treiber. Ronny Chctwood
and Erik Kristen are in for a brief

bit of cute, hoofing early in the show.
Edward Padula has contributed

dexterous staging of the book, which
is more than the usual literary foun-
dation garment for an attractive

song-and-dance ensemble. ", Miles

lo just plain stunning. Robert Davi-
soii can take a chest expansion for

his sets, which emanate from a per-

niaueht campus-type proscenium

in his bedroom. Sheherazade has
not been executed—but is running
.short of stories. The sultan explains
to her that it is not her stories that
saved her but his real love for her.
Last act takes place in the palace,
in an open patio. Now that she is

sure to.be loved by her husband,
Sheherazade. womanlike, begins to
feel jealous and to try and boss him.
The idea, taken from the "1.001

Nights," does not unfold clearly nor
can it be considered as straight com-
edy despite the author's attempts to
inject humor in several occasions.

Moxi.
V

Current Road Shows
(Period.Covering Oct. 29-Nov. 10)

"A Sound of Hunting"—Locust St.,

Philly (5-10).

"Adam Ate the Apple"—Geary,
Frisco (29-3), •

"Angel Street"—Mini. And.. Savan-
nah. (29); And. Thomasville (30):

Albany. Albany (31); Aud., St. Pete
li)

1

; Aud.. Lakeland (2); And., Tam-
pa <3): And., Daytona Beach (5);

And.. Jacksonville (6-7); Martino.
While costumes run from the bizarre

I Dothan (8); Calloway, La Granee

5^^'&;^&« bearing th^= le^VX^l
bains of wedlock are so heavy that

it takes two to -carry them—some-
times three." Maurice Abravanel
does a whale of a job in the pit-

John C. Wilson's general welding of

ingredients presages an ultimate bell-

ringer in the finished product.
Bone.

Caligula
Paris, Oct, 15.

a somewhat hackneyed theme with
an approach as exhilarating as the
play's title. Result is a neat bundle'

of song, dialog and dance that gives

all appearances of being on its way
to hearty Broadway, and eventual
Hollywood, approval.

,

Showhas freshness, an appealing
score, bright lyrics, sophisticated

comedy, a plausible book, and all

this in the modern medium, handled
by a uniformly good cast.

"Telling the story of what, happens i

when a. married woman attends her I

alma mater's 10th reunion in hopes I

of recapturing an earlier romance,
book plays on the triangle theme by
having her about to rekindle an
elopement that had been frustrated

j

in college days. Amusing situations

precede final curtain, which finds her
coming to her senses in time to make

.
capital of the contentment she real-

izes she enjoys with her own spouse.

As the wife perched on the fence
between the two emotions. Irene
Manning tills . the bill completely.
She is attractive, wears beautiful

j

clothes fetchingly, is in fine, eleair
\

Hailed with delight by highbrow
voice, and is no slouch at reading

| critics. "Caligula" is of no entertain-

lines. She carries the lead well, both ! menl value lor mass audiences. De-
physically and vocally.

|
spite a cast of 24. most of whom only

John Archer is nicely cast as her
|

have bits, it is cheaply Produced

somewhat, to her, prosaic husband. Costumes look poor -and the tour

Actually, he's a femme heart-thumper acts all take place m the^ame
_
set

—in the role, if not in the script.

In a field new to him (musical) he
gives a smooth performance in a

part that calls for plenty of polish,

*
BUI Johnson registers substantially

J
His impersonation of the. crazy young

Plays on Broadway

.mil
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Mill Oetilv: spi,. (.talis MlitiiPl: i-ny-
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Oplin-il Phtliiip
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Gerard Philipe, in the title role, i

practically on siage from start t
[ «Iuk*rt8-io)

finish. His acting is in strange con- I ^^V,,
trast with that of. the other charac-
ters, who are practically immobile.

(9); Univ. Ga.. Athens (10).

"Anna Lucasla"—Civic, Chi;, 29-

10)
.

-Are You With It?"—Shubert,
Philly (29-3). v. >

Ballet Russe HiglilUlitS—Hartman.
Columbus (29-31); Colonial, Akron
11)

; Erlanger, Butlalo (2-4); Royal
Alex,, Toronto (5-10).

"Blackouts ol 1945"—El Capitan,
Hollywood (29-10).

Blark'sl'one—Aimer., St. Louis (29-

S>; Lyceum. Minn'polis (5-8); Aud..
St. Paul (9-10 i,

"Blossom Time"—Metro. Seattle
(29-5); Lyric. Vancouver (6-8).

Boston Grand Opera Co.—Opera
Hons?. Bost.. (29-10).

"Carmen Jones" — Erlanger, Chi
(29-101.

"Bay Before Spring"— Shubert.
Bost. (29- 10 >.

"Dear Ruth"—Harris, Chi. (29-10).

"Dear Ruth" (2d Co.)—Biltmore,
L. A. (29-10).

"Desert Song"—Coliseum. Evans-
ville (29); English, Ind'polis (J0-3);

Hartman, Columbus (5-7); Colonial,

Akron (8); Park, Youngstown (9-10).

"Dunnigan's Daughter" — Nat'l,
Wash. ( 29-3): Walnut. Philly (5-10>.

"Foolish Notion"—Cox, Cinn. (29-

31); Hartman. Columbus (1-3); Eng-
lish. Ind'polis (5-7); Davidson, Mi!-

as the romantic menace who almost
upsets the. marital applecart, Pre*
senting a good appearance, he scores

equally well in vocal and straight

assignments. Puts "zest, into ' solo

numbers and blends well with Miss
Manning on duets. Johnson, too, is

a femme magnet. '

„

Sharing honors in the list of sec-

ondary principals are Tom Helmore
and Patricia Marshall. Former, a

British import, stamps himself as a

topflight comedian in the sophisti-

cated manner. His droll delivery
packs a glossy punch. Miss Marshall
gives plenty of personality to an in-

genue role and comes through hand-
somely in the singing sector. She
bats 1.000 on vocal chores—two
songs, two clicks. Bert Freed and
Lucille Benson give okay support
in straight parts.
Score holds definite appeal, with

several pop potentials on the list

Gilbert A Sullivan—Royal Alexan-
dra. Toronto (29-3); Cass, Det. (5-10).

"Girl I rani Nantucket"—Shubert,
Boston (29-3).

"Hasty Heart"—Hanna, Cleve. (29-

3); Nixon, Pitts. (5-10).

-"Joyous Season"—Lyric, Bridge-
port (9-10 i.

"Laffing Room Only"—S hub erl
Chi (29-10).

"Last House on the Left"—Bush-
nell Aud., Hartford (2-3); Wilbur,
Bost. (5-10).

"Life With lather"—Walnul, Phil-

ly 129-3); Shubert-Lafayette. Det.
(5-10). •

"Marriage Is for Single People"

—

Mary : Chase's whimsy. * lightly

etched in "Harvey." turns heavy and
morbid in "The Next Half Hour."
and the result is depressing. This
new melodrama-fantasy doesn't have
the substance for Broadway.
The play, set in an American city

in 1913. centers about an Irish-Amer-
ican woman with a sort of second-
sight gift. The: superstitions of the
Old Sod are styonS in her; she reads
tea leaves and cards, and hears ban-
shee wails and sees spirits. She has
forebodings one day. and is worried
about her young son carrying on
with a married woman. But her
well-intentioned meddlings lead to

a disaster she lias not foreseen. And
the moral is plain: don't peer into

the future and try to change the
course of fate: "the next half hour
belongs to God."

Maybe Synge or Yeats could weave
their Irish magic, or at least some
poetry, about, this tale. Miss Chase
does 'hot. What she presents is a

dreary, overiong piece, full of ram-
bling descriptions of Irish folklore,

with the action slow to develop and
the suspense not well sustained.

There are fine flashes throughout,
and some tender moments, but it can
never add up to something. And this

despite a good production by Max
Gordon, direction by George Kauf-
man that certainly gets everything
out of the script that it holds—and
as fine a cast as one could assemble.

Fay Bainter. away from Broadway
much too long, dominates the stage
completely as the sensitive, some-
times silly legend-ridden woman in

as fully-rounded a portrait as the
season has shown. Jean Adair makes
a virtuoso part out of a tightwad
great-auni, particularly in her sec-

ond-act entrance. Conrad Janis i.s

especially appealing as the younger
son. Thelma Schnee is very good as

the trollope. Pamela Rivers, Francis
Compton. Art Smith and Jack Ruth
each lends sensitive support.
Edward Gilbert's set is admirable

and Mary Percy Schenck's costumes
authentic. The play isn't the filing.

Bro'n.

fast romance, after threatening to
shoot Turner.
Luther Adlpr, as the suave

mannerly Turner., and Paul Kelly'
the tough and bitter Madison, turn
in excellent performances. So does
Herbert Berghof, wlw plays the head
waiter. Dorothy Comingore is the
cigaret girl and presents the shape-
liest silk-stockinged legs seen on
Broadway in seasons. Care in cast-
ing the smaller parts is evidenced
throughout. Supper scene. with the
Cedric Wallace Trio playing melo-
dies pf yesteryear, is outstanding,
given technical assistance by Vincent
Sardi. ,.?

Harold Clurman's staging helps
the performance to command inter-
est, and Jo Miclziner's "setting is at-
tractive. ••.!' Ihee.

. S«»v«'ii 91irrarM
maclin-lms' (itllli! nroilii.Mton of aaplat

ilrania .in proluH,- apvpn aepiiPa anil"' elilliltf,

aiiltun'p'l by flasses - in lilay piuiln, [ ion,

I nuniifiila lp. llparl. ( 'oIIokp, I iOh Aa^Plaa.
KdilPil liy KinooM . f.a \ pi y. Slaiti'ii bj l>pn*
nia (.lurnpy. -At . . Bhiokrriaia I'lavlioaae.
M. Y., Del. •.',1, 'I.-.. .* I. SO lop Cast in.
I'llnlps f'.lla H'lTSifiaiu Kltaabaiii Kollpr.
Jo.M'P liolj>;. .MaiKaiPi lilpi. Mary Tal-m,
Kli/aliplli|':Rvuh, llslPo Motion aiol ,-tbPis.

Roman emperor i.s the only thing in

the play that, dusts off the wax-
museum effect.

The purport of the play is to show
that a man who. like Caligula, tries

to disconnect himself from his fel-

low men. brings destruction on him-
self. First act shows Caligula, half

mad, craving for the moon, and to

be what he calls free. To this end.
in the second act. aided by his friend
Helicon and his old and rather passe

|

mistress, Caesonia. he enacts laws
j

that are obviously iniquitous. In the
third act. he compels the Romans to
adore him dressed as the goddess

|

Venus. The end comes when Cali-
j

Playhouse, Wilmington (9-10)
gula. after he has strangled Caesonia,

|

"Oklahoma!" —Colonial, Bost
is himself murdered by his followers. C9-10)
There is really very little action

",

;.Bebe,W"_Univ. Wyoming. Lar-
but considerable oratory to describe i „ ,. )f,. . . , _/ „„,
what really constitutes freedom. - A I

<!»': Lincoln, Cheyenne (30';

Ki'ggalr* Aw Coating lo
Tama

rather burlesque effect is obtained in

;everal scenes when some modern
These include "The Day Before and somewliM slangy words are in-

Soring." "You Haven't Changed at :

troduced m the dialog. Maxi.

PLAY PUBLISHERS
. of tun and many

alhnr d'/'if'iiguilhnd playt

SONG Or BEHNADETTE
TOMORROW THE WORID
LOST HORIZON • HIGHLAND
FUNG • EVE OF ST. MARK • BEST

FOOT F JRWARD • FEATHERS IN

A GALE • MRS. MlNIVER • GREAT
BIG DOORSTEP KITTY
FOYLE HOUSE WITHOUT A KEY

THE DRAMATIC PUBLISHING CO.
IncDrporoftd 1887

59 E. VAN BUREN ST.,CHICAGO S

I.ii Faatilli> KlH^horaxadc
("The Sheherazade Family")

Paris. Oct. 15.
Miinii-p ,Tai'<n!(-lliini! priidufl inn or a

till pp-ili-J • OIH|i>,|y Uy I'lPl'iV BflVP. ; Slfir.S

Main I, ,- .I.i, -,i iion o in t :iml .laniiip Onyon.
Sim.^i.,I by .f'fi|.i|ito,niniit

: sels a nil t'OSl Hint's.
Ifplilip Ih'iroyal inUhbi. ,|."an Wiener. At;
Snnjio (l-'s ('llanipw KIvkpps. I'acia. .

-

Sliai-i i i . .... . . . . .\l;.ul i ioe Jaortuonionl
Slii'la>rav.a'lP .-. , . . lahiho*. ( I uypn

liai'innlnp (Ihar.lpv

. . . ;. .I'aul Villa.

:.lni-t|iiaa Dniillio

\hp1c Jnirplij
............ . . Aloxiii

.Andre t 'lave

A boil A aMnir

1 .Mr.sioor. . . .

.\iini „.-...:,
I .» mpl.l:

I.l iiiDall... . .

.

Oji-.. your pl»v need a thornuqti.going
riiaqnosis? la it in need o( quirk treatment to

make it live? Or -is your idea dylni because
you iauk that dramatic touch? .

Then write to the man. who can help you . , .

Sophocles Playdoctor
• ,- .;- box its

VariHy, I.VI \Ve»t 4(ifh St., X. V. HI

Straight plays only. Small tee for 'diagnosis.
Fee plus percentage, on general doctoring.

j

The production boils down to nice
Persian sets and coslumes. with some
good acting by Jaequemciit as the
sultan, and fair support by Janine

j
Guyon as Sheherazade. But the story

j
is slowly told, and musicamounts to

i just a lew bars in the wings. Scant

j

comedy relief is afforded by the
i members of the Sheherzode family

j

butting in at any and all times: and

I

incidents brought into the action, by
I characters other than the two pi'i.n-

j

cipals are of Ii tie interest. '

|

First act. in Sheherazade's home. I

hows her. in order to save her

SECRETARY
Vf(*Tt»n, Male, recently littitoruhl^

(lUrltiirtfiil—H'irShfs in work with
anyoii- rfxinrctcd In I.euilitnnif Oien-
ii*?,. ,S**v(»m }'«*«« of vnried secretnrlul

Box 871 . S Wesr 63rd St.. New York

Aud.. Denver (31-1); Chief, Colo.
Springs 08); City Aud.. Pueblo (3);

Fox, McCook (5); Aud., Hastings (6);

Omaha. Omaha (7); Mus. H., Kansas
C. (8-10).

"Ryan Girl"—Shubert, Philly (5-

10). .V ';

"School for Brides"—Erlanger. At-
lanta (29-3); Acad.. ' Northampton
(7); Copley. Bost. (8-10).

.

"Spring: in Brazil"—Forrest, Philly
(29-101.

"Slran^e Frn'.t"— Plymouth, Bost.
(30-10): .

"Stale of Ibe Union"—Cass. De-
troit (29-3): Nat'l, Wash. (5-10).

.
" Student Prince " — Studebaker,

Chi. i29-10i.

"Suds in Your Eyes"—Curran,
Frisco (5-10).

"Ten Little Indians"—Copley. Bos-
tort (29-3); Ford's. Balto.. (5-10).

"The Only Girl"— Geary, Frisco
(5-10). ,

"The Mermaids Singing:"—Shubert,
New: Haven (9-10 i.

.
"The Passing Slmw" — Bushnel)

And.. Hartford (9-10).

"The Rich" Full Lite"—Shuberi,
New Haven 1 1-3).

"The Secret Room"—Wilbur, Bo.-t

(29-3).

"The Winters Tale"—Blackstone.

o
llll-i

Kpal ill'Pa Paul «
Dovblhy CouiiiiKO
I'lurnl-in; aaltlrtx

ai r'oioiipi rtoi ilia

'-'7. *l.ai lop.

Alaurii'p
Ki'li.x

KnillP
Da vp
Pataplal •

•Noll Tlirnar
lain

Krankl*' Matliaou.
J-'lonlp Ditahayp..
.Innntlian weltlay.

r)in prixlitrl ion . nt
i oil., ai-popi by 'I'iin

I .ii I lie

Stajt«l
, MlPlz
'orraai

i

iPlialrama In

dorp lt..pips.

Aillpi' ami
by Harold

iipr. Opprjid
N. Y.. Oil.

,-. ..Ilailiprt HelSShnf
Vlflpd l.ilidcr

Inliils Kln^
10. <J. Malsball
loaapli ttoaso
I.ullipr Alitor

», . . .Harry Uadison
I'aul katiy

.DoroUl,' t'rVluill(ffli|-.p

Harold Vonns
Mia. T|p|iin>ll ftfillai'ilaon Vdi'iinine Aiupa
Kanriftl Ri<>hni'ila.in Auslin ^alrnian
XiBSi'
Wilson's WantrHa
Xiok Palaatro
Heinz
Skilinar
Oolilie .•

lamia Bllbarl
.tVdvio Wallaio Trii'i

IJa/trajti Mathl'WM
'I'om IVili

...Ailluir Hliliul'ittt

Harry .M. (Amite

lather's he'd, volunteering to marry
the. sultan that same evening, though Cl11 <29-10).

he's known to gel -a different wife I .
"Tobacco Road"—Nixon. Pitts. (29-

every night. I hen has her kill«d the
!
3): Cox.. Cinn. (5-10).

next mornin.o. To save her life she i

' "Two Mrs. C'anolls"—Or North-
banks on her ability to interest the

| ern 1 29-10)

"Voice of the Turtle"—Selwyn Cili

(29-10),

"Windy

sultan in. endless stories she will tell

him.
The sultan himself docs not ap-

pear on the stage until act two,
which takes place some weeks later,

Hill"— Davidson. Milwfii
kee 129-3): Amer., St. Louis (5-10).

A potentially good melodrama
gone wrong i.s "Beggars Are Coming
to Town." It is so adroitly produced
that in performance it seems better
than it really is. Its b.o. chances are
weak but it's sure lo make money
via a $100,000 pre-production film

deal with Hal'Wallis.
The players and director are

superior to the play itself. If there
were a few sharp laughs "Beggars"
would have a chance, despite a
woi'dy third act of promised melo-
drarriatics that do not come off. Not
since "Broadway" hu.s there been so
promising a behind-the-scenes night
club story.

Scene is the elaborate office of the
Avignon, a class Manhattan simper
club where the'service is impeccable
and the patronage is strictly by
reservation. Noll Turner Conducts
the establishment. He formerly had
a speakeasy with Frankie Madison,
a mobster who is just out of stir for
having bunlped off a hijacker.
Turner was on the boo/.e truck at the
time, but escaped.- Madison taking
the rap. He's, just released after
serving 14 years.
Although Turner had moved up-

town and made a big success of the
Avignon. Madison thinks he still i.s

a partner. After a private supper
with an attractive cigaret girl.
Turner offers his former buddy a
check for several Gs with the news
that he has no part of the place.
Madison tries to gather some one-
time tough guys.. to take over the
club, but finds they are either dead
or in jail. He does bring in four
plug-uglies, but his plans "fizzle and
they vamp after much nbracadra dia-
log anent the Avignon's corporate
setup, indicating that Turner owns
little of the stock. Madison then
exits with the cigaret girl, it being a

"Seven Mirrors." which ushered in

the new season of the semi-pro group
holding forth at the Blackfriars'
Guild Playhouse, while an ambitious
attempt at mass production has noth-
ing for the commercial theatre or
films. It's strictly lor the Catholic
college auditoriums aiid its dramatic
societies. ,

-

It's an episodic treatise on toler-
ance and everlasting peace, utilizing
the flashback system for its seven
scenes. Latter run the gamut of a
cave in Leyle to Lourdes. wherein
a pilgrim, presumably meant to be
the late Franz Werfel. finds the
yo.ung girl. Bernadette. attempting to

worship at the shrine of the Blessed
Virgin after the Nazi occupation.

This is especrally~"v?etl-handled and
one of several outstanding scenes in

the play. Others depict heroic strug-

gle of the women of Warsaw, an
;

American college campus , during a

jam session and a crowded N. Y. bus,

all faithfully mirroring the goings-

on of the various locales: all also

promulgating the same message for

peace and tolerance:
Play enlists an unusually large cast

for any stage, no less the limited

space allotted here. Although there

are no particularly standout per-

formances, the large cast measures
up to respective assignments. Den-
nis Gurney has done his usual «ood
job on direction. Edba.

19 GIRLS FILE SUIT

VS. CHI DRAMA SCHOOL
'*,

.
Chicago. Oct. 30.

In the wake of an expose of Chi-
cago's drama school racket, as re-

vealed originally in Varikty several

months ago, 19 girls here filed suit

in Superior court Monday (29) to

recover amounts ranging from $(>(•

to $207.50. representing tuition paid

by them to talent scouts and Broad-
cast Productions, Inc., and its al-

leged subsidiary, the Citizens Loan
Corp.

Girls charged this money was paid

or pledged by them to the school
with the understanding that they

would be transformed into models
or stage, movie or radio actresses.

Bill also seeks unspecified damages,
plus injunction restraining the loan
company ' from garnisheeing their •

wages to collect their promissory
notes.

No Feeding Tele
^ Continued from page 5 55

I

of whom demand different playing

I

times, and the exhibs must schedule

I

their programs accordingly. Tele-

|

vision network would necessarily
I preclude such a choice of scheduling,

since all houses linked up to the

*ame network would be forced lo

adhere to the same schedule. . Es-

tablishment of several nets to offset,

this would again raise the ultimate

cost, pt the system. Same thing holds

true so far as competition is.con-.

cerned. since all houses would per-

force be playing "day-and-'dale"

with all other houses.

Austrian does believe however,
that television will add much
to the film fare of pix houses and
the exhib will some day become one

of video's "favored beneficiaries.

He visualizes a time when the ex-

hibs, showmen at. heart, will take

advantage of the opportunities af-

forded by television to .schedule

such events for
.
their houses as the

exclusive telecasting of the World
Series the Kentucky Derby, the

opening night of a new legit play,

et a!. Television will also, aid the

pix. he said, through the exhibition

of trailers on home receiving set*,

and the building up of new screen

personalities; » •
-

.

~
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OBITUARIES
HERBERT L. SWETT

Herbert L. S.wett, 67, proprietor

of the Lakewood summer theatre,

Skowhegan, Me., died Oct. 20, in

^Swett was a childhood chum of,

.Owen Davis, playwright, who for

many seasons was a summer resi-

dent of Lakewood. Many of Davis'

latter plays were given their try-

outs at Lakewood.

He went to Skowhegan in 1901 to

manager- a three-town trolley line

that included as part of its system

an open-air amusement park on

/Lake Wesserunsett. He later ob-

Itained financial backing and bought

out the properties.

Among early directors of the

Lakewood Players were John Hy-

mer, vaudevillian turned playwright

and' father of film actor Warren

Hymer; Howard Lindsay of "Life

With Father" fame; and In later

years Melville Burke, now in Holly-

wood. "
.

About 1916 Swell really sought

national recognition of his Lake-

Perlmiitler in "Potash and Perl-

mutter-" on tour in this country and
in Australia. For several years he
toured vaudeville in the skit, "The
End of the World" ("Toblitzky

Says'*) and had subsequently ap-
peared in early editions of Earl Car-
roll's "Vanities" and other produc-
tions, including "Thumbs Up." Prior

tb diverting to productions he had
been in vaude for 15 years during
which time he had headed a dozen
or more sketch acts.

He had completed writing of a

play, "Shylock vs. Shakespeare," a
week betore he died. ••

Survivfed by three sisters.

years and toured in "The Dough-
girls" last season.
He was formerly active on the

council of Equity but resigned with 10
others from that body several years
ago in protest when candidates on
an independent ticket were elected.

Kappeler was prominent in the
Lambs club. In appearance lie did

not look his age.

picture was "Incendiary Blonde," at

Paramount.

STANLEY .IESSUP
Stanley Jessup, 67, legit actor,

died Oct. 26. in New York.
Early in his stage career he ap-

peared with Richard Mansfield in

"Cyrano de Bergerac," and shortly

after in the original production of

"The Merry Widow," at the New
Amsterdam theatre, N. Y. This was
followed by a long engagement un-

CARRIE NKILSON
Mrs. Caroline Wolvert Mayne. .74,

a retired actress known profession-
ally as Carrie Neilson, died Oct. 24
at Huntington, L. I. She had been
on the'- legitimate stage for more
than half a century, appearing with
her late husband, Frank G. Mayne.

Prior to that she had appeared for
several years with Weber and Fields
in productions at their. Music Hall
in N. Y. and had appeared in sup-
port of Nat Goodwin on American
and European toiirs. Later she and
her husband had headed their own
repertory company, which also
toured U. S. and abroad.
Surviving are a niece and nephew.

HENRY W. SCOTT
Henry W. Scott, 72, legit actor,

well known in the midwest for many-
years as a member of the LaSalle
theatre stock compauy, died in Chi.

Oct. 22.

In recent, years he was superin-

tendent of the Cook County record-

er's office in Chi.

Survived by widow and daughter.

Wired Radio
Continued Hum page 1

wood Players and surrounding

resort. The list of players who have

appeared there as regular members

of the company, or as guest stars, is

legion. It included such names as

Ethel Barrymore and her daughter,

Ethel Barrymore Coltrthe late Hugh
O'Connell and Walter Connelly;

Humphrey Bogart; Jessie^ Royce

Landis, Fay Wray, Mary Rogers,

Grace George. Edith Barrett, Vin-

cent' Price, Grpucho Marx and

many others. -

Surviving are his widow and two

daughters.

HERBERT A. YOST
Herbert A. Yost. 65, veteran legit

character actor, died in New York
Oct. 23. His last stage appearance
was in the Theatre Guild produc-
tion of "Jacobowsky and the Col-

onel" at the Martin Beck, N. Y,, this

year. He had appeared in other

Theatre Guild productions for the

past six years. *

Born iti ' Harrison, Ohio, he had
appeared in stage productions for

der the management of Charles
Frohman in "The Arcadians."
Later he played in A. H. Wood's

production of "Potash and Perl-

mutter," and was with Frances Starr

in "Shore Leave," under the man-
agement of David Belasco. In more
recent years he was with the Shu-
bcrls ' in "Nina Rosa," "Cradle

Snatchers." and with Pauline Lord
in "Sandalwood." This was followed

by a lor.g engagement With George
M. Cohan in "I'd Rather Be Right"

and in the company supporting
Helen Hayes in "Candle In

.
the

Wind." His last apeparance was in

"Count Me In." at the Ethel Barry-
more theatre. N..Y.

N El. I.IE DONEGAN
Nellie Donegan, 55. who jn'privale

life was the wife of Earle Reynolds,

with whom she did a roller-skating

act for many years, died Oct. 28 at

Reniiselaer. Ind.

Born Nellie Dunedin, she made
her first stage appearance when a

youngster with the Dunedin troupe

GARRETT FORT
Garrett Fort, 47. screen writer,

died OCti 26 in a Beverly Hills hos-
pital. Police said his death was due
to an overdose of sleeping tablets.

He had left a note directing his

funeral arrangements "in case some-
thing happens to me." :

Fort was a newspaper writer in

New Jersey before moving to Holly-
wood as a scenarist when pictures

were niute. Among his later screen-
plays were "Ladies in Retirement."
"Street of Chance. "Lady For a

Night." and "The Man in Half Moon
Street."

WALTER M. HARVEY
Waller M. Harvey, 71, .former the-,

atre scenic artist, died Oct, 26 at En-
glewood. N. J.

Before retirement he had dprie

sets for many productions, including

Earl Carroll's "Vanities," "Hit the

Deck" and "Tobacco Road."

Mrs. Minny Novy died in Austin,

Texas, on Oct. 24. She was the wife

of Lo-.iis Novy. manager of Inter-

stale' Theatres in Austin.
'

Ralph Emerson Packbam. 53. film

studio scenic artist, died Oct. 21 in

Hollywood.

Rank-U Deal
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WILLIAM G. KALISKA
William G. Kaliska. 59, formerly

operator of a string of film theatres
through the south and for many
years an official of the Coco-Cola
company in charge of promotion and
sales at baseball parks, circuses,

rodeos and outdoor theatrical attrac-

tions, died in Atlanta, Oct. 29 of a

'heart ailment.

Native of Buffalo, he served as a

major in the Marine Corps in France
during World War I and received
the Distinguished Service Cross.

Survived by wire, niece and
nephew.

DOROTHY MacBRYDE
Dorothy MacBryde, 50, former

legit and vaude actress, died in New
York Oct. 28. She was the wife of

John MacBryde, who appeared •with
her in many productions and vaude
acts and more recently portrayed the
Old Ranger in radio production of
"Death Valley Days."
She had appeared in many legit

productions, including "The Climax"
and "Meanest Man in the World."

' Survived by husband.-

were J. Cheever Cowdin. Nate
Blumberg, J. H. Seidelman, Charles

D. Prutzman and Matty Fox. ;

First of the 12 pix is "Madonna
of the Seven Moons." made by
Gainsborough Films, and the second

is "The Seventh. Veil/' a Sidney
Box-Ortus production starring Ann
Todd, whom Blumberg has signed to

do pix in America after she finishes

her next film." "Romance with

Music." on which shooting i.s slated

to begin in December. '

(1878-1942)

JERRY VOCEL

the past 48 years, having made his
first Broadway appearance at the
age of 17 as male lead in William A.
Brady's production of the comedy,
"Over Night." It Was in this show
also that Ned Sparks first attracted
attention as the smart-alecky hotel
clerk. In addition to his stage work.
Yost was a lay preacher in the
Unity Center of New York and
founder of a similar chapel in Old
Greenwich. Conn., where he had a
summer home. He also lectured on
the theatre.

Survived by widow. Agenes Scott.
Yost, now appearing in "Dark of. the
Moon" at -the 46th St. theatrei-.N. Y,

THOMAS P. RONAN
Thomas P. R'orian. 59, district

manager for Central Illinois of
Great Stales Theatres and manager
•of the Fischer theatre, Danville, 111.,

died in that city Oct. 21.
Ronan, who was in show business
loi? many years, started as a page
ooy..tn Powers theatre. Decatur. III.
He was theatre treasurer in Chi and
°wer cities, as well as company
manager for various shows, and
went to Danville in 1918 to manage
the old Home Theatre Co's office
mere. He. then managed theatres in
°«Qlt, Wfe; Flint, Midi., and other
28**> antl rettir?ned to Danville in
l«9

. where he started working for
the Great Slates circuit.
Survived by widow., mother, father

•. «>« daughter, Honore Ronan. firb-
«ram .director for Station WDAN.
"Ccatur, 111.

„ SAM L1EBERT
5>anv Licbert, 56. veteran dialect

comedian, who had appeared for
years in vaudeville and legit and
more recently in . radio, died in New
York Oct. 23.
Born in New York, Lieberl played

cycling txt. which had been a fea-

ture of circuses and big-time
vaude. When she later diverted to

a roller-skating, act she adopted
the Donegan tag. She married
Reynolds, also an accomplished
skater, and the couple had appeared
;..s a team for years.

In addition to husband, a daughter,

Helen Reynolds, who also had her
own skating acts hi vaude. survives.

Seidelman Rejoins

Paris, Oct. 30.

Joseph H. Seidelman. Universal

vtiepee and export manager, re-

joined Nate Blumberg, U. proxy, in

London last week after a short sur-

vey of the French film field. Seidel-

man said: that pix conditions were
gradually improving in France but

were still too unsettled for any
definite production plans to be made.

Joseph A. McConville, Col foreign

sales manager, and Jacob Segal, as 1-

sistant. are stuck in Paris, mean;
while, awaiting visas for other Eu-
ropean countries. Col duo plan ex-

tensive looksee into pix market
throughout Europe before returning

to the states.
1

Robert E. Schless. Par's sales man-
ager in France, and Henry Lartigue,

Metro foreign sales manager, ar-

rived in Paris last week after

huddles with execs in the states.

recordings and call them down. "It's

been a godsend to lis," he declares.

He also figures that the right kind .

of music played over the system in-

creases sales force effciency about
30'.. Ballads are the best sedative
he declares. -.

The unit includes a five-band ra-
dio, a record player and microphone
pickup with an outlet on every floor,

as well . as on the street in. front of
the store. The record player will
handle either records or transcrip-
tions, the latter from inside out or
outside in. Either the radio or the
record player can .be' toned down
and used for background music
while broadcasting through the
unit's mike. '.

The. record player is kept grinding
out .music most of the- time on busy

.

days and it was on continuously V-E
and V-J Days. The unit also is used
for broadcasting important speeches,
public events and games throughout
the store. A football, game is put on
for the customers every Saturday
afternoon and crowds gathered in
the lobby and street floor for the
play-by-play relay of the world
series. The system also is used to.
call employees to the office, to locate
a child lost in the store, to get a mes-
sage to a customer in case of an
emergency call and to promote many
interests of the employees them-
selves. During a recent election
campaign for office in an insurance
organization within the store, can-
didates broadcast speeches to their
fellow-workers during quiet hours.

The store Is owned by George J.
Marottj, 87-year-old merchant and
hotel man. 'It also maintains two
programs and a spot on local radi»
stations every day and has another
radio setup, apart from the store
system, in its College Inn for the
co-ed and teen-age crowds.

Paul Robeson
Continued from page 1

;

LEONARD LIEBLING
Leonard Liebliiig, music critic and

editor, died of a heart ailment in

New York Oct. 28. He was found
dead by : friends, who went to his

apartment when he failed to keep a

dinner date.

Interested in' music from youth.

Liebling joined, the staff of -The Mu-
sical Courier in 1903 and never left

it.' although he engaged in allied fields,

concurrently. He became editor of

the publication in 1912 and held the.

position .
until his death. For three

years, ending in 1940. lie was music
editor of Radio Guide ,

and for 13

years music critic of the Now York
American.

Lic'jling also wrote' several comic
operas, including "'The American
Maid." "The Balkan Princess." "The
Gii l and the Kaiser*' and "Vera Vio-
letta.". -'-:'•

;

''/":.;' " : '

Survived by widow arid daughter.

ALFRED KAPPELER
Alfred Kappeler, 69. legit actor,

died suddenly Oct.. 29. in New York,

after a heart attack. He. was .stricken

shortly after returning from a. re-

hearsal of "The M°rmaids Singing."

new John van Druten. play,.and ex-

pired in an ambulance on the way
to- a hospital.

He had been an actor for many

ALFRED LOYAL
Alfred Loyal, 72. producer o|

trained canine acts for vaude aiid

circuses, died at Fanwood, N. J.,

Oct: 27.
.

Born in France, Loyal was a barc-

6ack rider in circuses in his youth.
After being injured in a fall, he de-
veloped his trained dogs act, with
which he appeared in vaudeville lor

some '35 years. His last appearance
.was at Radio City Music Hall, N.; Y.
last year.

He leaves a widow and daughter.

HOWARD SHELTON
Howard Shelton, 55. former Euro-

pean film director whose real name
was, Hans Schwartz, died Oct. 27

in Hollywood after long illness.

He was director .of many Ufa pic-

tures and was brought to Hollywood
! in -1933 by. the late Winfield Sheehan
and after directing several pictures

I
at Fox Studios, moved to Metro as

producer. He was recently released

from Office of Strategic, Services.

Widow survives.

FRANCESCO DADUI
Francesco Daddi. 81. tenor, who

played comedy idles in Metropoli-
tan and Chi Opera Companies for

many years,.-starting with the Met in

1910. died in Chicago Oct. 22, fol-

lowing a long illness. ,'
.

Daddi came to the U. S. in 1906.

,
and in recent years was a voice

;
teacher in N. Y. and Chi. Previously

'he bed co-starred with many .famous
i'singers, including Mine. Schumanrir
i Heii.ik. Caruso and Campanini. .

DON COSTELLO
Don t'o.-tcllo, 44, stage and screen

t actor, died Oct. 24, in his sleep at

, his Hollywood, home.

I

Once a legit player on Broadway,
j.C'os'.ello entered pictures six years

, ago, playing character roles. His last

Korda-Rank
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tern, and a number of other items
he had on his chest.
For his idealogi'cal efforts, Robe-

son was thanked by Thomas Archer,
Gazette critic, who though kudoing
his singing, referred to Robeson as
a "ham" whose ideological enthu-

I siasm "went beyond trie limits of
good taste."

The ' Herald's reporter Campbell
i Carroll said that Robeson "does
little good to the causes he so
earnestly espouses." ..'. '
Robeson expressed pleasure that

the critics perked up in reaction to
what he had to say and added:
"They will have to take what I have
to say along with my songs."

port-import field to gain more info

about the potential international

market, for French films. He likes

the idea of English subtitles for

foreign pix instead of dubbing, but

declared that dubbing would prob-

ably give such films much wider
distribution in the smaller cities and
towns. .

Producer said that French pix in-

dustry is still struggling to return

to normalcy, but is hampered by a

raw stock shortage,, lack of heat for

studios, el. al. Nazis made about 50

pix a year in France during the oc-

cupation, he said, and five or six of

these, plus several, that were com-
pleted after the liberation, have
definite international value and will

probably be offered oft the Ameri-
can markel as soon as.distrib deals

arc made Clair explained tiiat most
of fiie Nazi-made pix steared clear

of propaganda, the} Nazis preferring

to feed the propaganda via ;new-v
reels after 'he 'patrons had been
lui f.d ]uto the theatre.

Clair is currently directing "The
French Toiich." Herbert Harris'

legit production, and plans to delas'

his return to. the Coast Uniil alter

.fire show. opens in Wilmington. Del..

Nov. 15. His latest for 20lh-Fox.
"And .Then There Were. None."
opens today '-;•!! i' at the Roxy,

Biiinside Exits Rank

Hollywood, Oct. 30.

William Burnside has broken his

tics with J: Arthur Rank, for whom
bewas Hollywood rep for the last

year. 'Interference by Rank officials

in. N, Y. said lo be responsible for

his resignation.

Contract with Rank has a year to

run, but Burnside plans to bow out
Nov. 15. He was formerly associ-

ated will) the Canadian Ministry of

Information.

MARRIAGES
Miriam Hopkins to Raymond B.

Brock, Alexandria, Va., Oct. S3.

Bride is' stage and screen star.

Delia Norell to Andy Russell, Las
Vegas, Oct. 23. Bride is nitery song-
stress; groom is vaude and radio
singer.

Christine Johnson to Walter Spo-
lar. New York, Oct. 26. Bride is in

cast of "Carousel" i Majestic, N. Y.);
groom is concert violinist, recently
discharged from the Army Air
Corps.
Dorothy Goos to Murray Gal-

braith. Chicago. Oct., 22. Both are
featured in "Holiday on Ice."

Clara Burns Malneck to Matty

-

Malneck i remarriage) , Beverly
Hills, Oct. 26. G'oom i.s oreh leader.

Irene Adams to Capt. Oliver Q.
Johnson, Pittsburgh, Oct. 24. Bride
is on, Pen n theatre staff. .

Jeanne Harper lo Henry Spitzer,

Las. Vegas, Nev.. Oct. 24, Groom is

a music publishing exec.
Lois Andrews to David Street, Las

Vegas. Oct. 27. Bride is screen
actress: groom is radio singer. '

;

'

-

BIRTHS
! Mr. arid Mrs! Andre de Toih, son,

j
Hollywood. Oct. 25. Mother 'is

: Veronica Lake, film star; father is

film director.

! Mr. and Mrs! Paul Crabtree, son,
Pittsburgh,' Aug. 2J:. Mother is

.former Mary
.
Evelyn Ducey, who

! toured in "Kiss and Tell"; father is

,
legit actor.

j. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brines, son,
1 Kvanstpn, III.. Oct. 18. .. Father is.

Station. WGN, Chicago, publicity

director, and asst. station manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ludy, daughter,

Chicago. Oct. 15; Father is general
manager of WIBW. Topcka, Kas., and

j
KCKN. Kansas City.

Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Condon,
f daughter, Oct. 30, N. Y. Father ia
; widely known ,|ar/. musician.
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Literati
G. Si Nathan's Encore

George Jean Nathan's "Theatre
Book of the Year, 1944-45" is again

a breezy '-record and an interpre-

tation," as it is subcaptioned. a fine-

$2.75 worth under Knopf imprint.

As with all these Nathan antholo-

gies, the entertaining comment on
the season's entries, statistics, etc..

again makes this year's "Theatre
Book" a must .for libraries, theatre

students and kindred academic and
professional show biz followers.

Slars and Stripes Drops 2, Adds 2

Stars and Stripes, GI overseas
newspaper, broke even in editions

this month. New editions were
started in Tokyo and Shanghai while
two folded in the European theatre.

Nice-Riviera edition went under on
Oct. 1. while the London bureau,
headed by Sid Gans, former aide to

Connie Miles on the N. Y. American
drama desk, closed down Oct. 15.

Incidentally, the Germany edition
of Stars and Stripes gave top play
to tiie recent Variety story on the
value-increase of Elliott Roosevelt's
Texas radio stock.

Killed By Bad Bole?
San Diego (Cal.i Union points out

that an actor might have been killed
by a bad role. Daily came out the
day after Henry Armctta's death
last week with a front-page headline,
"Armctta. Stricken After Riiss Per-
formance. Dies." Story .went on to
say that the comedian had "struggled
through" his vaude skit in the Russ
Auditorium, collapsed backstage, and
then died en route to the hospital.
Newsprint shortage might have had
something to do with the Union's
running both the account of Ar-
metta's. death and a review of the
show in the same story.

World." Five days after publication,

opus had gone into three .printings,

100,000, 50,000, and 50,000. SK.-S has
already ordered the paper for the

fourth printing of 100.000 copies.—- •

Peyton Paul Into Pub Field

Peyton Paul enters the N. Y. book
field with publication of "We Al-
ways Come Back," novel by .lames

Allen, former U. S; Air Forces of-

ficer.

The American and Canadian rights

to the novel, which was first pub-
lished in London last 'July, were
purchased in England by two fellow

Air Forces officers. Lt. Peyton H.

Knight and Capt. Paul F. Ader, who
formed the new company'; to spe-

cialize in books by new writers.

No Books From Paris—Yet
A friend wrote John Wilstach that

he had seen in Paris a translation

of his novel. "Under Cover Man,"
titled "Man of the Secret Brigade."

but author's name used. Wilstach
tried to order a copy from Paris

through the French Book Store, in

N. Y..and to his astonishment found
that you can order from London—
but not from France., ,

Reunion at the Stork
Some 25 war correspondents are

throwing a party tonight (Wed.) at
the Stork Club, N. Y.. .to celebrate
the marriage of Time scribe Will
Lang (overseas four years) and con-
cert singer Louise Beaman, Spon-
sored by INSmen Larry' Newman
and Frank Coniff. Vincent Shean. ct
al, occasion will mark the first time
many of the celebrants have met in
the States, though some spent two
and three years with each other on
foreign soil covering the African.
Italian and European campaigns.

Stage Pictorial's Fix Section
*~ Stage" Pictorial, beginning with
the December issue/ which launches
the mag as a monthly, will enter
motion picture field, with two pages
to be devoted to pix each month.
New department will spotlight selec-
tion of the "Best Film of the Month"
by the New York Herald TrhYs pix
critic, Howard Barnes. Critic's
choice for the first issue is Par's
"Lost Weekend."

Beaverbrook's Payoff
London, Oct. 30.

Lord Beaverbrook's munificent
gesture in allocating $500.00(1 a year
to his 10 senior executives if certain
circulation targets are reached, will,
it is estimated, result in each of the
fortunate 10, including three editors,
enjoying an income of not less than
$90,000 a year apiecer

Hope. Joe K. Brown Ktidoes

Bob Hope, who hails from Cleve-
land, and Daphne MeViker. Colum-
bus, received prizes last Saturday
(27,) for the best booksTH' humor by
Ohio authors during 1944. for their

"I Never Left Home" and "Queen Is

in the Kitchen." respectively, at the

annual meeting of the Ohioaha Li-

brary at Columbus. ,

Joe E. 'Brown, formerly of Toledo,

received a medal from the society

for his work in entertaining service

men overseas and his book. "Your-

Kids and Mine."

'Books For Russia' Drive
Bennett Cerf, chairman of "Books

for Russia" campaign of the Amer-
ican Society for Russian Relief, Inc..

is spearheading drive to collect

1.000.000 books by British and Amer-
ican authors from private American
homes to be turned over to Russia.

Idea of drive is to replace some of

more than 20,000,000 volumes that

were pillaged and looted by Nazis

during war.
According to Cerf. English lan-

guage is second only to Soviet

languages in Russian popularity.

Central Library of Foreign Lan-
guages in Moscow, with 20 advanced
English study courses, will increase

them to 150 as soon as books from
America are received, he added.

Marshall Sells

"General '''-Marshall's' Report." a
Simon and Schuster book, is on its

way to reaching the sales propor-
tions of Wendell Willkie's "One

HM's 11th Fellowships
Houghton Mifflin, for the lUh

year, is .offering $1,500 literary fel-

lowships to promising writers, pay-
able in monthly installments of $125,

with $500 of the total to be an ad-

vance against royalty. Fellowships,

offered in fiction and non-fiction, have
aided in the completion of some 12

books published by Houghton Miff-

lin, with four others in preparation.
Probably the most famous of the

fellowship award results is Dorothy
Baker's "Young Man With A Horn."

'Project -V SlilJ Imlef

Norman Cousins, editing a mythi-
cal "Project X." with Marshall Field
Ill's bankroll, is buying stories at

full rates for the yet. untitled na-
! tional magazine. Idea is to compete
' with Satevepost, Collier's, etc.. and
if the Project X never materializes
editor Cousins and publisher Field

A RUNAWAY!n

i
THI NEW NOVEL OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES IT

SINCLAIR LEWIS
A tOOKOFTHEMONTH CIU« SELECTION

EVERYWHERE, $2.75 A RANDOM HOUSE BOOK

will endeavor to resell the scripts

and salvage part of their investment.
Meantime Cousins .is dummying tip

his first' two issues as if going to

press.

Cousins, who also edits Saturday
Review of Literature, has aspira-

tions of making that into a sort of

national New Yorker—covering all

the arts—which means it would
wind up' being called the Sat. Rev.,

sans Lit. ' „ . ,

.

Take Over Erie Paper
Edward Lamb, Toledq attorney,

and Kenneth D. Tooill, veteran news-
paperman, also of Toledo, have pur-
chased the Erie (Pa.) Dispatch-
Herald from the estate of the late

Charles H. Strong. Tooill, managing
editor of the Toledo Blade, will

assume his new post as co-publisher
and editor-in-chief late this month.
Lamb is president and co-publisher,
William Virtue, formerly executive

vice-president of the Erie paper, is

now an associate editor, and Paul
Albracht is general niahaj,-r;

Television Reviews
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Jack Moffitt, screenwriter, stalled

a "Movie of the Month" dept. for

Esquire in the Nov. issue. •

Chester Morris' handbook on
magic for beginners will hit the
stands in tim8 for the Christmas
trade. "- ;'•

"

"Exclusive," new. national month-
ly picture magazine, due Feb. 1. 1940.

A. Neil Sawyer, publisher; Solomon
Balsam, editor. .

• •

Eugene Katz and Alan Barth had
story oh newspaper's latest develop-
ment, the facsimile paper, in Octo-
ber American -Mercury.'

Llewellyn Hughes doing an adven-
j

lure novelette each issue starting
|

next month under pen name. Dennis
Morgan, for Five Novels Mag.

Si Shaltz, assistant day city editor
of Philadelphia Record, has resigned
from that post after 14 years to open
a public relations office with Ger-
trude Golden.
Time mag has bought a $78,000

Lockheed. plane and is spending $35.-

000 more on its equipment for news
gathering and picture coverage in

the Pacific Coast area.

Cameron Shipp assigned' by Mayor'
Bowron to write a book on 'the war
record of Los Angeles, with em-
phasis on the contribution of the mo-
tion picture industry.

Max Zalstein appointed contribut-
ing editor to This Month. Former
Philadelphia Orchestra violinist di-

vides time now between playing en-
gagements and writing articles on
music.

William" Matson Rolh hew pub
head of Prentice-Hall's trade book
dept. Formerly editor and partner
in Colt Press of Frisco, he was with
OWI from 1942-45, chiefly in Alaska,
India and Burma.
Bob Thomas and his assistant,

Armand Archerd. have established

quarters at the Hollywood Citizen-

News office for the new Associated
Press coverage of motion picture

news 'by daily wire and wirepholo.
Chicago Variety stall's series of

stories on_ the talent school racket
is basis of article by Alfred Prnwitt
in Coronet mag for November. Pro-
witt hits it from a national angle,
covering N. Y.. San Francisco and
Chi.

Larry Newman, INSer who cov-
ered the African. Italian &nd Euro-
pean invasions, last week became
INS' new promotion director, suc-
ceeding Carl Turner, who left after

22 years to operate his own news-
paper in Wisconsin.
Bellman Publishing Co. h!\s jusl

issued a booklet, "Public Relations,"

by Edward L. Bernays. under lis

heading Vocational and Professional
Monographs. To sell for 75 cent.;,

the 20 pages discuss public relations'
history and development and

j Is. re-
turns.

Seventeen, the" mag. will host ad-
vertisers and their teen-age daugh-
ters in the Waldorf-Asoria's Jade
Room Nov. 2 to celebrate the mag's
November issue. "Your Parents and
You." Publisher Walter Amieriberg
and .editor Helen Valentine, with
their daughters, will head, the recep-
tion line. .

"Hollywood Merry Co Round."
written, by Renny McEvoy. with ay*.

work by Jim Fabian, and concerning
a 10% cr named Johnny, soon to be
distributed by McNaughl Syndicate.
First appearance nationally Nov. 2«.

McEvoy is son of J. P. McEvoy. and
has appeared in two Paramount pic-
tures to date.

Bill Ornstein. Metro flack in N. Y..
m.'kes three appearances in maga-
zines for November, namely. Read,
Swing and Child Play. First is with
an article, second humor and third
fiction. Also set for December with
Negro Story, fiction, and article in

Swing. Writer's Journal for Octo-
ber also had long piece by Ornstein.

[

"WINTJ3RSET"
With- Jon- McQuade, Eva l.antkord.
Peter G'apelle, Thomas Nello, Ralph
Ahearn, Anatole Winogradofr,
Grandon Rhodes, Syd Marion*; An-
thony Blair .

Writer: Maxwell Anderson
Producer-Director: Ernest Collin*
Sets: Robert Wade
Technical Director: Rejd Davis
90 Mins.; Sunday (28), 8:15 p.m. '.'

Sustaining
WMBT, NBC, N. Y.
Programmers at WMBT made a

wise choice in selecting Maxwell An-
derson's "Winterset" as the first full-

length legit production to he tele-

vised since the station began its post,
war Sunday night broadcasts. With
two simple sets and its Chief attrac-
tion not the action but the poetic
quality of Anderson's dialog, the
play ij especially well suited for
television, and suffice it to say that
Ernest Colling, producer, made the
most of overcoming whatever limit-

ations were imposed by the small
size of the television studio, as com-
pared to a stage.

It's unfortunate, however, that the
cameramen could not use the new
super-sensitive tube, since the light-

ing was bad at several points with
the images hardly discernible on the
screen. Another disappointing aspect
was the use of a narrator to an-
nounce the intermissions. Only heard,

between acts, the narrator - followed
his announcements with a persua-
sive speech to stay tuned for the next
act—a !'don't-go-way,-you-ain't-soen-
nothing-yet" sort of thing, which
could have been done much better
by merely flashing the announcement
of the intermission on the. screen.
Now-familiar plot of "Win'tcrsct"

is said to be based on the famous
Sacco-Vanzetti case. It was a whale
of a cast that Colling assembled for

the show but tops among them was
Jon McQuade, with a moving por-
trayal of the idealistic Miq. whose
entire life had been frustrated by The
shadow of his father's execution, Eva
Langbord, who replaced Margo in_

the feminine lead, in the original'
groadway production, was also ex-
cellent. Anatole Winogradoff was
capital in the role of Esdras. the old
Jewish patriarch, which he por-
trayed in the original Broadway cast,

and kudos are also due Peter Capella
as the gang chief.
Accompanying musical score did

much to heighten the emotional
mood. Robert Wade's two sets were
fine, with the backdrop for the
Brooklyn Bridge scene especially

praiseworthy. '='.- '..'..'

"KING'S RECORD SHOP"
With John Reed King;
Director: Bobby Henry
,'iO Mins., Wed. 8
WRGB, Schenectady, N, Y. (ABC-
Blue)
Show cooked up by the ABC

(Blue) production department for
presentation over General Electric's

Schenectady outlet gives staunch
support to a vast sector of the in-

dustry which believes that while
video ..is in the toddling stage, pro-
gramming keynote should be sim-
plicity. . ;

"King's Record Shop" provides a

punchy argument in that behalf.

There are no complicated picture
patterns to divert from essential en-
tertainment factors and as a result

the show moves at fast pace;
Show is based as a listener-par-

ticipation stunt with beholders phon-
ing in names of either singers or
songs of records played by John
Reed King. Disk is selected by
studio visitors.

Effectiveness of the show is am-
ply attested to by the fact that in

lew cases did more than 10 seconds
elapse between phone calls during
the time disk was spinning. Also
bearing out contention that al pres-
ent accent should be on audio values
is borne out by fact that an FM
listener « telephoned in. which indi-
cates that aural values can pull in
more than the relatively small num-
ber of- listeners on'- tele.' receivers.
"Much credit is due lo King's
handling of the proceedings. Work-
ing without a script, he ad-libs ef-
fectively and pulled off a stunt that
would do credit to "Truth or Con-
sequences" by getting a middle-aged
couple in the booth along with a
sailor, then blindfolding the femrrie
to see if she. could detect the one
making advances. Jose.

I

lines with "Three' Houses," the fir«f
serial of its type ever<attempted via
video. Presented in three install
ments; the latest programming-
wrinkle evidenced that video audi
ences.will get no more tired of view-

'

ing the same actors every day than
radio audiences now get of hearing
them and that serialized soap onerat :

might fill the bill for "live" shows'
on future matinee television. '..

'

Plot of - "Three' Houses" was"
amusing but trivial, with credit
due the directors for keeping fhe

'

show moving. Penned by Peg«y
Mayer, radio script writer, and
Marian Spitzcr, who worked on the
script for the "Dolly Sisters" film
the material gave mundane inci-
dents in the lives of three neighbor-
ing families. Action revolved around
Karl Bentley (Marty Miller), dimin-
utive star of the show. A pre-
cocious "fixer," the youngster
brought his talents info plav to
straighten out the squabbles between
two of the families and to make
sure his sister had a date for the
big dance.

Script writers did well with the
continuity of the three chapters and
managed to maintain interest by
cutting each installment at a crucial
point in the story. Acting was ade-
quate -for, -the story, but members of
the cast missed their cues several
times. Sets were excellent, with
the cameras displaying them to' full
advantage. Given better scripts, the
installment plan of televising could
be used, to good advantage for such
programs as educational features,
besides its soap opera potentialities.

X Radio Foliowup | >

Barry Gray had quite a cast. Tues-
day, night or rather Wednesday (24)
morning with Frank Sinatra,' Perry -

Como, Jo Stafford. Hen'ny Ybungman, .;

a corps of pluggcrs, pressagents and
agents giving his WOR (N. Y.) stn- v'.

dio a Grand Central Station aura.
This wasn't one of Gray's "Variety"- .

sponsored nights but his Moonlight
Saving Time was full of showbiz
flavor, even unto bobbysoxers haunt-
ing the WOR-Mutual studios until 5

a.m., trailing. The Voice. (Where are
the mamas and papas of those kids'?,

but maybe that falls into the orbit
of Sinatra's tolerance campaign, be-
cause incipient juvenile delinquency
is first cousin to ganging up on some .

kid because of his color or creed. .

In fact, that was a fittingly serious
topper-Offer to Sinatra's stint, l

The verbal jamsossion otherwise •

was a distinguished turnout, especi-
ally for an all-night disk jockey,
pointing up anew .to what degree
Gray has established himself with
the show bunch. Already the p.a.s

are starting to bother. him but lie's

wisely picking his gueslers. Con-
sidering (hat Sinatra-Como-Stafford-
Youngman are more in the same line
of cufl'o personals, that's quite an
asset to any station. Gray, of course,
lets the chips fall where they may,
and sometimes he's a little rough,
with not unexpected repercussions,
but the moment he milquetoasts his
stuff he loses the flavor. However, a
certain amount of chivalry must ob-
tain with certain subjects. A couple
of cracks about Kate Smith weren't
exactly in the Sir Walter Raleigh
tradition of gallantry; OK when
talking about the quality of a platter
but n.s.g. when spotlighting on Smith
personally. By and large, however,
a more tliaii good balling average.
(P.S.—as regards The Voice, ei al..

WOR was plenty excited about its

MST (Moonlight Saving Time) im-
presario to make it newsworthy cm
.the regular a.m.. news spiels the fol-

lowing day.) • AM.

With the introduction of a gileslar

policy every other week on "Thnse
Websters." show now "-'gets: away

.

from its similarity to the "Aldrich
Family" format used since the in- •

ccption of .the show and on "That
Brewster Boy" ' previously. Boris
Karloff. first guest star <19> was
cleverly worked into the script by
writers Al Miller and Priscilln Kent,
by making him a baker in the town
and giving full play to Frankenstein
antics by a dream sequence. Joe E.

•Brown is skedded for the Nov. 2 .

broadcast on which he will appear
as a traveling medicine hawker. Joe
Ainley is again directing. New for-

mat should hypo interest in show.

"THREE HOUSES"
With -Marty Miller, Henry Barnard,

Julie Warren, Wynne Gibson, Ron-
nie Baker, Richard Via, Paul
Kornspan

Writers: Peggy Mayer, Marian
Spitzer

Director: Ben Feiner / -

Ass't director: Cledge Roberts
Cameras: Howard Hayes, Ralph
Warren

Se(s: James McN'aughton
20 Mins.; Toes.' (8S)y Wed. (21),

Frl. (26), 8:10 p.m.
WCBW-CBS, N. Y.
Following up its recent televising

of a sponsored soap opera, the CBS
tele programming department con-
tinued its experiments along these

Radio Reviews
s Continued from page 36 .

to apply significantly to the present

racial problems. Other-performances
Of Will Geer, Charme Allen and Bess

McCammon, as the father and rela-

tives, respectively, were commend

-

ably done.
Frank Papp's direction conveyed

the spirit of the author's era. Writers

Margaret Halliwell and Maria"

Waldman put out a logical fust

episode. Bennetl Cerf closed the

program with a brief comment on

the novel's classical merits.

'
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Broadway
John Byram abed with sciatica.

Jinx Falkenburg in for brief va-

cation.- •
'..'•;

'

Willie Wyler back to Hollywood

tonight Wed.).
_

Hai ry Brand, 20lh-Fox studio ad-

pilb director, in town.

Helen Monroe, of the 46th St. box-

office, lost her mother last week.

Nicholas M. Schcnck and Howard

Diet/, back this week from Coast.

Ralph Dumke signed for Cap'n

/Vncly role in "Show Boat" revival.

Leo Wilder and Nat Gartsman out

of the Army and into Warner pub

dept. .

Universal hosting Merle Oberbn

with cocktailery this I Wed.) after-

noon. " „
Radio scripier Kenny Raught in

Flushing hospital, minus bis appen-

dicts. •'•
'

.'-."•'

Hotel Sharon (old NVA Club) on

West 46th St. cited by OPA for over-

charging.
"'.'.'•-.

Henry Blanke, Warner Bros, pro-

ducer, looking over current Broad-

way' plays.

• Bells of St. Mary's" (RKO) is the

Christmas holiday film set for the

Music Hall.

Jack Eltrat is back with Jed Har-

ris -asam .a« stage manager for "Of

All People,". .

' .-'.. '.'

Jack Forrester back to Paris, via

Lisbon, next Tuesday. Due back
within a month. ';.

""'.''

„c-
Elbert Gruver. back from China

with Air Forces, to stage-manage for

"Brighten the Corner."
Festivities a I Sardi's Thursday

(li will celebrate the start of the

second year of: "Harvey."
John Wildberg is reading. Jules

Werner's "B-B-B-Benny," a musical
drama with Negro setting.

Phil Baker inked Charles Tobias

and Peter De Rose to do lyrics and
music 'or "Holiday for Girls."

Charles McDonald, RKO circuit

zone mgr. for N. Y. and Brooklyn, in

West Side tiosp for observation,

Lt. Tony Dapice will join PRC as

fan mag contact following discharge

from Army; expected next week.
Paul Lazarus, junior and senior,

lunching on the former's first clay

in civvies.
'

Cpl. Walter Kaner. ex-publicity
director WLIB, N. Y.. now in Tokyo
with 387th Inf. Special Services sec-

tion.

Billy Rose paid $75,000 for a Rem-
brandt which belonged to' the estate
of the late Mrs. Isabel Van Wie
Willys.

Maurice Bergman. Universal ad-
pub director, returns Sunday (Nov.
4) from a Week's a* survey trip to
Dallas.

John Fogarty and Stan Kavanaugh
planed back from seven months USO
tour of China, Burma, India and
Ceylon.
George Petrie. just out of "Winged

Victory" and the service, slated tor
the John Cecil Holm show, "Brighten
the, Corner."

Bill Halligan sends word from the
Coast that he's better after extended
hospitalization and is now looking
for long shots.
A biography of the late Thomas

(Fats) Waller being written by his
former manager, Ed Kirkeby and
Roger Wittaker.

Bill O'Brien, ex-Pathe News in
Paris, due out of the OSS shortly
and may return to France as a the-
atrical manager.
Radio actress Joy Hathaway 's

painting of her two sons is in the
running for top money at the Park
Avenue Art Exhibit.
Jack Althoff, json of vet " vaude-

villian Charlie Althoff. just out of
the Navy at 20. has matriculated at
Yale Dramatic School.
The Navy returned Harry Gold's

yacht, now that the war's over, but
the UA sales exec is bleeding over
what hard usage did to it.

Music man Wally Downey and
s>uzette Eekbouse due to wed short-
ly. Her brother. Joe Eckhouse, is
executive v.p. of Gimbel Bros.
Bob Russell has settled his con-

tractual differences with the Shu-
perts and continues with the "Pass-
'"B.Sho.W" revue as its jiive lead,

it'. •fi
ot

"S
1 KC| vices for the late Wil-

liam Morris being held tomorrow U)
3* t?e, Jewish Theatrical Guild at

wm. ?
ce tneatre building chapel,

iw!' Yolft»- «f WB. prez of N. Y
ftiWicity Club, and Eric Palmer set
fecial tour of heavy cruiser Au-

for club members Mondaygusta
•29).

Cpl. Curt Weinberg, now a Stars
^-Stupes staffer, and former Broad-
renn,

P il " duc m hy Xmas. Cur-

Germanv
mmUtlllS bctw?ecn Pal"

is and

.
Clifford C. Fischer has assigned the
?S"KS of Maurice Chevalier and
^ucicnne Boycr to the William Mor-m aKe,,cv He's still their personal

told you the truth I'd be a hypo-
crite."

S/Sgt. Clive Howard, ex-Broadway
pressagent, more recently editor of
Brief, the Strategic Air Forces mag,
due back by December after three
years in the Pacific.

Horace McMahon left N. Y. Sun-
day (28) with his wife, Louise
Campbell, for Chicago and then to
the southwest to rejoin his unit
playing veterans' hosps.

Leon Fromkes, Sol Hurolc. Louis
Lotito and William H. Weintraub
have money in "Billion Dollar Baby."
the Paul Feigay-Oliver Smith musi-
cal slated for the Alvin. .

Dena Reed ghosted the Vincent
Lopez article titled "What Three
Years in a Monastery Taught Me
About Living." skedded for one of
the Fawcett publications.
Gay Dalton; owned by the late

Capt. Irving O'Hsry, sensational win-
ning thoroughbred at Mexico City
last season, died Oct. 23. exactly one
year after O'Hay pawed away.
March of Time producer Richard

de Rochemont feted by N. Y.'s
French colony at the Waldorf on his
nomination to the rank of officer in.

the.French Legion of Honor.
The J. C. Steins i MCA), will host

Sir Simon Marks and Lady Marks
on their Hollywood holiday. He's
head of Marks Spencer stores, the
Woolworlh chain of England.
Music pub Jack Bobbins' second

son, Marshall (Brother). 18, slated
for. Germany next month. Buddy
(Howard) Robbins. the elder son, is

still in Italy but due home soon. ,,

Danny Kaye not clue back from
the Pacific until Nov. 8. where he
is on a USO tour with Leo Durocher.
Sylvia Fine (Mrs, Kaye ) has gone to
Palm Beach for a brief holiday.

. John C. Flinn. exec sec of SIMMP,
leaves Mt. Sinai hospital today (31)
following post-operation treatment
and will rest at N. Y. Athletic Club
for two weeks before returning west.
Commander Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr., will co-star with Mayor LaGuar-
dia as the Motion Picture Pioneers
guests of honor at the annual Har-
vest Dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria
Nov. 28.

New kind of black market: a "se-
cret advance list" for the upcoming
automobiles. Usual tap to get on
the "list" is $100 as insurance for
some sort of a priority from the auto
salesman.
George Heller. "Deep Are the

Roots" co-producer, now has the mu-
sical, ''Futu rosy," Cheryl Crawford
was considering, which she let go
when she couldn't get Ray Bolger
for the lead.

Vicki Richards, nee Vicki Vicki,
gets her first big Chance tomorrow
night (1) at the Copacabana, having
been set last week by Monte Proser.
Singer has heretofore confined her-
self to radio.'

As result of complaints to the Bet-
ter Business Bureau, the * candid
photo companies snapping service-
men and their girls along Broadway
now refund the fees at the first

squawk from any soldier, sailor or
marine.
Bob Christenberry, prez of the

Hotel Astor. N. Y.. and prez of the
Broadway Association. currently
touring American occupied territory
in Europe- with Gen. Mark Clark, on
a survey of the hotel situation for
General Eisenhower. -

Philosopher Toots Shor talking:^

"Ginrummy is like the game of life.

When everything's good, any card
you pick up falls in just right.

"

PS.—Shor's the kinda guy who
proves his malaprops.

Out of the armed forces and back
to thefr old jobs of whipping up
publicity al the Stork Club are Don
Ardcn and Murray Lewis. Arden.
former Navy aerial reconnaissance
photog; while Lewis was a Marine
combat correspondent.
Edward Scofield. recently resigned

from the Jock Lawrence Organiza-
tion in New York, due in Hollywood
this weekend on his own public
relations firm. Harlow Peters, also

a recent member of the Lawrence
Organization, is N. Y. e. rep.

M. D. (Doc) Howe, 20lh-Fox ex-
ploitation dept.. heard from his son.

Cpl. Edward H. Howe, for the first

time in two years when the Marine
reported reaching a Long Beach,
Calif., hospital, alter two years in a

Nagasaki prison camp 'following the

Bataan death march. ,

Col. Fred Levy. Louisville theatre-

owner, avers he's seen the missing
Irviri Marks, Paris and N. Y. the-

atrical figure, at his (Levy's) Hotel
Henry Clay. Adds that Marks has
been dude-ranching and calls it "all

a joke'about being missing." S6 far

not verified, however.
. .

London
Gabriel Pascal has been elected

next year's president of the Shaw
Society.

Suit between David O. Selzhick
and Vivien Leigh has been settled
out of court.

Firth Shephard. after bout in hos-
pital and recuperation at Brighton,
back to work.
Son born to Glynis Johns Oct. '.5,

their first, and coincides with third
wedding anniversary.
Vera Lynn has given up all her

vaudeville engagements. Expects jt°

become a mother in February,
William Gcll is making frantic bids

for debenture holding;- in British
Lion,Films by Sam Smith's family.
Ted "Kid" Lewis, former world

champ,, expects to go to America
shortly with several Enslish fighters
he has lined up.
Alec Climes, lessee of The Arts

Theatre Club. has 'just formed com-
pany to purchase the 28-yejU" lease
of the theatre. Understood price paid
is $80,000.

Partnership between Mi;jor Billy
Hill and Tessie O'Shea after three
years is "now through. Their vaude-
ville unit booked for Golder's Green
and Manchester cancelled.

Prince Littler, chairman and man-
aging director of Associated Theatre
Properties, has appointed Frederick
Carter, secretary of the company for
the last 14 years, general manager.
Major J. R. Danielle is the new sec-
retary.
Llewellyn Rees. general secretary

of British Actors Equity, has been
elected on the board of the Old Vic
and Sadler's Wells, replacing Tyrone
Guthrie, who recently resigned to go
to America to stage plavs for the
Theatre Guild;

Joe McConville, general foreign
manager of Columbia Pictures, called
special convention of its branches.
Joe Friedman. London head of Col.
took opportunity during convention
to announce that Max Thorpe, com-
pany's head of sales, has been ap-
pointed general manager of sales,

and is also to act as manacing direc-
tor during Friedman's absence.

presidency of Local 60 of musicians'
union this year by Cpl. Hal Davis,
ex-marine.

Betty BischofT's husband coming
home from overseas so she's quitting
as secretary to WCAE's Len Kapner,
with Jacqueline Dodge replacing her
Robert Gill, director of the Pitts-

burgh Playhouse, will resume acting
again in community ..theatre's next
show, "Hand in Glove," opening run
next week <8).

engagement of
to..Irwin M. Radus.

agency
manager

afn^ Nat Ka|chcims <Wm. Morris°n'cc) announce
gaughter. Rita

Syracuse u°
U()Ie aie Siaduates of

vo^-
1
?' Li]v,a " R- BlUmeufcld, 19

2^.«Wrta«r to Isadora Lincer,

h»,i i ,

x transportation manager,

fami , ,V"-
Ieave of absence for ala™,J.y addition.

CW rIc Hal| iuger likes this Michael
rtWi? anachronism: when the WB
n5i.-2

f w;,s asked about a certain
'"dividual, he told Hellinger, "If I

Johnny Singer, N. Y. agent, here
in search of acts.

Variety Club's Victory Dinner
Dance will' be held Nov. 3 in the
Grand Ballroom of the Blackstone
hotel.

Jerry Colonna in town for confer-
ence with the publisher and car-
toonist of his new book, "Who
Threw That Cocoanut?" .

Irwin Lange has resumed his for-

mer position in shipping department
of United Artists exchange after be-
ing discharged from the Army.
Benny Conn, manager of Warner's

Frolic theatre, out of Wesley Me-
morial Hospital where he was con-
fined for two weeks following a

heart attack.
Danny Thomas, at the Chez Paree,

and Willie Shore, at. the Rio Ca-
bana, will headline the Newspaper
Guild's Page 1 Ball at the Drake
hotel, Nov. 17.

"Desert Song" opening at the
Civic Opera House has been changed
to Nov. 20 so as not to conflict with
opening of "Foolish Notion" at the
Studebaker on Nov. 19.

John and Ellen Wildberg back to

New York Thurs. it) for a look
around and thence to Montana, for

visit with wife's relatives and to

New Orleans for vacation.

Jack Kirsch. of Allied Theatres,
and Maurice Rubens, of Great States

circuit, will represent Chicago at the

MOD conference with President
Truman in Washington Dec. "4.

Morry Rotman. who handled press
relations for Community and War
Fund here for past two campaigns,
moves over as v.p. of William
Harshe & Associates, public rela-

tions reps, next week.

Miami Beach
By Larry Solloway

Jean Parker and husband arrived
Sunday (28).

Hurry Martin is playing his first

trite spot date in years at Kitty
Davis. .-'.• '..

.

' ' '.'-.. •'•' ;.• '

Walter Jacobs readying his Lord
Tarlcton hotel for new season after

turnback by Army.
Murray .

Weinger, Copa operator,
stuck for show girls, planed to New
York past weekend. ..

Ken Later, of William Morris of-

fice, in town for a vacation,. No book-
ings.' he sez. Just rest, needed badly.
Raleigh hotel added to list of

beachfront places opening a smart
cocktailery. Setting Latin band for

the room; -

Carol Bruce and husband Mill
Nathanson at Roney Plaza. They're
here on delayed honeymoon; will

stay a month.
Jennie GrCssingei". who owns Pan-

coast hotel, will get it back Nov. 15.

It's been in Use as an AAF hospital,

which will be moved to Miami-Bilt-
more on that date.
Freddy Fields, rep for Abner

Greshler office (N. Y.) in town, and
lining up spots for bookings. -

Ted Smiley, local newsman turned
actor-flack last summer tor Booth-
bay Players, Me., back in town seek-
ing a suitable theatre for the group
and trying to interest civic groups
in idea.
Bee Kalmus in town (to get di-

vorce, incidentally) and readying a

new room to be called Blue Angel
in Traymore-Breakers hotel. She'll

do a **Spivy." emceeuig and holding
down own spot.

Jerry Hirseh, vet vauder, who
staged shews for special services of
AAF here for three years, out on
overage discharge and reported tied

Up by Copacabana to stage-manage
shows for season.
Walter Winchel! left for Washing-

ton on Thursday (25) to keep closer
watch and gather facts on Rankin
committee demands for scripts of
newscasters. Ewpectcd back as soon
as situation clears up.
Hal Thornton, who clicked might-

ily at Club "22," here, checking into

Paddock club, South Miami Beach,
in December. Policy of club will

be a ''Club. 18." setup to lure late

trade alter other spots close.

Ciro's. super-swank spot will op-
erate with new owners this season.
"Red" Pollack, who .will direct, says
Shep Fields is being dickered for to

open room in December, with
Miguel ito Valdez set as feature. No
other acts to be used.

;

.

Don Richards orch switching from
Clover Club to Beachcomber. Dec.
20. to handle music for show featur-
ing Belle Baker, rfackie Miles.. and
Gomez and Beatrice. .Lou "Hol'z,

Diosa Costello and Chandra Kaly
dancers follow four weeks later. •

- Philadelphia
By Si Shall/

Cecil Foil building a theatre in

Hamilton Township, N. J.

Barney Zeeman, ex-bandleader,

opening hew English Room in back
of Forrest.
George Nonamaker handling press

for Izzy Hirst's new Fan's theatre,

West Pbiity.
, .

',
' -'"

' •

Every nitery comic in town is

using gags anent the hot. pigeon con-

troversy in 'Philly.

Harry and Ben Blumberg hosted

cocktail party for Film Row at their

new theatre equipment showroom.
Pfc. Donald O'Connor, film star, in

town making the rounds of the

niteries before entraining for Santa

Ana, Cal. '

. . . ,

Hollywood

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen "

John Price, just out of merchant
marine, new asst. thief engineer at

KQV.
Sgt. Carl Cashdollar out of the

Army and resuming as a booking
agent.

Bi" McClain. ex-asst. mgr, for

Warners, home after 24 months in

the ETO.
Sailor Bill Green got home on

leave to help celebrate his Casino's

1 5th aim i.

Jack Waldron headlining new floor

show at Vogue Terrace with Bob
Rhodes band.
Al Butler beating drums for "Pass-

ing Show." which Nixon gets for two
weeks Nov. 19.

Maxy Wentling back p.a. ing Play-

house again after year in Europe
with Red Cross.
Shirley Stevenson. N. Y. Latin

Quarter chorister, home convalescing

from appendectomy.
Johnny Harris tossed big Hal-

loween party at Webster Hall hotel

for cast of "Icecapades."
Lelnnd Hay ward, producer of.

"State of Union." flew to Coast fol-

lowing show's opening here.

John Charles Thomas :rhd John
Nesbitt here in connection with

KDKA's silver anni celebrat'on.

Henry Kaiser back to WWSW as

chief engineer after doin" field work
during ust for Western Electric-

Gene Urban will be opposed for

IS

By T.es Reel
Erica Morini here for Sunday (28)

concert at Auditorium.
Minneapolis Symphony orchestra

season opened Friday (26).

Ed Morey, Monogram assistant

general sales manager, here briefly.

Gene Meredith, Warner"s chief

cashier, in Veterans' hospital for

physical checkup.
Northwest Variety club launching

winter season of Saturday night

open house parties.
4

Rita Oehman into Hotel Radisson
Flame Room with Sammy -Birch and
Gordie Bowen band.
Fay Dressell, RKO branch man-

ager, and staff in North Dakota on
intensive sales drive.
Fred Mat-Murray and Capt. Claude

Binyon Here' after South Dakota
pheasant hunting trip.

President Bennie Bei'gei". of North
Central Allied, to attend meeting. of
Montana independent exhibitors
group.

Bill Crystal, former branch, man-
ager and film salesman, discharged
after 43 months in the, Army, now
affiliated with U. S. AH" Conditioning
Cprp.'s theatre division hcrei

St. Louis v

By Sam X. Hum*-
'

Emil and Evelyn heading show at

Club Continental.
Gene Krupa's Orch currently

headlining show at Chase Club.
Harry Wald, manager of the Gar-

rick, convalescing fiom a -major op-
eration.

"Rigoletto" was presented as \hf
opening piece in the Civic Music
ieague's .1945-46 season;

St. Louis Community Playhouse
teed off 19th consecutive, srti'-on with
"Susan and God." Gordon Summers
directed. Cast that includes Joan
Cantor, Gilbert Moore. Norma Pat-

ton, Dorothy Dodi'e. Ed Ford
Rufcanwr'.Nachlman. JS^lph ' PcJ^pn,
and Lucille Williamson.

Bill Mauldin, cartoonist, filed suit
for divorce.
Robert Shayne vacationing in the

High Sierras.
Count Berni Vici recovering from

major surgery."
Carey Wilson back at Metro after

a battle with llu.

John Shelton out of the Army: and
back in pictures. ."'•. ' r: •••

John Joseph back at his Universal
desk after vacation.
George Bagnall returned from a

vacation in Canada. ' .-' •

Anita Louise returned • from a

New York vacation.
Ann Dvorak tiled suit for divorce

against Leslie Fenton.
Edward Pcskay in from New York

on a production deal.
Joe Unger in from New York for

United Artists huddles. ...
•

Lynn Bart on a two-week vacation
after playing in ."Shock." :

Al Yergin in town for conferences
with International execs.
Jackie Cooper in town awaiting

discharge- from the Navy. :

"

Rex Harrison. English actor, re-
ported for work at Metro.
Frank Planer. PRC cameraman,

became an American citizen.

Victoria "Vicki" Lang divorced
Howard Lang, legit producer, :'".

Jackie Coogan bought Arthur
Murray's house in Mexico City,-

Gy Tucker left the hospital to re-
cuperate at home after a long illness.

Henry Hathaway returned from.
New York, still ailing with influenza.
Jules Stein checked in alter two

weeks in New York on MCA busi-
ness.

Kirby Hawkes, former .radio writ-
er, in from New York on a picture
deal.

Al . Wertfieimer's Dunes Club in
Palm Springs destroyed by a $250,-
000 lire.

Jack Lait's yarn, "Gentlemen, the
Queen," bought by Harry Sherman.
It goes on his production slate early
next year.
Leonard Picker returned to his

Columbia desk after business in
New York.
Anthony Havelock-Allan. British

producer, giving Hollywood studios
the once over. ',/,-. ....

George
. Chasaiias. Far Eastern

chief for Metro, in from Egypt for
studio confabs.
Steve Broidy returned to Mono-

gram after a swing around the
southern circuit.

Edward C. Simmel. Monogram's
Near East representative, in town
for studio huddles.
King Baggot, star and director of

silent films, doing a role in "The
Yearling" at Metro.

Viola Essen's illness postponed
start of Ben Hecht's "Spectre and
the Rose" for a week.
American Society of Cinematog-

ra oners' celebrated its 25th birthday
with a Hallowe'en party.

Sister Kenny in from Minneapolis
to confer with Dudley Nichols about
her forthcoming picture at" RKO.
Reeves Espy, new PRC prexy,

guest of honor at a dinner tossed by
the Independent Producers Associa-
tion.

Frank Alstock in from Washington
on business as chief of the Office of
Coordinator for Inter-American Af-
fairs.

Rex Harrison, British thesp. re-
ported at 20th-Fox for his American
film bow in "'Anna and the King of
Siam."
Ralph Nelson, former Paramount

executive, is back in civvies after

three years as a major in the Signal
Corps.
-Barry Fitzgerald and Arthur

Shields, brothers, playing brother
roles in "Third Avenue" at Para-
mount.
Kenneth Lambert. Metro sound

engineer, ; returned to work after

three years of radar experiments in

the Army.
Jackie Cooper, currently stationed

at Treasure Island, in Sail Francisco
Bay, will be eligible for discharge
from the Navy Nov. 1.

Alex Evelovc, director of public-
ity at Warner Bros, studio, in Cedars
of Lebanon hospital for observation.
Stricken with severe pain, doctors
believe it may be result of infected

appendix. .*
.....

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Sylvia' Sidney due in this week. -.

Ted Stracter orch, booked for

Golden Gate Nov. 21;

Imogene Martin, of KGO press,

welcoming husband home after 26

months of Pacific duty.
Nino Brambillo. former owner of

La Fiesta, stops to greet friends at

St. Frahcis hotel bar eu route to

Tahiti.
Don Loper approached by several

smart femmes to decorate their ma-
rine view domiciles, particularly

boudoirs.
Lawrence Welk. St. Francis,

maestro, breaks accordion just prior

to broadcast, but carries on okay
with show.
E'rol Flynii in town to purchase

boat, with Freddy -Roberts of dance
1 team, the Robertos,: drove over TOO
i miles to spend a day hunting in

I Northwest.
Ooera season has set pace for after

dark dressing, with nile spots tlist'fcn-

' i'lg with formal attire, particularly

j.StvJ?ttBwi> Pi lace. D*.^c, ... Copa-
l %Htm and Bal TabarmV.

'



ON THE HIT PARADE (OCT. 6). . .

* 1. Till THE END OF TIME

2. IF I LOVED YOU

*1 I'M GONNA LOVE THAT GAL

ON THE AIR. . ,

. . . AND IN SHEET MUSIC SALES

THE BHMOARDf TWO-'jIDED HIT';

UlftfD REfOPfj W".

All FOUR AGAIN—PIONEERED

BY PERRY'S SMASH WAXIN6S!

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER. CLUI
t

STARRING PERRY COMO
MOM. THRU FRI. 7:00-7ilS PM 1ST

« SECOND YEAR

IN PICTURES . . .

COMING SOON.

, .
30th CENTURY-FOX'S

"DOLL FACE"

FEATURING PERRY COMO

ON RECORDS . . . _

NOW ON ITS WAY'.-. . PERRY SINGS
"HERE COMES HEAVEN AGAIN" and

'DIG YOU LATER (A Hubba-Hubbq-Hubbo)"
. from "DOU. FACE"

FOR ANOTHER VICTOR HITI

10
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